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:^^Uiu$ PREFACE.

This Eleventh Volume of the Gardeners Magazine we have thought

it advisable to indicate as the first of a Second Decade, or Series, not
' to mark it as one where new subscribers may commence taking

e work, but also because in this Second Decade we mean to intro-

the following improvements :
—

With the last Number of every year we shall give a General
1 of the Progress of Gardening, Agriculture, Rural Architecture,

i.'.. estic Economy, and Rural and Domestic Improvement generally^

<r le past year, not only in Britain, but in other countries. The first

"lese Retrospective Views will be found at p, 609. of the present

<ne-

Occasional articles to be headed Pomological Notices, Olitorial

jes, and Arboricultural Notices, for the purposes stated in the

ice to our Tenth Volume. Specimens of these articles will be
d at p. 30. 39. and l^S. of the present volume.

We have made what we consider a great improvement in the Table

ontents and in the iTidex, We have given the contents in much
greater detail, so as to include the heading of every paragraph consti-

tuting the Miscellaneous Intelligence, and the title of every book,

reviewed or noticed in the Catalogue, as well as that of those noticed

under the head of Reviews. Instead of a General Index, we have given

a Specific Index to the Plants ; which will be found particularly useful,

and will render a General Index unnecessary. We have placed the

index immediately after the Table of Contents, so that the reader will

have all the sources of reference to the volume at its commencement,
instead of a part at the beginning and a part at the end, as heretofore.

After the experience of ten years, during whi'~' we have had almost

daily occasion to refer to the Gardener's ilfv^^, ^„ .e, we can assert with

perfect confidence that these changes will greatly facilitate reference.

This the reader may prove, by comparing the Contents and Index

which immediately follow this preface with those of former volumes.

4. With the Twelfth Volume we intend to commence a series of
Articles on Cookery, and chiefly on vegetable cookery, with a view to

the improvement of the tables of labourers, gardeners, cottagers, and
the middling classes. We are persuaded that, from ignorance and
inattention to this subject, the labouring classes, gardeners, and others,

of this country, are deprived of many comforts, which they might

enjoy, not only without any additional expense, but absolutely at less

cost than they now incur for a wretched, and, at the same time, ex-

travagant, mode of dressing provisions in some cases, and of choosing

their food in others.

J. C- L.

Baysivater, Nov. 15. 1835.
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Mantell's Floriculture Doncaster Association on
the Turnip Fly, 100 ; Sopwith's Isomelrical
Drawing, 101 ; Bagster's Bees, 102 ; the Mir-
ror, 202; Vienna Agricultural Transactions,
Botanical Gazette, 203 ; Deakin and Marnock's
Floiigraphia Britannica, Reitz on the Merino
Sheep, Titford's Hortus Americanus, 534; Flora
and Thalia, Stewart's Outlines of Botany, 535;
Main's Popular Botany, Bohler's Lichens of
Britain, Sowerby's English Boiany, 593 ; Bajf.
ter's British Flowering Plants, Francis's Cata-
logue of British Flowering Plants and Ferns,
Sinclair's Description of the Dahlia, 594; Smith
on Cucumbers and Melons, Nurseryman's Cata-
logue for 1835, Clarke's English Grammar, 595

;

Smith's Evolution, Smith's Speaker's Guide,
596 : Salon d'E't^ t Gand, Societt- Anonirae
d'Horticulture, De Candolle's Rare Plants of
the Geneva Garden, 597.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

General Notices. — The Buds, Twigs, and
Branches of Trees, of many Plants ; Natural-
isation of Plants, Covering Wall-Fruit Trees
with Ivy, Plants grown in Moss, Transplanting
large Trees, 103; Economy of the little grey
Moth (YponomeCta padella), 204; General
Existence of a newly observed and peculiar
Property in Plants, and on its Analogy to the
Irritability of Animals, Character of the Phe-
nomena, Plants in which Instances of the
Phenomena have been observed, 263 ; Nature
and Cause of the Phenomena, Facts which op-
pose the ascribing the Divergence to Elasticity,

Facts which led Dr. Johnson to conclude that
a vital Property causes the Divergence, Stimu-
lants which excite or increase the Power of
Divergence, Receiving and Exchanging Seeds,

264; Leaden Wire, Lepidium ruderMe, 265

;

Metallic Wire for Tying up Trees, &c., 318;
Prepared Zinc Labels for Plants, Ap|)les kejjt

nearly till Apples C'>me again, 319 ; To destroy
Insects by a Solution of . Chlorine, Superior
Label for Plants, 535; To Dry Botanical Spe-
cimens with despatch, Kyan's Patent Compo-
sition for Seasoning Timber,]Early, Middle, and
Late blossoming Apples, Kidney Potatoes
planted whole, 536. ; Scientific Fecundation, A
simple Instrument for indicating the Changes of
the Weather, 677.

Foreign Notices.

France. —The Foreign Trees of France, Th
Exotic Plantations of Madame Aglae Adanson,
BenthSimio and MacUira, The Spanish Potato,
42 ; Catalogue of Plants cultivated by J. Sisley-
Vandael, Rambouillet, Dec. 23., 205 ; Jardin de
Fremont, 206. 678 ; Paris, Rue des Vignes, 478 ;

Horscchestnut Trees, True Service Tree, Gla-
diolus nataUnsis, 537.

Belgium. — Foreign Trees of the Netherlands,
104; Planting in the District of Li^ge, 150;
Humbeque Nursery, near Brussels, 537.

Ger7nany.— Vienna, Nov. 20., Stuttgard, Oct. 23.,

104 ; Flotbeck Nurseries, Hamburgh, 206 ; Ca-
ra(t\\ia francofurtensis, 265; Munich, May 30.,

480 ; Botanic Garden of i^erlin, 541.

Italy. — Naples, Jan. 9., 150 ; Peuta, near Sa-
lerno, June 13., 481.

North America.—Boston, Dec. 8., 151 ; Catalogue
of Vegetable, Herb, Flower, Tree, and Grass
Seeds, Ornamental Tree Society, Species of
Elm called the Slippery or Red Elm, The Date
Palm Tree, Botanical Tour, 207; Progress of
Floriculture in Philadelphia, 265 ; Columbus,
Ohio, March 1., Philadelphia, May 18., 483.

South America. — Manufacture of Meal from the
Cassava Root, and of the Indian Drink Pie-
warrie, 484.

India The Discovery of the Tea Shrub in

India, 428 ; Discovery of the Genuine Tea
Plant in Upper Assam, 429.

Africa. — Nursery at Algiers, 482.

Australia. — The South Australian Association,
Swan River Colony, 140. _.„„

Domestic Notices,

England. — A Botanic Garden, Animals in the
Botanic Garden of Bury St. Edmund's,Weekes's
Mode of heating by Hot Water, White Knights
43 ; High Clere, Remarkable Foreign Trees,
Fine Trees near London, 44 ; Trees and Shrubs
in Suffolk and other parts of England, The
Mcus elastica, MagnhMa grandiflbra, 45 ; Ca.
talpa syringcefhWa, Salisbiir2« adiantifblia, Ro-
binia hfspida trained against a wall, Riba
sanguineum, Cork Tree, Brugmansia sua-

vdolens, 46 ; The Pomegranate, Eriobutrya^

jap6nica. Leaves and Fruit of a Sweet watci;
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drape. Apples, Preservation of dried Sweet
Herbs, Large Cucumber, 47 ; The largest
Gooseberries grown in Lancashire, The Scarlet
Trefoil, 48 ; The New Forest in Hampshire,
The True Love Apple, The Bee-flowered
Ophrys, Plants in Flower in the open Ground
at Whitmore Lodge, 105 ; Baron Karwinsky's
Collection of succulent and other rare Mexican
Plants, Chimoninthus fragrans,The Lancashire
Botanical and Horticultural Book Society, Trees
in the Fulhara 'Nursery, 152 ; Ivy planted at

the Base of a Wall, and trained over the Face
of the opposite side of the Wall, A Nosegay of
Fruits, 153 ; Australian Trees at Coed Ithil,

207 ; Australian Trees in Mackay's Nursery,
Sida pulchella, Cuffnells near Lyndhurst, 208

;

Remarkable Stone Pine, Cratse^gus Oxyacantha
var. prs^cox. Apples cultivated in the South
of England in the Sixteenth Century, Carlisle's

Topographical Dictionary, Substitute for Bel-
lows, 209 ; Metropolitan Society of Florists and
Amateurs, Exhibitions of the London Horti-
cultural Society, Newick Horticultural Society,
Suitableness of Cornwall for growing Exotics,
Old Trees in Ditton Park, 266; Eriob6trya
jap6nica. Forest Trees of New Zealand, Spe-
cimens of double varieties of Camellias, Brug-
mcinszn sanguinea, 267 ; Collection of Pelar-
goniums, Mode of Protecting Wall-Fruit Trees,
The Sweeny Nonpareil, The Maesbury Red
Potato, Turnpike Gates and Wickets, 268

;

Vittoria Wheat, Large Mushrooms, 269; Grand
Floricultuial Exhibition, Blr. Groom's Tulips,
Guernsey, Advantages of Water in the Cul-
tivation of Culinary Vegetables, 320 ; Forced
Roses, The Banana (A/isa sapientum). The
Common Ash Tree, A Colmar Pear Tree,
Growth and Fertility of Scions of Pears grafted
in the Neighbourhood of Lancaster. 321 ^
Grand Floricultural Fete and Exhibition of
Flowers and Flowering Plants, The Metro-
politan Florists' Society, A Floricultural Exhi-
bition, 378 ; High Clere June 1., Conlferje
propogaLed by cuttings, 439; Tilia europse'^a

var. rubricafilis, A^cer Psefido.i*litanus var.

fol. argenteis, Planera Mlmif61ia, ^'^cer circina-

tum. Gladiolus natalensis, Head of late White
Broccoli, 431 ; Devon and Exeter Botanical and
Horticultural Society, 488 ; The Manchester
Botanic Garden, Eleeocarpus cyaneus, Alstroe-

meria acutifblia, 489 ; Faulkner's New Scarlet
Pine, 490 ; Buchanan's Nursery, Camberwell

;

Trees in the Arboretum of the Surrey Zoo.
logical Garden, Metropolitan Society of Flo-
rists and Amateurs, 544 ; Greater Adam's
Needle, Dwarf Fan Palm, New Variety of
Dahlia, 545 ; Sarrac^nirt purpilrea, Hambugh
Grapes, S4S ; The Trees of New Zealand, A
Hand Water-Engine, The Pine and Fir Tribe,

678 ; A^cei striatum (the striped-barked or
Pennsylvanian Maple), iJamamelis virginica,
Maclilra aurantiaca. The Carambola[_Aveiihba
Carambola from Ceylon in 1733], Exotics in the
Isle of Anglesea, 679 ; The Oleander, Chenopb.
dium Quinda, The Agave araericana or Great
American Aloe, A Hydrangea, A Tree Dahlia,
A Strawberry, The Heaviest Gooseberries for

1835, 680 ; A Pearl Onion, rrif61ium incarna-
tum. The London Dairies, 681.

Scotland. — Monyrausk in Aberdeenshire, 48 ;

The Pepperweli Oak, The Largest Cedar in

Scotland, 49 ; Orchi'deae in the Vicinity of
Dundee, 106 ; Arboretums, 107 ; An Arbore-
tum, 153 ; Prizes of the Caledonian Horti-
cultural Society, 209 ; County Horticultural
Society, 210 ; Drummond's Agricultural Mu-
seum "at Stirling, 269 ; Return Papers for the
Arboretum Britannicum, 321 ; The Auchen.
bowie and West Plean Horticultural Society,
The Stirling Horticultural Society, 322 ; Cale-
donian Horticultural Society, 378 ; The Watt
Institution at Dundee, 431 ; Acacia affinis,

Psidium CaXXXeyanum, 432; Great Improve-
ments in the Manufacture of Hemp, 547 ; Pittos-

porum Tobira and Acacia armiita. Thrashing
Machines driven by Steam, 682.

Ireland. — The Horticultural Society of Ireland,

Vittoria Wheat, Foreign Trees in Ireland, 50 ;

Belfast Horticultural Society, 153; Kilkenny,
Feb. 11., 210 ; Yew Tree with Yellow Berries,

269; Plan for the Formation of a Natural Ar-
rangement of Plants for a Botanic Garden, by
Mr. Niven, 684; Pakenham Hall, 682; The
Botanic Garden at Belfast, A cut-leaved Va-
riety of the"Comraon Oak, Pinus Pinaster, Pi.
nus sylvestris, Taxus baccSta, 683 ; JV/elamp^-
rum arvense, O^lea europse^a, 684.

Calls at Suburban Gardens.—Ham House, S. Gur-
ney, Esq., Oct. 13., 684. Stratford Green, J. All-

card, Esq., 685. The Leyton Nursery, 686.

Stamford Hill, William Bromley, Esq., 687.

Hintsfor Improvements — Scale for showing the
comparative Hardiness of Trees, 687 ; flares

may, perhaps, be excluded from Flower-Gar-
deiis, 688.

Retrospective Criticism. — Mr. Calvert's Nursery
at Rouen, Mr. Gilpin's Hints, &c., 51 ; Giving
Air to Hot-bed Frames, Mr. Toward's Account
of the Moss-house at Bagshot, Arboretum
Britannicum, 52 ; Dates of the Introduction of
Culinary Vegetables and Fruits, A Monthly
Horticultural Calendar in the Gardener's Ma-
Magazine, 108 ; Hayward's Inquiry, &c., re-

viewed, What are the Heat and Moisture best

adapted for the Production of various Fruits ?

Rutger's Designs for Kitchen and Flower-Gar-
dens. Rustic Work for Garden Ornaments, The
Wourali Poison, 154; Beet-leaved Nightshade,
Cultivation of Trees and Shrubs in preference
to Florists' Flowers, 155 ; Churchyard at Arley
Hall, The Culture of OrchldeEe, The Flower of
Pontedferfa crassipes, 211 ; Sol&num Jeta.ceum,

The Purple Potato, 269; Management of the
Government Plantations in Hampshire, Note
on Double Crocuses, 322 ; Flowering Tropical

Plants, Destroying the Scale on Pines, 323 ;

Index to the First Ten Volumes of the Gar-
dener's Magazine, 379 ; Glazed Pit for Pro.
tecting Green.house Plants, 380 ; Metropolita n
Society of Florists, White Scale on Pine-apple
Plants, 433 ; The Substitution of Pavement for

Gravel, 434 ; Rowland's Metallic Wire for

Tying-up Trees, Metropolitan Arboretum,
* Coiling System of Vine Culture, 435 ; Erratum,
The Coiling System of Vine Culture, 490. 492 ;

Shrivelling of Grapes, 493 ; Effect of Frost on
BrickWalls, 494; Dr. Lindley's Ladies' Botany,
Exotics in a Flower-garden, Rowland's Metallic

Wire, Destroying the Scale on Pines, 548 ;

Ceanuthus coUinus, Coiling of Vines, 549;
London Horticultural Society's Regulations for

theYear, 1836,597; Review of Haywood on Hor.
ticulture, 598 ; The Horsechestnut, a lumpish
Tree, &c., 601 ; Tottenham Park Muscat Grape,
The Coiling System, &c., 602., 603 ; Shriveling

of Grapes in Vineries, 603; Destroying the White
Scale on the Pine-apple, &c.. 604; Immense
Avenue of Elms, Live oak (Quercus virens),

Plante en Paniere, 206; The Ked Oak and
the Scarlet Oak (Quercus rilbra and Quer-
cus coccinea), 688 ; Species and Varieties of i?e.

tula, Xathyrus ArmitageawMS, The Question
whether Potatoes ought to be planted whole or

in Sets, 689.

Queries and Answers.— Has a Plant been named
after Dr. Turton, What is the Natural History

of the Cone-like Excrescence so common on the

Oak ? 'J'he Best Method of Preserving Celery

through the Winter, Magnbha grandiflbra ex-

oniensis. The Cabbage Tree of Lapland, 53;
Botanic Garden at Stockwell, Gardens of Dr.

Halls's Baths, Newcastle ; Griffin's First Lines

of Chemistry, Chemical Recreations, Salisbijna

fldiantifblia, 108; Cropping a Garden, Glass

Covers at .Small Cost, 109 ; Mixing the Indi.

genous Shrubs of a Country with Foreign or

Improved Species, 155 ; The Turkey and Nor-
way Oak; Tfie Best Time to Sow Acorns, The
Margil Apple, 156; Double-flowered Crocus,

White and Green Asparagus in Paris, Arti-

chokes, 157 ; Chenopbdium Quinda, xalis

crenita. Gladiolus natalensis, 212 ; Ivy, Ever-
green Herbaceous Plants, Jl/felia Axedardch,
213 ; Perpetual Cropping, Gardening Authors,
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Dimensions of Trees and Shrubs, Sussex said to

be suitable fora ccliinatising Plants,The Cedar of
Lebanon, 325; Grading in May and June, Mag-
nbl?a grandiflbra, 326 ; Richard Anthony Salis-

bury, F.R.S. &c,, Salisbur/a ndiantifblia, 380;
Magnblia, Liriodendron, Newington Peach, 381;
Growth of the Oak Tree, American Magnolias
in China, 437 5 SalisburM adiantifiilia, riscum
album in Ireland, Largest flowering Tulip
Trees, Ronce d'Hongrie, The Double Yellow
Rose, The Rbsa. Bknksicei Evergreen Shrubs,
438 ; Proper Age at which to cut down Oak
Trees, 549 ; Large single Camellia, 551 ; The
Botanic Garden of Edinburgh in 1682, Culture
of the Vine in Australia, Canker on Cucumber
Plants, 605. -

Covent Garden Market.—5i. 109. 158. 213. 270.

327. 383. 440. 495. 551 606.

London Horticultural Society and Garden. —
110. 214. 325. 391. 438. 4S4. 607.

Metropolitan Society of Florists and Amateurs,
55.

Queries and Answers.—Public Evening Reading
Rooms in Towns and Villages ; Outline of a
Botanical Tour ; Inserting the Levels of Plans

;

Chatsworth Arboretum ; The most Profitable

Age for Cutting Oaks ; The Female Black
Italian Poplar, 690. ; Reddish Circular Scales

en the Under Side of Oak Leaves, 691 ; La-

thyrus magellanicus ; A Mode of Preserving
the Flowers of the Pansy ; Potatoes, 692.

Provincial Horticultural Societies for 1835 :

Bedfordshire. 692. Berkshire, Cambridge-
shire, 693. Cornwall, 694. Cumberland, 695.
Derbyshire, Devonshire, 696. Dorsetshire,
Durham, Gloucestershire, Hampshire, Here-
fordshire, 699, Leicestershire, 700. Lanca-
shire, Norfolk, Northamptonshire, Nor-
thumberland, 702. Nottinghamshire, 703.
Somersetshire, 704. Suffolk", Surrey, Sussex,
705. Warwickshire, Wiltshire, 706. York-
shire, 708, 709. The Channei Islands, 710.
Wales, 714. Clackmannanshire, Dumfries-
shire, 712. Edinburghshire, Fifeshire, 713,
714. Forfarshire, 715. Lanarkshire, Ren-
frewshire, Stirlingshire, 716. Ireland, 717, 718.

Biography.—Consequa, 111; Mr. Douglas, the
botanist, 271 ; Andrew Heron, Esq., of Bargally,

718.
Obituary.—Walter William Capper, Esq.; Mr.
James Sherare, 56 ; Robert Sweet, F.L.S., with
the titles of his literary works, and the dates of,

their publication, &c., 159; Reginald Whitby.
160 ; Mr. Douglas, 216 ; William Dickson, Esq.
328 ; James Frost, 384 ; William Forsyth, Esq,
F.H.S., 496; Mr. George Johnston, 552; Mr.
James Drummond, 608 ; William Malcolm
Esq., F.L.S. H.S., &c,, 720.

LIST OF ENGRAVINGS.
INSTRUMENTS.

!8. Instruments for transplanting large trees 134

77, 78. New number stick for plants - - 466

UTENSILS.
7—10. Pots for pine plants - - - 22
23. An improved garden pot . - - 233

DIAGRAMS.
24—27. Outlines for planting in masses - 234
28. Outlines for planting in masses - - 236
53. Mode of drawing trees to a scale - - 397
55—60. Details ... 403—406
64. Section of a paved walk - - 434
71—76. New mode of forming curved lines,

and laying out grounds - - 462—465
82—85. Surface drains of brick for irrigating a

lawn or arboretum - - 498, 499
90—93. A mode of taking the heights of trees

519^522
OPERATION.

98. New mode of striking cuttings . - 564

GATE AND GATE STYLE.
15. Gate and gate fastening - - 71
81. The simple field style . . . .471

GARDEN ORNAMENTS.
1—3. Rustic flower-baskets - - 12, 13
20. 21. Chinese tiles - - - 171, 172

STRUCTURES.
6. Section of a pine pit - - - 21

32. Section of a pine pit - - - - 255
79, 80. Plan and elevation of a moss-house at

Murtle - . - . 467, 468

BUILDINGS.
12. Gardener's house - - - 65
22. Gardener's house ... 174

PLANTS.
IS, 36. Stamina and pistil - . -301
37. Myristica moschita, and various botanical

details - - t . - 3C2
38. 7:fippuphae /-hamnoldes, SchEefffen'a com-

plfeta, BroussonfetM papyrifera, and Na-
geia Putranfiva ... 306

39. Hiimulus Lupulus, the hop plant . 310
40. Male and female flowers of the hop plant 310
41. Artocarpus incisa - - - 311
42—44. Artocarpus integrifulia - -311

No. Page
45—47. Flower and fruit of the Macltira au-

rantlaca . . . . . 313, 314
48. Ficus Carica flower ... 315
49. Lathra'a Squamaria, tuber . - 318

FRUIT.
94, 95. Hamburgh grapes of extraordinary

size and form . . . 546

ENTIRE TREES.
54. Aildntus glanduldsa ... 399
61. QuiSrcus pedunculata - . . 407
62. Prdnus Padus .... 409
68. Gleditschz'a triacanthos var. in^rmis - 411

PLANS OF GARDENS AND THE GROUNDS
OF SMALL VILLAS.

4. Kitchen-garden of four acres . -41
5. Flower-garden of one acre - - 42
14. Flower-garden - - . . . 68
13. Kitchen-garden of seven acres . - 67
16. Kitchen-garden of four acres . - 120
17. Flower and kitchen-garden . . 123
99. Plan for laying out the grounds of a

suburban villa of nine acres, including
ground plan of principal floor of house
and plans of outbuildings - -670,671

19. A working plan for a suburbin garden 168,169
29- Design for laying out and plantinga flower.

garden. By Floretus - - 238, 239
30. Ditto - ... 240, 241
31. Ditto corrected . - . 244, 245
33. Design for layingoutand plantinga flower-

garden. By Lancastriensis . 286, 287
34. Ditto corrected - . - 288, 289
50. Flower-garden. By Tyro . - 354, 3.55

51. Ditto. By the Conductor - - 356, 357
65. Ditto. By a Young Gardener - 450, 451
66. Ditto corrected ... 454, 455
67. Ditto varied - - . 456, 457
68—70. Flower-garden and shrubbery - 459—462
86. Frontages of four houses containing one

perch each . . -510,511
87. Frontages of four houses containing one

perch and a half each - -510,511
88. 89. Plan for laying out a public square 516, 517-

96. Frontages of six houses thrown into one - 560,
561

97. Frontages of four houses in detached
pairs .... 562, 563



LIST OF PLANTS.

Those marked with a * or f are not registered in the last edition of the Hortus Britannicus , those
marked with a * are in the country ; but those marked with a f are not in the country. When
either of these marks is put before the generic name, it must be considered as referring to the
genus ; when before the species or variety, as referring only to that species or variety.

.^'bies, 6 sp. - - - 570
aiba - . - 480
* am&bilis - - 430
balsamffera - 531, 532. 640
cserulea - - 207
? syn. of Plnus ccerCliea,

H. B., No. 23,612.

canadensis - 178. 556. 640
Douglas? - 29. 206. 542.

557
dumbsa - - 542
excelsa - - 178. 480
* MenzifesH - 430, 431

* Morinda - - 430, 431

nigra - - 480
*n6bilis - -430
Prcea - - 177. 531
Pichta • - 430
spectabilis - 539. 542
XVebhiiina, identical with
Pinus Vfebhidna Wall.,
and this is a syn. of
spectabilis Lamb - 29-

430
ClanbrasikVma - - 682

» Abntilon pulchellum - 293
syn. Sida pulch^Ua, H. B.,

No. 18091.

.^c&cia, sp. - - 215
? * sp. nova - - 216
afflnis, identical with deal-

b^ta Lk., H. B., No.
24852, distinct from
dealbkta Cun., H.B., No.
24734 ; distinct from af-

f Inis Suit., H. B., No.
24699 - 208. 432

armata - 208. 216. 266. 330.

420. 682
?fcurvifblia - 78
dealbkta - 108. 216, 266,

267. 358. 432. 682
decurrens - - 216
Deloyndia, identical with

dealbata Lk., H. B. No.
24852 - - 267

heterophylla . - 151

horrida . - 482
JuKbrissin - 45. 151. 324.

639. 678
«nifblia - - 216
longissima - - 266
lophantha - 216. 250. 330.

359. 533
*paradi5xa •• - 78
•t-pr(5nsans - - 295
pub^scens - 216. 266
pulchella - - 326
Sophbra - - 266
stricla - - 216
undulEefblia - - 191
verticiliata - 208. 682

* Acanthophlppium bicolor

77
j4cantlius spinosus - - 106
A^cer, 16 sp. - - 568

barbatura - - 643
campestre - 252. 556
camp^stre variegcitum 566
circincLtum - - 431

. cr^ticum - - 565
erioc&rpum - - 565
eriocarpon var. fintermJ'-
dium - - 78

A''cei' LiOhhUi, in G. Don's Syst
of G. & B., a syn. of
platanoides L. - 539

monspessulanum - 684
f-neajjolitanum - 542
NegHndo, syn. of NegUndo
/raxinifblium . 639

pennsylvdnicum - 639
platanoides - - 683
Pseiido-PIatanus - 556
Pseildo-I'latanus var. fol.

fargenteis - - 431
rilbrum -167. 504. 565. 639
saccharinum . - 639
striatum - - 504. 679

.^chillfea tomenttisa - 106
* Acropera Loddigfesii - 214
^'sculus 1 sp. 3 var. - 568

* americ^na - 248, 249
carnea - 167, 248. 382
discolor, a syn. of hybrida

Dec. - - 248
, flava - - 248, 249

Hippocastanum - 248.

358 537
Hipp. f61. •argent. - 248
Hipp. f(')l. *.aur. - 248
Hippocastanum ? f fblio

Ibtoldteo - - 78
hilmilis - - 248
hybrida - - 248,249
* h^oni . - 248
macrost^chya - 248
ohioensis - - 248
* pdmila - - 248
* rbsea. - 248, 249
rubicunda . 248, 249. 382
pallida - - 248. 382
Favia - - 248. 639
Pavia * erecta - 248
Pav«a macrostSchya ; a

syn. of ^. macrostachya
- 248, 249

Favia * serrata - 248
yigaricus campestris - 340
Agave aniericana - 680
AUdntus gland ulbsa - 44. 153.

166. 396. 398. 480. 541.

565. 568. 642. 678
.4'lnus 3 sp. 3 var. - - 569

cordata, ? the epithet
mistaken for cordifblia

29
cordifblia - - 542
glutinbsa - - 360
incana - - 241
inacrophylla - 538

^'loe distans - - 326
Aloysz'a citriodora - - 80
Alsophila australis - - 340
Alstroemerza acutif blia - 489

*aurea -3 83. 439. 494
edWis; Salsilla of soxaeho-

tanists of Britain, not of
Linneeus, is a synonyme
of this - - 77

hirtella - - 59
oculata, syn. of Saldlla L.,

not of some botanists of
Britain - - 77

ovata, syn. of hirtiSUa -

210
Felesrma - - 713
pulchella. - - 383

AlstroemenVi* SalslUa, the Sal-
silla L., not of some bo-
tanists of Britani - 77

AltfngM excelsa - 197. 698
CunninghSma - 197. 542

.(ilyssum saxatile - - 106
Amaryllis amabilis - 215

aiirea Fl. Per., syn. of
* Pyrolirion aureuni
Herb. . - 27

aijlica - - 215
calyptrSta - - 214
? t Carnarvbnefl! - 78
peruviana Poiret ; syn.

of * Pyrolirion aureum
Herbert - - 27

psittaclna * veniista - 265
pulverulenta ; ?syn. ofre-

glnse var. pulverulenta
216

&d\anArcBflbia - - 382
Amelunckier, 5 sp. - - 559

Botryapium - 166. 640
sangui'nea - _ 565

Ampel6psis Aederacea - 170
/im;^gdalus 1 sp. 1 var. - 569

communis - - 167
macroc^rpa, var. of com-
mtinis in H. B. - 216

orientalis . - 643

f tomentosula - 207
./Inagallis Monell? *var. - 74
Andromeda arbbrea - 566. 639

floribiinda - 56. 325. 706
.(Inembne arbbrea, syn. of ca-

pensis L. . 78. 190
coronaria var. - - 106

Angrce^cum * clandestVnum
424<

* distichum - 424. 478
*micranthum - - 423
*teretifblium - 424

Anigozanthos * ManglSsz'j 27
Anis^nthus Cunbnia - 326

splendens - - 381
Anbna CherimoUa - 161
Anomathdca cruenta - 494
Anthocercis viscbsa - 326
^nthyllis Bdrba.Jbvis . 382
Antirrhinum majus fl. pi. 383

430
mSjus var. . . 106

ji'rabis prs'cox - - 106
Aralia spinbsa - - 542
Araucaria brasiliana - 197

excelsa, syn. of Altingia
excelsa - 84. 229

imbricata - 542. 678
A'rbutus, 2 sp. - - 566

* sp. from Mexico : it re-

sembles .<4ndrachne 583.

585
./indrachne - 44, 45. 106
[A-nedo- 106. 167. 178.542.

566
f/"nedo riiber - 44. 106
mucronSta - - 682
prooera - - 259

.^rctostaphylos ? + cordifblia
528

? t glatica - - 528
tomentbsa; syn. >i'rbutus
tomentbsa, in H. B.

No. 11079 - - 528
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^'rctium * nemorbsum - 79
Ardisia hymenandra - 381
A^via 3 sp. - - 569
Aristotdba Mdcqui - 167. 542.

568
jiristol6chia ?tgaleata - 78

trilobata - . 381
j^rmeniaca vulgaris - 569
Armdria (Statice) dianthoides

106
Artocarpus integrifblia - 312
Artocarpus incisa . - 311
^rundo D6nax - - 161
^sclepiai tuber6sa . 61

Asimina parvifl6ra - 5l2
triloba - .542. 639. 641

AstraptE'a Wallichw - 215
.4'sterargoph;fllus; syn. Hax-

thuia argophylla H. B.
No. 3458 - - 359

fruticulJisus - - 106
Asterocephalus (Scabibsa)

atropurpilreus - 106
Astrol6ma humifilsum - 341
vi'triplex //alimus - 342
AubridtM deltoidea . 106
Aucuba japonica . 167. 512.

542. 639
j^vena flavescens - - 478

pratensis - - 479
Averrhbas Carambhla - 679
Azalea * Daniels?'? . 275

t glabra . - 639
glauca . - 639
Zedif blia - 326. 381
indica - - 344
Indica alba, a syn. of fedi-

fblia - . 69
indica * hybrida - 326
Indica phoenicea 216 381.

533. 697
MortSrH - - 219
pontica - - 170
pulchra, ? syn., TJhodo-
dendron pulchellum
Svit., Loudon's H. B.,

No. 29194 - - 381

•f spinbsa r?] . 639
* Az^ra dentata - . 527

* integrif 61ia . 527
^accharis Aalimif 61ia - 542
BankszVi Baxterz - - 84

grandis - .84
Baryosma crenulata ; it may

be that is syn. with H. B.
No. 15,575 - - 374

f Baumannia geminiflbra
597

Beaufort/a decussata - 532
Befaria, syn. with Bejarm, H.

B. genus. No. 1426 - 523
Begbma * geranif olia . 144

* petalbdes - - 296
* BenthamM fragifera 150. 508
Bellium *crassif61ium -192
Birberis ^quif61ium - 21,5,

216. 326. 508. 542
arist^ta - - 166
* dealbata - 258. 327
fascicularis - 326, 327
sinensis . . 382. 542

^etula, 4 sp. . - 569
alba - - 502. 689
alba *pendula - 166. 689
antarctica, ? syn. in H. B.
No. 288ri5 . - 340. 51

* angulata . . 687
tcarpathica - 78
dalecarlica, ? syn. a var. of

alba L. in H. B. - 538
excelsa - . 502. 689
tJuncea .. . 538
lenta - . 639
papyr^cea - - 177
nigra . 177. .502. 557. 369
nltida - - 78
pendula "-

- 502. 689
;7opulif,blia -177. 502. RS9
pub6scens - 502. 689

.Betula t "rticEef olia - 78
Bignbn/rt capreolata - 383

venusta - - 482
BillbergiVi fasciata - 56
Bletifl! Ayacinth;«fl - 215. 701

*reflexa - - 299
TankervilU"^ - 266

Borrera tenella - - 593
Bouvardza triphylla - 711. 361
BorbnM serrulata - 325. 326
Brasszffi * LanceSna - 261
BrodiEE'fl! congesta - - 383
Brousson^tea cuculUta - 317

maculata, or navif 61ia :

it is probable that this

is a syn. of cucullata
539

papyrifera . 306. 311. 317.

569
Brugmansja arbbrea, ? iden-

tical with suaveolens - 382
*bicolor - - 146
sanguinea, identical with

bicolor, which name was
priorly published - 76.

146. 267. 4S2
suaveolens . 46. 482

^rybnia dioica . - 264
Buddlea globbsa , - 542

madagascariensis -^215
JSumelia iycioides - 643

tenax - . 542
5uxus, 2 sp. - . 569

sempervirens - 542
sempervlrens var. - 167

Calandrinia * specibsa - 439
Calanthe aeratrif blia - 381
Calceolaria, * a shrubby kind
with corolla white - 475
* Plant's shubby varieties

587
blcoIor - - 106
* excelsa - - 78
* exoniensis - . 697

Caprifblium flexubsum, syn.
of chinense Wai^s. .170

Calycanthus floridus - 167
Calceolaria Herbertiowa - 351

rugbsa . - 106
* lanata - . 381
* Piato - - 381
* viscosissima - 326. 381
Yoijngi'j * specibsa - 381

Calliopes aurea (Hieracium
aureum - - 106

Calliopsis bicolor - . 106
* Calliprbra flava - 439
Callistemon lanceolatus - 361

lophanthus - - 151
rigidus - - 358

Calotropis procera - 528
Camussia esculenta - 382
Camelh'a • Cliveana - 215

* francofurtensis - 265
*frankfurtensis ; must be

the same as the preced.
ing - - 543

fGunnelh" . - 543
* hybrida - - 143
japonica - 151. 215. 716
j. Aitbn?'fl! . - 215
j. alba plena . - 215
j. * Allnutta alba - 326
j. auczibcEfbVia - 216
j.*candidissiraa - 78
j. ColviIl« - . 215
j. conspicua - - 215
j. * decbra - . 215
j. * Doncklje'erz - 85
j. * Dorset^ - - 216
j. fimbriata - - 215
j. * Martha - - 294
j. *Palmerj - 215
j. * pendula - - 216
j. * princeps - 215
j. * ReevdsiV longif blia

215
j. *rotundif blia - 215

J, specibsa - 216. 533

Camellia j. * splendens . 215,
216

j. * superba - - 326
}. * Susanna . . 294
j. Wellbank/a^ia - - 78
f Pronayona - . 544
reticulata - . 215. 325
* Siebold?, syn. of jucun-

dissima - .7
Swedti . . 558
f wiolacea superba . 543
j. * Wadieoraa

Campanula fragilis var. * hir-
silta - . 145

* muralis - - 78
* Portenschlagza/Ja - 78
pyramidalis . . 544

Camphorosma monspeliaca 542
Cannabis sativa - . 310
CandoUea cuneiformis - 21S
Canna glauca* rubro-10.tea590
Capparis spinbsa - - 495
Caprifblium *hispidulum 297
Caragdna arborescens - 569
Carpinus, 1 sp. 1 var. - 569
Carya, 6 sp. . - 512

alba . 251. 541. 640
amara - . 541
porcina - . 541
sulcata - - 541

Casuarina torulbsa . 342
equi&etifblia . - 687

Cassia glandulbsa . - 526
Cassme t paragua - 639
CastSnea pClmila - - 640

vesca - - 570
Catdlpa syringtBfhWa. -46. 167.

; 566. 569. 639. 643

f virginiana fibre cseriileo

78
Catananche bicolor, a var. of
c^rblea - - 439. 494

Catas^tum inapertum, syn. of
pdrum . . 193

* pirum, semiapertum H.
B. No. 22657 is a syn. of
this - . 193

trident^tum - 5
trifidum, syn. of Myan-
thus cernuus Lindl 28

*Cavendish/.'r nobilis -524
Ceanbthus azdreus - 494. 508

*colUnus - - .549

Cedrus, 2 sp. ~ . - 570
DeoMra - 430. 556
Libani - . 542. 550

Celtis, 2 sp . . 569
occidentalis - 183. 639

Cenomyce rangiferina - 468
Cephalanthus occidentalis - 639
Cerastium ? * Bieberstein«,
may be distinct from H. B.
No. 12050 - .. 527

Cerasus, 4 sp. - . 569
famericana - - 640
Capdllim . - 382
caproniana var. - 327
canadensis . - 640
* japonica - - 582
Laurocerasus - 167. .538

lusitanica - - 166
Mahuleb - . 166
Mahaleb * nana - 78
Mahuleb var. *pubescens

5^-7

nigra . . 166
PMus . 166. 405. 640
piimila - . 640
semperflbrens - - 166
virginiana - 166. 251

Cercis, 2 sp. - . 569
canadensis - - 639
Siliquastrum - 166

Cereus Ackerm&nni, syn. of
Epil)h^llum Ackermann2381
Ackerm&nnj * major. 381
/Jhyllanthbirics - - .381

EpipliJ'llum phyllanllibides
H. B. No. 12590 is a syn.
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Celerach ofRcinarum - 694
fhamaj^rops hClmilis - 545
Chel6ne*centranthif 61ia 106.

145. 383. 439. 494
neinor6sa - - 439

Chenopbdium Quiiiba - 212.

216. 680

Cheiranthus Cheiri var. - 106

C/ieiri * fblio variegato
78

*fl6ribus purpilreisplenis
78

mutabilis - - 106

Chilbdia scutellarioides . 298
Chimonanthus fragrans - 58

106. 152. 167. 210. 214, 215
frasrans grandifl6rus - 214

215

f. * parviflbrus - 214, 215

Chion&nthus virginica 44. 639

ChirbiiM «joeduncuiaris - 586

Chorozema Henchmanni- 381

Chrysanthemum sinense - 106
Cibfttiura Billardierz - 340

Cineraria discolor - - 20
Petasites - - 215

Cinnamftmum Cdmphora - 151

Ciss&mpelos imilaciiia - 305
Cistus, sp. - - 167

*Cladbnia furcata, syn. with
H. B. No. 26,768 - 593

CXkrkia * elegans - 439. 494
pulchella *alba - 494

Cltvijrt * ornata - 421
Clematis erecta - - 439

/jedysarif 61ia - 106
* montana - - 381

Clerodendrum erairnense - 20
macroph ;^lUim - 20

ClSthraalnifblia - - 170
arbbrea - - 544
-(MichauxM - - 79

* Clianthus puniceus - 382. 419
508. 704

Clivea nobilis - - 266
CoUetM ferox ; ferox Gill and
Hook, is, Dr. Lindley has
stated, a syn. of horrida

Brongiiiart - - 420
horrida Brongn. ; it is

probable that No. 5486
in H. B. is a syn. - 420

spinbsa ; it is probable
that this is a syn. of
horrida Brongniart 361.

382
CoUinsM * bicolor 76. 106. 326,

327. 382, 383. 439
grandiflbra - - 382

Collbmija * coccinea - 381, 382,
439

Coldtea cruenta - 170
Convolvulus althEBoldes - 60

Bat&las - - 42
iryoniaif blius - - 60

Corallorhlza innata - 106
Coreopsis t Aekermanni - 78
Coriaria jwyrtif blia -639
Corn us, 4 sp. - - 569

florida - 44. 502. R39
mas, syn. of mascula H.

B. No. 3380. - - 479
Coronilla E'merus - 170

glauea - - 106
Corrfe'c alba - - 359
Corylus americana - 538

Colurna - 211. 504. 538.
541. 565. 570

heteropIi^Ua - - 207
* laciniata - - 538
* purpurea . . 78
rostra!ta - - 538
* rClbra (f bliis) . 538
tubulbsa - - 528

Cotoneaster, 4 sp. - - 569
frlgida - - 166
microphylla - - 44
tomentbsa - - 640

Craspedia * macrocephala

LIST OF PLANTS.

Cratae^gus, sp. from seed - 509
23 sp. 14 var. - • - 569
or Afespilus sp. - - 32
varieties - 16. 539. 540

t acuminata - - 538
? * altaica - - 512
apiifblia* major -515
*arbutifbha - - 502
Arbnia - 29. 166. 687
Azarblus - - 166
tbadiata - - 538
cordata - 89. 166
* Cels/d«a - - 538
coccinea - - 166
Crus-galli 166. 502. 640.

680
Crus-galli var salicifblia

166. 566
elliptica - - 502
flava - - 512
glabra, syn. Photlnia ser-

rul^ta - - 538
* hybrida - - 502
lobata - - 538
* lilcida - 502. 639, 640.

mexicana - 473. 583
nigra - - 166. 538
nepalensis - - 643
odoratlssiraa 29. 89. 166.

687
orien talis . - - 687
ovalifblia .. - 502
Oxyacantha - 89. 156. 358
Ox. fl. pi. - - 166
Ox. var. prte'cox - 209
Ox. rbsea superba - 389
jorunifblia - - 502
tjoterifblia - - 207
punctata - - 507
purpurea - - 512
Pyracantha - 167
pyrifblia - - 538
* ialicifblia, a synonyme
of Crus-galli var. «ali-

cifblia of H. B. - 502
splendens is identical with
Crus-galli var. splendens
H. B. - - 502

stipulacea [mexicSna] and
other thorns in Belgium

538. 643
tanacetifblia - 29. 166
viridis - - - 684

Crescentia CvjMe - 529
Crlnum amabile - - 215

giganteum - - 55
Crbwea maligna - - 56
Cryptocarya glaucescens - 342
Cunninghamio lanceolata 542.

570
* sinensis - - 197

Cupressus, 4 sp. - - 570
sempervirens - 128. 167.

752. 264
sempervirens var. horizon-

tal is - - 542. 566
sempervirens stricta 565
ihybides - 504 542. 639

Cycas revoliita - - 533
Cyclamen persicum var. - 215
* Cycnbches Loddiges« - 192.

3»3
* Loddigesii var. - 327

Cydbnia, 2 sp. - - 569
japonica - - 106. 170
sinensis - - - 539

Cymbidiura lancifblium - 382
sinense - - - 55

Cypripddium Calceolus . 382
insigne - - - 55
parviflbrum - - 381
pubescens - - 326
spectabile - - 281

* Cyrtopera Woodlordji; this

may be a synonyme of
Cyrtopbdium Woodfordiis
H. B. No. 22695 - - 5

Cyrtopbdium Andersbniz 5
Cytisus, 2 sp. 1 var. - - 569

* bracteolatus - - 268

Cytisus filbus - - . 167
alpinus - - . 166
argenteus - - 326
iaburnum - 24. 166
nubigenus . . 381
purpureus - - 24

*Daboe^cza (MenziSsza) joolii-

fblia . - -106
iJactylis glomerata - 468
Dais f Mrticifblia - - 639
Dalbergza Barclayana - 20
iJaphne Cnebrum . 85. 542

Mexereum - - 167
pontica - - 542

Datura arbbrea, syn. of Brug-
mknsia suaveolens - 46. 482
Mitel * var. fl. pi. lateo 607

Daviesj'a f plingens - 79
* DeutzM sc^bra - 382. 508
Z)elphfnium Ajacis . 106. 425

grandiflbrum - 383. 439
* GMmerianum - 60
pub(5scens - - 425

Dendrbbium Calceolaria 55
* ctipreum . - 478
* densiflbrum - - 423
macrostSchyum - 382

Digitalis f truncata - 79
Dillwyn^a ciner&scens 79. 326

* glycinifblia, a var. of 326
^'uniperina - - 326

Di6stna.capit^ta - 215. 381
rfibra - . 381, 382

Diosjjy^ros, 2 sp. - - 569
Kaki - . - 243
pubescens - 243
ibtos - - 643
virginiSna - 29. 166. 640.

643
* Diplopappus inc^nus - 106.

495
Dirca palustris - - 639
DraccB na terminMis - 262
Duvaua * latifblia - 150
* Dyckw rariflbra - - 476
Echeverire gibbiflbra - 55. 214
Echinocactus t macrodisca 72

t pulchella - - 72
Edwardsio chilensis ; syn. in
H. B., Sophora macrocarpa.
No. 29258 - - 584
chrysophylla - - 680
grandiflbra - - 582
microphylla - - 208

JSlaeagnus orientalis - 569
Elsocarpus cyaneus - 439. 489
£'mpetrum rbbrum - 474
Enkianthus quinqueflbra 532
E'pacris attenuata ; syn. in
H. B. Lysindma attenuS-
tura - - - 216
impressa • - 55. 214
paludbsa - - 326, 327
purpurascens - 216
rbsea; syn. in H. B. Ly-
sinfema pungens var.

rCibrum - - 214
* variabilis - - 214

£'phedra, 3 sp. - - 542
Epidendrum elongalum * pal-

lidum - - - 327
* gracile - - 79. 423
f pallidum - - 79
* stenopetalum - 377

Epiphyllum specibsum - 2.

696
Erica. Aitonz - - 544

andromed^ora - 326
Archer^aran . - 5S
aristata m^jor - 326
BlandfurdjV . . 326
Bonplandji - - 326
carnea - . 106
carnea herbacea - 106
cerintholdcs - 326
depressa - - 382
Elegans - - 325
Hartnt^lU' . - 326
LinuEe^fii - - 214
ratindula - - 326



jErlca Alton z'pellilcida -214
propendens - - 326
pyramidalis verna . 326
recurvata - • 475
trossfila - - 326
veruix coccfnea - 214

Eriobotrya japonica - 47. 643
£rigeron purpureas - 106
Eriugonum * compositum 420
Eriophyllum CEEspitbsum 106.

383
Eriostemon cuspidatus - 532
Erbdium Gussbnz' - - 106
£ry^ngium alpinum - 439
Erythrina Crista-gcilli - 508.

704
/aurifblia - - 545

Erythrbnium * gigantduin
530

*grandiflbrum - 530
Escallbnz'fli rCibra - 30. 150. 167.

330
montevidensis 30. 150. 330

Eschscholtzm californica 439
*crbcea - 106. 382. 439.

494, 495
Eucalyptus perforata - 359

robusta . 151. 359. 570
Eugenza myrtifblia - - 56
£u6nyraus, 2 sp. . - 568

latifblius - - 167
Eupathrium * glandulbsum 26
Eaphdrbia iathyris - 94

Ldngan - - 73

t Vomsettii ; It is by some
deemed the splendens of
Loudon's H. B. - 533

Etitoca * divaricata - 476
*vfscida - - 439

i^^gus, 1 sp., 3 var. - 573
atropurpurea - 639
fietuloides - - 340
*cilprea, ?syn. F. s. var.

Stro-ribens, or F. fer-

rugfnea - - 565
sylv4tica - - 639
sylv4tica ?*var. fol. tbto

luteo - 79
sylv^tica ?* var.fol.varieg.

41bo - - 79
sylvatica, var. tricolor 79

Fernand^zM * acCita - 589
i^estuca ovina - - 479
Ficus C&rica - 311. 316. 569

elastica - - 45. 533
Francba racembsa - - 700
jFraxinus, 3 sp., 3 var. - 569

americana - 640. 684
a. epiptera - - 678
excelsior - . 251. 557
excelsior pendula 540. 643
floribunda ? syn. O'rnus

floribilnda - - 539
Juglandifblia - 545. 640
fentiscifblia - - 678
nigra - - 640
O'rnus - - - 678
pubescens - - 640
simplicifblia - - 557
«ambucif61ia - - 640

Fritill^ria * vittata - 327
Fuchsia * dfscolor - 580

gracilis - - 106. 5.55

* globbsa - 554, 555
macrosteraa, * longiflbra,

and various others 581

microphf11a 106. 554, 555
varieties raised at Mr.

Dennis's from seed 582
*Th6mpsonz - - 79

Funkz'a lanceeefblia - 148
* GaleS-ndra gracilis - 327
Galdga filiformis ; syn. Swc^Ua

filif^rmis - - 160
longifblia ; syn. Sweette

longifblia - - 160
Gaill^rdzos bicolor var.

*Drumm6ndft', identical

with G. picta - - 25
*picta ... 25

LIST OF PLANTS.

Gardoqulrt Hookeri; syn. in
H. B. Cunila coccinea - 76

*G4rrya elliptica . 149. 215
Gaulthferia + hfspida - 341

Shdllon - - 694. 716
Genfsta amxantica - 25

ephedroides . - 295
Gentiaraa acaulis - - 106
Gerardza aph^lla - 75
Gesnera * allagoph^lla - 376

* elongata - - 79
* faucialis - - 529
* placentifera - 79
DouglSszV - - 271. 697
DouglSsjz * var. . 326
«latif61ia - - 326

Gilia * achiWecefoHa 106. 382.

439
capitSta - - 415
* tricolor - 106. 383. 439
tricolor, var. * whitish

corollaed - - 586
Gnidia simplex - - 215
*GoldfussM anisoph5flla; syn.
in H. B., KueWia aniso-

ph:flla . - - - 298
Goodia /atif61ia - - 216
Gort^ria rigens - - 382
Gossypiura arbbreum - 382
Gladiolus natalensis - 212. 261.

431. 537. 717
Gleditschz'a, 6 sp. - - 560

horridi - - 167. 565
inermis - - 408. 565
triacanthos . 44 166. 251.

640. 643
Gloribsa superba, in seed 507
Gloxinza caulescens - 326
Gordbnza Lasianthus - 640
Govenia superba . - 590
Grevill6a sericea - - 381
Griff inz'a hyacmthina
Grinddlza + vill6sa . - 79
* Gxhhya Amherstz^s - 147
Gyrnnaddnia conopsea - 106
Gymnocladus canadensis - 166.

569. 639, 640
Gypsophila elegans - 439
Gyrophora erbsa . - 593
HabenSria bifblia - - 106

*gigantea - - - 77
* goodyero Jrfe« . - 261

Hakea acicularis - - 358
ferruginea - - 472

HalSsM, 2sp. - - 569
diptera - - - 208
tetraptera . 167. 208. 566.

640
i/amamelis virginlca 167. 640.

679. 684
flelleborus oddrus - 215

niger ... 215
Hesperoscordum * lacteum

383
i?ibiscus flliifl6rus - - 20

syrJacus ... 170
fllppophae, 1 sp. 1 var. - 569

conferta, a syn. of ialici-

f61ia - - 308
rhamnoides, * angustifblia

307, 308
«alicif61ia . - 308
* sibirica - - 308

J?61cus lan&tus - - 468
Hosack/fl bicolor - . 383
Houst6nM longifblia - 698
Hbveo Celsz - - .326
Hoya carnftsa - . 702. 708
HClmefl! elegans - . 544
Hilmulus LOpulus - 310
flyacinthus orientalis 425. 695
Hymenophyllum tunbridg-

ense . - - 6M
Wilsoni . - - 695

Hypoxis stellaris, a mistake
for stellata . . - 381

/bdris semperflbrens - 106
/Max, 3 sp. ... 568

^quifblium 167. 360. 546
opSca - . 167. 542. 557

XUl

Indigofera atropurpilrea - 191
Ipomoe'^a * Aitonj . . 587

t involucrSta . -79
* rdbro-cyinea - 106

Ismene calathlna - . 326
Isopbgon * Loudonz . 418
Pns chinensis . - 211. 533

foetidissima - - 332
germanica . - 79
variegSta - . - 79

Ixbra coccinea - . 325
crocata - . . 704,

Jacqulnto aurantiaca . 60
Jasminum friticans . 542

officinale . - - 170
revolutum - . 383

Joliffza africana . .20
JClglans, 3 sp. . . 569

cinerea . 541. 556. 640
/raxinifblia - . 541
f heteroph^Ua - . 539
nigra . . 231. 541
? t Peccan • 541. 640
pterocarpa . . 541

Juniperus, 3 sp. . . 570
commClnis - . 479
5abina ... 542
suecica ... 157
virgin iana - 165. 542. 566

Justiceffl carnea - . 106
KaXraia latifblia - . 640
Kennddya coccinea . 706

* glabra :a ' . . - 381
* MarryattiS . . 524

KolreutdrM paniculata - 166.

565. 568. 681
LachenSUa tricolor . 215. 326
*LEe^lia anceps . . 261
Lagerstroe'm?a indica - 639
* Lalage ornata . .25
Lantana * multiflbra - 79. 190

f niveo- Cammara - 79
iSrix f alba, ? syn. of L. eu-

ropee'^a .... 640
europse'^a, 1 var. . 570
europse''a sibirica . 556
microcarpa . 556. 565
pendula ... 539
t rabra, ? syn. of L. mi.
crocarpa - . 640

Lasiopetalum iolanSceum
326

* LasthSnia californica . 326,
327. 381. 475

*glabrata - . 475
iathyrus *Armitage<JreMS 525

689
grandiflbrus . . 383
magellanicus . . 692

Lathrtea SquamSria . 318
iaurus, 2 sp. . . 569

Borbbnia . . 640
Benzoin ... 640
nobilis - 15. 165. 303. 360.

542
Sassafras - 303. 565. 639,

640
Lavatera thuringiaca . 106
LechenaultM oblata - 326
* Lepanthes tridentata . 300
iepidium ruderSle . . 265
* Leptosiphon *andros3ceus

381
*densiflbrus; 'densiflbrus
* corolla alba . .26

Leptospermum emargin^tum
267

grandiflbrum . 418
lanigerum . - 342

* Leptbtes bicolor . 326
Leucopbgon lanceolatus . 342
ieucbjum pulchellum . 216
iitium feximium . 79

tspecibsum . - 79
tenuifblium - . 147

* Limnanthes DouglSsM - 326
iinum * monogynum 73. 439

trigynum - - 361
LinSria triornithophora - 106
Llparis elSta - - 5
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Liquidambar, 2 sp. • 570

imberbe - - 644

t peregrinum - 64U

Styraciflua - 167. 251. 541.

640

Liriodeiidron TulipUera 166.

177. 250. 361. 556. 568. 640
642

Listera cordata - - 106

Nidus-kvis - 106

ovata - - 106

iithospermum * rosmarinito-

lium - - - 146

Lophospermum * atrosangui-

nium - - 75

Lob^lM bicolor - - 327

fcuneifblia - - 79

fiilgens - - 79
*propinqua - - 79
Ti'ipa Ptpurpiiifea - 79

iuplnus « nanus - 439. 494

inutabilis var. Cruik-
shanks!a?ias, syn. in

H. B. Cruikshankszj
106

mutabilis - 494, 495
* grandifSlius - 382

Criickshanksw - 495

»albifrons - - 382

nootkatensis - 327

l/UcClia gratissima - 55

Lecldea geographica, ? syn. in

H. B. no. 26526. 2. .. 593

iupinus ornatus 106. 383. 439.

495
polyphyllua - - 382
*rivularis - 327.381,282
Sabiniaraws - - 381

tomentdsus - - 382

l,;^cium barbarum - 170

Maciara aurantlaca 311,312,

313, 314,315,316. 569. 643. 679

M-kdia elegans - - 495

Magnbha, 8 sp. - - 568
conspicua - 43, 44.^9, 70.

84. 166. 216. 326. 504. 641.

699
cordata - - 44
acuminata - 44. 167. 541

auriculata - 44. 458
glauca - 44. 438. 565. 640
grandiflftra 44, 45. 69. 151.

325. 437. 439. 544. 639,
640, 641. 690

grandiflbra ellaptioa . 438
gj-andiflbra var. «xcHii-

ensis - 33. 70. 131

erandiflbra var lanoeolata
131

srandiflbra var. ofeovata
1.31

grandiflbra var. prie'cox

494
Koiius, syn. of tomejrtbsa

641
macrophylla - 44,45. 69.

70. 84
Soulangetlrea 69, 70. 84. 641
tomentbsa - - 44-

tripetala - 44. 640, 641
S'lalope * grandiflbra - 495
Afalus, 5 sp. - - 569
Malva capensis - - 106

Monrofina - - 383
purpurata - - 383

Mammillaria f cirrhifera 72
fcolumnaris - 72
•fcrucigera - - 72

t glochidiata - 72
i-gladiata - - 72
-j-Karwinskiawa - 72

T m:^stax - - 72
tpolyedra - - 72
fpolythele - - 72
fpycnacantha - 72

t quadrispina . 72
f.sphacelata . - 72
tvgtula - - 72
•fZuccarininwrt - 72

MarSjitn arundinacea - 339

LIST OF PLANTS.

Matthtola Snnua - 106

simplicicaulis - 106

MaurSudynBarclayilMa 59. 208

Maxillaria aromatica - 381
* crbcea - - 588
*densa - - 589
*g^raminea - 588

ParkeriV - - 138

*picta - - 588
* rufescens - - 588

Melaleuca «.ricif61ia - 151

Aypericifblia - - 151

Melia Axedardcli - 200. 213.

639. 642

sempervjtrens - 639
* Melo chamberi - 704
Menispermum canadense 304.

306

canadense S lobStum 304,
305

carolini^num - 305

daiiricuin - - 305

Lyoni - - 305
imilacinum - - 305
virginicum - - 305

Mesembryanthemum equila-

ter^le - - 341

rubroclnctura - 74. 382

3/espitus, 2 sp. - - 569
lobata, syn. in H. B.

Smillirt - - 583
Metrosiddros floribunda . 327
Menzies?fl! poliifblia alba - 684
Melampyrum arvense - 683
Micrbtis f Banksw - 77

* media - - 77
parviflbra - - 77
jjorrifblia, syn. of Banks«

77
Mimulus - - 298

glutinbsus - - 106
* SmithM - -382
* YoungM - - 494

* Monachanthus * discolor 106.

147
* vlridis - 147. 262

Morlna f longifblia - 597
* MoriSM liypogje^a - 372
JV/brus, kinds in Belgium 538.

to 540
3 sp. ~ - 569
alba - 539. 565. 640
alba var. f italica - 538

t canadensis - - 539
chinensis, ? syn. sinensis

of H. B. - - 539
chinensis macrophylla

?syn. alba macrophylla
of H. B. - - 539

f columbasseta - 539

f columbasseta furcStaS^
conslantinopolitana 539
tdara - - 539

t foglia doppia - 539
ffurcata - - 539
*gazziola - - 539
italica - - 539
italica rilbra, ? syn. riibra

of H. B. - - 539
flaciniSta - - 539
tlatifblia - - 539
f lucida . - 539
macrophylla, ? syn. SIba
macrophylla in H. B.

539

f marietii - - 539
fmembranacea - 539
t multicaulis - 538
tnSna . - 539
fnervbsa - - 539
t ovalifblia fructu nigro

539
ovalifblia f grisea - 539
trbsea - . 539
t riibra macrophylla - 539
t subalba nervbsa - 538
tatarica - - 539
fVenaissaini - 539

MurSltm Heistdrw . 327
Mxxsa * sp. - . 590

Mima sapientum - - 321
MutisM *latifblia - 297
* Myanthus *barbStus -477

* cernuus - 28. 327
3/yrica cerifera - - 640
A/yrtus communis . 360
Nageia Putranjiva . 306
J/arcissus * raaximus - 299
A^egMMrfo/raxinifblium - 166.

/raxinifblium crispum 167
NeliMmbiuin specibsum - 60
Nemophila * insignis - 326,

327
Ne6ttia»'calcarata -299

specibsa, syn. in H. B. sp.

Stenorhynchus speci-

bsus - - 56. 215
Nierembergz'fl! *calycina - 26
Nolana * fltriplicifblia - 587
* Nycterinia iychnidea - 581
Nyssa aquatica, is given in
H. B. a syn. of biflbra - 569.

640
sylvatica - - 640

ffinothSra *densiflbra -494,
495

macrocarpa - - 439
serotina - - 106
sinuata . - 191
sinu^ta * var. minima 191
specibsa - - 439

O'lea Oleaster - - 542
europs^a - - 684

Oncidium altissimum . 138
bifblium - - 327
carthaginense - 326
* ciliatum - 106. 494
*citrinum - - 299
* Lancea«f(??z - 6
*\.e\TLonid.num, - 530
IClcidum - 139, 140
papilio - 139, 140. 216
piilchellum - - 530
pilmilum . - 326
triquetriim - - 193

Onbnis * angustifblia 326, 327
(/phrys apifera - - 105
Opuntia monocantha - 25
O'rchis * folibsa - - 327

macul^ta - - 106
mascula - - 106
latifblia - - 106
tephrosanthos *var. densi-

flbrus - - 477
O'rnus europa>'*a - 44. 569
O'robus * atropurpftreus - 295
Orobanche rClbra - 694
O'strya, 1 sp. 1 var. - 570
Osyris alba - - 310
O'xalis crenSta - 210. 212. 216.

694. 704
* Darwall?ana - 525, 526.

689
floribunda - - 59
microphylla - 342
V'lotUs - - 381

Pachysandra procumbens 326
Psebaia Moutan *var. lacera

418
albiflbra fragrans - 383
albiflbra Hiime? - 383
albiflbra var. * Reevdsjj

79. 383
albiflbra Whitlejj -' 383
officinalis var. * anemone-

flbra - - 382
Movtan - - 326
MoAtan, Banksi'i - 382
MoiUan rbsea - 79
Moutan f riibra - 79
officinalis var. - 382
/lapaverScea, syn. Moutan

papaverScea - 326
tenuifblia - - 327

Paliiirus aculeStus - 542. 568
australis, syn. of aculeatus

639. 642
PancrStium specibsum - 55

undulatum - - 56
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PandcirMS spiralis - 533
Parkja ^ aixKana - 79
Parmelia omphalSdes - 593
Fassifldra quadrangularis 266.

326
racemftsa - - 266

VSyia carnea * pubescens 378
discolor, syn. of hybrida

378
flava . 44. 382. 556. 565
hilmilis - - 302
hybrida - - 382
tindica - - 87
macrostSchya - 44
ribra - 44. 166. 382
rClbra * parviflbra - 382

Pelargoniums cultivated or
raised by Mr. Dennis - 296.

374. 526. 582
PentstSmon atropurpilreus

439
diffilsus - - 439
ovatus - - 382
Richardsbnw' - 494
Scouleri - - 382
* staticifdlius - 377
procerus - - 382
pulchellus - - 439

2'§rsica vulgaris - 569
Petunia * Atkinsonianfl - 27

phoenicea - 106. 555
* tiioIScea ; this is rightly a
synonyme of P. phoe-
nicea, but may have
been applied to a lilac

corollaed variety of this

494
/"haca *canescens - 73
PhacSlia * .sp. Douglas - 383

* tanacetifblia - 439
Phill^rea - - - 542

angustifblia - 167
Phlox acuminata - 439

fCaldriana - - 79

f cruenta - - 79
* DrummondiV - 586

t Ingram - - 79
* macrophylla - 79
+ Nuttalln - - 79
tphiladelphica • 79
j-pulchella - - 79
setacea ... 106
tardifldra - - - 106
•j- Thompson? - -79

Pholid&ta *imbricata ; the
species now designated by
this epithet is distinct from
that designated by it in

H. B 424
pallida : imbricata, H. B.,

is a syn. of this - 424
Photinia arbutifblia - 542

serrulata - 538. 569. 687
* Physoslphon f emarginata

590
LoddigSsM : Stelis tubjita

of H. B. is a syn. of this

590

f spiralis - - 590
Physost6gia • imbricSLta - 146
* Picea, 6 sp. : .^''bies Picea

is the type of the genus
^bies - - - 570

Pimelea f paluddsa - 78
Piiius, 7 sp. - - - 570

Cimbra - 29. 557. 566
Douglasii ; syn. of .4'bies

DouglaszV - 272
Pinus echinata - - 640

excelsa - - 542
halepensis - - 542
'LarabBttihna 206. 272. 542
LarScio - 480. 538. 542. 678
longifblia - 207. 542. 538
palustris - 45. 207. 539
Picea (.4'bies Picea)

128
Pinaster 177. 542. 556. 565.

Plnea 209. 542

Pinus ponderbsa . - 542
rigida - - - 678
rLibra - . - 678
&a.hmi&na . - 29
Strbbus - 480. 541. .556.

639. 640
sylvestris - 479, 480. 678
sylvestris var. rilbra - 468
Z'ffi"'da .. - 538 640

Piptanthus nepalensis - 166
Pistacia Tlerebinthus - 542
Pittosporum Tobira 359. 382.

682
Plagianthus * sidoides . 258
Planera f americana, ? syn. of
one of the two registered in

H. B. . - . 431
aquatica ; syn. of Gmelinz

431. 643
Gmelini . - 431
Richardz - - 538. 568
Mlmifblia ; ?6yn. of one or
the two in H. B. . 431

Piatanus, 2 sp. - - 570

f digitata - - 207
occidentSlis . - 644
orient^lis . 178. 251. 566

* Platystemon californicus 327
Pleurothallis * Grbbyz . 589
Plectranthus ternatus - 20
P6a annua - . 479
P6a prat^nsis angustifblia 479
Podolepis gracilis; syn. in
H. B. Stylolepis gracilis 494

Polfgala * attenuata . 79
ChamEEbuxus - 106
cordifblia . 216 326
* gracilis . . 79. 190
grandiflbra - . 216

Polygonum adpressum - 341
Polyspora axillaris . 55
Pomaderris elliptica - 326
PontedenaazClrea . . 211

crassipes - . 60. 211
Populus, 8 sp., 1 var. ; 11 sp.

569. 691
acladesca - - 177
alba - - 480. 691. 688
angulata - . 45. 565
fietulifblia . - 541
canadensis - . 640
grandidentata - - 539
heterophylla - 541. 640
IsevigSta - > 539
monilifera - 177. 500. 541.

565. 690
nigra - - 500. 541
salicifblia - - 207
fsuaveolens - -539

Potentilla formbsa - - 106
Hoppwood;5«« . 494
* nemorali-formbsa - 472
Russelha«a - 439. 494
* tormentillo-formbsa 373

Priestleya hirsilta - -56
Primula prEe'nitens - 215

ciliata var. * purpurata
422

verticillata - - 326
vulgaris fl. pur. pi. - 100

Prbteff, sp. - - 215
Prilnus, 3sp. - - - 569

domestica - - 167
Padus var. bracteolata;

syn. of Cerasus PMua
var. bractebra - 489

sinensis ; syn. of Cerasus
japonica - - 214

sinensis fl. pi. ; syn. of
Cerasus japonica miilti-

plex . - - 326
Psidium Cattiey&num - 432
Psor^lea * macrostSchya 374
PtSlea f americfina - - 640

trifoliata 166.500. 566. 568
Ptdris esculenta - - 339

f Pterocarya caucSsica - 207
PultenfE'a * cordata . 584

rfaphn5tdes - - 216
Pyrola rotundifblia - 708

Pf rus, 6 sp. - - - 5m
americSna - - 166
aucupiiria . - 166
boUwylloriSna . 166. 538
coronaria . - 507
domestica - . 537
fglutinbsa . - 79
japonica (Cydbnia jap.) 539
f Michaux2a - . 538
nivalis - . 338. 404
pinnatifida - - 166
Polverza ; syn. of bollwyl-

leriSna . . 538
sinSica ... 538
sinensis - - 150. 326
spectabilis - 165. 500
* variolbsa; ?syn.ot' Pdshia

326
vestita - - 29. 148

Quercus, 14 sp., 1 var. . 570
alba ... 565. 640
^'gilops - - -639
aquatica - - . 640
Banlsteri - - 687, 688
Cerris . 155. 251. 565
Cerris dentata . 128. 361
Cerris hjrbrida var. den-

tata ; syn. of Q. C. var.
dentata - . 128

coccinea 128. 251. 505. 541.

565. 688
discolor . . , 541
/'lex - 127, 128. 150. 165.

3,58. 565. 688
lanuginbsa - - 539
Leucombea?!« - 557. 565
macrocarpa - . 506

f mongolica - - 207
nigra - . . 640
palustris - 505. 541. 640
pedunculata - 398. 405
Phellos 507. 564, 565. 640
pamila - - . 640
rClbra 42. 505. 541. 565. 644.

SClber - - 44. 46. 127
tinctbria- 45. 251. 506. 678
Tiirneri - - - 539
virens - , 688

Quisqualis Indica - 20. 106
liamallna fastiglata - .593

/raxlnea - - . 593
RS.ndia *' liov/ieana -376
Peseda odorata - - 106
Rhagbdia Billardierj - 342
.flhamnus, 4 sp. . . 568

^laternus - . 167, 542
catharticus - . 89. 539
c. f var. angustifblia - 539
oleifblia - . 539
Zizyphus; syn. of Z'lzy-

phus vulgaris - 86
Rhaphiolepis Indica . .542

.Bheum palmatum - - 714
* Rhinopetalum Karelinj 262
* Rhodanthe Manglesn - 381
iJhododendron - - 421

arbbreum - 20. 80. 326
a. var. - - - 265
a. * h;Jbridum - . 533
alta-clergnse - - 216
calendulSceum, syn. Aza-

lea calendulacea, var.

*fulgidum - - 585
campanulatum - - 44
catawbiense - - 67
caucasicum - -45
flavum, syn. Azalea p6n-

tica, var. Srdens - 585
Indicum : perhaps Azalea

indica is a syn. - 326
Sndicum var. - - 269
* Uiviii - - 79. 190
nudiflbrum ; syn. Azalea

nudiflbra - - 375
ponticum - 45. 79. 167.

208. 330. 361
*reticulatum - . 191
arbbreum *venustum 297.

375
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flhus glabra - - - 640

typhina - - 640
•viminalis - - 482

Kibes aureum - - 170

a. *ser6tinnm - - 327

cereum - - 326, 327
* glutinbsum - - 150

inlbiians - - 327. 382

*»zalvaceum - - ISO

inultifl6rum - 327. 382
* niveura - - 326

sanguineum - 46. ISO.

s. * the dark var. - 150

serotinum; syn.ofaurcum
var. serotinum - - 3'26

*speci6sum 150.266.326,
327. 382. 697

tenuiflbrum - - 326

Robinza, 2 sp. 2 var. - 669

grandiflora : this is a syn.

of the macrophylla in

H. B. - - - 46
hlspida - 46. 166. 211. 640

Pseild-^cacia - 250. 556.

565. 640. 642

visc&sa - - 166

Rbchea falcata - - 544

jRbsa Banks?^ - - 438
Banks?di alba - - 106

Sanksia mtea - 327. 382
Grevillei - - - 170

indica . - - 106

i. * centifblia - - 382

i. flavescens ; syn. in

H.B. Jlttsa. flavescens
106

i. var. Noisette' ~ - 106

i. pilmila . - - 106

i. var. sanguinea - 106

i. subalba - - 106
inicrophylla - 439. 494
multiflbra - - 170
sanguinea ; syn. of indica

var. sanguinea - 59

+ Smith!i - - - 265
iJosmarlnus officinalis - 542
.fiiibus ca:'sius f fblio varie-

gate 79
collinus f fibre pl6no 79
discolor t bellidiflbrus 79
d. semiplenus - - 79
nutk^nus . - - 150
* sanguinolentus - 438

Rudbeckza Newman? ; syn. of
Centrocarpha chrysomela

106
Ru^Uza * elegans - - 192
iJuscus, 3 sp. - - 542
RussSIm! *Juncea - - 422
Salicornia annua - - 342

f-arbuscula - - 342
Salisbilrja «diantifblia - 46

106. 167. 361. 380. 542. 570.

641
Salix, 5 sp. - - 569

alba . - - 480
babylonica - . 566
c^prea ... 479

Salvia angustifblia . . 106
Setonicifblia var. . 79
•f-chinensis - - 79
fulgens ^ - - 106. 554
involucrata - . 554
splendens - . 554

Salpiglossis f fulva - .79
Sambdcus, 1 sp. 1 var. . 569
Saponaria ocymbides . 381
Sarracenifl! purpurea . 546
Sch<Efferia completa . 306
SchubertJfl disticha ; syn. of
Taxbdium disticbum . 42

Scottza trapeziformis . 79. 190
Scyphophorusfimbriatus; syn.

in H. B., Cenomyce fim.

briata - . .593
SSdum, sp. - . 215

Ewersw ... 527
.Senecioelegans, fl.pl. 106.554,

555

LIST OF PLANTS.

Sempervivum * urbicum 144

Shepherd/a argentea - 309
canadensis - - 309

Sida * inaiqualis - - 524

pulchella, a syn. of Ahh-
tilon pulchellum of this

list - - 208

Soliinum ietficeum - 155. 269

crispura^ - - 326. 382

Dulcamara . - 155
* ctuberbsum - 439. 494
laciniatum - - 341

Pseiido.Capsicum - 55
* TvieedXanum - 145

Sophbra, 2 sp. - - 568
japonica . 42. 166. 480.

541. 642
occidentalis; a syn. of a

var. of tomentbsa . 191

tomentbsa - - 191

56rbus, 5 sp. - - 569
domestica - - 29

*Sphffir&lcea angustifblia 580
Sparrmanniu! africana . 482
.Spirtium^'tinceum - 170.639
* SpecklinM atropurpCirea 590
Spirae'a, 3 sp. . - 640

arijefblia - 150. 439. 494
bella - . - 170
cren^ta . - 326

*Stanhbpeo oculata, syn. in

H. B. Ceratochilus oculatus
589

* grandiflbrus, syn. in H.
B. Ceratochilus grandi-
flbrus, . .5

Stapeh'fl * Gussone^nd - 74
Staphylea trifblia - 640

pinnSta - - 504
* Stenactis specibsa - 383. 439
Stercillia platanifblia 482. 639
Strelitz?a reglnae - 56. 533
Stuarti« Malachodendron,syn.

virginica - - 44
virgin ica - - 640

Stypandra * propinqua - 424
Symphbria racembsa - 170

glomerSta - - 640
Symphytum caucasicum - 422

officinale *var. bohemi.
cum, syn. in H. B. S. bo-
hdmicum - 529

Syrlnga persica - - 167
vulgaris alba - 167
vulgaris purpiirea - 67

Tacsbnia - - 266
Tacsbnia * pinnatistipula 327
* TalaHma (Magnblio) pftmila

381
Tanacetum fglobiferum - 597
Taxbdium 1 sp. 1 var. - 570

distichum, under the sy-
nonymous name of
Schubertzo; disticha 42.

167. 267. 541. 639
distichum pendulum 360

Taxus 1 sp. 1 var. . 570
baccata . 128. 360. 683

t canadensis . . 542
T^coma Pandbrt© . 326
Telbpea specioslssima 532. 700
Thea viridis - - 106
fThibaudia . . 523
ThClja, 2 sp. - - 570

articulata - - 542
australis - - 542
nepalensis . . 542
occidentalis - 165. 542. 640
orientalis . . 542
plicata . . 542
pyramidalis - 542

Thunbergia alata - 59
alata * alba - - 698
?*leucantha . 704

Tilia 2 sp. var. 3 - 568
alba - . . 565
americana . 502. 642
americana pubescens,

?syn. of T. pubescens
H. B. . . 502

yilia argentea, syn. in H. B.
of T. alba - - 642

europoe^a grandifblia,
identical with T. platy-
phjlla in H. B. - 502

euroiias^a parvifblia, iden-
tical with r.microphylla
H. B. . - 502

europfe'a *var. rubricaulia
431

Tournefort^fli /ieliotropi5ides

53. 494, 495
rrifblium incarnatum . 48.

624
680

Trillium grandiflbrum - 326
Tritoma * Burchellw - 193

media - . 106
Tropa^'olum tricolbrum . 266.

325 326
* Tilpa blanda - - 385
Tussilago fragrans - 106
i/"lex europiE^a - - 542

europs^a fl. pi. - 106
europas'^ a nana, identical
with U. nkna - 479

n^iia - - 542
provincialis ~ - 542

U Imus, 4sp. 5 var. - 569
americana - 133. 640
crista - - 557
montana - - 251
* rilbra * pendula - 361
viminalis - - 361

ITrtica dioica - - 311
pilulifera - - 317

Taccinium *albiflbrum -475
caespitbsum - - 475
corymbbsum - 528
corymbbsum var. fuscS-

tum, syn. in H.B. K fus-

catum - - 528
ovatum - - 327
pennsylvanica ? syn. of No.

10117. in H. B. . 528
Vdnda Roxburgh?? - 424

tesselUta - - 424
*unicolor . - 424

Veltheimio viridiflbra - 532
Ferbena chamaedrifblia 59.

555
multlfida (erinoldes) * var.

contracta . - . 377
pulchella * alba - 557
venbsa - - 439. 555

Verdnica decussSta - 382
Vest;a ^ycioJdes - - 382
riburnum, 2 sp. - - 569

cassinoldes - - 639
* cotinifblium - - 327
Lantana - - 479
licidum - - - 106
rugbsum - - - 330

pulus j-bsea - - 167
Tinus - - 106 167. 542

Ficia Faba - . . 88
*poIysperma - . 143

Tinea rbsea *fbliis variegatis

79. 190
Fiola hirsiita - - - 106

tricolor - 106. 426, 427
Fiscum album - 317. 438
Fitex yi'gnus castus - 542
Wedeba aurea - - 145
Westring2'a*eremicola .587
Wistar?'o Consequ2«rt . 170.

326. 382. 494
frutescens - - 639

Virgilia latea - 167. 568
Xanthorrhoe'a f arbbrea - 341

hOrailis - - - 341
Xanthoxylum/raxineum 568.

639,640
Yucca gloribsa - 545. 714
Zelkowa [Planera Richard«J

538
Zephyranthes * spofforthiana

192
Zizyphus vulgaris - 86. 542
Zygop^talum Macka?"; - 299
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LIST OF FRUITS.
Almonds 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 3Z7. 440. 551
Apples - 47. 54. 109. 158. 213. 221. 270. 327. 383.

440. 495. 551. 606, 607. 693. 698, 699. 701. 703,
704. 710. 712

Apples, List of . 34. 110. 209. 216. 607, 608
Apricots - - - 223. 270. 440. 495
Apricots, List of - - - - 36
Berberries , . - - 551. 606
Cherries - 222. 270. 327. 383. 439, 440. 695, 696
Cherries, List of - - - 36
Chestnuts . , - 54. 109. 213. 606
Cranberries - - - 158. 213
Cucumbers - 47. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440.

495. 551. 699. 717
Currants - . 223. 439, 440. 495. 695, 696
Currants, List of . - - 36
Damsons - - - - 551
Elderberries .... 551
Figs - - - - - 704
Figs, List of - . . 38, 712
Filbert Trees - . - 184
Filberts - - 54. 213. 270. 495. 551. 606. 704
Filberts, List of - - .37
Gooseberries - 270. 327. 383. 440. 696. 712
Gooseberries, List of . - 36. 48
Gooseberries, List of the heaviest in 1835 - 680
Grapes . 54. 109. 158. 185. 213. 221. 270. 327. 383.

438, 439, 440. 495. 551. 607. 698. 701, 702, 703,
704. 712

Grapes, Hamburgh ... 545
Lemons . 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440. 495.

551. 606. 696
Medlars . - . 54. 109. 710
Melons . . 221. 382. 439, 440 495. 551
Mulberries ... 495. 551
Nectarines . 383. 439,"440. 495. 551. 696. 702. 70i

Nectarines, List of . - » 3i
Nuts, Barcelona . 54. 158. 270. 327. 363. 440. 495.

551. 606
Nuts, Brazil . 54. 158. 270. 327. 363.440. 495. 551

60e

Nuts, Spanish - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 606.

704
Nuts, Turkey - - 383. 440. 495. 606
Oranges - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440.

495. 696. 710
Oranges, Bitter ... 158. 213
Peach, the Newington ... 381
Peaches - 222 . 327. 383. 439, 440. 495. 551. 606.

607. 703, 704. 712
Peaches, List of - . .35
Pears . 54. 109. 158. 185. 213. 221. 321. 495. 551.

606,607. 693.701.704.710
Pears, List of . - - 35. 608
Pine-apples - 54. 109. 158. 213. 321. 270. .327. 382,

383. 438. 440. 495. 551. 606. 693. 698. 703, 704.

713.717
Pine-apples, List of ... 37
Plums . . 223. 495. 551. 607. 701. 704
Plums, Fonthill - - - - 704
Plums, List of . - - - 36
Quinces . - - - 54. 606
Raspberries . - - 54. 223. 440
Raspberries, List of .... 37
Strawberries - 54. 213. 223. 270. 327. 382, 383. 439.

698, 699. 710. 717
Strawberries, List of - - .37
Strawberry - . - . 680
Vine.i, Culture of ...
Vines, List of . - - .37
Walnuts . . - 185. 440. 551, 606

LIST OF CULINARY VEGETABLES.
Angelica Stalks . . . - 327
Artichokes - - 41. 157. 495. 551. 606
Asparagus . 54. 109. 157, 158. 213. 270 327. 383.

693. 698. 717
Basil . 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440. 495.

551
Basil, dried . . ... 606
Beans .... S83. 440 495
Beans, Scarlet - . . 440. 495. 551
Brassica Tribe

:

Broccoli - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 551. 606.

699. 717
Brussels Sprouts . 54. 109. 158, 2ia 223. 606
Cabbages - 40. 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383.

440. 495. 551. 606. 696
' Cauliflowers . 54. 225. 270. 327. 383. 440. 551.

606
German Greens, or Kale . 109. 158. 213
Savoys - - .54, 109. 158. 213. 606

Burnet - - - . .213
Capsicums . - 54. 109. 495. 551. 606. 704
Carrots - 40. 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440.

495. 551. 606
Celery - 41. 54. 109. 158. 213. 223. 270. 327. 383.

495. 551. 606
Chenopbdium Quinba (substitute for spinach,
millet, or rice) .... 608

Chiles - . . . .704
Chives . - . . .270
Endive . 54. 109. 158. 213. 225. 270. 551. 606. 717
Fennel - 54. 109. 158. 213, 270. 327. 383. 440. 495.

551. 606
Garlic , 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440. 495

551. 606
Gourds .... 551. 606. 704
Horseradish . 54. 109. 158. 270. 327. 383. 495. 551.

606
Jerusalem Artichokes . 54. 109. 158. 213. 270.

327. 606
ICidneybeans . 40. 158. 213. 224. 270. 327. 383.

440.551. 606.699.710
Lavender - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 440. 495

Vol. XI.

Lavender, dried - - . 606
Leeks - 109. 158. 213. 270 440. 495. 551. 606
Lettuce - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 495. 551.

606. 693. 717
Marjoram . 54. 109. 158. 213. 270 327. 383. 440.

495. 551. 606
Mint . 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440. 495.

551. 606
Morels . 54, 109. 158. 213. 270 327. 383. 440. 495.

551. 606
Mushrooms - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 495.

551. 606. 699
Onion, Silver-skinned under-ground - 618
Onions . 54. 109. 158. 213. 224. 270. 327. 383. 440.

495. 551. 606
O'xalis crenata . . .40. 212
Parsley . 54. 109. 158, 213. 270. 327. 383. 495. 606.

Parsneps . - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270 327
Peas . . 40. 224. 270. 327. 383. 440. 495
Peppermint - 54. 109. 158. 327. 383. 440 495 551
Peppermint, dried - . . 605
Potatoes - 40. 54. 109. 158. 213. 269. 270. 327. 383,

440 495. 551. 606
Radish, Spanish ... 701
Radishes . 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 49a

551. 606
Red Beet 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 495 551. 606
Rhubarb Stalks - 109. 158. 213. 327. 383. 693. 696.

717
Rosemary - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440.

495. 551. 603
Sage - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440. 495.

551. 606
Salsify - - - 54. 109. 158. 213. 551
Samphire ... 440. 551
Savory - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440. 495.

551. 606
Scorzonera . 54. 109. 158, 213. 270. 551. 606
Sea-kale - - 54 109. 213. 270 327. 693. 699
Shallots . 54. 109. 158. 213. 270 327. 383. 440. 495.

551. 606
Skirrct - 54. 109. 158. 213. 551. 606



XVUl LIST OF GARDENS AND COUNTRY SEATS.

Small Salads - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. £83. 496.

551. 606
Sorrel - - 54. 109. 158. 270. 327. 440
Spinach . 41. 54. 109. 158. 270. 327. 383. 440. 551.

606. 704
Spinach, New Zealand ... 551

Tansy . 54. 109. 213. 327. 383. 440 495. 551. 606

Tarragon - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440.

495. 551. 606

Thyme - 54. lOa 158. 213. ?70. 327.'383. 440. 495.
551. 606

Tomatoes - - -54. 495. 551. 606
Truffles - 54. 109. 158. 213. 270. 327. 383. 440. 495.

551. 605
Turnips - 40. 54. 109. 158. 213. 225. 270. 327. 383.

440. 495. 551. 606
Vegetable Marrow - - 495. 551. 606
Water Cress - 54. 158. 213. 27a 327. 383. 551

LIST OF GARDENS AND COUNTRY SEATS.
Allesloy Rectory 536. 551 Broxbourn Bury . - 605
AInwickCastle - 387 Bryanston House . 333
Althorpe - 44 Bywell Hall - 209
Annat Gardens . . 178 Cairn Sulloch - 176

Arboretums

:

Cally - 378
Goldworth .. 501 Cambridgeport - 533
Loddiges's . 28 Canford House - 331
t.nn(ion Hort.Soc. - 28. 30 Canon Mills 26. 432
Milford .. 505 Carclew - 529

Arley Hall 211. 267 Carnworth - 49
Arniston - 176 Caserta 150. 632
Avondale - 210 Castle Howard - 17

Ascot Park - 29 Castle Menzies - 175
Auchenhowie S2i.' Castlemacgarrett - 688
Bagshot Park . 52. 360. 502 Cemeteries :

Ballo, the - 178 Boston - 195
Ballysagartmore . 473 Mount Auburn - 152
Barnhill - - 177 Chatelherault .- 42
Bear Wood . 502 Chatsworth - 386. 524
Beauly . 553 Cheshunt 135. 266
Belladrum - 555 Chilton Hall - 321
Belmont Castle . 178 Chiswick Gardens - 434
Belmont Place . 532 Church Strettoii - - 186
Bicton, 51, 52. 71. 137. 237. 267. Claremont - 29.78

551 Clockhouse Garden, Chelsea
Bingham -547 44
Blair - 1/6 Clumber House - 387
Botanic Gardens at Coed Ithil . 207. 267

Antwerp j
. 431 Columbus - 483

Berlin - 541 Combe-la.Ville 206
Birmingham - 73 . 84. 295. Coomb Wood . 2^6

525. 528 Coul - - 52. 553
Brussels - 628 Craigie Hall - 32-2

Buenos Ayres - 636 Croome - 44
Bury St. Edmund 's -• 43 Cuffnels - . 45 208. 329
Calcutta - 633 Cypress Grove - 438
Cambridge 38. 1,55 Dalkeith . 322 491. 713
Chelsea - 248. 422. 530 Deepdene 508. 545
Edinburgh - 73. 322. 432. Delvin - 177

477 524. 605 Ditton Park - 266
Ghent -628 Downton Castle - . 368
^Glasgow . 77. 144. 321. Duddingston . 322

421.475.478.526.608 Dunkeld .. 175
Glasnevin - 149 Dupplin Castle 176. 178
Jardiii des Plantes - 229 Earl's Court - 47
Kew - 77.98. 380. 424 Eastborough - 103

565. 588 Elvaston Hall - 360
Xiverpool - 646 Errol Park -178
Louvain - 85 Exbury - 45
Lyons - 52 Farnham Castle - 503
Manchester - 489 Fingask - 178
M€tZ - .29 Fonthill Abbey - - 441
.Montpelier - - 94 Fulham Palace - 44. 565
Munich 72. 480 Gardens of

:

Oxford ^ 209 359. 545 Antrobus, Sir E. - 544
Paris - 229 Bald, Mr. - 712
Petersburg - 263 Bath, Marquess of - 361
Rio Janeiro - 636 Bethel), G. R,, Esq. . 708
Saharunpore . - 633 Boddaert, M. . - 274
Sheffield 437.. 534 Boursault, M. - - 229
Stockwell - 108 Bourne, W. S., Esq. . 321
Sydney - 94 Byers, Robt, Esq - 269
Trinity College, Dublin Don, Colonel . 714

50. 144 Fitzwilliam, Earl - 709
Twickenham 45 152. 500 Fleming, Capt. - 359

Bothkennar Mains - 38 Harrison, Rich., Esq.
Boyton House 473. 680 (Liverpool) - 192
Brahan Castle 553. 557 Harrison, William, Esq.
Bretby . 324 (Cheshunt) - - 528
Bretton Hall - 209 Hogg, Mr. (Paddington)
Bridge End - 176 387
Bridge of Perth - 175 Horsefield, C. - 299
Brinley Place - 32 Horsfall, Chas., Esq. 529
Brooklyn 531, 532 Huythens-Kerremans 273

Karwinsky, Baron - 9S9
Knight, Joseph - 381
Lane, Mr. - - 544
Laurence, Mrs. - 381
Lee Lee, Esq., M.P. - 705
Lemon, Sir C. - 531
Lords' Cricket Ground

378
Mangles . . 176
Marryat, Mrs. - 144. 266.

527
Mechelynk, M. . 273
Mills, .T. P., Esq - 361
Mountjoy, Mr. - 544
Oaks, Sir H. T. - 274
Parker, T. N., Esq. - 381
Paul, Mr. - - 544
Pendarvis, E., Esq. - 359
Press, Mr. - . 544
Reynders, M. - - 274
Saul, Mr. - 321. 325
Shaw, R. F., Esq. . 70S
Smith, Mr. W. - 375
Strangways, Mrs. - 705
Surrey, Earl of - 709
Sutton, Capt. - 531
Talbot, G. J. P., Esq. 360
Thorn, Mr. - . 32
Thornton, Mr. R. . 705
Tongue, R., Esq. - 373
Van Geert, M. - 275
Verschaffelt, M. - 275
Waller, Sir Walter . 565
Woestyne d'Hane, M. 274

Glammis ... - 520
Gogar - . - 322
Golden Grove - - 369
Gordon Castle . - 49
Gorthy .... 177
Gray House . - 49. 176
Great Bookham - 265
Hackney Grove - .46
Hadoo House . - 552
Haffield - . .582
Hale's Hall - - -15
Halket Place - - - 431
Ham Green - - 361
Ham House - - 684
Hamble . - - 536
Hampton Court Palace - 44
Harringay . . 44. 69
Hath Beauchamp Parsonage

250
Hawthorn Grove - - 533
Hayes's Common - 146
Hayes's Place - 146. 267
Heath House - . 133
Henham Hall - - 45
Hermitage - -95
Hestercombe - - 361
High Clero - 29. 44. 430. 490
Hiiichingbrook . - 418
Hingham - - - 32
Holt - - - 204
Hopeton House - 150. 176
Hornby Castle - - 56
Horticultural Gardens

:

Edinburgh . 30. 38
London . 44. 325. 374. 438.

494. 607
Houghton Park - . 321
Hurstiey Park - . 362
Hyde Park, New York -198
Inverary ... 178
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Kedleston House - - 552
Keith Hall - - 49
Kennet . - - 712
Kenwood - - 29. 44. 565
Kilcullen - . . 50
Killerlon - . .52
Kilmington Rectory - 297
Kimbolton - - .28
King's Meadows . .56
Kingston Hall . . 332
Kinmel Park . . 546
Kinmoul Park . - 680
Kippen Cross . .49
Kirlimichael - .122
Knedlington . . 250
Knypersley . . 74. 191
Langton House - . 332
Leigh Castle . - 73
Leigh Court - - 361
Leigh Park . - 111
Leixlip Castle - . 438
Lewiston House . - 46
Livermore . . - 45
Loiret .... 537
Longleat . . . 361
Lougharne Castle . . 438
Lower Broughton . 489
Luchet . . .42
Luscombe . . .52
Maesburg . . .268
Maeslaugh Castle - 361. 469
Malmaison . . -45
Mamhead . *. 44. 52. 127
Meriden . - - 71
Merton Park . . 360
Methven Castle - 49. 176
Milford House . . 505
Mitcham - . .566
Moncrieff House . - 177
Monymusk - - 48. 552
Montagu House . . 515
Monza ... 639
Moredun - . .322
Motcombe House . 335
•Mount Edgcombe . 44. 52

, Tvlaunt Grove . . 566
Mount Wellington . 570
Muir of Ord - . 5.53

Myginich Castle - . 178
Nettlecombe . . 209
New Haven - . 483
Newbattle Abbey

.

.49
Norbiton Park . . 602
North Stoneham Park .162
North Stoneham Parsonage 59
Northenwood . . 329
Nurseries

:

Algiers . .482
Alloa . . - 712
Backhouse . 298. 338
Balgonie - - 714
Bedford . . . 56
Bland ford - . 333
Brechin . . 417
Bristol . 26. 105. 359
Buchanan - 361. 544
Chandler's ^ - 84. 267
Chester . . 319
Clapton . 5. 142. 474. 488
Colvill's . . 84. 422
Comeley Bank . 75
Dartford . - 494
Den, Brechin .715
Dennis's . .76, 425
Dickson and Turnbull's

106. 328
Donald and Westland's

508
Drummond's 106. 196. 716
Dundee . . . 432
Epsom - 84. 376 384. 508
Exotic . 43. 45. 73. 84. 132.

145
Fairbairn's . - 7. 143
Fenn and Laws's . 705
Flotbeck . . 206
Frankfort . . 265
Fremont - - 206

Fulham . . 152. 249
Giddings and Rees's - 705
Gill's - . .705
Glazenwood . - 375
Goldworth . 267. 497
Groome's . - 266
Hammersmith . 84. 361
Hammond and Stevens's

705
Handsworth . 546. 549
Handyside's . . 713
Havraud's . .79
Hounslow - . 330
Humbeque - - 537
Lake and Evans's . 705
Lawson's . 106. 197. 431
Leeds's . . 422
Lees's . . 84. 351
Lellington - . 384
Lewisham . - 38
Leyton - . 686
Loddiges's . . 361
Mackay's (Norwich) . 78.

208
Manning and Bray's 381
Mile End - . 294. 380
Milford . 144. 268. 497. 505
Miller's . - .711
Montreal . . 33
Norbiton Common - £97
Norwich . . 78. 208
Oldford . . .479
Paddington . - 424
Page's . . .60
Pope and Sons . . 706
Preston . . .40
Reed's . - .106
Rogers's . .61
Ronalds's . . 499
Sawbridgeworth . 24. 378
Sisley.Vandael's - . 205
Tarascon . . 31. 94
Thompson's . 294. 380
Tooting - .84
Trianon . .50
Urquhart's . . 432
Verleewen's, M. - 275
Verplancke's, M. . 273
Wakefield . . 476
Young's . 84. 376. 381. 508

Oak Hill . . 24. 254
Oakley Place - . 533
Old Rayne . . 552
Ormiston Hall . . 178
Oulton Park . . 350
Pakenham Hall - . 682
Parham Park . . 183
Paulton's Park . . 163
Pennycuick . . 322
Pepper Harrow Park . 506
Percy's Cross . .44
Peuta - . . 481
Pinkie ... 322
Pitfour . . .175
Pitmaston . - 38
Pittriviers . . 42
Ponsonby Hall . . 359
Port Elliot . - 44
Powderham Castle . 44. 52
Public Gardens— Scientific :

Agricultural - . 647
Arboretums . . 647
Botanical . . 646
British Floras . 647
Exotic . . 647
Geographical

.

. 647
Geological . - 647
Herbacetums . 647
Horticultural . 646
Local Floras . - 647
Plantariums - . 647
Zoological . 646. 654

Landscape:
Artistical Imitations of
Natural Scenery . 647

Fac-simile Imitations of
Natural Scenery . 647

Geometrical Scenery 647

Imaginary Scenery . 647
For Exercise

:

Parks . . 645. 652
Promenades . 646. 650
Public Squares . 646

For Recreation and Re-
freshment ;

Archery Grounds . 647
Tea Gardens . _ 647

For Burial :

Cemeteries . . 647
Churchyards . . 647
Gardens ; . . 64S

Purser's Cross '
. 361. 56S

Rainier's Villa . . 161
Rait Gardens , . 17.5

Rambouillel . . 42. 205
Rangen's Lodge . .47
Redleaf . . 45. 20S
Relic _ . .555
Ridgway House . . 566
Robeg . . -555
Rossie Priory . . 178
Roxbury ... 533
Saughton Hall . . 322
Sesto St. Giovanni . - 659
Short Grove . . 68. 122
Sketty Hall - . 680
Skipton . . .105
Somerley House . . 331
Somerset Place . . 533
SpoflTorth . . 193
St. Ann's Hill . 501
St. Blartin's . .51
Stamford Hill - . 687
Stoke Place - .12
Stourhead... 335
Strangways, Hon. W. F. . 74
Stratford Green . . 685
Sunbury .. . . 500
Sutton Parsonage . 45
Sweeny Hall . . 268
Syon House 44. 498. 532. 565
Syston Park . .45
Tatton Park . . S87
Tay Bank . . .177
Terenure - . . 269
Testwood . ' - . 321
Thainston . 106. 153. 178
The Fryars . .711
The Grange . .57
Tippermallow - . 177
Tottenham Park .387.602
Trelissick - . . 26S
Tuilleries . - .537
Tulloch Castle . . 557
Upton - . . 566
Versailles - . 42. 228
Walmer . - .112
Walton . . 29. 84. 427
Walton Hall - . 155
Wardour Castle - . 433
Waterbeach . . 321
Welbeck - 367. 387. 435. 490
Welling . . .359
Wentworth House 153. 193.

387
West Plean . 322. 324
Whin, The . .322
White Knights

i 44. 497. 502.

532
Whitmore Lodge . 27. 105
Whitton ... 564
Willoughby Hedge Gate 338
Willows, The . .360
Wilton - . . 44
Wimborne - . 332
Wimpole . . 323. 359
Woburn Abbey . . 387
Wondelghem . 268. 278
Woodhall . . 295
Woodhouselee .- . 322
Woolsley Bridge . . 325
Zoological Gardens

;

Regent's Park 320- 433.458.

256
Surrey 320. 378. 544. 566.

705



XX LIST OF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES,

LIST

OF HORTICULTURAL, BOTANICAL, AND FLORICULTURAL
SOCIETIES.

Anglesea . - - 711

Auclienbowie and West
Plean - - - 322

Bath Royal Hort. and
Floral - - 704

Beccles - - - 705

Bedale - - - 709
Bedford Grand Horticul-

tural Exhibition - 692
Bedlington Horticultural

and Floricultural - 703

Belfast - - 153. 717
Birmingham Bot. and

Hort. - - - 706
Brampton and Wath - 702

Bristol and Clifton - 699
Brompton and Walton

Flor. - - - 696

Bury - - - 705
Cambridgeshire - - 693
Cambridgeshire Florists' 694
Caledonian - - 378
Carlisle ., . - 695
Chippenham Dahlia Show 707
Clackmannanshire - 712
Colinsburg - - 713
Cornwall Royal - - 694
Cromlington Florists' - 703
Cupar - - - 714
Dereham - - - 701
Devon and Cornwall Royal

Bot. and Hort. - - 698
Devon and Exeter Bot.

and Hort. - 488. 696
Devon and Exeter Flori-

cultural - - - 698
Diss - - - 701
Doncaster - . . 708
Dorset - - - 699
Dumfries and Galloway - 712

Dundee - . 715
Dunfermline ~ - 713
East Riding Hort. and

Floral - 707
Falkirk - 712

Felton Florists' - 703
Fifeshire County - - 210
Glasgow - 716
Glastonbury Hort. and

Floral - 705
Guernsey - - 710
Hampshire - 699
Hereford - - 699
Hertford - 700
Hinckley Floral and Hort. 700
Holt - - - 701
Hull and East Riding

Floral and Hort. - - 708
Hunslet Florists' - - 709
Ilkeston Florists' and Hort.703
Jersey Agri. and Hort. So-

ciety - - - 710
Kilkenny - - - 717
Lancashire DahhaShow - 701
Letiton Dahlia Show - 703
London 110. 214. 266. 325. 381.

438. 597. 607
Mai ton - - - 709
Marlborough AnnualDah-

lia Show - - 707
Massachusetts - - 531
Metropolitan Society of

Florists and Amateurs
55. 266. 378. 433. 544

Mid-Lothian - - 713
Montrose ... 715
New Lenton Dahlia Show 703
Newark Floral and Hort. 703
Newcastle Hort. and Bot, 702
Newick - - 266. 705

North Devon - - 699
North Riding Hort. and

Flor. - - - 707
North Walsham - - 702
Norwich - - - 701
Norwich Florists' Show - 702
Ornamental Tree - 207
Paisley Florists' - - 716
Plean - - - 716
Radford Spring Show - 703
Reading - . - 693
St. Andrew's Hort. and

Floral - - - 713
Salisbury and West of
England Dahlia Show - 707

Sheffield - . - 709
South Durham and Cleve-
land .. - - 699

South London - - 705
Stirling - - - 322
Stowmarket - - 705
Swansea and Neath - 711
Taunton and West So-

merset - - 704
Tywardreath Rural Gar-
dening - - 695

Ulster - - - 717
Warwickshire Floral and
Hort. - - - 706

Waterford - - 718
West Rainton Florists' - 699
West Riding . - 707
Westmeath - - 717
Whitby Floral and Hort. 709
Whitehaven - - 696
Wilts and General - 706
Winlaton Florists' -1703
Wirksworth - - 696
Yarmouth . - 702
York . - - 709

On the 1st of June next will be comj^leted,

In Two Volumes 8vo, viz. One of Letter-press and One of Plates

;

Price, to those who order the Work previously to the ]st of May next, Hi. ;.

and to those who order it after that time, 41.

;

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ARBOHIGUI.TUISII

;

CONTAINING ,

The History of the Trees and Shrubs of Temperate Climates

;

The Arboretum and Fruticetum Britannicum,

or the Description, Geography, History, Properties, Uses, Propagation, Culture,
and Statistics of the Trees, Shrubs, and Undershrubs of Britain, indigenous and
foreign

;

The Formation and Management of useful and ornamental Plantations,
whether in Masses, Strips, Rows, Hedgerows, Avenues, Groups, Shrubberies,

Architectural Compositions, Sculptural Figures, or Arboretums.
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Art. I. A brief Account of Mr. Colleys Botanical Researches in

Guiana. By James Bateman, Esq. F.L.S. H.S. &c.

Agreeably to my promise, I send you a brief accomit of Mr.
Colley's botanical researches in Guiana; which I have taken

either from some rough notes made on the spot by himself, or

from the account which, since his arrival in this country, he has

given me of his adventures on the other side of the Atlantic.

On Dec. 24. 1833, he sailed from Liverpool; and on Feb. 20.

1834, arrived at George Town, Demerara : his object being to

collect for me the botanical and other natural curiosities of the

country, but more particularly the different species of Orchideae

:

a tribe of plants which has of late years interested the public in

an unexampled manner ; and which, most certainly, deserves in

full all the attention that it has received.

The vegetation in the immediate vicinity of George Town
being comparatively destitute of interest, Mr. Colley's first step

was to proceed in a canoe up the Demerara river, accompanied
by a few negroes. Small as is the appearance which the De-
merara makes on the map of South America, it is as large a

stream as our own Thames ; and flows, for more than a hundred
miles of its course, through an almost level country, its banks,

except in the neighbourhood of George Town, being clothed

with one vast aboriginal forest. At the time of Mr. Colley's

arrival, the colony was suffering severely from drought, and
the wet season was daily expected to begin ; but, for four

months afterwards, no considerable quantity of rain fell : a cir-

cumstance which was very favourable to the object of his mission

;

for not only was travelling through the woods and on the rivers

safer and more easy, but the plants were many of them covered
with ripe seeds ; and the pseudo-bulbs of the Orchideae were in

a state admirably suited for their passage to this country.

I shall now attempt to convey some idea of the aspect of

vegetation on the banks of the Demerara ; which, though not
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so large a stream as the Essequibo, Massaroni, Corgooni, Ber-

bice, and other rivers which were afterwards visited, partakes

more or less of the characters of them all. The forest (or, as it is

there called, " the bush ") usually hangs over, or approaches near

to, the stream ; and, to a European eye, wears a rich but rather

monotonous aspect; relieved only by the " crowned heads " of

the majestic palms, or the broad-spreading foliage of the banana.

If we except the " silk-cotton tree," the trunk of which is found

of prodigious diameter, the trees are not usually of very large

growth: indeed, the redundance of vegetation, while it contri-

butes to the denseness of the forest, must naturally have a tend-

ency to diminish the size of the individuals of which it is formed.

The " bush rope," and many splendid climbers, hang in light

and elegant drapery round the higher parts of the trees ; while

their trunks and lower branches actually bristle with the various

species of TWYdiuAsia, Orchidese, ^riiideae, and ferns ; among
•which the right of " tree-room " is divided, the Tillandsz<s

having the largest share. Epiphyllum speciosum is also found

growing as an epiphyte, but has never a vigorous appearance.

Flourishing as the various epiphytes appear, and securely

seated as they seem to be out of the reach of harm, there is,

nevertheless, a war of extermination continually going on among
themselves, as violent as that of the wild beasts which rove

beneath their feet. The seed of an orchideous plant vegetates

on some naked portion of a tree
;
pseudo-bulb after pseudo-bulb

is formed, and the plant in time arrives at maturity, and begins

to bloom
;
presently, a rapidly spreading fern advances up the

branch, and, fixing its unrelenting stolones among the clustered

pseudo-bulbs of the orchideous plant, literally tramples it beneath

its feet. Next comes the seed of some huge Tillandsm, which,

germinating among what you may almost term the " fur " of the

fronds and base of the fern, thrusts its wire-like roots into its

very vitals, and soon raises over its head a pyramid of prickly

leaves. Perhaps, too, while in the height of its glory, the tyrant

Tillandsm may itself feel the strangling grasp of a " bush rope ;"

and thus, in its turn, be driven from its station. Such is the

kind of vegetable retribution which is always going on, in damp
tropical forests, among a tribe of plants which, indeed, form
noble substitutes for the mosses and lichens which assume their

places in our own woods. It might be expected that, where
such numerous epiphytes flourish, moss would also be found in

abundance. The reverse, however, is the case : scarcely a hand-
ful could be collected in a day ; and, when observed at all, it is

generally found extending, in a narrow strip, from the trunk to

the branches. This scarcity of moss is severely felt by the bota-
nical collector ; for it forms, in a dry state, by far the best sub-
stance in which Orchidese and many other plants can be packed.
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I would, therefore, recommend any future collector, who may
visit these countries, to carry out with him a quantity of dry
moss ; of which a large supply may be pressed into a very
small compass ; so small, indeed, that the room it would occupy,
in the passage out, need not at all be taken into consideration.

Amaryllii^e-.^ are here very rare, Mr. Colley having found
only about half a dozen species : these, however, are expected
to prove new. Of /rideae and Scitamineae no species were
found ; indeed, with the exception of the occupants of the trees,

the vast alluvial flats of the country are almost entirely destitute

of herbaceous plants. It is in the broken ground, the diversity

of soil, situation, and exposure, such as is only to be met with,

among mountains, that species of herbaceous genera are to be
sought; and Mr. Colley, unfortunately, though he penetrated
many hundred miles up the different rivers of the interior, never
encountered any considerable rising ground, except at the great
falls of Essequibo, up which, owing to an accident, he was
unable to pass. From the Corgooni, some great blue moun-
tains were observed in the distance; but there is no record of
their ever having been visited by any human being; the Indians
having an insurmountable horror of any attempt of the kind,

and the settlers being deterred from the undertaking by the

expense and labour which would attend the cutting of a way
through the tangled forests which extend to their base. This
difficulty of access is much to be deplored, as there can be no
doubt they would yield a rich botanical harvest.

I must not omit to mention two remarkable plants, highly

prized by the wild Indians as the only remedies for the bites of

the Labarri and Counacouchi snakes ; from which, too, the plants

borrow their names. These plants are probably species of
-4Vum, and have stems about a foot high, which, in the larger

kind, are speckled exactly in the manner of the Counacouchi
snake ; while, in the smaller, the resemblance is no less striking

to the Labarri. We have here a striking instance of the bene-

volence of the Deity, who not only places the antidote in the

neighbourhood of the poison, but directs the attention of the

savage to the remedy by the likeness which it presents to the rep-

tile which inflicts the wound. How far the healing properties of

these plants may be exaggerated, I cannot tell; but a strong

corroboration of their efficacy may be found in the first volume
of Captain Alexander's Trayisatlantic Sketches. As the question

is, however, an important one, I rejoice to say there is a pros-

pect of its being settled, since both species have reached me in

safety, and are now shooting out.

Orchidese being, as I have already mentioned, the principal

object of Mr. Colley's expedition, I will here bring forward a

few particulars which I have gathered respecting their habits,
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&c. &c. They are by no means scattered in every direction, or

on every tree ; but appear very capricious in their choice of

situation. A river may be ascended for twenty miles without an

orchideous plant being seen ; while, on a sudden turn of the

stream, every tree becomes covered with them : yet they do not

appear to have a favourite aspect ; for, on some of the rivers

which Mr. Colley visited, he found them exclusively on the

northern exposure, while, on others, they occupied the southern.

The situations in which they are most usually found are those

parts of a forest where old and broken wood occurs, or on the

skirts of the savannas. These savannas are large open breaks

in the woods, covered with fine white sand, which has, at night,

the appearance of snow. They contain, also, many low and

stunted bushes. The Orchideae seem to like an airy and ex-

posed dwelling-place ; being found on the more prominent parts

of a tree, and not in the shade, as is generally supposed. Mr.

Colley only found in one instance an orchideous plant in the

heart of a forest; and this was growing on the prostrate trunk

of a tree, so rotten as to fall to pieces when pressed with the

foot. This plant is expected to prove of an entirely new genus.

In the large river Berbice, the Orchideae were seen seated on

the summits of such high trees that it was necessary, in order to

get possession of them, to cut down the trees on which they grew.

What would be thought, in this island, if a person were to cut

down a tree to bring him within reach of a weed? for in no
other light are these glorious plants regarded abroad, which

here actually sell for five, ten, or even fifteen guineas apiece. It

may be asked, " Why not climb the trees ? " This is quite out

of the question ; for they swarm to such a degree with the

great black ants, scorpions, and snakes, that nothing would in-

duce even an Indian to venture to ascend them. The plants

themselves, when torn from the tree, require very dainty finger-

ing, being frequently made the lurking-place of some scorpion,

or of a nest of these fiery ants. The best way is to plunge them
instantly into water, which either drowns or ejects all these dan-
gerous lodgers.

In consequence of the unexampled length of the dry season at

the time of Mr. CoUey's visit, scarcely an orchideous plant was
seen in flower, or a pseudo-bulb which had not lost its leaves.

When, however, the rains had commenced, which was just

before he quitted the colony (i, e., in the month of July), the

Orchideae were pushing rapidly into flower, as are also some of
those collected by Mr. Colley, which reached this country in as

dry and shrivelled a state as Dutch bulbs usually come over in.

This may afford a hint for their cultivation.

While speaking of their cultivation, I must not forget to men-
tion that many, particularly of the larger species, of the Or-
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chideae already introduced are said by Mr. Colley to grow much
finer in the collections of this country, than he ever saw them in

their native habitats. During his stay in Demerara, the ther-

mometer ranged from 80° to 88°, and was higher in the wet
season than in the dry. This last circumstance ought never to be
lost sight of by cultivators. The terrestrial species of Orchideae
bear a very small proportion to the epiphytal ; for only three of
them were found, and all of them species previously introduced;

namely, Liparis elata, Cyrtopera WoodfordzV, and Cyrtopodium
Anderson/?'. From the bruised fleshy stems of the latter, and
also from those of the different species of Catasetum, a viscid

matter is obtained by the Indians, and used as an ingredient in

the " Wourali poison," which it renders so glutinous as to

adhere with facility to the barbs of their arrows. As any men-
tion of the " Wourali poison" instantly brings the illustrious

Waterton into recollection, it is interesting to know that Mr.
Colley met with an Indian who had accompanied him, and who
was one of the heroes who figured in the never to be forgotten

conflict with the cayman.
As the collectors of Orchideae will be anxious to know how

many species have been obtained by Mr. Colley, and have
reached England in a living state, I am happy to have it in my
power to say, that no fewer than sixty have arrived alive, of
which I have no doubt at least one third are new to European
collections; and had it not been for a very rich importation brought
last autumn from Trinidad, to Kew, by Mr. Aldridge, and one
still richer from Surinam, brought over last winter, by Mr.
Lrance, two thirds, instead of one, would have been seen in this

country for the first time. Both the above importations coming
from parts which approach very near the northern and southern

boundaries of Mr. Colley's wanderings, contained, as might be
expected, many species which are also met with in Demerara
and Berbice. As the space of ground traversed by Mr. Colley

will not probably yield a circle of more than 250 miles' diameter,

sixty appear a large number of species to be collected in a single

family ; and to these must be added several sent by Mr. Hench-
man to Mr. Low of the Clapton Nursery, which are, I hear, dis-

tinct from any brought over by Mr. Colley, while many of those

discovered by the latter collector were not met with by the former.

So scarce, indeed, are some of the species, that they were only

found in a single spot; nay, of one or two kinds Mr. Colley only

obtained a single plant. Of some species, on the other hand,

there is a vast profusion ; Catasetum tridentatum, and Stanhopea
grandiflora, for instance, being met with not only in every part of

Demerara, but along the whole line of coast from Cumana to Rio
Janeiro. Not more than four or five different species of Orchideae
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were ever found growing on the same tree. Perhaps the most

beautiful epiphyte yet introduced to this country is one which

has recently flowered at Messrs. Loddiges's, and which is called

by Dr. Lindley, in honour of its discoverer, Oncidium Lance-

dnum. It is remarkable that this plant afforded the only instance

observed by Mr. Colley of the attention either of the settlers

or natives being attracted by Orchidese. In proceeding up the

large river, he met with a man who had growing near his door,

a plant of this species, which, according to his account, had ar-

rested his notice by its delightful and powerful fragrance, long

before he either saw the plant or could find where it grew.

Neither money nor entreaty could induce him to part with it;

and though he took Mr. Colley to the spot where he obtained it,

not another morsel of it could be found : Mr. Colley, however,

met with it in another place.

It may be asked, " How are you to know how many, if any,

of the plants will be new ? " To this I reply, that, although

there are upwards of three hundred in cultivation, among which
there is so strong a family likeness that many persons, especially

ladies, are perpetually pronouncing them to be " all exactly

alike
;

" still so wonderfully are the pseudo-bulbs and stems

varied, that an eye conversant with Orchidese will at first sight

pronounce a species to be newly or previously introduced, and
very rarely prove mistaken in its decision.

Among the general collections of Mr. Colley are the seeds of

many beautiful climbing plants, several of which there is every

reason to believe new, inasmuch as Mr. Colley, though well

acquainted with the different plants cultivated in our stoves,

has never seen anything at all like them before. There are

also seeds, somewhat resembling those of the beech, borne in

large clusters, from which the Indian belles obtain a reddish

orange colour, which they use to heighten the beauty of their

complexions.

For the benefit of future collectors, I must warn them against

the use of an Indian-rubber cloak in a tropical country; for the
heat of the sun soon melts the preparation, w^hich, of course, not
only ceases to exclude the wet, but glues itself to the skin.

It now only remains for me to add of Mr. Colley, that, though
often exposed to the drenching dews of night, in a hammock
slung between two trees, and though harassed by privations in

every form, still such was his iron constitution, that, during the
whole five months of his stay, he enjoyed the most perfect health.

This, and his own enthusiasm for the pursuit, eminently fit him
for a botanical collector ; and, as he has so satisfactorily fulfilled

his engagement to me, I should have great pleasure in recom-
mending him to any society or individual who might be disposed
to employ him in a similar capacity.
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Mr. Colley was for some time in the employment of Mr. Knight
of the Exotic Nursery, and more recently had become foreman
of Mr. Fairbairn's Nursery. His address is now changed to

25. Ernest Street, Albany Street, Regent's Park. If unable

to obtain an engagement as a collector, he would be glad of a
situation as a curator of a public or private garden.

Knyperslei/ Hall, near Congleton^ Cheshire^

Oct. 1. 1834.

Art. II. Hints on the Vtility of Mensuration to Gardeners.

By Mr. William Taylor.

A KNOWLEDGE of mensuration is unquestionably as requisite to

gardeners, in not a few situations, as the knowledge of the art of

forcing is to them in others. It is, therefore, the duty, as well

as the interest, of the young gardener to qualify himself for

filling a situation of the former kind, to which there is attached

as much responsibility, and, in consequence, as much respect-

ability, as there is to the culture of plants in an artificial climate.

The latter, however, being the more refined occupation, is, on
that account, more the object of a young man's ambition ; and,

while pursuing it, he is too apt to neglect other things which, at

the time, appear to him of little consequence.

Every gardener who considers his attainments superior to

those of a mere labourer, ought to be capable of measuring all

the superficies and solids usually measured, and of performing as

much of land-surveying as will enable him to give a sketch, or a

plan, to a scale, of any part, or the whole, of the grounds under
his charge. But, before he can do this, he must be well versed

in the elementary rules of arithmetic, such as vulgar and decimal

fractions, duodecimals, the square and cube roots, geometry,

and plane trigonometry. There are now so many excellent

treatises on these sciences, that it is not for me to say which are

the best. Morrison's Arithmetic, Ingram's Meiisuration (now
Ingram's Mathematics), Mutton's Mathematics, and Crocker's

Elements ofLand-Surveying are the best which I have seen for

self-instruction. Hutton has tables of logarithms ; Ingram is

concise and comprehensive, particularly to those who understand

algebra ; though, for my own part, I would almost as soon see

the A^phis lanigera on an apple tree, as questions on men-
suration exemplified by algebra. These or any other works on

the subject, with a case of mathematical instruments, may be, at

times, obtained second-hand at a reasonable price ; and, as those

to whom these remarks are chiefly addressed can ill afford to

pay much for books, they should watch for such opportunities,

and should very rarely purchase new books, unless they are
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such as cannot be waited for. Those, however, who are desir-

ous of instruction, will always try to provide the articles neces-

sary for the purpose.

Winter is the best time for studying figures. The days, at

this season, are short, and the body is, consequently, less liable

to be so much fatigued by manual labour as to unfit the mind

for study ; besides which, the gardener's cares, at this period of

the year, are generally fewer than at any other. At this season,

then, the young gardener's indoor studies should be chiefly

directed to this useful, and, at the same time, amusing, science ;

and they should be continued until the practical and really

valuable questions of each rule can be wrought with facility.

Then these rules should be practically applied to measuring,

taking first anything easy, either solid or superficial ; else, when
a person begins to practise in reality, he will appear awkward,

and, what is worse, may commit gross mistakes. Witness the

acts of those who have been at school for years learning men-

suration, but who, previously to their beginning to practise,

never saw a field measured, nor a chain for measuring one. A
week's practical experience is worth a month's theoretical study.

Oral and ocular demonstrations are the life of this as well as of

many other things.

When a field or piece of land which has irregular boundaries

is to be measured, and where offsets are required, much depends

on these being at right angles with their base lines ; and the

same of perpendiculars. Trust not to the eye, but use a cross-

staff. There are several modes of calculating offsets : that

which consists in considering them as triangles and trapezoids

is the best ; and all calculations of land should be made in

decimals.

The measuring of round trees is a simple process by the

common method of a fourth of the mean girth as the side of the

square [whose contents are found to be adequate to those of the

tree] : but, simple as it is, some cannot, or rather will not be at

the pains to learn it ; and, of course, must always use a book.

Certainly foresters ought to be able to measure a tree by several

rules (the one to prove the other) ; by the sliding rule, and by
considering the tree as a cylinder. A round tapering tree,

measured in sections, say of three 12 ft. cuts, makes the amount
of the contents larger than measuring it by girthing it in the

middle does. Again, twice the length and one fifth of the

girth are data which will give the true contents of a tree ; and
calculating by these produces almost the same result as reckon-
ing from the dimensions obtained by measuring the tree as a
cylinder. Square logs, the sides of which are unequal, should
not be measured by girthing them, because the results obtained
by this mode are incorrect.
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The square root is best for ascertaining the length of rafters,

&c. Trigonometry is useful for determining the heights of
trees. This last object is easily effected with a quadrant. To
prove the correctness of this mode, you may take -the height of
a tree while it is being felled ; and if the ground is nearly level,

and your calculation correct, you may stand at such a distance

from the root of the tree as that it may fall exactly at your feet.

A cube or block of any kind, 3 ft. in length, as much in breadth,
and the same in thickness, is well known to contain twenty-seven
cubic feet; but one of half the dimensions, that is, 18 in. on
the side of the cube, contains only 3 ft. 4 in. and 6 parts.

While acts of measurement are fresh in the memory, figures

of superficies and solids should be drawn, to any convenient
scale, in a book. Let the objects be such as gardens, walls,

square and irregularly bounded fields, circles and ovals, plants

ations, and sheets of water, &c. ; trees, logs, blocks of stone,

cones, excavations of ditches, sunk dikes, &c. ; embankments
and dunghills. These delineations should be marked with
dotted lines where the dimensions are taken ; and these noted in

figures. The computations by the different rules should be
given at length under each representation. Transverse sections

of ditches and embankments should be shown ; together with
the nature of the soil, and the expense of cutting the one and
erecting the other per cubic yard. Such a book will be found
useful, especially when anything about to be measured has
escaped the memory.

Thainston, Nov. 1833.

Art. III. On the Influence exercised hy the Employers of Artists on
Art. By Calycanthus.

In some of the best modern specimens of the fine arts, whe-
ther painting, sculpture, architecture, or landscape-gardening,

we meet with incongruities and blemishes, which surprise us the

more from the general excellence of the performance ; and make
the common observer wonder that minds which could soar so

high should fall into errors which are too striking for even a

very inferior capacity to overlook. I believe I.may say, with

truth, that, in most cases of this description, it is by no means
just to blame the artist. A person capable of attaining eminence
in art must be too deeply impressed with a sense of the general

fitness of things, voluntarily to commit such violations of pro-

priety as are sometimes apparent in works which, in most
respects, it is impossible to blame, and would be superfluous to

praise. If the fault be not with the artist, it will naturally be
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asked, who, then, is to blame ? I answer, that, in three cases

out of four, it is the employer ; who, either knowing but Httle of

the general principles which govern every branch of art, or fail-

ing to apply them to practice, invents and suggests alterations

and finishing touches of his own, which are sufficient to distract

any artist possessing a proper feeling of what is due to his art

and to himself. I have read a story of a Turkish turban being

placed on the head of a marble Naiad of the stream ; and really

I do not think it an impossibility. An instance of injurious

interference with the peculiar province of the artist occurs in

the case to which you have been pleased, in so flattering a

manner, to direct my attention. (X. 453.) It would, indeed,

be a fortunate circumstance for many an artist suffering in

reputation from faults which are not his own, if an impartial and

influential public writer, like yourself, would lay the whole truth,

in a proper point of view, before the world. We must not,

indeed, forget that, in this, as in all other questions, there are

two sides to be considered. The patron or employer, Avho

liberally rewards the artist, certainly has a right to expect

attention to his wishes ; but he should bear in mind that present

character and future fame are, or ought to be, as dear to the

artist as the pittance necessary to his support; in other words,

that what he receives for his works is only a species of liferent

derived from talents which belong to his country, to his contem-

poraries at large, and to posterity ; and which it is ungenerous

to compel him to disgrace.

Of the fine arts in general, and of landscape-gardening in

particular, there are many amateurs, whose minds are open to

conviction, and inclined to truth ; but whose powers of observ-

ation are not sufficient to enable them to discover what is right

and appropriate to a particular case, until it is pointed out to

them. Under such circumstances, it is highly necessary that

the practical artist should be capable of explaining, in convers-

ation or in writing, the nature of those effects which he proposes

to produce ; and he cannot do this well without a considerable

degree of literary knowledge. On this point, you have already

given an excellent hint. (X. 4-55.)

In addition to facility and correctness of expression, it is par-
ticularly advisable that an artist, in whatever department he
may be, should possess a well-grounded and perfect control

over his own temper and feelings. By this self-command,
united with suavity of manners and firmness, he may often save
his employer from falling into absurdities, and his own works
from mutilation. We very well know that an opinion, when
stated with gentleness and in a pleasing manner, does not appear
the same as when arbitrarily advanced, and thrust upon us, as it
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were, by force. It is very difficult indeed to withstand truth
when it is supported by a mild and gentlemanly address. Pre-
judice almost always yields to it, and conceited ignorance retires

abashed from the contest.

Brighton, Oct. 7. 1834.

Art. IV. On the Improvement of the Gardens attached to Farm-
Houses. By Mr. J. Hislop.

It has often excited my wonder, that gentlemen who are land
proprietors do not take notice of the neglected and slovenly

condition of the gardens attached to their farm-houses, and do
not use their influence with their tenants to induce them to pay
more attention to their culture and keeping. There are horti-

cultural societies established and establishing everywhere, that

hold out inducements to improvement of various kinds, to all

classes, from the peer to the peasant, in respect to gardening

:

but nothing seems to have yet made any salutary impression on,

if, indeed, any intelligence of this kind has ever reached, the
minds of the great mass of the British farmers. A laudable

degree of attention is now given to induce cottagers to attend

to the culture of their gardens ; many of these cottagers are

employed by the farmers, and ought to receive encouragement
from them ; but with what consistency can a farmer say an
encouraging word to his labourer, while, in the management (or

rather mismanagement) of his own garden, he sets such a
disgraceful and slovenly example ?

Although agriculture and horticulture may be considered as

kindred pursuits, yet, strange to say, there is hardly any class of
the British community to be found more utterly ignorant and
destitute of taste, in respect to gardening, than the great majority

of our farmers; and to so absurd a pitch is this carried, that

many of them will even make such ignorance the subject of a
sort of clownilh boast, as if their own gardens were a concern far

below their notice. It sometimes happens that the good lady

of the farm-house, or her daughter, or both, contract some
taste for gardening and the culture of flowers (it would be

strange if they escaped it entirely). The ill-assorted, discou-

raged, and often abortive attempts they make to introduce

something like taste or ornament (however laudable the motive),

are often more calculated to excite commiseration than any
other feeling, and an earnest desire to see it otherwise with

them. What, then, is to be done ? Should horticultural socie-

ties offer premiums of any kind to farmers specially, to induce

them to lay aside their clownish contempt for their gardens, and
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to make them strive to improve them ; or should landlords make

the care of the garden an article in the leases and agreements

of those who farm their estates ? what say you, or what say

your intelligent contributors, as to devising a remedy ? There

is no doubt of the fact, that farm-house gardening is generally

disgraceful, with comparatively few exceptions, from the Land's

End to John o ' Groat's ; and that it is very far from being abreast

with " the spirit of the age."

Ashstead Park, Nov. 17. 1834.

Art. V. Descriptive Notice of some of the Rustic Flotxier Baskets

in the Grounds at Stoke Place. By Mr. Andrew Patrick, Gar-
dener there.

According to promise, I have sent you sketches of some of

the baskets {Jigs. 1, 2, 3.) you so much admired when you
were at Stoke. They
are all made of wood,
and covered with larch

bark. The basket is

screwed on an iron

pivot, for the conveni-

ence of being taken off,

and put under cover

during winter. Those
who have plenty of

room, if they think it

necessary, may have

these baskets filled, and
covered with flowers

in the conservatory or

green-house, before

they are put out on the

lawn in spring. Figs. 2.

and 3. are to the same
scale asj%. 1.

12 6 Stoke Place Gardens,

Jan. 1834.

The architectural forms of the bases and supporting shafts to

these baskets are in incomparably better taste than the rustic

anomalous forms, composed of roots and crooked branches,

which some adopt ; for this reason, that the object produced is,
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in the one case, a piece of mimicry or natural caricature, while,

in the other, it is a harmonious combination of artificial forms.— Cond.

Art. VI. A Series of Designs for laying out Kitchen-Gardens. By-

Mr. T. RuTGER. Design 7., Containing about Four Acres tvithin

the Walls, One Acre and Three Quarters in the Slips, One Acre of
Floxuer- Garden, and Two Acres of Fruit-Garden and Orchard ; in

all, Eight Acres and Three Quarters.

The plan annexed (j%. 4.) presents a flower-garden at the

entrance, with a conservatory and green-houses, and a small

pond in the centre. From the flower-garden you enter at two

points into the fruit-garden, or orchard, which has a pond in the

centre for store fish. More room for small fruit may be ob-

tained, if wanted, by forming a fruit border round the garden

inside the walk. The culinary department within the walls com-
prises about four acres, and the slips about an acre and three

quarters more. The flower-garden contains rather more than

an acre, and the fruit-garden and orchard about two acres. Both
the flower-garden and fruit-garden may be dispensed with, if not

wanted ; and the garden may still be made complete, by con-

tinuing the slips round at the south end ; and more entrances

can be had, if wanted, through the side slips, at the most con-

venient points. The ranges of forcing-houses are left for arrange-

ment as in fig. 95. X. 538.

I have added a working-plan for the flower-garden {fg. 5.) ;
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the back border of which, as far as the clumps on each side, is

intended for American plants ; the side borders for choice shrubs
;

and what is left of the walls, at each end of the green-houses,
for choice creepers.

Shortgrove, Essex, 1834.

Art. VII. On the Necessity of adjusting the Tops of transplanted

Forest Trees to their Roots. By Mr. John Howden.

From experience I can confirm the doctrine of Mr. Rutger
(X. 539.), that, in transplanting trees, the top should be muti-

lated in proportion to the damages sustained by the roots. I

I have been in the practice of transplanting large trees during
the whole of the present century, and this last spring I trans-

planted about fifty from 20 ft. to 30 ft. high, without losing a

single tree. As for removing large shrubs, I do not remember
of ever losing one of them. Last year I dug up an old bay
tree (Zyaurus nobilis), seventy years old, and without any care

laid the roots, when divided, in by the heels, and have now
twenty fine thriving young plants, exclusive of the old stump,

which has become a large bush. I also removed a yew tree

from the avenue of Hale's Hall, near Cheadle, which is said to

have been planted by the great Judge Hale : in doing so, I was
too sanguine, and preserving too much both of the head and
roots, it broke our machinery, broke the toll-gates, and broke
itself very much ; it, however, lives, and is doing well. I also

removed a lime tree, with a trunk 2 ft. in diameter, but this was
many years ago, and it has now formed a most beautiful top.

Last year I cut down some fine laurels, of twenty years' growth.
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to 4 ft. : the stumps were afterwards rooted up, and were thrown

carelessly out of the shrubbery. I got them planted in the woods,

and they are now fine shrubs. I also, last spring, threw some

old fruit trees out of our orchard ; they were twenty years old,

the roots had been cut off by a mattock, and the tops by the axe

or hedo-ebill : they lay thus in the timber-yard for a week or

more. °At length I got a friend to beg a few of the best of them,

and, under my superintendence they now form a beautiful

orchard, my friend having had some scores of apples off them

this very autumn.

I mio-ht enumerate many such instances, where pruning has

saved the life and invigorated the trees, but shall only mention

one more. A stunted oak tree had disgraced the lawn at Heath

House from time out of mind. It was about 12 ft. high, and

about 20 ft. broad, resembling a magnified gooseberry bush.

Last spring, every limb and bough was cut off from it, and it has

formed this summer a new top of shoots 2 ft. long, though it

had never before made a shoot of above two inches long. These

are facts ; and I have served thousands of younger trees in a

similar manner : that is, when they became stunted or hide-

bound, I have cut them off close by the ground, and have made
o-ood trees. The whole of the queries of Mr. Rutger may be

answered in a few words, thus : — I take a twig from an apple

tree 2 ft. in length, and he takes another of the same dimensions.

Mr. Rutger grafts his twig, without mutilation, on a crab stock

;

and, of course, it dies : I cut my twig into twelve pieces, and

graft them on twelve crab stocks, and they become twelve apple

trees. A man who knows how to bud, and graft, and strike

cuttings of all kinds of trees, can never be at a loss in removing

a rooted tree ; the only secret is, in using a sharp knife, and
protecting the wounds, and perhaps shading the newly planted

tree. Abundance of water should be given after planting, and,

should March winds be very dry, a barrow-load of cow-dung
should be spread round each tree, and as much water poured

on it as will make it quite a liquid, to fill every crack, and form,

as it were, a scab over the whole. But I have done planting at

Heath House now ; the place is completed, and my services will

soon be at the service of the public, unless some individual should

monopolise them.

I have been here for twenty-one years. I have never been
allowed so much as one journeyman gardener to assist me; my
foremen have all been made out of common labourers. I have
never had either a Scotchman or an Irishman employed on the

estate. I hope you will let me know if you should hear of any
situation likely to do me good, either at home or abroad ; 1

should like to be busy somewhere.
Heath House, Nov. 21. 1834.
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Art. VIII. Dimensions of certain Trees in Raymood, at Castle

Howard, in Yorkshire; taken by Mr. John Henderson, Forester

there. Communicated by James Loch, Esq. M.P.

That part of this wood which is enclosed, with the parterre

and pleasure-grounds, comprises about fifty-six acres ; and that

part outside the wall, forming part of the park, may comprise

about five acres more.

The soil, in that part of the wood outside the wall where
some of the largest and finest oaks are growing, as well as about

the like quantity inside the wall skirting the bottom of the

rising ground on the north and north-east side of the wood, is

a strong loam, incumbent on a clayey stratum, in some places

stiff and retentive, in others rather porous. The ground rises

very gradually (unless in one place on the north side, which is

rather steep) to a considerable elevation ; and the soil, from a

deep fine loam, becomes more and more light, and the subsoil

more porous, until it becomes a fine light loam, perfectly dry,

and the subsoil rather of a sandy nature.

The following statement shows the number of trees, and the

measurement, as far as can be computed, of the various sorts

now growing in this wood, taken in April and May, 1834 :
—

Species of tree. Number. Measurement
in solid feet.

Average mea-
surement per
tree.

1. o«ks{i3 . :

731
176

126172
1164

168
6i

2. Beech I'"'!!?,
|_ small

1240
401

135472
2439

109
6

3. Silver fir _ _ . 5Q 13719 245
4. Scotch pine - - - 5 860 172

5. Aspen 17 1987 117

6. Elm _
- 9 883 98

7. American spruce 14 1120 80
8. Common spruce 22 1560 70f
9. Larch _ _ _ 6 403 67

10. Weymouth pine 3 145 48

11.
\ small

116

40
8885
174

76i
4"

12. Spanish chestnut 14 581 41i

13. Horsechestnut 11 474 33

Sycamore [^^3 "-
I

154 3612 231
14.

111 654
4-

5f

15. Ashfl^'-gf,
(_
small - - -

. 146

95
5460
568

37i
6

16.
ru 's

lareo 54
66

1654
441

301
61

17. Hornbeam {'^3 _
" '_

Total trees -

22
117

. 640
763

29"

6|

3646 309830

YoL. XI.—No. 58.
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A few of the largest of each of five sorts have been, where

practicable, measured ; and, where not practicable, have been

very carefully examined, and their contents estimated. The fol-

lowing is the result :
—

OAK.

Girth, at 5 ft. from Length of Length of Length of
Entire Measure-

ment in solid
Diameter of

the ground. bole. limbs. tops.
the tree. feet.

20 ft. 6 in. 33 ft. 35 ft. 14 ft. 82 ft. 960 ft.

19 6 30 40 10 80 806

17 9 30 35 12 77 650

17 9 35 40 10 85 722

16 50 20 10 80 750

16 12 25 15 52 552 90

13 9 50 25 15 90 742

13 35 20 10 85 720 N. B. The tops

15 45 25 20 90 740 not large.

15 40 20 10 80 675

BEECH.

Among the great number of fine beeches, I have selected ten;

the average estimated measurement of which is 839 ft. each,

viz. :
—

14 2 43 20 20 85 900 94

17 10 40 20 15 80 964 105

13 11 38 25 20 83 740 97

14 2 70 25 15 110 940 96

13 30 20 20 90 848 70

16 3 40 30 20 90 760 91

17 35 40 20 95 808 86

13 60 20 15 95 900 90

13 9 30 30 20 100 810 70

13 45 35 15 93 725 75

SILVER FIR.

From among the comparatively small number of this species

of tree growing in this wood, I have selected five ; which average

576 ft. each, viz. :
—

12 6 120 , 10 130 750
11 8 100 — 10 110 564
10 11 120 — 10 130 548
10 100 10 10 120 400
10 7 100 10 10 120 540

Among the aspen trees

780 ft. and 560 ft., viz. :
—

ASPEN.

are two that measure respectively

12 4 80 20 10 110 780
11 3 95 30 5 130 560
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SCOTCH PINE,

Three of the five Scotch pines measure respectively 324 ft.,

200 ft,, and 210 ft., viz.; —

8 9 100 10 10 120 324
7 9 85 10 5 100 200
7 6 90 10 5 105 210

I may add the following description of an ash tree standing

near the garden door, the estimated measurement of which is

920 ft., viz. :
—

Girth. Length. Feet.
•

The bole _ 20 ft. 9 in. 7 ft. 187
First limb - 6 50 112
Second limb - 6 77 173
Tliird limb _ 5 55 105
Fourth limb - 6 55 97
Fifth limb - 3 2 40 66
Sixth limb - 4 11 40 60

The smaller limbs and tops computed to measure 120

Tota 1 feet 920

Castle Hoiioard, Nov. 7- 1834.

Art. IX. Notice of a successful Mode of bringing Tropical Plants

into a Floxoering State. By E. B.

Having been frequently disappointed by the length of time

necessary to bring plants raised from tropical seeds into a flower-

ing state, particularly tree-like shrubs and shrubby climbers, I

was induced to try ringing and various others of the usual ex-

pedients for accelerating flowering, with very little success. At
length I adopted the following treatment, which terminated so

successfully, in most instances, that some of the plants on which
I tried it have never been flowered by any other individual

within my knowledge.

Some climbers and free-growing tree-like shrubs were selected

for experiment, which, after having been grown in the stove for

years, showed no symptoms of producing blossoms. The
climbers were planted in boxes in the front of the pit under the

rafters, for training ; and the shrubs were shifted into large-sized

pots. Every plant was reduced to a single stem by cutting off

clean all side branches, thus forcing all the nourishment from

the roots into one channel. They soon began to grow vigor-

ously ; and all lateral buds were rubbed off as soon as they

c 2
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appeared, till the climbers reached the length of the rafters, and

the shrubs to the glass. A few buds were then left near the top

of the plants, for cuttings, which, so soon as of sufficient length,

were taken, along with the main top, for that purpose. When
struck, the top cutting was selected, or, if that failed, one of the

strongest of the others, and this cutting was placed where the

parent plant, which was now thrown away, had stood. These
were again kept to one stem, by rubbing off all lateral buds as

they appeared, till they reached the top of the house ; and cut-

tings were taken from them again to undergo the same treat-

ment as before, till they produced flowers. So soon as the

flower-buds appeared, the lateral buds were allowed to remain;

and they produced flowers also, upon most species. After

having brought any species into flower, no farther particular

management was necessary ; as plants struck from cuttings, taken

from the flowering branches, generally flowered at a small size,

and under ordinary management ; and the original plant was taken

out to make room for another species that had not flowered.

If the above treatment were persevered in by different indivi-

duals, many plants might be brought into flower, even if they

do not flower in their native country till they attain a great

height. This system is founded on the principle of increasing

the length or height of the plants ; and this may be practically

accomplished to any extent by repeatedly taking cuttings from

the points of their shoots. The only difficulty will be in striking

the cuttings; but this part of gardening practice is now so well

understood by most gardeners, that there is scarcely a plant which
cannot be so propagated.

By the mode of treatment above described, Joliffm africana,

Clerodendrum macrophyllum and emirnense, Dalbergm Bar-
clayriwa, /hibiscus Ziliiflorus, Cineraria discolor, Quisqualis in-

dica, &c. ; and a tuberous-rooted herbaceous plant, the omime
plant of Madagascar (Plectranthus ternatus) which rarely

flov/ers, even in its native country, were first brought into a
flowering state.

Birmingham^ Sept. 3. 1834,

Art. X. On Mr. Doivding's Manner of cultivating the Queen Pine-
Apple for Early Fruit, as a Market Speculation. By Mr. Alex-
ander Forsyth.

According to promise, I have enclosed a paper on the cul-
ture of a complement of queen pines that were grown and fruited
here, on speculation, for the market; and which have answered
beyond our expectations, owing chiefly to the fineness of the
weather. This, however, was not solely the case ; for we had a
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few queens in our early forcing-pit among the Providences,

&c., which, with equal care, but wanting the dung heat, were
actually dried up, disfigured, and completely destroyed in a heat
of 75°, in which we started our Providences about Christmas.

I think it may be useful to detail the culture of the queen pines

separately, for the use of market-gardeners, as these fruit,

when cut in February and March, brought I65. a pound ; while

fruit, equal in quality, ripe in July and August, will hardly

bring one third of the price. I should think, if ordinary pine

culture pay at all, there must be a good return from such a
speculation as this.

The culture of black pines here, such as Providences, Ja-

maicas, Envilles, &c., differs widely from that of the queen about
to be given, perhaps from the system adopted by other culti-

vators : but this may, with your permission, form the subject of

another paper. It must be observed, that I do not mean to say

that we cultivate our queens generally (or rather for the summer
crop) in this manner ; for this was done as a market speculation.

Before proceeding with the mode of culture, I shall give a

section {Jig. 6.) of the pit in which it was carried on, and of the

pots in which the pines were grown.
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The above section represents :
—

a. The bark bed. g g. Walls of bark bed.

b. Pit for linings, /i, Rubblework.
c. Fire flue along the front and both i i i, Brick walls, coped with stone.

ends. k. Stone bracket, supporting a plank.
d. Open brickwork. /, Gutter.

e. Open cavity. m m, Ground level.

f. Tile cover of open cavity, with
plug holes.

c 3
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The sections {,figs. 7. to 11.)

represent the different kinds of

pots employed. Fig. 1. is a

No. 48, S\ in. wide at top, 2| in.

wide at bottom, and ^\ in. deep.

Tig. 8. is a No. 32, 6| in. wide

at top, 3| in. wide at bottom,

and S\ in. deep. Tig. 9. is a No.

24, 8^ in. wide at top, 5 in. wide at bottom, and 6| in. deep.

Tig. \0. is a No. 16, 9f in. wide at top, 5^ in. wide at bottom.

and 8 in. deep. Tig.

11. is a No. 12,

1 l|;in. wide at top, .

65; in. wide at bot-

tom, and lOJ in.

deep.

Though it seldom

happens that a queen

pine plant can go

irough all these sizes, if well grown.

10

11
nj

yet I considered it necessary to give you the dimensions of the

complete set of pots used here, as I

shall have to refer to them in detail-

ing the culture of the black pines.

The degrees of heat, in the bark

bed mentioned in the following paper,

are not the result of guesswork, but

are taken, from actual observation,

by having a thermometer plunged in

the tan : though, for all practical

purposes, we use watch-sticks, yet it

would be useless to speak or write

about a warm stick or a hot stick.

p^
I

Culture ofa Complement of Queen Pinesfor early Truit. —The
suckers being from 12 in. to 20 in. in length, and proportionately

strong, were taken off the stools in the beginning of August ; and,

having lain exposed, in the pine stove, in that state about a week,
were dressed, and potted in No, 32-sized pots, in poor light soil;

and plunged two thirds the depth of their pots in a bark bed, in

which a thermometer, inserted that depth, stood at 80°. Till

the roots had reached the sides of the pots, we did not water the
soil; but syringed the plants, overhead, at shutting up in the
evenings of warm days, about twice a week : as the plants

increased, they were watered at their roots as they appeared to

be in want of that element. The temperature of the house, by
day, was not allowed to exceed 80° ; and, till about the middle
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of September, would generally be found about Q5°, a little before

sunrise: using no artificial heat (besides the bark bed) as long

as the natural temperature of the atmosphere exceeded 55°; at

which temperature (viz, 55°) we kept the house by night, during

the winter months, till the third week in March, when we shook
the plants out, and shortened their roots about one half; and
repotted them in the same-sized pots, prepared as follows :

—
The pots, if not new (new ones being preferable), being well

cleaned, an oyster-shell, about the size of a penny, is placed

over the hole; around which, broken bones (such matei'ials

being best), or potsherds, broken to about the size of kidney-

beans, and sifted, to exclude the dusty particles, are laid about

half an inch deep ; over which is placed a layer, about a quarter

of an inch deep, of the thready part of half-decayed loamy turf;

and the remaining space is filled up with the following compost

:

turfy loam, chopped to the size of walnuts, bruising it as little

as possible, 6 parts ; night soilj 1 part ; leaf mould, 1 part ; and
silver sand, 1 part. The plants, being potted in this compost,

were plunged in a bark bed, in a dung-heated pit, two thirds

of the depth of their pots (at which depth, a thermometer
inserted stood at 90°) ; shading them from the more powerful

rays of the sun, and keeping them as close as possible, yet not

allowing the temperature to exceed 90° : the minimum, by night,

being generally from 65° to 70°. In the course of about fourteen

days, we exposed the plants to the full sun ; from which time

they required to be plentifully supplied widi water, and the

greatest attention to be paid to the watch-sticks (sticks stuck in

the bark, to be occasionally taken out, and felt, to ascertain the

heat), lest the roots, on reaching the sides of the pots, should be
burnt. At this stage we gave air at 80% and allowed the tem-

perature to rise to 95°. As the season advanced, we sprinkled

the plants overhead more frequently: in April, about once a
week ; in May, about once in four days ; and, in the hottest

weather, every other evening. In June we turned them out of

the pots, and leaving their balls entire. We then potted the

largest of them in No. 12-sized pots, leaving the surface of the

soil 1|: in. below the top of the pot: the balls of the rest we
partially reduced, and potted in No. 24'-sized pots. The bark

bed was then forked over, and made good by sifting out the

rotten bark from the top and sides, and adding fresh at the bot-

tom. After the bed had been well trodden and levelled, we
replunged the plants in it about two thirds the depth of their

pots ; keeping them close, and shading them, &c., as before.

The temperature, at sunrise, was now about 75° ; the maximum,
by day, was 100°, giving air, as before, at 80°. The second

week in August, we shifted the plants in No. 24-sized pots into

No. 12s; topsoiling, at the same time, those already in 12s. The
G 4
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pots of the latter, at this time, were full of roots ; and their

lower leaves confining young roots in their sockets, we displaced

them ; and replunged the pot, about 3 in. deep, in a heat which,

at that depth, was 100°: plunging and treating the plants newly

potted as we did those potted in June. The plants, being now
finally stationed in the fruiting pit above described {Jig. 6.), on a
bark bed 4^ ft. deep, with dung and fire heat at command, showed
fruit generally on the 1st of September. The maximum by day,

with plenty of air, was now 110°; and, at sunrise, about 80°.

About Sept. 20., several of the plants were in flower. As the

season declined, we lowered the temperature ; our standard for

the winter being 60° at sunrise, and the maximum by day 90°.

In cloudy damp weather, we fired, by day, to 65° or 70°, for the

purpose of giving air to carry off the damp. When a dry sunny
day occurred, we generally seized the opportunity to sprinkle the

plants overhead with clean water, in a tepid state, in the early

part of the day, for the purpose of dislodging the mouldiness

that settled on the fruit from the closeness and humidity of the

atmosphere. As the fruit began to colour, towards February,

more fire heat and more air were given. The maximum by day,

with sun heat and a flue seldom cold, was now 100°; and, at

sunrise, 60°.

Under this mode of treatment, three specimens were grown,
which were exhibited, at the gardens of the London Horticul-

tural Society, on May 10. 1834, along with three dishes of
grapes, for which their gold medal was awarded to Mr. Dowding.

Oak Hill Gardens, East Barnet, Oct. 17. 1834.

Art. XI. Short Communication.

The Purple Laburnum. — It is nearly two years since you
obligingly gave me a cutting of the purple laburnum, from which
I have propagated rather extensively : this season I had the

pleasure of seeing it bloom for the first time. From its glossy

leaves, and peculiar habit, I have always suspected it to be a

hybrid between C. purpureus, and C. Z/aburnum ; this is now
fully confirmed by the colour and appearance of the flower,

which is a reddish purple, slightly tinged with buff, with grace-
ful pendent spikes 8 in. or more long. In this I have been
agreeably disappointed, as I anticipated that it would partake of
the habit of Cytisus purpureus in having short sessile-like spikes

of flowers. One striking peculiarity is its robust and luxuriant
habit of growth. I have seen it make straight, veri/ upright shoots,

6 ft. to 9 ft. long, in one season : this, in habit and colour of
flower is quite a new feature in laburnums, adding a handsome
spiral tree to ornament our lawns. — T. Rivers, jim. Saxobridge-
"ivorfk, May 23. 1834.
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Art. XII. Floricultural and Botanical Notices of neivlt/ introduced
Plants, and oj" Plants oj' Interest previously in our Gardens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions of the " Encyclopcedia of Plants"
and of the " Horius Britannicus"

Curtis's Botanical Magazine ; in monthly numbers, each containing
eight Plates ; Ss. 6d. coloured, 35. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the tjniversity of Glasgow.

Edtvardss Botatiical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates; 45. coloured, 35. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,

^ Professor of Botany in the London University.

Sweet's British Floiver- Garden ; in monthly numbers, each containing

four plates ; 35. coloured, 2s. 3d. plain. Edited by David Don,
Esq., Librarian to the Linnaean Society.

Dicotyledonous Plants: Polypetalous.

XLVI. Cdctece.

1474. OPU'NTIA Tourn.
1'2609 monacaiitha i/mti'. singly spined ti. ;il] gr 1 ? my Y S. Amer. 1816. C s.l Bot reg. 1726

Figured from a fine plant supplied by the Countess of Guild-

ford. {BoL Beg., Dec.)

LXXVII. Legimmibsce § J^otecc.

1941a LA'LAG£ Lindley. (A laughing witty dame, described by the Latin poet Horace : the
plant, when displaying its flowers, is gay and lively-looking.) 15.6. Sp. 1.

—

ornita Lindl. gay-flowering m^ or 2? ap .Y.Bd.P. S.V/. New Holl. 1830. Cp Bot.reg.1722

A very ornamental species. The plant is a shrub, and seems
to be, by the figure, not a large one, and erect in its habit of

growth. The leaves are ovate, on short footstalks, their expanded
portion somevi'hat more than l^in. long by 1 in. broad; they
" are of a rich deep green : and the colour of the flowers is a

pleasing mixture of yellow, orange, purple, and crimson." The
flowers are numerous. The plant has been raised by Mr. Knight,

Chelsea, from seeds collected by Mr. Baxter. {Bof. Reg., Dec.)
1963. GENISTA,
f11502 amxantica r^?!. Amsanto S^ or 4 jn Y Naples 1818. L s.l Sw. fl. gar. 2. s. 266

" Discovered, by Professor Gussone, on hills in the valley of

Amsanto, not far from Frigento, in the kingdom of Naples ; a

spot famous for its mineral springs, and for the unhealthiness of

its air, arising from sulphureous exhalations." G. amxantica

may, therefore, thrive in spots in our gardens and pleasure-

grounds in which some other species would not. Mr. D. Don
has stated that, " from its trailing habit, and copious clusters of

golden flowers, it is well suited to ornament rockwork, where it

will be found to thrive luxuriantly." {Brit. Flow.-Gard., Dec.)

Dicotyledonous Plants: Monopetalous.

CLXXXVL Comp6sitcs.

2412. GAILLA'RD/^. [Sw. fl. gar. 2.S. 267
pi'cta D. Don pamtei-rayed ^ _AJ or 2 au Carmine and Y Louisiana 1833. D It

Gaillardi'a b£color var. Drumm6ndM' Hooker in Bot. Mag. No, 3363.

A very pretty species (or variety, as Dr. Hooker has deemed
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it). The ray of the head of flowers is shorter than in G. bicolor,

and of a deep blood-colour through nearly the whole of its

length : the tips of them are yellow. Its foliage is similar to that

of G. bicolor and G. aristata. G. picta has been raised, in

various gardens, from seeds gathered at Rio Brazos, in Texas,

by Mr. Drummond. The species is living in the Glasgow Bo-

tanic Garden ; in the garden of Mr. Neill, Canonmills, near

Edinburgh; and in Miller's Nursery at Bristol. [Brit. Flow.

-

Gard., Dec; Bot. Beg., Dec.)

The stouter of the roots of Gaillardm bicolor abound in

buds, usually in an undeveloped state : these, by detaching the

roots from the parent plant, planting them separately in soil in

pots, and stimulating them gently in heat, may be excited into

shoots to the formation of new plants. This mode of propagation

is, we presume, equally applicable to all the kinds of Gaillardm:

G. bicolor, aristata, picta, and Richardson/. — J. D.
226S. J5;UPATO^R/?7M. (Kunth's Section 4.)

g\anA\x\bs\xm. H. S; Ktk. g\3.nAn\ose-haired ^ /\ ox SI o.n W Mexico 1826? C It Bot.reg.1723

A perennial herbaceous species. Planted, in the London
Horticultural Society's Garden, in " the soil of a turf pit which

is screened from wet, and the most severe of the winter's cold,

it has grown so as to form a thick bush, 3 ft. or 4 ft. high,

which flowers in October and November." The flowers are

white, and numerously produced : their colour, number, and
lateness render the species a desirable one for the decoration of

the hardy flower-garden late in autumn, in variation of the yel-

low flowers, then the more numerous. The species was dis-

covered in Mexico: hence it may be, that, in British gardens, its

flowers may only be finely produced in warm extended autumns.
Plants of it may be readily obtained from cuttings. {Bat. Reg.,

Dec.)

CC. VolemonidcecE.

498c LEPTOSrPHON.
dcnsiHbrus iJeraZA. clustered-fiwd. O el f ap.o P California 1833. Sp Bot. reg. 1725
,2coruHaalba white-corollaed O el | ap.o W California 1833. Sp Bot. reg. 1725

Does not produce so many flowers as L. androsaceiis does

;

which, in herbage, it much resembles. Its corolla is three times

as large as, and of a less lively colour than, that of L. o'ndrosa-

ccus; and has broader and blunter segments, with a short stout-

ish tube : the tube in L. <3:ndrosaceus is long and slender. Seeds
of L. densiflorus have hitherto been produced in very small

quantity. Plants, from seeds sown in autumn, flower in April
and May ; from seed sown in spring, in October and November.
[Bot. Beg., Dec.)

CCXIII. Soldne(S.

3474. NIEREMBE'RG/^.
calychia //oo/^ /a»-^e.calyxed «.. lA] or f ? jl.o W Uraguay River 1834. C It.r Bot.mag.3371

Of a decumbent branched habit, like N. gracilis and N. fili-
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caulis ; but most distinct from these in the following particulars

:

— Its leaves are larger than those of either, and broadly obovate;
the calyx large, bell-shaped, with leafy lobes ; corolla with a very
slender tube, almost 3 in. long, yellowish, abruptly expanded, at

the summit, in a five-lobed, broadly bell-shaped white limb,

nearly 1 in. across, its base alone yellow. Raised, in the Glas-
gow Botanic Garden, from native seeds collected by Mr. Twee-
die. Dr. Hooker has intimated that he possesses specimens of
additional species of Nierembergva, gathered between Buenos
Ayres and Mendoza. [Bot. Mag., Dec.)

489. PETITNIA. [Sw. fl. gar. 2. s. 268
Atkinsianffl D. Don ] Mr. Atkins's clove-scented O or 2 jl.o English hybrid 1831 ? C It

A very showy hybrid raised by Mr. Atkins, nurseryman,
Northampton, between P. nyctaginiflora and P. phoenicea. " In
habit, it is much like the former; but the flowers are nearly
intermediate between those of the two parents :

" in size and
shape is meant, we believe, not in colour. " The plant would
prove a great ornament in the flower-border, as it blossoms most
abundantly ; and is as hardy as the P. nyctaginiflora. It is

readily increased by cuttings. The flowers, especially in the
evening, diffuse an agreeable fragrance, resembling that of the

clove pink." [Brit. Flow.-Garden, Dec.)

MONOCOTYLEDONOUS PlANTS.

CCXXXVII. Hcemodoracece.

943. ANIGOZA'NTHOS. {Anisc/io, to elevate, antkos, a flower; flowers elevated on a naked
;:^ stem D. Don.)

Manglesi/ D. Don Mr. Mangles's j£ lAJ or 3 my G Swan River 1833. D p.l Sw.fl.gar.2.s.265

The flowers of the species of Anigozanthos are of singular

structure and unshowy colours. A. MangleszV is, to those who
love plants botanicali}^, an interesting species. It has been
" raised in the garden at Whitmore Lodge, Berks, the seat of

R. Mangles, Esq., from seeds brought from Swan River [colony]

by Sir James Stirling, the enterprising governor ; by whom
they had been presented to Mr. Mangles. ... A cold frame will

protect A. Manglesf/ well enough in winter.'' (British Flower-

Gard., Dec.)

CCXXXVIII. Amaryllideas,

96ia PYROLI'RION Herbert. Flame Lily. (Pt/r, fire, lirwnj colour of the perianth.) 6. 1. Sp, 1.—
afireum Herb. golden-perianihed § lA) or 1 ap Go Peru 1833 ? O p.l Bot. reg. 1724
Amaryllis peruviana Poiret, A. atirea Fl. Per.

Introduced from Peru by Richard Harrison, Esq., of Liver-

pool. The flower is solitary and sessile at the tip of the scape :

the perianth is funnel-shaped, and about 3 in. long ; in wild spe-

cimens 4 in. long. The leaves are narrow, rather long, and
seem flaccid. The broad-leafed species of Zephyranthes will

give a pretty correct idea of the general outline of this interest-

ing plant. {Bot. Beg., Dec.)
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CCXL. OrcUdece.

9530a MYA'NTHUS Lindlei/. {Myia, a fly, antkos, a flower ;
" the flowers look, when dried, very

much like a fly pressed flat."— Lindley.) 20. 3. Sp. 1.—
[D p.r.w Bot. reg. 1721

cdrnuus Liwrf/. A\(iO\nx\g,-inflorescenced _^ [Z3 or 1| ray Lu.G.P.spot Rio Janeiro 1832.

Synonyme: Catasfetum trifidum Hooker, Bot. Mag. No. 3262.

In IX. 622., particulars on this are noted. The species

flowered in great beauty, in May, 1834, in the rich collection of

tropical Orchideae of the Rev. J. T. Huntley of Kimbolton.

The figure in the Bot. Reg. is from a beautiful drawing by Miss

A. Huntley. " Like all the species with the habit of the cata-

setums, this is very easily cultivated
;
provided it is rested for

some months (by being kept cool and dry when not growing);

and is vigorously forced when in full vegetation." {Bot. Beg.,

Dec.)

Art. XIII. Arboricultural Notices ; or. Notices of new Hardy Trees

and Shrubs, deserving of General Cidtivation in Usejid or Orna-

mental Plantations.

We have very little to introduce under this head at present,

though we trust this will not be the case long. The truth is,

that there are many foreign trees and shrubs in the nurseries, and

a great many in the arboretums of the Horticultural Society,

and of Messrs. Loddiges, highly deserving of a place in every

pleasure-ground, which are scarcely known at all to the majority

of gardeners. We refer, for a proof of this, to the Catalogue of

the Messrs. Loddiges; and we request the botanical reader to

remark how very few of the articles in that catalogue are to be
found in our shrubberies. It is much to be regretted that the

Horticultural Society have not yet published a catalogue of their

collection of trees and shrubs; for though, owing to the number
of duplicates, and the number of individuals which have not yet

flowered in their collection, such a catalogue must necessarily

be imperfect, it would yet do much good by stimulating gen-

tlemen to procure the sorts, and nurserymen to propagate them.

It would also induce numbers of persons throughout this coun-

try, and in foreign countries, to contribute what they considered

i;evv ; and though many of these contributions might be merely
duplicates, yet this appears the only practicable mode of collecting

everything into one focus. By doing this, and by afterwards

comparing the whole together, what are distinct species or

varieties can alone be ascertained. Experience has shown that

but little dependence can be placed on the catalogues either of
nurserymen, or even of such botanical works as are not accom-
panied vv'ith scientific descriptions ; for it can never be certainly

known that the same names are applied to the same things. We
can assert, without the slightest hesitation, that there is no other

mode of ascertaining the number of species and varieties of hardy
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trees and shrubs at present in the country, than by collecting

them together, and growing them on one spot. The success of
the Horticultural Society, in the case of the hardy fruits, will, we
trust, encourage them to pursue the same method with regard to

the hardy trees and shrubs, and to persevere in it. Our Arbo-
retum Britannicum is intended to cooperate with the Society in

this respect ; but the collecting togedier of plants from all parts

of this country, and from the temperate regions of all other coun-
tries, must mainly depend upon the exertions of the Society

itself, and upon the influence of its name.
Among the trees which we would recommend as worthy of in-

troduction everywhere are, the scarlet-flowered horsechestnut, the

new scarlet-flowered thorn, the Cratse^gustanacetifolia, Aronia,and
odoratissima, remarkable for their large yellow or coral- coloured

fruits ; the ^Sorbus domestica, and the Z)iospyros virginiana, both
of which have borne fruit freely, on trees only ten years planted,

in our garden at Bayswater, this last summer ; the Pyrus vestita,

the noblest tree of the genus, of which there is a fine stock

of plants at Messrs. Loddiges's ,• the NysS(S?, all the species of
which are beautiful small trees; the ^'Inus cordata, and the

cut-leaved alder ; the cut-leaved birch ; the scarlet oak ; the new
Lucombe oak (X. 185. 296. and 452.) ; the new variegated evei-

green oak, mentioned X. 524., as introduced by Mr. Veitch;

the liquidambar, an old inhabitant of the nurseries, but a tree

which ought to be in the margin of every plantation whatever,

whether useful or ornamental ; the Pinus Cembra and Sabin-

idna the ^^bies Douglas/?, a rapid-growing tree; the ^^bies

Webbfflyza, a kind of giant silver fir; and, in short, all the new
species of Pinus and y^^bies that can be got. If our nurserymen
were skilful in grafting these genera, in the herbaceous manner
practised extensively by the French, and nowhere with more
success than in the Fromont Nursery, we should have no want
of young plants of all the rare pines and firs; of many of which,

there is at present hardly a plant to be got. That such

grafted pines and firs will ultimately become large timber trees,

is proved by the size which such grafted trees have attained in

the arboretum of the Botanic Garden at Metz, as seen by us

in 1828, and noticed in our volume for 1829.

It may seem superfluous to recommend the cedar of Lebanon;
yet we cannot help reminding planters that this noble tree will,

under the same circumstances, grow as rapidly as the common
larch. Mr. Sang of Kirkaldy published this many years ago;

and it may be proved at Kenwood, Lady Tankerville's at Walton,
Claremont, Ascot Park, High Clere, and a number of other

places, all mentioned in this Magazine ; and is farther confirmed

by the Return Papers which have been filled up for us from all

parts of the country.
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Among the new shrubs we would strongly recommend that

beautiful evergreen Escallonm rubra ; and, where there is a con-

servatory wall (and we shall show what a world of enjoyment is

to be derived from this source in a future Number), we would

recommend also E. montevidensis ; but we shall have more to

say respecting new shrubs in our next Number.

We shall conclude by observing that tree seeds, like those of

culinary vegetables, have ripened remarkably well this last sum-

mer, both here and in America ; and that many sorts generally

scarce and dear in the seed shops, are now abundant, and com-

paratively cheap.

Art. XIV. Pomological Notices ; or. Notices of jtctv Fruits ivJiick

have been proved, during the past Year, to deserve General Culti-

vation in British Gardens.

Our reliance for information on the subject of this article is

principally on Mr. Robert Thompson of the Chiswick Garden,

whom the committee of the London Horticultural Society has

kindly permitted to supply us with information. The reasons

why we depend so much upon him are, his extensive knowledge

and experience, his enthusiasm for the subject, and his having

all the fruits of Britain continually under his eye. Were we to

accept of notices of new fruits, said to be deserving of cultivation,

from nurserymen or gardeners in different parts of the country,

indiscriminately, and to recommend them as such, we could never

be perfectly certain of their merit, relatively to that of all other

fruits, when tried in the same soil and in the same climate ; nor

whether such fruits were not already included in our lists in the

new edition of the Encyclopedia of Gardening, under some other

name. In all cases, therefore, of doubts of this kind, we shall

merely recommend trials to be made ; and leave the final result

to be determined in the gardens of the London Horticultural

Society.

For the climate of Scotland, we shall have no hesitation in

recommending what has been proved, in the garden of the Ca-
ledonian Horticultural Society at Edinburgh, to deserve general
cultivation ; not only because we have full confidence in the

knowledge of Mr. Barnet, and in his ardour for the subject, but
because, from his having had the management, for several years,

of the fruit department in the Chiswick Garden, he has quali-

fied himself for acting, in matters of this kind, in concert with
Mr. Thompson. The committee of the Caledonian Horticul-
tural Society have most kindly granted us permission to apply to

Mr. Barnet for information on this subject.

We wish we could refer to a Dublin Horticultural Society's
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Garden, and say that we could obtain annual notices of the

fruits that have been found deserving of general cultivation or
of trial in Ireland ; but that pleasure is deferred for the present,

though, we hope, to no distant day. The sorts of fruits which
have arrived at an eminent degree of perfection, either of fla-

vour or bearing, in any provincial public garden, will always be
found the safest to plant in that province. Hence the use of
provincial horticultural gardens, as well as central ones.

On application to Mr. Thompson of the Chiswick Garden for

materials for the present article, he states that, having so lately

(the summer of 1834) arranged the lists of fruits for the new
edition of the Encyclopcedia of Gardenings he has scarcely any-
thing to add to them. " There are,'* he says, " hardly any ascer-

tained varieties superior to those which these lists include. I may,
however, mention a very fine peach : —

•

" The PecJie de Sernach is the name of this fruit ; and it was
received, by the Horticultural Society, from M. Audibert, nursery-

man at Tarascon (departement des Bouches du Rhone). It fruited,

for the first time, last season ; and is a very fine large melting late

sort. In the garden of the Society there are many hundreds of
new sorts of fruit that are now coming into a bearing state ; and,

among them, some tens may probably be found excellent. These
the public will have an early opportunity of knowing and pro-
curing, as soon as their merits are ascertained, in consequence
of the arrangements you have made with a view to that end.

As fruits deserving of trial, I would recommend the following,

taken from Kenrick's Ne'w American Orchardist, published in

1833, and reviewed in Gard. Mag,, ix. 354.— Kohf. Thompson.
Horticultural Society's Garden, CJiis*wiclc, Dec. 2. 1834."

Apples.
" Benoni, —An apple of medium size ; its colour fine red ; flavour good ; It

ripens the last of July, and is one of the best apples in its season. This fruit

originated in Dedham, Massachusetts, and was lately introduced to notice by
Mr. E. M. Richards of that place : it is considei'ed a valuable summer fruit."

(p, 25.)
" Early Bough, Bough of Coxe, Sweet Bough of some collections.— The

size of this fruit varies from the medium to large; its colour pale yellow; its

form oblong; its skin smooth; the eye and the stalk, which is short, are each
sunken; the flesh is white, tender, juicj% sweet, and excellent. An excel-

lent dessert apple, and one of the best of its season. It ripens the beginning

of August." (p. 26 )
" St. Lawrence, Corse.—This apple, it is presumed, is an extraordinary

fruit. According to the account of Henry Corse, Esq., who forwarded scions

to the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, in April, 1831, it originated in the

vicinity of Montreal, and is of accidental origin : the tree bore fruit, for the

first time, about a dozen years before, ' A large, beautiful, and excellent fruit
j

ripens in September; and sells, at Montreal, readily from 30 cents to 60 cents

a dozen.' " (p. 28.)
" Corsets Indian Prince, Corse.— A seedling originated by H. Corse, Esq.,

of Montreal. He states that it matured fruit, for the first time, in 1829. It

is large and very handsome, and of very peculiar and good flavoui"." (p. 31.)
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" Killam Hill. — This apple has been highly spoken of by the late Hon.
Timothy Pickering. It is a large apple ; its colour of an almost uniform

bright rerl, interspersed with deeper and fainter stripes of the same colour;

its form globular ; its stalk and eye sunken in deep cavities ; its flesh rich,

juicy, a pleasant subacid, and excellent. I received this fruit from Mr. David

Towne of Topsfield, near Salem. It is one of the most popular and saleable

apples in that market. It ripens in October and November." (p. .36.)

" Hubbardston Nonsuch. — A large apple, a capital fruit ; its colour in the

shade is yellow ; but, on the side next the sun, and, indeed, over most of its

surface, it is bright red, interspersed with numerous small irregular stripes of

a deep red. Its form globular, a little depressed at its base and summit ; its

stalk and eye are each sunken ; its flesh yellow, juicy, rich, sharply saccharine,

and most excellent. It is a great bearer; and, by many, esteemed even pre-

ferable to the Baldwin, and very superior to any other fruit known here bear-

ing the name of Nonsuch. A very excellent and celebrated native fruit, and
recommended for genei'al cultivation. It ripens in February, and lasts till ApriL
Originated in Hubbardston, Massachusetts." (p. 47.)
" Ramie's Janett, a Virginian.— The form is globular, flattened at the sum-

mit and base ,• the colour red and green ; flesh very fragrant, more juicy, and
of superior flavour to the Newtown pippin, and keeps equally as well." (p. 39.)

" StripedJune Apple, a Virginian. — The fruit is as fragrant as a pine-apple

melon. It ripens the last of June and beginning of July." (p. 60.)

Pears.

" Dearborn''s Seedling. •— This pear lately originated at Brinley Place, the

mansion of the Hon. H. A. S. Dearborn, in Roxbury. The tree is about

thirteen years old. and of vigorous growth ; fruit of medium size ; it is

rounded at the crown, and regularly diminishes in a parabolic manner to the

stalk, which is inserted in a small cavity ; the skin is smooth, thin, green,

sprinkled with russet points, and a fawn-coloured blotch around the stalk,

which is short, and curved ; at maturity the skin is a delicate yellow. This

pear was examined by the committee of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, in August, 1831. It was very melting, and of the finest flavour;

fully equalling, in this respect, the very ancient and once famous and delicious

St. Michael; and was named by them Dearborn's Seedling, The tree pro-

duced fruit, for the first time, in that year ; and promises to form a valuable

addition to our stock of summer fruit." (p. 153.)
" Gushing, S. Downer, Esq.— This superior wilding was so named by the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society. It originated, about forty years ago,

on the grounds of Colonel Washington Gushing of Hingham, Massachusetts.

The fruit is of medium size, oblong, contracted towards the stalk, which is

short ; the skin smooth, light green, but brownish-red next the sun ; flesh

whitish, melting, and full of dehcious juice; sprightly [sharp], and of first-rate

excellence. The tree is a great and constant bearer ; and, although growing
in an uncultivated pasture, it has produced annually 14 bushels of fruit ; and
may be recommended, with confidence, as one of our finest native varieties.

Season, middle of September." (p. 168.)
" Dix, S. Downer, Esq.— This very fine native pear originated in the gar-

den of Madam Dix% in Boston : it sprang from the seed about eighteen years
since. The tree is of mediu.m vigour ; the young wood is thorny. It is very
productive. _ Fruit large, oblong; skin rough, thick, green, but yellow at

maturity, with a fine blush on the side exposed to the sun ; the stalk short,

and situated on its summit. Flesh melting, juicy, rich, and of fine flavour;
and thought to be even superior to the St. Germain. It ripens from the
middle to the last of October ; and bids fair to be one of our very best autumn
pears; and may, with safety, be recommended for general cultivation, for its

beauty, fine flavour, and bearing." (p. 170.)
" Gore's Heathcot.— A native pear, a capital variety, which deserves to be

ranked with the Seckel and Bartlett ; raised by Mr. Heathcot, at the farm of
the late Governor Gore, from the seed sown in 1812. The tree is remarkably
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upright and handsome in its growth ; the young wood is red and thorn)'. The
fi'uit is rather large ; its diameter is three fourths of its length ; contracted
towards the stalk ; the colour fine yellow or straw, tinged with red next the
sun ; the flesh is rich, melting, and of most excellent flavour. Competent
judges have decided upon this. It is a constant bearer; and the young tree

prodiiced, in 1831, 3 bushels of pears, according to Mr. Toohey, who has
introduced this pear to notice. It ripens in September, and is highly deserving
of cultivation." (p. 174.)

" Wilkinso7i, Mr. Downer. —This new and fine native pear originated in

Cumberland, Rhode Island, on the farm of Jeremiah Wilkinson, brother to

the celebrated Jemima Wilkinson ; and was introduced here by Stephen H.
Smith, Esq., of Providence, in 1829, and was so named by the committee of
the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. The tree is healthy, and a good
and constant bearer; the size and form are those of the St. Michael; the
skin is dark yellow, with a brownish blush, at maturity, next the sun. The
flesh is whitish, melting ; flavour very peculiar, possessing the fine flavours of
the old St. Michael and St. Germain combined ; with a delicious sugary juice,

sprightly [sharp], and pleasant ; having distinctly the flavour of the rose and
aroma. This superior seedling will be a very handsome and great acquisition

to our gardens. Season, October and November." (p. 187.)
" Lewis, Mr. Downer.— A valuable native pear; it originated on the farm

of Mr. John Lewis, in Iloxbur}^, Massachusetts. The size is medium ; form
somewhat globular; the stalk is long; the skin is dark green, and coarse; the
flesh is whitish, very melting, juicy, and excellent. It ripens by the middle of
November, and may be kept till February and March. The tree, when loaded,
droops like the willow. This new and excellent pear is a very great and con-
stant bearer : it is productive to a fault, and possesses the valuable property
of hanging on the tree to a very late period ; and is highly deserving of cul-

tivation. This fruit sells very high in winter in the market." (p. 195.)

Plums.

" Bleecker's Gage, Bleecher^s German Gage.— This plum is stated to have
been raised by the Rev. Mr. Bleecker of Albany, from the stone of a German
prune. It is described as a large globular fruit, of excellent quality, and a
great bearer." (p. 235.)

" Blue November Gage. — ' The Blue November Gage is extraordinary for

its late ripening, and the length of time it will remain upon the tree ; I have
picked them in December. It is of good flavour, and of medium size. They
are all (the Nota Bene, the Admiral, the Field Marshal, and the Rising Sun)
very productive : some of them bear too m.uch.' " (p. 256.)

" Corse's Admiral was raised by Henry Corse, Esq., of Montreal. ' The
colour of this fruit is dark purple, about the size of the Magnum bonum or
Yellow egg, but of good flavour ;' ' very productive and excellent.' "

(p. 257.)
" Corse's Field Marshal was raised by Henry Corse, Esq., of Montreal.

' This plum is about the size of the Admiral, and bright red; the most showy
plum that I have ever seen, and of good flavour

;
'

' very productive and
excellent.' "

(p. 257.)
" Corse's Nota Bene. — This plum was raised, from the stone, by Henry

Corse, Esq., of Montreal, who has made annual experiments since 1812, and
has succeeded in rearing several varieties of undoubted excellence : this variety

he considers the most superior of all, and very productive." (p. 238.)
" Corse's Rising Sun.— This plum was raised by Henry Corse, Esq., of

Montreal. ' This fruit is about the size of the Bingham ; bright yellow, with
a tinge of red on the sunny side ; ' ' very productive and excellent.' " (p. 238.)

" Hiding's Superb.— From information from a variety of sources, I shall

attempt the description of this plum, which is said to be identical with a new
plum known at Philadelphia as the Keiser. The fruit is extraordinarily large,

of a globular form ; resembling, in this last respect and its colour, the green

Vol. XL— No. 56. d
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gage, but far exceeding it in size. A first-rate fruit ; sweet, and very fine-

flavoured." (p. 261.)

The above-described sorts will all be proved in the Chiswick

Garden, and their respective merits made public through this

Mao-azine; but, in the mean time, plants may be procured of

Mr. Kenrick, the author of the book, who is a nurseryman at

Newton, near Boston, United States.

All the new fruits which are deserving of general cultivation

will, as Mr. Thompson observes, be found in the new edition of

cur Encyclopcedia of Gardening, completed in one volume on the

1st of December last, ISS*; and also publishing in Numbers,

the l^th of which appears with the present Magazine. The
catalogues of fruit trees given in the above work would more
than fill two of our Magazines, otherwise we should reprint

them here; but, for the benefit of those who cannot afford to

purchase the Eiicyclopccdia, or have not an opportunity of re-

ferring to it, we give from it Mr. Thompson's selections for

small gardens. These may be confidently relied on, as by
far the best selections that ever have been made for the cot-

tager : for no man is better acquainted with the subject of fruits

than Mr. Thompson ; and no man has the interest of this

portion of his fellow-creatures more at heart. All the synonymes
belonging to the following names will be found in the Encyclo-

pcedia, or in the Horticidtural Society's Catalogue of FruitSj

2d edit. 1832:—
Apples.

" Fo7^ Cottage Gardens, where the Soil and Sitvation are favourable for the

Production of the Apple, the following Sorts are reconwiended hy Mr. Thomp-
son:— ' Where the space will admit of only one tree, the best is the Ribston
pippin; where two, the Ribston pippin and the Dutch mignonne; where three,

the Wormsley pippin, Ribston pippin, and Dutch mignonne ; where four, the

Wormsley pippin. King of the pippins, Ribston pippin, and Dutch mignonne

;

where five, the Wormsley pippin. King of the pippins, Ribston pippin.

Old nonpareil, and Downton nonpareil ; where six, the Wormsley pippin.

King of the pippins, Ribston pippin, Alfriston, Old nonpareil, and Down-
ton nonpareil; where seven, the Wormsley pippin. King of the pippins,

Ribston pippin, Alfriston, Dutch mignonne. Old nonpareil, and Downton non-
pareil ; where eight, the Wormsley pippin. King of the pippins, Ribston pip-

pin, Bedfordshire foundling. Court pendu plat, Alfriston, Brabant bellefleur,

and Scarlet nonpareil or Downton nonpareil ; where nine, the Wormsley
pippin. King of the pippins, Ribston pippin, Bedfordshire foundling, Court
pendu plat, Alfriston, Brabant bellefleur, Scarlet nonpareil, and Downton
nonpareil ; and where ten, to the preceding add Pennington's seedling.'

" For training against Cottages, or Walls in Cottage-Gardens. ' It often hap-
pens, that one or more trees can be trained against a cottage wall or roof, or
against some wall appertaining to a cottage ; in these cases, the proper sorts
are Ribston pippins. Old nonpareils, and, if a large kitchen apple be required,
the Bedfordshire foundling.'

" In Situations liable to Sjyring Frosts, ' which so often kill the blossoms of
the generality of apples, the Court pendu plat is recommendable, as its blos-
soms expand very late in the season.'
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" Under lessfavourable Circumstances, ' where the Ribston pippin may not
succeed, the Bedfordshire foundling will be a hardier substitute, or the King
of the pippins, which is still hardier ; the Northern greening may be planted
for late kitchen use. For an autumn kitchen apple, perhaps, none, in this

case, is more to be recommended than the Keswick codling. The Hawthorn-
den comes into an abundant bearing state at an early age ; and, were it not
liable to die off in some soils, it might be preferred to the preceding.'

" A ivet Soil, and a ' cold bleak situation, are what the cottager has the
greatest difficulty in contending with ; a poor soil he can eni'ich. In some
instances it may be possible for him to remedy a wet soil by drainage ; but in

other cases, he may find this beyond his means. He should, however, take
care to plant the tree very shallow, or even place it entirely on the dug sur-
face, and then cover the roots with the best mould he can collect. This he
should afterwards keep mulched if the weather becomes very dry; but other-
wise he should only keep the soil slightly stirred occasionally by a fork ; or, if

this cannot be done without injuring the roots, merely hoeing it will be better.

In short, every thing should be attended to that will encourage the roots to
run near the surface; the latter should, therefore, be trod upon as little as

possible. Rotten manure should be applied ; even leaves could be collected

and applied in a state approaching to vegetable mould.'

"

Pears.

" Sorts of Pears to be recommended ivkere the Space is very limited ; orfor
Cottage Gardens.— Jargonelle, Marie Louise, Beurre de Capiaumont, Beurre
Diel, Glout morceau, Easter beurre, Beurre ranee. These are all of first-rate

excellence, deserving the protection of walls, where such can be afforded ; but,

with the exception of the jargonelle, they are all hardy enough for standards,

in any climate tolerably good as regards the growth of this class of fruits. It

would be difficult to select fewer sorts than the above ; because some might pre-

fer a sort which would come fit for use in autumn, others in winter or spring.

Several sorts may, however, be worked on the same tree, where the space
will not admit of one of each being planted. For instance, the Beurre de
Capiaumont is such a great and constant bearer (nothing to the contrary has
been observed of it since it first began to bear in this country), that a whole
tree would be more than sufficient for a small demand ; it might, therefore, be
partly worked with Glout morceau or Easter beurre. It may be farther

remarked, that the Beurre Diel requires to have the branches kept rather thin,

as otherwise its large and abundant foliage becomes too dense for the admis-
sion of sun and air to the fruit."

Peaches.

In forming a small Collection of Peach Trees., say of twenty-

four trees of the very best sorts, and which will ripen their

fruit in succession, the proportions, Mr. Thompson says, may
be: —
" Early Anne 1, Gross mignonne 3, Royal George 2, Double montagne 2,

Noblesse 2, Malta 1, Royal Charlotte 2, Bellegarde 4, Barrington 3, Late
admirable 4. Should any of these, however, not agree with the soil and situ-

ation, or should more be required at any particular season, then the propor-

tions may be varied, or some others introduced ; such as the Acton Scot,

Spring Grove, and Mountaineer, which may probably be found hardier. The
best varieties for forcing are, the Belgarde, Gros mignonne, Royal George,
and Barrington."

Nectarines.

" For the chief Supply of Nectarines, none are so good as the EIruge and
Violette hative. Hunt's tawny may be recommended as one considerably
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earlier than these ; and, for a very late sort, one hitherto little known in this'

country, the Late yellow, deserves notice. In a warm soil and favourable

situation, the New white nectarine will produce fruit which will not only form

a beautiful contrast in the dessert, but will likewise be esteemed for its

flavour."

Apricots.

The best sorts are, the Red masculine, Large early, Royal,

Moorpark, Breda, Orange (principally used in preserving), and
Turkey. [Encyc. of Gard., p. 918.)

Plums.
" Selection of Sorts.— The following are recommended by Mr. Thomp-

son for a small garden : — Drap d'or. Green gage, Kirke's, Washington,
Heine Claude violette, Coe's golden drop. Blue imperatrice, Coe's fine

late red. Early Orleans, Shropshire damson, Diamond and White magnum
bonum.

" A still more limited Selection, if required, may consist of the Green gage,

Washington, Purple gage, Coe's golden drop, and Orleans.
" The Sorts most deserviitg of Walls are, the Green gage, Kirke's, Washing-

ton, Reine Claude violette, Coe's golden drop, and Blue imperatrice."

Cherries.
" Selected Lists.— The following selected lists will be found suitable for

diiFerent purposes and situations : — For standards. May duke. Royal duke,
Late duke. Black eagle, Elton, Downton, Knight's early black, Black Tar-
tarian, Morello, Kentish.— For a south rvall. Early purple guigne. May
duke. Knight's early black, Elton, Royal duke.— For a north ivall. Morello.
— For an east or ivest wall. May duke. Royal duke, Black Tartarian, Elton,

Florence, Bigarreau.— For preserving. Kentish, Morello. — The eaj-liest

cherries are. Early purple guigne, Werder's early black heart. May duke.
Knight's early black, Bowyer's early heart.— The latest cherries are, Late
duke, Florence, Bigarreau tardif de Hildesheim, Morello."

Gooseberries.

The following deserve a place in every collection for table

use : — Reds : Small dark rough red, Red champagne, Keen's
seedling Warrington, and Red Warrington.— Yellows: Yel-
low champagne and Early sulphur.— Greens: Early green
hairy, Glenton green, Pitmaston green gage (this fruit is de-

serving of particular notice ; in some seasons it will hang till it

shrivels, and almost candies, on the tree) ; and Massey's heart
of oak.— Whites: Taylor's bright Venus (of excellent flavour).

Woodward's whitesmith, and Crystal. For early sorts, the
Small dark rough red. Keen's seedling Warrington, Miss Bold,
and Wilmot's early red; the Early sulphur; the Early green
hairy and Green walnut; and the Early white may be selected.

For late sorts, the Red Warrington, Leigh's rifleman, Bury
farmer's glory, and Farrow's roaring lion; the Late green; and
Cook's white eagle. [Some of the best large sorts are:

—

Beds:
Roaring lion, Top sawyer, Crown Bob, and Wonderful.— Yel-

lows : Rumbullion, Piggott's leader, and Gunner.— Greens

:

Bumper and Peacock.— f^F/iites : Eagle and Ostrich.]
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Currants.

Black : The Black Naples is the largest and best ; and next
to that, the Black grape.— Red : The best are the Red Dutch,
Knight's large red, Knight's sweet red, and Knight's early red.

[Wilmot's new red, exhibited last summer, at one of the exhi-

bitions of the Horticultural Society (see X. 411.), is the largest-

berried variety, we believe, known.]— White : The best is the

White Dutch.

Raspberries.

The best are :

—

Reds: the Barnet, Antwerp, and Double
bearing.— Yellow : the Yellow Antwerp.

Strawberries.

Scarlets : — Old scai'let, a shy bearer, but of high flavour,

a great favourite with confectioners ; Grove End scarlet^ an
abundant bearer ; Roseberry, adapted for forcing ; Gomstone
scarlet, Black roseberry, American scarlet, and the Coul late

scarlet, which does not ripen till all the others are nearly, if not

quite, over. — Blacks : the Downton, excellent for preserving

;

and the Elton seedling, a great bearer, but ripening late. —
Pines : Keens' seedling, the very best of all the sorts for general

cultivation ; the Old pine
; [Myatt's seedling, a shy bearer, but

with a very high pine flavour; so much so, that when Keens'
seedling is selling in Covent Garden market at 6d. a pottle,

Myatt's seedling is selling at 35. a pottle. It generally bears
two crops a year, the second crop coming in about Lord
Mayor's Day (Nov. 9.). In consequence of its flowering and
bearing twice a year, the plants soon exhaust themselves, so

that they cannot be depended on either for duration or a crop.

(G. C); and Knevett's seedling, large, prolific, and very highly

flavoured.]

—

Chile: Wilmot's superb, very large.

—

Hautbois

:

Prolific, and Large flat. — Greeti : the Green pine.— Alpifies

:

Red, White, Red wood, and White wood.

Filberts.

The red and white filberts, the Cosford nut, and the cob nut,

are the best.

Pine-apples.

The Queen, Moscow queen, Black Jamaica, Brown sugar-

loaf, Ripley, St, Vincent ; Black Antigua (this should be cut as

soon as it begins to turn yellow, or it will lose its richness)

;

Enville, Lemon queen, White Providence, and Trinidad. I'his

last is the largest grown, being reported to reach sometimes

26 lbs.

Vines.
" Vines to plant against a common Garden Wall of SoiitJi Exposure, oi' against

the Walls of a House.— The Early black, White muscadine, Grove End
D 3
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Sweetwater, Pitmaston white cluster, White and Black sweetwater. Small and

Large Black and White cluster. Black esperione, &c.

To plant a Vineryfor early forcing, take the preceding sorts | or Esperione,

Black prince, Cambridge Botanic Garden grape, White muscadine, Royal

muscadine. White sweetwater. White Frontignan, Grove End sweetwater, and

Red Frontignan.

Some new varieties of grapes have lately been raised by Mr.
Williams of Pitmaston, and the fruit exhibited and tasted at

the meetings of the Horticultural Society, in October, 1834,

which promise to be hardy and high-flavoured. Money's hardy

muscat, or Eshcolata (IX. 384.), seems to deserve trial; and a

very dark variety of black Hamburgh, in the Lewisham Nur-

sery, produces fruit, which, on account of its colour, sells at 6d.

a pound more than the common Hamburgh. We expect soon

to be able to announce a very superior variety of winter grape,

as introduced from Belgium.

Figs.

" Lindlei/s Selection for a small garden in the southern and midland counties

of England is as follows :— Black Ischia, Brown Turkey, Brunswick, Chest-

nut, Malta, Pregussata, Large white Genoa, Marseilles, Nerii, Small early

white."

It is proper to observe, that, in the Horticultural Society's

garden, little or no experience has as yet been obtained on the

subject of grapes or figs; and that our selections of these fruits

are the joint result of Mr. Thompson's recommendation and
our own observation. A good vinery for proving the grapes,

and a suitable wall for proving the figs, are desiderata in that

garden which, we trust, will speedily be supplied.

With regard to fruits jn'oved in the garden of the Cale-

donian Horticultural Society, we refer to X. 397. At the

general meeting of the Society, held Sept. 4., several seedHng
fruits of merit, or of high promise, were exhibited. Among
these were a seedHng plum nearly allied to the green gage, but

ripening on standard trees, raised by Mr. Alexander Mitchell,

gardener of Robert Bruce Dundas, Esq., of Blair ; and two
excellent seedling peaches, raised from kernels of American
kinds, by Mr. James Taylor, gardener to the Earl of Dunmore.
At the meeting of Sept. 16., a seedling apple and a seedling pear

were shown, and both considered promising, raised, at the Mains
of Bothkennar, by Mr. John Hardie ; and a small branch of the

Bursut apple, studded with fruit, was sent by Mr. Gorrie. The
tree was of dwarfish growth, and produced numerous clusters of
fruit. At the meeting of Nov. 6., two seedling apples were ex-

hibited : one raised, by Mr. John Soutter, gardener to Colonel
Spens of Craigsanquhar, by crossing the golden pippin with the

scarlet nonpareil ; and the other, from the pips of the Doonside,
by Mr. Robert Scott of Gowanglen Orchard, parish of Carluke.
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Art. XV. Olitorial Notices ; or, Notices of 7iew Culiyiary Vegetables,

deserving of General Cultivation in British Gardens.

Very little can be added to the lists in the new edition of the

J&ncyclopcedia of Gardejiing, which, are contained in Nos. 13. and
l^. ; but it may be useful to quote the following introductory
remarks to that list :

—
" Most culinary vegetables are propagated by seeds, and these seeds the

gardener, for the greater part, purchases annually from the seedsman ; raising

only in his own garden some few of the more select or important kinds. It

follows from this, that the qualities of the seeds vary exceedingly, not only
according to the season in which they may have been grown, but according to
the means of the seedsmen for procuring the best varieties. Experience also

shows that the varieties of the more common culinary vegetables in cultivation

are continually changing, from soil, culture, climate, or other causes ; so that
a sort of pea, or cabbage, or onion, which is very popular one year, may, in

three or four years, be almost forgotten. Varieties also are continually
changing their names, and often many names are applied to one variety.

Hence a number of the varieties enumerated in the following catalogue were
not known when the first edition of this Encyclopaedia was prepared in 1820

;

and a number of those mentioned in that edition are now nearly forgotten.

From all this it follows, that the business of procuring garden seeds is one of
very great dif&culty, though it is one of the greatest importance to the culti-

vator, since a bad variety requires the same care and attention as a good one,
while it produces an inferior article, or perhaps fails altogether. As no gar-
dener can grow all or even the greater part of the seeds which he requires, he
must necessarily deal with seedsmen; and, as a matter of prudence, he should
choose one in whom he has perfect confidence. He should also give a certain

latitude in his orders as to new varieties, always requesting to have sent to

him, in addition to the usual sorts, any new sorts which may be considered
superior. It were much to be desired, that seedsmen would print their cata-

logues annually, instead of once in every four or five years; and that they
would include in them all the synonymes, distinguishing them as such, and not
introducing them as distinct sorts. This M^onld greatly reduce the apparent
number of varieties, and much simplify the business both of gardener and
seedsman. As the seed business is at present carried on, there are perhaps

twenty names in a list for which there are not more than ten, or sometimes
not even five, distinct articles; but the seedsman answers orders for the whole
of the twenty names, by sending out the same sorts under several names

;

thus perpetuating throughout the country a number of names which can only
serve to create confusion. In the following catalogue we have simplified the

lists as much as possible ; in which task we have had the invaluable assistance

of Mr. Mnnro, of the London Horticultural Society's Garden, where nearly

all the culinary vegetables of Europe have been grov/n, compared, and had
their nomenclature adjusted."

Though we gave a pressing general invitation to seedsmen and
gardeners to furnish us with hints for this article, in the preface

to the tenth volume of the Gardener's Magazine, published in

December last, yet none have sent us any information except

Mr. Charlwood, seedsman, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden ; and
Mr. Gordon, foreman of the arboretum in the Horticultural

Society's garden at Chiswick, and formerly, and for some years,

at the head of the horticultural department of that garden.
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From the materials thus received, and from our own resources,

we give the few following names :
-—

The Cabbage tribe.— The early Dwarf Russian cabbage is

recommended by Mr. Gordon, as preferable to all the other

earlies. The Dwarf Portugal cabbage he strongly recommends
as an article of luxury. The new Hussian Dwarf Broccoli is said

to be one of the best sorts.

Peas.— Knight's new green tall marrow. Knight's green

marrow, and the Early Warwick, are very strongly recommended.
The D'Auvergne Pea, synonyme IfAiwerigny, is an excellent

pea. It was sent to the Horticultural Society from M. Vilmorin,

of Paris, and is described in the Bon Jardinier for 1832, p. 269.,

as being new, very productive, and excellent. It is also de-

scribed in the Horf, Trans. 2d series, published January, 1834
[after our article on the pea in the Encyc. of Gard. was printed].

Vilmorin's sugar pea is also described in the same volume of the

Hort. Trans, as deserving cultivation. — G. Gordon. ChiswicJc

Garden, Dec. 12. 1834.

Kidneybeans. — The Painted Lady runner has a beautiful

scarlet and white blossom, is very prolific, and does not grow so

tall as the common scarlet runner. The scarlet-blossomed long
pod, is an improved variety.

Carrots.— The purple-skinned and the white-skinned varie-

ties, are novelties ; but, as it appears to us, more of curiosity than
value.

Turnips.— The following three sorts are of excellent quality,

and nearly, if not quite, new to English gardens :-— 1. Navet blanc

plat hatif. This is a small flat white turnip, of excellent quality,

which comes into use a week earlier than the early Dutch,
Navet rouge plat hatif.— This is like the preceding in shape,

but rather longer, and not so early by a week ; the part above
ground is of a dull purplish colour. [The seeds of these sorts

may be obtained from M. Vilmorin, Paris, by whom they were
sent to the London Plorticultural Society's garden.] The Black
Turnip is a valuable summer and autumn variety ; it is rather
larger than the early Dutch, of a globular form, and very firm ,-

with the outside skin dark brown, and the inside white. It is

very hardy, and remains long in perfection. It was sent to the
Horticultural Society's garden, by the Messrs. Booth of Ham-
burgh—G. G.

^

The Fortyfold Potato, originated by Mr. Taylor of Preston,
is very prolific ; and is said to be very mealy and good-tasted.

The O'xalis crendta has been much talked of, as an auxiliary
to the potato ; and it seems to have some merits as a tart plant,
its stalks being peeled and used exactly like those of the rhubarb.
(See Vol. X. p. 60. 66. 271. 453. 590. 603. and 606.)
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Radishes. — The Hadis rose demi-lo^igue is a very superior

variety, lately received from Paris. It is of a fine bright scarlet

colour, and is an intermediate sort, between the long and round
rooted varieties. It is very handsome, very early, of excellent

quality, and remains longer in perfection than any of the long-

rooted kinds; it is v/ell adapted for growing in frames.

Artichokes. — The green globe is much the best variety : it is

of a light green colour, and looks handsomer on the table than
any of the others. Mr. Gordon says, he has " found that running

small pieces of lath, or splinters of any wood through the

flower stems, within 4 in. of the flower or head, at right angles to

the stem, and keeping the wound open, retards the opening of

the flower, and makes the head nearly double the ordinary size."

This is a German practice, and seems to operate, like ringing

trees, by impeding the return of the sap, and so stagnating it in

the head.

The Flafider's Spinach^ though it has been several years in the

country, cannot be too generally introduced. In consequence of

the largeness of the leaves, the plants require to stand at a foot

apart every way, which greatly lessens the labour of thinning out,

cleaning, and even gathering. The seeds may be placed in drills

at a foot apart in the row, which will save seed, and lessen the

trouble of sowing and thinning. The plant is, in short, as econo-

mical as it is superior in quality.

The Qiiinoa we have recommended in our preceding volume,

p. 587., for trial, as a spinach, and as an agricultural plant; some
seeds of it may be procured from Mr. Charlwood, through the

kindness of Mr. Lambert.
The Italian and the Kentuclcy Celery.^ are recommended as the

best. See Vol. IX. p. 671.

We again request attention to the introductory paragraph

to this article ; and we would recommend attention to Mr.
Charlwood's advertisement, in p. 2. of the advertising sheet of

our December Number. Besides the new culinary vegetables

there enumerated, are the names of a number of select flower

seeds, which are only to be procured after such a fine summer
as the last.

Seeds of most kinds of culinary vegetables have ripened

remarkably well during the past summer ; and the same may be

said of the seeds of flowers. In consequence of this, some
varieties and species, which have not appeared in the seedsmen's

lists for two or three years, will be found reintroduced in such

lists as may be printed for 1835.
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MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE

Art. I. Foreign Notices.

FRANCE.
The Foreign Trees of France.— I am going to write to my correspondeflts

respecting the foreign trees whicli you enquire about. I know sometliing

of them myself; but my notions are either too vague or too limited for your

purpose. What I can provisionally state is, that at Rambouillet a very hand-

some mass of Quercus rubra is extant. I saw it about twelve years ago; the

trees were, as far as I can recollect, nearly 50 ft. high ; but they were a great

deal too close, which made them quite disproportioned in thickness to their

hei"-ht. Their straight clean trunks and healthy appearance made them,

however, very remarkable, and even beautiful; and they must be much more
so now, especially if they have been thinned, as I have been told they were,

some years ago. There were likewise a number of Schubertz'a disticha, among
which were some very thriving ones, about 30 ft. high, and sending up excres-

cences from their roots [as at Syon, and other places where old schubertias

are found near water], some of which are already I ft. above the ground.

These were not the only foreign trees, at Rambouillet ; but you shall know
more of them in a short time.

Very few trees must be remaining in what Was once the garden of Michaux's

friend Lemonier, near Versailles. The rare trees were sold or felled, fif-

teen or twenty years ago ; though I think there is a large Sophora japonica

I'emaining : but you shall soon know the present state of that place.

As for the beautiful magnolia of Nantes, it was full of health and vigour

not long ago, and, I hope, is so still j but I will tell you more precisely ere

long.

We have a great many more very valuable and beautiful foreign trees in

France, which it would require two or three years of a man's lil'e to examine

and describe ; sometimes even to determine, as their species, especially those

of the American oaks, are not unfrequently unknown by the possessors.

There is even a doubt to clear up about the Q. rubra of Rambouillet ; either

Bosc, or Michaux sen., or some other botanist having mentioned them as

being Q. coccinea. [Our opinion is, that these and several other reputed spe-

cies of American oaks are only varieties.] Among numerous other places, the

ancient possessions of Duhamel, near Pittriviers ; those of the Comte de
Dijon, near Nerac; Thury, belonging to the learned Vicomte Hericourt de
Thury (who has given a notice of the trees there); the estate of the Comte
de Montbron, near Chatellerault, are very important ones*— Vilmorin. Les
Barres, Nov. 28. 1834.

The Exotic Plantations of Madame Aglae Adanson, at Boleine, near Mou-
lins, are very remarkable. I have sent that lady one Return Paper, and feel

confident that she will do it justice. 1 have also sent one to M. Jacques,

gardener to the king, at Neuilly. When you write to my excellent friend

Michaux, you should ask him to send you the particulars of the government
plantations of American trees in the Bois de Boulogne;— Ide7n.

Benthdmm and Macliira.— The single seeds of these plants, which you
were so kind as to send me, have both come up, and the Benthamia is already

a small branchy bush, 7 in. or 8 in. high. I should be glad to know where I

could purchase seeds of the shrub.— Idem. Paris, Oct. 30; 1834.
The Spanish Potato, or Batatas ; Patate Igname, Fr. ; Convolvulus Ba-

tatas L.— At the rneeting of the Horticultural Society of Paris, held Oct. 1.,

M. Vilmorin exhibited a Spanish potato or yam (Convolvulus Batatas),
weighing upwards of 8 lbs., grown by him in the Department of the Loiret.

He has grown others weighing 2 lb., 3 lb., and 4 lb. each. These tubers belong
to a variety lately cultivated in Guadaloupe, whence it was sent to M. Vil-

morin by M. Bernard de Luchet. It is called, in that country, the potato
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3'am, on account of the largeness of its size. Several plants have produced
flow^ers, from which circumstance it is hoped that seed will finally be obtained
from them. According to this report, and that of several others, it is probable
that this plant will prove an interesting acquisition to the French gardens.—
J. B. Paris, Nov. 1. 1834.

Art. II. Domestic Notices.

ENGLAND.
A Botanic Garden is about to be established by the Eclectic Society*

" which garden is to contain all the indigenous plants of Great Britain." We
hope the intentions of this Society, of the existence of which we were
not previously aware, will speedily be realised. For a curator, they could not
find a more suitable practical gardener, or a more scientific botanist, than
Mr. Scott, late botanical cultivator in Mr. Knight's Exotic Nursery. — Cond.
Some Animals are kept in the Botanic Garden at Bury St. Edmunds.— Mr.

Hodson, the proprietor and superintendent of this garden, has added to the
attractions of it some living animals, as a nucleus of a collection which he
hopes to extend. The river Lark passes through this garden ; and escapes
beneath arches, which support the boundary wall in this part of the garden.
The stream and arches are objects of interest ; in the respective beauty and
character of each, and in the historical associations induced by the arches,
once part of the precincts of the grounds of the famous abbey of Bury St.

Edmunds. The whole of the botanic garden is within these grounds, and
occupies a considerable portion of them; it is in quantity about, we be-
lieve, nine acres. The river affords eligible range, and some degree of pro-
vision, for waterfowl ; and we observe that most of the animals at present
obtained, enumerated in the following list sent us by Mr. Turner, the curator,
are of this kind : — Swan, two pairs ; spoonbill, a pair ; the common heron, a
pair ; Canada goose, a pair ; Muscovy duck, a pair ; hook-billed duck, a pair

;

wigeon,a pair; pin-tailed duck, a pair; a golden-eyed diver, a stork, phegsant,
two pairs ; silver pheasants, three individuals

; golden pheasant, two indi-

viduals ; Spanish rabbit, or lobbed-eared rabbit, a pair ; a guinea pig or spotted
cavy, a pair.— J. D.
Mr. Wee/ces^s Mode of heating hy hot Water is spreading extensively, both

in the neighbourhood of London and in the country; apparatus being now in

course of erection, by the inventor, in no fewer than twelve different counties.
In all, the principle is the same, viz. that of heating the water in cast-iron

pipes ; which form a casing to the fireplace, on each side, above, and sometimes
even below, the fire. The water, being heated, is raised to a small cistern,

elevated five, six, or any number of feet above the fire ; whence it descends,
and circulates either on a level with the fireplace, or above or below it, as
described in IX. 37., and in the EncyclopcEdia of Gardening, new edit. § 2534.
One of the best specimens of the application of this mode of heating to hot-
houses, may be seen in the small stoves for orchideous plants, which were
erected in linight's Nursery, King's Road, last summer. Here the water
being raised to the small cistern above mentioned, is made to descend through
one, two, three, or four different pipes at pleasure, by plugging up those not
wanted; and, consequently, heats one, two, three, or four different houses, or
pits, as may be desired ; or any one house or pit, in a one, two, three, or four-
fold degree. At the Bishop of London's gardens, at Fulham, we have also

seen this system in complete operation. Mr. Weekes has recently taken out
a patent for applying his mode of circulating hot water to cooking, in a new
description of kitchen-range, which will be found noticed in our Architectural
Magazine, ii. p. 44.

i

White Knights, Nov. 19, 1834. — My seedHng plants of Magnoh'a conspfcua,
that were sown in March, 1832, are doing well. I plunged them into a
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feorder, in the spring of 1834, of peat and loam, of each about an equal quan-

tity
I
and they now average 3 ft. in height. I have two seedlings, which came

up at the same time, from the conspicua seed ; which very much resemble, in

every particular, the M. tripetala, and which are now about 18 in. high in pots.

I see, in the Enci/chpccdia of Plants, and in the liortus Britannicu-s, the date of

the introduction of the O'rnus europse'a is 1810; but, when it is known that

the present Duke of Marlborough received many packages of plants and seeds

direct from the Continent, you may not think their having been planted here

twenty-five years, as I have indicated in the Return Paper, erroneous. 1 date

from the planting of the major part of the plants here, not from their actual

age ; but I am told, by those men who work here now, and who worked here

at the time these trees were planted, that they were invariably small at the

time of planting. The Aildntiis glandulosa flowers here freely eyery year,

but does not show any but male blossoms. I have gathered, off the Quercus

(Suber, three dozen of acorns this season, which, to all appearance, are per-

fectly ripe. Are instances of the kind common in England ? [They occur

occasionally; and we have heard of a few this season.] There are here

a great many species or varieties of Quercus. There are also many fine

young plants of Schubertia, and twenty-four very large ones of the iaurus
nobilis. We have of Magnoh'a tomentdsa 1, conspicua 6, grandiflora 22, auri-

culata 2, glauca 55, macrophylla I, cordata 4, tripetala 30, and acuminata 14

;

of J'rbutus C/^nedo rubra there are 18, A. Jndrachne 2, Stuartia Malacho-
dendronl2, Chionanthus virghiica 6 ; Pavifl macrostachya 12, P. flava 6, P.

rubra 3, O'rnus europse^a 18; and Cornus florida 13.— John Ward.
High Clere, Nov, 29. 1834.-— I called here with a view of leaving a Return

Paper, but I found you bad already sent one. Since you were at tligh Clere,

a large addition has been made to the heath-mould quarter ; and they have
planted out singly the ^Rhododendron campanuiatum, which is growing with

very great vigour. It is thoroughly hardy, and appears to have the habit of a
very sturdy tree-like shrub. Lord Caernarvon, who is very fond of the place,

has just laid out a drive through the great holly and pine wood. They have
taken great pains with it ; and, next spring, it will be in a very forward state,

a detachment of labourers having been especially appropriated to it. It will

be between three and four miles long, and full of vicissitude and beautj^. The
Cotoneaster microphjlla, as an isolated shrub upon the grass (and it is even
16 ft. in diameter), produces a most striking effect, and attracts universal

notice. — P. D.
RemarJcable Foreign Trees,— The largest tulip tree that ever I saw in

England is at Mount Edgecombe ; the largest cork trees and ilices, at Mam-
head ; one of the largest cypresses is at Powderham Castle ; the largest

cedars are at Wilton (a remarkable one is, also, at Althorp, and the more
observable, because standing single and on high ground) ; a large deciduous
cypress at Port Eliot, and another at Ken Wood. Of these you should
endeavour to get the dimensions ; not of the trunk only, but of the height

also, and spread of the branches, and, so far as is possible, the precise ages.

There are a great many rare and curious trees at Lord Ravensworth's, at

Percy's Cross, near Parson's Green ; a remarkably fine catalpa at Hampton
Court Palace ; one hanging over the road at Shepperton ; an arboretum, and
many well-grown cypress trees, at Lord Coventry's at Croome ; and many fine

specimens at Syon. The bishop's garden at Fulham has also some curious
fm-est trees.— B. Dec. 6. 1834.

Fine Trees near London.— There is a fine Gledltschk triacanthos in the
Clockhouse garden at Chelsea; and one of the finest specimens in England in

the garden of " Sylvanus Urban, Gent.," at Hammersmith. The finest speci-
men of a Magnol/rt macrophylla now in existence in England is in the Duke
of Devonshire's garden at Chiswick ; it is in beautiful health, blossoms freely,

and a more splendid production of the northern flora cannot be conceived.
There is, or was, a good specimen, also, at Mr. Gray's at Harringay. There
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are fine magnolias at Cobham ; at Englefield Green, near the turnpike, is one
of the finest tulip trees in England. The largest Oriental plane is at Lee in
Kent. {J. M., in Gent. Mag., vol. i. new series, p. 501.)

Fifie Trees and Shrubs i?i Suffolk and other Parts of England.— All the
magnolias, including the M. grandiflora as a standard, the camellias, myrtles.
Acacia Jtdibrissin, pomegranates, and J'rbiitus yindrachne, thrive well on the
east coast of Suffolk ; a province and latitude not reckoned particularly favour-
able to vegetable growth, from its dryness, and exposure to the east winds.
The largest cypress in England is, we believe, in the parsonage garden at
Sutton, near Ipswich. There" are very fine andrachnes in the garden of Col.
Mitford, at Exbury, on the Beaulieu river in Hampshire ; and some fine spe-
cimens, bearing fruit, so far north-east as the Earl of Stradbrook's, at Hen-
ham, in Suffolk, There is also a very fine hybrid y4ndrachne in the garden of
Mr. Wells, at Redleaf, where that rare plant the i?hododendron caucasicum
grows and blossoms freely. The Pinus palustris is scarce in English gardens :

there is a good one at Henham, and in the Mile End Nursery ; there was
a fine one in the gardens at Malmaison, but it will only bear the southern
climate of England. There is a very fine Qu^rcus tinctoria at Cashiobury. The
handsomest specimen we know of that beautiful tree, the Populus angulata, is

at Lord Calthorpe's, near Livermere, where is also one of the largest cedars
in England. The finest rhododendron ponticum, probably, in Europe is at
CufFnells. (Ibid.)

We have mserted this, and similar articles, in the hope that some of our
readers will send us dimensions of the trees and shrubs named; and will also

be good enough to direct our attention to other remarkable specimens. In
our Arboretum Britannicum, when describing each particular species, we wish
to be able to give references to existing specimens ; not only in different foreign
countries, but, if possible, in each particular county of Great Britain and Ire-

land ; and not of one specimen only, but of as many specimens as we can
procure notices of. Our readers and correspondents, we trust, will bear these
things in mind, and assist us accordingly.— Cond.

The Vicus eldstica, or Indian-rubber Tree, has this year fruited in the
conservatory at Syston Park. In 1828, I planted a small plant, about 18 in.

high, in a bed composed of equal parts of peat loam and vegetable earth ,• and
in four years it attained the height of 18 ft., and reached the glass. I then cut
it back 2 ft., which caused the horizontal branches to push side shoots, which
shoots showed fruit the same summer, and the fruit got to its full size in October
when it turned brown, and dropped off". The stem of the plant is perfectly

straight to the height of 16 ft., and it measures 17 in. in circumference at the
bottom. The lower branches have been pruned off", and some of the upper
ones brought down nearly to the stem, which gives the whole plant a very fine

appearance. The leading branches have been shortened in twice; and the cir-

cumference of the extreme branches is now 32 ft. ; many of the leaves are 16 in.

long, and b\m. wide. Had the plant been planted in the centre of the house,
it would have reached the highest part of the roof, which is 23 ft.— JoAw
Sharman, Gardener to Sir John C, Thorold, Bart. Si/ston Park, near Grantham,
Oct. 16. 1834.

We received several of the fruit, which are small cylindrical bodies, about
half an inch long, and a quarter of an inch in diameter, terminating abruptly at

both ends, with a rough surface of a greenish brown colour. In no point of
view can they be considered as ornamental. The tree from which they were
taken, must, however, be one of the finest objects of the kind in the country.

We have often wished for some description of the gardens at Syston Park, and
should be glad if our correspondent would supply this desideratum, and also

let us have what facts he can supply as to hardy trees, for our Arboretum J?n'-

tannicum.—Cond.

Magnolia grandiflora, in a garden adjoining Mrs. Burt's at Twickenham, has

attained the height of 24 ft. as a standard, with a trunk 9 in. in diameter at a
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foot from the ground. It stands on a lawn, and never receives any protection.

—

J. T. B. Oct. 25. 1834.

Catalpa syring(E/o&, in the same garden, is 32 ft. high, with a trunk 26^ in. in

diameter. It flowers magnificently every year, and sometimes ripens seeds.

—Idem.
Salisbi/ria. adiaiitifolia has attained a great size in the garden ofMrs.M'Murdo,

at Hackney.— G. H. Bee. 6. 1834.

Eobini'd Inspida trained agcmist a Wall.— It is too well known to most growers

of this most beautiful shrub, that a puff of wind often takes off branches of some
years' growth in a minute. To prevent this, an amateur at Bury St. Edmunds,
planted a young one on the east front of his dwelling-house, in 1822, which

he carefully trained against the wall. It is now 13 fit. high, and about 4i ft.

wide, and has been, for several springs, annually covered with beautiful blossoms.

Mentioning the Robink, reminds me that the Bury Botanic Garden contains a

very beautiful species of this genus, at present very scarce about this part of

the country, but which deserves to be generally known and universally culti-

vated. It was received, about three years and a half since, from Mr. Knight's

Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, under the name of R. grandiflora. It

is nearly allied to R. hispida, but it flowers about a month earlier in the spring

;

the flowers are rather paler and larger; and they are so abundant, that we were
obliged to prop the branches, last spring, to prevent them being broken down.
This, no doubt, would also do admirably against a wall. — Henry Turnery

Botanic Garden, Bury St. Edvmnds, Dec. 4. 1834.

Ribes sanguineum is another beautiful and early-flowering shrub, which flow-

ered beautifully on a south wall, in this garden, six weeks last spring ; while

those that stood in the borders were very much injured by the late frosts, and
scarcely opened their blossoms.— Idem.

The Cork Tree (Quercics Siiber.')— A handsome specimen of this interesting

tree, has been removed from the old Botanic Garden at Bury St. Edmunds, to

the Abbey Grounds; it was planted from a small garden-pot fourteen years

since, and its suberose, or corky bark, is already visible. (^Biiry and Norwich
Post.)

Brugmansia suaveolens.— I herewith forward you an account of a plant

which will far surpass any I have heard of or seen described. It is 17 ft.

high, and 45 ft. in circumference; the trunk, at the surface of the soil, is 18 in.

in circumference, and at 4 ft. from the ground, where it begins to branch off,

13 in. It has, at this time, upwards of 600 blossoms fully expanded, and a

great many unexpanded ; the flowers average 1 ft. long, and 8 in. in diameter;

and their beauty and fragrance are beyond conception. The plant occupies

the centre of a circular conservatory ; and Mr. Spong, the gardener (with

whose permission I write this), informs me that it was planted there when
about 5 ft. high, seven years ago, in a mixture of loam, peat, and vegetable

mould. It has flowered equally well for the last four years. The following

is an extract from the Sherborne Journal oi iuXj, 1831. The editor, in noticing

the meeting of the Dorset Horticultural Society, says :
— " While on the

subject of horticulture, we would recommend to connoisseurs a ride to Lewis-
ton House, in this county (Dorsetshire), the seat of R. Gordon, Esq. M.P.,
for the purpose of seeing a magnificent specimen of the Datura arborea which
is now in full blossom. It is about 10 ft. in height, 40 ft. in circumference,

and exhibits, we should think, at least 400 flowers. This plant is a native of
Peru. It was turned out of a large pot, about four years since, into its pre-

sent situation, the conservatory. Not only would we invite the attention of
the horticulturist to this plant, but also to the pleasure-grounds of Lewiston,
so tastefully laid out, and in such admirable order as we have rarely witnessed.

Although the honourable possessor of them may recommend reform in other
places [alluding, we suppose, to Mr. Gordon's exertions as chairman of the
committee for enquiring into the affairs of the London Horticultural Society,

in 1830 (see VI. 235.)], he can scarcely wish for any here. The gardens in-
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elude a space of nearly fifteen acres, and are in the highest state of preserv-
ation and beauty."— H. C. Ogle, Under- Gardener in Lewiston Gardens, near
Sherborne.

The Pomegranate.— One of these beautiful shrubs has this year produced
the extraordinary number of thirty full-grown and nearly ripe fruit in the gar-

den of Captain Conran, in Bury St. Edmunds, It is trained in a south aspect,

on the front of the dwelling-house, without any artificial heat. {Ibid.) A tree

against a house at Kensington, has now, Dec. 8. above a dozen fruit on it, which
have a very fine appearance. Cond.

Eriobotrya japbnica, the Japan quince, has ripened fruit against a house, in

Earl's Court, Brompton.— A. S. Exotic Nursery, Oct. 2. 1834.

The Leaves and Fruit of a Sweetiuater Grape., the former of extraordinary
size, have been sent us from the Ranger's Lodge, Blackheath, the seat of the
Princess Sophia of Gloucester, by her Royal Highness's gardener, Mr. Bas-
kett. The leaves were woolly, and measured 1 ft. 2 in. by 1 ft., and the
petiole was 7 in. in length. The fruit was small, as is generally the case with
vines and other fruit trees that have the leaves larger than the average size

;

witness the tobacco-leaved cherry, or cherry of four to the pound, which has
enormous leaves, and fruit smaller than geans. This sweetwater grape is

considered by some as the Dutch variety.

Apples.— A Nonsuch, grown in the garden of Capt. Carter, at Richmond,
in Yorkshire, measured 11^ in. in circumference; and a Hawthornden, in the
same garden, 11 in. {Neivcastle Courant, Sept. 6. 1834.)

Preservation of dned Svjeet Herbs.— Mr. Lindsey, gardener to the Duke of
Devonshire at Chiswick, has made a great improvement in the mode of pre-

serving dried sweet herbs j such as thyme, marjoram, savory, sage, &c. After
drying them in the usual manner in the shade, he puts each sort into a small

box, 8 in. or 10 in. long, by 5 in. or 6 in. broad, and 6 in, or Sin. deep; and,

by means of boards of the size of the interior length and width of the box, and
a screw-press, he presses the herbs into cakes, or little trusses, about 8 in.

long, by 5 in. wide, and 2 in. thick. These are afterwards carefully wrapped
up in paper ; and, being kept in a dry place, are found to retain their aroma, in

as perfect a state as when they were put in the press, for at least three years,

which is the extent of Mr. Lindsey's experience. Mr. Lindsey, who is curious

in medicinal plants, and administers them for various diseases, preserves them
in exactly the same manner as the sweet herbs. It is so excellent a method,
that it ought to be adopted by all gardeners without exception. In many
places, sweet herbs are hung up in the back sheds, and not only lose their

flavour by evaporation, but become covered with dust.

Large Cucumbers.— The account given by Mr. Cuthill (X. 455.) of a large

cucumber which he had grown at Fulham, reminded me of a cucumber plant

which I had seen in the garden of Dykes Alexander, Esq., of Ipswich, in the
former part of the last summer. This plant was grown by Mr. Smith, with
various other plants, according to the system recommended by him in his

Treatise on that subject [reviewed IX. 692.]. At the time I saw the plant, it

entirely filled a large three-light frame, and was bearing an immense quantity

of fruit, which, for colour, uniformity of size, length, and solidity, exceeded
anything I ever before saw. Half a dozen of these fruit I measured, and
found their lengths to be as follows:— 2 ft. If in., 1ft. UJin., 1ft. 10 in.,

1ft. loin., 1ft. 9 in., 1ft. 84 in. Having been for several years under the
tuition of a very justly celebrated grower, Mr. Joseph Hugman, the sight of a
cucumber plant with a stem as large as a tolerably sized walking-stick, and
with leaves 18 in. or 20 in. in diameter, and also producing two or three fruit,

each measuring 1 ft. 8 in. in length, would have been nothing new to me ; but
the sight of such an immense weight of fruit on a single plant, which, notwith-
standing, still retained its vigour, was both novel and surprising ; and the
more so, as the two longest fruits, the fixst and second, were both produced
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on one vine, and within very little more than 1 ft. of each other.— John

Hines. Ipsivich, Oct. 20. 1834.

The largest Gooseberries grown in Lancashire, in ISS^, were as follow:—
Reds: Wonderful, 27dwts. 8grs.; Lion, 26dwts. 9grs.,- Companion, 26dwts.;

Briton 25 dwts. 4grs.,- London, 24 dwts. 17grs.; Atlas, 23dwts. 15grs.

Yelknus: Duckwing, 24 dwts.; Gunner, 23 dwts. llgrs.; Bunker's Hill,

23 dwts. T grs. ; Teaser, 23 dwts ; Leader, 23dwts.; Twister, 21 dwts. 12grs.;

China orange, 21 dwts. 10 grs. Greens: Providence, 25 dwts. 9grs. ; Pea-

cock, 24 dwts. ; Overall, 22 dwts. 3 grs.; Troubler, 21 dwts. 17 grs.; Thumper,

21 dwts. 11 grs.; Angler, 20 dwts. 19 grs.; Bumper, 20 dwts. 17 grs. Whites:

Eagle, 25 dwts. 22 grs. ; Lily of the valley, 23 dwts. 18 grs. ; Fleur-de-lis,

22 dwts. 23 grs. ; Moreton lass, 22 dwts. 1.3 grs. ; Tally ho, 22 dwts.; Dela-

mere, 21 dwts. 22 grs.; La Valentine, 21 dwts. 9 grs. The Seedlings are few

this year : 6 reds, 4 whites, 3 greens, and 1 yellow ; the weights of none of

which are very great. Mr. J. Bratterton had a seedling at Nantwich show,

July 24., which weighed 26 dwts. 4 grs.— AI. Saul. Sulyard Street, Lancaster^

Nov. 5. 1834.

The Scarlet Trefoil ( rrifolium incarnatum), which we first mentioned in

this Magazine, in 1829, and which we have subsequently noticed as in cul-

tivation in the neighbourhood of Woking, Kingston, and on the late Duke of

Gloucester's farm at Bagshot, we are informed, by the Rev. Matthew Harrison,

is extensively cultivated, and much approved of, in the neighbourhood of

Basingstoke. " Cattle are extremely fond of it ; farm horses, during their

spring work, may be kept in the highest condition upon it ; and, after afford-

ing abundant feed, the land may be prepared in time for turnips or barley."

—

Mattheiv Harrison. Church Oakley, near Basingstoke, Oct. 10. 1834.

SCOTLAND.
JSionymusk, in Aberdeenshire, the Property of the Grant Family.— The ac-

companying extracts, which I made from original papers preserved at Mony-
musk, in Aberdeenshire, the residence of Robert Grant, Esq. (a v/orthy

descendant of one of the first and most active improvers of that part of Scot-

land), showing the state of the district in the early part of the eighteenth

century, may be interesting ; especially ''to those of )'our readers who know
what a striking contrast to the following account is presented by the present

impi'oved and flourishing condition of that part of the country.

Extracted from a commonplace book of the first Sir Archibald Grant, of
Monymusk, in Aberdeenshire.— In 1715, Sir Archibald says, " by the in-

dulgence of a very worthy fatlier," he was allowed, though then very young,
to begin to inclose and plant and provide and prepare nurseries. " At that

time, there was not one acre upon the whole estate inclosed, nor any timber
upon it, but a few elm, sycamore, and ash, about a small kitchen-garden ad-

joining to the house, and some straggling trees at some of the farmyards, with
a small copse wood, not inclosed, and dwarfish, and broused by sheep and
cattle. All the farms ill disposed, and mixed, different persons having alter-

nate ridges ; not one wheel carriage on the estate, nor, indeed, any one road
that would allow it. The house was an old castle with battlements, and six

different roofs of various heights and directions, confusedly and inconveniently
combined, and all rotten ; with two wings, more modern, of two stories only,

the half of windows of the higher rising above the roofs ; with granaries,

stables, and houses for all cattle and all the vermine attending them close
adjoining ; and with the heath and muire reaching in angles or goushets [gussets,

or gores] to the gates ; and much heath near, and what land near was in cul-

ture, belonged to the farms, by which their cattle and dung were always at

the door ; the whole land rugged and uneven, and full of stones, many of
them very large; and all the ridges crooked in shape of an S, and very high,

and full of noxious v/eeds, and poor, being worn out by culture without
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manure or tillage. Much of the land and muir near the house poor and
boggy. The people poor, ignorant, and slothful, and ingrained enemies to

planting, inclosing, or any hnprovements, or cleanness ; no keeping [breeding]

of sheep or cattle, or roads [no regular roads kept, but the most direct line

from one point to another taken], but four months, when oats and bear, which
was the only sorts of their grain, was on the ground. The farm-houses, and
even corn mills, and manse and school, all poor dirty hntts, pulled to pieces

for manure, or fell of themselves, almost each alternate year."
" In my early days, soon after the Union, husbandry and manufactures

were in low state. Turneps in fields, for cattle, by Earle of Rothes and very
few others, were wondered at. Wheat was almost confined to East Lothian.

Inclosures few, and planting very little. No repair of roads ; all bad, and
very few wheel carriages. No coach, chariot, or chaise, and few carts beneath
Tay. In 1720, I could not, in chariot, get my wife from Aberdeen to Mony-
musk. Coll. Midleton the first who used carts or waggons there; and he and
I the first beneath Tay who had hay, except very little at Gordon Castle.

Mr. Lockhart of Carnwath, author of Memoirs, the first that attempted rais-

ing or feeding cattle to size. Aberdeen was then poor and small, having
some Dutch and French trade by salmond and stockings, and serges, and
plaiding, had first use of tea, then very scarce and little used at Edinburgh,
supplied Edinburgh with French wines. Table and body linen seldom shifted,

and but coarse, except for extraordinary occasions. Moveing necks and
sleeves of better kinds being then used by best. Many wooden, mud, and
thatched houses within gates of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen ; few
others without gates. All improvements of security, husbandry, manufactures,
commerce, or police are since 1707; with which literature, in any extensive

degree, except school jargon, hath kept pace."

Such was the state of Aberdeenshire generally in the beginning of the
eighteenth century ; but such it happily no longer is ; for, greatly owing to

the exertions of the worthy and active writer of these notices, and of others

who followed the good example which he had set, this county is now scarcely

behind any part of the kingdom in the march of improvement.
On the property of Monymusk there are now, instead of a few trees only,

several thousand acres of flourishing woods. The houses now are all sub-

stantially constructed of stone, and certainly not likely to be soon "pulled to

pieces for manure, or to fall of themselves." The roads are among the best

in the country ; and the people certainly no longer " ingrained enemies to any
improvements."

For a specimen of the cattle now bred in that district, I would refer your
readers to p. 104, 103. of the Treatise on Cattle, published by the Society for

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, where is a good portrait and account of a
vei-y beautiful ox which Lord Kintore, who has been very successful in breed-

ing sheep and cattle, showed me, in his farmyard at Keith Hall, near Mony-
musk, in 1833. — W. C. Trevelyan. WaUiiigton, Oct. 5. 1834.

We have sent a Return Paper to Monymusk, and hope to receive ample
information respecting the numerous fine old trees that must now be stand-

ing on that estate.— Cond.

The Peppei'well Oak, at Methven Castle, near Perth, is the largest tree of
the kind in Scotland. It must have been of some consequence in 1722, as

100 marks were then offered for it. In 1796 it increased 14|ft. in circum-
ference. It now measures 18 ft., and contains 700 cubic feet of timber. The
diameter of the space occupied by its branches is about 100 ft.

The largest Cedar in Scotland is at Gray House, near Dundee ; the largest

beech, at Newbattle Abbey, Mid-Lothian ; and the largest plane [sycamore], at

Kippencross, near Dumblane. {Dundee Chronicle, July, 1834.) We should
be glad to receive the particulars of these and other such trees, in every part

of Scotland ; for though we have sent a number of Retiu'n Papers to our
friends in that country, it is not likely that we have hit upon one tithe of the
estates from which we ought to have sought for information.— Cond.
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IRELAND.
The Horlicultiiral Socieh/ of Ireland intends placing medals at the disposal

of the provincial Horticultural Societies throughout the kingdom, to be

awarded to local merit of every kind connected with horticulture. {Saunders's

Neius Letter, as quoted in the Irish Farmer's and Gardener's Magazine.)

The packets of Vitloria Wheat, received through you from Dr. Hamilton

of Plymouth, I sent to their respective destinations ; that for myself, I divided

into three equal portions, one whereof I sent to R. Latouche, Esq., of

KilcuUen, one of our most eminent agriculturists j the second, to our common
friend Mr. Mackay of Trinity College Botanic Garden ; and the third I

reserved for making experiments with myself.— R. Mallet, Dublin, Oct. 30.

There are a great manyforeign Trees in Ireland, which you ought certainly

to have notices of, for your Arboi'etum Britannicum. Perhaps there is not an

equal surface of country in the whole of Europe, where the vegetable

productions of so many climates will grow and thrive. I do not say that in

Ireland fruits can be brought to the same degree of perfection as they can in

France and Italy ; but I do say that all the trees and shrubs of France and

Italy, most, perhaps all, of those of Spain and Greece, all those of North
America, the elevated regions of South America and Asia, of Van Diemen's

Land, and most of those of New Holland, will grow and thrive as well as in

their native countries, throughout Ireland, from Belfast to Cork and Eallarney,

always, however, excepting localities much elevated abovt the level of the sea.

In proof of what I assert, I might refer to various volumes of your Gardener's

Magazine, it which it has been stated that the myrtle, and different species

of acacia, have grown for many years in the neighbourhood of Belfast,

without any protection ; the same, and other exotic trees and shrubs, have

stood the winter in Mr. Mallet's garden near Dublin; and pelargoniums and
other Cape plants, together with the New Zealand flax, thrive all the year in

the open ground, in the neighbourhood of Cork. Whenever Ireland shall be

thoroughly civilised, and a little more wealthy, it will become the arboretum, or

I'ather the botanic garden, not only of Europe, but of the whole world.

The present landed proprietors know little of the botanical enjoyments which
they might possess, and which undoubtedly will be possessed by their pos-

terity. In the meantime, you will do them good, by forcibly directing their

attention to the subject. I hope you will be assisted by all the principal

planters of foreign trees in Ireland ; and, in particular. Lord Oriel, Mr. Bourne,
Mr. West, and a number of other noblemen and gentlemen that might be
named, will supply you with lists and dimensions, &c., of their trees. I have
a good deal more to say on this subject, but I shall reserve it for another
letter.— ^. B. Belfast, Nov. 20. 1834.

We have sent several return papers to Ireland, and have received some of
them back again, particularly one from Mr. Nevin, and another from Wm.
George, gardener to the Earl of Longford, replete with information. Never-
theless, as at present we know very little of the country seats of Ireland, we
shall feel extremely obliged to such of our readers and correspondents as will

take the trouble of sending us lists of the parties to whom we ought to apply.

Or, as we have sent a few of our return papers to our friend Mr. Murphy, one
of the editors of the Irish Farmer's and Gardener's Magazine, application may
be made to him, or to his publisher, Mr. William Curry Junr. Dublin, for a
paper to fill up. Intended contributors will bear in mind, that information
respecting magnolias, tulip trees, tilias, acers, and horsechestnuts, ought to be
sent without delay, as indicated in X. 58L— Cond.

Art. III. Retrospective Criticism.

Mr. Calvert's Nursery at Bouen.— lXmwe read, in X. 574., an extract
of a letter from Mr. Calvert, denying the truth of the remarks I made on his

nursery at Trianon, in April last ; and I feel it due to you, and the readers
of this Magazine, to say a few words in reply. Mr. Calvert says he dis-
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charged me about six years ago ; but it hap])ens that I, of my own accord,
left him, because I could neither obtain wages for myself, nor the means of
carrying on the concern : and, indeed, I was obliged to threaten him with an
appeal to the laws, before I could obtain the balance due to me. I will not waste
more time on the affidavits of four men (who are, of course, in a great degree,
at the mercy of Mr. Calvert), than to inform you that (as far as my recollection

serves me) two of them, Vincent and Mallet, can neither read nor write; the
other two I know not. I certainly' did call in Mallet, who worked some
years under me, and whom I always found a very obliging man. He was
passing the door of the cafe in which 1 was; and I did not think it any great
crime to bestow on him a glass of eau de vie. I can tell Mr. Calvert, for his

own private satisfaction, that I did see through his nursery in April last ; and
it would not be difficult for me to inform him with whom : but I should be
sorry to expose any one of his poor workmen to the tender mercies of such a
master. To bring forward as evidence the statements of newspapers, which
doubtless he had promised to pay for puffing his nursery, is too gross an insult

to the understandings of your readers to require any comment from me. I

have not the pleasure of knowing Mr. John Salter of Shepherd's Bush, nor
was I even aware that such a gentleman was in existence; but, admitting that
his evidence is correct, namely, that the dahlias at Trianon were the best that
he (Mr. Salter) had ever seen, I do not consider that as any proof of their

beauty : and Mr. Salter, either not knowing (as I should suppose), or not
having seen, any of the other beauties or rarities in the Trianon Nursery, has
wisely refrained from venturing upon the hard names of any other plant except
the dahlias, of which a tolerably good collection may now be seen in almost
every garden in the three kingdoms. In conclusion, I will merely remark,
that, had I been aware that the feelings of Mr. Calvert were so tender on the
subject of his nursery, I should certainly have left him and the Trianon to
that oblivion which they so justly merit.— W. Garvie. Clapton Nursery,
Nov. 24. 1834.

Mr. Gilpin's Hi?its, Sfc.— In your review of Mr. Gilpin's work (VIII.
701.), I perfectly agree with you that a want of information respecting the
trees and shrubs essential, in these times, to form interesting masses, is appa-
rent. Knowing Mr. Gilpin, and having carried his designs into effect, on an
extensive scale, I cannot but here draw your attention to a passage in Mr.
Smith's article (X. 325.), where he attempts to criticise, not only Mr. Gilpin,

but even you, who have so highly approved of Mr. Gilpin's hints as to state,
" we know not that there is a single hint, as far as these hints go, to which
we would object ;

" and, instead of condemning the indentations which give
interest and variety to the groups, as being " laboriously twisted and turned
about," you observe, " we entirely sympathise with the author in his defence
of the irregular outlines of plantations," &c. During the past summer, I

have had opportunities of witnessing, in different parts of England and Scot-
land, the exercise of Mr. Gilpin's abilities ; which, in every instance, was in

conformity with the principles which his book so successfully developes, and
which you so highly commend. Such observations as that of Mr. Smith,
above alluded to, have a tendency to bring contempt and ridicule on pro-
fessional men, and on all books illustrative of their principles. My opinion
is, that such crude remarks ought not to pass unnoticed.— R. Glendinning,

Gardener to Lord Rolle. Bicton Gardens, near Exeter, Nov. 12. 1834.

Giving Air to Hotbed Frames. (X. 423.)— Mr. Garvie, in his very interest-

ing tour, takes notice of a mode of giving air by means of an iron rod attached
to each light. In the garden of Mr. Macdonald, at St. Martin's, in Perth-
shire, the outward opening ventilators in the front parapet of his vineries are
opened and shut by bent iron rods jointed to the inside of the ventilators, and
to projecting arms which are fastened to an iron rod that goes the whole
length of the parapet; and are provided at one end with a segment of a cog-

wheel acted on by a small pinion, provided with a handle that takes off" at

pleasure. By turning this handle, you open or shut the whole, at once; and
E 2
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have it in your power to regulate the extent of the opening with the utmost
nicety. The ventilators at top, in the back wall, are moved by a similar con-
trivance. I am not aware whether Mr. Neil, Mr. Macdonald's gardener, be
the inventor of the simple apparatus above described or not j but all the first

expense must have been trifling : and, when we contrast the ease and precision

with which a man, by one movement, opens or shuts the whole, with a mode
requiring as many efforts as there are ventilators to be moved, it seems self-

evident that this, or some similar contrivance, ought in all cases to be adopted :

the saving of time would soon compensate for the first outlay.— G. M.
Elliott. Coul Gardens, Oct. 16. 1834.

Mr, TowarcVs Account of the Moss House at Bagshot (X. 532.) is very
interesting to me; but the design of the house, I think, might be improved.
The slates struck me, when I saw it, as producing a bad effect ; and the roof
should have been concealed somehow. The arcade in front is also poor.

Mr. Toward has, however, conferred a benefit on summer-house building, by
his ingenious method of arranging moss : it is much more simple than I

thought, judging from the effect produced.— S. S. Nov. 7. 1834.

Arboretum Britannicjim.— Proprietors who form extensive plantations, and
those that " stick in plants singly here and there, as the maggot bites

; " land-

scape-gardeners, nurserymen, and gardeners in common ; in truth, every man
who feels an interest in, who can look at, or derive pleasure from trees and
shrubs, must thank you for the effort you are making to lay before them
a work like your proposed Arboretuin Britannicmn. Nothing, I am convinced,

is so much wanted as a book of this kind, to bring into repute the rarer trees

and shrubs. During the preparation of this most desirable work, I trust the

men of Devon will not forget that they have a duty to perform ; and that the
magnolias, cork trees, and ilices of Mamhead; the magnolias, cypresses, and
camellias of Powderham and Killerton ; the magnolias, camellias, and erio-

botryas, &c. of Luscombe ; the tulip trees of Mount Edgecombe, &c. &zc., will

give evidence of our superior climate, and appear conspicuous objects in your
Arboretum Britannicum. In hastily embodying these remarks, I only regret

that I cannot more effectually further the object you have in view. However,
there is hers a single red camellia, planted out on the turf about sixteen years

ago, which has not, I believe, been protected for the last twelve years. [The
figure sent of this camellia is kept for our Fruticetum Britminicum.'\ Bicton
Gardens are situated about 2| miles from the sea, and are 83 ft. above its

level ; the soil and subsoil are chiefly sand. The branches of this single

camellia occupy a space 12 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and it is 9 ft. 6 in. high; it

has endured a temperature of 10° Fahr., which was the maximum of cold here,

during the five years that I have kept a meteorological register. About twenty
months since, I planted out several double varieties of camellia, which flowered
profusely last winter, and are now covered with blossom-buds. The single

red seldom blooms freely ; but this may be overcome by engrafting it either

on its own stock, or with a double variety. This example proves the single

camellia at least to be perfectly hardy," and, as an evergreen shrub, what can
be more desirable ? Its compact growth, and its dark green shining foliage,

besides the circumstance that it will thrive under the drip of trees better than
most other evergreens, and the facility with which it can be propagated, bid
fair to cause it to be generally used in shrubberies, or in masses as an under-
growth, as recommended by Mr. Gilpin.— R. Glendhming. Bicton Gardens^
Nov. 12. 1834.

Art. IV. Queries and Ans'wers.

Has a Plant been named after Dr. Turton, the celebrated translator of the
works of Linnaeus ? I am not aware that there has ; but perhaps you, or
some of your readers, can inform me. The translation of the works of Lin-
naeus certainly had a powerful influence in giving a stimulus to the study of
natural history in Britain ; and, if a plant has not yet been named after this
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veteran naturalist, surely some modern botanist, who has the distribution of
generic honours, will not forget him. — W. C. D. Bristol, Aug. 9. 1834.

What is the Natural History of the Cone-like Excresceiice so common on the

Oak ?— It is the work of some species of Cjnips, I suppose. One thing

puzzles me : on opening some of these excrescences, I occasionally find what
evidently appears to be a minute, abortive, embryo acorn, as if this exci'es-

cence would have been an acorn, had it not been blighted and converted into

what we now see instead ; and yet these cone-like excrescences cannot be
abortive acorns, because they oftentimes occur where acorns never would j as,

for example, on the current year's shoots of oak stools that have been felled

in the winter. I have young oaks that are covered over with these cones.

Both kinds of the common oak are subject to this disease.— W. T. B.
As the best Method ofpreserving Celci'y through the Winter (X. 577.), I beg

leave to submit the following, which I have practised for several years with
very good success :— Get up the celery on a fine dry day before it is injured

by frost, cut off the leaves and roots, and lay it in a dry airy place for a few
days

J
then remove it to a cool cellar, where it will be quite secure from frost,

and pack it up with sand, putting layers of celery and of sand alternately.

Celery thus preserved will continue perfectly sound, sweet, and crisp all

through the winter.— M. F. November 8. 1834.

Magnolia grandijlbra exoniensis.— In Miller's time there was a celebrated

tree at Exmouth, in Devonshire, belonging to Sir John Colliton, which Miller

seems to have considered as one of the oldest in England. Notwithstanding
a number of enquiries made in different directions, we have been unable to
ascertain the history of this tree altogether to our satisfaction ; whether it is

still alive, or when it died. If our correspondent " Mentor" is still in Ex-
mouth, we should be glad to hear from him on this subject. We should, also,

as we stated in a former Number, be very greatly obliged for notices of mag-
nolias, tulip trees, lime trees, acers, and horsechestnuts, from every part of
the country; the species composing these genera, as we have indicated

(X. 581.), being intended to be included in the first three numbers of our Ar-
boretum Britannictim.— Cond.

The Cabbage Tree ofLapland. (X. 466.)— Five or six years ago, the late

M. Madiot, who was head gardener at the Botanic Garden of Lyons, made
much noise about the Chou arbre de Laponie, which, from the similarity of the
names, must be the plant Mr. John Brown means. M. Madiot represented
this plant as standing any frost, and lasting not less than five, six, or even ten
years, &c. After a fair trial, however, it was found to be the same thing, or very
nearly so, as the Chou cavalier, or Grand chou a vache of our western provinces
(what you call, I think, Anjou kale) ; and, if any difference did exist, it could
hardly be considered even as a subvariety, but rather as a choice and vigorous
stock of that sort. It was generally found to live two years, or accidentally a
few more, as is the case with the common Chou cavalier. Severe winters, such
as that of 1830, destroyed both equally; it proved, in fact, not more hardy
than the rutabaga, and much less so than the Chou frise du nord (your
Scotch kale), especially the purple kale, which stood that winter, and some
others equally cold, without injury. From this explanation, 1 conclude that

the Lapland tree cabbage (if that name must be preserved) will not answer
Mr. John Brown's purpose; neither will, I think, any of the tall-growing, or
even of the dwarf, kales ; their whole tribe requiring as much, if not more,
manure than is necessary for growing turnips. As I happen, however, to
possess some seed of the Madiot breed, the descendants of a stock I originally

got from him, I will send you a paper by the first opportunity, that you may
procure your correspondent the satisfaction of personal experiment. — Vil-

7norin. Paris, Oct. 30. 1834.

We have since received a packet of seeds from M. Vilmorin, of which we
sent some to Mr. Brown, and distributed the remainder among our agricul-

tural friends. The results, we trust, they will enable us to lay before our
readers. — Cond.
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Art. V. Covent Garden Market.

The Cabbage Tribe.

Cabbage, per dozen

:

White
.Red
Plants or Coleworts

Savoys, per dozen
Brussels Sprouts, per § sieve

Cauliflowers
Broccoli, per bunch :

White
Purple - . -

Cape - - -

Tubers and Roots.

c per ton
Potatoes - < per cwt.

L per bushel
Kidney - - -

Scotch - -

Jerusalem Artichokes, per
half sieve

Turnips, White, per bunch
Carrots, per bunch
Parsneps, per dozen
Red Beet, per dozen
Skirret, per bunch
Scorzonera, per bunch
Salsify, per bunch
Horseradish, per bundle
Radishes :

Red, per dozen hands (24

to 30 each)
Turnip, white, per bunch

The Spinach Tribe.

Spinach [P-f--;,,,,, ;

Sorrel, per half sieve - -

The Onion Tribe.

Onions, old, per bushel
For pickling, per half sieve
Green (Ciboules), per bunch

Garlic, per pound - -

Shallots, per pound

Asparaginous Plants,
Salads, S^c.

Asparagus, forced, per 100
Sea-kale, per punnet
Lettuce, per score

:

Cos . - -

Cabbage ...
Endive, per score
Celery, per bundle (12 to 15)

Small Salads, per punnet -

Watercress, per dozen small
) bunches

Pot and Sweet Herbs.

Parsley, per half sieve

£ a.

16
6
6

2 10
2 6
16
19
16
10

1

1

1

To
£ s. d.

6 9
1 2
1 1 6

6 10

2
1 6 4.

1

2

8
U

10
6

10

4

1

2 6
10
10

4
3

;o

2
19
1

2
u

2
4

1

s

1 6
9

1 3

2 6
3 6

3
8

9

1 6

Tarragon, per dozen bunches
Fennel, per dozen bunches
Thyme, per dozen bunches
Sage, per dozen bunches
Mint, per dozen bunches .

Peppermint, dry, perdoz. bun.

Marjoram, riry.'per dozen bun.

Savory, per dozen bunches -

Basil, dry, per dozen bunches
Rosemary, per dozen bunches
Lavender, dry, per dozen bun.
Tansy, per dozen bunches -

Stalks and Fruits for Tarts.

Pickling, ^c.

Tomatoes, per sieve
Capsicums, per hundred

Edible Fungi and Fuci.

Mushrooms, per pottle

Morels, per pound
Truffles, per pound :

English, fresh
Foreign, dry

Fruits.

Apples, Dessert, per bushel

:

Nonpareils, per bushel -

Pearmains
Golden Pippins
Rennet delires

Baking, per bushel
Pears, Dessert

:

Chaumontelles, per dozen
Glout Morceau
St. Germains

Baking, per half sieve

Ouinces ^P'^'''"'*'^''-'^^yumces
^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

Medlars, per half sieve
Almonds, per peck
Raspberries, red, per pottle
Strawberries, Myatt's, per
punnet - - .

Chestnuts, per peck :

English ...
Foreign

Filberts, English, per 100 lbs.

Pine-apples, per pound
Grapes, per pound

:

Hot-house . - .

Hamburgh, Black .

White . .

Portugalo—s[i-;|--^,
:

Le— [iJel^&red I

Brazil Nuts, per bushel
Spanish Nuts, per peck
Barcelona Nuts, per peck -

From.
1

£ s. d.

4
1 6

3
2
1 6
1

1

2

1 3
4
2
1

1 6

1 6

9
1 4

3 6
14

12

7
8

2 6

4
3
3
5
5
1

3 6
7
2 6

3 6

2
2 6

7 10
3 6

3 6
1 3

9
0~ 10

8

3 6

9
6
14
5
6

To
£ s. d.

iJO 5

4

2 6
2

1

15
10

1 10
12
5

12
6
6
7
6
2

7
8

5

4
6

7

1 6
1 3
]

2
12
2
14
16

Observations.— The weather for the season being particularly open and
favourable to the continued growth of vegetables, we have, to the present
period, an excellent supply, which has been improved by the rain some time
since; preceding which, from the prevalence of dry weather, our supplies had
somewhat diminished, and prices, as you may observe on comparing the lists,

a little improved ; but to-day the supply is again more than equal to the de-
mand, with a considerable decrease in value. Observations have appeared
from time to time on the peculiarity of the season, in the country newspapers

;

as a remarkable instance, they quote the appearance of violets in the open air.

For the last month or six weeks, we have had an abundant supply in bunches.
I consider it to be the Russian violet of the gardens (a variety of the Fiola
odorata), which is the same as the Violette de quatre saisons of the French ;
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which, by a peculiar mode of culture, flowers several times in the season. On
November 19. I observed a full pottle of raspberries ; also several punnets of
strawberries, which were abundantly furnished to the tables of several of the
city corporate companies on the Lord Mayor's Day (November 9.). The
raspberry was the old double-bearing variety, which, after all, is, I believe,

quite a casualty. The strawberry was Myatt's new pine-apple variety ; but its

property of autumnal bearing requires confirmation. The supply of apples is

abundant : as the season advances, they continue to arrive from more dis-

tant ports ; as they will, from their better maturity, bear the carriage ; but it

is generally remarked that they do not keep well. Of pears we have com-
paratively none but what are imported. Quinces have been scarce ; medlars
not plentiful, but in moderate supply. Notwithstanding our general heavy
crop of grapes, we have had a most abundant supply from Holland; three or
four tons' weight per week during the last month. English chestnuts have
been abundant, and of excellent quality ; being well ripened by the continued
fine weather. We have now an excellent supply of Spanish and French.
From the general depression in the price of vegetables, the growers complain
of heavy losses, which, in addition to the depressed state of market-gardening
generally, makes their prospects very gloomy. Whether this state of things

will be ameliorated by any change of circumstances, it is impossible to con-
jecture ; but, without some material improvement, I am quite at a loss to ima-
gine how the business can continue to be carried on. From the large capital

that is now necessarily embarked in the carrying on of the horticulture of the
neighbourhood of London, almost for its immediate supply, some steps should
be taken to relieve it from the overwhelming difficulties with which it is

threatened. This must be matter of serious consideration to the proprietors

of the soil so occupied, or to the legislature, by some relief from such taxes as

more immediately affect it. It must necessarily have the same fair claim to

protection as any of the manufacturing interests, which from time to time
claim from the government the reduction of some peculiar enactment which
may affect their respective interests.— G. C. Dec. 20. 1834.

Art. VI. The Metropolitan Society of Florists and Amateurs.

Tins Society held, on Dec. 17., at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, in the

Strand, their show of winter floricultural productions. Of these, a great

number were brought together : potted plants in flower, from the stove, green-

house, and hardy department; and potted hardy evergreen plants; gathered

flowers, a good proportion of them of hardy kinds ; and specimens of flower-

painting. Most of these were disposed in a girdling bank around the magni-

ficent room used, in this tavern, for public assemblies ; the rest were placed in

about three separate groups up its centre : the whole were, consequently, well

displayed to inspection.

Of the general assemblage. Cape ericas and Chinese chrysanthemums were
the more abundant subjects. To these maybe added well nigh all the species

of green-house plants which are known to flower at this season of the year

:

as some of the species of E'pacris, Polygala, Corr^'w, GrevlUea, Lechenaultia,

and numerous other genera. Several plants of the ^olanum Pseudo-Capsicum
were ornamental in its orangy fruit.

Of the less common species of plants in flower, we have noted the follow-

ing : — Luciditt gratissima, Messrs. Henderson ; a prize. Cypripedium insigne,

with thirteen flowers all in perfection upon it, Messrs. Rollison ; a prize. Two
magnificent plants of Crinum giganteum ?, a selection of fine amaryllises,

forced narcissuses, forced lilacs, Camelh'« Sweetii, Echeveria gibbiflora, from

Messrs. Adams and Durban, successors to the late Mr. Colvill ; one or more
prizes. Cymbidium sinense, Dendrobiura Calceolaria, E'pacris impressa.
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Luculirt gratlssima, Pol/spora axillaris ; Pancratium speciosum, delightfully

fragrant; and twigs of Eugenza wzyrtifolia, beautiful in bearing pear-shaped

crimson fruit : most or all of these seemed to be from Mr. Pratt, gardener to

W. Harrison, Esq., Cheshunt. Andromeda floribunda, two compact plants,

abounding in flower-buds ; Mr. Glenny, Priestley« hirsuta, Mr. Knight; a prize.

Strelitzk reginge, Cr6we« saligna, Enca Archevidna, Pancratium undulatum,
Billbergi« fasciata, Neottia speciosa, in bud : these were from various persons.

Chinese chrysanthemums, first prize to Mr. Redding ; second to Messrs.

Chandler, who had a prize for a selection of green-house plants. A collection

of miscellaneous gathered flowers, Mr. Redding, a prize. A box of flowers

of camellias, Mr. Smith. A box of flowers of heartseases, Mr. Mountjoy.
Specimens of flower-painting : — For groups of flowers : first prize to

Mrs. Withers; subject, a group of flowers of pelargoniums: second prize

to Mr. Alfred Chandler; subject, a group of various flowers. For single

flowers : a prize to Mr. Wakeling ; subjects, flowers of the kinds esteemed

by florists.

A band of music attended and played at short intervals. The company, at

the time we looked round (between three and four in the afternoon), was less

numerous than such a treat ought to attract to it. — J. D.

Art. VII. Obituary.

Died, Oct. 15., aged 62, Walter William Capper, Esq., of Hanley Castle

near Malvern. His physiological researches on the vine must be fresh in the

recollection of our readers, and several other valuable articles from his pen
have appeared in different volumes of this Magazine. One of Mr. Capper's

sons, Charles Capper, Esq., an eminent engineer at Birmingham, is the author

of several papers in our Architectural Magazine, and of a description, with

engravings, of a steam-draining machine, in our First additional Supplement to

the Encyclopcedia of Agriculture.

Died, at the residence of Mr. Brown, Bedford Nursery, Hampstead Road,
Nov. 3. 1834, in the twenty-fifth year of his age, Mr. James Sherare, gardener

to Sir John Hay, Bart., of Kingsmeadows, having survived his worthy father

little more than fourteen months. Mr. Sherare was a young man of great

abilities, who, having been from his boyhood ardently devoted to the study of
the sciences, had acquired a general knowledge of many, and intimate ac-

quaintance with several, of them ; which, with the powers he possessed of
making all his knowledge bear upon his profession, caused his friends to look
forward to him as one destined to act a conspicuous part in elucidating and
improving the practices of his art. Of his general character and disposition

it is unnecessary to speak, as the communications which, under different

signatures, he sent to the Gardener''s Magazine and other periodicals, prove
that his love of science was not greater than his love of justice, his hatred of
deception and oppression, and his ardent desire to elevate the condition of his

fellow men. Being a great admirer of mechanics' institutions, he took an
active part in the formation of one at Peebles, at which, last season, he
delivered a course of lectures upon botany. His death will long be felt by all

his acquaintances, and especially by those who had the benefit of his epistolary

correspondence ; and the writer of this can only express his hope that the

removal of one whose sun of life was only rising may stimulate to greater

activity those who are left, knowing not how soon they may also be called

upon to give an account of their stewardship of those talents which have been
committed to them — R. F.
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The Grange, Alexander Baring, Esq.— August 1 9. The road

to this place, over a country of downs, is dreary, and very un-

interesting to a stranger. Andover, like an oasis in a desert,

is a neat and clean tov^^n, affording a good and cheap inn (the

White Hart) ; but there are several miserable heartless-looking

villages between that place and the long approach which leads

to the Grange. The house here, however, repays all the

trouble ; and we have not seen a mansion the external elevation

of which pleased us so much, since we commenced our tour.

The beauties of this place lie in a narrow winding valley, with a

small stream in the bottom, which spreads into a broad expanse

of water near the house. The latter is proudly situated on a

steep bank, supported by a grand architectural terrace, and that

again by a massive terrace of gravel and turf, with a third

smaller terrace, of the same materials, below. The main body
of the house is in the Doric style, with a portico at one end,

and a loggia with square columns on each side, by Wilkins

;

with a secondary mass, and a conservatory in the Ionic style, by

R. C. Cockerell. An elevation has been already given (I. fig. 11.

p. 106.); but it is on so small a scale, that it gives no adequate

idea of the simplicity, grandeur, and beauty of this mansion.

Scarcely any picture, indeed, can do justice to it: its temple-

like magnificence must be seen to be felt; and, indeed, it will

repay any one who has a taste for architecture, to travel a hun-
dred miles out of his way to see it. We shall never forget the

first impression made on us by the Doric portico, when we saw

it from the road to the kitchen-garden, on the bank forming the

Vol. XI.— No. 59. f
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opposite side of the valley. The Ionic conservatory is the finest

thing of the kind in England ; and, in our opinion, far sur-

passes those of Syon and of Alton Towers. Its characteristics

are simplicity and grandeur. We do not know that we can

find a fault with the house, unless it were that the chimney-

shafts of the main body are not architectural enough; and that

those of the addition by Mr. Cockerell are altogether concealed.

This part contains the kitchens ; and the roof being unseen as well

as the chimney-shafts, the smoke appeared to us as if ascending

from ruins, or from a fallen-in roof. This bad effect is, in our

opinion, a sufficient argument why chimney-shafts should, in all

cases, be shown ; but if they are to be concealed in one part of

a house, they ought to be concealed in every part of it, for the

sake of unity of system. (See Arch. Mag., 11. 33.) There is

also a petty little wooden excrescence to the entrance loggia,

which conveys the idea of a porch to a London banker's counting-

house, rather than the portico of a villa. There ought here, as

in every large country villa, to have been a projecting portico to

drive under, as at Bear Wood, and at Eastwell Park by Bo-
nomi. Notwithstanding these trifling faults, and the alleged

unsuitableness of the severity of the Doric order for a villa,

we cannot help admiring the Grange as one of the noblest of

British villas. The approach to the entrance front is through

an avenue of lime trees, 100 ft. wide, and twice as many years

old ; having, as we are informed, beea planted in the time of

Inigo Jones, who built the first house, nearly on the present

site, for Lord Chancellor Hyde. The road has the great

fault of descending to the house ; but, as the fall is not above

S ft., it might easily be remedied by lowering the surface. An
avenue, to maintain a character of art, should not only be in a
straight direction, or in a direction composed of geometrical

lines; but it should be over a surface of geometrical forms : that

is, the surface should either be level, of an even slope, or, as

far as practicable, of regular swells and declivities. It should

never assume a direction, or pass over a surface, which could be

supposed to be natural or accidental. If the conducting of an
avenue over such a surface, and in such a direction, is found, in

any case, to be altogether unavoidable, then, to maintain the

character of art, recourse must be had to foreign trees, most
studiously arranged. Our readers will observe, that these

remarks on the subject of avenues have reference to our prin-

ciple of the Recognition of Art; a principle which we find to be
of the utmost value, both in landscape-gardening and in archi-

tecture. By this principle, we are enabled to determine many
points which were before involved in uncertainty, chiefly from
the difficulty of deciding what was meant by the imitation of

nature. The result will be, when the principle is properly
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understood, a greater unanimity ofjudgment on matters of taste

than has ever heretofore been disjjlayed.

North Stoneham Parsonage, the llev. F. Beado?i.—• August 20.

The situation is low and flat, and therefore not favourable for

acclimatising plants ; but, in other respects, the place may be
compared with that of Mr. Garnier (which we saw the same day,
and which is described at length in X. 124.), with a greater pre-
ponderance of herbaceous plants. Mr. Beadon was from home

;

but we were shown through the place by his very intelligent

gardener, Mr. Harding. The first things we noticed were the
magnolias ; and a Z^osa sanguinea, against the house, 27 ft.

high, on its own root, and covered with roses from the ground
to the roof. Against the conservatory wall, or wall for accli-

matising plants, are many of those usually kept in green-
houses. Among the plants on this wall, we observed Chimo-
nanthus fragrans, ripening seed ; Alstroemer/a hirtella, in flower,

with shoots upwards of 6 ft. long ; Thunberg/a alata, in great
luxuriance, sowing itself every year, a proof that it may be
treated as an annual. Maurandy« Barclaya/za here, as in some
other places, is found to be perfectly hardy ; and the same, we
have no doubt, will be found to be the case with hundreds of
other plants which have not yet been tried. Among the beds
on the lawn may be noticed one of Rosa, sanguinea, bordered
by O'xalis floribunda ; and one of Ferbena chamaedrifolia,

mixed with Thunbergz'a alata. The collection of choice shrubs
and ornamental trees is remarkable, considering the limited

extent of the place; the secret of which is, that few common
plants or duplicates are admitted. There is not a greater mis-
take, in planting pleasure-grounds, than the mixing of the com-
mon or indigenous shrubs of the country with foreign or impi'oved

species or varieties. It is as bad in a garden, as it would be, in

the elevation of a house, to mix Grecian ornaments with Gothic
ones.

In the kitchen-garden are excellent crops of fruit on mud
walls ; a choice collection of apples ; a strawberry stage, like

that at Swallowfield Place (IX. 677.); ginger grown in a pit;

and a system of wires stretched over the whole surface of the

walls, communicating with a bell to set the dogs barking should
any person intrude to steal the fruit.

Southampton.— August 22. This town is wonderfully im-
proved, and increased in size, since we last saw it, when on a

walking excursion through the New Forest and the Isle of

Wight, in 1807. The elm tree avenue, forming the London
approach to the town, has been extended by planting young
trees on both sides of the road : but, considering the richness of
the corporation, we think they might have formed prepared
and manured pits of soil for each tree, and surrounded each by

F 2
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—

a cradle fence. Instead of this, the trees have been planted in

the common soil of the heath or waste, without any stirring or

preparation of the soil ; and they are only protected by a small

hillock of earth heaped up round the root of each tree, and by

tying thorns round each stem. Where economy is the great

object, this may be allowable, since trees even so planted are

better than no trees at all ; but here we cannot but consider

it as highly discreditable to the town.

Page's Botanic Gardeti and Nursery. — August 23. The Bo-
tanic Garden is situated in the town ; and, though small, con-

tains an astonishing collection of herbaceous plants, including

the newest sorts, and very many green-house and hot-house

exotics. We here found the best collection of lobelias and

perennial delphiniums which we have ever seen, /delphinium

Goxmevdnuni (after the Misses Garnier of Wickham) was

remarkably fine. We were surprised at the enthusiasm of Mr.
Page in bestowing so much labour on the culture of exotic

aquatics on dung beds, in the manner done in former times by

Mr. Kent of Clapton. [Encyc. of Gard., new edit., § 6218.)

Mr. Page has flowered, in this manner, Nelumbium speciosum,

and all the exotic species of iVymphie'a ; and, for the first time, as

we believe, in England, Pontederm crassipes, which bears a

flower resembling that of i^hododendron arboreura. To bring

the Ponteder/a into flower, Mr. Page removed all the runners, so

as to strengthen the main plant. All the old varieties and species

of Geraniacese, many of which are not now to be had about

London, together with some fine new seedling varieties raised

by Mr. Page, are here cultivated. Jacquinm aurantiaca is now
in flower, as is Convolvulus Z»ryoni8efolius and althaeoides, in the

open garden. Most conservatory plants stand out during winter

in this garden. In a narrow passage leading to it from Mr,
Page's shop are a number of specimens of choice climbers and
trees and shrubs ; which, though shaded by a high wall from
the direct influence of the sun, are yet benefited by a white-

washed house, which receives its rays, and reflects them on the

plants in the passage. The walk along this passage is formed
by a mixture of gravel and tar sanded over, somewhat in the

manner of Lord Stanhope's composition.

Mr. Page's Nursery is on the outskirts of the town ; and is

remarkably well laid out in compartments, and sheltered by
hedges. Here is a general collection of fruit trees planted along

the walks, as stock plants for scions ; and vine stools for the

same purpose. Mr. Page is making preparations for a complete
arboretum, in the manner of that of Mr. Donald, which, we
are sure, will be of immense service to this part of the country,

by showing to the resident gentlemen those sylvan treasures

hitherto known only to botanists and landscape-gardeners. Mr.
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Page has been, during his extensive practice as a landscape-

gardener and planter, introducing such trees wherever he
could : but this exhibition will greatly increase his facilities of

so doing. We know of nothing more commendable in a nur-

seryman, either for the good of his profession, or the benefit of

his employers and the ornament of his country, than the prac-

tice of planting out single specimens, and forming arboretums.

We found the whole of this nursery in most excellent order

;

and a number of things worth noticing if we had time and room.
Among these, we cannot avoid mentioning a span-roofed pit,

placed east and west, with boarded shutters on one side, and
glazed sashes on the other ; which sashes and shutters can be
changed at pleasure, so as to admit the sun in winter, and afford

shade in summer. The sashes are kept from being blown off

by the violent winds common to Southampton, by iron buttons,

which turn on iron screws, one of which is inserted about the

centre of every rafter. Buttons fixed in the common way for

the same purpose are apt, in time, to get loose ; but, when this

is the case with these, it is only necessary to give them an
additional turn to render them as tight as can be required.

Mr. Page possesses an extensive meadow, composed wholly of
peat earth; so that his facilities for growing American plants

are unbounded. In this nursery, and also in that of Mr.
Rogers, the ^sclepias tuberosa thrives and blooms with extra-

ordinary vigour ; and, when once established, is as difficult to

root out of the soil as potatoes or horseradish ; so that there

appears to be something in the climate of Southampton pecu-
liarly suitable to this plant.

Rogers's Nursery.— August 24. This nursery is three miles

from Southampton, on the London road, and contains nearly

100 acres of land, newly broken up from an unenclosed heathy
waste. It is the commencement of a nursery which, if pros-

perity attend Mr. Rogers's endeavours, will one day be a place

of note. The highest part of the grounds is 175 ft. above the

level of the water at Southampton ; and the ascent from the

town to this point, along a line nearly straight, is so gradual as

to be scarcely perceptible. Mr. Rogers has built a picturesque

cottage, on a raised platform, commodious, convenient, sub-
stantially finished, and in good taste. Sheds, pits, frames, and
other nursery buildings are in progress. The nursery extends
one whole mile along the public road ; and, parallel to this

road, and of the same length, Mr. Rogers has formed a walk,

along both sides of which he proposes to plant an arboretum
like that of Mr. Donald ; or, perhaps, rather like that in the
university garden at Vienna, where there are but two rows
of trees on each side of the road. Along the road side, Mr.
Rogers is preparing to plant a mixed hedge of double furze,
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Cydbnia japonica, China roses, and sweet briar. The space

within this part of the grounds is divided into compartments,

each a pole {5^ yards) in width, and of a certain length; so

that the quantity of surface, and of plants in rows at any given

distance, which each compartment will contain, is readily ascer-

tained. The compartments are numbered ; and the numbers

being entered in a ledger, with the stock, the number of rows,

plants in a row, &c., on each, Mr. Rogers can give the clearest

instructions as to taking up plants for executing orders, pre-

paring or clearing the soil, or planting, without looking at the

compartments above twice a year. At the same time, as the

main walk goes up the middle of the space between these com-
partments, he, friends, the visiters of the nursery, or customers,

have only to drive up it and return to pass in review the whole

of the arboretum, and of the compartments of young stock,

with all the men at work in them. In one of these compart-

ments Mr. Rogers has formed what we have never before seen

in any nursery ; viz., separate plots, exhibiting specimens of the

size, kind, and quality of the plants ; the size of the pits ; the

different modes of planting by contract ; and the scale of prices

for planting extensive tracts. The scale is 3/., 5/., 11., 10/., and
15/. per acre, at the rate of from 3000 to 5000 plants per acre

;

engaging to replace failures for a given term of years. All the

plants are in rows, at regular distances between and in the row;

and this is the only mode in which plantations can be planted

and managed afterwards systematically.

The lowest-priced plot consists of alternate rows of Scotch

pines and larch firs ; the plants from 6 in. to 1 ft, high, and the

pits 1 ft. square and deep.

The second plot, of alternate rows of deciduous trees and
imdergrowths, and resinous trees ; viz., the first row, one oak
and two hazels or birches ; the second row of Scotch pines ; the

third row of oaks and hazels or birches, as before ; and the

fourth row of larches ; the plants from 1 ft. to 1 ft. 3 in. high,

and the pits 1 ft. 3 in. square and deep. Where the soil is

good, the undergrowth plants in the deciduous rows are hazels
;

where bad, birches.

The third plot is of a similar kind, but contains larger and
better trees ; and the pits are 1 ft. 6 in. square and deep.

The fourth plot contains a mixture of ornamental trees and
shrubs : the plants are from 1 ft. 6 in. to 3 ft. high ; and the

holes are 1 ft. 6 in. square and deep.

The fifth also contains a mixture of ornamental trees, from
3 ft. to 6 ft. high ; many of the undergrowth being laurels and
rhododendrons ; and the pits are 2 ft. square and deep.

Plantations formed according to any of these plots may be
thinned according to a determinate system, so as ultimately to
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leave only a certain number of timber or ornamental trees on
any given space ; or timber and ornamental undergrowth.
This scientific mode of planting has been admirably illustrated

by Mr. Lawrence (X. 27.)' Mr. Rogers's mode of laying out
a nursery is founded on the principle laid down in the second
edition of our Encijc. of Gard., § 7350.; and new edit., § 6898.
Mr. Rogers, like most other planters, prefers opening his pits

in the summer season, and planting in November. In very wet
clayey soils, where pits are formed, spring planting is generally

considered preferable : but, with the perforator, or by slit plant-

ing, even on such soils, the autumn is equally good. Mr.
Rogers is laying down stools of the single camellia ; and intends

to use these as ornamental undergrowths, in common with

the different rhododendrons, azaleas, kalmias, &c. Notwith-

standing the elevation of Mr. Rogers's nursery, all the plants

which stand out at Southampton appear to stand out equally

well there.

(To be continued.')

Art. II. On Cottage Allotments. By Selim.

As a sincere wellwisher to the labouring classes, I, of course,

take an interest in the success of the cottage allotment system,

which is especially calculated to increase the comforts of the

poor. Hitherto, I believe, the system has succeeded : and,

should it fail eventually, the failure will arise, T think, from the

impoverished state of the soil, which is cropped annually without

the necessary dressing of manure. In most places the cottagers

cannot procure animal manure beyond what is produced in their

own pigsties, and the little they can collect upon the roads ; and

this will be found insufficient to afford a slight dressing to the

garden and allotment every alternate year. How, then, is this

deficiency to be supplied ? I answer, principally by good

management, which will often do as much as money : and, with

respect to management, the labouring classes are, in too many
instances, lamentably careless and ignorant. But a sensible

cottager will generally take a hint from a superior in rank and

information ; and those who wish well to the allotment system

will promote it most effectually by hints as to management, and

by pressing upon the occupiers the necessity of collecting every

description of manure, if they would be certain of remunerating

crops. To show what may be done in this way by a little

management, I will instance a garden I am well acquainted with,

which is made almost to manure itself; and I believe I may
safely assert that, for the last twenty years, it has not had the

benefit of a single cartload of yard or stable dung: yet the

crops are abundant, and the vegetables of good quality, though
F 4
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the ground is cropped thickly, and seldom has a third part

vacant during the winter months. It is managed in this way :
—

All the refuse of the garden, such as cabbage leaves and stalks,

bean and pea stalks, weeds (which are removed from the ground
before they seed), leaves, rubbish, and flower stalks from the

flower beds, mowings of grass plots, &c. &c., is carefully col-

lected in a heap ; and to this are added the soot from the

chimneys, lime rubbish should there be any, the contents of a

drain from the kitchen sink, and the scrapings of about 200
yards of a frequented road. Upon this heap the chamber slop

pail is emptied daily ; and the whole is repeatedly mixed and

turned over till it is thereby decomposed ; and it is then fit for

use. The garden I allude to has a good dressing of this com-
post once in the year ; some parts of it twice a year. The
ground is dug deeply, and the few vacant spaces are thrown up
into ridges during the winter. The result is an abundant crop

of everything. The vegetables are of a good size, and generally

free from canker, and as well, or, perhaps, better, flavoured than

those produced in gardens which are constantly dressed over

with stable manure. It may probably be imagined that this

sort of compost will increase the crop of weeds ; but this is not

found to be the case, as the weeds are generally hoed up before

the seed is formed. The mixture of flower stalks in the manure
causes a few flowers to grow among the crops as weeds ; but
most of the flower seeds perish during the process of decora-

position. Now, why should not every cottager thus make his

garden produce its own manure? I can speak confidently of
the success of the plan, having observed it, in the case alluded

to, for the last five years ; and I strongly recommend it to the

attention of those who have the management of cottage allot-

ments. Were this plan adopted for the garden, all the straw-

dung produced in the pigsty might be laid upon the allotment,

and there would probably be sufficient to give the whole a

tolerable dressing every alternate year. The land would thus

be kept in a productive state, and abundant crops would remu-
nerate the labour of the industrious occupier. I, of course, sup-

pose the cottager to be never without a pig ; that he does not
sow the same sort of crop on the same plot two years following

;

and that his ground annually produces some kind of grain,

besides a crop of potatoes.

Wiltshire, Nov. 1834,

Art. III. Design for a Gardeners House, adapted for the South-
West Wall of a Kitchen- Garden. By Mr. Robertson.

The materials for executingj%. 12., as observed with refer-

ence to preceding designs, may be either stone or brick. The
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accommodation is as follows:

—

a, entrance lobby and stair;

b, kitchen, pantry, and closet; c, office, seed-room, and garden

library ; cf, journeyman's room : e, parlour, having, lil<e the

kitchen, a view of the garden
; f, fuel

; g, ashes ; Ji, privy

;

2, master's bedroom, having a view of the garden ; Jc, /, children's

bedrooms ; and m, journeyman's bedroom.

Art. IV. A Series of Designsfor laying out Kitchen-Gardens. By
Mr. T. RuTGER. Design 8., Containing nearly Seven Acres mthin
the Walls, and the small Garden and Slips about Three Acres and
Three Quarters.

The plan No. 8. {Jig. 13.) gives the entrance from the north,

which, in some cases, may be unavoidable, however objection-

able it may be as a general rule to follow. The object of the

small entrance garden is to keep from view the back part of the

forcing-houses and frames, and for an entrance to be effected

only into the departments fronting the glass of each. I have

suggested a flower-garden {fog. H'.) as appropriate for such an

entrance, in order to make it the more entertaining ; but a fruit-

garden may be substituted, if better approved of. If the flower-

garden should be adopted, entrances for a cart may be gained

through the forcing department and the frame ground, by
making the walks wide enough to join the central walk in the

garden. However, it is intended that it shall not be really

necessary to enter tliis garden from the north. The entrance

may be from the south, by omitting the lodging-room for the

second under-gardener; and, in this case, the forcing and frame

departments may be copied from plan No. 7., or they may be

left as they are in the present plan. The culinary departments

of this garden comprise within the walls nearly seven acres ; the

small garden, nearly three quarters of an acre; and the slips,

including the fruit-garden or orchard, nearly three acres more.

1 have annexed a plan for the flower-garden for approval, the

same as in plan No. 7., the back border of which is intended for

American plants. The side borders are narrow, in order to

have as much wall as possible for choice creepers.

Having thus gone through my proposed series of plans as far

as I think necessary, from which, by modifying, I conceive, a

garden may be laid out to any extent, and have all the con-

veniences necessary according to its size, I shall now lay down
my compasses and scales for the present. I had purposed to

give a plan with the forcing and frame departments at the south

entrance of the garden ; but, upon second consideration, I do
not see the utility of it, as sufficient ideas may be drawn from
the plans already given, for the construction of such a garden, if
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wanted. I have always considered it to be a convenience to

keep the forcing departments as near together as possible, as

will be seen throughout the series. A south entrance, I con-

ceive, is always to be preferred, if attainable ; and it may be

generally adopted where the garden is situated at the north,

north-east, or north-west side of the mansion, which is always

desirable where the garden is near the mansion ; but if far

removed, which is sometimes the case on large demesnes, it

becomes of less consequence.

I have introduced no standard fruit trees in the quarters of

any of the gardens, because, upon a general principle, I object

to them in that situation. Were I to plant any, it should be
those of the lighter sorts, as plums, cherries, &c. ; and these

alternately in straight lines upon the margin of the quarters, and
particularly on each side of the central walk of the garden,

where they would present an avenue-like appearance, and be
somewhat ornamental.

In conclusion, I beg to state that I shall be happy to see

other designs introduced in your Magazine, better adapted for

the purpose than those now submitted to the public. My
object, as I stated in the first instance, is to bring to view all

that is known upon the subject, in order to perfect the object

proposed.

Shortgrove, Essex, 1834.
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Art. V. Description of some of the Magnolias grotvn at Harringay
House, Hornsey, Middlesex, the Seat of Edivard Gray, Esq. By
Mr. Thomas Press, Jun.

I HEREWITH send you a description of some magnolias

grown in the garden of Harringay House. Among others, the

following are the most deserving of notice ; at least, all those

who have seen them, and who are acquainted with the most
remarkable plants of the same sorts, say they are the finest

they ever saw in Britain. The sorts I shall mention are

these:— Magnolm grandiflora var. obtusifolia, conspicua, and
Sou\ar\gedna, which are against a wall with a south aspect ; and
M. macrophylla, which is a standard.

M. grandtflbra is a splendid tree. Its beautiful white flowers,

which begin to open about June or July, and continue in suc-

cession until October, form an agreeable contrast to its large,

glossy, dark green foliage. This tree is 20 ft. 6 in. in height,

and is 22 ft. across from one side to the other. The circum-

ference of the stem, at 1 ft. from the ground, is 1 ft. 11 in. ; its

age, from the time it was planted, is twenty years.

M. conspima.— This fine tree is 25 ft. high, and 16 ft.

across ; the circumference of the stem, at 1 ft. from the ground,
is 2 ft. 8 in. ; its age is, also, twenty years. In the spring of the

year, it presents a most beautiful appearance ; for I think we
may calculate on liaving at least 2000 blooms on it this next

season.

M. Soulangeana.— This is a very fine tree, considering the

sliort time it has been in this country. About six years ago,

it was inarched on a strong plant of M. cordata, which was
planted at the same time as the others. It is now 20 ft. 6 in.

high, and 16 ft. across. The circumference of the stem, at 1 ft.

from the ground, is 1 ft. 1 in.

M. macrophylla. — This is the largest tree of the kind in the

country. It is a standard, with rather a regular-shaped head.

Its height is 22 ft. ; and the diameter of the space covered by
the branches is 17 ft. The circumference of the stem, at 1 ft.

from the ground, is 1 ft. 10 in. ; its age is twenty years. It pro-

duces an abundance of beautiful white flowers every year.

This, and one of the same sort at the Duke of Devonshire's, are

among the first that bloomed in this country. It is planted on
a border facing the wall against which the other three sorts are

planted.

The situation of these trees is on the top of a hill, in an
aspect nearly south. The soil, which is a sandy loam, was
trenched to the depth of 5 ft., and nothing put among it, except

a little bog earth round the roots of the plants when planted.

The subsoil on this spot we have not been able to prove, never
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having gone down deeper than 20 ft. ; but to that depth it is all

sandy loam. All the rest of our ground has a subsoil of strong

clay.

Owing to the wall against which the trees are planted being

rather short, they have not room to spread out as they otherwise

would do. I should think that M. conspicua and Soulangea;^^

would extend, each of them, 3 ft. more each way. The probable

height, at ten years old, of all the trees was rather more than

one half the present height.

The trees were planted by my father in the autumn pre-

ceding the severe frost in 1814; and, from that time to the pre-

sent, they have had no protection whatever from the severity of

the weather, notwithstanding the wall is only 15 ft. 6 in. high,

and all the parts of the trees that are above it, supported by an

iron trellis, are exposed to the wind and weather from all

quarters.

It is worthy of notice, that, a few years previously to the time

of these trees being planted out, the M. macrophylla was, in

several places, kept in the plant stove ; from that it was brought

into the green-house ; subsequently, it was planted in the open

air ; and is now one of the many very beautiful trees that adorn

our gardens.

Harringay Home, Dec. 27. 1834.

Art. VI. The History of the original Plant of the Exmoulh Mag-
nolia, in the Garden of Sir John Colliton, in Exmouth. Communi-
cated by Mr. R. Glendinning, Gardener to Lord Rolle.

Having written to various persons in Devonshire, and,

among others, to Mr. Glendinning, to know whether this cele-

brated plant of the Magnolm grandiflora var. exoniensis, men-
tioned by Miller in 1730, was the oldest tree of the kind in

England, we received the following notice, procured by Mr.
Glendinning through the kindness of Lady Rolle :

—
The hiformation of Thomas Tupman respecting the original

Plant of the Exmonth Magnolia.— He says, that his father was
gardener to Sir Francis Drake ; that soon after the death of

Sir J. Colliton, who lived at Exmouth, he (Tupman's father)

left his place, and rented the garden, in which the magnolia tree

grew, of Mr. Zorn (the then proprietor), with an agreement that

he was to make layers of the tree at half a guinea a plant. Zorn
made five guineas.

The garden afterwards came into the hands of a Mr. Davis,

a mercer, of Exeter. This was about forty years ago (1794).

Mr. Davis sent a labouring man, named Skinner, to cut down
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an old apple tree ; and, through this man's ignorance, the beau-
tiful magnolia was, by mistake, levelled to the ground.

The trunk of the tree was about 5 ft. in height ; and it was
1 ft. 6 in. in diameter. Tupman remembers a scaffolding erected

about it, in his father's time, on which tubs were placed, to pro-
pagate it by layers.

A s.mall part of Exmouth lies in the parish of Wittycombe
Rawley, in which parish the garden and premises of the said

Sir J. Coiliton were situated.

Bicton Gardens, Dec. 28. 1834.

ci~^- ,^

Art. VII. Short Communications.

Gate-fastening in Lord Aylesford's Park, near Meriden,

Warwickshire.— This fastening is simply a wooden drop latch,

but it forms part of
^^ one of the bars to

the gate ; and thus

has a neater ap-
pearance than most
of the common fast-

enings, not being

perceptible unless

when you are very

near it, and being

of the same colour

as the gate. The
latch is that part of the bar [Jig. 15.) which is coloured black,

and lifts up in the ordinary manner, with a pin at a. The catch

into which it falls has a screw pin through the post, and will

drive lower, if the gate happens to sink ; but this latter contri-

vance may be adopted or not. The keeper of the lodge stated

that this mode of fastening was a plan of his own.

—

Anon.
April 19. 1834.

All plants, whether in the garden, field, or forest, if in rows,
should be placed in the direction of north and south, in order
to admit the sun's rays every day equally to both sides of the
row.— A. S.

Equalisation of Soils.— As in every climate, and in every
degree of elevation above the level of the sea, at which useful

plants will thrive, there are found soils formed by nature which
are eminently productive; so, by analysing these soils, and imi-

tating them by art, every portion of the cultivable surface of
the globe might be rendered highly and equally productive, pro-

vided expense were no object.— A. S.
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Art. VIII. FloricuUural and Botanical Notices of newly introduced

Plants, and of Plants of Interest previously in our Gardens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions of the " Encyclopfsdia of Plants,"

and of the " Hortus Britannicus"

Curtis s Botanical Magazine ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight Plates; Ss. 6d. coloured, 3s. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow.

Edivards's Botanical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates; 4s. coloured, 3s. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,

Professor of Botany in the London University.

Sweet's British Flower-Garden ; in monthly numbers, each containing

four plates ; 3s. coloured, 2s. Sd. plain. Edited by David Don,
Esq., Librarian to the Linnaean Society.

Dicotyledonous Plants : Polypetalous.

XLVL C&ctece.

In the first part of the 16th volume of the Acta Acad, Ccbs.

Ijeop.-Carol. Nat. Cur., Dr. Martins has contributed a commu-
nication entitled " Beschreibung einiger neuen Nopaleen." This
includes technical descriptions and figures of several species of

Cacteae, which had been introduced, by the Baron Karwinski,

into the Munich Botanic Garden, direct from their native places

of grovi^th in the kingdom of Mexico ; and some generalisations

on the plants of this order, the geographical distribution of

them, &c. The Baron Karwinski has given other proofs of his

zeal for enriching the collections of Germany with Mexican
plants new to Europe : see X. 323., and the notice of Lopho-
spermum atrosanguineum in our present Number, p. 75. As
the last named plant has soon been imparted to the British col-

lections by the German ones, it is not inconsistent to suppose
that the Cacteae now noticed will also be imparted as soon as

practicable ; and, in the anticipation of this event, we already

register the names of them :
—

1471. MAMMILLA'RIA.
pycnacantha Mart, clustered-prickled tt. "^2 pr i sp Lem Oaxaca, Mex. O s.p N. cur. xvi. i. 17

polj^edra Matt. many-sided-mammiUaedti. ZII pr 1 sp Ro Oaxaca, Mex. O s.p N. cur. xvi. i. 18
polythh\e Mart. many-maramillaed • ZI] gr 2 sp P Mexico C s.p N. cur. xvi. i. 19
quadrispina Mart, quaternary-prickled JK ZI2 gr 4 sp P Mexico C s.p

coluTankns Mart. columnar-stemmed ffi(ZI]gr4?sp P Mexico C s.p Akin to quadri.
Zuccarinidna Mart. Zuccarini's **- ZU pr § sp P.Ro Mexico O s.p N. cur. xvi. i. 20
mystax Mart. mustachioed «L H] pr ^ sp R.P Mexico O s.p N. cur. xvi. i. 21
cirrhffera Mart. curXed-prickled «»- H] gr § ? Mexico O s.p
Karwinskio»a Mart. Karwinski's n. ZD pr | sp Bh Mexico O s.p N. cur. xvi. 1. 22
gladi^ta Ma}-t. sword-clad *»- Zl gr § ? Mexico O s.p

glochidihta. Mart. dart-clad **• ZZ) pr i sp W.Ysh Mexico O s.p N.cur.xvi.i. 23,1
v^tula Mart. age-prickled n. ZZ i'r f sp Lem Mexico O s.p N. cur. xvi. i. 24
cruoigera Mart. cruciformly prickled J*. IZ] pr i sp P Mexico O s.p N.cur.xvi.i. 25,2
sphacelata Mart. withered-prickled tt. IZ] i>r f sp R Mexico O s.p N.cur.xvi.i. 23,1

This last species is now lost to the Munich collection.

3359. ECHINOCA'CTUS.
pulch^lla Mart. pretty tt. ZU pr i sp W.Bh Mexico O s.p N.cur.xvi.i. 23,2
macrodisca iWa;^. wide-spread n. '. I°er i P ^ Mexico O s.p N. cur. xvi. i. 26
The plant of this last species has died.

Not any of these may be yet in Britain. All of them had
been introduced into Germany before May, 1832; for Dr.
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Martius's treatise was laid before the academy on May 21. 1832.

Some of them had been introduced as early as, or before, 1829;
for the names of some of them are registered in the Hortus Re-
gius Mojiace?isis, Munich, 1829.

The descriptions are very detailed and elaborate, and the

figures are exquisitely executed. Sections and views of the

mammillae, prickles, hairs (these are jointed in some species,

perhaps in all), flowers, stamens, pollen, pistil, and of the berry,

ovules, and seed, are given at the foot of one or other of the

figures of the specimens : these last are coloured.

LXXVIL LeguminbscB.

2100. PHA''CA. {^Jameson's Edi'n. Phil. Journ., No. 35., descript.
ca.n^scens Hook. ^ Arnoit canescent-kerbaged ^ J^ 1 ? in.jy Pa.Ro Valparaiso 1831? SI

Stem elongated, slightly branched. Leaf 3 in. long, of 10 or

12 pairs of leaflets. Racemes of flowers, axillary, on peduncles.

Corolla pale rose-coloured. " This plant, found by Mr. Cuming
at Valparaiso, we received in the botanic garden, Edinburgh, from
that of Birmingham, in spring, 1834. It flowered in the green-

house in June and July." (Dr. Graham, in Jamesori^s Edin. Phil.

Journal, No. 35.) The plant is most probably hardy, or nearly so.

C. Sapinddcecje.

1159. EUPHOnilA. [a floriferous branch ; Hort. Trans, ser. 1. ii. 28*, the fruit

t9359. i(/n^a« Lam. the \onga.n fruit i fr 30 ? my.jn Pa.Y China 1786. L r.m Bot. reg.1729.

The litchi [Euphoria Litchi'\ and the longan are two of the

finest fruits that the Chinese possess. Both species are trees

;

and many varieties of each are cultivated in China. In both
species the fruit is of this structure: a tough, thin, leathery coat

includes a colourless semitransparent pulp, in the centre of which
is a dark brown seed. The flavour of the pulp is slightly sweet,

subacid, and particularly pleasant to the taste, in a warm climate.

The litchi is most esteemed by Europeans ; the Chinese prefer

the longan, considering it to possess medicinal properties as a

stomachic. Both species have been transplanted, from China, to

many places in the East Indies. (Bot. Reg., Jan.) The figure

of E. Longan in Bot. Reg. is from a plant in flower in a hot-

house at Syon, in May, 1833. The figure of the fruit in Hort.

Trans, is from fruit produced, in 1816, at Mr. J. Knight's, of

Lee Castle, near Kidderminster : the only place in Britain in

which E. Longan has produced its fruit.

CXXXIX. UnecB.

921. iPNUM.
7428a moni'igynum Fo)-s<. cowcre/e-styled ^ A or 2 jn.au W N, Zealand 1832. S s.l Sw.fl.gar.2.s.270

Ornamental, herbaceous, perennial, hardy. The figure is

from " a plant which flowered in Mr. Knight's collection,

King's Road, Chelsea." We saw the species flowering in the

London Horticultural Society's Garden in August, 1833. The
stems, 2 ft. or more high, are garnished with glaucous leaves;

and terminated by corymb-shaped panicles of flowers, whose
Vol. XL— No. 59. g
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corollas are white, and as large as those of L. perenne. [Brit.

Flotio.-Garden, Jan.) The five styles are, Mr. D. Don has stated,

" united together along their whole length :
" on this ground it

is that the term monogynum has been applied. This answers

our objection in X. 356. : but is the concreted condition con-

stant ?— J. D.
CXLVIL ¥icdide£e.

1520. MESEMBRYA'NTHEMUM.
tl3174 rubrocinctum Haw. red-edged.^/rf. !U i I

or i my Pk C. G. H. 1811. C s.l Bot. reg. 1732

The flower in the figure is 3 in. across. The " species may,

perhaps, be considered the finest of this very extensive genus.

Independently of its extraordinary beauty, it has the great merit

of being able to resist as much cold as a pelargonium " is. Fi-

gured from a specimen produced in the garden, in Dorsetshire,

of the Hon. W. F. Strangways. [Bot. Reg., Jan.)

Dicotyledonous Plants: Monopetalous.

CXCV. Asclej)iddeae.

779. STAPE^L/^.
Gussonedna Jacquin Gussone's tt. ZD cu ^ o R.St Sicily 1833. C s.l Bot. reg. 1731

A native of rocks on the south of Sicily. All other known
species of Stapelm, and of the genera formed out of the older

genus Stapelm, are natives of South Africa. These facts suggest

considerations of interest in botanical geography, such as the

following, by Dr. Lindley : — " Are we to infer that Central

Africa contains stapelias in its unknown flora ? or is S. Gus-
sonedna a northern form, having no connection with the Cape
of Good Hope races except in general structure ? Perhaps we
shall be justified in assuming the former to be the more probable

theory, if we take into consideration that Forskahl found a

plant without flower, which he took for a stapelia, in Arabia

;

and that carallumas, which are altogether stapelias in habit, are

found in Continental India." Dr. Lindley has omitted to deter-

iriine to which genus of stapeliaceous plants S. Gnssonedna is

referable. Mr, Haworth had pronounced the plant to be entirely

different from any which he had ever seen. The flowers are

small-clustered, and not showy. Figured from the London
Horticultural Society's collection. {Bot. Meg., Jan.) Mrs.
Marryat possesses a plant of this species.

CCVII. Primiddcea;.

458. ^NAGA'LLIS 3851. Monfli;. [Bot mag. 3380
var. Willmoreana Hook. Willmore's JU lAJ or § au.o P.B.Y.R Madeira 1834? C l.t

Raised by Mr. Willmore, from seeds sent from Madeira.
Mr. Don of Knypersley Gardens, near Congleton, Staffordshire,

has sent it to Dr. Hooker, who received it with the specific

name of Willmoreawa ; but who thinks that, " however it may
excel the A. Monelh' in brilliancy of colour in the blossom, it

will, on all hands, be granted that it can only be considered a
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variety of that species." Tliis is doubtless a very desirable kind.

It flowers for a considerable length of time. Its corolla is " of
a brilliant blue-purple above, paler and redder beneath ; the eye
or centre yellow ; the margin minutely and irregularly crenated,"

{Bat. Mag., Jan.)

CCXI. Scrophularhiece.

3468. LOPHOSPE'RMUM D. Do?z. Sp. 3.— PSw. fl. gar. 2. s. 250
atrosanguineum Zuccarini dark-red-coro//(ierf § I

or 10 jn.o D.P Mexico 1833. C p.l
Synonymes : Rhodochiton volubile Zaccaj-zw, in 1829; LophospiJrmum atrosanguineum ZaccanW,

in 1832; LophospiJrmum RhodochUon D. Don, in 1834.

Plants of this showy-flowered climbing species were raised, in

182^8, in the Munich Garden, from seeds brought from Mexico
by Baron Karwinski. M. Zuccarini sent, in 1829, the species

to several gardens under the name Rhodochiton volubile, which
he had applied to it. His subsequent examination convinced
him that the species is one of the genus Lophospermum. The
characteristics of this genus were first described, by Mr. D. Don,
in the lAnudsan Transactions ; where he has also described two
species of it. M. Zuccarini has, in the Ahhandlungen der Mathe-
matisch-Physikalischen Classe der Koniglich Bayerisclien Akademie
Wissenschqften (Munich), 1832, presented an abstract of these

characteristics ; and described, in p. 306., those of the plant he
had formerly called Rhodochiton volubile, and has there applied

to it the name Lophospermum atrosanguineum. This fact was
not present to Mr. D. Don's mind when he named the same
species Lophospermum Rhodochiton in Sweet's British Flower^
Garden, Aug. 183 1, t. 250.; and Mr. D. Don has kindly com-
municated these particulars to us, that the priorly published

name, Lophospermum atrosanguineum Zuccarini, may be made
known as the legitimate one, to the abrogation of the name L.
Rhodochiton D. Don. In the Ahhandlungen, tab. 13., a plate of
excellent figures, uncoloured, of the species is given : they exhibit

a flowering specimen, and several parts of the flower and fruit.

For information on the habits of the species, see Gard. Mag.,
X. 460.

1779. GERA'RD//i. [^Jameson's Eden. Phil. Journ., No. 35., descript.

aphfUa Nutt. \eaRess-stemmed O or 3 n Ro From N. Carolina to Florida 1834? S bog

This very pretty plant came up in soil in which plants of

Dionae^a Muscipula had been imported, from North America,

by Mr. Cunningham of the nursery at Comely Bank, near

Edinburgh. It flowered in the stove in November, 1834. [It

was probably kept in the stove only because the plants of

DionaeV, among which it had grown, were of necessity kept in

that department.] Its flov/ers terminate the stem and branches

in spicate racemes ; the corolla is half an inch long, half an inch

across, rose-coloured. (Dr. Graham, in Jameson^s Edin. Phil.

Journ., Jan.)
G 2
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1804. COLLI'NS/^.
16019a bfcolor jBenZA. two-coloured-coroKafd O or limy. s W.P California 1833 S Lt Bot. reg. 1734

Collected, by Mr. Douglas, for the London Horticultural

Society. " It grows from 1 ft. to l^ft. high; and produces its

pretty blossoms most copiously in May and June, when it has

been sown the previous autumn : if sown in May, it will flower

in August and September." Its corolla is twice the size of that

of C. grandiflora ; the upper lip and the tube are white, the

lower lip rosy purple. [Bot. Reg., Jan.)

CCXIII. ^oldnecE.

482. BRUGMA'NS/^. [Sw. fl. gar. 2. s. 272
sanguinea ^. .^ P. dark-red-coroWaerf 3^

i | or 12 o.n D.R Peru and New Granada 1833. CI

A very interesting species in the beauty of its flowers and
leaves, and in the comparative hardihood it has evinced : the

last quality is likely to render the first and second enjoyable by
British lovers of the beauties of plants. Stem arboreous, 3 ft.

to 12 ft. high. Branches short and leafy. Leaves from 2 in. to

9 in. long, and from 1 in. to 5 in. broad ; alternate, ovate-oblong,

waved and scalloped, with short blunt lobes ; the whole dark

green above, paler beneath. Flowers produced singly from \\ie

forks of the branches. Corolla funnel-shaped, 7 in. long
;
green

towards the base, orange- yellow farther along its length ; the

limb 5-lobed, of a deep orange-scarlet; and this colour, lessened

in intensity, seems to extend down the tube until it blends with

the orange yellow, which, in its turn, blends with the green

below it. B. sanguinea was raised in 1833, from imported

seeds, at Hayes Place, Kent, the seat of Miss Trail. " One of

the plants survived the winter in the open border; and this has

happened to be the first to flower, which it did in October, 1834.

The rest of the plants began to blossom soon after, and all,

apparently, varying in the degree of intensity in colour .... In

a sheltered border, with a southern aspect, we have no doubt of

its flowering quite as well as if retained in the conservatory."

[Brit. Flow.'Gardeii, Jan.)

CCXXI. LaUdtce.
3451. GARDOQUr.^ R. & P. {Hon Diego Gardoqui, Minister of Finance under Charles IV. of

Spain ; who greatly promoted the publication of the Flora JPeiuviana.— D. Don.)
14. 1. Sp. 3—

Hooker? Benth. Hooker's 41.
( I

or 1| jn.o S S. Carolina 1832. C p.l Sw.fl.gar.2.s.271

A small upright branched shrub, with obovate pointed leaves,

from a quarter of an inch to half an inch long ; of a glaucous-

green colour. Flowers produced at the axils of the leaves,

singly or three together. Corolla large for the foliage ; by the

figure, l^^in. long; scarlet, tubular, and expanded at the mouth
into two distantly separated lips, the lower of which is 3- cleft.

Mr. Charlwood introduced the species, in the end of 1831, or

early in 1832. (British Flower- Garden, January.) It is a

delicate showy little shrub. Mr. Dennis has plants of it in

cultivation.

i
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MONOCOTYLEDONOUS PlANTS.

CCXXXVIII. Amari/llidead.

979. ALSTRCEME^R/^. (Bomarea Mirbel : Lindley in Bot. Reg. 1410., Penny in Gard. Mag. ix. 491.)
8045a Salsilla L. Salsilla _$ (Z3 or 5 my.jy P.W.O Chile 1831. H l.s.p Sw.fl.gar.2.s.269

A. oculata Lodd. Bot. Cab. 1851., Bot. Mag. 3344.

8045 edCilis Tussac edtabXe-tubered | f7V! clt 6 jnjl G.C S. America 1806. D l.s.p Bot. mag. 1613
A. Salsilla of some botanists of Britain, but not of Linnseus. Tussac has named this species A.
eddlis in his Flore des Antilles. — Z). t>on.

In VIII. 724-., IX. 491., X. 461., are notices of a newly
introduced species of Alstrcemer/c, named A. oculata. Mr. D.
Don has discovered that this was really the kind which Linnaeus

intended as his A. Salsilla, [Brit. Flow.-Gard., Jan.)

CCXL. Orchidece.

ACANTHOPHrPPIUM. (" A name, the meaning of which is not explained by its author.
Dr. Blume." —Dr. Lindley.) 20. 1. Sp. 3. — [Bot. reg. 1730

hicoXor Lindley tvio-colouteA-perianthed jgEJorfjn Y.R Ceylon 1833? O p. s.potsherds

It has very much the habit of a Geodorum, only it has pseudo-

bulbs intead of tubers. It is attractive in its flowers : these are

produced, from two to four together, upon a short peduncle
Vv'hich arises from near the base of the shoots. The perianth is

tubular and bellied, about 1^ in. long, and is a little expanded at

the tip ; the tubular part is of a rich yellow colour ; the expanded
portion dark red, of which colour the tips of two of the petals

partake. The figure is from a plant possessed by the London
Horticultural Society. Two other species of the genus are

known ; one is a native of Java, one of Sylhet. (Bot. Reg., Jan.)

2483. HABENA^RIA § Trffidae \ MultlfidEe.

gigant^a S»z. gigantic-pro;)or/io?i(?cf ^ 123 or 4 s Gsh.W Bombay 1834. O p.l Bot. mag. 3374

Plants of this species, under the name of O'rchis Susann(2?,

were received at the Glasgow Botanic Garden, in June, 1834,

among other terrestrial orchideous plants from Bombay, from
Joseph Nimmo, Esq. Those of H. gigantea flowered in great

perfection in the following month of September, yielding a deli-

cious fragrance, and have added a truly splendid plant to the

already rich collection of Orchideae in that establishment. Stem
3ft. to 4ft. high, stout, very leafy; lower leaves broadly ellip-

tical ; flowers four to six, very large, nearly 4 in. between the

extremes of the two lateral sepals
;
greenish white, very fragrant.

The spur very long, green. The side lobes of the lip divided

like a comb. [Bot. Mag., Jan.)

2j1 I. MICRO^TIS. {Mikros, small, ous otos, an ear ; a small auricle on each side the column.)
20. 1. Sp. 4.—

+22600 parviflbra Bn iZ. small-flwd. AlA]cu1s.o Pa.G.W Port Jackson 1824. O m.s Bot.mag.3377
lahASa R. Br. middle-s/xerf it lAJ cu 2 ... Pa.G.W King G.'s Sd. 1823. O m.s Bot.mag.3378
Banks« Hook. ' B.inks's A lAI cu New Zealand Bot. mag. 3377. in the text
Synonyme : M. jsorrifolia Sprengel.
" It appears to stand intermediate between M. r^ra M. Br. and M. mfedia R.Br."

Stems and leaves slender ; flowers in a spike at the tip of the

stem, small and unshowy. In the figures cited, highly magnified
views of several of the parts of the flowers are presented. M.
parviflora flowered at Kew in 1828; in the Glasgow Botanic
Garden, in 1834. M. media flowered at Kew in 1825, and died

afterwards. M. Banks?'/ may not have yet been seen living in

Britain. [Bot. Mag., Jan.)
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"78 Mamshi d^Horticulture.
to"-

REVIEWS.

Art. I. Magasin d' Horticulture, contenant la Description, la St/no-

nymie, et la Culture des Plantes les plus remarquables, les plus

Tares, et les plus nouvellement introduites en Belgique, et toutes les

Nouvelles de quelqu Inthet qui ont rapport a V Horticulture. Supple-

ment aux ouvrages de Dumont-Courset, Noisette, Vilmorln, Poi-

teau, &c. Par R. Courtois, Docteur en M(^decine, Sous-Directeur

du Jardin Botanique de I'Universit^ de Liege, &c. 8vo, 10 monthly
numbers. Liege, 1832-3.

In the preface, the author informs us that England has her

Botanical Magazine, Register', and Cabinet ; France, her Herbier

de rAmateur ; and Belgium her Sertum Botanicum; but that

these works, being illustrated with coloured plates, are only

accessible to a few. He therefore proposes to publish descrip-

tive notices, without plates, of all the plants newly introduced

into Belgium. In addition to this descriptive list, he proposes

devoting a few pages, in every number, to horticultural and
botanical news.

On looking over the numbers before us, we find short descrip-

tions of 677 species, chiefly from English periodicals, but partly

from Continental works, and a few from plants in Belgian nur-

series, and particularly in that of M. Jacob Makoy, at Liege.

There is an introduction, explaining botanical terms, and giving

an outline of the natural system, with its improvements by Dr.
Lindley, as in his Introduction to Botany, edit. 1832.

The following plants, described in Dr. Courtois's Magasin, do
not appear yet to have found their way into our Hortus Britan-

nicus, and most of them not into British nurseries, unless we are

to suppose that they exist there under different names :— Ca-
mellm japonica candidissima, called by some C. Siebold/; it is

stated to have been brought direcdy from Japan, by Dr. Siebold

;

that it assimilates to C. j. Wellbank/a?za, and is deemed by some
a species. Cheiranthus Chelri folio variegato, floribus purpureis

plenis ; this kind has been received at Claremont from Dr. Cour-
tois; and is stated to be a very pretty one. Acacia paradoxa
Dec, A. curvif61ia Bonjpland. A^cer eriocarpon Mx. var. inter-

medium Courtois, seen in the garden of " M. Membrede a Ol-
beck ;

" [looks as if intermediate between eriocarpon Ma\ and
riibrum Z/.] ^'sculus Hippocastanum f51io toto luteo Cour-

tois. Amaryllis Carnarvon^ Dec, Zdgus Hort. Par. Ane-
mone arborea, ^ristolochia galeata Martins. -Betula carpathlca

W. and K., anticifolia Courtois, nitida Don. Calceolaria excelsa,

and varieties of it. Catalpa virginiana flore caeruleo. Cam-
panula muralis (syn. C. Portenschlagw«« R. and S.), Cerasus

Mahdleb nana, Corylus purpi^rea Hort. (the leaf is purple). Di-

I
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gitalis truncata Hort. Fagus sylvatica var. tricolor, F, s. var
fol. varieg. albo, F. s. fol. toto luteo : these, with the ^'sculus
and Catalpa above, are cultivated by M. Henrard, nurseryman,
near Liege, " a St. Walburge." Gesnera elongata Kth.^ placen-
tifera Loddigess Catalogue. Grindel/a villosa. /Vis germanica
varietas Van de Wiel. M. Curtois believes this to be a hybrid
between /. germanica and /. variegata. Lantana niveo-Cam-
mara Lejeune, a hybrid originated by M. Millet, iilium exi-

mium Coicrtois (syn. L. speciosum Siebold, "who brought it from
Japan, and who has enriched our gardens with a great quantity

of pretty plants of that country." Lobelm propinqua Hort.
Angl. : this is suspected to be a hybrid from L. fuigens. L. Tupa
purpiirea, L. cuneifolia Lk. and O., /iederacea Hort. Peebnia
albiflora var. Reeves// ; P. Moidan rosea Conrtois : this is stated

to be distinct from the variety known in Britain by this name

;

this last is P. M. rubra Coiniois. Phlox macrophylla, " a hy-
brid ?" cruenta, " a hybrid ? " philadelphica, NuttalhV (" Ingrom
of the gardeners is the same species"), Caldriana, Thomson/.
Pimelea paludosa R. Br. Polygala gracilis Courtois, raised at

Brussels, from seeds received from the Cape. Pyrethrum ma-
deriense. i^hododendron Low//, a pretty variety of li. p6n-
ticum, originated (gagnee) by M. Jacob Makoy : it is named
after Mr. Low of Clapton. Salpiglossis fulva Courtois. ^Salvia

chinensis (syn. S. ietonicifolia var. M. and S.). Sc6tt/« trapezi-

formis Mackay. Clethra Michaiix//. Coreopsis Ackermann/
Hort. Angl. Davies/a pungens Mackai/s Catal., 1825. [M.
Courtois has the Eutaxia pungens distinct from this.] Dill-

wyn/a cinerascens var. aurantiaca, a hybrid obtained from seeds

by M. Makoy, and one which, M. Courtois remarks, " offers

a twofold interest; for the beauty of its flowers, and because it

is the product of the fecundation of a Dillwyn/a cinerascens by
a Polygala attenuata; as the possibility of this kind of cross

impregnation has been recently denied." Epidendrum palli-

dum Courtois, gracile Hort. Belg. Lantana multifl5ra Hort.,

iilium speciosum Thunb. P^rk/« africana R. Br. Pyrus glu-

tinosa Madiot. i^ubus cae'sius folio variegato, collinus W. and
N. flore pleno, discolor W. and N. semiplenus, discolor W. and
N. iellidifiorus. J^inca rosea foliis variegatis. vi'rctium nemo-
rosum Lejeune et Courtois. Ipomoe^a involucrata Beauvois.
Fuchs/a Thomson/. Phlox pulchella Hort.

That part of the work which is of most interest to the British

gardener is the miscellaneous portion; and this we shall look
over, extracting anything that we may think interesting to our
readers.

The first article is on the geography of plants, and its appli-

cation to their culture, by Dr. Courtois, the editor. The
problem to be solved is, " the native country of a plant being

G 4
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given, to determine its culture in another country." To solve

the problem, regard must be had to the station or habitat of the

plant in its native country, the climate, the elevation, the soil,

the supply of v^^ater, and the nature of the plant itself; viz., -whe-

ther it is a tree or shrub, deciduous or evergreen, annual or

perennial, &c. &c. The subject of the geography of plants only

began to be studied at the beginning of the nineteenth century

;

and little has yet been done in the way of its application to

the arts of culture. Plants may be divided, with reference to

cultivation, into those of the open air, the orangery or conserv-

atory, the green-house, and the stove. Each of these classes

may be again arranged into those of common soil and those of

heath soil. In duration, they are either annual, biennial, or

woody ; and, in regard to growth, either summer-growing, that

is, making their young shoots in summer ; or winter-growing,

that is, making their young shoots in winter. The general prin-

ciple. Dr. Courtois observes, is, to place the plant we wish to

preserve in the same circumstances, as far as practicable, as it

was in in its natural habitat. He next describes the climate of

Belgium, which appears to be much the same, in point of irregu-

larity, as that of Britain ; but with a more severe winter, and a
hotter summer. The plants which survive the Belgic winter in

the open air are those of Russia in Europe, Caucasus, Siberia,

Sweden, Norway, Germany, Hungary, Switzerland, the Nether-

lands, France on the north of its central range of moun-
tains, England, North America, Thibet, and Nepal. Those of

the above countries are to be excepted which grow on the

summit of high mountains, where they are sheltered during

winter by a thick layer of snow. These require, in Belgium,

during winter, to be covered with peat ashes, leaves, moss, or

litter, or, for greater security, to be put in pots, and kept in a
frame or conservatory. In the latter cases, they flower in

February or March. The same plants which require to be
kept in green-houses in England, require a green-house also in

Belgium ; but a number which stand the open air about Lon-
don, such as the Camellm, Sec, and even some of our common
hardy evergreens, will not stand the open air during winter

either near Brussels or Paris.

In the fifth number of this work, we find a notice of a rival

publication, UHorticulteur Beige, in monthly 12mo numbers,
each number containing twelve pages, and the subscription for

the year to be three francs (25. 6d.). Many of the articles in this

publication are said to be taken from the work of Dr. Curtois ;

but, in the sixth number of the Magasin d'Hortictdttire, we
learn that DHorticulteur Beige was discontinued after the third

number.

In speaking of the new fruits raised from seed by M. van
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Mons, it is said to be much easier to raise new varieties of
summer or autumn pears than of winter pears. Earlier pears
have not been obtained than the Petit muscat, Madeleine, Blan-
quet, Cuisse-madame, and d'Epargne; nor later ones than the
Bon Chretien d'hiver and the Bergamotte de la Pentecote.
Many early pears have a musky flavour, but not one late pear.

To obtain late melting pears ought to be the great object of
those who try to originate new sorts. In No. vi. the employ-
ment of rhubarb stalks for food is mentioned as something new;
and a paper is promised on the subject, vt^hich is given in

No. VII.

A system of cropping a kitchen-garden is also given in

No. VII. The ground is divided into eight parts, which are
cropped thus : — 1 . From September till May, peas ; from May
till July, radishes, lettuces, spinach, cucumbers, and young
potatoes ; from August to November, winter turnips, carrots, or
cabbages, or artichokes for the following year. 2. From
August till May, winter carrots and cabbages, spring salads

transplanted in March ; in May, peas, beans, kidneybeans,
lentils, early potatoes, and turnips, spinach, radishes, eav\y chi-

cory, melons, cucumbers, and gourds; all of which leave the
ground free for beginning the rotation 1. in September. 3.

In March, cabbages, cauliflowers, radishes, turnips, spinach,
salads, and spring onions ; all of which will leave the ground
free in August to begin the rotation 2. 4. In February or
March, make the first spring sowings of peas and beans, and
the first plantation of early potatoes ; to be followed by summer
salading, cardoons, celery, lettuces, spinach, radishes, turnips,

peas, beans, potatoes, and kidneybeans. All these articles will

leave the ground free in March for commencing rotation 3.

In exposed situations, German greens and Brussels sprouts may
be substituted for some of the more tender articles. 5. In

March, plant Jerusalem artichokes and late potatoes, sowing
between them onion and cabbage seeds for early removal. Sow,
also, winter carrots, artichokes, cardoons (artichokes cultivated

in the same manner as cardoons, for the sake of the blanched
footstalks of the leaves), chicory, salsify, and scorzonera for the

following winter and spring ; during which they will be removed
in time to admit of commencing rotation 4. in February or
March. 6. Sow, in spring, anything which is removable by
August; when turnips and celery may be planted, or rotation 1.

commenced. The two remaining parts of the garden, 7. and
8., are devoted to artichokes and asparagus ; the former re-

maining three years, and the latter eight or ten years. We
have given this outline of a rotation for a Belgian kitchen-gai'den

chiefly with a view to stimulate some of our readers to give us

rotations for British gardens.
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In No. VIII. there is a memoir on acclimatising plants, in

which the principle laid down is, that every exotic tree, in which

vegetation is not suspended during winter, is incapable of being

acclimatised in countries where the native trees have no sap in

the exterior of their trunks (that is, no descending sap) during

winter. Deciduous herbaceous plants, from warm countries,

may be acclimatised, or rather grown, in cold countries, by
covering the ground in which they are planted, during winter,

with such a covering as will exclude frost. Plants with buds on
their roots, whether ligneous or herbaceous, from warm countries,

may generally be preserved by the same means ; and hence the

Bouvardz'a triphylla from Mexico, and the Chilean fuchsias,

though they die down to the ground every winter, yet, the roots

being furnished with buds, when they are slightly protected, they

never fail to send up shoots the following spring. The pelar-

goniums, on the other hand, having few buds on the roots, and
having these and the stems succulent, can seldom be preserved

through the winter in the open air. The period at which plants

vegetate in their native country materially influences their sus-

ceptibility of acclimatisation. The plants of the south of Chile

vegetate in their, native country at a time corresponding with

our winter; and as they preserve their habit of vegetating at

that time here, they never can be perfectly acclimatised unless their

period of vegetation could be retarded by giving them a new
habit. It is suggested that this might be done by keeping them
in the shade, and in a low temperature, until it was desirable

that they should vegetate. There are a number of other inter-

esting remarks in this article, chiefly taken from Humboldt.
No. X. contains recollections of a botanical and horticultural

tour in England, in the summer of 1833, by the editor, Dr.
Courtois, who was accompanied by M. Makoy. This is one of

the most intelligent and correct narratives of a gardening tour in

Britain, by a foreigner, published in a foreign work, which we
have seen. In general, such tours are full of misspelt proper

names, and misconceptions of objects. Even the tours of M.
Soulange-Bodin and M. Lenne, noticed in our first volume,

though much more perfect than those of preceding and sub-

sequent gardening tourists, are still liable to these objections.

Dr. Courtois was struck with astonishment at the extent of the

garden establishments in the neighbourhood of London, and
could not conceive how the nurserymen could find sale for such

an immense mass of plants. He was delighted with the small

suburban gardens, and with the beautiful plants he saw in those

of even a few yards square. He was pleased to observe pots of

flowers in many shops, and in the windows of most small houses

;

but, above all, he was charmed with the English parks and
pleasure-grounds. In speaking of the nurseries, he considers
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it worthy of remark, that hedges can be formed of the Portugal

and common laurel, of the alaternus, and of the holly ; from
which we may conclude that this cannot be done in Belgium,

any more than it can in the neighbourhood of Paris. But what
astonished him most in the nurseries was the number of plants

from the south of Europe which stand the open air. " One
might believe oneself," he says, " in Provence, or in Italy, if the

air were only equally clear, and equally warm, as in those

countries." Notwithstanding this, he found the finer fruits,

such as the apricot, the peach, the grape, &c., not ripening so

well in the open air near London as in the neighbourhoods of

Brussels and Paris. The cause of this discrepancy is to be

found in the comparatively uniform temperature of Britain

throughout the year, and the hot summers and cold winters of

the same latitude on the Continent. With respect to apples

and pears. Dr. Courtois says, that it appears to him that the

English gardeners do not understand how to prune them. They
pinch off too much young wood in summer (ils les ebourgeon-

nent beaucoup trop en ete), which destroys the formation of

flower-buds ; and they shorten the wood too much in the winter

pruning, which makes the trees throw out shoots of such lux-

uriance in the following spring, that nothing can stop them.

The beauty of the turf in England does not escape the notice of

Dr. Courtois ; and it would have been wonderful if it had, since

there is nothing like it in the world. He says, he found walk-

ing on our lawns more like treading on velvet than on grass.

He is astonished at the care bestowed in mowing them, and in

sweeping up the grass ; and, at the same time, at the utter dis-

regard paid to tlie value of the hay lost by this mode of treat-

ment. Some lawns, he says, are mown every week, and the

dead leaves swept up every day. The culture of legumes he
finds less perfect in England, in some respects, than it is at

Liege ; chiefly with reference to making the most of the soil (le

bon ernploi de terrain). " Little use is made of legumes in

England ; and they are not well cooked." " The pine-apple is

cultivated for the rich, and the elder tree to make British wine

for the poor." In general, he finds the foliage of our trees of a

darker colour than it is on the Continent; which he supposes to

arise from the freshness and humidity of the air, produced from

the vicinity of the sea and the cloudiness of the sky.

After these general remarks on the aspect of England and the

neighbourhood of London, Dr. Courtois notices the different

establishments which he visited, commencing with Mr. Charl-

wood's seedshop, in Covent Garden. With the immense bota-

nical collections of seeds from America and other parts of the

world, which Mr. Charlwood imports, Dr. Courtois was much
gratified j not only with reference to the commercial influence of
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their dissemination, but to its effects on botanical science. He
examined the herbariums at the Linnsean Society and in the

British Museum ; but, unfortunately, missed those of Mr. Lam-
bert, " dont la celebrite est devenue classique, et qui renferme

entr'autres les herbiers de Pursh et de Pallas." The palm-
house and the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges surprised, de-

lighted, and instructed Dr. Courtois ; and the description which
he gives of them occupies nearly three pages. He does justice

to the Clapton Nursery, and to Mr. Low ; to Mr. Press, and
the grounds at Harringay, where he found Magnoh'a conspicua,

M. macrophylla, and M. SoulangeaV^a, each 30ft. high; and
Melaleuca, Eucalyptus, Acacia, and other Australian plants, in a

conservatory, 25 ft. high. The nurseries of Messrs. Colvill,

Knight, and Lee are next noticed at length ; and also the gar-

den of the Horticultural Society, its collection of models of

fruits, and its tent, under which the flower shows are held,

which, he says, he was told cost 900/. (about 100/., we believe).

At Kew, he was struck with the arboretum ; and at Lady Tan-
kerville's he saw " the most astonishing results of attempts at

acclimatising exotic trees and shrubs." He visited Hampton
Court, and notices the two old fig trees in the fig-house, and
the celebrated vine. The gardener told him that the king had
new grapes on his table every week in the year, except the

last week in March and the first two weeks in April. (Mr.
Arkwright of Willersby has new grapes on his table every week
in the year, without any exception. In fact, any gentleman
may who chooses to go to the expense.) In speaking of Lady
Tankerville's, at Walton, Dr. Courtois enumerates most of the

fine specimens which we have noted X. 335.; and, when at

Windsor, he appears to have seen a large myrtle and an Arau-
cdria excelsa which we do not recollect. He saw, from the

terrace, " de loin, dans le bois, la demeure de Penn, le fondateur

de Philadelphie." He should have said the residence of the

grandson of that Penn who was the founder of Philadelphia.

We have noticed this place in IX. 528.

The park of Claremont is described; and justice is done to

the good taste of Mr. M'Intosh, " un horame aussi aimable qu'

instruit." The establishments of Messrs. Chandler, of Messrs.

Young of Epsom, and of Messrs. Rollison of Tooting, are noticed

in succession, and discriminating approbation bestowed upon
each. Dr. Courtois concludes with a notice of the Botanic

Garden of Birmingham, which, he says, resembles that of

Brussels.

Among the last notices in this tenth number is one of grafting

the live points of the shoots of a plant of Banks/a Baxter/, which
was already dead at the root and up part of the stem, on Banks/a
grandis, by M. Makoy. In another paper, the cleft-grafting of
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roses on briar or rose roots is recommended ; a practice which, we
believe, has been partially adopted by some British nurserymen.

In Nos. XI. and xji., which complete the first volume, there

is a note on the culture of ZJaphne Cneorum, by M. Jacob
Makoy, in which he says the great art of managing this plant is,

not to overcharge it with water at the roots. The silver and
balm of Gilead firs, and, in general, all such as, like them, have
their leaves flat and hollowed, are said not to lose their leaves

by the dessication of their branches, like the spruce firs; a fact

of some importance while branches of these trees are used for

the purposes of protection. The mistletoe is spread over the

greater part of Europe and Northern Asia ; but is never found
on high mountains. In Belgium, it is common on apples, pears,

and thorns, principally in the hilly part of the province of

Liege. The reason given by Decandolle why the mistletoe will

live on different species of trees is, that it pumps up for its use

the ascending sap from the alburnum, and not the elaborated, or
descending, sap from the bark. On this account, also, it hurts

the tree much less than if it lived on the descending sap. The
mistletoe affords a proof that the ascending sap differs very little

in different trees. Branches, in general, do not elongate after

their annual shoot is completed ; but the contrary is said to be
the case in Thuja, Juniperus, and Cupressus. The forms and
the colours of plants may be preserved by first sprinkling them
with the powder of Lycopodium, or, probably, with meal or

flour, and then placing them in a close case containing muriate
of lime. The muriate powerfully attracting humidity, the plants

are rapidly dried. This mode might, perhaps, be found suitable

for succulents. At the moment of concluding the twelfth

number of his work. Dr. Courtois saw in flower Camellm ja-

ponica Doncklaer/, so named after the head gardener at the

botanic garden at Louvain. It is said to be one of the finest

varieties in the trade, and may be had at Makoy's nursery.

We have not noticed a few topographical and other errors in

this work, because, on the whole, it may be designated as accu-

rately and respectably got up ; and we have no doubt it will be
of essential service to the botanists, floriculturists, and horticul-

turists of Belgium.

Art. II. Hookers Journal of Botany, 8^c. Part IV., for November,
1834, p. 289. to p. 390., completiiig Vol. I. ; 7 plates. 2s. 6d.

The contents of this periodical are, as usual, varied ; and, in

a scientific point of view, highly interesting. In p. 320., six

sorts of Xizyphus are described as among the fruits cultivated in
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the Island of Mauritius. Our readers are aware that one species

ofjujube {Z. vulgaris Lam., i^hamnus 2izyphus L.) is cultivated

in Italy; but it is too tender for enduring the open air in this

country. (See Encyc. of Plants, p. 479.) A paper, by Colonel

Hall, entitled " Excursions in the Neighbourhood of Quito,"

contains some interesting observations on temperature ; some of

which we have extracted, and intend to give under the head of

General Notices, as soon as we can find room. A number of

Himalayan plants are described in a paper of some length ; and

the volume concludes with an extract from a letter from Dr.

Poeppig to Dr. Hooker, giving an account of the writer's adven-

tures in South America, while travelling there for natural history

purposes. The plates are beautifully engraved ; and one of

them exhibits fruits of the different sorts of the jujube above

mentioned. They resemble small plums, or large cherries

:

some are round, others heart-shaped, and others oblong and

pointed. The colour is a reddish brown, or a greenish yellow.

Art. III. Royles Illustrations of the Botany and other Branches of
the Natural History ofthe Himalayan Mountains, and of the Flora

of Cashmere, 8fc. Part IV., containing from p. 105. to p. 1S6.

of the Illustrations of the Natural Orders ; with nine beautifully

coloured plates of plants. Folio. London. 205.

The first order in this part is Dipterocarpese ; which, being

peculiarly Asiatic, we pass over. Ternstroem/«Ve<^, which Mr.
Royle, with Decandolle and Lindley, considers as including the

camellia, &c., is highly interesting. The process of tea-making

is described from the different conflicting authorities ; but, as

might have been expected, not so as to settle the numerous
doubts which exist as to several points of the process, and even

as to the plants from which the different kinds of tea are made.
Olacineae contains only Asiatic and African plants. Aurantiaceae

and ^ypericinese are the next orders in linear succession. The
latter contains several species common to Japan and Nepal,

which will, in all probability, endure the open air in Britain.

Guttiferae, HippocrateaVfi^, and Erythroxylese are Asiatic

orders. Malpighi«cfi'<:s includes plants both of Asia and Africa.

With pleasure we arrive at Acaxmese, all the individuals com-
posing which belong to temperate climates ; such as Europe,
North America, Tauris, Tatary, and Japan. There are none
of this order in the plains of India, or on the Neelgherry Moun-
tains ; but on the Himalayas there are several species of the

genus ^'cer. No fewer than seven new species have been dis-

covered in these mountains, at between 2000 ft. and 3000 ft. of
elevation. A new genus, Dobinae\ has been discovered : it is a
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shrub 6 ft. in height, and, when in flower, has a very light and
elegant appearance. We trust it, and the seven new species of
A^cev, will soon be introduced into British arboretums and forest

scenery. Hippocastaneae : the few species which compose this

order are natives of North America and of the mountainous
parts of Asia. It is singular that the native country of the
common horsechestnut is yet unknown. It is generally thought
to belong to the north of India, but it has never been found
there. The genus Pavm, which is distinguished from that of
^'sculus by the surface of its fruit being destitute of prickles,

is frequently met with in the lofty mountains of northern India.

Pavm indica (not yet introduced into Britain) grows in elevations

of 8000 ft. to 10,000 ft. on various mountains, and also near the
sources of the Ganges. " It is a lofty and not less ornamental
tree than the common horsechestnut." The bulky seed of this

species is eaten in the Himalayas, and the bark is used as a
tonic. Sapindacese is both an Asiatic and a South American
order, and contains a number of tropical fruits.

Art. IV. The Complete Farmer and Rural Economist ; containing

a compendious Epitome of the most important Branches of Agricul-
ture and Rural Economy. By Thomas G. Fessenden, Esq., Editor
of the " New England Farmer." Boston, 1834.

The object of the author is to give a brief practical sketch of
some improvements in modern husbandry. With this view he
has " collected, and generally abridged, from the sources which
his occupation as editor of the iV(?w England Farmer has made
it his duty, as well as his pleasure, to explore." In the preface

the author gives some comparative observations on the agricul-

ture of the United States, and that of Britain. He quotes from
the journal of an American traveller in England ; and after-

wards subjoins his own remarks, and a notice of the climate,

soil, and husbandry of the United States. We shall extract

the whole, as likely to be useful to our readers, both agricultural

and horticultural :
—

" * Every spot of ground in England capable of being cultivated is im-
proved. Wherever I have been, the fields are generally small, enclosed by
hedges, and made perfectly smooth by means of cast-iron rollers. Numerous
trees are left to grow around the hedges, and scattered over the fields. These
are so nicely trimmed as to add greatly to the beauty of the country. Not a

weed is suffered to grow. The crops all look well, and are much more pro-
ductive than ours. The cattle and sheep feed on grass up to their knees, and
look, as we should say, fit to kill. The slight enclosures that keep them in

their pastures would be but a poor protection against our lean, half fed, unruly
animals. Here the cattle have no need to break fences ; they have food suf-

ficient within their own domains. I came here under the impression that this

country was bare of trees : on the contrary, I find it better stocked in this
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respect than the thick settlements of our own countrj'. We wantonly destroy

trees as if they were of no value ; here they are planted and nursed with as

much care as if they bore choice fruit.'

" Although we think the writer last quoted has somewhat exaggerated the

defects of American husbandry, we must allow that his strictures are not so

destitute of some foundation in reality as could be wished. We, however,

have of late improved, and are improving, in every branch of culture, and bid

fair soon to possess a system of agriculture as well adapted to our climate

and circumstances as Great Britain, or even Flanders, can boast of at present.

Our fields may have a less imposing appearance, and our products may be

less in proportion to the quantity of land we have under cultivation, and still

our tillage be, on the whole, judicious. The agricultural implements and
farming operations of the United States are, in most particulars, very similar

to those of Great Britain. Circumstances and climate, however, require

variations, which the sagacity of the American cultivator will lead him to

adopt, often in contradiction to the opinions of those who understand the

science better than the practice of husbandry. In Europe land is dear, and
labour cheap ; but in the United States the reverse is the case. The Eu-
ropean cultivator is led by a regard to his own interest to endeavour to make
the most of his la7id ; the American has the same inducement to make the

most of his labour. Perhaps, however, this principle, in this country [America],

is generally carried to an unprofitable extreme ; and the American farmers

would derive more benefit from their labour, as well as their land, if they

selected such parts of their possessions as they could afford to till thoroughly,

and to manure abundantly. A man may possess a large estate in lands, with-

out being called on by good husbandry to hack and scratch over the whole,

as evidence of his title: he may cultivate well those parts which are naturally

most fertile, and suffer the rest to remain woodland ; or, having cleared a

part, lay it down to permanent pasture ; which will yield him an annual profit,

without requiring much labour.
" The climate and soil of the United States are well adapted to the culti-

vation of Indian corn, a very valuable vegetable, which cannot be grown to

advantage in Great Britain. This entirely, and very advantageously, super-

sedes the field culture of the horse bean ( Ffcia -Faba), one of the most common
fallow crops in that island. Root-husbandry, or the raising of roots for the
purpose of feeding cattle, is, however, of less importance in the United States

than in Great Britain. The winters are so severe, that turnips can rarely be
eaten by stock on the ground where they grow ; and all sorts of roots are

with more difficulty preserved and dealt out to stock in this country, than in

those which possess a more mild and equable climate. Hay is more easily

made in the United States than in Great Britain, owing to the season for hay-
making being more dry, and the sun more powerful in the former than in the

latter country. There are many other circumstances which favour the American
farmer, and render his situation more eligible than that of those who pursue
the same occupation in most parts of Europe. He is, generally, the owner,
as well as the occupier, of the soil which he cultivates ; is not burdened with
tithes ; his taxes are light, and the product of his labours will command more
of the necessaries, comforts, and innocent luxuries of life, than similar efforts

would procure in any other part of the globe."

On looking over the body of the work, we find, as may be
expected, little that is not already in works well known to the
British public; though, occasionally, there are passages which
are new or interesting to many of our readers. Under the head
of pasture grasses, it is observed, that " few of the grasses most
valuable in Great Britain for pasture are the natui-al growth of
the United States; but it is believed that if the seeds were once
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introduced upon the American farms, we should find little diffi-

culty in naturalising them." (p. "-II.) This is a remarkable fact,

which was long ago noticed by Mr. Cobbett. There are very

few perennial grasses indigenous to Russia; and we believe the

same thing is the case in all countries having winters of six or

seven months' duration. It is certain, however, that perennial

grasses will live and thrive in such countries ; though it cannot
be expected that they should yield as much produce in them
as in those countries where they are kept in a growing state

nearly the whole year. The perennial grasses in the neighbour-

hood of Edinburgh are in a dormant state for three months in

every year: in the neighbourhood of London they are not in

the same state for more than two or three weeks. In general,

in all countries having long winters, annual and biennial grasses

will be found to produce larger crops than perennials. Clover
and rye-grass produce immensely both in Poland and Russia,

and we have no doubt they would do so also in America ; where
it appears, however, that the red clover is not much known,
though the white clover is produced in some districts sponta-

neously. For hedges, the ^hamnus catharticus is preferred, in

some parts of the country, either to the hawthorn or the locust

tree; and, in other parts, the Cratae^gus cordata is preferred to

the Cratae^gus Oxyacantha. Mangold wurtzel is much cultivated,

and upwards of 33^ tons have been raised on an acre. A plough,

formed wholly of cast iron, is in general use among the best

farmers ; but there are a number of other sorts, with American
names, which, being neither figured nor described, we are unable

to judge of with regard to their merits. " The tree and bush
puller is one of the most useful and effective implements in use

;

it is employed in clearing land of under-brush, small trees, bar-

berry, and other bushes. It is of iron, of any size or dimensions

required, something in the form of a rake or claw, with the teeth

much bent. The ground is loosened around the tree or bush
which is to be removed. The teeth, or claws, are entered on
one side, a horse or oxen are attached by a chain to the claw,

and drawn on the opposite side. One man and horse, or one
yoke of oxen, will do more work with this implement than five

men can do without it, in digging and clearing land." (p. 339.)

The work concludes with a calendar of operations to be per-

formed throughout the year.

Though this volume is, for the greater part, compiled from
British publications, yet there is enough in it to enable us to

form some idea of the state of agriculture in the United States.

The most remarkable feature is, the great number and variety

of the implements and machines in use. This forms a very
striking contrast to the infant state of agriculture in Britain,

where, a century ago, there was not more than one kind of

Vol. XI. —No. 39. h
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plough, cavt, or liarrow in use throughout the whole of Scot-

land, and only two or three sorts in England, The cause of this

difference is easily accounted for ; the Americans are full of

intelligence, and the high price of labour obliges them to seek

aid in improved machinery.

Art. V. Journal of a recent Visit to the principal Vineyards of
Spain and France ; tvith some Remarks on the very limited Quantity

of the fnest Wines produced throughout the World, and their con-'

sequent intrinsic Value; an Attempt to calcidate the Profits qfculti-

•vating the Vine ; a Catalogue of the different Varieties of Grape ;

and an Estimate of the Profits of Malaga Fruits ; together tvith

Observations relative to the Introduction of the Vine into New South

Wales. By James Busby, Esq. Small 8vo, 177 pages. London,
1834.

In our third volume, p. 462., we noticed a Treatise o?i the

Culture of the Vine^ and the Art ofmalcing Wine, by James Busby,

printed and published in the autumn of 1825. The work before

us is not a reprint of any part of Mr. Busby's former production,

but the journal of a tour made in the wine districts of France

and Spain, from September 26. to December 22., in 1831.

The work was originally printed at Sydney, and is now reprinted

here. Our Sydney correspondent, Mr. Thompson, has noticed,

in X. 1 59., that several vineyards have been planted, and
wine and raisins made near Sydney ; and Mr. Busby observes

that the degree of spirit with which the plantation of vineyards

had commenced in the colony, and the wine he had tasted, and
which was produced in the vineyard at the orphan school, left

no doubt, in his mind, of ultimate success. Aware, however,

that most of the information on vine culture and wine-making,

possessed by the colony, was derived from the practice of a

much colder climate, he conceived that a knowledge of the

practice in climates more analogous to that of Sydney might

hasten the pei'fection of Australian management. He was also

anxious to procure information as to the variety of vine which
produces the finest muscatel raisins at Malaga. These raisins

are dried in the sun, without undergoing any other process;

whereas, the other kinds of raisins are dipped in a lie, to which,

in the case of some soi'ts, oil is added ; thus enveloping them in

an alkaline or in a soapy crust before they are dried. Hence,
while the muscatel raisins, produce at the rate of 25/. per acre

to the grower in Spain, the other sorts are not worth a fifth part ji

of that sum. Mr. Busby has no doubt whatever of producing ^
muscatel raisins in the colony equal to those of Spain ; and in

that case, they will form a most valuable article of export.
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The colonists, he says, when once they have obtained grapes
suitable to their climate, ^' will require neither great study, nor
toil, nor expense, to enable them to make a good wine ; " and he
adds, " that, by a little attention to a few simple pi^inciples, they
may easily improve upon the practice of most old wine countries,

where error has become a habit, and a blind routine has been
sanctioned, or rather consecrated by prescription." Nothing
can be more just than these remarks. Settlers in these countries,

we are persuaded, would often do better by trusting to their

own resources, and thinking and acting for themselves, than by
blindly imitating the practices of countries from which they have
emigrated. A tour such as that taken by Mr. Busby is most
useful, even if it were only to convince us of the necessity of
thinking for ourselves. Wine and raisins will, no doubt, in a
short time, be articles of export from New South Wales; and
the high honour of having been mainly instrumental in bringing

about this desirable result will belong to Mr. Busby. We shall

now glance over his work,

Mr. Busby arrived at Cadiz on September 26. 183], and soon
after proceeded to the vineyards of Xeres and its neighbourhood.
The whole extent of the Xeres vineyards, which produce wine
fit for the English market, does not exceed 7000 acres ; and
about double that extent will also include the whole of a district

which produces an inferior wine, generally sent to England as

sherry. " A great portion of the wines exported to England
unde," the name of sherry are the growth of Malaga, and are

brought round by sea, and transhipped at Cadiz. Most of the

sherries sold by retail in England under 405. a dozen are either

of this kind, or of the commonest qualities of the district above
alluded to in the neighbourhood of Xeres, known as the vine-

yards of San Lucar and Port St. Mary." We must refer to

the work itself for much curious information respecting the dif-

ferent modes of wine-making at Xeres and other places in Spain,

and in Burgundy and other places in France, and of raisin-

curing at Malaga ; and shall chiefly confine ourselves to glean-

ing what we think the most interesting particulars which have
reference to gardening and to common agriculture.

In the south of Spain, no garden is ever formed but in a situ-

ation where it can be irrigated ; and the water for this purpose
is drawn from deep wells by what is called a noria, viz., a kind
of water wheel, which is described and figured in our Encyc. of
Agr., 2d edit. § T*^. The ground is laid out in small squares,

separated by channels for conveying the water. Each square is

a level panel, sunk a few inches below the water-channel ; and
at one angle of each panel is a small opening in its bank or

border for the admission of the water. On the margin of the

squares, garlic is commonly planted. The olive is raised from
H 2
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truncheons of from 8 ft. to 10 ft. in length, and from 2 in. to 3 in.

in diameter. " They are sunk about 4 ft. or 5 ft. into the

ground; and the part of the truncheon above ground is covered,

during the first summer, with a cone of earth or clay, to the

height of from 2 ft. to 3 ft.," doubtless to prevent the sun from

drying up the sap of the truncheon. Vines, in some places, are

trained with single stems to the height of 2 ft. or 3 ft., and then

allowed to branch out like gooseberry bushes ; they are manui'ed

with recent stable dung when it can be got, and the fruit is

never found to be injured by it. The prickly pear and aloe,

planted on the top of high banks, make a fence that would con-

siderably impede the march of any ai-my. The prickly pear

(Opuntia), even on a level surface, and raised from short cut-

tings put in where they are to remain, makes a tolerable fence

in two years. " If there is any part of the rural economy of

the Andalusians," says Mr. Busby, " which the settler in New
South Wales could adopt with advantage, it is the hedge of

prickly pears. It is not possible to imagine a more effectual

fence, nor one which it would take less trouble to plant or to

keep in order." Mr. Busby recommends " a spadeful of ma-
nure" to each " leaf or part of a leaf;" that is, to each cutting,

for the plant has no leaves (VIII. 616.) ; but this he will find to

be altogether unnecessary. The aloe (Agave) is also much
used for fences in Spain ; but it is considered inferior to the

prickly pear, as it does not produce an edible fruit, and it dies

off as soon as it has flowered. Xeres is supplied with water by
individuals who possess draw wells, several of which are at the

distance of a mile or more from the town. The water is raised

by a noria turned by a mule, to a cistern of sufficient height to

send it to the town in wooden pipes ; where it is received in

another cistern, under cover in a shop or shed, from which it

is retailed out to the inhabitants. Every vineyard of any con-

siderable extent near Xeres has its watchtower; and the cellars

in the vineyards are generally surrounded by verandas. All

the 267 varieties of grape described by Roxas Clemente [Encyc.

of Gard., new edit., § 5222.) ai'e grown in the vineyards of

Xeres ; but there are three sorts more common than all the

rest : these are the Pedro Ximenes and Uva de rey, black ; and
the Tintilla, black. The food of the vine-dressers throughout
the greater part of the year is a watery soup, garlic, prickly

pears, grapes, or other fruit, and bread. Bread and garlic, with

some kind of fruit, constitute, indeed, the chief food of the

labouring classes all over Spain. No farmer lives upon his

farm in Andalusia. At seedtime he comes with a sufficient

number of people to plough up and sow the land, and then

returns to the town till the season of harvest again calls him
forth. The corn is collected to a convenient spot, where the
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grain is trodden out by horses and cattle, and the straw is most
generally burned ; and thus closes the labours of the year. " At
one place," says Mr. Busby, " I saw seven men ploughing, each
with a pair of oxen, and following each other in the same furrow.

The oxen were yoked by the head." The plough was little better

than a pointed stick ; and these seven ploughs, following in the

same line, did little more than scratch the surface of the ground.
In travelling through the country, it is customary to pay a sort of
black mail to the chiefs of the banditti or their agents ; and to

such a system is this reduced,, that the banditti have regular toll

houses for collecting their tribute, (p. 29. and 37.) At Seville,

the sweet orange is more cultivated than the bitter. The latter,

as our correspondent Mr. Spence found in Italy (VII. 224.), is

much the hardier variety, and is always used as a stock both
for the sweet orange and the lemon. The orange groves are

reckoned of great value, though the fruit is not much eaten by
the natives, and the tree is seldom found in private gardens.

The trees are planted 20 ft. or 22 ft. apart each way ; and, in

good seasons, yield from 1000 to 1500 oranges each. During
summer they are irrigated every ten days. There are seldom
two good crops in succession, whether of oranges, or of grapes,

olives, pomegranates, or any other fruit ; which must be owing,
in some degree, to bad management, though mainly, no doubt,

to the seasons.

At Malaga Mr. Busby arrived on October 21. It is remark-
able that the proprietors of vineyards here have found that a
dark-coloured soil is the best on which to dry their raisin grapes,

in the same manner as the inhabitants of some parts of the Alps
have learned to throw black earth upon snow, to increase the

force of the sun's rays in melting it. The muscatel grapes are

only grown on a very limited surface, and never farther than
two leagues from the coast, " There are three distinct sorts of
raisins ; first, the muscatels, which are the finest, and are always

packed in boxes of 25 lb. each, and half and quarter boxes;
secondly, sun or bloom raisins, which are prepared like the

muscatels, but from a different grape, and which are generally

packed in boxes, but sometimes in casks ; and, thirdly, the lexia

raisins, which are packed in casks, or in grass mats called frails.

These raisins are of an inferior kind, and require to be dipped
into a lexia, or lie, of wood ashes, with a little oil, before dry-

ing." (p. 45.) The grass mats here alluded to are made of

the Stipa tenacissima, which also forms the ropes to which the

noria baskets are attached ; and which, indeed, is applied to a
great variety of purposes. Some of the vine-growers had
M'Culloch's Commercial Dictionary^ and had adopted his recom-
mendation of employing sulphate of potass in the wine-press

j

H 3
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others pursued a plan recommended in Dr. Ure's Dictionary of
' Chemistry. The sugar cane has been cultivated by a few indivi-

duals in the neighbourhood of Malaga for upvi^ards of a century,

and is now rather on the increase. The soil is in general of a

loose sandy quality ; but it is richly manured, and regularly

watered. The Otaheite cane is the variety principally planted.

This cane grows as thick as a man's arm, and is from 18 ft. to

20 ft. high. From Malaga, Mr. Busby sent to England a box
containing 500 cuttings of vines of different kinds, and also

dates, Jordan almonds, and onion, melon, and other seeds,

which he afterwards shipped for Sydney.

In the beginning of November, Mr. Busby took shipping for

Catalonia, landed at Roxas, and proceeded over land to Perpig-

nan, in France. ' Here he was shown the extensive agricultural

establishment of Messrs. Durand, bankers, even though he had

no letter of introduction to them. The culture both of the vine-

yard and the corn field in this part of France appears to be of a

very inferior description. In planting a vineyard, the ground is

merely once ploughed, and the cuttings thrust in with an iron

bar, and left to take their chance. They are pruned every year,

but never manured. On one of M. Durand's estates there is a

handsome mansion, with extensive gardens and a green-house

;

and Mr. Busby was happy to promise to assist in stocking the

latter with Botany Bay seeds. From the director of the Botanic

Garden of Montpelier, M. Delille, M. Busby received the

greatest attention, and cuttings of nearly 500 varieties of grape,

with a packet of seeds for the Sydney Botanic Garden. Pro-

fessor Delille showed him the cow tree (Galactodendron) and
the St. John's bread (Ceratonia), and informed him that both of

these useful trees would in all probability thrive in New South

Wales. At Tarascon the Messrs. Audibert conducted Mr.
Busby through their extensive nurseries, which he found very

well kept; entertained him at their house for a day and a night:

and gave him numerous seeds and cuttings, and even rooted

plants, of some varieties of grapes ; for none of which articles

would they receive any payment whatever, though he called on
them without any introduction. They even taught him an
improved manner of packing plants, which we have given else-

where. (X. 451.) In the neighbourhood of Marseilles the manner
of cultivating the caper was pointed out. Offsets are planted

4;ft» apart every way, and cut down to within 1 ft. of the ground
every year. A plantation will not last forty years; every bush
producing, on an average, l^lb. of capers annually. There can

be no doubt that the caper bush would succeed perfectly in

New South Wales. We recollect that, when Mr. MacLeay, the

colonial secretary, left London, he took with him seeds of K\x~

phorbm jLathyris, which is used as a substitute for capers in
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Paris, intending to sow them for the same purpose in the colony.

From Tain, on the Rhone, Mr. Busby went to the Hill of Her-
mitage^ of which he gives the following account:— " The Hill

of Hermitage is so called from an ancient hermitage, the ruins

of which are still in existence near its top. It was inhabited by
hermits till within the last 100 years. The hill, though of con-
siderable height, is not of great extent ; the whole front which
looks to the south may contain 300 acres ; but of this, though
the whole is under vines, the lower part is too rich to yield

those of the best quality, and a part near the top is too cold to

bring its produce to perfect maturity. Even of the middle
region, the whole extent does not pi'oduce the finest wines.

M. Machon, the gentleman whose property we were traversing,

pointed out to me the direction in which a belt of calcareous

soil crossed the ordinary granitic soil of the mountain; and he
said it requires the grapes of these different soils to be mixed
in order to produce the finest quality of Hermitage. I took
home a portion of the soil which he pointed out as calcareous

;

and the degree of eifervescence which took place on my pouring
vinegar upon it indicated the presence of a considerable portion
of lime. It is probably to this peculiarity that the wine of
Hermitage owes its superiority ; for, to all appearance, many of
the neighbouring hills on both sides of the Rhone present situ-

ations equally favourable, although the wine produced, even upon
the best of them, never rises to above half the value of the

former, and, in general, not to the fourth of that value. A
good deal may also be attributed to the selection of varieties.

The best red wines of Hermitage are made exclusively from one
sort of grape, which is named Ciras, properly spelled Scyras,

which is thought to be a corruption of Shiraz, in Persia, whence
this grape is said to have been brought originally, by one of the

hermits of the mountain. The white wines are made from two
varieties, the Roussette and the Marsan. The former yields, by
itself, a dry and spirituous wine, which easily affects the head,
and the plant produces indifferently ; the latter yields a sweeter

wine : they are mixed together to produce the best white Her-
mitage." (p. 108.) The vines of the Hermitage are strongly

manured ; and the proprietor said that, without frequent and
strong manuring, the vines would scarcely yield anything ; add-
ing, that providing only horse or sheep dun^ were used, there

was no danger of giving the wine a bad flavour ; which the dung
of cows, and especially of pigs, seldom failed to do.

One of the most remarkable practices in the culture of the
vine, and the management of the vineyards, is what is called

provignage, by which the vine is rendered a travelling plant It

is but slightly practised in Spain ; but is almost universal in

France, except on very rich soils. We have already described
a 4
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it in our first volume, and need here only remind our readers

that it consists in entirely burying the plants, except the points

of their shoots, at various periods, from three to fifteen years.

By this means, a plant at one end of a vineyard may ultimately

reach, under ground, to the other end. The underground

shoots do not decay for many years, and may sometimes be

found nearly 100 ft. in length. The object seems to be to get

young bearing wood, without ever missing a crop, which would

be the case, if the plants were raised either from cuttings inserted

where they were to remain, or from detached rooted plants.

As the trenches in which the plants are laid are generally made
as deep as the soil will permit, a great part of the benefit is pro-

bably a consequence of this thorough stirring of the soil. The
following is Mr. Busby's account of this practice :

—
" By dint of frequent observations and repeated questions, I conceive that

I at last perfectly undei'stand the system oi' provignage. To make it plain,

suppose a small portion of ground to be annually planted with vines. At the

end of ten or a dozen years, a number of the plants, in the portion first

planted, become weak and worn out. These weak plants are removed, and

their places filled by provins from their stronger neighbours ; but these pro-

vins are not mere layers which leave the stock exactly as before. The whole

space of ground, generally the breadth of two rows of plants, is dug out to

the depth of about 2 ft. ; the old stock is then laid flat down in the bottom of

the trench, and the branches, that is, the wood last produced, are twisted and

bent into the places where the voids are to be filled. The stock is thus con-

verted into the root of two or three different plants : it throws out fibres fi orn

every side, which henceforth yield the nourishment to the plants, and the old

rootdies off. I observed some spots where all the plants had been too weak

;

and a colony of young plants, as it was called, had been introduced, which

would be employed in peopling their neighbourhood when they had acquired

sufficient strength. The provignage extends irregularly over the whole vine-

yard ; but most, or all, of the plants are thus buried, and renewed once in

twelve or fourteen years ; and thus the whole is in a constant state of bearing

(the provins yielding a crop the first year), and it is seldom necessary to

introduce young vines^"

Mr. Busby's concluding observations are highly valuable :
—

" Having recorded with so much minuteness my observations on every

vineyard and district through which I passed, I will avoid adding to the length

of this journal by offering many general remarks. I cannot, however, refrain

from observing, that, from the albarizas of Xeres, the most southern vineyards

of any reputation in Europe, to those of the chalky hills of Champagne,
amongst the most northern, I met with no vineyard producing dry wines of

reputation which was not more or less calcareous. Although it is acknow-
ledged that two thirds of the vineyards of France are situated upon soil more
or less calcareous, by Chaptal, and other writers upon the subject, they have

stated that, provided the soil is porous, free, and light, its component parts

are of little consequence; and they enumerate granitic, schistose, argillaceous,

flinty, sandy, and calcareous soils as equally well qualified to produce, and

as actually producing, in different parts of France, wines of the finest quality.

It appears evident to me, however, that these writers have, in many instances,

been misled by the representations which have been transmitted to them : as,

for instance, when Chaptal and Cavoleau * cite the wine of Hermitage as an

* " CEnologie Francaise, on Statisque de tous les Vignobles de France.

Paris, 1827."
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instance of the excellence of wines produced upon the debris of granite

j

while the fact is, that the wine of the hill of Hermitage owes its superiority

over the wines of the other hills in its neighbourhood only to the circumstance
of the granitic soil of a part of that hill being mixed with calcareous matter;
and, but for this circumstance, I am satisfied that the wine of Hermitage
would never have been heard of beyond the neighbourhood where it grows.
I am therefore of opinion, that the finest dry wines owe their superiority

chiefly to the quality of the soil ; and I am much mistaken if it be not found
that the soils of all vineyards producing dry wines of superior excellence are
strongly calcareous. All my observations have led me to this conclusion, and
I know of no instance to the contrary. It will be observed, that I here only
speak of dry wines, for sweet wines of great excellence are produced in a va-
riety of soils, and, in fact, owe their qualities more to the variety of the grape,
and the manner in which it is treated, than to the soil. The sweet Muscat
and Old Mountain wines of Malaga are celebrated all over the world ; but
though they have the same varieties of vines at Malaga as at Xeres de la

Frontera, and pursue a similar practice in making the wine, the best of their

dry wines, produced on a soil consisting of decomposed slaty schist, are in-

sipid and flavourless when compared with the Sherries which are produced
on the chalky hills of Xeres. The sweet wine of Rivesaltes, the most cele-

brated in France, is produced on a granitic soil covered with pebbles ; and the
sweet wines of Cosperon and Collioure, in the same department, are produced
on hills of schist, as nearly as possible resembling those of Malaga. But
though the dry wines of both these soils are well known, they are not dis-

tinguished for their fineness or flavour. Their excellencies are their strength
and rich colour, which make them valuable for mixing with the weak and
light-coloured wines of the ordinary growths of Burgundy and Ma§on which
supply the chief consumption of Paris.

The limited extent of the first-rate vineyards is proverbial, and writers upon
the subject have almost universally concluded that it is in vain to attempt
accounting for the amazing differences which are frequently observed in the
produce of vineyards similar in soil and in every other respect, and separated
from each other only by a fence or a footpath. My own observations have
led me to believe that there is more of quackery than of truth in this. In all

those districts which produce wines of high reputation, some few individuals

have seen the advantage of selecting a particular variety of grape, and of ma-
naging its culture so as to bring it to the highest state of perfection of which
it is capable. The same care has been extended to the making and sub-
sequent management of their wine, by seizing the most favourable moment for

the vintage— by the rapidity with which the grapes are gathered and pressed,
so that the whole contents of each vat may be exactly in the same state, and
a simultaneous and equal fermentation be secured throughout— by exercising

equal discrimination and care in the time and manner of drawing off the wine,
and in its subsequent treatment in the vats or casks where it is kept— and,
lastly, by not selling the wine till it should have acquired all the perfection

which it could acquire from age, and by selling, as the produce of their own
vineyards, only such vintages as were calculated to acquire or maintain its

celebrity. By these means have the vineyards of a few individuals acquired
a reputation which has enabled the proprietors to command almost their own
prices for their wines; and it was evidently the interest of such persons that
the excellence of their wines should be imputed to a peculiarity in the soil,

rather than to a system of management which others might imitate. It is evi-

dent, however, that for all this a command of capital is required, which is not
often found among proprietors of vineyards ; and to this cause, more than to
any other, it is undoubtedly to be traced, that a few celebrated properties have
acquired, and maintained, almost a monopoly in the production of fine wines."

When Mr. Busby arrived in London, he offered to place

his collection of nearly 500 varieties of vines at the disposal of
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government for the Sydney Garden ; and requested permission

to have them immediately packed and shipped for the colony

for that purpose. This accommodation being granted,

" I set about having the plants transferred to more substantial packages,

and packed in sand and earth, in order to enable them to sustain the vegetation

vi'hich would result from the hot weather in passing the tropics. By the in-

vitation of Mr. Richard Cunningham, then of the Koyal Gardens of Kew,
and since, fortunately for the colony, appointed Colonial Botanist of New
South Wales, I transferred the cases to Kew, where Mr. Cunningham him-

self superintended their packing ; and I feel persuaded that to his care I am,
in a great measure, indebted for the excellent condition in which they arrived

at Sydney. Mr. Cunningham also found the cuttings sufficiently long to afford

a short cutting from each. These he took the trouble to plant out in open
boxes, and before leaving England he had shipped them on board the Camden
convict ship for Sydney, in such excellent condition, that he expresses himself

as having no doubt of their safe arrival ; and he is also confident that the

deficiencies in the first importation may be made good from them. Should
Mr. Cunningham's anticipations in this respect be realised, I will have the

satisfaction of having transferred to the colony, without any expense to the

public, and almost in a complete state, a national collection of vines, which it

was for three quarters of a century the favourite project of writers on agri-

culture, and agricultural societies in France, to collect, and which was at

length accomplished at a very considerable expense to the country, by the

Count de Chaptal, when Minister of the Interior under Buonaparte,"

The volume concludes with a catalogue of 454 varieties of

grape; all of which were, on January 22. 1833, alive in the

botanic garden at Sydney ; and most of them in the highest

health and vigour, owing to the great care and zeal of our cor-

respondent Mr. M'Lean, then acting as curator previously to

the arrival of Mr. Cunningham.
Independently of the instruction which we have received from

this little volume, we have been much gratified by its perusal on
several accounts ; the patriotic views, the indefatigable industry,

and the zeal of Mr. Busby ; the kind and hospitable reception

which he everywhere experienced ; and, contrary to the selfish

maxims which used to be thought politic between persons of the

same trade or pursuit, the liberal and unreserved manner in

which every description of information that he sought for was
given to him, and not only information, but plants, cuttings, and
seeds. When we consider that all this happened in a country

like Spain, where the cultivators, with the exception of foreigners,

are remarkable for their ignorance ; and in France, where the

people, only a few years ago, were considered by the first British

statesmen as " our natural enemies," there is surely evidence of

improvement ; and we cannot help anticipating in our mmds
what the progress of this improvement will one day lead to,

when commerce and every description of intercourse shall be
more frequent and free.
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Art. VI. The Fruit Cultivator ; being a practical and accurate De-
scription of all the most esteemed Species and Varieties of Fruit
cultivated in the Gardens and Orchards of Britain ; tvith Directions

for the Raising, Choosing, and Management of the proper Stocks ;

Modes of Planting, Training, Forcing, and Pruning the Trees or

Plants ; together with Directions for forming Fruit Borders, <^c.

By John Rogers, Nurseryman, formerly of the Royal Gardens.
12rao. London, 1834. 65.

The author " has, during a long life of varied and active

employment, made and kept notes of the results of his practice

;

which he now, in his eighty-third year, is induced to offer to the

young gardener and nurseryman as a fund of information which,

he trusts, will not be found unworthy of their notice." (p. vii.)

The work may be described as an amplified catalogue of fruits

;

including, as a commencement to each particular list, general

remarks on soil, situation, planting, management, &c. It is,

therefore, fully entitled to the denomination of a Fruit Culti-

vator ; and there cannot be a doubt but that every part is strictly

practical. The principal question that it occurs to us to ask is,

are the names used by Mr. Rogers applied by him to the same
fruits as they are in the Fruit Catalogue of the Florticultural So-

ciett/, Lindlefs Guide^ and the Pyrus Malus Brentfordiensis ?

Perhaps, in numerous instances, it was not in the power of Mr.
Rogers to state whether this was the case or not; but still, in

the greater number of cases, he might, and, we think, ought, to

have done so. He would thus have brought his book into har-

mony with other works of the same kind ; and more effectually

have conduced to the spread and application of the knowledge
which he has contributed to the common stock. For this reason,

in a new edition, we would recommend Mr. Rogers to place as

many synonymes after his names as he can do with certainty.

There are a few very trifling errors, which might be corrected

in a second edition. Such as " Braddick of Bury Hill," p. 4.

and 293., for " Braddick of Thames Ditton ;
" Lancelot Brown,

the gardener at Hampton Court, is confounded with Lancelot

Brown, the celebrated landscape-gardener, p. 84. : and Loudon
and Wise is printed instead of London and Wise in several

places ; a mistake which was also committed, some years ago, in

the duarterly Review, in an article on planting and gardening, by
Sir Walter Scott.

Having pointed out these few mistakes, it remains only to say,

that we think Mr. Rogers has here produced a most valuable

practical work, which deserves to be in universal use ; and
which adds to its other recommendations that of cheapness.
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Art. VI I. Catalogue of Works on Gardening, Agriculture, Botany/,

Rural Architecture, 8fc., lately published, tuith some Account of those

considered the most interesting.

Mantell, J., F.L.S. : Floriculture; comprising the General

Management and Cultivation, and Propagation of Stove,

Green-house, and Hardy Herbaceous Plants, Hardy Trees,

and Shrubs. Royal 8vo, 2d edit. Lewes, 1834.

This treatise was originally published as a contribution to

Baxter's Library of Horticultural and Agricultural Knowledge,

and was favourably received by the public ; as, indeed, it well

deserves to be. It contains 52 printed pages, for which 7^. Qd.

are charged ; and yet, notwithstanding, it has arrived at a second

edition.

The Committee of the Doncaster Agricidtural Association : A Re-
port on the Turnip Fly, and the Means of its Prevention

;

founded on Returns received to the Questions of the Com-
mittee, from 102 Correspondents in different Parts of England
and Scotland. Svo, 89 pages. London, Ridgway, 1834.

A sure step towards the gaining of knowledge is said to be

the ascertaining what it is that we know not. The present work
has, in relation to the subject of it, the merit of teaching us what

is known, and what remains to be learned. With regard to the

economy of the turnip beetle (erroneously called a fly), several

scattered rays of information are imparted ; but it is frankly

admitted that, as to the place, time, and course of its production

through the stages of ^gg, larva, and pupa, into that of the

imago or winged state, next to every thing remains to be dis-

covered. As, until we have ascertained the resources of an

enemy, we cannot cut them off^, and cannot, accordingly, hope to

achieve a conquest ; so it will be plain, from what has been stated,

that it may yet remain wholly unknov>'n what may be best to be

done to secure, to the greatest extent, crops of turnips from the

ravages of the beetle. We place, nevertheless, before our readers

a copy of the committee's summary of practical directions, which
they have deduced from the information they had received.

The summary is as follows :
—

" 1. That, most effectually to insure the speedy growth of the plant, the

land should be kept in the best possible state of" cultivation.

" 2. That scuffling or ploughing the land before winter, and clearing the

hedge-bottoms, and every other place which can harbour the insect, should be
systematically attended to.

" 3. That the fallow should be completed as early as possible, so as to give

an opportunity for choosing a favourable season for sowing.
" 4. That the system of I'idging the land, with manure under the rows, and

drilling on the ridge, be in every possible case adopted.
" 5. That the most favourable opportunity for ridging be chosen ;

particu-

larly that the land be not ridged in too dry a state.
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" 6. That, as soon as the land is opened for the manure, it be laid in; the
ridges formed, and the seed drilled immediately. The quicker these operations
follow each other, the better chance of the crop.

" 7. That the manure chosen be such as will be adapted to the soil, and
insure the speediest growth of the young plant ; and that a full quantity be
allowed.

" 8. That the seed be not deposited in the manure ; but the manure be
thinly covered with soil, and the seed drilled in this soil.

" 9. That a very liberal allowance of seed be given ; as much as 3 lb. or
4 lb. an acre for drill, and 6 lb. or 7 lb. for broadcast ; and that this seed be of
one year's [not different years'] growth.

" 10. That, as soon as the plant appears above ground, it be dusted with
quicklime ; and this be repeated as often as rain or wind beats it off, and the
fly reappears,

" 11. That, in places which suit, and in seasons particulary dry, watering
by a watering-machine be resorted to.

" Under these precautions, the committee confidently trust that the loss of
crop from the turnip fly may be, in most cases, prevented."

For the detail of facts and opinions which have led the com-
mittee to these conclusions, recourse must be had to the work
itself.

Sopwii/?, T., Author of Geological Sections of the Lead Mines
on Alston Moor and Teesdale, and of a Descriptive Account
with Architectural Details of All Saints' Church, in Newcastle
upon Tyne : A Treatise on Isometrical Drawing, as appli-

cable to Geological and Mining Plans, Picturesque Deline-

ations of Ornamental Grounds, Perspective Views, and
Working Plans of Buildings and Machinery, and to General
Purposes of Civil Engineering ; with Details of improved
Methods of preserving Plans and Records of Subterranean
Operations in Mining Districts. With 34 copperplate en-
gravings. 8vo. London, IBS*.

So little is isometrical perspective, or rather isometrical pro-

jection (for perspective it is not), known to architects, that, when
the designs of farm buildings, in our Ena/clopadia of Architec-

ture^ first appeared, many London architects considered them as

intended to be drawn in that sort of bird's-eye perspective which
was formerly used in giving plans of the grounds of the nobility

and gentry. It may be seen in numerous French works ; for

instance, those of Le Rouge, and in the English work of Kipps.

Isometrical projection, we are informed by Mr. Webster, the

geologist, was taught in Aberdeen when he was a boy. We
believe, however, that it was first reduced to fixed principles by
Professor Parish of Cambridge ; and first applied in practice by
Mr. Joplin, the author of an excellent little work on the subject

{The Practice of Isornetrical Perspective, 8vo, 45.); and in Westall's

Designsfor Farm Buildiyigs, published in 1827.

In Mr. Joplin's works, this mode of drawing is chiefly applied

to architectural subjects ; but in Mr. Sopwith's it is extended,
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as the title of his book shows, to those kinds of plans or maps
given by land-surveyors, surveyors of mines, and more especially

by landscape-gardeners. For the purpose of the latter, isome-

trical projection is as admirably adapted as it is for architecture

;

and w^e cannot but recommend Mr. Sopwith's work most strongly,

both to gardeners and land-surveyors. To land and mine sur-

veyors it is, indeed, indispensable ; nothing of equal importance

to it having appeared since Mr. Horner published his Improved

Method ofLand-Surveying in 1810.

Bagster, Samuel, jun, : The Management of Bees ; with a De-
scription of the " Ladies' Safety Hive." 12mo, 40 wood
engravings. London, 1834..

The publications on bees, as every gardener knows, have

been sufficiently numerous of late years. Many of them are

ingenious, though but a few have been of any practical use.

The great object is, to reduce the management of bees to a few

simple general principles. Among these may be included the

principle of limiting the increase of numbers to the quantity of

food ; that is, to the flowers which the given locality affords.

This, Mr. Nutt and Mr. Bagster have proved, is to be done by

keeping the bees moderately cool, and thus preventing them
from swarming. A second principle is, to keep the bees con-

stantly working; and this is effected by the operation of the first

principle, and by depriving them of their honey as it is produced.

The remaining principle is, to preserve and improve the cultivated

variety of bee. This is done by never allowing them to be

starved for want of food ; and by never allowing the larvae to be

reared in old cells. These cells become smaller with age, in

consequence of the thickening of their sides, owing to every

larva hatched in each leaving the membranous covering that

had invested it behind it in the cell ; and the smaller they are,

the smaller will be the bees produced in them. We merely

throw out these ideas, to show what we mean by general prin-

ciples; and to remind gardeners that there is such a thing

as cultivation and improvement in insects as well as in plants.

We are, perhaps, too apt, when seeking for principles of culti-

vation, whether of animals or vegetables, to rely on the efficiency

of imitating nature; but neither in the useful nor in the fine

arts must the principle of imitating nature be confounded with

the power of making fac-similes of her productions. The object

of cultivation is to improve, not to reproduce : improvement is

alteration ; and how is alteration, as an end, to be effected, with-

out alteration as a means? We are not quite sure that Mr.
Bagster's mode is the best hitherto discovered for cultivating the

bee ; but we certainly think it appears to be so : and we most
cordially i^ecommend his book to every one who wishes to prac-

tise bee culture on improved and rational principles.
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MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. General Notices.

The Buds, Twigs, and Branches of Trees are really so many Plants, growing
on one another ; for as they all proceed from buds, or may rather be said to
be buds expanded, we may thence infer that the buds they came from did, in

every respect, perform the office of a seed. The buds take root in the twigs,

the twigs take root in the branches, and the branches take root in the stem.
All these, taken separately, may be made to take root ; and even the roots of
a tree, being cut to pieces, and planted after a proper method, will vegetate
and become perfect trees. All this, and much more, has been shown by
Dr. Agricola of Ratisbon, in his Philosophical Treatise on Agriculture, which
1 have translated. (^Bradley's Works of Nature, \12\, p. 42.)

Naturalisation of Plants.— Heat being found to increase or decrease nearly
in a regular progression, according to the degrees of latitude, if we know the
mean annual temperature of any one latitude, and know also the latitude in

which the plant has been found, we may know the temperature it requires,

with certain exceptions, depending on elevation above the sea, the presence of
lakes or other bodies of water, or the shelter, shade, or reflection of woods,
rocks, mountains, &c. Thus, if the mean annual temperature of London be
54°, by adding one degree of heat for every degree of latitude southward, and
subtracting one for every degree of latitude northward, we shall have the
temperature sufficiently near for general purposes ; always, however, subject

to the modifications caused by the above accidental circumstances. Water
freezes at 44° of latitude on the European continent; while, on the American
continent, it freezes at 34° in the month of Januaiy. Three hundred Lapland
plants are found in the neighbourhood of Paris, and many of them farther

south. Some Lapland plants are even natives of India, such as iVymphae^a,
Drosera, Sagittaria, &c. {Templeton?^

Covering Wall-Fruit Trees luith Ivy was practised by R. Gole, Esq. F.R.S.,
in January, 1744; the result of which was, that he had vast quantities of
apricots and peaches, while his neighbours had hardly any. {Phil. Trans.

Abrid., x. 793.)

Plants were grown in Moss by C. Bonnet of Geneva, F.R.S., in 1746, and
found to thrive perfectly. He tried wheat, barley, oats, and peas, pinks, gilli-

flowers, daisies, tuberoses, tulips, hyacinths, narcissus, and cuttings and layers

of vines. {Phil. Trans. Abrid., x. 796.)
Transplanting large Trees. —• At Eastbury, in Dorsetshire, was formerly an

extremely magnificent seat, erected by the facetious George Bubb Dodding-
ton, Esq., afterwards Lord Melcombe Regis. The expense of building

amounted to upwards of 140,000/. The gardens were very extensive, and
ornamented with canals and various plantations of trees, many of which were
brought thither after fifty years' growth, and from the distance of several

miles. {Beauties of England and Wales, Dorsetshire, p. 417.)

Art. II. Foreign Notices.

BELGIUM.
Foreign Trees of the Netherlands.— I shall send your Return Papers to all

my horticultural friends in this country ; and they are numerous both among
gardeners and amateurs. American trees and shrubs thrive remarkably well

both in Holland and the Netherlands ; and you will be surprised to find how
many species and varieties of magnolias are cultivated here. The hot sum-
mers and cold winters, and the sandy peat soil, and abundance of water, make
this country seem to resemble North America more than any other part of
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Europe with which I am acquainted. M. Musch of the Botanic Garden of

Ghent will, I am sure, give me a good deal of valuable information, and the

dimensions of all his fine specimens. I would recommend you to write to

M. le Brument, Rue Ricler, No. 26., a Paris : he is capable of giving you
much information. [Perhaps M. Vilmorin will be kind enough to speak to

this gentleman for us.] The HoriiciiUeur Beige translates all the principal

papers in your Gard. Mag. ; and that of Joseph Knight has made a good deal

of noise, both in the former work, and in some of the newspapers here. I am
preparing for you the horticultural experience of the six years I have been in

this country. [We shall be most happy to receive it.]— John Maddison.

Wondelgem, near Ghent, Dec. 6. ISS'i.

GERMANY.
Vienna, Nov. 20.— Every thing shall be done for your general history of

the trees of temperate climates. You say you have received from Baron
Jacquin apian and description of the Botanic Garden of the University. That

garden was enlarged about ten years ago, and the most complete collection of

hardy trees and shrubs planted in it which at present exists in Germany.

Not only are all the species included, but even the varieties ; and ample space

is allowed to each to display its natural shape. You shall have the dimen-

sions of all of them ;
^nd, as far as my influence goes, of all the remarkable trees

within twenty miles of Vienna. The variety, as you know, at Schoenbrunn is

not great ; but still there are some fine specimens. Schmidt, I find, is dead

;

and his Baiimzucht, with its beautiful plates, is limited to three volumes. I

have procured you that and several other works, which Mr. Simpson will

bring with hira. You have probably heard of the death of M. Antoine. . . .

— J. Gott.

Stidtgard, Oct. 23. 1834.—We have commenced here a cheap magazine of

gardening and agriculture, entitled, Feld- itnd Garten-Zeitung fur Jedermaoin.

It is arranged a good deal like your Gardener''s Magazine. Our botanical

lessons are going on, and our scholars increase daily. I gave six lectures on
practical and scientific gardening last spring, which were attended by some of

the principal gentlemen of Stuttgard. Our library is also increasing by degrees.

We should be glad to receive books, plants, or seeds, through Mr. Hunne-
mann or Mr. Nebinger.— W, Hertz.

AUSTRALIA.
The South Australian Association, the office of which is at 7. John Street,

Adelphi, give information to persons disposed to settle in this new and pro-

mising colony ; and a work, entitled The New British Province of South Austra-

lia, or a Descnption of the Country, illustrated hy Charts and Views, and an

Account of the Principles, Objects, Plan, and Prospects of the Colony, has been

published by Mr. Charles Knight. What is rather extraordinary is, that there

has been formed, by the same parties, a South Australian Literary and
Scientific Association, established August 29. 1834; the objects of which are,

" the cultivation and diffusion of useful knowledge throughout the colony."

By a pamphlet before us, containing the " laws" of this Association, it appears

that subscriptions and donations of money, books, specimens, models, and
apparatus are received, lectures given, and periodical meetings for conver-

sation held. There is a sub-committee especially devoted to the collecting of

information relative to agriculture. The list of books forming the library of

the Association is already very considerable.

Swan River Colony.— It appears that some of the trees are of a very gigantic

size, a species of mahogany measuring upwards of 30 ft. round the trunk. An
aromatic cedar is the chief fuel, which dispenses a very fragrant perfume. The
farmers are improving the land, by raising, clearing, and fencing, and the govern-

ment is making roads and good mahogany bridges. A considerable breadth of

land had been sown with wheat, oats, barley, and rye; and a great quantity of

potatoes had been planted, which had produced good crops of excellent quality.
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Good wheat, oats, and rye were growing. The harvest was expected to end

in the middle of December, and to be a good one. The climate was fine, and

the air cheering and exhilarating. Very little thunder has been experienced

since the formation of the colony. Kangaroo flesh is abundant, and very good

food. Milk, fresh butter, and very good bread are abundant; also Cape wine,

vegetables, and sometimes wild ducks and fish. (Extract from a Letter from
the Swan River, in the Hull Advertiser, May, 1834.)

Our Correspondents at the Swan River, Van Diemen^s Land, and Sydney will

much oblige us by stating what species of European timber and ornamental

trees have been introduced into these colonies, how they thrive, in what year

they were first planted, and what size they have attained. Many species, we
know, have been planted in the Government Botanic Garden at Sydney; and,

for an account of them, we some time ago sent a Return Paper to the curator,

Mr. Cunningham, to which we are certain he will pay due attention. — Cond.

Art. III. Domestic Notices,

ENGLAND.
The Nctv Forest in Hampshire consists altogether of 63,000 acres ; 6000 of

which are well enclosed, and planted with oak timber trees, between rows of
Scotch pines and sweet chestnuts, as a protection from the destructive winds.

The enclosures consist of from 100 acres to 500 acres each, and are well

fenced in from the deer and numerous cattle of the forest. As the young
oaks grow into wood, the pine and chestnut trees are lopped and I'emoved.

We never witnessed a plantation, even on a small scale in a nursery, in a more
healthy and growing state than are the young oaks in these enclosures. In
the open part of the forest are numerous woods of full-grown timber trees

;

large quantities of which are occasionally cut down, the best being used or

preserved as timber for the British navy, and the inferior timber sold for

various purposes. The forest is- under the management of Mr. Robt. Turner,

whose ability in the plantation and protection of the young trees is the admir-

ation of the country, and of foreigners in particular. (Portsmouth Herald.)

Mr. Page of Southampton kindly promised, above a year ago, to furnish us
with some information respecting the different modes of planting adopted in

different parts, and by different persons, in the New Forest ; and we expect
shortly to hear from him on the subject.— Cond.

The tr7te Love Apple.— A splendid shrub, 10 ft. or 12 ft. high, under this

name, has lately flowered in Miller's Nursery, Bristol, and is now (Jan. 2.

1835) covered with egg-shaped fruit, of a deep crimson colour. The fruit

are about the size of those of Passiflora quadrangularis, and hang down in the

same manner, but in clusters of three and four. Mr. Miller has not been able

hitherto to propagate the plant either by cuttings or layers, but he hopes
now to be able to do so from seeds. It is not unlikely that this plant

may be found to be half-hardy. It is, we learn, the (Solanum 6etaceum of
Hort. Brit.

The Bee-jioivered Ophrys {O^phrys apifera) abounds on the rocks in this

neighbourhood. The height it usually attains here is from 7 in. to 12 in.; but
a plant of it, which I last year transplanted into a pot, in October, just as it

began to appear above ground, and placed in a warm room, grew rapidly, and
flowered in April. Its appearance was then splendid ; for the flower-stem was
nearly 2 ft. long, and covered from the top to the bottom with its singular bee-
shapetl blossoms. I am convinced that this curious and beautiful flower may
be greatly improved by cultivation ; and I shall be happy to send you or any
of your correspondents tubers of it.— R. Dyncley Chamberlain. Skiptonin
Craven, Nov. 19. 1834.

Plants in Flower in the open Ground at Whitmo)-e Lodge, the Residetice of
Robert Mangles, Esq., near Sunning Hill, Berkshire,f-om luhich a Nosegay luas
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gathered on Christmas Day, 1834". Communicated by Mr. Donald Mackay,
Gardener there :

—
Hammculdcecs. Jneinone coronaria var., Z)elphinium Ajack.

CrucifercE. /beris semperflorens, ^iyssum saxatile, yf'rabis prge^cox, Au-
brietM deltdidea, Cheiranthus mutabilis and Cheiri var., Matthiolfl annua and
simplicicaulis.

CalycdnthecB. Chimonanthus fragrans.

M.alvdcecs. Lavatera thuringiaca, il/alva capensis.

Ternstrmnvdceas. Then viridis.

Onagrdrice. CEnothera serotina, Fuchsk gracilis and microphylla.

'R.osdcece. i?6sa Banksf^e alba, indica ; and the varieties sanguineaj subalba,

flavescens, pumila, and Noisette. Potentilla formosa.

'PomdcecE. Cydonia japonica.

Lcguminos<s. Coronilla glauca, Lupinus ornatus and mutabilis var. Cruck-

shanks;a?zzw, C7^1ex europae^a fl. pi.

'ReseddcecB. i?eseda odorata.

Gerauidcecz. Erodium Gusson?'.

VolygdlecE. Poljgala Chamsebuxus.
yioldcecB. Fiola hirsuta and tricolor var.

'E.ricdcece. Ji'rica carnea and carnea herbacea, Daboe^C2« (Menziesza) po-
liifolia, y-l'rbutus Jndrachne, f/^nedo, and C/^nedo ruber.

VluvibaginccB. Armeria (/S'tatice) diantlioides.

'Dij^sdcecc. Asterocephalus (Scabiosa) atropurpureus.

Composite^. Achillea tomentosa, J'ster fruticulosus, Calliopsis bicolor

;

Chrysanthemum sinense, many varieties of; .Erigeron purpureus, Eriophjllum

caispitosum, Calliopea aurea (TJieracium aureum), Centrocarpha chrysomela

(Rudbeckk Newmani), (Senecio elegans fl. pi., Tussilago fragrans.

Caprifo/idcece. Fiburnum Tinus and lucidum.

Gcntmnese. Gentidna acaulis.

VolenioniacecB. Gllia achiWeisfdlia, Phlox setacea and tardiflora.

PrhnuIdcecB. Primula vulgaris fl. pur. pi.

Scrophularineo'. Antirrhinum majus var., Linaria triornithophora, iWimulus
glutinosus, Calceolaria rugosa and bicolor.

'^oldnecB. Petunia phoenicea. AcanthdcecB. Acanthus spinosus.

LabidtcB. /Salvia fulgens and angustifolia. 'LilidcecE. Tritoma media.

SCOTLAND.
Species of Orchidece, ivild, in the Viciniti/ of Dundee, Perthshire.— The most

abundant species of our orchideous plants is the O'rchis mascula ; which, in

the spring months, is really a graceful ornament to our woods and braes,

clothing them with its mantle of purple grandeur. The flowers vary much in

colour 5 and a variety with rose-coloured flowers is esteemed a favourite. In

our meadows, the O. maculata and latifolia are plentiful ; varying exceedingly

in size and colouring, according to the nature of the locality. The Gymna-
denia conopsea, imparting to the air of summer its rich and grateful fragrance,

is occasionally met with in the woods; and more frequently on the Sidlaw

Hills, associated with the Habenaria bifolia. The Listera cordata is not

uncommon in dry woods; and the L. ovataand L. Nidus avis occur sparingly

in the beautiful grove of Birkhill, near Balmerino, on the south side of the

river Tay. The rarest of this tribe with us is the Corallorhiza innata, which
was observed by my uncle, in Meriemoor Wood, some years ago ; but, although

it has since been sought for with enthusiastic eagerness, has never again been
found : so that it has probably become the prey of some merciless collector.

It is much to be I'egretted that collectors will not take an example from
Nature, and cull with a sparing hand where she has sparingly distributed her

riches.

—

William Gardiner, jun, Dundee, Dec. 5. 1834.

Arboretums are becoming, I will not say general, but occasional, in Scotland.

There is a capital one commenced in Mr. Lawson's nursery, at Edinburgh;
one in Messrs. Drumraond's nursery, at Stirling ; one in Messrs. Dickson and
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TurnbuU's nursery, at Perth ; and another at Mi*. Raid's, at Aberdeen. Pri-
vate gentlemen are also forming arboretums ; and I am just informed by my
friend Mr. Taylor, tha*;, through the kindness and enlightened liberality of his

master, he is about to commence one at Thainston.— Jas. Deans. Arbroath,

Nov. 30. 1834.

Art. IV. Retrospective Criticism.

Dates of the Introduction of Culinary Vegetables and Fruits. —While in Lon-
don, last spring, I was induced, by a remark in that excellent weekly paper
the Athe7iceum, when reviewing the several publications of the but too imper-
fect remnants which exist of the household expenses of Elizabeth of York and
Henry VIII., by Sir H. Nicolas; and of Henry VII. and Queen Mary, by
Sir Henry Madden, to examine more minutely into them : and I here subjoin
the result, in as far as relates to the subjects embraced by your Magazine. By
this you will find the introduction of several of our vegetables and fruits car-

ried back to a considerably earlier period than that which has been generally

assigned to them ; and I have little doubt but that, had we as ready access to

other ancient and similar records, a still earlier mention of them might be
found. Indeed, it seems to me very improbable that those noted lovers of
good living, the monks, who, we are all well aware, spared no pains, in their

later days, to indulge their sensual appetites, should have neglected so ready a
means of gratifying their fastidious palates as the productions of the garden
afford. We know that they were, in early times, most assiduous horticul-

turists : they had vineyards, which we no longer possess ; and it seems pro-
bable enough that they may have cultivated many vegetables and fruits which
may have been lost at the general demolition and confiscation of the monas-
teries, and may afterwards have been again introduced as new. Such appears
to have been the case with the Kentish cherry ; which, Camden states, was
brought over by one Richard Harris, who was employed by Henry VIII. for

the purpose ; and yet nine cherry trees are noted in these memoranda as

existing in 1502. If this were the case with trees, we may reasonably suppose
that annual productions, which require so much greater attention, should have
been lost, and subsequently again imported as new. The several entries that

occur are of monies given to the servants or persons themselves who brought
the fruit, &c., as presents to the king ; or of rewards to one or other of the
gardeners attached to the different royal seats :

—
Apples and pears (pearys) are frequently mentioned, first in 1502, and, in

one instance, particularised as " queue apples." On this account 1 have
noted it ; as it is not my intention to do so of any which have been known to

have been previously cultivated, though many such occur. Artichokes (arti-

chokks) are frequently mentioned in 1530, 1531, and 1532. In one instance,

the name " Chersaye artichokks " occurs. The date, in your Hortus Britannicus,

is 1548. Cucumbers (cocombers) occur in 1530: earliest date, Sept. 7.

;

1531, Sept. 21. ; 1532, Aug. 6. ; 1537, end of July : evincing an improvement
in the mode of culture. The reviewer in the Athenceum states that these and
melons are mentioned only once : drawing the inference that they were scarce,

and only very recently introduced ; whereas, entries frequently occur of
cucumbers, and twice of melons. The date in Hortus Britanniciis is 1573.
Dates: "To one that brought the king date treesse : " 1500. Frequent
entries occur of money given to persons that brought the fruit of lymons,
swete oranges, sydrons, pomegranates, and figs ; but, as the names of those
persons never coincide with those who brought other horticultural produc-
tions, and as they were sometimes accompanied by " swetem.eats," these
fruits must have been of foreign importation, sent by some confectioner, or
from what we now call an Italian warehouse. Grapes, frequent mention : 1502,

1530, 1531, 1537. Lettuce (lettuze), frequent mention; July 1. 1530: the

date in your Hort. Brit, is 1562. Melons (myllones) from Hamoton Court,
1 2
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Oct. 8. 1532; also a melon was presented to the king at Abingdon, Aug. 27.

1532: the date in Hort. Brit., 1570. Peaches (peches, or peyches), Sept. 18.,

Oct. 8. 1532; Aug. 1537: Hort. Brit., 1562. Quinces often presented

by poor women, 1530, &c. ; Hort. Brit., 1573. Red Rosse presented to

Henry VII., 1499. Pot of tyme, 1499.— J. C. Kent. Levant Lodge,

Oct. 25. 1833.

A Monthly Horticultural Calendar in the Gardene/s Magazine. — I hope you
will not consider me as trespassing on your time in offering the following

suggestion :— As you are going to make improvements in the plan of the

Gardener's Magazine, I, and several others, think that a monthly horticultural

calendar, given at the end of each Number, embracing every thing new in cul-

tivation, would be very desirable and useful, as it would enable the reader to

see what was necessary to be attended to in the coming month. Such a

calendar to this Magazine is a desideratum in this branch of literature.—
A. J. Burnage, near Manchester, Dec. 3. 1834.

We feel obliged to every correspondent who sends us hints for the improve-

ment of our works, A monthly calendar has been suggested to us before

:

but, if we were to give it perpetually, it could be nothing more than a repe-

tition ; and, if we were to give it for only one year, what advantage would it

have over the calendars already published ? In our opinion, it would be infe-

rior to them, because it could not be so easily referred to. As to the culture

of new ornamental plants, that will be found given monthly, as they come out,

imder the head of Floricultural Notices ; as that of new culinary plants and
fruits will be given in our standing articles of Olitorial and Pomological No-
tices,— Cond.

Art. V. Qiieries and AnsiJoers.

Botanic Garden at Stockwell. — It is stated, in Lyson's Environs of Lon-
don, i. 791. 2d edit., that Mr. Benjamin Robertson, who died at Stockwell, in

1800, bequeathed the whole of his estates for the purpose of continuing, keep-

ing up, and enlarging a valuable botanic garden which he had made, at great

expense, at Stockwell. It is added, afterwards, that the will was set aside by
the Court of Chancery. Can any of your readers give me the history of this

Stockwell Botanic Garden ; which, it appears, actually existed in the year

1800 ?— T. H. B. Ke?isington, Bee. 24. 1834.

The Gardens of Dr. Halls's Baths, on the Outside of the West Gate of New-
castle, are said to have been laid out in the style in which the younger Pliny

had his pleasure-grounds. (^Beauties of Eng., Sfc, Northumberland, p. 62.)

Could any of your readers oblige me with some particulars of these gardens;

and, if possible, with a plan of them, and of the baths ? — J. B. London,
Dec. 1834.

Griffin's First Lines of Chemistry.— In IX. 501., Ephebicus Horticultor has

recommended Griffin's Chemical Recreations to gardeners. In X. 295., Scientia;

et Justitiae Amator states that he cannot procure the work. This is not to

be wondered at, as he has changed the title of it to Griffin's First Lines of
Chemistry. Griffin's Chemical Recreations, commended by Ephebicus Horti-

cultor, may doubtless be obtained through the following clew :—
Chemical Recreations ; a series of amusing and instructive experiments,

which may be performed with ease, safety, success, and economy; to which is

added, the Romance of Chemistry. By J. J. Griffin. Seventh edition, with
numerous woodcuts. Tegg and Son, 73. Cheapside ; Tegg, Dublin ; Griffin,

Glasgow.— J. D. Lojidon, Dec. 1834!.

Salishuria, adiantifdlia.— Has this tree ever flowered in England ? [The
male has flowered once or twice in the Kew Garden ; but, we believe, the

female has not.] How is it propagated ? — J. S. Esher, Dec. 20. 1834.

Cropjnng a Garden.— I should feel greatly obliged to you, or some of your
correspondents, to inform me, through your valuable Magazine, as to the best
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mode of cropping a garden, so as to have a succession of vegetables, early and
late, in the season.— A. J. Biirnage, near Manchester, Dec. 3. 1834,

Glass Covers al small Cost; in ansv/er to the Rev. Thos. Browne.— Messrs
Attwood and Smith, near Blackfriars Bridge, glass-cutters, sell pieces of glass'
6_m. by 3 in., at Qd. a foot; there are 18 square feet in a gross of pieces : and'
pieces of glass, 6 in. by 4 in., at 9d. a foot ; there are 24 square feet in a gross
of pieces. The box, to include any ordered quantity, and the packing, are
charged additionally.— .7. Z). London, Jan. \S35.

Art. VI. Covent Garden Market.

The Cabbage Tribe.

Cabbages, per dozen

:

White
Red
Plants or Coleworts

Savoys, per dozen
Brussels Sprouts, per J sieve
German Greens or Kale, per
dozen - . .

Broccoli, per bunch :

White
Green
Purple - . .

LegU7nes.

idneybeans, forced, p. hund.

Tubers and Roots.

Potatoes - )

1

1

1

16
1

1

4

Kidney
Scotch

per ton
per cwt.
per bushel

New, per pound -

Jerusalem Artichokes, per
half sieve

Turnips, White, per bunch
Carrots, per bunch
Parsneps, per dozen
Red Beet, per dozen
Sliirret, per bunch
Scorzonera, per bundle
Salsify, per bunch
Horseradish, per bundle -

Radishes, Red, per doz. hands
(24 to 30 each)

The Spinach Tribe.

Spinach [P^'"?,'7e
^

i per half sieve
Sorfel, per half sieve . .

The Onion Tribe.

Onions, old, per bushel
For pickling, per half sieve
Green (Ciboules), per bunch

Leeks, per dozen bunches -

Garlic, per pound - -

Shallots, per pound - -

Asparaginous Plants,
Salads, 8jc.

Asparagus, per 100

:

Large . .

Middling ...
Small ....

Sea-kale, per punnet
Lettuce, per score

:

Cos ...
Cabbage . .

2 10
2

1

-

1

1

1

2

9

1 6
10
1 6

1

2

1

1

To
s. d.

1

2
2 6
1

2

9

2 6
1 6
1 6

3 10
3 6
2

2
2 6

13
3
4
9

10

4

1

2
1

1

2
3

1

1

Endive, per score
Celery, per bundle (12 to IS)
Small Salads, per punnet .

Pot and Sweet Herbs.
Parsley, per half sieve
Tarragon, dry, per dozen bun.
Fennel, per dozen bunches
Thyme, per dozen bunches
Sage, per dozen bunches
Mint, dry, per dozen bunches
Peppermint, dry, per doz. bun.
Marjoram, dry, per dozen bun.
Savory, dry, per doz. bunches
Basil, dry, per dozen bunches
Rosemary, green, per doz. bun.
Lavender, dry, per dozen bun

From
£ s. d

1

9
2

1 4

Tansy, dry, per dozen bunches 1

Stal/cs and Fruits for Tarts,
Pickling, Sjc.

Rhubarb Stalks, forced, per
bundle . . .

Capsicums, per hundred -

Edible Fungi and Fuci.

Mushrooms, per pottle
Morels, dry, per pound
Truffles, per pound :

English ...
Foreign . . .

Fruits.

Apples, Dessert, per bushel

:

Nonpareils
Golden Pippins

American, per bushel
Pears, Dessert, per half sieve :

Neillis d'Hiver
Evans's Seedhng, per doz.
Chapman's Passe-Colmar,
per dozen

Baking, per dozen
Medlars, per half sieve
Chestnuts, per peck :

English
French

Pine-apples, per pound
Grapes, Hot-house, per pound
Melons, Spanish, each
Cucumbers, Frame, per brace

Oranges fP<='^°^'%" , -
^ i per hundred

Lemonsff ^"^«n - "
t per hundred

Sweet Almonds, per pound
Spanish Nuts, per peck
Barcelona Nuts, per peck .

14
16

10

8
12

18
8

18

5
5

2
4
4
5
2 6

10
1

3
1 6
6
2 3
5
6

To
£ s. d.

1 6
1 6

3

3 6

2 6

1

1 10
1 4
1

6
8

5
8

4

3
16
2 6
14
2 6
6

Observations.— The weather, with the exception of a few days in the early
part of the present month (during which we had a sharp frost), has been
generally open and mild. The market has been regularly and constantly sup-
plied with vegetables of excellent quality, at very moderate prices. During
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the short prevalence of the frost, the prices advanced materially; but, to-day,

with the return of the open weather, we have again a large suj)ply, and a con-
sequent reduction in the price. Early white broccoli, of excellent quality, is

plentiful ; with a good supply of early purple, and some other new varieties more
especially cultivated by the London market-gardeners. Brussels sprouts are

now in general use, and in good demand. Forced asparagus, sea-kale, and rhu-

barb are now becoming more general ; but not much in demand, in consequence
of the absence from town, at this season, of most of the large and wealthy
families. The supply of apples is excellent : many of the old esteemed varie-

ties are again plentiful and good, with a good sprinkling of many of the new
sorts. The small supply of pears may readily account for the high price at

which they are quoted in the list ; but, as the demand is equally limited, the

price may be considered nominal. American apples, so much in esteem at this

season, are particularly scarce ; few of good quality having been as yet imported,

nor any immediately expected, as their crop is reported to be a failure. Po-
tatoes are still plentiful and good, with the report of a continued supply
from the distant counties; from which vv^e may conclude that the price will not
materially alter. This is, vmder the circumstance of their having become an
essential necessary of life to a large proportion of the metropolis, of consider-

able importance, as connected with the general welfare and comfort of all.—
G. C. Jan. 13. 18.35.

Art. VII. London Horticultural Society and Garden,

Oct. 21. 1834.— Exhibited. From the list of objects, we have selected

these:-— Chinese tiles, from J, Reeves, Esq. Citrons and shaddocks, from
H. M. Dyer, Esq. A gourd, 8 ft. round, and 212 lb. weight, from Lord Rod-
ney. Quercus C^rris, tS'uber, and the Devonshire oak, from E. Johnston, Esq.
From the Society^s Garden. Specimens of Justicf« carnea, Quisqualis indica,

Chelone centranthifolia, 6'lematis //edysarifolia, Diplopappus incanus, Gilia

tricolor, EschscholtZM crocea, and of other species of plants; apples, eight

sorts of; pears, fourteen sorts of.

'Noil. 4.—Read. A communication in argument that the circulating system
of plants cannot be ascertained by supplying to their ingestive system coloured
infusions ; by the author of the Domestic Gardener's Manual : see VIIL 403.
On the use of rings of caoutchouc applied to the flower-buds of pinks, car-

nations, &c. ; by the Rev. E. H. Bond, Esq. Observations on the Nice cluster

gi'ape and the hock grape ; also, respecting the raising of apples from seeds

;

by J. Williams, Esq., who supplied fruit of the grapes, and of seedling apples,

for exhibition. .
Exhil>iied. Marquess of Salisbury's potatoes, from J. Reeves, Esq. Two

pine-apples of the scarlet Brazilian ; one, in weight, 5 lb., the other 4| lb. ; one
of the Bagot Park, 2ilb.; from Mr. R. Buck. Oncidium ciliatum, from B.
Miller, Esq., Mitcham. Ipomce^a rubro-cyanea, from Mrs. Marryat. Monach-
&nthus discolor, a very curious orchideous plant from Demerara, from J. Bate-
man, Esq.
From the Society's Garden. Flowering specimens of Collinsia bicolor, and

of other kinds of plants esteemed for their beauty ; China roses, ten kinds

;

China chrysanthemums, nine kinds. Pears : Echasserie, glout morceau.
Apples of twenty-eight kinds. The following kinds are marked as especially

estimable for the table : Pearson's plate, a very handsome and excellent des-

sert apple ; Beachamwell, court of Wick, Claygate pearmain, reinette grise,

Syke House russet
;
golden reinette, once a widely cultivated variety, and

it still deserves to be so. The following kinds are designated as good
kitchen apples: — Bedfordshire foundling, Stony Royd pippin, Grange's seed-
ling, yellow beliefleur ; rouge d'hiver, this bears abundantly ; Dredge's beauty
of Wilts, old pome-roy, late Carse of Gowrie, Horraead pearmain, Waltham
Abbey seedling.
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Art. VIII. Biography of Consequa.

Our readers will recollect that, in II. 422., we gave the name of the Chinese
merchant Consequa, as a specific distinction to a V/istan'a imported from his

garden to this country in 1818, and now generally introduced and admired.

It appears from a pamphlet published by the late Charles Marjoribanks, M.P.,
and noticed in the Times newspaper of October 8. 1833, that Consequa, or

Conseequa as the name is there spelt, was one of the eleven hong or foreign

merchants of Canton, and that he died in 1823. The following short notice

of his life may give rise to interesting reflections, when admiring the beautiful

lilac bunches of flowers which hang from the tree named after him. As far

as we know, this is the first instance of the name of a Chinese being applied

to a plant by a European ; and we are happy to think that that Chinese was
so deserving and interesting a character. " Consequa was a person of re-

spectable family, and very amiable disposition. Unhappily, he associated him-

self in trade with American merchants, from whom he received the most
ungrateful return ; their debts owing to him being upwards of 500,000/. sterling.

He was also most nefariously imposed upon by an Englishman, who came to

China with a diploma as Austrian consul, in a frigate sent to China by that

government. Consequa was recommended to apply to the court of Vienna
for redress. He received in reply a snuff-box, with the Emperor of Austria's

picture upon it, and a complimentary letter from Prince Metternich. The
snuff-box he was afraid to exhibit, for fear of his being discovered by his

jealous government in correspondence with a ' foreign devil barbarian king.'

When showing the letter, he used to say, it was full of very handsome words,
but that it was very extraordinary it made no mention of his dollars. After

being thus plundered of his property by these republican and high monarchical
swindlers, he died in misery and a bankrupt." {Times, October 8. 1833.)

After perusing this account, we applied to Sir G. T. Staunton, who sent us
the following extract, lent us six views of Consequa's house and gardens (one
of which we have engraved and published in the new edition of the Encyclo-
pcedia of Gardening), and procured us some farther information from Sir Jas.

B. Arniston, and recommended us to apply to Mr. Reeves. The following

extracts are the result :

—

" When I was in China, the name of Conseequa was usually spelt with two
e's ; but it is a matter of indifference, as it is an English corruption of his

real name among his countrymen, which, I think, would be written Quun-swe-
quan, or something like it.

" The views sent give a very correct idea of Conseequa's establishment

about 1806, the era of his greatest prosperity, as well as I recollect it. The
best garden about Canton was, I think, that of his relative Puankhequa,
whose portrait you may recollect over the chimneypiece in my billiard-room,

but I have no views of his garden. I have several others besides these which
1 send you, but, as they are fancy views, they are less interesting.

" The following anecdote I inserted in the second edition of a work of mine
now out of print ; and, thinking that it may be acceptable to you, I enclose it.

.— Geo. Thos. Staunton. Leigh Park, near Havant, Oct, 17. 1833.
' In extenuation of another charge against the Chinese, their want of gra-

titude, I may, perhaps, be permitted to relate the following anecdote. A con-
siderable Chinese merchant at Canton (Conseequa was his name), a relation

of the merchant last mentioned, had some dealings with an American trader;

who attempted and v/ould have succeeded in quitting the port without dis-

charging his debt to the Chinese, but for the spirit and activity of a young
officer of one of the English ships. He boarded the American vessel, when
upon the point of sailing, and, by his remonstrances or otherwise, prevailed

on the American to make a satisfactory arrangement with his creditor. In
acknowledgment for this piece of service, the Chinese merchant purchased
from this young officer, in his several successive voyages to China, on very

avourable terms, the whole of his little commercial adventure, and he might
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tbus have been considered to have fulfilled any ordinary claim upon his grati-

tude; but he went farther than this: after some years he expressed his sur-

prise to the officer that he had not yet obtained the command of a ship. The
other replied, that that lucrative post could only be obtained by purchase,

and at an expense of some thousand pounds, a sum wholly out of his power
to raise. The Chinese merchant said that he would remove that difficulty,

and immediately gave him a draft for the amount required, to be repaid at his

convenience. The officer died on his voyage home, and the draft was accord-

ingly never presented : but I have been assured that it was drawn on a house

of great respectability, and would have been duly honoured.' {Staunton''

s

Miscellaneous Notices on China, part ii. p. 267., printed for private circulation

in 1828)"
" Conseequa was of a very respectable family ', he was always considered

a very amiable man, and in his domestic relations was, as 1 have understood,

particularly so. He was reported to be entirely free from that debauchery

which but too frequently characterises the Chinese of all classes. He pro-

fessed to be, and indeed was, I believe, attached to Europeans, and at all

times endeavoured to show it, by his liberality, and his friendly and cordial

attentions and hospitality towards foreigners ; and there seemed no reason to

doubt his sincerity in these points. In his transactions as a hong merchant,

he was, in the latter years of his life, peculiarly unfortunate ; arising, per-

haps, from his too extensive or speculative dealings, and from no small degree

of inattention, I fear, on his own part, in the management of his concerns.

Conseequa died several years since. — Jas. B, Arniston. Walmer, near Deal,

October 20. 1833."
" My acquaintance with Conseequa did not commence until 1812, when he

had passed the mei'idian of his opulence. I was absent from China part of

1816 and 1817 ; and he died of carbuncle, August 8. 1823 : therefore I can add
little information about him to what you already have. Part of his house
was burnt down in 1816, probably after Sir George's views were taken. I

am not sure if I possess any taken after the rebuilding, though I have a great

many of Chinese houses, gardens, plants, and of natural history, which I shall

be happy to show you here,
" Conseequa was the first person to propagate the Wistan'fl, and the two

plants brought to England in 1816 by Capt. Wellbank and Capt. Rawes, were
obtained from him ; therefore the trivial name may of right belong to him ;

but the original plant was brought from Chin Chew (Chang Chow Foo), in

the province of Foheen, by his nephew Tinqua, and planted in his garden ad-

joining Conseequa's, and remained there still neglected in 1831.
" The best accounts of Chinese gardening will be found in Mr. Livingstone's

communications to the Horticultural Society, and published in their Transac-

tions, vol. iii. pages 183. and 421. ; vol. iv. page 22i. ; and vol. v. page 49, &c.
" The only Chinese who paid any decided attention to flowers, in my re-

membrance, was Puanhequa's brother (usually named by Europeans the

Squu'e) : he expended large sums upon them ; and I have seen some hundreds
of chrysanthemums at one time in blossom in his garden (of which a tolerably

correct view is in Wathen's Voyage to China).
" Of Chinese gardening and gardeners, I entertain myselfa very low idea: it

was only by engaging to purchase them, that I got the Wistark propagated for

sale : and I have tried in vain to get the gardeners at Fa Te to collect their

own wild plants, of which they have so many beautiful ones (and of which I

have drawings) not yet brought to England : nothing will drive them out of
* old custom.' They still go on, increasing only such as are required to

keep up the usual monthly supplies of blooming plants to those who hire

them. The gardens at Fa Te are falling off fast; many of them have been
converted into coal wharfs, since the people of Canton have taken to use

coals.— J. Reeves. Clapham, October 21. 1834."
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

Art. I. An Excursion, in Search of OrcMdece, up the River Masse-
roni, iohich Jhlls into the Esseqiiibo about a Hundred Miles Jrom
its Mouth. By Mr. John Hencpiman.

After a tedious passage of nearly two months, it was with great

pleasure, and in the highest spirits, that I landed in Georgetown,
Demerara, on the 12th of March, 1834. The appearance of

Demerara from the sea is by no means inviting, nothing being

visible except a dense mass of mangrove bushes, many of which
are growing within the limits reached by the tide. Justly has

Demerara been called the land of mud : not a grain of sand, not

a single rock does it present, for the eye to rest on; and were it

not for a few cocoa-nut and cabbage palms, and a tall chimney
or two, which are visible, at intervals, along the coast, one could.

scarcely credit that such a spot could have been selected for a

European settlement.

I experienced much disappointment and delay in preparing to

visit the interior, which is generally the case when a traveller is

at the mercy of the convenience of others. However, I became
acquainted with Mr. D. Mackie, who possesses a woodcutting

establishment on the river Essequibo, who proved a most in-

valuable friend, and to whose disinterested kindness and hospi-

tality I was greatly indebted during my stay in Demerara. After

having forwai'ded to Clapton a few species which I had collected

in the vicinity of Georgetown, I departed in a small schooner

for Ampa Creek, the residence of Mr. Mackie, on the 13th of

April.

Ampa is situate about sixty miles from the mouth of the river

Essequibo ; and there being many Indians who were in the habit

of frequenting Ampa, Mr. Mackie promised to procure some
to paddle me up the river. The majestic Essequibo is said to

contain from three to four hundred islands. Among the largest

are Laguon and Wakenham, which produce, perhaps, half the

Vol. XL— No. 60. k
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sugar exported from Demerara. Higher up are Hog Island

and Fort Island ; the latter of which was formerly the seat of

the Dutch government, and on which an old fort and a bomb-
proof magazine, in perfect repair, are still remaining. These,

and many other large islands, are thickly interspersed with

smaller ones, exhibiting every possible variety of size and shape,

of which the chief beauty consists in their being, one and all,

covered with vegetation to the water's edge.

In progressing up the river, the banks afford a great variety

of ornamental trees and shrubs ; and it was to me a source of

regret, that I could not afford time to examine their beauties

individually : but my time was exclusively devoted to the tribe of

Orchidese; and no one, except him who may have been engaged

in such a pursuit, can imagine how fully the time of a collector

is occupied in a tropical country. On the lith, having hired a

canoe, with three cobmen (a cross between the Indian and negro),

four Indians, and a coloured man who spoke a little English, I

commenced the ascent of the i-iver in good earnest ; depending

for the support of myself and party on the fish which the Indians

could shoot with their bows and arrows ; or, should that fail, on

the game which I could procure by the agency of a good double-

barreled gun. We had no further want, except a little cassava

bread, which we expected to obtain at the different Indian settle-

ments we might fall in with in our route.

There is something very exciting in this kind of life to one

who makes up his mind to eat the more merrily the scantier or

coarser his meal, and to laugh at and enjoy difficulties and
dangers, which, in the routine of ordinary life, would be con-

sidered as insuperable; and as the light canoe glided swiftly

over the bosom of the placid river, or was being hauled up the

face of some rocky fall or rapid, I felt an enthusiasm and content

which I cannot describe. My plan of proceeding was simple

and regular. A little before break of day, our hammocks were
unslung and conveyed to the canoe ; and at daybreak, having

taken my cup of coffee, the only luxury I carried with me, I

stepped into the canoe, which was immediately shoved off by the

grave and methodical Indians, who continued paddling till ten

or eleven o'clock, unless interrupted by me, or by the pursuit of

fish for our breakfast. Between ten and eleven, which time was
ascertained either by the position of the sun, the surest guide,

or by consulting a watch I carried with me, having fixed upon a

spot likely to afford Orchideos, a wave of my hand towards the

shore caused the sharp-bowed canoe to dash in upon the fine

sand which is found in some parts of this river, or to be brought

up, with great precision, alongside the rough and pointed rocks

which often gird its banks.

It sometimes, though rarely, happened that we had shot no
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fish in the morning ; and when that was the case, having landed
me and one of the party to collect M^ood and light a fire, the
rest betook themselves to some of the rocky falls of the river,

and seldom returned without a supply of fish. In the meantime,
I pursued, cutlass in hand, my researches after Orchideee, some-
times accompanied by an Indian, but generally alone; as the

Indians, fatigued with paddling, did not offer, nor could I expect
them, to go in pursuit of a few plants, the value of which they
did not appreciate. There was a something which directed me
in the choice of our resting-places which I cannot describe ; for

had I been asked, at the time, Why do you suppose that Orchidese

are growing near that spot ? I could not have given a direct and
definite reason : but there was, I repeat it, a something in the

appearance of the trees, the situation of the spot, a something
not to be defined to any particular feature,^ but emanating from
the whole, which seemed to assure me that Orchideae might be
found there ; nor was I often disappointed. On the other hand,
it sometimes happened that no such place presented itself in

reasonable time ; and, being compelled to land in ordinary places,

I seldom found any thing of consequence. I used to wander
into and along the skirts of the bush, till recalled by the whoop
of the Indians, which gave notice that oar frugal meal was pre-

pared ; and I then generally returned by a circuitous route,

guided either by the whoop, repeated at intervals by the Indians,

and which I learned to answer in their fashion, by the rays of
the sun, or by a small and excellent pocket compass, my constant

companion in the wilds of America.
Having consumed about an hour since the time of landing,

I once more reentered the canoe, which continued its course,

with slight delays occasioned by my landing in any favourable-

looking spot, or calling at some Indian settlement, till between
five and six o'clock, when we landed for the night ; and I again
wandered a little way, while the Indians were slinging their

hammocks, and getting ready the dinner. The sun sets in De-
merara from six to a quarter past, and in ten minutes after, per-

fect darkness succeeds ; so that our dinner was eaten by the

light of our fire : and about seven o'clock we all turned into

our hammocks ; the Indians soon sinking into their slight watch-
ful repose, while I was thinking over the events of the day, the

discoveries made, and treasures collected, and forming plans for

future expeditions. It sometimes happened that I awoke in the

night, and found myself swinging in my hammock between two
trees ; the moon, perhaps, shining full upon my face; the silence

of the night and the solitude of the forest unbroken, save by the

dull sound of the waters as they foamed over the rocks ; the roar

of the jaguar, as he roamed through the bush in search of his

prey ; the shrill cry of the ourang-outang, which seemed to
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thrill through me; the still more disagreeable moan of the

baboon ; or any of the other noises peculiar to the bush : and

one whose imagination was at work might have fancied, as the

light land breeze whistled gently through the trees, or disturbed

a few of the dry leaves, that the bushmaster was wreathing him-

self round one of the branches of the tree which supported the

hammock ; or that some other of the many large snakes with

which this country abounds was trailing its colossal body be-

neath. This combination of sounds, till the senses became
accustomed to it, produced a feeling of mixed pleasure and
pain ; nor was this diminished by the flapping of the wings of

the lai'ge vampire bat, as he occasionally passed within a few

inches of my nose ; for I candidly admit that, though the pre-

sence of this bird or beast did not give me any uneasiness, I did

not, like the immortal Waterton, feel any peculiar wish to ex-

perience, when I awoke in the morning, the pleasure of finding

that my great toe had been punctured by this treacherous foe,

and that I had lost twelve or fourteen ounces of blood through

its agency. If anything more could be wanting to complete the

interest which a European must feel in such a situation, he need

only reflect on the beings who are sleeping around him, part of

whom are in a state of entire barbarism ; while the others, to

the ignorance of the savage, add but too often the acquired vices

of the unfortunate negro.

The heat of the sun, reflected from the water, was, at first,

almost intolerable ; causing my face and lips to blister : but,

after a short time, I experienced but little annoyance from it.

I amused myself, during our progress up the river, by looking

out for Orchidese, which are sometimes found growing on the

overhanging trees; or by shooting the various birds, which are

very abundant on the banks. Among the best of these are the

powie, or bush turkey ; a fine bird, almost as large as our English

turkey, and quite black : the maum, in flavour similar to a

grouse ; the maroudi, the toucan, the parrot, and several others,

all of which are good eating : nor must we forget the wild duck,

which is plentiful. Look towards the muddy bank of the river,

and you will see what you would mistake for a log of wood

;

but, as the canoe approaches, it rolls sluggishly into the water,

and you perceive it to be an alligator or cayman. The Indians

shot several of these animals, while basking in the sun, with

their arrows ; the largest of those shot might have been from

6 ft. to 7 ft. long. They appear to sleep exceedingly sound ; as

it twice hapjoened that I shot a bird in a tree immediately above

a cayman (which we did not, at first, perceive), without disturb-

ing the monster ; for we afterwards pulled in, and shot both.

Sometimes, also, about sunrise, might be observed, ahead of the

canoe, a slight ripple on the water, which, on a nearer approach,
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proved to be a snake trailing across the river, ever and anon
thrusting up its head as if to keep a look-out, and making use

of the same undulating inflexions of its body in the water as on
land. Or, passing under some overhanging tree, observe,

crouched on one of the branches, the guana, which is of the

lizard species, about 3 ft. to 4 ft. from the nose to the end of the

tail, and which possesses a coat composed of scales nearly as

strong as those of the alligator. Paddle now, with great caution,

to a position favourable for shooting the guana ; for the least

noise will cause it to drop into the river, and the chance is lost.

Take a steady aim with your gun at the belly, and fire : the

guana, shot dead, falls from the tree into the river ; and again

you would be deprived of your prey, did not one of the Indians

dart out of the canoe, and, diving with the speed of lightning,

recover the fast-sinking body. The guana affords a delicious

meal, and, when roasted Indian fashion, with the skin on, the

flesh is more white and tender than that of any bird or animal

I have ever seen, not excepting a barn-door fowl. On the

banks of the river, and in various parts of the bush, may be
observed large burrows, which are inhabited by the laba, which
is commonly, though, I believe, erroneously, called amphibious,
from its taking very freely to the water when closely pursued

;

and it must then be shot with an arrow ; for, as soon as the

powder flashes in the pan of your gun, the laba dives, and
remains sometimes long under water. This animal, in shape, is

very like a Guinea pig, but much larger ; a full-sized one
weighing, I should suppose, from eighteen to twenty pounds

:

its flesh possesses a flavour between pork and veal ; and it is

esteemed a luxury in Georgetown, where it is seldom seen,

though the Indians, who train dogs to hunt it, will sometimes
kill four or five in a morning. On the 23d, I reached the

Indian settlement of Wamokai, which is supposed to be about

700 miles from the mouth of the Essequibo ; and I determined,

with much regret, to retrace my course, after one more day's

progress up the river ; for the limited space of my canoe was
already pretty well filled with specimens of Orchideae which I

had collected. The Masseroni, for about 400 or 500 miles

from its junction with the Essequibo, abounds in rapids, and
in falls, none of which possess more than perhaps 5 ft. or 6 ft.

of perpendicular fall
;
yet there is often a succession of small

falls, which renders the descent of the river sufficiently dangerous.

Some of the principal of these falls are, Waranambo, Aman,
Wapopekai, Sarpua, Parokas, and Tekie, which are the last and
most dangerous. In proceeding up the river, the canoe was
hauled up over some part of the rocks, where there was but a

small body of water. I used to laugh much at the Indians, as

they were floundering about in the water, hauling and shoving
K 3
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at the canoe ; but I was given to understand that they expected

to have the laugh against me in descending or shooting the falls,

for which process the main fall is always chosen, as there is less

danger of sunken rocks : and I candidly own that, although my
face showed tlie utmost composure to the Indians, I certainly

thought, when shooting the falls of Tekie, that I stood a good
chance of losing the produce of my labours, and perhaps my
life, as I can only swim, like a stone, to the bottom. At the

falls of Tekie the river falls about 6 ft., nearly perpendicular;

and, the channel being narrow, the rapidity and rush of the

water is very great. About 40 ft. below the fall the river makes
a sudden curve, occasioned by a line of pointed rocks stretching

out from the shore; and, as the canoe, impelled by the force of

the current, and the united exertions of the Indians, who are

obliged to paddle hard to keep steering on the canoe, dashes

like lightning down the fall, it appears that it must be inevitably

dashed on the rocks, which are immediately under its bows : but

a single turn of the steersman's paddle causes the light obedient

canoe to swing round broadside to the rocks; and a strong

sweep of the paddle takes it far out of danger. But think not

that we escaped altogether free; for, in coming round in the

boiling surf, a wave struck the side of the canoe, and filled her
half full of water, though, fortunately for me, the water, being

fresh, did not much injure my plants. On the morning of the

30th, I reached Ampa again in safety ; and, although, during
that time, I had lived upon fresh fish, without salt (the Indians

having left behind the salt I had procured in Georgetown), and a
little bitter cassava bread, with pure water to wash it down, I

never enjoyed myself more in my lifetime, and was only sorry

that circumstances prevented my following the course of this

beautiful river to its source.

I may add that, although many of the smaller and very in-

teresting species could not sustain the voyage, yet Mr. Low has
succeeded in preserving the majority of the species of Orchidese

collected in this expedition ; and they are now in a thriving

condition.

Clapton Nursety, Jan. 20. 1835.

Art. II. A Series of Designs Jbr laying out Kitchen-Gardens. By
Mr. T. RuTGER. Design 9., Containing Four Acres xvithin the

Walls, and Five Acres in the Slips ; -with a System of Cropping
indicated.

When I completed No. 8. of the series of plans for kitchen-
gardens, I thought I had finished my work upon that subject;

but, upon your suggestion that it would be desirable to have the]
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plan of a kitchen-garden laid down for the succession of crops

for a series of years, I must say that I felt inclined to turn my
attention to it. After considerable reflection, however, I do not

conceive it to be altogether practicable to carry it into effect in

such a way as for it to be universally applied ; as, in gardens of

considerable extent, a variety of soils are frequently found, some
of which are more proper for some sorts of vegetables than
others; and, consequently, such parts of the garden would be
reserved for such particular crops, or, at least, partially so,

which would more or less interrupt the routine of cropping

which otherwise might be adopted ; as, for instance, a deep soil

would be preferred for the tap-rooted esculents, &c. It must
also be observed, that, in some families, more of one or more par-

ticular kinds of vegetables are in demand than in others, and
also that the families whose country residences are far distant

from the metropolis, and who spend the early part of the season

in town, require but few, if any, of the early crops to be grown.
Again, various opinions are held as to the propriety of cropping
the wall borders. While some insist upon its being absolutely

necessary to the welfare of the fruit trees to let them remain
uncropped, others assert that light cropping is not injurious, and
that it is making too great a sacrifice to give it up ; which, in-

deed, appears to be the true state of the case. Mr. Mearns's
method of chambering a part of the borders for the fruit trees,

if its merits be equal to what he makes them appear to be,

would, by its adoption, set aside all contradictory opinions

upon the subject, and give a good portion of the borders for

those kinds of crops for which they have been generally found
desirable.

The above considerations, with others that doubtless may be
urged, seem to militate against the possibility of laying down a
system such as might strictly be adhered to. Still, I think some-
thing might be done towards it

; particularly in cases where the

garden is composed of one sort of soil, and where the families

are always resident, or at least at such a distance only as that

the produce of the garden may be always available for their

purposes.

In offering you, therefore, a plan for a system of cropping,

the above considerations must be taken into the account ; and I

shall assume that the borders are to be at least partially cropped,

which will give room for some of the lighter sorts of vegetables,

and for some of those from which an early supply is expected

by the proprietors of gardens, upon the success of which, in

many instances, the interests of the gardener depend, at least so

far as respects his being considered a good gardener.

In order to simplify the process of cropping, I have, n the

annexed plan (,;%. 16.), divided the culinary departments into

K 4.
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50 100 200 ft.

1. to 2], Culinary departments for a rotation of crops. 22, Asparagus. 23, Artichokes.
24, Rhubarb. 25, Sea-kale. 26, Jerusalem artichokes, which may be divided into several
sections, for alternate cropping with other vegetables. 27, Horseradish. 28, Herb beds.

29, Fruit garden. 30, Forcing department. o\. Frame-ground, with dwarf wall for training,
five ranges for frames, cucumber ridge, &c., and two pits. 32, Sheds for mushrooms, tool-

house, and other purposes. 33, Department for mixing and turning dung, with open shed.
34, Compost department, with open shed. oB, Yard to gardener's house. 36, Gardener's
house. 37, Fruit, onion, and seed-rooms, with lodging-room over. 38, Water tanks,
39, Rotundas, for lodging-rooms for under-gardeners.

sections, and these sections, or a part of them, may be again

divided for such crops as may be thought too large were they to

occupy the whole of a section. The compartments for sea-kale,

rhubarb, and artichokes are placed in the slip contiguous to the

yard for mixing dung for the frames, and as being convenient,

in that situation, for forcing or protecting through the winter
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mid thereby keeping from the general view the dirt and unclean-

liness attendant upon the operations connected with their culture.

Horseradish and Jerusalem artichokes, being rough crops, are

placed in the slip on the other side, together with the herb beds.

The asparagus beds occupy one of the divisions inside the walls,

viz., one eighth of the quarters. Having thus disposed of the

standing vegetables, there are twenty-one sections left for a

rotation of crops of the annual kinds, which, by properly dis-

posing, might be so arranged as that some of them might not be
sown upon the same ground for a series of five years ; while to

others of which a less number of crops are wanting, a longer

period would be given ; and for those of which only one crop

is wanted, such as onions, beets, and carrots, if one section

should be sufficient for each, a series of twenty-one years would
elapse before they would come on the same ground again. It

must here be noticed that I calculate upon the fruit borders for

early and late carrots, winter onions, earliest and latest crops of

dwarf peas, kidneybeans, with salads, &c.

I might now proceed to go all through the sections, and fix

the crops for one year to each; but I do not see the utility of

this : for, as soils differ, there can be no standard fixed as to the

time that one crop can be removed to be succeeded by another.

A knowledge grounded upon experience of the nature of the

soil is, in this case, necessary : but, in order to simplify what I

mean, I will suppose that four sections should be necessary for

peas. I take, therefore, the first year, Nos. 1. 6. 11. and 16.,

which, if each be subdivided, will give eight crops. The follow-

ing year I appropriate Nos. 2. 7. 12. and 17. to the same pur-
pose ; and the third year, Nos. 3. 8. 13. and 18.: and so on,

year after year, throughout the whole series of sections ; and the

same rule is to be observed, by properly disposing of all the

other different kinds of crops at the commencement of adopting

the above system ; at the same time calculating upon the crops

that are to succeed those that aie in the ground, according to

the season necessary for their cultivation.

Cabbages, being a crop which some gardeners let remain in

the ground over year, for the sake of having greens the follow-

ing winter, seem to stand in the way of the above system being

strictly adhered to ; but, in a series of five years' cropping, there

will be one section over and above the number wanted, which,

with a little management, will afford the means of following up
the system without its being materially deranged.

Having thus ventured to give the result of my considerations

upon the subject in view, together v\'ith a plan which I conceive

may, at least partially, answer the purpose intended, I shall be
most happy to see it farther elucidated, and brought to greater

perfection by any of your correspondents who may feel inclined
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to favour you with their opinions and designs upon it. The
cuhnary department within the walls of the garden now offered

for your acceptance comprises four acres ; and the slips for the

fruit-garden and standing crops of vegetables, nearly five acres

;

the whole of which is, of course, open to contraction or enlarge-

ment, according to circumstances, as may be found convenient.

Short"[rove, Essex, 1834.

Art. III. Design for the Pleasure-Grounds, Floxver-Garden, and
Kitchen-Garden of a Mansion. By Mr. William Dargavell.

In the accompanying plan {Jig.l1.), a is the site of the mansion;

h, baluster rail wall; c, approach to the house; d, road to the

offices ; e e, offices and dungpit
; f, walk to the kitchen court. The

dotted lines from the top of the banks show the inclined plane

of descent from the house to the offices, g g. Sloping banks

from the terrace walk ; h, the flower-garden. I may here remark
that this flower-garden is the same as that at Kirkmichael ; but,

as it was originally from my own study, I do not hesitate to give

it a place in this plan. Let us suppose this flower-garden to be

planted in the mingled style ; which, by due attention to the four

prevalent colours of plants, will enable it to be kept up in flower

nearly eight months in the year. The figures on the lawn may
be planted in masses of one colour, and some of them may con-

sist of American plants ; the shrubs figured in the map consist

of Portugal laurels and rhododendrons, ii is a rockwork ; and
k, a water fountain. The latter is supposed to throw the water

up from its centre ; which, with the sun's rays reflecting on its

fall, would be a very imposing object. The herbaceous border

(/) should contain a selected collection of the finest sorts of

flowering plants; and the back row should be planted with

dahlias, tree roses, and hollyhocks, alternately, 6 ft. apart. The
spaces at m m are to form a shrubbery ; the east side of which is

to be bordered with plantation ; and the south exposure is sup-

posed not to be very broad, so that views can be seen over it to

the supposed park scenery. The kitchen-garden {n) contains an
acre and a half imperial measure inside of the walls, and the slip

is surrounded with a holly hedge ; o is the vinery
; p, the green-

house ; q, the peach-house ; r, furnace pits ; s, gardener's assist-

ant's room ; t, fruit-room ; ti, mushroom-house ; v, melon and
compost ground, surrounded with a holly hedge ; w, gardener's

house ; x, fruit-garden, bordered with plantation on its west side

as a shelter ; and j/ is a plantation sheltering the garden from the

north.

Kirkmichael Gardens, Sept. 6. 1834.
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The foregoing design was sent us by the Dumfries Horticul-
tural Society, from whom its author received the prize offered
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for plans of gardens. We publish it, not only on account of its

intrinsic worth, but to second the views of the Dumfries Hor-
ticultural Society, in encouraging young gardeners to think,

contrive, and to embody their thoughts and schemes, both by
delineations and descriptions. We also think that we can, at

the same time, render service both to the author of the plan,

and to our readers generally, by the remarks which we shall

make upon it.

Instead of simply stating the fact, that we approve and com-
mend Mr. Dargavell's design, which might encourage him,

without doing him any positive good, we shall endeavour to lay

down some of the principles of criticism by which such plans as

that before us ought to be analysed, and state our reasons for

approval.

In the composition of a plan, as in that of a picture, a piece

of music, a poem, a discourse, or, in short, anything that is to

form a whole, there are certain principles common to the art

of composition, and certain rules derived from these principles,

which belong to each particular art. For example, a universal

principle is, that all the parts of a composition should unite in

forming a whole ; and a rule applicable to the plans of kitchen-

gardens is, that the walls, walks, and the borders of the bound-
aries and compartments, should be straight lines. W^e state this

to show the difference between a principle and a rule. The rule

admits of exceptions ; for a kitchen-garden may sometimes, from
necessity, have a circular or curved wall : and this would involve

curved lines in some of the borders and walks. A principle,

however, admits of no exceptions; for, whatever lines may be

employed in the composition of a garden, they must unite in

forming a whole. Now, there is not a single part of any plan

or composition, however small or trifling it may seem to be,

which cannot be either justified or condemned by a reference to

principles and rules, with as great certainty as the nouns, verbs,

prepositions, articles, &c., in a sentence can each be justified or

condemned by the laws and rules of grammar. All the differ-

ence is, that the principles and rules of grammar are universally

known, because universally required for the purposes of human
intercourse; while those of composition in the arts of design are

known imperfectly and partially, owing to the limited demand
for works of art. Let no one, therefore, imagine, when we
approve of, or find fault with, a design, that it is merely a mat-
ter of taste. The taste of a design, or a discourse, is quite a
different thing from its correctness with reference to principles.

A garden might be designed in strict accordance with the prin-

ciples and rules which are approved of by mankind generally,

and yet not so as to suit the taste of an individual. In that case,

no fault is to be found with the artist by any one but by his
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employer ; who has a right to say, " What you have done is

perfectly just and correct; but I prefer having it thus, because

such is my particular taste."

The plan before us consists of three parts : the house (a), the

flower-garden and scenery in front of it {h, i, I), and the kitchen-

garden (m). There is nothing in the position of these three

parts, as far as appears by the plan, to prevent them from form-

ing a very good whole. The kitchen-garden is very properly

placed on the same side with the domestic offices and the stables

;

and the latter are conveniently situated for the melon ground,

which are essential points. The kitchen-garden, as far as con-

cerns the space within the walls, is unexceptionable in point of

principle and of rule. The curved lines of the lawn (at 7n)

appear, on first glancing at the plan, to be in violation of a prin-

ciple, viz., that of the connection of the parts ; and an ill-natured

critic might say that there was no connection between the ser-

pentine line which bounds the turf, and the straight line of the

garden wall. This is true ; and also that there is nothing in the

one line that suggests anything in the other line ; and that, if they

were shown to any one separately, the idea would never occur

of bringing them together with the view of forming a whole.

In other words, that, if all the different lines which compose the

walks, walls, and turf boundaries of this plan were drawn sepa-

rately on a piece of paper, and classed as straight, angular, cur-

vilineal, &c., no one would choose the two lines objected to as

the most suitable for being brought together. This we state to

show the mode of analysing a plan, as far as concerns lines ; but,

with respect to the plan before us, when it is considered that the

space between the curved boundary of the turf and the straight

garden wall is to be planted with shrubs and trees, and, con-

sequently, that the straight line of the wall will be concealed,

the apparent objection falls to the ground.

The parallelogram forming the flower-garden (marked h h) is

considered, by itself, unexceptionable, in point both of principle

and of rule. Whether such a flower-garden ought to be placed

directly in front of the house or not, must depend on the cha-

racter of the distant scenery seen from its windows ; the prin-

ciple of guidance being, the unity of expression of the entire

view. When the view from the lawn front of a house is of a

grand, forest-like, or mountainous character, a conspicuous

flower-garden in the foreground is incongruous with the general

effect; that is, it detracts from the unity of the expression. In
such a case, the foreground would express culture, softness, and
beauty ; and the middle distance, and distance, sylvan, alpine, or

savage grandeur : two expressions incompatible with each other.

If, in such cases, some local circumstance compels the artist to

form his flower-garden in front of the house, it ought to be con-
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cealed from the windows by being sunk ; by a terrace walk, as

in the design before us ; or by placing the house on an elevated

platform, which should, at the same time, form a foreground to

the distance.

We may remark here, incidentally, that the finest example

that we know of, in England, of a flower-garden being sunk to

prevent its interfering with the unity of expression of the view

from the house, is at Redleaf, in Kent. Nothing, in our opinion,

can exceed the management of that place: and, independently of

what has been there effected by art, there are few places in Eng-
land equal to it in natural beauty. The proprietor (Mr. Wells)

is a man of the most just, elegant, and correct taste that we are

acquainted with ; and he ranks in our estimation, in this respect,

with Bishop Carruthers. (See IX. 6.)

The remaining part of the lawn, surrounded by straight walks,

and intersected by a central straight walk and curvilineal ones,

contains some clumps of shrubs ; and the situation of these is

the only serious point in the design that we have to find fault

with. If Mr. Dargavell will turn to what we have said in VII.

400., he will understand at once what we mean. There is no
particular reason why each clump or group should be in the

precise place where it is, rather than in any other place. There
is not one of them that might not be moved, either backwards or

forwards, or to the right or left, without producing any great

derangement of the general effect ; and such removal would pro-

duce no derangement at all of the walks. The shapes of some
of these clumps are peculiar, for which there appears no obvious

reason. If the clumps or groups had been principally placed

in the angles of the walks, they could not have been moved an

inch without deranging those walks; and they would thus have

accounted for the precise direction given to the latter. Notwith-

standing this trifling fault, we like the design, taking it alto-

gether; and we hope Mr. Dargavell will assiduously cultivate

his talents for this species of composition. We recommend to

him our Architectural Magazine for last year ; in various papers

of which he will find the principles of composition familiarly

developed. From these papers, he will learn to understand the

true meaning of the term artist-like composition, whether in

architecture or gardening. It is a great matter when a person

who directs his attention to devising plans, to drawing orna-

ments, or, in short, to delineating in any way, is enabled to de-

termine in his own mind what is artist-like and what is not:

many things, for example, portraits of scenes in the country, of

individual men or animals, or of manners on the stage, are very

like nature, and yet not at all artist-like, that is, not works of
j

art.— Cond.
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Art. IV. An Account of some remarJcable Trees nolo grooving at

Mamhead, the Residence and Property of R. W. Newman, Esq.,

situated about Eight Milesfrom Exeter. By Mr. Robert T. Pince,
Nurseryman.

It is proper to premise that all the circumferences of the

trunks in this account were taken, as directed in Mr. Loudon's
Return Paper, at one foot from the ground.

Quercus Suber, Cork Tree. — Circumference of the trunk,

12 ft. 6in. ; height, about 60 ft.; clear stem, before it branches
off, loft.; elevation above the level of the sea, about 450 ft.;

soil, fine rich red loam ; substratum, red stone conglomerate.

This magnificent tree stands in the middle of the park, quite

detached and exposed; the ground sloping to the e.n.e., and
open to the sea breeze from the eastward, being about three

miles distant from the sea coast. The tree has a compact oval

head; and its grand massive bi'anches, each in itself a tree of
noble dimensions, covered with rugged bark resembling richly

chased frosted silver, are finely contrasted with its dark green
luxuriant foliage, and altogether render this a most superb tree.

As nearly as I have been able to ascertain, it was planted rather

more than a century ago.

Near this stands another cork tree of inferior dimensions ; but
which, at any other place than Mamhead, would be looked upon
with wonder : in fact, it is a noble tree, being 1 1 ft. 3 in. in cir-

cumference, and about 50 ft. high.

Q,uercus Vlex, Evergreen Oak, or Ilex Oak. No. 1. — Circum-
ference of the trunk, 1 1 ft. ; height, about 85 ft. ; elevation above
the level of the sea, about 600 ft. ; soil, red loam ; substratum,

red stone conglomerate.

This fine tree is one of a very remarkable group, standing in

an elevated and exposed situation, open to the sea breeze, on the
confines of Haldon; it has a well-formed elliptical head. The
glossy black green foliage of this group appears to great advan-
tage in the winter, while the surrounding trees are nearly all

leafless; in fact, there is something particularly delightful in

the evergreen oaks for which our Devonshire is so celebrated,

which none but those who, on one of our mild sunny December
days, have seen the sun glancing upon them, can fully appreciate.

There can be no doubt that the ilex oak will endure a great deal
of hardship ; and that it will flourish even in the immediate vici-

nity of the sea, as has previously been observed by your zealous
and indefatigable correspondent Mr. Rutger. (See X. 495.)

Q,uerciis Vlex. No. 2. — Circumference of the trunk, 14 ft.

;

height, about 70 ft. ; elevation above the level of the sea, about
400 ft. ; soil, red loam ; substratum, red stone conglomerate.

This tree stands quite detached in the midst of the park. It

has a fine, round, and compact, but not formal, head.
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Quercus Ylex. No. 3. —- Circumference of the trunk, 22 ft.

;

height, about 5B ft. ; elevation above the level of the sea, 250 ft.;

soil, rich sandy loam; substratum, red sandstone.

This tree is sheltered from all annoying winds, and is in a

most favoured situation ; the head is elliptical, and is formed by
numerous large limbs, each of which would make a very respect-

able tree.

Quercus Qerris hybrida var. dentdta P (Sweet's Hort. Brit.),

Quercus Cerris dentdta (Loudon's Hort. Brit), ? FuUiam Oak.—
Circumference of the trunk, 13 ft. 5 in. ; height, about 80ft.

;

elevation above the level of the sea, about 500 ft. ; soil, sharp

red loam ; substratum, red sandstone.

This tree is a wonderfully fine one ; and I cannot sufficiently

express my admiration of it. It has a fine broad spreading head,

and finely tapered stem, with most luxuriant, large, glossy foliage.

I am very desirous of calling your attention to this tree. I have

described it above as the Fulham oak ; for, upon a minute com-
parison of it with some specimens of that tree in our nursery, I

am not able to perceive any diffiirence : of course, making some
allowance between the foliage of very young trees, such as ours,

and that of a tree more than a hundred years old. I send you,

however, a branch for your inspection. [This must have been

accidentally forgotten, as it was not among the specimens re-

ceived.] The original tree of the Fulham oak is said to be in

the nursery of my highly respected friend Mr. Reginald Whit-
ley, at Fulham ; but I should think this tree very much exceeds

the dimensions of the one there. [The dimensions of the ori-

ginal tree in the nursery of Messrs. Whitley and Osborne have

been kindly sent to us by Mr. Osborne, jun., and are as follows :

— Height, 75 ft. ; diameter of the space covered by the branches,

54 ft. ; circumference of the trunk at 1 ft. from the ground, 1 1 ft.

6 in.] The leaf, the bark, the habit, and contour of the two

trees are so very similar, that, if the tree at Marahead be not the

fme Fulham oak, it so nearly approaches to it, that I am unable

to distinguish any difference ; but I leave it to j'ou and others to

decide the point. Should it prove to be the same as the one at

Fulham, the question then will arise, Is not the Fulham oak a

distinct species of Quercus ; and not a mere seminal variety of

Quercus Cerris, as Mr. Sweet, in his Hort. Brit, (which I have

quoted above), makes it to be? It is, at all events, a very inter-

esting question.

Quercus Qerris, Turkey or Wainscot Oak. No. 1. — Circum-
ference of the trunk, 12 ft.; height, about 100 ft. : elevation

above the level of the sea, 500 ft. ; soil, sharp loam ; substratum,

red stone conglomerate.

In a sheltered and favoured situation.

Quercus Qerris. No. 2. —- Circumference of the trunk, 15 ft.
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5 in. ; height, about 90 ft. ; elevation above the level of the sea,

about 500 ft. ; soil, red loam ; substratum, red stone con-

glomerate.

A detached exposed situation ; fine, compact, round, but not

formal, head.

Qicercus Cerris. No. 3. — Circumference of the trunk, 14 ft.

1 in. ; height, about 80 ft. ; elevation above the level of the sea,

500 ft. ; soil and substratum, as before. Fully exposed situation.

Quercns coccinea, American Scarlet Oak.— Circumference of

the trunk, 7 ft. ; height, about 30 ft. ; elevation above the level

of the sea, about 450 ft. ; soil, red loam; substratum, red sand-

stone.

A fine, thriving, vigorous tr§e, with very large luxuriant

foliage; of which I send you herewith two specimens. [The
largest of the leaves sent measured S^\n. across, and 13 in. in

length; the smaller, 8 in. by 12 in. : both were much shrivelled.]

This is a highly ornamental tree ; and the autumnal tints of its

fine foliage are rich contrasts to the rather monotonous " sear

and yellow leaves " of our own indigenous trees. The American
scarlet oak ought to be more planted than it is.

Taocus baccdta, Yew Tree.— Circumference of the trunk at

I ft. from the ground, 26 ft. 6 in.; circumference at 6 ft. from
the ground, 31ft.; height, 40 ft.; elevation above the level of

the sea, 450 ft. ; soil, churchyard ; substratum, red sandstone.

This tree stands in the churchyard, which is situated in the

park ; and finely contrasts its melancholy boughs, which, for-

tunately, have never been disfigured by clipping, with the red

stone tower of the church, close to which it grows, and nearly

surmounts. This is a very remarkable tree ; and you will, pei'-

haps, ask how it is that the circumference is so much greater at

6 ft. from the ground than it is at 1 ft. from the same : all I can

say in answer is, that such is the case. In the centre of that

part of the tree whence the branches diverge, there is an open

space, sufficient for about twelve persons to sit round a table, if

placed there. This space was occasioned by the cutting out of the

central limb, for the purpose of making a pulpit for the church
adjoining, in 1749. This pulpit is now sound, and stands in

the church. I send you a memorandum, kindly furnished by
the rector and churchwardens of the parish, to the foregoing

purport. [Not received.]

Cupressus seinpervireiis, Upright Cypress.— Circumference, 3 ft.

4 in. ; height, 45 ft. ; elevation above the level of the sea, about

455 ft. ; soil, red loam ; substratum, red sandstone.

This tree lost 12 ft. of its top, in a gale of wind, about five

years since, without, however, being disfigured by it; and is

now rapidly regaining its leader. It forms a beautifully compact
green obelisk ; which finely sets off the adjoining grove of cedars

Vol. XL— No. 60. l
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of Lebanon, with their superb, horizontal, cloud-like branches.

I think that. the upright evergreen cypress is shamefully neg-

lected : no tree, when placed judiciously, adds more to the beauty

of the scene than this does; and it is much to be regretted that

it is not more frequently planted. See how finely Martin avails

himself of it in some of his beautiful illustrations of Milton's

Paradise Lost.

Fmus Vicea L. [A^bies Vicea'], Silver Fir. No. 1.— I cannot

consent to divide the grand natural genus Pinus, by making use

of modern terms ; but give their old familiar names. Circum-
ference, 12 ft. 2 in. ; height, 90 ft.; elevation above the level of

the sea, about 600 ft. ; soil, sharp loam ; substratum, red sand-

stone,

Phius Vicea. No. 2.— Circumference, 1 1 ft. 9 in. ; height,

100 ft. ; elevation above the level of the sea, 700 ft. ; soil, sandy

peat; substratum, flint and sandstone.

The wind dispersing the seeds from a fine group of these

trees, several thousands of seedlings have sprung up, spreading

over a surface of many acres ; where they are vigorously making
their way upwards among the surrounding plantations : thus

forming a most beautiful verdant underwood in places where,

owing to the height and thickness of the original trees, no other

kind of undergrowth could exist. I measured one of these seed-

lings, and found it to be 35 ft. high, and 4 ft. 2 in. in circum-

ference. There are, indeed, many thousands of them from the

height of 6 in. up to 35 ft.; some of which have actually esta-

blished themselves upon the extreme summit of Haldon, a barren

exposed heath. The group from which I have selected the

above specimen stands on the north-east end of Haldon ; the

soil, now covered for many acres with thriving trees of various

sorts, was originally thin and poor, the substratum being nearly

all flint and green sandstone, with a thin covering of peat. We
thus have here a striking proof of the great benefits arising from

planting poor and comparatively valueless soils; for a surface of

full 4 in., and in many cases 6 in., of rich black vegetable mould
has been gradually formed by the fall and decay of the leaves

for many years : thus spreading, over a surface of many acres of

a previously poor district, a rich and valuable coating of the

essence of vegetation, which would require another Deluge before

it could be scoured away.

The plantation thus alluded to is fully exposed to the north,

north-east, and easterly winds. On the summit of the hill,

800 ft. above the level of the sea, stands an obelisk, erected, in

IV'iS, by Thomas Ball, Esq., the then proprietor of this magni-

ficent demesne, " out of a regard to the safety of such as might

use to sail out of the port of Exon; or any others who might be

driven out to sea." This obelisk commands an extensive and
p'lorious view over a tract of country rarely, if ever, equalled in
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luxuriance in any part of England ; and a prospect out to sea
many leagues in extent.

Magnolia, grandiflbra var. obovdla.— Circumference of the

trunk, 2 ft. 10 in.; height, 21 ft.; diameter of the space covered
by the branches, 22 ft.

MagnoRsi grandiflbra var. exo7iiensis. — Circumference of the

trunk, 3 ft. 2 in. ; height, 22 ft. ; diameter of the space covered
by the branches, 21 ft. 6 in.

Magnolia, grandiflbra var. lanceoldta. No. 1.— Circumference
of the trunk, 4 ft. 1 in. ; height, 20 ft. ; diameter of the space
covered by the branches, 31 ft. 6 in.

Magnblia grandvflbra var. lanceoldta. No. 2.— Circumference,

3 ft. 5 in. ; height, 21 ft. ; diameter of space covered with branches,

28 ft. 6 in.

Magnblia grandiflbra var. lanceoldta. No. 3.— Circumference
of the trunk, 3 ft. 2 in. ; height, 20 ft. ; diameter of space covered
by the branches, 21 ft. 6 in.

[Specimens of all these varieties have been received ; and we
found them remarkably large and beautiful.]

You have, as above, three distinct varieties of Magnoh'a gran-
diflora; and I have given the diameter of the space covered by
their branches as the readiest way : for the magnolias, from which
the above were selected, consist of fourteen trees growing so

close together, and so in among each other in one direction, that

I took the diameter of the space covered by their branches,

instead of the circumference ; which would not, perhaps, be ex-
actly three times the diameter I have given, but very nearly so.

M. grandiflora var. lanceolata is the only one of the three varieties

that has any capsule fairly formed. The ferrugineous coating

on the under side of the leaf is much thicker in this variety than
in any other.

These fine trees grow on the top of a terrace in front of the

hot-houses and orangery; and are, in every respect, fully exposed,
though in a favoured situation. There are fourteen magnolias
on the terrace, consisting of the varieties above enumerated

;

which are covered, during a considerable part of the year, with
thousands of flowers, diffusing their delicious fragrance around
to a great distance. This terrace originally was a sloping bank;
and, in order to form a proper level for it, a large quantity of
soil was added, which has covered the stems of the magnolias
fully 4- ft. to 5 fr. deep : and although this has, of course, mate-
rially diminished their height, it has added very greatly to their

luxuriant growth ; for they have rooted out, into the rich sandy
soil thrown round them, up to the very surface, which is now a
dense mass of healthy fibres. This was done only four years
since. Although, perhaps, there may be some taller trees of
this sort in Devonshire, still, when I take into consideration that

this splendid row of fourteen trees covers a space 162 ft, long
L 2
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and 30 ft. broad, having no support or protection in any manner,

I have never seen anything of the kind that can at all be com-
pared with them.

And, now, I am fearful you will consider my account a tedious

one, although it is a subject that I feel a strong inclination to

extend to a much greater length, more particularly as these fine

trees were planted by my grandfather, the late Mr. Lucombe
(the raiser of the Lucombe oak, and the founder of this nur-

sery), who lived gardener, for many years, to the above-men-

tioned Thos. Ball, Esq., of Mamhead. I will, therefore, conclude

with these observations, that I have been assisted (with Mr.
Newman's kind permission) by Mr. Willis, the intelligent and
eminently successful gardener at Mamhead ; and that we have

estimated the dimensions of all rather less than above their real

growth.

If you consider these remarks worth your insertion, I shall

have much pleasure in again sending farther notices of our De-
vonshire trees.

TLxeter Niirsery, Jan. 1. 1835.

Such communications as the above are exceedingly interest-

ing to us ; and, as we believe they are so, also, to most of our
readers, we shall be happy to hear again from Mr. Pince, arid

to receive similar accounts from all quarters.

To Mr. Pince's account it may be interesting to add the fol-

lowing description of Mamhead, from the second volume of

Polwhele's History of Devonshire, published in 1793 :
—

" The woods and plantations of Mamhead are numerous and extensive.

Many of the trees of which they are composed were introduced by Mr. Thos.
Ball, the last of that family ; who, on returning from the Continent, brought
with him a quantity of cork, trees, ilices, wainscot oaks, Spanish chestnuts,

acacias, cedars, and other species of exotic trees. With these he embellished

the boldly swelling grounds at Mamhead
; yet, according to the taste of the

times, he either introduced or preserved the formalities of enclosing walls, geo-

metrical gardens, and parallel terraces. Most of these incongruities existed

when the late Lord Lisburne came to the estate ; who soon engaged in the

arduous and expensive task of restoring the ground to what, he presumed, it

was before. This has been effectually done; and Mamhead now appears as

one natural and extensive enclosure, with various prospects of sea, river, and
country. Towards Haldon, the most beautiful plantations of the finest forest

trees in Devonshire are crowned, at the top of the hill, by a noble obelisk,

which was built by the last Mr. Ball. This obelisk, which stands on Mamhead
Point, consists of Portland stone, and is about 100 ft. in height. In front of
the house, we cannot but admire the easy swell of the lawn, whose smooth
verdure is relieved by groups of trees and shrubs most judiciously disposed;
while, at one extremity, the eye is attracted by Gen. Vaughan's picturesque

cottage, and, a little beyond these grounds, by a landscape which no scenery
in this country exceeds in richness. On this side of the Exe are to be seen
the ancient castle and possessions of Courtenay, and Kenton, and the village

of Starcross ; on the other side, Exmouth, Lympstone, Nutwell, and the

Retreat, with the country stretching away to the Dorsetshire and Somerset-
shire hills. In the mean time, the river itself, and the sea in full prospect,

give an additional beauty to the scenes I have described." {Folwhele's Devon-
skire^ii. 156.)
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Art. V. Notices of the more rapid-grotuing Timber Trees in the

Plantations at Heath House, Staffordshire. By Mr. John Howden.

Of our trees, twenty years from the nursery, the common
oaks average from'20 ft. to 25 ft. high. The Turkey oaks average
from 25 ft. to 30 ft. high, and are rather thicker m proportion

than the common oak. The scarlet oak is only from 1 2 ft. to

15 ft. high, and thin in proportion. The sv^^eet chestnuts rival

the Turkey oaks in height, and surpass them in thickness. The
Canadian elms [f/'lmus americana Ph.^ the white American elm
of the nurseries] excel the whole in height ; being from 30 ft. to

40 ft. high. These elms are not so thick in proportion as the

sweet chestnut
;
yet they are so beautiful, so straight, and their

branches so finely spread out, that they are quite the favourites

of the forest.

The cedars of Lebanon are about 15 ft. high, but very thick

in proportion. The yews and hollies, of the same age, and in

the same soil, are only from 8 ft. to 10 ft. high, with stems but
little thicker than a thresher's flail. The purple beeches grow
slower than the common beeches ; and so do all the varieties of

the ash and sycamore. All the variegated hollies grow slower

than the common green holly. The tulip tree and platanus,

with all the varieties of the walnut tree which we have, grow
very slowly. Some walnuts from abroad, which were sent here
for the dessert, of very peculiar shapes, were reared in pots for

five years ; they have been planted out for ten years ; but none
of them are as yet 5 ft. high. I do not know their specific

names. Most of the maple family grow very slowly.

The beech and sycamore I would exterminate from our
woods altogether, since wooden spoons, bowls, and trenchers

are got out of fashion; and cast-metal wheels have no need of

wooden cogs. [Wooden cogs are generally supposed to work
more kindly into iron cogs than other iron ones.] The beech is

very ornamental as a single tree ; so is the lime tree, with those

who fancy it ; but I cannot make so much of the timber as I

can of the despised Scotch pine. The beech, sycamore, and
lime occupy too much land in most woods; and, though the

beech makes good hedges, the hornbeam does as well, and is

better timber. The crab tree makes excellent timber; but it

has been shamefully neglected in this country: if it were pruned
up in its youth to 10 ft. or 12 ft. high before grafting, it would
produce timber as well as apples; and furniture made of its

wood is truly beautiful. What, also, can be more beautiful than
the timber of the common wild cherry ?

Heath House, Jan. 1. 1835.

L 3
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Art. VI. On some Instruments for transplanting large Trees, and

the Manner of using them. By Mr. Henry Pratt, Gardener to

William Harrison, Esq. F.L.S. H.S. &c.

I AM induced, from having myself experienced the benefit to

be derived from the use of some implements for transplanting

large shrubs, to give you a description of them, and of the

method of using them. These instruments {fg. 1 8.) are made of

a, Upper surface of the carrier, or handbarrovv, formed of sheet iron b. Under side of the same,
showing an oval iron band, firmly riveted to the sheet iron, to stiffen it : this band is about an
inch broad, and the fourth of an inch tliick, and the two handles shown at each end are welded
into c, longitudinal section, d, Small pick.

sheet iron, of three dimensions ; 4 ft. by 2ft. 6 in., 3 ft. by 1ft. 9in.,

and 2 ft. 2 in. by 1 ft. 3 in. : they are rounded at the corners, a

little turned up at the ends, and are strengthened by flat iron

bars underneath, carried round near the edges. These iron bars

are welded into handles at each end, and the handles are kept

above the ground by the ends of the irons being turned up.

The ground is opened at a distance from the stem, regulated by
the size and nature of the plant intended to be moved ; and the

fibres are carefully tied up, as they are met with, to the stem of

the plant.

The small pickaxes {d) described by Sir H. Steuart were used

in this garden, with the above irons, long before his book was

published; and, by their use, the plant is completely undermined
on three sides, leaving the remaining side undisturbed till the iron

{a) is put under the plant, when that side is cut down, and the

plant falls upon the iron; and, if not sufficiently in the middle, is

easily slipped into the centre of the iron.

If the plant is large and heavy, an inclined plane is dug on
the most convenient side of the hole, and, a rope being put into

the iron handles, the plant is hauled out. A short strong board

is, in some states of the ground, used for this. The plant may
then, if not too heavy, be carried on a handbarrow, which
admits of the application of the strength of six men ; two between

the handles, and the other four on the outside. Heavier plants,
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which are to be carried any distance, are lifted on a truck with
low wheels, made strong for the purpose; and, if too heavy
for this mode, as many boards as are wanted are laid down
in succession, and the plant is hauled by the iron upon these

boards to the place where it is to be planted. The plant is

invariably hauled into the new hole on the iron, which is not
removed till its proper position is ascertained : this prevents

disturbance of the ball of earth or roots. The plant is then
lifted a little on one side, and the iron drawn out; earth is then
filled in to the level of the fibres, which are vmtied and laid out

straight, and the plant is earthed up. The heaviest plants,

Portugal and other laurels, 8 ft. and 9 ft. high, and 6 ft. or 7 ft.

in diameter, which cannot be lifted by any strength that can be
applied without injury to the ball of earth and roots, are thus

moved with great ease and expedition, with large balls of earth,

and without any disturbance of the roots ; and, consequently,

the plants invariably proceed in their growth, often without
experiencing the slightest check.

Not a single failure has occurred, since I have been here, in

transplanting numerous plants of the above size, which have been
twice removed within eighteen months. I am justified in stating

that six or eight plants can be removed by these aids, in the same
time as is occupied in removing one or two without them ; and
many plants, which could not safely be transplanted, for want of
means of carrying large unbroken balls, and all the small roots,

without bruising or injury, are, by the use of these irons, trans-

planted with certain success.

I may also add, that considerable experience has proved that

the best period for removing most evergreens is the middle of
sumrtier, that is to say, in July and August, after the growth of
the spring shoots.* The plants may then require a little shading
with mats, if the sun is powerful ; and they should have plenty

of water : but they will make roots during the remaining part of

the year, and will grow in the next spring as if they had never

been transplanted. Those removed in the winter often remain
without making new shoots the whole of the following year.

The frequent successful removal of numerous large plants,

since I have been here, has often excited the surprise of visiters
;

and this leads me to hope that this communication will be favour-

ably received, and that it may be deemed worthy of insertion in

your valuable Magazine.

Cheshunti Hertfordshire, Dec. 15. 1834.

* Mr. M'Nab prefers " late in autumn, winter, or very early in spring ; that

is, any time from the middle of October till the middle of December ; always
provided that the weather and the ground are favourable." Additional particu-

lars, well worthy perusal, are quoted in our VII. 78—80., from Mr. M'Nab's
pamphlet on planting evergreens.— Coyid.

L 4
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Art. VII. On the Culture of Tropical Orchideous Plants.

By Mr. R. Glendinning.

The attention of the lovers of rare plants has been more par-

ticularly arrested by the many beautiful species of orchideous

epiphytes lately imported, than, perhaps, by all others put

together. Very considerable difficulty has hitherto attended the

cultivation of these plants, except in houses exclusively appro-

priated to them ; and, from this circumstance, they are not yet

likely to become so universal as might be desired, or as their

wonderful variety, their diversity of colours, the perfume of many
species, and the elegant and curious organisation of all, might be

supposed to deserve. It is evident that they generally require

different treatment from the greater proportion of hot-house

plants: some, perhaps, as Dr. Lindley observes, may not require

so high a temperature as others ; but these will be found to be
comparatively few : most of them, I am confident, require less

sun, and all of them less air, than is generally admitted into

our common stoves. A highly excited temperature, abounding

with moisture, is apparently what they like ; humiditi/, but not

saturation.

As little change is likely to take place as regards a taste for

these charming plants, an account of a successful plan of culti-

vation adopted by any of your readers, in hot-houses appro-

priated to a miscellaneous collection of plants, would, I am sure,

be very acceptable. While I state the mode adopted by myself,

I do not arrogate to it perfection ; but shall be happy, through

the medium of the Gardealer's Magazine, to receive any inform-

ation on this interesting subject.

Instead of plunging the hot-house plants, I have placed them
on a Portland stone stage, in the centre as well as along the front,

ends, and back of the house. This stove is heated by a machine
of Kewley's, which is by far the best of three different principles

of hot water erected here. The boiler is situated in the north-east

angle : immediately over it, and for some distance along the end
and back, is placed the principal part of the collection of orchi-

deous plants on the ston6 stage. This part of the stage has an
edging of stone, about an inch high, let in at front and back; and
all the joints are made watertight. Pieces of round stone, neatly

worked, about an inch thick, and the size of the bottom of the

pots, are placed on the stage to receive the pots. At intervals,

I pour water on the stage ; and, from the porous nature of

Portland stone, it is continually filtrating on the hot pipes,

which, to a certain degree, produces a constant evaporation of

steam. As the plants are surrounded with water, this pre-

vents the migration of woodlice, and also tends to increase the

humidity of the atmosphere of the house. A vessel of water is
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kept on the cover of the boiler, with a syringe ; and, two or three

times in the course of the day, according to the weather, the

plants are slightly moistened with this warm water. By this

mode of treatment, and by admitting very little air at this end of
the house, I have been enabled to flower a number of species.

Bicton Gardens^ Dec. 28. 1834.

Art. VIII. Hintsfor the Cultivation of Epijihytal OrcMdece, derived

from Observations made during a Botanical Excursion through
Demerara, Trinidad^ and the Spanish Main. By Mr. John Hench-
man.

Having read the account of the nature and habits of Or-
chideae (p. 1.), by their spirited and enthusiastic admirer,

J. Bateman, Esq., I am induced, with the design of furthering

a little the cultivation of these interesting plants, of which, at

present, we know so little, to offer to your readers the result of
the observations I have made on the habits of Orchideae during
my researches for that tribe of plants in Demerara, Trinidad,

and the Spanish Main, in the course of the past year. The
collecting of Orchideae having been the sole object of my visit to

the West Indies, I endeavoured, as may be naturally supposed,

to acquaint myself, as far as circumstances would permit, with

the position generally occupied by epiphytal Orchideae, and
the effects produced upon them by exposure to light and
sun, by the changes of the atmosphere, and the natural vicissi-

tudes to which they are subjected ; such as the death or fall of
the tree or branch on which they have been growing, &c. : and
I feel the more confidence in submitting this small essay to the

public, from having had an opportunity, immediately before my
departure from Trinidad for England, of comparing notes with,

and receiving many useful hints from, my scientific friend, Mr.
D. Lockhart, curator of the Botanic Garden of Trinidad, who
is highly and deservedly valued by all who have the pleasure of
corresponding with him ; and whose disinterested kindness and
attention to myself, during my stay in Trinidad, I shall ever

remember with gratitude and pleasure.

Mr. Bateman will, I am sure, excuse me for making a remark
on one of the passages of his interesting communication, which
appears to me calculated to mislead its readers with respect to

the position occupied by Orchideae.

The passage to which I allude is in page 2., and commences
with,—'" Flourishing as the various epiphytes appear," &c. This
passage would lead any reader to suppose that Orchideae, ferns,

tillandsias, &c., are generally found smothered together and de-

stroying one another. Never was there a more mistaken idea;
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and, however natural the passage may appear, and however

pleasing the illustration drawn from it, yet, as respects Orchideae,

it is entirely incorrect. True it is, that trees may be seen

covered, both stem and branches, by huge masses of tillandsias

and bromelias, as well on the sea coast as in the depths of the

forest ; as well exposed to the scorching rays of a tropical sun,

as in the moist atmosphere of a morass; as well on the fine

uplands of Trinidad, or on the immense ridges of mountains in

the Spanish Main, as in the low swamps of Demerara: but, so

far from Orchideae forming the base of these masses, I have

observed it to be almost invariably the case, that where the trees

are seen covered with tillandsias, &c., it is in vain to search for

Orchideae. Sometimes, indeed, I have found, growing among
masses of Orchideae, a few stunted tillandsias ; but rare, indeed,

is it to see them flourishing together. I confess that this created

a good deal of astonishment in my mind; for, considering their

habits to be so similar, I concluded that, where the one was, the

other would be found also. But, to follow up Mr. Bateman's
idea, Orchideae may be compared either to the lion, who, con-

fident in the abundance of his strength, sets at defiance all resist-

ance to his sway, or to the timid unoffending hare, which,

conscious of her own weakness, retires to some quiet spot, the

least liable to intrusion. The latter character is applicable to

most of the species of Orchideae that have come under my ob-

servation. I will, however, mention a few species which 1 have
seen displaying the former character.

In Demerara, masses of Oncidium altissimum and Maxillaria

ParkerzV are to be seen, which would defy any attempt at in-

trusion ; and, again, on the Spanish Main, I have seen the

epiphyte commonly called the spread eagle, which, I surmise,

will prove an epidendron, clasping enormous trees, and cover-

ing them from top to bottom; and also two or three species

supposed to be maxillarias, which were growing with uncommon
vigour. With the above exceptions, I have not found Orchideae

growing in such quantities as it has been reported they do ; but
often, as Mr. Bateman justly observes, single specimens only

are to be obtained. This cannot be more strongly illustrated

than in the case of a beautiful Oncidium, which I was happy
enough to meet with on the Spanish Main ; its leaves are nearly

6 in. in width, of a very firm texture, and possessing an uncom-
monly strong nerve ; and though the plant, judging from the

remains of the origuial stem, which had gradually decayed as

the plant progressed, must have occupied its station for nearly
half a centui-y

; yet I searched the neighbourhood in vain for

another specimen, nor did I see another plant of it on the

Main.
Nor do Orchideae generally grow in such high situations upon
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trees as is usually supposed. Twenty or twenty-five feet is the

greatest height, with few exceptions, at which I have seen them
growing. Some of the bulbless epidendrons, the spread eagle

plant, and Oncidium papilio attain a much greater height. The
other oncidiums 1 have not seen growing above 7 ft. or 8 ft.

from the ground, and generally on some of the small closely

interwoven branches, and not on the stem or main branches of
the tree. The various species of Gongorff, Corysanthes, and
Rodriguezm are, almost without exception, found in the same
positions ; while, again, the genera Maxillaria, Fernandes/a,

Epidendrum, Ceratochilus, Cattley«, Zygopetalon, Brassavola,

Ornithldium, Camaridium, Pleurothallis, Brassm, Ornithocepha-
lus, Trizeiixis, Catasetum, and many other genera supposed to

be new, I have found always attached to the trunk or strong

limbs of the tree, which they clasp with surprising tenacity. It

may be also observed that rough and soft barked trees are

favourite habitats of Orchideae. The calabash tree, which
has a peculiarly soft and woolly bark, often possesses many
of the more minute species. Indeed, I sent home pieces of the

calabash tree, about a foot long, on some of which were six and
on others seven distinct species of Orchideae; but, unfortunately,

all perished, with one exception, which is still alive and doing
well. It possesses three or four small oncidium-like bulbs, and
the last year's flower-stem complete; and it has now pushed out

two fine strong shoots, and yet, by twisting the flower-stem a
little, it might all be put into a common nutshell. It is much
to be regretted that the length of the voyage renders it im-
practicable to introduce many of these small and interesting

species. I have observed that Orchideae appear to rejoice in a
light situation and a free circulation of the atmosphere ; but are

decidedly adverse, with few exceptions, to exposure to the

intense rays of the sun. We may except from this remark
Oncidium luridum, the Catasetum, and a fine pseudo-bulb
found on the Spanish Main (which I suppose to be an Epi-
dendrum), which seem not only to exist, but to rejoice, in ex-

posure to the sun ; while, of the others, some are quickly burnt

up and destroyed, especially those which possess pseudo-bulbs
of a soft succulent nature ; and some, though they may exist

for a time in a languishing state, fall ultimately victims to

their powerful enemy. This part of the subject leads me to

remark, that I have seldom seen Orchideae, in a flourishing state,

upon dead trees either standing or fallen. The point to be
considered, then, is, do Orchideae derive any nourishment from
the trees to which they are attached ? I am of opinion that, to

a certain degree, they do ; for the bark of a living tree must
surely afford some slight moisture to the roots of the Orchideae

;

and at the same time the foliage affords it an agreeable shade.
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That Orchideae cannot subsist long on dead standing trees is, I

think, obvious ; for the bark must become so heated and dry as

to absorb or destroy any moisture the plant may derive from the

atmosphere or contain vi^ithin itself But, again, this will by

no means apply to those remaining on dead fallen trees ; as v\^e

may suppose them to be shaded by the neighbouring trees ; and

I can only account for their sickly appearance by supposing

that the circulation of the air is not so free, and that they do

not imbibe so much of the moisture proceeding from the rivers

and low grounds.

The atmospheric changes are very great in tropical climates

;

and, as I consider that Orchideae derive their main support

directly from the atmosphere, I think too much attention cannot

be paid to the various changes by which they are, in their

natural state, liable to be affected. One of the principal objects

kept in view by growers of Orchideae appears to be the keeping

up a regular heat in their stoves. Nothing can be more contrary

to nature : for, in the tropics, to a sultry day, with the thermo-

meter standing at from 85° to 95°, succeeds a cool night and a

cold morning, the thermometer falling to 60° or 55°
\ effecting,

in twenty-four hours, a change of temperature of from 20° to 30°.

During the dry seasons, periods of two, three, and often extend-

ing to five and six months, the whole nourishment derived by
the Orchideae must be communicated through the agency of the

tree to which they are attached, or from the atmospheric

moisture which is the effect of the action of the sun upon the

dew which has fallen during the night and morning : for the

situations generally occupied by Orchideae preclude the pos-

sibility of the dew reaching them in its descent; and, slight

though the moisture be which is communicated through these

channels to Orchideae, it is nevertheless sufficient to retain the

vital principle in the pseudo-bulb, though not sufficient to

rouse it into action. The dry season, then, appears to act upon
Orchideae on much the same principle as our winter acts upon
our trees, &c. It is for them a period of rest; and the pseudo-

bulbs, having been well ripened, are ready, when the wet season

has given them a sufficient stimulus, to push forth luxuriantly

both leaves and flowers.

It sometimes chances that Orchideae become detached from
their natural position by wind or some other natural cause; and
the only epiphytal Orchide^ I have seen thriving on the ground
are Oncidium luridum and the various catasetums. These
appear to do as well in mould as on trees. The other genera I

have found in that situation were evidently fast decreasing and
verging to decay. But the contact with the mould appeared to

have a curious effect upon Oncidium papilio, which I found in

abundance on the Spanish Main ; namely, that of darkening the
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colour both of its pseudo-bulbs and elegant leaves. I will not

trespass farther on the patience of your readers, than to give you
a slight outline of the method I should wish to see put in prac-

tice by some enterprising and intelligent gardener, for the cul-

tivation of epiphytal Orchidese in our stoves.

We will suppose two houses, of reasonable dimensions, to

have been built for the reception of a fine collection of epiphytal

Orchideee just arrived from their native country; and, having

produced in one of these houses a rather moist temperature of

about 70°, we will proceed to get ready our plants.

I have a most decided objection to placing epiphytal Or-

chideas in mould or in pots ; because, as I have before said, I

consider that Orchidese derive their principal support from the

atmosphere ; and, by burying their roots in mould, you deprive

them of any nourishment except that which they can derive from

the moisture of the mould ; and, at the same time, you run the

risk of causing the pseudo-bulbs to rot, by communicating to

them moisture, and preventing that action of the atmosphere

which, in their natural state, saves them from rotting.

Let us, therefore, prepare a few pieces of wood, each with the

bark on, and cover them with a slight layer of, if possible, fresh

moss; and, having trimmed off the dead roots of our pseudo-

bulbs, let us bind them to the wood with fine wire, and suspend

them from the rafters, or rather, from rods fixed for that pur-

pose. This will allow of a free circulation of the air, and will

also prevent their being attacked by their voracious enemies the

woodlice. If it be necessary for convenience to place some of

them in pots, I would recommend the plan adopted by Mr.
Low, from some hints which I gave him :— Let the plant be

affixed to a piece of wood of convenient size ; then let the lower

end of the wood be placed in the pot so that the base of the

pseudo-bulb may be even with the rim of the pot ; then fill up
the pot with crocks and pieces of good peat turf, the mould
having been previously beaten out. JBy this plan, the plant has

the choice of throwing its roots over the surface of the peat, &c.j

or of clasping the piece of wood to which it is affixed, and which,

at the same time, serves to keep it steady.

I have, since my return to England, seen a plan pursued by
Mr. Pratt, the intelligent gardener of W. Harrison, Esq.,

Cheshunt, which I think likely to answer. He has suspended
from the rafters of his orchideous house, globular shapes com-
posed of strips of zinc, which being filled with very rough peat

and pieces of old wood, the plant is placed on the top ; and, al-

though it is only a few weeks since Mr. Pratt commenced the

experiment, the plants so treated are already pushing their roots

vigorously over the peat, &c., and are looking remarkably well.

Let us continue the temperature of our house at 70°, by day,
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for a fortnight ; reducing it to 60° by night, and communicating

a little moisture by steaming. After this period has elapsed,

let us increase the heat in our house, in the daytime, till the

thermometer reaches 85°, being reduced, as before, to 60° at

night; and the strong and firm-looking pseudo-bulbs may be

well syringed three or four times a day, and well steamed the

first thing every morning. This treatment 1 should continue

till the plants began to break and root ; when, if the weather

was at all favourable, I would draw down two or three of the

lights, and admit the fresh air for a few hours every day.

When the plants have made a good growth, and as they

become what we may call established, let us remove them
into our second house, in which the thermometer must be kept

at from 80° to 85° by day, at night reduced to 60° or 55°, and
allow them no moisture, except a good steaming once every

morning. Let us continue this check upon them for two or

three months, and then again remove them to our moist house,

in which we must not allow the temperature, by day, to be lower

than from 85° to 90°; nor higher, at night, than 60° ; and must
syringe them well and copiously seven oi* eight times, at least,

in the day ; at the same time allowing the entrance of a little

fresh air, if it can be accomplished without decreasing too much
the heat of the house.

With this treatment, I am much mistaken if we shall not find

the Orchideae, now so apparently shy of flowering, throwing out

vigorous shoots and fine masses of flowers, which will amply
repay the trouble taken with them ; for, perhaps, it would be

difficult to point out any tribe of plants, in their own country,

which flowers more abundantly and universally than epiphytal

Orchideae.

Should I receive from you an intimation that such a com-
munication would prove agreeable to your readers, I will en-

deavour, at a future period, to send you a brief account of the

mode of travelling in Demerara, and an account of the habits

and nature of the aboriginal Indians, and their character in com-
parison with that of the negroes of the British colonies.

Clapton Nursery, Jan. 3. 1835.

For the above most interesting and valuable account we are

exceedingly obliged to Mr. Henchman. It cannot fail to be of

the greatest use to cultivators of this most interesting family of

plants. We need hardly say that we, and, we are sure, all our

readers, will be much gratified by any farther communications

from him on the mode of travelling in Demerara, or on any

other point connected with the subject of this article.— Co?id.
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Art. IX. FloricuUural and Botanical Notices of newly introduced

Plants, and of Plants of Interest previously in our Gardens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions (yf the *' EncyclopcBdia of Plants"
and of the " Horius Britannicus"

Curtis s Botanical Magazine ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight Plates ; 3s. Qd. coloured, 35. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the tjniversity of Glasgow.

Edwards s Botanical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates; 45. coloured, 35. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,
Professor of Botany in the London University.

Sweet's British Flower-Garden ; in monthly numbers, each containing

four plates ; 35. coloured, 25. 2>d. plain. Edited by David Don,
Esq., Librarian to the Linnsean Society.

Plants Dicotyledonous, Polypetalous.

XXXII. Ternstrbm/act'^.

2038. CAME'LLJ^.
18161a hybrida Ma/ipoy hybrid i*

i lor ... ... Lifege ... I p.l

M. Jacob Makoy, nurseryman, Liege, Belgium, has sent us,

through Mr. Garvie, foreman in the nursery of Messrs. Low
and Co., Clapton, a dried sprig bearing two leaves, a detached

dried leaf, and a dried flower, of a hybrid Camellm, obtained

from C. japonica var. insignis and C. euryoides as the parents.

M. Makoy deems the hybrid a very fine variety. In habit, it

assimilates much to C. euryoides : the leaves are ovate, acuminate,

serrate, and slightly pubigerous ; the sprig and buds densely

pubigerous ; the flower is 1 in. across (perhaps more), and has

five orbicular petals, which are centred by the cluster of sta-

mens. The petals in the dried state are buff-coloured, with a

deeper shade up the centre ; they might be, when living, white

tinted with red : nothing is stated respecting their colour.

LXXVII. LeguminbscB.
2133. n'CIA.
19202(1 polysp^rma Ten. many-seeded A A or 6 jn Pa.P Naples 1833. S co Sw.fl.gar.2.s.274

Its beauty entitles it to a place in the flower-border. It

appears to come very near our native V. sylvatica [which we
think a plant of great elegance]. Perennial. Stems many,
climbing, 3 ft. to 6 ft. high. Leaves of about eight pairs of leaf-

lets. Flowers disposed, about twelve together, in stalked axil-

lary clusters. Corolla pale purple in the vexillum, nearly white

in the keel and wings. Seeds, in each legume, from fourteen to

twenty. It should be planted in a gravelly loam ; and is easily

multiplied by seeds, which it perfects abundantly. We would
recommend the seeds to be sown where the plant is intended to

remain, as few of the Leguminosae bear to be disturbed when
once planted. [We remember once seeing a stock of plants of

that beautiful common plant the everlasting pea (Z/athyrus lati-

folius) in the nursery of the Messrs. Fairbairn, Vauxhall, that
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were planted in pots ; and these were to be plunged in soil, to

keep the plants in a condition for being transplanted with suc-

cess.] The figure of V. polysperma was taken from a plant in

Mrs. Marryat's collection. {Brit. Flow.-Garden, Feb.)

CXLVII. Crassiddcece.

1468. SEMPERVrvUM.
12481a Cirbicum Horn, city « or i_J or ... d.j.f Y Teneriffe 1827. C s.l Bot. reg. 1741

" It flowers in the months December, January, and February

;

and is one of the handsomest of the shrubby species of this in-

teresting genus." The figure portrays a rosaceous tuft of

leaves tipping a branch, as the leaves do in S. arboreum ; and a
fine pyramidal panicle, towards 9 in. long, of golden-yellow

flowers ; so numerous, and so disposed, as to almost touch each
other on every side. Plants of this species are " found com-
monly on rocks and the roofs of houses in Teneriife ; in inland

parts of the island, where the air is damper than in the valleys."

It was first found by Dr. Christian Smith ; latterly, by Messrs.

Webb and Berthelot. Messrs. Young and Penny, nurserymen,
of Milford, near Godalming, Surrey, have plants of this and
other interesting plants from the Canary Islands for sale. [Bot.

Jteg., Feb.)

CLVII. 'Begonidcea.

2654. BEGO^N/^.
geramifhWa. Hook. Geranium-lfd A 23 or lis W.R Lima 1833. O l.t Bot. mag. 3387

This species was discovered in the neighbourhood of Lima;
and roots were brought to the Glasgow Botanic Garden, by
Mr. M'Lean, in 1833. In September of the following year, they

produced their exceedingly pretty and very delicate red and
white flowers, which contrasted well with the glossy and deep
green foliage Leaves on long rounded footstalks, cordate,

the sides nearly equal, plaited, cut into many unequal very acute

lobes ; these inciso-serrate, green on both sides, paler beneath,

above of a full and very bright and glossy green ; the margin
red, perfectly glabrous, as is the whole plant. Stem about 1 ft.

high. [It may produce, under future culture, taller stems.]

Peduncles terminal, tipped with the flowers. {Bot. Mag., Feb.)

Plants Dicotyledonous, Monopetalous.

CLXX. YiricdcecE.

1174. DABCE^C/^ D. Don 9944 poliifblia.

cor611aalba /. r. AfacA-fl!^ white-corollaed H- or 11 jn.s W Ireland 1830. L s.p Svv.fl.gar.2.s.276

Mr. J. T. Mackay, assistant botanist. Trinity College, Dub-
lin, and curator of the College Botanic Garden, has, in the

Mag. Nat. Hist., iv. 167., in a communication dated Jan. 17.

1831, thus spoken of the Daboe'c/a (Menzies/«) ^oliifolia:^— It

" is very abundant on the sides of mountains and dry heaths all

over Cunnemara, a wild district of the county of Galway ; and
in Mayo, as far north as the mountain called Croagh Patrick

:
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and, although nowhere else found in Britain or Ireland, is in-

digenous to the south of Europe, being found on the western

I^yrenees and at Anjou. A variety with white flowers, of which I

have a living specimen in the College Botanic Garden, has lately

been found growing sparingly along with the common variety."

We have seen a living plant of the white-coroUaed variety in the

nursery of Mr. Knight, Chelsea.

CLXXIV. Cavipanulacece.

607. CAMPA'NULA 4931 fragilis.

2 liirsLitaiOTc?/. ha\ry-herbaged £ Jlij or lU. s B S. of Italy 1833? S s.l Bot reg. 1738

" In its native stations, it is one of the most lovely objects

imaginable. Often have we heard travellers from Italy expa-
tiating upon the beauty of the spots, which are enamelled with

the bright blue patches of this interesting stranger; but it was
never our [Dr. Lindley's] good fortune to see it alive, till we
met with it in the garden of Mrs. Marryat, at Wimbledon,
where our drawing was made, last September." {^Bot. Meg., Feb.)

CLXXXVI. Composites,

2436. \VEDE"L7.4.
f28518 aurea D. i>ore golden-co/OKr(?rf-coroWoec! J4 _AJ or 2 au.s Go Mexico 1829. S co Bot.mag.33S4

Herbaceous, scabrous. Stem slightly branched. Leaves
elliptical, acute. Heads of flowers, three together, terminating
the branches. Flowers orange-yellow. [Bot, Mag., Feb.)

CCXI. ScrophulannecB.

1718. CHELO^NE.
15462a centraiithifolia .Sen^A. Centranthus-lfd. £ A or S—7jl.n.s California 1834? Deo Bot.reg.1737

Resembles the beautiful C. barbata, from which it chiefly dif-

fers in its very long graceful panicle of flowers, whose scarlet

tubular corollas, 1 in. long, are more slender, and destitute of a
beard at the mouth ; and in its differently shaped leaves. The
leaf is compared, in the specific name, to that of the Centran-
thus ruber {Valeriana rubra). The stem is stated to vary in

height from 3 ft. to 7 ft. " It is a species of considerable beauty,

growing well in any soil or situation, if exposed to the sun ; but
best adapted to planting among American plants, from the midst

of whose bushy masses its long panicles may rise like slender

scarlet plumes." Sent from California, to the Horticultural So-
ciety of London, " by Mr. David Douglas, without any inti-

mation of the situation it naturally occupies. Flowers from
July to November

;
produces seeds in tolerable plenty." {Bot.

Reg., Feb.)

CCXIII. Soldnece.

591. SOLA^NUM.
4734a ? Tweedi(5«MTO Hook. Tweedie's O ? I I? or li o W.P Buen.Ayres 1833. S co Bot.mag.3385

" Among the numerous species of iSolanum which we have
received from Mr. Tweedie, gathered near Buenos Ayres, is the

present one; of which seeds were sent to the Glasgow Botanic
Garden in 1833. It produced its conspicuous and lively flowers,

Vol. XI.— No. 60. ai
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in the gi'een-house, in the month of October : these are of a
purplish white colour, with the projecting stamens of a full

orange. The foliage is very similar to that of some of the

varieties of S. nigrum." The flowers are borne in drooping
clusters, each of about from five to seven flowers : the corolla is

about three fourths of an inch across. {Bot. Mag., Feb.)
482. BRUGMA'NS/^. [Bot. reg. 1739

bfcolor Pf«. two-coloured. COro//«e(? a^
I

| or 20 o.n R.O Peru and New Granada 1833. CI
B. sanguinea R. S; P., D. Don, who has deemed it more rightful to restore Ruiz's and Pavon's

specific name sanguinea, although these authors had named the plant Datura sanguinea, than
the specific name bfcolor, which Persoon applied when he removed their Datura sanguinea to
the genus Brugmknsia instituted by himself. Sw. Fl. Gar. 2. s. 272., Gard. Mag. xi. 76.

See in p. 76. B. bicolor is, Dr. Lindley states, the priorly

pubUshed name for this fine plant. The following particulars

are additional to those presented in p. 76. Charles Crawley,

Esq., has introduced the species : he brought seeds of it with

him, from Guayaquil, in 1833. Besides the plants of it raised

by Miss Traill of Hayes Place, Kent, Lady Gibbs of Hayes
Common, near Bromley, has raised plants of it. From Miss
Traill it is communicated, that B. bicolor " will not flower in

pots; as it has large and spreading roots, and requires a con-

stant supply of moisture." Of the plant in its native places,

Dr. Lindley communicates, that its stature varies from 10 ft.

to 20 ft., the stem being generally undivided, and terminated by
a roundish leafy head. The flowers are succeeded by an oblong,

smooth, yellow, pendulous capsule, which is as much as 8 in.

long. The seeds are narcotic in a high degree. [Bot. Beg.,

Feb.)

CCXXI. Labiates.

3380. PHYSOSTE^GIA. Sp. 7.—
^

[Bot. mag. 3386
15192a imbricata HooA. imhricated-Jlwd. ^ A oi" 6 endofsu.aut Pa.P Texas 1833. Deo

Perennial, herbaceous, hardy, ornamental. Stem rising quite

erect, 5 ft. to 6 ft. high. Leaves opposite, lanceolate, serrate.

Flowers numerous, crowdedly and imbricately disposed in many
spikes ; displayed during the latter end of summer, and in

autumn. Corolla of a red purple colour above ; almost white

beneath, with a few reddish spots. This species inhabits Texas,

as do two others. Plants of P. imbricata Hooh. were sent to the

Glasgow, and, probably, to the other botanic gardens in this

country, by Mr. Drummond. It multiplies itself by suckers,

which sprout from beneath the surface of the soil around the

parent plant. Seven species of Physostegia are known. {Bot.

Mag., Feb.)

CCXXII. Boraginea.

429. ilTHOSPE'RMUM.
1537a rosmarinifblium Ten. Rosemary-lfd. «. A or If s B Capri in Italy 1833? C co Bot.reg.1735

Distinct from the L. graminifblium Viv., the L. rosmarinifbliumiJcAA., and the L. fruticbsum L.
— Lindley.

A shrubby herbaceous plant, varying in stature from 3 in. to

2 ft. The branches are invested with leaves which resemble, in

figure, those of rosemary ; and bear towards their tips axillaiy
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clusters of flowers, whose corolla is of the most intense and
brilliant blue. It is a beautiful species, and of the best adapted
for rockwork in a mild climate. It appears not to require par-

ticular management, except to be protected from wet in winter.

The figure published was made from a fine plant flourishing in

the rich collection of Mrs. Marryat, to whom the seeds had been
brought by Mrs. Palliser. {Bot. Reg., Feb.) This species is

mentioned in X. 340.

Plants Monocotyledonous.
CCXL. Orchidece.

?523a GRO'^BY^ Lindl. {Right Hon. Lord Grey of Grohy, a munificent patron of horticulture,
and a most zealous cultivator of orchideous epiphytes.) 20. 1. Sp. 1.

—

[Bot. reg. 1740
AmhdrstzVp Lindl. Lady Amherst's jg 23 or | s Och.P.Spot Brazil 1829. D p.r.w

The genus Grobya is a near ally of that of Cymbidium.
G. Amherstz'f^ is epiphytal, has ovate green pseudo-bulbs, l^in.

long, narrow grass-iike leave.s, and its flowers are closely dis-

posed in a pendulous raceme 3 in. long. Sepals of a pale-

ochraceous colour. Petals marked with dots disposed in rows.

Labellum dark purple. Dr. Lindley remarks that the specific

name Amherstz^^ " records the sense we entertain of the claims

of the noble family of Amherst upon the gratitude of botanists,

for the countenance afforded by them to natural history so long

as their power continued in the Eastern world." [Bot.Reg.^^eh.)
2S30a MONACHA'NTHUS Lindl. Monk Flower. {Monachos, monk, antkos, flower; labellum

of M. viridis Lindl. like a cowl.) 20. 1. Sp. 2.—
discolor Lindl. " dingy " jg E] or 1 n P.Y Demerara 1834. D p.r.w Bot. reg. 1735

The genus Monachanthus has the habit, anthers, and pollen

of the genus Catasetum. M. viridis, found in Brazil, and M.
discolor, " a very rare plant in Demerara, whence Mr. Bate-

man received a single bulb by Mr. Colley, are known." In

M. discolor, from pseudo-bulbs about 3 in. long, arise plaited

leaves about 9 in. ; and a raceme of this length, which bears

several flowers : in the one figured, eleven flowers are shown.
The sepals are green and brown ; the petals and the labellum

on its outside more or less purple; and the labellum within yel-

low. The labellum " looks more like an old rusty iron skull-

cap than anything else we can compare it to." It is fringed

along part of its edge or rim." {Bot. Beg., Feb.)

CCLI. Ijilidcece.

1016. iI'LIUM.
t8417 tenuifolium Fis. slender.lfd. tf A or 1 jn.jl S Siberia 1820. O p.l Sw.fl.gar.2.s.275

A miniature of the scarlet Turk's cap lily (Z/ilium chalcedo-

nicum). The figure published " was taken from specimens
which flowered in the botanic garden, Chelsea, where the plant

was unusually luxuriant." It is a native of the vast steppes of

Siberia, where it appears to be abundant ; but it is never found
beyond 55° lat. n. The bulbs are eaten by the wandering
Tartars. [See VI. 322.] [British Flower-Garden, Feb.)

M 2
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inns FU'NK/^^
'

lancifolia Spr. lance-lfd. ^ A or I au Pa P Japan 1829. D co Sw.fl.gar.2.8.273

Already registered in the Add. Siipp. to Hort. Brit.; but the

figure now cited is the preferable one. Messrs. Loddiges and

Mr. Knight possess plants of the species. {Brit. Floiioer-Gard.,

Feb.)

Art. X. Arboricidtural Notices ; or. Notices of new Hardy Trees

and Shrubs, deserving oj General Cidtivation in Useful or Orna-

mental Plantations.

In our last notice (p. 28.), we strongly recommended some
species of Cratse^gus, Pyrus vestlta, and certain oaks, pines, firs,

and, above all, the cedar, for mountainous situations. An Edin-

burgh correspondent, referring to our plan for forming a drive

to the top of the hill called Arthur's Seat, says that we should

recommend " the entire hill to be planted with cedars ; and the

whole of the Pentland Hills to be formed into one grand arbo-

retum, planting the peat earth sorts in the natural bogs, and the

more tender sorts in the numerous sheltered valleys and con-

cavities which face the south and the south-east." These ideas

are grand, and worth contemplating ; because they may lead to

some minor result.

The main purpose of the present notice, however, is to direct

attention to the genera y^cacia and Eucalyptus, as likely to fur-

nish various hardy trees. We refer to our letter from Naples

(p. 150.), to show the height which these trees will attain, in a

few years, in the south of Europe; and an article, which will

appear in our next Number, will show the height they have

attained, and their hardiness, in Monmouthshire. In the gar-

den of the Horticultural Society, several species of both genera

have stood out the two last winters uninjured ; and have attained,

in three years, the height of from 20 ft. to 30 ft., and upwards.

A shoot of'XOft., in one summer, is common to these trees.

We are informed that there is an Acacia in a o'arden at Wim-
bledon, a standard, which is between 30 ft. and 40 ft. high, and
has never received the slightest protection. We hope the indi-

vidual who told us of it will be good enough to pay a second

visit to the place, and let us know farther particulars. In the

botanic garden in Edinburgh there are several species of ^^cacia

and Eucalyptus, which have stood out for several years without

protection ; but we will not anticipate the Return Paper, which,

we hope, Mr. M'Nab is preparing for us. In the nursery of

Messrs. Urquhart, at Dundee, there are some large acacias,

standards ; and there are several also at Montrose. We should

be greatly obliged to the proprietors of these trees, if they would
be kind enough to send us particulars of their size, age, &c.

There are many trees of these and other foreign kinds, usually
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considered tender, in Ireland. We have had an interesting Return
Paper from Mr. Nevin of the Giassnevin Garden ; and we have
seen Mr. Mackay's list in the Dublin Philosophical Journal,

vols. i. and ii., and reexamined Mr. Mallet's list in this Magazine.
We could wish, however, to have a very full Return Paper
from Mr. Mackay, and a second measurement from Mr. Mallet.

We are greatly obliged to Mr. Murphy for what he has done
for us in this respect; and refer all our readers in Ireland to the

Irish Farmer's and Gardener's Magazine ^ov Feb., p. 89., footnote.

We earnestly entreat those, whose names are there mentioned, to

write to us.

But to return to our acacias and eucalyptuses, it may be said

that the size and apparent hardiness of these trees is owing to

our late mild winters ; and that the first severe winter will kill

them to the ground. We do not believe this. After a tree has
attained a trunk of 3 in. or 4 in, in diameter, it is not easy to kill

it to the ground ; and, if the points of the shoots and the smaller

branches should be killed even every winter, it is not more than
happens every year to the deciduous cypress, which yet attains

the size of a very large timber tree. We would stronglv re-

commend every person, who has it in his power, to turn out into

his gardens and shrubberies as many species of y^cacia and Eu-
calyptus as he can procure. If he be afraid of the winter, we
recommend a mat to be stretched horizontally over the top of
each tree, at the height of 1 ft., or so, above its summit. This
mat could be supported by four long poles ; and these poles, as

the tree advanced in size, might be set up every winter, and
taken down in spring. This sort of protection might be carried

to a very great extent, when we consider that the poles for scaf-

folding used by builders may be procured, in every part of the
country, from 50 ft. to 80 ft. in length. Perhaps the easiest way
would be, to form a triangle with three long poles, a good deal

higher than the tree, and to suspend a mat, or mats sewed
together, from the apex. If it were worth while to go to the

expense, an umbrella might be contrived on the pole, which
might be let down during the day or in mild weather, and
expanded during the night. No protection of this kind, how-
ever, we are persuaded, would be required longer than three or
four years after planting; and that protection for that time

might, in most cases, be given, by merely sticking in branches
of trees. See also the modes suggested by Mr. Bowie,
Vol. VIIL p. 8.

Garrya eiliptica, figured in the Botanical Register for July,

1834, and noticed in X. 401., is a beautiful evergreen shrub. It

was brought from California in 1828, and is now (Jan. 20.) in

flower in the Chiswick Garden. The leaves, to a general

observer, are of the colour of, and not very different in shape
M 3
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from, those of some varieties of Quercus /'lex. Only the male
plant has yet been introduced; and its flowers are in catkins

9 in. long, numerous, gracefully pendant, and altogether very

ornamental. The plant is very hardy, grows rapidly, flowers

freely, and is easily propagated. In value as an evergreen and
winter-flowering shrub, it may rank with the arbutus and the

laurustinus ; no small compliment. Botanically, also, it is very

interesting, as it forms a link between the orders Cupuliferae

and Coniferse, Rihes glutinosum, H. wzalvaceum, R. speciosum,

and the dark variety of R. sanguineum, Escal Ionia rubra and
E. montevidensis (already recommended, p. 30.), (Spirae^a arise-

folia, i?ubus nutkanus, Benthamz'a fragifera, Duvaua latifolia,

and Pyrus sinensis (now in flower), are also, though some of

them have been long in the gardens, deserving of every com-
mendation.

Collectors of the genus Plnus will not forget that almost all

the species may be propagated by cuttings of the young wood in

pure sand, treated like those of Erico.. There is a species of

Deoddra at Hopetoun House, exceedingly rare, if not quite

unique, which we should like much to see so propagated.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. Foreign Notices.

BELGIUM.
Planting in the District of Liege.— The ground to be planted was at least

1200 ft. above the level of the sea, and was perfectly heath-clad. With a

kind of mattock, or rather a clumsy adze, having an open cleft in the middle,

and each side well sharpened, a labourer was cutting up slices of the sod of a

foot and a half long, and ten inches broad. He worked the adze as a carpenter

would. These slices he dexterously rolled up with his instrument in a conical

shape, and placed them upright, the heath and grass side being innermost. I

thought, on looking over his work, that the operation was tedious ; but, on
returning next day, I found that he had got over more work than I expected

he could have done. I pioposed to him the paring spade of the Irish and
Scotch Highlander, but he said that such an instrument would not cut off a

slice sufficiently long, which was essentially necessary, that the heath might

rot effectually during the winter. The ground to be planted was thus left

bare of all vegetation. In the spring the young oaks are thickly planted by
pitting ; and when the rolls of heath sod are sufficiently rotten, they are beaten

down in autumn, to nourish the plants. I consider this the perfection of heath

planting; and the cost of paring off the sod, rolling it up, and setting it up,

cannot exceed 20^. an acre. For larch plantations I think it unnecessary,

but it is the most likely way to succeed with oaks. After visiting the oak
woods of the districts of Liege, of the forests of the Ardennes, of Nassau,

and of Juliers and Berg, I am satisfied that the oak tree can adapt itself to

more varieties of soil, and site, and climate, than any other tree I could name.

(^A Spectator in the Netherlands, in Derbyshire Courier. Sent by J. B., Jan.

1833.)
ITALY.

Naples, .Tan. 9.— Severe indisposition has prevented my going in person

to Caserta to forward your wishes ; and some difficulty, or rather delay,



Height. Length of branch

21 palms - 4i palms
52 5
90 8
52 2f
50 H
40 H
24 2

20 H
55 9
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encountered in their fulfilment, has occurred from the persons I applied to.

In fact, I do not consider the statement below as entirely satisfactory, or,

perhaps, perfectly correct ; but I prefer transmitting it to you without farther

delay : and, as soon as I am enabled to examine the matter in person, I will

write to you again. The following is the list as I received it : the first column

of figures indicates the height ; the second, the length of the longest branch,

from the stem :
—

Camelh'fl! japonica

Magnolia grandiflora

Eucalyptus robusta

Callistemon lophanthus

Acacia heterophylla

Acacia Julibrissin

Melaleuca ericifolia

Melaleuca 7«ypericif61ia

Cinnamomum Cdmphora

The measures are given in the standard of this country ; that is, in palms,

each of which is 10^ in. English. Instead of accurately ascertaining the entire

circumference occupied by the branches (which I had pointed out), the length

of the largest has been given ; which does not furnish, of course, an exact

i-esult, but only an approximate notion. They have mentioned no banksias,

though I had ; so I conclude they have none of any size. It is some time

back since I have visited the English garden at Caserta (having been esta-

blished here many years) ; and, at that period, the Camelh'a, and the camphor
laurels (of which there are several), appeared to me the most remarkable

exotics, as to size, I ever beheld in Europe.

I possess two gardens : one of which, in the immediate vicinity of this

capital, I planted myself in the year 1819; another I purchased two years

back, which is much more extensive, and laid out in the English fashion. The
situation of this last is farther from the sea; and, from its elevation in a moun-
tainous district, exposed to a much cooler temperature, has some very re-

markable plants, and answers much better for all the New Holland shrubs

and varieties of pines than the other : though the pelargoniums, orange trees,

myrtles, &c., require more shelter than they do in Naples ; as there are fre-

quent frosts during the whole winter, and the snow sometimes lies for a few
days on the ground, though to no considerable depth.

To return to the object of your researches. You will, probably, be pleased
to learn that one of the GraeiFers is still head gardener. As soon as I learned

this, I sent him information that it was for you that I had required the size

and particulars of the plants ; so that, should you be inclined to write to him,

I have no doubt he will readily give you all the desired instructions in a more
direct manner. At present, no one can enter the garden without an express
permission from the king ; which (as I could not go myself) was one of the
obstacles I met with. I believe that the Camelh'« japonica has been placed
there more recently than the other trees mentioned in the list : I should think,

in the time of the French.
The quickest-growing plants in this soil and climate are, undoubtedly, the

Eucalyptus family, and the Jcacia lophantha. The former reaches, in very few
years, to 80 ft. and 90 ft. ; when it generally is destroyed by a high wind, which
breaks it off, at the lower part of the trunk, a foot or two from the ground.—
R. K. C.

NORTH AMERICA.
Boston, Dec. S. 18.34,— We have just received the first ten Numbers of

your new edition of the EncyclopcBdia of Gardening, and have glanced through
them. "We very hastily read that part of your work which relates to the his-

tory of gardening in North America. We observe a mistake in regard to the
extent of " Boston Common : " you say it is 70 acres in extent. It is but

M 4
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48| acres in one spot ; nearly in the centre of which is situated the great
" elm," a drawing of which Messrs. Thorburn of New York sent you some
time since. [We have never received it; and we have written to Dr. Mease
for information about this very ehn.] It is a beautiful piece of undulated

ground, and has avenues of trees on three sides. From the other side, the view

of the country across Charles River is very fine ; extending to Cambridge,
Brighton, Waterstone, &c. We are extremely sorry you had not more
information respecting the cemetery and garden of Mount Auburn, the pro-

perty of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. We have sent you the

address delivered to the Society respecting it by Mr. Story ; because, we
think, you will there find a description of it much better than that you have
extracted from the North American. Review. This address abounds with elo-

quent and beautiful passages, which, we think, you will greatly admire. We
intend publishing a magazine similar to yours, about the 1st of January, which
we hope to have the pleasure of sending you. We are dealers in seeds and
plants in this city; and have enclosed one of our catalogues with the other

pamphlets. In our magazine, we shall give detailed accounts, probably with

cuts, of some of the fine establishments in the vicinity of Boston. - You are

not aware to what an extent we are going in horticulture. One very rich

gentleman has, this season, built a splendid range of green-houses, stoves,

pineries, peacheries, pits, &c., about 330 ft. in length ; and has spared no pains

or expense to erect them in the first style. He has built a beautiful tower in

the Ionic style, which stands in the rear of the range of houses, and is seen

just above them from the garden. He has a fountain erected in the centre of

the garden, which is supplied from a cistern in this tower. The water is forced

up into the cistern by steam power. The whole range of houses is heated by
hot water, which in the green-house runs under the walk. The whole is built

in the most perfect manner. The expense already has been about 80,000 dol-

lars; and many and great improvements are yet to be made. We shall, if we
obtain the consent of the proprietor, give a full account of this place, the suc-

cess of heating it by hot water, &c. The green-house in the centre has the

front lights about 6 ft. high, set with the finest plate glass.— H.

Art. II. Domestic Notices.

ENGLAND.
Baron Karwinsky's Collection of succulent and other rare Mexican Plants

has been noticed in X. 323. A few of the rarest of these are shortly expected
in London for sale. They are said to be of extraordinary beauty and interest;

and the prices will be high. The disposal of them, we believe, will be left to

Mr. Charlwood,
The Chimonanthusfrdgrans is now (Feb. 6.), and has been for the last six

weeks, covered with expanded blossoms, in the common shrubbery of the

Twickenham Botanic Garden, Mr. Castles, the curator of that garden, not
only finds it as hardy as the common syringa, or the lilac, but also that it

blooms far more abundantly as a standard or bush, than it does when
trained against a wall. The fragrance not only perfumes the whole g.irden,

but all the neighbourhood ; and, in the direction of the wind (a gentleman,
who called a few days since on Mr. Castles, informs us), it may be smelt half

a mile off; as is the case with the Caprifolium flexuosum. At certain seasons,

when these two shrubs are in flower, a stranger may literally smell his way to

the Twickenham Garden.
The Lancashire Botanical and Horticultural Booh Society.— A Society has

been formed, at Lancaster, for taking in all the best periodical works on
botany and gardening; to commence on Jan. 1. 1835. There are to be twenty
members, who are to pay 125. per annum each. This Society is likely to be a

very useful one.— M. Saul. Suli/ard Street, Lancaster, Dec. 16. 1834.

Trees in the Fidham Nursery.— Among the trees in this nursery, the fol-
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lowing appear to me particularly deserving of notice. The first is a fine tree

of the 6'eltis occidentalis, or American nettle tree. It has a clean stem of
21 ft. from the ground ; the circumference of the stem, 10 ft. from the ground,
is 5 ft. 6 in. ; and, at 5 ft. from the ground, is 5 ft. 8 in. I believe it is not a
common tree; although it is of long standing in the country, as the appearance
of this tree fully testifies. There is also a fine old tree of Ailantus glandu-

losa: the circumference of the stem, 6ft. from the ground, is 6ft. Sin. ; and,

at 2 ft. from the ground, 8 ft. 6 in. I mention these trees, as, I believe, they

do not generally attain so large a size.— Wm. Gathell. Fulham Nursery,

Jan. 9. 1835.

Ivy planted at the Base of a Wall, on one Side, led through that Wall towards

its Base, and trained over the Face of the opposite Side of the Wall. — This is

done in the following case, in the parish of Kensington, Middlesex :— A wall

is placed as a boundary to a garden ; at the foot of this wall, outside the gar-

den, is a ditch ; and, in this ditch, water runs. The quantity of soil left

between the ditch and the foot of the wall is but small; and it is kept too
moist for plants of ivy to flourish in it. The proprietors of the wall and gar-

den have, however, wished that the face of the wall outside of the garden
should be clothed with ivy ; and, in accomplishment of this object, have
planted and treated plants of ivy in the manner stated above. The result will

probably be, in the end, fully satisfactory. The plantation has not been made
long; and, already, some of the plants have extended, although all have not
thriven alike. — J. D.
A Nosegay of Fruits. — At the late grand fete at Wentworth House, there

was placed, in the refreshment-room, a bouquet de fruit ; composed of every
variety of grapes, pines, peaches, nectarines, &c., 3 yards in circumference,
and valued at 600/.— B. G. Sheffield, Nov. 1. 1834.

SCOTLAND.
An Arboretum has been begun here, but we have great difficulty in getting

any but common trees nearer than Edinburgh or London; which shows that

there is little demand for the finer sorts, or they would be to be had at Aber-
deen. This is a great drawback to us, and I wish you could only persuade

the Aberdeen nurserymen to imitate their southern brethren.— W. T. Thain-

ston, Jan. 16. 1835.

By the Return Papers which we have had from Dunrobin, we find that no
inconsiderable number of foreign trees and shrubs endure the open air in that

northern extremity of the island; and we conclude that a still greater number
would thrive at Thainston, which is not more than fifteen or twelve miles

north of Aberdeen : we wish some correspondent (Mr. Dymock, for example)
would send us a list of the ages and sizes of the largest of all the foreign trees

and shrubs within five miles of Aberdeen.— Cond.

IRELAND.
Belfast Hortictdtural Society.— About five years ago a Horticultural Society

was formed in this town, by the noblemen and gentlemen, aided by the nur-

serymen and gardeners of the neighbourhood. Lately some tradesmen who
possess small gardens have become members, and it seems that these trades-

men felt degraded, and their dignity at stake, by being obliged occasionally to

mix with the humble operatives or working gardeners of the neighbourhood.
At a late meeting of the Society, these tradesmen proposed and carried a

resolution, that operatives should be excluded from holding any office what-
ever in the Society. They also proposed, but it did not pass, that gardeners

should not be allowed to enter the show-room until the ladies and gentlemen
had left it (meaning only themselves and their wives, for persons of high rank
did not object to mix with us). 1 admit that we are poor, and ignorant of
high life and manners; but would it not be a duty in those would-be gen-

tlemen to lay aside their self-importance for a few hours, two or three times

in the year; and try to instruct humble, but, I hope, useful, members of
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society, instead of turning them out of their Society, as unworthy of notice.

A person who would wish to iiave a well-cultivated garden should endeavour
to have a cultivated gardener also. You will be surprised to hear of such
things in Belfast, where the people in general are well-informed and liberal.

Yes, and that these would-be gents, who voted for our exclusion, are all radical

reformers. So much for radical liberality ! Now I come to the most pleasant

part of my letter. I have seen Lord and Lady Donegall, Sir Robert and
Lady Bateson, Mr. and Mrs. Ball, and other persons of distinction, at our

shows, mingling freely with us, and, in the most polite and condescending

manner, conversing with the humblest gardener among us, on subjects relative

to our profession.— A Gardenei\ Belfast, Dec. 29. 1834.

Art. III. Retrospective Criticism.

HayWARD'S Inquiry, Sfc., reviewed, X. 500., is there wrongly stated to cost

only 2s. 6d., but on sending to purchase it, I found the price was 7*. 6d.,

which I think much too dear.— A Journeyman Gardener. East Acton,

Jan. 19. 1835.

On looking at our copy, we find no price marked on it; and we conclude

that we must have been informed, at the time we wrote, that the price was
2s. 6d. ; at all events, the paper and print is certainly not worth more. It does

not contain more than twice as much as this Magazine; and there are very

few cuts.— Co7id.

What are the Heat and Moisture best adapted for the Pi'oduction of the

various Fruits ?— I beg to call the attention of your scientific readers to the

query on this subject in X. 80. It is one of great importance to the horticul-

turist, and one which, I hope, will meet with that serious consideration it so

justly merits.— W. P. A. East Acton, Jan. 19. 1835.

JiJ7\ Rutger''s Desigtis for Kitchen and Flower Gardens are exceedingly

useful, and I should like to see a similar series of designs, founded on sci-

entific principles, of vineries, peach-houses, and other forcing structures,

either by Mr. Rutger, or some one equally conversant with the subject.

— /(/.

Rustic-iuork for Garden Ornaments. (X. 485.) — I have lately been trying

several experiments with rustic-work ; and, on reading the above article, I

thought it might be interesting to your readers to be informed how I prepare

wood for forming rustic ornaments. The best wood for this purpose is alder,

which is remarkable for being curled and knotty ; and, as it is desirable to

make it appear as knotty as possible, I take the knots from one piece of wood,
and insert them in holes previously prepared in the plain parts of the wood I

intend to make use of. Care must be taken that the pieces let in fit the

holes exactly; and they may be fastened in with glue or small headless

nails.— M. Saul. Sulyard Street, Lancaster, Dec. 16. 1834.

A specimen of this prepared wood has been sent us by Mr. Saul, and also

a design for an Elizabethan window, in which the mullions, transoms, and
labels are of rustic-work ; that is, with branches of alders knotted in the

manner above described. Chacim a son gout; for our part, we can by no
means approve of applying wooden rustic-work to permanent architectural

structures of brick or stone, such as human dwellings. There is too much
of fac-simile imitation in this rustic-work for the dignity of stone or brick

architecture ; and too little of the expression of cultivated design, for forming

the framework of any thing so avowedly artificial and refined as glazed sashes.

These are our reasons, but we are willing to hear those of Mr. Saul, or of any
other correspondent, in opposition to them. — Cond.

The Wourali Poison, (p. 5.)— Mr. Colley, finding that the Catasetum con-

tained a viscid matter, concluded that the poison itself would be glutinous;

hence his remark that it renders the Wourali poison so glutinous as to
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adhere with facility to the barb of their arrows. Now, the act of boiling

totally destroys its viscid qualities.— C, Waterton. Walton Hall, Jan. 7. 1835.
Soldmcm hetaceiim, or the Beet-leaved Nightshade, (p. 105.) —This shrub may

prove half-hardy, it is suggested in p. 105. How far this is likely, I will not
venture to guess : it is registered in your Hort. Brit, as a native of South
America ; and in Sweet's Hort. Brit., as a native of New Spain ; and in both
works, as being in Britain a stove shrub. Would it only thrive in open borders,

in Britain, through the hotter of the summer months, it would well repay
planting out, in the pleasure one might feel in seeing its magnificent leaves.

In 1816, and some time before and after, there was (and, perhaps, still is) a
living plant of it in the collection of stove plants in the Cambridge Botanic
Garden

J
where it produced leaves of nearly a foot in length, and towards half

that in breadth; and, in their amplitude and midrib down the centre, resembling,

more or less, those of the beet plant, as implied in the epithet Aetaceum.
These gave out, when handled, a strong odour, resembling that supplied by the

bruised wood of S'olanum Dulcamara; which I have accustomed myself to

compare to that produced by rats and mice. Did the plants of S. ietaceum,
when planted out, produce only a copious clothing of such leaves, they
would, in themselves, be striking, and impart one additional tropical feature

to the British flower-garden. If the plant could be so cultivated in-doors, as,

when planted out for a short season of display, to produce not only its leaves

during that season, but the fruit also (described, in p. 105., as very beautiful),

its out-door attractiveness would be still greater. The difficulty of propa-
gating this plant, stated in p. 105., 1 should not have supposed ; and it is diffi-

cult to account for. The species is one of the very freest habit of growth ;

and one would expect it to be not more difficult to propagate than Brug-
manszffl suaveolens, and to thrive thoroughly and flower under just the same
treatment.— J.D.

Cidtivatio7i of Trees and Shrubs in preference to Florists' Floivers. (Preface
to Vol. X. p. iv.)— Horticultural societies, no doubt, have done good ; but
they have been the means of bringing florists' flowers, and half-hardy low
shrubs, rather too much into fashion. These are fine things for amateurs
about towns ; fine things in flower-gardens at country-seats, where they are

allowed to be properly cared for, and where there are gardeners able to care

for them (Mr. Hogg would say) : his 25s. carnations are fine things for hares

to nibble at in winter. Owners of country residences would expend a little

money, annually, to much better purpose in buying those hardy foreign trees

and shrubs mentioned in your Return Papers, than upon florists' flowers

;

which are but short-lived beauties at best. But he who plants an arboretum
does it not only for himself, but for the next generation.— William Taylor.

Thainston, Jan. 16. 1835.

Art. IV. Qiieries and Answers.

There is not a greater Mistake, iti planting Pleasure-Grounds, than in mixing
the common or indigenous Shrubs of a Country with foreign or improved Species

or Varieties, (p. 59.)— Are the indigenous shrubs ineligible for the pleasure-

ground ? Are botanical affinities to be disregarded in planting a pleasure-
ground.— J.D. Londo7i, Feb. 2. 1835.

The object in planting a pleasure-ground is, to create a character of art

throughout the plantation ; and, whenever indigenous shrubs or botanical
affinities interfere with this character, they are to be rejected. Botanical affi-

nities will not often interfere ; but, in planting trees and shrubs, the commoner
sorts of the neighbourhood often may. For example, suppose it were intended
to form a pleasure-ground, or even shrubbery, in a district of country where
the common oak, elm, ash, birch, poplar, Scotch pine, common thorn, holly,

spindle tree, elder, &c., were common in the woods and roadside plantations,
not one of these trees and shrubs, according to our principle of the recognition
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of art, and more especially of high art, ought to be introduced in the shrub-

bery ; but, according to the same principle, variegated-leaved, double-flowered,

or other artificial varieties of all these species might be introduced. In a

botanic garden or arboretum, of course, the principle will not apply; because

the object there is not to produce a work of elegant art, but one of botanical

science. Cases may occur in which it is desirable to imitate a plantation

already existing : for example, where two estates join, and both parties are

desirous of disguising their boundary. In this case, the trees in the plant-

ations on the margin of the one estate must be imitated in the plantations on
the margin of the other, without reference to the trees being either indigenous

or foreign. Cases of this kind, however, and other cases that might be men-
tioned, have nothing to do with planting as an elegant art; or with reference

to landscape-gardening as an art of taste.— Cojid.

The Turkey Oak and the Korwai/ Oak.— Is not the specimen of oak sent

herewith, which bears rough-bearded acorn cups, the Turkey oak ((^uercus

Cerris) so highly recommended in Useful and Ornamental Planting, p. 130.,

in the Farmer's Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge? I have nev^r

heard this kind called by any other name than the Norway oak ; and was very

near ordering some Turkey oaks at \s. each, from town ; till, on referring to

book, I could find no such thing as Norway oak, and began to discover that

the so-called Norway must be the Turkey. Js it not so? See the evil of

wrong names. — W. T. Bree. Jan. 3. 1835. [The specimen sent was of Q. Cer-

ris. We have, in X. 336., given Mr. Richardson's high recommendation of this

species, and his reasons for it.— Cond.']

What is the best Time to sow Acorns? and honi they may be best preserved

till sown? are questions which admit, perhaps, of considerable difference of

opinion. No doubt, nature seems to dictate that the acorns should be com-
mitted to the ground as soon as they are perfectly ripe ; for they will often

begin to chit, i. e. sprout, even before they fall from the parent tree. But,

then, if sown immediately in autumn, they run great risk of being devoured

by birds, mice, or other vermin; while, on the other hand, if kept till towards

spring, and in too dry a state, many will perish : and, again, if in a moist one,

many more will sprout out to a considerable length, and thus (as is supposed)
exhaust their strength by premature vegetation. From an experiment, how-
ever, which I made this year, quite accidentally, it should seem that neither

the late sowing nor the sprouting of the acorns is at all prejudicial to the

future growth of the young plants. Of the acorn crop of 1833, I had occasion

to sow a considerable quantity : several beds were sown in the end of autumn
;

others in the early part of winter ; and some acorns were reserved, to be dib-

bled in among newly planted quickset fences. After all were disposed of that

I had an inunediate occasion for, a large garden-potful still remained : instead

of throwing them away, I had them sown in rows in a bed. I regret that I

did not note the exact time ; but think I am safe in saying it was not before

the latter end of February, or, perhaps, the beginning of March : and the

acorns, I am sure, had sprouted out, many of them, to the length of several

inches ; and the sprouts were so entangled one with another, that it was difficult

to separate them without injury. These late-sown sprouted acorns, contrary

to my expectation, came up well, and have made the finest seed-bed of any
sown on the premises. Many of the young plants now measure 16 in. and
17 in. above the ground, and some few 18 in. In the autumn or earlier sown
beds, with the exception of a single plant about 17 in. high, very few have
attained to l^in. The late-sown ones, in short, are decidedly the tallest and
finest plants. The acorns in question, I should state, had been kept in a

common garden-pot placed in a rather damp situation. Does the experience
of other planters correspond with the above result ?— W. T. Bree. Allesley

Rectory, Dec. 4. 1834.

Is the Mnrgil Apple so named from the resemblance of its pulp to marrow,
that being the meaning of the word marg, margil, or marie, according to

Whitaker? — Juvenis. London, Jan, 15. 1835.
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A Double-Flowered Qvcus,— Mr. Bree enquires (X. 576.) if there is such
a thing as a double-flowered crocus. Miller quotes Clusius as an authority

for the crocus, vernus latifolius, flavo-vario flore duplici ; the double cloth of
gold crocus. Mr. Sabine {Hort. Trans., V\\. ^31.) saj's : — " In the seventh

edition of the Dictionary, he (Miller) considers this as arising from some
arrangement of the petals of the single flower ; but I am satisfied that the

double-flowering bulb has existed. It is one of the kinds mentioned by Bau-
hin in his Pinax, p. 66." — Oileus abscissiis.

White and Green Asparagus in Paris. — Mr. T, Rutger enquires (X. 294.)
whether what we call, in Paris, white asparagus is a distinct variety ; or if its

whiteness is the effect only of the mode of growing it. The latter interpret-

ation is the right one : white and green asparagus (in the case under con-
sideration) are not names for varieties, but only market expressions designed
for distinguishing the products of two distinct modes of cultivation; so that

the same variety or stock shall be white or green asparagus, according as it

has been forced in the natural ground or on hot-beds.

A second question is, Which is the best for the table ? This can hardly be
answered directly. Were the price a sure criterion for the quality, white
asparagus should be greatly superior : at the end of December, its highest

price is generally from 8 francs to 12 francs a bundle, and its average price

10 francs, orSs. ; vv'hile the green is usually sold for 2 francs 73 cents, or
2^. 3f/. The bundle of this latter being, however, but half the size of the other,

the real difference is as 5§ to 10. Not unfrequently, it is still greater in favour .

of the white sort.

Now, to explain this, it must be considered that white asparagus is the

produce of settled plants, vegetating in a richly manured soil, and treated so as

to bring fine large shoots ,• while the green asparagus is yielded either by old
roots from decaying beds, or by three to four years' seedlings of a common
sort grown in the fields partly for that purpose. Such plants, rather set

standing than planted on hot dung, very close together, and then immediately
forced to vegetate, can produce but indifferent shoots ; notwithstanding they
have the benefit of as much light and air as can be given them. In conse-
quence of their deficiency in size, thej' seldom appear on the table in their

natural state ; but are chiefly used, cut into small pieces, for being dressed as

asperget en petite pais [asparagus to resemble green peas] ; or in some similar

manner. White asparagus, on the contrary, boiled and served by itself, affords

an excellent dish on rich tables.

These explanations, though they do not precisely decide the question of
superiority in flavour, will yet give an idea of the difference between the two
kinds, both as saleable and as culinary articles. The whole tends to corro-

borate Mr. Riitger's opinion, that the natural ground forcing should be encou-
raged among the London gardeners. Its effect being to procure a larger and
more beautiful sample thin is obtained from the other process, it seems to be
very well adapted to the market of such a rich city as your metropolis. Some
modifications might certainly take place, especially with a view to obtain
green shoots ; respecting, however, the enlarging of the trenches between the
beds to 3 ft. instead of 2 ft., our gardeners would not adopt it, the ground
being so valuable with them (and this, certainly, must also be the case about
London), that what they can perform on 6 ft. will never be allowed to occupy
7 ft.

A last question remains, which is. Whether, in the planting of green aspa-
ragus, the crowns are covered or not ? The answer to this is. No : only the
roots are filled in with mould, the eye-bud remaining uncovered,— Vilmorin.
Paris, .Jan. 1835

Aitichokes.— As the leaves and shoots of gourds are edible, either as spinach
or greens, may not the leaves of artichokes, especially the young ones, be
used in the same manner, without blanching them, as is now done?— Samuel
Dring. New Forest, Hampshire.
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Art. V. Covent Garden Market.

The Cabbage Tribe.

Cabbage, Red, per dozen
Plants or Coleworts, per doz,

Savoys, per dozen
Brussels Sprouts, per half sieve

German Greens, or Kale, per

dozen . -

Broccoli, per bunch :

i,
White
Green - -

Purple - - -

Legumes.

Kidneybeans, forced, per bund.

Tubers and Roots.

CI
--"'-

Potatoes - <
I

per ton
per cwt.

per bushel

Kidney
Scotch
New, per pound

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half

sieve - - -

Turnips, White, per bunch
Carrots, per bunch
Parsneps, per dozen
Red Beet, per dozen
Skirret, per bunch
Scorzonera, per bundle
Salsify, per bunch -

Horseradish, per bundle
Radishes :

, Red, per dozen hands (24 to

30 each)

I The Spinach Tribe.

Spinach, per sieve

Sorrel, per half sieve .

The Onion Tribe.

Onions, Old, per bushel
For pickling, per half sieve

Leeks, per dozen bunches -

Garlic, per pound
Shallots, per pound

_^^ Asparaginous Plants,

Salads, Sfc.

Asparagus, per hundred :

ILarge - - -

Middling
! Small
Lettuce, per score

:

Cos - - -

Cabbage - - -

From To
II

S s. d. £ s. d.

10
1 6

6
16

1 6

2 6
1

2

3 6

16
6
9

2 6
1

1 3

2 3

2 10

2 6
1 6
2
1 6
2 6

•

3
3 6
1 9

2

9
2
3
6

9
1 6

16
1 6
16

1

4
1 s
1 6

4

1 6 3

2
2

2 6

3

2
3 6

9
6
9

2 6
5 u'

1 3:

8

10

6
3
1 6

7
5
2 6

16
4

2 C

6

Endive, per score
Celery, new, per bundle (12

to 15) ...
Small Salads, per punnet
Watercress, per dozen small
bunches

Pot and Sweet Herbs.

Parsley, per half sieve
Tarragon, dry, per doz. bun.
Fennel, green, per dozen bun.
Thyme, green, per dozen bun.
Sage, green, per dozen bunches
Mint, green, per dozen bunches
Peppermint, dry, per doz. bun.
Marjoram, dry, per dozen bun.
Savory, dry, per dozen bunches
Basil, dry, per dozen bunches
Rosemary, green, per doz. bun.
Lavender, dry, per dozen bun,

Stalks and Fruits for Tarts,
Pickling, SiC.

Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle

Edible Fungi and Fuci.

Mushrooms, per pottle

Morels, dry, per pound
Truffles, dry, English, p. pound

Fruits.

Apples, Dessert, per bushel

:

Golden Pippins
Nonpareils
Pearmains
Reinelte Grise "-

Baking, per bushel -

Pears, dessert, per half sieve :

Evans's Seedling
Beurre de Pentec6te,' per
dozen - - -

Baking, per dozen
Cranberries, per gallon
Pine-apples, per pound
Grapes, Hot-house, per pound
Cucumbers, frame, per brace

o-"g-[i::rhrd"red -

:

Bitter Oranges, per hundred

Tpmnn=; ^1"^'"''°^^"
' "i^emons

^ ^^^ hundred
Sweet Almonds, per pound
Brazil Nuts, per bushel
Spanish Nuts, per peck
Barcelona Nuts, per peck -

From

£ s. d.

2

6
2

2
2

2 6
2
6
1

1

1

1

.5

3

1 3

To

£ s. d.

2 6

1 6
3

4

2 6

6

6 9
16
12

12 I

7 1

4 5
8 10
3 6 7 6

2

12
6
3 4
6 10
6 10
10 1

6 2
3 14
6 16

9 2
3 12
2 2 6
14 16
5
6

Observations. — The weather has conthiued, since my last report, with the

exception of a day or so of frost, moderate and open for the season. The
market has been freely supplied with all kinds of vegetables usually to be
found at this season. Broccolis have become more generally plentiful, and of

good quality, at a very moderate price : some fine new varieties have been
produced ; one bunch, containing twelve heads, weighed 48 lbs., free from the

packing. Coleworts are at present in good supply ; which, with savoys, turnip

tops, Brussels sprouts (now generally cultivated), and other greens in abund-
ance, causes a depression in the general prices. Asparagus (forced) is liber-

ally furnished, as well as sea-kale. The prices of both these articles of luxury

are extremely moderate; so that, instead of being, as heretofore, confined to

the service of the wealthy, they may be now enjoyed, without extravagance,

by the merchant and tradesman. This might be supposed to lead to a more
general demand ; but as they are no longer exclusively enjoyed by the rich,

like other articles of general supply, they are less sought after. Potatoes are

in abundant supply
;
prices very low. It should be generally known that,

since the introduction of the new regulations as to weights and measures, they
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are now sold at the ordinary weight (say, 1201b. to the hundred weight,

601b. to the bushel, and so on); the diiFerence between 1121b. and 1201b.

being allowed for the dust. Of fruit, more especially apples, we still have a

good supply; prices are certainly much higher than before Christmas; but the

stock on hand is yet pretty considerable : if the present prices are main-

tained, it will enable the distant growers to risk the extra-expense of freight or

carriage to convey them to the London markets. Pears are entirely nominal |

but few are to be seen, and those of but indiiferent size and quality. Oranges
are now in good supply, at very moderate prices, and in excellent condition.

Much complaint is made of their being generally small this season : so that

the dealers have great difficulty in selecting them to suit their best customers,

which materially enhances their value. — G. C. Feb. 20. 1835.

Art. VI. Obituary.

Died, on the night of January 20. 1835, Robert Siueet, F.L.S., the distin-

guished practical botanist, and botanical cultivator and author, aged 52 years.

He was born in 1783, at Cockington, near Torquay, Devonshire, of Wil-
liam and Mary Sweet. In his sixteenth year he was placed under his

half-brother, James Sweet, then gardener to Richard Bright, Esq., of Ham
Green, near Bristol (and afterwards the founder of the extensive nursery at

the latter place), with whom he remained for nine years. He had, sub-

sequently, charge of the collection of plants under the care of Mr. Stewart, at

Woodlands, the residence of John Julius Angerstein, Esq. On Feb. 14.

1812, he was elected a Fellow of the Linnaean Society. In 1810 he entered

as a partner into the Stockwell Nursery, which soon became famed for a col-

lection of rare exotic plants ; and, on the dissolution of that concern, in

1815, he became foreman to Messrs. Whitley, Brames, and Milne, nurserymen,

Fulham; and remained in this situation until 1819, when he entered into the

service of Messrs. Colvill, with whom he continued until 1826. Previously

to this, he had become the author of some works, enumerated in the catalogue

below; and the remainder will show that, from 1826 to June 1831, he had
occupied himself almost wholly in producing botanical works. Still his pas-

sion for plant culture never ceased. In the garden attached to his residence

at Parson's Green, Fulham, he cultivated a limited collection of interesting

plants ; and, he having removed, in 1830, to Chelsea, to a residence with a
larger garden attached to it, we find him notifying, at the end of his Hortus
Britannicus, his intention to "cultivate some handsome, rare, and choice

plants for sale," at the wish of many of his friends, who had found " them at

present so difficult to obtain."

In June, 1831, he was seized with brain fever, from which he partially

recovered ; but, having entered again too ardently into his favourite pursuit,

he had a return of the complaint, which produced an aberration of mind, which
continued till death.

The Dates and Titles of his lAterary Works.

In 1818, Hortus Suburbanus Londinensis, 1 vol. 8vo.

In 1820, Geraniaceae, continued in numbers until 1826; 5 vols.

In 1822, The British Flower-Garden, First Series, continued in numbers
until three volumes were formed, in 1826.

In 1825, or previously, the Botanical Cultivator. There have been five

editions of this work : the fifth one, revised, was advertised in the end of
1830, and was published in 1831, under the title of" Hothouse and Green-
house Manual, or Botanical Cultivator."

In July, 1825, Cistinese, continued in numbers until completed, in January,
1830.

In 1826, The British Warblers.

In 1826 Part I.; in 1827, Part II., of Hortus Britannicus.
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In 1827, The Florist's Guide, or Cultivator's Directory; continued in

monthly numbers until 1831.

In 1827, Flora Australasica, continued in monthly numbers until 1828.

In June, 1829, The British Flower-Garden, Series the Second; continued

in monthlv numbers, by its author, until June, 1831; and subsequently, and

now, by David Don, Esq.

In 1830, Hortus Britannicus, edition the second.

In May, 183], the first number of a work entitled " The Botany of Great

Britain
; " the descriptions by Mr. Sweet, the engravings by H. Weddell.

See Gard. Mag., vii. 345.

These works supply a characteristic memorial of their author, and one

which will be lasting. The work on the G^eraniacege, and " quelques autres

ouvrawes precieux pour la botonique des jardins," obtained from M. de Can-

doUe, in 1825, the denomination of the genus Sweetz«, in honour of Mr.

Sweet. This genus is founded on the Galega longifoiia and hliformis of

Jacquin. This honour was very grateful to the feelings of Mr. Sweet : but

he had, indeed, much merited it. Our deceased friend was a man of modest

and retired manners, but yet of an enthusiastic and communicative disposition.

We have thought that, in the two last points of view, his British Warblers is

the one of his works which best images him. Some sprightly passages in that

work present him, as it has been our happiness to see and hear him, imparting

cheerfully and cordially the information he possessed, for the entertainment

and the good of others. In the Gardener^s Magazine, there are com-
munications from him in i. 31., iii. 297., iv. 182., y. 106. 332., vi. 61.3.: and

in the Magazine of Natural History, in ii. 88. 101. 113., iii. 434. 448; 46 1

.

Mr. Sv/eet has left a widow without family.— I). D. and J. D.
Died, at Fulham, on the 28th of January last, in the 81st year of his age,

Regmald Whitlei/, senior partner of the late firm of Whitley, Brames, and Milne,

nursery and seedsmen, of Fulham. He was the second son of the Rev,

Edward Whitley, formerly rector of Sutton Bonnington, in the county of

Nottingham, and afterwards vicar of Merriott, in the county of Somerset.

His education was partly received at the grammar school of Crewkerne ; and he

was a short time subsequently under the tuition of the master of Bridgewater

school, and from under whose care he was removed on account of ill health,

supposed to be induced from a too great degree of confinement, and that want
of constant exercise and enjoyment of fresh air that seemed so essentially

necessary to his constitution. At an early period he discovered a decided

predilection for botanical pursuits; and though he might, as was then wished

by many of his friends, have gone into the navy under the most favourable

auspices, yet he was not interfered with in indulging his partiality for hor-

ticultural avocations ; and he accordingly engaged himself in cultivating as a

nursery a portion of ground at Merriott, forming part of the family property

there. In the year 1788, wishing to enlarge the sphere of his operations, and
extend his acquaintance with the objects of his study, he visited London, and
soon afterwards he became a partner with Mr. Thoburn in a nursery at Old
Brompton. He shortly after dying, Mr. Vv'^hitley intermarried with the widow
of his late colleague. He has left no children. In the year 1810 he removed
from Old Brompton to Fulham, and occupied the nursery grounds there,

before under the superintendence of Mr. Burchell. The business was carried

on twenty-three years under the firm of Whitley, Brames, and Milne. On
account of the death of one of his partners, and the relinquishment, from ill

health, of Mr. Milne the other partner, Mr. Whitley, at his advanced period

of life, and frequent indisposition from gout, found it expedient to engage with

some person to assist him in conducting the more active part of the business.

He consequently entered into an arrangement with Mr. Osborn, who became
his partner in 1833, and on whom the afTairs of the nursery at Fulham have,

since his death, devolved in conjunction with the executors of the deceased.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

Art. I. Notes on Gardens and Country Seats, visited,Jro7n July 27-

to September 16., during a Tour through Part of Middlesex, Berk-

shire, Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire, Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, Hamp-
shire, Sussex, and Kent. By the Conductor.

(Continuedfrom p. 63.)

Aug. 24.— Captain JRainier's Villa and Garden^ about a mile

from Southampton, are well worth visiting, as a specimen of how
much may be got into little compass. In front of the house there

is a small lawn, tastefully varied by groups of flowers and shrubs,

with a fountain and some other architectural ornaments. Among
the finer plants are camellias and myrtles as standards, the New
Zealand hemp, and a species of bamboOj and also the common,
^rundo Donax, growing luxuriantly. The two latter plants are

particularly interesting, from their Oriental appearance ; and,

being placed on the margin of ponds, in this mild climate, they

produce an astonishing effect. There is a green-house, containing

the celebrated banyan tree ; on the rooting of which Captain

Rainier sent a paper to the Horticultural Society. (See I. 67.)

An adjoining hot-house contains a magnificent banana plant ; a
large Cattley's guava, covered with fruit ; and an Anbna Cheri-

mblia, of large size, which has not yet fruited. The kitchen-

garden is well stocked with the very best sorts of fruit; among
which the nectarine plum, the pigeon's-heart plum, and a new
French plum which we tasted, were excellent. There are two
hot-houses for pines, grapes, and stove plants. On the whole,

there is an immense number of excellent things crowded toge-

ther in little space ; which are as well managed as, under these

circumstances, they can be, by the gardener, Mr. Dawson. A
detached building contains a museum of Egyptian antiquities,

highly spoken of; which, owing to Captain Rainier's absence, we
did not see.

Vol. XL— No. 61. n
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North Stoneham Park, J. Flerrdng, Esq.— This is a large and
ancient park, the Flemings having had a residence here in the

time of Elizabeth. The fine avenue of sweet chestnuts which

led to the old house still remains, but the house is removed. A
new house has been lately built, which we went over ; and many
alterations have been . made in the grounds : but the whole,

though it contains many fine features by nature, appears to a

stranger sadly bungled. Perhaps it may seem uncharitable to

condemn a place before it is finished; and, therefore, we shall

only allude to one or two points, upon which, we think, there

can be no difference of opinion. The approach from the high

London road to Southampton shows a distant glimpse of a small

part of the house immediately on passing the lodge; whereas,

according to every reasonable principle, it ought either to show
an advantageous view, or none at all, in order that the first im-

pression received of the house may be favourable. The road is

so exceedingly steep, that, in many parts of it, a carriage could

not stand still, either in ascending or descending, without a

stone being put under the wheel ; and this, we think, is a test for

trying when a road is loo steep. Near the house, the road is

so conducted as to show three fourths of the pleasure-ground on

the lawn front ; which, to make the most of a place, ought to be

first seen from the drawingroom windows. Besides, the purity

of the expression of the entrance front ought not to be interfered

with by the expression of the lawn scenery. The water consists

of a number of pools, on different levels, one being placed

below another down the slope of the ground ; whereas, had the

water been carried across the declivity, one grand lake might

have been formed all on the same level ; and the effect from the

lawn front of the house would have been magnificent. When we
mention that the elevation of the house exhibits half columns

and sunk panels, after the manner of cabinetwork, it will

readily be conceived that we cannot approve of it. It is one of

the architectural monstrosities of the present day, that columns

are introduced in cabinetwork ; and panels with raised and

sunk mouldings in masonry. There is one point of gardening

about this place which is highly commendable ; a number of

scions of different species of thorn were obtained from the Lon-
don Horticultural Society, and from nurseries; and, being

grafted half standard high, they were afterwards transplanted to

the pleasure-ground. Every enrichment of this kind, to plea-

sure-ground and park scenery, is a real benefit to the country

;

by its immediate influence, and by its example. Some trellis-

work, in front of a magnolia wall, looks like an attempt to imitate

the trelliswork in front of the kitchen-garden at the Grange,

without understanding the difference. We were sorry that the

gardener, Mr. Leslie (who, we were informed by Mr. Rogers,

is very intelligent and persevering), was from home.
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Paulton^s Park, Sloane Stanley, Esq.— Aug. 25. This place

is chiefly remarkable for some fine old timber, chiefly oak; but
partly, also, beech, elm, and silver firs and Scotch pines. Many
very large silver firs were cut down during the late war, some of
which sold as high as 80/. each. A few still remain, generally

standing three together, in a triangle, at about 7 ft. or 8 ft. apart,

centre from centre : they are now from 2^ ft. to 3 ft. in diameter,

at 1 ft. from the ground, and about 100 ft. high. They are still

growing ,with considerable vigour, as are most of the other trees.

There is a river here, formed by Brown ; and at the head is a cast-

iron sluice, of a new construction, by Bramah, calculated to pre-

vent any waste of water. Wherever water is scarce, a sluice ofthis

kind ought to be adopted. The kitchen-garden, under the ma-
nagement of Mr. White, we found in as good order as any which
we have seen since we left London ; but we cannot say much in

favour of any other part of the grounds. The house appeared
to us put down in a place without any " mark or likelihood ;"

and the road approaches it so as to show every part of the lawn
before setting down at the entrance front. The house, with all

its accompaniments, is, indeed, beneath criticism.

In passing from this place to Lyndhurst, we saw some of the

experimental plantations of the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests. It appears that the present plan is to cover the ground
with rows of Scotch pines ; and, after these are 5 ft. or 6 ft. in

height, and their branches have nearly met, to introduce rows of
oaks, 3 ft. high, between them. These oaks merely exist the first

year ; but, the second, they produce shoots from 3 ft. to 6 ft. in

length, and very soon overtop the pines. The branches of the
pines are then foreshortened, in Mr. Billington's manner, and in

that of Mr. Blaikie. This is found, Mr. Page informs us, to be
the most rapid mode of raising oak timber hitherto tried in this

forest ; and, as he has had a great deal to do with the planting
and management of these enclosures for many years past, he has
promised us some important information on the subject, which
we shall have great pleasure in laying before our readers.

(To be continued.')

Art. II. A Working Plan for laying out and planthig a Suburban
Flotuer- Garden, containing about a Quarter ofan Acre, and situated

within Two Miles of St. Paul's, London. By the Conductor.

Our object in giving this design is, to show in what manner
some variety of form may be given to flower beds, in a case

where scarcely any circumstance is propitious ; and also to

show that, in planting these beds, a considerable collection of
N 2
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trees and shrubs may be employed, so as greatly to enhance the

beauty and interest of the scenery.

The situation is flat, though not without some prospect; the

walls and walks, the house, and all the buildings, were fixed

before our advice was asked, and are to be considered as unalter-

able ; some fruit trees had been planted, which were not to be
removed; and also some asparagus beds, sea-kale beds, and
gooseberry bushes. All that was left for the artist to do, there-

fore, was to arrange the beds on the plot of lawn or turf which
formed the principal part of the area of the garden ; and to

indicate the kinds of trees and shrubs to be planted in these

beds and on the side borders. The sorts of flowers might also

have been indicated ; but these were left to the taste of the ladies

of the family. We shall, however, give a list in our next

Number, with directions for choosing from it.

Before giving a list of the trees and shrubs recommended to

be planted, with the precise situation for each plant, we shall

shortly describe the plan of the garden. {Jig. \9.)

a, The door of the house, which opens on a landing covered by
a trellised porch ; from which a flight of seven steps descends

to the garden walk. b, Privy. c. Summer-house.
d. Pit for cucumbers, heated by dung from the stable ; thrown

into a vault, through a door at one end.

e, Raised cover to a well. f Pump.
g^ Door to the stable.

h, Situation of the dining-room window, being the only window
of a sitting-room which looks into the garden ; and with refer-

ence to the view from which all the trees are planted,

2, Border of shrubs and flowers; the fence on this side being

wooden pales about 5 ft, high ; the aspect south by east.

k, Border for rhubarb, sea-kale, chives, parsley, and other

annual and perennial kitchen herbs ; the fence here is a brick

wall 5 ft. high. I, Asparagus beds.

»i, Two rows of gooseberries, with strawberries between. The
margin of the walks is, on one side, a continuation of the lawn,

1 ft. broad ; and, on the other, box.

n to o, Part of the wall, on which currants may be trained.

p^ Border of shrubs and flowers, with some trees, facing the

north ; the wall brick, and about 5 ft. high, covered with fruit

trees of different kinds; but which, from the aspect, are of

little use as such. Beyond the fences, on the right and left,

are similar gardens ; and at the extreme end there is an open
grass field,

g-, Dark circles, indicating the fruit trees which are already

planted, and are not to be removed.

r. Open circles, indicating the situation of trees to be planted.

s, Marks thus *, indicating the situation of evergreen shrubs to
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be planted. The dots thus • indicate situational for herba-

ceous plants, annual or perennial.

/, Marks thus x , indicating the situation of deciduous shrubs to

be planted.

uiox). Twelve posts in the fence of pales, against each of which a

China rose is to be planted, and trained on each side; and also

allowed to overtop the wall, so as to break its formal outline.

W, Situation where a vase on a proper pedestal, a statue, or other

architectural object, might be placed ; taking care to connect it

architecturally with the walk.

X, Situation where a small circular basin and fountain might be

introduced.

y, Situations where chairs may be placed.

The different tools required for the garden, including the

wheelbarrow and roller, are kept in a division of the stable ; the

flower-pots, &c., under the summer-house ; and the mould and
compost heaps near the east end of the pit.

In the disposition of the trees, the object is, to preserve an
irregular-sided vista along the centre of the lawn \ to break the

formality of the straight lines of the walks and fences on each
side of it ; to conceal the termination of the lawn, and hide the

asparagus beds ; and to vary and partially conceal the scenery of
the neighbouring side gardens and of the country beyond.

The principle of guidance in the selection and disposition of

the shrubs is, partly to cooperate with the above object ; but
principally to produce an agreeable variety of flowers and foliage

throughout the whole space, and during every month in the year.

For this purpose, certain evergreens (such as the laurustinus),

and certain flowering shrubs (such as the China rose), are dis-

tributed throughout ; the same vai'iety of the species not being

repeated, but different varieties. There are also shrubs for

flowering at every season of the year : such as the Chimonanthus
and Cydonia japonica for autumn and winter ; the mezereon for

early spring; the common azalea and rhododendron for the be-

ginning of summer; the clethra for August : and the arbutus and
wych hazel for the latter part of the season. The whole of the

trees and shrubs are of kinds which do not require peat earth,

and may be purchased at moderate prices.

The Trees are almost all of the low-growing and flowering

kinds ; under 30 ft. in height ; and purchasable, on an average,

for cash, at \s. 2d. each. Their names are as follow. The prices

were kindly put to them by a respectable London nurseryman.

1. Pyrus spectabilis, the showy-flowered Chinese crab tree, 1^.

2. Quercus Z^ex, the evergreen oak. Is. Qd.

3. Thuja occidentalis, the American arbor vitse, 9d..

4. Laixxns nobilis, the sweet bay, l5. 6d.

5. tAmiperus virgini^na, the red cedar, Is.,

N 3
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6. C^tisus Xaburnum, the common laburnum, I4'.

7. Pyrus aucuparia, the mountain ash, \d.

8. Pavm rubra, the red-flowered small horsechestnut, Is. 6d,

9. Pyrus pinnatifida, the cut-leaved sorb, Is. 6d.

10. Cratae^gus odoratissima, the sweetest-scented hawthorn, 9^.

11. Cratae^gus Aronia, the aronia (yellow-fruited) hawthorn, 9d.

12. Cratae^gus Crus-galli, the cockspur hawthorn, 9c?.

13. Cratse^gus tanacetifolia, the tansy-leaved hawthorn, 9d.

14<. Cratae^gus cordata, the heart- leaved hawthorn, 9d.

15. Berheris aristata, the awned-leaved berberry, 2s. 6d.

16. Cratae'gus Crus-galli var. salicifolia, the willow-leaved cock-

spur hawthorn, 9d.

17. Cratae^gus coccinea, the scarlet-fruited hawthorn, 9d.

18. Cratae^gus Azarolus, the azarole hawthorn, 9d.

19. Cratae^gus nigra, the black-fruited hawthorn, 9d.

20. Cratae'gus Oxyacantha var. flava, the yellow-fruited haw-
thorn, 1^.

21. Gymnocladus canadensis, the Kentucky coffee tree, 1*.

22. Piptanthus nepalensis, the Nepal piptanthus, 2s. 6d.

23. Kolreuter/fl paniculata, the panicled-flowering koelreuteria,

Is. 6d.

24. Liriodendron Tulipifera, the tulip tree, 6d.

25. Gleditsch/a triacanthos, the three-thorned honey locust, 6d.

26. Aildntus glandulosa, the ailanto, 6d.

27. Cercis Siliquastrum, the Judas tree, 6d.

28. Cerasus virginiana, the Virginian bird-cherry, Is.

29. Cytisus alplnus, the Scotch laburnum, 1.9.

30. Robin/a viscbsa, the glutinous locust, I5.

31. Cratse^gus Oxyac&,ntha, the scarlet-flowered hawthorn, 9d.

32. Cratse^gus Oxyacantha flore pleno, the double-flowered haw-
thorn, 9d.

33. Magnolm conspicua, the Yulan magnolia, Zs. 6d.

34-. Cytisus Xaburnum inclsum, the cut-leaved laburnum, \s. 6d.

35. Robin/a hispida, the rose acacia, 15.

36. Ptelea trifoliata, the three-leaved shrubby trefoil, 9d.

37. Cerasus Mahdleb^ the perfumed cherry. Is.

38. Amelanchier^oivyBi^'wim, the snowy-flowered amelanchier, 1^.

39. Cerasus Padus, the bird-cherry, 6^.

40. Cerasus semperflorens, the All Saints' cherry, \s. 6d.

41. J5etula alba pendula, the weeping birch, Sd.

42. Pyrus americana, the American mountain ash, \s.

43. Cerasus nigra, the black-barked cherry, \s.

44. Cotoneaster frigida, the frigid cotoneaster, \s.

45. Pyrus bollwylleriana, the Bollwyller pear, 2s. 6d.

46. Sopliora japomcai the Japan sophora, 6d.

47. Z)iospyros virginiana, the Virginian lote tree, 6d.

48. Cerasus lusitanica, the Portugal laurel, 6d.

49. NegundoJraxml^blium, the ash-leaved box elder. Is;
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50. ^^cer ri\brum, the red maple, Is.

51. Tax6dium distichum, the deciduous cypress, Is.

52. yS'sculus carnea, the carnation-flowered horsechestnut, Is. 6d.

53. /lex ^quifolium van, the common holly, with smooth-edged
leaves, 1 s. 6d.

54-. Salisburia adiantifolia, the maidenhair tree, 2s. 6d.

55. Gleditschm horrida, the horrid-spined honey locust, 2s. 6d.

56. Aristotelz'a Macqui, the Macqui tree, 2s. Qd.

57. Prunus domestica myrobalana, the Myrobalan plum, 2^.

58. Hales/a tetraptera, the snowdrop tree. Is.

59. Catalpa st/ri?igcefb\ia, the catalpa, 6d.

60. ^uonymus latifolius, the broad-leaved spindle tree. Is. 6d.

61. /lex opaca, the opaque-leaved holly, l5. 6d.

62. VirgilLa lutea, the yellow-flowered virgilia, 25. 6d.

63. A^(?ffw^2(^o/raxinifolium crispum, the curled-leaved box elder. Is.

6i. Magnoh'a acuminata, the pointed-leaved magnolia, 2s. 6d.

65. Liquidambar styraciflua, the maple-leaved liquidambar. Is.

66. vimygdalus communis, the common almond, is.

The following is a list of Evergreen Shrubs :
—

67. Cupressus sempervirens, the evergreen cypress, 6d.

68. y^'rbutus tTnedo, the com. and scarlet arbutus. Is., 8 plants.

69. Phillyrea angustifolia, the narrow-leaved phillyrea, Is.Gd'

70. /Jhamnus ^laternus, the common alaternus, 1. 6d.

71. /lex y^quifolium var., variegated hollies. Is., 23 plants.

72. Cerasus Laurocerasus var., variegated laurel, 6d.

73. /Rhododendron ponticum and catawbiense, hardy rhodo-
dendrons, 6d., 6 plants.

74. Escallonm rubra, the red escallonia, ls.6d.

15, Cratse^gus Pyracantha, the evergreen hawthorn, 6d.

76. Aucuba ]si^6mca., the common aucuba, 6d.

77. t/uniperus suecica, the Swedish juniper. Is.

78. ^uxus sempervirens var., variegated box of diff^erent sorts, 6d.

79. Cistus sp., the rock rose of different sorts, is., 2 plants.

80. Fiburnum Tinus,thelaurustinusofdifferentsorts, 6(7., 8plants.

The following is a list of Deciduous Shrubs :
—

81. Z)aphne Mezereum, the common mezereon, white, red, and
autumn-flowering. Is. 6d., 3 plants.

82. Chimonanthus fragrans, the fragrant chimonanthus, 25. 6^.,

2 plants.

83. //amamelis virginica, the wych hazel, Is.

84. Calycanthus florida, the Carolina allspice, l5.

85. Sijringa vulgaris alba, the white lilac, 6d.

86. Syringa vulgaris purpurea, the purple lilac, 6d.

87. Syringa persica, the Persian lilac, 6d.

88. Fiburnum O'pulus rosea, the Guelder rose, or snowbal
tree, 6d.

89. Cytisus albus, the white broom, 3d.
'n 4
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90. (Spirae^a bella, the beautiful spiraea, 6d.

91. Colutea cruenta, the bloody bladder senna, 6d.

92. Coronilla E'merus, the scorpion seniia, Qd.

93. Azalea pontica, the common yellow azalea, \s,

94<. Symphoria racemosa, the snowberry, Qd.

95. <Spartiumj'unceum, the Spanish broom, 3d.

96. Cydonia japonica, the Japan quince, Is. 6d.

97. Clethra alnifolia, the alder-leaved clethra, 6d.

98. //ibiscus syriacus var., the altheea frutex, 6d.

99. Mibes sanguineum, the red-flowered currant, 9d.

100. Ribes aureum, the yellow-flowered currant, 9d.

All the crosses marked in the plan, which are not numbered, are

for different sorts of roses; and the number of these may be in-

creased at pleasure, diminishing the number of herbaceous plants

in proportion, according to the taste of the owner ; 6d., 25 plants.

The following is a list of the Climbing Shrubs for covering the

privy, summer-house, a part of the boundary wall and porch,

and part of the walls of the house :
—

101. Caprifolium flexuosum, the Chinese honeysuckle, Is. 6d.,

4 plants.

102. Common twining honeysuckles of sorts, 6^., 6 plants.

103. Clematis and ^tragene of sorts, 6d., 6 plants.

104-. Xycium barbarum, the Duke of Argyle's tea tree, 6d.

105. i7asminum officinale, the common jasmine, 6d.

106. Ampelopsis ^ederacea, the five-leaved ivy, 6d.

107. jRosa multiflora, and Greville/, the many-flowered and
Greville's rose. Is. 6d., 2 plants.

108. Wistarm Consequawa, Consequa's wistaria. Is. 6d.

109. Giant ivy, and Ayrshire rose, 3d., 4 plants.

The trees required amount to 67 ; which, at the above prices,

average Is. 2c?. each (cash), and come to - -

Shrubs and roses, 108, - - - -

Climbing shrubs, 26 -

Herbaceous plants, annuals, and biennials, 546 j and, supposing
the greater number of them to be annuals, they may be pur-
chased for _ _ _ .

According to the above enumeration, there need not be a
dozen duplicates in the garden ; for, though there are some of the

species repeated (such as the laurustinus, the Cydonia japonica,

the Chinese rose, &c.), different varieties of each species maybe
chosen. The herbaceous plants may be selected on the same
principle ; so that, in this small garden of not quite a quarter of

an acre, nearly 800 different kinds of ornamental plants may be
exhibited.

As the trees and shrubs are not crowded together, no thinning

out will be required for at least ten or twelve years, provided the
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pruning-knife be properly applied ; but the space for the herba-
ceous plants will be diminished every year : for which reason we
would recommend annuals and biennials to be sown nearest to

the shrubs or trees ; and the perennials planted only in the open
spaces, where they are not likely to be disturbed for several years.

In disposing of herbaceous plants in mixed borders of trees

and shrubs, like those in the design before us, perhaps the only

practical mode is, to endeavour to have some plants in flower

throughout the whole garden, and of different colours, every

month in the year. By the aid of our tables in the Encyclopedia

of Gaidening^ this may be very easily accomplished.

Art. III. Notice of Tvoo Chinese Tiles usedfor Garden Purposes in

the Suburbs of Canton. From a Communication by J. Reeves, Esq.

The tiles, of which j'^s. 20. and 21. are correct represent-

ations, were exhibited by Mr. Reeves at a meeting of the Horti-

20

cultural Society in Regent Street, in October last, as noticed in

p. 110.; and, a day or two afterwards, that gentleman kindly
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presented them to us. After making the drawings from which

our figures are engraved, we sent them to Mr. Austin, the arti-

ficial stone manufacturer in the ISew Road ; and he has succeeded

in producing fac-similes of them in his hard and durable com-
position.

In China, Mr. Reeves informs us, these tiles are inserted in

the low walls that separate the courts and gardens of dwelling-

houses, on the copings of which walls are placed pots of flowers.

They are also used in forming ornamental openings in walls of

a higher description ; in which case sides and corners are added,

for the sake of uniformity. In either case these tiles are placed

double, on edge, and at such a distance from each other as to

allow the space between to be covered with a brick placed length-

wise ; the walls constructed above the ornamented panel being

always terminated by a coping, sufficiently broad to receive pots

of flowers or dwarf trees.

In Britain these tiles may be applied to a variety of purposes,

more especially when made in the perfectly accurate manner, and
of the hard and durable material, of which they are manufactured
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by Mr. Austin. They may be laid down as flooring to a green-
house or a summer-house, and the interstices may be filled in
with a red or black coloured composition, so as to leave the form
of the tile of a stone colour. Windows in tool-houses, sheds,
privies, &c., and openings in walls, might be disguised by such
tiles in the same manner as that in which they are now concealed
by Grecian or Gothic ornaments. Walls, separating or sur-

rounding small gardens, might be formed either partly or entirely

of these tiles : garden seats and benches might also be formed
of them. They would form pedestals for pots or vases, and they
would supply models for Chinese flower-gardens. Either of
these tiles, enlarged to the scale of one eighth of an inch to five

feet, would form a very curious flower-garden ; the solid work,
or tracery, of the tile constituting the gravel walks, and the open
panels the dug beds.

Art. IV. Design Jbr a Gardeners House, adapted for the South-
East Angle of a walled Kitchen-Garden. By Mr. Robertson.

The present design {Jig. 22.) completes the series of eight

gardener's houses, adapted for being connected with the walls

of kitchen-gardens. They are all in the very plainest style pos-

sible, and with the chimney tops low, in conformity with the

pi'evailing idea that such houses ought not to be obtrusive objects

in the scenery of a country residence. There is one circum-
stance connected with them to which we wish to direct particu-

lar attention. They have all cellars or hollow spaces below the

floors. In by far the greater number of gardener's houses at

present existing, the floors are only a step or two, if so much,
above the level of the adjoining surface ; and, as such houses
are almost always in confined situations, they are consequently

damp and unwholesome. It is a great mistake in masters, to

suppose that they can make the most of their servants when they

lodge them in such houses ; and an equally great one in those

who are lodged in them, not respectfully to remonstrate with their

employers on the subject.

The next designs for gardener's houses which we shall give

will be for detached dwellings ; either in a portion of the ground
belonging to the kitchen-garden, which we consider the proper
place ; or exterior to it, so as to become an agreeable object in

the general scenery. All these designs will be more ornamental
than those already given.

In the tide of the preceding design, p. 65., for '' south-west
wall" read " south-west ans'e."
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In the design before us {Jig. 22.), a is the oven, which heats

the floor of the kitchen in the manner before described ; b, the

boiler; c, the wash-house; rf, dairy ; efg^ foundations; /?, kit-

chen ; /, office and garden Hbrary ; k, parlour; III, bedrooms;

m, places for fuel, water-closet, &c.
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Art. V. Scottish Arboricultm-al Notices, hy Mr. Gorrie, Mr. Dor-
tvard, Mr. Young, and Mr. Bishop. Communicated by Mr. Gorrie.

It is only in very few instances that I have been able to obtain
satisfactory information respecting the precise age, or period of
introduction into Scotland, of exotic timber trees. I'he sizes of
many hereafter stated, in a climate in no way remarkable for pro-
ducing rapidity of growth, will afford a criterion of age, where
dates cannot be supplied. The walnut seems to have been a sort

of favourite about 150 years ago: a number of trees of that age
surround what was once the manor garden in the village of Rait,

on this estate. They measure from 2 ft. 6 in. to 3 ft. in diameter,

and from 54 ft. to 60 ft. in height; and bear regular crops of
ripe fruit every year. At Castle Menzies, the seat of Sir Neil
Menzies, about 18 miles north-west from Dunkeld, the boles of
walnut trees seem to be of larger dimensions ; as will be seen by
the following extract from a letter kindly sent me by Mr. James
Dorward, dated Castle Menzies, Jan. 26. 1835. Here I may
remark that the circumference, and not the diameter, of the
trees is mentioned :

—
Girth. Height.

Walnut - lift. 5 in. 55 ft.

Silver fir - - 12 4 94 6 in. Branches extend 53 ft.

Norway spruce - 10 10 84
Weymouth pine 8 7 53
Red cedar - 6 IJ 41
Tulip trees - 10 6 45
Poplar - - 11 5 105 Does not say what species.

Willow - - 16 3J 90 10

Larch - - 12 2| 92 3
Spanish chestnut 19 9 74 Branches spread from 70 ft. to 80 ft.

Horsechestnut - 9 2| 77
Sycamore (samel

21 ini g^ /Branches extend over a diameter of
place) - -J I 101ft.

Besides the above exotics, Mr. Dorward mentions that some
oaks measure from 70 ft. to 89 ft. in height, and about 14 ft. 7^ in.

in circumference ; and some fine beeches, nearly the same size.

Some English elms are 9 ft. 10 in. in girth, and 86 ft. 4 in. in

height; and some Scotch pines, 10ft. 6 in. in girth, and 89 ft.

5 in. in height. He does not specify the ages ; but says, from
tradition, that " many of them are older than the present castle,

which was built 254 years since."

At the right side of the river Tay, and close to the west end
of the bridge of Perth, stand a few fine trees of the Lombardy
poplar, measuring 10 ft. in girth, and from 75 ft. to 80 ft. in

height. In a letter from my friend Mr. Young, he informs me
that " they were planted by the late James Richardson, Esq., of
Pitfour, when about ten years of age ; so that the trees will

have been sixty-four years planted." Several other trees of the

same species, and apparently of the same age, stand on the east
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bank of the Tay, above Bridgend. A letter, containing some
valuable information respecting old trees in various parts of Scot-

land, from my friend Mr. Bishop, Methven Castle, dated Jan. 28.,

has come to hand ; the business part of which I shall give entire,

as I consider any attempt at abridgment would impair its value.

It commences with a description of the cedar of Lebanon, no-

ticed, p. 49., as standing at Gray, at the east end of the Carse

of Gowrie.
" The cedar," he says, " at Gray House is the largest I have

seen in this country : it measured, in 1829, 15 ft. 9 in. in girth,

1 ft. from the ground. At the height of 2 ft., it divides into three

large stems ; and these are again subdivided, at several feet

higher, into twelve large arms, which form a very extended top.

Its age is unknown. There is a cedar at Hopetoun House, very

similar to the one at Gray ; and several at Arniston, in Had-
dingtonshire, some of which measured, at 3 ft. above the surface,

9 ft. 3 in., 8 ft. 3 in., and one, with a bole 25 ft. high, 6 ft. 9 in.

in circumference. The one at Dupplin Castle, Perthshire, that

you have so often seen, girthed 10 ft., two years ago, 3 ft* from

the ground.
" Girth of Spanish chestnut, at various places, 3 ft. from the

ground i
—
The largest at Dupplin, in 1826, measured Mft. 6 in.

The same tree

One at Castle Menzies

One at Kinfauns Castle

One at Muithly Castle

One at Gask House
One at Kier House
One at Hopetoun House,"! ,qoo ia n

bole 50 ft. long .J'1832
- - IS 9

(In Mr. Dorward's report, the largest Spanish chestnut at Castle

Menzies now girths 19 ft. 9 in. (see above) ; and is not likely to

be the same tree as that measured by Mr. Bishop in 1816 : as,

in that case, it must have acquired, in eighteen or nineteen years,

an additional diameter of about 26 in.)

" The largest Spanish chestnut said to be in Scotland grows

at Cairn Salloch, in Dumfriesshire ; and it contjiins 527 cubic

feet of wood. The bole, at 2 ft. in height, girths 26 ft. ; and it is

divided into four large arms, 36 ft., 35 ft., 31 ft., and 28 ft. in

length.
" Larches (harix). —The largest larch at Menzie, near Crieff,

girths 15 ft. at 3 ft. from the ground, beino- 4 in. more than the

largest one at Dunkeld of the same age; both being planted in

1 738 : but it does not contain the same quantity of timber as that at

Dunkeld, which measures 350 cubic feet. The larch cut at Blair,

from which the late Duke of Athol's coffin was made, measured

106 ft. in length, and contained 8 1 cubic feet.

1832 ^ - 13 6
1816 . - 13

1829 i. - 14

1832 - - 14

1832 - - 14
1833 .. - 15 6
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^^ Silver Fir {A^bies Vicea).—'The largest two noted in my book
are at Roseneath, measuring about 20 ft. in girth : the two trees

containing 1053 cubic feet. In 1829, I measured the largest at

Dupplin, at 3 ft. from the ground: it girthed 13 ft. 2 in., con-

taining 380 ft. of measurable wood. In 1832, I measured a silver

fir near Arniston House, and found it to girth 13 ft., and of

similar dimensions with the one at Dupplin.
" Pinaster

(
^inus Pinaster).— On the estate at Gray, near the

church, in 1831, I measured a tree of that species; and found

its girth, at 3 ft. from the ground, to be 8 ft. 5^ in., with a bole

of 30 ft. in length, reckoned to contain 50 cubic feet.

*' Black Italian Poplar [Populus acladesca).— One planted by
the burn side, at Tippermallow, near Methven, on May 5.

1776, contained, in 1802, 40 cubic feet ; in 1812, it contained

67 cubic feet, girthing 6 ft. 9 in.; in 1827, it contained 198 ft.,

length of bole 59 ft., girth 9 ft. 8 in. ; and, in 1831, it girthed

10 ft. 4<|^in. One of the same species, at Barnhill, near Perth,

measured in girth 10 ft. 9in. ; one at MoncriefF House mea-
sured in girth 10 ft. 10^ in. in 1832; one at Taybank, near

Perth, planted in 1785, girthed 10 ft. 7 in. in 1834.
" The Necklace-beariitg Poplar [Vopulus monilifera). — One

of this species, growing at Methven Castle, planted about fifty-

five years since, girthed 6 ft. 8 in. ; when a black Italian poplar,

planted at the same time, girthed 8 ft. 10 in. The proportional

growth of poplars I take to be thus : — Black Italian, 10 ft.

;

White, 9 ft. ; Lombardy, 7 ft. ; and Balsam, 4 ft.

" Liriodendron Tulipjfera. — The largest in Perthshire is

undoubtedly the one at Gorthy. In 1829, it girthed 6 ft. 6 in.

at the smallest part of the bole. At the height of 6J ft. it

divides into two limbs, the largest girthing 5 ft. 3 in., and the

smallest 4 ft. 5 in. ; terminating in a large round top, about

40 ft. in height : planted between seventy and eighty years iigo.

In 1830, I found the tree of that species, at Pitcaithly, to girth,

at 1 ft. from the ground, 6 ft. 8 in." (Observe, Mr. Mitchell's

measurement, formerly sent, was taken at 3 ft. from the ground

;

and was, in 1834, 6 ft. 6 in.) " It divides into two, at the height

of about 16 ft. : total height, about 40 ft.

" Foreign Birches. — At Delvin, a 5etula joopulifolia girths

5 ft. at 3 ft. from the ground ; unhealthy. At Methven Castle, a
J5etula papyracea, 4 ft. 6 in., healthy ; and a jBetula nigra, fifty-

five years planted, girths 3 ft. 5 in. Others, in a close plant-

ation, girth 2 ft. 3 in., boles 25 ft. high.
" The largest poplar thought to be in Scotland is supposed to

be a white Egyptian at Kelso, girthing 23 ft. at 3 ft. from the

ground." (Here Mr. Bishop describes some species of the

genus Pinus at Hopetoun House; but as your intelligent cor-

respondent Mr. Smith will, likely, furnish you with accounts of

Vol. XL— No. 61. o
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these, I pass that part of Mr. Bishop's letter, that Mr. Smith

may not suspect us of poaching on his manor.)
" The best locust tree in the country is thought to be at

Myginch Castle, Carse of Gowrie; girthing, at 4 ft. from the

ground, 5 ft. 8 in." (I understand its age is reckoned to be

between forty and fifty years.)

" There are three Portugal laurels at Inverary, brought from

Portugal, by Duke Archibald, in 1695. The largest spreads

over a circle of 165 ft. circumference, and is nearly 40 ft. high.

" I measured the trunk of a Portugal laurel tree at Ormiston

Hall, and found its girth 5 ft. 1 in. at 3 ft. from the ground.

The branches of a Portugal laurel at Belmont Castle measure

100 ft. in circumference."

Besides the above information received from Mr. Bishop, who
has paid more attention to such matters than any man I know,

I may mention that the finest specimens of Norway spruce

(y^^bies excelsa) in this country stand in a row, in the bottom of

a dell, at Dupplin Castle. There are also some fine specimens

of silver firs, above 3 ft. in diameter, and from 80 ft. to 90 ft. in

height, at Errol Park, Fingask, and the Ballo, Carse of Gowrie,

about eighty years old. A plant of ^'rbutus t/^nedo, at Annat
Gardens, twenty-four years old, measures 3 ft. 3 in. round the

stem, near the ground; the branches cover a circle, the diameter

of which is 20 ft., height 14 ft. The Platanus orientalis was
introduced into this country at least a hundred years since ; and,

before the year 1814, many fine specimens were to be met with

at different places : but, that year, all plants of that species,

above eight or nine years old, perished ; and none are to be seen

in this quarter above twenty-five or thirty years' standing. Some
plants of twenty-five years, at Annat Park, in the middle of a

plantation, are 27 ft. high ; with clean stems 9 ft. up, and about

6 in. in diameter, and covered with small branches two thirds of

their length. The oldest hemlock spruce (^^bies canadensis) I

know of, in this quarter, is at Invermay ; where, and at Rossie

Priory, are some very large and old arbor-vitse trees.

Annat Gardeiis, Jan. 30. 1835.

Art. VI. Remarks on the Rot in the Larch. By Mr. William
Taylor, Gardener at Thainston, near Kintore, Aberdeenshire.

Over the whole extent of a forest here of 100 acres of Scotch

pine, from fifty-four to sixty years of age, there are a few larches

scattered, about the same age as the Scotch pine, but generally

much larger, some of them containing upwards of 20 cubic feet

sale measure. Until of late, these larches appeared to be in a
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very thriving state ; but, in October last, the extreme tops of
some of them were observed to be dead; and other signs of
decay were visible in those growing on the parts where there was
the worst subsoil. Fifteen of these were felled ; and not one of
them could be said to be really sound, though only one, smaller
than the rest, was hollow-hearted.

A few of the healthiest were also cut down, which were
allowed to be perfectly sound in respect to timber. However,
the brown irregular dark-bordered spot was begun in them also.

I inspected the best and worst of the first lot after they were cut

into 2-inch planks. The rot in the one most affected could be
seen 16ft. up the planks; in the others, it did not exceed 2ft.,

3 ft., and 6 ft., in narrow strips : in other respects, the timber is

of good quality. The soil in which the trees grew is of heath and
poor vegetable mould, from 6 in. to 9 in. deep : it had formerly
grown, and would naturally continue to grow, the three common
heaths, ferns, mosses, &c., with a subsoil of hard gravelly clay,

friable when dug up, and containing a considerable quantity oif

oxide of iron.

On the transverse section of the ends of the trees, fifty-four

annual rings, or years' growth, can be distinctly numbered. The
first sixteen years' growth in all (but the hollow one mentioned)
is sound, as also the last fifteen years' growth on the outside,

whether alburnum or heart wood ; so that the rotting spots are

contained in the twenty-three years' middle-aged wood of the
tree : and there the spots vary much in situation, size, shape,

and colour, and frequently do not affect the same number of
annual layers even in the same tree. Besides the want of fertility

in the subsoil, it must contain matter deleterious to the pine and
fir tribe; for, of the many hundred Scotch pines, and not a few
larch and spruce firs, which I have seen blown down by the

wind, there was scarcely a perpendicular root, which had pene-
trated this and similar subsoils, found otherwise than completely

rotten. The former were either rosen-riin above the root, or

cankered (as it is here termed) farther up the tree ; the two latter

nearly always began to rot at the I'oot ends. May we not, there-

fore, infer that the rot in the larch originates in the root, and, in

time, extends up the tree?, and that the cause of all the evil is

the penetration of the root into a bad subsoil ?

In accordance with this idea, I shall mention an instance

Avhere larch has been planted, " again and again," on hills (not

too high), in good heath mould, on a subsoil of reddish sand,

where trees have as often dwindled and died before they were
6 ft. high.

The best larches in this part of the country grow by the bank
of a river, in a bed of alluvial soil, on a rock, which is the only
subsoil. The largest of these trees is 100 ft. high, and 9J ft. in

o 2
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girth at 4 ft. from the ground. The second best in this vicinity-

grows in peat or bog earth 8 ft. to 10 ft. deep. They have ceased

from their labour, and are at rest, who planted them ; but we are

told that, before the trees were planted, large pits were dug and

filled with good loam, where the trees have come to a large size ;

and all of them that have been felled were quite sound, and of

good quality.

Thainston^ near Kintore, Aberdeenshire, Nov. 1834.

Art. VII. Rema7-hs on the " Fruit Cultivator" of Mr. Rogers.

By T. G.

Having been much pleased with this work, I beg leave to

send you a few remarks on it, which I am the more anxious to

do speedily, in order that I may not seem to be led by the

review which you will no doubt give of it in your pages. I

must premise by observing that I am not only not personally

acquainted with Mr. Rogers, but that I did not know, till I saw

his work advertised, that such a person existed. I give you,

for your private satisfaction, my name and address, though I do

not wish either to be known to the public.

The author observes, in his preface, that a complete work on
the subject can never be compiled, unless every man of long

experience do for himself and the public what he (the author)

has endeavoured to perform. He proceeds to state that, during

a long life of varied and active employment, he has made and
kept notes of the results of his practice, which he now, in his

eighty-third year, is induced to offer to the»young gardener and
nurseryman, as a fund of information which he trusts will not be

unworthy of their notice.

What renders the work well deserving of attention is the in-

formation it contains relative to the origin of many varieties, with

the originators of which Mr. Rogers had an opportunity of

being conversant, in consequence of his longevity, dating the .

commencement of his recollections almost at the middle of the

last century. Information of this sort is valuable ; for, when
the origin of a variety is clearly established by indisputable facts,

there is less chance of confusion afterwards from others attach-

ing a name to a variety, which they might consider they had a

right to do, in the case of one straying, as it were, without an

owner, and apparently as much the right of one as of another.

For instance, the Dumelow's seedling, or Wellington apple, is

sometimes called the Duke of Wellington: now, the latter name
would not have been likely to have been added to it, had it

been originally known that Dumelow raised the apple, and that

it had the name of Wellington from having been cultivated at
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the place of that name, in Shropshire, near to which it was
raised.

Another very important character in the work is the attention

that is wished to be directed to the sort of stock, the kind of

soil, or the situation and oth^* peculiarities of treatment which
certain species or varieties require. This renders it of practical

value ; and fruit growers would do well to follow up such ob-

servations in regard to the peculiarities of treatment of the va-

rious sorts they may possess, and of which no particular notice

in this respect has been hitherto taken.

The following parts of Mr. Rogers's work appear to me well

worth the attention of the practical gardener.

" Canker.— This seems to be a constitutional disease, and to arise from a
defect in the organisation, occasioned by impure qualities taken in by the root

from an ungenial subsoil." (p. 117.)

Strictly speaking, a disease cannot be entirely " constitutional

"

when it is " occasioned by impure qualities taken in by the root

from an ungenial subsoil." This may be a cause ; and more
especially so in combination with something ungenial in the

season, acting on the peculiar disposition of the sort in regard to

its developement in the early part of the summer. Every one
knows that immature buds, on a basis of badly ripened wood,
suffer most from spring frosts. One species of canker, in par-

ticular, in apple trees, will be observed to originate where a sort

of spurs protrude from wood of some years' growth, which tend

to assume the form of fruit spurs, but which perish in inclement

springs after the commencement of their vegetation. When
affected by frost, they become dead and dried even to their con-
nection with the alburnum ; and they remain exsiccators of the

sap, or, at all events, they act as stumbling-blocks to its cir-

culation. These spurs, it may be farther remarked, partake of
the precocity of properly formed fruit spurs ; but the buds on
the latter are better protected, and therefore are not so liable to

be killed : but, if this should happen, they ramify from an im-
mediate connection with the branch, and their pedicel assumes a
woody nature, very different from the soft parenchymous sub-

stance of which they, at their first protrusion, were composed.
While practical men are observing on the above, they will

perceive that only one species of canker is here alluded to.

There are many other kinds, which it is not proposed at present
to enter upon. There is a sort, for instance, where the whole
bark is infected with morbid blotches, of the cause of which
some gardeners may, perhaps, be better able to satisfy them-
selves, than he who presumes to offer for consideration the pre-
ceding remarks.

For canker, in general, experience has proved that a partial

remedy will be found in draining the subsoil or otherwise im-
o 3
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proving it. But, while excess of moisture is being guarded

against, it would be well also to attend to the prevention of the

opposite extreme ; for both may occur in the same situation at

different periods of the season, and, in that case, with the most

deleterious effects ; for one excess does not counteract the other,

but, on the contrary, the evil is proportionally increased. Or-

chards may be reckoned happily situated, where irrigation can

supply moisture to forward the growth of the shoots in the early

part of the season, and can then be withdrawn to admit of the

complete ripening of the wood ; when, in other places not pos-

sessing these advantages, the shoots are only about to be vigor-

ously produced. Fruit-tree borders in front of houses or walls

ought always to be so far under the command of art as to render

the attainment of the above object always possible.

The Kentish and Flemish cherries, Mr. Rogers observes, are

only one and the same variety, though some writers have endea-

voured to make a distinction between them, because Miller used

the first, and Langley the second name. This is, to a certain

extent, true ; but it appears from a paper by Mr. Thompson, in

the Horticultural Society's Transactions, second series, i. 286.,

that there are two varieties which bear these names ; and that

" the fruit of the Flemish is very like the Kentish, except in

having a shorter stalk. The trees grow more upright, but are

not such abundant bearers. The fruit possesses the same pro-

perties as the Kentish."

Speaking of soils suitable for fruit trees, the author observes,—
" Deep rich soils, in sheltered situations, are not the most proper for the

apple, though such have been most erroneously recommended by writers who
ought to have known better. For it is often seen that apple trees succeed

well in any kind of loam, though it be not more than one foot in depth, so aa
the bottom is sound and dry : the roots take an extensive horizontal range,

the young wood is always of more moderate growth, and better ripened than

where roots strike deep into the ground."

The nature of the subsoil, he continues, should also be well

considered : if very wet, whether clay or gravel, the trees should

be planted " proportionably higher, even on the surface, rather

than run the risk of the roots getting too deep, which they are

apt to do, in dry summers, in search of moisture. So much has

this circumstance been dreaded by orchardists, that the author

is acquainted with one instance in which an extensive orchard,

belonging to an ancient priory, was completely paved with stone

under the trees, to prevent the roots descending into the wet

subsoil, and with the best effect."

The degeneracy of the Golden pippin apple has been a fertile

subject of discussion among orchardists during the last thirty

years, since Mr. Knight first suggested the idea of its dege-

neracy from old age. On this subject Mr. Rogers has the fol-'

lowing remarks :
—
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" The Golden pippin being one of our most useful and esteemed hardy
fruits, the author trusts he will be forgiven for entering more at large into its

history and management than he has thought necessary in the preceding
notices of other inferior kinds of apples, especially as there has been, for
several years past, an idea prevalent, that this country was about to lose this

fine fruit for ever. In Mr. Knight's Ty-eatke on Orchard Fruit, the doctrine
was first broached, that all our varieties and subvarieties of fruits have but a
temporary existence. They are raised from seed, flourish for an uncertain
number of j^ears, and, after arriving at their maximum of health and fertility,

gradually sink to decay, and at length disappear. Taking this idea as a rule,

the golden pippin was judged to be in this last stage of existence; and it was
predicted, that not only were the old full-grown trees to disappear, but all the
young ones, lately worked from them, would perish also. It must be ad-
mitted, that a great majority of the old Golden pippin trees in Herefordshire,
and in other parts of the kingdom, were, about the time Mr. Kqight wrote his

treatise, in an apparent state of decay; and, moreovei", that young trees of
the same sort could but with difficulty be made to grow and bear so freely as
they had previously done. These failures, however, were accounted for in
another way than that propounded by Mr, Knight. It was observed, that the
old trees, having probably all been planted about the same time, and having
arrived at their natural period of healthy existence, were, like all other trees,

falling to decay from sheer old age ; and that the contemporaneous weakness
and debility of the young lately planted trees were caused by a careless choice
of grafts, by working them on improper stocks, and planting them in old worn-
out soil, instead of in fresh, well-ti"enched, light, loamy situations. This latter

opinion was the more feasible, because there were many middle-aged trees in
different parts of the kingdom, which were in full vigour and bearing ; and
though young plants pitted in old gardens and orchards were unthrifty, such
as were properly planted in newly broken-up ground, provided they were
worked on the best crab stocks, succeeded as well as ever.

" This being the opinion of the author respecting the failure of the old
Golden pippin, and other old sorts of apples, he gave the subject his best con-
sideration, and set about proving how far his own conjectures were well or ill

founded; and, after the experience of forty years, he has come to the follow-

ing conclusion ; viz., that if crab stocks be raised from the most healthy wild
trees, properly treated, and planted out in the nursery, and worked with the
most healthy moderate-sized scions, cut from the top of sound healthy trees,

and, when fit for final transplantation, be placed on well-trenched light fresh

loam, having a dry bottom of rock or chalk, the trees will assuredly prosper
without fear of disappointment. On the other hand, if the grafts be taken
indiscriminately from any tree, or from any part of a tree, and placed either

on free or paradise stocks, the young trees so raised will, nine times out of
twelve, be in some respect or other defective ; and particularly if they be not
afterwards planted in their favourite soil, where their wood would not be
sufficiently ripened.

" The Golden pippin requires a dry and moderately warm climate. The
best fruit are produced in Normandy on the Continent, in Sussex in England,
and on walls in Scotland. The south of France is too warm, and the richer

counties of England and Ireland are too moist. This apple is supposed to

have been first raised at Parham Park, on the South Downs of Sussex.
" It has been noticed of late years, that neither the Golden pippin nor

Nonpareil keep so well as formerly. The author well remembers, that, sixty

years ago, both these kinds of apples were plentiful in May ; but it is not so
at present. This is attributable to two causes ; our summers lately being
more moist, and perhaps too many free and paradise stocks used in the nur-
series. It has been deemed a good practice to raise the Golden pippin from
cuttings or layers. This plan is quite practicable ; and some practitioners

have been very successful in raising plants from cuttings, intend sd for potting.

4
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Trees may also be raised by layers from stools kept on purpose in the

nursery."

The following; remarks on the filbert well deserve atten-

tion :
—

" That style of pruning which is found the best for the currant is also the

best for the filbert.

" The young plants which are chosen by the Maidstone growers are such as

have been raised from layers, and which have been lined or bedded out in the

nursery for two or three years. Each plant should have one strong upright

shoot, of not less than 3 ft. in height, this being necessary in order to the

future form of the head ; and this, early in the spring, after the trees have
been put out in their final stations, is cut down to about 1 ft. 6 in. from the

ground. This height will admit of a clear stem of 1 h. below ; and which part

must be at first and ever afterwards kept free from shoots, as well as suckers

from the root. This deprivation of shoots and suckers will cause the buds
left at the top to push with greater vigour. If eight strong shoots be pro-

duced in the first summer, they must be carefully preserved, as that number
is required to form the head ; but if less than this number come forth, then

two or three of the strongest (or the whole, if necessary) must be shortened

back to half their length at the next pruning, in order to obtain the requisite

number.
" The sufficient number of branches being obtained, if not in the first, cer-

tainly after the second pruning, they are to be carefully preserved, and trained

outwards and upwards ; at first nearly horizontal, but curving gradually up-

ward at the point. The easiest mode of doing this is by using a hoop of the'

proper size placed within the shoots, and to which the latter are tied in star-

like order, and at equal twelve-inch distances. Such a laterally curving po-
sition may be much assisted and caused by a careful pruner, always cutting at

an outside bud, which, when grown sufficiently far outwards, naturally turns

up to form the permanent branches.
" The points of the branches are allowed to rise to the height of 6 ft., but

never higher,- and the middle of the tree is always kept free from shoots and
branches, so that a well-trained head resembles a large bowl.

" The subsequent management of the trees, both while gaining the desired

form, and after having gained it, consists in preserving all the short spurs

which will be produced on the branches, and cutting away or shortening the

laterals which every year rise from the same. The management of these

laterals is of great consequence. If they exceed the length of 6 in., they may
be cut back to a few buds ; but if less, they should be preserved, as their points

are generally fruitful. The grand object with the pruner is to have the

branches thickly beset with fruitful spurs, and which are only reduced in

length, when, after a iew years' growth, they become too distant from the

branch ; when they are cut back to a healthy spur behind. If any part of the

branch becomes accidentally naked, a strong shoot from the bottom may be

led up, and managed so as to fill up the vacancy.
" When filbert trees are thus managed, and have arrived at their full volume

in width and height, they may be kept in the same state for many years, say

twenty or thirty, by the knife onlj', and with the requisite skill in using it.

" The plantations in Kent are either in single rows, or in entire quarters or

fields. The plants are put in at 8 ft, or 10 ft. distances, more or less, accord-

ing to the quality of the soil. 680 plants are required for an acre, at 8 ft. dis-

tances every way ; at 10 ft. distances, 435; and at 12 ft. distances, 302 trees

will be required.
" The Kentish pruners, who, as observed before, are neither botanists nor

physiologists, are, notwithstanding, well aware of the use of the male catkins,

rejoicing to see them in great quantity, and carefully preserving them. From
the greater or less number of the catkins, they usually predict what share of

crop will follow."
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" The practical example set us by the Maidstone pruners confirms two very
essential principles in the art of gardening ; viz.j that by counteracting the
natural tendencies of a plant, it may be dwarfed, and, by thus dwarfing, made
more fruitful. The filbert tree is so constituted, that it is ever extending
itself by throwing up a multiplicity of suckers, which exhaust the bearing
branches, and render them sterile; but denying the plant its tendency to in-

crease itself by suckers promotes its energy to increase itself by seeds.
" Filberts intended for long keeping should remain on the tree till they are

thoroughly ripe, which is easily known by their rich brown colour. They
should be laid on a dry floor for a few days, and afterwards stored in jars of
dry sand, where they will keep sound for a great length of time,"

The White Muscadine grape, which the author (p. 221.)
considers as the Chasselas musque of the French, appears to be
rather their Chasselas de Fontainebleau. The berries of the
latter are clear, while those of the former are tinged with yellow.

Millet's mignonne peach forces well in pots or boxes. Mr.
Brown, gardener to the late Lord Cremorne, at Chelsea, kept
all his trees in tubs or boxes, like orange trees, for years, and
supported them chiefly by the use of liquid manure. This was
composed of soft water, horse droppings, and a little soot.

The sorts Mr. Brown considered best for growing and forcino-

in this manner were, the French mignonne, Violette hatif, Earlv
admirable. Millet's mignonne; and, for later fruit, the Belle-

garde, (p. 279.)

Of the Scotch pear, the Winter Achan, Mr. Rogers observes
that the fruit does not arrive at so great a perfection in the
south of England as it does in Scotland, (p. 321.) However
paradoxical this may seem, experienced gardeners know it to be
a fact. The skin of this fruit is smooth, of a dull brown colour,

covered with grey dots. The pulp is melting, juicy, and of a
good flavour.

Speaking of the walnut, we are told,

—

" The nuts should not be gathered till the outer covering parts readily from
the shell, which is before the former becomes mealy. There is a critical time
at which the covering leaves the shell without staining it, which they are apt
to do if allowed to become soft. When shelled, they should be well dried in

the sun for a day or two, and then stored away, either on shelves in an airy
room, or packed in jars or boxes, among dry white sand, which improves the
colour of the shell, and keeps the kernel more moist."

" A decoction of walnut leaves is sometimes useful in gardens ; it kills

earth-worms: and if gooseberry trees are sprinkled with this liquor soon after

the leaves are expanded, it defends them from the caterpillar."

These remarks, should you think fit to publish them, will

show that Mr. Rogers's experience is not unappreciated by one
of his brethren, who, like him, has seen a good many summers,
and is also, like him, a nurseryman.
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Art. VIII. On destroying the White Scale on Pine- Apples ^ together

with some Remarks on the Natural History of that Insect. By
J. B. W.

The pine-apple plant, when cultivated in the hot-houses of

this country, is subject to the attacks of three species of insects,

known by gardeners as the brown scale, the white scale, and

the mealy bug. Of these, the brown scale is comparatively

harmless ; the mealy bug, too, although extremely unsightly, is

by no means so injurious to the health of the plants it attacks

as the white scale. Beneath the latter, there is always a small

speck upon the leaves, quite divested of the usual green colour,

and, apparently, of life. When, therefore, the insects become
numerous on a plant, which soon happens after it is once fairly

infested, as each of them destroys a part of its vitality, it might,

perhaps, in so far as regards injury to the vegetable economy,

be fairly compared with one in whose leaves a like number of

small holes had been punched. But it is not clear whether this

deprivation of vitality ought to be attributed to the abstraction,

by the insects, of thejiiices which sustain life; or to the de-

struction of the sap-vessels of those parts of the leaves they cover

and feed upon, or to both these causes combined : nor, indeed,

would a knowledge of the precise manner in which the mischief

is done be of any assistance in the destruction of an enemy
which, insignificant as it seems to those who are unacquainted

with its powers of endurance, generally proves the conqueror.

Of all the various remedies hitherto recommended for the era-

dication of the white scale, not one, I believe, has been found to

effect the desired end with certainty, in consequence, as it ap-

pears to me, of their having been improperly applied. A slight

glance at the economy of this insect, securely protected by a

waterproof coat, is sufficient to show the uselessness of attempt-

ing to kill it by any kind of wash, unless, indeed, it were some-

thing of a powerfully caustic quality, which, most likely, would
make an end of both insects and plants.

So long as the scale adheres to the plants, it may be accounted

invulnei'able, and it might be laid down as an unexceptionable

rule, that no recipe ever has succeeded, or ever will succeed,

which does not strictly enjoin the removal of every insect pre-

viously to the application of the ingredients. Upon this rule the

following remedy is founded; and having been witness to two

successful trials, one of which was made upon plants under ray

own care, I can most confidently recommend it. For a know-
ledge of it, I am indebted to Mr. John Wilson, gardener to the

Rev. H. Pemberton, Church Stretton, Salop ; and, although I

am not authorized by Mr. Wilson thus publicly to mention his
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name, I feel in justice bound to acknowledge his undivided claim

to the credit of its discovery.

Much of the success of this remedy depends upon the manner
of applying it : I will, therefore, describe minutely the process

practised by myself. In the first week of November, the plants

were taken out of the bark bed, a few of the lower leaves pulled

off, and every insect that could be discovered, by the most
careful inspection, was rubbed off. The plants were then well

syringed with clear water, for the purpose of washing away any
insects that might have fallen into the axils of the leaves. A
strong lather of soft soap was next dashed over them from a

syringe, observing that not the smallest portion of the leaves

remained untouched ; and, while wet, they were dusted all over

with a powder composed of black sulphur, yellow sulphur, and
soot, mixed in such proportion as to resemble the colour of the

leaves as nearly as it was possible to make it. After top-dressing,

the pots were replunged, and the plants treated in the usual way.
Early in February, it became necessary to increase the tempera-
ture of the house to 70° (in consequence of vines trained to the

rafters being at that time in blossom), and the plants were then
frequently syringed; the powder, which had adhered closely to

the leaves, was in this way gradually washed off; and, by the

end of summer, the plants had nearly regained their natural

colour. They, also, were entirely free from insects ; and have
continued so ever since.

It should be observed, however, that the complete destruction

of these parasites is not always to be obtained by a single dress-

ing ; for, owing to the great difficulty of discovering every insect,

when plants are badly infested, it is highly probable that a few
may be overlooked : and, in that case, the plants upon which
they are found should immediately be subjected to a repetition

of the whole process. It must not be supposed that the washing
and powdering will kill the insects that remain undisturbed upon
the plants : and yet this quality is attributed to most of the nos-

trums which I have read. Respecting the assistance afforded by
the sulphur and soot towards effecting this desirable end, it

might be remarked that, in Mr. Wilson's opinion, either of the

ingredients alone, or, indeed, almost any other powder, would be
equally efficient; the rationale of its action being to prevent the

adhesion to the leaves of any young insects which might possibly

be bred on parts of the plants from whence it is impracticable

to dislodge the old stock, as, for example, among the bases of
the leaves. I not only concur with Mr. Wilson, but am farther

inclined to believe that the oily coating, left upon the cuticle by
the soft soap, will answer the desired purpose fully as well, with-

out any powder whatever ; but, as this opinion is founded upon
a single experiment, it needs confirmation.
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Circumstances made it unavoidable for me to perform the ope-

ration at the period I have mentioned ; nevertheless, I think, with

Mr. Wilson, that the usual time of spring-shifting is decidedly

preferable : because, at that season, the plants begin to push new-

leaves almost immediately, and sooner grow out of their murky
covering ; while, for three or foiu' months in winter, they make
very little progress ; and the leaves, having their pores partially

choked by the powder, are in some measure rendered incapable

of performing their functions : and this, to a certain extent, must

be injurious to the constitution of the plants. If the dressed

plants stand near the glass in pits or low houses, they must be

carefully shaded from powerful sunshine ; for the direct rays,

acting upon the leaves, produce an effect similar to burning. In

my case, no such precaution was necessary ; as the plants stood

at a great distance from the roof of the house, and tVie vines

afforded no inconsiderable shade. Unlike the mealy bug, the

white scale never attacks the roots, nor buries itself in the soil,

but wholly confines its ravages to the leaves, stem, and fruit:

therefore, if more convenient, the plants can be quite as effec-

tually dressed without being taken out of the pots, provided that

enough of soil is removed to allow a free examination of the

lower parts of the leaves, where the insects are generally most
numerous.

If the brief directions I have laid down be strictly and per-

severingly followed, the result will be the complete destruction

of this most injurious enemy of the pine-apple : in fact, in this

case, we can command success if we deserve it.

A few observations upon the natural history of the white scale,

of which so very little seems to be known, may not be out of

place here; but they are offered rather with a view of calling the

attention of others to this subject, than of enlightening the dark-

ness in which it is involved. On referring to the fourth edition

of the Encyclopedia of Gardenings I find it said that the white

mealy crimson-tinged insect " is, by some, thought to be the

same as the white scale." How such a mistake could have ori-

ginated, I cannot conceive ; for, in point of fact, a bog and an

elephant resemble each other just as much as the white scale and
the mealy bug. Happily, my ac({uaintance with the latter is very

limited ; but I know enough of the former to enable me decidedly

to deny their identity, having frequently witnessed pine-plants

plentifully stocked with white scale, upon which not a single

mealy bug was ever seen. If a white scale of the largest size be

attentively examined, after having been detached from the plant,

it will be found to cover a multitude of very minute brownish

grains ; and these, undoubtedly, are the embryo insects. When
dressing the plants, I have found myriads of these little gi*ains

firmly adhering to them, especially in the small furrows so
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numerous on the back of the lower part of the leaves. In this

stage of their existence, the insects are devoid of a scale ; but, in

some individuals, the rudiments of that envelope might be dis-

tinguished in the form of a white point scarcely visible to the

naked eye. This point increases in size, until it spreads all over

the creature it is destined to protect ; which thus is enabled to

feed and grow in security, until, in its turn, it produces another
progeny of bloodsuckers. If the Cocci are oviparous (which, I

believe, is the opinion of entomologists), the eggs of this species

are hatched while under the protection of the parent scale ; for I

am satisfied that they emerge endowed with the power of motion,

having often observed them, in the same naked condition as when
taken from beneath the parent, several inches distant from the

place where they evidently were bred : but I never actually saw
them move. Another species of Coccus, the brown scale, often

so troublesome in peach-houses, apparently is propagated pre-

cisely in the same manner ; and these I have seen travel no
inconsiderable distance immediately upon being released from
their prison. There is no reason to believe that the young tra-

vellers, after being once comfortably settled, are seized with a
farther desire to ramble : they then seem bent upon fulfilling the

original commandment, " Go forth, increase, and multiply ;

"

and this they do most literally.

As the females of many species of Coccus firmly attach them-
selves to the plants upon which they live, it is reasonable to

suppose that the male insects are capable of locomotion ; other-

wise, how could impregnation be effected ? And, as in some
degree strengthening this supposition, I give the following extract

from my journal : — " Nov. 7. 1833. In cleaning the pine plants,

I observed, for the first time, in the axils of the lower leaves, a
small creeping insect, of a deep dull red colour, having nume-
rous legs : it ran about nimbly, and occasionally leaped a distance

of nearly half an inch. In general appearance, it is not unlike a
monstrous acarus. Surely this insect has some connection with
the white scale, being almost invariably found upon dirty plants

;

on some, two, three, or even four, were found, but generally only
one. Immersion in the solution of soft soap destroyed these

crawling things immediately. Can they be male Cocci ?"

The notion is erroneous that this species of Coccus " infests

the vine, the orange, and many plants besides the pine." So far

as I have observed, it is confined to the pine plant ; but, perhaps,
the whole order Bromelmcc^^ is liable to its attacks.

It is much to be regretted that naturalists are so remiss in

investigating the habits of the insects which exercise such an
injurious influence on a science so essential to human existence

as horticulture. While the economy of the harmless members
of this division of creation has been carefully studied, we know
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comparatively nothing of those species with which it is our in-

terest to be best acquainted ; although the study of the latter

would be equally gratifying to those who delight to " look

through nature up to nature's God." It is hoped, then, that, if

these remarks meet the eye of any entomologist who has the

means of investigating the natural history of the gardener's and

farmer's insect enemies, they will induce him to direct his atten-

tion to the subject.

North Hiding of Yorkshire, Dec. 9. 1834;.

Art. IX. Floricidtural and Botanical Notices of nevdly introduced

Plants, and of Plants of Interest previously in our Gardens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions of the " Encyclopcedia of Plants,"

and of the " Hortus Briia7inicus."

Curtis s Botanical Magazine ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight Plates; 35. Qd. coloured, 35. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the TJniversity of Glasgow.

Edxtiardss Botanical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates; 4s. coloured, 35. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,

Professor of Botany in the London University.

Sweet's British Flovoer-Garden ; in monthly numbers, each containing

four plates ; 35. coloured, 25. Sd. plain. Edited by David Don,
Esq., Librarian to the Linnaean Society.

Of the Plants enumerated in p. 78, 79. 85. as extant in Collec-

tions in Belgium, thefollowing are also extant in those of Britain :

— Camellm Doncklaer/, or japonica Doncklaerz, and japonica

candidissima are at Mr. Knight's, and, no doubt, also at Messrs.

Loddiges's, Messrs. Low and Go's, and Messrs. Rollison's.

Acacia paradoxa Dec. is A. undulata Bot. Reg. : it is a variety

near A. armata [Mr. Sweet had deemed it the same : it is placed

as a synonyme in his Hort. Brit.~\. Lantana multiflora is at

Knight's : it is near L. crocea, and handsome. Vinca rosea foliis

variegatis is in some collections in England. Scottia trapezi-

formis must be S. tenue Bot. Beg. Polygala gracilis Messrs.

Loddiges have ; and, I think, they call it also P. longifcjlia : Mr,
Knight has it. Its affinity is about between P. 7«yrtif61ia and

p. grandiflora. iJhododendron LowzV is at Mr. Knight's, and,

no doubt, in the nurseries of others. Its corolla is white, the

upper segments marked by a few dull scarlet spots : it is a most

striking variety. Z/ilium eximium or speciosissinium is a splen-

did variety : some deem it a variety of L. longiflorum, but it is

very distinct from this. Anemone arborea is a synonyme of A. ca-

pensis ; a known, but rarely seen, species. I saw it, in 1834, at

Messrs. Rollison's.

The following Plants, besides those mentioned in p. 78, 79. 85.,

have been introducedfrom Collections in Belgium to some ofthose in
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England:— Z/iliuni lancifolium var. /^oseum : this is a very orna-
mental variety. There is, too, another variety, I think, a white-

flowered one. Jonesm javanica, a splendid climber for the stove.

Ixora coccinea foliis variegatis. Several other plants from Bel-
gian collections are in those of Kew, Horticultural Society and
the London nurserymen.

Rhododendron reticiddtnm D. Don, from Japan, a very distinct

species, is at Mr. Knight's. It is described in G. Don's System

ofBotany and Gardening, iii. 846. — A Practitioner.

Plants Dicotyledonous, Polypetalous.

XLVII. Onagrdrice.

1183. CBNOTHE'RA. [Texas 1770. S co Bot. reg. 3392
f10008 sinuata L. scalloped-/ert/i?(i -* O or 2 ? s Y New Jersey, Virginia, Carolina, Georgia,

. 2 minima iiboft. smallest O or J jn.au Y N. America 1825. S co

" The CE. minima Ph. is now generally allowed to be a starved

state of the present species [sinuata]." [Bot. Mag., March.)
LXXVII. Leguminosce.

1237. SOPHCRA 10449 tomentbsa.
2 smoother variety Hook. it

\ |
or 5 ... 1 Y Brazil ... C p.l Bot. mag. 3390

S. occident^lis L.

The drawings figured and description published were pre-

pared in Madeira, where it had been raised from Brazilian seed.
*' The shining, dark green, handsome foliage of this plant, con-

trastingwith its brightyellow spike-like panicles offlowers, renders

it a very ornamental shrub. Flowers much like those of the

Spanish broom, but rather paler ; bright lemon-yellow, middle-

sized, scentless." (Bot. Mag., March.)
2072. INDIGO'FERA. [1816. C s.p Bot. reg. 1744

f18655 atropurpurea ifow. daA purple-corollaed * or 5 au D.P.C Nepal (? hot valleys in)

From the collection of J. Bateman, Esq., Knypersley. Ori-

ginally found in Nepal by Dr. Llamilton : Dr. Lindley thinks,

probably in the hot valleys ; because, in the stove, it is a hand-
some light green bush, richly ornamented by its numerous
racemes of purple and crimson flowers ; but in the open air, even
on a south wall, and in such a summer and autumn as those of

1834-, it languishes; producing its flowers in small quantities, and
imperfectly. {Bot. Beg., March.)

2837. ^CAXIA.
24676J undulffifblia Cun. waved-lfd. * i_J or 4 ap.jn Y N. S.Wales 1824. S s.l.p Bot.mag.3S94

Loudon's Hort. Brit, No. 24689.

A shrub about 4 ft. high, much branched. Branches copiously

clad with smooth, waved, alternately disposed, elliptical or ovate,

phyllodia (leaves in common language) ; and crowded with axil-

lary heads of flowers towards and to their very extremities.

Heads of flowers on peduncles that are longer than the phyl-
lodia, and display them beyond them. Flowers yellow. A.
undulsefolia is figured from the Kew collection. {Bot. Mag.,
March.)
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Plants Dicotyledonous, Monopetalous.

CLXXXVI. Compositce,

2362. BE'LLIUM.
crassifblium il/om thick-lfd £ J!J or J jn W.Y Sardinia 1831. C p.l Sw.fl.gar.2.s.278

This pretty little daisy is well suited to ornament rockwork,

being quite hardy, and fond of a dry situation. {British Flo'wer-'

Garden, Maixh.) It is registered in our IX. 111.

CCXIV. Acanthdcedo.

1127. RVE'LIjIA.
elegans Hook. elegant.Jlurd. O ? or 2 ? su Bt.B E. Indies 1834 ? S p.l Bot.niag.3389

Its stem erect, branched ; leaves ovato-acuminate, serrate,

pubescent. Flowers singly, or in threes, at the tips of the

branchlets. Corolla salver-shaped, its limb of a very bright

blue colour. " Its bright blue blossoms continue [to be succes-

sively produced] during great part of the summer, and render it

an acceptable plant to our collections." {Bot. Mag., March.)

Plants Monocotyledonous.

CCXXXVIII. Amaryllideaa.

974. ZEPHYRA'NTHES. [carinkta male parent) Ro 1833? O r.m Bot. reg. 1746

8017. spofTorthikna Herbert SpofForth 5 lA) or ^ ray Hybrid (tiibfspatha female parent,

A hybrid production from seed of the tropical Z. tubispatha,

fertilised by the pollen of the Mexican Z. carinata. Z. tubi-

spatha has a white perianth, Z. carinata has a large red one ; Z.

spofforthiana has a rose-coloured one, lined with white, in the

form of a star. " It is in every respect intermediate, having the

leaves wider than those of Z. tubispatha ; and distinguishable by
the keel, which is conspicuous on the back of those of the male

parent. The flower is also of intermediate dimensions and colour,

resembling the male parent most in form and hue, and in the

posture of the style and filaments."— Herbert.
" It will be necessary to expunge the name of Z. grandiflbra from the catalogues, as it is a non.

entity."— Lindley.

Mr. Herbert states that the Z. grandiflora Lindl. Bot. Reg.,

902., has been made up, by mistakes, of the flower of Z. carinata

and the leaves of a pinkish var. of Z. striata. {Bot. Beg., March.)

CCXL. Orchidea.

2530fli CYCNO^CHES i«rarfi. Swanwort. (XkAtwos, a swan, awc^ere, the neck ; the column of the
flower is long, and gracefully curved like the neck of a swan.) 20. 1. Sp. 1.—

Loddigfesz'i Lindl. Loddiges's ^ 23 fra 1 jn.jl G.Spot Surinam 1830. D p.r.w Bot.reg.1742

In foliage and habit a catasetum ; but its raceme of flowers is

produced from the side, and not the base, of the fleshy stem.

The raceme is many-flowered and pendulous. The flowers are

the largest that have yet been met with among orchideous plants,

measuring not less than 5 in. from the tip of the back sepal to

the point of the labelhim. The sepals are green, brown at the

tip, and obscurely spotted. The petals are of the same colour,

but are less conspicuously spotted. Labellum white in the mid-

dle of its length, dingily yellow in the portion beyond, and the
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whole labellum blotched with blood-coloured spots. Column
long and curved, and comparable to the head and neck of a

swan. The flowers are more singular than beautiful, but they

compensate in fragrance for their want of brilliant colours : the

purest odour of vanilla is exhaled by them when they have been

open a short time, especially in the morning. Introduced from
the woods of Surinam, to the collections of Messrs. Loddiges and
the London Horticultural Society, by J. H. Lance, Esq. It has

thriven treated as catasetums are, but seems to require the greatest

heat that is ever obtained in a damp stove: it is disposed to in-

crease itself pretty freely. [Bot. Reg., March.)
2530. CATASE'TUM.
t22657 purum A^efii- spotless-p«7'an</iC(i ^ [Z3 or 1 w Y.G Brazil 1821. D p.r.w Bot.mag.3388

C. inapertum Hook. Exot. Flor. 213. ; C. semiapertum Loudon's Hort. Brit. No. 22657.

Dr. Hooker published, in 1826, this species by the name
C. inapertum ; Dr. Nees von Esenbeck had, in 1824, published it

by the name C. purum. Dr. Hooker has now refigured, and in

part described, the species, and adopted the prior name by Dr.
Nees. Plants of it are in the botanic garden at Liverpool, and
in the collection of C. Horsfall, Esq., of Liverpool. Upwards of

twenty flowers are shown in the spike figured :
" they are, per-

haps, the smallest of the concave lipped species ; and of a uni-

form pale yellow-green colour, the inside of the lip only excepted,

which is of a purplish-brown colour." {Bot. Mag., March.)
2540. ONCl'DIUM. [Bot. mag. 3393

t22687 criquetrum A .Bn triangular-Z/rf. ^ [Z3 or * jl.o W.P.G Jamaica 1793. D p.r.w

Has been long introduced, but is rare : there are plants of it

in the collections of C. Horsfall, Esq., Liverpool, and Earl Fitz-

william, at Wentworth. Scape from the centre of the leaves,

terminated by a raceme of ten to twelve handsome but mode-
rately sized flowers. Calyx purplish green. Petals white, tinged

with pale green, and variously spotted with purple. [Bot. Mag.,
March.)

CCXLVII. AspJwdelecE.

1023. TRI'TOMA.
4485a Burch^lK Herbert Burchell's £ A or 1|? jn.jl Y.R C.G.H. 1816. O s.l Bot.reg.1745

Its leaves have smooth edges, like those of T. media : the

margins of those of T. uvaria are serrulate. The tubular pe-

rianths of its flowers are red while in the more youthful state,

and progress into an orange yellow one : when full-grown, they
are l^in. long. The flowers are densely disposed into a raceme
4 in. long. It is a beautiful perennial plant, and quite hardy

;

and produces offsets in plenty. At Spoffbrth, the residence of
the Hon. and Rev. W. Herbert, it always flowers before or soon
after midsummer : other tritomas flower late in the year. Mr.
Herbert has named it (in Sweet's Hortus Britannicus) after Mr.
Burchell, who introduced it from the Cape of Good Hope. [Bot,

Beg, March.)
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REVIEWS.

Art. I. A General St/stem of Gardening and Botany, 8^c, founded
upon Millers " Gardener s Dictionary," and arranged according to

the Natural System. By George Don, F.L.S. Vol. III., 867 pages,

with numerous woodcuts, 3/. 125. ; or in monthly parts, 65. each.

London, 1835. To be completed in 4 vols.

We have noticed the two preceding volumes of this excel-

lent work in VIII. 203. 698. It goes on with the same accu-

racy, with improved engravings, and with some important

changes in the orders and tribes. Of the latter the most valu-

able is a new division of the genus -Erica, an abstract of which

we have given in X. 401., and which will be adopted in the

next Additional Supplement to our Hortus Britannicus. There is

one excellent feature in Mr. Don's work, to which the attention

of the public ought to be particularly directed ; and that is, the

illustration given of most of the natural orders by the engrav-

ings of the dissected parts of plants.

The fourth volume, we understand, will be published in parts,

as they are written, and not in an entire volume first, and in

parts afterwards, as has hitherto been the case. W^e hope, when
the work is completed, there will be a republication of the whole,

in monthly parts, at 25. 6d. or 5s. each, for the convenience of

gardeners; for at present the work can only be recommended to

their employers. To all who have any fondness for plants, and
who wish to have a really good book in their library, we most
strongly rejcommend this work.

Art. II. Ze BonJardinier, Almanack pour I'Annee, 1835, Sfc. Par
A. Poiteau et Vilmorin. 12mo, 1046 pages, 1 plate. Paris, 1835.

This long and firmly established work continues to maintain
its reputation. Prefixed to it is a list of the additions and cor-

rections for the year 1835. These are chiefly plants which are

already known in British gardens, or, at least, in the garden of
the London Horticultural Society ; and in this part of the
work there are several references to the pages which are erro-

neous. Among the agricultural plants, are three new sorts of
rye, a new variety of wheat, and a new early turnip, all of

which, we believe, may be obtained from Mr. Charlwood and
Mr. Wrench. Planera crenata is a new species of tree, belong-
ing to the elm family, said to be of very rapid growth, and to

produce a superior description of timber. It has been brought
into notice by M. Andre Michaux, and, as we have no doubt it
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will soon be procured by the London and Caledonian Horticul-
tural Societies, and by Mr. Lawson of Edinburgh, we shall say
nothing more about it at present. As Mr. Lawson and Mr.
Charlwood are in constant correspondence with M. Vilmorin
(the editor of the Bon Jarditiier for the economical department,
which, of course, includes arboriculture), we recommend all our
readers who wish to obtain, without delay, what is new in the
horticultural, agricultural, and arboricultural world at Paris, to

apply at once to them. Our giving this advice we consider will be
of more real practical use than pages of tempting descriptions of
articles, without telling where they are to be had.

In speaking of the advantages of metallic pipes for conducting
smoke for heating hot-houses (p. xxvi.), a mistake is committed
which ought to be speedily corrected : — "i> metal etant un tres

mauvais conducteur de la chaleur ;
" and " les tuyaiix en terre cuite

etant un bon conducteur de la chaleurT The reverse is the fact.

The plate contains some designs for jets for fountains, which are

curious, amusing, or pretty. These jets may be obtained
through Mr. Rowley, Rowland Street, Fitzroy Square, London,

Art. III. 1. Address delivered before the Massachusetts Horticul-

tural Society, on the Celebration of their First Anniversary, Sep-

tember 19. 1829. By H. A. S. Dearborn. Pamphlet 8vo, 2d edit.

Boston, 1833.

2. The same for the Second Annual Festival, September, 1830. By
Zebedee Cook; Jun. Pamphlet 8vo. Boston, 1830.

3. The same for the Third Annual Festival, September, 1831. By
Malthus A. Ward, M.D. Pamphlet 8vo, Boston, 1831.

These addresses are eloquent, and exceedingly well written.

The first contains a general glance at the history of gardening,

gleaned from the usual sources ; and an account of the origin of

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, with an account of the

toasts given at their first anniversary dinner. It is delightful

to see the independent and patriotic spirit displayed in these

toasts, and in the explanatory sentences which accompanied the

different epithets ; or the compliments v/hich were paid to cul-

tivators, male and female, whose healths were drunk; to authors,

editors, farmers, gardeners, amateurs, &c. At the end is a

song, written for the occasion, by Mr. Finn, of the Tremont
Theatre.

The second address contains a general view of the state of

gardening, including landscape-gardening and rural architecture,

in the neighbourhood of Boston; with a notice of the promised
establishment of a public cemetery. Among the toasts are

some interesting and curious combinations of horticulture and
p 2
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politics; and the concluding song is by our correspondent, Mr.
G. T, Fessenden, the pervading sentiment of which is, that

" Culture makes the man." A list of the members is given,

which is very numerous. Among the honorary members there

is one British peer (the Earl of Roseberry, president of the

Caledonian Horticultural Society).

The third address remarks on the utility of horticulture, and

the natural love of the country and of plants common to civilised

man. The period for the study of picturesque or landscape-

gardening is said to be now dawning on America. Among the

toasts is, " The Garden of Eden— lost to mankind by the

curiosity of woman ; regained for womankind by horticultural

societies." A better toast is, " Culiivation— the only process

for obtaining good fruit, whether from men or trees.'' The
song is by Fessenden, and is in praise of industry. We have

received three other addresses, which we shall notice in a future

Number.

Art. IV. Report on Laivsons Agricultural Museum. From the

Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, vol. v.

The interest, we are informed, excited " by the exhibition of

agricultural seeds, roots, and plants, at the annual shows of the

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, together with

the beneficial results of the establishment of the Messrs. Drum-
mond at Stirling, suggested to Mr. Lawson the propriety of

exhibiting^ a collection of a similar nature in Edinburgh.

" He accordingly fitted up apartments adjoining to his premises in Hunter's

Square, and, having stocked them with suitable materials, procured by himself,

or supplied by the liberality of his friends, and of persons interested in agri-

cultural pursuits, opened them to the public in November, 1833. In the

course of the season the collection was inspected by upwards of 2000 indi-

viduals, who thus had an opportunity of seeing the various productions of the

country brought together. This year the museum exhibits a tasteful and
beautiful appearance, much superior to the last.

" It is obvious that an agricultural museum, open to all who may be de-

sirous of visiting it, must prove of considerable advantage to cultivators. An
opportunity is thus afforded of bringing into notice new and interesting articles

;

the various objects which interest the agriculturist, whether the produce of

the soil, or the implements by means of which it is cultivated, may be seen

and compared; the value of different sorts of grain, roots, and herbage deter-

mined ; and improvements of various kinds suggested. The beneficial effects

of such exhibitions have been exemplified in Edinburgh, by the interest pro-

duced by the collection made bj' Professor Low for his class in the University;

and it is only until his museum shall be placed in a condition for public

inspection that the collection in Hunter's Square will likely continue to be

exhibited."

The first division is cereal grasses ; and the wheats include a

great many sorts, among which are eight French varieties, from
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Vilmorin and Co. of Paris. Among the ryes are also four sorts

from the same house. The barleys and ryes were most nume-
rous, and there were even a good many sorts of Indian corn,

rice, and millet. We need not go through the other agricul-

tural plants, because, unless we went into details, we should only

have to repeat, under each head, our admiration at the number
and excellence of the specimens. A variety of garden pro-

ductions were also exhibited, including a great many sorts of

apples, some pears, grapes, &c. Perhaps the most numerous
collection of all was that of grasses, on which subject Mr. Lawson
is the author of some excellent papers in the Quarterly Journal

of Agriculture. Under the head of forest trees we find that

specimens of no fewer than twenty-four sorts of pine were ex-

hibited, fourteen firs, three larches, the common and the Indian

cedar, the Chinese pine (Cunninghamm sinensis [?]) ; and Arau-
cdria brasiliana, Alting/a excelsa, and Al. Cunningham/ are said,

when grown in the open air in the climate of Edinburgh, to

require a slight covering in severe winters. We are equally

gratified and astonished to find that they can be grown in the

open air at all. There are several facts in this part of Mr. Law-
son's Report which will be useful to us when treating on the pine

in our Arboretum Britanniciim. In Mr. Lawson's nursery, we
believe, there is one of the most complete arboretums in the

neighbourhood of Edinburgh. We should occupy more space

with this tract, had it not been already widely circulated in the

Qiiarterly Journal of Agriculture.

Art. V. A Tour through North America, together xvith a Compre-
hensive View of the Canadas and the United States, as adapted for
Agricultural Emigration. By Patrick ShirrefF, Farmer, Mungos-
wells, East Lothian. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1835.

For a gardener or farmer, intending to emigrate to America,
this appears to us by far the best book that has hitherto been
published on the subject. It consists of two parts : first, a per-

sonal narrative of the author's travels ; and, secondly, a compa-
rative view of the Canadas and the United States, as adapted for

agricultural emigration.

As much of the interest which we take in the personal nar-

rative of a traveller depends on the knowledge which we have
previously formed of his habits of thinking, it is satisfactory to

be able to form an opinion of Mr. Shirreff's mind from his

preface. There are passages in this which prove him to be of a
truly philosophic turn of mind, and we therefore accompany him
in his tour with confidence and delight. It has been reported
that Mr. ShirrefF was appointed by a party of East Lothian

p 3
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farmers to examine the Canadas and the United States, &c.,

with a view to their emigration ; but Mr. ShirrefF informs us

that he had no other object than that of examining the country

with a view to the emigration of a younger brother. " My ac-

quaintance with agriculture," he says, " enabled me to judge of

American farming without relying upon the opinion of others
;

and, while listening patiently to much that was told me, I drew
conclusions only from what I saw. In measuring the advantages

of different parts of the country by the standards of nature, and
the reward of agricultural industry by produce, I hope to have
departed from custom without having been led into error.

Nature is the most general and invariable of agricultural tests.'*

(Preface, p. ii.)

It would occupy more space than we can spare, to give an
outline of our author's tour ; though, to every countryman, and
especially to every Scotsman, it cannot fail to be of extra-

ordinary interest. We shall therefore give only a few extracts

from it, first briefly noticing the general result of the whole:
this is, that the author prefers the United States to the Canadas;
the neighbourhood of the large towns for those who carry with

them no capital ; and the state of Illinois for those who have
capital, and who intend to settle in America as farmers. Mr.
Shirreff has given convincing reasons for his preference of the

United States, The Canada Company appears to be a vile

monopoly, and that country to be under a wretched system of

government.

There is very little inducement held out to gardeners to emi-

grate either to the Canadas or to the United States with a view

to being employed as such ; though the culture of vegetables in

the neighbourhood of large towns is stated to be the most profit-

able kind of agriculture.

" An emigrant will not always find agricultural employment to the west of
the AUeghanies, from the low price of farm produce ; but there is always a
demand for labour in towns and villages, at high wages, and he need not
remain idle if he is disposed to work. An industrious and sober man must
rapidly accumulate wealth by working for hire ; and inany, perhaps, err by
purchasing land instead of continuing to work under the direction of others.

On leaving New York, a gardener, who was working at Haddington when I

left Scotland, gave me 10/. sterling, which he had saved since his arrival in

America, to enable his wife and family to reach him. A young man, whom I

had often employed at spade-work on Mungoswells farm at \s. 6d. a day,

without board, was earning, by sawing stones at Cincinnati, 4^. 3d. a day
with board."

Our readers who have read Mr. Gordon's description of

Hyde Park (VIII. 282.), will be surprised at the following: —
" Hyde Park, the seat of Dr. Hosack, is the most celebrated in America,

and which Mr. Stuart describes as being " embellished as a fine residence and
fine grounds in England." The house is situated some hundreds of feet above

the level of, and at a considerable distance from, the Hudson, the intervening
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grounds being finely undulating. In front of the house there is a road, leading

from the landing-place on the river, along a small stream, over which there is

an elegant wooden bridge, and several artificial cascades have been formed in

its channel. The house is composed of wood, as well as the offices and
lodges, painted white, and are very neat of their kind. The conservatory had
been dismantled a few days before our arrival, by placing the plants in the

open air. The collection seemed extensive and well kept. The flower-

garden is small, the walks limited, and both destitute of beauty. I am aware
that most of the evergreens which impart loveliness to the residences in

Britain cannot withstand the rigours of an American winter; but this circum-
stance is no excuse for the nakedness of Hyde Park walks, the aid of many
native plants having been disregarded. The matchless beauties of the situ-

ation have not only been frequently neglected, but destroyed by stiff, formal,

naked walks, and the erection of temples resembling meat-safes, without a
climbing plant, which the country produces in endless variety, to hide their

deformity, and harmonise them with the surrounding scene. In short, while
I greatly admired the situation of Hyde Park, I do not recollect having seen
a celebrated place where nature had done so much, and man so little, to render
it beautiful. The embellishments at Hyde Park, contrasted with those met
with every day in Britain, place American landscape-gardening immeasurably
behind, if it can be said to exist."

(Tb be continued.')

Art. VI. Royles Illustrations of the Botany and other Branches of
the Natural History oy the Himalayan Mountains, and ofthe Flora

of Cashmere., 8^c. Part V., containing from p. 137. to p. 176. of
the Illustrations of the Natural Orders ; with nine beautifully

coloured plates of plants, and one plate of fossil bones, teeth, and
shells. Folio. London, 1835. 20s.

In turning over the leaves of this work, we cannot help re-

marking on the dry and comparatively uninteresting book which
Mr. Royle could not have avoided producing, had he followed

an artificial arrangement of the subjects it contains; whereas, by
throwing his genera into natural groups, and generalising on
these groups with reference to similar climates in every part of

the earth, he has produced one of the most interesting botanical

works with which we are acquainted; and one which not only

instructs us in the botany and other branches of natural history

of the Himalayan Mountains, but in natural history, and espe-

cially botany, generally. Such is the excellence which an au-

thor may attain by a superior degree of intelligence, much
assiduous industry, and an enthusiastic devotion to the subject.

The order Sapindacese is concluded in the present number.
The Euphoria Lwhi " is one of the most delicious and most
delicate-flavoured of all the fruits of the East;" and, though a
native of China, succeeds in most parts of India. Being decidu-
ous, we cannot help thinking that it might stand the open air in

Britain, at least, in the south of England, and Ireland. It is,

says Mr. Royle, *' one of the most ornamental of trees." See p. 73.

P 4
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Millingtojiiaceas contains several timber trees, some species of

which extend to a considerable elevation in the Himalayas, and

may, therefore, in time, be found in our parks and pleasure-

grounds.

Melidcea; contains a number of trees which grow on the Hi-

malayas, the deciduous species of which would probably endure

the open air, in the south of England and Ireland, as well as the

common ikfelia Azedarach.

h.mpelidece.— The observations on this order are of very great

interest; and, for the benefit of the young gardener, we make a

very long extract from them. The order includes the two

genera Ampelopsis and Fitis ; the latter found in the equinoctial

parts both of the old and new world. By far the most interest-

ing species is the grape vine.

" But the grape vine is alone of any importance for the utility of its pro-

ducts. The sap was at one time used in medicine, and the juice of the leaves,

particularly of a variety in which they are red, considered astringent. Ver-
juice, expressed from unripe grapes, is well known for its acidity and use in

making syrups, &c. Lieut. Burnes mentions that, in Caubul, they use grape

powder, obtained by drying and powdering the unripe fruit, as a pleasant acid.

When ripe, it is every where valued as a fruit, eicher fresh, or in the state of

raisins, and, of one variety, as currants. The juice of the ripe fruit, called

must, is useful as an agreeable beverage, from containing sugar. By ferment-

ation, other valuable products are procured, as wine, alcohol, and vinegar;

while the lees yield tartar or impure cream of tartar, from which tartaric acid

may be obtained : an oil is sometimes extracted from the seeds, and even the

ashes are considered useful in medicine, from containing, like that of so many
other woods, salts of potass.

" The grape vine being a plant of so much value and importance, its dis-

tribution is an interesting subject of enquiry, though there is little prospect of

its becoming in India of greater value than as affording an agreeable fruit ,*

though this is of sufficient importance to render highly desirable the introduc-

tion and trial of different and superior kinds from Europe. The native

countr}' of the vine seems now to be better ascertained than that of many
other as extensively cultivated plants. Bieberstein, in his Flora Tauro-Cau-

casica (i. p. 174.) states— ' Nusquam non prseter alpestria, per omnem de

qua sermonem facimus regionem sponte in sylvis atque dumetis nascitur, et

altissimas quandoque arbores ascendens, totas quantas occupat.' [Throughout
the whole country of which we speak, except in the alpine districts, it is found

growing in the woods and thickets, and sometimes climbing the loftiest trees.]

The author of the MttJihzun-ool-udivieh, who was an inhabitant of the district,

describes the vine as found both wild and in gardens at Tinkaboon, in Deilim,

about lat. 37°, on the southern shores of the Caspian, and that it is there

called dewaz. Humboldt, also, in his GeograpMe des Plantes (p. 26.) men-
tions that the vine ' grows wild on the coasts of the Caspian Sea, in Ar-
menia, and in Caramania. The species of Vitis which are found wild in North
Amei'ica, and which gave the name of Winenland to the first part of the new
continent which Europeans discovered, are very different from our Vitis vini-

fera.' These, as we learn from Pursh, are Vitis Labrusca, called fox-grape;

V. aestivalis, summer grape; and V. cordifolia, winter grape. From the sacred

writings we know that the grape was cultivated in Asia in the earliest periods.

IVL Bove, the latest scientific traveller, informs us {Ann. des Sc. Nat., 1834,

p. 172.) that it is still cultivated, and a good wine made in the vicinity of

Jerusalem ; but that in Egypt he found wine made only at Medinet-el-Fayoum
(L c, p. 76.), which is in lat. 29° 20'. ' From Asia,' Humboldt continues,
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' it passed into Greece, and thence into Sicily. The Phocseans carried it into
the south of France ; the Romans planted it on the banks of the Rhine ;

' and
we have it now extending to 51°, or even 52°, in England, where it ripens
well, as in the present fine season, in the open airj and wine is made in a few
places in Devonshire. Southward, the vine extends as far as 12° of northern
latitude; as we learn from Dr. Ainslie {Ind. Mat. Med., i. p. 156.) that ' the
French are particularly successful in cultivating the grape at Pondicherry,
notwithstanding the great heat of the Carnatic' The illustrious Humboldt,
in his Proleg. de Distrib. Geograph. Plant, (p. 159.), where, from the examin-
ation of a multitude of facts, he has deduced the requisites for the successful

cultivation of many plants, has observed, that ' the vine in Europe yields a
generous and excellent wine between the latitudes of 36° and 48°, where the
mean annual temperature is from 62° to- 50^, or even 47° 5', provided that of
winter is not below 38°, nor that of summer below 6Q° or 68°. These con-
ditions are fulfilled on the sea coast as high as lat. 47°, in the interior as high
as lat. 50°, and in North America only as high as lat. 40°. The vine may
therefore be cultivated for wine in a belt of from 12° to 15° of latitude in

breadth on both sides of the line ; though to a much greater extent if required
for its fruit only : but for both purposes, in a narrower space in the new than
in the old world. Farther north than 48° of latitude, grapes do not generally

secrete sufficient saccharine matter to undergo a proper vinous fermentation

;

and farther south than 35° (or 32°, in an insular situation like Madeira),
though they are both sweet and high flavoured, the temperature is so great

that the juice passes rapidly into the acetous fermentation; and therefore the
grapes of the most southern parts of Europe are more frequently dried as

raisins than converted into wine. The climate of India is such as to exclude
it from benefiting either by preserving the grape or converting it into wine j

though, in the north-western provinces, the vines thrive well and bear abun-
dantly. They flower in February, and ripen the fruit (which is well, though,
perhaps, not so delicately, flavoured as in more temperate climates) about
the middle of June, or about the time the vine is said to flower in Caucasus :

at this time the mean temperature, being about 90°, is evidently much too
great to allow of a slow and gradual vinous fermentation ; while the accession

of the rainy season immediately afterwards produces so great a degree of
moisture as to render it impossible to dry the grapes as raisins, unless this

could be effected in ovens, after being plunged in boiling water, as is done in

some parts of Europe. It might, perhaps, be practicable even to make wine
by growing the grapes at the foot of the mountains, where free from jungles,

as in the country beyond the Jumna, and conveying them to a moderate tem-
perature on the mountain's side. A brewery has been established in a situ-

ation where the mean temperature in the houses hardly ever varied fi-om 60°

in the warm weather, and the distance was so inconsiderable, that it was
thought preferable to bring the barley from the plains rather than use that

which was grown on the spot. The Deyra Doon would be a particularly

favourable situation ; but at present there is too much uncleared jungle, and
the climate too moist to ripen the grape properly in the short season from the
middle of March to the middle of June. The greatest pains were taken in

their cultivation, but without success, by the Hon. Mr. Shore, while resident

there.

" But it is observed, that when the warmth of a low latitude is compensated
for by elevation, or a barrier is opposed to the inundating influence of the
rainy season, grapes are ripened as fruit, dried as raisins, and converted into

wine. Thus, in Kunawur, between n. lat. 31° and 32°, or nearly that of Ma-
deira, where elevation produces the same moderation of temperature, that is,

in the latter, the consequence of its insular situation, we have luxuriant vine-

yards between 9000 ft. and 10,000 ft. of elevation, with grapes of delicious

flavour, which the moderation of temperature in September allows of
being converted into wine, and the dryness to be preserved as raisins.
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Two degrees farther north, or in the Valley of Cashmere, at an elevation of

5500 ft., we have grapes both excellent and plentiful, as we learn from both

Mr. Foster and Mr. Moorcroft. The latter says, that ' many thousands of

acres skirting the foot of the hills are covered with apple and pear trees in

full bearing, but without owners.' (Joiirn. of Geog. Society, i. p. 241. and

253.) My plant collectors expressed their admiration by describing the fruit

trees as forming a perfect jungle in Cashmere. The moderation of tem-

perature, with the existence of moisture, has been mentioned at p. 27. as

accounting for the magnitude attained by many species of European genera.

This will also explain the great size of the vines, which, Mr. Moorcroft informs

us, ' scales the summit of the poplar,' as well as the want of a fine flavour,

observed in the grapes brought to India, packed in layers of cotton. At
Khoten, also, the vine is described by Mr. Moorcroft as being very productive.

The different kinds of raisins called monukka, kishmish, and bedana, are brought

chiefly from Istaulik. At Cabool, nearly in the same latitude, but more to

the eastward than Cashmere, and elevated 6000 ft., the grapes are described

by Lieut. Burnes to be so plentiful, as to be given for three months to cattle.

They are also abundant at Bokhara, and in both places are converted into

wine, and dried as raisins. Astrakhan, in 46° of n. latitude, seems to be the

most northern point in Asia where the grape thrives ; and there the vineyards

are described as being numerous. Every traveller mentions the grapes and

wine of Persia. Dr. Ainslie says, it was from thence, as well as from the

banks of the Rhine, that grape plants were originally sent to the Cape of

Good Hope, and that some of these from Persia now produce the red and

white Constantia. This is generally considered the only good wine from that

settlement. Dr. Ainslie thinks highly of the Madeira made from the groene

druyf ; but Pontac is also a good and very sound wine. The Persians, it may
be added, claim the discovery of wine, and call it zuJir-i-khoosh, or the delightful

poison.
" It may not be uninteresting to mention, that in the northern provinces of

India, where we have, at one season, a climate analogous to that of European
latitudes, and, at another, a degree of heat which is never attained even within

the tropics, the only wines which are relished, after the stimulus of a single glass

of Madeira, are the light clarets of France, or the hock of Germany ; while,

in the cold weather, port is frequently drunk, though never seen at any other

season of the year, unless sometimes during the moisture of a damp situation

in the rains ; showing that climate influences the taste of northern nations for

the stronger wines, rather than the habit one regrets to see ascribed to the

English in a work generally of much research, published only during the pre-

sent year : — ' The English seldom drink any but spirituous wines, because they

find wines without brandv in them too weak.'— Diet, de Mat. Med.^tom.y'i.

p. 935. Paris, 1834."

(To be continued.^

Art. VII. Catalogue of Works on Gardenings Agriculture, Botany,
Rural Architecture, S^'C, lately published, ivith some Account of those

considered the most interesting.

The Mirror of Literature, Amuseme7it, and Instruction, 8^c.

Vol. XXIV. London, 1834.. 5s. 6d. Published also in

vi'eekly Numbers, at 2d. each.

We have before, in IX. 450., recommended this work as

remarkably cheap, and as brimful of entertainment and instruc-

tion. We have only to repeat our praise, and say that it con-

tains excellent miscellaneous reading for the young gardener.
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Verhandlungen der Jc. Jc. Ijandwirthschqfts-Gesellschaft in Wien,
S^c. Transactions of the Imperial and Royal Agricultural
Society of Vienna, &c. New Series, Vol, I. and Part I. of
Vol. II. 8vo. Vienna, 1833 and 1834.

The only article of interest in the work before us is one by
Baron Jacquin on the starch of the cereal grasses.

Allgemeine BoianiscJie Zeitung. The General Botanical Gazette.
No. L 12mo. Ratisbon, Jan. 7. 1S34.

A periodical of 16 pages, wholly occupied with an article on the

flora of the East Indies, by Dr. Martins of Munich. This view,

though short, is exceedingly comprehensive : its author seems t3
have referred to all the works extant on the subject ; and, at the
conclusion, he gives an enumeration of the species belonging to

each natural order. That of Leguminosae contains nearly double
the number of species (759) of any other order of flowering

plants. The order next numerous is Compositae (421); and,
after that, ^canthacese (297) ; then i^ubiacese (260), Cy^oxdcece

(234), OrchidecE (221), Labiatae (199), Ferbenaceae (166), Am-
pelideas (168), ^pocyneas (146), Malvaceae (158), iHyrtaceae

(157), Convolvulaceae (126), Scrophularineae (119), and Gra-
mineae (121). Of flowerless plants, the greatest number belong
to Filices (483) and ikfusci (112). The total number of flower-

less plants is only 689 ; while that of flowering plants is nearly

1000. Due honour is paid to Dr. Wallich, and to Mr. Royle.

Art. VIII. Literary Notices.

The Architectural Magazijie, vol* i., price 165. 6d.j was pub-
lished on the 1st of January last.

The Arboretum Britannicum, No. i., with sixteen 8vo plates,

and sixteen pages of letterpress; No. ii., with eight plates, and
thirty-two pages of letterpress; and No. iii. with twelve plates,

and thirty-two pages of letterpress, were published on February 1 .

:

and No. iv. with sixteen plates, and eight pages of letter-

press, will appear on April 1.; price 2s. 6d. each. The work
will be completed in twenty-four numbers, and will contain vip-

wards of 600 pages of letterpress, and above 300 8vo plates,

besides woodcuts ; forming two handsome volumes 8vo, viz.,

one of letterpress, and one of plates. Price 3/.

A Treatise on Botany, by, it is understood. Dr. Lindley, is in

course of publication by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge. Two numbers have been published, Nos. 179. and
181., Qd. each, in which " Structural Botany" is treated of; and
from which we learn that " Physiological Botany, Descriptive

Botany, and Systematic Botany," additional divisions of the sub-

ject, are to be treated of in succession. The work is likely to
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be one most deserving of purchase by gardeners, from both the

excellence and cheapness of it. We cannot say how long it

may be before the remaining numbers are published, but think

the two which are published, on " Structural Botany," too im-

portant to our friends to remain unnotified to them until the

rest shall have been published. Eighty woodcuts are given in

the two numbers on " Structural Botany."

A Treatise 071 the Acacia Tree (Robinm), &c., by W. Withers

of Holt, Norfolk ; to which will be added, Observations on

Planting and Pruning, by John Sanders, is in preparation. It

will form one volume, 8vo, price \l.

A Complete Account of the Hop, with an Essay on Blight in

Corn Crops, by E. J. Lance, will shordy be published, price

3s. 6W.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. General Notices.

The Economy of the little grey Moth {Yponomeiita padella). — No insect

makes greater havoc of our whitethorn hedges and apple trees [and various

other trees], than the little grey moth (Yponomeuta padella Latreille^. Wher-
ever the caterpillars of this insect seat themselves, they appear to be con-

gregated in vast numbers : every spray is covered. The leaves vanish before

them ; so that by midsummer, not only single trees, but whole orchards, and
entire hedges from end to end, are completely defoliated. Their depredations

cease when their change into the chrysalis [pupa] state takes place, leaving

the trees covered with the webs (or, rather, silky threads), by which they trans-

port [the caterpillars had transported] themselves from place to place; and
every leaf shrivelled, as if scorched by fire.— J. Main, in IX. 570, 571.

These effects are familiarly known to many, but not so, or less so, have

hitherto been the following points in the insect's economy : the time and place

in which the mother moth deposits her eggs, the time at which the caterpillars

are hatched from the eggs, and their course of feeding from the time of being

hatched to the time at which the effects of their ravages command our ob-

servation of them. These points have been elucidated by the investigations

of the late Mr. E. W. Lewis, and by his brother, Mr. R. H. Lewis. From a

communication on this subject by the latter gentleman, published in the

Traoisactions of the Entomological Society of London, we quote the following

particulars:— " The mother moth deposits her eggs in the preceding year,

generally on the small twigs, and chiefly on their under surface, in a circular

patch about i^ line in diameter, which she covers over with a strong gluten,

at first of a pale yellow, but which is afterwards, by the action of the atmo-
sphere and rain, changed to a dark brown, very closely resembling the bark of

the tree, and is then very difficult to be distinguished from it. The eggs

hatch early in the autumn (the exact time I did not ascertain : I found them
hatched the beginning of October), and the larvae remain in confinement
during the whole winter, under the covering which is formed by the gluten

and egg-shells. If we now I'aise up one of these excrescences, we shall find it

hollow inside, and containing two dozen or more larvae, of a pale yellow
colour, with the head and a corneous plate on the first segment black, and
about a half or two thirds of a line long. In these receptacles they increase

somewhat in size : the bark of the tree beneath is moist and green, but

whether, or in what manner, they derive nourishment from it I am at a loss

to say.
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" About the time that the trees are coming into leaf they make their escape :

but they do not now commence spinning webs; they cannot yet eat the

epidermis of the leaves, and they require some protection from the cold and
rain, which their tender frames are not yet fitted to endure ; to effect which
they mine into the leaves, eating the parenchyma [cellular tissue] only, and
leaving the epidermis untouched.

" Having acquired sufficient strength to withstand the vicissitudes of the

atmosphere, and to devour the epidermis of the leaves, they make their way
out; and the anxious gardener,.who has hitherto only observed the brownness
of the leaves, caused by the mining, but which is by him attributed to the

withering blast of an easterly wind, is astounded when he perceives myriads

of caterpillars swarming on the trees, and proceeding with alarming rapidity

in their devastating course. The fact of their mining sufficiently explains the

reason of their sudden appearance : it shows how one day not a single cater-

pillar may be visible on the trees, and the next they may be swarming with larvae

of so large a size as to rebut the idea of their having been recently hatched."

Besides, their latter habit of feeding on the leaves externally is so little like

their former one of feeding on them internally, that any one who had not

satisfied himself by examination that both habits are proper to the same
caterpillars would scarcely suppose this to be the case. While the cater-

pillars are within the leaves, they are " of a yellowish colour, though they

become darker at each change of skin. It is in this state that I would recom-
mend their destruction, by gathering and burning every leaf which by its

outward appearance betrays the internal ravages. Their nests are so difRcult

to discover, that searching for them seems entirely out of the question, and I am
much afraid that, could any wash be conveniently applied to the small twigs,

whatever might be sufficiently powerful to penetrate the glutinous covering

would at the same time injure the tree.

" The future proceedings of the insects, while they cover the trees with

their webs, have been so well described by others, and are altogether so well

known, as to need no description here.
" Having satiated themselves with the growing hopes of the gardener, who

endeavours, but in vain, to stop their destructive career, they prepare for the

pupa state by spinning strong white cocoons of an ellipsoidal form. In a

short time they emerge from their pupae, and may be seen in the evening, but
more particularly in the early morning, flying by hundreds round those de-

voted trees which are, in the following year, to be the scene of similar ravages,

unless circumstances for which we cannot account should prevent their mul-
tiplication."

Art. II. Foreign Notices.

FRANCE.
A Catalogue of the Plants cultivated by J. Sisley-Vandael, horticulteur-

commissionaire, Rue de Vaugirard, Paris, has been sent us by its author. The
prices are given for 1835. This Catalogue is chiefly rich in roses. The other
hardy trees and shrubs only include eight genera.

Rambouillet, Dec. 23. 1834<.— Though there were formerly very accurate

accounts kept of the trees planted in the gardens of Rambouillet, with all

desirable details respecting them
;
yet, as there is no sort of classification of

these papers in the archives of the demesne, it would require a long search to

find them. Before undertaking this search, I will give you some information,

which I have obtained from two old gardeners belonging to the place, thinking
it will be satisfactory as far as it goes.

The great park at Rambouillet contains about 2200 English acres, includ-
ing the dairy grounds ; but not those known as the Jardin Anglais, the par-
terre, the canal, and other dependencies more particularly belonging to the
chateau. These grounds contain nearly 150 acres. The great park was
planted in 1704 or 1703. Though Le Notre died about that time, it is sup-

posed to have been commenced by him, or, at least, to have been laid out
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and planted from his designs. You have seen those immense avenues of elms

which were so magnificent in this park about forty years ago. Some of these

avenues still exist, but the trees in them are dying ; and not half remain of

those which were 12 French feet and upwards in circumference. The clayey

and sandy soil of Rambouillet has probably occasioned this destruction.

There are in these gardens a great number of deciduous cypresses, which
were brought to Rambouillet about 1789, and planted on the borders of the

English river : of which the greater part were taken up about 1808 or 1809,

to be planted in an avenue in the dairy grounds ; and the rest were trans-

planted into the parterre, where they form an avenue of forty trees arranged

in two rows. These trees are all very beautiful ; some of them have trunks

4 ft. or 5 ft. in circumference ; and many of them have excrescences on their

roots which protrude more than a foot above the surface of the ground.

There is a still larger deciduous cypress, near the door of the cottage in the En-
glish garden, which is supposed to have been planted about 1738, shortly after

the formation of the gardens. This tree has twice had its leading shoot broken.

There is a beautiful plantation of scarlet oaks {chenes rouges) in the English

garden, near the hermitage; but they have been planted too close together,

and want thinning. They were planted in 1787 or 1788. Some of the scarlet

oaks were transplanted about thirty years ago ; and there are several very fine

specimens near the farm.

There are two cedars of Lebanon : one of which stands in the court of the

old pheasantry, and has had its leader broken ; the other is in a plantation of

pines near the farm buildings. There is also a live oak (Quercus virens) in

the same plantation, which is 2 ft. in circumference ; and, in the garden near

the dairy, are some red cedars, and some groups of the Quercus fastigiata.

In the English garden there are several fine groups of tulip trees, catalpas,

planes, Judas trees, sumach, different kinds of maples, and other commoner
trees ; and in the dairy garden there are two liquidambars, several groups of

ikfyrica cerifera, &c. &c. The plantation of pines is composed of different

species mingled together purposely, without order ; though all the trees were
not sown, but planted {plantes enpaniere). Among these are the Scotch and
Weymouth pines, the Pinus maritima and P. Laricio, the larch, and the silver

and spruce firs. There are also some fine old specimens of Weymouth pines

in the English garden, near the hermitage. All these trees were planted about

1787, and they are now generally about 3 ft. or 4 ft. in circumference. Most
of them are handsome and vigorous

I
except in the more elevated situations,

where they are beginning to decay.— Bourgeois.

Jardin de Fromont, a Ris, pres Paris, Dec. 29. 1834'. — Never in France was
the taste for fine trees, and, in general, for what I call la belle culture (as ana-

logous to the beaux arts), in such a low state as it is at present. Our horti-

culture is languishing. The sale of house plants is altogether at an end.

There is no longer any pleasure taken in fine flowers and in beautiful trees.

.... Combe-la- Ville is sold to a gentleman who has no taste for plants; and

the Baron Pappenheim's gardener, Cappes, with whom you were so much
pleased, was so shocked when he sav/ the trees neglected, that he has left his

place. A list of these trees, however, and their dimensions, is preparing for

you, from authentic documents, by the baron. — B. P. and S. B.

GERMANY.
Flotbeck Nurseries, Hamhurgh, Feb. 10. 1835. — You are, perhaps, aware

that my collection of hardy trees and shrubs is considered the most extensive

in this country. I have been particularly fortunate in naturalising or accli-

matising a great number of exotic species ; and, I believe, there are many in

my collections not at all, or at least very little, known in the British gardens.

At any rate, I received this impression last summer, when I travelled for

several months through England and Scotland, for the sole purpose of visiting

your collections.

I have had the J^bies Douglaszi, these three years, growing beautifully out

of doors, quite hardy ; Pinus Lambert?«?;«, also out of doors ; and, during the
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present winter, P. longifolia and palustris. Well worth taking notice of are the
following:— Cratse^gus^terifolia, the most graceful of them all, and quite new,
it is from North America ; Pterocarya caucasica, a beautiful tree, and hardy

;

Quercus mongolica, hardy; Corylus heterophylla, a handsome shrub, and
hardy ; Populus salicifolia, new ; Platanus digitata, fine tree ; ^mygdalus to-

mentosula, a rapidly-growing tree, and \ery ornamental j /iHiies caerulea; the
Populus of the Prince d'Aremberg, a new species or variety of the silver

poplar, growing much more rapidly than the old one.— John Booth.

AMERICA.
TTie Catalogue of Vegetable, Herb, Flower, Tree, and Grass Seeds ; bulbous

and tuberous flower roots; ornamental green-house shrubs ; and herbaceous
perennial flowering plants ; agricultural, horticultural, and botanical books,
&c., on sale by Hovey and Co. of Boston, has been sent us. It is astonishingly

complete, occupying 50 pages very closely printed, and in a very small type.

It is gratifying to find that there is already a demand in America for such a
number of articles of elegance and luxurj'.

Ornamental Tree Society/.— The Middlesex Whig contains a report of the
Concord Ornamental Tree Society ; the objects of which are to set out trees

in public squares, avenues, and roads. We deem associations of this kind of
very great usefulness. (New York Farmer and American Gardener's Ma-
gazine?)

A Species of Elm, called the Slippery or Red Elm, produces, in America, a
farinaceous substance said to be remarkably nutritious, and palatable for debi-
litated and sick persons. (Ibid.)

The Date Palm Tree has been planted with success in Georgia. A branch
has lately been exhibited in Savannah, containing about 200 dates of a rich

golden colour. (Ibid.)

Botanical Tour.— Among the passengers in the South America, which
sailed from New York on Dec. 1., for Liverpool, were Messrs. Brown and
Macnab. These gentlemen arrived at New York in June last, on a botanical

tour through the United States and Canada, under the auspices of the Royal
Botanic Garden of Edinburgh. They have, dui'ing this short period, explored
an immense tract of country ; and have taken back with them several hundred
new plants, to add to that already splendid establishment. They express
themselves delighted with our Eden-like wilderness, glorious-decked-margin
rivers, and magnificent lakes. They have, in pursuance of their object, taken
up their abode in dreary forests and marshes, and paddled their canoe with
the Indians on Lake Huron. These scientific expeditions having matters of
pure taste in view, it is to be hoped, will be often repeated; as there is, per-
haps, no region on earth so full of interest to the lover of botanical research
as North America ; whose noble lakes, rivers, and prairies are, from the month
of May till September, perfect gardens of the most beautiful flowers and
shrubs ; and which, for the most part, succeed admirably when transplanted
into the well-kept gardens of Europe. (Ibid.) Messrs. Brown and Macnab
have since arrived in Scotland; and an interesting extract from Mr. Macnab's
journal is given in the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture for March, v. 594.
From this specimen, which is rich in its remarks on trees, it is much to be
desired that the entire journal should be published, as it would do for the
gardener and forester what Mr. ShirrefF's tour (see p. 197.) has done for the
farmer.

Art. III. Domestic Notices.

ENGLAND.
Australian Trees at Coed Ithil, near Chepstow, the residence of Capt.

R. H. Fleming, R. N. The blue gum (Eucalyptus) stands frost as well, or,
indeed, rather better, than the common laurel. It has been planted three
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years, having at planting a stem about the thickness of a tobacco-pipe, and
about 2^ ft. high. It is now more than 16 ft. high, and the stem is thicker

than a stout man's arm. Notwithstanding the late sharp frosts the tree re-

tains its strong and peculiar fragrance, and the whole of the foliage is as

perfect as it was during summer. The long-leaved wattle (Jcacia sp. ?)

thrives equally well ; as does also the bugwood ( Jcacia verticillata), of which I

have three specimens which resemble trees of furze, and are remarkably hardy

and beautiful. I have a number of other Australian trees and shrubs here, of

which I expect soon to send you the particulars. [We shall be most happy

to receive them.] During the late frosts I heaped sheet ice round the roots

of all these trees, so as to touch their barks, but they were not at all injured

by this ordeal.— R. H. Fleming. Coed Ithil, Jan. 15. 1854.

Australian Trees in Mackie's Nursery, Norwich.— There is a tree here of

Jcacia dealbata, or aifinis, 16 ft. high, 5 in. in diameter at 1 ft. from the

ground, and with branches covering a space 12 ft. in diameter. Its shape is

pyramidal, and its bark smooth and of a greenish grey colour, though, when
old, it becomes rough like that of the oak. It grows in a light loam, with a

sandy subsoil, and in a north-east exposure. It has stood out here unpro-

tected four winters without receiving the least injury from frost, and is now a

very handsome specimen, completely covered with flower buds, which ex-

pand the beginning of April. It ripened a little seed last year. I have tried

many other species of acacias in the open air, but I have found none so

hardy as this. The name I received with it from Van Diemen's Land was
" black wattle mimosa."— F. MacJde, Nov. 28. 1834.

It is stated in an Australian newspaper, that the Jcacia melanoxylon and
the Prostanthera also stand the open air at Norwich. The white gum (Eu-
calyptus resinifera), the most tender species of Eucalyptus in Van Diemen's
Land, though killed to the ground as a standard, is said to thrive against a

wall when protected during winter by a mat. We should be glad to have

some particulars of these and of other Australian trees which have been tried

in the open air in different parts of England.— Cond.

Sida pulchella, which produces its clusters of beautiful white blossoms in

the gullies about Sunday Bay, and at the foot of Mount Wellington, in the

neighbourhood of Hobart Town, in the depth of winter, there can be no doubt,

would stand the open air quite well in England. A very beautiful species of

this genus, which had stood the winter at Redleaf, in Kent, in the garden of

W. Wells, Esq., was exhibited at the London Horticultural Society, Feb. 17.

1835. {See Report of the Hort. Soc.)

At Cujfnells, near LyndJiurst, there is a celebrated J?hododendron ponticum,

considered the largest in England. Although the plantations of the American
garden at CufFnells are of small extent, and do not contain any great variety,

they are laid out with great taste, and there are some fine specimens of the

commoner rhododendrons and old azaleas. In the shrubberies are some four

or five fine specimens of Halesza diptera and tetraptera; but they are so over-

grown with other trees, that they would be useless as portraits. There is

also, in a small sheltered garden, a fine Edwards^ microphjlla, which, having

originally been planted against a low wall, has grown many feet above it, and
has no protection whatever. It flowers freely, and produces fertile seeds,

plants from which have been given to several people, in hopes that the indi-

viduals proceeding from seeds ripened in our climate may prove more hardy,

and perhaps succeed as standards. In the same garden is a very large plant

of a species of Metrosideros with white flowers, which has grown for years

without the least protection, and flowers most abundantly. Maurandya Bar-

claydna is perennial with us; but commonly dies down in the winter, shooting

vigorously in the spring. Acacia armata has been against a wall (north-west

aspect) for two winters, and is now covered with abundant bloom, just burst-

ing into flower. This plant has a mat in frosty weather. In the conservatoiy

we have some fine old plants of Jcacia armata, Acacia ? scolopendron, and

some fine old conservatory plants.— E. P. Feb. 5. 1835.
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A remarkable Stone Pine (Vinus 'Pinea), growing in the pleasure-grounds at

Bywell Hall, near Newcastle on Tyne, the seat of T. W. Beaumont, Esq.,

M. P., in Northumberland. The situation in which the tree grows is upon
the north bank of the river Tyne, and it is partly sheltered from the north-

west and north-east winds. The soil is of a very light nature, the subsoil

approaching to river sand. The dimensions of the tree are as follows :—
Circumference at 1 ft. from the ground, 8 ft.' 7 in. ; height of the ti'unk to the

branches, 11 ft.; circumference at the lowest branches, 6 ft. 3 in.; greatest

diameter of the branches, 44<ft. 6 in.; height from the ground to the topmost
branch, 44 ft. 9 in. The cones are generally from 4J to 3 in. in length. I have
not been able to ascertain the age of this tree ; but, judging from its appear-

ance, I should suppose it to be between 60 and 70 years old, and it is supposed
to be the largest specimen of the kind in the north of England. It usually

produces a large quantity of perfect seeds ; from which many thousands of
young plants have been raised. I send you a specimen of the branches,

cones, and bark, that you may be certain of the species. [P. Pinea, as Mr.
Lambert and Mr. Don assure us.]— James Reid. Bretton Hall Gardens,near
Barnsley, Bee. 26. 1834.

A very beautiful Specimen of Crafcs^gus Oxyacantha var. pr^cB^cox, gathered
in flower on Christmas-day, 1834, in the Botanic Garden, Oxford, has been
sent to us by the curator, Mr. Baxter. The leaves and blossoms were as

perfect and as beautiful as ever we saw on any in May.
Apples cultivated in the South of England in the Sixteenth Century.— " The

names of apelles which I had ther graffes from Brentmarch from one Mr.
Pace : — Item, the appell out of Essex : the Lethercott, or russett apell ; the
Loundon peppen ; the Ken grueling, or the Croke ; the glass appell, or pear-

meane; the redd stear; the Nenies appell, or grenling; the Bellabone; the
appell out of Dorsettsher; the Domine quo vadis ; the Paces pear." (^Ex-

traded from a common-place book, written by John Trevelyan, of Nettlecomhe,

Somerset, in 1582.)

In Carlisle's Topographical Dictionary, Brent marsh is said to be a district

containing four parishes on the west side of the Mendip hills, near the Bristol

Channel.— W. C. Trevelyan. Athenceum, Jan. 26. 18.35.

A Substitutefor Bellows for the purposes of fumigation is now sold, imder
the name of Clarke's Blower. It consists of a small tin fan-wheel, which
works like the fan of a winnowing machine, in one end of a tin tube ex-

panded at that end on purpose to receive it. The appearance of the whole is

that of a large horse pistol. It is said to be more durable than the common
bellows.

SCOTLAND.
Among the Prizes offered by the Caledonian Horticultural Society are some for

the following important articles and essays :— For discovering a mode of suc-

cessfully cultivating the truffle, the morel, or any of the esculent fungi, besides

the common mushroom, or for introducing them into places where they do not
grow naturally. For the introduction of any new evergreen or deciduous
shrub, of an ornamental character, and sufficiently hardy to withstand the
winter of Scotland. For the introduction of any ornamental or useful forest

tree, adapted to our climate. For the best model of a moss house, with an
account of the materials, mode of construction, and probable expense. For
the best model of a rustic chair, with a description of materials recommended
for Its construction, expense, &c. For the best communication, founded on
at least five years' observation, on bringing tender flowers and shrubs to such
a state of hardiness as to enable them to endure, in ordinary situations, the
climate of Scotland. For the most ample and correct list of shrubs, ever-
green or deciduous, or of ornamental forest trees, probably suited to the cli-

mate of Scotland, and which have not yet been introduced into this country

:

the shrubs or trees may be either sj^ecies or marked varieties. For the best

Vol. XL — No. 61. a
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account of ascertained facts concerning the effects of foreign impregnation in

diversifying the different species of fruits, vegetables, and flowers. For the

best essay, founded on observation and experiment, on the effects produced

on the scion and its produce by the stock on which it is grafted. For the best

description of those diseases that appear in the bark of trees, which have

been liitherto indiscriminately denominated canker ; with the mode of cure.

For an account of the best mode of transmitting home the seeds of certain

plants, natives of tropical climates, in such a state as to be capable of germin-

ation ; to be founded on actual experience : among the seeds particularly re-

ferred to are those of the following genera : Nauclea, Ardisia, Sdntalum,

Micheh'fl, Swieten««, Urania, Uvaria, Musa, Eugenk, Telopea, Doryanthes,

J/aurus, Dillenirt, Dipterix, Cephaiotus. For an account, founded on expe-

rience, of the mode of preparing haricots verts, or keeping kidneybeans green

in the pod all winter, as practised in various parts of the Continent. For
any approved variety of culinary vegetable not hitherto cultivated in Scotland.

For the best pint basket of the tubers of O'xalis crenata, with an account of

the mode of dressing them for table use. For the best pint basket of the

tubers of Alstroemeria ovata, with an account of the mode of dressing.

In the previous Report it is mentioned, that the Horticultural Society of

London, with their usual liberality, have lately presented a collection of plants

and cuttings of fruit trees and ornamental shrubs for the experimental gar-

den. Several of the London and provincial nurserymen, and amateurs, have

lately made similar presents, particularly Messrs. H. Low and Company, Clap-

ton; Messrs. John Lee and Company, Hammersmith; Messrs. Young and

Penny, Milford ; Mr. Page, Southampton ; William Atkinson, Esq., Grove
End ; and Mr. William Anderson, Apothecaries' Garden, Chelsea ; to all of

whom the thanks of the Society have been voted.

A County Horticultural Society is in contemplation in Fifeshire. In 1820,

the Cupar Horticultural Society was commenced ; since which several others

have sprung up in different parts of Fife. From the very great number of

gentlemen's seats within a circuit of twelve or fifteen miles of Cupar, a

county society held in that town would, it is thought, have a greater number
of active competitors than any other provincial society in Scotland.— Thomas
MacGlashan. Cupar, Jan. 30. 1833.

IRELAND.

Kilkenny, Feb. 11. 1835.— There are few exotic trees and shrubs of any

age in this neighbourhood. Between sixteen and seventeen years ago, my
father established this nursery, and stocked it with all the trees and shrubs

generally cultivated in nurseries at that time. There are a few older speci-

mens, which were planted before my father's time, and these may be eighty or

a hundred yeai's old ; they are chiefly phillyreas, alaternus, cypress, cedars,

and laurels. This being a tillage county, our gentry plant but little, except for

ornament about their houses.

The late Lord Oriel was, through life, a most spirited and successful col-

lector and planter of foreign trees and shrubs ; and his nephew, Baron
Foster, is a keen horticulturist. Mr. Hayes of Avondale, a sweet place in

the county of Wicklow, published some notices of trees, in an 8vo pamphlet
[which we have], some years ago.

Our native woods, though they once clothed the island, are now nearly

eradicated ; but a remnant of one remains about five or six miles from this,

belonging to Lord Desart, of an oak in which I have procured the dimen-

sions :— Girt, 12 in. from the ground, 20 ft. Bin.; at 3 ft. from the ground,

14 ft. 9 in.; at 18 ft., 14ft.; at its ramification, 22ft. 6 in.; diameter of its

head, 77 ft. I am told of larger oaks, and also of larger ashes ; but I can

state to you nothing positive respecting them.

I have an ailantus, planted about fifty years ago, which has been repeatedly

cut over by the surface, as it overshadowed its neighbours ; and I find that it
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springs up as freely from the stool as an oak or an ash. This tree is too much
neglected, for it is one of the most hardy and rapid-growing that we have.

Corylus Colurna, at fifty years' growth, is 3 ft. 7 in. in girt at 1 ft. from the

ground; it is 25ft. high, and the diameter of its head is nearly 50 ft. My
father was the first to introduce Robinia hispida into Ireland ; he got the

cuttings from Mr. Wm. Alton, the elder, and brought them over, and grafted

them. I commenced business in 1790; but my father had introduced every

thing worth having up to that time, so that he left me little to do. — John
Robertson.

Art. IV. Retrospective Criticism.

The Churchyard at Arley Hall, the Seat of the Earl of Mountnorris, near
Kidderminster.— We stated, in IX. Q'i^'o., on the authority of the late Mr.
Mowbray, curator of the Manchester Botanic Garden, that the tombs and
fence of this churchyard were levelled down in the night-time, under his direc-

tions. We are just informed, on authority which cannot be doubted, that

this was not the case. " The wall was removed in the year 1791, before

Mowbray was born ; and the levelling of the churchyard took a month at

least. It was done with the consent of the clergyman and parish officers, and
that of every person whose family was buried there ; and all considered it

desirable to have a clear churchyard, rather than one covered with briars and
rubbish. Lord Mountnorris has done a great deal for the parish, which
belongs almost entirely to him ; he built a new chancel, and more than half

new-pewed the church." — W. C. London. Feb. 24. 1835.

The Culture of Orchidece. (p. 1 13. 136, and 137., and Enc. ofGard. new edi)

—

Mr. Scott would render a great service to the cultivators of the Orchideae,

if he were to detail in your Magazine the best mode of treating these highly

interesting plants, at greater length than he has done in the Encyclo'pcEdia of
Gardening. The plan I would suggest to him is, that, after some general

observations on the family (of which Dr. Lindley's work on these plants and
his paper in the Hort. Trans, might form the groundwork), he should take

each genus seriatim, and detail its particular culture, mode of propagation,

&c. ; and, if there be any species requiring a different treatment, he should
notice such. A description of a frame for those hardy species which require

one, and of a house or houses best suited for growing the tender sorts, should
also be given ; and particular attention should be paid to note, in degrees of
Fahrenheit's thermometer and some good hygrometer, the temperature and
moisture at the various seasons of the year most proper for preserving them
in health. The common mode of merely saying " rather cooler," or " rather

dryer," is very unsatisfactory. Many other matters will of conrse occur to

Mr. Scott ; and if the paper prove too long for the Magazine, it might appear
as a pamphlet at a remunerating price ; for I am convinced that no cultivator

of these plants would hesitate to give even an unreasonable sum for such a
work, by one so completely master of the subject. — N. W. G. London,
Feb. 1. 1835.

The Flower of Ponteder'm crdssijjes. — In your description of Mr. Page's
nursery (p. 60.), I observe you mention his having flowered Ponteden'a
crassipes for the first time in this country, and that it bears flowers resembling
those of 7?hododendron arboreum. I beg to inform you that we flowered
here last autumn Ponteden« azurea, which is usually cultivated under the
name of P. crassipes, as is observed by Dr. Hooker, in his description of this

plant in the Botanical Magazine, p. 2932. ; but neither his figure, nor the
flowers of our plant, bore the slightest resemblance to any i^hododendron.
Ours (which were rather paler than his figure) were much more like the
flowers of 7'ris chinensis; we had grown it for years in a small cistern in the
stove, but it never flowered. Two strong healthy plants were removed into

a stoneware pot, without any earth ; this was plunged into a Macphail pit,

Q 2
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where melons were growing, in July. The side shoots were carefully pinched

off as they appeared, and the plants produced their beautiful spikes of flowers

several times in the months of September and October. By reference to

the above-named page in the Botanical Magazine, you will see that it flowered

at Glasgow in 1829, — J. F. M'Elroy, Flower Gardener to W. M. Christy, Esq.

Clapham Road, Feb. 23. 1835.

Art. V. Qliieries and Ansiuers.

CHENOPd"DIUM Quinda.— There is something puzzling for me in the facts

relating to Chenopodium Quinda, which I hope you may assist me in clearing

up. I once had some seed of that plant from Bonpland, the fellow-traveller

of Humboldt, on his return from their travels in America : it was exactly

similar to what you describe, (X. 587.) a small whitish seed, looking like peeled

millet, except that it was more flat. Bonpland had warned me it was very old,

and perhaps even had suffered some peeling preparation, so that it was not

likely to grow. The result, indeed, was naught, notwithstanding the assis-

tance of hydrochloric acid, and all that I could contrive to promote the ger-

mination.

I have ever since attempted to get some again; and, our Jardin des Plantes

having at last received a packet mider that name, grown the plant, and saved

some seed, I obtained from that source a small supply, which enabled me to

try its cultivation. The plants have shown themselves in my garden these

three or four years to much advantage, stout, healthy, 5 ft. to 6 ft. high ; with

beautiful, neat, tender leaves, which proved pretty good used as spinach ; but

the seeds T save, as well as those I first had from the Jardin des Plantes, do not

resemble those I had formerly from Bonpland; nor do they seem in the least

fitted for the stated economical purposes, so small, and flat, and poor they are,

with a blackish vei-y adhering skin upon them.

I conjecture from hence, either that we have not the true sort, or, if we have
it, that om* climate will not bring the seed to its full size and perfection. In

order to come to the verifying of the facts, I send you a paper of my own
seed ; in order that it, and the plants it will produce, may be compared with

Mr. Lambert's ; and I shall feel much obliged, if you will be so kind as to send
me on your side some seeds of his growth, that I may effect the like comparison
here. — Filmorin. Paris, Jan. 26. 1835.

We have sent some of the seeds received from M. Vilmorin to Mr. Lambert,
and also to the London and Edinburgh Horticultural Societies, and to Mr.
Gorrie, Mr. Lawson, Mr. Mallet, and Mr. Nevin ; the remainder we have left

with Mr. Charlwood. We have also sent a packet of the white quinoa to

M. Vilmorin. With reference to M. Vilmorin's doubts as to the dark-

seeded quinoa, if he will consult the Meinotres d'Agriculture, published by the

Royal Agricultural Society of Paris, in 1786, he will find (p. 98.) a paper by
M. le Blond, on the culture and uses of the quinoa. In this paper, after

stating that it is a native of North America, and that its grain is used as a

substitute for maize and the potato, M, le Blond adds, that there are two
kinds of quinoa, the red and the white ; but that the latter is the one most
generally cultivated, the seeds of the other being bitter, and only used medi-

cinally. — Cond.

O'xalis a-endta.— Considerable difference of opinion exists here as to the

cultivation of O'xalis crenata. In very many cases the tubers produced are

exceedingly small. Has any mode of culture been practised successfully in

England !* — Thomas M'Glashan. Cupar, Jan. 30. 1835.

Gladiolus natalensis.— In your visit to High Clere (X. 255.), you speak of

this plant producing one hundred bulbs in a season, which, if well treated, will

flower the following year. I should be glad to learn how. to treat them, so

as to produce a result so very desirable, as with me ninety-nine of them will

certainly require a longer period,— M. C. Bingham, Feb. 7. 1835.
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Ivy.— What is the most rapid mode of covering a flat surface, say that of
ground under large trees, with ivy, as a substitute for turf? Should cuttings

be planted, or should long shoots be taken from a wall, and pegged down ? —
W. R.
Evergreen Herbaceous Plants.— Would any of your readers furnish a list

of the more hardy flowering plants which retain their leaves all the winter, as

perfectly as do pinks and carnations ? I do not object to such undershrubs
being introduced among them as the thyme, iberis, &c. j but the rosemar}',

lavender, and tutsan I do not think suitable. — Amateur.

Has the Melia Azedarach ever flowered in the open air in Devonshire,

where, I understand,, it grows freely ? — Idem.

Art. VI. Covent Garden Market.

The Cabbage Tribe.

Cabbages, per dozen

:

White
Red
Plants or Coleworts

Savoys, per dozen
Brussels Sprouts, per i sieve
German Greens or Kale, per
dozen - - -

Broccoli, per bunch

:

White
Purple ...

Legumes.

KidneybeanSj forced, p. hund.

Tubers and Roots.

rper ton
Potatoes - -J per cwt.

C per bushel
Kidney, per bushel
Scotch, per bushel
New, per pound

Jerusalem Artichokes, per
half sieve

Turnips, White, per bunch
Carrots, per bunch
Horn, per bunch

Parsneps, per dozen
Red Beet, per dozen
Skirret, per bunch
Scorzonera, per bundle
Salsify, per bunch
Radishes :

Red, per half dozen hands
(24 to 30 each)

White Turnip, per bunch

The Onion Tribe.

Onions, old, per bushel
For pickling, per half sieve
Green (Ciboules), per bunch

jLeeks, per dozen bunches -

Garlic, per pound - -

Shallots, per pound

Asparaginous Plants,
Salads, tlfc.

Asparagus, per 100

:

Large - .

Seconds . - .

Middling ...
Sprue ....

Sea-kale, per punnet
Lettuce, per score

:

Cos ...
Cabbage - -

Endive, per score
Celery, per bundle (12 to IS)

Small Salads, per punnet .

From To
£ s. d. £ s. d.

10 1

6 12 Oil
1 9 2 6

9 1 3
1 6 2

6 9

8 1 6

6 1 3

2 3

2 10 4

2 6 4

1 3 2
1 6 2

1 6 2

1 6 2 6

1 3 1 6

1 S

5 6

6 8

6 1 3

9 1

2

2
2

9 1 3

4 6

1 9 2 6

5 7

9 1

8

10 1

10 12
6 8
3 5
1 6 2 6
2 3 e

1 6 2
4 6

1 9 2 6
4 1 6
2 3

Watercress, per dozen small
bunches

Burnet, per bunch

Pot and Sweet Herbs.

Parsley, per half sieve
Tarragon, per dozen bunches :

Dry
Green

Fennel, per dozen bunches
Thyme, per dozen bunches
Sage, per dozen bunches
Mint, per dozen bunches:
Dry
Green

Marjoram, dry, per dozen bun.
Savory, per dozen bunches .

Basil, per dozen bunches .

Rosemary, green, per doz. bun
Lavender, dry, per dozen bun
Tansy, per dozen bunches .

Stalks and Fruits for Tarts
Pickling, Sfc.

Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle

Edible Fungi and Fuel.

Mushrooms, per pottle
Morels, per pound
TrufHes, Foreign, per pound

Fruits.

Apples, Dessert, per bushel

:

Nonpareils
Golden Pippins
Reinette Grise

Baking, per bushel
French, per bushel
Gooseberry Pippins, per bl.

Holland Pippins, per bushel
Pears : Beurre de Pentecot,
per dozen ...

Almonds, per peck
Cranberries, per gallon
Strawberries, forced, per oz,

Chestnuts, French, per peck
Filberts, English, per 100 lbs,

Pine-apples, per pound
Grapes, per pound

:

Spanish ...
Portugal

Cucumbers, Frame, per brace

uranges
^ ^^^ hundred

Bitter Oranges

lemons fper dozen .Lemons
^ ^^^ hundred

Sweet Almonds, per pound
Spanish Nuts, per peck
Barcelona Nuts, per peck .

From
1

£ s. d.

4
3

3

3
6
4
2 6
2 6

1

6
1

1

1

5
3
1

9

9
16

12

10
10

15
5
3 6
10
10

4
4
2
3

7
6

1

1 6
10

9
4
8

9
5
2 3
5
6

To
£ s. d.

6

2
1 5
1

7
5
12 6

18

3
5

16

1 3
2 6
16
2
14

1

2
14
2 6
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Observations.— The market has been fully supplied with all the articles

usually found at this season. Forced asparagus and sea-kale have been in

demand, and made better prices, with an appearance of continuing so for some
time. Broccoli is now in great plenty : many of the early varieties having

been retarded by the continued prevalence of dry weather during the autumn
and early winter months, are now only coming into use : we have, con-

sequently, a very heavy supply. To the same cause may be also attributed

the large supply of other winter greens. With the prevalence of mild weather

throughout the winter, rhubarb, ft-om the open ground, is now coming in

generally, and of good quality : it is now in such general use as to prevent

any very great rise in the price of apples at this season, when the supply is

necessarily becoming limited. Onions are somewhat dearer, but still in

moderate quantity, the demand for them being moderate. Of potatoes we
have an abundance; the prices very moderate, and in limited demand. This

article is much affected by the price of bread, and the general supply of other

vegetables. The supply of fruit is getting small
;
good apples are in demand

at better prices : a cargo of French Royals, and some from Jersey, have been

received.— G. C. March 24. 1835.

Art. VII. London Horticultural Society and Gat-den.

Dec. 2. — Read. A note on the preservation of carrots from wireworms,
&c.; by Sir G. S. Mackenzie. Notes upon a handsome new hardy plant called

Clianthus puniceus ; by Dr. Lindley.

Exhibited. Gomez«, two species of, from Messrs. Rollison. Orange and
three citrons from the open air, from the Rev. R. Henshaw, Woodville, Sal-

combe, near Kingsbridge, Devonshire. Chinese chrysanthemums, thirtj'-six

sorts, from Messrs. Chandler. Hawthornden apples of the second crop, from
Mr. J. Kirke. Apples of the second crop, from E. Rudge, Esq. Uvedale's

St. Germain pears, from Bennett, Esq.
Also, from the Sociefi/'s Garden. Flowering specimens of Chimonanthus fra-

grans, C. fragrans grandiflorus, Acropera Loddigesw, and of other plants ; and
of thirty-two varieties of China chrysanthemums.—Fruits. A Chinese pome-
granate, glout morceau pear, and a collection of kitchen and table apples. Of
the apples, the London pippin is noted as a kind eligible for eiiher the kitchen

or dessert, and as keeping excellently, without shrivelling; Grange's seedling

is noted as a good firm kitchen apple.

Jan. 20. 1835.— Read. A treatise, entitled A farther Account of Ex-
periments upon the Cultivation of the Potato, made in the Garden of the So-
ciety, in the Year 1834; by Dr. Lindley.

Exhibited. A double cone of the Araucdria pine, from Mr. Wood, 5. Bed-
ford Place, Vauxhall Road. Catshead and gilliflower apples, from William
Rashleigh, Esq. F.H.S. A shaddock, raised in Lancashire, from H. M. Dyer,
Esq. Fruit of the blimbing, from James Bateman, Esq. F.H.S. Echeveria
gibbiflora; E pacris variabilis, impr&sa, and rosea; Erica pellucida, Linnae^a,

and vernix coccinea; from Mrs. Lawrence. Single Primus sinensis, from
John Reeves, Esq.

Also, from the Societi/'s Garden. Flowers : Chimonanthus fragrans, f. grandi-

florus, f. parviflorus ; Amarylli.? calyptrata. — Fruits. Apples: 12 dessert kinds,

namely, Baxter's pearmain, golden pearraain, rose de Chine, reinette du Canada,
Dutch mignonne, conquest of Wigers, Burns's seedling, Wheeler's russet, court

pendu plat, Roman stem, Boston russet, St. Julien, Rhode Island greening, royal

rouge d'hiver, northern greening, Waltham Abbey seedling, Hormead pear-

main, Alfriston, Sweeney nonpareil, ^^Esopus Spitzemberg, gloria mundi, Bel-

lidge pippin, golden noble, Baldwin ; white Easter, a good keeping apple for

kitchen use ; male Carle, sent to show that this, so fine in Italy, willnot acquire
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flavour in this climate (unless against a wall), where it has not yet come into

bearing ; Newtown Spitzemberg, London pippin ; Brabant bellefleur, a very
fine kitchen fruit. Pears : Easter beurre ; beurre ranee, from standard trees;

ne plus Meuris, from standard trees : the fruit of these three kinds had been
kept in sand. Cuttings for distribution : fifty sets of each of the following

kinds :— Plums : Coe's fine late red (a very valuable late sort), Washington.
Cherries : Elton, late Duke.

Feb. 3. — Read. A communication on the failure of the growth of the

potato ; by J. B. Turner, Esq., Borough Cottage, Ilfracombe. A note on the

means employed in raising a tree of the imperatrice nectarine ; by T. A. Knight,

Esq.
Exhibited. A Catillac pear, in weight 2 lb. 1 oz., from the garden of F.

Green, Esq., Faversham, Beds. ; presented by J. Simpson, Esq. Patent fumi-

gators and blowers, from Mr. Alexander Clark, 7. Nelson Terrace, City Road.
A seedling variety of Cyclamen persicum, from Mr. Glenny. Neottia speciosa,

Astrapse^i Wallichw, Crinum amabile, iifelleborus niger, Pr6te« sp., and iSedum
sp., from Mrs. Marryat. Camellias, from Mr. Allnutt. CamelKa japonica

CAwedna and j. Colvillii, from Messrs. Chandler.

Also, from the Society^ Garden. Flowering specimens of Garrya elliptic a,

Chimonanthus fragrans, f. grandiflorus, f. parviflorus ; Crinum amabile, camel-
lias of the varieties rotundifolia, princeps, Aitonja, fimbriata, alba plena

;

Amarylli.s aulica. —Fruits. Apples of the kinds Calville malingre, a great

bearer; Rhode Island greening, conquest of Wigers, Herefordshire pearmain,

reinette du Canada, Martin nonpareil ; Boston russet, a very good table apple ;

Sturmer pippin, Dutch mignonne ; Ord's mignonne, esteemed by some for its

abundance of sharp juice ; red-streak keeping, reinette jaune sucree, winter
queening, Pennock's red winter, golden noble, Ponto pippin

;
green balsam,

a good kitchen apple ; London pippin. Grange's seedling, Bedfordshire found-
ling, Morden striped ; Baldwin, an American sort, which keeps long sound
for kitchen use; Bellidge. Pears: Easter beurre, beurre ranee; both from
standard trees. Cuttings for distribution : — Plums : reine Claude violette,

nectarine. Cherries : Downton, Knight's early black.

Feb. 17.— Read. The meteorological journal kept in the Society's garden,

for 1834. A note on the cultivation of the pine-apple, by Mr. Craig Pillans,

gardener to the Duke of Roxburgh, at Arloors, near Kelso, Scotland.

Exhibited. 'EAeiia /zyacinthmcr, Acacia sp., violets, the single Neapolitan,

from Mrs. Marryat. Flowers : i7elleborus odorus, Garrya elliptica, Chi-
monanthus fragrans, Diosma capitata, Gnidia simplex, Lachenah'a tricolor,

Amaryllis amabilis. Buddies madagascariensis ; Camellia japonica fimbriata,

japonica splendens, japonica decora, j. carnation waratah, j. double striped.

Apples : Stony Royd pippin, Kaisersheimer, pigeon. Grange's seedling,

northern greening, grey queening, winter queening, silverlink, ognon. Parry's

pearmain, Calville royale, red Easter, Bedfordshire foundling, excellent

kitchen apple ; royal reinette ; Brabant bellefleur, a fine kitchen apple ; Rhode
Island gi-eening, good, either for kitchen or table use; London pippin, Bel-
lidge, Norfolk pippin, green nonpareil. Cuttings of pears for distribution

:

beurre Bosc, reckoned superior to Marie Louise; bon chretien fondant;
Nelis d'hiver, one of the very finest of winter pears as regards flavour;

monarch : .50 sets of each.

March 3.— Read. A communication on forcing of peaches and nec-
tarines; by Mr. John Mearns. A treatise on the cultivation of the vine,
by Mr. William Gowans ; communicated by the Glasgow Horticultural
Society.

Exhibited. Camellias from J. Allnutt, Esq., of the kinds reticulata, japonica
mcarnata, Le Blanc's red, and a seedling. Camellia japonica conspfcua, j.

Reeveszi longifoha, j. Palmeri, Primula prae'nitens, white-corollaed, p. purple-
corollaed, and cut camellias from S. C. Palmer.
From the Society's Garden. Flowering specimens of Berberis Jquifoliumj
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Chimonanthus fragrans, jSTelleborus odorus, Azalea indica phoenicea, Acacia

armata, Cineraria Petasites, Aniarjllis pulverulenta, and camellias of the

kinds splendens, carnation waratah, Dorset/i and aucuhcB{o\\2,.— Fruits. Ap-
ples : Conquest of Wigers, pomme violette, rouge d'hiver, Lucombe's seed-

ling, beauty of Kent, winter peannain, Pile's russet, grey greening, royal

reinette, Dutch mignonne ; and the following kinds, which are recommended
as sound keeping apples for kitchen use : —- Northern greening, white Easter,

Pennock's red winter, Brabant bellefleur, Burns's seedling, Devonshire Buck-
land, Rhode Island greening. The white Easter is " a tall handsome apple

from the Continent, originally with the name of Blanche Paasch apple." Cut-

tings for distribution of these kinds of pears:— Emerald, Comte de Larry,

Eyewood, Thompson's. These are all hardy, and good bearers. The emerald

equals in size, and fully in quality, the glout morceau ; ripens at about the

same time; is of Belgic origin. The Comte de Larry is an earlier autunin

kind, nearly middle-sized ; very rich. Of the Eyewood there is not much
known at the garden ; but on the authority of Knight, by whom it was raised,

it proved good in 1831, when all the other hardy seedlings did not possess

their usual excellence : hence very valuable. Thompson's bears considerable

analogy to the passe-Colmar, which it resembles in its very sugary and melting

quality ; of Belgic origin.

March 17.— Read. Further observations on the cultivation of the grape

vine by coiling; by Mr. John Mearns, F.H.S.
Exhibited. i?hododendron alta-clerense, from Messrs, Young, Epsom Nur-

sery. Chenopodium Quinoa, from A. B. Lambert, Esq. A new variety of

O'xalis crenata, from Mr. Henry Groom. A seedling camellia, and a seedling

camellia designated pendula, and E'pacris purpurascens, from John Alnutt, Esq.

Magnolia conspicua, Mrs. Meyer. Acacia dec urrens, /inifolia, pubescens, stricta,

and species nova; and two kinds of camellia, from Mrs. Marryat. Camellias

which had grown in the open air, from Mr. Glendinning, gardener to Lord
RoUe. Seeds, for distribution, of Jcacia lophantha, from the Rev. Finney Bel-

field, F.H.S.
From the Garden of the Society. Berberis Jquifolium, Jmygdalus macro-

carpa, Ackcm dealbata, Leucojum pulchellum, Poljgala cordifolia and grandi-

flora, Pulten3e'« c?aphndides, Cand611e« cuneiformis, Goodk /otifolia, E'pacris

attenuata; and these varieties of Camellia japonica, speciosa, alba-plena,

and waratah ; Oncidium papilio. Pine-apple : Hesketh's No. 1. Cuttings

and seeds for distribution:— Pears: Beurre d'Areraberg, fondante du bois,

poire Neil, Louise bonne of Jersey. Apple: Brabant bellefleur. Seeds of

beet of the kinds red Castelnaudary, yellow Castelnaudary, betterave jaune

blanche, betterave blanche coUetrose.

Art. VIII. Obituary.

Death of Mr. Douglas the Botanist. — At a meeting of the Geographi-

cal Society, held on the 9th of March, Captain M'Konnochie announced
the painful intelligence that Mr. Douglas had fallen into one of the pits dug

by the Sandwich Islanders for the purpose of catching wild bulls. One of

these bulls was in the pit at the time, and gored Mr. Douglas so dreadfully

as to cause his death. So horrible a death, we believe, was never before

encountered in the cause of natural history. No man ever introduced so

many beautiful hardy plants into Britain as Mr. Douglas, and the botanical

and gardening world has sustained the greatest loss by his death. We trust

that Mr. Sabine, his early patron and friend, will publish some account of his

career from his first coming into the service of the Horticultural Society.
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Art. I. Observations on the Gardening of Belgium^ 'with incidental

Remarks on its Rural and Domestic Economy; extracted Jrom
Notes made during a Six Years' Residence in the Countri/. l^j

John Maddison, Esq., of Wondelghem, near Ghent.

Perhaps there are no people except the English that have a

greater taste for horticulture than the Belgians : but, then, it is

practised on quite different principles in the two countries ; for

where, in England, a new plant would be worth five guineas,

in Belgium the gardener would have difficulty in regaining the

money he had spent in raising it, unless he were enabled to mul-
tiply it exceedingly : and, even then, he would find so many
competitors, that he would be obliged to take out the greater

part of his gains in other plants which would be given- to him
in exchange. Almost every one here has something to do with

plants ; and every one, therefore, is unwilling to pay money for

new plants, knowing that in his own collection he has also plants

which others desire, and that thus he can always exchange. In
the town of Ghent itself there are 203 plant-houses, and in its

immediate environs 67.

Soil. — I know of no place where the propagation of plants is

more successful than in this country : the Ghent gardeners cer-

tainly excel in this species of culture. The ground in which
they strike their cuttings and make their layers is, without

exception, the finest I ever saw ; but this ground, which is so

good for the growth of plants, is, comparatively speaking, worth
but little for throwing a plant into flower, or for the production

of good fruit. American plants, and many with wiry roots, it

suits well enough ; though, with the exception of the American
border plants (peat-earth plants), I am inclined to think even the

others would succeed better, as they increase in age, in a soil

with a mixture of loam, an earth hardly to be met with in the

environs of Ghent : and this circumstance, together with the

Vol. XL— No. 62. r
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want of air in winter, may be adduced as an additional reason

why the plants kept in plant-houses in this country are generally

drawn up so tall and unsightly.

Camellias are a tribe of plants which are grown almost to

infinity in Ghent and its neighbourhood. They are the fashion :

and this is, here, quite a sufficient apology for the immense

numbers that are to be met with. It is very amusing to hear

the gardeners and amateurs boasting to each other of their two

hundred or three hundred varieties of this plant. The Belgic

gardeners are certainly very clever in the propagation of this

plant, seldom failing in grafting, by approach {a cote), every

bud ; so that a young camellia, with ten leaves and buds, is

almost certain of being made into as many plants. But, at the

same time, in most years, a stranger would be struck with the

want of flowers and flower buds on very large camellias, among
the many thousands to be met with in their green-houses. It is

in this they fail ; and I attribute it principally to the nature of

the earth their large plants are grown in, but also partly to their

removal into the open air before their flower buds are formed.

I have visited in the season many collections, containing, very

probably, a million plants ; and, with the exception of M. Rien-

der's, of Brussels, I cannot recollect seeing one well cultivated

collection, in point of flower-bearing plants.

Pelargoniums are another tribe of plants which the Ghent
gardeners and amateurs cannot succeed in flowering to perfec-

tion ; but then, at times, the fashion fluctuates respecting them

:

and this, to the Belgians, as well as to their French neighbours,

is a sufficient inducement to discard from their collections the

handsomest plant in existence. In fact, they place their pelar-

goniums much too close together; and yet, in the flowering

season, are astonished to find that they are drawn up like sticks,

and will seldom produce more than one set of flowers in a sea-

son : whereas all successful growers of this beautiful tribe of

plants in England are aware that, with proper management, and
with little pains, the pelargonium may be made to flower from
April to August.

Dahlias.— The Belgic gardeners do not appear to have any
idea of keeping up a succession of flowers the whole year round
in their gardens ; and but few keep each tribe of plants distinct

from the rest. Every one seems desirous of having as great a

variety of plants as his houses can hold ; but I do not recollect

ever seeing anything like a regular succession of plants : as, for

instance, beginning the season with the middle of October (the

commencement of the camellia season) : and continuing; it, during•111 O' o
the spring and summer, with the pelargoniums, till August; and
then ending it with the dahlias. The fact, I beheve, is, that the

Belgic gardeners cannot flower these three above-named plants
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as they ought to do. The dahh'as they can grow as high as

18 ft., but a dwarf one of 2 ft. is a rarity. In the town, I do not

think it possible for dahlias to be flowered in perfection, the earth

being too much worn out, as well as too rich, light, and spongy
;

but the amateurs in the country have much improved lately in

growing this handsome tribe of plants. If the fashion for them,

could be kept up, and the country gentlemen could be per-

suaded to pay a handsome price for their plants, and to be a

little more select in their choice, I have but little doubt that

dahlias might be grown quite as well in Belgium as they are in.

England.

Azaleas.— The Belgian is extremely fickle in his taste for

plants. The cultivation of the beautiful tribe of azaleas is, in a
manner, passed by; and yet no country in the world is more
favourable for that kind of culture than this. A few years back,

they were the mode; and thousands were in flower at one time,

in gardens where, at present, you would find but few, if any at

all. I am glad to find, however, that immense quantities are

sent over every year to England. This is a family of plants

which ought always to remain the fashion; especially that variety

named Azalea MorterzV, a late-flowering azalea, which comes
into flower about a month after the commoner kinds. The
Ghent gardeners have lately sadly neglected their azaleas : they

have neither propagated the old sorts, nor made the most of
those they have raised from seed. Let, therefore, the English,

gardener apply himself to this kind of culture, and I have little

doubt that, in a few years, by means of cross-breeding, the
English gardeners will have the finest collections in the world.

In this country they have too many irons in the fire at once, to

do justice to anyone particular tribe of plants : they overburthen
themselves with the variety of their culture, and excel in no one
particular kind.

The Orchidece are just now the fashion; and, from all appear-
ance, I think the gardeners here will succeed in their culture,

provided they are careful to keep their houses up to the proper
degree of heat and moisture. The plants appear to grow fast,

and multiply easily. A gardener named Vangert has planted a
collection, in a pit without pots, in his hot-house; and, to all

appearance, they thrive well.

The Carriage of Plants to and from England is exorbitant,

not so much as regards the carriage by steam from London to

Ostend, but the commissioners and agents on both sides of the
water contrive to run up bills to a most exorbitant charge. I

know It as a tact, that many amateurs are deterred from having
over plants from England solely on account of the expense they
are put to by the carriage. I have known baskets containing
two or three plants cost half as much as the plants themselves

R 2
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are worth. The best way of proceeding is, never to have over a

small quantity, at least not less than thirty pots at a time. The
expenses, I think, would then not exceed \s. b, pot, unless the

pots were very large.

Gardeners, competent to take care of gentlemen's gardens, are

very scarce in this country ; and, what is still worse, they are

seldom to be trusted. Many of them have permission from

their masters to exchange plants with the nurserymen : and this

system is often carried too far ; for, instead of exchanging, they

abuse the liberty they have, and sell their masters' plants for

their own profit. A great inducement to this system of traffic,

I imagine, arises from the immense quantities of public-houses

which are kept in every village, and in all the suburbs of the

town of Ghent, to which it is the custom for all classes to resort

in an evening. The gardener, as well as others, naturally goes

there for society, instead of spending his evening at home ; and,

if in the least inclined to drink, is sure to fall a prey to those

who are on the watch, and who are desirous of obtaining plants

at a cheap rate. The number of cabarets in this country is truly

astonishing ; and, as the many festivals of the Catholic church,

as well as the village kermesses, or fairs, where, among the lower

orders, drinking is often the order of the day, leave the gardener

with too much idle time upon his hands; he is but too often

found to expend all his gains in drink. I must add that, gene-

rally speaking, the Belgians are not reading gardeners, and can

neither speg,k nor understand any language but Flemish. It

may be easily imagined what a prodigious loss of time there is

in this country, and how totally impossible it is, under the pre-

sent system, that there ever can be a first-rate gardener in Bel-

gium. It is also a common practice in this country to pay a

gardener partly in money, and partly from the produce of the

garden and wood yard. The wages, of course, must greatly

differ; but, I imagine, a florin (about 1^. 6d.) a day, with fuel,

vegetables, and an apartment to live in, is reckoned a fair ave-

rage; many even pay less: 14c?. Flemish (about Is. English) is

the usual price in the country for a day labourer, in the summer,
without giving him board or lodging ; in the winter, 9d. English.

The farmers pay their labourers by giving them their food, and
from 5d. to 6d. per day ; but meat or beer is seldom or never

given, except among the very great farmers. Potatoes, black

bread made of rye, buttermilk, and water are the usual food of

the peasantry ; except occasionally at the killing of a pig, when,

for a short time, their living is somewhat better. As living is

dearer in the town, the wages are somewhat higher ; but, I think,

but few of the first-rate gardeners pay their workmen more than

a florin a day.

The Countri/-Houses of the gentry are for the most part spa-
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cious and airy ; but, as the family scarcely ever inhabits them
during the winter months (from October to May), their gardens
and pleasure-grounds, during that period, are much neglected

;

and, with the exception of the vegetable garden, nothing can be
more slovenly kept. Scarcely an evergreen is visible, with the

exception of the pine and fir tribe; and rhododendrons, laurels,

laurustinuses, and arbutus are, from the severity of the winters,

very scarce; and the lawns, which, in summer, are grazed by
cows, instead of being regularly mown, present the most untidy

and neglected appearance imaginable. The walks, instead af

being gravelled, are covered with sand ; which, with the want of

box edging, gives the garden a very unfinished appearance. True
it is that the beds and compartments of flowers are sometimes
enclosed with a kind of border composed of flat sandy-coloured

oblong tiles, to prevent the earth from being washed into the

walks ; but which, at a distance, is scarcely seen, being nearly of

the same colour as the walk itself This kind of edging in a kit-

chen-garden, or in a nurseryman's grounds, might do very well

;

but, in a gentleman's pleasure-gi'ound or flower-garden, is, to

my taste, quite out of place.

Pine-apples grown here are very inferior to what I have seen

them in England ; as they appear to throw all their force into

their leaves, at the expense of the fruit. The earth, I imagine,

is by far too light, not having any loam mixed with it; and,

though many of the gentlemen have pine-pits, and cultivate

different kinds, yet I have never seen any which, in England,
could be called handsome fruit.

Cantaloup Melons grow very fine, and their culture appears
to be understood by the gardeners of the resident gentry ; but
the other kinds of this fruit appear to be very scarce.

Grapes ripen well and early : in the open air, on the walls, in

September and October ; and, in their forcing-houses, as early

as May. The soil, being sandy, contributes a great deal to their

early ripening. The vines have, this year, been very much
loaded on the open walls ; and the fruit (the sweetwater, or black

Hamburgh) has been very well tasted.

Standard Pears do well for a short time in the town ; but,

when their roots get down to the water, they rot and become
cankered. In the country, where there is an excess of sand,

they produce a great deal of wood, and but little fruit ; which is,

for the most part, very gritty and hard. Pears trained en py^
ramide, in this sandy soil, do not appear to answer ; they go too

much to wood after being pruned, though, in the town, they are
rather better bearers.

Standard Apples will not thrive at all in the lower part of the

town ; though, in the upper part, some kinds do well. In the

sandy parts of the country, they answer much better than pears,
R 3
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and, with common care, bear fruit very regularly. The court

pendu and the rennet ripen their fruit, in most years, very well

as standards. The same insect which eats a hole to the heart

of the apple in England is also very prevalent here, and causes

numbei's to fall off every year.

Peaches are not nearly so well flavoured about Ghent as in

England. They appear to me as too mealy ; and good necta-

rines are very scarce. The pruning of the peach and nectarine

trees is very singular, when compared with what is practised in

England. Scarcely a tree is ever pruned in this neighbourhood

before the month of April ; many even prefer waiting till the

young fruit is just formed, and the flowers are falling oflf, before

they let a knife approach the tree : at which time, or a little

before, all the trees undergo a complete whitewashing with lime-

water, to kill the insects. I have observed that those trees

which are so washed are sure to produce the finest fruit, and to

be more free from insects than those which 1 have, for experi-

ment, left unwashed. This washing, which is also given annually

to the apple and pear tree, is, I believe, principally confined to

those places where the soil is sandy in excess ; as, in the country

about Liege, they dare not make use of this process, for fear of

killing the tree. So convinced now am I of the utility of an

annual whitewashing to my trees, that I practise it upon a col-

lection of Lancashire gooseberries, immediately after I have

pruned them in February ; and have found the best effects

resulting from it, never, since the time 1 began to practise it,

having; found an insect on the trees. In June, the lona; shoots

of the peach are laid in close to the wall, but are not much cut

out ; it is in April that the knife is so much used. The borders

are usually cropped with some annual crop, such as lettuce,

spinach, &c., which does not appear to injure the roots of the

trees. The largest and oldest peach trees I have seen in Bel-

gium are at Marie L'Erne, under the direction of a gardener

named Vandenbergen ; and they are said to be remarkably well

managed.
Standard Cherries produce plenty of fruit, though there are

but few varieties : a kind with a very short stalk, growing well

in the neighbourhood of Bruges, is the favourite. Few, if any,

of the fine English cherries are to be found here. Cherry trees

are propagated by grafting enfente in the month of April or end
of March, and throw out but little gum. I am inclined to think

that the practice of plastering over the wounds with the grafting

composition here made use of prevents gumming from taking

place. This composition consists of pitch, rosin, and bees' wax,

m nearly equal quantities, boiled over a fire, and, when liquid,

applied to cover the place where the graft is made. This keeps

out the rain, stops the bleeding of the tree, and gives way very
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gently as the shoot increases ; it is by far the neatest grafting
composition that I know. In very hot weather, a little more
resin may be added, to prevent the composition from melting.

Plums, as standards, are generally very prolific bearers. The
green gage (la reine Claude) bears sometimes very well as a
standard ; the fruit is not so large as on a wall, but it has a very
fine flavour.

Apricots, when not too old, are good bearers as standards,

particularly in the fat greasy ground in the town ; in the sandy
soil in the country they are apt to run too much to wood, with-
out producing fruit.

Strawberries are very small, and inferior to those in England

;

the alpine kinds (or, as they are here called, the perpetuals) ap-
pear to be most liked. The soil, however, is by far too sandy
and dry to produce good crops ; and, if rain falls during the
time the fruit is ripening, it is almost impossible to eat it, from
the quantity of sand with which it is covered.

The soil here is rather too dry for gooseberries, and the sun
too powerful : they produce plenty of fruit, but much smaller
than in England.

Raspberries, also, are very prolific ; and, if a bucketful of
liquid manure be applied to the roots in March and April, will

make astonishing shoots during the summer.
Currants ripen well here, but do not grow to so large a size as

in England.

The vegetables in this country are for the most part good;
but such as require a good deal of moisture and a strong soil

are difficult to be met with fine. In the first place, asparagus
will always hold the first rank ; for I know of no place where
finer is grown than in the neighbourhood of Ghent. It can be
eaten within a quarter of an inch of the eod. It is of excellent

flavour; nearly all white, with the top tipped with green; and
the bundles consist of a hundred heads.

The Brussels sprouts must be accounted the next best vege-
table. The plant here grows to about 3 ft. or 4 ft. in height

;

and is covered from top to bottom with its little round sprouts,

which, when touched by the frost, have a slight taste of marrow.
Sown in February, they can be eaten in September ; but those

sown about the 22d of March I consider to be the best, as they
come into eating just after the first November frosts, and last till

the March following. Brussels sprouts ought never to be eaten
before the plant is touched by the frost; and in this it resembles
the savoy, which also grows here very fine in the winter: but I
am inclined to think the Brussels sprouts much the hardier of
the two. Brussels sprouts have supported, in my garden, with-

out injury, more than 10° of frost, by Reaumur's thermometer.
Celery here grows very fine ; which, from the dryness of the

E 4
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ground, is remarkable. But, at the same time, it scarcely ever

rots in winter ; and, in most years, can be eaten till the middle

of March, at which time it begins to throw up flower stalks.

Onions^ except in the spongy gardens in the town, are almost

always a failure; and, when the seed does come up, the bulbs

are very smalh
The soil agrees very well with carrots: in the dry soils, they

must be sown earlier (about February) than in those which are

moister. They are well tasted, though, perhaps, not so large as

those in England.

Peas are not so well tasted as in England ; and, from the

natural dryness of the climate, the summer crops are generally

a failure. The early Charlton and the Prussian blue are those

generally cultivated.

I have never seen a good crop of broad beans during my
residence in this country ; the soil appears too light for them.

Kidneyheans^ particularly the tall-growing kinds, are culti-

vated in every garden, and form a dish at every table, both in

summer and winter. For the winter use they are first cut into

slices, and well rubbed with salt on a board ; and then put into

a stone jar, and covered with vine leaves. On the vine leaves is

placed a piece of flat slate, merely to cover the orifice of the

jar; and on the slate is placed a heavy stone. The jar is not

tied down, but placed on a shelf (not the floor) in the cellar

(rather dry). The beans, being young, will keep till the July

following. They are fit to use two months after they are pickled.

When cooked, they must be boiled in two waters, and, if the

colour could be preserved, would be precisely the same as beans

eaten in the month of July. To keep well, the brine arising

from the salting of the beans should be about half an inch above

the beans, after they are pressed down by the weight of the slate

and stone. The beans made use of ought to be young, and
gathered before the seed has come to its full growth. The dwarf
buff" and the dwarf mottled ansWer as well as any for preserving

in this way ; the negro appears to be a sort not sufficiently

tender.

The soil of this country being sandy is the reason why the

'potatoes are so good. I do not think there are above three

kinds cultivated ; the large roundish white potatoes, for the

pigs ; and the yellow or early summer potatoes, and the red

peaty-skinned potatoes, for the table. The latter are of a round
middling size, and afford a great quantity of farinaceous matter:

when boiled with but little water, they are particularly excel-

lent. Potatoes are planted from the first week in April, as late

as the end of June, even after the barley has been cut, and as a

succeeding crop to it. They require a good deal of manure,
and, when sprouting, should be well watered with liquid manure.
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By this means their growth is accelerated ; and they produce
good crops about the end of October or the beginning of No-
vember ; at which time they are taken up, and buried in the
ground in holes lined with straw to keep out frosts, and are used
during winter as they are wanted.

The Turnips here are small, but very well tasted ; and, after

they have been well chopped up into small pieces, the farmers
feed their cows upon them during winter.

Endive, particularly the curled kinds, is grown very fine here
during the winter; and, in the raising and growing of winter
salads generally, the Ghent gardeners certainly surpass the
English, as well as in all kinds of winter forcing. They grow
their winter salads upon hot-beds made of dung and leaves ;

which keep up a low but a prolonged temperature better than
one made of dung alone; and, from the dryness of the atmo-
sphere, they seldom if ever lose their plants from damp.

I have never seen fine Cos lettuce in this country ; the soil and
dryness causing them all to run to seed : whereas the cabbage
lettuce grows very fine, particularly such as are forced durino-

winter.

Cauliflowers and broccolis are another kind of vegetables which
fail completely in .this sandy soil ; they are neither so large nor
close-headed as those grown in England. Give them as rich a
soil as you please, and yet they will not succeed : they want
loam, which is not to be found here.

Art. II. Notices of the State of Gardening in Part of France, as

observed during an Excursion in that Cou7itry in the Months ofApril
and May, 1834. By Mr. George Charlwood, Seedsman, Covent
Garden.

(^Continuedfrom Vol. X. p. 477.)

The country beyond Amiens, on the road to Paris, is of the

same open champaign nature as before mentioned ; scarcely a

hedgerow or any marked division of the land is to be observed.

But few regular orchards are to be seen, though the roads, for

miles together, are lined by apple trees ; the apples altogether

the cider varieties ; with occasional rows by the side of a road

leading off from the main road to some chateau observed in the

distance, about which may be seen some acres of woodland,
which appears to be preserved with great care and attention, as

the most important and profitable part of the property. Here
it may not be amiss to remark the difference between France
and England in the mode of communication, which, in the

former, is almost exclusively confined to the public chaussee or
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high road ; there being comparatively no cross roads, hke those

of England, by which a constant and ready communication is

kept up throughout the country between one town and another.

The country for miles is altogether under the plough and spade

culture. There are no meadows, nor any rivers of the least

consequence by which a communication by water could be kept

up. At this season (late in April) the whole surface appeared

under cultivation, there not being any portion set out for sum-

mer fallow. All the ground was more or less occupied, having

apparently had but little labour bestowed upon it ; and I could

not observe anything like the preparations for manuring which

constitute so large a portion of the labour and expense in our

rural districts. I here first noticed a rural guard, which is a

species of armed police, stationed in the fields to prevent depre-

dations, and, I believe, to observe closely all foot passengers who
mav attempt to cross the country without passing through the

principal towns, where they would be required to produce

their passports ; those of the natives being, I am told, more
rigorously investigated than even those of foreigners. As
I had again to travel during the night, it was not till the fol-

lowing morning that I could resume my observations. About
thirty miles from Pciris I first noticed the culture of the vine,

which was planted in rows like our garden currants, and tied

to short stakes, say about 4 ft. high, which, after the vintage, are

taken up and stowed away, like hop poles with us. The vine

being then cut down to an eye or two, ample space is given to

clear, dig, or manure the soil. The sorts usually cultivated

hereabouts are those which yield the ordinary wine of the

country; which, from the opportunities I had of tasting it, is not

at all better than the cider of some districts in England. As
we approached nearer to Paris, fruit orchards began to prevail,

consisting of cherries, plums, gooseberries, and currants, with

some of the better sorts of vines ; but no distinction appears to

be made in the distribution, as they are all without any marked
division to distinguish the properties; and there is no appear-

ance of there being any protection from depredation. The im-

mediate approach to Paris from the Fauxbourg St. Denis

resembles very much the way to London through Battersea

Fields : it is certainly a larger and much more extensive plain,

but cultivated, like it, in grain and vegetables for the more im-

mediate supply of the capital.

Although my purpose, in visiting Paris, was more that of

recreation than business, I lost no opportunity of observing that

which interested me more particularly ; and I accordingly visited

the markets every morning during my stay in the city. Paris,

not having the advantage of a river navigable to the extent of

the Thames, is supplied almost exclusively for its daily con-
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sumption by land carriage ; which gives that part of the town
adjoining the market an air of great bustle and activity. Vege-
tables are furnished abundantly, but in small portions, by the
respective growers, who live generally in the more immediate
neighbourhood of the city, as I shall have occasion to explain

hereafter. The markets are attended principally by females,

who appear to take an active part in all kinds of business. The
growers come to the city, as with us, very early in the morning

;

but are not allowed to remain in the markets, or rather in the

streets adjoining, where the vegetables are placed or exposed
for sale, after seven or eight o'clock, when the retailers, who
are very numerous, commence and keep the market throughout
the rest of the day. On April 29. peas from the open ground
were tolerably plentiful, and asparagus abundant. There were
also fine Roman Cos lettuces; a beautiful variety of green Cos,
which had been preserved in frames or protected throughout the
winter ; and two varieties of cabbage lettuce, called laittue gofte,

resembling much our Sicilian tester or union cabbage lettuce

in its early stages. The markets appeared to be abundantly
supplied with some excellent cauliflowers, which were said to

have been plentiful for the last two or three weeks : also excel-
lent cabbages of the heart-shaped variety; while Roseberryand
Alpine strawberries, from the open ground, were in tolerable

supply ; spinach in the greatest abundance ; sorrel also exten-
sively ; with a profusion of radishes, principally of the red turnip
variety. There are several markets exclusively appropriated
for the sale of the various articles constituting the supply to the
city, such as the following: — one for potatoes, one for onions,

and a third for vegetables generally. There is also a separate
market for fish ; and another for butter and eggs ; all covered.
The large market for the distant country growers is called la

Marche des Innocens^ the exterior line of which is also com-
pletely built on, leaving the interior a large square, which is

every morning more or less occupied by the cultivators, and
afterwards, throughout the day, by the venders of all the minor
articles of general consumption. Quite distinct, and at a con-
siderable distance from all these, is the market for flowers, on
tlie south side of the Seine, a space 200 yards long by thirty

wide, on which several rows of robinias are planted, which
thrive vigorously. It is arranged into compartments on each
side, and in the centre there is a supply of water in a reservoir.

The plants are tastefully displayed and arranged on each side,

and in compartments, and the centre : the latter portion is

generally cleared by nine o'clock in the morning, to allow the
ready access of company during the remainder of the day; the
sale in the morning being materially confined to the dealers,
who, as with us, purchase the plants, and convey them to the
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more distant parts of the city. After this time the necessity

of a good supply of water becomes apparent, as many of the

plants have been recently potted, and others have been trans-

posed to larger pots, in which practice the French gardeners are

extremely expert. The markets are almost exclusively attended

by the females, whose husbands frequently accompany them to

assist in arranging the plants for sale, and afterwards return to

their respective gardens to superintend and assist in the labours

of the soil ; the cultivation of flowers and vegetables being

generally confined to the limits of the city. I must not forget

to state that the plants sold in the flower market are generally

the free-flowering pelargoniums, cactuses, neriums, orange trees,

and other showy and fragrant species ; all of which are neatly

tied up, and the heads of the plants are sheltered in white paper,

which is formed into a kind of cup to protect the blossoms, and

yet permit them to be seen, and which improves the saleable

appearance of the plants. Another portion of the quay is

appropriated at this season to the sale of herbaceous and seed-

ling plants for transplanting; and this space is occupied through

the winter by the growers of fruit trees and evergreens, which

are then brought to market in great number and variety.

The growers of trees and evergreen shrubs live chiefly at

Vitr}?^, a few leagues distant from Paris, where the soil is well

adapted for their growth ; the nurserymen and gardeners pre-

ferring to buy them when brought to market, rather than to

cultivate them in the immediate vicinity of Paris, where the soil

is not so well suited to their growth, and where the land is of a

much higher value. The system of culture appears to be more
generally divided in France than with us : first, there are the

vegetable growers, who are principally resident within the limits

of the city, in the part called the Marais ; then the fruit growers,

for the immediate supply of the inhabitants, who live just with-

out its boundaries ; and, again, those who cultivate the heavier

description of vegetables, such as onions, potatoes, carrots, peas,

&c., who live a few miles distant, where, of course, land can be

obtained on much better terms than in or near the city. An-
other department of culture is that of flowers exclusively in pots

for sale, as mentioned, in the flower market. Then, again, there

are some few more extensive growers of roses, &c., who have

also a general collection of the rarer and better sorts of plants,

such as M. Noisette, M. Cels, M. Soulange-Bodin, M. Laffay,

and some few others, who also cultivate roses, dahlias, &c. At
Versailles, which is ten or twelve miles from Paris, camellias are

extensively cultivated ; but in no instance could I observe any-

thing approaching to the extensive or business-like arrangements

which are apparent in the large nurseries in England ; nor the

slightest approach to that extent of capital embarked in the
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various departments of the trade, with the air of bustle and deep
occupation so evident with us. Any attempt at such a com-
parison in regard to the value, quantity, and variety of business,

between the respective countries, would be futile and even
absurd.

Of the private collections of plants in or about Paris I can

say but little, having neither leisure nor opportunity for visiting

any ; but the taste in them appears to be, as in the city, for

showy plants, such as roses, &c., rather than for the more rare

and costly species, which are to be found almost exclusively at

the Jardin des Plantes. I visited the garden of M. Boursault,

which is situated at the extremity of the city, almost adjoining

the Barriere of Montmartre. Here I was much pleased with

finding a good collection of magnolias, rhododendrons, and
azaleas, and many other of what were to me interesting Ame-
rican species : but an extensive range of houses has been recently

pulled down to make room for a more domestic purpose, viz., a

vinery of the better description of grapes ; and the few remain-

ing plants are transferred to an obscure building, to which a

roof of glass has been adapted. Here I found the magnificent

specimen of Araucdria excelsa which you have given a drawing
of in Vol. IX, p. 147. ; but which is already condemned, as the

proprietor will not be at the expense of raising the roof; and it

is already too large for its situation.

The most defective feature in the French gardens is the bad
state of their grass plots, which they affect to be very fond ot^

but of the treatment of which they are either quite ignorant or

very careless ; as they totally neglect the only means of obtain-

ing or even preserving them. In most instances, the formation

of a grass plot or lawn is confined to sowing the surface with

perennial rye grass, and only in some instances a few other

varieties of selected grasses are intermixed ; this must, at all

times, in their dry warm climate, prove defective : added to

which, they entirely neglect frequent mowing ; and it is not at

all unusual to find a grass plot left for the advantage of cutting

the crop for hay, or as fodder for cattle. The gardeners are

not all ignorant of the cause of their failure, but attribute it

chiefly to the severity of their climate; though this might in

some measure be remedied by their attention to the best means
of obtaining an object which they all confess so desirable, and
by their bestowing on it the labour and attention which are ab-
solutely necessary to its maintenance and preservation. Having
thus briefly endeavoured to portray the leading features of the

system of culture pursued by our neighbours, I shall, in a future

communication, attempt to convey some idea of the spirit of their

horticultural enterprise as it affects their public gardens (among
which is the most perfect, in its extent and variety, of any in
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Europe), together with those attached to the different palaces in

Paris and its neighbourhood. I have also some few observations

to offer respecting their consequences on the habits of society, as

they appeared to me, which, I trust, will not be considered in-

consistent with the purpose of your publication, which is, if I

apprehend it rightly, intended not only to improve the condition

of the craft, but to diffuse a better feeling throughout all the

classes of society to which its perusal is extended.

Art. III. Flowers and Fruit. By A. C.

I AM not, as you will soon perceive, a scientific gardener : I

am but an ardent admirer of flowers and fruit ; one who takes

pleasure, when spring returns, to wander among the gardens,

and see the lilies shooting from the ground, and the buds of the

fruit trees full even to bursting. How a gowan grew into a

double daisy, and a crab into an apple, was the wonder of my
youth ; nor was it much less of a marvel how the vine put forth

its grapes, and the pine-apple sent forth its summer flavour

when the snow was yet unmelted on the hills. Much has been

changed by skill and science since my youthful days ; and the

rarest flowers and the richest fruits have, through human in-

genuity, become naturalised in this cold moist island. I ac-

knowledge the presence of much that is new ; but I lament the

absence of not a little that is old. Of the flowers which I loved

in the year of grace 1784, two or three are gone. Some of my
favourite pears, too, and apples are either lost, or have fallen

away from their original beauty and flavour so much that I

cannot distinguish them, either on the tree or in the basket.

All this you will, perhaps, impute to my taste being changed,

and my teeth being less sharp in these my latter days than

former!}', and perhaps there is something in the surmise.

I have no wish to say a single sharp word regarding the

gardeners— I love the old word — of these present times : they

are clever and ingenious men ; they have persuaded the flowers

of New Holland, and the fruit trees of the tropics, that London
is their native latitude ; nay. Watts and Arkwright have scarcely

wrought greater wonders among cockboats and cottons than

they have achieved among the plants. Indeed, I am not sure

but that the steam-engine and spinning-jenny should be ranked

among the " many inventions " which man has found out to his

own harm, and which Scripture commends not, though it

refrains from reprobating them ; while, on the other hand, those
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who bring the flower into a lovelier bloom, and the fruit tree

into richer fruit, deserve to be numbered with men who aid in

fulfiUing the intentions of Providence, and who, in the words of

one of our latter poets, may be said to

" Walk hand in hand with God."

Much, however. Sir, as I reverence them, I cannot refrain from
accusing them in my heart of having allowed some of the

pleasant fruits which cheered me in youth to die away and
become extinct. When I wander now among the orchards and
gardens, and am requested to examine and to taste some newly
discovered apple or competition pear, I sigh, as my teeth sink

into them, for beloved fruits of the year 1784, and say, with

some bitterness of spirit, what are these compared to the pear
Robert, and, more savoury still, the true honey pear, to which
the pastoral bard compared his mistress's lips,—

" And oh, her mouth's like ony honey pear !

"

But what I miss most is the glorious golden pippin; the Howard
and Percy both of the whole peerage of British fruit. Gar-
deners, indeed, on asking for a golden pippin, will bring you
one ; but they bring it with a conscious look of imposition ; and
when they place the grey and unsavoury morsel before you,

they complain of the season, and blame the cold or the drought
for its dejected looks. But he who has seen golden pippins

grow in the year 1 YS-i, and remembers the trees glittering with

their golden and savoury loads, must sigh for the pippin of

these degenerate times. Other fruits, now no more, rise on my
remembrance as I write. When some of your corresponding-

gardeners have informed me where the honey pear and the

golden pippin are fled to, I shall, it is likely, request information

regarding others of their less distinguished, though scarcely less

luscious, compeers, which flourished in my boyish days in the

orchards of the north.

If I feel disposed to question and rebuke the brethren of the

spade and pruning-knife, for having allowed those fine fruits to

perish through carelessness or neglect, I feel a desire equally

strong to praise them for the improvements which they have
made, in forcing this cold and sterile climate to furnish us with
fruits and with flowers of foreign descent. Look at the heated
walls of other days, and compare them and their productions

with the graperies of the present time. In the former, flues

were constructed along; the heart of the garden wall, throush
which a volume of warm smoke circulated, diffusing an unequal
heat, and producing bunches ofgrapes little larger than sloes,

and scarcely so savoury j in the latter, hot water flows freely in
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pipes into every corner of the grapery, like life blood through

the human figure, giving out an equal and a dewy kind of

warmth, nourishing leaf and fruit, and producing clusters such

as were crushed of old to make that wine called Falernian.

Even the hot-house of my early days was but a better kind of

heated wall. A flue, constructed of brick and covered with

stone, went round the pit, and, uniting itself to the wall against

which the glass sloped, took a horizontal turn or two, and then,

ascending, terminated in a chimney. To produce the moisture

which vegetation loves, water was thrown on the flagstones

which covered the flues, and the steam, no doubt, did its duty
;

but then the hot stones were often broken by the dash of cold

water, and a cloud of smoke escaping, not always unaccom-
panied by flame, threatened to destroy all the hopes of the

season.

It seems to me that the principle of forcing will yet be carried

farther, though nothing can be more safe or satisfactory, nay,

beautiful, than the plan of heating hot-houses and conservatories

pursued by Mr. Kewley or Mr. Samuel Walker, in which hot

water is made to do the duty of tropical rain and sunshine, and
with far more certainty ; yet we may hope for great improve-

ments in a discovery still in its infancy. This is one of the

changes which we of the old school must acknowledge is for the

better : indeed, the effect produced would, in other days, have

ranked as the work of enchantment ; and I can well imagine

how wide the gardener of my boyish days would have opened
his eyes, had he seen Mr. Walker's hot-water pipes forcing vines

into leaf, pines into fruit, and flowers into blossom. Nor is this,

though safe, sure, and regular, an expensive afi^air : the usual

price for laying down 4-in. cast-iron pipes, and putting them
into working order is seven shillings a yard, and we believe they

may be done for six. It is needless to say how superior this is

to the early system of heating. Can you or any of your cor-

respondents tell me whether the Romans, who made wine from

British grapes, raised them by heat, or cultivated them on ter-

races with a southern aspect? The climate must either be

changed for the worse, like our golden pippins, or the soldiers

of the eternal city must have been fellows of a curious taste and

vigorous swallow, if the grapes of the open air of those days

resembled the grapes of the open air now. I hope this hasty

letter may provoke some other correspondent, experienced in

pippins and pears and peaches, to give you the benefit of his

recollections. It is not unpleasing, and I am sure it is in-

structive, to compare the ways of other years with the doings of

our own.
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Art. IV. Notice of an improved Garden Pot. By Thomas Carey
Palmer, Esq., F.H.S. &c.

Fig. 23. represents a kind of garden pot made of common
clay, at the cost of 4^. 6d. per cwt., many of which I have been
using for the last twelve months. I find that they do not blow

down in windy weather;
that they do not allow worms
to enter when standing: on
the ground ; and that those
worms which happen to be
in the mould before it is

put into the pot escape at

the bottom hole, without, as

it were, sealing it up, and
making it water-logged,
and, besides, without the
power of entering again
through the same hole ; so'

that this pot is not only a
preservative against worms,
but a means of getting rid

of them where they exist in the soil, or by any accident get into

it. These pots are also useful for plants which require to be
protected from the approach of ants and many other insects, as
they can stand in a pan of water without wetting the roots ; and,
although not a cultivator of heaths myself, I am inclined to

think they might be beneficially used in hot weather for those
plants to keep the roots cool over water without rotting them.
These pots were made, at my suggestion, by Mr. Marshall, near
Counter Hill, New Cross, Lewisham Road. The form is, as
you know, not new ; but I believe it has never been used for

common pots.

Bromley, Kenty March 22. 1835.

Art. V. On the Distribution and Choice of Trees in a Parity •with

reference to Landscape-Gardening. By Mr. R. Glendinning,
Gardener to Lord Rolle.

A PARK is a garden, or rather pleasure-ground, on a larger
scale ; and if the principle of arranging trees with a view to pro-
duce effect by grouping them is acknowledged in the pleasure-
grounds, why should it not be equally so in the park? By
assigning the proper situation of trees, and giving an outline of
Vol. XI No. 62. s
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the mass that they will form, the landscape-gardener generally

considers that he has finished his work. I have known, and do
know, instances where clumps have been marked out, and where

the proprietor, wishing to encourage the oak on his grounds,

has had them planted with a promiscuous assemblage of the dif-

ferent species of that tree; which, thus planted, have produced a

confused and bad effect— whereas a little attention to their distri-

bution would have marked distinctly their different characters,

and given a botanical interest to the whole. Figs. 24. and 25,

will show a mode of planting the trees in masses, so as to dis-

play the effect of each species, and yet to combine the different

kinds so as to form a whole. In these figures, a is the English oak;

b, the Turkey; c, the Lucombe; d, the scarlet; e, the Fulham;

fi the /lex ; g, the variegated English ; and h, the cork tree.

The arrangement here shown is not perhaps the best manner
of classification, and other and more imposing groups might be
formed even with the oak only. Still, any such mode of plant-

ing is superior to a confused distribution ; and, when it is adopted,

even a common observer would be struck with conspicuous trees

in plantations : the eye, in fact, of any man would be more na-

turally directed to a few larches on a prominent point, or to a

wood of Scotch pines, than if the pines and larches were planted

alternately, so as to form one mass.

There are situations where it is useless to attempt the intro-

duction of rare trees, or even of the most important kinds of

forest timber; and yet where, to form objects in the landscape,

it is necessary to plant, and also where the situation is only

eligible for the commoner Coniferse. Thus, in the masses in

Jigs. 26. and 27., / i may be the Scotch pine ; Jc^ the larch ; /, the

spruce fir ; m^ stone pine ; w, the pinaster ; o, the silver fir
; p,

the Weymouth pine ; and q, the Balm of Gilead.

Where houses are built in the midst of romantic scenery,

by the sides of rivers or ravines, or on rocky eminences, the op-

posite and surrounding scenery may sometimes be much im-
proved, without absolutely destroying its wild character, by the

introduction and grouping of foreign as well as native plants.

Thus, in^^. 28., oaks may be planted at r, pine or firs at s, and
beech at t ; while for low growths there may be hazel at u, yel-

low broom at u, sloe thorns at w, scarlet thorns at x, rhododen-
drons at 3/, white broom at 2;, and double-flowering furze at Sj-.

The above remarks are founded on the principle of the " Re-
cognition of Art" so ably defined in X. 558., to which I would
refer for arguments in favour of my observations ; always wishing
it to be understood that the same principles are at all times ap-
plicable, although governed and varied by circumstances. I

have not attempted to show what can be done by the vast variety
s 2
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of trees of which our nurseries can boast, nor yet described a

single mass, far less a series of masses, that might be produced

by carrying out these principles, when a numerous variety of trees

are employed.

Bicton Gardens, near Exeter, February/, 1834.

Art. VI. A Series of Designs for laying out and planting Flotver-

Gardens, tvitk Remarks on each hy the Conductor. Design 1., by
Floretus.

If our readers will turn to VII. 725., they will there find a

notice of a plan of a flower-garden actually existing, which was
sent to us for our opinion. That opinion we gave to the pro-

prietor, together with a plan for remodelling it ; but we, at the

same time, with the proprietor's permission, published the plan,

and invited young gardeners to send their remarks on it, with

plans expressing their ideas as to how it ought to be reformed.

We intended this as an exercise for young gardeners, offering a

small premium for the best plan, &c. We have received half a

dozen plans in competition, and we now propose to publish

them, offering our own remarks on each. We consider that by
doing this we shall be conveying more instruction than by merely

publishing the best plan. Indeed, as a general principle, we
are convinced that more instruction may-be conveyed by present-

ing an imperfect design, and pointing out its faults, than by pre-

senting a perfect one, and pointing out its beauties. We feel no
hesitation in stating this as our opinion, because we have proved
it, both in the case of designs for laying out grounds and for

building dwellings. We proceeded on this principle with regard

to some of the designs in our Encyclopcedia of Cottage Architec-

ture, and we are every month exemplifying it in the Architectural

Magazine. The result has been, that, by pointing out to our

readers gross faults, we have created a taste for the subject in

many who never thought of it before, by rendering them suffi-

ciently acquainted with its principles to become critics.

Repeating the undoubted fact, that more instruction may be
conveyed by giving an imperfect design, and pointing out its

faults, than by giving a perfect one, and pointing out its beau-

ties, it seems desirable, in order to strengthen the impression, to

ascertain the reason of this from the nature of the human mind.
As far as we have reflected on the subject, we can only derive it

from an innate principle ; viz., that the perceptive faculties of the

human mind, in a rude state, are more readily excited by exag-
geration than perfection, and that we can more easily discover

what is wanting, superfluous, or faulty, in an object, than we
can what is complete. The impression made by faulty objects

s 3
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a, Beds of American shrubs and roses. 6, Beds of mixed flowers. c, Masses of flowering shrubs.

d, Situations where ornamental trees might be planted with advantage.
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€, Surrounding shrubbery. /, Old fruit trees. g, A cedar of Lebanon. h. Remarkable yuccas.
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seems to be grosser and stronger, and therefore more intensely

felt by ordinary minds. The figure of the Antinous, perhaps the

heau ideal of manly beauty, either in marble or on canvass,

would attract less attention from an ordinary observer, than that

of a deformed or defective figure; and the proper forms and

proportions of the different parts of the body could, in the

first instance, be better pointed out to such an observer by show-

ing him their opposites in the deformed figure, than by pointing

out their exemplification in the perfect one. In short, all beauty,

to be perceived and relished, requires a considerable degree of

cultivation in the mind of the observer ; and all the qualities of

objects to which we most wish to direct attention are more forci-

bly pointed out by contrasting them with their opposites.

Having, as we think, established the principle of the great

utility of sometimes giving defective plans, in order to enable

our readers to produce good ones, we shall now proceed to re-

mark on the first design which has been sent us in competition.

We shall previously, however, repeat here our engraving of the

sketch originally sent to us, viz.. Jig. 29.

This is certainly a hideous plan, but it is one which has been

executed ; and it is not worse than hundreds of others that may
be seen in different seats throughout the country. These gar-

dens are generally the result of accident. The gardener, per-

haps, has put down a bed or two, and next year is directed by
his master or mistress to put down another on the lawn, in shape

like one belonging to some neighbour, or to some great person-

age. Then, perhaps, some friend, who passes for a connoisseur,

recommends something additional ; and, in the end, an assem-

blage of forms is produced, such as that which we have before

us, without congruity or harmony ; and, above all, without an ob-

vious reason for any one of them. It is quite incredible that such

designs, and worse, are every year executed, even in the neigh-

bourhood of London ; but it is nevertheless a fact : and we know
no method in which the evil can be remedied, but by diffusing a

knowledge of the principles of criticism in this department of art

among gardeners and their employers, and among the latter

more especially. If the employers of gardeners possessed more
taste ; or, rather, if they were sufficiently competent to criticise,

they would soon create a demand for gardeners who possessed
more of this kind of talent; and they would also be aware of the

value of employing a garden artist. At present this is by no
means the case ; and a proprietor, for the sake of saving ten or
twenty pounds for a plan, contents himself with what is supplied
by his gardener, or the nurseryman he may happen to employ.
We approve highly of the plan of the gardener being adopted,
where he is competent to give one ; but what we insist on is,

that the employers have very seldom a sufficient degree of know-
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ledge of the subject, to be able to ascertain when this is the case.

Again we say that the only remedy is the general diffusion of

a knowledge of the principles of criticism.

'Thefaults of the plan [fg. 29.) are thus pointed out by our
correspondent Floretus:— " 1. The fantastic turn of the walks

is not accounted for, or rendered reasonable, by planting, &c.

2. There is an almost total destruction of breadth of feature,

from the beds and other objects on the lawn covering the whole
of it. 3. The trees and bushes are badly placed and grouped.

4. The house is left too meagre, and is not sufficiently supported

by planting. 5. The margin, if the plan be understood aright, ap-

pears deficient in clothing generally; but this, of course, depends
upon the character of the neighbouring objects, and whether the

premises join a road or roads. If data concerning the above
had been given, it is probable something might have been done
in the way of appropriation. It is, in my opinion, impossible

to dispose of the plot in an elegant manner, and yet be com-
pelled to adhere to the position of all the trees and bushes in the

plan, which was one of the conditions prescribed. I have there-

fore been compelled to dispense with some of these; not because
they were trees, for that would have been no fault with me, but
because they prevented every attempt at grouping and disposition

of the masses with a view to producing general effect."

" As for the merits of the plan {Jig. 29.), it may have some

;

but I am not skilled enough to find any out worth notice. From
the regularity of distance observable in the disposition of the

beds and bushes, I am led to conclude it was designed by some
mechanic. Whether I succeed in gaining the laurels or not,

you will oblige me by pointing out the faults of my sketch."

The plan given by Floretus isfg. 30., in which a a are beds
of American shrubs and roses; h, eight beds of mixed flowers;

c, masses of flowering and evergreen shrubs ; d, dots represent-

ing situations where ornamental trees might be planted with

advantage ; e, surrounding shrubbery
; f, old fruit trees

; g, a

cedar of Lebanon ; /;, remarkable yuccas ; and i and k, sym-
metrical figures.

On the whole, the remarks and the plan of Floretus are good.
The first fault pointed out shows a decided knowledge of the

subject ; and, with the second, includes, indeed, the only positive

faults in the original plan {fg. 29.), since the three others may
be explained away by reasons drawn from local circumstances.

The correction of the plan has been made on proper princi-

ples ; but it has two faults : the first is, that the forms in general

are too commonplace, and not sufficiently artist-like ; and the

second is, that the two symmetrical figures at i and k should be
rather richer, and more compact and symmetrical. The irregular

beds, in a plan like that before us, can only be governed in form
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and position by the lines of the walks and the fancy of the artist ;

and hence their boundaries should be curvilineal ; and always

so coincident with the lines of the walk, or those of the adjoin-

ing beds, or of some other fixed object, as not to admit of being

moved either to the right or left, or backwards or forwards,

without deranging the harmony of the plan. All that is wanting

to render Floretus competent to remedy these defects is, a great

deal of practice in drawing ornamental forms. This, presuming

him to be a young man, may be done from copies of ornaments

of any kind abounding in curved lines, first on paper with a

pencil or a pen ; afterwards with a pointed stick on a garden

plot, previously raked very smooth ; next on a larger scale, by

sticking stakes in a field ; and, lastly, on a large fallow field, by

walking the figure, and having the footsteps made, immediately

followed by a plough and pair of horses, the ploughman keeping

his eye constantly on the artist. We have ourselves traced out

many miles of picturesque outline for plantation, in this way,

in Wigtonshire, Perthshire, East Lothian, and Oxfordshire.

What we would strongly recommend to Floretus, however, is, to

draw ornaments on paper, and on the ground with a stick, for

days, weeks, and months, before attempting figures in the fields.

If he cannot procure engraved copies, let him first take plain

leaves, then compound leaves, next leaves and stems, and then

leaves, stems, roots, and flowers, and draw them on paper, and

on the soil in the garden, till it becomes easy to him to delineate

any object whatever; and till he feels and knows what it is to

delineate an object in an artist-like manner, and what it is to

produce an artist-like outline or form. It may be thought that,

in requiring this, we are requiring more time and attention than

young gardeners in general can afford. Possibly this may be so;

but we do not believe it. Suppose a young gardener to be three

years in learning his business, six or eight hours spent in drawing
every week, during that period, would effect every thing that

could be desired. Such a gardener would lay out flower-gardens

very differently indeed from nine tenths of those who lay them
out at present. Such a gardener, also, would be able to give

instant proof, to any lady or gentleman intending to employ him,
whether or not he was competent to lay out a flower-garden ; for

all that would be necessary would be, to lay a sheet of paper
before him, and put a pencil in his hand. For our own part we
would accept of no other test whatever for a landscape-gardener,
or even for a layer-out of flower-gardens, where the beauty to

be produced was of an irregular kind, than that of the compe-
tency of the artist to trace outlines, and to give reasons for every
turn and for every form produced.

Fig. 2,1. shows the plan of Floretus, rendered what we call

artist-like. It will be observed, that we have shown all the
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shrubs in the beds as standing separately, or isolated from one
another; the object being to admit of each particular shrub
being covered with flowers from the ground upwards, as in the

case of those in the garden of the Rev.Thomas Garnier. (X. 129.)

We have shown no outline to the boundary plantation {m, in

Jig. 31.); because we consider the trees and shrubs composing
it to be planted on turf; and we have shown but few detached
trees on the inner lawn among the beds, supposing what are

necessary, to be included in the beds of shrubs. We do not say

that this is the plan that we should prefer for improving^. 29.,

but merely that it is a very good plan. Much will depend on
the height of the floor of the principal living-rooms above that

of the external surface : if this is not considerable, and if the

eye is not raised several yards above the symmetrical figure (/, in

Jig. 31.), there will be an apparent want of extent, which always
gives a disagreeable impression. We shall not, however, enter

into this subject farther at present, than to observe that the

treatment of the foreground, or, in other words, of the lawn
immediately in front of a house, must always be governed by
the character of the more distant scenery, whether within the

grounds or beyond them, as stated in p. 125.

Art. VII. On the Advantages of building the Furnaces of Green-
houses, and other Descriptions of Houses for Plants, 'within the

House. By Mr. W. Anderson, F.L.S. H.S. &c., Curator of the
Botanic Garden, Chelsea.

These last thirty years we have been looking for some re-

forms in many of our old practices ; and certainly much has been
done by individuals in the way of heating by water ; but it is

strange that the practice of having the furnaces of conservatories

and forcing-houses always in the back shed should still prevail,

though no other objection can be made to having them in the

house but the inconvenience arising from dust and sulphureous
smells, which are also applicable to the parlour fire.

Our attention was directed to this absurdity many years back,

by the effects arising from the fires being placed inside the large

green-house here, which is 95 ft. long, 20 ft. broad, and 21 ft.

high. This green-house has a furnace at each end, but so low
as to have the flues under the floor, with a flap to go down to the

fireplaces. With a fire in the end next the wind, we keep out
the frost until the thermometer falls to 20° ; below 20°, we apply
both fires. The back, roof, and ends of this house are dark

;

the nine windows in front are 5 ft. high by 4 ft. broad, and are
very open. This house, which was built in 1731, is the only
one now remaining which those great men, Sir Hans Sloane
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and Philip Miller left here; and although some hundreds of

good gardeners have been sent to the first places from this

garden, yet we do not hear of any one of them improving on

this hint.

We apprehend that, by having the fire inside, one third of

the fuel is saved, from the quantity of cold damp air consumed

in the ignition ; and, moreover, the fire draws in a fresh supply

of air and oxygen through the laps of the glass, which is a great

advantage to the plants in long frosts, when air cannot be given

in the usual way ; also the cold damp heavy air (which is always

nearest the floor) is put in motion, and carried away by the

suction of the fire the moment it is lighted.

We suspect that some objection may arise on the score of

appearances ; but this can always be obviated by placing the

furnace under the stage, or under a flap, in the green-house and
conservatory, and behind a trellis in the peach-house and vinery.

There is a very bad practice of building most of these glass

houses on the level with the walk outside ; whereas, if the floor

in the house be raised from 2 ft. to 4 ft., it will give a good
draught to the flues, and more light and air to the plants inside.

It should be always remembered that every one of the plants

that we protect with glass is a native of a clearer and warmer
country than the " salubrious climate of Britain." The ground
being thus raised will keep the roots of peaches and vines farther

from a wet or an irony subsoil ; and, in plant-houses, the eleva-

tion will give an opportunity for a useful frame in front for

protecting plants in winter.

Botanic Garden^ Chelsea, Feb. 1835.

Akt. VIII. On the different Species and Varieties of the Horse-
chestnut. By M. C. R.

I MAY state, I believe without much fear of contradiction, that

the different species and varieties of ^'sculus (including Pavm)
are very little known either by gardeners or nurserymen. The
following sorts are cultivated for sale in the Fulham Nursery,
viz. :

-

—

-^'sculus Hippocastanum ^'sculus ohioensis
Hip. fol. aur. discolor
Hip. fol. argent, glabra
macrostachya humilis
carnea (rosea) (rubicunda) flava
Whitley's fine scarlet Vkvia
americana p>iv. serrata
pallida Pav. erecta
-•^y^".^ Pay., deep scarlet
hjbrida Pav., macrostachya
pumila
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It is highly necessary to remark, that we consider, here at

Fulham, ^'sculus carnea, rosea, and rubicunda, to be one and
the same thing, although we are informed, by the nurserymen's

catalogues, that they are distinct varieties ; and these sorts are

sold for scarlet-flowered horsechestnuts, when, in fact, they are

no such thing. The only scarlet-flowered horsechestnut that I

am acquainted with is one to which we have very lately given

the name of Whitley's fine scarlet ; it is perfectly distinct from
any other that I have named in the list : it is not so fast a grower
as carnea, flowers freely when young, and its buds ai-e not glu-

tinous, as is the case with carnea. We have one fine tree of

Whitley's scarlet horsechestnut, which flowers freely every

year ; its stem, 4 ft. from the ground, girts nearly 2 ft., and Mr.
Whitley had it from America some years ago.

Of -<^'sculus flava there are two varieties ; and, I am sorry to

say, the inferior-flowering variety is the most common, from no
other reason than its easy cultivation compared with the better

sort. Country nurserymen can raise this variety from seed,

but the better sort they must procure from buds ; therefore the

inferior sort is always the largest stock on hand, and can be
sold cheapest, which is a great object with many. I would ad-

vise every person who feels inclined to plant ^'sculus flava to

see that his plant is a worked one, and worked with the better

sort, and never to plant one raised from seed, unless he wishes

to make a collection. Objections are frequently made to grafted

forest trees ; but, to set the matter at rest, I shall be happy at

any time to show any of your readers two fine grafted or budded
trees of the ^'sculus flava, with trunks 5 ft. and 6 ft. in circum-

ference, growing in this imrsery.

^'sculus macrostachya flowers freely, and is a compact and
erect grower, ^. americana is a very good sort, with red or

pink flowers. ^. hybrida is desirable.

I am sorry to say that the demand for those plants has been
very limited, not from the high price charged, but, in my opinion,

for want of their being better known. The Arboretum Britan-

nicum, I hope, will give an extensive knowledge of these and
other fine trees that gentlemen at present know scarcely any
thing about.

Fulham Nursery, January 9. 1835.

Art. IX. Notice of afine Plant of AcHcia dealbata, grotxiing in the

open Air in the Neighbourhood of Taunton. By the Rev. W. G.
Dymock.

In answer to your request (p. 148.) for information respecting

particular specimens of the y/cacia and Eucalyptus genera grow-

VoL. XI.— No. 62. T
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ing as standards in the open air, the following may possibly be

deemed worthy of insertion :
—

In the spring of 1833, a small plant of the Acacia dealbata

was o-iven to me, which had been raised in a pot from seed sent

from^Van Diemen's Land, and I placed it in a newly made

border of peat earth. It grew to about 8 ft. in height the

first summer, and showed blossom in the autumn, which, how-

ever, did not expand. At the time I now write, the plant is

covered with golden blossoms at almost every joint. It measures

between 16 ft. and 17 ft. in height, and the trunk is 11 in. in

circumference. We have experienced many sharp frosts this

winter, but even the extremities of the shoots do not appear

to be affected by them. The border is screened by a planta-

tion from the north and east winds, but we have had recourse

to no kind of protection whatever. The bark of the trunk

is still green, and has the appearance of a whitish bloom, simi-

lar to that upon some kinds of fruit. I intend to plant out the

A. lophantha this spring, in order to try how it will stand the

winter under similar circumstances of situation, &c. &c.

Hatch Beauchamp Parso7iagei March 11. 1835.

Art. X. Notice of the rapid Grouth of sotneyoung Trees, at Kned-
lington, near Houoden. Coramunicated by Thomas Clark, Esq.

I SEND with this a list of trees now growing in my plantations

at Knedlington, and none of them as single trees. The Ameri-
can ones were raised from seed by Mr. Cobbett, and bought by
me from him ; they are most of the age of eight or ten years,

from the seed. Many more specimens of all the kinds, except

the hickory, might have been selected of about the same size.

The other trees, with the exception of the Platanus, were raised

from seed here, but have been transplanted from the seed bed
to where they now stand. Those selected for measuring were
not particularly fine ones.

Liriodendron Tulipifera, ten years from the seed : height, from
14< ft. to \Q\ ft.; diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground,
from 2^ in. to 4 in. ; diameter of the space covered by the

branches, 5 ft.

Robinm Pseiid-^cacia, ten years from the seed : height from
26 ft. to 28 ft. ; diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground,
from 6 in. to 8 in.; diameter of the space covered by the

branches, 14 ft.

Robinza Pseud-^cacia, eight years from the seed : height,

23 ft. ; diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 4 in. to

5 in. ; diameter of the space covered by the branches, 10 ft.
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Cerasus virginiana, ten years from the seed: height, 141 ft.;

diameter of the trunk, 1 ft, from the ground, 3J in. ; diameter of

the space covered by the branches, 9 ft.

Liquidambar styraciflua, ten years from the seed; height, 11 ft.;

diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 2^ in.

r/uglans nigra, ten years from seed : height, 1 7 ft. ; diameter

of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, from 2>\ in. to 4 in. ; diame-
ter of the space covered by the branches, 6 ft. to 1 1 ft.

Juglans nigra, eight years from the seed: height, 14ft.;

diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 4 in. ; space

covered by the branches, 7 ft.

Carya alba, ten years from the seed : height, 10 ft. ; diame-
ter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 3 in. ; space covered by
the branches, 5 ft.

Quercus tinctoria, ten years from seed : height, from 14^ ft.

to I5ft. ; diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 2;^ in. to

3 in. ; diameter of space covered by the branches, 8 ft.

Quercus coccinea, ten years from the seed : height, from 14 ft.

to 16 ft. ; diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 2J in.

;

diameter of the space covered by the branches, 1 1 ft.

Quercus Cerris, seven years from the seed: height, 12ft.;

diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 2^ in.

Gleditsch/a triacanthos, ten years from the seed : height,

13 ft.; diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 2^ in. ;

diameter of space covered by the branches, 9 ft.

Platanus orientalis, eight years from the seed : height, 14 ft.;

diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 3 in. ; diameter

of space covered by the branches, 10 ft.

jpraxinus excelsior, nine years from the seed : height, 20 ft.

to 21 ft. ; diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 3 in.

C/'lmus montana, ten years from the seed: height, 13ft.;

diameter of the trunk, 1 ft. from the ground, 4 in. ; diameter

of space covered by the branches, 8 ft.

The ground was trenched a short time previous to planting,

to the depth of 3 ft. : the soil is generally a sandy loam, on a

substratum of clay or sand.

Knedlington, near Howden, Yorkshire, Dec. 27. 1834.

Many persons have expressed their surprise at the extra-

ordinarily rapid growth of the trees in the arboretum of the

Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick, but those in the

Knedlington plantation, as will be seen above, far surpass them.

It is true, the soil there, as well as at the Chiswick Garden, is of
a very suitable description for trees, and we believe the climate

at Howden is moist rather than otherwise ; still, under any cir-

T 2
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cumstances, the progress made by these trees in ten years from

the seed is well worthy of being recorded, as an encouragement

to planters. We may here remark, that one effect of such ex-

cellent soil and rapid growth on trees and shrubs is to alter, to

an extent varying in different species, the character which the

tree or shrub has in its wild state. Thus, in the Chiswick Gar-

den, the ^^cer campestre, the Scotch pine, the buckthorn, the

dogwood, &c., have a character almost as different from that

which they assume in their native habitats, as the character of a

garden apple is different from that of a crab. This is a general

effect of cultivation on almost all plants, ligneous as well as herb-

aceous, though it is much more frequently observed in the lat-

ter than in the former. We have since received a second com-
munication on the subject, which will appear in a subsequent

Number.— Cond.

Art. XI. Cautionary RemarJcs on Mr. Henchman's Paper on the

Cultm'e of OrcMdece. By H. P.

Having read the interesting communications on the subject

of Epiphytal Orchideae, by my friends Mr. Glendinning (p. 136.)

and Mr. Henchman (p. 113. and 137. )? I hope the latter will

excuse me when, as a practical gardener, I state my objections

to some of his hints, not in opposition, but as an admonition

regarding the effects those hints are likely to produce, as they

must lead those unacquainted with the subject to suppose that

we are ignorant of any successful mode of cultivating these

plants. A few months' residence in their native climate cannot

warrant him in making light of ascertained facts regarding what
these plants are capable of enduring, and the circumstances

under which they are found to flourish in an artificial climate.

There are no greater difficulties attending their cultivation, than

those we yet encounter in other families with which our fathers

were acquainted ; in almost all choice tribes we find many species

impatient of cultivation, and but shortlived, under any advantages
the gardener can command.

Mr. Henchman's directions are, with little variation, what have
been often tried, and as often abandoned ; that is, that, to insure

success in the cultivation of tropical plants, we have only to at-

tempt an imitation of their native chmate. But it must be evident,

that many circumstances which are most favourable to their habits,

in their native climate, are beyond even our attempts at imita-

tion ;
and it is also evident, that, while we endeavour to imitate,

as nearly as we can, the variations in temperature and humidity,

so great a contrast exists between the other parts of our practice
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and those congenial and inimitable parts of Nature's harmonious
scheme, that our practice must be far from natural. Those who
act on the idea that the more closely we attempt to imitate na-

ture, the greater must be our success, will find in this family,

and in almost all plants of peculiar habits, that their practice

will end in disappointment. Common sense has pointed out a
better practice, in substituting from our available resources equi-

valents to those natui'al advantages we cannot command ; and,

as far as possible, rendering the plants independent of what we
cannot procure for them.

Those Orchidese that grow naturally on trees in the East or
West Indies are proof against injury from excess of moisture

;

but the majority of species, if not partially shaded, would be
destroyed by the scorching rays of the sun ; whereas those grow-
ing in soil at the foot of the trees have no chance of injury from
the latter cause, but will, in general, be injured or destroyed by
excess of moisture during the periodical rains. Now, the ma-
jority of the most beautiful species yet introduced grow freely in

pots in suitable soil and a congenial atmosphere : for instance,

an open, turfy, peat soil will shelter and nourish their roots,

and by its modifying the light we may avoid the evil of the plant

being injured by the intensity of the sun's rays, and we have
no cause to imitate the periodical rains to the extent of injur-

ing the species by excess of moisture, as this is found to be
unnecessary.

Mr. Henchman's observations confirm our experience, that
" pieces of wood," except in a living state, are unfit for supporting
the majority of species in a flourishing state ; although it may be
found that a few species will do best on wood, and those chiefly

of the small-flowered tribes. Among the caulescent species, which
are chiefly Oriental, many ai'e advantageously grown on wood,
as Renanthera, Vanda, &c. But the various species of Cattleya,

Stanhopea, Zygopetalon, Maxillaria, Coi-ysanthes, the majority

of Oncidia, and many others, flourish in pots equally to their

native luxuriance; in short, in the collections of this country are

to be seen, flourishing in pots, species sufficient to represent all

the varied beauty of this favourite tribe with which we are yet

made acquainted.

There have lately been various displays of learning to show
the advantages of allowing a much lower temperature in our
stoves during the night than is commonly practised by gardeners

;

but the wisdom of this opinion is doubtful, although, no doubt,

some may go, on the contrary, so far as to allow but little

variation during the twenty-four hours.

Mr. Henchman's directions regarding temperature may be very
suitable for established plants of the more hardy species; and his

T 3
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general plan, if acted upon, may be favourable for bringing seve-

ral species into flower; yet, in many instances, they are the most

abundant and free-flowering of plants. I might go into detail

respecting soil, temperature, &c,, but the patience of your readers

is no doubt already exhausted, and I shall only apologise to those

little interested in plants, and thank Mr. Henchman for his in-

teresting papers, and express my hope he will favour us with a

few hints on one of the most interesting of all subjects, the

uncultivated tribes of the human race.

Lancashire, March 15. 1835.

Art. XII. On the Culture of the Pine-apple, as practised by Mr.
Dovoding, at Oakhill, East Barnet. By Mr. Alexander Forsyth.

In order to render the following remarks on the culture of

pines here more intelligible to your readers, I consider it neces-

sary to premise a few particulars.

Our stock, comprised of nearly equal complements of green

and black pines, averages about 1200, and we fruit about 500
annually. The sorts we cultivate are Queens, Providences, Ja-

maicas for the principal stock, and Antiguas, Envilles, Brown
and Striped Sugai'-loaves, Globes, and Antigua Queens ; but of

these latter sorts we have only a few specimens. Our nursing

and growing departments are pits, 7 ft. deep at back, 6 ft. wide,

and sloping at an inclination of one foot in three, heated by fer-

mentation, having no fire-heat apparatus. Our principal fruiting-

pits {Jig. 32.) are each 40 ft. long, heated by one fire, and sup-

plied with steam, conducted along the front wall, a little above
the flue, through an iron pipe of one inch bore, from a portable

boiler. The sashes, composed of a wooden frame with copper

stiles, and glazed with crown glass, are supported on cast-iron

rafters. Shutters, composed of reeds fixed in a wooden frame,

to fit on each light, which are used in cold nights, give our pits

the appearance of thatched cottages. As fermenting ingredients,

we use, for linings, tan, dung, and leaves; and, for beds in the

pits, tan only. As fuel, we use coke from the gas-works, with

a little coal and brushwood in kindling, and wet coal ashes in

moderating the fires. This is far preferable to coals, being a

cheaper and cleanlier fuel, and making more efiicient and easier-

managed fires.

In watering and sprinkling, we use pure water, pumped into a

leaden cistern, and exposed at least one day to the sun in sum-
mer; and from tanks, &c., in a tepid state, from the forcing-

houses, in winter.

We destroy worms in the pots by watering with lime water,
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a a. Flues. b. Bark bed. c. Rubble brickwork. d. Steam pipe. e. Arches, supporting
the pathway, occasionally filled with fermenting matter. //, Coping stones. g. Gutter.
h h. Ground line.

ill the proportions of one bucketful of lime to three of water;

and, in the tan around the edges of the bed, by stirring powder
lime into the infested tan. Insects have been eradicated from
young pine plants here by immersing them thirty-six hours in

water medicated with soft soap, in the proportion of four ounces

to a gallon.

We are extremely careful at all times to supply any want of

heat, air, or moisture, and control their extremes ; as also to

remove all obstacles that might hinder the full action of light,

especially in winter : to effect which, we are obliged, sometimes
more than once, during winter, to take off the lights, and clear

away a green glutinous substance that collects inside about the

laps of the glass ; using a scrubbing-brush and a piece of coarse

flannel, with plenty of water, for the purpose.

We never tie up the leaves of pines in moving the plants,

being persuaded that the leaves of any well-grown pine plant

cannot be tied up without injuring them : neither can the height

of a plant be so well determined, nor the side that has been
inclining towards the sun so well reversed in plunging, when
the leaves are tied up, as when they stand in their natural

position.

Jamaicas are esteemed here as being the best for maturing
perfect fruits in the winter months. The plants of this species

are of lazy growth, impatient of disrooting and shifting, and not
easily started into fruit before they attain a good size. Their
fruits, also, are heavy in proportion to their bulk ; and, unlike

many others, they will swell their pips flat at all seasons.
T 4
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During the time that our pine plants are without roots, whether

crowns, suckers, gills, or stools fresh potted, or plants disrooted,

we prefer keeping them in a close moist atmosphere, at a tem-

perature not under 65° by night, nor over 90° by day, shading

them from the scorching rays of the sun, with a bottom heat (at

least till the roots have reached the sides of the pots) of 100°.

Late suckers have been successfully wintered here, stuck in a

layer of half-spent bark, on a bed of good tan, in a pit near the

glass. The greatest defect in this system is, that the plants are

apt to get down too far from the glass, unless the frame or pit

be movable, and made to sink and follow them.

Good Jamaica suckers generally mature their fruit here in two

years. Providences about two months less, and Queens in from,

sixteen to eighteen calendar months.

In starting pine plants into fruit, we simply increase the

temperature, keeping up a moderate supply of moisture ; the

starving, parching, and scorching system of starting pines, for-

merly practised, being now, by all good cultivators, generally

discarded; for examples are not wanting of large fine plants,

which had been thus starved, &c., whilst the fruits were ready

to emerge from their sockets, showing crowns, on straw-like

footstalks, without a pip at all.

In winter we often admit fresh air into our pine stoves for

other purposes than counteracting heat; as to prevent drawing

and blanching, by allowing the condensed steam to escape, and

to diy the plants.

The fruits having been cut (say off Providence plants) and no
suckers appearing, we shake them out of the pots, pick off a few

of their lower leaves, and shorten the rest; then cut off 2 in. or

3 in. of the stump to which the old roots are attached, and pot

the stools in 32-sized pots, and treat them as suckers, when they

will produce two or three races of suckers ; and by this me-
thod we generally increase our stock of the shy-breeding black

sorts. By coxcomb crowns, also, we increase the Providence
tribe rapidly. From gills (suckers on the footstalk of the fruit)

potted in thumbs, or 60-sized, after a length of time, we obtain

good plants.

Suckers, crowns, or gills, being got, are laid in some con-
venient space in the stove, to dry for a few days; after which we
pare off the ragged part of the stump of suckers, and pick oft' as

many of the lower leaves of both crowns and suckers as seem
necessary, in order to fasten the plant in the pot, and then pot
them in pots proportioned to their sizes ; if above a foot long,

in 32-sized, and so of the rest, to a gill of an inch long in a thumb
pot. The soil used for this purpose is generally pure loam, with
about one eighth silver sand. Being potted, they are wintered,
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as detailed ofour practice for Queens (p. 20.) ; and, in the month
of March, every rooted succession pine plant not in a fruiting-

pot is turned out of its pot, and has its roots examined and
shortened, according to its age and sort, and the end it is ex-
pected to serve. Young plants of green pines we disroot freely

;

older ones now about to be shifted into fruiting-pots, expected to

mature fruit late in autumn, if the roots are lively, are potted

now, preserving their balls entire; Providences, Envilles, &c.,

we disroot moderately, carefully cutting off any dead or sickly

roots, and, by means of a pointed stick, removing all sodden and
wasted soil. In shifting Jamaicas, we are careful to preserve

every living fibre of root, yet we displace from their balls all

drainage and worthless soil before repotting them.
Being potted, they are plunged about two thirds in a bottom

heat of not less than 95°, and the temperature of their atmo-
sphere gradually increased (say March 22., 65° at sunrise, and
April 11., 70° at sunrise; the maximum, June, 90°). As to the

time of shifting again, that the state of the plants must determine;

say June 1., and, again, the middle of August; a uniform bottom
heat of not less than 90° being kept up throughout, maximum
100°, minimum 70°. In the evenings of bright sunny days we
sprinkle the internal surface lightly with a fine rose, to resemble
a heavy dew.

As the season declines the temperature is lowered, and the

standard for winter is fixed at 60°. Say Nov. 1. the fruiting-pits

are filled with the best of the plants in fruiting-pots that were
potted in August ; the bark bed having been previously filled

with tan (if not all new, new being far preferable, at' least all

good), warm and well trodden, and the pots plunged about 2 in.

with tan laid up between them, to be levelled around the pots as

the heat declines, without disturbing the plants. When they are

wanted to start into fruit, expected to be matured by June ] ., we
begin by increasing the minimum temperature, say on Dec. 10.,

to 65°
\ on 17th, to 70°

; and on 31st, to 75° ; which temperature

is maintained till the fruits appear emerging from their sockets,

with a rise of 4° by day with artificial heat, or with sun heat 10°.

The fruits being in sight (say Jan. 10.), we reduce the night heat

to 72° till they have done flowering (say March 5.), keeping the

atmosphere moist, and supplying them with plenty of water at

their roots, and reducing the temperature (fire heat being inju-

rious to fruit swelling) to 70° minimum, maximum 110°, close

and moist. We raise the bottom heat, if possible, to 110°, by
moistening the dry surface of the bed, and filling in more fresh

tan between the pots ; to facilitate which, the pots are plunged in

rows across the bed. During the time that the fruits are swelling,

sprinkling is particularly attended to: as the fruits begin to
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change colour, plenty of air is admitted, and all sprinkling is

dispensed with.

Under this mode of culture are obtained splendid specimens

of pine fruits at all seasons ; which, though inferior in size to the

twelve or fifteen pound specimens grown elsewhere, may rank as

a generally fine crop with that of the first cultivators of the day,

taking the age of the plants into consideration. The fruits of

100 plants contained in a pit here, weighed, when cut, each from

5 to 7 lbs.

Oakhill Gardetis, East Barnet, Jan. 1835.

Art. XIII. Floricidtural and Botanical Notices of nexjoly introduced

Plants, and of Plants of Interest previously in our Gardens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions of the " Bncyclopcedia of Plants,"

and of the " Hortus Britannicus."

Curtis s Botanical Magazine ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight Plates ; 3s. Qd. coloured, Ss. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow.

Edwards's Botanical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates; 4s. coloured, 3s. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,

Professor of Botany in the London University.

Street's British Flovaer- Garden ; in monthly numbers, each containing

four plates ; 3s. coloured, 2s. id. plain. Edited by David Don,
Esq., Librarian to the Linnaean Society.

Plants Dicotyledonous, Polypetalous.

XXII. Berberidese.

1090. BE'RBERIS \ Leaves simple, evergreen. Flowers in racemes.
dealbkta Lindl. whiteaeA-lfd. * or 6 ap Y Mexico 1833 ? L l.p Bot. reg. 1750

An evergreen species, 4 ft. to probably more than 6 ft. high.

The branches are nearly destitute of prickles, are of a purplish

brown colour, and but thinly invested with leaves : these are

upon short footstalks, are of a roundish figure, towards an inch

in breadth, convex, and sparingly toothed in the margin ; the

teeth end in prickles ; the leaves are, in texture, coriaceous, and

are covered with a sort of bloom, and their under surface is very

white. The flowers, yellow, are disposed into remarkably dense

nodding clusters, which are not much longer than the leaves.

Fruit not known to Dr. Lindley. The London Horticultural

Society has obtained jB. dealbataZ/Z?Z(i/. from Mexico. Dr. Lindley

has deemed it " probably hardy" in Britain. [Bot. Reg., April.)

LXXXVIII. EzifpAor^iaceae ? Bombdcece Dec.

2002. PLAGIA'NTHUS?
iidoldes Hooker Sida-like *S

i ] cu 3 s Ysh V. Diemen's Land C p.l Bot. mag. 3395

An unshowy twiggy shrub, 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, slightly branched ;

leaves lanceolate, 2 in. long, strongly serrated, wrinkled with
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netted veins, and downy; flowers small, axillary, in little

groups ; corolla of a yellow so pale as to be near to white. It

has the habit of some of the Australian sidas ; but the structure

of the flower is " entirely that of the New Zealand Plagianthus

divaricatus." The late Mr. Lawrence sent native seeds of it

from Van Diemen's Land to the Glasgow Botanic Garden,

where it produced its small and unobtrusive flowers in the

green-house in Sept. 1834. [Bot. Mag., April.)

Plants DicoTyLEDONOus, Monopetalous.

CLXX. 'EiricdcecB.

1345. ^'RBUTUS. [west coast of North America 1835. L s.l Bot. reg. 1573
liOlSaT^roclxa Douglas tall * | or 15? my Gsh.W Mountainous woody parts of the north-

Resembles A. u4ndr^chne : but differs from it altogether in the

form and serratures of its leaves, and in the form and size of its

flowers : the corollas are of a delicate greenish white. It requires

to be carefully protected from extreme cold in winter, and suc-

ceeds best against a west wall. Figured from the nursery of

Mr. Osborn, Fulham. {Bot. Reg., April.)
*' ^'rbutus Miller/ is a new variety which has been raised at

the nursery [of Mr. Miller, Bristol] by seed from the scarlet

[corollaed] variety of [^'rbutus L/^nedo] the common arbutus,

and ^'rbutus ^ndrachne. [It is meant, doubtlf^ss, that the

ovule of that particular seed of the one of the two species named,

from whose seed y^'rbutus Miller/ has arisen, had been imbued
with the pollen of the other species : to which species the seed

was respective, or to which the pollen, is not stated.] It is far

superior to any other variety with which we are acquainted. Its

flowers are of a delicate pink colour, with broad leaves ; and it is

altogether a fine ornamental shrub, and will be a great acquisition

to the pleasure-ground. It has been flowering finely, but its

bloom is now [early in Dec. 1834] almost over." [Mr. M.
Mayes, in The West of England Journal of Science and Litera-

ture, Jan. 1835.)

1339. jBHODODE'NDRON indicum D. Don. Azklea fndica Z.
[phoenfceum ,? ) 1830. C p.l Sw.fl.gar.2.s.284

var. speci6sum D. Don s\\ov/y-corollaed *
i I

spl 4 my P Eng. hybrid (fndicum 9,

" This splendid variety was raised at Coombe Wood, the seat

of the late Earl of Liverpool, by Mr. William Smith [now nur-

seryman at Norbiton Common, near Kingston, Surrey]. It

was raised, in 1830, from seeds obtained from R. indicum

(Azalea indica) that had been impregnated with the pollen of

R. phoeniceum (Azalea indica phcenicea). It is nearly hardy,

and a very free flowerer, beginning to blossom about the 1st of

May. . . . Figures 1. and 2., in our plate, represent the flowers

of two other varieties raised from the same stock of seeds ; one

of them frequently becoming semidouble." [Brit. Flow.-Gard.,

April.)
,
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Plants Monocotyledonous.

CCXX XVIII. AmarylM^^.
Hybridisation may he practised continuously through several

successive Generations in certain of the AmarylUdese. — " Ama-
ryllis striatifolia concinna \_Mayes'], as we [Mr. M. Mayes of

Bristol] have named it, is a new variety, and the first which has

bloomed out of a number of young seedlings presented to Mr.

Miller, in the spring of J 833, by the Rev. Dr. Swete of Red-

land, who is a very successful cultivator of this truly magnificent

family of plants. The seed was saved by Dr. Swete, in Sept.

1832, from Amaryllis semperflorens, fertilised with the pollen of

A. superba; and the plant, which has now [early in Dec. 1834],

for the first time at the Bristol Nursery, opened into bloom, is a

splendid and distinct variety. It has a fine head of flowers of a

bright rosy-red colour, with a broad white stripe extending from

the base to the point of each petal, and is very finely scented,

like A. vittata ; its leaves, also, are beautifully striped with

greenish white, and are elegantly reticulated on their upper sur-

face. It should be noticed that both the parents of this variety

of Amaryllis are themselves hybrids : semperflorens being a

hybrid between A. acuminata and A. vittata ; and superba

between A. Johnson/ and A. striatifolia ; and in this plant we
can trace the intermixture of this, which may be termed a

double hybrid, possessing the scent of vittata, the white stripes

as in striatifolia, and the admixture of all in the shape and colour

of the bulb, the foliage, and the flowers
;
yet its general appear-

ance is very different from that of either of its parents. With
the production of new hybrids, from seed, of this interesting

tribe [the author probably meaning more genera than the genus
Amaryllis], we may go on without end. He who is in the pos-

session of eight or ten distinct hybrid species may soon, with

care, increase them a hundred-fold, by fertilising them one with

the other. It has been stated that hybrid plants will not pro-

duce seed : but, in the case of this lovely tribe, there seems to

be no limit ; for we are satisfied that they will bring their seeds

to perfection, even through many generations of hybrids. Again,

it has been said that these varieties would retrograde into their

original species : we only know that many of them would, in

such a case, have a most intricate journey to perform. Many
of these hybrids will produce seeds if fertilised with their own
pollen, though not by any means so abundantly as [if fertilised]

with the pollen of others ; but they will give rise to precisely the

same as their prototypes in every respect ; so that the variety

may be continued by seed as well as the species. Neither the
species nor the hybrids will, we are well aware, produce seed so

abundantly from their own farina as from that of others ; and
there are several that will not produce perfect seeds under any
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circumstances. With respect to hybrids, it may be mentioned
that they will not spring all alike from the same capsule of seed,

but will vary [be various], some more resembling the one, and
others the other parent." {Mr, M. Mayes, in The West of Eng-
land Journal.

)

CCXXXIX. Iridea.

128. GLAOrOLUS. [Sw.fl.gar.2.s.281

\\\88a? nataX&nsis Reinwardt Natal tf A spl 4 au S.Y Banks of the Natal river 1830. O p.l

G- psittaclnus Hooker in Bot. Mag. 3032. ; G. natal^nsis Reinwardt, Hooker in Bot. Mag., in a
note in 3084. ; G. psittaclnus Lindley in Bot. Reg. 1442.

See VIII. 22. We notice this species again, mainly for the

sake of making clear, in the following quotation, the meaning of

the words Natal and natalensis. The species is " a native of

the banks of the Natal river, which falls into the Indian Ocean
in about 29° 30' south latitude; and which constitutes the

northern boundary of a country (now forming part of the Cape
colony) of the same name [Natal] on the south-east coast of

Caffraria ; and so called by the Portuguese navigators, who dis-

covered it, on Christmas day [the natal day of Christ], in the

year 1498." {Brit. Flo^w.-Garden, April.)

CCXL. OrcliidecB § Epidendrece.

Z.M^1AA Lindl. [Bot. reg. 1751
anceps Zmrf/. two-edged.ica;)ed j« [23 el ]| d Pa.P.Dp.P.Y Mexico 1833? O p.r.w

Equal in beauty to any of the cattleyas ; has a far more grace-

ful mode of growth, in consequence of its slender scaly stems

from the point of which the flowers swing; and diffuses an

agreeable fragrance. Messrs. Loddiges have introduced it from

Mexico. Two flowers are depicted on one scape. The sepals,

which expand spreadingly, span a width of 3 in. or more ; they

and the two petals are of a pale lilac colour; the central lobe of

the labellum is of a deep purple, the mouth of the tubular part

yellow and white. {Bot. Reg., April.)

2483. HABENA^RIA. [Bot. mag. 33&7

goodyero!rf£« D. Don Goodyera-like :^ 123 or 1 d W Bombay Nepal 1834. O p.l

Stem 1 ft. high. Leaves elliptical-lanceolate, striated, waved,

of a satiny green lustre, spreading. Peduncle terminal, bearing

the flowers in a dense spike, about, according to the figure,

3 in. long. Flowers small. Petals white. " A rare and inter-

esting plant." It has been found in Nepal and Bombay ; and
Dr. Hooker has inferred that it probably inhabits the interval.

Figured from the Glasgow Botanic Garden, to which place

Joseph Nimmo, Esq., had communicated it from Bombay. {Bot.

Beg,, April.) Pter6stylis acuminata and concinna are figured

in the Bot. Mag. for April : both from the Kew collection.

2526. BRA'SS/^. ( William Brass, a skilful botanical traveller and draughtsman, who collected

seeds, plants, and dried specimens, on the Guinea coast, for Sir Joseph
Banks, Dr. Fothergill, and Dr. Pitcairn.)

LanceaMfl! Lindl. Lance's j« [23 el f f.au Y.Spot Surinam 1833. D leaf mould Bot.reg.1754

Pseudo-bulbs compressed, thin, furrowed; leaves oblong, lan-

ceolate, strongly striated ; scape produced from the site of the
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root, bearing in its upper portion a raceme of lovely flowers,

which are large, yellow, spotted with purple, and yield an ex-

quisite fragrance, which resembles no odour so much as that

of newly gathered cowslips and primroses. J. H. Lance, Esq.,

found B. Lanceawa Lindl. upon trees, in woods of Surinam,

and presented it to the London Horticultural Society, in 1833.

The drawing figured was made last August in the collection

of Messrs. Loddiges. {Bot. Reg., April.)

2530a MONACHA'NTHUS. CD p.r.w Bot. reg. 1752
Vmiis Lindl. greeu.Jlwd. £123 or 2? n G.Y Brazil (" in the Corcovado ") 1830?

See in p. 147. It is, when without flowers, so similar to Cata-

setum tridentatum, as to seem the same. Its flowers, borne in

an erect raceme, are in texture fleshy, in colour green, with the

exception of a yellow margin and interior to the cowl-shaped

labellum, and some obscure purple spots on the petals. — Fi-

gured from a specimen communicated from Wentworth Gardens.

It appears that it is not known by whom, or at what time, this

species has been inti'oduced to Britain. [Bot. Beg., April.)

CCXLVII. KsphodelecE.

1020. DRACjE^NA. [C r.l Bot. reg. 1749

t8467 terminalis Jac. t(:rm\DsX.injlorescenced * el 12 mr W South Sea Islands 1820.

" One of the most graceful of arborescent stove plants. In
appearance it resembles a palm." Its root ( ? rootstock) is large,

woody, and fusiform ; the natives prepare materials of food and
drink from this. When the root (? rootstock) is first dug out

of the ground, the matter of which it is composed is hard and
fibrous, almost tasteless, and of a white or light yellow colour.

The natives bake it in large ovens under ground. After being

baked it appears like a different substance altogether, being of a

yellowish brown colour, soft, though fibrous, and saturated with

a highly saccharine juice. It is sweet and pleasant to the taste,

and much of it is eaten in this state, but the greater part is em-
ployed in making an intoxicating liquor much used by the na-

tives. A good beer, too, may be prepared from the material

of the root (? rootstock), and rum has been distilled from the

roots. The leaves furnish an excellent provender for cattle, and
form a good sea stock for that purpose. Other parts of the

plant have been applied as follows :— " The natives frequently

plant the roots thickly around their enclosures, interweave the

stems of the plant, and form a valuable permanent hedge. The
branch was always an emblem of peace, and, in times of war,

borne, together with a young plantain tree, as a flag of truce,

by the messengers who passed between the hostile parties. The
leaves, woven together by their stalks, formed a short cloak, which
the natives wore in their mountainous journeys ; they also make
the most durable thatch for the sides and roofs of their best

houses ; are employed in constructing their tents in war, and
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their temporary abodes during their inland excursions." Dra-
cae^ia terminalis is called ti by the inhabitants of Polynesia (the

South Sea Islands), where seven varieties of it have been recog-

nised. The specimen figured was furnished by Mr. Lambert.
{Bot. Reg., April, mainly : from an account therein quoted from
Ellis's work on the Sandwich Islands, which is called an enter-

taining one : the rest from Mag. Nat. Hist. iv. 484.)

CCLI. Liilidcece.

IOI80 RHINOPE'TALUM Fi's. {Rhin, rhinos, a nose, petalon, a petal ; the upper sepal has a
spur-like process at its base.) 6. 1. Sp. 1. —

Karelin? Fis. Kar^line's 5 A Pi" i Ja Pa.Pk.Spot Steppes or deserts of the Indersky Sea,
[on the southern part of the Ural 1834? O p.l Sw.fl.gar.2.s.283.

Plant with the habit of Fritillaria pyrenaica, and like it of a
glaucous hue. From an orbicular bulb is produced an erect un-
divided slender stem, pubescent, and bearing pubescent, lanceo-

late, slightly waved leaves, and terminated by a single partly

pendulous flower, whose sepals, six, spread stari'ily to the breadth
of a shilling, and are of a pale pink colour, marked with rounded
deeper-coloured dots : discovered by M. Kareline in the locality

we have cited, " and communicated by him to Dr. Fischer of
the Imperial Botanic Garden at St. Petersburg, whence bulbs
were transmitted to Mr. Anderson of the Chelsea Botanic
Garden. From its locality, it will, no doubt, prove perfectly

hardy in our climate; but still, being extremely rare, Mr. An-
derson has hitherto kept it in a pit along with other more tender

bulbous plants." {Brit. Flo'w.-Garden, April.)

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. General Notices.

" On the General Existence of a newly observed and peculiar Property in

Plants, and on its Analogy to the Irritability of Animals, By Henry John-
sou, M.D."—This is the title of a communication published in The London
and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine for March, 1835, and the communica-
tion itself is an abstract of a memoir read before the Ashmolean Society of
Oxford. Of the abstract itself we present the following abstract :—

Character of the Phenomena.— On dividing the stem of almost any herbace-

ous plant, or a branch of some, perhaps most, shrubby ones, and the footstalks

of the leaves, and the peduncles of flowers of plants, the divided portions are

found to diverge from the line of the stem's or branch's length, in the mode
that the branches of the capital letter Y divaricate from their stem, except

that it is in lines curved outwardly, not in straight ones. This diverged state

continues until the object divided withers and dies from the loss of its moisture.

Plants in which Instances of the Phenomena have been observed^ and Particu-

lars on two of the Instances.— The plants in which Dr, Johnson has observed
instances of the phenomena are those of above seventy genera, with iamium
album and Jasminum friiticans, and other plants mentioned below, if not
included in, additional to, this number. A portion of the stem of the white-
corollaed dead nettle (Lamium album L.) was divided (with a lancet) from
the tip of the portion to 1^ inch down it : the segments instantly separated

from each other 1 inchj and the distance was gradually increased to \^ inch.
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A twig of Jasminum fruticans was divided from its tip down the middle, when
the segments instantly separated, and they remained separate when the twig

was held in an inverted position ; thus showing that the effect did not depend

on the segments bending outwards from their own weight.

Nature and Cause of the Phenomena.— They must depend on physical elas-

ticity, or on that vital contractile power which is called irritability. No other

known principle suggests itself to which I can reasonably ascribe them.

Facts ivhich oppose the ascribing the Divergence to Elasticity.— The woody
parts of trees, and even the rattan cane, which are certainly some of the most
elastic vegetable substances, never exhibit divergence on division. [The editor

of the Phil. Mag. here annotates that a botanical friend has suggested the

enquiry, whether Dr. Johnson has ever tried the effect of division on any plant

of the natural order T'hymelae'ae.] The stems of many plants, the common
teasel one, which in their recent and growing state are divergent on division,

lose this property when they become dead and dried, although they are

more elastic in the latter case than before. — Poisons destroy [Dr. Johnson
has found by numerous experiments] the power ofdivergence, which they would
not do if it were dependent on a mere physical cause, such as elasticity.

Facts which led Dr. Johnson to conclude that a vital Property causes the

Divergence.— The divergence " is most active in those parts of plants which
exhibit other vital properties and functions in the greatest perfection. For
instance, while it does not exist in dead wood, and ceases as a plant loses its

moisture, it is found in stems, and flower stalks, and leaf stalks when in their

most vigorous and healthy state." Poisons are known to destroy vitality.

Dr. Johnson placed " a stem of bryony (i?rydnia dioica) in a solution of

arsenite of potash (made by boiling together in 1 oz. of water, 8 grs. of white

arsenic and 8 grs. of subcarbonate of potash). In two days it became so

flaccid that the head and tendrils hung downwards ; they were not discoloured,

and but little shriveled. The divergent power was completely destroyed. I

confined two stems of the red [coroUaed] dead nettle (iamium purpureum) in

an inverted jar filled with sulphuretted hydrogen. In two days one of the

stems was so perfectly flaccid as to be incapable of holding up its head. They
were not withered, and the blossoms only looked a little paler. Ever}' part

of the stems which was exposed to the influence of the gas had completely

lost its divergent power.
Stimulants ivhich excite or increase the Power ofDivergence.— Many poisons

whose ultimate effect is to destroy this power, do, at first, increase it. This

has occurred with laurelwater, dilute nitric acid, brandy, oil of turpentine,

hot water, and a mixture of ether with sal volatile. Cold water, also, so

augments the divergence of the segments of a divided stem, that they become
curled up in circles or spiral coils. Every one has seen an instance of this in

celery when dressed for table. More remarkable proofs of the effects of
stimulation were supplied in the following cases. Several pieces of the stems
of different plants were divided, and, when in a state of divergence, were im-
mersed in hot water ; the divergence was at first increased in all, but in a
few minutes the diverged portions entirely collapsed, and theii" divergence was
totally destroyed. In a young and vigorous peduncle of dandelion, which
curved to the left, several notches were cut in the concave side: the peduncle
instantly became erect; and, on cautiously applying a heated poker near the
entire side, the fibres in the latter appeared to be contracted, and the peduncle
now inclined to that side the opposite to that to which it inclined at first.

—

J.D.
In receiving and exchanging Seeds, a correspondent alleges that a good deal

of deception is sometimes practised by gardeners. It is alleged that the gar-

dener who possesses a choice variety of fruit or flower sometimes indulges in
" a secret pride to retain the sort to himself; " and if he is asked by a neigh-

bour for a plant or seed, instead of candidly refusing it, he gives something
else. This is, no doubt, very reprehensible conduct, and can only proceed
from a very short-sighted view of the duties which man owes to society, and
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even of the individual's own happiness and reputation. Nothing but down-
right honesty, and doing as we would be done by, will answer in the long run.
That gardener is much to be pitied whose conduct is guided by a different

opinion ; for, sooner or later, he will fall a victim to it. The correspondent
who complains signs himself

—

J. W. D. Great Bookham, Surrey, March
19. 1835.

Leaden Wire is beginning to be used in France in tying up fruit trees and
other plants to stakes or trellises, as well as for attaching labels to plants, by
nurserymen. It is durable, flexible, and is less injurious to the plant than
copper wire, hitherto used for the same purposes. The wire may be easily

manufactured by any glazier who has a machine for drawing lead lap : he has
only to draw the lap through a series of circular holes, gradually diminishing
in size, till the last produces the wire of the requisite degree of fineness j or a
regular wire-drawer may be applied to.

hepidiu77i ruderdle is a complete antidote to bugs. Hang up a bunch in a
chamber, and they will flock to it, and in a short time be killed by its odour.
(^Tournel's Fauna of the Moselle, as quoted in the Printing Machine.)

Art. II. Foreign Notices.

GERMANY.
CAME'LLixfrancofurtensk.— I have to relate to you great news. I have gained

from seed of the Camelh« arg^ntea the most splendid variety which ever has
been seen in this country. You think it, perhaps, not possible; neither have I

ever expected such a triumph. It flowered first last year, on a very weak
plant ; and although so very beautiful that paintings and lithographic plates

were taken from it, yet the beauty of the present flower surpasses the most
extravagant wishes. It is quite as large as the C. reticulata ; the form and
colours are unrivalled [we understand that it is white with dark spots] ; and
there is no doubt of its maintaining the first place among camellias for at

least twenty years. It is named the Camellia francofurtensis, and is the pride
of our town — the conqueror's crown of the genus. Had the flowering plant
stood at some place about London, I am fully convinced it would have excited
great speculations ; but the Camellia francofurtensis will soon reach England,
and will be required for every collection.— J. Rinz,jun,, Nurseryman, Frank-
fort on the Main, March 19. 1835.

NORTH AMERICA.
The Pi'Ogress ofFloriculture in Philadelphia is evinced by the following extract

from an American nev/spaper : we are much gratified to learn this state of
things :

— " We lately paid a visit to the extensive conservatories of that zealous

and successful florist, R. Buist. The plants in the extensive green-house are

in excellent condition, and the quantity of flowers is very great for this season
of the year. The camellia house is particularly rich, and many of the flowers

are of dazzling brilliancy. This collection consists of upwards of ninety im-
ported varieties. The genus Amaryllis is also very conspicuous: Mr. Buist says

he has one hundred and eighty flowering bulbs ; several are already in bloom,
and are splendid, especially a new variety called Psittacina venusta, which
excels any we have seen of the kind. The ericas are also very attracting;

iSosa Sraithii is now plentiful and of delicious fragrance. A Tilhododendron
arboreum var., about twelve feet high, begins to show its immense trusses of
crimson flowers, and will be a magnificent sight in a few days. A new Tro-
pse^olum, introduced by Mrs. Alsop, is also very pretty, and, with Mr. Poin-
sett's great scarlet jEuphorbia, has bloomed since November in the hot-house.
{National Gazetke and Literary Advertiser, February 13, 1835.)
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Art. III. Domestic Notices.

ENGLAND.
The MetropoTitan Society of Florists mid Amateurs held their spring show

for auriculas, heartseases, flowering plants, and cut flowers, at the Crown and
Anchor Tavern, April 16. The display appeared to us to be one of the most
brilliant that has been made by the Society at this season of the year. The
auriculas were not numerous, but there were some good flowers, and a seed-

ling of great merit by Mr. Groom. The heartseases were extremely beautiful,

and amongst them were not only several of the old varieties, admirably grown,

and of brilliant colours, but also several fine specimens of the new lilac hearts-

ease, now so much and so deservedly admired. Among the flowering her-

baceous plants, the most beautiful and the bestgrown was decidedly Tropfe'olum

tricolorum. This plant was skilfully trained round a cone of rods, so as to

present a tapering mass of flowers. It was grown by the Messrs. Rollisson,

of Tooting. The same gentlemen also exhibited a fine Bletm Tankervilh'cE",

a Clivea nobilis, some remarkably handsome heaths, and various other fine

plants. A noble specimen of liibes speciosum, most gracefully trained, was
exhibited by Mr. Piatt, gardener to Harrison, Esq., of Cheshunt. Some
rhododendrons and azaleas, from Mr. Smith, late of Coombe Wood, were
splendid specimens, and were very much admired. Of the cut flowers, those

of Mrs. Marryat were preeminent. Among these were some fine specimens

of Passiflora quadrangularis and racemosa, and of Tacsonia ; of Jcacia lon-

gissima, a beautiful plant j A. Sophora, remarkably delicate in its leaves ; A,
pubescens, and A. dealbata and arraata. There were also some fine French
wallflowers, and many other articles, which want of space, and the near

approach of publishing day, prevents us from noticing.

The Exhibitions of the London Horticidtural Society will be held at the

garden on May {>., June 6., and July 4. Great preparations are making at the
garden for the first exhibition ; and we have no doubt that all three will be most
splendid. As tickets may be obtained, through Fellows, at 5s. each, every

gardener or amateur in the neighbourhood of London may attend if he chooses.

The Newich Horticidtural Society, in theii" list of prizes for 1835, not only

offer a great number, varying from Is. to 5s., to cottagers, but they will give

to fifty cottagers bringing productions of merit, but not obtaining any prize,

\s. each; and to every cottager bringing productions of merit, whether he
may obtain a prize or not, a ticket of admission to the show.

The Suitableness of Cormvall for growing Exotics in the open Air will be
obvious from the following table of the temperature at Trelissick for 1834,
kindly sent to us by Mr. John Perkins, gardener there :—

Lowes*. Highest. Mean. Lowest Highest. Mean.

January - 36"^ 54° 46° July - - 55° 72° 64°

February - 31 53 44 August - 55 71 62
March - 38 53 44 September - 54 65 60
April - 39 57 48 October - 38 63 53
May - - 53 69 m November - 33 58 43
June - 56 69 62 December - 30 m 43

With such a climate many of the Australian trees and shrubs might be
grown, we should suppose, as well or better than they are in their native

country I with the exception, perhaps, of ripening theii- seeds, which may
require a more intensely hot summer than ours. Mr. Perkins informs us that

an immense number of green-house plants have been inured to the open air

by Mr. Booth, gardener to Sir Charles Lemon. He mentions several species

of acacia; and adds, that mesembryanthemums, fuchsias, and such like green-

house plants, stand the winter in Cornwall without the slightest protection.

Old Trees in Ditton Park, near Windsor.— In the Return Paper from this

place, kindly fiJled up for us by Lord Montague, we observe a lime tree 80 ft.

high, with a trunk 22 ft. 10 in. in circumference, at 1 ft. from the ground, of
unknown age, and still in a vigorous state* It formed part of an avenue, and
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was considered a very old tree upwards of a century ago. As Ditton was a
residence of Cardinal Wolsey, the avenue was, in all probability, planted by
him. The common white, and the hoary poplars, at ninety years of age, are

nearly as many feet high, with trunks from 17 ft. to 20 ft. in circumference.

There is a Cupressus sempervirens in a state of decay, which tradition says

was planted by Cardinal Wolsey. There are three trees of Taxodium dis-

tichum, ninety years of age, and from 75 ft, to 80 ft. high. The roots run into

the water of the artificial river in the grounds, and throw up large knobs above
the turf on its margin, like those near the water at Syon. These deciduous
cypresses at Ditton are generally considered to be the largest in England.

The Eriobotrya japonica has succeeded perfectly with me, grafted on the

common crab. I tried it on the white thorn and on the quince; but I was
unsuccessful.— R. H. Fleming, Coed Ithil, Monmouthshire, March 5. 1835.

In general the Eriobotrya succeeds well on the common thorn. We have a
plant at Bayswater ten years grafted, and now nearly 15 ft. high.— C'ond.

The Forest Trees of New Zealand (at least, in all probability most of those
which grow on those hills or mountains which in that immense island are

covered with snow during winter) will stand the open air in England. Mr,
Lambert has lately acquired a great many dried specimens of these trees ; and
the Earl of Mountnorris has recently sent out a gardener, with the view of
collecting seeds of them, and of other articles in New Zealand which are likely

to endure the open air in England. There is a rich arboretum at Arley Hall,

the earl's seat in Worcestershire, and every year is adding to the extent of
the collections of that naturally magnificent place.

Somefine Specimens of double Varieties of Camellias, grown in the open air, at

Bicton, near Exeter, the seat of Lord Kolle, have been sent us by Mr. Glen-
dinning, the gardener there. Mr.Glendinning has already noticed these shrubs
in p. 52. as being perfectly hardy. The flowers and leaves were certainly much
larger, and the latter of a more coriaceous texture, than those grown in houses
about London. We have also seen some very fine specimens of camellias from
the open garden, brought from Messrs. Chandler's nursery at Vauxhall, and
from Mr. Donald's, at Woking. Mr, Glendinning sent us, by the same convey-
ance, flowers of Acacia Deloyndia, a name which he had with the seeds from
the Botanic Garden at Sydney, and which is also attached to the same plant
in the Botanic Garden at Edinburgh. Mr. David Don thinks it nothing more
than A. dealbata. It grows at Bicton, against a wall, summer and winter, and
last year made a shoot more than 9 ft. in length, which would have been longer
had it not been accidentally broken off" when it reached the top of the wall. We
also received a fine specimen of Leptospermum emarginatum Wnl, grown in

the open air. — Cond,

Brugmdns'ia sanguinea,— Of the three plants of this beautiful tree or shrub
which flowered at Hayes Place, the residence of Miss Traill, in Kent, two
only had their blossoms red and yellow ; the third had flowers of a fine yellow
colour, which, though not so showy, were, perhaps, more elegant. The seeds
were sown in 1832, and the plants, tried both in the conservatory and stove^

grew fast, but did not show for flower : one was, in the summer of 1833,
plunged in the open border in a pot, and left there by way of experiment.
In the winter it died down to the ground ; but in the spring sent up four vigo-
rous shoots 4 ft. high, which in September produced many flowers. This
was the B. sanguinea. The first frost of this winter so much affected it

(although the gardener took every precaution), that, for fear of losing it, he
removed it into the house. When he took it up, he found that it had forced
a long taproot, above 1 ft. 6 in. in length, through the pot. Two other
plants were planted, without pots, last summer, in the flower borders ; and
when they showed for flower, were removed into the border of the con-
servatory, where they flowered well late in the autumn. The plant appears to
require more room for its roots than a pot affords; for those only grow luxu-
riantly and blow which are in the ground. Miss Traill's gardener says he does
Bot think it will stand the winter without protection, as it is nipped by the

V 2
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first frost. He luis not yet eucceeded with the cuttings he has tried : indeed,

it is difficult to obtain them from the plants. The plants in the conservatory

which bloomed last autumn are now coming into fine flower ; and it is hoped
that, the time of year being more favourable, seeds may be obtained from them.

The last year the seed-pod formed well, but dropped off before it swelled to

any size.—M. T. March 7. 1835.

The Collection of Pelargoniums in the garden of our correspondent, Mr.Mad-
dison, at Wondelghem, near Ghent, amounts to about 300 sorts, many of

which, it is considered, have never been seen in England. The dahlias in

the same garden are also very numerous. Mr. Maddison has printed lists

of his collection, and he is now making extensive exchanges with Mr. Dennis,

of the King's Road, and other British nurserymen and florists, and more espe-

cially with amateurs.

Cj/tisus bracteoldtiis is now finely in bloom with us. It is a most desirable

conservatory plant, and is loaded with racemes of golden yellow flowers,

which are powerfully fragrant.— George Penny. Milford Nurseiy, near Godal-

ming, March 17. 1833,

A Mode ofprotecting Wall Fruit Trees is now exhibited in the Horticultural

Society's Garden at Chiswick, which deserves the attention of every kitchen-

gardener : it is simply that of stretching straw ropes in front of the trees, the

lowest about 4 ft. from the ground, and about 2 ft. from the wall ; and the

highest a few inches under the coping, and from 6 in. to 1 ft. from the wall.

The intermediate ropes are about 2 ft. apart. The ropes are kept at regular

distances from each other and from the wall, by being tied to cords; one end
of each of which is fastened to the nail or hook driven in under the coping,

and the other to a stake driven into the ground about 4 ft. feet from the wall.

In this way the lines serve as rafters, and the angles formed by the lines with

the perpendicular of the wall being about 15 deg., the rough straw ropes,

though 2 ft. apart in the direction of the slope, are not above 6 in. apart mea-
sured horizontally. It is in consequence of this closeness horizontally that

they protect the trees, by preventing the perpendicular radiation of the heat

from the surface of the ground j and it is in consequence of their distance ver-

tically that they do not injure the blossoms by shading them from the sun.

It is clear, from the trial in the Horticultural Society's Garden, that these

ropes are just as effective in protecting the trees as netting or bunting ; and, as

the cost is so very much less, especiailj' in the country, where coarse wheat
straw or litter is abundant, no gardener who is allowed hands sufficient to do
the work of his garden need ever have his wall trees injured by frost.

The Sweeny Nonpareil.— Some remarkable fine specimens of this excellent

apple were sent us by Thos. N. Parker, Esq., of Sweeny Hall, near Oswestry.
In the first week of April we tried these apples, both raw and cooked, and
found them of excellent flavour.

The Maeshury Red Potato.— Specimens of this potato were also sent us

by Mr, Parker. It is red-skinned, round, the eyes not very hollow, keeps
well, and is very mealy; but, compared with the red Scotch potatoes sent to

London from Fifeshire and Perthshire, and the potatoes grown at Prescot,

in Lancashire, the Maesbury may be said to be nearly without flavour. We
do pretend to a little knowledge and taste in the matter of potatoes; and de-

cidedly the best that we have ever tasted have been those grown at Prescot.

We have tried the same sort about London, but found them to degenerate the

very first year. There seems to be something in the soil and climate of Pi-es-

cot and its vicinity peculiarly favourable to the potato.
Turnpike Gates and Wickets, it is well known, have occupied Mr. Parker's

attention for nearly half a century, and he has effected more improvements in

them than, perhaps, any other individual, Mr. Parker has lately sent us an
engraving showing his last improvement, by which, in addition to a wicket

gate, there is a gate for passing pigs and counting them as they pass. As the

subject belongs more to engineering than to gardening, we shall, probably, give

further details respecting this gate in the Architectural Magazine.
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The Viitoria Wheat has succeeded remarkably well in Warwickshire. It

produced a fine crop in July last year, though sown a month too late. It

yielded a particularly sweet and well-tasted flour, from which excellent bread
was made. To have the crop ripen in June, it ought to be sown in February :

if sown in June, it will, in fine seasons, yield a crop in October. {Bury and
NorivicJi Post, February 11. 1835.)

Above a dozen large Mushrooms were sent us by a correspondent, John
Mowlem, Esq., on the 23d of March, which had been gathered the day before
in an open field near Edgeware. Being cooked, we found them as good as
mushrooms grown in artificial heat, of which there are immense quantities in

this neighbourhood (Bayswater).— Cond.

SCOTLAND.
Drummond's Agricidtiiral Museum at Stirling may now be considered as

open to the public throughout the year. Messrs. Drummond liberally admit
all youths and servants, particularly those connected with farms and gardens,
and mechanics, free of expense; other persons pay 1/. for a yearly ticket, not
transferable, \0s. for a single person, or 2s. 6d. for a family ticket. T/ie Re-
port of the Museum, from March, 1833, till November, 1834, lately published,

will be noticed in a succeeding Number.

IRELAND.
A Yew Tree with yellow Berries.—Among a group of lofty old yews at the

seat of Bishop Lindsey, there is one tree which has the berries yellow. This
fact is taken from the column of general remarks in the Return Paper
from Terenure, near Dublin, the seat of F. Bourne, Esq., made by his

very intellectual gardener, Mr. William Chalmers. We mention this to

show the value of such remarks. Here is a source from which a new and
very distinct variety of yew may be obtained by nurserymen, and propagated
by grafting or layers. We have no doubt of there being many such sources
of new varieties throughout the country. The way to find them out is for

gardeners to be continually keeping their eye on the foliation of trees in

spring, and on the dropping of their leaves in autumn, because, at these two
seasons, any variation from the central or average form is in general more
conspicuous. The Return Paper from Terenure is filled up with extraordi-

nary care, and is full of interesting information as to the habits of species.

The collection of trees at that seat appears to us to be the most complete
which has been made in Ireland in the nineteenth century ; as that at Oriel

Temple appears the most complete that was made during the eighteenth.

Art. IV. Retrospective Criticism.

SOLA^NUM hetdcetim. (p. 105.)— Depend upon it that the iSolanum of which

I showed you the fruit is not S. betaceum. I shall get you a specimen of it

when it next comes into flower. Mr. Miller examined the figure of Mr.
Lambert's plant in the Botanical Repository, and says the figure does not at all

suit his plant. Besides, Mr. Lambert's flowers are pink ; while those of Mr.
Miller are white, without any purple in the foliage, either in the new or old

leaves. It is certainly a most interesting plant. — Robert Byers. Swansea,

February 14?. 1835.
The Purple Potato which I spoke to you about is quite different from that

cultivated by the French, and which is for sale by Mr. Charlwood. My
purple potato differs from the other in boiling of as deep a purple as it is in a

raw state. It is also early, a great bearer, and remarkably mealy. It is cul-

tivated in some parts of Cornvvrall, and is a most valuable vegetable, not only

for all the common purposes of potatoes, but as a garnish, as an ingredient in

salmagundi, and for mixing in salads along with, or instead of, red beet.

—

Id.
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Art. V. Covent Garden Market.

From 1 To Fron1 ro
The Cabbage Tribe. £ s. d. .£ i. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Cabbages, per dozen

:

Sea-kale, per punnet 1 1 s

White 6 1 Lettuce, per score

:

Red 8 10 0| Cos - . . 1 3 1 6
Plants or Coleworts 1 6 2 Cabbage 3 6

Cauliflowers, per dozen 6 9 'o Endive, jier score 1 6 2

Broccoli, per bunch : Celery, new, p. bund. (12 to 15) 6 1 6
White 8 1 6 Small Salads, per punnet 2 3
Green - . 6 1 Watercress, per dozen small

bunches 4 6
Legumes.

Peas, forced, per punnet 2 Pot and Sweet Herbs.

Kidneybeans, forced, per hund. 1 6 2 6 Parsley, per half sieve
Tarragon, green, per doz. bun.

1 6
4

2 6

Tubers and Roots. Fennel, per dozen bunches - 2
rper ton 1 10 4 Thyme, per dozen bunches - 2

Potatoes - A. per cwt. - 1 6 4 Sage, per dozen bunches 2

Cper bushel 1 2 Mint, per dozen bunches 2
Kidney 2 Peppermint, dry, per doz. bun. 1

Scotch 1 6 Marjoram, dry, per dozen bun. 1

New, per pound 1 6 2 6 Savory, dry, per dozen bunches 1

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half Basil, dry, per dozen bunches 1 3
sieve - - - 1 3 Rosemary, green, per doz. bun. 3

Turnips, White, per bunch 2 Lavender, dry, per dozen bun. 3
Carrots, per bunch

:

Old - - - 4 5 Edible Fungi and Fuci.

Horn - - . 8 Mushrooms, per pottle 8 1
Parsneps, per dozen 9 1 Morels, per pound 18
lied Beet, per dozen 1 0.. Truffles, per pound

:

Scorzonera, per bundle 2 6 English ... 6
Horseradish, per bundle 1 4 Foreign, dry . . - 14
EaiJishes :

rper dozen hands (24 to Fruits.

Red^ 30 each) 6 8 Apples, Dessert, per bushel

:

Cper bunch 1 Heinelte Grise 12 18
White Turnip, per bunch li 2 Nonpareils 15 2

The Spinach Tribe.
Baking, per bushel -

Gooseberry Pippins
4
12

7
14

„ . I. C per sieve
Spinach

J ^g^l^^^fjig^g -

1

1

6 2
1

6
6

Apricots, green, per pottle .

Almonds, per peck
2
7

2 6

Sorrel, per half sieve - 1 Cherries, per pound
Gooseberries, per pottle

1 10
2 6

Tlie Onion Tribe. Cranberries, per gallon 4 5
Onions, Old, per bushel 2 2 6 Strawberries, forced, per oz. 6 1 3
For pickling, per half sieve 2 6 5 Filberts, English, per lb. 1 6

Leeks, per dozen bunches - 4 8 Pine-apples, per pound 8 14
Chives, per dozen roots 1 1 6 Grapes, hot-house, per pound 1 1 4
Garlic, per pound 8 1 Cucumbers, per brace 1 6 3
Shallots, per pound 10 1

O-^g-fl^el^Sed - : 5
9 2 6

18
Asparaginoiis Planls, Bitter Oranges, per hundred 10 1 10

Salads, Sfc.

Asparagus, per hundred :

Le-ns[P-$|S,, -
: 5

9 2
12

Large - - - 10 12 Sweet Almonds, per pound
,

2 3
Middling 6 8 Brazil Nuts, per bushel 14 16

1 Small 1 6 3 Spanish Nuts, per peck 5

Large natural 12 1 Barcelona Nuts, per peck - 6

Observations.— The season continued favourable until the 14th ; when a cold

easterly wind set in with frosts at night, which have, I fear, done considerable

damage to the fi'uits now in bloom, which will be the cause of much distress

to the horticultural interest. The supply to the market continues good, with

a tolerable demand at fair reasonable notices. From the prevalent coldness

of the last few days, forced asparagus has been in demand at an improved
price, the natural being somewhat retarded, which has also continued the sup-

ply of sea-kale moderately. Rhubarb for tarts has been in moderate supply;

but, owing to the market being well furnished with apples at this late season,

the price has been moderate. Cabbages of good qualities have been in demand

;

but, in consequence of the large supply of colewort, greens have been very

reasonable. Of broccoli we have yet a great abundance; prices, for this season,

very low. A few forced peas (two or three parcels) have been seen (prices

nominal, as per last). New potatoes are more reasonable in price. French
beans plentiful (v^ery cheap). Cucumbers, of most excellent qualit}', plentiful;

and, considering the charge of their culture, moderate in price. Onions,

owing to the mildness of the winter, have been consumed very moderately; in

consequence we have now a good supply, and, contrary to expectation, very

low in price. Turnips are nearly out of season : a few bunches of the early
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Dutch variety (spring-sown) were in the market on Saturday last. Of potatoes

the supply is most abundant (of excellent quality). The demand throughout

the season has been so small, the price of bread being low, that a large stock

is remaining on hand, a great part of which will be entirely lost. The prices

throughout the winter have been extremely low : in some cases whole cargoes

(partially damaged) have been actually sold for less than their freight and
expenses, so that the growers must have sustained most serious loss.— G. C.

April 25. 1835.

Art. VI. Biography.

The following information respecting the deeply lamented botanist, Dou-
glas, will, we are sure, be read with great interest. It is from the West Briton

and Cornwall Advertiser newspaper, and evidently from the pen of Mr. William
Beattie Booth, A. L, S., now residing in that part of the country, Mr. Dou-
glas's townsman and intimate friend. We still hope that farther particulars

will be published, including " the interesting Journal of his Travels," alluded

to in the article below, with whatever information may arrive with his effects,

now on their way to this country :

—

Mr. Douglas, the Botanist.— The intelligence of the death of this enter-

prising traveller and botanist will be read with feelings of the deepest regret,

by every one acquainted with the eminent services he has rendered to botany,

and other branches of natural history, in the course of the last twelve years.

His name, in fact, is associated with all the rare and beautiful plants lately

introduced from North-west America, which, by means of the Horticultural

Society of London, have been extensively distributed not only in Britain, but
over Europe. To him we are indebted for the elegant clarkia, the different

species of pentstemons, lupines, Oenotheras, ribeses, and a host of other orna-

mental plants which now adorn our gardens, and which have formed the great

attraction of the several botanical publications wherein they have been figured

and described.

Mr. Douglas was born at Scone, near Perth, and served his apprenticeship

as a gardener in the gardens of the Earl of Mansfield. About the year 1817
he removed to Valleyfield, the seat of Sir Robert Preston, Bart., then cele-

brated for a choice collection of exotics, and shortly afterwards went to the
Botanic Garden of Glasgow. Here his fondness for plants attracted the no-
tice of Dr. Hooker, the professor of botany, whom he accompanied in his

excursions through the Western Highlands, and assisted in collecting materials

for the Flora Scotica with which Dr. Hooker was then engaged. This gentle-

man recommended him to the late secretary of the Horticultural Society, Jo-
seph Sabine, Esq., as a botanical collector j and in 1823 he was despatched to

the United States, where he procured many fine plants, and greatly increased

the Society's collection of fruit trees. He returned in the autumn of the

same year ; and in 1824 an opportunity having offered, through the Hudson's
Bay Company, of sending him to explore the botanical riches of the country
adjoining the Columbia river, and southwards towards California, he sailed in

July for the purpose of prosecuting this mission. In one of his letters, now
before us, he thus speaks on leaving England :— "I had a fine passage down
the channel, and cleared the Land's End on the 1st of August. The day was
warm, with a clear sky ; the evening cool and pleasant. I stood on deck
looking on the rocky shores of Cornwall, burnished with the splendour of a
setting sun— a noble scene. By degrees the goddess of night threw her veil

over it, and my delightful view of happy England closed— probably closed for

ever
!"

While the vessel touched at Rio de Janeiro, he collected many rare orchi-

deous plants and bulbs. Among the latter was a new species of Gesnena,
which Mr. Sabine named, in honour of its discoverer, G. Douglas/i. He was
enraptured with the rich vegetation of a tropical country. He stopped at Rio
longer than he anticipated, and left it with regret. In the course of his voyage
round Cape Horn he shot many curious birds peculiar to the southern hemi-
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sphere, and prepared them for sending home. On Christmas-day he reached

the celebrated island of Juan Fernandez, which he describes as " an enchanting

spot, very fertile, and delightfully wooded. I sowed a large collection of gar-

den seeds, and expressed a wish they might prosper, and add to the comfort of

a second edition of Robinson Crusoe, should one appear." He arrived at

Fort Vancouver, on the Columbia, on the 7th of April, 1825. Here an ex-

tensive field presented itself to him ; and the excellent manner in which he

performed his duty to the Horticultural Society cannot be better exemplified

than by referring to the vast collections of seeds which from time to time he

transmitted home, along with dried specimens, beautifully preserved, and now
forming part of the herbarium in the garden of the Society at Chiswick. Of
the genus Plnus he discovered several species, some of which attain to an

enormous size. The Pinus Laraberti«w«, which he named in compliment to

Aylmer Bourke Lambert, Esq., Vice-President of the Linngean Society, is,

perhaps, the largest of the whole. One of these, which had been blown
down, measured 215 ft. in length, and 57 ft. 9 in. in circumference, at 3 ft.

from the ground. The cones of it, which Mr. Douglas sent home, and which

we have seen, were \G in. long, and 11 in. in circumference. The kernel of

the seed is sweet and pleasant to the taste, and is eaten by the Indians, either

roasted or pounded into coarse cakes for winter store. The resin which exudes

from the trees when they' are partly burned, loses its usual flavour, and ac-

quires a sweet taste ; in which state it is used by the natives as sugar. Ano-
ther species, named by Mr. Sabine, Pinus Douglaszi, attains nearly the size

of the above.

In the spring of 1827 Mr. Douglas traversed the country from Fort Van-
couver, across the Kocky Mountains to Hudson's Ba}', where he met Captain

(now Sir) John Franklin, Dr. Richardson, and Captain Back, returning from

their second overland arctic expedition. With these gentlemen he- came to

England in the autumn, bringing with him a variety of seeds, as well as spe-

cimens of plants and other objects of natural history. Through the kindness

of his friend and patron Mr. Sabine, he was introduced to the notice of many
of the leading literary and scientific characters in London ; and shortly after-

wards he was honoured by being elected, free of expense, a Fellow of the

Linnaean, Geological, and Zoological Societies ; to each of which he coEtri-

buted several papers, since published in theii" Transactions, evincing much re-

search and acuteness as a naturalist. A handsome offer v/as made to him by
Mr. Murray of Albemarle Street, for an account of his travels, which he
commenced preparing for the press, but which, we grieve to say, he never

completed. Some entertaining extracts from his letters to Dr. Hooker were
published in Breivster^s EdinburgJi Journal for Januarj', 1827; and a genus of

plants belonging to the natural order Primulacese was dedicated to him .by

Professor Lindley, and defined in Brande's Journal for January, 1828 ; but

it will scarcely be credited in this enlightened age, when there are so many
channels open for communicating information, that the interesting joui'nal of

his travels, which we have seen and read, has been allowed to slumber unre-

garded in the archives of the Horticultural Society in Regent Street.

After being in London for two years, Mr. Douglas again sailed for Co-
lumbia in the autumn of 1829 ; where he has since been enjoying his favourite

pursuit, and adding largely to his former discoveries. We were in expectation
of his return by the very ship which has brought us the tidings of his horrible

death ; an event the more to be regretted from having been occasioned by cir-

cumstances which v/e shudder to contemplate— that of falling into a pit made
by the natives of the Sandwich Islands for catching wild bulls, one of the

latter being in it at the time.

Such, we understand, has been the unfortunate destiny of our intrepid friend

and countryman, at the early age of thirty-six. Having known him intimately

from a boy, we feel a mournful pleasure in looking back to the many agree-

able hours we have gpent in his society, and deeply deplore his untimely fate.

— W.B.B.
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Art. I. Observations on the Gardening of Belgium^ tvith mcidental
Remarks on its Rural and Domestic Economy; extracted Jrom
Notes made during a Six Years' Residence in the Country. By
John Maddison, Esq., of Wondelghem, near Ghent.

(^Continuedfrom p. 225.}

Amateur Gardeners. — Among the many amateurs with whom
Ghent abounds, M. Mechelynk must certainly be reckoned the

first, particularly with regard to stove plants ; which he certainly

cultivates as well as I have ever seen them in any gentleman's or
gardener's collection in England. His hot-house, like all the
others in Belgium, is heavy, and has large panes of glass; but
his tan bed, which is edged all round with a broad kerb of
granite, is the very pattern of neatness ; and the whole culture of
his hot-house plants does his gardener much credit. The plants

themselves are accounted a first-rate collection ; and they cer-

tainly form one of which any nobleman in England might be
proud. M. Mechelynk's green-house plants are very fine ; but
neither the houses nor the plants themselves are in such fine

order as those already mentioned : it is very evident, indeed, that

the gardener does not pay the green-house plants the same atten-

tion as he does the stove plants ; or, perhaps, it would require

an extra-gardener, and more suitable green-houses, to keep them
in an equal state of perfection.

M. Verplancke has, perhaps, the finest green-houses in Ghent,
they being built of iron, and very neatly kept; but his collection

of plants is very inferior to the house in which it is placed.
M. Huyttens-Kerremans has a neat little green-house, too high

for the plants he cultivates ; but which, nevertheless, does great
credit to his groom, who amuses himself, in his leisure hours, in

the culture of plants: and, if many other men-servants had the

Vol. XL — No. 63. x
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same taste, it would not only promote a general love for horti-

culture, but be the means of keeping them, in a great measure,

out of the alehouses.

M. Boddaert (of Tronchiennes, a village near Ghent) is another

instance of a real taste for flowers. This gentleman is a respect-

able farmer, who finds leisure from his daily occupation to look

after two neat green-houses : one containing camellias, and the

other geraniums. M. Boddaert has had no education in garden-

ing, and owes all he knows on the subject to a natural taste for

it, and to what he has picked up from the gardeners in the

environs, aided by an attentive perusal o^ the Bo7i Jardinier. For
the successful multiplication of the camellia, I believe M. Bod-
daert to be unequalled.

The gardener of M. van der Woestyne d'Hane is very suc-

cessful in the cultivation and forcing of early vegetables; and he
also cultivates exceedingly well a fine collection of orange trees,

which certainly do him great credit.

Besides the above-named gentlemen, there are numbers of

others who have a taste, more or less, for flowers, and who take

great pleasure in exchanging their plants with those of their

neighbours: by which practice, a gentleman who has a fair col-

lection of plants is put to little expense in the purchase of new
ones ; as, having good plants of his own, he can always procure
others by exchange.

I must not here omit mentioning the superb collection of M,
Reynders of Brussels, who excels as much in green-house plants

as M. Mechelynk does in stove plants ; and who, as far as I can
judge by observation, possesses the best gardener in this country.

His specimens of large camellias are truly magnificent ; as are

some of his specimens of New Holland plants.

Sir Henry Oakes of Tournay is also a first-rate amateur;
and, and at the last exhibition there, gained two gold medals for

his plants : in fact, the exhibitions at Tournay would be nothing

without him.

Ghent Horticultural Society. — I imagine the Ghent Horti-

cultural Society to be the parent of all the other societies in

Belgium, as it has now existed upwards of twenty-six years. I

know of no town where the florimania is so strong as in this

:

persons of all trades and professions must have something to do
with flowers ; and, though the price of plants is moderate when
compared with that in England, yet the dealers in flowers and
plants in Ghent are innumerable : and how it can answer to a

Belgic gardener to cultivate plants for sale, is more than I can

imagine.

There are two exhibitions annually (winter and summer),
which are always very fine ; but the prizes are not only ve)y

shabby, and but few in number, but, for the most part, can only
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be gained by such as have large fortunes. By the present regu-

lations, the small gardeners are almost excluded from gaining a

prize : in fact, those only who can afford to get plants over from

England are sure of getting one. However, the Horticultural

Society is about to erect a new building for the exhibition ; and
I am in hopes, from the increased number of members, that the

Society will not only be more liberal in the distribution of prizes,

but that it will arrange the exhibition in such a manner as to

enable persons of small incomes to have a chance of obtaining

prizes, as well as those whose fortunes are large. The judging

of the prizes ought, also, to be arranged in a different manner,

&c. See my letter, addressed to the secretary of the Ghent
Horticultural Society, in the Horticulteiir Beige.

The three first-rate commercial gardeners in Ghent are Mes-
sieurs Verleeuwen, Van Geert, and Verschaffelt : the first ofwhom
(Verleeuwen) is celebrated for his choice collection of plants, ob-

tained chiefly from England ; for his obliging manners ; and for

a liberality in his dealings which ought to recommend him to all

amateurs. Every one here, as I before said, is a gardener or

amateur; so that it would be impossible to enumerate all the

Ghent gardeners by name : but those English gardeners who are

desirous of purchasing plants here ought themselves to come
over. Messrs. Knight, Garvie, and Tate have already paid this

country a visit. The latter sold a quantity of his Azalea Da-
nielszV ; which, when once it begins to grow, will thrive surpris-

ingly in the fine kind of vegetable mould we have in this country

;

though, I think, it will be too delicate to stand our winters in

the open air. The summers in Belgium are, for the most part,

fine and dry ; and the autumns beautifully serene, till Novem-
ber. The winters are, however, sharp, dry, clear, and cutting

;

but healthy for those not subject to pulmonary complaints. The
springs are disagreeable, having cold winds with hot sun. In the

winter but very little snow falls. This winter (1834-) snow fell

twice ; but never remained more than three hours at a time on
the ground. On the other hand, on Dec. 29. 1829, at ten o'clock

at night, Fahrenheit's thermometer, in a northern aspect, fell to

24° below the freezing point.

Ague is the complaint which the peasants suffer most from in

the autumn months ; and it is here of a particularly acute kind

:

towards the sea coast there is another kind, still more severe.

Smoking and chewing tobacco are recommended as preventives.

The Horticulteur Beige (a work commenced by M. van Houtte,
who is now engaged as a collector of rare plants in South America
for M. Parthon de Von) deserves a better fate than what it is likely

to experience. Had the present proprietors been possessed with

the same enthusiasm for horticulture as M. van Houtte was, there

could be no doubt that it would have succeeded admirably. As
X 2
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it is, the work is very reasonable in its price; and contains a

great deal of information ; chiefly, however, selected from the

Gardener^s Magazine and other English books. Many of the

articles are by far too scientific for the practical gardener : but

its greatest fault, and that which must ultimately prove its ruin,

is, its want of punctuality ; as, for instance, a number bearing-

date Jan. 1835 will, perhaps, not appear until April, 1835; so

that the articles relating to the culture for the month of January

are completely lost to the amateur and gardener, by being pub-

lished three months too late.

The Peasantry of Belgium strongly resemble, in their habits

and bigotry, the Irish. Their food is generally buttermilk and

potatoes ; and, though their cottages are better built, being made,

generally of good substantial brick and mortar, and kept clean

by a coat of whitewash, the dunghill, pigsty, and cow-stable

almost always adorn the entrance to the house. Few peasants

are without a pig and cow : the latter is indispensable to those

who have land ; because, the soil being sandy to excess, cow-

dung is a manure which suits it the best. They are much under

the influence of their priests, and lose many a good day's work
by the observance of the many holydays of the Catholic church ;

besides which, abstaining from animal food so often unfits them
for labour; and, though strongly made, yet their feeding upon
so much vegetable food renders them unable to support the

fatigue an English peasant will endure. In comparison with the

English and Dutch, their habits of decency and cleanliness are

far behind ; though, I think, they surpass the French. There
are but few schools in the villages : and, where there are any,

they are under the direction of the priests ; who think they have
done their duty by instructing their parishioners in the duties of

their religion, without attempting to teach them any of the real

advantages of education, such, even, as writing, reading, and
arithmetic : in fact, but few peasants in Belgium can read, and
scarcely any can write.

The Cultivation of the Ground is certainly good, and very

simple ; and, though the implements of the agricultural labourers

are of the roughest and commonest description, and though they

have to toil against a very sandy soil, yet, in fair years, they

manage to produce good crops; which, from the nature of the

climate, are almost always well ripened. Liquid manure may
be here named, and very justly so, their summum bonum ; as, if

applied when the corn is sprouty, or immediately before rain, it

has an effect vyhich no other manure can have. It destroys

insects, and throws a surprising degree of vigour into the crops.

It is certainly very offensive to the senses, and ought to be applied

during the night : why it is not more generally used in England,

I cannot imagine ; for nothing is more simple than the way of
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applying it. It is pumped into a barrel-shaped water-cart; and,

when brought upon the land, the plug is taken out, and the

liquid, flowing over a board something in the shape of a fan, as

the cart proceeds, is dispersed on both sides, over a space, per-

haps, of 4 ft. or 5 ft., the breadth of a fallow. The cart has

generally three wheels. The Flemish peasant is certainly a

hard-working man, but is by no means quick or active : he is

naturally more industrious than the Frenchman ; and, though

wanting in that restless activity which characterises the French,

is yet far superior as a labourer.

A great drawback to the welfare and prosperity of the Flemish

peasantry is, the custom which the government has of lodging,

from time to time, the military upon them, instead of building a

cheap kind of barracks for the soldiers. In the winter months,

this hardship is not so heavy as in the summer ; but, during the

busy time of the year (for example, in spring and harvest), when
there is a great deal of out-door work to do, the burden is felt

most severely ; and the Belgic peasant is to be really pitied.

Let an Englishman fancy to himself having a troop of horse

quartered in his and the other cottages in the village in which he
resides, for six months at a time; and being obliged to prepare

food and lodging, at about the rate of three quarters of a franc

{l^d. English), for each man that he is compelled to take into

his house. Nor is this all ; as, not to speak of the minor incon-

veniences, such as entering late at night, &c. &c., the soldier is

rarely content with his treatment, and behaves in a most insolent

and tyrannical manner to his host: and yet this has the Flemish
peasant been obliged, more or less, to submit to, ever since the

Revolution ; and that at a time, and in places, where there was
not the least necessity to quarter soldiers in the villages at all.

In the village where I reside, the first regiment of lancers has

been quartered from the 25th of Oct. 1834, to the present time

(March 8. 1835); and the peasantry, as yet, have not received a

penny for the soldiers' board : lodging they are always obliged

to give gratis.

The Plant Structures in Belgium are, for the most part, of the

roughest description ; and put me in mind oftener of being made
for bomb-proof edifices, than as a defence against wind and
weather. But few are built with any degree of symmetry ; and,

as for a range of houses, the idea is, perhaps, unknown : at

least, I never heard of any gardener or amateur who had thought
of arranging his plant structures in an architectural manner.
Instead of this, the houses are placed here and there, in this

corner and that ; so that not one single house produces a good
effect : whereas, had the same sum of money been spent, and
the same number of houses been arranged with taste, so as to

form a handsome whole, the effect would have been good.
X 3
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Nothing appears to me worse than seeing the large squares of

glass, of which nearly all the plant structures in Belgium are

composed, cracked and split, in various ways, by the hail and

frost. The fact is, from false economy, and to save carpenter's

work, almost all the plant houses are composed of squares of

about 7 in. broad to 9 in. or 10 in. in length. This looks light

and airy at the commencement ; but, after two or three years,

the large squares become cracked ; and, instead of taking out

the whole square, and replacing it by a new one, the gardeners

are satisfied to patch up the fracture with two or three small

pieces ; so that there soon is an end to all lightness and beauty

about the structure ; while, from the small number of bars, the

house is not nearly so strong as one built with smaller squares

and a greater quantity of wood. After a severe winter, or a

heavy storm of hail, the Ghent green-houses have, for the most

part, a curious appearance ; the glass roof resembling a chess-

board more than any thing else.

Wondelghem, March 8. 1835.

Art. II. On the Vegetable Excretions of Plants. By J. B. W.

The newly discovered function of the roots of plants, which
is said to be the true cause of the necessity of frequent changes

of crops, appears to have engaged the attention of several dis-

tinguished horticulturists, some of whom, no doubt, mean to

extend their researches farther into this interesting subject.

Before any new theory can be received as science, every reason-

able objection that can be urged against it ought to be removed.
1 will, therefore, state a few facts which, in my opinion, deserve

the consideration of those who so strenuously advocate the mo-
dern excretory doctrine.

There are several peach trees in pots in a garden in this

neighbourhood, which, the gardener assured me, have not been
repotted for more than twenty years

;
yet they annually ripen a

moderate crop of fruit. These trees are supplied with food

by top-dressings of rotten manure, part of which is of course

carried down to the roots by the water given to the plants.

Now, if the roots of peach trees give out deleterious matter,

would not those to which I allude have been " sick even unto
death " in less time than twenty years, confined as the roots are

to the narrow limits of pots, whence they have no means of escape
from its baneful influence ? In another garden is a plant of the

double white camellia which has not been repotted for fifteen

years : still this plant every year makes young shoots, and pro-

duces remarkably fine flowers. I have likewise seen fig trees in
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pots bear fruit for several years, without the soil they grew in

being changed. Leguminous plants are supposed to possess

the excreting faculty in an eminent degree; but plants of this

tribe do not readily poison themselves ; for I have known the
common kidneybean grown on the same plot of ground for at

least ten successive years, and that, too, without any diminution
of luxuriance or productiveness. Even the strawberry plant,

with which it is recommended to make experiments, in order ta
confirm the theory, on account of its " deposition of excre-
mentitious matter," is frequently, in ill-managed gardens, suf-

fered to occupy the same beds for a long series of years. Of
course, after a certain period, its fertility diminishes with its age;
but there is no evidence to prove that this barrenness arises from
" specific poisoning of the soil." It would be quite as reason-

able to ascribe the decrease of fertility to want of food, and to

the crowded state of the bed not allowing the young plants pro-
perly to develope themselves. I could mention many other
cases in point; but these are sufficient to show that there are at

least some plants not guilty o^felo de se ; and, if this faecal pro-
perty is not universal in the vegetable kingdom, but confined to

part only of its members, can it justly be made the foundation of
a general theory in horticulture ?

The discoverers (for there seem to be several who claim the

merit) of this additional function of roots do not explain the

manner in which it is effected. Do the spongioles indiscrimi-

nately suck up every thing presented to them, if sufficiently

fluid to pass through their pores, and then, by a sort of elective

power, with which their interior only is endowed, do they turn

back all that is hurtful or useless, and allow the convertible

matter alone to proceed on its course? or do the good and evil

principles travel in company through all the various turnings

and windings of the plant, until they are finally separated in

the leaves, whence the refuse must again be consigned to the

roots to be ejected at their leisure ? Again, is the excrement
voided by the spongioles alone, or do the whole of the roots

possess that property? If the former, is there another instance

in nature of one simple organ performing, at the same time, two
functions so diametrically opposed as absorption and excretion ?

These objections to the faecal theory appear to me sufficiently

weighty to suspend its admission into works on horticulture, as

an established doctrine, until it has been further corroborated by
diversified experiments. Those of M. Macaire, as quoted by
G. J. T. (Vol. X. p. 12.), are by no means conclusive ; on the con-
trary, those made with the bean plants might with equal pro-

priety be adduced as an argument that exhaustion of the peculiar

nutritive matter required by the bean, and not poisoning of the

water, was the reason why the second plant did not thrive. If

X 4
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manure had been added to the water, and the second bean plant

had then refused to grow, the conclusion of the experiments

would have been justified, but not otherwise. I do not mean to

deny the possibility of the roots of plants having the power to

expel deleterious particles : such a power may exist; but even if

so, I think its injurious effects, practically considered, have been

greatly exaggerated.

March 1. 1835.

Art. III. Suggestionsfor a Societyfor promoting the Improvement of
the Public Taste in Architectural and Rural Scenery. By W. S.

The notice (p. 20.) of an American " Ornamental Tree So-

ciety " has recalled some ideas which have long floated in my
mind as to the great desirableness of having a similar society

established in London, where, although a good deal has been

done towards its embellishment by trees, so much in this respect

remains yet to be accomplished. Who that has a genuine love

of nature has not felt, when stumbling, in one of the narrow

streets of the city, on an old elm, gracefully even with its soot-

encrusted foliage breaking the monotonous and endless vista of

brick, almost as a traveller does in the desert when meeting

with a spring and its accompanying date trees ? and has not

been as much mortified, after another turn, in passing a second

churchyard, which, for want of some friendly hand to plant a

tree in it, is an eyesore to the passer-by, instead of a relief and
refreshment? Who, again, in the western quarter of the metro-

polis, can have failed to be struck by the excellent effect of a

few trees judiciously planted in the space not wanted for the

kitchen area, at the ends of the corner houses of squares and
large streets? and to have remarked how forlorn and dis-

gusting those very spaces become, even though railed off, as

they generally are, when suffered to remain without a tree or

shrub ? And, lastly, to omit other instances, who that has been

charmed with the aspect of one of the squares judiciously planted

and laid out, can help being as much shocked with the bare and
tasteless way in which others are still suffered to remain?

Now, in all these cases, the remarks of an individual would
have little or no effect in extending what is praiseworthy and
rectifying deficiencies, though in both respects it is evident that

public opinion, directed and supported by a numerous society,

might accomplish great things, and render London incomparably
more ornamented by trees than at present, including the plant-

ing of parts of the Regent's Park with a complete collection of

hardy exotic trees and shrubs, as you have so often suggested

:

while, if the objects of the society comprised also, as I should
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strongly recommend, the picturesque (if the term may be here
allowed) generally, such as criticising tasteless erections, ad-

vising the general application of stucco or cement to the fronts

of houses instead of the present plan of attempting to restore

their new look by colouring and pointing [what bricklayers call

colouring and tuck and puck], the effect of which is so transitory,

and tinting the stuccoed parts with one shade of stone-colour, in

lieu of the wretched Harlequin coats at present seen, &c. &c., it

may be safely asserted that few associations, not directed to pur-

poses of charity, would produce a richer harvest of enjoyment to

those whose taste is already formed, or one of more instruction

to those in whom this faculty yet requires to be awakened or

cultivated.

I trust that these hastily scrawled hints will be expanded, by
yourself or some one of your correspondents, into some practical

plan of a society with objects such as I have alluded to, but with

a better and more comprehensive title than that in America,
which has suggested them.

London^ April 6. 183.5.

Such a society as that suggested by our correspondent ap-

pears to us to be more wanted than almost any other. The
suggestion is a singularly happy one ; and we only regret that

our leisure and circumstances are not such as to admit of our

entering into the idea, and exerting ourselves to the utmost in

aiding to carry it into effect. It is for our correspondent and
others, who, like him, have leisure, means, and connections, to

plan and organise such a society. It will not be the first useful

work or institution that W. S. has suggested or founded. We
do not think a society was ever projected more likely to prosper

and to do good. Could the whole community be anything like

equalised in point of taste, it would go far to equalise it also in

point of happiness. Whenever there is a general desire for

elegant enjoyment, that desire, like every other which is general,

and consequently powerful, is sure, sooner or later, to be gra-

tified. To associate together for the purpose of promoting the

public taste, therefore, is not, as might at first sight be supposed,

to associate for purposes which concern only men of wealth and
rank (though this of itself would be laudable), but for the pur-
pose of promoting the general improvement and happiness of

the community.

The taste of this country is altogether disproportionate to its

wealth ; and it is very far inferior to the taste displayed on the

Continent, among nations comparatively poor. In what other

city in the world but London are such interminable lines of
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dingy brick houses to be found, without the slightest variation

of feature, neither differing in height nor in breadth of front,

nor in the number, disposition, or size of the doors and windows ?

Compare the long streets of first-rate houses in the west end of

London with houses of the same class in Paris, Berlin, Munich,

or Petersburgh. By what other nation in the world would such

immense sums be spent in erecting public buildings which are

often, soon after their completion, found to be so unfit for the

purposes for which they were intended as to render it necessary

for them to be pulled down ? In the short space of twenty

years we have seen three royal palaces razed to the ground, all

commenced during the lifetime of the present generation; and

the present palace at Pimlico, we strongly suspect, will soon

share the same fate. Is there any other country in Europe

where a space situated like the Regent's Park, and of equal

extent and natural beauty, would have been planted with so

few sorts of trees, and these few so tastelessly disposed ? And
what shall we say to Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens,

which, as far as the kinds of trees and shrubs are concerned,

might as well be under the care of a common woodman? Little

more can be advanced in favour of the shrubberies in the gardens

of the Pimlico Palace, which are filled, for the most part, with

the common stuffing of the nurseries. How is it that we can

spend a million on a piece of architecture that all men of taste,

foreign and domestic, agree to be most wretched, and which is,

at the same time, placed in a damp and unwholesome situation,

and yet cannot spare a few thousands for planting in a superior

manner our public parks and gardens ? The answer is easy.

The public hitherto have not had a voice in this kind of ex-

penditure. They have not been allowed a voice in any matter

of taste, because they were, in a great measure, without taste to

gratify. Let this taste, which at present lies dormant in the

mass of society, be called into existence by cultivation, and we
shall soon see a change in all our public buildings, gardens, and
walks. Again, we say that the idea of promoting this object by
an association is a most happy one ; and we earnestly entreat

our correspondents to lose no time in endeavouring to carry it

into execution. In this age of cooperation, there can be no
difficulty in establishing such a society. It would, in all pro-

bability, soon be joined by numbers. Architects would become
members of it for the sake of the professional hints which they

would receive from the discussions carried on, as well as to keep

up their taste to a par with that of the society. Landscape
painters and artists generally would also join it for the same
purpose. Builders, and all owners of property in and about

large towns, and especially the metropolis, would belong to such

a society, because what tended to ornament their property would
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tend also to increase its value. Men of taste would join it for

the sake of mental gratification ; and a large number from the

idea of superiority which is generally associated with the idea of

refined taste.

Most of our readers are aware that more attention is paid to

the architecture of Munich, its public gardens, roads, and the

beauty of its surrounding scenery generally, than is done in any
other kingdom in Germany. This attention is committed by
the government to a deputation of the Bavarian Agricultural

Society, who publish reports as to what they think ought to be
done, accompanied by remarks and suggestions, in a monthly
periodical, entitled " Monatshlatt fiir Bauifoeseti und Landcs-
verschonerung. Herausgegeben von einer gemeinschaftlichen De-
putation der Vereine fiir Landwirthschaft und Polytechnik in

Baiern. Munich, 4to." The motto on the titlepage consists

of the words, " Agriculture," " Gardening," and " Architecture,"

placed on the three sides of an equilateral triangle. This pub-
lication, of which we possess several volumes, has, we believe,

contributed much to the widening of streets, planting of trees

along the public roads, and to the formation of footpaths, gar-

dens, and other useful and ornamental public objects.

The time, we think, is now arrived, when an arboricultural

society might be established in the metropolis ; but whether this

society and the one suggested by our correspondent could be
united, we must leave others to determine. What is chiefly

wanted from an arboricultural society would be the collecting

together in one place, say of not less than a hundred acres in

extent, specimens of all the trees and shrubs that will endure
the open air in Britain ; and the planting of them at such distances

from each other as would allow them to take their natural shapes
;

adding to them from other countries of similar climate, whether
of latitude or elevation ; correctly determining the names of the

species and varieties ; and, finally, giving out cuttings for pro-

pagation, with the correct names, to the members, and to all the

nurserymen. In short, we want done with the hardy barren

trees and shrubs what the Horticultural Society has done, and
still continues to do, with regard to the hardy fruit trees and
fruit shrubs. One reason why we think that the subject of
arboriculture might be joined with that of the improvement of
the public taste in matters of scenery is, that the principal im-
provements which such a society would propose would consist

in planting trees. In short, such a society might be designated
one for the improvement of architectural and rural scenery : and
it is difficult to separate the latter subject from landscape-gar-
dening and arboriculture. Besides, an arboricultural society,

though it might be kept up at a very moderate expense, at all

events under 500/. a year, would require a powerful association
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to set out with, in order to purchase the ground, which, if

within ten miles of London, would, for 1 00 acres, cost at least

5000/. This sum, to a society so numerous as we have no

doubt that contemplated by our correspondent would speedily

become, would be much more likely to be raised than by a

society exclusively devoted to arboriculture, which is not likely

to command so many members.

Whether a society for the improvement of taste in archi-

tecture and rural scenery be commenced apart or in connection

with an arboricultural society, at all events we trust that the

former will be immediately taken into consideration.— Cond.

Art. IV. A Series of Designs Jor laying out and planting Floiver-

Gardens, rvith Remarks on each by tJie Conductor. Design 2., by
Lancastriensis.

The remarks made by Lancastriensis on the design j*^-. 29.

(p. 238, 239.) are as follow : — " The plan of a flower-garden

submitted to your readers in VII. p. 726-7. [and p. 239. in the

present volume] has its beds too formally arranged. There are

two oval beds near the dwelling, which are objectionable, on

account of their being placed alongside each other, which gives

them too much the appearance of mechanical arrangement, in-

stead of the natural and picturesque. Square lines ought not to

be admitted ; they show at once the work of art, and that the
' line and rule ' have been employd, whicli ought not to be the

case. Formality cannot be too much avoided : let the trees and
beds be so placed, as that to remove one would tlisarrange the

whole, and as if they had fallen from Nature's lap."

These remarks are not sufficiently in detail to enable us to

discover whether their author is very conversant with the subject

or not. Judging from the objection made to the two oval beds

near the dwelling, which are said to be " objectionable, on
account of their being placed alongside of each other," we should

think not. They are objectionable, not because they are placed

alongside each other, but because tliey are so placed as to have
no indissoluble connection either with each other, or with any-
thing else ; they do not combine with the other parts of the

design near to them to form a whole: on the contrary, they

appear not to belong to anything in that part of the plan. It is

true there are other ovals in the design ; but there is not one of

them that has any proper connection with the parts near it.

" Square lines," Lancastriensis observes, " ought not to be ad-

mitted," because " they show at once the work of art, and that

the ' line and rule' have been applied." Would Lancastriensis
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wish to form a flower-garden that would be mistaken for a work
of nature ? We would venture to say that such a flower-garden

never was made, and never can or will be made. The most
natural-looking flower-garden, that is, one in an irregular style, in

opposition to one in a regular or symmetrical style, is never for

a moment mistaken for a work of nature. It is in all respects

as much a work of art as a geometrical flower-garden ; and it is

as much admired for the art displayed in its construction, as

if it consisted of nothing but geometrical figures.

What Lancastriensis meant to say, we believe, is, that square

lines indicate regularity, and that this is inconsistent with a plan

which, in all its great features, is irregular.

The dicta, " let the trees and beds be so placed, as that to

remove one would disarrange the whole, and as if they had
fallen from Nature's lap," are rather contradictory. The first

dictum, " let the trees and beds be so placed, as that to remove
one would disarrange the whole," is just and correct; and no
better principle can be given for testing the details of any plan :

but the second dictum, " let the trees, &c., be so placed, as if

they had fallen from Nature's lap," is far too indefinite ; and, if

it means anything, goes to say, scatter them about irregularly at

random, or, in Brown's words, " here and there, as the maggot
bites."

The plan given by Lancastriensis is shown in Jig. 33. We
can hardly say anything in its favour, unless it be, that the beds,

being large, a sufficient number of tall-growing evergreen shrubs,

such as hollies, arbutuses, phillyreas, &c., might be introduced
into most of them in such a manner as to disguise their unmean-
ing and peculiarly unartistlike shapes.

Fig. 34. is given merely for the sake of showing that^^. 31.

is not the only mode in which a plot of ground of this shape
can be decorated with beds for flowers and shrubs, and yet the

same style be strictly preserved. The beds marked a are for

flowers only ; the others are for flowers and detached low-grow-
ing flowering shrubs. Some of these beds may be devoted
entirely to roses, standards and dwarfs. In general, the beds
containing shrubs ought to be devoted to bulbs in spring, and
afterwards to low-growing spreading annuals. The symmetrical
figui-e for flowers in front of the house should be planted with

herbaceous plants, such as pinks, saxifrages, &c., which will re-

main green during winter, and will flower in early summer
;

amongst these, bulbs may appear in spring, and the whole may
be removed to give place to pelargoniums, or other fine showy
plants, during autumn. Of course, this supposes a reserve gar-
den and a small glazed pit, without both which adjuncts a
flower-garden can never be worth anything.
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290 Vases in Garden Scenery.

Art. V. On the Use of Vases as Ornarnental Objects in Garden
Scenerij. By Caltcanthus.

The attention of the antiquary, the architect, and the land-

scape-gardener can scarcely be directed to forms of greater

interest than those of the vases which, in ancient as well as in

modern times, have marked the progress of cultivated taste.

To the landscape-gardener they afford the means of enriching

and heightening the character of his compositions, as well as of

harmonising and blending the features of landscape with those

of architecture. Assuming, on the authority of Burke and

Uvedale Price, that the sublime, the beautiful, and the pictur-

esque are three distinct qualities, let us consider which of them

chiefly prevails in the different forms of the vase. We shall not

there find much to excite feelings of the sublime, unless it be

from the circumstances of colossal magnitude and visionary ob-

scurity ; as was the case in the vase exhibited a few years ago

at the Queen's Bazaar in Oxford Street. The size of this truly

Cyclopean goblet, aided by the artifice of strong lights relieved

by masses of shadow, could hardly fail to create admiration,

amounting to awe, in even the most insensible spectator: a

savage would have bowed down and worshipped it. The general

outline of this vase was not remarkable for elegance, and the

ornamental details, though exquisitely finished, did not show
any very striking originality of design, so that, except large-

ness of size, and a sort of indistinctness and gloom caused by
the judicious arrangement of strong lights, I can discover no
cause for those feelings with which I, and most other spectators,

were impressed. In most cases, however, I think that, whether

we view the early specimens of Etruria, the elegant designs of

Greece, or the more florid productions of imperial Rome, we
find the form of the vase one of pure and unmixed beauty;

distinct from Price's definition of the picturesque, and still fur-

ther remote from the sublime. The smoothness and polish of

the material, whether marble, cement, or bronze, increase the

effect produced by elegance of form.

In the geometrical style of gardening, terraces, balustrades,

and parterres were for the most part in perfect harmony with

the vases and statues which contributed to ornament and enliven

them. Perhaps this style might, even at the present time, be

occasionally introduced with advantage ; but modern art has

declared so strongly against it, that the admirers of avenues

and labyrinths have no alternative but to bow in submission,

and endeavour to prove that their love of the old style does not

arise from inability to comprehend the principles of the new.

In the modern, or natural, system of landscape-gardening, to

which England has the honour of giving a name, the vase
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affords to the artist a most powerful and effective instrument

;

but whether for good or evil depends entirely upon the other
features of the scene. There is no rule without exception : but,

in general, we may assert that the highest degree of keeping and
order ; the most graceful and flowing disposition of lines, whether
of gravel walks or water ; and the selection of shrubs possessing

the most light and airy growth and foliage, are the preparations

necessary for the vase ; indeed, I may add, for most of those

forms of unrivalled beauty which Greece and Rome have be-
queathed to the world, and of which it may, with truth, be said

That the best modern artist is he who is the most capable of duly
appreciating their excellence.

If, with humbler views and limited means, we aim only at

giving a picturesque and pleasing richness to a little flower-

garden, vases composed of gnarled and rough wood offer them-
selves to our notice : one great advantage which they possess is,

that they can hardly be placed in any part of the garden which
they will not improve and enliven ; the only mistake that can
well be made is allowing too many of them to be seen at once,

and thus creating a confused, instead of a rich and harmonious,
effect. We sometimes meet with elegant cottages and villa

residences, partly covered with climbing shrubs, and standing

in the midst of a little flower-garden, to which one or two vases

of rustic work give a most delightful and picturesque finish. On
the other hand, it too frequently happens that a Grecian vase,

though beautiful in itself, is quite unfit for the situation in which
it is placed, generally without either plinth or pedestal, and
throws the whole into confusion

;
giving, by comparison, a mean

appearance to every thing around it, while, at the same time, the

effect of its own intrinsic beauty, becomes neutralised and lost.

Brighton, March 13. 1835.

Art. VI. On the Substitution of Flagstone Jbr Gravely in Kitchen-

Garden Walks. By the Conductor.

The substitution of pavement for gravel, in garden walks, is

an idea which has been mentioned more than once in this Maga-
zine. Our plan is to employ flagstones, which, whatever might
be their length, should be reduced to the exact breadth of the

walk; in order that there might be no longitudinal, but only
transverse, joints. We propose supporting the pavement on
brick or stone piers, which should be founded somewhat deeper
in the soil than it has ever any chance of being trenched ; and,
of course, as deep as, or deeper than, the soil was moved v/hen
the garden was made : the object being to insure the certainty

Y 2
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of the paved walk not sinking in the slightest possible degree.

The advantages which we propose to be derived from this plan

are two : first, a great saving in the annual expense of cleaning

gravel walks and renewing the gravel, and trimming the edges

and renewing them ; and, secondly, the use of all the soil under

the walks for the roots of the adjoining trees or bushes.

The only objection which we have hitherto heard made to

this description of kitchen-garden walk is the first cost ; and,

doubtless, in many places this would be considerably more than

o-ravel, where that material was on the spot, or at no great dis-

tance. When the great annual saving of labour, however, is con-

sidered, we do not think the first cost too great in cases where

<i-ravel is to be brought from a distance ; or where, as in the

neighbourhood of London for example, it is high-priced, and

where flagstone can be easily procured by canal. In the neigh-

bourhood of London, Yorkshire flagstone, worked or dressed on

one side, can be procured, when taken in large quantities, at

from 5d. to Id. per superficial foot ; while good gravel is from

6s. to 85. per cubic yard, and box edgings from ^d. to 6d. per

yard in the nurseries. Now, in such a case as this, if the piers

for supporting the pavement did not require to be more than

3 ft. in height, a paved walk 5 ft. wide would not cost above a

third more than a gravel walk, with box edgings, of the same
width. Considering the saving of almost all future labour in

the case of the pavement, and the certainty of having the walk

always in perfect order and beauty, and never soft or wet during

even a shower of rain, we should determine at once in favour of

the pavement. There is also another argument in its favour

which deserves notice, and that is, that it is not liable to harbour

snails, slugs, &c., like the box.

The subject of paved gravel walks has recurred to us at this

time from the circumstance of having lately heard of the inven-

tion of a machine for dressing stones by steam, by which there

can be no doubt the price of flagstone will be everywhere consi-

derably lowered. This machine, which is called Hunter's Stone-

Planing Machine, has been in use at Arbroath about a year

;

and, last summer, it planed upwards of 100,000 superficial feet

of pavement. Some details respecting it will be found in the

Arch. Mag. for June (vol. ii. p. 283.). We are not able to state

whether the Arbroath pavement resists the action of frosts and
thaws as well as the Yoi'kshire pavement, but we can state, from
nearly twenty years' experience, that it is a complete non-con-

ductor of moisture ; having had above a thousand superficial feet

of it laid down, on a moist surface, as walks in the conservatories

which we at one tirne had at Bayswater, viz. from 1816 till 1 824 ;

and above 250 ft. in a back kitchen, from 1823 till the present

time. In neither case was there ever the slightest appearance of
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moisture on the upper surface of the stone, however moist it

may have been below. If the Arbroath pavement, therefore,

resist the frost as well as the Yorkshire pavement, it is unques-

tionably better than any other now in use for kitchen-garden

walks ; w^e are certain it is so for walks in conservatories.

We do not recommend the use of flagstone for garden walks,

or walks in pleasure-grounds, indiscriminately ; though we are

persuaded it might often be used in both cases, as well as in

kitchen-gardens. In the case of flower-gardens, where there was

not a broad turf edging to the walks, there would require to be

an edging of stone, of brick, of box, or flowers ; or, at all events,

an edging of some sort, in order to give a proper artistical finish.

In the case of walks through pleasure-ground, the turf edging

would have a better effect than in the case of gravel walks, be-

cause the grass might at all times cover the edging in such a

manner as never to require paring with the spade, but only clip-

ping ; by w^hich means one of the greatest defects of modern
pleasure-ground walks might be avoided, that of showing a raw
line of earth between the gravel and the grass.

Art. VII. Floricultural and Botanical Notices of newly introduced

Plants, and of Plants of Interest previously in our Gardens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions of the " Encyclopcedia of Plants,"

and of the " Hortus Britannicus."

Curtis's Botanical Magazine ; in month]}' numbers, each containing

eight Plates ; 35. 6d. coloured, S^. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow.

Edwards's BotaJiical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates; 45. coloured, 35. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,

Professor of Botany in the London University.

Sweet's British FloiKer- Garden ; in monthly numbers, each containing

four plates ; 35. coloured, 2s. 3d. plain. Edited by David Don,
Esq., Librarian to the Linnaean Society.

Embryo Dicotyledonous : Corolla Polypetalous.

XXIV. M-alvdcecE.

2023a AEVTILON. (A name applied, by Arabian physicians, to a plant analogous to the marsh-
mallow; and adopted, by modern botanists, for a genus of the same
family. — D. Don.) 16. 8. Sp. 36. —

tl8C91 pulch^Uum Swt. pretty afe'i_J fra 8 sp W N. S. Wales 1821. C p.l Sw.fl.gar.2.s.287.

Sjnonymes : Sida (section AbhtUon) pulchella Bonp., Loudon's Hort. Brit. No. 18091. ; Abiitilon
pulchellum Sweet, in his Hort. Brit. ed. 2., Hooker, in Bot. Mag. 2753.

An upright, branching shrub, 6 ft. to 8 ft. high : bark of a
dark olive colour ; branches twiggy, tough, and flexible ; leaves

deciduous, cordate-oblong, IJ in. long, crenate, sparingly

clothed, as ai'e the young branches, with starry pubescence.

Flowers, produced in great abundance, disposed in axillary

Y 3
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clusters, from ten to fifteen in a cluster, small, white, fragrant

like those of the hawthorn. The figure was taken in spring

1834, from a plant in the Chelsea Botanic Garden, where it has

stood trained to a wall for several years, without protection,

growing vigorously, flowering and perfecting its seeds freely.

{Brit. Flcw.-Garden , May.) A flowering specimen of this species

was exhibited at a meeting of the London Horticultural Society

early in the spring of 1835 ; it had been sent from the garden of

WilHam Wells, Esq., Redleaf, Kent, where it had stood out for

some time previous—more than a year, at least.

XXXII. Ternstrdmxkcess. Camellia,japonica, Tliomsor^s New
Varieties of. Three varieties of Camellm japonica, raised from

seeds in the nursery of Mr. Thomson, Mile End, have flowered

this spring, for the first time, and have displayed properties that

are likely to place them high in the estimation of lovers of va-

rieties of the camellia. The history of their origin is this.

Seeds produced in 1827 by the variety termed exp^nsa were

sown in 1828. From these seeds seven or eight plants arose

which have all flowered, have all proved different varieties,

and all possessed of merit sufficient to entitle them to preserv-

ation ; but the three adverted to above have been selected from

the rest, as possessed of surpassing characters. Two of these

three we saw in flow^er ; and a painting of a flowering specimen

of the third, on April 28., when we noted down the following

chaiacteristics of them. The names prefixed to them were
determined on at the same time :

—
Susanna: after Miss Susanna Thomson, a daughter of the

late Mr .Thomson. The flower of this variety assimilates to that

of the variety Sweet/awa ; and some have thought that it equals or

surpasses it in the merit of properties. The petals have a white

ground with pink stripes, in the manner of those of a flower of

a carnation, but fewer and fainter : the centre of the flower is

pretty well filled with petals. The flowers are produced in

plenty.

Martha : after Martha Thomson, now Mrs. Poole. Its flower

assimilates to that of Colvilh'. The mode of its formation is

somewhat that of the warratah. The petals have a blush ground
and pink stripes : the centre of the flower filled with petals.

The flowers are produced in plenty. The foliage is fine.

Wadiehna : after Mr. Wadie, now, and for many years past,

propagator in this nursery. Petals of a dead white colour; the

flower large, in mode of formation distinct fi'om either the old

white double (alba plena) or the white double fringed (fimbriata)

:

the petals are larger, and less compactly disposed ; the centre is,

notwithstanding, filled. The flowers last long ; one had stood

twenty-one days before it had fallen. The leaves are large, and
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of an aspect which suggests that this variety's habit of growth is

a free one.

In the Floricultural Cabinet for May is " A Description of

eight hybrid Camellias, raised in the gardens of W. F. Campbell,

Esq. M.P., Woodhall, Lanarkshire." The editor has appended
this remark to the description :— " We received flowers of six

of the above seedling camellias ; and can assure the admirers of

this deservedly esteemed genus of plants that they are most
splendid varieties. Drawings have been taken ; and figures of

them will be given in a supplement to the Cabinet^ which will

speedily appear."

LXXVII. LeguminbscE.

1963. GENI'STA.
174810! ephedroides Dec. Ephedra-like 31 or 4 jn.s Y Sardinia 1832. C co Maund'sbot.gard.t498

From Sardinia ; hardy in Britain ;
pleasing in its blossoms

;

and so peculiar in its branches, that the inventor of the specific

name has deemed them comparable to the branches of ^'phedrae.

The jE'phedrae have not obvious leaves nor conspicuous flowers

:

hence it must be their branches to which comparison is made.
It is probable that G. ^phedroides is deciduous-leafed ; and, if

so, its ephedra-like aspect will be most obvious during the time

its branches are destitute of leaves. F. Westcott, Esq., of Er-
dington, near Birmingham, has been the first to add the species,

in a living state, to the stock of species of plants alive in Britain.

He obtained the seeds from a legume upon a dried specimen
from Sardinia, that was one of a collection of specimens that he
had received from the German Unio Itineraria. Mr. Westcott
has contributed the plant to the collection in the Birmingham
Botanic Garden. Mr. Cameron, the curator, has found that

cuttings of it strike root readily, and that it thrives in common
soil. (Maund's Botanic Garden, May.)

2133. O'ROBUS. [Calabria 1826. S s.l Bot. reg. 1763
19364a atropurpdreus Desf. dark putpXe-corollaed ^ A or 1 my P Algiers, Sicily, Eastern

{Bot. Reg., May.) A pleasing species in its erect stems, nar-

row slender leaves, and pedunculated clusters of flowers whose
corollas are of a rosy-purple colour. It is possible that it is not

very rare in botanical collections.

5837. ^CA^CIA. ^ GlobiflbrsE, Scandentes. [Bot. mag. 3408
pri5nsans Loive holding-prk/cleii fl_ | |

or 40 ... Y ... [? Not yet In Britain] C s.p.l

The specimen figured was produced by a plant which has

long existed in the garden of the Valle, near Funchal, in Ma-
deira : when and whence introduced there, Mr. Lowe cannot

learn. It may be, that a living plant of the species is not yet

extant in Britain. In Madeira, it is a climbing shrub of extremely

rapid and luxuriant growth and remarkably elegant and delicate

feathery foliage; its branches are remarkably elongated, climb-

ing and clinging tenaciously, to every thing within their reach,

by their copious small hooked pi'ickles ; and are of extraordi-
Y 4
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narily rapid growth, quickly reaching to the top of any lofty tree

within their neighbourhood ; which, if unchecked, they soon, by
their luxuriance, completely overrun. Flowers in pedunculated

globular heads, produced from the axils of the leaves, in the ter-

minal portion of the branches. The heads of flower-buds are

of a dark dull red colour, becoming yellower as the filaments

expand. The heads of flowers are scentless ; but singular and

handsome, from the strong contrast between the pale yellow of

the bundles of stamens and the dark dull mulberry red of the

intervening calyxes. {Bot. Mag., May.)

CXXII. GeranidcecE. May 18. 1835.— In Messrs. Dennis

and Co.'s collection of pelargoniums, some of the earliest-flower-

ing kinds are now in bloom ; and some selected specimens of

them are most splendid ; the most notable of the kinds are the

following : — Dennis's Perfection and Duchess of Sutherland.

These two exquisite varieties are rather in one mode as to

foUage, umbels of flowers, and shape of blossom, which is bell-

shaped ; the petals touching, so as to leave little or no vacancy

between them : some have compared the flowers to those of an

auricula, and the umbel to a truss of them.— Lord Denman :

rich dark crimson, with large blackish spots.

—

Hexicoxiidnum

:

somewhat the colour of the last, with larger flowers ; the spots

on the upper petals not so large.— Augustissimum superbum :

a new variety from France.— Adelina : bright rosy red ; blooms

very abundantly ; habit graceful.— Belvidere : a fine bright red,

with peculiai'ly bright crimson spots- — Banquo : fine red, with

large very dark spots. — Amelia : a light pink, with rose-

coloured spots ; flowers very large. — Rosinante : a full-coloured

rose, with crimson-veined spots.— New Duchess of Clarence :

the delicacy of the white of the petals, and the crimson of the

spots, in contrast, render this a very pleasing variety.— Me-
dea, a pale rose with large spots.— Habranthum, abounding

in its magnificent blossoms. — y^e\\!]\ed?iiim : this is called a

crimson purple, and has a robust habit.— Fulminans : dark

red ; flowers large and numerous.— Black Prince : crimson

purple, with very dark spots ; lower petals narrow.— Statira,

Captain Cook, Margaretta, Incarnatum, and Don Quixote:

these are also varieties of high interest among the early-flower-

ing ones. In the general collection there is prospect of a copious

and continued flowering from the present time through June to

August or September.— J. D.
CLVII. Begoniaceae.

2654. BEGO^N7.i.
Tpetalbdes Lindl. petaled tt [23 or 1? ap Ro.W Brazil? 1832? C l.t Bot, reg. 1757

A caulescent species, of not large proportions ; leaves orbi-

cular, cupped, of 5 to 9 lobes, incised and serrate. Flowers few

in a cyme, and the cymes seated on long peduncles. In the
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male flowers, the sepals are two, rosy ; petals ! two, white, and
smaller : in the female flowers, the sepals are four, rosy ; the
petals ! four, white, two of them smaller than the other two.

Pretty ; and of great botanical interest, as the presence of petals

in its flowers tends much to elucidate a question on the affinities

of the natural order Begon/ace*^, which the genus Beg^nm con-

stitutes. Mr. Richard Harrison has living plants of the B.
petalodes. {Bot. Reg.^ May.)

Embryo Dicotyledonous: Corolla Monopetalous.

CLXX. Yiricdce(je.

1339. ^HODODE'NDRON. [arbbreum ^ 1829. L s.p Sw.fl.gar.2.s.2S5
ventistum Z). Dore lovely Vl- or 1 mr Pk.Spot Eng. hybrid, from ^. caucasicum 9, and

An exceedingly showy and interesting plant ; raised by Mr.
William Smith, now nurseryman, Norbiton Common, near
Kingston, Surrey, in 1829, from seeds of R. caucasicum that

had been fertilised by pollen of R. arboreum. The plant from
which the figure has been taken was not more than 8 in. high,

and had two large clusters of fifteen flowers each ; the corollas

are represented as nearly 2 in, across, and are stated to be of a
rich pink colour, marked inside with dark-red spots. The leaves

are 4 in. or 5 in. long, 2 in. broad ; dull green and veiny above,
rusty brown beneath. R. venustum is quite hardy, and is easily

increased by layers. [British Flower- GardeJi, May.)
CLXXXVI. Composites.

2,-35fi. MVTVSIA.
'°

21570a latifolia i). Dora broad-leafed £_ 1 1 or 10 ? o Pa.Pk.Y Valparaiso 1832. C p.l Svv.fl.gar.2.s.288

Stem shrubby, climbing, winged in the direction of its length
with three leafy appendages, which are toothed. Leaves cordate-

oblong, toothed, ending in a scollop or notch, in whose centre is

the midrib of the leaf; which midrib is continued into a tendril

Sin. long, by whose prehension of contiguous objects the branches
are supported. Heads of flowers shown to terminate, singly,

axillary branches or branchlets. Of the corollas w^hich form a ray

to the head, eleven are shown ; these are of a pale pink colour

(that proper to them at Valparaiso : in the specimen produced
in Britain they were nearly white ;

" a circumstance, perhaps,

owing " to the plant's " flowering so late in the season "), and
nearly 1 in. long. The corollas of the disk of the head are

purple-coloured. The anthers yellow and prominent. " Flower-
ing specimens of this curious and interesting plant were commu-
nicated in October last [1834], by the Rev. Townshend Selwyn,
from his collection at Kilmington Rectory, Wilts." [British

Flotioer-Garden, May.)
CXCI. QaprifolidcecE.

621. CAPRIFO^LTUM.
liispi'dulum iznrf/. hispid-sKr/aced J_ 3fe or jl Ro N.W. America 1833? C p.l Bot.reg.176i

Mr. Douglas discovered this species in woods in north-west
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America. The figure published is from a plant of it in the

London Horticultural Society's garden. " It is quite different

from all the other honeysuckles." Its stems and branches are

short, slender, and weak, and more disposed to be prostrate than

to entwine ; the younger portions of these, and the leaves gene-

rally, are hispid, with straight distant hairs : the leaves are, in

figure, cordate-ovate, green above, glaucous beneath. The
flowers are small, and nearly scentless ; the corollas rose-coloured,

and two-lipped ; the stamens prominent. " In common soil it

can scarcely be kept alive ; but, in peat and loam, it grows as

readily as any other hardy American plant." {Bot. Reg., May.)

CCX I. Scrop}mlarine(^.

1783. MI'MULUS.

The conductor of the Floricuitural Cabinet has noted in the

number for May, that he, in a recent visit to York 'and its

neighbourhood, was much pleased to see several very strikingly

handsome varieties of iVfimulus ; which had been raised, by cross-

impregnation, from the M. variegatus, roseus, luteus, YoungzV,

SmithzV, bifrons, &c. These were in the possession of lovers of

flowers and of floriculture, and of Messrs. Backhouse, nursery-

men, York.

CCXIV. Acanthdcece.

YlZla. GOLDFU'SS/ii Nees. (In honour of Dr. Goldfuss, professor of natural history at Bonn upon
the Rhine.) 14. 2. Sp. 13, anil 1 doubtful additional,

f15508 anisophylla i^/eiTj; unequal-sfecrf-leaved *1Z3 or 3 jn.au B Silhet 1823. C l.p Bot.mag.3404
Synonymes : Uu&Uia anisophylla Wal., R. ^jersicifblia B. E., R. «mygdal£ef61ia Hort.

Well known as Ruellz'a anisophylla. The leaves have this

striking peculiarity : their midrib and nerves are prominent on
the upper side of the leaf, and sunk into the substance of the leaf

on the under side; except the midrib, which is slightly pro-

minent. On each side of the nerve, however, on the upper side,

the parenchyma forms a closely placed elevated line. {Bot. Mag.,

May.)
CCXXI. Labiates.

1692a. CHILO'DIA R. Br. {Cheilos, a lip, odous, a tooth ; the tip of the lower lip of the calyx is

bifid.) 14. 2. Sp. 1.—
f28745 scutellarioldes iJ. .Br. Scutellaria-like « i |

pr 2J var.sea V N.S.Wales 1829. S p.l Bot.mag.3405
Synonyme : C. austr&lis, No. 28746. in first Add. Suppl. to Loudon's Hort. Brit.

Has the habit, and form of corolla, of a Prostanthera. In its

wild state in New South Wales, where it is of rare occurrence,

it is a shrub from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high ; with numerous long, upright,

slender branches. Cultivated in the Kew collection, it is of more
diff"use and bushy growth, forms a handsome hardy green-house

shrub, and flowers freely at various seasons. The flowers are

produced in the terminal portion of the branchlet, one from the

axil of a leaf ; the leaves, generally, are half an inch long, sub-

sessile, linear lanceolate ; the corolla is a five-lobed little bell,

of a violet-blue colour. {Bot. Mag., May.)
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Embryo Monocotyledonous.

CCXXXVIII. Afnart/llidex.

933. 2»rARCI'SSUS.
7607a m^ximus D. Don largest tf A or 1 ap Y O co Sw.fl,gar.2.s.286

A^ja,]; maximus Haiuorth, in his Monographia Narciss.

Nearly related to N. propinquus, but larger in all its parts.

The figure published was taken from a plant which flowered in

Mr, Haworth's collection, in April, 1831. Mr. D. Don has

looked in vain for it in other collections around London. {Brit.

Flower-Garden, May.)
CCXL. Orchidece.

2496. NEO'TTIA. [Bot. mag.3403
calcarata iStus;. spurred-^i/jped £ [23 cu f ... Ysh.G Jamaica, St. Domingo 1834? O s.p

Leaves 3 in. or 4 in. long, elliptical, acute, of a deep yellowish

green. Scape Sin. or 10 in. high, bracteate; bearing six to

seven distantly placed, pale, yellowish green flowers. Sepals,

petals, and lip of an awl-shaped figure; the sepals near 1 in.

long. Base of the lip produced into a lengthened spur .... the

petal and lip shorter. Figui'ed from the rich collection of C.

Horsefield, Esq., Liverpool, into which it had been introduced

from America. {Bot. Mag., May.)
2540. ONCI'DIUM. " CBot.reg.17S8
2267a cftrinum Lindl. lemon-coloured-^tot;. jg [23 or 5 ? n Lem. Trinidad 1833 ? O p.r.w

So near to O. altissimum, that it may be, not a species distinct

from that, but a variety of it. These are some of those of its

features in which it differs from O. altissimum : scape not

branched, flower less spotted, sepals and petals less acuminate,

crest of the labellum tuberculate rather than digitate. Drawn
from a plant in the collection of Messrs. Loddiges : this plant is

since dead ; and O, citrinum " is, for the present, lost to the

country." {Bot. Reg., May.)
2532. ZYGOPE'TALUM £ Dr. Hooker, Terrestrial £ Dr. Lindley, 22659, MackazV Hooker, in Bot.

Mag. 2748.

2 crinitum Lindl. hairy-lfpped j? [23 or 1 o W.SpotG Brazji 1829. D p.r.w. Bot.mag.3402
Synonymes : Z. Mack^M var. crinitum Hook, in Bot. Mag. 3402. j Z. crinitum Lodd. Bot. Cab.

1687. ; Eulbphia crinita Loudon's Hort. Brit. No. 28857.

? 3 [intermedium] Hooker, in Bot. Mag., t. 3402. in the text.

Synonyme : Eulbphia Mackaicina Lindl. in Bot. Beg. 1. 1433.

" Indeed, the Eulophia Mackaidna of the Bot. Reg., t. 1433.,

appears to be intermediate between the true Z. M.ackkii [that of

Hooker, in Bot. Mag., t. 2748.] and our present plant" [the Z.

Mackaii var. crinitum]. {Dr. Hooker, in Bot. Mag., May.)
i>558. BLE'TIA.

rea&xa Lindl. rehexedsepaled AU^ or 2 n P.G.W Mexico 1833? O p.l Bot. reg. 1760

Distinguishable, at once, from other known bletias by " the

greenish colour of its flowers, and the remarkably narrow re-

flexed sepals." The figure was " drawn in. the hot-house of the

Messrs. Loddiges, in Nov. 1834 :" two flowers are represented

upon the one scape. In wild specimens, collected by Baron de

Karwinsky, the scapes bear each from two to four flowers ; and

the flowers have a rich purple cast upon every part. {Bot. Reg.,

May.)
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Certain Dendrobiums.— A figure and description of Dendro-

bium Pierardz Rox. are published in the Bot. Reg., May, t. 1 756.

Dr. Lindley has there noted certain marks of distinctness

between it and D. cucullatum Br., which he had, in his Gen. and

Sp. Orch., deemed identical. He has " since had an opportunity

of comparing D. Pierardz and cucullatum, side by side, in the

utmost perfection, in the stove of the Messrs. Loddiges ; where

these lovely species flowered, in great splendour, in Jan. [1835];

forming festoons 2 ft. or 3 ft. long, quite covered with the most

delicate pink and yellow blossoms." Dr. Lindley has appended to

his account of D. Pierardz, and noticeofD. cucullatum, distinctive

descriptions of certain species allied to these, most of which had

not been previously made known to botanists. These are : ochre-

atum Li7idL.f a beautiful plant, flowers expanded, 3 in. across,

pale, labellum spotted with purple ; inhabits Chittagong. Cun-
ninghamm Lindl., nearly allied to biflorum Swz. ; Mr. Richard

Cunningham had obtained the specimen described in New Zea-

land, near the sea, where he had found the species upon the

trunks of a species of Callistemon which Mr. Allan Cunningham
has named ellipticus. Biflorum Swz. redescribed from specimens

received from Mr. Mathews, " who found it in Otaheite, hanging

from the branches of trees." GYi^ihidnnm Lindl. described

from a specimen communicated by W. Griffith, who has given, as

its habitat, trees in the Burman country :
" a beautiful species,

with much of the appearance of D. aggregatum." Extinctorium

Lindl. described from a specimen communicated by W. Griffith,

who has given, as its habitat, trunks of Careya arborea, in moist

places, in the Burman country : its side sepals have their bases

lengthened into a process resembling an extinguisher (extincto-

rium). " This is next D. pusillum Blume." It is not stated

whether a living plant of any of these has been received. [Bot.

Reg., May.)
LEPA'NTHES Swz. {Lepos, bark, or lepis, small, anthos, flower ; because the plants of this

genus have very small flowers, and grow upon the bark of trees. —
Lindley.) 20. 1. Sp. 1.—

tridentkta St^Jx. three-toothed-^/'rf. J^ 23 cu ^ ja P.Y Jamaica 1834? D moss Bot.reg.1762

One of the most pygmy of Orchideae. The species of Le-
panthes have the habit altogether of the species of Pleurothallis.

L. tridentata is the species which has first been seen alive in

Europe. It is a native of the highest parts of the mountains of
Jamaica, where it is found growing on the bark of trees among
mosses. In Britain, it can only be preserved alive with great
care, by being placed under a bell-glass, among damp moss, in

a cool part of a stove. Dr. Lindley received it from Messrs. Lod-
diges, in Jan. Its stems are in little tufts or groups ; they vary
in stature from 2 lines to 2 in : each bears a leaf which is ovate-
oblong, 1 J in. long, thick, and seems, to the naked eye, to end in

a sharp point ; but this point consists of three teeth ; those of the
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stems that bear flowers are terminated by a bracteated peduncle,

upon whose tip the flowers, usually two, are disposed. Dimi-
nutive in magnitude as is L. tidentata, it is not less interesting in

structure than larger forms : a proof of this may be found in the

description, and seven figures of magnified views of it, produced

in illustration of this point, in the Bot. Beg., May.

Art. VIII. Notes and Enquiries on certain Species of Plants 'which

have their Sexes dioecious. By John Denson.

It is stated that all species of plants have sexes, except the species of the
kinds which Linnaeus referred to his class Cryptogamia. The sexes in plants

are analogous to the sexes in animals in their subservience to the multipli-

cation of the individuals of each of the species to which they and the indivi-

duals belong. The offices of the sexes are, in plants, exercised in the stamens
for the male sex, and pistils for the female sex. Fig. 35. represents a sta-

men, of which a is the filament, b the anther, c the pollen.

The filament is not an essential part of a stamen, and, in

some species of plants, is so diminutive as to be inobvious.
Fig. 36. represents a pistil, of which a is the ovarium,
or germen, which includes the ovules or rudiments of seeds

;

b the style, c the stigma. The style is not an essential

part of a pistil, and, in some species of plants, is wholly
absent. The function of these two kinds of organs is

this : pollen {Jig. 35. c) is shed from the anther {Jig. 35. b) ; and, from
the pollen, an essential property or properties is acquired to the ovules
within the ovarium : and this by the intervention of the stigma and the
style, in species of plants which have these. Not any ovule that has not been
imbued with the essential property or properties from the pollen can become
a seed capable of germinating to the production of a plant.

In plants, the sexes are comported in four modes : — I. Both sexes in the
same flower in every flower borne by the same species of plant. 2. Each sex
separate in distinct flowers upon every plant of the same species. 3. One
sex in every flower borne by one plant, the other sex in every flower borne
by anotfier plant; the two plants included in one species, which species

they constitute. 4. The sexes separate in distinct flowers, and together in other
flowers, upon one plant, constituting a species, or upon two plants con-
stituting a species. The sexes, when comported in the 1st mode, are termed
hermaphrodite; in the 2d, monoecious; in the 3d, dioecious; in the 4th, poly-
gamous.

Certain of the species of plants which have their sexes dioecious are the
subject of the following notes, whose foremost object may be expressed in

questions like the following :— Of how many of the dioecious-sexed species of
plants, exotic to Britain, yet cultivated in it, are there both sexes possessed ?

What are these species ? Where are living plants of their sexes ? Which
are the species of which but one sex is possessed ? Which of the two sexes
is this one ? Where is a living plant of it ? The object of the enquiry which
these questions include is to obtain the information for which they ask. This
would have been, it may be deemed, more manifest, and the mode as likely

to be effective of the result desired, had questions equivalent to the above
been simply proposed, and a list presented with them of the names of the
species of plants which are subject to these questions. I hope, in apology,
that the details, and the attempt to be botanical, into which I have allowed
myself to digress, will not repress the contributions of any of those of my
practical brethren who may be in any degree able to contribute to elucidate
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the subject which the above questions include ; and that the broken botany in

which I have, in this my first essay, indulged, may not be without some use to

junior readers who may be engaged in the studying of plants.

I had intended to adduce here a notification of the advantages derivable

from what may be termed an examination of the statistics of the dioecious-

sexed plants extant in Britain, and of the instruction acquirable from an ex-

amination of the sexual condition of the plants themselves ; but as I have not

yet noticed more than a share of the species which I propose to notice (per-

laaps, in future, they will be noticed in a shorter manner), and as one's latest

notions may, perhaps, be more correct than one's earlier, I reserve the expres-

sion of them till last.

Division I. Plants "which invariably, or nearly so, have their Sexes

dicecious.

MyruticecB.— Flowers dicecious, with no trace of a second sex. Males:
filaments completely united into a cylinder [monadelphous] ; anthers 3— 12.,

either connate or distinct. Females: ovary superior, sessile, with a single

erect ovulum ; style very short ; stigma somewhat lobed. {hindley's Introd.

to Nat. Si/st. of Botany, p. 23.) Fruit as explained below.
The several species of nutmeg are included in this order. Sweet's Hort.

Brit, and Loudon's Hort. Brit, show that three species have been introduced
into Britain. Is a plant, or are plants, of each of them still living here? Has
each flowered ? Of which sex is it ? In this Magazine (iii. 67, 68.) is an
account of the Myrlstica moschata, which produces the spice, nutmeg, in ge-

neral use, and an engraving of it, both derived from Curtis's Botanical Ma-
gazine, for August 1827. In the engraving here reproduced (7%. 37.),

j represents the male flower, and i the female; and the two will elucidate, and
be elucidated by, the portion of the definition of the order which I have
quoted above. From Gard. Mag. iii. 67., I quote this description of the

fruit : — " The fruit (a) is a drupe, of the size and somewhat of the shape of

a small pear. ' The flesh (6), which abounds in an astringent juice, is of a

yellowish colour, almost white within, and four or five lines in thickness :

this opens into two nearly equal longitudinal valves (c, d), and presents to

view the nut (e) surrounded by its arillus or mace (/), which soon drops out,

and the husk {b) withers.' The colour of the nut, when fresh, is a brilliant

scarlet ; when dry, it becomes horny, brittle, and of a yellow brown j the shell

(g) is very hard, and not above half a line thick ; it envelopes the kernel, or

nutmeg of the shops {h), which is of an oval or elliptical form, pale brown, and
afterwards furrowed on its surface. Its outside is very thin ; its inner sub-

stance, or albumen (i), firm, whitish, with red veins, abounding in oil." I

once purchased at a grocer's two nutmegs yet enveloped in their shells (g),
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the shells in a perfect state : possibly such are not rare in British commercial
stores of nutmegs. The acquisition of such, the purchasing of a small quan-
tity of mace, and the imagining the husk (sarcocarp) of the fruit of the almond
to be analogous to that of the nutmeg, would enable any one to conceive
pretty clearly, I think, of the general structure of the fruit of the nutmeg.
What follows, quoted from the Gard. Mag., iii. 67, 68., shows a case in

which a knowledge of the fact that plants have sexes, and of the offices of
these sexes, has been of avail to the effecting of important ends. " The
Dutch, having possession of the Spice Islands in 1619, encouraged to the
utmost of their power the cultivation of the nutmeg in a few of them, pur-
suing the same line of policy as they did with regard to the clove, and long
retaining the monopoly of culture : but, in 1722, M. Poivre introduced the
nutmeg to the Isles of France and Bourbon, as well as the clove j from thence
it was sent to the West India Islands, and afterwai'ds taken by the British to
Bencoolen, in Sumatra, where it is grown in the greatest luxuriance. The
Dutch appear to have been totally ignorant of the dioecious nature of the
nutmeg tree, and of the consequent sterility of many of the trees ; but the
French in the Isle of France, ascertaining that one male plant is sufficient for

a hundred females, graft seedling plants with the two sexes in that proportion

;

and hence, besides having no superfluous trees, the plantation comes much
sooner into bearing."

MagnoRkceai. " The flowers of Mayna are dioecious." (Lindley, in In-
trod. to Nat, Syst. of Botany. ) Brief descriptions of three species of Mayna
are in De Candolle's Prod., i. 79. One species is a shrub in Cayenne, the
other two, trees in Brazil.

lutaurinece.

iaurus nobilis, the sweet-scented bay. The male sex is figured in Flora
GrcBca, t. 365., where the author of the attached description has noted that he
had not seen the pistil of the other sex. A coloured figure of the fruit is given.

Plants of the sweet-scented bay are common in the gardens around London

;

and some plants that I have seen this spring (1835) have flowered profusely.

Among them, plants of either sex are not rare. Both sexes had commenced
flowering on April 27. in the garden of the London Horticultural Society, when
I there examined flowers of them. The male plant is the more showy of the two
in its flowering, from the pale yellow sepals, yellow anthers, and yellow sterile sta-

mens as I believe they are deemed to be. The flowers of the female are, in figure

and structure, much like those of the male, but have the sepals greener, and a
conspicuous green ovarium in the centre. About four of the yellow bodies, which
are deemed, I believe, sterile stamens are in every flower, between the gerraen

and the sepals, but scarcely show their colour to the passing eye. Flowers in

either sex not obviously fragrant. Where male and female plants stand toge-

ther, the latter may, in autumn, excel in beauty in its fruit. Is the form, even,

of fruit produced on feminine plants that stand solitary ? 1 think that, in

some instances of flowering plants of the male sex, they have shown a freer

habit of growth, broader and more flatly expanded leaves, than female plants

in flower. If this difference in foliage be characteristic of the sex, and obtain

in young plants, it might guide a planter in selecting them of the sex or sexes
eligible for his purpose in view.

" L. Sassafras has the flowers often imperfect as to the male and female
organs ; which, before observation was so accurate and scientific as at present,

led to the conclusion that one plant bore only males, and the other only her-

maphrodites : it is now found that the alleged males are only imperfect hei-
raaphrodites." (Quoted in Encyc. of Plants, 1829, from Thomson's Ijondon
Dispensary^
Of this species, there is a fine tree in the nursery of Mr. Osborn (lately

Messrs. Whitley and Co.'s), Fulham; and another in the nursery of Mr.
Thomson, Mile End. These will, it is probable, be flowering at the time this

appears : would the proprietors be pleased to examine a proportion of the
flowers, and communicate the result of their observation ?
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Tetranthdi'a. This genus of the Zaurlneas is placed, in Loudon's Hortus

Britannicus, 1830, in the Linnsean class Enneandria, order Monogynia. In

Sweet's Hortus Britannicus, it is referred to the Linnsean class Dice^cia, order

Enneandria. If the latter reference be correct, its species, of which eight are

given in Loudon's Hort. Brit., four in Sweet's Hort. Brit., are addible to

iaurus nobilis as so many more dioecious-sexed species of iaurinese.

In the structure of the anther in the iaurinege, a very interesting point,

one that the student of botany should take the first opportunity to make him-

self acquainted with by examination, is, that each cell of the anther opens (to

admit the disengagement of the pollen) by a longitudinal valve, which separates

in the order of from its base to its apex, and remains attached by this latter

point. The cells of most anthers open by a simple separation of a seam or

suture ; but in the Atherospermeae, Zaurinese, and Berberidece, by adaptation

of a specific structure, like that described. In the £'ricaceae, each cell of the

anther opens by a terminal pore or cleft ; and similarly in some other plants.

MenispermacecB.

Menispermum canadense.

The male of M. canadense. The figure of M. canadense in Curtis's Bot.

Mag., t. 1910., i-epresents the male sex of it; and Dr. Sims has noted in the

text, that " the Canadian moon-seed has been long cultivated in our gardens,

but we have never seen any but male plants," The figure had been derived

from a plant which had flowered in July, 1815, in the garden of John Walker,

Esq., of Arno's Grove. I have not known of any but male plants ; these

were in the Cambridge Botanic Garden, and at the botanic garden at Bury
St. Edmunds, and in some garden in, I believe, either Suffolk or Norfolk, out

of which the Rev. G. R. Leathes had brought a flowering specimen, with,

perhaps, a plant, to the Bury Botanic Garden. Of the plants of this sex,

previously established in the Bury Botanic Garden, it is likely that the original

stock had been derived from the Cambridge Botanic Garden. The collection

of the former garden had been from time to time extensively enriched from the

collection of the latter.

The female of M. canadense : is this" living in Britain ? De Candolle has

described (Regni Veget. Syst. Nat., i. 540.) its flowers to be few, disposed in

the mode of a corymb, not of a panicle or raceme, as those of the male are;

their pedicels shorter than those of the male flowers j ovaries, from two to

four. He has described the fruit of all menispermums to be a berried drupe,

roundishly kidney-shaped, one-seeded.

Three female plants of Menispermum, whether of one, two, or three spe-

cies, and whichever this species is, or these species are, exist, or did lately

exist, in the following places :
—

One plant in Lee's nursery. Hammersmith, Middlesex. Mr. Loudon saw
there, late in October, 1834, a plant of Menispermum with fruit upon itj

consequently a female plant. One fruit off this plant, now by me in a dried

state, I have noticed farther in p. 305. [It is called M. canadense at Lee's,

May 26.]

Two plants in the Cambridge Botanic Garden ; where one is labelled Meni-
spermum virgfnicum, the other Menispermum carolinum. I have seen these

two plants in flower; not since 1832, perhaps not so lately; but it is probable

that both still exist and are flourishing there, as formerly. Each of these two
plants had, if I have remembered rightly, a strong likeness to the other : they

might be only of one kind. Each had, I think, the larger of its leaves ampler
than the larger of those of a plant of canadense, male, which stood near them

;

and they had their leaves with more prominent and more acuminate lobes.

I think that a circle 12 ft. or so in diameter would include the points which
the three plants occupied ; and that the three plants flower at one time, or

nearly so, the male one, perhaps, the earliest : yet 1 know not whether the

two female plants have ever borne fruit.

M. virginicum L.
De Candolle has deemed (^Syst. Nat., i. 540.) this a variety of M. canadense,

and has named it " M. canadense ^ lobatum," and has defined it as having its
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leaves angled more acutely. Sweet has not registered, in his Hort. Brit.,

1830, the kind, either as a species or as a variety. In Loudon's Hort. Brit,,

1830, it is registered as a species named " virginicum W. ;
" and a reference is

there given to Dillenius's Hortus Elthamensis, 178. 219., for a figure of it.

On the sex of this form of Menispermum, whether it be a species (vir-

ginicum L. or virginicum JF.), or a variety of canadense (canadense /3 lobatum
Dec.'), Decandolle has not stated anything. "In Dillenius's figure, the female

is represented, as I have learned from the text appended to t. 1910. of Bot,

Mag. ; but whether this sex alone, I do not know.
M. carolinianum i. Dr. Sims has noticed in the text to t. 1910, o? Bot,

Mag. that Linnaeus has expressly stated that the fruit of his carolinianum L.
is red.

M. dauricum.
De CandoUe has stated {Syst. i. 541.), in his description of this species, some

particulars upon the male flowers, and remarked of the female ones that he
has not seen them.
M. smilacinum.

De Candolle has stated that the female sex is unknown ; that is, not any
notice of it is registered in the published works on botany. Hence, we learn

that the figure of this species in the Encyclop, of Plants, No. 13999, which has
doubtless been copied from Jacquin's figure, represents the male sex ; and, on
inspecting the figure of the flower with a lens, some stamens are shown. Of
which ever sex the plants of M. ^railacinum which are cultivated in Britain

may be, the fact of their flowering is not registered in either Sweet's Hortus
Britanniciis or Loudon's ; hence it may be that this species has not yet flowered
in Britain. It might be well to subject it to the mode of culture for inducing
flowering recommended by E. B. in p. 19. I have placed M. smilacinum in

this list of hardy dicecious-sexed species of plants from having known of a
plant of it (by the synonymous name Cissampelos smilacina) living some
years in the Cambridge Botanic Gai'den, led up wires in the front of the con-
servatory, outside.

M. Lyonz Ph.
Both sexes of this are noticed in the description in De Candolle. Which

of them is, or, are both of them, living in Britain ? — The deciduous-leafed
ligneous kinds of Menispermum are interesting shrubs in their twining habit,

and in the beauty of their peculiar foliage. They have not showy flowers ; .but

the pendulous compound clusters of those of the male of M. canadense, of a
pale yellow colour, mainl}' from the numerous exserted anthers of this colour,

are elegant and ornamental. The flowers of the female plants are less orna-
mental, but it may be that these have the finer foliage. 1 have as ground for

this idea only the impression stated under the notice of the two female
plants, in the Cambridge Botanic Garden ; M. canadense, male, is registered

as flowering in June and July, and assuming that the males of all the kinds
flower, say in summer, the proportion of ornament which their flowers, more
conspicuous than the flowers of the females, would then supply, would render
these desirable for decoration in summer time; while the drupes which the
female plants would be likely to bear were they stationed in the society of
plants of the other sex (would they bear any, even any whose seeds were de-
void of embryos, if they stood solitary?) would render them interesting in

autumn when their drupes had become ripened. A dried drupe of the plant
which Mr. Loudon saw bearing fruit in Lee's nursery late in October, 1834,
is of a black colour, suiFused with a slight glaucous bloom, is about three
eighths of an inch across, not spherical, but with flattened sides, not quite
orbicular, from a straightness about the point of its attachment to the pedicel

;

wrinkled, probably from shrinking in drying. The fruit of M. carolinianum L.
is, LinuEeus has stated, of a red colour. (Dr. Sims in Curt. Bat. Mag. t. 1910,
in the text.) The drupe of M. Lyoni is, Pursh has stated, black and large;
this species is stated (De C. Si/st. i. 541 .) to be a herbaceous, not a ligneous one.
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The deciduous-leafed ligneous menispermums may be additionally recom-
mended as hardy, free of growth, thriving in almost any soil and situation,

and increasing freely by their sprouting suckers. M. canadense, male, has, at

least, these properties; and the assimilating kinds have, it is most probable,

the same.

When transplantation of the deciduous-leafed ligneous menispermums is

intended, the performing of it in autumn, winter, or very early in spring, will

prevent that diminution of the plant's beauty in the following summer and
autumn, which a later transplanting tends to cause. M. canadense, male,

leafs so late as, sometimes, the middle of May, yet it is probably active in its

roots as early as January.

WcedgfiecB. "
. . . . Flowers dioecious, rarely hermaphrodite." {Lind-

ley's Introd. to Nat. Syst., p. 68.)

i7ipp6phae. " Some of the flowers are reported to have stamens and
pistils occasionally in the same individual." (Smitti, in his description of the

genus in the class DiceVia, order Tetrandria, in his Englisti Flora, iv. 237.)

H. rhamnoides. {fig. 38., 13879.)*

38
13882 13878 f^, /V, ^^^1 .^ \ IV 1 ^ 13879

The male sex (13879. a). Are not most of the plants of H. rhamnoides
that are in the gardens of Britain of this sex of it ? I had not seen, until

April 28. 1835, a plant of the female sex of it ; although I had inspected plants,

and examined some flowers, of H. rhamnoides, through the space of some
years previous, mainly in gardens of Cambridgeshire and Suffolk, and previous
to 1830, in the wish to become familiar with it. On April 28. 1835, I had the

gratification of seeing the fruit-bearing sex, in the arboretum of Messrs. Lod-
diges. Hackney, standing near a plant of the male sex. The plant abounded
in fruit (13879, c) in the terminal portion of its branches; and this fruit

must have been persistent through the winter. Plants of the male sex, in

individuals old enough to bear flowers, may, when bearing flower-buds, be dis-

tinguished in winter, when the branches are leafless, even without an intimate

examination of the flower, by the knotted character which the very numerous
spikes of flower-buds give to the branchlets which bear them. The flower-

buds blossom before the expansion of the new leaves in spring, and, I believe,

in the early part of April. This is about the time, or a little earlier than the

* The engravings which accompany this are upon the same block, and
hence are not conveniently separable : they represent, 13882., SchsefFerM com-
pleta; 13880., Broussonetza papyrifera, one of the sexes ; \SSS1 ., Nageia Pu-
tranjlva. Information on these is contained in the Encyc. of Plants, where
these engravings have been first given.
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time, at which the flowers of the female sex are developed. The flowers are

not more showy than the flower-buds, except that they are more tumid, and the
spikes, doubtless, somewhat enlarged in consequence. They have not a corolla

;

and the sepals do not diverge and display the yellow anthers of the stamens
they enclose, as shown in 13879a; in which the flower is, I presume, so
shown for the purpose of botanical iilustration.

The female sex. The flowers are borne upon the basai part of the shoots

that are produced in the spring {13879.6); and the protrusion of these is,

1 think, usually commenced in the after part of April : this shoot, as elongated

in the course of the season of growth, is shown in 13879. d, with the fruit at

its base in the situation the female flowers had occupied. It has been intended,

I cannot doubt, to represent the flowers at the point b in the annexed figure.

In Smith's generic character of /fippdphae, in E.F. iv.237., the words "Flowers
from the same buds [as the leaves], below the leaves, aggregate, small, green-

ish," are applicable to the flowers of the female ; and although these flowers

may be situate below the main tuft of leaves that is to be separated as the
shoot shall be lengthened, and the leaves rendered farther asunder, yet it

appears that smaller leaves, perhaps only rudimentary ones, are below the

larger ones, among the flowers ; and that the flowers themselves are situated

singly in the axils of these leaves. They seem shown to be so in Nees ab
Esenbeck's excellent figures (^Gen. Florce GermaniccB Icon, et Descript. illus-

trata). In Encyc. of Plants, part of the generic character is, " Male flowers in

a catkin, tetrandrous. Female solitary in the axillae of the leaves :
" and it

may be hence concluded that the words of Smith, " Flowers green, minute,
solitary in the bosoms of some of the lowermost leaves while very young," in

his detailed description of H. rhamnoides Eng. Flora, iv. 24^8., relate to the
flowers of the female sex only.

The fruit of the H. rhamnoides var. angustifolia, as seen dried and pressed in

a dried specimen now present, reminds one of the fruit of the asparagus when
shrivelled or pressed ; hence it is much larger, say thrice the size shown in the
figure (13879. c). Its form cannot be stated fi'om the specimens: that given
in the figure agrees with Smith's description quoted below. As to its struc-

ture, it is termed a berry by Smith ; a drupe, or an achsenium clothed with
the fleshy perianth, by Nees ab Esenbeck ; and this last definition agrees with
that given of the fruit of the genus in Encyc. of Plants, namely, " fruit formed
of a berried calyx and akenium." That which is here called " achaenium

"

Smith has termed, in Eng. Flora, iv. 237., a solitary seed " invested with a
double membranous tunic, the outermost, perhaps, only the proper lining of
the cell." Notices on these technical points may be less pleasing to the

reader, and here less in place, than the following information, which will, it is

hoped, beside pleasing, tend to cause plants of the female sex of the H. rham-
noides to be more sought for and planted in a number more equal with the

male than seems to have been its case hitherto. Smith, in his Eng. Flora,

has thus noted in relation to the fruit of H. rhamnoides :— " Berries some-
what stalked, rather elliptical, orange-coloured, simply but powerfully acid,

pleasant enough when preserved with sugar. They are seldom, if ever,

ripened in gardens [British ones], though the shrub is commonly cultivated

for the beauty and singularity of its foliage. Gardeners should attend to

the flowers being dioecious, and plant both sorts together." It is above
made known that Messrs. Loddiges have a plant of the female sex ; and,

doubtless, they cultivate plants of it for sale.

On the fruit, this farther information, not novel, will, doubtless, be pleasing

to those not previously possessed of it. Smith has also noted that " These
berries afford a kind of sauce to the poor in Sweden and the south of France-
Haller speaks of them as ill-flavoured. Rousseau gives an account of the sin-

gular politeness of a young Frenchman, the companion of his walks, who,
seeing him gather and eat this fruit, did not presume to warn him of its being

z 2
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reputed poisonous.", {Smith, in E. F., iv. 238.) In the Encyc. of Plants, it is

stated that H. rhamnoides is very prolific in berries ; which are yellow when
ripe, succulent, smooth, and gratefully acid to the taste. They are much eaten

by the Tartars; and the fishermen of the Gulf of Bothnia prepare a rob from

them which imparts a grateful flavour to fresh fish."

The introducing an equal proportion of the plants of each sex, where those

of one only may have been introduced, or where it may be proposed to intro-

duce H. rhamnoides, will increase variety, botanical interest, ornament in

winter and early spring from the fruit of the female, additional to that from the

grouped flower-buds of the male, and, if the sexes be planted contiguous, fruit

for use, and perfect seeds for the production of plants.

The following facts appertain to IL rhamnoides, without x'elation to its

sexes ; consequently, they are not in place here : but the inserting them here

may place them under cognisance for associating usefully with H. rhamnoides

in its general relations : to the lovers of insects they will be interesting.

H. rhamndldes grows in profusion all along the course of the Arve ; and Dei-

lephila (iSphinx) hippophaes is now so plentiful in consequence of the num-
bers of it collected and bred by the peasants, that a specimen costs but

3 francs : specimens were formerly sold at 60 francs each ; and one of the first

discovered specimens was sold for 200 francs. ( W. Spence, the distinguished

Entomologist, in a Commumication in Mag. Nat. Hist., iv. 148., dated Geneva,

Aug. 27. 18.30.)

Of two plants of H. rhamnoides, male, in the arboretum of the London
Horticultural Society, one has, Mr. Gordon noticed to me in April, 1835, its

flower-buds smaller, and these earlier in blossom, than those of the other.

H. rhamnoides angustifolia. This name is published in Messrs. Loddiges's

Catalogue, ed. 1830. A plant labeled with this name was, on April 28. 1835,

bearing fruit in their arboretum ; though a much smaller quantity of it than

H. rhamnoides, female, to which it stood near. Its bearing fruit proves it to

be of the female sex. Its leaves are notably narrow. Its fruit is spoken of

in the preceding page.

H. sibirica. This name is in Messrs. Loddiges's Catalogue, ed. 1830; and
a plant of it was growing in their arboretum in April 28. 1835. The plant was
dwarf and feeble, and not flowering.

" H. conferta, Nipal." A plant thus named, in the arboretum of the Lon-
don Horticultural Society, is not flowering in April, 1835 : hence the sex of

this plant cannot be here noted. Dr. Wallich is the author of the name, in

1824, in his herbarium, since presented, by the East India Company, to the

Linnaean Society. In this herbarium are two sets of specimens : one set of

plants ranging from Himalaya to Gossan Than ; the other, plants inhabiting

the interval of Hmialaya and Kamoon. These last have the name Robert
Blinkworth appended to this locality. Both sets are labeled H. fasciculata,

and dated 1821. This name Dr. Wallich superseded, in 1824, by that of

conferta : fasciculata and conferta have, it is probable, each been intended to

signify the little groups into which the male flowers are disposed. In each set

of specimens, there are the two sexes. Mr. D. Don thinks it likely that H.
conferta Wall., and H. salicifolia D. Do7i (in his Prodromus Florce Nepalensis),

may be identical.—— The fruit " of ^Iseagnus arborea and conferta is eaten

in Nipal." (Li?idlej/^s Introd. to Nat. Syst. of Bot., p. 68.) Is it possible that

H. conferta is intended by the latter of these ?

H. salicifolia D, Don, in his Prodromus Florce Nepalensis. If H. conferta

and H. salicifolia pi-ove identical, H. salicifolia isj I suppose, the name priorly

published, and, consequently, the one to be adopted, in accordance with the

laws of botanists. In the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges is a shrub labeled

H. .^alicifolia : not in flower on April 28. 1835. Loudon's Hortus Britannicus

and Sweet's Hortus Britannicus show that H. salicifdlia had not flowered in

Britain, to the knowledge of the authors of these works, at the time each,

registered these species. Mr. Sweet has dated the introduction of H. saWci-

folia into Britain in 1818; Mr. G.Don, in Loudon's Hortus Britannicus, m
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1822. Mr. D. Don has an impression that the first plants of this species in

Britain were raised here from imported seeds : if so, a plant or plants of each
of the sexes might have arisen from these seeds, and be still in Britain some-
where, although they have not yet flowered to be distinguishable.

Shepherdzffl canadensis (13878.).
It is stated in the Encyc. of Plants, in Sweet's Hort. Brit., and in Loudon's

Hort. Brit., that this species flowers, or at least has flowered, in Britain in

April and May. However rarely or usually it may do this, not any one has,

it seems, published a figure of it in its flowering state. As it was a feature in

Encyc. of Plants to give a figure of at least one species in every genus, and as

S. canadensis is the only species therein registered, a figure of it (j%. 13878.)
has been given ; but this figure does not exhibit the flowering, or the flower or
flowers, of the species.

The male sex. Are the plants of S. canadensis that are in Britain of this

sex ?

The female sex. Are the plants of S. canadensis in Britain of this sex ?

Are plants of both sexes of S. canadensis in Britain ?

S. argentea.

Mr. Sweet had not known this species to flower in Britain : see his Hort.
Brit,, 1830, p. 431. Mr. G. Don has given, in Loudon's Hort. Brit., its time
of flowering in Britain, April and May. J. B. Russell, Boston, America, has
communicated, in a notice on this species, in Card. Mag., vii. 570, 571., that
" It is one of our [N. Americans'] earliest flowering trees, being covered with
blossoms in March."

The male sex. Is a plant of this in Britain ? Has this sex ever flowered
in Britain ? (^Quoted Information on the Flowers of this Sex.) " Male flowers in

a catkin, octandrous." (Encyc. ofPlants, p. 817.) In this work, S. argentea is

not registered, S. canadensis only ; but as the character is generic, it is, if the

author had, when he framed it, known of S. argentea, as applicable to this as

to that. On S. argentea, detailed characters are quoted from Nuttall, in

Gard, Mag., vii. 571. Two of these are, " Flowers small, laterally aggre-

gated : " these are probably only applicable to the flowers of the naale sex

;

and, farther, " Male flowers divided to the base, segments sub-ovate, obtuse

;

filaments eight, very short ; anthers oblong, two-celled." (Nuttall, as gathered
from a quotation by J. B. Russell, in Gard, Mag., vii. 571.)
The female sex. Is a plant of this in Britain ? Has this sex been known

to flower in Britain ? (Quoted Infonnation on the Flowers of this Sex.) " Fe-
male [flowers] racemose at the ends of the branches Fruit of i7ipp6-
phae." (Encyc of Plants, p. 817.) This is subject to the remark made under
the quotation from the Encyc, under the male sex. " Female flowers smaller

[than the male ones], shortly pedunculate, with eight glands ; no vestiges of
stamina. Style one. Stigma thick and oblique. Germ inferior. Berries

small, and collected into clusters, red [In another portion of the quoted mat-
ter, they are called scarlet], and succulent [In another part of the quoted mat-
ter they are stated to be diaphanous] ; sparingly scattered with scales, always
more or less acid [In another part of the quoted matter, stated to be pleasantly

acid]. Seeds subovate and shining, much like that of ITippophae. (Nuttall,

as quoted by J. B. Russell, in Gard. Mag., vii. 571.) Mr. Russell has himself
communicated on its fruit as follows :— " Its fruit is about the size of the red
Antwerp currant, much richer to the taste, and forms one continued cluster

on every branch and twig. We consider it one of the greatest acquisitions of
the fruit-bearing kind that has recently been brought into notice in our country.

.... The Messrs. Winships, nurserymen, at Brighton, near Boston, I believe,

are the only persons who have this tree under cultivation, at least to any great
extent. Their standard tree is about 14 ft. high, and is eight years old from
the seed."

H. argentea. Mr. Russell has noted, in Gard. Mag., these names for it as

.being in use in North America : — " The Missouri silver leaf or buffalo-berry

tree. It is also called by the Indians rabbit-berry, and the beef-suet tree. The
z 3
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French traders call it graise de buffle, or buffalo fat." A citation of the locali-

ties which it inhabits wild may be not useless to the British cultivator. " In-

digenous on the banks of the Missouri and the lesser streams, from the

confluence of the river Platte to the sources of the Missouri." {Nuttall, as

quoted in Gard. Mag., by J. B. Russell ; who has addetl, " grows sponta-

neously in the extensive plains on the banks of the Missouri.")

Santalaceae.

Osyris alba. In TJie Encyc. of Plants, in Sweet's Hort. Brit., in Loudon's
Hort. Brit., it is noted of this that it had not flowered in Britain up to the

time of registering the species is those works. Has it ever flowered in Bri-

tain ? Are both sexes of it in Britain ? If but one, which ? In Nees ab

Esenbeck's Genera Florcs Germanicce Iconibus et Descriptmiibus illustrata,

details of the structure of the parts of fructification of each sex are exhibited

and explained : hence the plant flowers and grows wild in Geriuany,

\}rticdcece (Nees, the name).

Cannabis sativa. The cultivated hemp-plant. This species supplies an
obvious and popularly known example of dioeciousness in plants. Are not

the male plants usually feebler than the female ones ? and do not they wither

earlier ? What proportion in number do the plants of the one sex bear to

the plants of the other ? A person familiar with the culture of crops of the

hemp-plant would readily answer these questions. I have, I think, read,

long since, somewhere, that a female plant of hemp which had stood remote
from all other hemp-plants had yet borne seeds that had proved capable of

germinating, and that this had been referred to the fact that here and there a

stamen had been observed to be present among the female flowers. The
result of renewed observation on a point like this would be useful.

Since I wrote the preceding, 1 have met with the following information

quoted into the Enci/cl. of Plants out of the Encyc. of Agriculture :—
" The male plant decaying long before the female, the former requires to be

pulled up as soon as the setting of the seed in the females shows that they

have effected their purpose. Hemp is sown on well prepared loamy soil about
the end of April; the male plants are generally pulled about the beginning of
July, and the females four or five weeks after them, when they have ripened

their seeds." {Encycl. of Agr., $ 5327.)

Humulus Lupulus. The hop-plant, {fig. 39,40.) There is a striking differ-

ence in the inflorescence of the two sexes in this species, {fig. 39, 40.) The
female flowers are borne
in a short closely imbri-

cated catkin, and this is ^r^^
developed in the progress "' *

to maturity into the cone-shape body
(39. h, 40. 3), the aggregate of which
constitutes the "hops" of commerce.
The male flowers (39. a, 40. a) are

borne " in compound axillary panicles"
(Smith). A plant of the female hop
can be obtained from the proprietor

of any hop plantation ; a plant of the

male hop from some wild habitat of hop
plants ;

" the habitats are," Smith has

written, *' in thickets and hedges, espe-

cially where the soil is stiff and rather

moist." In a habitat of this character I

once found male plants flowering on
Sept. 26. ; Smith has given July," so

that in the interval of these times there
is hope of the collector of dioecious plants being able to identify a plant of the
male hop, and secure it for himself. I have once heard it remarked that the
degree of bitterness in the pollen of the male hop is very much greater than
the degi-ee of bitterness in the cones of the female, and that, could the pollen
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be collected in sufficient quantity for use in making beer, it might be found to
supersede the use of the more bulky cones. We hope those who may favour
these remarks with a reading will take this notion at their own estimation.

If it here but serve the purpose to place pollen and cones in contrast, as to
the sex by which each is produced, the expression of it here will not be wholly
out of place. Smith, in his generic character of Humulus, in Eng. Flora,

iv. 240., describes that the anther opens by two terminal pores ; this little

point in structure we notice that the student may notice it too. Has any per-
son ever noticed the flower of one sex of the hop upon a plant mainly of the
other sex ? The structure of the flower in each sex is so different from that

of the flower of the other, that to find the two flowers upon one plant would
be a most remarkable fact in physiology.

Urtica. diolca L. The dicecious-sca^ec? nettle, or great perennial nettle, so
common almost everywhere. The contrast in the appearance of the flowers
of the two sexes in this species is not conspicuous ; but it will prove obvious
to a steady look. Smith has stated it to be not dioecious without exception,
in the words, " flowers on one root [plant] chiefly barren, on another mostly
fertile."— Eyig. Flora, iv. 133. This is quite true, I think I may say, from
experience.

XJrticecs § ArtocarpecB of some; ArtocarpecB of others.

Madura aurantiaca, Broussonetia papyrifera, and i^icus carica are to be
spoken of under this order. The figure of a section of the fruit of Maclura
to be presented {fig. 47.), and a figure of the cut-leafed or true bread-fruit

tree (fig. 4.1.) (Artocarpus incisa), and figures of the entire-leafed bread-
fruit tree or Jaca tree {figs. 42, 43, 44.), at command, may so fai- contribute to
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render the young botanical reader familiar with the structure of the fructifi-

cation of the plants of this order, or section of an order, as to justify my
stepping a little aside from my main purpose to further this end.

The following extract from The Pemiy CyclojocBdia is deemed likely to con-

tribute to it :
— " Artocarpeae (or the bread-fruit tribe), a natural order

of plants nearly related to Urticese (the nettle tribe), from which it is so

difficult to separate it by any precise character, that there are many who con-

sider them nothing more than a section of Urticese. This opinion has been
adopted by Dr. Lindley in his Nixus Plantarum,

" Whether a distinct order, or a section only of Urticeaj, the group of Ar-
tocai-peae is known by its having flowers with a very imperfectly [a term used
to signify the degree of manifestness or developement as compared with

calyxes more manifest and developed borne by many plants in other orders]

formed calyx, no corolla, leaves with conspicuous stipules, a rough foliage

[Madura aurantiaca has smooth leaves without stipules, Nutlall. Yet, in the

account of M. aurantiaca, in Lambert's Appendix to the Monograph on the

Genus Pimis, the stipules are stated to be two, and ciliate], and an acrid

milky juice, which often contains caoutchouc in abundance. The flowers are

collected into round heads, and the ovules are suspended singly from the

upper part of the solitary cavity of the ovarium. They are thus distinguished

from true Urticeae by the position of their ovules [in C/rticese the ovule is

erect], the manner in which their flowers are arranged, and by their yielding

a milky juice: the juice of Urticeae is watery." (The Penny CyclopcBdkiy

No. 119. J. worth any young gardener's purchasing, if for the sake of the

treatise on Artocarpese alone.)

The artocarpuses have not their sexes dioecious, but monoecious: and in

figs. 41, 42, 43, and 44., a indicates the inflorescence of the male sex; b,

the inflorescence of the female sex; or, it would almost seem, va. figs. 41,

42, and 43., the commencement of its fruiting, c, in fig. 72. and fig. 44.,

indicates the male flower with its one stamen and the two sepals of its calyx

;

d, vafig. 44., points out the female, consisting of a calyx enclosing the pistil

within except the simple club-shaped curved stigma which proceeds from the
style within through an orifice in the summit of the calyx ; e, in fig. 44.,

distinguishes the ovarium or germen and part of the style; fi in j%. 42.,

marks the ripe fruit surrounded by the enlarged soft fleshy calyx, cut open to

show the fruit within ; the ovarium already beginning to burst to show the
seed within ; g, one of the abortive female flowers partly cut away at its base
to show the ovarium and style within. Fig. 42. has been, and fig. 44.

seems also to have been, copied from t. 2833, 2834. of Curtis's Bot. Mag.,
published July, 1828 ; whence some interesting particulars on the plant have
been quoted into this Magazine, IV. 369, 370., and a brief notice into the
Mag. Nat. Hist., i. 274. The late Rev. L. Guilding, an enthusiastic &nd dis-

tinguished naturalist, in a series of notes on subjects contained in the first

and second volumes of the latter work, has these, not hitherto published, on
the Artocarpus integrifolia :— " The reduced figures of the jack tree given by
Dr. Hooker [in Curtis's Bot. Mag."] were taken from my drawings made from
the living plants, and occupying three folio sheets. They give but a poor
idea of this most ponderous of the gifts of Pomona, The fruit, when ripe, is

swollen to an elongate, prickly, deformed mass, generally bursting, from its

weight, which is from 50 lb. to 801b.: it hangs on the main branches and
trunk, which are alone able to support so bulky a production. A tree thus
loaded (unnaturally, as it seems) forms a striking feature in the scenery of
India. [L. Guilding. St. Vincent, May 1. 1830.]

Macliira aurantiaca. (figs. 45, 46, and 47.)
Botanists have not concurred in deeming the sexes of the Maclur« auran-

tiaca dioecious, as the following citation will shov/ :—
Maclurfl aurantiaca, Dice'cia Tetrandria, Nidtall, the first describer and

namer of this plant, both in its genus and species, in his Genera, c^r., of North
American Plants, ii, 233., 1818. The essence of his account is translated into
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the Dktionnawe Ckissique cVHistoire JSfaturelle, Juin,

1826, where it is referred to Dioe^'cia Triandria.

Reason is not given for the change in the order,

which may have been unintended. Described to be

dioecious and tetrandrous in the Appendix to Lam-
bert's Monograph on the Genus Finns, in ii. 1828.

p. 32*. The account in Gard. Mag., i. 356, 357.,

has been taken from this Appendix. " Dioe^cia

Tetrandria N." (Sweet, in his Hort. Brit., end of

^^ 1830.) The N, impHes, Nuttall is the authority.^
It is spoken of as dioecious- sexed in Gard. Mag.,
ii. 350., vi. 483. and note * ; and Messrs. Prince,

nurserymen. New York, offer, in their catalogue

for 1832, plants of the female at seventy-five cents

(three quarters of a dollar) each ; and plants of the

male at a dollar each.

Maclur« aurantiaca, Monoe^cia Tetrandria, Lind-

ley, in Loudon's Encyc. of Plants, 1829, p. 769, and

784'.; MonoeVia, imrf/6't/, in his Introduction tothe Natural System of Botany,

1830, implied in the defining (p. 95.) of Artocarpese as having their " flowers

monoecious; " and in citing (p. 95, 96.) of Maclur« as an example. Monce^cia
Tetrandria, G. Don, in Loudon's Hort. Brit., 1830, p. 380.

The following considerations are adducible, without violence, in relation

to the question,— Are the sexes of Maclura aurantiaca dioecious or monoo-
cious ? Of three fruits sent to the Conductor by Dr. Mease of Philadelphia,

noticed in VI. 103, 483., X. 61., it is stated of those noticed in VL 103.,

X. 61., that they had been produced in the nursery of Mrs. M'Mahon, near
Philadelphia. It is probable that that mentioned in VI. 483. had been pro-

duced therein also ; but this is not stated. Now, in the notices of two in-

stances of fruit out of this nursery not any mention of a male tree or plant,

growing there is made ; which it is rather hkely that Dr. Mease would have
made had the case been so. Of the third fruit sent, noticed in X. 61., and
there stated to be out of the said nursery,' the Conductor, in the page cited,
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has noticed distributing seeds: if any of those seeds have germinated, and

produced a plant, no matter whether this has subsequently died or not, there

is if we admit Dr. Mease's silence on the existence of a male Macliira auran-

tiaca in this nursery as a proof that one does not exist therein, ground of

assumption that M. aurantiaca has its sexes monoecious. Has one of the

seeds distributed germinated ? Answers to this question would be useful

information. Of the fruit out of which they had been taken a good portion

remains here dried . it abounds in nuts, most of which contain, it appears,

plump semblances of seeds ; of the nuts, it is intended to sow some : still, if

perfect, the}' are now less likely to grow than those sent to persons in Feb.

1834 (X. 61.) would be, if they were sown when received.

" The Flowers [of Jllaclura, aurantiaca] are very inconspicuous, and nearly

green, or with a slight tinge of yellow." (Nuttall, in his letter to Lambert,

quoted in Gard. Mag., i. 357.) This remark is placed previous to speaking of

the sexes separately, in detail, from inability to discover whether the remark

is meant to apply to either of the sexes separately, or to both. As now
placed, it is supposed to be applicable to both.

That M. aurantiaca has its sexes dioecious, there is negative evidence, ad-

ditional to that of the majority of witnesses on that side already cited. This

additional evidence will be more fitly adduced in treating of

The male sex of the M. aurantiaca.— Nuttall, in his Genera ofN. A. Plants,

ii. 234., has noted " male flowers unknown," yet has arranged the species in

Dioe^cia Tetrandria. The date of his work is 1818. In 1824, he supplied

additional information on this point, in a letter to A. B. Lambert, Esq., dated

Liverpool, April 12. 1824. This letter has been published in the Appendix

to Lambert's Monograph on the Genus Pinus, vol. ii. 1828, p. 33*, 34*, and

copied in this Magazine L 357. So much of it as relates to the male sex,

and that which will apply to the question of the dioeciousness of the sexes of

M. aurantiaca is here introduced : — "I have herewith sent you the drawings

of the Madura, and have but little to add to what is already before the pub-

lic [in his Genera of N. A. Plants, consequently we had not to correct his

previous reference of it to the class Dioecia.]. I have, however, since that pub-

lication, seen the male flowers [represented on a diminished scale vajig. 45.^],

with which I had been unacquainted. They are produced in partly sessile

clusters, probably twelve or more together in a very short raceme, and consist

each of a four-parted greenish calyx, including three, but more commonly
four, stamens, about the length of, or a little exceeding, the calyx." Not
any corolla. Had these male flowers been produced upon a tree common to

them and to the flowers of the other sex, this author would scarcely omit to

mention such a fact, and correctively to his former account.

The female sex.— Its inflorescence is a globose head of flowers (a in Jig.

45.), that is seated upon a short peduncle (shown in a o^ Jig. 45., and at
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b in ^g. 47.), which is situated in the axil of a leaf. Each flower consists

of a pitcher-shaped calyx, which includes an ovarium, and has, connected with
this, a thread-shaped and downy style that is extended»beyond the top of the
calyx to the length of nearly an inch, as may be learned from Nuttall and
Lambert. Not any corolla. In Jig. 47., a and c, portions of the style which
had remained in some of the flowers until the fruit was progressing to perfec-

tion, are shown. In these two figures, also, the situation of the nuts into

which the ovariums have at length been rendered, is shown. In a dried por-
tion of a fruit now present, that was, when undried, 3 in. in diameter, a cen-

tral roundish axis, about half an inch across in its narrowest diameter, more
in its broadest, is obvious, upon which the individual fruits or calyxes

are arranged : this axis is not rendered obvious in b o^ Jig. 47. The nuts
are not situate at the base of the calyx, but at some little distance up their

length ; each nut is about three eighths of an inch long, and half this broad,
compressed, oval, with blunt ends, and a notch in the uppermost of them.
The calyxes in the fruit have their tips consisting of seemingly four tumid
lobes unequal in size : these, and some difference in the height or length of
the calyxes or individual fruits, gives the surface of the entire fruit {Jig. 46.)
its tubercular appearance.

The dried portion of a fruit, now present, has, when sraelled to, precisely

the scent of honeycomb, but in a fainter degree.

The Size, Figure, Colour, Juiciness, and Use of the Fruit.— Dr. Mease, of
Philadelphia, has sent to the Conductor, at three different times, three several

fruits of the Madura aurantiaca, as noted in VI. 103., 483. ; X. 61. Of the
first sent, noticed in VI. 103., the Conductor has there observed, " We have
had a drawing and section of it made, of the full size, by Mr. Sowerby." The
figure of the section is presented in the same place, but not the figure of the
drawing mentioned ; implying, doubtless, the entire fruit. Fig.A^Q., in the pre-
sent notice, represents an entire fruit ; and as this figure has been lying

by, it is doubtless the figure then prepared, so that it {Jig. 46.), and the figure

of the section {Jig. 47.), repeated here from VI. 103., now present a fuller

representation of the first fruit sent by Dr. Mease : a in^g. 47. is, perhaps,
slightly magnified. On this fruit Dr. Mease has communicated (VI. 103.)
that " It weighed 15 oz. when pulled : but it is not ripe;" and the Conductor
has added, " It measures 9 in. round one way, and 9\ in. the other. The
colour is a greenish yellow ; the taste acid, it not being half rjpe„" On the
second fruit, noted in VI. 483., as received from Dr. Mease, not any particu-

lars are stated. On the third, which the Conductor has noticed (X. 61.)
receiving, he has noticed, " It is about the size of a large orange .... though
evidently gathered before it was fully ripe • . .

." Its diameter was 3 in. ; a
dried portion now (May, 1835) remaining has shrunk to 2 in. " The Macliira
is conspicuous by showy fruit, in size and external appearance resembling the
largest oranges."— James's Exjjedition to the Rocky Mountains, as quoted in

Gard, Mag, I. 357. M. aurantiaca " inhabits deep and fertile soils in valleys.

The Arkansa appears to be the northern limit of the range of the Maclura,
and neither on that river, nor on the Canadian, does the tree or the fruit

attain so considerable a size as in warmer latitudes. In many specimens of
the fruit examined by Major Long, at the time of his visit to Red River, in

1817, several were found measuring 5^ in. in diameter."

—

Id. and Ibid. Nut-
tall has remarked, " I cannot learn that any individual has ever seen its ripe

fruit. These [the unri[)e fruit Nuttall must have now meant, because, if he
had meant ripe fruit, then some one had seen and tasted it], according to the
report of Major Long (see his Narrative, ii. 158.) are quite as large as those
of the shaddock tree, yellow, and very beautiful to the eye, but, in his opinion,
always unpleasant to the taste."— Nuttall in Lambert's Appen., and quoted in

Gard. Mag. I. 357. The fruit is not esculent.— Rajinesque, in Gard. Mag.
viii. 247. I never knew the fruit to be used as an article of food. — A. H.
Sevier, delegate in the Congress of the United States from the territory of
Arkansas, where the Madura aurantiaca abounds. In a communication from
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Dr. Mease in Oard. Mag. vii. 508, " The milky juice, of which three fruits

will yield a pint."— Gard. Mag. iv. 261. The proportion of this quantity

exceeds that of the quantity obtained from unripe fruits by Nuttall, who has,

on this subject, noticed as follows : — " The bark and fruit, on incision, give

out a milky sap ; that of the [unripe, see Gard. Mag. i. 357.] fruit is aromatic,

but not agreeable to the taste From two or three of the unripe fruit

which 1 described as seen growing in Mr. Choteau's garden, at St. Louis, in

1810, I expressed about half a pint of a milky sweetish fluid, which, unlike

most lactescent saps, quickly separated into a clear liquid, and a subsiding

feculent matter, almost appearing like the action of coagulation in milk.—
Nuttall in Lamberfs App., and quoted in Gard. Mag. i. 357.

Will the Fruit ofMadura, aiirantiaca he produced in Britain ? Mr. W. Prince

has stated, Gard. Mag. ii. 350., that " the female .... has been sent to Europe
in abundance," and Britain has received its proportion ; hence plants of the

fruit-bearing sex are likely to be extant here. The opinion of one of the

Messrs. Loddiges, cited in II. 486., is, that " It is more than probable that it

[M. aurantiaca] will never fruit in this country." " I see no reason why this

tree should not bear the open air in England j but I presume a green-house

would be necessary to bring the fruit to maturity." Dr. Mease of Philadel-

phia, in Gard. Mag. vi. 103. " The fruit does ripen in this State [Pennsyl-

vania]." Dr. Mease in VI. 483.

Madura aurantiaca has, it has been stated, borneflowers in France. In Le
Bon Jardinier, 1833, p. 919., it is stated that " Maculure epineux, Madura
aurantiaca iVz<^^.,Broussonetia tinctoria Kunth, de I'lnde et de i'Amerique," has

flowered for the first time in France in July 1832, in the flower-garden of the

Luxembourg at Paris, and in the King's garden at Neuilly. Whether dioecious,

and of which sex, or monoecious, is not stated. The synonym, cited from
Kunth, is, in Loudon's Hort. Brit. 1830, and Sweet's Hort. Brit. 1830, re-

ferred to Madura tinctoria D. Don, not to M. aurantiaca Nuttall; hence, it

seems cited wrongly in Le Bon Jardinier, where the account of M. aurantiaca

may be quite correct in other respects.

The notices on Maclur« aurantiaca, which have been published in the Gar-
dener's Magazine, are in I. 229., 356, 357. j II. 350. 486.; IV. 261. ; VI. 103,

104. 483; VII. 508.; X. 61.; XL 312—316.
i^icus Carica. {fig. 48.)
" A bread-fruit [j?g. 41. in p. 311.] is a fig. turned inside out, 'and much

.

larger in all its parts ; that is to say, the flowers which form the bread-fruit

.^'-'Ste-o^ft,
and fig grow, in both cases, upon a fleshy re-

k /'^^^^^ili ceptacle ; but in the former the receptacle is

solid, and bears its flowers externally; while in

the latter it is hollow, and bears its flowers

internally." The Penny Cyclpcedia, No. 119.,

subject Artocarpus.

The male sex.—This is not present in the

cultivated fig. Nees ab Esenbeck, in \\\^ Gen.

FlorcB Germ, illustrata, genus i''icus. Yet his

generic character states that flowers of each sex occur in one fig, but he may
imply upon wild plants only; and that of those the male flowers occupy the

upper part of the fig ; the female flowers the remaining part. In structure the

male flowers have a three-parted membranous calyx, three stamens inserted

by hair-like filaments into its base ; two-celled anthers affixed by the back;
and globular pollen. Nees.

The female sex.—The flowers of this have a five-cleft calyx, whose substance

is continued downward, and clothes the pedicel of the flower. Ovarium one-
celled, one-seeded. Style thread-shaped, attached on one side of the ovarium.
Stigmas two awl-shaped. Nees.

From the remark of Nees, quoted above under the male sex, it would
seem that the flowers in the cultivated varieties of the fig, are all of the female
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sex ; this seems to disagree with Monck's views, quoted in abstract, in Encyc.

of Gardening, new ed., § 3302., from the Hort. Trans. V. 168, 169.

Broussonetz'fl! papyrifera.

A plant of each sex of this species is in the arboretum of the London Hor-
ticultural Society ; and another plant of each sex of it in the arboretum of
Messrs. Loddiges, Hackney; as denoted by labels standing prefixed to plants

in these places in April 1835.

Broussonetzfl! papyrifera has " large-lobed leaves, variously shaped ; the

foliage of the male and female plant differing so much from each other, that

they might easily be mistaken for distinct species." Encyc. of Plants, p. 832.

Fig. 13880. in p. 306. of this present Number, represents leaves of one of the

sexes.

The male sex.—Flowers disposed in " a cylindrical catkin. Calyx 4-part-

ed." Encyc. of Plants, 817.

The female sex.—Flowers disposed in " a globose catkin, Calyx tubular,

3— '1 toothed. . . . The fruit is little larger than peas, surrounded with long-

purple hairs, when ripe changing to a black purple colour, and full of sweet
juice." Encyc. of Plants. Watson has noticed, in his Dendrologia Britannica,

that this species flowers and fruits in Britain. In Ee Bon Jardinier, 1833, it

is remarked (p. 918, 919.), that one of the modes in which Broussonetia pa-

pyrifera may be cultivated is by seeds, and that, to have the seeds efficient, a
male plant must grow near the female.

B. cucullata Hort. is of the male sex,—a fact in the history of it. In Le
Bon Jardinier, 1833, it is stated, in p. 919., that B. cucullata Hort. was found
(upon a small plant of Broussonetia papyrifera seems implied), and secured

in cultivation by grafting, by M. Camuset, one of the gardeners in the King's

garden; farther, it is stated that it is very curious in its leaves hollowed into

a hood ; that the plant upon which it was found was a male, and that the

flowers which B. cucullata has produced are, consequently, male. It is added,

that it is already much diffused in the the trade. Is not this B. cucullata

Hort. identical with the B. spatulata Hort. of Encyc. of Plants, p. 832., and
Loudon's Hort Brit., p. 397. ? If it be, and th& account in Le Bon Jardinier^

be correct, one name will be sufficient for denoting the kind, and this kind
must forthwith be deemed a variety. It is remarkable that this most distinct-

looking plant is omitted from Sweet's Hort. Brit., 1830.

In No. 119. of The Penny Cyclopcedia, before commended, is a defence to

popular readers of the popular charge against botanists of their expressed

opinion, that the nettle and the fig are close akin. The essence of the defence

is as follows :
—" In structure of stem, leaves, stipules, calyx, stamens, and

fruit, these two plants are so ahke, that it is impossible to discover more than
one solitary essential character ; namely, that of the position of the young
seeds, by which they can be distinguished." As to the herbaceous condition

of the nettle, and the ligneous condition of the fig, there are species of nettle,

not a few, which are ligneous. Were it otherwise, a ligneous plant is nothing
but a herb, that continues to grow many years; and longevity does not inter-

fere in any degree with relationship. As to the extremes of structural dif-

ference in the mode in which the flowers of the nettle and the fig are arranged,
" intermediate forms of arrangement occur which reduce these differences to

nothing." In the Roman nettle ( t/rtica pilulifera) the female flowers are

collected into round heads. In the genus Procris, which is closely related to

the nettles, the flowers are also collected into heads, and, in addition, the part

which bears the flower is pulpy. Here is one step towards an assimilation in

form to the receptacle of a fig. In the genus Dorstenza, the flowers are borne
in a fleshy saucer-shaped receptacle, whose edges are curved inward. Were
these edges curved inward till they met and coalesced, the similarity between
this receptacle and that of the flowers of the fig would be close, &c.

LordnthecB.

Fiscum album. This is stated to flower in May. The female-flowered

plants may be ascertained in autumn and winter by their bearing berries, out
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of which seeds may be obtained to elucidate any of the following points. The
seed has " sometimes a double embryo." (Smith, in Eng. Flora, iv. 236.) Mr,

Baxter, curator of the Oxford Botanic Garden, has shown, in his Illustrations

of the Genera of British Floivering Plants, t. 40., the manner in which the ger-

minating embryo protrudes its radicles, and apposes them to the face of the

bark of the tree to which the seed has been affixed ; and has remarked thus

:

— " Out of nine seeds which I rubbed on the smooth bark of an apple tree

in the botanic garden, this spring (1833), and left there to germinate, two

produced only one radicle each; six produced two radicles each; and one

produced three. It appears, from this experiment, that two is the most com-
mon number of radicles produced by each seed of this curious plant." I

have to add to this a fact, as I believe it to be, which seems so strange that I

have feared my observing incorrectly ;
yet I could not : — a seed sown on the

bark of a plant of hawthorn protruded two just such radicles as Mr. Baxter

has figured, but, perhaps, longer : after a time, these disparted at the point in

which they had met in the seed ; each became erect in a degree, and each a

separate plant. Hence, may not the one case with me, and the six cases,

in which two radicles were protruded from each seed, with Mr. Baxter, have

been instances of two embryos in each seed ; and the case with Mr. Baxter,

in which three radicles were protruded, a case of three embryos in the seed ?

It would gratify curiosity to learn whether or not, in the cases in which two
plants are produced from the two embryos in one seed, both are of the same
sex. The two plants from the one seed of which I have spoken, both be-

came established ; and I have asked a statement of their sex or sexes, but

have not received it. It is worth}' of remark that Mr. Baxter has shown that

the tips of the radicles, where apposed to the tree's bark, are so much thick-

ened as to be quite tubers ; they were exactly

49 -as^^^sr-. similar in that instance which I witnessed. This
case is sufficiently similar to that of the para-

sitic Lathrae^a Sqnamaria as to render the simi-

larity quite worthy notice, i^ig. 49. represents a

section ofa tuber ofthe Lathrae^a Squamaria, with
its point intruded into the root of the shrub.

Lathrae^a Squamaria is a plant mainly subter-

raneous, which subsists parasitically upon the

roots of shrubs. Those of its fibres which have
union with the shrub, have tubers at the point

of juncture of the size of a small pin's head.

Fig. 49. represents a section of one of these

magnified. The structure and economy of the

Lathrae^a Squamaria has been illustrated by J. E. Bowman, Esq., whose
researches and discoveries are published in Lin. Trans., xvi. : an abstract of

them is given in Mag. Nat. Hist., v. 45—48.

(Tb be contimced.')

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. General Notices.

Metallic Wire for Tying up Trees, attaching Labels, and other Garden
Purposes.—We noticed, p. 265., that leaden wire had been used in France for

tying up trees ; and a number of specimens have since been sent us by Mr.
W. A. Rowland, plumber and glazier, of Chester, who manufactures it. Mr.
Rowland informs us, tliat his wire is composed of an alloy of lead, and another
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tnetal, in consequence of which it is much stronger than lead wire alone.
Thus, a foot in length of No. 14 lead wire will carry 14 lbs. and be broken by
15 lbs.; while No. 14 metallic wire will carry 20 lbs. a foot, while 21 lbs. will

break it. This shows the latter to be 5 lbs. stronger than the lead wire. Mr.
Rowland adds, that wii'e formed of lead alone does not draw kindly, and can
only be produced in short lengths, while that with the alloys which he puts to

it can be drawn Into lengths of 40 yards or upwards. The advantages of this

wire for garden purposes promises to be, its softness, pliability, and durability.

For all these properties it has greatly the advantage of copper or brass wire,
which is tough, rigid, and very apt to cut, and otherwise injure the bark of
plants tied with it. Messrs. F. and J. Dickson, of the Chester Nursery, in-

form us, that they have " used this wire for some time, and found it exceed-
ingly useful in tying up almost all kinds of plants, attaching labels, &c."
Where a durable tie is wanted, and one which will not injure the tree, we
certainly think that this wire has advantages over every other tie that we have
heard of; for attaching labels to specimen trees in a shrubbery or arboretum
it seems well adapted, and also for labelling trees which are to be packed and
sent to a great distance. For all ordinary garden purposes, however, we should
prefer common garden matting, not only on account of the cheapness of the
material, but because it requires less labour in the tying. We state this to
prevent it from being supposed that we think, because this wire is good for

many things, that it is good for every thing. Ideas of this kind are often
propagated with regard to useful inventions, but the invariable consequence
is an injury both to the inventor and to the public. By endeavouring to
prove the suitableness of an article for universal application, which is only
adapted for being applied partially, we lead to its ceasing to be applied at all.

We recommend gardeners and nurserymen to give this wire a fair trial. The
price seems to be Qd. for a pound drawn into two yards, and \s. Qd. for a
pound drawn into 60 yards ; the latter being the smallest size, and the former
the largest.

Prepared Zinc Labels for Plants of different sizes and shapes have been
sent to us. They are written upon with an ink of a particular description,

which forming a combination with the metal is said to be indelible. The ink
is sold at 1*. Qd. a bottle, and the labels at various prices, from 3.5. a hundred
to 12.?.; the latter being for a plate of metal 5a in. by 3 in. with two holes

pierced, for the purpose of nailing it to a wooden shank or rod, or riveting it

to one of iron or other metal. These labels certainly promise well. They
are cheap, as easy to write upon as paper, and as they are thin and narrow,
and pointed at one end for sticking in the ground, they are easily stuck in or
taken out, and not likely to injure the roots of plants. They may be ordered
through any seedsman. — Cond.

Of what the ink is composed that is used for writing upon these labels we
are not informed by the gentleman who sent them ; but an ink which answers
the same purpose is prepared by Mr. Hawkins, of Pancras Vale, Middlesex ;

and the following composition is mentioned in the Horticulteur Beige as the

invention of M. Symon, of Brussels, and as resisting the effects of air and rain

on zinc :— Reduce equal parts of verdigris and sal-ammoniac to powder ; add
a fourth part of lampblack, and five parts of water. Mix the composition

well in a stone mortar ; add the water gradually, and take care to shake the

composition before it is used.

Apples are kept nearly till apples come again by H. H , Esq , in a shed
placed against the north end of a barn at in Sussex. The shed is

a span roof, with one end placed against the barn, and the other quite open.
The side walls have no openings in them whatever, so that air and light are

admitted only at one end. Along the middle of the shed there is a wall as

high as the ridge of the roof, and against the wall shelves 3 ft broad are fixed,

at the distance of 2 ft. one over the other, from the ground to the top of the

wall. The apples are laid on the shelves as they are taken from the trees to
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the depth of six inches, without any covering over them, and nothing more is

done to them till they are wanted for use. In the spring, if the past winter

has been very severe, it is found that a few fruit on the outsides of the shelves

are frosted, but that those within are in a good state. On the contrary, should

the winter have been very mild, the fruit on the outside are rotten, but those

on the inside are fresh and good. Nonpareils, and other apples, preserved in

this manner, have been repeatedly exhibited by Mr. H , at the Horticul-

tural Society's Meetings in May and June. We tasted some on May 5th,

this year, and found them excellent. The situation of the shed is open and

airy, and to this circumstance Mr. H attributes much of his success.

Art. II. Domestic Notices.

ENGLAND.
A Grand Florictdtural Exhibition will be held at the Surrey Zoological

Gardens on the 13th and 16th of June next. " Not being able to keep terms

with the Metropolitan Society of Florists," Mr. Cross has determined to have

a flower show of his own. In order that this may be well worthy of public

patronage, Mr. Cross himself gives fifty guineas in gold and silver medals for

certain defined objects, such as the best pair of orchideous plants, the best

twelve green-house plants, the best nosegay, &c., &c. Besides this, the

amount received as entrance money from exhibitors will be awarded, at the

discretion of the judges, for any rare and beautiful specimen not named in the

list. This last plan we think very judicious ; because it will serve to assure

every gardener that he will not carry to the exhibition any remarkably fine

specimen in vain. We are extremely happy to notice this new instance of the

excellent public spirit of Mr. Cross. He deserves every encouragement from

the gardening world ; and we hope he will receive it. We have already heard

of several eminent cultivators who have proffered him their assistance. The
gardens being situated in the midst of a dense population, and the queen and
other branches of the royal family being patrons, there can be no doubt there

will be an immense assemblage on the days of exhibition. We never hear the

Surrey Zoological Gardens named without feeling gratified at the humanising

influence on the minds of thousands who would probably never have been

able to reach the Zoological Gardens in the Regent's Park. The arboretum

in the Surrey garden has been enriched with several new specimens. It is in

a very thriving state, and does great credit to the gardener, Mr. Watts. Again

we wish Mr. Cross every success as an encourager of gardening.— Cond.

Mr. Groom's Tidips.— We attended the private view of these beautiful

flowers at Mr. Groom's gardens, at Walworth, on May 11., and were very

much gratified with the brilliancy of the display. The flowers were, generally

speaking, finer than at the exhibition of last year. Among them, we noticed

fine specimens of our old favourites, Washington, Polyphemus, Louis XVIIL,
Brulante eclatante, Pompe de funebre, &c., with many new ones remarkable

either for their form or colour. The whole forms one of those exhibitions

which no flower-gardener or amateur should visit London without seeing.

Guernsey.— We are happy to find in the Guernsey Star of May 4. that a

proposal is made for establishing a botanic garden in that island. The mild-

ness of the climate renders it particularly s-uitable for such an establishment

;

and the encouragement which the Guernsey Horticultural Society has met
with seems to promise it success. We observe, in the same paper, a Gar-

dening Calendar for May, published under the direction of the Society, and
adapted to the climate of the island. We think this an admirable plan for

directing and keeping up attention to gardening ,• and we think it well deserv-

ing of imitation in different parts of the country.

The Advantages of Water in the Cultivation of CuVmary Vegetables.— You
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are aware that the water round my midland allotment is in general within 3 ft.

of the surface. To this circumstance, I have no doubt, I am in a great mea-
sure indebted for a succession of abundant crops. Where this necessary

agent in the growth of vegetables is wanting, or scantily supplied, it appeai-s to

me that, in most cases, a copious supply could be procured by well-boring

;

by which means even soils that are now but little worth might be made to

produce abundant crops. In cases where the water did not rise above or

near the surface, perhaps a steam-engine on a small scale might occasionally

be applied.— ./. Denson, Sen, Waterbeach, near Cambridge, Feb. 25. 1833.

The market-gardens in the neighbourhood of London, of Paris, and of
Edinburgh, that are most productive relatively to the labour and expense
bestowed on them, are those where the water lies near the surface ; for

example, the gardens of the Neats Houses, those of the Marais, and those at

the bottom of the North Loch. All the cabbage tribe thrive- remarkably well

in such situations. The custom of raising water from deep wells, to water
the surface of grounds devoted to culinary vegetables, prevails throughout
Europe and Asia; and the simplification of the practice by boring, as sug-

gested by Mr. Denson, is doubtless a very great improvement. Boring for

water is not half so much practised as it might be, though it is on the increase,

both in England and in France.— Cond.

Forced Roses.— Li the York Chronicle for Feb. 26. 1773, it is stated that
" forced rose trees were then selling in the seed-shops in St. James's Street at

16^;. each! " Flowers of the same sold for 6d. each, in Covent Garden mar-
ket, in Feb. 1835.

The Banana (Musa sapientum L.) is now in blossom, with thirty-one fruits,

and to be seen at Chilton Hall, Clare, in Suffolk, (The Bury and Norwich
Post, April 2. 1834.)

The Comvion Ash Tree of great age, in a decaying state, has had its youth
renewed, and become covered with fine foliage at Testwood, near South-
ampton, the seat of W. Sturges Bourne. Esq., which seems to favour Pro-
fessor De Candolle's theory of the perpetuity of vitality in dicotyledonous
trees. The branches were cut in close to the trunk, or to the larger branches,

and the rest was left to nature. The same plan applied 'to some old apple
trees was not attended with the same good effect.— W. S. B. December 8.

1834.

A Colmar Pear Tree, in the kitchen-garden at Houghton Park, near Ampt-
hill, Bedfordshire, which was cut down in the winter of 1833, made a shoot
from the stool in the summer of 18.34, 7 ft. 9 in. long, with laterals 4 ft. 9 in.,

4 ft. 11 in., and the very shortest 1ft. 5 in.— Humphrey Gibbs. Corner of
HalfMoon Street, Piccadilly, London, Dec. 31. 1834.

Growth and Fertility of Scions of Pears grafted in the Neighbourhood of Lan-
caster.— In March, 1833, Dr. Lingard received from Mr. Saul a scion of the
Flemish beauty pear, which has now, March, 1835, eight blossom buds upon
it. Five other sorts, grafted at the same time, have respectively three, four,

eight, and fifteen blossom buds ; no small encouragement to possessers of bad
sorts of pear trees to graft them with good sorts.

SCOTLAND.
Return Papers for the Arboretum Britannicum from the Glasgow Distnct,

through Mr. Murray ; and from the PertJfDistrict, through Mr. Gorrie. — We
are under the greatest obligations to Mr. Stewart Murray, of the Glasgow
Botanic Garden, for the exertions he has made to procure us information
respecting the foreign trees and shrubs of his district ; and also to Mr. Gorrie,
for similar exertions in the Perth district. The energy shown on the occa-
sion by these gentlemen is highly gratifying; and we are also very much
obliged to the gardeners and others who have sent the information to Mr.
Murray and Mr. Gorrie which they have forwarded to us. At the same time,

we cannot help observing that some of the gardeners of the Glasgow district

Vol. XL —No. 63. a a
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have shown a degree of dilatoriness and indifference which we hardly ex-

pected from our countrymen. Two of the Return Papers have been sent

back without the dimensions of a single tree or shrub having been inscribed

on them ; though we know that, in one of the places, there are a number of

remarkably fine trees and shrubs. The excuse given in this case is, that

there have been few trees planted there for the last twenty years, &c. The
other place contains some very fine oaks ; but " the Return Paper was laid

aside, and escaped" the gardener's " memory;" and when he found it again,

by accident, he considered that there were not any trees or shrubs under his

care " that merited particular notice." We cannot help contrasting this with

the zeal and activity which we have experienced in England and Ireland, as

well as on the Continent, particularly in Germany. There are many fine

places in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, including the Botanic Garden, Dal-

keith, Moredun, the Whim, Woodhouselee, Pennycuick, Duddingston, Gogar,

Saughton Hall, Craigie Hall, Pinkie, &c., &:c. , from which we are still expect-

ing information. Should any of the Return Papers we sent have been mislaid,

or have miscarried, fresh ones may be obtained from Mr. Lawson, or recourse

may be had to the form given in the Number of this Magazine for December
last ; that is, in Vol. X. p. 382.— Cond. April 30.

The Auckenboivie and West Plean Horticultural Society, in their prize list

for 1835, offer seven prizes for those cottage gardens which shall be most taste-

fully laid out and neatly kept during the season. We observe, also, that the

greater number of the prizes offered to cottagers are garden implements or

instruments, or articles of household furniture ; a number, also, are books,

and some are plants or seeds. The cottager who gains the greatest number
of prizes during the season is to have a wheelbarrow. Besides the prizes to

be given from the funds of the Society, a number of individuals have offered

articles, stating what they are to be given for, as prizes. There cannot be a

more useful mode of disposing of any duplicate books, or prints, or superfluous

pieces of furniture, or spare plants, than this.

The Stirling Horticultural Society, in their prospectus for 1835, offer a great

number of prizes ; and, among others, one for the best collection of dried

specimens of British plants. They have an excellent library ; and the books
are circulated among the members on a plan which insures their prompt re-

turn. We have sent to this library, a copy of the first volume of our Archi-

tectural Magazine, from which the young gardener who has a taste for land-

scape-gardening and garden-architecture may learn the fundamental principles

of design in all the graphic arts.— Cond.

Art. hi. Retrospective Criticism.

The Management of the Government Plantations in Hampshire.— In your
April No., p. 163., my name is introduced as being engaged in the manage-
ment of the government enclosures. In justice to the proper parties, I beg that

you will do me the favour to correct the error. My writing to you was induced

by the pleasure I have often felt at the many successful methods pursued un-
der the direction of the government surveyor, Mr. Robert Turner; and, so

far am I from wishing to detract from the thanks due to him, that I have long

since promised to make the process known to you, with the concurrence and
aid of that gentleman. You will please to give this insertion, as it is my
anxious wish that the public should justly appreciate so important a practice

of rearing timber, and bestow their commendations upon those with whom it

originated.— William Bridgeiuater Page. Southampton, April 18. 1835.
Further Note on Double Crocuses, (p. 137.) — In London and Wise's

translation of Liger's Retired Gardener, ed. 1706, p. 443., it is stated that
" some of them (crocuses) are double." In Pass's Hortus Floridus, part 3.

pi. 7. d., two crocuses are figured.— " 1. Crocus arg. striato polyphyllo flore,"
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with 9 petals. — 2. " Crocus pleno aureo flore striate," witli 10 petals. And
in Hill's Garden of Eden, pi. 23., is a figure of the " double golden crocus,"
with 10 petals. It must be remai'ked, however, that the above crocuses figured

by Pass and Hill appear to be nothing more than common crocuses, with an
accidental increase in the number of petals, and can scarcely be called double
flowers. In Holland, I understand, it is not at all uncommon for the crocus

to throw out a greater number than 6 petals ; but I cannot learn that really

double crocuses are known there. This increase in the number of petals fre-

quently occurs in tulips ; and, in the instances which have come under mj' own
observation, the flowers have invariably returned to their natural state the

following season.— Oileus abscissus. March, 31. 1835.

Flower'mg Tropical Plants, (p. 19.) — E. B. seems convinced that the

success he had in flowering these plants arises from the main stem of the

plant being elongated by the repeated cutting of the extreme shoot, and by
striking the same until it arrives about the height or length that it flov/ers at

in its native country. I have no doubt that E. B. has been successful in

flowering the plants mentioned, but I should be inclined to attribute it to a

different cause : indeed, I am quite convinced that it does not arise from the

cause to which E. B. attributes it, though he may feel quite satisfied with the

accuracy of his statement. If it is so, I think it will be something new started

in vegetable physiology, and that it is well worth the trouble of those that are

fond of the study to investigate it.

It is well known to horticulturists, that wholesome checks, as I may term
them, are often necessary towards the flowering and fruiting of plants; and I

should attribute the flowering of the plants under E. B's care to the repeated
checks they must have had from striking. It is well known that cuttings or
layers flower much sooner than plants reared from seed ; and other causes may
produce the same effect, such as stopping the supplies, by reducing the quality

and quantity of food, or by changing the temperature, and cutting the roots.

Hence both practices have, in many instances, been adopted with great suc-

cess; for, as the spongioles, which take up the food of pfants in a liquid state,

are fed more sparingly, the sap flows less rapidlj^ through the woody fibre ; the
young shoot by degrees ceases to lengthen, and the sap, which is considerably

reduced, is employed in swelling and ripening the young shoots and buds,

and converting them into flower buds in place of shoots and leaves. The
extreme of every thing is bad, and poor stunted plants, if checked too severely,

produce no perfect, or at least only sicklj', flowers ; but strong luxuriant plants,

if not checked, generally produce only shoots and leaves.

All plants and trees may be propagated either naturally or artificially : the

natural way is by seeds, suckers, runners, tubers, or bulbs ; the artificial, by
cuttings, layers, &c. ; plants raised by the latter systems produce flowers sooner,

and they vary not from the mother plant : in fact, they continue the same,

though without deriving any longer any advantage whatever from it. When
the connexion between a sucker or layer and the mother plant has ceased

;

the former throws out its fibres in search of food, and grows more or less

vigorously, and flowers more or less freely, according to the nourishment
it receives.

Plants, says E. B., " struck from cuttings taken from the flowering branches,

generally flowered at a small size." By the hypothesis which E. B. advances,

we may expect to see, at no very distant period, the giant trees of America, of
India, and New Holland, converted into mere dwarfs.— A. C. Staffordshire,

Ajiril 9. 1835.

Destroying the Scale on Pines, (p. 186.) — If I. B. W. will refer to V. 430,

431., he will find that the same ingredients and method of application which
he recommends for the destruction of the scale was practised by me, with

complete success, eighteen years ago, and without the trouble of brushing the

leaves to remove the insects (so much insisted on by him) ; neither had I

occasion to repeat the process. — James DalL Wimpole Gardens, April

6. 1835.

A A 2
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Art. IV. Queries and Answers.

Perpetual Cropping.— In answer to D. W. Stewart, X. 465. I enquired

of an old farmer, who came from the banks of the Carron, respecting the fer-

tility of the soil, referred to in the Conversations on Vegetable Physiology. He
told me that, about forty-five years ago, his fathei', along with some others,

enclosed part of the alluvial deposit which is collected upon the banks of the

Carron, and which is composed for the most part of alumine and sand with a

mixture of vegetable and calcareous matter. For five or six years after it

was enclosed, it produced excellent crops of wheat and beans ; and all that

was thought necessary to manure it was to sow a few peas along with the

beans. Not being fully satisfied with this account, I went to procure part of

the soil, on purpose to analyse it, and to get what information 1 could on the

spot. I was then informed that no such thing existed in that part of the

country as land bearing crops for thirty years without manure. About six-

teen years ago a considerable tract was enclosed; it requires less dung than

that which has been longer in cultivation, but still a little is necessary. I

brought part of it home with me j and on submiting it to analysis, 1 ounce, or

480 grains, gave as follows :
—

Water of absorption _ - 66
Matter destructible by heat. chiefly vegetable - 24
Alumina - - 138
Sand - - 180
Calcareous matter - - 12
Oxide of iron - 6
Carbonate of lime . - 24
Carbonate of magnesia - 5
Muriate of soda " 2

457
Loss - - 23

480— Peter Mackenzie. West Plean, Oct. 22. 1834.

Gardening Authors.— Some account is wanted of the following gardening
authors by a gentleman who is preparing a biography of gardeners. It may
be sent to W. W., to the care of the Conductor, 39. Paternoster Row :—

John Worledge, or Woolridge, author o^ the Systerna AgriculturcB,h\. 1669;
Art of Gardening, &c. He appears to have resided at Petersfield, in Hants.

Stephen Siuitzer, author of Ichnographia Rustica, and other works on gar-

dening. He was a Hampshire man. At the trial of Deacie v. Baring, at Win-
chester, 14th July, 1831, a John Switzer, a police constable, was examined;
as the nasne is not common, he may be a descendant of Stephen Switzer.

William Boutcher, nurseryman. Comely Garden, near Edinburgh.
Bartholomew Rocque, of Waltham Green. — W. W. London, May, 18.35.

The Dimensions of the folloiuing Trees and Shrubs, mentioned in the Gent.
Mag., vol. i., new series, p. 500., are very much wanted for the Arboi^etiim Bri-
tannicum. The cypress in the Parsonage Garden at Sutton, near Ipswich ; the
andrachnes at Exbury and at Henham; the Pinus paliistris at Henham;
the tulip tree on Englefield Green, near the turnpike to the right; and the
large Oriental plane at Lee, in Kent.— Cond.

The south-eastern Part of the County of Sussex is said to be peculiarly suitable

for acclimatising plants, and to contain some fine standard magnolias, ca-

mellias, myrtles, yicacia Jidibrissin, pomegranates, and andrachnes. {Gent.
Mag., vol. i., new series, p. 500.) We should be very much obliged to any
reader for farther particulars of these plants, and for any notices respecting
salisburias in every part of the world.— Cond.

The Cedar of Lebanon. — At Bretby, in Derbyshire, the seat of the Earl of
Chesterfield, is a cedar of Lebanon, 13 ft. 9 in. in circumference, planted in
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Feb. 1676-77, which is probably the oldest tree of its kind in this kingdom.
The Enfield cedar was planted nearly at the same time; those in the Physic
Garden at Chelsea in 1683. {Gent. Mag., 1819, Ixxxix. 13.) Again, at

p. 600., it is said that there were two or three very large ones at Wolseley
Bridge, said to have been brought over by Sir William Wolseley, the tra-

veller, &c.
We have written to the places above mentioned more than once, to ascer-

tain whether these cedars still exist, and, if so, in what state they are ; but
hitherto we have received no answer. We should be greatly obliged to any
of our readers who may reside near Bretby or Wolseley Bridge, if they would
procure us the desired information. — Cond.

Grafting in May and June is recommended to Dr. Stevenson by his and our
ingenious and eccentric correspondent, Mr. Thorn of Annan, as preferable to

grafting in March and April. Mr. Saul would be glad to know if any one
besides Mr. Thom has tried this.— AI. S. Lancaster, Ajvil, 1835.

Has Magnolia grandifTora, or any other species, been introduced in India, at

Canton, at Madeira, at the Cape of Good Hope, at Sydney, or at Hobart
Town, and, if so, what has been the success ? Similar information respecting

the tulip tree, and, indeed, respecting all the trees and shrubs cultivated in

the open air in Britain, so as to enable us to complete their artificial geography
and history for our Arboretum Britannicum, is very much wanted, and will by
us be most gratefully acknowledged.— Cond.

Art. V. London Horticultural Societij and Garden.

The Exhibition held at the Horticultural Society's Garden, May Qth, was one
of the most splendid which they liave ever had. The specimens were, perhaps,
not quite so numerous as on some former occasions, but they were very
select, and admirably grown. The company were numerous, considering

the rather unfavourable state of the weather. The following prizes were
awarded :

—
Gold Banlisian Medals were given for grapes, pines, and cucumbers, from

Mr. J. Wilmot, Isleworth ; a collection of citrons, from the Rev. C. Annesley

;

stove orchideous plants, from Messrs. Loddiges of Hackney; a miscellaneous
collection of plants, from Messrs. Rolhsson ; and a miscellaneous ditto, from
Mr. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart.

Large Silver Medals, for pelargoniums, from Messrs. Colley and Hill of
Hammersmith ; double purple Chinese azalea, from Mr. C. Brown of Slough

;

Tropae^olum tricolorum, from Mr. Barnes, gardener to George Norman, Esq,

;

grapes and pines, from Mr. Dowding, gardener to Lady Clarke ; heaths and
Dutch anemones, from Messrs. Lucombe and Pince, Exeter; a miscellaneous

collection of plants, from Mr. George Mills, gardener at Gunnersbury Park ;

a miscellaneous ditto, from Mr. Redding, gardener to Mrs. Marryatt, F.H.S.

;

a miscellaneous ditto, from Mi". Falconer, gardener to A. Palmer, Esq.; a
miscellaneous ditto, from Mr. Cornelius, gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S. j

Chinese azaleas, from Mr. W. Smith of Norbiton ; hybrid rhododendrons, from
Mr. Gaines, Surrey Lane, Battersea.

Banlisian Medals, for calceolarias, from Mr. Green, gardener to Sir E. An-
trobus, Bart; heartsease, from Mr. Mountjoy of Ealing; pelargoniums, from
Mr. Gaines of Battersea ; Ix6r« coccinea, from Mr. Pressley, gardener to

Walter Boyd, Esq., F.H.S. : strawberries, from Mr. Stewart, gardener to Lord
Ashburton, F.H.S. ; auriculas, from Mr. G. Glenny of Twickenham; hybrid
rhododendrons, from Mr. W. Smith of Norbiton ; Chinese azaleas, from Mr.
Lane, gardener to J. H. Palmer, Esq. ; a miscellaneous collection of plants,

from Mr. C. Brown of Slough ; and Boronk serrulata and ii'rica elegans, from
Mr. Douglass, gardener to Lord De Grey, F.H.S.

April. 7.— Read. An abstract of a memoir on the cultivation of French
kinds of pear in Scotland ; and on the formation and management of fruit
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borders, &c. ; by Mr. Grigor Drummond. Communicated by P. Neill, Esq.

The reading of this abstract was completed at the following meeting.

Exhibited. A large collection of forced flowers, from Lady Antrobus.

Grapes : Muscat of Alexandria, from R. Brooke, Esq. Andromeda flori-

bunda, from Mr. Glenny. Two seedling kinds of camellia, from John AU-
nutt, Esq., C. Allnutta alba and superba. Monstrous polyanthus, and double

white-flowered camellia from the open ground, from J. Reeves, Esq. Pachys-

andra procumbens, and a collection of apples, from Mr. Kirke. Magn6h'«

conspicua, from Sir A. Hume. Camellias from the open air, from W.Brom-
ley, Esq. Berbcris Jquifolium and a collection of anemones, from Mr. James

Young. A collection of narcissuses, hybrid rhododendron, Pomaderris ellip-

tica, Primula verticillata, and LachenJilk tricolor, from Messrs. Dennis and

Co. Flowering specimens of camellias and of Magnolia conspicua, from

Messrs. Chandler and Co. A collection of flowers, from Mrs, Marryat.

Camelh'a reticulata, from Mr. Webb. Camellias, from H. Palmer, Esq. A
collection of apples, from Mr. S. Hooker.

Also,frovi the Garden ofthe Socieirj. Ribes, nine kinds of; Berberis, two kinds

of; Pyrus sinensis. Camellia reticulata, Limnanthes Douglasii, Azalea /edi-

folia, &.C. Also Cereus senilis, from Mr. Barclay, who had sent the plant to

the Society's garden.

April 21.— In the list of works presented, one is, A further Account of a

species of Insect of the genus IThrips, hurtful to the Olive ; and a Report on a

work of Dr. P. Negris, entitled " A Memoir on an Insect which devastates the

Provinces of Bologna, Romagna, and Ferrara," 1833 : presented by the author.

Dr. Carlo Passerini.

Exhibited. Specimens of the Travers apple, from H. Dobree, Esq. iZho-

dodendron arboreum, from Mr. Leslie, gardener to J. Fleming, Esq. Pink

azalea and white seedling camellia, from John Allnutt, Esq. Passiflora qua-

drangularis sweet-scented, Tecoma Pandorcs; Kennedys, a new species of;

from Mrs. Marryatt. Azalea indica hybrida (raised from A. phcenicea fer-

tilised by /editolia), from Messrs. Young of Epsom : the specimen had been

produced under the culture of the gardener of F. G. Howards, Esq. Padonia

jsapaveracea and Moutan sweet-scented, from Messrs. RoUisson. Specimens

of seedling mimulus, from Mr. Andrews, Richard Patterson's, Esq., Blackheath.

The following from Mrs. Lawrence :— Hovea Celsi, Poljgala cordifolia,

Smith's scarlet azalea, Ismene calathina, Boronia serrulata, Tropae^olum tri-

col6rum,two trays of flowers of varieties of heatsease ; -Erica trossula, Hartnelli,

mundula, cerinthoides, propendens, Bonplandii, andromed(^/?ora, Blandfordii,

aristata major, and pyramidalis verna; tS'olanum crispum, Trillium grandi-

florum, and Dillwynia cinerascens and ^"uniperina ; a tray of flowering spe-

cimens of camellias and of i?hododendron Indicum.

Also, from the Garden of the Sociefi/. Berberis fascicularis, Pyrus variolosa;

Ribes niveum, cereum, aureum serotinum, tenuiflorum, and speciosum ; Prunus
sinensis fl. pi., Lasthenia californica, Nemophila inslgnis, Gesnen'a latifolia and
Douglasii var., E'pacris paludosa, Ononis angustifolia, Acacia pulchella, Lasio-

petalum solanaceum. Azalea /edifolia, Collinsia bicolor, Calceolaria visco-

sfssima, ^'loe distans, Oncidium pumilum and carthaginense, Leptotes bicolor,

and Wistaria Consequa?2«.

Mai/ 1.— The anniversary meeting was held, when the report of the auditors

was submitted, some new office-bearers chosen for the following year, &c.
May 5.— Read. A communication on grafting the apricot tree; by Mr.

E. de Wael.
Exhibited. Two sorts of apples, from Hasler Hollist, Esq. Anisanthus

Cunonicf, Anthocercis viscosa, Cypripedium pubescens, Dillwj nia glycinifolia

new var., a seedling pelargonium named Cicero, Lechenaultia oblata, and

Hovea Celsi, from Mrs. Lawrence. Hybrid Gloxinia caulescens (fertilised

with the pollen of Sinningia guttata), from W. Gordon, Esq. A collection of

flowers of heartseases, from Mr. Hogg, Paddington. Flowers of Paeonia pa-

paveracea, from Sir A. Hume. Chinese quince, two kinds of Kennedya from

JSwan River, American dogstooth violet, iSpirae^a crenata, and Cytisus argen-
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teus, from W. Wells, Esq. A fine specimen of Myanthus cernuus, from
J. Bateman, Esq. Tacsonia pinnatistipula, Tecoma PandortF, and new Ken-
nedya from Swan River, from Mrs. Marryat.

Also,from the Garden of the Society. Berberis fascicularis and dealbata; Ribes
inebrians, speciosum, multiflorum, cereum, and aureum serotinum; racciniuin

ovatum, i?dsa Bankse« lutea, Fiburnum cotinifolium, Wistark Consequama,
Collins/a bicolor, Muraltia Heistenw, Calceolaria viscosissima, O'rchis foliosa,

Lasthenia californica, Ononis angustifolia, Metrosideros floribunda. Azalea
/edifolia, E'pacris paludosa, iupinus nootkatensis and rivularis, Fritillaria

vittata, Lobelia bicolor, Psibma tenuifolia, double French cherry (6'erasus

caproniana var.), Nemophila insignis, Platystemon californicus, Epidendrum
elongatum pallidum, Oncidium bifolium, Cycnoches LoddigesM var., Myanthus
cernuus, and Galeandra gracilis.

Art. VI. Covent Garden Market.

The Cabbage Tribe.

Cabbages, per dozen

:

White
Plants or Coleworts

Cauliflowers, per dozen
Broccoli, per bunch :

White
Purple - -

Legumes.

Peas, per half sieve

Kidneybeans, forced, per bund.

Tubers and Roots.

rper ton

^Potatoes - ^ per cwt.

cper bushel
Kidney
Scotch - - -

New, per pound
New Kidneys from Cornwall

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half

sieve . . -

Turnips, New, White, per bun.
Carrots, per bunch

:

Old . - -

Young
Horn - - -

Parsneps, per dozen
Red Beet, per dozen
Horseradish, per bundle
Railishes :

Red, per dozen hands (24 to

30 each)
White Turnip, per bunch

The Spinach Tribe.

Spin-l^
[^^rh'^lTsiev; I

Sorrel, per half sieve .

The Onion Tribe.

Onions, Old, per bushel
For pickling, per half sieve
when green (Ciboules), per
bunch ...

Garlic, per pound
Shallots, per pound

Asparaginous Plants,
Salads, Sfc.

Asparagus, per hundred :

Large . . .

Middling
Small ...

Sea-kale, per punnet
Lettuce, per score

:

Cos . . .

Cabbage . . -

From
£ s. d.

8
1

6

1 6
1

10
2

2
2
13
16
1 3

6
4

1 6

9

6
9
8

8

6
16

6
1|

1 6
1

10

3 6
2 6

1

10
1

6
3 6
1 6

1

1

4

To
£ s.

1

1

8

3
1

1

2

2
1

1

1

1

4

1

1

8
5
9.

1 6

1 fi

6

Celery, per bundle (12 to 15)

Small Salads ^fl^J^.tl^'f^e
l_ per punnet -

Watercress, per dozen small
bunches

Fot and Sweet Herbs.

Parsley, per half sieve
Tarragon, per dozen bunches
Fennel, per dozen bunches -

Thyme, per dozen bunches -

Sage, per dozen bunches
Mint, per dozen bunches
Peppermint, dry, per doz. bun
Marjoram, green, per dozen
bunches . . .

Savory, green, per dozen bun.
Basil, green, per doz. bunches
Rosemary, per dozen bunches
Lavender, dry, per dozen bun,
Tan.sy, per dozen bunches -

Stalks and Fruits for Tarts
Pickling, Sfc.

Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle
Angelica stalks, per pound -

Edible Fungi and Fuel.

Mushrooms, per pottle
Morels, per pound
Truffles, per pound

:

English ...
Foreign ...

Fruits.

Apples, Dessert, per bushel

:

Reinettes ...
Nonpareils

Baking, per bushel -

French
Peaches, per dozen
Almonds, per peck
Cherries, per pound
Gooseberries, per half sieve
Strawberries, forced, per oz.

Pine-apples, per pound
Grapes, per pound

:

Hot-house
White Portugal

Cucumbers, frame, per brace

o-nges[[;-;l°-U -
:

Le--[i;erSred- I

Sweet Almonds, per pound
Brazil Nuts, per bushel
Spanish Nuts, per peck
Barcelona Nuts, per peck -

From 1

£ s. d.

9
2 6

2

3

1 6
3
1 6
2
2
1 6
1

4
2
6
3
3
2

6
3

6
16

4
12

12
16
4
4

3
6

1

4
1

8

5
1

2
1

5
9

5

2 3
1 14

5

6 '

To
£ s. d.

1 3
3

3

6

2
4
2

2 6
2

6
3
8
4

1 3
6

9

6
14

16
1 4

7

6

1 10
5
1 6
14

12
1 3
3 6
3
18

2
16

2 6
16
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Observations.— The supply, since the last report, has been upon the whole

good, the articles coming into season steadily ; while many of the late winter

crops, such as broccoli, coleworts, and spinage, standing over in consequence

of the rather backward state of the spring, form an abundant supply. As yet

we have had asparagus in very moderate quantities : it has realised to the

growers a fair price. Spring cabbages have been plentiful
;
prices moderate.

Some peas have been furnished from time to time during the last three weeks ;

principally from frames or houses ; but on Friday the 13th, and Saturday the

16th, some half sieves from the open ground (of course, from the fronts of

south walls) were in the market at the prices quoted. At the same period

last year, we had a moderate supply from the open fields and gardens of Kent
and Middlesex ; upon comparison, I should consider the difl'erence of the two

seasons equal to a week or ten days. Of cauliflowers, some of excellent qua-

lity and good size ; early potatoes plentiful, with a steady supply from Corn-

wall bv steam. Cos lettuces, of excellent quality, are plentiful, both from the

autumnal and spring planting. It has always been considered that our friends

and neighbours in France were in the habit of consuming vegetables more
extensively than ourselves'; and, during the time that so many were exiled in

London, the gardeners considered that the demand for these articles had

been increased. Impressed with this opinion, 1 certainly expected, on visiting

Paris, to have found the markets of that city more extensive and better sup-

plied with every article than our own. To my great surprise, I did not observe

this to be the case ; on the contrary, I could not discover any feature of re-

semblance as to the quantities supplied, nor could I trace, during my stay, at

the respective tables to which I had access, any thing to satisfy me that such

was the case. As it was exactly at the corresponding period of the spring

last year that I was there, I have this season noted down a rough sketch of

supply to our principal market on each Saturday, the 2d, 9th, and 16th of

the present month. On the 2d of May we had sixty waggon-loads, and eighty

cart-loads, of different vegetables, in bulk ; besides all that were pitched (per-

haps equal to half that quantity), in baskets, on a surface quite equal to an
acre and a half of ground, which comprises the space appropriated to that pur-

pose; this altogether independent of the supply of potatoes : on the 9th,

fifty-seven waggon-loads, and seventy-five cart-loads, besides the usual supply

in the interior squares of the market: and, on the 16th, sixty waggon-loads,

and seventy cart-loads. On the 23d, we also had several parcels of peas

from Middlesex, some from Kent, and a quantity by steam from Penzance.
Presuming the difference of season, as compared with the last, equal to ten

days, I cannot observe any difference in the time of supphes to the markets

pf the two capitals.— G. C. May 23.

Art. VII. Obituary.

Died, April 22d, at Bellwood, in the county of Perth, WilUam Dickson, Esq.,

of Barnhill, formei'ly of the house of Dickson and Brown, now Dickson and
Turnbull, of Perth, nursery and seedsmen. Mr. Dickson was one of the five

sons of Mr. Robert Dickson of Hassendeanburn, the father of nurserymen in

Scotland, and a brother of Walter Dickson, Esq., of Edinburgh, who retired

from business some years ago, and who must now be the senior nurseryman
in Scotland. A notice of this family, from the establishment of the Hassen-
deanburn Nursery in 1728 to the present time, will be found in our Arboretum
Britannician. William Dickson of Perth is said to have been remarkable for

a peculiarly systematic manner of doing business. Neither he nor his brother

at Edinburgh ever married.
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Aug. 26.— Northenwood, J. Pultenej/, Esq. -— This seat, formerly

known as Mount Royal, is situated on a fine eminence close to

the village of Lyndhurst. The house is placed in a commanding
situation, backed by wood, with the village and church in front.

There is a conservatory adjoining it, a level terrace walk, and a
fine sloping lawn. Some comfortable cottages are erecting near
the entrance, but the chimney tops want that boldness and
freedom which is so satisfactory to the architectural eye. There
is a handsome entrance lodge, and an approach on an elevated

level which leads to the back front of the house ; so that the

principal views are, as ought always to be the case, not seen till

we enter the principal room.

Ciiffiiels, Sir Edvoaful Poore^ Bart.— Nature has done much
for this place, in the variation of the ground, and in the distri-

bution of some fine indigenous oak and beech trees, the remains

of the forest. The house is well placed, and there is a mag-
nificent conservatory attached to it, but with rather too opaque
a roof, so that the trees planted in it, though they are tall, have
not that vivid green, and strong healthy appearance, which they

would have if the roof were entirely of glass. Neither do they
flower freely, for the same reason. The appearance round the

house is unsatisfactory, for want of a terrace in front, and a lawn
and pleasure-ground ; in short, for a want of that appearance of

art, and high finish, which ought always to accompany such a

mansion. For these appendages there is every natural facility,

and we know of few places that would be so much improved by
Vol. XI.— No. 64.. bb
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their addition. There is a naked shadeless walk which leads to

a small flower-garden, a rosary, and the kitchen-garden. The
flower-garden is surrounded by a low brick wall, on which are

some fine Cape and Australian shrubs, which stand the winter

without the slightest protection [some of these have been already

noticed, p. 208.]. We noted down Acacia loph^ntha and armata

;

Plumbago, two specimens; Fiburnum rug5sum, several camel-

lias, Escallonfa montevidensis and rubra, Maurandyo', Alstroe-

merm, Hedychium, Agapanthus, Mesembryanthemum, &c. &c.

In the boundary hedge of the rosary were large myrtles, and a

Callistemon lanceolatus, 15 ft. high, which had been out ten

years. Near the conservatory was a i^hododendron ponticum,

15 ft. high, the branches of which covered a space 39 yards in

circumference ; and, in a shubbery at the back of the kitchen-

garden, were two or three fine specimens of liquidambar,

deciduous cypress, catalpa, and large planes. The effect of

the yellow green foliage of the latter in these grounds, and also

at Paultons and other places, is very striking as contrasted with

the dark green of the magnificent oaks and hollies, which are so

abundant in both places. This, and several circumstances of

the kind, may afford important hints to landscape-gardeners in

the distribution of trees.

Riiigwood. — We took a circuitous road to this place, in order

to see as much as possible of the forest scenery. The first part

of our route displayed oaks and hollies, chiefly of great age, dis-

tributed over a varied and broken surface ; showing fine rising

glades and green bottoms, with occasional glimpses of distant

scenery of the same character. To the oaks succeeded several

miles of beeches ; and to these a comparatively open country,

with new plantations of Scotch pines and oaks in regular en-

closures. The major part of the surface of a route of thirteen

or fourteen miles was, however, nearly bare, but with a rich soil,

as was decidedly proved by the size of the furze and the fern.

We cannot help being of opinion that it would be better for the

public, and the government also, if the whole forest were sold to

individuals and cultivated as private property. The church at

Ringwood has double doors; one set having, as usual, solid

panels, and the other panels of open work ; the latter only are

closed in fine weather, so that a current of air passes through

the church, which is thus kept always thoroughly ventilated ; a

practice which seems to deserve general adoption.

Honnslow's Nursery.— Mr. Hounslow pointed out to us a

singularly eligible site for an American ground, which has

lately come into his occupation, and in which he means to cul-

tivate a good collection, having already possessed himself of

stools of some valuable hybrid azaleas and rhododendrons. He
h£is had the good fortune to raise a new variety of the early
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Battersea, or East Ham, cabbage, which, on an average, comes
in three weeks sooner than the ordinary variety. It has been
exhibited at the Sahsbury shows, and highly approved of, and
may be asked for of the seedsmen under the name of Hounslow's
early cabbage. It was most gratifying to us to see so industrious

a man in this comparatively remote situation, creating a nur-

sery which will soon become a great ornament to the town,
as well as, we trust, a substantial benefit to himself. He has a
good stock of that best of all gooseberries, the Ironmonger.

Somerley House, Lord Normanton.— The house stands on a

prominent brow of high banks, 60 ft. below which are the exten-

sive water meadows of the Avon. The grounds about the house
are admirably adapted for an extensive level terrace walk ; but
this idea has been only slightly carried into execution by an
uneven narrow walk, which is, however, two miles in length. On
the platform behind the house is some pleasure-ground scenery,

with aviaries, and other ornamental buildings, very neatly kept

;

but the buildings are in bad taste, being finished with half

columns, and having, in the intercolumniations, doors and
windows with circular heads, and of different heights, even under
the same pediments ; than which nothing can be more contrary

to unity of system and effect. We had not a near view of either

front of the house, the family disliking the appearance of
strangers. The place, as far as we saw it, was in very good
order. The kitchen-garden is on the level grounds, on the

bank of the Avon, about a mile from the house. Some of the

water meadows are divided by wire fences, which may well be
called invisible. They are composed of wires, about the eighth

of an inch in diameter, each about 300 ft. long, and screwed
tight into an oak post, concealed in a group of thorns.

On the road from Ringwood to Wimborne Minster are

some extensive plantations of pinasters, which, on the poorest

soils, Mr. Hounslow informs us, grow faster than either the

Scotch pine or the larch : the timber, however, especially when
young, is light and porous, and is less durable than that of either

of those trees; the trunks are also less straight. On approach-
ing Wimborne there are extensive fir plantations to the left,

which caught fire accidently upwards of a year ago ; and the

fire scathed them for some miles in extent, burning their branches
and blackening their trunks so as to produce a very dreary and
singular effect. Had there been deciduous trees among these

plantations, they would have recovered on being cut over by the

surface, as furze copses which have been burned down are

found invariably to do ; but resinous trees, every one knows, do
not stole. To the right of the public road is Canford House, on the

banks of the Avon, a monastic Gothic building, among fine old

trees. It has a charming effect from the road. The minster
B B 2
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at Wimborne would afford a fine study for the antiquary, as

would many of the chimney tops of the houses in the town to

the modern architect. In some of the streets, vines, climbing

roses, honeysuckles, and even herbaceous flowers, are planted in

the crevices of the pavement, and trained up against the houses.

These flowers, some small flower-gardens hardly fenced, and the

lead hanging from the eaves of the church, speak favourably of

the manners and morals of the people.

Auo-ust27.—From Wimborne^ through Blandford, to Shaftesbury.

The o-reater part of the road to Blandford is over naised downs,

steep chalky hills succeeding to valleys all the way. The country

on both sides is most fatiguing to the eye of every one but a fox-

hunter. /Vis foetidissima is abundant by the road side. The
road from Blandford to Shaftesbury is thi'ough a fine country,

but it is extremely hilly.

Kingston Hall, James BanJces, Esq.— This place is close to

Wimborne, and is distinguished on approaching it by cedar

trees planted in the waste on the sides of the road, and by

an elegant entrance gate and paling to the approach road.

The park is varied by single trees of good kinds, and in par-

ticular by a number of cedars. The house is an old cubical

building, and no attention, we were told, was at that time paid to

the gardens.

Langton House, J. B. Farquharson, Esq. — The house is in

a bottom, with a meadow and the river Stour in front, and a

gently elevated country beyond. The first impression on a

stranger is surprise, that a new house should be placed in

so tame and featureless a situation ; its architecture is simple,

and in the Roman style ; we only object to the unarchitectural

iron railings to the balcony, and some huge projecting, flowers,

carved in stone, the meaning of which is not obvious. Time,

however, will consecrate them ; but we question much whether

this ever will take place with the festooned fender-like iron

railings. The grounds are laid out by Mr. Page ; but being

little more than commenced, we can hardly give an opinion

upon them, farther than commending the gravel walks, which

are brimful, with the grass edgings not cut. Excellent hints

for planting the shrubs might be taken from Bear Wood (IX.

679.). We would not, however, introduce many flowers, if any,

in such shrubberies as those here forming, because they never

can acquire sufficient nourishment from the soil, or room among
the shrubs, to grow vigorously and look thriving. We would

have the turf in all such shrubberies lose itself among the shrubs,

which would at the same time greatly reduce the labour of the

gardener, and yet improve the beauty of the scenery under his

care. The kitchen-garden is well laid out, with a small but

complete range of hot-houses and sheds ; and a very neat and
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commodious gardener's house. The whole is kept in good
order b}'^ Mr. Cooper, who, with Mr. Humphrey of Oxford, was
one of the first members of the Clapton Nursery Book Society.

There is here a fine specimen of Lucorabe oak, and another of
the Fulham variety of the same tree ; the former is an erect

rigid-growing ti'ee, and the latter has graceful drooping branches.

We may notice here an error which we have found in several

other houses seen in our tour ; viz., that the entrance porch is at

one end, in consequence of which the whole of the lawn scenery

will be seen from the approach ; a result which, for reasons often

before stated, is any thing rather than desirable. In our opinion,

the house ought to have been placed on a platform at least 10 ft.

higher than it is, and the approach should have been from
behind. The largest and best field of Swedish turnips which
we have seen since we left London is on this estate ; they are on
the raised drill system, under Mr. Meikle, a Scotch bailiff.

Mr. Farquharson, we understand, farms several thousand acres,

and is so enthusiastically fond of the pursuit, that he attends the

markets himself.

Blandford contains three nurseries, kept by Gill, Stead, and
Barnard, which we had not time to see, but of which we are

promised some account by Mr. Rogers, the very intelligent

gardener at Bryanston House. There is a handsome old Grecian
church, and some good tombstones in the churchyard; and
near are some houses with very remarkable brick chimney tops,

and, in particular, one behind the New Inn, the shafts of which
are ornamented with slender three-quarter columns, with capitals

of brick, of the same kind as that of the shaft.

Bryanston House, J. Portman, Esq. — The house, like that

of Langton, is in a bottom, with the meadows of the Stour and
a fine reach of the river in front ; but it is placed much higher,

backed by steeper hills, and commands much bolder ground on
the opposite side of the river. Arrived at the house, and look-

ing from the windows, and afterwards walking along the grassy

terraces, this appears a truly noble place ; but, analysed, it has

the great and glaring faults of many places formed like it sixty

or seventy years ago. In the first place, the approach, which
need not have exceeded a furlong in length on a level, or gradual
ascent, is drawn out to upwards of a mile, by first ascending a
steep hill, immediately on entering by the lodge, and next de-
scending one still steeper, immediately before making a quick
turn round to the entrance front of the house. No approach
was ever worse contrived; and our impression is, that the sooner
a short and level one is made the better. The entrance of the
house is also the lawn front, so that the flower beds are obliged
to be placed in a walled garden by themselves. This walled
garden is replete with appropriate beauty, and in one part of it

B B 3
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contains all the hot-houses and pits. In the two last we found

excellent crops
;
particularly of pines and grapes. The grapes

grown here are almost entirely the Muscats and Frontignans

;

of one white variety of the latter there is here one of the only

three plants which are believed to be in England. The grapes

are round and of a large size, and the flavour is exquisite. We
hope Mr. Rogers will send cuttings of it to the London Horti-

cultural Society. As the Frontignans are known to produce

crops only in soil where the bottom is perfectly dry, and the soil

not deep ; and, as the bottom here is a dry chalk, the crops are

abundant every year. Indeed, we never saw such crops before

of this grape. There are also many Cape, Australian, and other

green-house plants, in the open air, which are found to stand the

winter with Httle or no protection. Among these are Ferbena

chamsedrifolia, Calceolaria bicolor, Lobelm fulgens and speciosa,

and several acacias, metrosideroses, melaleucas, psoraleas, &c.

The kitchen-garden is large, and is surrounded by an excellent

wall, with coping projecting about 6 in. ; it is covered with ad-

mirably managed trees loaded with fruit. The entire garden

seemed without a single weed or dead leaf. The whole ofthe walled

flower-garden and pleasure-ground scenery was also in the most
perfect order, with the exception of the sinking in of the sur-

faces of some of the flower beds and gravel walks, and the deep

and harsh edges consequently produced. These defects will, of

course, be remedied the ensuing winter. We have only to add,

what we can never sufficiently commend ; viz., that this place is

at all times open to all the decently dressed inhabitants of Bland-

ford, and to all other respectable persons. The grassy terraces,

called the cliff" walks, are scenes of extraordinary dignity and
beauty. Besides the views of the river, the park, the country

beyond the bridge, and the town of Blandford, they display in

the foreground some fine specimens of exotic trees, and of yews,

boxes, and hollies ; the surface of the ground was in some places

covered with vigorous plants of scolopendrium, and in others

with beds of native violets and primroses. In spring the whole

of the native woods of this place must afford a rich treat to the

botanist, and lover of native flowers. The box, which here

attains a large size, seeds itself, and young plants are rising

up by thousands : the same will soon be the case with rhodo-

dendrons and azaleas. There are a spruce fir 1 1 ft. in circum-

ference at 4 ft. from the ground, and about 70ft. high; some
very large and beautiful Oriental planes, purple beeches, acacias,

cedars, arbor-vitaes ; and a very large catalpa, now covered with

flowers, with a trunk 1 8 in. in diameter. Mr. Rogers has an

excellent librarjr, including both our Magazines from their com-
mencement. We only wish that he would be a more frequent

contributor to them.
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August 28. Shaftesbury.— Towns may be divided into three

kinds : the most ancient, placed in situations not easily accessible

to an enemy, as on the summits of hills, such as this town ; in

situations favourable to the commerce of the middle ages, as on
the sea-shore or on rivers ; or in situations favourable to modern
commerce, or in flat countries which may be intersected by level

roads. Whatever else of good the reform bill may have done,

the disfranchisement, partially or wholly, ofsuch towns as Shaftes-

bury cannot but be favourable to the morals and industry of the

people ; because it will oblige members of families who have
hitherto lived upon bribes, to apply themselves to industry ; and
when this is the case, such an inaccessible site as Shaftesbury

will soon be comparatively deserted. It is best fitted for forming

a magnificent country seat ; as there is a considerable portion of
table-land, the views from which on every side are varied and
extensive. It is curious to observe a remark in the road-book,
that one half of the inhabitants live by carrying water ! At the

inn where we stopped, the well was 120 ft. deep to the surface

of the water; but, by sinking this well 50 ft. deeper, and em-
ploying a small steam-engine, the whole town, the population of
which is between 2000 and 3000, might easily be supplied. We
were glad to observe a number of fields at the bottom of the

hill, subdivided into potato and cabbage grounds, for the people
of the town.

Motcombe House, Lord Robert Grosvenor.— The situation is

flat and dull in the extreme ; because it is flat without water on
the ground, and without hills in the immediate vicinity ; in short,

a flat in the midst of a flat. Along the road there is an extensive

plantation recently formed, the weeds in which, such as docks
and thistles, both in full seed, were more abundant than the trees.

Stoiirhead, Sir Richard Colt Hoare, Bart. — This celebrated

place is so well known, that we shall make no attempt to de-

scribe it. Alfred's Tower is distinctly seen from Shaftesbury,

and, indeed, from the rising grounds for twenty miles round
on every side. Such towers are always sources of gratification

in a country ; they afford pleasure to every traveller, and in that

respect, thej' are altogether more noble objects than those tem-
ples and other garden buildings, which afford pleasure to, or,

perhaps, more correctly speaking, are seen only by, the occu-

pier or visitants of the place. Stourhead may be character-

ised as a fine specimen of country residences of the old school
of modern gardening, as well in the manner of laying it out,

as in the style of keeping it up. There is a good deal of
formality and quaintness mixed with fine natural features in

this place ; formality in the regular cutting of the undergrowths
and hedges of laurels, which, as a lady who accompanied us

observed, looked like beds of gigantic moss, and overgrown
B B 4)
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hedges of box ; and quaintness in the continuance of the over-

conspicuous and superfluously high stone bridge, and the nume-
rous temples and statues. The obeHsk, also, with the gilt sun

over it, and the monastery with its spire-like chimney top,

might be adduced in support of this opinion. However, the

basis of the whole remains the same as it was originally ; and
with a certain degree of remodeling in the walks and in the

undergrowths, for the place is rendered monotonous by the pre-

valence of laurel, and the addition of modern choice trees and
shrubs, Stourhea'd might still hold its rank as one of the first in

the island. The walks are everywhere too narrow, and too

unmeaningly devious in their lines of direction ; they are also

too deeply sunk in the soil, though the latter may be a fault of

neglect. The head of the water near the stone bridge should

be concealed by low growths, and the bridge reduced to a low
structure, because at present it is so conspicuous, as actually to

prove a deformity in the landscape. Of late years, a number of

rhododendrons have been distributed over the groimds ; but

they are dotted in too equidistant a manner, and in a few years,

if they are not removed, will destroy all breadth of effect in the

lawn. It would have been better to have substituted them for

part of the common laurels, which, as we have before observed,

are much too abundant for scenery of so limited an extent, and
which give a sameness to the woods unworthy of a place pre-

senting in other respects so much beauty. Two thirds at least

of these laurels ought to be removed, and their place supplied

by rhododendrons and other American shrubs ; and by box,

holly, and yew. This would be nothing more than acting in

the spirit of the original planter, laurels being, about the mid-

dle of the last century, as choice as rhododendrons are now.

These points attended to, and the ornamental buildings put into

thorough repair, the valley of lakes at Stourhead would form a

scene of great and unique beauty. Nothing can be finer than

the first impression made by the water a few paces within the

entrance from the inn. The guide-book informs us that we
ought to enter from the lawn front of the house; but this we
found impracticable. The church and churchyard are pleas-

ingly situated on a sloping bank, and the churchyard is one of

the best kept which are to be seen in England. Roses and other

flowering shrubs are planted against the church ; cypresses and
other trees are sprinkled among the graves, and the grass is

kept as smooth as any lawn.. The tombs of the Hoare family

are in an open chapel at one end of the church, and the tombs
of their stewards at the other, the latter containing the re-

mains of three generations of the same family. The fence is

a sunk wall with its perpendicular side towards the church, so

that at a short distance there appears to be no fence at all, and
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the whole seems a component part of the pleasure-ground. We
have seldom seen any thing so well managed. There is a hand-
some circular stone seat in the churchyard, which the guide

informed us the present baronet built to enable the country peo-

ple, while waiting till the service began, to sit down in the open
air, rather than to go into the damp church. To prevent this

dampness, a hint might be taken from the practice at Ringwood

(p. 330.).

The drive at Stourhead, which is said to be six miles in

extent, displays some fine woods and extensive prospects ; but

the ascents are too steep to be enjoyed by those who, like us,

travel with only one horse. Were the rule of two inches in six

feet to be adopted, as a maximum of steepness in ail roads and
walks whatever, public and private, no objections could be made.
The table-land on which the tower stands having been gained,

the terrace drive there, which is three miles in length, and
nearly level, and covered with soft turf, is one of the finest

things of the kind in the kingdom. The view extends over

many miles, and into several counties. One of the finest fea-

tures about any extensive place which is hilly, or contains a high

hill, such as Stourhead or High Clere, is a smooth road which
shall ascend almost insensibly, and by a beautiful route to the

top of the hill, and descend again equally agreeably by a dif-

ferent road. There is no hill that exists in which this effect may
not be accomplished ; and of this the ascent and descent of the

Simplon is a standing proof.

The kitchen-garden was shown us by the present gardener,

Mr. Lapham, an old man, who was brought up on the spot

under the former gardener, Mr. Wood, whose daughter has the

showing of the grounds. We saw the very excellent collection

of Geraniacese, which are managed under the immediate direc-

tion of Sir Richard himself. The flower beds, and other parts

of the garden, were in good order.

It is but justice to state that every part of Stourhead was uni-

formly well kept ; not in what is entitled to be called high keeping,

because the edges of the walks and roads were harsh and disagree-

able, and some things were going to decay ; but, with these

exceptions, we have no fault to find. What highly gratified us

was, to see as much attention paid to the public road, and road-

side without the entrance arch, and thence to the inn, the

steward's house, the cottages, and the church, as is paid to the

grounds within the pleasure-ground fence. The flower-gardens

to the line of cottages opposite the church are as well planted,

and nicely kept, as the flower-beds on any gentleman's lawn.

We must not omit to mention a curious common spruce fir,

which stands near the stone bridge we have condemned : thi'ee

of the lower branches of this tree, resting on the groundj have
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taken root, and their points shot up into regular trees from

20 ft. to 30 ft. in height. The leading shoot of the parent

tree appears to have been broken off at an early period, and

the stem has in consequence put out a number of contending

shoots, which reach the height of 30 ft. or 40 ft. from the

ground. This tree, as well as some spruces at Syon, the Whim,
and other places, proves most clearly, if proof were wanting,

that the rooted cutting of a pine or fir branch may form a tree,

as well as a seedling, though it does not always do so for some
time. In another part of the grounds, beyond the ferry-boat

passage, is Pyrus pinnatifida, grafted on a common thorn, a

shoot from the stock forming an equally large tree with the scion.

The road from Stourhead to Hindon is over undulating downs,

apparently interminable in extent. At Willougiiby Hedge Gate,

a whole length picture of a shepherd ariested our attention, and
we soon found that it was the work of the gatekeeper, Peter

Hawkins, a self-taught artist, who has attained considerable

proficiency in portrait-painting, not only without encouragement,

but in opposition to the wishes of his father. The latter desired

him to study other branches of knowledge ; but he had no inclina-

tion for any thing but painting. This man, like Shindle, the

porter at Tottenham Park (Vol. X. p. 4< 18.), is evidently a genius

;

and, having the advantage of youth, it is much to be wished

that some person of influence would be at the expense of

supporting him a short time in London, where he would profit

by having his talents brought into collision with genius of his

own kind in a state of cultivatiouo We arrived at Hindon ex-

ceedingly fatigued, and shall there prepare ourselves by repose

for examining Fonthill.

(To be continued.)

Art. II. Some Remarks on the Roots and other indigenous Escidents

of Van Diemens Land. By Mr. James Backhouse, Nursery-

man, York.*

The most extensively diffused eatable roots of Van Diemen's

Land are those of the tara fern, and of various plants of the

* The author of this article is the partner of Mr. Thomas Backhouse of

York ; and the nursery belonging to that respectable family is one of the

oldest in the north of England. Mr. James Backhouse went to Van Diemen's
Land purely with philanthropic views : and, though a scientific naturalist,

pursuits of that kind were but secondary objects with him. The last accounts

received from Mr. Backhouse state that he was at Sydney on his way home.
When he is once more in the bosom of his family, we hope we shall receive

many interesting particulars from him respecting the natural history and gar-

dening of Australia, both for this Magazine and also for the Magazine of Na-
tural History.— Cond.
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orchis tribe. Tlie former greatly resembles Pteris aquilina, the

common fern, brake, breckon, or brackin, of England ; and, like

it, throws up its single stems at short distances, covering great

extents of light or rich land. The Van Diemen's Land plant is

Pteris esculenta : it is known among the aborigines by the name
of tara; by the same name the inhabitants of the South Sea Islands

call a variety of esculent seeds and roots. Pteris esculenta is

known among the European inhabitants of the colony by the

name of fern, in common with many other plants of the same
tribe, none of which, however, spread over extensive portions of

open land in the same manner. It varies in height from a few

inches to several feet, according to the richness of the soil

in which it grows, and in some parts of the colony it is so tall

as to conceal a man on horseback. The I'oot is not bulbous, but

creeps horizontally at a few inches below the surface of the earth,

and where it is luxuriant attains to the thickness of a man's

thumb. Pigs feed upon this root, M^here it has been turned up
by the plough, and in sandy soils they will themselves turn up
the earth in search of it. The aborigines roast this root in the

ashes, peel oiF its black skin with their teeth, and eat it to their

roasted kangaroo, &c., in the manner that Europeans eat bread.

The root of the tara fern possesses much nutritive matter
; yet

it is to be observed, that persons who have been reduced to the

use of it, in long excursions through the bush, have become very

weak, though it has prolonged life. Whether this arose from
an insufficient supply in consequence of the parties being too

much exhausted to dig it up before they resorted to it, or from

eating it raw, or from some other cause, I am not able to deter-

mine. It is quite certain that, when this root is grated, or reduced

to a pulp by beating, and mixed with cold water, a large quantity

of arrow root is precipitated, which adheres to the bottom of the

vessel, and which may easily be prepared for use by pouring off

the water and floating matter, adding fresh water and stirring up
the white powder, and again allowing it to settle. It may then

be cooked by boiling, or the powder may be spread on cloths

and dried in the sun, or hung up in linen bags where there is a

free circulation of air. Many vegetables yield arrow root, which,

when it is well prepared, cannot be distinguished from that pro-

duced by the Maranta c'rundinacea. It is essentially necessary,

from whatever it is prepared, that it be dried quickly, without

great heat, as too much heat renders it gluey.

Small bulbs of the orchis tribe of plants are very generally

diffused over the open and thinly wooded parts of Van Diemen's
Land; they, also, are eaten by the aborigines, and by cockatoos,

bandicoots, kangaroo rats, &c. Little holes are often seen where
the latter animals have been scratching for them. Gastrodia

sesamoides, a plant of this tribe, which grows particularly from
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the decaying roots of the strin^jy bark tree, produces bulb tubers

growing one out of another, of the size, and nearly the form, of

kidney potatoes : the lowermost is attached by a bundle of thick

fleshy fibres to the root of the tree from which it derives its

nourishment. These roots are roasted and eaten by the abori-

gines ; in taste they resemble beet-root, and are sometimes called

in the colony native potatoes.

There are also a few other native plants that produce small

tubers, which are eaten by the aboriginal population, but none

of them are worthy of being compared with the common potato

or turnip.

The native blacks of Van Diemen's Land split open about a

foot and a half of the top of the trunk of the common tree-fern

of the colony (Cibotium Billardierz), and take out the heart, in

substance resembling a Swedish turnip, and of the thickness of

a man's arm. This they also roast in the ashes, and eat as

bread ; but it is too bitter and astringent to suit an English

palate. It is said that the aborigines prefer the heart of Als6-

phila australis, a larger species of fern tree, found at Macquarie
Harbour, and in other places on the western side of Van Diemen's
Land.
A species of tuber is often found in the colony, attaining to

the size of a child's head : it is known by the name of native

bread ; its taste somewhat resembles boiled rice. Like the heart

of the tree fern, and the root of the native potato, cookery pro-

duces little change in its character. I have often asked the

aborigines how they found the native bread, and have uni-

versally received the answer— a rotten tree.

An esculent fungus is found jrrowing in clusters around
swollen portions of the branches of the myrtle of the colony

(Setula antarctica; this tree is not a ^etula) [? JPagus ^etulbides

;

see first Add. Sup. Hort. Brit.\ in the western part of the island.

It varies from the size of a marble to that of a walnut ; when young,
it is of a pale colour, whitish, and covered with a skin like that

of a young potato : this skin is easily taken off, and the remaining
portion, when raw, tastes like cold cow-heel. When this fungus
is matured, the skin splits and exhibits a sort of network of a
yellowish white colour.

The large white fungus, called in the colony punk, which grows
from the stringy bark tree, is said to be eaten when fresh by the

aborigines.

It is almost unnecessary to mention the common mushroom,
so abundant in many parts of the island, and of so agreeable a
flavour : it seems to be precisely the same as the mushroom of

England (y^garicus campestris).

The blanched portion of the base of the inner leaves of some
rushes, and of a flat sedgy plant growing on the sand-hills of the
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coast, having the mature leaves an inch wide and of a deep green,
are eatable and of a nutty flavour. The flowers of this plant, to

the eye of a common observer, resemble those of rushes : they
grow in clusters on a stem as flat and broad as the leaves.

The base of the inner leaves of the grass tree (Xanthorrhoe^a
arborea) is not to be despised by the hungry. . The abori<nnes

beat off the heads of these singular plants by striking them about
the top of the trunk with a large stick ; they then strip off the
outer leaves and cut away the inner ones, leaving about an inch
and a half of the white tender portion joining the trunk ; this

portion they eat raw or roasted ; and it is far from disagreeable

In flavour, having a nutty taste, slightly balsamic. There are
some other species of grass tree in the colony, the base of the

leaves of which also may be used as food : those of the dwarf
grass tree (Xanthorrhce^a hiimilis), so abundant about York
Town, may be obtained by twisting the inner leaves firmly
together, and pulling them forcibly upwards ; but care is required
not to cut the fingers by slipping the hand.

The eatable fruits of Van Diemen's Land are not numerous,
and none of them are worthy of comparison with the commonest
English fruits : they rank in value nearly in the followino?

order :

—

(Solanum laciniatum, the kangaroo apple, resembling the

apple of a potato. When so ripe as to split, it has a mealy
subacid taste.

Mesembryanthemum sequilaterale, pigfaces, called by the

aborigines by the more elegant name of canagong. The pulp
of the almost shapeless, but somewhat obconical, fleshy seed-

vessel of this plant, is sweetish and saline : it is about an inch

and a half long, of a yellowish, reddish, or green colour.

Polygonum adpressum, the Macquarie Harbour vine, either

as an insignificant trailing plant, or as a magnificent climber,

according to soil and situation, is found on the coast of various

parts of Van Diemen's Land, and also as far inland as within

about four miles of New Norfolk. This plant has a small but

sweet fruit, formed of the thickened divisions of the calyx, en-

closing a triangular seed of unpleasant flavour. [See Vol. VIIL
p. 347.]

Gaultherm hispida, the wax-cluster, abundant in the middle
region of Mount Wellington, and in other elevated and moist
situations in the colony. This fruit is formed by the thickened
divisions of the calyx, enclosing the small seed-vessel : when it is

ripe it is of a snowy white. The flavour is difficult to describe,

but it is not unpleasant. In tarts the taste is something like that

of young gooseberries, with a slight degree of bitterness.

Astrol6ma humifiisum, the native cranberry, has a fruit of a
green, reddish, or whitish colour, about the size of a black cur-

rant, consisting of a viscid apple-flavoured pulp, enclosing a large
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seed. This fruit grows singly on the trailing stems of a small

shrub resembling juniper, bearing beautiful scarlet blossoms in

autumn.
Leucopogon lanceolatus, a large bush, with numerous harsh

leaves, growing along the sea-shore, with some other smaller

inland shrubs of the same tribe, produces very small white

berries of a sweetish and rather herby flavour. These are pro-

miscuously called white or native currants in the colony. There

are in the mountains some dry red-berried shrubs allied to this,

the fruit of which may serve to allay hunger, but it is too dis-

agreeable to be eaten under other circumstances.

O'xalis microphylla, yellow-flowered sorrel. This little

plant, which displays its lively yellow blossoms on almost every

grassy spot in the colony, and has acid leaves, in form resembling

the leaves of clover, is very pleasant, eaten raw, to allay thirst

;

and made into tarts, it is almost equal to the berberry.

Casuarina torulosa, the she oak. The young fruit and
young shoots afford an agreeable acid by chewing, which allays

thirst.

Leptospermum lanigerum, the hoary tea tree; Acacia decur-

rens, the black wattle; Corrae^a alba. Cape Barren tea. The
leaves of these have been used as substitutes for tea in the colony,

as have also the leaves and bark of Cryptocarya glaucescens,

the Australian sassafras.

I do not think it necessary to enter upon any description of

the barilla shrubs (y^'triplex ii/alimus, Rhagodia Billardier/, and
Salicornia arbuscula), which, with some others, under the pro-

miscuous name of Botany Bay greens, were boiled and eaten

along with some species of sea-weed, by the earliest settlers, when
in a state of starvation. The thick young shoots of some of the

humbler species of Salicornia would, no doubt, like those of the

Salicornia annua (glass-wort, or marsh samphire of England),

be serviceable for pickling.

Art. hi. RemarJcs on the Advantages of having a Reserve Garden.
By Mr. Robert Errington,

A RESERVE garden is a department which, in my opinion, is a

very necessary appurtenance to every country seat of conse-
quence : I can only wish the subject had an abler pen. Never-
theless, I am somewhat encouraged to undertake it, not only

from your request, but from the circumstance that little has been
written on such gardens, at least, as far as I am aware : and this

paper, although furnishing nothing particularly new, may, per-

haps, draw forth remarks from others of longer experience and
more scientific acquirements than myself, who will be able to

handle the subject to better purpose.
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Any one who is acquainted witli the various operations ne-

cessary, through the year, in the routine of general gardening,

will, I make no doubt, readily admit that the proper grouping,

or placing, of plants and flowers, with reference to their cul-

tivation, is of the greatest importance in facilitating business;

and also in conducting the various processes requisite with

success : according to the old maxim, " Business well planned

is half done."

The purposes to which a reserve ground may be applied are

very numerous ; and I will first enumerate such descriptions of

plants as should always gain admittance there, as far as I can

call them to remembrance. Choice annuals, perennials, and
various tender plants for planting in beds or masses, as well as

for the general decoration of flower borders, to be propagated

and cultivated, and accelerated or retarded, as may be required,

so as to produce a long line of succession, as well as a continual

gaiety in the decorative parts of the grounds. Besides this, the

reserve ground is useful for rearing American plants, both for

planting beds and borders, for forcing early flowers where
they are desired, for keeping pot plants of various kinds from

the house during summer, such as some of the New Holland
tribes, the jEriceae, the camellias, the Cacteae, the Geraniaceae, &c.

Also for pots of lilacs, honeysuckles, peaches, cherries, straw-

berries, &c., for forcing; and for the cultivation of violets, lilies,

and other scented flowers, to please the ladies in the gloom of

winter ; together with many other plants which I cannot now
think of, but which would soon find their way in the reserve

garden when once such department was established, to the great

relief of the borders of the kitchen-garden and slips, where such

plants are generally found scattered in all directions.

Bulbous roots of various kinds, which have been forced, may
be here brought round again in the reserve garden by proper

care and cultivation ; and such of the Cape bulbs (as many of the

ixias, sparaxises, gladioluses, &c.) as will grow out of doors in

protected situations may be here cultivated to some extent, for

flowering in long succession in the houses. Rhododendrons,
azaleas, kalmias, and other choice bog plants, may also be
raised from seed, and transplanted and cultivated here, both for

decorating the grounds, and for furnishing abundance of nice

flowering plants for forcing purposes: by such means the green-
house, conservatory, or show-house, as well as the flower-baskets,

&c., in the drawingroom, may be kept constantly supplied with
abundance of showy, choice, and scented flowers, from Decem-
ber all through the spring. At the moment I am writing

(Jan. 6.), I have abundance of lily of the valley, in pots, in

beautiful bloom ; and which I have had continually since the early

part of December ; Neapolitan violets also> in frames, I have had
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continually from the beginning of October. Hyacinths, narcissuses,

and tulips, from Christmas : lilacs in pots, beautiful little bushes

crowded with bloom ; rhododendrons, azaleas, sweetbriars; roses,

the moss, provins. Smith's noisette, and sanguinea, just coming

into flower ; together with sparaxises, ixias, gladioluses, and other

Cape bulbs, and Azalea indica, just beginning to bloom ; and the

above articles I shall continue to have constantly in abundance

for weeks to come.

I do not mention this for the regular practical gardener's

notice, but for the amateur in a small way, or the tyro in

horticulture ; and therefore I trust this digression will be ex-

cused. To return to my track, I must add also, that a great

abundance of all the best herbaceous plants, especially the taller

and later kinds, should be grown here in pots, to succeed others

in the changeable flower-garden ; as well as for general purposes

of decoration, wherever a blank may occur in any of the beds or

borders; and, in the course of this paper, I shall just notice a

good method of managing this last group. I have thus enu-

merated a few of the leading purposes to which a reserve

ground may be appUed ; but there are many other plants that

will gain admission to it, which I cannot at the present moment
remember. Some of them may, however, occur to me as I

proceed, and I shall just notice them as they do, although out

of their proper place. There ought to be, if possible, a pro-

pagation pit or two in one corner of this ground; or, at any

rate, there should be two artificial climates for the striking of

cuttings of various fancy plants, and the raising of annuals and
of choice things in general. These pits should have a perfect

command of dry and moist heat, together with good shading,

either by canvass, or other inaterials proper for the purpose.

Cold frames, with proper shading, will also be in request for

keeping seedling Americans in; also for many of the young
stock of £ricese, the New Holland plants, camellias, &c., which

may be considered too small, and not established sufficiently to

withstand the vicissitudes of the natural climate in the turninff-

out season : here, with prepared bottoms, as will hereafter be

described, occasional shading, and proper attention generally,

as to water, &c., they may bid defiance to the worms below, and
to the storms above.

Before I endeavour to convey my ideas, as briefly as possible,

as to the disposition of the ground in the reserve garden, amongst
the various groups of plants, I will just make a few preliminary

observations on the effects of light and shade respectively on
plants in general, more especially on house plants ; tending to

show the necessity of providing a partial shade for those which

may be placed out of doors in the summer season. Those who
are practically acquainted with the management of green-house
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plants will, I think, agree with me, that it is desirable, on many
accounts, to get out the more hardy kinds of Eviceas, Epacridese,

Cacteae, CaxneWiece, and the New Holland tribes (of course with

some exceptions to each); provided some kind of guarantee can

be given, that they can be protected from the injury arising from
excessive rains, and also from the discolouring effects of the

scorching and unbroken rays of the summer's sun, and also

from the injurious effects of stagnation of water, and from the

workings of the earthworm.

I am aware that some of our very best cultivators of the above
tribes are against setting them out of doors at all; amongst
the rest, Mr. M'Nab, if my memory serves me faithfully, is of

this opinion ; and such authority is certainly of the very highest

character : however, I can only say that, although I know very

well that the jEriceae, and, in fact, all the above-named tribes,

may be kept in most excellent health in-doors; yet the wood
made in-doors is, after all, very different in character, generally

speaking, from that made out of doors, at least in most plants

with which I am acquainted. This arises, in my opinion, from
the out-door plants having a greater quantity of light in the

aggregate, and also from a more perfect circulation of air,

tending to produce shorter-jointed wood,— a pretty good cri-

terion of the principle of fructification. Let any one observe

the change that takes place in healthy Cacteas soon after they

are placed out of doors, say in July ; the pale green of their

foliage is progressively changed into a brownish or purpUsh hue;
and the axis of the frond, in the old speciosus, I have frequently

observed to turn quite purple ; indicating, as I imagine, highly

increased secretions from the descending sap, or true blood of
the plant. Their buds, also, soon become stouter and more
woolly ; the whole plant gets more compact, and almost, or quite,

ceases to elongate. It is a fact, I think, and one of some im-
portance in this argument, that the interior of hot-houses,

whether of wood or metal, is always inferior to the natural

climate in respect to light; I mean as to the average. A hot-

house, for aught I know, may be quite equal during a hot sun-
shine, but at other times, I make no doubt, considerably inferior

;

and, however some men may dislike theories, I suppose they
will admit that light is the chief agent in fructification. However,
assuming that any of the above tribes must be put out in the
summer, a place should be provided for them ; and for that

purpose I should recommend some beds in the reserve ground
to be so prepared as to receive a slight shade in excessive sun-
sliine, and also to prevent the depredations of the worms : and
if the plant cannot be shielded effectually from the heavy rains

of summer, care should be taken, by careful drainage, that the

Vol. XI. — No. 64. c c
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water may pass off immediately, and not lodge so as to stag-

nate in the ground.

Having now stated the objects of, and some of the arguments

for, a reserve garden, I will proceed to describe how I think

it should be situated, and how the ground within it should be

appropriated. As to its size, that, of course, will depend upon
the garden or ground to which it is an appendage; for the

country mansion of a nobleman, where every thing is in first-

rate style, and of the fullest extent, and where no reasonable

expense is spared, I should think an acre of ground not too

much ; while for second or third-rate places, with which the

country abounds, from half to a quarter of an acre might suffice.

If there should, in either of the above cases, be at any time

surplus ground, which the proprietor could not keep filled with

the flowering plants, it would form an excellent situation for many
of the tenderer crops of the kitchen-garden : however, this should

be a matter of necessity, and not choice; as the ground should

be so prepared for raising fine flowers, that it would be a pity

to exhaust the soil with common vegetables.o
As to situation, several points are concerned in deciding that

;

such as convenience of water, and proximity to the forcing-houses

and frames, and also to the potting-sheds. As to the first of

these, it should either be very near to good soft water, or, what

would be greatly preferable, have a tank permanently supplied

in its centre. This ground would have so close a connexion

with the frames and houses, at all times, that it would not be

well to remove it far from them ; it should also be near to the

general compost yard, or else be provided with composts of its

own, which would be quite as well ; and, if possible, a dung-

water tank should be contained within its precincts. I just

named before, that there should be a pit or pits in it; I must

now add, that it should have a low propagation house, with a

fire flue or hot-water pipe all round; the front and ends pa-

neled, of course, for evaporation. This pit or house should

have a bark bed in it ; together with shelves, &c., for propagating

and rearing choice plants. This, with two or three other pits

and frames, would be sufficient for the largest establishment:

one of these pits should also have a flue or pipe round it; and
the others might be entirely without any kind of heating appa-

ratus. The pit with flues round it might be occupied in winter

with half-hardy plants, for flower-garden purposes, &c. ; and in

spring and summer for forcing flowers, and receiving fresh-potted

cuttings, and also seedlings of various kinds, from the propagation

house. The other pit or pits would be in continual requisition

through the spring for rearing choice annuals, and other little

things ; and in winter, for preserving choice and tender annuals,

biennials, and perennials; together with a large stock of late-
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struck cuttings, of various little knick-knacks for ornamenting the

flower-garden through the ensuing summer : all these should be
in stone pots. All the structures should have wooden shutters,

which, in my opinion, are not sufficiently in use for general pur-
poses ; as they are extremely desirable as to economy, and more
particularly as to their use in preventing the necessity of strong

fires.

Now, as to the disposition of the ground : supposing the

form of the whole plot to be a parallelogram, or an exact square,

with the pits, &c., at one end, and a reservoir or tank in the

centre, the rest of the ground might be formed into four com-
partments or squares, with a main walk of 4 ft. in width all

round the exterior, and two other walks intersecting each other

at the water tank, in the centre, of 4 ft. in width also. I

should then divide each of the squares into parallel beds, three

of them for flowers and plants of various kinds in soil : these

beds should be 4 ft. wide each, and the alleys of a sufficient width
to allow a wheelbarrow to get up between every two beds ; this

would require them to l)e about 2 ft. 4 in. ; but if this were
thought too much ground to spare for an alley, a couple of
small barrows might be kept specially for this garden, which
would run up an alley 2 ft. in width. The other squares, which
should be the warmest (if there were any difference between
them), and should be at the end next the houses or pits, I
would also divide into small beds (running in different direc-

tions, to furnish different climates as to light and shade) for

holding pots ; some of these beds should run north and south,

and others east and west : aloijg the centre of the alley between
every two beds in this pot ground, I would form a slight trellis

of plain stakes, crossing each other thinly in the diamond or any
other form, so that the meshes should be about 9 in. square ; and
along the foot of this trellis I would plant some small-leaved

plant, as a delicate skreen or shade. One of the most suitable

plants for this purpose that occurs to me at present is the»Spira3^a

bella, which, from its habit, would, I think, be particularly well

adapted for the purpose ; and, after being twined round every
stake, the remainder might be pruned away. The trellis should
be just high enough to throw its flickering shade the width of
the bed, and no more, when the sun had attained nearly its

greatest altitude, say the middle of June, which would be quite

enough for all practical purposes. These beds should be 4 ft.

wide also, and an alley of 2 ft. 6 in. would be necessary between
the side of the bed and the skreen. Whatever plant might be
employed for the purpose of forming this skreen, it is absolutely

necessary that it should be of small neat foliage, and of thin

straggling growth ; and if any one objects to using a plant for

this purpose, he may very easily employ thin canvass or bunt-
c c 2
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ing instead ; but both these would be more expensive, and

would require more attention to keep in order. However, I

leave that to my critics, for gardeners are as notorious for disa-

greement as doctors. The base of these pot beds should be

excavated about six inches, and there should be a row of bricks

on end on each side of the bed, forming a sound edging; a stone

edge would be preferable, but this is not always to be obtained.

The edging should rise about three inches above the ground

level, and the excavation within should be filled to within two

inches of the top with clean sand of any kind. On this the pots

may be set, or plunged in it, according to the necessities of the

season ; and many of the Exice-ee, the Epacrideae, the CamelhVi^,

&c., would be found much benefited by being plunged in it

through all excessively hot weather, as we know by experience

that many of these tribes are much injured by a very hot and
dry temperature. In the sand the mean temperature would pro-

bably not exceed 70° at all times, and the pots would be always

surrounded by a feeding medium ; whereas in the open air, and

on the surface, they are of necessity exposed to a heat of fre-

quently 80° to 90°, and surrounded by dry air, or, in other

words, by a robbing medium : so much for plunging.

Having thus delivered my ideas on the establishment of pot

beds, and having met, as I conceive, every objection but ex-

pense which somehow or other attends every thing we contrive,

it remains for me just to observe, that, with all these contrivances

some of the larger specimens will perchance suffer at times from
long-continued rains, which sometimes occur for days together.

I named befoi'e, that the very greatest precautions are necessary

in potting these various plants, to render their drainage most

complete, and to put it out of the power of the worms (if they

should chance at any time to get in) to choke the drainage

entirely. I have now to recommend, through very wet seasons,

the use of slates, tiles, or, what I should prefer, pieces of wood
made circular, with a hole for the bole of the plant, which the

two semicircles would embrace ; and, with the aid of two small

pegs stuck by the bole of the plant, the surface of these two
pieces of board might be made to present an inclined plane,

which would throw off the rain. I should only use these boards

in strong necessity, and to plants in large pots, and for that pur-

pose a few would suffice. In a pot ground thus contrived, there

would be a variety of aspects suitable for any of these tribes

when first brought out of the house ; for instance, supposing the

jEriceae to be brought out, say early in June, and the weather not

particularly sunny, the pots might be set in an eastern or western

aspect, and, towards the early part of July, might be removed
to a northern one, to enjoy the flickering shade of the trellis

through the scorching heat of summer. As for the other com-
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partments for plants in soil, it would, perhaps, be sufficient, if a
trellis, such as described for the pot ground, went along the

southern end of each compartment. The north side of these

would afford many excellent situations in summer for carrying

on all the operations that require shade : some of the beds, pre-

pared with bog or peat earth, might be filled with young Ameri-
can plants, others appropriated to cuttings under glasses, and
others to young tender cuttings and seedlings removed from the

glasses and pots where they were raised. As for the other

parallel beds in the compartments, they should all be well pre-

pared at first, some with one kind of soil, and some with

another : however, the majority (say three to one) might be
dressed with a compost composed of nearly equal parts of

sound yet mellow loam, and vegetable matter (say equal parts

of peat and old leaf mould) ; to these may be added a little sand :

but these materials must, of course, be varied according to the

nature of the soil of which the garden is composed. A bed or

two should be made for growing small neat bushes of American
plants for forcing purposes, such as the various azaleas, the kal-

mias, the rhododendrons, rhodora, &c. &c. These beds should

be composed of about three parts of peat, and two parts of light

loam ; and, by frequent transplanting, a great number of little

miniature trees and bushes might be obtained, which would go
into small neat pots ; this would be found very useful, as Ameri-
cans, without this precaution, will require large, and unsightly

pots, for very small plants. Here, after being forced a season,

they may be again transplanted, and brought round for forcing

again, if necessary ; but more properly for decorating the shrub-

beries generally.

In some of these compartments, the bulbous-rooted tribes,

which had been exhausted by forcing, might be turned out to

lay in a fresh stock of sap, with their foliage tied up and taken
care of; beds of roses also, of various kinds, coming on for forc-

ing and other purposes; and, in fact, all the articles I enume-
rated at the commencement of this paper, and many others

which I cannot think of at the present moment, would here be
found quite at home, with proper soils, climates, water, and
every thing necessary for their proper cultivation, close at hand,
forming a complete and systematic branch of horticulture within

itself. One thing I forgot to observe in its proper place (viz., as

connected with the pot compartment), that there are many her-

baceous plants, as well as, perhaps, annuals, and hot and green-
house flowers, which are too tall when grown in the ordinary way
for some kinds of flower beds ; such are the various tall phloxes,

aconitums, delphiniums, buphthalmums, helianthemums, asters,

and many others which do not occur to me at present; these, too,

are, many or most of them, late-flowering tribes, and therefore

c c 3
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are well adapted to fill up blanks in the changeable flower-gar-

den. Now, if a good stock of these is potted every spring in

32-pots, and plunged in a bed in one of the compartments, and
on the north side of one of the screens, they would come in

remarkably well for the above purpose ; and many a fine late

aster, which is now excluded from flower beds, on account of its

great height, would be by this plan considerable dwarfed, and
rendered fit to remove at any period that might be required. The
bed where these pots were plunged should be composed in a

great degree of half-decayed leaves, and some chopped light sod,

or any thing of a flaky nature ; they would then move in the

heat of summer with large flakes or balls of the soil adhering to

the roots through the pot, and would scarcely lose a leaf. In

regard of the buildings connected with this garden, it would be
absolutely necessary to have a shed or two in one corner of

them, or near them, and I should like to recommend a little rest-

house for bulbs of all kinds and dahlias ; in which also might
be a stand for exotic seeds and annuals, and other fancy things.

Now, as the cultivation of Cape bulbs is on the increase, I con-

ceive such a place very necessary ; and there are many other

things which would class with them as to rest and temperature,

such as some of the Nat. Ord. GesnerzV<^, the erythrinas, and the

AmarylhVi^f^, with others, all requiring similar atmospheric con-

dition, &c.

I have now gone through all that is necessary to render a re-

serve garden tolerably complete, and trust that any inaccuracies

which may be found in this paper may be pardoned ; and I can
only hope, in conclusion, that its merits may overweigh its

defects.

Oulton ParTi. Jan. 20. 1835.

Art. IV. Remarks on Grafting, and more particularly on Summer
Grafting. By William Thom, Esq., Surgeon, Annan.

In inserting the graft, I operate nearly in the same manner as

for budding, and defer heading down the stock or branch till an
after period. I make an incision of the form of the inverted

capital L, thus f, and I carefully raise up the angular piece of

bark with the handle of a budding knife, leaving the bark on the

opposite side undisturbed. I then pare the lower end of the

scion, to the extent of an inch or an inch and a half, upon one

side, into a thin wedge shape, and slip it gently in beneath the

raised bark, taking care that the side which lies next the undis-

turbed bark of the stock be perfectly straight, so as to fit accu-

rately to it. Indeed, the more effectually to insure the absolute

contact of the inner bark of the scion and of the stock, I fre-
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quently take a minute paring of outer bark from off that edge of

the scion which is to be applied to the unraised side of the bark
of the stock. The upper end of the scion, which should con-

tain one eye only, or, at all events, not more than two, is allowed

to project beyond the wound of the stock, while the inner bark

of each will be applied to each other. This latter circumstance

is of great importance, as it is between these two portions of

bark that the union takes place. Accordingly, it is a mat-

ter of the utmost moment that they should be kept in apposition,

which can only be done by the proper application of the ligature.

This ought always to be applied, by turning it in the direction

which will tend to approximate the edge of the scion to the edge
of the undisturbed bark of the stock. Should the ligature be

turned round in the reverse direction, it may cause the scion to

be shifted from its proper place; a circumstance to be most
cautiously avoided, since the smallest fissure intervening between
the inner bark of the stock and inner bark of the scion, will very

likely prevent union, and failure in the operation will, in all pro-

bability, result from thus mismanaging the ligature. The fabric

of the ligature is not of much importance.

The Management of the Stock. — When, from the pushing of

the bud, it becomes evident that the scion has adhered, the stock

is partially beheaded, say to the extent of two thirds or three

fourths of its branches and foliage ; but not to a greater extent,

lest the circulation of the sap, or vegetative process, should be
impeded ; but when vegetation in the scion becomes vigorous,

then, and not till then, are all the leaves and branches of the

stock gradually and cautiously removed : promptitude at this

period is more dangerous than delay.

Seasonfor Grafting. — Spring is the season in which grafting

has usually been performed ; and I apprehend that few gardeners

or nurserymen have at all adopted the more convenient practice

of grafting with scions of the current year's shoots, during the

summer season, as pointed out by Mr. Knight several years ago.

I am not aware of the earliest period of summer at which the

operation of grafting may be performed, but I am at present

conducting a series of experiments to ascertain the fact. Cir-

cumstances induce me to imagine that young wood, of many
varieties of fruit trees, will be sufficiently ripe sooner than the

period at which I have been accustomed to use it. It is cer-

tainly of great importance to perform the operation as early in

the season as young wood can be procured, as I find that scions

inserted in June have greatly the advantage of those in July.

Last year, 1834-, on the 26th of June, I inserted scions of young-

wood of the Passans de Portugal pear, upon the branches of a

a well-established autumn bergamot, and on the 2d of July I in-

serted a few more. The shoots of the former measure 2 ft. 4 in.,
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whilst those of the lattei' are only 17 in. Agaiti, the utmost

limit attained by the longest shoots of grafts inserted in the

spring, of the same variety, and on the same tree, was 3 ft.;

thus outstripping the June grafts by only 8 in.

Reasoning from the above experiment, no person would infer

that grafting in June is preferable, in every instance, to grafting

in March or April ; but it is certainly consolatory to know, that

work which has been neglected during the hurry of spring, or

omitted from lack of opportunity of procuring grafts of the de-

sirable varieties, may be accomplished in summer, with such a

very trifling decrease in the growth of the shoot during the

season.

Thus, also, from a scion of any rare or valuable variety, of

only two or three eyes, procured in the spring, scions of the

young wood may be taken in June or July, so that the propa-

gator may have some young trees fit for removal, or the market,

in the month of November. The scions of young wood of the

pear above mentioned were produced by grafts that had been

inserted as late as the 7th of April preceding.

I make no difference in my method of operating, whether the

scions be of the last or of the current year's growth. In the latter

case, I sometimes leave a small fragment of leaf adhering, as in

budding, and at times denude the scion of all except the leaf-

stalk ; but have not perceived any difference in the result, which
is almost invariably successful.

Annan, May 25. 1835.

Art. V. A Series of Designs Jbr laying out and planting Floiuer-

Gardens, tvith Remarks on each hy the Conductor. Design 3., by
Tyro.

" The first observation Tyro would take the liberty of making
on the plan of a garden, VII. 726, 727. fig. 130., repeated in

p. 238, 239. of the current volume, is, that there seems no reason

for the design of the walks ; and, more particularly, that the

sweeping line of the walk at the right hand of the house is not

accounted for. Tyro would therefore thicken the planting in

that part, and at other turnings, in such a manner as that, when
approaching the house, no other direction should appear more
obvious than that offered by the walk. As the garden appears

of greatest extent diagonally from the house, he would leave it

open in that direction ; and fi-om that principal vista let in a

variety of smaller glades among the beds of flowers and taller

shrubs, communicating in such a manner as to allow of easy

access to the different parts, without any diminution of the

apparent intricacy.
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" Such excellent ideas for distribution of plants, according to

the arrangement most agreeable to proprietors, are to be found
in different numbers of the Magazine, that it would be, to say the

least, unnecessary for Tyro to offer any suggestions on that

subject."

The plan given by Tyro {^fig. 50.) is unexceptionable in its

kind ; it has less of the flower-garden character on the face of it,

than the plans of FJoretus, or of Lancastriensis ; and, indeed,

from the size of the masses it contains, it is better adapted for

flowering shrubs and low trees than for flowers ', though these

could be planted along the margins of the beds.

To grow flowers in perfection, however, and at the same time

to show them^ to the greatest advantage, viz., in masses of the

same kind, they must be grown in beds by themselves. These
beds, in the case of a regular symmetrical flower-garden, will pro-

duce most effect when not intermixed with beds ofshrubs; because

these beds of shrubs prevent the eye of the spectator from dis-

cerning the symmetry of the figure, or flower-garden, of which
the beds form the component parts.

Where the object is not symmetry, but irregularity, variety,

and intricacy, the beds of flowers, and beds of flowering shrubs,

may be intermixed ; and this sort of disposition produces, in our

opinion, the greatest beauty of which an irregular flower-garden

is susceptible
;

provided always, that the beds are properly

planted.

Inj^. 51. we have shown how the general effect aimed at by
Tyro may be produced with what we should call a maximum
of beauty in the details or component parts. The larger beds,

amounting in number to about forty, are supposed to be planted

with flowering shrubs ; and for the most part, each bed to be

limited to either different varieties of the same species, or to

different species of the same genus. The smaller beds, amount-
ing to upwards of seventy, we would plant chiefly with flowers,

either of one species or variety, or with the different species, or

species and varieties, of one genus. In certain of the flower

beds, however, we would have changes made ; for example, bulbs

during winter and spring, should be succeeded by annuals during

summer and autumn. In the margins of the beds of shrubs, we
would have no flowers whatever, for even bulbs in such margins

have a tawdry appearance ; and they by no means harmonise

with the shrubs, either in a botanical or in a picturesque point

of view. Botanically, they do not harmonise, because most bulbs

are monocotyledonous ; and they do not form a picturesque

whole, or harmony with shrubs, because their beauties do not

admit of being depicted by the same style of art as those of

shrubs do.

It will be observed that all these beds, whether large or small,

are circles ; and thattheiy are never nearer to the walk, or to one
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another, than 3 ft. The simplicity of the circular form is a great

recommendation to it, both in point of beauty in itself, and in re-

gard to setting off the flowers to advantage, each circle being

as it were a nosegay ; it is besides the most convenient form for

culture, and for renewing the soil. The different diameters of

the circles, and their different disposition on the turf, will pro-

duce a variety of intricacy and outline that cannot be attained by
any other means whatever. To produce the greatest intricacy

from objects of the greatest simplicity, is a most agreeable and
satisfactory kind of beauty; whereas to produce intricacy and
variety by an endless number of anomalous shapes, is never

entirely satisfactory ; for the question still recurs, why was one

modification of irregularity adopted rather than another ? For this

reason, it may be laid down as a principle, that irregular forms

are never satisfactory when planted entirely with flowers. When
planted with flowers and shrubs, or with shrubs only, the entire

form is never seen at once ; and the intricacy and variety of the

outline being all that occupies the mind, as far as form is con-

cerned, the result is generally a pleasing one.

If the foregoing remarks are founded in truth, gardeners will

do well, when they form irregular beds in flower-gardens, always

to have both shrubs and flowers in them, to such an extent as

that the former may prevent the entire outline of the figure from

being seen at once.

They will also do well, when the beds which they form in

flower-gardens are either regular figures, or when they combine

with other figures so as to form either a regular or a sym-
metrical whole (the two being quite different), to plant only

flowers ; unless the beds are large ; and, if they are large, then

to plant only shrubs.

A third point deserves their notice. When beds of one form

only are employed, and these forms are of a great many different

sizes, they must be connected by a common principle. In the

design,^^-. 51., the principle is that of no one bed being nearer

to another than 3 ft.

In general, circular beds of different sizes, irregularly disposed

and connected together, as shown xw. Jig. 51. will, in the hands

of gardeners who are not artists, form a much more satisfactory

flower-garden than can be done by the use of irregular shapes

only, or by irregular shapes and regular shapes mixed together,

which are almost always bad.

One of the most common errors in ornamental gardening is

that of mixing herbaceous flowers with shrubs and trees. If we

were called on to point out what we consider to be the greatest

defect in almost every garden or shrubbery in England, we should

cei'tainly point to this; but we shall recur to the subject in a

future Number.
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Akt. VI. Notices of remarhable Trees and Shruhs in different Parts

of England. By various Contributors.

Exotic Trees and Shrubs which have stood the open Air, during the last three

Winters, at Coed Ithil in Monmouthshire, the Seat of R. H. Fleming, Esq. R.N.—^'ster argophyllus, Corrae^a alba, Pittosporum Tobira, Callistemon rigidus,

Hakea acicularis, and Eucalyptus robusta.— R. H. F., aiid Martin Mayes,
Foreman of the Bristol Nursery. March 26. 1935.

Accicia dealbdta, planted in the open garden in May, ISSl, and then about
6 in. high, measured, at the end of the season, upwards of 11 ft. high, with
abundance of long lateral shoots, and a stem of considerable thickness. It

was protected, about half way up its stem, with spruce branches on the
approach of winter; and the severe frost of the 8th of January, in the present
year, killed the plant down to the protected part.— A Constant Reader.
March 21. 1835.

Acacia lophdntha.—There is a plant of this species growing luxuriantly,

without the slightest protection, to the height of 40 ft., at Abbotsbury Castle,
on the Dorset coast, which ripens its seeds in the open air ; and there is

another plant of the same species, 20 ft. high, also growing without any pro-
tection, in the grounds of E. Pendarvis, Esq. M.P., Cornwall.— L. IV. D.
Dec. 7. 1834.

Fuchsias. — At Ponsonby Hall, the seat of E. Stanle}', Esq. M.P., near
Whitehaven in Cumberland, there is a hedge of Fuchsia gracilis, which is

10 ft. high, and which has stood eight years without the slightest protection.
In the same grounds there are a Portugal laurel 24ft. high; and a standard
Eriobotrya japonica 8 ft. high, quite unprotected.— E. S. Dec. 2. 1834.

Eucalyptus perfolidta.— In 1833, towards the close of the year, I received
from Van Diemen's Land some seeds of the Eucalyptus perfoliata (I believe).

Several plants were raised from these seeds ; one of which I planted out in a
south border, with a small mixture of peat earth, in May last year. In the
autumn, it had grown to the height of 6 ft. at the least; and, as it was too
tall for me to house, I left it to take its chance. The first sharp frost, early in
January, injured the head and some of the tips of the lateral shoots severely.

It is now pushing at almost every pair of leaves; and even from the stem,
which, to the height of 2 ft. from the ground, had been quite denuded of leaves
and branches. The garden is protected by a paling only, and is quite exposed
to the north and east winds.— S. T., jun. Welling, near Dartford, May 7.

1835.

Trees at Wimpole in Cambridgeshire.—The soil here is a stiff clay (or gault,

as termed here), without one particle of sand in it ; but some trees thrive well,

notwithstanding : in particular, the common maple. There is one tree of this

species, which stands in a grove near the garden gate, which, at 1 ft. from the
ground, is 10ft. in girth, with a bole 40ft. high, without a branch: it then
divides into two, its top being 25 ft. in height. There are several fine elms,
one called the sisters, in front of the mansion, 30 ft. in girth at 1 ft. from the
ground ; at 6 ft. high, it divides into two arms, the height of which is 70 ft. to
the extreme top branch. The old trees here were planted in the reign of
Queen Anne. The oaks have not been much planted till within the last forty
years, but they grow freely : one of the largest that was planted by me, twenty-
six years ago, is, at 1 ft. from the ground, 4 ft. 9 in. in girth, and 45 ft. high

;

and many otliers are of nearly the same size.— Jas. Dull. Wimpole Gardens,
April 6. 1835.

Oxford.— There is a weeping variety of the common horsechestnut
(^E'sculus Hippocastanum) at St. John's College, Oxford, 60 ft. high ; with a
trunk 3 ft. in diameter at 1 ft. from the ground, and with branches covering a
space 50 ft. in diameter. There is also a fine thorn (Cratae^gus Oxyacantha)
in Christ Church meadow, above 30 ft. high.— W. B. March, 1835.

Quh-ciis TL\r.— At Golden Grove, Pembrokeshire, the seat of the Earl of
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Cawdor, there is an evergreen oak, about a hundred years old; which, though

exposed to the sea breeze, is in a very flourishing state. It is above 70 ft.

high, its trunk is 2 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and its branches extend over a space

the diameter of which is 50 ft. It is a very handsome tree, with a regular

head; and it grows in loam, on limestone.— C. Jan. 1833.

Trees in Bagshot Park.— The deciduous cypress mentioned to you by Mr.

Lambert, and from which he had a figure taken when in fruit, stands in the

garden of Mr. Evans, a blacksmith, opposite to the King's Arms Inn, Bag-

shot. It has been planted about 60 years, and is about 35 ft. in height; the

diameter of the trunk, at one foot from the ground, is 28 in. ; the branches

cover a space of about 30 ft. in diameter, the head is irregular and spreading

;

soU, a black sandy peat ; and the substratum, gravel rather wet. This tree

flowers about the end of May, or the beginning of June, and it produces

perfect cones most seasons. It appears to me to be an intermediate variety

between the common kind and Taxodium distichum pendulum. Perhaps it is

not generally known that the deciduous cypress will strike root in water. Mrs.

Evans has repeatedly cut off shoots, put them in water, and placed them on
the mantel shelf for ornament (in the summer months) : they soon callosed

over, and produced roots some inches in length, the water being changed about

once a week. There are several fine specimens of silver firs in Bagshot Park ;

but the one most worthy of remark is that noticed in Vol. IV. p. 433. Its

height is now about 110 ft., and the diameter of the trunk a foot from the

ground is 4i ft.; and I suppose it to be about 150 years old. About fifty

years back, nearly 15 ft. were blown off this tree by a high wind, in conse-

quence of which the immediate top is close and bushy ; but below this the

branches are few and irregular : there is no branch up to 60 ft. from the ground.

The Cornish elms, I suppose, are about 70 years of age ; the maximum height

is about 70 ft. ; the trunks 3 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and the spread of the branches

about 40 ft. ; the heads are regular and upright in growth, and there are no
branches to about 30 ft. ; soil sandy loam, substratum sand. They grow very

fast when young ; there are specimens here of seven years' growth 20 ft. high.

—Andrew Totuard. Bagshot Park, May S. 1835,

Tdxiis baccdta. — There are two yew trees in Gowsworth churchyard, in

Cheshire, which are said to have been planted in the time of William Rufus,

and to be the oldest in England.— H. Leicester, Dec. 1834.

A'lniis glutinosa. — At Elvaston Hall, Leicestershire, the seat of the Earl

of Harrington, there is a common alder, 89 ft. high, and 2 ft. 7 in. in diameter,

at a foot from the ground. The bole carries up very nearly the same thick-

ness above 50 ft. before it throws out a branch.— H. Leicester, Dec. 1834.

Tlex Aquifolium. — There is a common holly in the woods of Lord Walsing-

ham, at Merton in Norfolk, 60 ft. 4 in. high, and 3 ft. in girth, the pendent
branches of which are 22 ft. long. There are several other hollies in Merton
Wood, of nearly equal dimensions, particularly one 57 ft. 2 in. high, and 3 ft.

8 in. in diameter at a foot from the ground, and 3 ft. 3 in. at 5 ft. from the

ground. There are also some remarkably fine old oaks in Merton Wood,
and a very large lime in Merton Park.— T. D. G. Dec. 1834.

'Lauriis nobilis. — The largest sweet bay I ever saw is at Margam, the seat

of J. P. Talbot, Esq. M. P., about 12 miles from Swansea. It is 61 ft. 6 in.

high, and forms a magnificent and compact bush. — L. IV. D. Dec. 7. 1834.

Myrtus communis.— At the Willows, near Swansea, were a few years ago

two myrtles of nearly the same size, the largest of which, in 1815, measured
15 ft. in height, and 39- ft. round the extent of its branches. These myrtles

were remarkably compact handsome trees, and were covered every year with

a complete sheet of blossoms : they were planted in the open ground in 1777

or 1778, and never had the slightest protection. In 1828, the circumference

of the branches of the larger myrtle were found to have increased to 90 ft.;

but the tree was become ragged, and had completely lost its beauty; in a

short time after both trees decayed so rapidly, that it was thought advisable

to cut them down.— L. W. D. Swansea, Dec. 7. 1835.
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Salisburia adianiifdlia.— At Leigh Court, the seat of P. J. Mills, Esq., at
Kingsweston, near Bristol, there is a fine specimen of this tree as a standard,
40 ft. high, with a trunk 5 ft. in circumference, and branches covering a space
30 ft. in diameter. There is another specimen of this tree at Longleat, the
seat of the Marquess of Bath, 38 ft. high, but these are both excelled by that

at Purser's Cross, near Fulham, which is above 60 ft. high.

Quercus CSjtis dentdta.—A fine specimen of the Lucombe oak, 80 ft. high,

with a trunk 7 ft, 6 in. in circumference, and branches covering a space 48 ft.

in diameter, is now growing in the grounds of R. Bright, Esq., at Ham Green,
in Somersetshire.

Liriodendron Tulipffera has attained the height of 96 ft. at Hestercombe, near
Taunton, the seat of Miss Warre. The trunk is 8 ft. 6 in. in girth at 3 ft. from
the ground, and 6 ft. 9 in. at 6 ft. In the same grounds there is a cedar of
Lebanon 62ft. high, with a trunk 12ft. 6 in. in girth; and a red cedar (Juni-
perus virginiana) 42 ft. high, and 3 ft. 10 in. in girth.— W7n. Yoimg. Elm
Cottage, Taunton, Nov. 25. 1834.

'Rhododend7-on ponticum.— At Maeslaugh Castle, Radnorshire, the seat of
W. Wilkins, Esq., there is a most remarkable specimen of this plant. It is

21 ft. high, and its branches cover a space 105 ft. in circumference! It is

grown without bog earth, and flowers freely every year.— James Alexander,

Gardener to JV. Wilkins, Esq. Dec. 1834.

We find from the return paper filled up, and sent to us by Mr. Alexander,
that there are many other fine trees and shrubs at Maeslaugh Castle ; parti-

cularly a Liriodendron Tulipifera, 73 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. in diameter, and
the space covered by the branches 36 ft. in diameter, which flowers freely;

a gold-edged holly, 42 ft. high, trunk 2 ft. in diameter, and branches covering

a space the diameter of which is 28 ft. ; and a Portugal laurel 28 ft. high. Mr.
Alexander kindly offers us a plan and description of the grounds at Maes-
laugh, and an account of some other places in the neighbourhood, which we
shall be greatly obliged to him for.

Trees and Shrubs in Buchanan^s Arboretum, Cambenvell. — We were much
gratified by an inspection of this collection on May 11. Mr. Buchanan, jun.,

has spared no pains in collecting species and varieties from all quarters. At
this season the acers look remarkably well, perhaps better than any other
genus. There is a fine plant of the Corstorphine plane, and another of the
purple-barked negundo. Colietk spinosa appears to be as hardy as a common
furze bush. Callistemon lanceolatus has stood out three years without the
slightest injury. C/'lmus rubra pendula and C/'lmus viminalis are most orna-
mental trees. There are some hundreds of shrubs well worth notice.

In the Hammersmith Nursery there are some remarkably fine specimens of
trailing plants budded standard high, the singularity and beauty of which de-

serve the attention of every amateur. Wherever there is a lawn or a small

spot of turf as a foreground, without much interest, all that is necessary is to

plant one of these trees in it.

The Arboretum at Messrs. Loddiges' has received several additions, and un-
dergone some changes. Unfortunately many of the specimen trees have got
so large that they have been obliged to be cut down ; a circumstance which
should operate as a warning to gentlemen planting arboretum s, to induce them
to allow each plant sufficient room to attain its full size. There is scarcely

anything that we are so desirous of seeing, as an arboretum of 100 or more
acres within ten or twelve miles of London. The Dukes of Devonshire and
Northumberland both have pieces of land, flat and capable of subterraneous
irrigation, admirably adapted for this purpose. We would trench such soil

to the depth of ten or twelve feet, richly manure it, and, in the months of
May and June every year, we would k-eep it moist by supplying watei* to a
surrounding moat, and from that to the roots, through subterraneous drains.

The water in the moats might even be heated, if it were thought fit, by Per-
kins's small pipes. By these and similar means, we would produce such
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growths in three or four years as usually require twenty or thirty years ; such,

in short, as the world has never yet seen. We only wish that one of the

noble dukes in question, or some other wealthy and patriotic individual, would

afford us the use of the soil till every tree planted had ripened seeds.— Cond.

Art. VII. On the Culture of the Briaifelsia nmericana. By Mr.
Alexander H. Hogg, Flower-Gardener to the Hon. Lady Heath-

cote, Hurstley Park.

This truly splendid and odoriferous exotic is nearly a

stranger in our stoves, from so many gardeners being ignorant

of its proper culture. The following may, therefore, be useful

to some of the readers of your Magazine. Cuttings should be

taken off in July, with a very small portion of the last year's

wood, and inserted under a bell glass in a mixture of peat and
fine river sand. The glasses must be carefully wiped dry every

morning to prevent the cuttings from damping off; and, as soon

as the least sign of their taking root appears, allow a little air

by tilting the glass, and continue to increase it every day till

the young plants are enabled to bear the atmosphere of the

house. When fit for potting, place them in small sixties, with

the same mixture as before, and with the addition of a small

quantity of maiden loam. Continue to shift them when requi-

site, till they are finally settled in twenty-fours. Then, and not

till then, will the plant produce its delicate white blossoms in

profusion. This is attained by keeping it in a heat of nearly
70° from the time of its third shifting, and by allowing only two
strong shoots to grow up till nearly 3 ft. in length ; then top

themj and shorten all the laterals to one eye ; bend the two
shoots, bringing the tops to within an inch of the pot, and
detain them in that position by tying. This is the principal

feature in the culture of the Brunfelsw, for, by keeping the

shoots bent, the sap is prevented from rising in such abundance
as it otherwise would, and thus the spurs are enabled to produce

a great many more blossom buds, and the rapid growth of the

wood is much retarded. Water must be sparingly applied till

the blossom season.

I shall, when I have leisure, send you an account of my mode
of culture of the Cyclamen, the Zinum trigynum, and Bouvard/a
triphylla. — Hurstley Park, Feb. 20. 1835.

Art. VIII. On the Coiling System of Vine Culture, mth preliminary
Remarks. By Mr. R. Fish, Gardener to Tattersall, Esq.

In our intercourse with mankind, we often find that there is

scarcely a measure that has been tried, however suitable it may
be, for improving man's condition, but what has been at first
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looked upon by some with indifference, while others have used
towards it the language of vituperation. This probably arises

from the number of new plans that ai'e broached, and are at

first highly praised, but which, when tried, are not attended with

success. This makes many practical men look upon every new
plan with suspicion, and reject what is good, because they have
been deceived by the praise bestowed by the inventors on what
they find to be bad. To obviate this, I think it the duty of all

gardeners to relate the result of their experience whenever they

have tried a new plan ; and, to put an end to those super-super-

lative success papers of which they complain, they should expose
every case of deception within the range of their knowledge, or

simply give an account of their failures, when following certain

prescribed modes of operation. To the necessity of doing the

first they will probably give a cold assent; while from comply-
ing with the last they ai-e deterred, lest it should be supposed
by their employers that their failure arose from their not pro-

perly understanding the system, and not from any deficiency in

the system itself. I have frequently felt the force of such rea-

soning; but, considering it to be my duty to make all such feel-

ings succumb to the desire of establishing truth, I shall, with

your permission, sometimes give you an account of my failures,

in order that you and your readers may inform me whether my
want of success is to be attributed to my ignorance of the prin-

ciples of management, or to the circumstances in which I am
placed; or to the delusive vanity of individuals, who, in order to

bring themselves into prominent notice, have, without sufficient

proof, published, as most beneficial systems, those which from their

very nature cannot be attended with general utility or success : and
I do this, hoping that, if others should be induced to follow my ex-

ample, the usefulness of the Magazine will be increased, and the

interests of gardening as an art and science will be promoted.

Having made these preliminary observations, I shall now pro-

ceed to offer some remarks upon a new system of cultivating the

vine, the invention of Mr. Mearns ; namely, that of coiling rootless

shoots round the inside of a pot, in order to produce fruit from

them the same season. Allowing that, after much trouble, a few

bunches may be obtained by such a process, especially when tried

late in the spring, my present impression is, that it never will

be attended with that utility which will warrant its general adop-

tion, even if it were practicable ; and that, however interesting

it may be, as establishing a phytological doctrine, the discovery

can lay no pretensions to the honour enthusiastically claimed for

it, of being a general benefit. I must confess that, reasoning

upon first principles, my hopes of its success never were high

;

but as this season I had some shoots of old and young wood
from three to six feet long, I was anxious to give the system a
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trial ; and accordingly, putting up a bed of dung and old leaves,

I plunged the pots partially into it in the beginning of December,

increasing the temperature by plunging deeper, &c., until from

60°, at the end of the third week, the bottom heat ranged from

85° to 95° : the atmospheric temperature of the pit ranging

from 45° to 60". I was well aware that the success would wholly

depend upon getting the wood in the pot stimulated into action

previously to the developement of the buds, so that when that

took place there might be roots formed to support them ; and

had succeeded so far, that, by the time the buds were expanding,

the plants, which I examined, exhibited a dense mass of spongioles

protruding from the wood, in contact with the sides of the pot.

In the second week of January, I removed those on which the

embryo fruit could be detected into another house, where they

were more exposed to the light, the temperature of which ranged

from 65° to 75°. Here, although they looked well for a short

time, the bunches gradually shriveled up ; so that, to cut the story

short, I experienced a complete failure. The atmosphere of

London might, to a certain extent, be instrumental in producing

such a result, especially as, at the period alluded to, there were

a few very foggy days, so dense, indeed, that one person could

not recognise another a few paces distant. But the appearance

of the plants did not indicate that this was so much the cause of

failure, as that it arose from a want of a supply of proper nou-

rishment. Every one who has paid any attention to vegetable

phenomena must have taken notice of the capabilities of plants

to accommodate themselves, to a certain extent, to peculiar cir-

cumstances; and that some possess this power to such an extent,

that the vital principle will give evidence of its indestructibility

when the branches are plunged in the earth and the roots waving
in the breeze ; the former in course of time protruding roots,

and the latter buds and branches. But, although aware of such

a fact, we do not thence infer that branches and roots are the

same in construction, or that hence, even in climbing plants, as

the vine, the roots emitted from the shoots are immediately

capable of performing the same office as the regularly constituted

established roots of the plant. In examining the pots, I found
that the roots consisted of large spongioles, different in nothing

but their size from those which break out upon the wood in a

vinery ; and as, at the time of the failure, few or no fibres were
protruded from these main spongioles, I consider that this will

operate against the utility of the system, inasmuch as the fluids

absorbed from the soil will be immediately transferred to what
was formerly the stem in a very crude, undigested state, from not

having passed through those different parts in a regularly con-

stituted plant, all of which we have reason to believe exert an
influence upon the properties of the sap, previously to its re-

ceiving its final elaboration in the leaves ; and this I feel more
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inclined to hold, as the stagnation referred to in all likelihood

took place at that critical period when the fully elaborated fecun-

dated sap, contained in the shoot as a reservoir, had been ex-
pended, and also because all that I have heard of (with the

exception of Mr. Mearns), who have obtained even very limited

success, have tried the system late in the spring, when we know
that all the processes of vegetation are sooner developed, and
consequently the different parts of regular roots are sooner ob-
tained by the coilers.

But why question the utility of the system before you have
found it will not succeed, either when tried early or late? This
question, frequently put, I answer by asking in what the utility

consists, were I even to allow that the system did partially suc-

ceed, when tried, for instance, in the beginning or middle of March ?

For the final reception of your plants, you must have a frame or

pit, &c. ; and I should like to know if the most strenuous advo-
cate of coiling is prepared to show that a pit, &c., appropriated

to such a purpose, will insure more profit to the owner than if

it had been appropriated to its wonted purposes ; or if, by filling

it at random with coiled pots, he could expect to realise any
thing like the same weight of grapes which he would expect and
obtain from vines planted out, and the tops taken into the pit,

frame, &c., in the usual manner ?

What I consider to be the strongest argument against the

utility of this system is, the impossibility of its adoption in ge-

neral cases, consistently with the proper management of the

plants from which the coilers are taken. I am well aware that

many practise the system of allowing some of the shoots to grow
till the winter pruning, when they are very likely cut back to less

than a third of their length. I will not say any thing of the

unscientific nature of such a process, when fruit, and not mere
strength of wood, is required. Every person can judge for him-
self, who will take the trouble to contrast the fine matured buds,

which he cuts away, with the small diminutive ones that he leaves

at the bottom of his shoot; which, let him treat ever so carefully,

will reward him with little or no fruit for his trouble, if ever

they break at all, on account of having been unduly shaded, and
deprived of nourishment by the buds now cut away. In fact, I

can see no means by which the system can be followed without

injuring your established plants, unless when an old branch
requires to be cut out; or in those places where the long rod
system is followed, when the shoot annually cut out might be
so applied, and, from the age of the wood, be much more likely

to succeed than young shoots of the previous season.

Feeling somewhat interested in the subject, I have written to

several individuals, and all who have answered my letters inform

me of their failures. All my acquaintances in this neighbour-
D D 3
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hood have also failed. Surely, we do not understand Mr. Mearns's

system, or he has not fully explained it to us; or he has himself

been deceived as to its relative merits. For the purpose of far-

ther elucidating the subject, I beg leave to propose the following

questions, to which he ought to give a clear and decisive answer :

—

How many pots had he, when first he published his invention?

and what weight of grapes did he have from these pots ? and,

upon an average, how many pots were destitute of fruit, for one

which had fruit ? Understanding that M]-. Mearns had many
hundred pots this season, I also desire the same answers respect-

ing them. These plain facts will give more knowledge of the

system, so far as success is concerned, than a dozen of laudatory

or condemnatory essays. To remove every doubt, it will be

necessary also to know if Mr. Mearns is prepared to show that

the specimens of his success, to which he refers, were all the

produce of rootless shoots; and that none of them, such as the

black Constantia vine, were plants that had been taken up with

roots, and then coiled; or the produce of rootless shoots that

are in the second season of their growth. If in the second

season, I desire to know in what respect the coiling system is

superior to that of Mr. Pillans, who obtains fruit in the second

season from plants raised from buds ; which system, although it

appears to me to be impracticable, where time and labour are

scarce commodities, is at any rate free from that objection which

I have already designated as the principal argument against the

utility of the coiling system. The propriety of the above ques-

tions must be apparent to every one who, like myself, knows
not whether to admit that Mr. Mearns obtains a greater quantity

of fruit by such a process than he would do by the ordinary

method ; or that he merely gets as much from a vast number of

pots, as is sufficient to prevent the result from being viewed as

a complete failure, which it unquestionably would in the case of

those who only had a limited number of pots; and therefore the

sooner the matter is set at rest the better, as I know that the

system has not only been a source of trouble to gardeners, but

also, in some cases, of unpleasantness between them and their

employers. — Hyde Park Corner, London, March 24. 1835.

Just after the above communication was sent to press, we
received a hamper from Mr. Mearns, containing three coiled

vines, having abundant roots and vigorous shoots made last

year, together with the following letter: —
" I have forwarded with this three vine shoots, cuttings of last

spring. I have many such, full of fine bunches of grapes, at this

time. I have also many of such to bring into action ; and I am
confident I shall have every eye to show two and three bunches,

and as fine shows as can be, many of them muscat of Alex-

andrias, and all of the choicest and finest kinds.
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" The weakest one sent is merely to show what can be done in

one season, when a judicious attention is paid to vines to encourage
them to do their best. The one in question was a piece of old

wood denuded of every excrescence likely to produce any bud,

and then coiled into a pot, and placed in a bottom heat, to

show His Grace the Duke of Portland the rapid progress which
roots would make without the presence of any bud. It was,

with some others, shaken out of the pot five different times be-

fore His Grace and friends, to show the rapid increase of the

roots ; and the roots were broken each time. When repotted a

sixth time, and left, it formed a bud, and, by ajudicious stopping,

produced the wood which you see. [Stopping the main shoot,

as it advanced, at every fifth or sixth bud, and pinching off all

the laterals, leaving only a leader.] Some are much finer than

the one sent, but are retained for His Grace's future investiga-

tion. One of the same fruited last reason.

" The sultana and black Damascus sent were both young-

wood, coiled this time twelvemonth, and are two as fine as any
that I have of the same age. Many of them are now full of

fruit. None does better than the muscat of Alexandria and its

varieties, many of which are at this time exceedingly fine indeed.
" I have coilers of last season in pots and boxes, with from

three bunches to thirty-six on each vine, and ofthe large and fine

kinds. I have coilers of this season with from three to twelve

bunches on each, and fine wood for next season's bearing. One
white Frontignan has nineteen fine bunches upon it, and was a

rootless branch six weeks ago. I have at this time sixty pots of

grapes in action, with three hundred and fifty bunches upon
them ; many nearly ripe, and finer, of the sorts, than I ever saw
upon vines in a border. I have about thirty pots to bring into

action, from last spring's coilers ; and, as these are all my best

shoots, I believe that they will produce me between five hundred
and six hundred bunches of very fine grapes.

" WelbecJc Gardens, near Ollerton, March 24. 1835."

Mr. Fish, and another excellent practical gardener, were pre-

sent when the hamper was opened ; and if either of them should

have any remarks to make on what they saw, they shall be given

in a future Number. None of the vines sent were in a growing
state ; and, as they were all coils of last year, they merely prove
that coiled shoots will make both vigorous roots and wood.
Whether the plants thus produced will be more productive and
profitable than plants originated from eyes struck the preceding

year, remains, as it appears to us, to be proved. Our readers

will observe that this is quite a different question from that of the

practicability of getting fruit from a coiled vine the first season,

which was the chief point insisted upon in Mr. Mearns's former

communication, Vol. X. p. 138. — Cond.
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Art. IX. The Mode of cultivating the Pine-apple, as practised at

DolKnton Castle, the Seat of T. A. Knight, Esq. F.R.S., President

of the Horticultural Society. Communicated by J. M.

In my cursory relation to you, the other day, of what I saw

most worthy of notice during my late circuitous journey into

the country, I mentioned the pine-apple plants at Downton Cas-

tle as being the healthiest and most robust I ever saw ; and, as I

could not then with certamty enter mto particulars respectmg

the mode of pine culture practised at that place, I wrote to Mr.
Lauder, gardener to Thos. Andw. Knight, Esq,, who has favoured

me with the following account ; to which I beg to add, that in the

month of January last, when I called at Downton Castle, several

of the pine plants were showing fruit, and that Mr. Lauder told

me that there was not a plant in the house fifteen months old.

I can safely assert that I never saw finer plants, nor have I any

where else seen plants of even two years growth to equal them
in size. For these reasons I would strongly recommend those

gardeners who have the opportunity to try Mr. Knight's mode
of pine culture, particularly his method of bringing the suckers

forward by the aid of the parent plant. Another point, in which
Mr. Knight greatly deviates from the general practice, is in his

dispensing entirely with the ordinai'y bottom heat, in lieu of

which the plants are placed on a stage of masonry, elevated so

as to reach within a certain distance of the roof of the house ; all

the plants thus stand about the same distance from the glass,

and, as the pots are exposed to the circumambient air, it seems

indispensably necessary to have that element in a constant state

of humidity. Another thing favourable to the success of Mr.
Knight's practice is, that the fuel used for heating his houses is

composed of coal-dust and clay well incorporated, and put on
the fires in a completely dripping state, which produces a soft,

or rather smothered, heat: this, with the flues being always

kept damp, fills the house with a close hazy atmosphere, greatly

assimilating to that of the tropical climate of which pine-apples

are natives. I would further observe, that at Downton Castle

the pine-apple is fully matui'ed in about eighteen months ; and
as the plants are never removed from the pots into which they

are first put during that time, and as all the operations connected

with the tan-bed are dispensed with, much labour and expense
are saved. Now, in the general practice, very seldom a crop of

pines is matured in less than thirty months ; and, during that

time, three or four pottings, plungings, and renewings of the tan-

bed will be found necessary : this requires no comment, it speaks

for itself; and should Mr. Knight's system produce smaller fruit,

as some gardeners seem to infer it will, the weight grown by both

methods, within a proportionable extent of surface and space of
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time will be found to preponderate greatly in favour of Mr.
Knight's. I am aware that the plunging of the pots is essential

to the successful cultivation of the pine in the usual way ; and as

the gardener's avocation claims his attention every where, the

less he becomes dependent on the cooperation of others, the

more sure his success will be. By continuing the pot-plunging
system, the plants will be less likely to suffer from the negligence

of assistants, or from the sudden changes of the weather ; and
this system would certainly be the best, if any means could be
devised to obviate the necessity for the continual renewing of

the tan-bed, or the shifting of the plants, except at the time of
replenishing the bed with a fresh supply to produce another
crop of fruit ; and if this plan could be combined with Mr.
Knight's mode, it would materially lessen the labour and expense
now required.

Mr. Hay's (of Edinburgh) method of communicating heat to

the body of the bed is the best, I think, yet made known to the
public : still it is objectionable ; and, during my late journey
into the country, I saw an instance of its injurious ejfipects arising

from the negligence of the person who was inti'usted to turn the

steam off the pine-bed, and who forgot to do so at the specified

time ; the consequence was, that the roots of all the plants that

were plunged on that division were completely broiled. The
agency of any thing that is subject to such sudden effects should,

I think, rarely be employed, particularly where the success

depends so much upon the precision of personal attendance ; and
the improved state to which the hot-water system is brought
leaves no ingenious gardener at a loss for a safe and effectual mode
of heating; but in this, as in almost every other new discovery,

a multiplicity of modifications under the name of improvements
are brought forward by individuals claiming public patronage,

which may tend to disconcert the young gardener in determin-
ing to which he should give the preference. I would here
remark that the most simple in its construction will generally

prove the most effectual in its operation, provided it is suitable

to accomplish the purpose required; and, of all the systems that

I have seen, I give the preference to Kewley's siphon mode of
circulating hot water, it being governed by atmospheric pressure.

A common open boiler, or, in fact, any vessel that will stand
fire heat, and is large enough to hold ten gallons of water and
upwards, will do ; and, as the merely placing the ends of the
siphon pipes in a perpendicular direction, a few inches beneath
the surface of the water, is all that is necessary, there is no diffi-

culty or trouble in adjusting them to any hot-house, however
unfavourable its position may be : and, in addition to this, it

has the peculiar advantage of admitting water, without delaying
its operation, to circulate on a level with the boiler in open con-
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duits round any part of the house, which will be found the most

efficient way to communicate heat to the materials of the pine-

bed. In further illustrating that object, I would observe, in the

first place, that the earth within the pine-house, to the depth of

several feet below the threshold or back path should be dug out

;

and, in forming the plunging-bed for the pines, the side and end

walls, to the height of about 3 ft., should be built in open work,

or pigeon holes, and the space within be filled to the same
height with brick-bats or rubble-stones, upon the top of which

the material for plunging the plants in may be placed, and the

upper part of the walls finished in the usual way; and, to com-
municate bottom heat to the whole, water is to circulate in an

open conduit placed round the outside of the pigeon-holes, and
as low as the level of the surface of the water in the boiler will

allow, with which it is to communicate by short siphon pipes.

The conduits may be formed of sheet copper or iron, about 2 in.

deep, and not less than 8 in. wide. To confine the heated air

to the bottom part of the bed, the flags of the paths above should

be laid close together in Roman cement, with the ends only

resting in the sides of the bed and walls of the house, and ven-

tilators should be placed at proper distances, to admit the humid
air occasionally among the pines above : for the conveniency of

walking underneath, a narrow path may be dug out for that

purpose, and an entrance may be had from the stock-hole. To
follow the details any further I think is unnecessary, as every

one can modify the application to such local circumstances.

The following is the letter received from Mr. Lauder :
—

" Dear Sir,—In compliance with your request, and with the

permission of my worthy master, I have great pleasure in stating

to you the mode of pine culture practised at Downton Castle. In

the outset I must remark, that the present practice is exactly

the same that Mr. Knight commenced with, and that it has,

years ago, been recorded in the Transactions of the Horticultural

Society. As soon as the plant shows fruit, the strongest sucker

is preserved, all the others being taken off as they appear.

When the fruit is cut, the plant is taken out of the pot with as

many roots as can be removed with it, and all the leaves, except

four or five on the top of the stool, are scaled off; the leaves are

also scaled off the base of the sucker, as is usually done ; but the

sucker remains growing to the stool, until in its turn it becomes
the parent plant, producing fruit and suckers, and undergoing
the same operation as its progenitor, whose place it is to occupy.

The few leaves left on the top of the stool are, as they become
matured in the course of the season, plucked off; so the old

stool, being entirely covered with earth, produces abundance of

young roots, which continue to supply the rising plant with

additional nourishment, independent of that obtained by its own
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immediate roots, until it has performed its office. Pots of a
cylindrical form are used, measuring 10 in. inside in diameter,

the same width bottom and top, and from 16 in. to 22 in. in

depth, varying to suit the length of the old stems and suckers,

which are to be removed into them. Draining of the bottom of

the pots is considered of little importance, for some of them have

no holes at all to allow the escape of excess of moisture; but care

and judgment must be used in giving water in such cases.

" The sorts of pines grown or valued here are the St. Vincent

or green olive, the green providence, the queen, and black

Jamaica ; and the mould in which these plants are grown is a

compost of rich loam with a proportion of animal matter well

incorporated. The plants, on being potted, are placed in very

high heat, not less than 100°. While the temperature is kept

at this height, a good deal of water may be given freely, and in

such quantity as to reach the bottom of the pots. At this stage of

growth, the plants will occupy very little room, as the pots may
be placed close together, and will only require to be removed to

a greater distance as they increase in size.

" The pine plants are never moved out of the pots in which

they are at first put until the fruit is cut ; and in all seasons,

except in the dead of winter, they require a good deal of water,

and to have the air of the house in a continual state of humidity :

for this purpose, water must be frequently thrown over the flues

and floor of the house. The pines are sprinkled with water in the

evenings of hot summer days in such quantity as to cause some to

remain in the axillae ofthe leaves until the following day. Manure-
water especially, when the fruit is swelling, may be given to the

roots with advantage. The plants require no shading in the

hottest season, provided the mould in the pots be kept damp, and
the house be kept in a humid state ; but when the pines were

grown in the curvilinear-roofed houses (which is not the case

now), a curtain was drawn over the roof in the first bright

days of spring, and of the early part of summer. In dry air the

plants will not thrive well, and will run prematurely to fruit ; and
this want of moisture has probably been the only cause why the

pine-apple has not succeeded well out of the bark-bed. Mr.
Knight has been always indifferent as to the introduction of

insects into his houses from diseased plants, as no insect that

has ever infested the pine-apple plant can survive after being

subjected to the operation of two or three times syringing with

water at the temperature of 150°, at which heat water may with

safety be ejected from a syringe upon the plants, without the

least apprehension of danger. You will observe that there is no

regular time for shifting the pine-plants grown at Downton, for,

as soon as a fruit is cut, the plant undergoes the operation already

stated, and is left in that state until the sucker produces fruit.
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As a practical man, and one that has had some experience in

rearing pines for the market, I can safely assert that this is the

simplest and cheapest mode of pine-culture that has come under

my observation ; and in those districts where coals are cheap, for

instance, Staffordshire, a persevering individual, with a few small

glass-houses, might supply the London market infinitely cheaper

than it is at present supplied, and realise a better profit than

market-gardeners are in the habit of doing. Mr. Knight, after

the present crop of fruit is cut, is going to give over pine-grow-

ing altogether ; he has sufficiently proved the efficacy of his mode
of pine culture, and as the pine-apple was never a favourite fruit

of his, and as, indeed, he does not consider it a wholesome one,

he means to use the houses for other purposes. I am, dear Sir,

yours, &c.,— S. Lauder. Downton Castle Gardens, March 31.

1835."

Art. X. Floricultural ayid Botanical Notices of neixily introduced

Plants, and oj" Plants of Interest previously in our Gaj-dens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions of the " Encyclopcedia of Plants"
and of the " Hortus Britannicus"

Curtis s Botanical Magazine ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates ; 3s. 6d. coloured, 3s. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow.

Eduards's Botanical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates; 4s. coloured, 3s. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,

Professor of Botany in the London University.

Sweet's British Flower-Garden ; in monthly numbers, each containing

four plates ; 3s. coloured, 2s. 3d. plain. Edited by David Don,
Esq., Librarian to the Linnsean Society.

Embryo Dicotyledonous : Corolla Polypetalous.

IX. CrucifercE. § Cotyledons flat, incumbent on the radicle, —
Notorhizeae.

r? Affinity] MORI'S/^ [? Authority]. {Professor Moris, who discovered the species on the moun.
tains of Sardinia. — D. Don.) 15. 2. Sp. 1. —

[S lt.l Sw.fl.gar.2.s.290

hypogae''a [? Authority] />-«z7-iKte-mig- ^ ?£? A? pr 4 ap Y Mountains of Sardinia 1833.
" It derives its specific name from its capsules burying themselves in the ground, like some of the

Violet." — D. Don. And like /i'rachis hypogaj^a and Trifblium subterr^neum.

Green glabrous polished leaves, about 2 in. long, and cut in

somewhat the mode of those of the shepherd's purse and those

of the dandelion (dent de lion), are produced from the crown

of the plant upon the earth's face. Peduncles not a few, from

the same source, attain about an equal length ; and each bears

at its tip one flower, whose corolla, of four petals, is of a bright

yellow colour, and, in extent, something less than a sixpenny-

piece. These are the more obvious of the features of the plant's

physiognomy : and those of our readers who regard plants

according to their physiognomy only, will hence, and from the
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following extract, be able to judge whether M. hypogae^a be
desh-able to them or not. " It is perennial [In the page pre-

ceding, it is stated, " plant apparently perennial."], and quite

hardy, and appears well suited for rockwork ; where its nume-
rous bright yellow blossoms, contrasted with its deep green

polished leaves, would doubtless produce a good effect. It

requires a light loamy soil, and is readily increased by seeds,

which should be sown immediately they are ripe ;
" as is sug-

gested by the plant's habit of burying its fruit " in the ground,

like some of the Violeae." The figure published of M. hypogag^a

has been derived from a plant of it in Mrs. Marryat's collection,

at Wimbledon, Surrey ; into which Mrs. Palliser had introduced

it from the Royal Botanic Garden at Turin, by seeds given to

her by Professor Moris. The fact of this lady's introducing it,

in 1833, is registered in Gard. Mag., x. 339. 341.

Mr. D. Don is not aware who it is that has instituted the

genus Morism. On its affinity, he has thus stated:— " The
plant, in habit and structure, comes very near to Eucaria, except

in having even, not folded, cotyledons : a remarkable character,

which removes it entirely from that group ; and we know of no
other with which it can be associated." The seed-vessel is par-

titioned, by a deep constriction, into two portions, each two-

celled ; with three seeds in each of the lower cells, one seed in

each of the upper cells. [British Flcwer-Garden, June.)

LXXIII. 'Rosdcece.

1528. POTENTI'LLA.
[pistils of PotentiUa formbsa ^ A Pi^ 9? my-S O.R Eng. hybrid 1834? C co

tormentillo-formusa R. Tongue, a hybrid, the result of ajiplying pollen of Tormentilla reptans to

It has been raised by R. Tongue, Esq., of Forton Cottage, near

Lancaster. Its first-borne flowers have been produced in May,
1835. It assimilates to Tormentilla reptans in its stems being

prostrate, slender, and, seemingly, disposed to lengthen to some
extent. These may or may not emit roots at their joints : a plant

in a pot, from which this notice is now (June 11.) taken, does

not show roots protruded from the joints of the stem. Whole
surface of the plant pubescent. Leaves : the radical ones, and

those upon the lower portion of the stem, 5-leafleted ; farther

along, 3-leafleted, then 2-leafleted, then 1-leafleted. Leaflets

obovate, with the lower portion wedge-shaped ; margin of the

upper or outer portion toothed with uniform teeth. Bracteas

ovate-lanceolate, nearly entire. Sepals ten, in an outer and an

inner series ; those of the outer as long, though not quite so

broad, as those of the inner. Corolla nearly as broad as a

sixpenny-piece. Petals in colour between orange and buff, with

a rather small bright red spot at the base of each. Stamens

about twenty. Anthers not luxuriant, and not any pollen scat-

tered ; although some appeared to be present at the openings of

the valves of the anthers. Styles numerous.— J. D.
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LXXVII. Leguminbsa:.

2071. PSORA'^LEA. (Psoraleos, warty ; in allusion to the very general presence of little tubercular

secretions upon the surface of different species. Lindley, in Bot. Reg., t. 1769.)

[Bot. reg. 1769

18635a macrost^chya Dec. long-spiked 3i A or 3 jl P California (see below) 1833 ? S s.l

DeCandolle has described P. macrostachya from dried spe-

cimens communicated to him by Lagasca ; and has given Nutka
in North America as the native country of it. " Our [Dr.

Lindley's] drawing was, however, made from plants [" in the

garden of the Horticultural Society "] obtained from California

through Mr. Douglas ; and we, therefore, suspect some error in

the former statement." P. macrostachya Bot. Reg. is a " hand-

some, hardy, perennial " species ;
" yielding seed in tolerable

plenty, and readily increasing by division." It is pubescent all

over ; its stems are erect and branched, its leaf is of three

ovate-acuminate leaflets. The flowers have purple corollas, and

are disposed closely in spikes upon axillary long peduncles :

more than twenty flowers are shown in the spike depicted. A
singular hairiness pervades the rachis (the axis upon which the

flowers are situate) and the " green parts of the flower. . . .

After the flowers have fallen off", this produces a singular

appearance ; the naked rachis remaining at the end of each

flower stalk [peduncle] in the form of a long hairy tail." [Bot.

Reg., June.)

CXVI. 'Rutdcece.

676. BARYO'SMA.
^"

[bluish [? blush] colour when fully expanded" C.G. H. ... C p.l Bot.inag.3413
crenul^ta [ ] crenulated-(/V/. * \ | or 2| " early spring " " purple in bud, of a delicate

Dr. Hooker has presented a digest of synonymes : Di^sma latifolia, Lodd. Bot. Cab. t. 290., is one
of these ; odorata R. Sf S. is not included ; and the omission, if just, affects No. 5575. of Loudon's
Hort. Brit.

Handsome : the flowers appear in early spring, and continue

a long time in perfection ; are purple in bud, and of a delicate

bluish [? blush] colour when fully expanded. {Bot. Mag., June.)

Embryo Dicotyledonous : Corolla Monopetalous.

CXXII. Geranidcea.

Pelajgoniums.— Certain early-flowering varieties, cultivated

by Messrs. Dennis and Co., are noticed in p. 296. The aggre-

gate of beauty in the blossoms of the kinds in flower at Messrs.

Dennis and Co.'s, on June 10., was, to u.s, striking, and very

highly gratifying. Of the more mentionable of the kinds flower-

ing at this date, these are the names of some :—Wells's Fanny,
diversum of the French cultivators. Miss Annesley, Dennis's

Fanny, Lauretta, Lucifer, Amelia, Catesbyaw?/?w, irassicbides,

jRosa mundi, vulneratum, Adanson?, Sweetidnum germanicum,
olympicum, bipinnatifidum. Lauretta, Lucifer, Wells's Fanny,
diversum. Miss Annesley, are, perhaps, those of the kinds cited

which would be the more popularly esteemed. Of Lauretta,

the corolla is in colour towards lilac ; the spots not large, but

beautifully marked. Lucifer, scarlet, with dark velvety spots.
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Wells's Fanny, upper petals purplish pink ; lower, paler ; spots

white and red. Diversum, upper petals rose ; lower, blush.

Miss Annesley like diversum, with larger spots.— J. D.
CLXX. 'E^ricdcece.

133. iJHODODE'NDRON nudiflbrum D. Don ; 521. AzMea 4347. nudiflura Loudon's Hort. Brit.
[iJhodod^ndron arbbreum $ 1829 L p.l Sw.fl.gar.2.s.291

var. exfraium D. Bon choice * spl 3 ? ap C Eng. hybrid Azalea nudiflOra coccinea major 9,

Raised by Mr. Wm. Smith, Norbiton Common, near Kings-
ton, in 1829, from seeds from flowers of Azalea nudiflora coc-

cinea major, to which pollen of i^hododendron arb5reum had
been applied ; " and, except in its evergreen leaves and decan-
drous [10-stamened] flowers, it agrees ahnost entirely with the

former species [Azalea nudiflora], having less aflinity with arbo-

reum than any of the other hybrids from that species which we
[Mr. D. Don] have seen. The plant appears to be quite hardy,

is readily multiplied by layers, and, from the beauty of its

flowers, is well deserving of a place in every garden." [British

Flower-Gai-den, June.)

ifhodod(5ndron arbbreum var. venustum D. Don should be the name, rather than iJhododendron
venfistumZ). Don, of the kind on which we have quoted particulars under the latter name in

p. 297. Mr. D. Don has authorised this change in the words : —
"

. . . . We inadvertently omitted to mark it as a variety; and
we have, therefore, to request our readers to alter the name to

R. arboreum venustum, it being far from our intention to attempt

to elevate these garden productions to the rank of species."

[Brit. Flotiier-Garde7i, June.)

CLXXXVI. Comjp6sit(je^ subtribe Giiaphaliece.

CRASPE^DIA Lessing. {Kraspedo}i, a fringe ; in allusion, probably, to the appearance of the
pappus.— Hooker.) ]9. 5. Sp. 1.

—

[Wellington in Van Diemen's Land 1834. S s ? I ? Bot. mag. 3415
macroc^phala Hooker lurge-headed-inflorescenced £. JSi or ^ or 1^ ... Ysh.W Mount

A hoary colour pervades the leaves and stem, which are

clothed with appressed silky hairs. Leaves alternate; lower

ones spathulate, merging, successively, upwards, into a linear-

oblong figure and smaller size :
" the whole appearance of the

foliage is similar to that of Ammobium alatum, but of a more
bluish green." Stem 18 in. or more high, not branched, bear-

ing at its summit a single large head of flowers that is nearly

globose, and, in the figure, is shown to be 2 in. or more across

;

its colour is described to be " dirty yellowish white; " of which

colour must also be the flowers that compose the head. An in-

volucre of several bracteate leaves is subtended at its base. This
head is constituted of numerous smaller headlets (capitula), each

of about five flowers, and surrounded by about five lanceolate

membranaceous scales. Corollas funnel-shaped, the tube remark-
ably slender. Down of the seed of about fourteen bristles, which
are beautifully feathery. Mr. Curtis, the proprietor of the Bo-
tanical Magazine^ nurseryman, Glazenwood, Essex, raised this
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very interesting plant, in summer of ISS^, from seeds gathered

on Mount Wellington, at 3000 ft. above the level of the sea, by
Mr.William Davidson, the curator of theHobart Town Botanic

Garden, and brought by Dr. Wilson. It is communicated in the

Bot. Mag., from Mr. Curtis, that " the plant flourishes with me
in a common pit ; but I expect it will prove quite hardy, though
I do not venture to remove it to the border during winter."

[Bot. Mag., June.)

CXC. Cinchonaceae.

6315. ? RA'ND/^.
BowieiJraa Gun. Bowie's «( or Pa.Y Brazil 1815 ? C l.p Bot. mag. 3409
"The genus must remain doubtful, until we have an opportunity of examining the fruit."

—

Hooker.

A shrub of slender habit. Leaves oblong, but broader upwards;

acuminate, 3 in. to 4 in. long, and more than 1 in. broad ; borne

in opposite pairs, several together, at the extremity ~ of long

straight shoots. Flower large, handsome, terminal, solitary;

tube of the corolla about, by the figure, 5 in. long, cylindrical

;

the limb spreading or slightly recurved, more than 2 in. across

by the figure, of five large, obovate, yellow-buif-coloured seg-

ments : a club-shaped, large, yellow stigma is prominent from
the mouth of the tube. *' A handsome stove plant, discovered in

the year 1815, by Mr. Allan Cunningham and Mr. Bowie, the

king's botanical collectors in Brazil ; and by them sent to the

Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew," whence the specimen figured

and described has been supplied. {Bot. Mag., June.)

CCIX. Gesnerese.

1698. GE'SNER^.
[oblong or spathulate) tt.n or IJ? jl O Brazil ? (see below) 1834? C p.l Bot.reg.1767

ailagophylla. Ma?-tius shifting-leaved (leaves ternate, opposite, or scattered; and either linear-

The figure has been taken from a plant belonging to Mr.
Young, Epsom. Dr. Lindley is not certain that this is of the

species allagophylla Martins : if it be, it " is a native of the

auriferous plains of Brazil, in the province of the Mines, in

vai'ious places It has also been met with by Sellon, beyond
the tropic, in the province of St. Paul's." Whether it be this

species, or one distinct from it, Dr. Lindley has deemed it " a

very pretty neat species, and an interesting addition to the showy
and easily cultivable genus to which it belongs." The whole

surface of the plant is represented hairy, even the corollas exter-

nally ; a detached leaf, from the lower part of the stem, is

oblong, obtuse crenate ; leaves on the upper part of the stem are

ovato-acuminate crenate. Flowers sessile, constituting a spike

more than 4 in. long ; corolla more than half an inch long,

orange-coloured, or rather more red than this. {Bot. Reg., June.)

CCXI. ScrophularinecE.

A revision of the characteristics of nearly all the known genera

of this order, by George Bentham, Esq., is presented in the Bo-
tanical Begister, the number for June, 1835. This will be agree-
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able news to those who have knowledge of the useful effects of
this author's revision of the characteristics of the genera of the
order Labiatae.

1717. PENTSTE^MON.
28i00a staticifblius Lindl. Sea Lavender-lfd. £ A or If to 2 jn Li California 1833. D p.l Bot.reg.1770

" It is most nearly related to P. diffusus ; from which it differs

in its much larger and more lilac flowers, in the form of its

leaves, and in those next the root being perfectly entire." The
figure is from a drawing made in the garden of the London
Horticultural Society, to whom Mr. Douglas had sent seeds

from California. Only one plant of this species was originally

raised, and plants of it are yet extremely rare. It grows and
flowers freely in a peat border. {Bot. Reg., June.)

CCXX. \erbendcecs.

1749. TERBE^NA 15654 multiBda R. 8; P. in the year 1798; synonyme erinoWes W. in 1809: Dr.
Lindley retains " the oldest designation."

var. contracta Lindl. coxapa.ct-habited Sir^ pr ? jl purplish Alps of Chile and Mendoza
[1834 ? C p.l Bot. reg. 1766

It has been stated of V. multifida R. Sj- P. {V. erinoides W.),

that it is one of the commonest of all plants on the alps of Chile

and Mendoza, where it inhabits to the elevation of 8000 ft. ; and
varies extremely in the colour of the flowers, which is scarlet in

some individuals, blue in others ; in V. multifida var. contracta

Litidl., purplish ; sulphureous in V. sulphurea, which. Dr. Lindley

can scarcely doubt, is another form of V. multifida : in stature, and
in the degree in which the leaves are cut, V. multifida contracta

Lindl. " looks almost like a species of scentless thyme, and
grows in a very dense patch." It " has but little disposition to

extend itself." The account and figure pertain to it in a living

state in the garden of the London Horticultural Society. {Bot.

Reg., June.)

Embryo Monocotyledonous.

CCXL. OrchidecB.

2551. PEPIDE'NDRUM.
stenop^talum Hoofter acute-sepafed arec? petaled ^ El or 1 f.mr Ro Jamaica 1834?

[D p.r.w Bot. mag. 3410

" Owing to the imperfect state of the anther, we [Drs. Hooker and Lindley] cannot refer it with
certainty to the present genus."— Hooker.

Stem simple, 10 in. or 12 in. high; terminated by two spread-

ing, linear-oblong, coriaceous, very obtuse smooth leaves, from

2 in. to 3 in. long. From between these the flowers, from four

to six in number, arise. Sepals and petals of a delicate rose-

colour. {Bot. Mag., June.)

Vol. XL —No. 64.
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MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. Domestic Notices.

ENGLAND.
A Grand Floricultural Fete and Exhibition of Flowers and Flowering Plants

for the Victoria cup, and other prizes, was held at Lord's Cricket Ground,
St. John's Wood Road, Regent's Park, May 26. It was numerously at-

tended, and the display of flowers and plants was very brilliant, notwithstand-

ing the state of the weather, which was unfavourable. It is pleasing to see

exhibitions of this sort taking place in every quarter of the metropolis and its

suburbs. We hope the exhibitions at Lord's Cricket Ground will be con-

tinued regularly ; and this, with the exhibitions at the Surrey Zoological

Gardens, would supply, if the expression may be used, the demands of the

north and the south sides of the metropolis ; the Chiswick exhibitions supply

the west end; and there remains only one to be established at Greenwich or

Deptford, to gratify the eastern quarter of the metropolitan district. We
could wish to see four large botanical and horticultural gardens similarly situ-

ated, with a view of promoting the same objects. — Cond.

The Metropolitan Florists' Society held a show in Jenkins's nursery grounds.

Regent's Park, June 15. A number of articles were exhibited, chiefly cut

flowers, among which were some fine roses ; but there was also a good assort-

ment of pelargoniums, as well as of some other articles in pots. Mr. Rivers of

Sawbridgeworth Nursery exhibited a cut flower of Pavia carnea pubescens, a

late-flowering variety, for which he received a premium. It has the general

appearance of Pavm discolor, but grows to the size of a tree instead of that of

a mere bush. Scott's garden syringe, a very powerful instrument, was also

exhibited.

A Floricultural Exhibition was held at the Surrey Zoological Gardens, in

conformity with our notice, p. 320. Considering that, at this period of the

year, gardeners have more to do than at any other, the show was remarkably
good, and far exceeded that in the centre of the Regent's Park. There was
a most superb collection of plants in pots, and of cut flowers, sent by Mrs.
Marryatt ; some magnificent calceolarias from Messrs. Young of Epsom ; and
a number of plants, and of roses and other cut flowers, from Messrs. Allnutt,

Lowe, Curtis, Blair, Wallace, and many other amateurs, nurserymen, and gar-

deners.

It is to be regretted that the exhibition in the Surrey Gardens and that in

the Regent's Park were not held on different days ; because, had this been
the case, there can be no doubt that both would have made a better display,

and have been more numerously attended. It is no small proof of the grow-
ing taste for exhibitions of this kind, that these meetings, though held on the

same day, were both attended by several thousands of persons. We were
particularly gratified in witnessing the excellent display made by Mr. Cross,

and the numerous company which assembled to view itj because the op-

position shown to him by the Metropolitan Society has been of the most
extraordinary description.

SCOTLAND.
Caledonian Horticultural Society.— At the Spring General Meeting for 1835,

various medals were presented ; among others, the silver medal to Mr. Wm.
Pearson, gardener at Cally, for a fine seedling variety of Portugal laurel, and
a new implement for raising and cleaning gravel walks, A description or

drawing of the machine, and a specimen and history of the Portugal laurel,

will, we trust, be sent us for this Magazine and our Arboretum Britannicwn.

An interesting account of the temperature of walls of different materials, in

the Experimental Garden, we shall quote entire.

" The mean temperature of the various kinds of fruit walls, for the months
of August, September, and October, 18.34, was found as follows :—



32 58 441
76 66 63
61| 561 51

50 47i 421
53 49A 44

6H 65i 601
60 561 5]

56i 50 45^
71 66 62
61i 57* 521

55h 50 45
76 69 651
63 57 521
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Aug. Sept. Oct.

Sloping brick wall painted black, greatest cold in

the night 48i° 45° 401°
At 6 o'clock in the morning, or, as the season

advances, as soon as clear in the sky
At 1 o'clock P.M. - - - - - -

At 6 o'clock evening - _ - _ _

Perpendicular wall of whinstone, or dark green-
stone, greatest cold in the night - - -

At 6 o'clock morning - - - - -

At 1 o'clock P.M. - - - - - -

At 6 o'clock evening - - - - _

Perpendicular wall of freestone, at 6 o'clock

morning -_---.-
At 10 o'clock P.M.
At 6 o'clock evening - - - - -

Perpendicular brick wall, at 6 o'clock morning -

At 1 o'clock p. M. - . _ _ _

At 6 o'clock evening - - _ _ _

" The sloping black wall is considerably colder in the night than the per-
pendicular whinstone wall; for August, H degree on the mean ; for Septem-
ber, 21 degrees ; for October, 2 degrees ; it having been those two only that
have been compared with the thermometer that indicates the minimum degree
of temperature.

"At six in the morning, the freestone is the warmest; for August, 1 degree
warmer than the brick, 4 degrees warmer than the black painted wall, 3i
warmer than the whinstone. The brick is the warmest, at one o'clock, of all

the kinds. In September, it is 3 degrees above any of the other kinds,

the black sloping and freestone being, in that month, 3 degrees lower, and the
whinstone 3J degrees below the brick. The differences may easily be ob-
served by comparison above."
The evident greater escape of heat by radiation from the sloping wall dur-

ing the night, suggests the idea of having fruit walls furnished with a broad
coping, which would be capable of being speedily extended or retracted. It

might be also necessary to ascertain what sort of materials are best adapted
for preventing radiation ; for instance, wood lined with some sort of woollen
material. In dry warm weather, coping of any sort, except what is merely
sufficient for protecting the structure of the wall itself, is better dispensed with.

It is to be hoped that these experiments will be continued by the Cale-
donian Horticultural Societ}^, and with the addition of maximum and mini-

mum registering thermometers, on the various substances of which their walls

are composed. Such might also be compared with others of the same sort

placed in the open ground.

There is not much to be remarked in regard to the fruits noticed in the
printed abstract published by this Meeting as having been proved in the
garden, farther than that they are well described, and when more and better

varieties, of which the collection must contain many, come to be treated in the
same able manner, the accounts will be very interesting.— R. May, 1835.

Art. II. Retrospective Criticism.

An Index to the First Ten Volumes of the Garde\ier''s Magazine, — I am
glad to see, on the cover of your Number for March, that I have not been
the only one that has recommended an index to the first ten volumes of your
Magazine; and I think, if all your close and attentive readers were to express
themselves upon the subject, that the Cornish motto, " One and all," in favour
of it would flow in from all quarters. A good thing, once begun, ought to be

E E 2
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persevered in. It was good on your part to contemplate the measure, and

better still to commence it ; but bad, very bad, afterwards to decline it. Still

I have a hope that a death-blow has not been given to it, although you do

not pledge yourself to carry it into efFect. Only publish these few lines, and

I will venture to say that you will be harassed from all quarters, until a full

promise be extracted from you for its completion. Give me leave to suggest

a hint upon the mode you may adopt to carry it into execution with ease to

yourself, and which, in the end, will be equally availing for the use of your

readers ; namely, to publish a few pages of it monthly at the end of your

Magazine, which may ultimately be detached and bound up together. I could

say much upon the utility of such an index, not only as to the convenience it

would produce to your correspondents, but also as to the value it would add to

your Magazine; but I will forbear.— T. Rutger. Portland Place, June, 1835.

Without a glazed Pit to protect the Roots- of Pelargoniiwis and other Green-

house Exotics during Winter, a Flower-Garden can never be ivorth anything.

(p. 285.)— This is your dictum; but tastes differ. I think that, were I in a

condition to have a flower-garden, I would not have a pit, or any means of

shelter whatever. There is a sufficient number of ornamentally flowered

plants, as hardy as Laplanders, to render a garden beautiful throughout the

year.— J. Londo7i, June, 1835.

Art. III. Queries and Answers.

Richard Anthony Salisbury, F.R.S. L.S. H.S. Sfc.— It has often struck me
with surprise that that celebrated botanist and horticulturist, Richard An-
thony Salisbury, Esq., should have passed into his grave without one single

memorial of him from the members of the Linnaean or Horticultural Societies,

which I consider as a great disgrace to these two Societies, to whose com-
munications he was so often so valuable a contributor. I hope that some
member who knew Salisbury well, and there are many such, will come forward

and give an account of his life, his long labours, &c. I have had the greatest

difficulty to find out the time of his death. Magazines and newspapers I

searched in vain : my last resource was to the landlord of the house where

he lived ; and, fortunately, there I was successful. He told me he was buried

in Paddington churchyard. Thither I went, and got the parish clerk to copy

the inscription on his tombstone, which is as follows ;— " In this tomb rest

the mortal remains of Richard Anthony Salisbury, Esq., formerly of Chapel-

Allerton, in the county of York, and latterly of London, who was born on
the 2d day of May, in the year 1761, and died on the 23d of March, 1829."

I have thus contributed my mite, and hope it will stimulate others to add

theirs, and not to suffer the name of Salisbury to pass into oblivion without
" some frail memorial."— M. H. London, June 22. 1835.

Salisburia adiant'ifdlia.— The male tree is now (May 1.) in flower against a

wall in Kew Garden; and, as a standard, in the grounds of a house adjoining

the Mile End Nurser}^ We should be glad to know if it has flowered any

where else in England this season, or at any former period. As far as has

been observed, the parent male tree in the Mile End Nursery has never

flowered. The tree in the grounds adjoining has been much injured in the

trunk, which may have operated upon it like ringing, and be one cause why it

has flowered. Another cause may be, that it is shaded and overtopped by
other trees on one side, which has consequently thrown the whole of the

energies of the tree into a lateral branch ; which branch is extended far beyond

all the others on the open side of the tree; and it receives the reflected heat

of the south front of a house, from which the branches are only distant a

few yards ; and on the extremity of these branches the blossoms are chiefly

found. A small tree at Strasburg, which blossomed in 1828, was nearly in

the same circumstances : it was overtopped by a large poplar, and the bios-
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soms were only produced on the point of a shoot which had stretched out
from under those of the poplar, and had reached the free air, where it enjoyed
the direct influence of the sun. The only female salisburia in England, that we
know of, is in Kew Gardens ; but it has never flowered. All the female salis-

burias in Europe, M. Alphonse DeCandolle informs us, have been propagated
from one tree, which his father discovered, fifteen or eighteen years ago, in a
garden at Bourdigny, in the neighbourhood of Geneva. The history of this

tree, if it could be procured, would be extremely interesting. M. A. DeCan-
dolle has kindly promised to visit the garden, and examine the tree this

season, and, if it flowers, to send us specimens or drawings. In the mean-
time, we would suggest to every possessor of a large salisburia, whether in
England or on the Continent, to examine it with a view to ascertaining whe-
ther it has produced flowers this season. It is not perfectly certain that tha
tree is dioecious ; and there may,'therefore, be trees in England that produce
both male and female flowers. It is not easy to understand how a female
tree got to Geneva, unless the first introduction of this tree to Europe, or
any subsequent introduction, was by seeds. In the meantime, we recom-
mend possessors of male salisburias to bud or graft the female on them.
They take readily by grafting, as we proved in 1831 ; having put on five
scions, all of which succeeded. We have now at Bayswater a handsome tree,

15 ft. high, with two leading shoots, one of which is female and the other
male. Messrs. Loddiges have plants of the female salisburia for sale, which
they grafted from scions sent by M. DeCandolle, two years ago. About
thirty years since, they raised one plant of salisburia from seedj but they are
not aware to whom they sold it.

Where are the largest salisburias in France, Italy, and Germany ? Have
they flowered ? If so, where ? when ? at what age ? What was the heio-ht of
the tree ? and were the flowers male or female ? We should be greatly
obliged to any of our foreign correspondents who would answer these ques-
tions. These queries are, in several particulars, too late for this season ; but
we hope they will be carefully attended to next year.— Cond.

Magnolia.— Where are the largest specimens in France, Italy, and Ger-
many ? Mention the species, the locality, the dimensions, the number of
years planted, and whether they flower and ripen seed, or flower only.

Liriodendron.— The same questions asked respecting this tree.— Cond.
The Newington Peach.— In Manning and Bray's Surrey, iii. 449., I find the

following passage :— " Peaches and nectarines adhering to the stone obtained
the name of Newington from having been first cultivated and brought to per-
fection at Newington Butts." Is this the fact ?— H. B. London, Aug 6
1834.

Art. IV. London Horticultural Society and Garden.

May 19. 1835.— Exhibited. Azalea Indica phoenicea, Diosma capitata and
rubra, Chorozema Henchmanni, Calceolaria Pluto, Cereus phyllanthdides,
Ackermanni, Ack. major, and a hybrid kind ; Cypripedium parviflorum and
spectabile ; from Mrs. Lawrence. Sweeney Nonpareil apples, from T. N.
Parker, Esq. A newly introduced species of Kennedy« (glabi'ata) from Mr.
Joseph Knight. O'xalis Piottcs, from Mrs. Marryat. Heartseases, from Mr.
Hogg, Paddington. Ardisia hymenandra, Calanthe weratrifolia, Grevillea
sericea. Azalea pulchra and /edifblia, Saponaria ocymoides, Hypoxis stellaris,

Rhodanthe Manglesra, Anisanthus splendens, Nycterinia /ychnidea, Talauma
(Magnolia) pumila, ili'imulus ; Calceolaria viscosissima, tlerhevtidnu, lanata,
YoungzV speciosa, and six other kinds; Cytisus nubigenus j from Messrs.
Young of Epsom.
From the Garden of the Society, ^ristolochia trilobata, Maxillaria aro-

matica, Anisanthus splendens, Collomia coccinea. Clematis montana, Las-
thenia californica, Leptosiphon androsaceus ; Lupinus ^sbmidnus, rivularis.
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and albifrons; Collfnsk bicolor, Cerasus Capollin, i26sa Bankse<^ liitea and

Indica centifolia, CoUetza spinosa, Edwardsza grandiflora, Wistana Consequawa,

Cratas^gus Oxyacantha rosea superba, Berberis sinensis; Ribes inebrians, spe-

ciosum, and multiflorum ; Faeonia Moutan Banksiz, other pseonies and azaleas.

June 2.— Read. A communication upon the premature death of parts of

branches of the Moorpark apricot tree and some other wall-fruit trees ; by

T. A. Knight, Esq., president. [See notices of this disease, in IX. 723.,

X. 188.]

Exhibited. French crab, Norfolk storing, Norfolk paradise, and Ord
apples, from Mr. Joseph Kirke. Asparagus from beds only two years old,

and plants one year old when planted, from John Allnutt, Esq. Five seed-

ling calceolarias, from Mrs. Lawrence. Heartseases, from Mr. Hogg of

Paddington. Cymbidium lancifolium, Dendrobium macrostachyum, from

J. Bateman, Esq. Amaryllis solandrc2?/?bra var., from N. H. Nugent, Esq.

Mesembryanthemum rubrocfnctum and various species, Veronica decussata,

Pittosporura Tobira, Vestk /ycioides, Gorteri« rigens, Jnthyllis Barba Jovis,

and various species of /^ris, from the Earl of Ilchester.

Also,from the Garden of the Society. Camassia esculenta, ikffmulus SmitheV,

Gili« achxWecBfdlia, CoUomia cocclnea, Eschscholtzia crocea, CoWmsia bicolor

and grandiflora, (Solanum crispura ; Pentstemon ovatus, Scoulen, and pro-

cerus; Wistai'M Consequa??a; Zupinus polyphyllus and the light-corollaed

and white-coroUaed varieties, tomentosus and five varieties, albifrons, grandi-

folius, and rivularis ; Pseonia officinalis var. cmemoniflora and off. double var.;

-^'sculus carnea, rubicunda, and pallida; Pavk rubra, r. parviflora, flava,

humilis, and hybrida ; flowers of rhododendrons, azaleas, Scotch roses, and
China roses.

Exhibition at the Garden, on Saturday, June 6.— The following is a copy of

the Society's statement of the award of the judges :
—

The Gold Banksian Medal.— 1. For a miscellaneous collection of fruits,

from Mr. John Willmot of Isleworth, F.H.S.; 2. For orchideous plants, from
Messrs. RoUisson of Tooting ; 3. For a miscellaneous collection of plants,

from Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S.
The Large Silver Medal.— L For grapes, cucumbers, and strawberries,

from Mr. Brown of Acton Green ; 2. For shaddocks, from Sir C. Cockerell,

Bart., F.H.S. ; 3, For pines, from Mr. James Davis, gardener to T. Gutterson,

Esq., of Enfield ; 4. For azaleas, from Mr. Rivers of Sawbridgeworth ; 5. For
pelargoniums, from Messrs. ColJey and Hill of Hammersmith ; 6. For a mis-

cellaneous collection of plants, from Mr. John Green, gardener to Sir E. An-
trobus, Bart., F.H.S.; 7. For a miscellaneous collection of plants, from
Messrs. Rollisson of Tooting.

The Silver Banksian Medal.— \. For peaches and nectarines, from P. D.
Cooke, Esq., F.H.S.; 2. For strawberries, from Mr. Lane, gardener to J. H.
Palmer, Esq., F.H.S.; 3. For green-fleshed melons, from Mr. Loudon, gar-

dener to S. Gurney, Esq., F.H.S.; 4. For twelve pelargoniums, from Mi'.

Gainea, Surrey Lane, Battersea; 5. For miscellaneous pelargoniums, from
Mr. Cock of Chiswick ; 6. For heartsease, from Mr. Mountjoy of Ealing;
7. For heartsease, from Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S.; 8. For calceolarias, from
Mr. John Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S.; 9. For Di-
osma rubra, from Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S.; 10. For ^rica depressa, from
John Allnutt, Esq., F.H.S.; IL For Deutzza scabra, from T. C. Palmer,
Esq., F.H.S.; 12. For miscellaneous roses, from Mr. George Leslie, gar-

dener to John Fleming, Esq., F.H.S.; 13. For Cypripedium Calceolus,
from N. H. Nugent, Esq., F.H.S.; 14. For Clianthus puniceus, from W.
Leveson Gower, Esq., F.H.S.; 15. For cockscombs, balsams, &c., from
Mr. George Mills, F.H.S., gardener at Gunnersbury Park, Acton; 16. For
calceolarias, from Messrs. Brown of Slough; 17. For miscellaneous pelargo-
niums, from Messrs. Colley and Hill of Hammersmith; 18. For a miscel-

laneous collection of plants, from Mr. Lane, gardener to J. H. Palmer, Esq.,

F.H.S.; 19. For Brugmans2« arborea, from Mr. R. Clarke, gardener to
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Sir James Lemon, Bart. ; 20. For miscellaneous pelargoniums, &c., from Mr.
Gaines, Surrey Lane, Battersea.

June 16.— Presents, Among these, is a " Notice sur les Graines de TAna-
nas," presented by the author, M. De Candolle, F.M.H.S.

Exhibited. An orchideous plant, unnamed, from Messrs. RoUisson. Pae-

bnia albiflora Humez and albiflora fragrans, from Sir A. Hume, Bart.

Also, from the Garden of the Society. Cycnoches Loddigesw, Alstroemeria

pulchella and aurea, jLupinus ornatus, Jntirrhinum majus double var., il^alva

purpurata and MonroaH«, Chelone centranthifolia, Eschsch61tzz« crocea, Lk-
thyrus grandiflorus, Bignom'a capreolata, CoUinsza bicolor, Gili« tricolor;

Wistaria Consequa?za, from a standard; Jasminum revolutum, -Delphinium

grandiflorum, Eriophyllum caespitosum, Brodiae^a congesta, Hesperoscordum
lacteum, Stenactis speciosa, Hosackk bicolor ; these varieties of Pddonia

albiflora, Reevesw, fragrans, Whitle;/, Hiimez; Spanish iris, Phacelia sp.

Douglas, hybrid gladiolus, Chinese and other roses.

The next exhibition at the Society's garden is to be held on July 4.

Art. V. Covent Garden Market.

'The Cabbage Tribe.

Cabbage, White, per dozen -

Cauliflowers, per dozen

Legumes.

Ppa,f per sieve -
^^^^

I per sack
Beans, Windsor, per | sieve

Kidneybeans, forced, per bund,

Tubers and Roots.

^1
Potatoes - -i

1

C
Kidney
Scotcli

per ton
per cwt.
per bushel

scotcn
New, per pound

Turnips, White, per bunch
Carrots, per bunch

:

Young
Horn

Horseradish, per bundle
Radishes :

Red, per dozen hands (24 to

30 each)
White Turnip, per bunch

The Spinach Tribe.

Spinach, per sieve

The Onion Tribe.

Onions

:

when green (Ciboules), per
bunch ...

Garlic, per pound
Shallots, per pound

Asparaginous Plants,
Salads, S;c.

Asparagus, per hundred :

Large . - -

Middling
Small ...

Lettuce, per score

:

Cos . . .

Cabbage - . -

Celery, per bundle (12to 15)

Small Salads, per punnet
Watercress, per dozen small
bunches

"Frora
£ s. d.

8
16

To
s. d.

1

5

2 6
7
16
2

4
10

2 6

1 10
16
1

13
1

3
3

2
2
1 3
1 6

1 3
1

6

6
8

16
1

1

4

6
2

9

1 1 3

3
6
8

6
10

1

4
1 6

9

5
2 6
1 3

6
6

1

2

1

8

1 6

4 6

Pot and Sweet Herbs.

Parsley, per half sieve
Tarragon, per dozen bunches
Fennel, per dozen bunches .

Thyme, per dozen bunches -

Sage, per dozen bunches
Mint, per dozen bunches
Peppermint, dry, per doz. bun,
Marjoram, per dozen bunches
Savory, green, per dozen bun.
Basil, green, per doz. bunches
Rosemary, per dozen bunches
Tansy, per dozen bunches -

Stalks and Fruits for Tarts..

Pickling, Sjc.

Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle

Edible Fungi and Fuci.

Mushrooms, per pottle
Morels, per pound
Truffles, per pound

:

English ...
Foreign ...

Fruits.

Apples, per bushel

:

Baking . . .

French Crabs
Peaches, per dozen
Nectarines, per dozen
Cherries, per pound
Wall, Dukes
Circassians

Gooseberries, per half sieve
Strawberries, per gallon (2 pot.

ties), about 3 pints
Pine-apples, per pound
Grapes, Hot-house, per lb.

:

Black
White

Cucumbers, frame, per brace

0-g-[[;l^h'rd"red - :

Brazil Nuts, per bu.shel

Barcelona Nuts, per peck -

Turkey Nuts, per peck

From 1

£ s. d.

1 6
6
2
2 6
2
1 6
1

3
2
4
4
1

9

1

16

14
16

6
12

1

1

4
3
10
3 6

6
6

4
6
1

1 6
10

9
6

1 4
6
5

To
£ s. rf.

2

2
1 6

(1

1 6

R
14

1 16
1 16

6
4
12

7

1

12

7
10

2
3
16
1 6
12

()

Observations.— In the early part of the present month, we had continued
rains and cold nights, which had the effect of materially retarding the supplies
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to the market usually found at this season. The weather has been, within the

last ten days, much more favourable ; and we have had an excellent supply of

most articles. The early varieties of peas, which, in the last report, were
quoted as yet scarce, are now nearly over ; and we have abundance of the later

sorts in good supply. The endeavour of the growers to bring forward, at this

season, all the varieties simultaneously, materially defeats theii" own purpose;

as it produces a superabundance at one period, and leaves a vacuum for some
time after, until supplied by the crops fi'om the more distant and late districts.

The observations in my former remarks as to the supply of vegetables to the

markets of the capital, may be fully warranted by the simple statement of a

few items as actually sold during the last week :— of peas, more than 2500
sacks of three bushels, and 12,000 sieves of one bushel each; of gooseberries,

2000 sieves; of strawberi'ies, 150,000 pottles. This is merely at one market,

and quite independent of cauliflowers, cabbages, lettuces, and all other vege-

tables and fruits, of which there have been corresponding quantities furnished.

New potatoes have as yet come to hand very sparingly ; but we have had some
quantities from time to time from Cornwall by steam. The stock of old is by

no means exhausted.— G. C. June 22. 1835.

Art. VI. Obituary.

Died, on the 3d of May last, James Frost, of the Exotic Nursery at Lil-

lington, near Leamington Priors, Warwickshire, aged 38. His whole hfe had
been devoted to the study and practice of horticulture and botany. He was
some years at the nursery of Messrs. Lee and Kennedy, which must have

been at a very early period of his life ; for he was afterwards foreman of Mr.
Knight's nursery at Chelsea for five years, and then served in the same capa-

city at Mr. CuUis's nursery at Leamington for seven years. His family now
rapidly increasing, he thought proper to enter into business on his own
account, for which the knowledge acquired in his previous labours, his inde-

fatigable industry and assiduity, great integrity, and cheerful frankness of

manner, qualified him in no ordinary degree. The establishment at Lillington

was commenced between two and three years since. This, of course, was not

on a large scale ; but it was fixed on a well chosen spot, and, as far as I can

judge, was conducted with much spirit and judgment. In a very short time,

JNIr. Frost had collected a great number of valuable plants, in the propagation

of which he was very successful. The difficulties of the enterprise were now
nearly surmounted, and he was cheered with the hope of acquii'ing a respect-

able competence for his numerous family, and his friends were rejoicing in his

success, when all these bright prospects were thrown into the darkest shade

:

he was attacked by an apoplectic fit, perhaps brought on by over-anxiety and
exertion. From this, however, he was recovering, though, of course, much
weakened by the remedies applied, when, unfortunately, his foreman being

laid up with a very severe illness, Mr. Frost, probably too anxious for the

welfare of his family, and impatient that his workmen should stand still for

want of a director, ventured out, notwithstanding his weak state, in very in-

clement weather. An inflammation of the lungs was the consequence ; and
in one short week from this time, he was a corpse, leaving a wife and eight

children, the eldest of whom is about fourteen. It is proposed to carry on
the concern for their benefit ; and, as the present foreman seems possessed of

many good qualities, I hope there is a reasonable prospect of success. There
seems much in this case to excite the sympathy, and prompt the assistance, of

the benevolent ; and I hope and I believe that numerous parties will visit this

nursery, attracted no less by a desire of doing a kind action than by their love

of flowers.— S. Freeman. Ryton, near Coventry, June 8. 1835.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

Art. I. Some Account of the Arboretum lately commenced by His
Grace the Duke of Devonshire, at Chatstvorth, in Derbyshire.

Communicated by His Grace's Head-Gardener and Forester there,

Mr. Paxton, F.L.S. H.S. &c.

The arboretum at Chatsworth was only commenced last

spring (1835), though a pinetum had been planted there some
years ago. There are two modes by which arboretums may be
formed : one is by distributing the trees and shrubs over a sur-

face in the manner in which trees are planted in a park or

pleasure-ground, as is done in the arboretum of the Horticul-

tural Society's garden at Chiswick ; and the other by distributing

the trees and shrubs along one or both sides of a walk, some-
what in the manner done in the arboretum of Messrs. Loddiges
at Hackney. The first mode is calculated for universal use

;

because by it the smallest place, if it contains only a quarter of

an acre, may, as far as that space permits, be made an arboretum,
simply by planting no duplicates of either ti'ees or shrubs. Small
places of two or three acres may contain most interesting arbo-

retums ; and, indeed, by omitting the larger poplars, elms,

and willows, and by excluding in a great measure such species

and varieties as bear a close resemblance to each other, a country
residence of three acres, planted without duplicates, may ex-
hibit a very tolerable arboretum. When, however, we come to

a place of ten acres, twenty acres, thirty acres, or upwards, a
most interesting display may be made ; and it is not too much
to say that a country residence of a hundred acres, if planted
without duplicates, or if planted with duplicates to be cut

down at a proper season, would display a complete arboretum.
The larger-growing trees could not be allowed to attain their

full size in such an arboretum ; but they would have space to

grow large enough for all the ordinary purposes of ornament
and enjoyment. If the proprietors of small places, or their
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wives or daughters, only had a little taste for trees and shrubs
;

if they had only as much as might be imbibed by paying occa-

sional visits to the Horticultural Society's garden, they might

make these places little paradises. In another generation, when
all ranks and descriptions of persons shall be better educated

than they now are, and when botany and natural history will

form as much a part of general education as writing and arith-

metic do at present, then every country residence, whether large

or small, will be what is technically called an arboretum ; that

is, it will be planted, not with half a dozen sorts of trees, and

twenty or thirty sorts of shrubs, as is now generally the case,

but with all the sorts which the British nurseries can afford.

We have seen, in p. 163., that a collection of above 100 species

of trees and shrubs may be planted in a suburban garden of a

quarter of an acre ; and we shall hereafter give plans and lists

for residences of various degrees of extent, from that size up to

a thousand acres. This manner of planting country residences

will bring landscape-gardening, as an art, to a far higher degree

of refinement than it has hitherto attained, or than its professors

have contemplated ; and it will raise the beauty of the country

residences of England as much above the degree which they

have attained at present, as that degree is above the beauty of

the country residences of every other part of the world. Every
thing is making progress towards these desirable results : we
only wish that progress were a little accelerated, in order that,

in our day, we might enjoy some of its effects. The example
of the great and wealthy will contribute to this purpose, for

which reason we rejoice in the idea of an arboretum, on a large

and comprehensive scale, having been commenced at such a
place as Chatsworth, one of the most magnificent in England,
centrally situated, and, with a degree of liberality and impar-

tiality which never can be sufficiently commended, open every

day in the year, and shown to all persons, rich and poor, without

exception. The arboretum at Chatsworth will thus be seen by
thousands, who, pei'haps, going there principally with a view of

seeing the waterworks, will come away not only with a remem-
brance of them, but with the first germs of a taste for trees and
shrubs, which they would probably have never possessed under
other circumstances. A taste thus created, however slight it

may appear at first, will create a desire for seeing similar objects

to those which first called it forth, and it will increase with every
opportunity that occurs for its gratification.

We have already stated that small places, especially those

that are about to be made or planted, may all be constituted

arboretums. Large places, which are to be formed or planted,

may also be made arboretums exactly on the same principle;

viz., by planting duplicates, or several plants of a species or
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variety, or by planting entire masses of each species and variety,

according to the extent of the place. But, supposing it desirable

to plant an arboretum at a very large place, such as Woburn
Abbey, Alnwick Castle, Wentworth House, Welbeck Abbey,
Clumber House, Tatton Park, Tottenham Park, or Chats-
worth, and a hundred such places already fully planted, how
is this to be done ? Simply by cutting out some of the trees and
shrubs already there, and planting kinds not there in their

stead ; allowing sufficient space for their heads, trenching the

soil, and otherwise preparing it properly, for their roots at plant-

ing; and cutting down the existing trees and shrubs yearly, or

every two years, and extending the space trenched, as the newly
introduced trees and shrubs advance. By this mode of proceed-
ing, the newly introduced trees and shrubs might either be
generally distributed over the park and pleasure-ground, or a
walk or drive might be formed (if one sufficiently long did not
already exist), and the trees and shrubs planted along one or

both sides of it. This last is the mode which has been adopted
at Chatsworth, as will appear with sufficient clearness by inspect-

ing the general plan of the grounds {Jig. 52.), given in pages
388. and 389., the explanation of which is at the bottom of the

same pages. In this plan the arboretum walk makes a general

circuit of the pleasure-ground, commencing at the house (a), and
terminating near the plant stove and its flower-garden {de^. The
first part of the arboretum walk, from the house to the letter o,

will be planted on each side with a collection of herbaceous
plants, arranged according to the order of the natural system

;

and we see no reason why this should not be the most complete
collection in Europe. The arboretum commences at the letter

o, and proceeds through spaces indicated by outlines, and marked
by numbers, till from 1 it reaches 75. The outlines merely
mark the present boundaries of the present orders; but, when the
work is completed, the trees and shrubs will extend neaily over
the whole space included within the general outline of the arbo-
retum, which is marked j/.

Mr. Paxton, who, with His Grace the Duke of Devonshire's
permission, kindly furnished us with this plan, observes that, as
it was made from actual measurements, all of which have not
been proved, some parts of it may not be very correct ; but that,

on the whole, it will be found sufficiently so for the object in
view. From the largeness of the place, and the necessarily
small scale on which it required to be drawn to suit our pages,
the details of the flower-gardens about the house, and in front
of the plant stove (^/), cannot even be indicated. The arboretum
part of the map has been most studied; and that will be found
correct, though on so small a scale.

The arboretum commences with 1. Zfanunculaceje, and ends
F F 2
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52

a. The house. b. Court-yard. c. The large weeping ash. ef. Plant stove. e. Geometrical
flower-garden, in front of the stove. /, Cascade, the water of which is supplied by the pond
at the back. g. Grotto. h. Terrace walk. i. The general walks about the grounds.

k. Walk from theTiouse to the cascade. I, Walk leading to the willow tree. m. The
situation of the willow tree. n. The arboretum walk. o. Commencement of the

arboretum. p. Ponds for supplying the different fountains. q. The different fountains.

with 75. Tulipdcece, as will appear by the plan, {fig. 52.), and the

list which concludes this article. The links which form the chain

of orders are put together in the same succession as in our Hortus

Brifannicus ; but there is no absolute necessity for adhering
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r. Ground used as a nursery garden, and for propagation of half-hardy, hardy, and green-house plants.

s. Stables. t. Stable-yard. u v. Horizontal lines. w v, Lines representing the surface of
the ground, inserted by Mr. Loudon from recollection, in order to give persons who have never
been at Chatsworth some idea of the steepness of the surface of the greater part of the grounds.
X, The park. y. General outline of the arboretum.

rigidly to this succession, provided the grand divisions are kept

by themselves. It is more convenient, however, where it can

be done, to adhere to an order of succession already recognised

by botanists ; and that given by De Candolle, and followed by
F F 3
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us in our Hortus Britannicus, and in our Arbo7'etum Brztannicum,

seems preferable to any less generally known.
Mr. Paxton remarks that round the pond, at the grotto (g.

Jig. 52.), is the warmest place about Chatsworth ; and that

there a pinetum was commenced some years ago. " We have,"

he says, "made this pinetum complete; and have, therefore,

only put such hardy and common kinds of Coniferae in their pro-

per place [at />, near 72. in j*^. 52.] as we could readily procure.

This is the only deviation from the arrangement in your Hortus

Britannicus; and I consider it of no importance, as it does not

interfere with the pinetum. The salicetum is planted round a

pond [j9, near 70.]; a situation which suits willows admirably.
" Previously to the commencement of the arboretum, the whole

space which it occupies, from 1. to 75., was covered with timber

trees : these we have cleared away, so as to suit each genus with

light, shelter, or shade, as it might require. The situation,

though so much elevated, is yet, by the existing trees, so well

sheltered, that, with this aid, our deep trenching, and the supply,

when necessary, of peat or sandy soil, the plants, in a few years,

will have made immense progress. There are about 1670 species

and varieties already planted ; and these will be increased, in a

year or two, to about 2000. The whole length of the walk occu-

pied with the arboretum is nearly a mile. The various bends in

the walk may be accounted for by the unevenness of the ground,

and its steepness in many places. The plants of those orders,

the ligneous species of which do not grow large, such as Cruci-

ferse, Cistineae, &c., are planted near to the walk, and occupy

both sides of it ; and the larger ones, although planted similarly

along both sides of the walk, are made to extend beyond the

others to a considerable distance from it, as the bare inspection

of the plan will show. The whole are planted at such distances

from each other as their habits of growth require. Should 2000

more hardy trees and shrubs than can at present be purchased

in the nurseries be introduced, there is plenty of space on each

side of the walk to plant them. It is rather difficult to say exactly

how much ground the plants at present occupy, as we have not

measured it ; but I think the 75 groups cover about 40 acres.

" It is a great feature in this business, that the ground, the

plants, the formation of the walk, the labour, &c., have not cost

His Grace sixpence ; the plants having been purchased, the

ground prepared, and the trees planted, and all other expenses

paid, with the produce of the trees cut down to make room for

the walk and the groups. This you should, in some degree,

point out to gentlemen who wish to introduce such an important

feature as an arboretum in their country seats. At nine places

out of ten, throughout the country, an arboretum might be

accomplished on this plan : and I scarcely know a country seat
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where lialf the trees round the house do not require cutting

down.
" In recommending arboretums to those who have got but a

limited extent of ground, you should advise them not to plant

varieties. We intend doing so, because our space is unlimited :

but, if this practice were to become general, the nurserymen
would soon furnish us with catalogues of 20,000 species and
varieties ; which would put a damp to arboretums at once, from
the impossibility both of purchasing the plants, and of finding

room for them : and besides, in a few years, the species and
varieties would be so confounded, that they would, in many
cases, not be distinguishable from each other. I shall keep a

young man constantly examining the trees and shrubs in our

arboretum, till I have removed every thing from it that is not

perfectly distinct, and rendered it in every respect as perfect as it

can be made."

The plants will be named on wooden tallies, in the form of

the letter T. These tallies will be made out of heart of oak,

which is first steamed in order to draw out any sap which it

may contain, and next boiled for a long time in linseed oil.

After this the tally receives three coats of black paint, and
when this is perfectly dry the names are written in white paint.

The size of the tallies will vary according to the size of the plants ;

but the smallest of them will be sufficiently large to admit of

the names being read at 10 yards' distance, and the largest

ones, which of course will be placed in front of the largest trees,

and these will naturally be farthest from the walk, may be read

at 20 yards' distance or more. Each tree or shrub will have

its scientific name on the first line ; its native country on the

second line ; its year of introduction, and the height it attains in

its native country, on the third line ; and its English name, and
the year in which it was planted in the arboretum, on the fourth

and last line. At the commencement of every order, sub-order,

or tribe, there will be an extra large tally, containing the name of

the order, and the sub-order, or tribe, in conspicuous characters

;

and, in order to distinguish these, at a distance, from the tallies

containing the names, they will be painted white, and the letters

black.

Chatsworth, June 10. 1835.

With Mr. Paxton's remarks on the subject of varieties, we
entirely concur. The frivolous distinctions made by some nur-

serymen, with a view of getting something new, which they

hope will, at least, be in demand among the trade, is in many
cases next to ridiculous; and we are certain that, in these days,

it has the very opposite effect from that which they intend it

F F 4
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should have ; viz., tempting customers. It may, indeed, tempt

a few, who have no real taste for trees and shrubs, and who are

ambitious of having whatever is new, in order to display their

wealth ; but we know, from experience and observation, that,

with the great majority of purchasers, the excessive multi-

plicity of varieties operates as a stumbling-block, puzzles in

making a choice, destroys the hope of ever having a good col-

lection, and actually deters from purchasing. It cannot be

denied that such has been the effect in the case of roses, goose-

berries, apples, pears, and other fruit trees ; and, we believe,

more of these articles wOuld be sold, if the catalogues were made
more select. In fact, we know this to have been the case as

respects roses and gooseberries. In the course of examining

the trees and shrubs in the arboretum of the Horticultural So-

ciety, and in that of Messrs. Loddiges, we have found a number
of mere varieties elevated to the rank of species ; and of the

same variety under different names, or so much alike as not to

be worth retaining as distinct. This is unavoidable in forming

collections like those of the Horticultural Society and Messrs.

Loddiges, in which the object is, in the first instance, to bring

together specimens of every tree or shrub, pretending by its

name to be distinct, though many of these must necessarily be

duplicates ; but it will be the great object of our Arhoretum Bri-

tannicum to point out what is really distinct, whether a species

or a variety, and to give all the synonymes which we can do cor-

rectly ; so as, if possible, to put it in the power of our readers to

avoid having the same thing sent to them imder different names,

or having two things which are not truly and obviously distinct.

While we state this respecting varieties, we wish it not to be

forgotten that all the most valuable plants, both of agriculture

and horticulture, are varieties of species ; which varieties have

been produced either by accident or design, and have been

selected by gardeners and nurserymen exactly in the manner
which has given rise to the excess of which, in various articles,

there is at present just reason of complaint. But it is time to

conclude this article, by laying before our readers Mr. Paxton's

catalogue of the orders and genera of the trees and shrubs

planted, or to be planted, in the arboretum at Chatsworth.

1. Kammculdcece. Clematis 13 sp., ^tragene 4 sp., Xanthorhiza
1 sp., Psebnia 1 sp. 10 var.

2. Magnoliaceas. Magnolm 8 sp. 10 van, Liriodendron 1 sp.

1 var.

3. Anonaceae. Asimina 1 sp.

4'. MenispermdcecB. Menispermum 1 sp.

5. Berberideae. Berberis 14 sp. 4 var., Mahonm 1 sp.

6. Cruciferce. Fella 1 sp., /beris 4 sp.

7. Clstinece. Cistus 22 sp. 6 var., Helianthemum 9 sp.
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8. Yolygdlea. Polygala 1 sp.

9. Caryo-phyllea. i)rypis 1 sp.

10. YJinece. Z/inum 1 sp.

1 1

.

yialvdcece. iJibiscus 1 sp. 9 var.

12. Tilidcece. Tilia 2 sp. 12 var. ,

13. Ter?istrdmiaceae. Malachodendron 1 sp., Stuartm 2 sp.,

Gordonz'fl! 1 sp.

1 4. HypericinecB. /Hypericum 4< sp. 1 var.

15. KcerinecB. Ac&x 29 sp. 8 var., Negundo 2sp.

16. Hippocastdiiece. ^'sculus 3 sp. 18 var.

17. SapinddcecE. Kiilreuterm 1 sp.

18. Kmpelidece. Ampelopsis 2 sp.

19. 'Rutdcea. jRuta 1 sp., Xanthoxylum 2 sp., Ptelea I sp.

Ailantus 1 sp.

20. Coriariece. Coriaria, 1 sp.

21. Qelastrinece. Staphylea 2 sp., ^uonymus 7 sp. 4 var., Ce-

lastrus 2 sp., Myginda 1 sp., /^lex 7 sp. 14 var., Prinos

9 sp., Nemopanthes 1 sp.

22. 'Rhamnece. Sizyphus 3 sp., Paliurus 1 sp., Berchem/a 1 sp.,

jRhamnus 1 4 sp. 5 var., Ceanothus 3 sp.

23. Homalinece: Aristotelm 1 sp.

24. Terebinthdcecje. Pistacia 3 sp., R\ms 12 sp. 3 var.

25. LeguminbscE. Sophbra 3 sp. 2 var., Virgilia 1 sp., Piptan-

thus 1 sp., fTlex 2 sp. 1 var., Staurocanthus 1 sp., iSpar-

tium 7sp. 4 var., G'enista 12sp., Cytisus 14sp., Adenocarpus

4sp., Ononis 3 sp., Medicago Isp., ikfelilotus Isp., Dovyc-
nium 2 sp,, Amorpha 4 sp., Robinm 24 sp. 2 var,, Caragdna

8 sp., Halimodendron 2 sp., Colutea 6 sp., Astragalus 5 sp.,

Coronilla 1 sp., Hedysarum 1 sp., Lespedeza 1 sp., Wis-
tarm 2 sp., Jlcacia 1 sp., Gleditschm 12 sp. 2 van, Cercis

2 sp., Gymnocladus 1 sp.

26. Kmygddlece. Amygdalus 8 sp. 1 var., Persica 5 sp. 1 var.

Armemaca 3 sp. 1 var., Prunus 44 sp. 7 var., Cerasus 3 sp.

26. Rosdcea. Kerria 1 sp., Fmshia 1 sp., S'pirseV 25 sp. 1 var.,

Dryas 3 sp., i^iibus 20 sp. 9 var., Potentilla 2 sp.

26. PomdcecB. Cratae'^gus 24 sp. 43 var., Cotoneaster 9 sp.,

Ameldnchier 4 sp., Mespilus 18 sp. 3 var., Pyrus 22 sp.

11 var.

27. CalycanthecE. Calycanthus 5 sp. 2 var., Chimonanthus 2sp.

28. GrandtecB. Punica 1 sp. 6 var.

29. Tama7'iscinece. Tamarix 2 sp.

30. Vhiladelphece. Philadelphus 8 sp. 3 var., Decumaria 3 sp.

31. Passijlbrece. Passiflora 2 sp.

32. VaronychiecE. illecebrum 3 sp. 1 var.

33. Yicbidece. Nitraria 3 sp.

34. Grossulariece. Mlbes 29 sp. 7 var.

35. Saxifrdgece. Hydrangea 6 sp.

36. Umbellifera. Tenorm 1 sp.
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37. Aralidcece, Aralia 2 sp., ii/edera 2sp. 5 var.

38. Caprifolidcea. (Sambucus 6 sp. 6 var., Fiburnum 19 sp.

12 var., Symphoria 2 sp. 1 var., Diervilla 1 sp., Caprifolium

6 sp., Lonicer« 1 1 sp. 9 var.

38. Qornece. Cornus 11 sp. 2 var.

39. Lordntlietje. Fiscum 1 sp., Aiicuba 1 sp.

40. Rubidcece, Cephalanthus 1 sp., Mitchella 1 sp., Phyllis

1 sp.

41. CompositcE. Staehelina 1 sp., Ozothamnus 1 sp., //elichry-

sum 1 sp., Podanthus 1 sp., Pva 1 sp., Santoiina 1 sp.,

Aviexmsia 2 sp.

42. YacciniecE. Faccinium 37 sp. 5 var., Oxycoccus 3 sp.

43. YjTicdcecB. ^rctostaphylos 2 sp., y^'rbutus 7 sp. 6 var., Gaul-

therm 2 sp., Andromeda 17 sp. 18 var., Lyonza 3 sp., Cle-

thra 4 sp., jErica 1 1 sp. 22 var., Menziesm and Daboe^cm
4 sp. 4 var., Kalmm 3 sp, 6 var., Epigse^a 1 sp., i?hod6ra

1 sp., ^Rhododendron 15 sp. 27 var.. Azalea 19 sp. 130 var.,

Ammyrsine 1 sp., Chamseledon 1 sp., Z/edum 4 sp. 1 var,,

/'tea 1 sp.

44. StyracinecE. *Styrax 3 sp., Halesz'a 3 sp.

45. Sap^teae. ^umelia 4 sp., Argdtiia 1 sp.

46. W)e7idce(E. Diospyros 2 sp.

47. OledcecB. i^raxinus 33 sp. 11 var., O'rnus 4 sp*, Chionan-

thus 1 sp., Phillyrea 6 sp. 1 var., Syringa 4 sp. 6 var., Li-

gustrum 1 sp. 4 var.

48. Jasminecs. Jasminum 4 sp. 2 var.

49. KpocynecE. Gelsemium 1 sp., Finca 3 sp. 4 var.

50. Asclej)idde8e. Periploca 1 sp.

51. Bignoniaceae. Catalpa 1 sp., Bignon/a ] sp., Tecoma 2 sp.

52. CorwolvuldcecE. Convolvulus 1 sp.

53. BoraginecE. Z/ithospermum 3 sp.

54. Soldnea. >Solanum 1 sp. 1 var., Z/ycium 7 sp.

55. ScrophularinecE. Buddle« 1 sp., Scrophularia 1 sp., Veronica

1 sp.

56. LabidtcB. (Satureja 2 sp., Thymus 2 sp., Z/yss6pus 2 sp.,

Teucrium 2 sp., J?osmarinus 2 sp., Phlomis 1 sp., (Stachys

4 sp., Lavandula 2 sp., ^'cynos 2 sp., (Salvia 2 sp.

57. Verbendcece. Fitex 1 sp., Aloysi^r 1 sp.

58. Vla7itaginece. Plantago 1 sp.

59. Chenopbdece. Chenopodium 2 sp., ^'triplex 1 sp., Diotis

2 sp.

60. Volygonece. Polygonum 1 sp., Tragopyrum 2 sp., Z^umex
1 sp., Calligonura 1 sp.

6 1 . \uaurinecE. iaurus 3 sp. 3 var.

62. Thymel(£(B. Dirca 1 sp,, Z)aphne 12 sp. 3 var.

63. Santalaceae. Nyssa 4 sp.

64. YilcEdgne(2. Z/ippophae 5 sp. 2 var., ShepherdzV? 2 sp., ^lee-

agnus 1 sp.
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65. Aristolochiece. ^ristolochia 2 sp.

Q6. ^uphorbmcead. Bux.us 5 sp. 5 var., Borya 3 sp., Stillingm

3 sp., iSuphorbm 2 sp.

67. \Jrticece. Madura 1 sp., Broussonetm 1 sp. 2 var., ikforus

9 sp. 3 var.

68. \]lmdcece. Planers 2 sp., L/'lmus 25 sp. 13 var., Celtis 7 sp.

69. iuglandecB. Juglans and Carya 14 sp.

69. GarrT/aceas. Garrya 1 sp.

70. Salicinece. iSalix 186 sp., Populus 23 sp.

70. Cupuliferce. Quercus 46 sp. 1 7 var., i^agus 3 sp. 7 var., Cas-

tanea 4 sp. 4 var. Carpinus 4 sp. 2 var., O'strya 2 sp., Cory-
lus 8 sp. 7 var.

70. VlatdnecE. Platanus 5 sp., Liquidambar 2 sp.

70. yiyricece. Compton/a 1 sp., iliyrica 2 sp. 1 var.

70. Betulinet^. J5etula 1 sp. 10 var., ^'Inus 13 sp. 3 var.

71. Hamamelidece. ilfamamelis 1 sp., Fothergilla 3sp.

72. ConifercE. Pinus 6b sp. 5 var., Salisbirz'a 1 sp. JS'phedra

1 sp. 1 var., Taxus 3 sp. 1 var., Taxodium 1 sp. 1 var.,

t/uniperus 21 sp. 2 var., Thuja 4 sp., Cupressus 5 sp.

2 var.

73. Ym,petre(je. ^'mpetrum 3 sp.

74. Smildcece. *Smilax 9 sp., /I'uscus 4 sp.

75. Tulipaceae. Yucca 9 sp.

Art. II. Directions for draining Trees and Botanical Specimens

from Nature, to any given Scale, and more especially to the Scales

adapted to the " Arboretum Britannicum." By the Conductor.

Several of our friends and correspondents having offered to

draw trees for us, provided vfe would instruct them as to how
we would wish them drawn, and others having very kindly, and
at considerable expense and trouble to themselves, sent us most
elaborate drawings of full-grown trees from distant parts of the

country, which we cannot make use of, because they have been
drawn without reference to a scale, we have thought it might be
useful to all persons who feel inclined to favour us with drawings,

as well as to others who wish to improve themselves, to throw
together the following directions. They have been acted on for

all the trees and botanical specimens engraved or to be engraved
for the Arboretum Britannicum.

Provide an octavo leaf, or several, say a dozen, of the same
size, and let them be sewed up together at one end, in the form
of a small oblong book. Form a parallelogram on the first page,
of such dimensions as to include the largest drawing which an
octavo page will admit of, and next mark the scale on the

boundary of this parallelogram, as is done in fg. 53. The
parallelogram used by us is 4 in. broad, and 7h in. long ; and
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the divisions are a fourth of an inch each. This parallelogram

admits of a drawing of a tree SO ft. high, with its branches ex-

tending over a space 16 ft. in diameter. These dimensions may
be considered as the maximum for trees ten years planted, even
under the most favourable circumstances ; and, therefore, this

size of page, and this scale, are what we have adopted for our
Arboretum Britannicum. One page being marked as in^/-. 53.,

all the other pages in the book, or any number of separate

pages, may be marked in a similar manner by pricking through
them from the different divisions of the scale.

For the purpose of drawing full-grown trees within the limits

of the same-sized parallelogram, we assume 90 ft. as the max-
imum height of the tree, and 48 ft. as the maximum diameter of
the space covered by the branches ; and, for this purpose, the

same division of the inch into four parts will suffice, but with

this difference, that each of these parts must be considered as

3 ft., instead as of 1 ft. Fig. 53. is marked in this manner, in

the inside of the parallelogram, for old trees ; and it is marked
in the manner before described, on the outside of the parallelo-

gram, for young trees. In practice, it is unnecessary to mark
the figures, as the draughtsman will easily bear in recollection

what each division represents.

The next point is to prepare a scale for drawing the botanical

specimens ; and all that is necessary for this purpose is, to con-

sider each of the divisions of the parallelogram as representing

6 in., which gives a scale of 2 in. to a foot ; so that a page of the

above dimensions, that is, 4 in. by 7^ in., will admit of a spe-

men of a shoot or leaf 3 ft. 9 in. long, and 2 ft. broad. This is

large enough for the leaves of every tree which will endure the

open air in Britain ; those of Ailantus glandulosa and of some of

the gleditschias being the largest. We may here observe that

the botanical specimens ought to be drawn in a book appro-

priated to themselves; because they require to be drawn at

three different seasons ; viz., when they are in flower, when they

are in fruit or in seed, and, for the deciduous kinds, during

winter, when the leaves are off, to show the appearance of the

wood at that season. The specimen in flower will naturally, in

most cases, be drawn first ; and, because the flower is the first

in the order of nature, it ought either to be put on the top of

the page, or on the left hand side of it, in order that it may
come first in observing or reading. This is the reason why, in

our Arborettmi Brita7inictim, we have always put the spring or

flowering specimen on the left hand, and the autumn or fruiting

specimen on the right hand. For a corresponding reason, we
have shaded the entire trees on the right hand rather than the

left, because the eye, being first attracted by the light parts of

an object, proceeds afterwards to the shade. Where the flowers,

when fully expanded, or the fruit or leaves, when fully grown,
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are less than an inch across, a flower, fruit, or leaf of the natural

size is given ; and, to distinguish these full-sized specimens

from such as are drawn to a scale of 2 in. to a foot, those of the

full size are marked with a cross, thus +. Where a tree is of

one sex, or has the sexes in different flowers on the same tree,

the male flowers are marked by an m, and the female flowers by

an
J".

In one or two cases, it has been deemed useful to give

magnified specimens of flowers or their parts ; in which cases the

letters mag. are added to show this. Where the tree is deciduous,

a specimen of the young wood, as it appears in winter, is given

to the same scale of 2 in. to a foot. These requisites show that

nearly a whole year is required, in order to draw properly the

botanical specimens of any one tree.

Supposing the botanical specimens to have been all drawn on

the same page, at such distances from each other, and fi-om such-

sized shoots or twigs as may have been convenient for the

draughtsman ; they can afterwards be selected and properly

arranged, either at the bottom of the tree, if it should not be so

large as to fill nearly the whole page, as in ^g. 61. (Quercus

pedunculata) ; or partly at the bottom, and partly alongside of

the tree, as inJig. S^. {Ailantus glandulosa).

The draughtsman may now be considered as having got his

directions, as far as respects scale ; and, therefore, we shall next

proceed to the mode which we recommend for drawing the trees

on the prepared pages; premising that, except for the pur-

pose of impi'ovement, we do not invite any one to draw or to send

us drawings of botanical specimens ; because it will be far less

trouble to them send us the specimens themselves. These may
be either loosely packed in live moss, very slightly moistened,

and enclosed in an air-tight tin case, in which way we have
received specimens from Vienna and from Philadelphia in a state

perfectly fit to draw from ; or the specimens may be dried and
sent in a letter by post, in which way we have received spe-

cimens of the female flowers of salisburia from Geneva, and of

the male flowers of maclura from New York. When specimens

are properly pressed and dried, it is astonishing what a number
may be sent in a letter. In one frank, we have received from
Elgin dried specimens of six sorts of birch. We have also

received beautiful specimens from the Earl of Coventry's arbo-

I'etum at Croome in this manner. Even cuttings of trees fit for

striking may be sent by post, not merely from one part of

Britain to another, but from Paris and Brussels to London, of

which we have recently had two proofs. The paper forming the

envelope of specimens intended as cuttings for propagation

should be saturated with grease or any fixed oil, in order to pre-

vent the evaporation of the water contained in the specimen. But
to return to our trees:—
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3Sft. high, Sin. diam.
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Having prepared the paper, and chosen two black-lead pen-
cils, one hard, and the other hard and black, together with a

foot rule and a chair, the next thing to be done is to choose the

tree and the aspect from which it is to be drawn. In making a

choice, the average form, height, and character of the species

ought to be taken, as far as practicable; and not a specimen
remarkable either for its height, or for its singularity or pecu-

liarity ; and the point from which it is to be drawn ought, if

possible, to be on the south, south-east, or south-west side of it.

The rule is, that the sun ought always to be behind the draughts-

man, and rather to the left than to the right of him. All other

circumstances being the same, therefore, when a tree is to be

drawn in the morning, the draughtsman ought to place himself

on the south-east side of it, at mid-day on the south side, and in

the afternoon on the south-west side. The next point is the

distance from the tree at which the spectator ought to place

himself. If he sits, which is, in general, the best mode, though
some artists prefer a standing posture when drawing, twice the

height of the tree will be a very good distance ; but if he stands,

and the tree has a very short trunk, say one under 6 ft. in

height, it will be advisable for the artist to add to his distance

from the tree once, twice, or thrice his own height ; otherwise

the height of his eye above the lowest branches of the tree might

cause the branches to conceal more of the trunk than would be

desirable. It may be useful to add, that the principle on which
the distance is chosen is that of being able to see the tree as a

whole, or as an entire mass of light and shade easily compre-
hended by the eye fixed in one position, as opposed to that of

seeing it in detail and by changing the position of the eye. Ex-
perience has shown that the eye cannot comprehend more with

ease than the fourth part of a circle, whether we take this circle

as a vertical or as a horizontal plane, or as a solid globe, and
imagine the eye in its centre. The principle which directs the

position of the sun to be behind the spectator rather than in

front of him, and at his left hand rather than at his right is,

that a portion of the tree may be in light, and another portion

in shade, in order to show its general form and rotundity, and
that the portion in shade may always be, for reasons above given,

on the right hand. In many cases it may be necessary to draw
the tree from the north side, and, in many more, to draw it

when the sun does not shine: in both these cases, the artist

must supply the shade from his knowledge of the manner in

which it is supplied by the sun when it shines. For this, and
for every thing else relating to the subject of drawing from
nature, he will find very useful instructions in HasseVs Camera,

or Art of Drawing in Water Colours, edit. 1834, 105.

The artist having chosen his tree, and fixed his chair at the
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proper distance, the next step is to measure or estimate its

height. This being done, and supposing the height to be 19 ft.

7 in., then nineteen divisions and a half of the scale are to be

counted down from the top of the parallelogram, and a slight

line drawn across, as at a a, '\\^Jig' 53. An estimate is next to

be made of the diameter of the space covered by the branches,

and also of the extent of the branches on each side of the tree.

If the branches extend nearly to an equal distance on each side

of the trunk, then all that is necessary is to make a mark in the

centre of the horizontal line a a, at b, in order to indicate the

centre of the trunk. If, on the other hand, the branches extend

much more on one side than on the other, then the first step is

to set off the total diameter, so as to reach within equal distances

of each side of the page, as at c c, in fig. 53.; and supposing the

trunk to be one eighth nearer one side than the other, then the

place for its centre may be indicated at d on the base line e e.

The next step is one of some importance. The artist should

go up close to the tree, examine its leaves, and make sketches of

an individual leaf, and of a cluster of leaves, both to a larger

scale than that to which the tree is to be drawn, and then to the

same scale to which the tree is to be drawn. These sketches

are merely to be considered as studies made with a view to ac-

quiring what artists call the touch, or ultimate character of form,

with which the tree is to be clothed. As all the masses of light

and shade, and all the various forms which a tree clothed with

its leaves presents in nature, result from the various disposition

of one form of leaf; so, in a picture, all the imitations of these

are formed by the repetition of one character of touch. Some-
times the leaves on the tree, and the touches in the picture, are

so crowded as almost to obliterate each other ; at other times in

both they are more distinct, and the form of the leaf, and the

character of the touch, may be more distinctly recognised. In

densely clothed trees the form of the leaf, and the character of

the touch, are most discernible at the extremities of the branches
;

in thinly clothed trees they are discernible throughout. As
every species of tree has a distinct character of leaf, so has every

species also a distinct character of touch.

The young artist, however, must not suppose, from all this, that

to represent a tree it is only necessary to know the form of its

leaf, and of its touch ; neither must he suppose that, in making
out the details of the tufting or subordinate masses of a tree, he
is merely to repeat leaf after leaf: on the contrary, having a

knowledge of the forms of the leaves when examined singly, and
of their clustering, as exhibited on the points of the branches in

the general outline of the tree when examined singly, and also

of the tufting or subordinate masses of the tree when examined
singly, he must copy from nature, almost without reference to

Vol. XI. — No. 65. g g
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his knowledge of these details; lest, instead of making a picture

of the tree as it is in nature, he should portray only his own
ideas of how a tree ought to be drawn. We repeat, that he

cannot too closely copy nature, and this without reference to any

rules; calling to his assistance his technical knowledge of the

leaves, of the touch, and of the character of tufting, only where

he feels the want of it, to assist him where the appearance of

nature may be of doubtful expression. In this way a man writes

on any subject, without continually thinking of grammar or

syntax; but when he comes to read over what he has written,

and finds some part of it obscure, or of doubtful construction,

he is obliged to have recourse to his grammatical knowledge.

It may be remarked here, that the touch of young trees is in

no case so powerfully marked and characteristic in nature as

that of old trees, for reasons familiar to every gardener, and

which it may be well to notice here for the sake of artists. We
have already said that the touch is formed by the clustering of

the leaves at the extremities of the shoots. Now, as the terminat-

ing shoots of all young trees are chiefly or entirely of one year's

growth, they, of course, are long, and terminate in a very few

leaves, placed alternately, or otherwise, round the shoot, or

axis, and at some distance, often an inch or more, from eiich

other. Such leaves can never form those striking clusters which

are so conspicuous in most old trees
;
particularly in the oak,

the starry touch of which is well known to every artist. The
terminating shoots of old trees are generally shoots which grow
only an inch or two, or, perhaps, not so much, every year; and,

consequently, according to the manner in which trees grow,

what is only a single leaf in the young tree of ten years' growth,

is, in the spray or terminal branches of the old tree, a spur of

several years' growth ; that is, it is a spur or shoot of half an inch

or more in length, protruding from the other shoot, and ter-

minating in a cluster of leaves, perhaps half a dozen or a

dozen, all radiating from the same very short axis. These
radiating leaves form the touch. Any one may prove this by

comparing a young oak tree with an old one. Notwithstanding

the great difference between the touch of an old tree and a young
tree of the same species, there is a certain distinctive character

of touch even in young trees, and much more so in some species

than in others; a horsechestnut, for instance, whether young or

old, has a very distinct character of touch from the large size

and marked form of its leaves : so have all other trees having large

leaves, and most of those having compound leaves, such as the

robinias, ashes, elders, &c.

It may not be irrelevant to observe that there is as great a

difference betw^een the character of the ramification of an old

tree and that of a young one, as there is between the character

of their touch. There is a certain degree of sameness in the
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disposition of the branches of all young trees, from their tendency

upwards, and perhaps still more from their being so fully clothed

with leaves. Old trees, on the other hand, have generally a ma-
jority of their branches in horizontal or very oblique directions,

and they are never so fully covered with leaves and spray as is

the case with young trees. As a result of what we have stated,

the general forms of young trees present a certain degree of

sameness ; while in old trees of distinct species there is generally

a very distinctive character in the general form, in the trunk, the

ramification, the tufting, and the touch. Any one may be con-

vinced of this by observing any particular species, not of very

common occurrence, in the arboretum of the Horticultural So-

ciety's garden, or in that of Messrs. Loddiges, and observing

the same tree of fifty or sixty years of age, at Syon, Purser's

Cross, Chiswick, Upton, or any of the places noted for old

American trees in the neighbourhood of London. At the same
time, while we state this, we must remark that there is still a

very great difference in the general form, expression, and cha-

racter of even young trees which have been no more than ten

years planted. In proof of this, we again refer to the two me-
tropolitan arboretums, and to the 300 or 350 engravings of

entire trees which will be given in our Arboretum Britannicum.

We may particularly refer both to the living specimens and to

the engravings of the smallest class of trees, such as the thorns,

and other i^osacese ; which, even in ten years' growth, are re-

markably distinct and characteristic, and supply the landscape-

gardener with admirable resources for planting small places, as

will hereafter appear. We shall give engravings of above 40
distinct kinds of thorns, every one of which will be found to

have a remarkably distinct character of picturesque beauty in-

dependent of its botanical distinctness.

To recur to the subject of the touch, we shall here quote from

the Magazine ofNatural History, vol. i. p. 244., what Mr. Strutt

has said on the subject ofthe touch of the oak, and illustrate it by
two engravings from his sketches. " The foliage of the oak,"

G G 2
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he says, " is particularly suited to the pencil. In those portions

which are brought nearer to the sight, the form of the individual

leaves (j%. 55. a, to the scale of 1 in. to a foot) may here and
there be expressed, as shown in the sketch, which also exhibits

what is technically called the touch (6, to the scale of the fourth

of an inch to a foot), necessary to express its character as it

recedes from the eye." As a contrast to the touch of the oak,

we shall give that of Pyrus nivalis, a species of wild pear, taken

at random from the sketch-book of an artist, M. Lejeune, in our
employment. Injig. 51,,f\s a single leaf, drawn to a scale of an
inch to a foot ; g, a cluster of leaves to the same scale ; A, the

same cluster of leaves to the scale of a quarter of an inch to a

foot; and i the same cluster to a scale of 1 in. to 12ft. The
last is suited for full-grown trees, and the preceding one for

young trees drawn to the larger scale.
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The artist having made himself acquainted

with the touch of the tree, may retire to his seat

and commence sketching ; unless the tree should

57 have conspicuous flowers or conspicuous fruit,

as is the case with the horsechestnut drawn
when it is in flower, or with the laburnum if

drawn when it is either in flower or in fruit.

In examples of this kind, the artist must use

the same means to acquire the touch of the

flowers, or that of the fruit, as he has done to

acquire the touch of the leaves.

In proceeding to draw the entire tree, the

artist will first indicate the outlines of the masses,

in the slight but accurate manner shown in

Jig. 56.'. he will then indicate the trunk, and its

manner of rising from the ground ; as whether

perpendicular or inclined, and whether it tapers much or little.

All the principal branches of the trees, that are visible through

the leaves, should also be slightly indicated, as in Jig. 58. This

being done, the next step is to fill in the details of the leafing,

the commencement of which,

at the tops of the two trees, is

indicated in ^gs. 59. and 60.

;

and, when this is effected for

the entire trees, these two
sketches only require the bo-

tanical details placed under
' them, to assume the appear-

ance of the oak (Quercuspedun-
culata) j*?^. 61., and the bird-

cherry (Cerasus Padus)j^. 62.

The only point which it re-

mains to settle is the season of

the year, or the state of the

tree, most suitable for its being

drawn. Were the object in

view simply to produce pic-

turesque beauty, the autumn,
after the leaves of the deciduous sorts had changed their colour,

and were ready to drop off, and when the leaves of the ever-

green sorts were fully grown, would be the fittest season : but
the object, in such a work as the Arboretum Britannicum^ is not

beauty with reference to the picturesque, the sculpturesque, or

any other description of art ; on the contrary, it is natural

beauty, beauty with reference to the nature and characteristic

distinction of each particular species of tree. It is, in short, the

beauty of truth, not local or peculiar truth, or truth with refer-
G G 3
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ence to any description of art ; that is, not a portrait of a tree

with the peculiarities which it may happen to have at a particular

time and place, from peculiar circumstances; or a portrait taken

to show the beauties of any particular style of sketching, draw-

ing, or painting. It is not the portrait of a tree which has been

overtopped by another tree, been improperly pruned, a part of it

scorched by fire, or a part of the leaves destroyed by insects ; or

a portrait taken to show the picturesque eiFect of broken lights

and shadows, breadth of mass, deep tone of oil colours, the

sharpness of lines printed from copper or steel, or the softness

of touches printed from zinc or stone. No ; to draw a tree with

any of these sorts of peculiarities would be in the same taste as

it would be to make, as a specimen of the human being, a portrait

of a man mutilated or deformed by accident or disease ; or, as

a specimen of the human face, a portrait of one disfigured with

warts or pimples. This would be to portray not merely the

individual instead of the species, but the individual under cir-

cumstances which had nothing to do with his character or ex-

pression, whether moral or graphic, as an individual.

It being agreed, then, that the object in drawing trees for the

Arboretum Britannicuyn is to give a faithful portrait of the species,

neglecting such circumstances as may be peculiar to the indi-

vidual, the next point is to determine the season of the year at

which the portrait is to be taken. With a view to this object,

trees may be divided into three kinds : those the greatest beauty

of which is exhibited when they are in flower or in fruit; those

whose greatest beauty is when they are leafing in spring, or just

about to lose their leaves in autumn ; and evergreens, or those

which are clothed with foliage throughout the year. The last

two should be drawn in autumn ; and those which are most
beautiful when they are in flower or in fruit, at the seasons when
the flowers or the fruit are in their greatest beauty. For exanlple,
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the horsechestnut ought to be drawn in June, the laburnum
about the same season, and the connnon apple tree, the Siberian

crab, the quince, and one or two others, in autumn. Some
species of the genus Cratse^gus are highly beautiful, both when in

flower, in May or June, and when in fruit, from September to

December ; and these may be drawn at either season. Evergreens

may be drawn during autumn, and the whole of winter, till they

begin to make their shoots, in May ; from that period they are

unsightly for several weeks, while they are losing their old leaves

and acquiring new ones ; and they are uncharacteristic of the

species till the new leaves and shoots have acquired that rigidity

which is not produced till after complete maturity. This will

be rendered particularly obvious by observing the common spruce

fir, the Scotch pine, and the evergreen oak, during the growing

season ; say, about London, from the middle of May till the

middle of June, as we shall show in that part of the Arhoretum

Britannicum which ti'eats of the study of trees as a science, by
portraits of the same tree at different seasons of the year. A
young spruce fir ti'ee drawn in May, to the scale of a quarter

of an inch to a foot, would have a touch not unlike that of a

horsechestnut; and a pine, and an evergreen oak, would appear

to be trees of quite a different species from what they are. In

general there is a great sameness in the appearance of all trees

during the leafing season, from the absence of that rigidity of

foliage on the points of the shoots which gives rise to the par-

ticular touch of each species. Some deciduous trees are almost

as readily known by their appearance in winter, after all the

leaves have dropt, as they are in summer. Portraits of such

trees may be taken during that season ; and, indeed, it were to

be desired that portraits of all our principal trees could be given

in their naked as well as in their clothed state. How very

characteristic these winter portraits are, in the case of some
species, is rendered obvious by ^^.63., which is a portrait of

Gleditsch/a inermis, taken from the Horticultural Society's

garden in April last.

We have now, we think, given ample directions for drawing

trees in black and white ; that is, with the black-lead pencil, or

a pen and Indian ink. The kind of black-lead pencil proper to

be used is that marked h, or hard, by the manufacturers ; in ad-

dition to which it is necessary to have one marked f, which is

not quite so hard, and, consequently, admits of shading with

greater rapidity. The young gardener, in using these or any

other pencils should be careful not to put the lead to his mouth,

or otherwise wet it, as this ends in glazing the lead and prevent-

ing it from marking the paper without great exertion. In draw-

ing from nature in the open air, when the air is humid, a softer

pencil requires to be used than when the air is dr^^ ; and for this
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purpose the pencils of the class f are useful, as well as for shad-

ing : but there is a description of drawing paper with a rough

surface, not liable to be much affected by the weather, which may
be obtained by those who have occasion to draw in the open air

at all seasons. It requires an artist of considerable skill and ex-

perience to sketch trees from nature with pen and ink, because

such drawings, unlike those made with a pencil, do not readily

admit of correction. Indian ink is used for drawing from nature,

in preference to common writing ink, because it readily admits,

by mixing it more or less with water, of being laid on of differ-

ent degrees of darkness, and of being still farther darkened by
repetition. The reason of this is, that the colouring matter of

the Indian ink is more of an earthy nature than that of the

common ink, which, in common language, is a stain, and acts by

sinking into the paper; whereas the colouring matter of the

Indian ink rests on the surface of the paper. There is this

farther advantage in using ink or colours which rest on the sur-

face of the paper, instead of sinking into it, that they may be

easily rubbed off with a piece of wet sponge, or any similar means,

without injuring the paper. Hence it is that, in delineating

maps of estates, especially in those respecting which there is

likely to be any legal disputes, it is proper, and ought to be

made imperious on the land-surveyor, to use, both in delineating

and writing, ink and colours which stain, and are therefore not

30 likely to be obliterated as those which rest on the surface.

We shall say nothing about colouring the entire trees, be-

cause, as engravings, whether on wood, zinc, copper, or steel, we
prefer them in light and shade. The botanical specimens may be

advantageously coloured, and for this purpose, when they are

drawn from nature, the artist should tint in as much of each

specimen as will enable him at any future time to colour the

whole, or whatever portion of it may be finally introduced at

the bottom or the sides of the tree.

To persons residing in the country who have leisure, and to

the young gardener who wishes to add to his knowledge of cul-

tivation that of the art of laying out grounds, we would strongly

recommend the sketching of trees from nature. Without having

sketched a great many trees, it may with safety be said that it is

scarcely possible to acquire the art of seeing trees ; that is, the

art of seeing them with the eye of an artist : it is just as impos-

sible, in short, for a person who has never sketched trees to see

them with the eye of an artist, as it is for a person who has not

studied botany to look at flowers or leaves with the eye of a

botanist. Let it never be forgotten by the young gardener, that

a landscape-gardener, or an architect, or a kitchen-gardener, who
has any pretensions to laying out grounds, ought to see trees

with the eyes of both an artist and a botanist.
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Were drawing in all its departments as universally taught to

youth as reading and writing are, every person would be just as

able to depict by sketches whatever visible objects come before

him, as he is to write down by words whatever he may hear
spoken ; but, as these times have not yet arrived, every man must
work out his own education in this point, and in every other
where he feels it most defective. It is, or used to be, a general
prejudice, that the talent of drawing objects was a gift of nature.
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and could not be communicated by art or education. Two or

three centuries ago authorship was supposed to be a similar talent,

and a man who could write a book was considered an extraordi-

nary being. Now, though we freely admit that it is impossible

to excel, either as an artist or an author, without a favourable

organisation for these pursuits, which organisation is undoubtedly

a gift of nature; yet we maintain that every human being with

an average organisation, and wholly without either a particular

taste for drawing, or a particular taste for writing, may be taught

by others, or may teach himself, both to draw and write isoell.

If evidence of this is sought for, it will be found in the pages of

this Magazine, in which more than half the papers are by self-

taught writers, and half the engravings are from the sketches of

self-taught draughtsmen. The grand point is to begin in time.

Art. III. On mixi^ig Herbaceous Flotuering Plants ivilk Trees and
Shrubs. By the Conductor.

We have stated (p. 358.) that " one of the most common
errors in ornamental gardening is that of mixing herbaceous

flowers with shrubs and trees." The reason is very simple ; viz.,

that neither can thrive properly, and that, supposing both to

thrive in the same degree, the one injures the effect of the other.

However pleasing and picturesque it may be to see trees, shrubs,

and flowers, all struggling together for the mastery in a natural

wood, yet this sort of beauty is totally unsuitable for scenes of

art. The object of collecting trees, shrubs, and flowers into a

garden, is to produce them in a higher degree of perfection, and
show them off to greater advantage, than can be done in a state

of wild nature. Now, whatever, in the planting, cultivation, or

management of a garden, interferes with these two objects, the

perfection of the plant, and its display to the greatest advantage,

must be wrong, unless we are wrong in our views of what is the

object of garden culture.

If the object in a garden is to imitate nature by mixing trees,

flowers, and shrubs together indiscriminately, and crowding them
together as they are to be seen in a state of nature, then, of

course, our argument falls to the ground, and the present general

practice of fringing the margin of shrubberies and plantations

with herbaceous plants admits of justification. On the other

hand, if we are right in the objects proposed to be attained by
a garden, then flowers ought never to be planted where there is

some obvious impediment to their arriving at a high degree of

perfection, or where there is some other rival object of beauty to

interfere with their effect.

Every gardener knows that no herbaceous plant will arrive
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at the degree of perfection of which it is susceptible, in a situa-

tion where it is either shaded by the branches of trees or shrubs,

or where the soil in which it grows is liable to be penetrated by
their roots. There may be an exception or two, but these do
not affect the general argument. Now, it cannot be denied, that,

in shrubberies, and in mixed clumps, herbaceous plants are liable

to one or both these impediments to their arriving at perfection.

We therefore decide at once, and without the slightest hesitation,

that herbaceous plants ought never to be planted among trees or

shrubs, under any circumstances but those which are unavoid-

able from accidental causes.

The second reason why ligneous and herbaceous plants ought

not to be planted together is, that the one injures the effect of

the other. How, it will be asked, is this position to be main-
tained ? It will not be denied, we think, that the beauty of a

tree or a shrub, unless the latter is a very small one, such as a

rose, an azalea, or some other flowering shrub of that size, is

of a very different kind from the beauty of a herbaceous plant.

Neither will it be denied that the beauty of any object, or of any
scene, is greatly increased by the unity of the expression ; that

is, by the tendency of all the parts of that object or scene to

unite in conveying to, and impressing on, the mind one descrip-

tion of pleasing emotion. Now, to take the extreme case of

trees and flowers placed together so as to form one picture : the

expression of the tree, it is clear, is that of grandeur and dignity
;

and to feel this, the eye must be at a certain distance from it, so

as to comprehend the trunk, branches, and head, as one entire

whole. The expression of a herbaceous plant in flower, on the

other hand, is that of brilliancy of colour, and beauty of detail,

whether in colour or form ; and to enjoy these, the eye must be
quite near, that the attention may be directed to the flower and
its different parts. Place the flower near the eye, it may then be

said, and the tree at a distance from it, and you will have the ex-

pression ofboth in the same picture. Granted: but we deny that the

two expressions seen together will unite in forming one harmo-

nious emotion. Imagine a picture with one part of the foreground

of roses, and another part of oak trees. Would such a picture be

so satisfactory as if the foreground were of one kind, and either

all forest-like scenery, or all flowery or garden -like scenery ? It

would not. To enjoy the roses, the eye must look down, and be

exclusively directed to them ; and to enjoy the oaks, the roses

must be overlooked. Now, a picture, a scene, or an object, to

be felt as one scene or object, and, consequently, to produce its

full impression on the mind, must be capable of being seen with

the eye in one fixed position. This is the case with all the

landscapes and pictures of every kind copied from nature, or

composed by eminent artists ; and such landscapes, forming, as
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it were, th<3 theory of art, afford a test by which to try both

nature and art. Flowers are never seen in detail in the fore-

grounds of the landscapes of great masters, either of Italy or of

this country ; nor, indeed, are there details of figures, of ground,

or of any kind, in the foreground, which are calculated to inter-

fere with the genei'al effect of the picture. All this is founded

on the principle *, that the mind can only attend to one thing,

and one kind of thing, at one time.

On this principle, when the flowers are the chief objects,

the trees and shrubs should be kept subordinate ; and, when the

trees are the chief objects, the flowers ought to be kept sub-

ordinate. Neither in a garden nor in a picture is there any

way of doing this but by keeping them apart, so that the

one may form the foreground, or principal object nearest the

eye, and the other the distance, or object the farthest from the

eye, or at least as far as the effect desired may require.

In conclusion, we would observe to gardeners, that the effect

even of dug ground about large or old trees derogates from
their dignity of expression ; and that shrubs, or, at all events,

evergreen shrubs, and all such deciduous ones as exceed the

height of 2 ft. or 3 ft., have more or less the expression of trees

;

and, though such shrubs are less discordant, especially when in

flower, when mixed with herbaceous plants than trees are, yet

that they are discordant to a degree that ought to effect their

total exclusion from flower beds. This, let it not be forgotten,

is altogether independent of the argument for the exclusion of

flowers from shrubberies derived from the nature of culture ; that

is, from flowers not thriving so well among shrubs as they do
by themselves. The two arguments taken together ought, in our
opinion, to effect the complete exclusion of herbaceous plants

from beds or borders of trees or shrubs, or of both, in all gar-

dens of any extent. In small spots, where it is desirable to

include something of every thing, they must necessarily be ad-

mitted and made the most of; on the same principle that a

family, who cannot afford to have two or three rooms, must put
up with one : but this principle affords no excuse for the prac-

tice where there is no scarcity of room.
If this hint is taken as we expect, it will save gardeners and

their employers some labour and expense, and it will make their

places look far better at every season of the year. Let shrub-
beries of flowering shrubs, such as rhododendrons, azaleas, and
all peat earth shrubs, which seldom grow above 4 ft. in height,

be simply dug, and each plant kept distinct, so as to be covered
with flowers on every side ; and for the larger, hardier, com-
mon earth shrubs, after they have attained the height of 4 ft. or

* This principle we have explained more in detail in the Architectural

Magazine, vol. i. p. 249.
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5 ft., let the ground among them be covered with turf. Still,

however, keep them apart, bj thinning and pruning, that each
may show its individual shape. Never in any case allow them
to become crowded and confused, and injui-ious to each other,

as they are in a common wood ; for that is to forget the distinc-

tive character of a garden.

With these two reasons for discontinuing the practice of
planting flowering plants otherwise than in beds or groups in

open airy situations by themselves, we shall at present conclude
;

because it is enough to enforce one point at a time ; but we shall

just hint at another principle, to be worked out at a future op-
portunity : it is, that, as a garden is a work of art^ and a scene

of cidtivation, every plant or tree placed in it should be so placed
as never to be mistakenfor a tree or plant placed there by nature

or accident^ or as to prevent the practices of cidtivationfrom being

applied to it. Hence all plants in beds or flower borders should
be sown or planted at regular intervals, so as that each plant

may form a distinct bush of itself, and be covered with flowers

on every side, as far as its nature admits, from the ground to its

summit. Exceptions there are in favour of creeping and trailing

plants ; but even these ought never to be allowed to crowd each
other ; for that is contrary to the requisites of good culture, and
the beauty of art and design.

There are so very few gardens and pleasure-grounds in which
the above principles are not sinned against, that we shall not
refer to any private garden as an example. A public garden,
however, may be referred to without giving offence, we trust, to

any one ; and we shall, therefore, at once point to that of the

Horticultural Society at Chiswick, as conspicuously exhibiting

all the faults which we have been arguing against in this article.

This garden, with reference to our positions, instead of being an
example to be imitated, may, perhaps, do more good as a beacon
to be avoided, by enabling us, by a reference to it, to point out

more clearly what we mean. The arboretum of that garden,

for all practical purposes, may, as far as respects flowers, be
considered a shrubbery. Now, in one part of it, we have a
dug border of roses under a strip or marginal plantation of

acers, oaks, elms, &c. ; in another we have dug clumps of thorns

of different species, the ground under them being planted with

paeonies ; in a third we have a collection of Pyrus in a dug
clump, the surface of which is covered with Gih'a capitata

sown broadcast. Last year this arboretum was disfigured by
dahlias, pelargoniums, &c. We recommend the young gar-

dener to look at these clumps, and at all the others; to consider

\vhat we have said on the subject ; and to endeavour to determine

whether we are right or wrong. We also recommend him to

look at the flower-garden, and to determine, after the principles
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laid down, whether the annual and other flowers are kept as

distinctly apart as they ought to be.

We are most happy to observe that the common laurels and
hollies, which have been distributed through the arboretum in the

Chiswick Garden, and which give it such a sameness and com-
monplace character throughout, are being removed. We trust

that in a short time every thing else will be excluded from it that

is not strictly and scientifically a part of it, and that, instead of

dug clumps, the entire surface of the arboretum (pond included)

will be covered with turf. The keeping of this turf might be

let by the season to one man, so as to save the Society some ex-

pense ; and some disfigurement would be saved to the garden, if

one or two women were employed for the season to pick oif the

caterpillars, and to catch moths, butterflies, and other insects,

before they laid their eggs. The late Mr. Wilmot of Lewisham
kept his fruit trees perfectly free from insects of every descrip-

tion, by means of one woman to (if we recollect right) every

ten acres of trees. The rosaceous plants, including the Pomaceae,

in the Chiswick Garden, as in most of the nurseries about Lon-
don, this season have suffered more than usual injury from cater-

pillars; which injury might have been greatly alleviated had these

insects been removed in time.

Art. IV. On the Failure of the Potato Crop in the North of Scot-

land. By Mr. James Munro.

Among the various causes assigned for the recent failures of

the potato crop, the most plausible have always appeared to be

those which trace these failures to the sets. In this part of the

country, no change has taken place in the mode of keeping po-

tatoes through the winter, in preparing them for planting in the

spring, or in preparing the soil or manure for receiving them.

The soil and the climate are also the same. If, then, no change

have taken place in the mode of treating the potato, in the soil,

or in the climate, the cause must be owing to something in the

potato itself. This appears highly probable from the following-

circumstances :
—

It is customary for farmers, in this part of the country, to let

the land to townspeople, at 10/. per acre; the tenants providing

their own sets, and placing them in the furrow after the plough.

The farmer finds manure, and performs all the necessary labour

throughout the season : he ploughs up the crop, which is gathered

and put into sacks by the tenant, and the farmer completes his

part of the contract by carting these sacks home. Now, in a

field planted in this manner, with sets furnished by above a dozen

different persons, I have seen one drill fail from end to end, while
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other drills on each side were quite healthy ; a little further on I
have seen six or eight drills with a few slender and sickly stems
scattered along the line ; while again, on each side, all was luxuri-

ance. Now, as this is to be seen in many fields, does it not clearly

point to the sets as the cause of the deficiency, rather than to the

soil, the manure, the mode of treatment, or the climate ?

But what has been done to the sets ? Are some of them
affected by disease or insects, and not others ? In my opinion

there is no occasion to have recourse either to disease or insects.

Weakness is the cause, and this weakness is produced by a slight

alteration which has taken place in the mode of management;
viz., that instead of potatoes being left in the ground till No-
vember, as used to be the case formerly, they are now taken up
in October to make way for wheat sowing, before the tubers are

sufficiently matured to be fit for separating into sets. As a proof
that the weakness thus produced is the cause of failure, I may
adduce the facts that the sets of early varieties of potatoes have
not been known to fail, and, also, that tubers of late potatoes,

when planted whole, generally succeed. In this last case the

whole of the vital energy of the tuber is concentrated in one bud
or shoot (for it is seldom that more than one shoot is produced
from a whole tuber, notwithstanding its number of buds), and,

therefore, a plant is produced ; but, when these buds are sepa-

rated, the proportion of vital energy assigned, as it were, to each,

is so small as to be ineffective in the production of a plant.

Perhaps it may appear to some that what is now stated is in

contradiction to the theory which recommends taking up potatoes

that are intended for sets before they are fully ripe ; to which
I can only answer that this theory may be, and I believe is, quite

correct, and that the causes of failure above mentioned may be
considered as owing to that theory having been carried too far.

I shall only further add, that the evil of too early taking up
may be greatly mitigated by immediately burying the tubers in

pits, instead of laying them up in heaps in houses covered with

dry straw, in which state they wither, and, if not sufficiently

matured, suffer such a diminution of their vital principle as to

be unfit for sets. — Brechin Nursery, November, 1834.

Art. V. Floricultural and Botanical Notices of nevdy introduced

Plants, and of Plants of Interest previously in our Gardens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions of the " EncyclopcBdia of Plants"
and of the " Hortus Britannicus"

Curtis s Botanical Magazine ; in monthly numbers, each containing
eight plates ; 3*. 6d. coloured, Ss. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow,

Vol. XI No. 65. hh
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Edwards's Botanical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates; 45. coloured, 35. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,

Professor of Botany in the London University.

Sweet's British Flovoer- Garden ; in monthly numbei's, each containing

four plates ; 35. coloured, 2s. 3d. plain. Edited by David Don,
Esq., Librarian to the Linnaean Society,

Facts ivhich have a general Relation to Floriculture.— In the

Fdinhurgh New Philosophical Journal, No. 37., July? 1835, are

two commimications interesting* to botanical cultivators. One is

entitled, "Account of some of the Rare Plants observed during

an Excursion in the United States and the Canadas in ISS't,

Communicated by Mr. James Macnab." The other is entitled,

" On the Character of certain Groups of the Class Personatae.

By David Don, Esq., Libr. L.S., &c. &c. Communicated by
the Author."

Embryo Dicotyledonous : Corolla Polypetalous, or not
PRESENT.

IIL ^animciddcea:

J596. PMO^NIA 14095 MoAtan
v^r. \&CBta.:Lmdl. mUpetaled 86 or 3? ap Bt.Ro.R Eng. seedling 1831 C p.!. Bot. reg. 1771

This very beautiful variety is strikingly different from the

other moutans in the bright rosy red of the petals, the innermost

of which are very much cut and gashed, curled up, and distinctly

bordered with a narrow edge of light carmine, which sets them
off to great advantage, and gives the whole flower a peculiarly

rich and finished appearance. Raised from the seed of P. Moii-

tan by Mr. William Highland, gardener to the Earl of Sand-
wich, at Hinchingbrook, near Huntingdon. Mr. Highland has

found that the seeds of the raoutan kind of pseony do not ger=

minate until eighteen months after sowing. [Bot. Meg,, July.)

LVL Mi/rtdcece,

1480. LEPTOSPE'RMUM 12653 scop^rium flSlO Loudon's H. B. No. 12647. C p.l Bot. mag. 3419
2 grandifl&rum Hook, large.flowered *

\ | or 5 sp.su W Ro Port Jackson 1817 Hooker.

It does not appear specifically distinct from L. ^coparium L.

;

having the squarrose acuminate leaves, smooth calyx, and co-

loured calycine segments of that species. It is a variety very

interesting for the large size of the flowers and the blush-coloured

tint of the petals in flowers which are developed in a situation

fully open to the light ; in flowers developed in a shaded situa-

tion the petals are white. {Bot, Mag., July.)

LX. Pi'oteacese.

SOa ISOPO^GON.
Loudbnj R.Br Loudon's S i_J or 4| sp P Kg. George's Sd. 1830 S s.p Bot. Mag. 3421

Erect, 4 ft. or 5 ft. high ; branches few, erect ; leaves coria-

ceous, alternate, lanceolate, lingulate, and sub.spathulate, entire,

% in. to 5 in. long, glabrous. Flower heads severally solitary
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at the tip of the shoots, each including numerous flowers whose
perianth is of a rich purple colour. This rare and handsome
species is one of the discoveries of the enterprising botanic

voyager, Baxter, whilst on his last visit to King George's Sound,
in 1 829. He gave to it the specific name ; and this Mr. Brown
has adopted in his Supplement to the Protedcea described in his

Prodromus Florce Novce Hollandice. Mr. Brown had described

twelve species of Isopogon in his Prodromus : the researches of
botanic travellers of late years, and especially Mr. Baxter's dis-

coveries on the south-west coast of New Holland, have enabled
Mr. Brown to extend this number to that of twenty-three ; see

his Supplement to the Protedcei^ which he had described ip his

Prodromus. {Bot. Mag., July.)

LXXVII. Leguminbsce^ § Papiliondcece.

CLIA'NTHUS Solajider Glory Pea. {Kleios, glory, anthos, a flower; in reference to the noble
aspect of the species of this genus.) 17. 4. Sp. 3 of Xihnia are described in Don's Syst.,
and Hhnia is shown below to be a synonyme of Clianthus. freg. 1775,

gunfceus Solander crimson-coroUaed * I
spl 3 my.jn C New Zealand 1832? Cp Bot.

Vbnia punfcea G. Don's Gen. Syst. of Gard and Bot., ii. 4G8.

Between, in consistence, shrubby and herbaceous. Stem about
as thick as a goose's quill, branched into spreading branches,

which are invested with an evergreen clothing of persistent green
leaves, that are severally pinnate, and consist of from eleven to

seventeen leaflets that are oblong, blunt, and have a shallow

notch at the tip. Every part of the plant is glabrous, except the

surface of the leaflets of the younger leaves and the green parts

of the inflorescence. It appears that it is its habit to produce
an abundance of flowers : these are disposed in I'acemes, which
hang down each from the axil of a leaf upon the lateral branches;^:

and each consists of several flowers (" many " is the number
stated in the description : eight are shown in the figure), and
" each flower is rather moi'e than 3 in. from the tip of the standard
[the uppermost petal] to the tip of the Keel " [the lowest petal].

The standard is reflexed so much as to almost lie back upon the

calyx, is ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, atrosanguineous, with a
few white stripes near its base, rose-coloured on its back. The
wings (two side petals) shorter than the keel or standard, atro-

sanguineous, obtuse. The keel " so much prolonged as to look
like the beak of some bird," blood-colour diluted with orange,

pale at the base. The flowers are succeeded by brownish-black
legumes 2^ in. long, pediceled, acuminate, including "many"
seeds. C. puniceus has been spoken of as being resembled by
Sutherland/a frutescens, and by some erythrina. The figure

published is "from a specimen furnished by Mr. Levison, or
Leveson, Gower, from his garden at Titsey, near Godstow. C.
puniceus succeeds best planted in a peat bed in the open air i

" in such a situation it has now been t*^o years in Mr. Gpwer's
n H 2
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garden ; and the plants continue to look very healthy, with a

profusion of blossoms " being forming " for next year." " Its

extraordinary beauty will render it one of the most valuable

species [of plants] that have been introduced of late years; and
even if it should prove no hardier than Sutherlandza frutescens,

it will still form one of the most important and welcome of all

the modern additions to our flower-gardens." [Bot. Reg., July.)

2837. .4CA^CIA. [C s.l.p Bot. Mag. 3420

Uistis Graham drooping branches and dull green colour it i 1 or 18 ? nir.ap Y N. HoU. 1828

"In the arrangement of the species, it ought to stand between A. undul^ta QSee XI. 190.] and
A. armkta."— Dr. Graham.

The picture shows a branch of two twigs which have a more
slender and lengthened character than is usual to those of A.

armata. The phyllodia, or semblances of leaves, are, it.is stated,

suberect, dark green, slightly falcate, curving upwards, slightly

pubescent, undulate. Heads of flowers on peduncles axillary to

the leaves and shorter than them, produced along the terminal

portion of the twigs; flowers, many in a head, yellow. {Bot.

ikfc^., July.)

XCVI. 'Rhdmnece.

67. C01AjF>TIA. [Bot. reg., 1776.

hbrrida Brongniart YiortM-aspected « | cu my.jn Gsh.W.P Chili and Mendoza 1832? S.s.l

C. ftrox Gill, and Hook, in Bot. Misc. i. 154. t. 44. f. B.

It is so abundant in spines, which may be deemed its branch-

lets, that it seems, as it were, a thicket of spines. The leaves

produced are very few, and do not remain very long upon the

plant ; they are minute, ovate, serrate. Flowers numerous,
produced in pairs, or more, at the base of the spines about the

terminal part of the branches. They have not a corolla ; the

calyx is ovate-oblong with five shallow segments, which spread

a little ; in its colour " greenish white, stained with dull purple."

C. h6rrida is " hardy," and " evergreen " whether its leaves be
present or absent, from the full green colour of the bark. In
the plant's physiology, " the branches .... act," Dr. Lindley has

stated, " as leaves by the aid of their soft parenchyma with which

they are clothed in the form of bark." C. h6rrida " grows in

common garden soil, and prefers a hot, exposed, dry situation,

such as the foot of a south wall, without any kind of shade."

The plant from which the figure has been taken is in the Lon-
don Horticultural Society's Garden, and thus conditioned ; but

it is sheltered in winter and early in the spring by a covering,

which projects over it some feet above it. C. horrida " is often

raised from Chilian seeds, under the name of Retanilla." [Bot.

Reg., July.)

CLVI. VolygonecB.

1231. ERIO'GONUM. [Bot. mag. 1774
compi'isitum Dow^/as compound-Mw6e^/ed 3t A pr 1^ my.jn Ysh.W New Albion ... C m.s

Its leaves consist of woolly petioles from 2 in. to 4 in. long,

which bear disks or expansions 1 in. to 1^ in. long, ovate,
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rounded or cordate at the base, more or less glabrous on the
surface, woolly and white on the subface. The leaves are, it

seems, disposed, mostly, in tufts at the tips of the shoots. From
among these arise, in May and June, an abundance of woolly

scapes, which attain more than 1 ft. in height, and bear com-
pound umbels of yellowish white flowers. The flowers indivi-

dually are small, but their number is very great. " It thrives

equally in peat earth, or common soil, best in a damp situation,

and may be increased by cuttings of its well-ripened shoots,

struck in peat and sand in an almost exhausted hot-bed." E.
compositum " was found by Douglas on the rocky gravelly banks
of rivers in New Albion." [Bot. Reg., July.)

Embryo Dicotyledonous: Corolla Monopetalous.

CLXX. ^ricdcece.

1339. i?HOr)ODE'NDRON 11021 caucasicum
var. stramineum Hook. straw-coloured-coroZteed SH or 2 ap. Str L s.p. Bot. nng. 3422.

An extremely beautiful variety, cultivated as the R. caucasi-

cum in the Gla.sgow Botanic Garden, and in some other collec-

tions in Scotland. " At this season (April, 1835), notwithstanding

a most unpropitious spring, our bushes [in the Glasgow Botanic
Garden], one of which is 2 ft. high, and 3 ft. in diameter, have
the extremities of their fine leafy branches terminated with a
cluster of large, beautiful, straw-coloured flowers." Leaves
elliptical-lanceolate ; above, dark green and glabrous ; beneath,

rust-coloured, from the presence of a reddish yellow, very short,

abundant down. [Bot. Mag., July.)

CCVI. a. " TheophrastesLcese, D. Don in G. Don's Gen, Syst. iv.

24. The Theophrasteac£'<2', consisting of Theophrasta, Clavij«,

Jacquin/a, and Leon/a, constitute a small group, intermediate

between ik/yrsineae and Sapotece, being distinguished from the

former by their many-seeded fruit, leafy cotyledons, anthers

bursting on the side that is outward in relation to the flower,

and by the presence of appendages to the corolla, which are

alternate with the stamens, and which are to be regarded as the

rudiments of a second series of stamens, Theophrast« agrees

with Clavij« in having its anthers bursting outwardly ; but it

differs in its bell- shaped corolla, in the ring-like crown enclosed

in this, and in the stamens being separate, not united into a tube,

as they are in Clavija.— D. Don.
627. CLAVI^J^. [Theophr&sta longifblia Jacq.

ornSita Z). Don adorned 1 or 6—20 n.sp Saf. Caraccas 1829 C r.m Bot. reg. 1764.

Its leaves are oblong-spathulate or lanceolate, from 12 in. to

18. in. long, and 9 in. broad, borne crowdedly, or somewhat in

a whorled mode; they are green, smooth, toothed, the teeth

pointed, so as to resemble spines. Its flowers are produced in many-
flowered (about twenty-flowered rapemejs in the picture) racemes,

H H 3
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above the axils of the leaves, are fragrant, the odour that of the

flower of the cowslip ; corollas safFroa-coloured. The figure

has been derived from a plant which had flowered in the stove

of the Chelsea Botanic Garden. A number of young plants of

it were raised in the late Mr. Colvill's nursery, in 1829, from

seeds collected in Caraccas by Mr. Fanning. Some of these pro-

duced flowers in the spring of 1834. High temperature, and a

soil composed of equal parts of loam and vegetable earth, are

conditions favourable to the artificial culture of the plant, with

plenty of water while it is in a growing state. {Bot, Beg., the

figure in June, the description in July.)

CCVII. Primuldce(E.

451. PRI'MULA 3800 cili^ta C?- Auricula, the other P. ciliata.) 1833. D. s. 1. Sw. fl. gar. 2. s. 29&
2 purpur&.ta i). Uore purple-coroWasti ^ A or ap Dp.P Eng. hybrid (Parents, one a var. of

Mr. Edward Leeds, nurseryman, Manchester, has communi-
cated a flowering plant of it, and information that it is a hybrid

production raised in the Manchester neighbourhood from one of

the numerous varieties of Primula Auricula and P. ciliata. Mr.
D. Don has stated it to be an extremely showy variety, from the

brilliancy of its blossoms, which it produces in great profusion.

The corollas are of the richest purple colour. The plant is of

very easy culture. [Brit. Flow. Ga?^den, July.)

In the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal^ July, 1835, is

a communication, p. 108— 114., entitled, " On the Characters of

certain Groups of the Class Personatse. By David Don, Esq.,

Libr. L.S. &c." The primary of the groups on which, and on
sections of which, characteristics are supplied, are the orders

Scrophularineae, Rhinanthaceae, Orobanchese, ChelbncEe, Arago-

ac<7<^, Siblhorpzacf-t^. The scope of Mr. Don's communication is

distinct from that of Mr. Bentham's, noted in our p. 376, 377., as

it embraces a wider range, and does not characterise, only enume-
.rates, the genera that are included in the groups characterised.

CCXI. Scrophidurinea.

1798. RUSSE%/^. [Bot. reg, 1773
j'lincea Zuccarini rashy-brancked H or 3 jl.au S Mexico (? near Oaxaca) 1833 ? C s.l

Upright, about 3 ft. high, abounding in slender twigs, which

have a disposition to droop ; the leaves are, in most instances,

so minute as to be inconspicuous ; and the twigs from these

characters present some semblance to rushes, or to the twigs of

an equisetum, or a casuarina. Flowers appear in abundance in

July and August; the corolla is scarlet colour, trumpet-shaped,

an inch long. Propagated very easily by cuttings. " Found in

Mexico by Count Karwinski, and lately introduced to the gardens

of this country from Berlin and Munich." {BoL Beg., July.)

CCXIV. Boragine(C.

433. SY'MPHYTUM.
f3592 caucasicum Bieb. Caucasian ^ A or 2 my azure Caucasus 1820 D Co Sw. fl. gar. 2. s. 294

Is highly ornamental, its flowers having the brilliant corollas -—
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of a rich pink before expansion, azure blue when expanded— of

S. asperrimum, united to the more dehcate habit of S', orientale.

Its dwarf habit, and beauty in its corollas, render it adapted to

ornament the front of borders, for which purpose the large and
coarse habit of 5'. asperrimum renders it unsuited. [Brit. Flo'wer-'

Garden, July-) S. asperrimum bears, in the course of its long
season of blooming, a profusion of flowers, showy in the colour

of their corollas ,* and it is hence an estimable plant for the pur-
pose of floral decoration, where scope can be allowed for the full

developement of its proportions.

Embryo Monocotyledonous.

CCXL. OrchidecE,

^54 EPIDE'NDRUM. freg. 1765
8832« gr^cile imrf/. "graceful" £ or ^ ? [23 fra 3 s. Y.R.G Bahamas 1833? D p. r. w. Bot.

Is closely allied to E. odoratissimum, but has leaves thrice as

long, a flowering stem 3 ft. long, larger flowers, callosities upon
the disk of the lip, and the segments of the lip are differently

shaped in the two species. The colour of the perianth is green,

progressing into yellow, and marked with purple ; the labellum
is yellow, streaked with red. The flowers have not showy
beauty, but they supply delicious fragrance early in the morning
and at night. It seems as if it were more terrestrial than epi-

phytal, and grows freely in any light well-drained soil. The
patch sent by John Campbell Lees, Esq., from the Bahamas, to

the Horticultural Society, consisted of a mass of pseudo bulbs
that was nearly 2 ft. in diameter. {Bot. Reg., the figure in June,

the description in July.)

2547. DENDRO^BIUM. [Bot. mag. 3418
densiflorum Wall, densely-flowered jg [SI ot 1 mr oraiige-bufF Nepaul 1829? D p.r.w

The stem is jointed, chib-shaped, compressed, and furrowed^

and bears at the extremity about three broadly lanceolate leaves.

The raceme of flowers is produced from the side, immediately
beneath the lowest leaf, is longer than the leaves, recurved,

bearing numerous, handsome, orange buff'-coloured, scentless

flowers. The figure is from a specimen produced in the collec-

tion of Earl Fitzwilliam, under the indefatigable and successful

cultivation of Mr. Cooper, who had received the plant from the

London Horticultural Society, which had received it from Dn
Wallich. {Bot. Mag., July.)

2569. ANGRM'CVM. [Bot. reg. 1772
micranthum Lindl. small-flowered ^ [S] cu * f W Sierra Leone 1834? D p.r.w

A very small and unattractive species, lately introduced by
Messrs. Loddiges. It is quite distinct from any previously de-

scribed. In addition to this from Sierra Leone, three or four

other species are now in our gardens from the same place, but

all of them equally inconspicuous with micranthum. Of these.
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A. clandestinum, teretifolium, and distichum have already flowered with Messrs. Loddiges,

{Bot. Reg., July.)

2551. PHOLIDO'*TA. {" Pholis a scale, ous, Stos an ear ; in allusion to the scaly ear.like bracteae

of the spike." Lindleil, under the description of the species figured in Bot. Reg.,'t. 1213.,

now to be called pallida Lindl.) 21. 1. Sp. 2. [reg. 1777

imbricata Lindl. imbricated-irarfed ^ El cu 1 ? my Ysh Nepal 1824 D p.r.w Bot.

Synonymy : P. imbricata Lindl. in Hook. Exot. Fl., 1. 138. ; Loddiges' Bot. Cab., 1. 1934. ; Lindley,

in Bot. Reg. t. 1777.

y>k\\iA3L Lindl. fa.\e-flowered ^ E] cu i? ... W.India ... D p.r.w Bot. reg. 1213
Synonymy : P. imbricata Lindley, in Bot. Reg., t. 1213. ; but distinct from P. imbricata Lindley,

in Bot Reg., 1. 1777., where Dr. Lindley has noted points of distinctness between the two, has
abrogated the application of the epithet imbric&ta to this second, and proposed the application, in

the stead of it, of the epithet pallida.

" They principally differ in the following particulars. P. pal-

lida has very round blunt bracts, white flowers, smaller leaves,

and grows very weakly and unwillingly under ordinary circum-

stances. P. imbricata has pointed bracts, yellowish flowers with

a dash of violet, very long strong leaves, and grows and flowers

most freely." The figure of P. imbricata presented is from speci-

mens communicated by R. Harrison, Esq. [Bot. Reg., July.)

2564. VA'NDA. (The Hindoo name of the original species, T. Roxburgh^.)
Roxbfirghzi Lindl. [t. 506. ; Sims, in Bot. Mag. 2245
1 tessellSta Hook., sepals and petals tessellated. Synonyme: V. Roxburgh;'? Br. in Bot. Reg.,

a vmicoloi Hook, sepals and petals •whole-coloured j^ [23 cu 5 J... Chestnut brown
[C p.r.w Bot. mag. 3416

This second variety is figured from the collection of Earl Fitz-

william, from a plant 5 ft. high, bearing several lateral branches,

and throwing out many tortuous roots. In the flowers of the

variety tessellata Hook., the upper side of the sepals and petals

is of a greener hue and distinctly tessellated, like the corolla of

the common fritillary ; in the variety unicolor Hook., this part is

of an uninterrupted glossy chestnut-brown colour. The large

middle lobe of the labellum is tinged of the same colour, instead

of being purple, as in V. Roxburgh// var. tessellata. (Bot. Mag.^

July.)

CCXLVII. Asphodelea.

1066. STYPA'NDRA. [1823 C s.p.l. Bot. Mag. 3417

8913(1 proplnqua Gun. near akin to S. glaiica £ lA! or 1 ? sp azure Interior of New South Wales

Figured from Kew Gardens, where, though living from the

time of its being introduced, it has not, under any mode of cul-

ture to which it has been subjected, shown itself a plant of free

growth. In a dry warm part of a green-house it annually puts

forth its pretty azure-perianthed yellow-anthered flowers in the

spring. Its seeds have not yet been produced in Britain ; it

"may be increased by cuttings." [Bot. Mag., July.)

\The Carnations and Picotees in the Collection of Mr. Hogg,
Paddington, have been in high display of the beauty of their

flowers since about the middle of July ; they were deemed to

be in the meridian of their beauty about the 1 7th or 1 8th. The
varieties of yellow picotee, or picotee with yellow ground, are

becoming numerous. Mr. Hogg has raised several seedlings of

this kind, which are of high quality.— J. D.]
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REVIEWS,

Art. L The Florist's Magazine ; a Register of the netvest and most
beautiful Varieties of Florist's Flowers .• dratvn from Nature, en-

graved and coloured in the most finished Style. By F. W. Smith.

With popular Descriptions and Practical Directions for their Culti-

vation. To be continued monthly. No. I., July, 1835. Royal
4to, 4 coloured plates, and 8 pages of letterpress. 4*.

The subjects of the plates are these:— In plate 1., the Rosi-

nante and Amelia pelargoniums, two varieties, raised by Mr.
Dennis. In pi. 2., Page's champion auricula. In pi. 3., glo-

riosa superba, and bouquet pourpre, hyacinths. In pi. 4., rose

camuse de Craiz tulip. We think that the figures are of a

superior order, in both disposition and execution, and that they

are skilfully coloured. The descriptive matter is excellent : it

includes ideas botanical, poetical, and historical, besides a suffi-

cient proportion, as we think, of those proper to the province of

the florist. We are gratified in the proofs of the author's ability

to attract, about the subjects of his work, associations so pleasing,

and to describe these associations so ably. We wish that his

undertaking may obtain that support from the public which may
encourage him to proceed in the performance of it.

We gratify our vanity in noting a few imperfections, as they

seem to us to be. In contrasting the characteristics of the genera
Pelargonium, Geranium, and Erodium, the character, in Pelar-

gonium, of the nectary adnate to the pedicel, should not have
been omitted ; in the character of Geranium, it would have pro-
moted clearness to call the corolla of Geranium, bell-shaped, or
basin-shaped. The expression "asweetly growing shrubby plant,"

does not inform us of the modeofgrowth. We feel, or fancy, some
imperfection in the peduncle of the auricula, in its attitude, or in

the mode of connecting it with the umbel of flowers. The word
Primulacese is used by the author in the sense of the word Pri-

mulas : these are " among the earliest beauties of the year ;
"

some of the Primulacese are not in this case. Under hyacinth,
" suaves," should be " suave." The hyacinth of Theocritus and
Ovid has been deemed identical with, not the iJyacinthus ori-

entalis of modern botany, but the rocket larkspur (Delphinium
Ajaci^) ; see De Candolle's Regn. Veget. Syst. Nat., i. 342, 343.,

and the upper part of the corolla of this species of plant ; a white
single corolla is, we believe, fittest : characters more or less like

the letters AI AI may be perceived there. J, Hogg, Esq., has,

in his " Observations on some of the Classical Plants of Sicily,"

published in Hooker's Botanical Journal, argued that Z). pubes-
cens is rather the species which had been intended. On the

tulip, should not " tulipmania " be " tulipomania," or " tuhp
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mania ? " We should have liked the name of the tulip explained}

and the application of it. We think that, in treating of flowers

originated through man's agency, the genealogy ofthem should,

in every practicable case, bfe accurately registered : the practice

of this idea might induce the registering of a string of facts of

efficient service to the student of vegetable physiology. It is

true that the mode of the origin of new varieties is well known
;

but some instruction might result from the individual cases, were

the details of these registered. — f

Art. li. A History and Description of the different Varieties of the

Pansy, or Heartsease, novo in cidtivation in the British Gardens,

illustrated tvith Twenty-four coloured Figures of the choicest Sorts.

By J. Sinclair and J. Freeman. In 8vo Numbers, monthly, 6d. each ;

to be completed in 24 Numbers, each containing a coloured figure

of one select variety, with descriptions, &c. London, 1835.

The object of this work, we are informed in the introduction,
*' is to bring into notice all the choice and leading varieties of

heartsease now in cultivation.

" Such has been the rapid increase of the pansy tribe within the last few

j'ears, that there are now among the London florists and nurserymen upwards
of 400 named sorts, of almost every conceivable colour

;
yet there has never

been any publication wholly devoted to the heartsease. Although there have

been so many distinct varieties of the pansy raised of late years, the number
of choice sorts fit to please the eye of the florist or amateur, is yet but limited.

The subjects chosen to illustrate this work are those only which are considered

really good, and form the first class of show flowers. The work is to be con-

tinued monthly, and will be completed in twenty-four numbers. Each number
is to contain one variety, faithfully drawn and coloured from nature, with a

full description of each figure, accompanied with their various modes of pro-

pagation, soil, and situation, with every other particular which may be calculated

to promote the growth and culture of the heartsease." (p. 1.)

The first number contains one plate and sixteen pages of

letterpress, all, as the technical phrase is, very well got up. We
have seen some of the plates intended for future numbers, which
are all beautifully engraved and coloured ; and, indeed, from

knowing the authors and their connexions in the botanical and
horticultural world, we have no doubt that the work will be
completed in good style, as, indeed, it ought to be, for it is

dedicated to Mrs. Lawrence.
After an explanation of the terms to be used in describing the

Pansy, are given a technical description of the order Fiolarieae,

a generic character, and a description of /^lola tricolor var.

Allen's John Bull, &c. As a specimen of the practical matter

we give the following paragraphs :
—

" The results of various experiments relative to the growth of the Pansy,
amount merely to this,—that, to produce fine large blooms, due attention must
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be paid to soil, situatioiij and often transplanting, as young plants are always
found to produce the finest-marked and largest blooms.

" Soil and Situation.— Pansies delight to grow in a cool shady situation, and
in a light, rich, loamy soil. A composition of good loam, enriched either with
rotten dung, leaf, or vegetable mould, will grow them in the highest perfection

:

yet they will grow and bloom abundantly in any good garden soil. But
by proper soil, often transplanting, and due attention to shadmg, situation, and
watering, you may have a succession of fine large blooms for nine months in

the year." (p. 16.)

Every one knows that pansies are easily propagated by cut-

tings, slips, layers, and seeds.

TheHistory ofthe Pajisy as a Florisfs Flonsoer.—Under the head
of history of the pansy, our authors have only given descriptions,

with the exception of the remark, that heartsease was represented

by old writers as a powerful medicine, &c. ; and that Mr. Lee
of Hammersmith brought the choice varieties into cultivation.

To supply this defect in No. I., we give the following, which has

been communicated to us by a friend on whom we can place the

utmost reliance :
—

" The great beauty and variety of the 7^iola tricolor, now cul-

tivated under the name of heartsease, pansies, Stc, may be suf-

ficient excuse for the following short remarks:—The first mention

I have met with of pansies, or three faces under a hood (which

latter is no inappropriate name), is in some manuscript papers

which have passed through my hands, relating to the manage-
ment and contents of Sayes Court Garden in Surrey, by the

celebrated Evelyn, written in 1687, where pansies are enu-

merated in the list of ' coronary flowers for the parterre and
borders.'

" From that period, up to about 1810 or 1812, there appears

to have been little attention paid to their culture; and, per-

haps, the only varieties that occurred during that period were
such as arose accidentally, and passed unnoticed, being less

interesting than the original species Fiola tricolor. So far as

my hiformation extends, I believe that the following may be
considered as the commencement of their cultivation in distinct

varieties.

" About the period above noticed, Lady Monke, then Lady
Mary Bennet, had a little flower-garden in the grounds of her

father, the late Earl of Tankerville, at Walton, who was a zeal-

ous cultivator of plants. In this latter garden was a figure of a
heart, into which this amiable lady used to plant the varieties of
pansies, which she accidentally discovered growing in her father's

garden. Aided by the industry and zeal of Mr. Richardson, then
and still gardener at Walton, several pretty varieties were raised

or discovered, and transplanted to this little parterre. In 1813
or 1814, several distinct and striking varieties were thus obtained

;

and these having attracted the notice of the late Mr. James Lee
of Hammersmith, he, availing himself of the intercourse then
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opened with the Continent, applied to some of his correspondents

in Holland, and procured from them a large blue variety, which

is still occasionally seen in the old gardens, and which, as a

matter of course, was soon added to the Walton collection. Mr.
Reed, one of the foremen in the Hammersmith Nursery, turned

his attention to the same subject ; and, in course of a few years,

twenty varieties were to be had in that splendid establishment.

Mr. Richardson was no less active in enriching the Walton
collection, both with seedlings of his own, as well as those of

others ; till, at last, the two collections became very numerous
in varieties.

" A flower so pretty, and of such easy culture, thus became
almost a general favourite ; and it has now arrived at that point of

perfection as to be ranked in the lists of florist's flowers, a sta-

tion which the pansy is likely to hold for some time.

It is but justice to remark that the Walton collection to this

day maintains its credit as the first in the kingdom, not only

on account of its being the oldest, but, also, the most select

;

although several nursery collections may be more numerous in

varieties.— J. M. Surrey, July 4. 1835."

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. Foreign Notices.

INDIA.

The Discovery of the Tea Shrub in India.— Botanic Garden, Calcutta,

Feb. 16. 1835. I do myself the pleasure to send you, enclosed, a copy of a
paper on the extraordinary discovery which has been made, or rather con-

firmed, of late, of the true and identical China tea shrub growing wild in

Upper Assam, within the Company's territories, through an extent of hundreds
of miles towards the Chinese frontier station of Yunnan, where the shrub is

cultivated for commercial purposes. A more splendid discovery has never

been made, in matters relating to the commercial or agricultural resources of
India. A committee of tea culture was appointed early last year, consisting

of some of the highest civil officers in Calcutta, some merchants, and two of

the most enlightened Hindoos, namely Baboo Redu Radhacant Dib, and Baboo
Ramcomul Sen. I am a member also ; and since Mr. Gordon was deputed to

China to send round tea seeds and plants, as well as Chinese cultivators and
manufacturers, I have acted for him as secretary to the committee. Our
instructions were, to enquire into the practicability of tea being cultivated in

Hindustan on an extensive scale, for the sake of its leaf. This recent dis-

covery of the tea of Upper Assam has placed the views and prospects of the

committee on a footing of almost mathematical certainty. Who would have
dreamt of the shrub growing wild so far east as 76° ? Its geographical limits

had hitherto, I think, been traced only as far as somewhere between 105° and
1 10° E. Ion. in the northern part of Cochin-China. We have already established

tea nurseries in the mountains of Kamoon, Sirmare, and Gurwhal, between

the upper parts of the Jumna and the Ganges. A large consignment of bohea

tea seeds has already been received from China ; but we have now to look to
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Assam only for our supplies of seeds ; for, like the seeds of all other varieties

of perennials, bohea seeds will, in all probability, produce nothing but the
common sort. A botanical deputation is going to be sent up to Assam, as
soon as it is practicable, in order to institute, on the spot, all the enquiries
that are necessary to render our information respecting the nature of the tea
there as complete as possible. I am to head the mission, although a more
fit person might easily have been found. All my arguments have availed me
nothing, and the committee have determined that go Waliich must. How-
ever, I am to be aided by one or two accomplished botanists of my own re-

commendation, and they will more than supply my own divers and manifold
deficiencies. Dr. Wight and Mr. Griffith, two of the most splendid naturalists

that ever came to this or any other country, I hope will accompany me ; I
have also named Mr. Nash, a most excellent man, recently come out. I wish
my friend Royle was out here ; he would be the man, and he would most
undoubtedly have been sent on this duty. Dr. Falconer has charge of the
Gurwhal and Sermare nurseries, besides the Saharunpoor garden. In matters
of pure botany and horticulture, I anticipate such a harvest as was never
seen before. Think only to herborise under the shade of wild tea trees, in
forests never in this world examined before

!

I have sent to Mr. G. Loddiges the details of a very beautiful consignment
of growing plants, which he and his worthy brother sent me lately in a her-
metically sealed box (I may almost call it so). I wish you would make men-
tion of this most extraordinary and novel mode in your Magazine. I have
asked Mr. Loddiges to send you my letter, or an extract from it.— N. Waliich.

The letter alluded to by Dr. Waliich has not yet (July 10th) been received
by Messrs. Loddiges. The mode of conveying plants alluded to is that prac-
tised by Mr. Ward for growing ferns, which is described at length by Mr.Ward
himself (X. 207.). We have seen a letter from Mr. Traill, the head gardener
to the Pacha of Egypt, in which he states that he had received several col-
lections of plants packed in Mr. Ward's air-tight cases, perfectly safe and
uninjured, which he never had done before by any mode of packing. In short,

there can be no doubt that Mr. Ward's mode is decidedly superior to every
other hitherto adopted ; and that by it living and growing plants may be sent,
either by land or sea, from any one part of the world to any other part. The
following are extracts from the pamphlet sent us by Dr. Waliich, on the sub-
ject of the discovery ofthe tea plant :

—
Discovert/ of the genuine Tea Plant in Upper Assam,— " It is with feelings

of the highest possible satisfaction that we are enabled to announce that the
tea shrub is, beyond all doubt, indigenous in Upper Assam, being found there
through an extent of country of one month's march within the Honourable
Company's territories, from Sadiya and Beesa, to the Chinese frontier pro-
vince of Yunnan, where the shrub is cultivated for the sake of its leaf. We
have no hesitation in declaring this discovery, which is due to the indefatigable

researches of Captain Jenkins and Lieutenant Charlton, to be by far the most
important and valuable that has ever been made, in matters connected with
the agricultural or commercial resources of this empire. We are perfectly

confident that the tea plant which has been brought to light will be found
capable, under proper management, of being cultivated, with complete success,
for commercial purposes, and that, consequently, the object of our labours
may be before long fully realised. It is proper to observe, that we were not
altogether unprepared for this highly interesting event. We were acquainted
with the fact, that, so far back as 1826, the late ingenious Mr. David Scott
sent down from Munipore specimens of the leaves of a shrub which he insisted
upon was a real tea ; and from reports to the Governor-General on the north-
eastern frontier, and his assistant, that a similar assertion was strongly urged
in regard to the existence of the tea in Upper Assam. Still we felt ourselves
bound to suspend our decision on the subject until we should be in possession
of the fruit of the reputed shrub, the only test which ought to guide us. We
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knew that several species of camellia were natives of the mountains of Hin-
dustan, and that two of these were indigenous in our north-eastern frontier

provinces ; and, taking into consideration the close affinity between the two
genera, we were disposed to expect that the alleged tea would prove nothing

else but some sort of camellia. Wehave at length obtained the fruit ofthe Sadiya

plant from Lieutenant Charlton, and we are now enabled to state, with cer-

tainty, that not only is it a genuine tea, but that no doubt can be entertained

of its being the identical tea of China, which is the exclusive source of all the

varieties and shades of the tea of commerce. With the view of exhibiting the

peculiarities in the structure of the fruit, on which depends entirely the dif-

ference between the tea and camellia, we have desired our officiating secretary

to annex to this letter a sketch of the fruit of both, with explanatory remarks."

[Engravings from the sketches referred to will be found in the Journal of
the Asiatic Society of India for January, 1835, and in the pamphlet from which
this extract is made, of which copies are deposited in the libraries of the Lin-

naean and Horticultiu-al Societies of London, and in those of other public in-

stitutions.]

The chief obstacle to the culture of the tea, not only in the cooler regions

of India, but also in various parts of America, and even the south of Europe,

—

possibly, even in the south of Ireland,—has always, as it appeared to us, been

the difficulty of preparing it by the tedious manipulation in use among the

Chinese. It is unreasonable, however, to suppose that this excessive mani-
pulation is necessary. Tea leaves, or young shoots of the tea shrub, may be
dried like hay, or, as the young shoots of the birch and other trees are in

Sweden, then fermented to any degree that may be necessary ; that is, if fer-

mentation be necessary at all ; and afterwards compressed into cakes, almost

as solid as chocolate, by a Bramah press. In this state it would lose none of
its virtues for many years, and might be sent from one part of the world to

another in little bulk. The taste would, doubtless, be different from that

which tea has at present; but, if it were found to be equally wholesome, the

prejudice in favour of the present taste would, like all other prejudices, be got

over in time. It appears, from a statement in the pamphlet above quoted
from, that the Singphos and Kamtees are in the habit of boiling the stalks and
leaves, and then squeezing them into a ball, which they dry in the sun, and
then retain for use.— Cond.

Art. II. Domestic Notices.

ENGLAND.
High Clere, June 1 .— The hybrid tree rhododendrons, after being two or

three days splendidly in flower, were suddenly blackened by frost about a
month ago. At present the common rhododendrons and the azaleas are in

their greatest beauty : they are about three weeks later than they were last

year, but, on the whole, they are much finer.— T. M. lAndsay. High Clei-e

Gardens, June 1. 1835.

ConifercB propagated hy Cuttings.— J^bies Wehhidna, amabilis, n6bilis,

Pichta, Menziesii, and Morinda, and Cedrus Deoddra, propagated freely from
cuttings either in spring or autumn. I struck several plants of each of these

last autumn, and intend trying, next autumn, cuttings of every species of Coni-
feraD that I can procure, and letting you know the result.— Id.

The fact of so many species of J^bies striking so very freely from cuttings

ought to encourage gentlemen to plant pinetums. To those who have never
seen the species named by Mr. Lindsay, we may mention that J'bies Webbiawa
is a silver fir, only on a very large scale, the leaves being double the width of
the silver fir, and the young shoots of double the thickness. It promises to

be the king of the fir tribe. Cedrus Deoddra resembles the cedar of Lebanon,
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only its leaves are so glaucous as to be almost white. It is perfectly hardy,
and promises to be a very striking tree. J^bies Menziesi? and Morinda are of
the spruce fir section, and grow very freely. If there were a demand for all

these species in the nurseries, they would soon be as common, and as cheap,
as cedars of Lebanon. Again we strongly recommend them for pinetums.
Cond.

Tilia europcs^a var. ruhricaulis,— This variety, we are informed by M. de
Wael the director of the Botanic Garden of Antwerp, is quite distinct from
our Tilia europae^a var. rubra, or var, corallina, or from any other variety
which he has seen in this country. It was raised from seeds in the garden of
Baron Eckeren, near Utrecht, from which place it was sent to the garden of
the Chateau de Cantecroy, whence M. de Wael procured cuttings. The tree
in this garden appears to be about ten years old. Cuttings will be sent to the
garden of the Horticultural Society ; and, if it should be found to be really a
distinct variety, it may be afterwards distributed to nurserymen and amateurs.

J^ cer Pseiido-Vlatanus var.f61. argenteis. — M. de Wael says he has a very
distinct variety, of which he has also promised cuttings to the Horticultural
Society.

PIdnersL vdmifolia, or aquatica, or Gmelinz, or americana, for it has all these
names, is a species quite distinct from the trees of Planers in the arbo-
retums at Kew, at Loddiges, and in the Chiswick Garden ; but, as a timber
tree, it is of no value. Specimens of it have been brought to us from the Paris
garden, along with a number of others from that quarter, M. Vilmorin, and M.
Cels, by Mr. Lawson, the eminent seedsman of Edinburgh. This gentleman has
laid us under the greatest obligations to him, both for his kind services while
on his recent tour on the Continent, and for his great exertions in sending our
return papers to different parts of Scotland. The account of the specimen
trees in Mr. Lawson's nursery has been drawn up with so much accuracy,
and contains so much valuable information, that we contemplate giving it entire
in a future Number.

—

Cond.

h^cer drcmalwn, of which I send specimens in flower, appears to be a tree
of considerable beauty, though of slow growth, preferring to any soil I have
seen it in that of a very light sandy peat earth. I should say that, from its

slowness of growth and present appearance, it is likely to form, when large, a
very compact and highly ornamental tree : in fact, I believe it was represented
as such in its natural habitat by its introducer, the unfortunate Douglas. It

propagates freely by layering.— T. M. Lindsay. High Clere Gardens, June 1.

1835.

Gladiolus natalensis has remained uncovered all last winter, and is now
growing with great luxuriance, equal, if not better, than those bulbs of it which
were taken up in the usual way.— Id.

A Head of late White Broccoli was lately exhibited in the shop window of
Mr. B. Saunders, in Halket Place, Jersey, weighing upwards of 7 lb., mea-
suring 3 ft. in circumference, and perfectly solid : also ten heads of asparagus,

weighing 1 lb., or upwards of an ounce and a half per head. (Jersey British

Press, May 10. 1835.)

SCOTLAND.
The Watt Institidion at Dundee appears to be one of the most complete and

best conducted associations of the kind in the kingdom. By the Eleventh
Annual Report, which has been forwarded to us, we find that a great many lec-

tures have been delivered on almost every subject, and also a great many
books collected. It is greatly to the honour of the citizens of Dundee, that

many of these lectures have been delivered by tradesmen. For example ; on
Vegetable In-itability, Parasitic Plants, Form and Use of the Nectaria and
Corollas, three lectures by W. Gardiner, jun., umbrella-maker; on Galvanism,
by Alexander Blaikie, fiax-dresser ; on the Natural Arrangement of Plants,

also by W. Gardiner, jun. ; on Gases, by John Murray, flax-dresser; and so
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on. We hope we shall soon hear of nurserymen, and other members of the
gardening profession, giving lectures on the sciences more immediately con-
nected with the art of culture ; and farmers' sons, we have no doubt, will soon
become ambitious of cooperating in pursuits so much more elevating than
many which formerly used to be indulged in as relaxations. The library of
the Watt Institution contains a great number of volumes, to which we have
added Vol. I. of the Architectural Magazine.

Acacia affhiis {dealhdta Lk.).— This is the nursery-garden name for a very

ornamental mimosa from Van Diemen's Land, which is now found to be
capable of withstanding our ordinary winters in Scotland. It seems to be a
variety of Jcacia moUissima of Willdenow, which Link regarded as z. species,

and called dealbata, but which De Candolle, in his Prodromus, marks as

"Priori (mollissimae) nimis ff^ras." Hence, probably, has arisen the above
name. For its foliage alone, this mimosa is highly desirable ; its finely divided

and beautifully bipinnate leaves giving it an air of light and graceful elegance.

Its numerous bunches of yellow flowers, resembling little balls, add greatly to its

value ; for these flowers are fragrant, and they expand at a season (February
and March) when flowers are most wanted. Some seeds of this tree were
received by Mr. Neill, from his relations in Van Diemen's Land, in 1823, and
raised in his garden at Canonmills. The plants having, in the course of two
or three years, become too rampant for the green-house, one was placed

against the south wall of his dwelling-house j and another was planted on a
rockwork as a standard shrub. In 1832, the tree trained against the house
was about 14 ft. high, and it produced a few blossoms in the spring of that

year. In each succeeding season it has been clothed with flowers from the

middle of February till the middle of April; and it is now about 20 ft. high.

The individual planted on the rockwork has remained rather stunted ; but it

has never suffered materially from the frost, though repeatedly exposed to a
cold of 25° Fahr. In March last (1835), this standard showed a sprinkling

of flowers for the first time. A much finer standard specimen exists in the

rich and noble lawn in front of the splendid suite of hot-houses in the Royal
Botanic Garden of Edinburgh, This specimen is luxuriant, perhaps 15 ft. or
16 ft. high ; and it is now (April) adorned with its flowers for the first time.

This species of acacia has been cultivated against the north wall of the same
admirable garden, along with many other rare Australian and tropical Ameri-
can trees, and has there flowered for two or three seasons past. In the Ex-
perimental Garden, Inverleith, there is, near to the superintendant's lodge, a
very pretty standard acacia of the same species, about 12 ft. or 14 ft. high,

but which has not yet yielded flowers. In Mi-. Urquhart's nursery-garden at

Dundee, there was, some years ago, a large plant of the same kind j it was
situate near to, but not trained against, a wall, and had not then produced
flowers. Upon the whole, we may safely conclude that the very handsome
and elegant Jcacia dealbata may be added to the list of our hardy ornamental

shrubs or smaller trees. A remarkable peculiarity remains to be noticed

:

while the delicate foliage is not materially injured by the cold of our winter,

the bark of the stem is liable to split, or become cracked, in the time of hard

frost, especially for a few feet above the ground ; and then disease and death

are extremely apt to ensue. The preventive is simple, consisting merely in

tying some straw around the stem in the end of November, and removing it

when the severity of winter has passed.— P. Neill. Canonmills^ May 9. 1835.

Fsidiutn Cattleyhnum.— In the vinery a', the Experimental Garden, a small

tree of the Psidium Catiieydnum, or Cb'.ia Guava, has ripened its fruit freely

for two years past. The fruit is round, about the size of a small plum, of a

fine claret colour ; the pulp is soft, only a little firmer than that of a straw-

berry, and of a delightful subacid flavour. Mr. John Robison, secretary of

the Royal Society of Edinburgh, who had tasted the fruit in India, declared

the Experimental Garden specimens to be nowise inferior in quality. These
home-grown guavas were found to make most desirable preserves.— P. iV".

Edinburgh, June, 1835.
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Art. III. Retrospective Criticism.

The Metropolitan Society of Florists. — It is very evident, from your remark
on the dispute between the Metropolitan Society of Florists and the pro-
prietor of the Surrey Zoological Gardens, that an impression unfavourable
to the Society exists in your mind : this, no doubt, originates in your not
being acquainted with the whole of the circumstances, and, also, in identifying

the members of the Society with the injudicious, intemperate, and vulgaV
abuse promulgated by an individiui!. As it is necessary that the Society, to

be useful, should stand well in the estimation of the public, and as it is known
how much weight any thing stated by you is likely to have, I shall, as a mem-
ber of the Society, feel obliged by your giving insertion to the following state-

ment :

—

It was the wish of the managers of the Metropolitan Society, that one or
two shows should take place at the Zoological Gardens. In the spring some
negotiation took place with the proprietor of the gardens, or the person who
acts for him. Considering how advantageous the shows were to Mr. Cross
last year, the Society naturally expected that there would be no hesitation, on
the part of this gentleman, to make a more liberal offer to the Society this

year ; but this he objected to : consequently the negotiation was not pro-
ceeded in, although, 1 believe, it was not finally broken off. In the mean time
it was found that Mr. Cross had advertised for a show on his own account, to
take place only a day or two before the Metropolitan show. When this was
communicated to the members, they felt that Mr. Cross was acting unhand-
somely by them, and, therefore, passed a resolution, recommending that the
individuals belonging to the Society should not countenance the Surrey show,
by sending plants, &c. At a subsequent meeting, the day previously fixed

for the Metropolitan show was altered to June 13., on its being stated that

the grand Ascot races were to take place on the 18th. Thus far. Sir, the
members of the Metropolitan Society are only responsible : whether they
were justified in the course they have pursued, I leave you, Sir, and the public

to judge; but I must, injustice to the members generally, acquit them of any
knowledge or participation in the gross abuse which has been heaped upon
individuals : this has, I believe, emanated from one member onl}', an influ-

ential one I admit ; but it is too much that the Society should suffer in the

estimation of the public from his improper and disgraceful conduct.— A Mem-
ber oftlie Metrojiolitan Society of Florists.

The White Scale on Pine-Apple Plants.— In p. 186., a correspondent in

the North Riding of Yorkshire, who signs himself J. B. W., has given an in-

teresting paper on destroying the white scale on pine-apples, together with
some observations on the natural history of that insect. The subject is of
great importance to horticulturists generally, but more especially so to the
young ones, as it tends to demonstrate the necessity of our looking vigilantly

into the habits of the different species of insects incident to the plants under
our charge. But, as I do not altogether coincide with J. B. W. in his opinion

on this subject, and as I consider the only effectual remedy for the eradication

of errors is to attack them whenever they present themselves, I beg leave to

offer a few remarks on the subject.

In the first place, I cannot agree to the assertion, that, "of all the remedies
hitherto recommended for the eradication of the white scale, not one has been
found to effect the desired end with certainty." Now, on the contrary, I am
convinced, for I have had ocular proof, that several of the remedies now prac-

tised, and which have been practised for many years, will effect the desired

end if properly applied ; and I may further observe, that it ought not " to be
laid down as an unexceptionable rule, that no recipe ever has succeeded, or

ever will succeed, which does not enjoin the removal of every insect previously

to the application of the ingredients," since I have myself seen the scale per-

fectly eradicated, and that, too, on a stock of near one thousand plants, with-

out the precaution of removal being once thought of. It has often been

Vol. XI. —No. 65. i i
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observed, that the most simple remedies are frequently the most effectual, and
the success in this case confirms the fact; for very simple means were used

with the most satisfactory result. The plants were syringed with soap lees

from the wash-house, heated to 110', every morning for one week, and the

frame or pits kept perfectly close until the thermometer registered 120° ; when,

ifthe sun were sufficiently powerful to dispel the moisture as it was deposited on
the glass, mats were thrown over the frame during mid-day. This shading will

not always be necessary, and, in fact, at no time, provided a dense vapour is

kept up in the frame ; for I am certain that plants under glass will never take

injury from the heat of even a July sun, if there is sufficient moisture in the

frame to keep the glass constantly moist, and there is no air admitted. Thus,

with these simple means, and but one week's trouble, the scale was destro3'ed,

and there has not been the least sign of it since.

—

L. O^L. CMsivick Gar-

dens, May 20. 1835.

The Substitution of Pavement for Gravel. — 1 am an advocate for the sub-

stitution of pavement for gravel, to a certain extent, for garden walks. I was
very much pleased with what you say on the subject in p. 291. It is some-
what singular that I should have recommended this plan to a friend of mine,

about six months ago, for a small garden which he has at the front of his house,

in the neighbourhood of Dalston ; and, on reading your article, I was struck

with the coincidence of ideas which seems to exist between us ; and which
did not arise in my mind from what you had written before upon the subject,

as intimated in that article, which, if ever I did read it, has quite escaped my
recollection ; from which I am led to suppose that it was only cursoriljf treated

on. [Nothing more ; we cannot even find the place where we mentioned the

subject.] Ifa peculiar adaptableness exists in substituting pavement for gravel,

I think it is to be found in the small gardens which form the frontages of houses
in the vicinity of the metropolis, or elsewhere : how far it may be advan-

tageous upon a large scale remains to be proved. For kitchen-gardens I

think an edging of the same material would be desirable, in order to keep the

earth from washing into the walks during heavy rains ; but this, unfortunately,

would enhance the price in laying it down : the same will also apply to the

flower-garden or shrubbery, where there is no verge of grass, or edge of box,

thrift, or some other substitute. If employed for the walks in a kitchen-

garden, it should be very substantially laid down, so that wheeling upon it may
not cause the least derangement ; and, if on a long line of level, a little descent

towards one side will be necessary, with small gratings or holes left open at

the lowest side, at proper distances, to take ofi'the water ; and which, indeed,

it will be necessary to take into account on every occasion, particularly when
the edging is of the same material. The expense of a drain may be avoided,

by leaving small openings in the edge, with gutters formed in the soil, to take

off the water into the quarters or the shrubbery. However, the expense of
edging may be saved by laying down the pavement quite as high as the soil on
either side, which might do well enough for kitchen-gardens ; but for the par-

terre, or pleasure-ground, it would have a bad effect.

Were I to lay down a paved walk in a kitchen-garden that was pretty level,

I should be inclined to lay the pavement about 4 in. or 5 in. below the general

level of the garden, and allow a foot in width on each side, for the soil, when

^. levelled, to be a trifle lower than

the level of the pavement, where I

should plant a row of strawberries,

which, during the summer, would
form a sort of edging ; and this would appear something like the following
sketch (Jig. 64.), which, I conceive, would give a tolerably good finish to the
whole, and, at the same time, save ail expenses of edges and draining.

For small parterres, and such gardens as are above alluded to, I think the
pavement would be preferable to gravel in all respects but one, namely, the
colour ; and in this, gravel will most likely carry the palm, as it forms, per-

haps, a more pleasing feature to the eye than pavement. How far custom may
go to form this prejudice in the mind, I can hardly say, but I think it will be
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generally allowed that gravel, when of a good colour and well kept, produces
an agreeable contrast when associated with the grass verge, or edging of any
other kind. — T. Rutger. Portland Place, July, 1835.

We have lately had laid down between 20 ft. and 30 ft. of walk, including
edgings, formed of a description of artificial stone, which the inventor calls

lava; and which he recommends as being fit for public roads, footpaths, and a
great variety of purposes. In colour and appearance it resembles a yellow
sandstone ; but whether this colour will be retained as the stone wears, and
whether the stone itself will be sufficiently durable to justify its use, are ques-
tions that can only be determined by experience. Some account of this stone,
and its pretensions, will be found in a tract entitled A Treatise on Roads and
Streets, Spa., by J. H. Cassell; 18mo; 1835.— Cond.

Rowland's Metallic Wire for tying up Trees, Sfc, noticed p. 318. — With
the specimens of different sizes sent us by Mr. Rowland we tied zinc labels to
upwards of a hundred trees, in the garden of the Horticultural Society, in the
course of the month of June. The labels were, in general, loosely suspended
near the extremities of the branches, in order that they might be more con-
spicuous. In this situation they were, of course, powerfully acted on by the
wind, the consequence of which is, that many of them have already (July 8.)
dropped off, in consequence of the friction produced by the motion of the
label having worn through the lead wire. We think it due to our readers
to state this, because it proves that, however fit the wire may be for other
garden or nursery purposes, it cannot be recommended for use where the
labels it suspends are liable to be much moved by the wind.— Cond.

Metropolitan Arboretum, (p. 284.)— I am afraid your plan of enclosing 100
acres to grow hardy trees will cost too much, unless it could be combined
with something bringing a return. Might it not be associated with a general
cemetery on a large scale ? I can see nothing objectionable.— J. P. Chats-
worth, June 10. 1833.

A speculation was set on foot for forming a " Great Western Cemetery " of
the grounds of Norland, at Netting Hill, on the Bayswater Road, about a year
or more ago. We were applied to, to give our advice as to the laying out of
the area; and our answer was, that, provided they would plant it as an arbo-
retum, and not introduce a single duplicate of either tree or shrub, we would
furnish a plan gratis. Unfortunately, the speculation did not go on ; but it may
possibly be revived. At all events, there are several large public cemeteries
wanted for the metropolis; and we hope that, when they are formed, they will
all be laid out as arboretums, or public gardens of some sort. This, to a
certain extent, has long been the practice on the Continent ; and we observe,
with pleasure, that it is becoming general in North America. Judging from
our own feelings, when examining the cemeteries of Italy in 1819, and of
Germany in 1814 and 1828, we should say that trees and graves lend a great
reciprocal interest to each other. In the neighbourhood of Moscow, the Ger-
man Protestants have a cemetery in a birch wood, which always struck us as a
place of intense interest. At the dirty little frontier town of Tycokzin, in
Poland, where we spent four months in 1813, there is a large cemetery used
as a burial place for the Jews, who are the principal inhabitants of the town.
That cemetery forms one grove of willow, birch, and poplar trees, under the
shade of which we have walked backwards and forwards many an hour
painful at the time, because we were detained in the town against our wishes

;

but intensely interesting the remembrance, because it is only the strong
impressions of pain and labour that can be recalled with entire' satisfaction;
perhaps from the feeling of joy that they are passed. All mere pleasure is

evanescent ; perhaps because, if intense, it can never be recalled.— Cond.
The Coiling System of Vine Cidture by Mr. Mearns.— On my return fi'om

visiting the gardens of His Grace the Duke of Portland at Welbeck, in Not-
tinghamshire, and some others in that neighbourhood, in the end of June, I was
rather interested with a communication in the last Number of the Gard. Mag.
(p. 362.), by Mr. Fish, on the coiling system of vine culture in pots; giving a

I I 2
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detailed account of the treatment pursued by himself, his ultimate failure, and
unqualified disapproval of the system. That Mr. Fish has been unsuccessful

in his first trial will not, I imagine, excite any surprise in the minds of those

who are acquainted with the practical operations of gardening ; for, to use Mr.
Fish's own words, " he judged from first principles ;" and as, unlike those of

a mechanical science, principles in the art of gardening are liable to a vast

number of exceptions, success can never be insured by a literal adherence to

prescribed rules; a fact, with which, I think, I may fairly presume few persons

are better acquainted than Mr. Fish. It may, therefore, be mentioned that the

efforts of even the most skilful practitioner, although made on sound and clear

principles, are, nevertheless, attended with many probabilities of disappoint-

ment; and, although the trial made by Mr. Fish is deserving of consideration,

he will, I am sure, readily admit that the general way in which he has alluded

to those "individuals" to whom he applied for information respecting the

result of their experiments, as well as " all" those of his acquaintances in his

own neighbourhood, without even giving a single name, is not a very definite

or satisfactory mode of reasoning, and scarcely fair in a case like the present,

where it is clearly meant as evidence to prove that Mr. Mearns has published

an untruth. So far, however, as Mr. Fish's own experiment is concerned, it

ought to be borne in mind the more particularly, as he has himself candidly

admitted the fact, that his own mind was unfavourably biased previously to

making the experiment. It may also be worthy of remark, that the trial was
commenced in the beginning of December, and the result forwarded for public-

ation by the 24th of March. It is, therefore, to be regretted, that one whose
abilities eminently qualify him either to benefit or injure a cause did not con-

tent himself with stating the result of his own experiment, or, if accompanied
with comment, to use such language only as, on cool reflection, he himself

could approve, and as one gardener has a right to expect from another. As the

whole of Mr. Fish's paper is, of course, intended to apply to Mr. Mearns, few,

who know any thing of the latter, will differ from me in thinking that he had
reason to expect to be addressed in more respectful language than such as
" the delusive vanity of individuals, who, in order to bring themselves into

prominent notice, have, without sufficient proof," (kc. It is surely unneces-

sary to mention, that, as a first-rate horticulturist, Mr. Mearns has stood at

the head of his profession for nearly thirty years ; and, if proof of this be re-

quired, abundant evidence will be found in the Encyclopcedia of Gardening.

It may be further remarked, that, among the senior branches of the profession,

there are many valuable practices in gardening that have never yet been given

to the public ; but, unless gardeners are protected, and their opinions treated

with more courtesy than has been the case with Mr. Mearns, in this instance

at least, it is to be feared but few of them will venture to jjublish.

Within the last three years the gardens at Welbeck have undergone the most
complete renovation of any place with which I am acquainted. The vegetable

and forcing departments, in addition to the walls and hot-houses being stocked

with healthy trees bearing excellent crops of fruit, have all that neat and pleas-

ing appearance common to a new garden. The melon ground is within the

walls, and heated with steam through perforated pipes ; there are no linings to

displease the eye, and the spaces between the pits being covered with gravel,

gives the whole an unusually clean and orderly appearance. In passing

through the hot-houses, among many other coiled vines of this spring that

were bearing fruit, I particularly noticed one in a square box, labelled " excited,

Feb. 1835," and counted 15 bunches of fruit on it, with the berries well

swelled and coloured. The others were chiefly black Hamburgh muscats,

sweet water, &c., in pots of sizes from 16 to 12. The shoots of old wood,
above the soil, were fi"om 18 in. to 6 ft. and upwards ; the pots were placed on
the front and back curb of the back flue, &c. of the pine-stoves. Many of
the shoots, when coiled, would appear to have been very small. There were
also many pots labelled " 1834," bearing a still greater quantity of fruit than

those of 1835, differing, however, but little in the size or colouring of the fruit.
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Having at the time no intention of giving any report of my visit, I made but
few notes, and cannot, therefore, do the justice to Mr. Mearns that he de-
serves. He will, however, I trust, pardon the liberty which I have thus
taken, and, as a friend, excuse me for saying that he is liberal-minded and un-
reserved even to a fault ; and, so far as the coiling system is concerned, the
pains which he has taken to diifuse as widely as possible the result of many
years' experience, is certainly the cause of its being made a point. Had Mr.
Mearns acted as is but too commonly the case with men at his time of life,

and withstood repeated invitations to give the public the benefit of his expe-
rience by publishing, through the medium of garden periodicals, whatever
might be valuable as a garden practice, his coiling system would have then
been looked upon, as it ought, to be a highly useful discovery. As Mr. Mearns,
however, has nothing to fear from investigation, I will venture to add that

those persons who are still disposed to doubt would do well to take an early

opportunity to visit Welbeck, and judge for themselves : they will then, I
think, find sufficient to convince even the most sceptical, that the system is

both advantageous and practical. I shall feel obliged by your giving this in-

sertion in the next Number of the Gardener's Magazine.—R. Marnock. Shef-

Jield JBotanic Garden, July 10. 1833.

Art. IV. Queries and Ansivers.

The Groivth of the Oak Tree.— Has there anything been published that
would enable me to determine with accuracy the proper age at which to cut
down old oak trees ? There must be a period in the growth of every timber
tree at which its increase becomes so small, as that it would not pay the annual
interest of the sum which the tree would sell for. Is there any approved,
definite, and practicable plan by which this can be ascertained ? It occurs
to me that the point might be determined with sufficient accuracy by taking
the girt of the tree at a certain distance from the ground. Whether the tree
had a long clean trunk, or a short thick trunk with a branchy head, might,
perhaps, affect this test ; in which case, perhaps, it would be necessary to make
the height of the trunk, as well as its circumference, an element in the cal-

culation desired. I wish much that you would direct the attention of some of
your correspondents to this subject. It would afford me much pleasure to see
it taken up by some one, or by several, of the various writers who contribute
to the Magazine on arboricultural subjects.— A Proprietor of Timber Trees in

Kent and in Hampshire. July 7. 1835.

[We hope such of our readers as have any positive information on this sub-
ject, or as know where it is to be procured, will let us hear from them. Every
contribution, however small, will be useful towards the solving of such an im-
portant problem. We hope such contributions will be made soon, not only
for the sake of our esteemed correspondent the querist, who is a great patron
of gardening, and a lover of trees and of picturesque beauty, but because the
information will be most acceptable for our Arboretum Britanmciim>. Something
on the subject, by Marsham and others, will be found in the Royal, and in the
Bath Society's Transactions, and in the Transactions of the Society of Arts, and
something, also, in Hunter's Evelyn, and in the works of Marshal, Sang, and
Monteath ; but nothing, we believe, sufficiently definite for practical use.—
Cond.]

American Magnolias in China.— In reply to the query p. 325., I am
able to say that Mr. Beale has, in his garden at Macao, a tree of Magnoha
grandiflora, which, when I saw it last, in 1830, must have been 20 ft. high.

From this tree Mr. Beale has struck off several branches by the Chinese
mode of abscission, and distributed the young plants to some of the Chinese
merchants at Canton, and to some of the inhabitants of Macao. He has done
the same, also, with a smaller tree, which, from the very ferruginous appear-
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ance of the under side of the leaf, I think was Magnolz'a g. elliptica. Besides
these, he had received from America Magnolia glaiica, and a fourth variety,

which, if I remember right, was M. auriculata. The two latter plants had then
been but lately received ; but, as they were in good health, I have no doubt
they have also been propagated and distributed, and now are, as well as the

twoforraer, established in China.— J. Reeves. Clapton, June 3. 1835.

Salisburia adiantifolia.— In answer to your queries, I have a plant of the

Salisbury planted by myself twenty-six years ago, which has never flowered
;

and I went to Cypress Grove, soon after receiving your note, to examine the

oldest plant I am acquainted with in Ireland, which has been planted at least

forty years, and, I believe has never yet flowered : it certainly has not done
so this year.— J. T. Machay. Dublin, June 29. 1835.

Yiscuni album {the Mistletoe) in Ireland.— With respect to the mistletoe, I

have the best specimen I am acquainted with in Ireland. It was sown by
myself, on a Siberian crab tree, about twenty-six years ago : it is a male, and
was the only one that grew out of above a hundred that I sowed on different

kinds of trees ; some upon the oak. I have been lately informed by the Arch-
bishop of Dublin, who imported seeds this year, that the probable cause of the

failure has been owing to their being too early sown, and that the spring is the

best time for sowing them to insure success. When I first came to Dublin,

there was a fine mistletoe on an apple tree in the garden of Dr. Rennie, at the

Royal Hospital near Dublin ; but the tree died about ten years ago, and the

mistletoe, of course, died with it. This specimen was mentioned by a M'riter

(I believe Rutley) above ninety years ago. I have heard of plants of the mis-

tletoe existing in other parts of the country, but they certainly are of rare

occurrence in Ireland.— Id.

The largestflowering Tulip Trees, near Dublin, are at Cypress Grove, and
Leixlip Castle, the Honourable Mr. Cavendish. I have observed them to

flower regularly for the last thirty years ; and they have, probably, been planted

at each place above sixty years — Id.

Ronce d'Hongrie.— When in the south of France, I heard much of the

merits of a plant called there the Ronce d'Hongrie ; but I failed to procure a
specimen: could any of your correspondents inform me whether it may be the

J?iibus sanguinolentus, introduced from the Isle of France in -1824?— E.
Llandovery, Jidy 4. 1835.

The Double Yellow Rose, I find, blooms well in the hills of Caermarthen-
shire, dressed with bog earth, against a south-east wall ; but it is subject to

occasional blight. — Id.

The Rosa Bdnhs\?&, also, throws out in Caernarvonshire, when much clipped

(even with common shears), an increased quantity of blossom. — Id.

Evei'green Shrubs are stated to be planted in the floors of the towers of
Lougharne Castle, in Caermarthenshire, by Major ^tavke. {Beauties of England
and Wales, Caermarthenshire, p. 379.) Can any of j'our readers inform me of

the effect of these shrubs ; whether they still exist, and whether this kind of
improvement is desirable ? I ask this question, because I happen to be the

proprietor of a great mass of ruins ofno architectural interest, and I am desirous

of making something of them, so as to render them ornamental as well as

venerable.— J. W. C. Cavan, Dec. 1833,

Art. V. The London Horticultural Society and Garden.

Of the Exhibition at the Garden, on Saturday, Jidy 4, 1835, the following is

the award of the judges :
—

The Gold Banksian Medal. 1. For pines, from J. J.'Guest, Esq., F.H.S.

;

2t For black grapes, from Mr. Dowding, gardener to Lady Clarke ; 3. For
orchideous plants, from the Messrs. Loddiges ; 4. For a miscellaneous col-

lection of plants, from Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S. ; 5. For garden roses, from
Mr. S. Hooker, F.H.S., of Brenchley, near Lamberliurst.
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The large Silver Medal. 1. For balsams, from Mr. Cock, jun., of Chis-
wick ; 2. For pelargoniums, from Messrs. Colley and Hill of Hammersmith

;

3. For sweetwilliams, from Mr. Mountjoy of Ealing; 4. For seedlino-

Spanish irises, from Mr. Salter of Shepherd's Bush ; 5. For granadillas, from
Mr. Miller of Bristol, F.H.S.j 6. For grapes, from Mr. R. Buck of Black-
heath; 7. For a black Antigua pine, from J. R. Neame, Esq., F.H.S.

;

8. For a miscellaneous collection of plants, from Mr. John Green, gardener
to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S. ; 9. For a miscellaneous collection of
plants, from Messrs. Rollisson of Tooting; 10. For garden roses, from Mr.
Paul of Cheshunt; 11. For garden roses, from Mr. Piatt, gardener to Wm.
Harrison, Esq., of Cheshunt, F.H.S.; 12. For garden roses, from Messrs.
Rollisson of Tooting; 13. For garden roses, from Mr. Rivers of Sawbridge-
worth ; 14. For China roses, from Mr. Paul of Cheshunt ; 15. For China
roses, from Mr. S. Hooker of Brenchley, near Lamberhurst, F.H.S.; 16. For
China roses, from Mr. Rivers of Sawbridgeworth.
The Silver Banksian Medal. 1. For picotees, from Mr. Hogg of Padding-

ton; 2. For China roses, from Mr. Glenny of Twickenham, F.H.S.; 3. For
dahlias, from Mr. Hopwood of Twickenham ; 4. For seedling strawberries,
from Mr, Jonathan Turner of Strand on the Green; 5. For seedling straw-
berries, from Mr. Falconer, gardener to Archdale Palmer, Esq.; 6. For
peaches, from Mr. John Stewart, gardener to Lord Ashburton, F.H.S,;
7. For currants, from Mr. John Wilmot of Isleworth, F.H.S. ; 8. For melons,
from Mr. George Mills, F.H.S., gardener to Mrs. Copland of Gunnersbury
Park; 9. For cucumbers, from Messrs. Clews and Co. of Acton; 10. For
apples, from Mr. W. Davis, gardener to John Disney, Esq., F.H.S, ; 11. For
melons, from Mr. Kyle, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., of Layton; 12. For
nectarines, from Mr. Kyle, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., of Layton ; 13. For
Thunbergza leucantha, from Mr. Wm. Wright, gardener to the Hon. Mrs.
Rushout, F.H.S.; 14. For a miscellaneous collection of plants, from Messrs.
Colley and Hill of Hammersmith ; 15. For a miscellaneous collection of
plants, from Mr. Gaines of Surrey Lane, Battersea; 16. For cockscombs and
hydrangeas, from Mr. George Mills, F.H.S., gardener to Mrs. Copland;
17. For cockscombs and petunias, from Mr. Falconer, gardener to Archdale
Palmer, Esq.; 18. For 5'pirae^a argentea, from the Countess Amherst, F.H.S.;
19. For a miscellaneous collection of plants, from Messrs. Chandler and Co.
of Vauxhall ; 20. For a miscellaneous collection of plants, from Mr. James
Lane, gardener to J. H. Palmer Esq., F.H S.; 21. For perpetual roses, fi'om

Mr. Rivers of Sawbridgeworth ; 22. For garden roses, from Mr. James
Young of Epsom, F.H.S. ; 23. For climbing roses, from Mr. Rivers of Saw-
bridgeworth ; 24. For China roses, from Mr. James Young of Epsom, F.H.S.

;

25. For heartsease, from Mr, Gaines, Surrey Lane, Battersea; 26. For hearts-

ease, from Mr. Mountjoy of Ealing.

Julii 7. 1835.— At the Society's Office, 21. Regent Street. Exhibited. A
collection of pelargoniums, and one of heartseases, from Mrs. Lawrence,
^ryngium alpinum and Magnoh'a grandiflora, from Mr. Kirke. A collection

of roses, from Mr. Young of Epsom. Elaeocarpus cyaneus, Eschscholtzi'a

californica with supernumerary petals, (Salvia sp., and a variety of Clkvkia

elegans, from Mrs. Marryat, ^osa raicrophjUa, from E. Johnston, Esq.
Fi'oni the Garden of the Society. Alstrcemeria aurea, iSolanum etuberosum,

Chelone centranthifolia, Jntirrhinum majus double-corollaed variety, iinum
monogynum; Eschscholtz/a crocea, crocea new var., and californica; Calan-
drini« speciosa, Gilia tricolor and «chille(2/<)&, Stenactis speciosa, Eutoca
viscida, Calliprora flava, Phacelia tanacetifolia, iupinus ornatus and nanus,
CoUomia coccinea, Gypsophila elegans, iS'piras^a OTigefolia ; Pentstemon pul-

chellus, diffusus, and atropurpiireus ; Clematis erecta. Delphinium grandi-

florum, ffinothera speciosa and macrocarpa, Collinsia bicolor, Potentilla

Russell/anti, Phlox acuminata, Ferbena venosa, Catananche bicolor, Chelone
nemorosa, dahlias, border roses, Chinese roses. Strawberries : Elton, Down-
ton, American scarlet. Cherries : .Elton.
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Art. VI. Covent Garden Market.

The Cabbage Tribe.

Cabbage, per dozen

:

White
Plants, or Coleworts

Cauliflowers, per dozen

Legumes.

^^^^
I per sack

Beans, Windsor, per sack -

Kidneybeans, per J sieve
Scarlet Beans, per | sieve -

Tubers and Roots.

rper ton
Potatoes - -3 per cwt.

Cper bushel
Turnips, White, per bunch -

Carrots, per bunch

:

Young
Horn - - -

The Spinach Tribe.

Spinach, per sieve

Sorrel, per half sieve

The Onion Tribe.

Onions, when green (Ci-

boules), per bunch
Leeks, per doz, bunches
Garlic, per pound
Shallots, per pound

Pot and Sweet Herbs.

Tarragon, per dozen bunches
Fennel, per dozen bunches -

Thyme, per dozen bunches -

Sage, per dozen bunches
Mint, per dozen bunches
Peppermint, per doz. bun. .

Marjoram, per dozen bunches
Savory, green, per dozen bun.
Basil, green, per doz. bunches
Rosemary, per dozen bunches

From
£ s.d.

6
2
1 6

1 6
5 6
4 6
2 6
2

3
3
2

3

4
6

1

6

3
2

4
6

4
2
2
2
16
2
2 6

1 6
2
4

To
£ s. d.

10
2 6
4 o;

4
4
2

1

2
3

Lavender, per dozen bunches
Tansy, per dozen bunches -

Edible Fungi and Fuci.

Morels, dry, per pound
Truffles, dry, per pound :

English ...
Foreign ...
Stalksfor Pickling, SjC.

Samphire, per bunch

Fruits.

Apples, per bushel

:

Juneating - . .

Hawthornden
Peaches, per dozen
Nectarines, per dozen
Apricots, per dozen
Cherries, per pound

:

Wall Dukes
Circassians
Bigarreaus . . -

Flemish, per dozen
Gooseberries, per half sieve
Currants, per half sieve :

Black ...
White
Red, for wine
Dessert - . -

Raspberries, Red, per gallon

(2 pottles about 3 pints)
Walnuts, green, per bushel
Pine-apples, per pound
Grapes, Hot-house, per lb. .

Melons, per pound
Cucumbers, Frame, per brace

o-e-^l^IJ^uXd- :

Le-ons[P^j;|-X, - :

Sweet Almonds, per pound .

Brazil Nuts, per bushel

I

Barcelona Nuts, per peck -

iTurkey Nuts, per peck

From
£ s. d.

3
1

16

12
14

2

8
5
10
10
2

1 6
I 6

6
4
1 6

4
4
3 6
5

6
8
5
2

9
6

1 6
10

9
6
2 3
16
6
5

To
£ s. d.

4

3

7
1 10
1 10

5

4
5
1

6
4

5

4
6

8
10

8
5
1

1

3
1

2
14
2 6

Observations.-^ From the date of my last report the market has been sup-

plied constantly and freelj' with all articles in season. The continued fineness

of the weather has created a steady demand for all ripe fruits, at what may be
considered fair remunerating prices. Cherries have come to hand in good
condition, owing to the prevalence of dry weather : the crop about one third

less than last season. Currants are not more than an average crop; the price.s

as yet have been very good, and, as the season for preserving advances, will be
better. Gooseberries, of the better dessert varieties, are not plentiful ; but, in

consequence of the more extended cultivation of them, no deficiency of supply

has been experienced. The apples which have as yet been brought to market
have been in but inconsiderable quantities : they appear to be considerably

blighted, consequently very small in size : the crop is, however, generally good

;

therefore they may, as the season advances, be expected in large supply. Of
pears we have as yet had but few, principally the early Lammas varieties : the

crop of these sorts is generally good, but that of t';e better and later sorts

is not so. Some few plums, from the wall, have been brought ; the crop

not generally good. Of peaches and nectarines we have had a tolerably fair

sprinkle ; of course, forced : the crop upon the open wall is moderate. But
few apricots are to be seen as yet, but the supply expected is considerable.

Grapes are abundant, very good, and at present very moderate. Pine-apples

are now in good supply
;

prices, consequently, much more moderate. All

other articles much as usual at this season ; but the present extremely hot
weather will shorten the supply materially if it continues.— G. C. July 24.

1835.
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(^Continuedfrom p. 338.}

AuG.2S.—Hindon.—The occasional glimpses caught of Fonthill

from the high parts of the open downs, surrounded by woods, and
without a single human habitation, a fence, or a made road appear-

ing in the landscape, convey to a stranger a correct impression

of the character of the place ; viz., that of a monastic building

in a wild, hilly, and thinly inhabited country, such as we may
imagine to have existed three or four centuries ago. On arriving

at the miserable little town of Hindon, its appearance serves

rather to heighten than to lessen this impression ; without trade

or manufacture, and with no main road passing through it, it

contains only a few houses, the largest of which assume the cha-

racter of inns ; but of these inns the best does not even take in a

newspaper. Till the passing of the Reform Bill, Hindon derived

its support chiefly from the return of members to parliament;

but this resource being gone, the inhabitants are now in the

greatest misery^ Before Mr. Beckford sold Fonthill, he gene-

rously gave 20 acres to the poorest inhabitants for ever as garden

ground ; observing, as it is said, that they had need of a friend.

Fonthill Abbey ; H. Bennett^ Esq.—This place, independently

of the historical associations connected with the name of Beckford,

well deserves to be visited by every person who takes an interest

respecting, or is desirous of improving himself in, landscape-

gardening ; because it is the only one in England, in which he

will find the most perfect unity of character preserved throughout

the grounds, and that character one belonging to an age long

since past in this country, and only now to be found in certain

Vol. XI.— No. 66. k k
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mountainous regions of Catholic countries on the Continent.

The chief object of Mr. Beckford seems to have been to impress

this character on all the great leading features of Fonthill, and

only to have modern artificial scenes, as occasional episodes.

Hence there is not a single gravel walk or made road about the

place ; nor in the immediate vicinity of the house is there an

exotic tree, shrub, or flower, save an apricot and a fig tree,

planted against the south side of the grand entrance, as we may
suppose by some monk who had brought the seeds of these fruits

from some Italian or Swiss monastery.

To receive the full impression which the abbey and the scenery

immediately around it are calculated to make, it is necessary to

enter by what is called the Stone gate, which is situated at the

end of a straight avenue, nearly a mile long, while the front of

the abbey is at the opposite end. The elevated region in which

the spectator finds himself, and the solemn solitary grandeur of

this scene, recall the associations which we have formed of mo-
nasteries in alpine countries. The avenue forms the top of a

high wooded ridge, which declines on the right and left to deep

valleys, the sides of which appear to be covered with natural

wood, through which are occasionally seen glimpses of water

forming lakes. The trees, for the greater part, are of the spiry-

topped kind, which adds to the prevailing expression of alpine

scenery. This avenue is naturally of that fine close turf pecu-

liar to elevated regions and chalky soils ; and, in Mr. Beckford's

time, it was kept smoothly shaven : the work being always per-

formed during the night, in order that the prevailing character

of solitariness might not be interrupted during the day. The
breadth of the greater part of the avenue is about 100 ft. from

tree to tree. There is a depression in it about half way from

the gate to the abbey, which adds much to its effect, by giving a

natural air, as compared with the broad stately avenues on level

ground, which led to ancient baronial mansions ; but that which
completes this natural efi'ect, and prevents us from thinking for a

moment that it is a planted avenue, is, that its sides are bounded
by trees and undergrowths of different sorts, not at regular dis-

tances, but just as we may suppose they would have been if the

avenue had been cut out of a natural wood. The presence of

undergrowth among these trees decides this question at once in

the eye of the stranger. A planted avenue, with trees of the

same sort at regular distances, would have spoiled the character

of Fonthill. The depression in the surface of the ground adds

greatly to the dignity of the abbej', by elevating its site, while

it adds variety to the avenue, and preserves its natural appear-

ance, by varying the direction of its perspective lines. Near the

abbey the avenue widens so as to leave a broad area in front

;

and this area is so admirably broken by scattered native trees
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and wild bushes, as to leave no doubt, in the mind of the spec-
tator, of its having been cleared by the founders of the abbey
from the native forest. In one angle, formed by two projections

of the building, there was a small flower-garden, with a sun-dial
and fountain; but exterior to this there was nothing exotic. At
the distance of a few yards, there was a range of humble sheds,
in which workmen of different kinds were employed, hewing and
carving for continuous additions of improvements ; and this was
also quite in character with the scene, as such was often the case
with ancient monastic establishments. A little farther there were
sheds for carts, a room for Mr. Beckford's carriage, and stables

for ponies. There never were any regular stable offices, as post-

horses were always employed when the carriage was made use
of. The ponies were used, not only by Mr. Beckford, but by his

principal servants and attendants. It may be proper here to

state for the information of those who are unacquainted with the
history of Mr. Beckford and of Fonthill, that, while these im-
provements were going on, from 1800 to 1820, Mr. Beckford
resided almost constantly on the spot, saw scarcely any company,
and seldom went from home.
The appearance of the abbey character being complete, in

the general expression, the next point to be studied is the extent
and the manner in which Mr. Beckford introduced modern im-
provements in the grounds : this was exceedingly simple. He
confined himself entirely to the introduction of exotic trees and
shrubs in secluded places only; and these he disposed in what
may be called by-scenes in the woods, in such a manner as that

a person who knew nothing of trees could never suspect that

they were not natives. There was an American ground in the

place, consisting of many of the trees and shrubs of that coun-
try, disposed in groups and thickets, as if they had sprung up
naturally, with glades of turf kept smoothly mown to admit of
walking through among them, and examining their separate

beauties. There was a rose-ground, a thornery, and a pinetum
treated in the same manner ; but, along the numerous walks and
drives, the common trees and shrubs of the country were those
principally introduced. The next point of study is the manner
of conducting the walks and drives. There was, first, from the

end of the grand avenue, a broad carriage drive of several miles

in length, which made a circuit of the whole place, and displayed

the finest views of the abbey and the surrounding country. The
greater part of this country is sufficiently naked to keep up the

idea of a past age ; and the tower at Stourhead, and the woods of
Wardour Castle, are sufficiently distinct not to counteract this

impression. Within this outer drive there is a park wall that

encloses nearly 600 acres, the greater part of which is covered

with wood, but with innumerable grassy glades, and some small
K K 2
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lakes. Through this scenery, subordinate drives have been

formed, to the extent, as it is said in the Guide-Book, of 27 miles.

Two small garden episodes may be mentioned : one an herb

garden, containing such plants as we may suppose the monks
might have cultivated to use in medicine; and the other a garden

(which, when we saw it in 1807, had a small hot-house in it, not

much bigger than a cucumber frame) for a favourite dwarf. The
kitchen-garden was in the outer park, about a mile and a half

from the abbey, and was only seen from one part of the grand

drive. There remains only one point which we think particularly

worthy of study ; viz., the very natural manner in which masses

of trees of one kind are introduced into the woods. Even in

summer, when the difference in the foliage of trees consists

merely in shades of green, the good effect of this disposition is

obvious. The deep dark foliage of the Scotch pine, and the

green of the oak, form the conspicuous masses around the abbey,

contrasted by the light tints and graceful forms of a few larches

and birches, and with hazel, holly, thorn, and furze as under-

growth. On some of the very steep sides of hills, the Scotch

pine and larch are almost the only trees, with birches and alders

in the bottoms. The silver fir prevails in some places, and attains

a noble size, and the beech is also prevalent in others in very

large masses. All this is done on so large a scale, and in such

a free and natural manner, as never once to excite the idea of art

or formality.

We have spoken thus far of Fonthill as it was, or as it

may be supposed to have been, during its occupation by Mr.
Beckford ; and we have done so partly from our recollections of

what it was when we first saw it, in 1807, through the kindness

of Mr. Milne, the gardener at that time, and partly from its

present state ; but the reader will recollect that the greater part

of the abbey is now in ruins, and all the interesting parts of the

grounds (unless we except the grand avenue and drive, and the

American grounds) are in such a state of neglect, as hardly to

be recognised for what they were in 1807. To preserve the

abbey from falling was impossible, from the nature of its con-

struction ; but it is deeply to be regretted that the grounds have

fallen into hands which, from some cause or other, could suffer

the ruin to extend to them. The expense would have been very

trifling of thinnhig out the native trees and shrubs in those places

where they crowded upon the exotics in such a manner as to

injure many of them, and to destroy a still greater number. In
addition to this expense, there would have been little more than

that of mowing the walks and drives ; for the thinning and prun-
ing of the plantations generally, we may reasonably suppose

would pay itself. It is a fact worthy of notice, that scarcely any
place of the same extent was ever formed that could be kept up
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at so little expense as Fonthill. The saving by having no gravel
walks is very great; and, we are persuaded, the expense ofmowing
grass and sweeping up leaves might be greatly lessened, by the

use of such machines for this purpose as might be dragged by
horses. At all events, by letting all the mowing and sweeping up
of the leaves, by the year, to one man or party of men, the cost

would be nothing to what it generally is on gentlemen's grounds
where these operations are performed by labourers of all work
by the day. From what we have seen of the rides or drives

at Fonthill, Stourhead, Bryanstone House, and Wardour Castle,

we are persuaded that there are many situations on dry soils,

in which gi'avel walks, not only in pleasure-grounds, but even in

kitchen-gardens, might be dispensed with altogether, as in former
times. We should then be saved from the harsh lines and sunk
ditch-like excavations, bottomed with loose sand or coarse gravel,

which now disfigure so many pleasure-grounds ; not from their

own nature, but because they are so very seldom properly formed,

and kept in complete repair.

We spent the greater part of two days in looking over this

place, even to the cottages and cottage-gardens in the village

;

and, having met with some of the old men who had worked on
the grounds during the whole of Mr. Beckford's time, we
indulged ourselves in asking questions, and procured much
curious information respecting the building of the abbey, the

mode of life of Mr. Beckford while he resided in it, the falling

down of the tower in Mr. Farquhar's time, and the general

effect of Mr. Beckford's immense expenditure on the surround-

ing population.

It appears that Mr. Beckford pursued the objects of his

wishes, whatever they were, not coolly and considerately like

most other men, but with all the enthusiasm of passion. No
sooner did he decide upon any point, than he had it carried

into immediate execution, whatever might be the cost. After

the abbey was commenced, he was so impatient to get it

finished, that he kept regular relays of men at work night and
day, including Sundays ; supplying them liberally with ale and
spirits while they were at work, and when any thing was com-
pleted, which gave him particular pleasure, adding an extra

51. or \0l. to be spent in drink. The first tower, the height of

which from the ground was 400 ft., was built of wood, in order

to see its effect : this was then taken down, and the same form
put up in wood covered with cement. This fell down, and the

the tower was built a third time, on the same foundation, with

brick and stone. The foundation of the tower was originally

that of a small summer-house, to which Mr. Beckford was
making additions when the idea of the abbey occurred to him

;

and this idea he was so impatient to realise, that he could not
K K 3
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wait to remove the summer-house, to make a proper foundation

for the tower, but carried it up on the walls already standing.

The kinds of masonry, brickwork, and carpentry which were

used may easily be ascertained from the parts remaining.

Nothing can be worse : the walls are carried up in some parts

of brick, in others of stone, and in others of studwork, some-
times enclosed in stone or brick casing, but always of the

very worst description of workmanship. The mortar seems to

have been particularly bad, and never to have united either with

the stone or with the brick ; since, even in the most solid parts

of the wall which remain, it may be picked out with the fingers

in a state of powder. The appearance of the ruins, as they now
stand, produces an impression of meanness mixed with grandeur

that it is impossible to describe. The greatness of the dimen-
sions of the parts which still exist, and which, from being

covered with cement, have the appearance of stone ; and the

shattered remains of lath and plaster, studwork, and bricks,

and bond timber; and, above all, the long strings of tarred

pack-thread hanging from the nails and other remains of what
were once mouldings worked in Roman cement, have a tattered

apearance, the very opposite of the grandeur produced by
durability of execution. We feel as if we had discovered that

what, at a distance, we had supposed to be a marble statue, was,

in reality, a mere bundle of rags and straw, whited over to

produce effect. To those who are acquainted with the details

of building, and especially with the practices of the worst Lon-
don builders, the exhibition here is most amusing in a scientific

point of view ; and one may easily conceive that the work has

been chiefly carried on by men in a state of intoxication. The
manner in which the tower fell may be mentioned as something
remarkable. It had given indications of falling for some
time, and the more valuable parts of the windows and other

articles had been removed. Mr. Farquhar, however, who then

resided in one angle of the building, and who was in a very

infirm state of health, could not be brought to believe that there

was any danger. He was wheeled out in his chair on the lawn
in front, about half an hour before it fell ; and though he saw the

cracks, and the deviation of the central tower from the per-

pendicular, he treated the idea of its coming down as ridiculous.

He was carried back to his room, however, and the tower fell

almost immediately. From the manner in which it fell, from
the lightness of the materials of which it was constructed, and
partly also from a number of workmen having been for some
days making a noise in taking down articles, which it was sup-

posed by Mr. Farquhar's nephew the tower would injure if it fell,

neither Mr. Farquhar nor the servants, who were in the kitchen

preparing dinner, knew that it had fallen ; though the immense
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collection of dust which rose into the atmosphere had assembled
almost all the inhabitants of the village, and had given the

alarm even as far as Wardour Castle. Only one man (who
died in 1833) saw it fall. He is said to have described its

manner of falling as very beautiful ; it first sank perpendicularly

and slowly, and then burst and spread over the roofs of the

adjoining wings on every side, but rather more on the south-

west than on the others. The cloud of dust which arose was
enormous, and such as completely to darken the air for a con-

siderable distance around for several minutes. Such was the

concussion in the interior of the building, that one man was
forced along a passage, as if he had been in an air-gun, to the

distance of 30 ft., among dust so thick as to be felt. Another,
on the outside, was in the like manner carried to some distance.

Fortunately, no one was seriously injured. With all this, it is

almost incredible that neither Mr. Farquhar nor the servants in

the kitchen should have heard the tower fall, or known that it

had fallen, till they saw through the windows the people of the

village who had assembled to see the ruins. Still, we were
assured by different persons that this was the fact. We can
hardly account for it by the lightness of the materials and the

distance of the tower from the kitchen, and the room inhabited

by Mr. Farquhar, though this was very considerable, since the

dust must surely have penetrated everywhere to such an extent as

to excite suspicion. We were informed, however, that the dust
occasioned by taking out the windows, &c., was so considerable,

that, when Mr. Farquhar's table was covered with dust from the

falling of the tower, he thought it arose from the same cause.

Mr. Farquhar, it is said, could scarcely be convinced that the

tower was down ; and when he was so, he said he was glad of it,

for that now the house would not be too large for him to live

in. Mr. Beckford, when told at Bath, by his servant, that the

tower had fallen, merely observed, that it had then made an
obeisance to Mr. Fai'quhar, which it had never done to him.

In confirmation of our idea that Mr. Beckford's enjoyments

consisted of a succession of violent impulses, we may mention
that, when he wished a new walk to be cut in the woods, or any
work of that kind to be done, he used to say nothing about it

in the way of preparation, but merely give orders, perhaps late

in the afternoon, that it should be cleared out and in a perfect

state by the following morning at the time he came out to take

his ride. The whole strength of the village was then put in

requisition, and employed during the night ; and the next day,

when Mr. Beckford came to inspect what was done, if he was
pleased with it, he used to give a 5l. or a 10/. note to the men
who had been employed to drink, besides, of course, paying
their wages, which were always liberal. Even his charities were

K K 4
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performed in the same manner. Suddenly he has been known
to order a hundred pairs of blankets to be purchased and given

away; or all the firs to be cutout of an extensive plantation, and
all the poor who chose to take them away to be permitted to do
so, provided it were done in one night. He has also been

known suddenly to order all the waggons and carts that could

be procured to be sent off for coal to be distributed among the

poor. Mr. Beckford seldom rode out beyond his gates, but

when he did he was generally asked for charity by the poor

people. Sometimes he used to throw a 1/. note or a guinea to

them, and sometimes he used to turn round and give the sup-

pliants a severe horsewhipping. When the last was the case,

soon after he had ridden away, he generally sent back a guinea

or two to the party who had been beaten. In his mode of life

Mr. Beckford had many singularities ; though he never had any
society, yet he had his table covered every day in the most
splendid style. He has been known to give orders for a dinner

for twelve persons, and to sit down alone to it attended by twelve

servants in full dress, eat of one dish, and send all the rest away.

There were no bells in the house, with the exception, we believe,

of one room, occupied occasionally by his daughter, the Duchess
of Hamilton, The servants used to wait by turns in the ante-

rooms to the rooms which Mr. Beckford might occupy at the

time. The rooms in which he lived in general were exceed-

ingly small, and even low in the ceiling. In short, according

to our ideas of a well-proportioned room, there never was one
in the building. The finest were cubes of 22 ft. on the side.

One of the last things which Mr. Beckford did, after having
sold Fonthill, and ordered horses to be put to his carriage to

leave the place for ever, was to mount his pony, and ride

round with his gardener, to give dii'ections for various alter-

ations and improvements which he wished to have executed.

On returning to the house, his carriage being ready, he stepped

into it, and has never visited Fonthill since. Though Mr.
Beckford spent immense sums of money at Fonthill (we were
informed, on what we consider good authority, that the place in

all cost him 1,6'00,000Z.), it does not appear that he has at all

elevated the character of the labouring classes in the neighbour-

hood ; on the contrary, we were informed by Mr. Joy, the

manager for the present proprietor, that the effect was directly

the reverse. The men, in Mr. Beckford's time, were sunk past

recovery in habits of drunkenness ; and the consequence is, that

there are now only two or three of the village labourers alive

who were then employed. The labourers, however, generally,

in this part of the country, are deeply degraded by the system
of making up their wages from the poor's rates ; so much so,

indeed, that many of the married men drink every shilling that
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they earn, and leave their wives and children to be supported
entirely by the parish ; declaring, what, indeed, appears to be
their belief, that there is a law obliging the parish to provide
for their families, and that they are only bound to take care of
themselves.

These are but a few of the numerous tales which were told us

by different persons about Fonthill; and it must be recollected

that we do not vouch for the truth of any of them, though we
think the whole of them are very likely to be true. We admire
in Mr. Beckford his vivid imagination and cultivated mind, and
that good taste in landscape-gardening which produced the

perfect unity of character which pervades the grounds at Font-
hill. We also give him full credit for his good sense in having
quitted the place when he could no longer afford to keep it up,

and the honourable principle he showed in never getting into

debt, but paying liberal prices and ready money to the last.

W^e must, however, enter our protest against the recklessness

with which he employed his wealth to gratify his wishes, without

regard to its demoralising effects on the labouring population of
his neighbourhood, effects so serious that it will take a gene-
ration to remove them. Far happier will it always be for a
country gentleman to cultivate feelings of kindness and sympathy
for all those that are about him, and to encourage similar

feelings in them towards him, than merely to lavish money upon
them. Still, it is as impossible not to admire Mr. Beckford, as

it is not to admire Lord Byron, from the native grandeur of his

mind, its superior cultivation, and the high aristocratic feeling

which he possessed, unmixed with the slightest shade of mean-
ness. His faults and eccentricities appear to have been chiefly

caused by an ardent temperament, stimulated by the early

possession of almost unbounded wealth, and unchecked by the

restraints of reason, prudence, and human sympathy.

Art. II. A Series of Designs Jhr laying out and planting Flotver-

Gardens, tvith Remarks on each by the Conductor. Design 4'., by
A Young Gardener.

First, as to the " beauties " of the plan of a garden in Vol.

VII. fig. 130., repeated in the present volume, in p. 238. and
239., 1 think they consist in the outlines of the plantations,

which appear well calculated to add to the apparent breadth of

the interior ground. The gravel walks, too, harmonise with

these outlines ; and the sweeps are easy and graceful, with the

exception of the punchbowl-like form of a diverging branch,

near the far corner fronting the house.
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Secondly, as to the " defects," the solitary trees, particularly

those near the middle of the ground, have too much the appear-

ance of dotting ; that is, they do not group well together from

evei'y point of view : the beds seem to have little connexion

with one another, or with any of the judicious outlines of the

plot. Some of them, I think, occupy too much breadth ; the

group to the left of the house appears to me too stiff and formal,

and the turf too narrow between the straight-sided beds. The
circle and ovals I think too formal ; nor do I think that any

trees should stand in any of the beds, as, besides the injury pro-

duced by their roots and shade to the shrubs and plants which

ought to fill such beds, it would be impossible to make such

humble plants as shrubs and flowers harmonise, or form a

whole, with the branches of a lofty tree.

As such appear to me the defects of the plan in p. 238, 239.,

I have endeavoured to avoid them in the plan {fig- Q5.) which

I herewith transmit for your criticism.

Perthshire^ April 4. 1832.

The remarks of A Young Gardener show that he has thought

on the subject of laying out grounds ; and, if he has continued to

do so since he sent us this plan, which was in April, 1832, we
have no doubt that by this time he will be as well able to point

out the faults of his own design as we are.

Before criticising any work whatever, the critic ought to

make himself, as far as he can from the work itself, acquainted

with the intentions of its author. It is evident that A Young
Gardener intended to arrange the central area o^ Jig. 65. as a

flower-garden ; and hence he was entitled, if he chose, to cover

it over with flower-beds. Now, this may be done in various

ways, each consistent with itself. First, it may be covered over

with regular figures, say circles, ovals, &c., at regular distances

;

secondly, it may be covered with regular figures at irregular

distances, that is, grouped ; thirdly, it may be covered with

irregular figures at irregular distances ; fourthly, with irregular

figures at regular distances ; and, lastly, it may be covered

with symmetrical figures, or arranged as one symmetrical figure.

It could not, however, be covered with a mixture of two or

more, or all of these descriptions of figures, and preserve unity of

expression, or the idea of a perfect whole.

Our Young Gardener has attempted to cover the area with

irregular figures at, as near as practicable, regular distances.

The pains he has taken to do this are evidently considerable;

and, if the beds in Jig. 65. were sufficiently large to admit of

their being planted with shrubs instead of flowers, the whole

area of the garden would be one intricate maze of beauty.
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Planted with flowers, however, the entire shape of every bed
would be seen at once; and then the question which would
arise in the mind of the spectator would be, Why were such
anomalous forms adopted for these beds, and why are some of

them so very grotesque ? Our Young Gardener will perhaps

answer, that he varied the beds as much as he could, in order

to produce as much variety as possible ; or he might say that

he preferred having a grotesque character throughout. He
might also say that he intended many of the beds to be filled

with low flowering shrubs, such as azaleas, rhododendrons, &c.,

and this to be done in such a way as to break the area into

diiferent scenes, and prevent the whole of it from being seen at

once from any one point of view. In either of these cases we
should say that the Young Gardener has attained the end that he
had in view, and so far, therefore, he is entitled to approbation.

The next point that we shall consider is, the taste of the

Young Gardener in selecting either of these ends ; and here we
feel inclined to differ from him. The beds, though they exhibit

a similarity of character throughout, do not unite in forming a
whole, because a whole must be composed of principal and
secondary parts, and these beds are all pretty nearly of the

same size. On looking at the plan, there appears such a same-
ness in form and character, and such seeming equidistance in

the position of the beds, that the actual result is a kind of

monotony.
There are two ways of avoiding this monotony when a space

is to be covered with irregular figures at regular distances : the

first is, to have all the figures of the same character of form,

but to have them much larger in one place than in another, as

in Jig. 66. ; and the second is, to have all the beds or figures of

the same character as to size, but to have one kind of figure

prevailing in one place, and another in another place, as in

Jig. 67. It will be allowed, we think, that there is a greater

expression of order in the two last figures than in ^g. 65., and
that either of them forms a better whole than it does.

It must always be recollected that the beds are but the means,
and that the flowers or shrubs which grow in them are the end.

Whatever, therefore, seems to exalt the means above the end,

must be in bad taste ; whenever the forms of the beds of a

flower-garden make a stronger impression on the spectator than

the flowers which are growing in them, whether the forms are

elegant in themselves or otherwise, the spectator may rely on it

that there is something wrong either in his taste, or in the taste

or in the culture of the flower-garden. Of course we are not

speaking of a flower-garden in winter, when there are no flowers

or herbaceous plants to attract attention from the form of the

beds ; nor of those parterres of embroidery, as they are called.
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which are formed of lines and scrolls of box, and in which the

figures formed by the lines of box are every thing, and the

plants, when any are planted in them, are frequently more
a deformity than a beauty. We speak only of parterres

lor the display of fine herbaceous flowers ; and for this purpose,

of all the plans which we have given to the reader in this

volume, hitherto, we decidedly prefer fig. 51. p. 357.

We entirely agree with the Young Gardener, that there

ought to be no trees in such a flower-garden as he has designed,

and not even a single shrub on the grass. Planting single

shrubs among beds of shrubs and flowers is good, where the

ultimate intention is to cover the dug clumps, containing the

shrubs, with their branches, or to turf the ground over up to

these branches ; but single shrubs create confusion, and inter-

fere with unity of expression, where a lawn is covered with beds

in which nothing but herbaceous flowers are grown. The want

of this unity of expression is at present strikingly exemplified in

the Zoological Gardens in the Regent's Park, where, in the

south-east angle, a portion of lawn, recently added to the

gardens, displays, in patches or singly, standard roses, orna-

mental trees, low shrubs, dahlias, carnations, heartseases, pelar-

goniums, fuchsias, and many other plants, all counteracting the

effect of one another ; but each, no doubt, admired separately

by those who look only to parts or details, without reference to

general results, or their cooperation in forming a whole.

We may here observe, with reference to the circular beds in

fig. 51., that if they were to be formed in a loose sandy soil,

we would surround every one of them underground with a 4-in.

wall of brick, carried up to within a few inches of the surface.

In short, we would make each bed a small well or pond of

3 ft. or more in depth ; and this would not only preserve the

correct circular form at the surface, but it would admit of

changing the soil in which the plants were grown at pleasure.

This changing of the soil, not merely to the depth of 3 ft, but,

in some cases, to the depth of 4 ft., or 5 ft., is essential to grow-

ing some plants in the very best manner ; and unless they are

grown in the very best manner, it is surely hardly worth while

to display them in a flower-garden. In a strong clayey soil, on

a level surface, bricking or otherwise walling the insides of

flower-beds is unnecessary ; but in most others we are persuaded

that it would be ?i very great improvement.

Hitherto it has been a very great mistake in landscape-gar-

deners and amateurs, to seek only for picturesque beauty ; or,

at all events, to seek for that description of beauty in scenes

altogether unfit to produce it, and in which it would be contrary

to reason to attempt its production. It is this fancied necessity

for having picturesque beauty everywhere which has led to the

I
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inconsistency of mixing trees and shrubs together in shrubberies,

and scattering single trees and single shrubs in flower-gardens,

or on lawns among flower-beds. If the parties who adopt this

practice will only reflect on what constitutes unity of expression,

or, in other words, on what would give most effect to their

flowers, and also to their shrubs, we feel confident they would
give it up. If even flowering shrubs and flowering herbaceous

plants are to be exhibited on the same lawn, they will always

have most effect when displayed in separate beds, as shown in

fig. 51., grouped with themselves, and with the flower-beds, on
the principle exemplified in that figure. But, in cases of this

sort, it must always be recollected that the shrubs are to be of

the low-growing, flowering kinds, and not such articles as

common lilacs, laurels, phillyreas, &c. We refer to what we
have said on the subject in p. 412,

Art. III. Remarks on Competition Designs for Flotver-Gardens,

mth a Design adapted to a particularly/ shaped Piece of Ground, and
containing a Problem for Solution as to Floiver-Gardens. By Mr»
T. RUTGER.

I CONCEIVE that offering you designs by way of competition

for flower-gardens will prove useful to the admirers of Flora

;

but, perhaps, a hint upon the subject may not be amiss. It is to

be presumed that persons who may offer designs for approval

will make choice of the shape and quantity of ground that may
suit their own ideas, or, rather, such as may be suitable for the

borders, clumps, turf, shrubs, &c., which they may wish to place

in it. Now, I do not think there is much difficulty in laying

down designs of this description that may please the eye, and
also be of use to such as are about to make flower-gardens ; but,

I think, a better and more useful way would be, to give in your
Magazine the size and shape of the ground^ together with the

points of the compass, place of entrance

required, &c., which might easily be done by
a small skeleton plan accompanying the re-

quest. I conceive by this method more in-

genuity would be displayed, and conse-

quently more merit shown, by the person

who might succeed in giving the most ap-

propriate design, than in any other; as in

some instances the spot made choice of for

the purpose may be so shaped as to render

it difficult for the designer either to please

himself or others.

L L 2
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Ft. 5 15 25 35 45

a a. Part cut off for a shrubery.

In order to illustrate what I mean, let the skeleton plan be

given for a lady's small flower-garden, supposing it to be a tra-

pezium, and the entrance to be in the centre, on the south (see

Jig. 68.). Now, this being not very eligible in point of shape,

means must be taken to render it so. The design {^g. 69.)

will show what is meant ; not that it is intended as one not to

be excelled, but merely one by way of illustration. The ground
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being rather out of proportion in length, a part is cut off and
appropriated for a small shrubbery, at the entrance; and, as it

runs to an acute angle at the north-east corner, a section of the

whole width is cut off for grass plots, shrubbery, and an arbour,

thus rendering the remainder more available for laying out ac-

cording to the taste of the designer. This garden being small,

no turf is introduced except at the north end, where it surrounds

two small oval clumps; and the same design might be retained if

the north end were parallel, or nearly so, to the south end, as in-

dicated by the dotted lines.

Flower-gardens, such as the one here given, are rather small

to introduce turf adjoining to or among the beds with advan-
tage ; but, when they are sufficiently large, it adds much towards
variety and embellishment, particularly when dwarf and choice

shrubs are planted thereon. (See fig. 14., p. 205. of the present

volume.)

In laying out a mixed, or shrubbery, flower-garden, much may
be done in a small space, to give variety and effect, particularly

if a small stream of water can be led through it. In this case,

close planting is necessary, in order to give as much variety to

the walk as possible, by preventing its being seen in long dis-

tances : a rustic erection or two placed in the line of the walk,

to walk through, and covered with creepers, with a recess in the

centre, furnished with a seat and table, may be appropriate for

such a garden ; and the streamlet, if it can be brought in, flow-

ing over a small cascade, or issuing from some figure, it will be
all the better; and then it may be conducted to a pond for gold
and silver fish, or for an aquarium ; and at some distance,

towards the extreme end, it may be widened, to afford an ap-

parent necessity for a bridge, which may be thrown over it with

the assistance of the roots of large trees, on the sides of which
creepers may be introduced. A mass of rockwork, in an ap-
propriate situation, will add to the effect, also a few vases, with

other embellishments. These, with the walk around properly

arranged through the shrubbery, with beds of flowers here and
there in the openings placed on its margin, and a few clumps
with shrubs in the centre, with a few dotted upon the grass, will

make a very engaging retreat, and may be accomplished in the

space of a half or three quarters of an acre, which, if of an ob-
long shape, is all the better. A garden of this description, if

placed near the house, in a recluse situation, may be convenient

for a lady-gardener, whose inclinations may prompt her to re-

creations of this kind ; and it will prove a constant source of

delight and amusement to her, while employed in adding to its

embellishments, and inhaling the sweets from the flowers she
may choose to appropriate for that purpose.

L L 3
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Required to fill up, on an enlarged scale, the outline fig, 70.

for a shrubbery flower-garden, where there is a stream of water

available, to be brought in at the west end. It is also required,

that the entrances shall be from the walk which is contiguous to

the outline, and marked with a dotted line.

Shortgrove, Essex, 1834<.

Art. IV. On a neto Mode offorming curved Lines, in laying out
Grounds. By Mr. Alexander Forsyth.

The only correct *tX)ay in iiohich a Spiral Line, or Volute, can be

made, {fg, 71.)

Make a circle around
the centre ofyour intended
volute, as much in circum-
ference as you intend the

breadth of your circuitous

border to be : stick this

circumferential line full of
pegs, and tie one end of a
garden line to one ofthem.
Then, taking the other in

your hand, go out to the

point where you intend

the volute to begin ; and as

you circumambulate, hold-
ing the line strained tight,

you will delineate on the ground the figure required ; viz.fig. 71.
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Toform a Volute where theBorder is narroxoer toxsoard the Centre^
like the shell of a snail, {fig. 72.)

Make a circle as

before, and, instead of
driving the pegs up-
right, let them form a
cone; or, instead of
pegs, use a large flower-

pot whelmed, and, if

necessary, a smaller

one whelmed over it.

Measure the radius of
your volute, and wind
that complement of
line round the cone in

such a manner as to

correspond with the

varying breadth of
your intended border, and commence making the figure at the
interior, by unwinding the line, and you will have^^. 72.

To delineate the Volute

Jig. 73.— Wind the hne
around the cone in the

same manner as for^. 72.,

only unwind it from the

other end.

A new method of striking

out Circles^ and other Cur-
vilineal Figures hy means of
a Theodolite^ or isoith a com-

mon Cross Staff"and Measur-
ing Chain, applicable alike to

circumscribe the area of one

inch, and the demesne of
several square miles.

With a Cross-Staff {fig. 1 5.) andChain.— Suppose a, inj'^-. 74-.,

a point in the intended arc : stick a peg there, and, with the

handle of the cross staff stuck through the handle of the chain,

set up the staff in b (another point in the intended arc) with

the base pointing to a. Then measure the distance from b to a
(say 50 links) ; and let an assistant be directed to put in a peg
in r, forming a right angle with the line 6 a, at a certain ratio

from b (say 5 links). Raise the cross staff (putting a peg in its

place), and plant it at c, 50 links from b, and forming the line

era; set off 5 links on the line c r at right angles with the

line c b, and so on, till you end where you began.
L L 4
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Fig. 76. differs from the above only in this, that the angles

are taken outside. Set up three pegs, say 50 links apart, as be-

fore, and fix the cross staff in ;•, with one sight on the line r b a.

and the other point-

ing to c. Then
measure r b and r c,

and remove to the

line e c b; draw e d
equal to r c, and e c

equal to r b, and so

on.

The same end may
be obtained by a theo-

dolite, or by any other
instrument for taking

angles ; or even with

three needles stuck

in a board forming

the requisite oblique

angle ; setting the in-

strument in b, 50
links from «, with

one leg of the angle

on the line b «, and by the other leg directing an assistant to

place the peg c at the distance of 50 links. Then remove to c,

and soon.

Having been employed by an architect, some years ago, to

carry the pins used in laying out an approach road, I was very

much surprised at the unsystematic manner in which it was
done ; and the architect being one of great learning and expe-
rience, I concluded that there was something wrong in his system.

He began at the portico of the house, sticking in a pin at the

point which was to be the middle of the walk, and, proceeding in

the destined direction onwards by guess, he stuck in another

pin at a short distance, and so on to the end of the line. Then
returning to the portico, he set up his theodolite, and commenced
taking the level, by making an observation at every 100 ft., for

the purpose of ascertaining the depth of cutting or banking ne-
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cessary to reduce the humps and hollows to a plane, and in this

he succeeded beautifully ; but very different indeed was the ap-

pearance, when finished, of the lineal direction. Viewed from

an eminence opposite, it resembled the devious track of a poacher
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in the snow. The surface of the park being very steep and un-

dulated, very few of the pins could be seen at once, which ren-

dered the eye, unassisted by measurement, a very unsafe guide.

The above system being perfectly original, and not to be found

in any book of geometry that I have been able to consult, I

hesitate not to say, that they are valuable to the delineator of

sweeps and circles ; and should any of the readers of this paper

say that these articles are not original, I shall be very much
obliged if they will favour me with the name of the work where
they are to be found.

OakJiill Gardens^ near Barnet, July 18. 1835.

Art. V. Notice of a neto Mode of numbering Plants, the Invention

ofMr. William Morris. Communicated by Mr. Morris.

I- SEND you my mode of naming and numbering plants, which,

from the form (exemplified inj'^-. 77. a) being so easily retained

in the memory, I consider preferable to Seton's.

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

M 77.

Mark used for 0.

|r\ No.tch used for separation.

In numbering on this plan, for 1, 2, 3, I cut as in^^. 77. b.

As an example, take species 341, variety 2. {Jig. 78.)

78

This plan has not been communicated to any person besides

yourself.

HenstridgCy Somersetshire^ May 7. 1835
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Art. VI. Ground Plan, Elevation, and Description of a Moss House
erected at Murtle, in Aberdeenshire. By Mr. James Alexander,
Gardener at Maeslough Castle, South Wales.

J. HEREWITH send you a description of a moss house in the

grounds at Murtle, near Aberdeen. The ground plan has nine

equal sides, with a portico all round, supported on nine rustic

pillars, each 1 ft. in diameter, with capitals 1 ft. 2 in. square

and 4 in. thick ; and on which rest four courses of rustic planks,

6 in. thick each, laid horizontally, which connect the whole of

the pillars.

Fig. 79. is the ground plan, shown as it is, raised on a base

1 ft. high, and surrounded by a gravel walk, a shows the

79

n 6 10

position and form of the seat, which is made of well-seasoned

rustic wood. The floor of the cell is laid with broken bottles,

with their bottoms upwards, and the hollows filled in with

Roman cement and sea shells. The space below the portico is

paved in star and diamond forms, with small stones of various

colours from the sea beach.
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The joists are 4 in. thick, and 5 in. deep, and on thera rests the

roof, which is slated next the timbers, with a coat of heath 9 in.

thick above the slates ; this being considered as corresponding-

better with the rustic work than either slates or tiles. The wall

of the cell is 9 in. thick, and consists of nine upright posts, on
the inside of which are nailed horizontally, the upper edge

standing out about an inch from the posts, strips of wood three

fourths of an inch square, and one inch apart. In the interstice

at the upper edge, and in those between the strips, the moss is

rammed in with a wedge-shaped piece of wood. The ceiling is

done in the same manner, and has the form of a star in the

centre, pointing towards each corner : this star is made of Ce-
iiomyce rangiferina. The cornice is made of the cones of the

Pinus sylvestris var. rubra, three rows being laid horizontally,

and one row set on end, and projecting a little outward. The
door is made of rustic work, and has a Gothic window in it,

similar to the two windows in the wall, filled in with stained

glass.
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Fig. 80. is an elevation of the moss house showing the door,
&c. The bark was taken off all the rustic wood before it was
used (the seat excepted), and the wood had, when newly fi-

nished, rather a glaring appearance; but, in the course of one
or two years, it got a grayish tint, which will probably be lasting

;

whereas, if it had been used with the bark on, in that time it

would have been falling off, and the whole would have had a
rugged and dilapidated aspect.

Maeslaugh Castle, South Wales, Feb. 4. 1835.

Art. VII. On the Management of Grass Lavons. By Mr. T. Rutger.

The beauty of our English lawns is proverbial, as they far

exceed in the richness and perpetuity of their verdure those on
the Continent : this is to be attributed chiefly to our climate, as-

sisted perhaps, in many instances, by the richness and depth of
the soil. The beauty and perfection of a lawn consists in the
evenness of its surface, whether on the level or slope ; the ab-
sence of worm casts, and of every kind of obnoxious plants,

such as the daisy, plantain, &c., and also of the coarse grasses ;

such as the HoXcns lanatus, Z)actylis glomerata, and others that

might be named, with the exclusion likewise of moss. A per-
petual verdure is also indispensable to the completion of the

whole. To preserve a lawn in high keeping, considerable labour and
attention are necessary, particularly during the summer months;
the process of which, although simple, if it is not followed up,

will soon discover neglect. The common routine of rolling and
mowing once in a week or ten days may be sujfficiently under-
stood; and this alone, in a tolerably moist season, may be sufficient

to effect a neat appearance ; but, in seasons of drought, frequent
waterings should also be resorted to, and particularly upon thin

and gravelly soils ; and this should be commenced on the very
first appearance of any change in the colour of the grass. Were
it possible to prognosticate the exact time when a season of
drought should commence, I should advise the scythe to be laid

by in time, so that the grass might nearly want cutting when the

diy weather began, as by this means the ground would be some-
what shaded, and the watering have a greater effect towards
preserving the verdure. It may also be observed, that, during
the dry weather, the daisy rake, if frequently used, will be in

many cases sufficient to remove every thing that may appear un-
pleasant to the eye.

But it must not be considered that merely rolling, mowing,
sweeping, raking, and watering are all that is necessary to pre-

serve the beauty of a lawn ; it is necessary that the soil should

also be kept in good condition, or, as the term expresses, and
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which is often used, " in good heart ;" otherwise it will, by per-^

petual cutting, soon become impoverished,, and a mossy surface

will shortly make its appearance. I am aware that there are

some who prefer this; but I conceive the perfection of a lawn

does not consist in its being composed of a bed of moss, how-
ever pleasant it may be to walk^upon ; the beautiful verdure of

grass is far more attractive, and, when in good order, is in far

better keeping with the walks and shrubbery adjoining : but, to

secure this, manure is occasionally necessary; and, the richer it is,

the less quantity of it, when applied, will be wanted, and the finer

it is in its component parts the better, so that by a few strokes

with the broom it may disappear. I should recommend this

operation to take place late in the autumn, when the scythe has

been laid by, and prior to it that the garden rake be used in

scratching over the surface, so as to admit the manure the more
readily to incorporate itself with the soil. In about a fortnight

after the manure has been applied, the roller may be employed
to restore all to its former level. It may not be amiss to observe,

that the manure used should be as free from the seeds of weeds

as possible. I know of no manure more efficacious, in proportion

to the quantity used, nor that will impart a greater degree of

energy to the soil, than soot, which, being perfectly free from

seeds of any kind, may be applied with great advantage when
used with caution, and it will produce a most beautiful ver-

dure. Soot is also an antidote against the worms, and will in a

great measure supersede the necessity of using lime water.

In laying down a lawn either by turfing or sowing, the direc-

tions given in your Mncyc. of Gardening are quite sufficient; I

therefore will only add, that, in cases of a gravelly surface, and
where excavation is necessary, it should be done in such a man-
ner as to give an equal depth of soil over the whole, and that

the soil should be of an equal quality, as otherwise the grass will

be of unequal growth, which will render it impossible to preserve

in it that uniformity of appearance which is necessary to render

it pleasing to the eye.

The hints here given are intended rather for the suburban
and other villas, than for places upon a large scale, where the

lawns are so extensive, as to render it impracticable to carry

them into effect, unless at an expense beyond what most persons,

however rich, would be inclined to go to in this branch of orna-

mental gardening.

Portland Place^ June, 1835.

[The finer lawns on the Continent are watered on the surface in

the evenings of the hotter summer months. In our next Number
a mode of underground irrigation suitable for gardens, and especi-

ally for arboretums, will be suggested, which may probably also

answer for lawns.]
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Art. VIII. Short Communication.

The Simple Field-Style {^g. 81.) is in use in the fences which
separate fields in some parts of Worcestershire. It is merely

two posts, somewhat curved, either placed
close together at bottom, and about a foot

apart at top ; or placed six or eight inches
apart at bottom, with the cross piece h at

about a foot from the ground. In either

case the expense is trifling. It is not likely

to go out of repair ; and, while it is most
readily passed by females, and even children,

no cattle, not even sheep and lambs, can
pass through it. [To prevent the possi-

bility of sheep or cattle of any kind passing
through such an opening in a fence, it is

only farther necessary to drive in two posts, each about a foot

distance from the centre of the stile. This, however, is never
found necessary in Worcestershire, though it might in counties

where Welsh or Highland sheep are kept in enclosed pastures.]
— Anon. Worcestershire, July 1834.

Art. IX. Floricultural and Botanical Notices of nevdy introduced

Plants, and of Plants of Interest previously in our Gardens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions of the " Encyclopcsdia of Plants,''

and of the " Hortus Britannicus."

Curtis s Botanical Magazine ; in monthly numbers, each containing
eight plates ; 3s. 6d. coloured, Ss. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow.

Edtvards's Botanical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing
eight plates; 45. coloured, 3,?. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,
Professor of Botany in the London University.

Sweet's British Flovoer-Garden ; in monthly numbers, each containing

four plates ; 3s. coloured, 2s. Sd. plain. Edited by David Don,
Esq., Librarian to the Linnsean Society.

Facts *w?iich have a general Relation to Floriculture.— Dr.
Hooker has discontinued his Journal of Botany so far as to its

name ; but a continuation of the supply of the kind of inform-

ation which has been published in the Journal of Botany is to

be made in a work to be entitled. Companion to the Botanical
Magazine. It was announced upon the cover of the Bot. Mag.,
the number for August, that the first number of the Companion
was published on that day. Each number is to include two
sheets of closely printed matter, accompanied by two plates par-

tially coloured : its price Is. 6d. ; stitched with the magazine, Is.
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Embryo Dicotyledonous : Corolla Polypetalous, or not
PRESENT.

III. Kammculdcea, § spurice.

1596. PJEO^^IA 14094 MoHtan [Sw. fl. gar. 2. s. 297
var. punfcea D. Don red.coroUaed 36 spl 3 ? my Carmine English seedling 1831 ? C p.l

" Communicated in May last by Sir Abraham Hume, Bart.,

from his collection at Wormleybury. It is most probably a

seedling from Anneslei [P. Moutan var. Annesle/J, as it agrees

with that variety in habit, and in the uniform rich colour of its

petals. The flowers, however, are larger than in that variety,

with the petals more numerous, more deeply cut, and of the

colour of carmine." [The Brit. Flo'isoer-Gardeii, August.)

XXIT. Berberidese.

In the Penny Cyclopcedia, No. 237., the order BerberidecB is

treated of; and nineteen species of Berheris are described, each

in some detail, and incidental information on species additional

in number to these is supplied. Every one who desires inform-

ation on the berberries should acquire this number of the Penny
Cyclopcedia.

LX. Proteacese.

317. HA^KE^. [" Sw. Fl. Austral., t. 45. It comes nearest to Mr. Brown's H repanda." Dr. Graham.
t2679. ferrugfnea Cun. rusly-barked Ht

\ | or 6 my.jl Pa Y N. HoU. 1825 C s.p Bot. mag. 3424

Rather handsome ; free-growing ; upright ; bark brown, that

of the twigs covered with brown tomentum. Branches long,

slender, drooping. Leaves ovate-oblong, 2 in. to 3 in. long,

8 to 13 lines broad. Fascicles of flowers axillary, sessile. ... It

flowers very freely in the green-house, and probably will thrive

upon a south wall where we have lately planted it. [Dr. Gra/iam,

Edinburgh Botanic Garden, in Bot. Mag. August.)

LXXm. Rosdcece.

1528. POTENTI'LLA.
13637a. nemor^i.formbsa a hybrid between Tormentdla rfptans L. (Potentilla nemorJilis N.), the male

[parent, and Potentilla formbsa, the female parent ^ A or prostrate my.n O spot
Irish hybrid 1829 D rockwork

Sir, In reference to R. Tongue's hybrid tormentilla, described

in p. 373., I beg to hand you the enclosed specimens of a hybrid

tormentilla, which I succeeded in raising here in 1829, which
seems to be nearly, if not the very same as R. Tongue's. In

1827 I planted, with a view to hybridising, a patch of the Po-
tentilla r5sea [? formosa] and Tormentilla reptans [Potentilla

nemoralis Nestler'} in one place; in 1828 they both flowered

freely, and the potentilla ripened seeds, which were sowed in

1829, and produced about 150 plants; most of these flowered

in 1830, and proved themselves to be the same as the Potentilla

rosea [? formosa], except two plants, the one closely resembling

the Potentilla ati'osanguinea, and the other the plant I have

sent you the specimen of. It resembles more the tormentilla

than its female parent in its habits, having slender prostrate stems

I
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of about 15 in. in length, but does not root at the joints, al-

though encouraged by layering, but dies back, like its female
parent, in winter. However, I have succeeded, this season, in

obtaining four fine plants of it, by dividing it at the rootstock,

which are all now in fine bloom. It is a great flowerer from May
until November, and will be a handsome addition to the flora of

rock-work, for which it seems peculiarly eligible. I may men-
tion, for the sake of those who advocate the existence of the

condition of sterility in hybrids, that it has hitherto continued

barren, although it has now been flowering these six years. The
description given in p. 373. of Mr. Tongue's hybrid answers so

nearly to the kind I have raised, that one would think that it

was the same plant, although it could not by any possibility

be so : if it deviate at all from that description, I would say

that the colour of the flower of my plant is orange ; that it is

larger than a sixpenny piece ; and that the sepals of the outer

series are not so long, nor so broad, as those of the inner one,

and are reflexed. — John Smith. Ballysagartmore, Lisinore,

Ireland, Jidy 20. 1835.

[In the specimens sent, for which we thank Mr. Smith, the

likeness appears to us to be strong to P. formosa, but with the

stems, branches, and peduncles much slenderer, and the leaves

much smaller; the flowers are large for the habit, and the colour

very dissimilar to that of P. formosa. Mr. Tongue's hybrid
was more similar in habit to T. reptans.]

LXXIV. Pomdcece.

1506. CRAT^'GUS. [1824 s B G C co Sw. fl. gar. 2. s. SCO
tl2933 mexic^na M. ^ S. Mexican a i ? | ? or 10 su W The table lands of Mexico 1823 or else

The figure exhibits inflorescence, flowers, leaves, and fruit,

and these from a plant which flowered in summer, 1834, and
bore ripe fruit in November, 1834, each for the first time, in the

garden of Boyton House, Wilts, the residence of A. B. Lam-
bert, Esq., where this plant had been raised from seed received,

in 1829, from the native country of the species, "the table

lands of Mexico." The plant in the garden at Boyton House
is a small bushy tree, 8 ft. to 10 ft. high, spineless, apparently

evergreen ; the leaves may be stated to resemble those of Mespilus
grandiflora ; flowers disposed in many-flowered corymbs at the

tips of branchlets ; corolla pure white ; anthers pale pink; pome
(fruit) of about the size of a medlar of the common smaller

kind, globose, slightly tapered at the base, glabrous, when un-
ripe green, when ripe pale yellow with dots of brown ; flesh of

a disagreeble bitter taste. Mr. D. Don has deemed it a valuable

addition to our sorts of hardy shrubs, as it produces an abund-
ance of white blossoms, which are succeeded by fruit of unusual

size [it is much larger, even, than the almost cherry-sized

Vol. XL— No. 66. m h
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fruit of the C. coccinea], and of a pale golden colour. [Brit.

Mow.- Garden, August.)

When was C niexicana introduced into Britain ? 1823, G.

Don in Loudon's H. B., p. 201., and in G. Don's Syst. of Gard.

and Bot., ii. 601.; 1824, Sweet in his H. B., ed". 2. p. 175.;

1829, D. Don, in the Brit. Fiorver-Gardefi, t. 300.; for I un-

derstand his account to represent Mr. Lambert to be the first

introducer of it, and this in 1829. These facts relate to this

question : in Lee's nursery are plants of C. niexicana for sale, and

in the garden of the London Horticultural Society are two plants,

there may be more, of it. If the plants in these places have not

been derived from Mr. Lambert's plant, C. mexicana has been

introduced by some person or persons other than Mr. Lambert,

and possibly earlier than by him. Mr. H. Laundy has com-
municated, in G. M., ix. 630., some information upon what he

has cited as " the Cratae^gus stipulacea, which was received by
Mr. Young of Taunton, h'om the late Mr. R. Barclay of Bury
Hill, under the specific name of mexicana." Is the species

here implied the C. mexicana rather than the C. stipulacea? Mr.
Laundy's communication is dated Sept. 2. 1833 : the Cratae^gus

had been received from Bury Hill at some previous time.

The degree of hardiness of C. mexicana in Britain. Mr. G.
Don has marked it, in Loudon's H. B., p. 201., to require the

shelter of a frame : Mr. Sweet had done the same, in his

H. B., ed. 2. p. 175. : Mr. D. Don has stated it, in the Brit.

Flox'o.-Garden, t. 300., to be quite hardy. In the garden of the

London Horticultural Society, one plant is planted in a clump
in the arboretum in the open garden ; another is trained to the

southward face of a tall wall, and materials of shelter are placed

during winter over the plant at some feet above it : this plant is

much larger and more luxuriant than that ; but the difference

may be owing to other causes than the shelter. Mr. H. Laundy
has noted, in the communication referred to above, on the species

of Cratse^gus there implied, be this mexicana or not, " nor does

it always ripen the extremities of the shoots sufficiently to en-

able it to resist our winters unhurt."

XCI. 'Empetrece.

2739. £'MPETRUM. [America 1833? 1830? L s.p Bot. reg. 1783
2411IO rQbrum Wi/ld. red-frmieU )U tt- fr procumbent ... Brown purple Southern point of South

The sex of the specimen figured is the female. " We have hitherto seen only fertile individuals alive

;

but in all probability sterile ones exist somewhere in collections."— Lindley.

" Although not striking in its appearance, it forms an interest-

ing addition to the hardy evergreen shrubs of this country. . . .

It grows freely in peat among other plants of a similar kind."

Mr. Low of the Clapton Nursery has lately introduced it,

" under the name of ' the Cranberry of Staten Island.' " It . . *

is found all over the southern point of South America, growing
with Pernettia mucronata [see Vol. X. p. 286.] along the sandy
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coast, spreading over the stones, but especially thriving at the
back of the low sand hills by which the shore is often skirted.

It is, however, by no means confined to this locality ; for we
[Dr. Lindley] have specimens of it collected at Conception by
Macrae. According to Gandichaud, the red berries are pleasant
to eat." {Bot. Reg., August.)

Embryo Dicotyledonous: Corolla Monopetalous.

CLXX. EricdcecE.

.ioH-
^f^l'CA. [-Bot. mag, 3427

t9820. recurvata Eedf. drooping round-headed &
\ | or 2 my Dp. Br W R C G H 1810 C s pSynonymy :

" Euryl6ma recurvS^ta Don, Syst. of Gard. and Bot, iii. 817."—X)>-. Hooker.
The plant Dr. Hooker has illustrated disagrees, he has shown, with some essential characters of Don's

;__ genus EuryKima. Compare the characters of this genus with those cited below on this plant.

The foliage is of a delicate green colour. The leaves at the
extremity of the branches form a sort of starry involucre about
the dense heads of flowers; each head consists of from 10 to 16
flowers, calyx of four awl-shaped white segments which do not
spread. Corolla between ovate and cylindrical, about ^in. long,

white in the tube, deep-brown in the segments : these are erect or
rather connivent. Style twice as long as the corolla, britrht red
in its terminal part. E. recurvata " produces its singular blos-

soms in the heathery of the Glasgow Botanic Garden, in the
month of May." {Bot. Mag., August.)

CLXXII. Yacciniece.

1194. FACCI'NIUM.
10107rt albiflfirum i^oofc. white-corollaed 36 or ... my W N.America 1833? Lp Bot. mag. 3428

Allied to V. corymbosum L. It may possiby be the F. album of Lam. (not of Linn., for that Sir James
Smith has ascertained to be the Xyli^steum ciliatum /S Ph., nor of Pursh, which is Taccinium sta-

, mineum [" Andrews's Bot. Rep., not of Linn."] ; but the description is too vague to allow a cor-
conclusion.

—

Dr. Hooker.

Very pretty. It has been received at the Glasgow Botanic
Garden, from North America. [Bot. Mag., August,)

fl0122. caspitosum il- tufted jit or J my W Dp Bh About Hudson's Bay, north-west coast of Ame-
[rica, west sides of the Rocky Mountains; east side of Rocky Mountains, in nearly the same
latitude, 52° north ; Lake Winipeg and the Sashatchawan 1823 L p Bot. mag. 3429

The figure is from living specimens in the Glasgow Botanic

Garden. The blossoms of V. csespitosum are numerous, ex-

ceedingly delicate and beautiful. Corolla very delicate, white

with a tinge of deep blush. Berry globose, glaucous, blue-black.

Leaves small, obovate, serrate, glabrous. " In the native spe-

cimens the blossoms and berries seem to be quite as numerous
as the leaves. On one specimen, scarcely more than 2 in. high,

but much spreading, I [Dr. Hooker] have counted upwards of
thirty flowers." {Bot. Mag., August.)

CLXXXVI. Compositce.

[the name 19. 2. sp. 2 .

LASTHE'NIA DeCandolle, who has not yet published the characters of the genus or the meaning of
glabrata Z-«»rf/. smooVn-surfaced O orJI? my.jn Y California 1834 S co Bot. reg. 1 780
calif6rnica i5t;c. Californian O o^ ••• — Y Calilornia 1834? S co Bot reg. t. 1780

[in the text.

L.glahrdta.—Plant spreading, its whole surface smooth. Leaves
opposite, ia pairs, their bases clasping the stem in some degree,

the longest of those in the figure about 3 in. long, and about
M M 2
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^ in. broad at the base, whence they are acuminated to the tip

:

some leaves are entire, some are toothed. Head of flowers en-

vironed by a top-shaped (turbinate) involucre of one leaf, not

accompanied by bracteas ; in its margin many-toothed. Corollas,

of all the flowers in the head, yellow. The flowers in the margin

of the head have ligulate corollas, which spread and form a border

of rays; 13 are shown, to the head ; they touch, or even overlap

each other at the base, and each is oblong and, at the tip, two-

toothed : the width of the head and its surrounding border of

rays is shown to be an inch or more : The flowers of the centre

are funnel-shaped. Receptacle conical. Fruit (seed) devoid

of pappus. "... Introduced by the [London] Horticultural

Society in 1834. It flowers in May and June, if sown very early

in the spring, or in the previous autumn, and forms a pretty gay

mass of yellow in the beds of the flower-garden. It seeds pro-

fusely."

L. califurnica. — This " is also in our gardens." See, in

p. 326, 327. 381., mentions of its being exhibited at meetings of

the London Horticultural Society. It " is rather less ornamental

than the " glabrata ; its heads of flowers are smaller, and its

corollas of a paler yellow ; its surface is slightly pubescent ; its

leaves entire ; and the base of the heads of flowers shaped like

a boss or umbo. i^Bot. Reg., August.)

CCXI. Scrop/mlaririece.

65. CALCEOLA^RIA, a shrubby kind of, with corolla white.

" A seedling 'shrubby calceolaria, with pure white blossom,

has been raised by Mr. Barratt, nurseryman, Wakefield. From
the size of the blossoms, their purity of colour, and the pro-

fusion in which they are produced, the plant is a very valuable

acquisition to this . . . much admired genus of plants." [The Flo-

ricuUural Cabinet, August.)

CCXXVI. Hydrophyllea;.

3292. EITTOCA. [Bot. reg. 1784
divariciita Benth. stnLgglmg-habi'ted O pr decumbent my.jn L V California 1833 ? S It

The light violet corollas render it " pretty in bouquets ;" but
it is " hardly of more than botanical interest. Its seeds should
be sown in August, in a situation neither overshaded, nor too

much exposed to the sun." (Bot. Beg., August.)

Embryo Monocotyledonous.

CCXXXIV. Bromeliaceaa.

954a. TJY'CKIA Schultes fils (" The Prince of Salm.Reifferscheid-Dyck, a great lover of gardening,
and one of the most liberal and intelligent of the noble patron.s of science of the present
day."—I^ndlei/. See Gard. Mag., ix. 46'J, 461. We presume that the name of the genus
Salmm Dec. has been applied in honour of the same person.) 6. 3. sp. 3.

[OS Bot. reg. 1782
rariRura SchultesJils scattered-flowered £ Zvl or 2 jn O Serra of Villa Rica in Brazil 1832

" Agrees in many of its habits " with an aloe. Leaves fleshy,

prickled at the edge, 7 in. long, by 4 to 6 lines broad at the base,

linear-awl-shaped, spreading, recurved, surface dark green, sub-
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face glaucous, both faces (at least, there is not an expression to

restrict it to one) covered with a thick, horny, and in some de-
gree scurfy, epidermis. Scape 2 ft. high, bearing the flowers in

its upper part and scatteredly ; eleven are shown in Bot. Reg.,

August : in Edin. New Phil. Journal, July, they are stated to be
about twelve : they are sessile, each in the axil of a bractea. Calyx
and corolla of a full orange colour ; calyx three-parted ; corolla

three-cleft, twice as long as the calyx; the three segments united

at their base with the calyx ; spreading at their tip, and disposed

into a tubularly bell-shaped corolla, the length of which and
of the calyx together is nearly an inch. Anthers and upper
part of stamens obvious in the mouth of the corolla. Ovarium
included within the calyx and corolla not positioned under them,
many-seeded.

Dyck/a rariflora is " very handsome." (Dr. Graham, in Edin.
N. P. J.) " The dry stove seems to suit it, for there it produces
its rich orange flowers in great perfection, and retains them in all

their freshness and beauty for several weeks." It " propagates

very slowly, after the manner of an aloe." It " is a native of

the Serra of Villa Rica, in Brazil, where it and two more species

were discovered by the indefatigable travellers Spix and Martius."

(Dr. Lindley, in Bot. Reg., August ; where interesting informa-

tion on the anatomy of the leaf of the D. rariflora is, besides,

supplied.) D. rariflora was received into the collection in the

Edinburgh Botanic Garden in 1832; into the collection of the

London Horticultural Society in 1833 ; into both collections

from that of the Berlin Botanic Garden. (Bot. Reg., August

;

Ed. N. P. J., July.)

CCXL. OrchidecE.

2481. O'RCHIS 22477 tephrosanthos. [Bot. mag. S426
var. densiflurus i/oo/f. crovideA-spiked A A or 1 my PW " Continent of Europe " O p.l

Synonyme :
" O'rchis simia DeCand. Fl. Fr. ed. 3. v. 2. p. 249."

—

Dr. Hooker. Hence it probably is

also No. 22461. of Loudon's Hort. Brit.

Stem 1 ft. high. Leaves oblongo-lanceolate. Spike oval, of

numerous, crowded, handsome, fragrant flowers. Sepals and

petals purplish white, spotted. " This extremely handsome
orchis has been received at the Glasgow Botanic Garden, from

the Continent 'of Europe, under the name of O. simia; but a

careful comparison with the rare O. tephrosanthos of the south

of England will show that, notwithstanding its greater size and
beauty, it can only be considered a luxuriant state of that plant."

(Bot. Mag., August.)

2530rt. MYA'NTHUS Lindl. Flywort Lind!.

barb^tus Lindl. heatded-labellumed jg [Z3 cu f f.mr G.P Demerara, near the falls of Wapo.
[pekai, on the Massarony river 1834, end of D p.r.w Bot. reg. 1778

On M. ceniuus Lindl. some particulars have been cited in

p. 28. M. barbatus has altogether the habit of Catasetum.

The raceme of flowers consists of 9 or 10 of these. The perianth

is in colour green, spotted with red brown ; the labellum, of a
M M 3
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pale purple, has its edge fringed or bearded with numerous, long,

slender, thread-like, white segments, so disposed as to cause the

labellum to resemble the crest of some little bird. Discovered
" by Mr. John Henchman [see his narrative in p. 113— 118.]

growing in the clefts of trees in shady situations. It was first

sent us [Dr. Lindley] in February last by Mr. Low [of the

Clapton Nursery], witli whom it first flowered ; but almost im-

mediately after we received it from Chatsworth, and from the

garden of Mr. Willmore of Oldford, near Birmingham." {Bot.

Meg., August.)

2547. DENDRO'BIUM. CD p.r.w Bot. reg. 1779

22101a cupreum Herbert coppev-coloured-perianihed £ 22 or 2^ jn.jl Pa.Cop East Indies 1825?

" Its flowers are of a pale copper colour, veined with a redder

tinge, and have two brown-red blotches inside the lip. The
spike of ten large flowers;" these " all expanded simul-

taneously. This species differs from D. Calceolaria, independ-

ently of the colour of the flowers, in not having such long shoots,

and in havinjj the leaves less attenuated and shorter. D. Cal-

ceolaria, under the same treatment, makes shoots above 4 ft. long;

this plant under 3 ft."

" It is curious that these Dendrobiums, if they miss flowering,

put forth a young plant instead of a spike of flowers at the point

of inflorescence, as D. Calceolaria is doing here now [midsum-
mer, 1834]." {Ho?i. and Rev. TV. Herbert, SpofForth, in Bot.

JR.eg., August. This gentleman has supplied the drawing figured :

Dr. Wallich had sent, in about 1825, the kind to him.)

25G9. ANGRMCUM. [reg. 1781
distichum X/Mff/. tvro-rovied-leaved £ [Z3 cu J OW Sierra Leone 1834? D p.r.w Bot

Stems 3 in. to 4 in. high, in a little group or tuft, invested

with short, recurved, blunt leaves, which are disposed in two rows,

and imbricate each other closely, and are so far folded, that the

base of one seems to rise out of the bosom or channel of the

one next below it. Flowers milk-white, scentless, small. In its

herbage " neat and pretty, . . . but having no striking beauty in

its flowers." Imported by Messrs. Loddiges. [Bot, Beg., August.)

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. Foreign Notices.

FRANCE.
Paris, Rue des Vignes, N'o. 5. a Chaillot, ce 25. Avril, 1835. — I happened to

be absent scheming out several places when your letter of November last came
to hand ; but as soon as I returned I sent, as you desired, a short list of several
trees that I had seen, and of many I had planted in different gardens, now
mostly forming fine trees. There are none very scarce, or so rare as I could
wish, as there are few people in France who like to spend money on rare
exotic plants; and very few places which, as you observe, can be called gar-
denesque; which is certainly a new term, and a very just one, instead of pic-
turesque. A great many remarks may be made upon the difficulties to be
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encountered by a landscape-gardener. In the first place, when he is called to
arrange a garden or park, the house is often already built, and probably' badly
placed : this must, of course, remain, and he must adapt his plan to it as well
as he can. There are also other things which the proprietor will not change;
there are trees well or ill placed, which he will not cut down, as he wishes
to spend as little money as possible, and to save as many of the already planted
trees as can be made to give him shady walks, and to form landscape. From
these data the landscape-gardener must start ; and, as he is not permitted to

destroy fine trees because they are common, he is deprived of the advantages
his art might derive from exotic planting. You remark that the style of
natural, or landscape, gardening is neither generally understood nor duly appre-
ciated in France ; you observe the want of close green turf: this is a general
complaint, and, to obviate it by a selection of grass seeds, I tried at Bagatelle
Festuca ovina, Jvena pratensis and flavescens, Poa. pratensis angustifolia, and
most of the finer sorts ; so that the turf seemed very good. But one season
this lawn was attacked by what they call here the ver blanc, or the cockchafer
grub, which entirely destroyed the grass, and, together with a flock of birds

which came to eat these worms, rendered this lawn like a newly cultivated

field. This is a casualty of no uncommon occurrence, but it is one which,
I believe, you do not know in England or Scotland, where turf can be cut and
rolled up like a piece of cloth. You are quite correct in what you say re-

specting the slovenly manner in which the generality of the gardens of France
are kept : most of the proprietors enquire how much hay they can have from
their lawn, instead of wishing to have a fine turf. The finest grass I have
seen about Paris is in some fields near where I live, where the people are con-
tinually walking, and which are pastured with goats and asses for milk. This
is what may be called natural grass, and, more surprising, is mostly composed
of the Pea annua. You observe, very justly, the want of evergreens in the

gardens in France; but it is not for the want of planting; there are many of
these plants killed here every winter : however, the two last winters having
passed with hardly any frost, many plants may be said now to be natu-

ralised, as the roots have got far enough into the ground to be safe. I think

I wrote, about three years ago, that even the whins [furze] and broom were
killed here by the frost, and holly in many places ; so that I now frequently

substitute other plants for these, as hardier, although not giving the same
effect : among them I may mention the Viburnum Lantana and the Cornus
mas, likewise the iSalix caprea, the male of which flowers at the same time
with the Cornus : they are both very early-flowering trees, and have a very
agreeable effect in a wood or shrubbery. The box likewise grows as underwood.
1 saw last autumn, in passing through Champagne, many tracts of land planted

with Pinus sylvestris, but they did not seem to thrive. There were also whin
hedges planted upon the banks of ditches, which, when 1 was there in March,
were in flower, and made an agreea"ble enclosure without stopping the view. I

advised several persons to cultivate that plant ; it was very common where I

was last autumn, upon the borders of the Loire, and there seemed to be a native

kind of the flex europse^a nana, which might almost be called a distinct

species. With regard to trees, the chateau called Beauvoir is placed upon a

steep bank upon the border of the Loire, and, as the name will inform you,

the view is fine : the park or garden runs all along the side of a tolerable hill,

covered with wood, such as oaks, hornbeam, &c. There were also some of

the J^uniperus communis, very fine trees, some nearly 30 ft. high : in the

bottom they had planted a large piece of ground v/ith Lombardy poplars; but

most of those planted in the interior were dying. This I have observed in

several places ; also that, where these trees are planted in the quincunx manner,
they seldom thrive ; while those planted in single rows grow remarkably well.

The river Loire makes a fine turn at Beauvoir, and seems to come straight

on the chateau : over this there is a noble view extending over some leagues,

and some scattered woods. The Chateau de Montigny, belonging to the Prince

Laval Montmorency, terminates this extensive view. The Chateau de Mon-
M M 4
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tigny, which I went to see, has nothing remarkable ; but it possesses a fine view

over a cultivated plain. It is a Gothic structure, very fine, and placed on such

a steep bank, upon the borders of the river, that the terrace wall that supports

the chateau is above 40 ft. high, and the river which runs underneath is not

seen from the apartments. From this there is a long terrace walk, bordered

with hornbeam hedges, so thick as to exclude every view. The wood belonging

to this noble chateau is also artfully hid by raising a mountain above 20 ft.

high. Can any one say this is either gardenesque or picturesque? I visited

another chateau, called Courtelaine, belonging to the Due de Montmorency,

which is certainly one of the most singular ancient chateaus I have seen ; it

is a large Gothic building, so entirely covered, from top to bottom, with ivy,

that no part of the wall is seen. The apartments are fine and noble, and the

park, which contains above 400 acres, had been mostly laid out by the duke,

although he had not formed any vistas, but planted at random. I marked out

several changes to be made, which he soon saw and approved. They have, in

this part of the country, also very much adopted whin hedges, which they

call the Norman or Breton jonc marin, as this is very different from the dwarf

species which grows commonly in this part of the country. I saw no new trees

or shrubs in this district which were not common about Paris. Most of the

Scotch pine, or P. sylvestris, did not seem to produce any good effect ; the

Pinus i'trobus seemed to thrive much better, and was very beautiful; the

Pinus Larlcio was likewise very fine and straight. The J^bies excel sa, or

common spruce fir, is certainly one of the finest trees there ; A. alba and A.

nigra, the white and black spruce, although about 30 ft. high, were almost

dead; likewise, the Larix did not seem to make a fine tree; the Aildnfus

glandulosa was remarkably fine, and of a great size. I saw, also, some Sophdra

japonica ; but they were not so fine as those in the garden where I live, and

which are now coming into leaf. These two trees, from Japan, are amongst

the latest in coming into leaf, and in flowering in this country ; the Aildntiis

flowers in July, and the Sojjhora in August ; both produce an agreeable effect

in landscape scenery, as there are few other trees in flower at this season.

The Admiral TchitchagofF has not returned to Sceaux since you saw him ; and

I was informed that all his pines and hot-house plants had been sold, as it was
thought he had been ordered to return to Russia.

I have received your Magazine, and agree with your observations on the

introduction of exotics into landscape scenery, and in all your botanical

arrangements ; although, sometimes, I must dissent from your ideas. High
and fine keeping is certainly a great recommendation to a garden or park, but

frequently fine landscapes can be procured with trees less expensive than those

you recommend. One of your correspondents calls a fine horsechestnut, a

lumpish tree, and says it ought not to be left upon a lawn. I have alwa3's seen

this tree produce a most beautiful effect when left to nature, particularly when
in blossom. I also approve of the Populus alba, and iS'alix alba seen in a dis-

tant view, joined with the ii^laeagnus. I am much inclined to group trees of

nearly the same colour of foliage, that the lightness of their shade may prolong

the perspective, which should be varied from different parts as much as pos-

sible. This I look upon as the greatest art in landscape-gardening, and 1

think it ought to be a standing principle.

As for gravel walks, there may be procured, in some parts of France, toler-

ably good gravel : I found some at Bagatelle when I made that place ; and the

walks there were as fine as if m.ade with Kensington gravel ; but, after a while,

they put river gravel over the v/alks, which they prefer.— Thomas Blaikie.

GERMANY.
Munich, Alai/ 30. 1835.— Our new temple in the king's garden at Munich

is nearly finished, and will form one of the finest objects in the garden. The
temple is of white sandstone, and is designed and erected by the king's archi-

tect. Von Klenze, in the purest Grecian style. It is round, and is supported

by ten Ionic pillars. Its decorations, according to the manner of the Greek
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temples, will consist of paintings in encaustic with gilding ; from which, and its

elevated situation, it will present, in sunshine, a truly southernly character.

The temple will also serve as a monument for the two princes who established

this garden ; viz. Carl Theodor, elector, and Maximilian, first king of Ba-
varia. Monuments are already erected to the memory of the two persons
who laid out the garden ; viz. Count Rumford and F. L. von Sckell, land-

scape-gardener.

The hill on which the temple stands will also soon be finished. I have
already, this spring, laid out some of the plantations. I have accomplished
the formation of this hill with the greatest difficulty ; and, although I had
previously made several artificial hills in the king's garden at Nymphenburg
(and, I may flatter myself, not without credit), yet, from this situation being
flat by nature, all the difficulties which usually present themselves seemed
here united. Nothing which comes under the head of landscape-gardening

seems to me so difficult as to give a natural appearance, and a suitable cha-

racter, to the formation of a hill ; and it is a good field for the talents of the
designer. As to the formation of valleys, rockwork, rivers, brooks, grottoes,

and springs, even the arrangement of plantations, they are, in my opinion,

not to be compared with the difficulty of forming a hill.

[We should be greatly obliged to M. Sckell if he would send us a ground
plan and sections of this hill, with a particular account of the manner in which
he formed it, for the benefit of young landscape-gardeners.]

Munich advances rapidly in architectural beauties, and also in statuary and
painting; and, when you next visit us, you will certainly not see without

astonishment so many interesting improvements, all made since you were last

here. Indeed, there is no city in Germany, and (Rome and Florence ex-

cepted), perhaps, there is no city in Europe, which, in respect to art, can be
compared with Munich ; and this taste for the arts among us is entirely

owing to the present king.

This year is the twenty-fifth jubilee of our Agricultural Society; and our
celebrated October festival, it is expected, will this year be particularly splen-

did. Should you, therefore, or any of your friends, be in Germany about this

season, I hope you or they will endeavour to be in Munich about that time.

1 enclose you some information from M. von Klenze and M. Hermann (who
has just set off for Greece) for your Architectural Magazine, which they both

receive. — Sckell, Director of the King's Garden, Munich.

ITALY.
Pcufa, near Salerno, June 13. 1835.— The principal reason of my tardiness

in writing was the wish of giving you some account, from my personal observ-

ation, of the plants in the garden at Caserta, about which you are interested

;

and that could not be effected till the end of April, as the season has been

uncommonly backward, and the camellias flowered accordingly. I observed

the trees with much attention ; and, though I could not measure them with

technical accuracy, I could ascertain that all the measures I sent in January last

[see p. 150.] fell short of the real dimensions. The largest magnolia is above

40 ft. high; the camphor laurel some 16 ft. higher; and all the others you
mentioned larger than the first description, on an average, by 8 ft. oi' 10 ft. in

height. I was unluckily engaged with a party of countrymen and women,
which disabled me from making all the remarks that I could have wished for

your information. After that, some particular business, and an excursion

into the interior, prevented my giving you the present account; and my re-

moval here for the summer induced me to defer writing till I was finally esta-

blished, as 1 now am. I will, by the first opportunity, procure the catalogue

of the botanic garden at Naples, and transmit it to you, with such observations

as I can depend upon as to the growth of the different plants, &c. As to my
own garden here, I can have no self-sufficiency in mentioning it favourably, as

I have only possessed it two years, and it is, consequently, not the production

of my taste, but of that of my predecessor, who planted a shrubbery, about
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sixteen years since, which, thanks to the climate, and, I believe, some peculiarity

in the soil, has grown and thriven in the most surprising manner: at the same
time, except the pines, none of the trees have as yet acquired dimensions to

make them remarkable. The locality (the latitude is more southern than

Naples) is favourable to many plants which require a cooler temperature than

that of the environs of the capital ; so that I have vegetables and fruits which
cannot be obtained there, such as raspberries, gooseberries, and currants, and,

of course, flowers and shrubs which are subject to the same modifications. On
the contrary, the more tender shrubs require protection during the winter,

though they are planted out of doors, such as myrtles, oranges, and lemons.

Datura arborea [Brugmans/a suaveolens], oleanders, &c. ; but they are not

covered: it is sufficient to protect their roots from frost, which is not unfre-

quent. The American laurel [? Magnoliff grandiflora] and the Portugal laurel

grow freely and quickly here, which is not the case near Naples ; but the

finest plants I have are, an Acacia horrida (I do not know if that is the accu-

rate botanical name), the i?hus viminalis. Eucalyptus, Metrosideros, Calli-

stemon, and Melaleuca, Sparrmanni« africana (not so fine as at Naples), and
several very large specimens of the Sterciilia ji7latanif61ia, which I have never
seen elsewhere, and which are magnificent in shape, colour, foliage, and size.

I am now trying the various tribes of rhododendrons, azaleas, and kalmias,

which will scarcely live at Naples ; and I have every reason to think that they

will do very well, planted within the recesses of the shrubbery. The climate is

much more vai'iable than about the capital, and the summer less dry ; but,

except from this circumstance, it is difficult to account for the continued fresh-

ness of the soil, having no means (but very limited ) of irrigating it ; there being

no running water, except a few fountains in the villages for the use of the in-

habitants, who have, all of them, as I have, cisterns to collect the rain water
for their habitual use. The level is considerably above the sea, though only

five miles from it, but surrounded by still higher mountains j being, in fact,

an elevated and irregular platform of about five miles in length and two wide,

richly cultivated with corn and maize, vines, beans, and other vegetables; the

hills covered to their summits with thick forests of sweet chestnuts, among
which are found the hardy plants of our regions, holly, cornelian cherry,

thorns, &c. There are some beautiful gardens belonging to villas in the imme-
diate environs of Naples, but none at any distance from the capital ; as the

nobility, except through poverty or other inevitable causes, never inhabit the

provinces. Of these gardens, that of Count Ricciardi is the richest in bo-
tanical plants of small growth ; and the Villa Belvedere the most remarkable
for its walks of /Mex, and some fine exotics of very remote date. I am told

that a villa of Prince Butera's, close to Palermo, is the most interesting with

regard to such plants as require a still warmer climate ; and that it contains

specimens of the most delicate productions, even of the tropics, growing abun-
dantly in the open ground ; but I have never had an opportunity of visiting it.

The garden I possess, in the immediate environs of the capital, is very limited

in its dimensions; and is more remarkable from the natural beauty of its situ-

ation, and the views it affords, than for its productions ; as the locality, fi'om

being exposed to almost every wind, is not favourable to the rearing of plants.

It is chiefly planted with /Mex and J'rbutus, for the sake of shade and
verdure ; and its principal ornamental parts are assisted by all the mesembry-
anthemum tribe, which require neither water nor earth ; and geraniums, which
thrive in a most singular manner if a little sheltered from the high winds.
The oleanders, myrtles, Justick, Eucalyptus, Z)61ichos, Bignonzat venusta,
aloes, and Cactus of all kinds succeed also very well there ; and all sorts of
tender bulbs, amaryllis, ixia, and iris.— R. K. C.

AFRICA.
Nursery at Algiers.— A nursery ground has been formed at Algiers, with a

view of naturalising such trees as flourish in climates not much dissimilar to
that part of Africa. It now contains 1 3,000 mulberry trees, and 5000 young
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plants; 7400 olive plants, 1161 varieties of fruit trees, a plantation of sugar
canes, and plants of the indigo, cotton, and New Zealand flax, as well as a
great number of trees and shrubs of South America and India. (Printing
Machine, iii. 327.)

NORTH AMEBICA.
Columbus, Ohio, March 1. 1833.— The gentlemen in New York to whom

you gave me letters had, when I arrived there, all gone into the interior, on
account of the yellow fever, except Mr. Michael Floy, who kindly pro-
cured me a situation as gardener to Arthur Tappan, Esq., a wealthy citizen of
New York, who has a country residence at New Haven in Connecticut. I

was immediately sent thither, and remained there till November last, when I

started for this city ; having previously made arrangements with the gentleman
with whom I am now connected, to assist him in the management of a nursery
that he had recently started, and which, I think, bids fair to pay us well for our
time and trouble ; first, because we have nothing of the kind to oppose us within

several hundred miles; and, secondly, because we are situated in a state the

most fertile, perhaps, of any in the Union, and which is frequently styled " the
Queen of the West." The soil, as far as I have seen, is, for the most part, a
rich loam, with here and there patches of a black alluvial description; and the

whole is, upon an average, at least 2 ft. deep. . . . Though no great botanist or
zoologist, I think I could collect some specimens both of plants and animals,

more especially of birds, that would be interesting to naturalists in Europe,
and of some benefit to myself, as well as to my native country. . . . Gardening
is a good business in naost cities, and good gardeners are very much in re-

quest : I do not mean such as make " forcing " their hobby ; for at present but
little of that is wanted in this country. The kind of gardener required is one
who understands the management of a kitchen-garden, orchard, or fruit-garden,

flower-garden, and green-house ; but in the course of a few years there will be
openings for the complete practical gardener. ... I have sent you an account of
the state of the weather for the last two months [it will be found in the Mag,
Nat. Hist, for June], by which you will see the extreme severity of our last

winter; Fahrenheit's thermometer having been several times below zero.

Our address is Lazell and Hartwell, Columbus, Franklin Countj^, Ohio,

United States.— George E, Hartwell.

Our correspondent asks for seeds of ivy, holly, laurel, butcher's broom,
privet, furze, broom, and laurustinus.

Philadelphia, May 18. 1833.— I send you, by this opportunity, some very

large hickory nuts from the county of Alleghany. I purchased them in the

Pittsburgh market, last September, while on a geographical tour ; and some
soft-shelled hickory nuts. The former will serve to add to your economical

cabinet : the latter are sent to taste. Before they become rancid by age, they

are truly delicious. The bark of the tree, in the course of the year, separates

in large layers; and, as these do not always fall off, they give the body of the

tree a rough look, and hence it is sometimes called " shag-bark hickory." In

New York, the tree is called nut-wood, or kiskitawmus : whence the latter

name is derived, I cannot sa}-. [The shag-bark hickory is given in Sweet's

Hortus Britannicus, ed, 1830, as the Carya alba Nuttall, Juglans compressa

Willdenow ^\

I wish you had enquired of the Duke of Wellington's gardener in what
manner the Washington sweet chestnuts were sent to him. What could I do
more than I did, sending them immersed in tallow, after picking them from

under the tree, and taking some from the tree ? If I live another year, I will

have a young chestnut tree engrafted with the Washington tree, and send it to

you in the autumn, unless you tell me that the risk {via Liverpool) will be too

great to render the experiment advisable. I shall think nothing of the

trouble. [Sound nuts, immersed in tallow, will do quite well : those sent by

our correspondent, on two different occasions, bore evidence of having been

attacked by insects before they were put into the tallow.]
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The anecdotes of horticultural improvement in the vicinity of London, and

of the importers of foreign trees into England, in your Arboretum Britannicum,

interested me particularly. Your country owes much to Peter Collinson. I

had for some time in my possession, and still have at my command, nearly a

ream of letters from the English coiTCspondents of John Bartram ; and among
them there are very many from the excellent Peter. He was the commission-

merchant or agent through whom the orders for trees and plants to Bartram

were sent. I recollect that the Dukes of Northumberland and Richmond,

and Lord Petre, were constant customers. He mourns the death of the latter

with parental feeling. I shall revere the memory of Collinson more than ever,

now that I know, through your Arboretum, that the world is indebted to him
for Catesby's Natural History. I knew that he was supported in his travels

by several patrons ; but it appears that their pecuniai'y supplies ceased when
he returned home, and that, had it not been for Collinson, the generous

patriotic " haberdasher of small wares," the work might not have seen the

light ; or, at least, not to the profit of the laborious naturalist. I regret very

much that there is no line of packets to London from this port, nor even a

regular trader. If I go to New York, as I intend to do shortly, I will take

the stuffed black squirrel from the forest of Mercer county, and try to send it

to you.— J. M.

SOUTH AMERICA.
Manitfacture of Meal from the Cassava Root, and of the Indian Drink Pie-

iiiarrie.— Notwithstanding the long intercourse between Europeans and the

aboriginal Indians of British Guiana (an intercourse which subsisted for many
years under the Dutch government, before Guiana became annexed to the

crown of England), the latter have as yet made no advances to civilisation
;

nor have they even assumed the ordinary decencies of European dress; and,

with the exception of the national sash, worn by the males, and the small

freemason-like apron, composed of beads, which, suspended by a string passed

above the hip, adorns the softer sex, their bodies are quite uncovered.

The Indians, both male and female, are generally well made, though small

and slight. Their hair is long, black, and glossy. They possess, with very

few exceptions, not even an apology for a beard : their bodies are fat, sleek,

and hairless, varying in colour from a light copper to a dark brown. The
physical strength of the Indian is much inferior to that of the European or

negro ; yet, wlien they hire themselves out to work, they pursue all day the

laborious occupation of paddling, apparently with slight fatigue. This may,
perhaps, be accounted for on the score of habit ; the Indian boy being pro-

vided with a small paddle as soon as he is able to wield it ; the paddle being

proportionately increased as he increases in size and strength. Thus, the

muscles of the arm of an Indian become accustomed to the motion, which
would weary an European in a few hours. It also sometimes happens that

Indians engage themselves as woodcutters : and it is invariably observed that

their allotted share of work in squaring timber is finished in less time, and in a

superior manner to that of the best negro.

The males are, at home, extremely indolent, contenting themselves with

fishing or hunting for a few hours in the morning, and remaining all the rest

of the da}' listlessly swinging in their hammocks, from which they will scarcely

arise for the purpose of eating their food.

I have never observed, nor have I heard of, any traces of religion existing

among the Indians of Guiana ; but they are subjected, in some degree, to

superstition respecting birds, animals, and other subjects. 1 will mention one
instance among several which came under my own observation. While pur-

suing our course up the river Masseroni, we entered a kind of bay formed by
the river, and I soon perceived, by the quick stealthy paddling of the Indians,

that something unusual was affecting them : upon enquiry, I was informed

that, in the recesses of the bay, under water, lived a terrible monster, which,
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should we attempt to enter the bay, would infallibly upset the canoe, and
devour its unfortunate occupants. My loud laughter at this absurd notion
caused a look of horror to overspread the faces of the Indians, who probably
thought that my noise would disturb the aquatic gentleman, and cause our
destruction. I used entreaties, threats, promises of money, and every argu-
ment I could think of to induce them to pull across the bay, but without
effect. The Indians, generally so obedient and obliging, could not overcome
the fear to which their superstition subjected them.
The logies, or habitations of the Indians, consist of upright posts with

slanting roofs, tliatched with palm leaves; the sides being entirely open. To
the cross rafters are suspended their hammocks; in protecting which from
the sun or rain by day, and the heavy dews at night, consists the only utility

of these buildings.

The Indian exhibiting at home so much apathy, it is not at all difficult to
suppose that the weight of the burden of domestic labour rests heavily upon
the females ; in justice to whom I must say, that their industry, meekness,
and obedience are unbounded. To the women is assigned the duty of cul-
tivating the cassava root and other vegetables, and of conveying them from the
fields, which are oftentimes two or three miles from their habitations. The
remainder of their time is occupied in grating the cassava, grinding or rather
pounding their Indian corn, &c.; and I have, when sleeping near an Indian
settlement, heard the women at work at some of these occupations three or
four hours before daylight. The Indians of Guiana indulge in polygamy ; an
Indian of middle age having from three to five wives, marrying one when
young himself, and taking a young one every few years : by this management,
they contrive to have always one wife quite in her youth and beauty. The
wives live together in great harmony; the favourite being distinguishable,

perhaps, only by having a greater profusion of beads, or a gold coin or two
suspended from her neck. The Indians are jealous in the most extreme
degree, and very arbitrary with their women ; the slightest dereliction of duty
being punishable by death.

The labour required in cultivating the fruitful soil of Demerara is very
slight. The principal article consumed as food by the Indians of Guiana is

produced from the root of the bitter cassava. Plantains, yams, bananas,
sweet cassava, pine-apples, and water melons comprise, I believe, most of the
vegetables and fruits cultivated in the Indian fields. The Indian, however,
derives many fruits from the bush ; and, among others, several species of the
Palmse produce fine fruits.

I have before said that from the cassava root is derived the principal vege-
table food of the Indians ; and, perhaps, a brief account of the process it

undergoes in preparing it for use may be interesting to the readers of the
Gardener''s Magazine. It is well known that a powerful poison is contained
in the juice of the bitter cassava; the root, therefore, after having been scraped
clean, is grated upon a bamboo grater, and the pulp is put into a straining bag
composed of rushes, the meshes of which are so contrived as to lengthen out
when a weight is applied. The strainer is then suspended from an upright
post, in the lower end of which several notches are cut at small distances from
each other : through a loop at the bottom of the bag is inserted a long pole,

one end of which is placed in one of the notches of the post, and upon the
other end, the woman seats herself; and her weight, causing the bag to ex-
tend, squeezes out the juice. As the bag lengthens out, the pole is moved a
notch lower down, till the juice is quite expressed, and the meal is turned out,

to all appearance, as dry as flour. The meal is then spread out, without the
addition of water or other fluid, into cakes about eighteen inches in diameter
and a quarter of an inch in thickness. The cakes are placed in the sun, and,
in a few hours, become firm, and will keep for a considerable time. The
cassava bread possesses a bitter taste, which is peculiarly disagreeable to

Europeans, and to overcome which a considerable residence in the country

and constant use are necessary.
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The celebrated Indian drink called piewarrie is produced from the cassava

bread ; but the cakes, instead of being dried in the sun, are baked upon a sort

of baking pan made of hardened clay, and are generally hung up in plantain

leaves for a few days before using. Then the females, having prepared a large

bowl, commence the operation of chewing the cakes ; and, after the incessant

labours of six or eight women have accumulated a considerable quantity of

the masticated material, a little water, I believe, is added, and the contents of

the bowl are suffered to ferment for some days. The mass is then boiled,

and, when cool, the piewarrie is ready for consumption ; but it improves

greatly if kept a few weeks. In my opinion, the piewarrie is very agreeable

and wholesome ; for I drank it in large quantities at the different Indian set-

tlements which I visited, considering that if there were anything objectionable in

the process, it would have been removed by the boiling and the fermentation

;

and, having once tasted it, I liked it too well to allow any prejudice to make
me refrain from its use. There are not, however, many Europeans who can

overcome their repugnance at the idea of the preparatory process sufficiently

to be able to drink the piewarrie. The worst of this preparation is, that the

teeth of the Indian women are destroyed by it.

The Indian methods of taking fish are rather singular. One of the principal

modes is, shooting them with the bow and arrow. This is practised with the

best effect in parts of the rivers which abound in falls and sunken rocks; for

upon the rocks, under water, grows a moss which the fish are fond of; and,

when they come up to the surface of the water to feed on this moss, they fall

an easy prey to the wily and skilful Indian. The Indians of Guiana, located

invariably upon the banks of the magnificent river by which that country is

intersected, and being accustomed, from their earliest youth, to be in and upon
the water, possess the power of distinguishing objects below its surface in a

degree which, to Europeans, is perfectly astonishing ; and, in paddling up "a

river, they can observe a fish at a considerable distance from their canoe. As
soon as the Indian in the bows of the canoe sees a fish ahead, a motion of

his finger conveys the knowledge to his companions, and, at the same time,

points out the direction in which the canoe must move : the Indians then

paddle with the greatest silence and caution, obeying all the motions of the

bowman ; their faces exhibiting the most intense interest in the sport. The
bowman, in the meantime, having his bow and barbed arrow ready, stands up
in the canoe, forming a highly interesting object, as he bends forward, with his

eye riveted on his intended prey. When he judges himself within the proper

distance, the bow is quickly drawn, and the arrow seldom fails to pierce

through the unsuspecting fish ; and the Indian, throwing down his bow,
plunges into the river, and, seizing the arrow near its head, secures the prize.

Sometimes, however, a strong fish will swim a considerable distance with the

current ; in which case a sharp look out must be kept for the head of the arrow

when the fish again rises near the surface : when seen, the canoe is gently

paddled up to it ; and, if the Indian gets within a spring of it, he seldom, if

ever, misses his hold. We once saw the head of an arrow floating down the

river, and, paddling quietly up to it, secured a fine fish which had baffled the

pursuit of some other Indians. Some of the principal fish in the Demerara
rivers are the pachu, the caterback, the sunfish, and the salu, all of which are

delicious and plentiful.

Among several other Indian methods of taking fish, one is, I think, esj^e-

cially worthy of notice, as showing the acu^.eness of the Indian in adapting

and reducing to practice his observations of nature. The fish are, at certain

seasons, fond of the various fruits of the trees overhanging the river; and the

Indian, having provided himself with a pliant rod and a strong line and hook,
attaches to the latter one of the said fruits ; and, suffering his canoe to glide

down the stream, with a jerk of his wrist, causes the bait to fall into the water

with a loud pop, similar to that caused by the fruit falling from the tree : at

this well-known signal the fish seldom fails to rise and take the bait ; and
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then, as the Indians have no reel, the canoe is paddled after the fish in its

struggle to escape ; and, when the fish is fairly tired, it is hauled up to the
surface, and speared.

The Indian possesses a perfect knowledge of the trees, &c., of the forest,

and has a name for each ; nor is this the extent of his botanical knowledge,
for in most instances he is acquainted with their medicinal properties. In all

their excursions, the men are very studious to impress on the minds of their

children the names, properties, times of flowering, fruiting, &c., of the various
trees they fall in with. The flowering of different trees is also the medium
through which the Indian ascertains the progress of the seasons.

The honesty of the natives of Guiana is great, and greatly to be respected.

In my expedition up the Masseroni, and on several other excursions, I took
with me a box containing beads, hooks, knives, cutlasses, and other articles of
Indian commerce, to exchange for cassava bread, and also as part payment of
those Indians who paddled me up the river. The box I had often occasion
to leave in the different Indian settlements which I visited ; and although, as

I was well aware, the box being open, the Indians turned over and examined
every article in it, I never lost so much as a bunch of beads. One thing,

however, I am sorry to add, overcomes the scruples of an Indian's conscience :

if you should chance to take with you a bottle of rum or brandy as a remedy
against the rains and dews, keep it by all means out of the Indian's way ; for,

if you leave it in his sight, you will surely find your bottle empty at your
return. The vice of drunkenness is the great, I may say, perhaps, the only,

stain on the character of the Indian of Demerara; and as, however unwil-
lingly I may expose the failing, I must not conceal the truth, I have every
reason to believe that this vice existed among them previously to their ac-

quaintance with the ardent spirits of the European. When 1 first entered
an Indian settlement, I was much struck at observing, in some of the logics,

four or five large pieces of the triuiks of trees ; they might probably be about
5 ft. or 6 ft. long, and 2 ft. in diameter: upon examination, they proved to

have been hollowed by fire ; and, on making enquiries as to their utility, I was
informed that they were used to contain the drink called piewarrie : and I

further ascertained that, occasionally, when the Indians have a large crop of
cassava, the women chew away till sufficient piewarrie is accumulated to fill

all these large vessels. The Indians then invite tiieir friends ; and, being all

painted in their best style, they commence drinking; each man being com-
pelled to empty, as often as the females present them, large calabashes,

containing, probably, three pints. It is easy to suppose that drunkenness
succeeds quickly to this deep drinking, and that the Indians tumble over one
another, male and female, in a state of beastly intoxication. It would be well

if the scene ended here ; but, according to the Indian customs, this drinking

must be continued day after day, until every drop of the stock is exhausted;

the Indians drinking and vomiting incessantly for sometimes a fortnight at a
time. Let us drop a veil over this failing of the poor Indian, and turn to a

more pleasing trait in his character, his hospitality. Never did I enter an
Indian logie without having the best fare the Indian possessed set unosten-
tatiously before me : indeed, they scarcely seemed to consider any invitation

to eat or drink necessary ; a glance of the eye, or a graceful wave of the

hand intimating their wish to see yon commence. The flesh of the jaguar,

the young cayman, the wild hog, the laba, the atrouri, are among the dainties

I have been offered, aiul have freely partaken of, among them.

The Indians still pretend to hold in contempt the Europeans, who, they

assert, are merely suffered by them to remain on the Indian territory. The
ways in which this fancied superiority shows itself are often highly amusing.

For instance, when one of the various chiefs to whom the English govern-

ment has granted the title of captain proceeds to Georgetown, he is always

accompanied by thirty or forty of his tribe ; being himself habited in an old

retl coat presented by government, and the rest of his body being naked.

Thus attired, the chief, on his arrival at the town^ goes first to pay a visit to
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the governor; and being, with all his naked squad, introduced into His Excel-

lency's presence, the Indian immediately seats himself, and then holds out his

hand to the governor, his party squatting round him on the floor. Having

held his talk, and received a present of a little rum, or something of the kind,

he then betakes himself to the logics erected in town for the convenience of

the Indians. On no occasion does the Indian omit this assumption of

equality ; and it is the only part of his conduct which at all savours of for-

wardness, as in general the Indians are rather retiring.

One reason that rendered the Indians particular favourites of mine was one

which a person unacquainted with their character would perhaps find difficult

to reconcile with the apathy which, generally speaking, so remarkably dis-

tinguishes them ; it was, their constant readiness to oblige. If a negro in

Demerara is requested even to rise at his accustomed time, or to perform his

usual work, ten to one but he grumbles and delays in the performance of it

;

but the Indian, if you wish to paddle all night, is ready ; or if you wish to start

three or four hours before daylight, he is ready, without any of that grumbling

and discontent, which renders it preferable to do anything oneself rather than

to request its performance by another.

The last trait of the Indian character which I shall mention is one as

strongly and unalterably stamped as any I have previously related ; this is,

theii- intense hatred of the negro race. At the period of the well-remembered

revolt of the slaves in Demerara, a large party of Indians readily volunteered

to assist the whites ; and were of considerable use in hunting the negroes out

of the bush. Several of the negro leaders were, indeed, shot by them while

endeavouring to escape ; and, at the present time, if any negro, having run

away from his master, happens to fall into the hands of the Indians, he is

instantly seized by them, and reconveyed to Georgetown.

This hatred may, perhaps, be accounted for by the wide difference in the

character of the two nations. The Indian is distinguished by gravity of de-

meanour, command of temper, silence, honesty, and habits of great cleanliness

and decency. The negro slave, on the contrary, indulges in the most up-

roarious mirth; is remarkable for loud and incessant talking; makes free

with his neighbour's goods, as if they were his own ; and in his habits is un-

cleanly and indecent in the highest degree. It is not wonderful, therefore,

that the negro, whose whole conduct is the direct reverse of all that the

Indian prides himself in, should become an object of hatred to the latter. In

concluding these few remarks upon the Indians of British Guiana, I cannot

but express how high an opinion I have of their general character, and how
happy I should be did my researches after the novelties of the vegetable king-

dom carry me always among a people at once so hospitable, honest, quiet, and
obliging ; and I cannot but express my regret that strenuous endeavours are

not made to diiFuse among them the light of the Christian religion, and to

inspire them with admiration of, and a wish to imitate and to enjoy, the com-
forts and decencies of civilised life.— Jo/m Henchman. Claj)ton Nursery,

Feb. 1. 1835.

Art. II. Domestic Notices.

ENGLAND.

The Devon ajid Exeter Botanical and Horticultural Society.— It is contrary

to our plan to notice provincial horticultural societies, otherwise than in our

last Number for the year ; but we make a deviation in favour of the Devon
Society, which, according to the newspapers sent us, appears to be one of the

most flourishing in England, and to have exhibitions in no degree inferior to

the London Society. In the account of the exhibition for June we were

particularly pleased with the following passage, by which it appears that the

principle of arrangement which we have always been contending for, in the ex-

hibition of dahlias, chrysanthemums, heartseases, tulips, and other flowers, as

well as in the arrangement of plants of different species of the same genus, has
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been successfully carried into execution. " Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and
Go's plants, &c., were arranged ; they were classed in masses of distinct kinds,
which were again subdivided according to their various contrasted hues : the
advantages of the application of scientific principles, and of system, were here
apparent, great judgment being exercised in the regulation of light and shade

;

while the effect of the whole was of the most picturesque and agreeable kind,
and well worthy of imitation." (Trewnian's Exeter Flyiiig Post, June 25.)

The Manchestei- Botanic Garden has undergone much alteration since last

year. Those of your readers who are acquainted with these gardens know
how comparatively uninteresting the west end was. After leaving the rockery
(the most interesting part of the gardens), the fruit garden wall, with little or
no shade, presented a very bare and unpleasant appearance, altogether out of
harmony with the rural scenery on which the eye had just been dwelling ; and
the ground between the wall and the walk was planted only with natural

grasses. The rosar^', in fact, was the only temptation to the west end at all.

The aspect, however, of this part of the garden is now entirely changed ; and
what was the least frequented part of the grounds, will most certainly become
a principal resort. The blank wall is hidden by artificial hills, belting an
oblong sheet of water, which comes immediately up to the rockery, and as

viewed from thence presents a very beautiful and picturesque appearance.

These mounds are temporarily covered with dahlias, but are intended for

evergreens, rhododendrons in particular : a narrow winding walk leads from
the herbaceous ground, so that the visiter can see nothing of the lake until

innnediatelj' upon it. Two rural paths diverge into the rosary, which is also

entirely hidden from view. The extremity of the lake next the rockery is

banked up with stones, which, with the rock behind, have a very beautiful

effect, reflected in the lake at sunset. Other alterations are contemplated,

and in course of being effected. A house for the propagation of plants is

under erection at the west corner of the fruit-garden ; and the land is also

staked out for the building of a large ornamental centre conservatory. The
whole garden certainly reflects great credit on the taste and management of
Mr. Campbell, the curator.— Arthur Bwgess. Lower Broughton, near Man-
chester, May, 1835.

Elcsocdrpus cydneus.— A beautiful specimen of this Australian shrub was
exhibited by Mrs. Maryatt, at the Horticultural Society's meeting, in Regent
Street, on July 7. It was a plant, in a pot, not above 2J ft. high, but it had
several bunches of its beautiful bell-shaped white flowers, with petals fringed

at the edges, as if they had been cut out of paper with a pair of scissors ; and
it had a bunch of ripe fruit. The length and general appearance of the spike

are something like those of Priinus i^adus; and the leaves, also, and general

appearance of the plant, have something of the aspect of that tree. The berries

were of a shining dark bottle blue, being about the same size as those of Primus
Padus var.bracteolata, with the spike loose and hanging down, as on that tree.

Elaeocarpus cyaneus is by no means new, having been introduced from New
Holland in 1803; nor is it either scarce or tender; for we have had a plant

for five winters, to illustrate the order Elseocarpeae, which is placed against a

wall, in our Representative System of Green-house Plants, which, for the last

two winters, has only been protected by glass, without artificial heat. Our
plant is so crowded and shaded, like almost every thing else in our small garden,

that It has not attained the height of a foot. Like, we dare say, many others

who possess this Elaeocarpus, we had not the least idea of what it was capa-

ble of becoming when treated with ordinary care. Mrs. Maryatt has, however,

shown what a beautiful plant it is, when it is allowed an opportunity of flow-

ering ; and we do not doubt that it will soon become a great favourite.—
Contl.

AUtrcemeria, acutifolia is j^i^^'fectly hardy. — Its roots endure the winter here

remarKably well when planted in a light sandy soil, and about 6 in. under the

surface. On Christmas-day last it was beautifully in blossom; and, although

we have had some considerable frosts this winter, they have made no im-

VoL Xi. — No. 66. N N
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pression whatever on the flowers.— T. M. Lindsay. High Clere Gardens,

June 1. 1835.

Faulkner''s New Scarlet Pine.— A remarkably productive and fine-flavoured

strawberry has been raised by Mr. Faulkner, of the Flora Tea Gardens,

Battersea Fields. It is of a particularly fine clear colour, high flavour, and in

productiveness, judging from the produce of a single plant which was brought

to us, we should say that it excels all others. We are confirmed in this

opinion of Mr. Faulkner's scarlet by no ordinary judge, Mr. Charlwood,

who, indeed, first directed our attention to it. We hope the public will, at all

events, give it a trial.— Cond.

Art. III. Retrospective Criticism.

Erratum. —In Mr. Errington's paper (p. 347.), for " stone pots," read
" store pots."

The Coiling System of Vine Culture, (p. 362.) — When the system of coiling

the shoots of grape vines into pots, with the view of producing fruit the first

season, first suggested itself to me, I had to select them from amongst a num-
ber of shoots thrown promiscuously together, ofmany kinds ; and none of those

were by any means well suited for my purpose, being long naked shoots,

without any buds in a fit state to produce fruit ; but, as I had nothing better at

hand at that time, and was anxious to try the experiment, I coiled three of the

finest into pots proportionate to the coil, strength, and length of each shoot, in

His Grace's presence, and in the manner previously described to you. Each
of those produced a bunch of grapes the same season, and the sorts proved

to be the muscat of Alexandria, the black Damascus, and black Tripoli: they

all perfected themselves as well as I ever saw them under any circumstances.

From the weak state of the wood, the bunches were not large, but the berries

swelled off very finely, and ripened perfectly.

Satisfied with the result of the first experiment, I was anxious for the ap-

proach of another season to prove it upon a larger scale, and made a selection

of the best possible shoots for my purpose ; as we were removing all the old

established vines at Welbeck, with the object of chambering the roots, so as to

keep them from being influenced by the cold, wet, clayey subsoil of the gardens

here, which has often been the unfortunate cause of failure in them, and other

crops. The first that I coiled last season was a Miller's Burgundy, which per-

fected fifteen bunches : they are as good and perfect as I ever saw of that

grape, and were the earliest ripened of any here.

I coiled many others in the course of the early spring, and I believe that

none which I had confidence in disappointed me; and such as did not Q'uit

to my satisfaction the first season were, by a judicious attention, made certain

fruiters the second, of whatever kinds they were; and the fruit was as fine as

from longer-established vines.

The muscat noticed above was planted on the border of the great stove

here last season ; and its second produce was fifteen fine and well-matured

bunches. This season I left only fifteen bunches upon it ; and they are as fine

bunches, and as regularly well-swelled berries, as I have ever seen upon mus-
cats ; and I believe that, had I left on double the crop, the vine would have per-

fected them, from the great degree of luxuriance which it exhibits. The black

Damascus of my first experiment produced four fine bunches the second
season ; and this season I left four on, which are now perfectly ripe, fine

bunches, and the grapes as large as sloes. In fact, none of the vines thus treated

will miss a crop under a judicious, and yet simple discipline; and they will

continue luxuriantly fruitful for years. 1 ought here to state, that the black Da-
mascus still remains in the pot, which is the reason of leaving so few bunches
upon it ; but I have others (black Damascuses) of lastyeai-'s coilers, with the

same crop of fruit, and equally promising.
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I believe that I stated, !n a former letter, that I had a fine variety of muscat,
called the Candia, from Mr. Macdonald of Dalkeith, last year. I received
it, as I formerly stated to you, a rootless branch, and very full, to all appear-
ance, of fine fruit buds ; but, although it showed such an abundance of buds,
they all dwindled and dropped, as Mr. Fish's did. As many of my other vines

had succeeded under far more unfavourable circumstances, I suspected that I

had not been sufficiently careful in cutting off" all those warty excrescences

peculiar to the vine, and that there were underground suckers arising from
them ; and, upon inspection, I found this to be the case, and carefully detached
three or four very strong ones, springing up like strong asparagus buds. In a
short time the vine showed great vigour, and, by a judicious attention to the

stopping system (on which the success of the pot culture of grapes so much
depends), I soon had a show of plenty of fruit; but, as I was more desirous

of fine wood for the second season than a crop of fruit for the first, I detached
all but three bunches, which swelled off" finely, and were of excellent flavour.

The vine is still in the same (f B.) pot into which it was first coiled, and has

ai: !;his time a beautiful display of fifteen bunches of grapes, now changing to

a fine pale amber colour; and under no system can grapes swell off" more finely,

or promise a higher degree of maturation. I beg here to remark, and it is a cir-

cumstance worthy of notice and of great importance, for I believe few besides

those who have been long in the habit of cultivating the grape in pots suc-

cessfully are aware of it, that grapes are brought to a much higher degree of

penection in pots, or when the roots are confined to a congenial situation, than

by the usual practice.

None of my vines from coilers of last season, which were properly prepared,

have missed fruiting ; and, of course, I took in none but what I considered

were perfectly so : where there are many, they cannot all enjoy favourable

situations, or have equal attention paid to them ; consequently, as in every

thing else of the kind, there will always be some, like pines, not fit for fruiting

till a third season; but, in a general way, like the pine, they are to be fruited

in perfection the second season. I have had a great quantity of fine pot grapes

this season, from established vines; but 1 had, and have, together, 306 bunches

of firie grapes from coilers of last season, and upon forty coilers. One white

muscadhie has twenty bunches left on; and they promise to be fine, which I

have no d->ubt they will be : it showed nearly four bunches from every eye.

The Candia, just noticetl, with fifteen bunches, showed ninety-five this season;

and it promises as well for a fine crop the third season, as if it were a five-year-

old vine from a single eye, or usual cutting.

I have had (1 say have had, as many were cut for the table in May and

June) about seventy bunches upon cuttings of this season ; and one white

Frontignan has, at this time, fifteen bunches. It had sixteen retained ; but one

was detached, being small and crowding some of the rest. Twelve coilers of

this season have sixty-eight fine bunches on them, and promise well for next

season. Any that chance to miss fruiting, if I find that I require them, I in-

fallibly make fruiters the second season.

Two small cuttings of the Chasseias musque, which I received from the

Horticultural Society last year, have, at this time, six bunches to each; and,

I believe, will be as fine as the kind can produce.

The purple Constantia coiler of last year, questioned, is no deception ; for,

had the small fibre retained been detached, I do not believe that it would have
made the slightest difference as to its first year's i)roduce ; and I may detach

every root and fibre from it next season without the fear of its not producing

a crop, if retained in a root temperature of from 90° to 100°, till the fruit ijs

perfectly set.

If I were to notice what we have done here by the removal of very old

routed vines, the first, and especially the second season ; or, if Mr. Fish were

to see them, I think he would be convinced of the excellence of my system.

Until the pot culture of the grape is more enthusiastically entered into, and

\li real utility appreciated as it merits to be, the coiling system will never be

N N 2
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successfully performed, unless by those perfectly well acquainted with pot

cultiu'e. It is strange that the importance of it is not more generally appre-

ciated both by gardeners and amateurs ; but I trust that the above facts

will induce its more general adoption.— John Mearns, Welbeck Gardens,

July, 13. 18.35.

The Coiling System of Vine Culture, ^c. (p. 435.)— Not having received the

Gardener^s Magazine until last night will excuse me for not earlier noticing

Mr. Marnock's criticism. If designed as a panegyric of Mr. Mearns, I do not

question its propriety ; but, whether it be an answer to my letter, the public

will best decide. That Mr. Marnock should draw not very obvious inferences

from my letter, and upon these erect propositions which, if not fully rebutted,

place Mr. Mearns in rather an awkward predicament, is no business of mine

;

all I shall say is, that, were I in Mr. Mearns's place, I should be apt to exclaim,
" Save me from my friends!" Perceiving, from the cover of the Magazine,

that Mr. Mearns's letter will appear in September, I am unwilling to trespass

at present upon your pages ; but, as Mr. Marnock has voluntarily entered the

field, I consider it to be my duty to make some remarks on one or two of his

statements. Passing over, then, a charge of a want of courtesy, with merely

expressing my regret that I should have used any general proposition capable

of being construed, by the most fastidious, into a personal attack, I proceed

to what Mr. Marnock styles, " a not very definite or satisfactory mode of

reasoning." And what is it ? The plain simple fact, that I gave not a list of

the names- of those who, like myself, had failed in the experiment. Surely,

Mr. Marnock must consider me a simpleton, if he supposes that I would have

the weakness to make a public statement v/hich I could not prove. If he has

read the first part of my letter, he will there find one reason why the names
were not given. If he will be informed that there are friends of Mr. Mearns,
who have failed more than once, and, out of personal regard to him, decline to

allow the result of their trials to be made public, he will see another reason.

If very anxious upon the subject, I shall have no hesitation in furnishing him,

by a private letter, with plenty of names, and he can then examine for himself

the accuracy of my enquiries and observations ; and, if this will not satisfy

him, I pledge myself to give as many names of respectable gardeners who have
failed as he can ever desire, and who are not ashamed publicly to own their

want of success. But, waving this, the question naturally arises, if Mr. Mar-
nock has seen my deficiencies and errors, what has he done to obviate or

counteract them ? Has he attempted to prove the incorrectness of any state-

ment I have made ? Has he fairly met and controverted any principle I have
advanced? Has he sapped the foundation of any chain of reasoning by which
I endeavoured to show that, so far as success the first season is concerned, the

system would not be attended with utility ? And, in fine, has he met my unfair

mode of reasoning by a fairer, by giving a host of names of successful expe-

rimenters ? No ! This would have borne directly upon the subject ; this

would have done something towards answering the questions I proposed ; this

would have been accompanying precept by example : but this would have

required more time and labour than the writing of a complimentary letter;

and, therefore, he diverts the attention from the subject at issue, by introducing

matter that has as much connexion with it as that individual has with pro-

moting the real ends of justice, who strives to screen a prisoner from its in-

fluence by pleading some trifling flaw in the indictment.

Waving other statements, I should like to know what Mr. Marnock means
by the " protection and courtesy " necessary to enable the senior branches

of the profession to publish their valuable discoveries. Entertaining the high-

est opinion of Mr. Marnock, ever since I first saw his name in the Magazine,

I am at a loss to reconcile that opinion with the narrowmindedness which
appears to me to be closely associated here with the very word " protection."

Surely, the public and the press are quite sufficient protection for any man
who brings his opinions or systems under their cognizance. Mr. Mearns has

published what he considers a beneficial system. So far as successthe first season
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is concerned, I have called in question the utility of that system. Mr. Mearns has
an undoubted right to overthrow my propositions, and strengthen more firmly

his former statements : and what more protection would any man require, who
unflinchingly sacrifices every opposing feelmg at the shrine of justice and of
truth ? That there are men who cannot brook the idea of investigation, I know
full well ; but rather would I remain ignorant of their discoveries, than receive

them at a cost which their value never would compensate. Surely, Mr. Mar-
nock knows that truth needs no protection; that, instead of injuring it, the

keenest scrutiny, and the strictest investigation, are the very elements in which
it thrives. Leave it to itself, and it assumes a giant-hke form, walking with
majestic strides over moral hill and vale : wrap it in the mantle of protection,

and you render it weak and imbecile as the infant in its cradle. AH history,

all experience, proves this. Examine the state of religion, of politics, and
science, and say if the mighty changes and improvements effected in one and
all have not been the result of the naturally unfettered mind, nobly asserting

its native right to think, discuss, and form conclusions for itself; thus bursting

through the trammels of that protection afforded to a peculiar but almost
universal system of reasoning, which diffused a lethargic torpor over its best

faculties, and tied down, spell-bound,its loftiest aspirings to a tacit acquiescence
in the propositions of man ; as if they had been the incontrovertible emanations
of divinity. Looking upon discussion as the great friend of truth, whatever
may be the result of the present enquiry, I shall rest satisfied that thu course
I have adopted was the only one by which I could discharge my dutv to my-
self, to Mr. Mearns, or to the gardening public,— Robert Fish. Hyac Fark
Corner, Aug, 5. 1835.

The Shrivelling of Grapes, S^c. (X. 18.)— The other day, in lookmg over
some former numbers of your Magazine, I met with a paper written by
Scientiae, &c. (X. 18.), a writer I admire for his respectful and consistent

mode of arguing. He there alludes to the shrivelling of the grape; and I,

having written a paper on it in the same volume (p. 137.), in which you omitted
to insert what I think the most important matter, am induced to make t] 's

second attempt to state what I consider to be the general cause of the gra e's

shriveUing. In the paper alluded to, in X. 137., you omitted to state clciirly,

that I considered it was from the footstalk of the berry not being grown suffi-

ciently firm and hard, which I believe is the only cause. If the grape is gro in

a humid atmosphere, it elongates the footstalk, and causes it to be of a slender,

thin, delicate texture ; and, in case of a sudden change, even for a short time, the

footstalk is easily affected. I think, almost invariably, if the berries which are

shrivelled be examined, they will be found to be of a very slender delicate

texture, and with a black speck on the footstalk. Wlien this injury take

place, as I believe, from the delicacy of the footstalk, the sap ceases to circulate

in the manner required, I think this disease may be remedied by keeping the

early-forced grapes with less humidity in the house than some use when the
crop is young, which helps to elongate the footstalk. In later grapes, if there
were more air admitted, or artificial heat kept up in cold damp weather, either

would remedy the disease; but, as I stated in my former paper, give air and
artificial heat at the same time. As I am making this second attempt to im-
press on the mind of the reader that the cause is really in the footstalk, I can
and will advance a few things to make it more evident. I was asked, this season,

by a gardener, what I would say to a vinery being left a little open all night
at top ; my reply was, I had not tried it, but I would not hesitate in saying
it was more likely to do good than harm. He said that there were the finest

grapes in a house so treated that he had seen all the season. I was asking a
gardener, about Christmas, how his grapes had done this year; his reply was,
" Very well ; I adopted your plan (except one light, which 1 could not move),
giving plenty of air. The grapes under the light which I could not move were
not so good as the others." In a house I had this disease take the crop, with

the exception of a vine at the end where the steam-pipe entered producing a
great and drying heat j and there was a door, with a ventilator over it, which
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all aided to keep off the disease. This vine alone was always free from it

:

this speaks for itself. Perhaps many may think I am too sanguine on this

subject; but, should I be right in my opinion, and in the means of producing

a remedy, I shall be vain enough to think I have done some real good. Should

any person really find the correctness of it, I hope they will do me the favour

to acknowledge it in your Magazine, which will be attended with some good

;

and should it be fairly proved my idea is wrong, I invite the same insertion

from those who may have proved it to be so : but let them give it more than

one trial, and fair ones ; for I have no desire to mislead. I know it is apt to

be too much the case that imperfect trials are made, and often but one, which

I never feel satisfied with ; for unknown accidents often interfered in one trial,

which might not in the second.— J. D. Parks. Dartford Nursery, May 20.

1835.

To prevent the Effect of Frost on Brick Walls. — I recollect reading in your

account of visiting Claremont (vol. x. p. 325.), that you state Mr. M'Intosh

had had the top of his water-basin leaded for some distance down, to prevent

the frost from tearing it to pieces. I believe it is not generally known, that,

if the bricks were not laid in mortar, the frost would not have any effect in

lifting them, and that the cement over the ends of the bricks is sufficient for

keeping the water without any mortar. Cement, I believe, might be used

with safety ; but even it is not required.— Id,

Art. IV. The London Horticidtiiral Societij and Garden.

July 21. 1835.— Read. A communication on the preservation of the

Golden Harvey apple; by John Disney, Esq., F.H.S.
The Grohy Medal awarded to Mr. James Bruce.— It was announced that

the gold medal, which had been placed at the disposal of the Society by the

Right Hon. Lord Grey of Groby, for the best specimen of the most rare

orchideous or parasitical plant exhibited between July 1. ISSl, and July 1.

1835, had been awarded to Mr. James Bruce, gardener to Boyd Miller, Esq.,

of Mitcham, for a specimen of Oncidium ciliatum, with forty-four flowers in

its panicle, which was exhibited at the Society's meeting on Nov. 4. 1834.

Exhibited. Seedling varieties of Pelargonium from Mr. J. Maker, jun.,

gardener to the Hon. J. Westenra, Fifield, near Maidenhead, Berkshire.

Flowering specimens of five kinds of Passiflora, fi'om Mrs. Marr3att. Car-

nations and picotees, from Mrs. Lawrence. Flowers of kinds of Dkhlia, from
Messrs. Chandler. Models of flowers in wax, from Miss Tayspill, 213. Oxford
Street. A cucumber from a plant which had grown in a grapery without heat,

trained along the wires, from T. Jesson, Esq.
Also,-from the Garden ofthe Society.— Flowers : Alstroemerfa aurea, Anoma-

theca cruenta, tSolanum etuberosum, Eschsch61tz?a crocea, J/upinus nanus and
mutabilis, Chelone centranthifolia, Tournefort/rt /;eliotropidides, Clarkift ele-

gans and pukjiella alba, CEnothera densiflora, iSpirse^a «ri3sf61ia, Magn6h'«
grandiflora var. prse^cox d'Andry, Potent! 11a Hopwoodiojzo: and Russelhawa,
Catananche bicolor, stocks, roses, dahlias. Fruit : Royal duke cherry ; this

very valuable sort was received from France under the names of Royale tardive
or Anglaise tardive : it possesses all the good qualities of the May duke, ripen-
ing after it is over. The cherries shown were from a standard; and would
have been much larger had the season not been so dry.

August 'i^. — Read. An account of the propagation of ilfimulus Youngii
and Petunia z;iolacea, by G. R. G. Ricketts, Esq., F.H.S.

Exhibited. Rosa microphjlla, from E. Johnston, Esq. An unnamed kind
of rose, and flowers of kinds of dahlias, from Messrs. Chandler. A melon,
from Mr. G. Mills, F.H.S. Drawings of fruits and flowers, from Mrs. Withers.

^
Also, from the Garden of the Society.— Flowers : Ceanothus azureus, V/is-

tan'ffl ConsequaM, Penstemon Richardson^, Chelone centranthifolia, Podolepis
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gracilis ; iupJnus ornatus, mutabilis, and Cruckshanksw ; Tournefortza heWo-
tropioides. Madia elegans, ilialope grandiflora, CEnothera densiflora, Diplo-
pappus incanus, Eschscholtzfa crocea, Capparis spinosa, roses of the Noisette
and Chinese kinds, dahlias.—Fruits. Finger grape : late duke cherry, from a
standard tree; the kind is a great bearer : red Astrachan apple; smaller than
usual, owing to the drought, but; better in quality: early harvest; one of the
best early kinds of apple, it is of American origin, and the trees of it have this

year escaped the blight, which has been so destructive to almost every sort.

Art. V. Covent Garden Market.

The Cabbage Tribe.

Cabbage, per dozen

:

White
Red
Plants, or Coleworts

Legumes.

Peagf per half sieve -

\
per sieve

Beans, Windsor, [P^J]|,

Kidneybeans, per

sieve

sack -

sieve

Tubers and Roots.

r per ton
Potatoes - ^percwt.

cjjer bushel -

Kidney, per bushel -

New, per pound
Turnips, White, per bunch -

Carrots, per bunch
Red Beet, per dozen
Horseradish, per bundle
Radishes, White Turnip, per
bunch ....

The Onion Tribe.

Onions, for pickling, per j sieve
Leeks, per doz. bunches
Garlic, per pound
Shallots, per pound

Asparaginous Plants,
Salads, %€.

Artichokes, per dozen
Lettuce, per score

:

Cos ....
Cabbage . -

Celery, per bundle (12 to 15)

Small Salads, per punnet

Pot and Sweet Herbs.

Parsley, per half sieve

Tarragon, per dozen bunches
Fennel, per dozen bunches -

Thyme, per dozen bunches .

Sage, per dozen bunches
Mint, per dozen bunches
Peppermint, per doz. bunches
Marjoram, per dozen bunches
Savory, green, per dozen bun.
Basil, green, per doz. bunches
Rosemary, per dozen bunches

From
je s. d.

10
3

2 10
2

£ s. d

4
2
4

H
8

4
4

2 6

Lavender, per dozen bunches
Tansy, per dozen bunches -

Stalks and Fruits for Tarts,
Pickling, SjC.

Vegetable Marrow, per dozen
Tomatoes, per punnet
Capsicums, per hundred

Edible Fungi and Fuci.

Mushrooms, per pottle
Morels, dry, per pound
Truffles, dry, per pound :

English ...
Foreign ...

Fruits.

Apples, per bushel

:

King Pippins
Sack and Sugar
Quarrenden

Baking ...
Pears, per half sieve :

Jargonelle
Windsor . - .

Green Chisel
Citron des Carmes

Peaches, per dozen
Nectarines, per dozen
Apricots, per dozen
Plums

:

^^'^^^^^'t per punnet
Green Gage, per half sieve
Wall ditto, per punnet

Mulberries, per gallon (2

pottles) ...
Currants, per half sieve :

White
Red, for wine

for tarts

Dessert . . .

Pine-apples, per pound
Grapes, Hot-house, per lb. -

Melons, per pound
Cucumbers f per hundred .

Pickling X per thousand .

Oranges, per dozen
T f per dozen
Lemons

I {,g^^^^,,rt^gj

Brazil Nuts, per bushel
Barcelona Nuts, per peck -

Filberts, per 100 lbs. -

f per half sieve

Xi

From 1

£ s. d.

2 6
1

1 6
1

4

1

14

14
16

8
4
4
2 6

4
2
4
4
2
4
2

5
9

10
1 6

6

5
4
5
6 0,
4
1 6

6
1

8
1 6
1

6
14
6

1 10

To
£ s. d.

3

10
6

4

8
3
5
5
6
10

6

8
1

12
2

12
4
2
14
16

2 5

Observations.— The continued prevalence of dry and hot weather, during the
last month, has had a material influence on the supplies usually furnished at

this season ; which have become generally scarce, and consequent!}' higher in

price. Of peas we have had to this time a good supply ; but the later crops
have been entirely dried up by the heat of the weather. On all dry soils, in

more favourable situations, the crop has been prematurely forced into the mar-
ket; therefore, but few can now be expected. French beans are also ma-
terially affected by the continued dryness of the season : the supply hitherto

has been raoderat_'ly good, but the crops will altogether be a failure. Turnips
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are so completely destroyed by the weather as to be quite unfit for use

;

consequently no demand for them, with little prospect of any supply for the

next month or six weeks. Carrots as yet have come to hand very sparingly.

The crop is reported to be much injured by the drought ; they will consequently

be scarce throughout the season. Of potatoes we have had to this time a

very good supply; but, in consequence of ot^r vegetables being scarce, there

has been considerable demand for them at improved prices. The crop in

the northern district, from the prevalence of more moisture, is said to be good

;

a full supply may be therefore expected ; but, as the crop in the home district

is small, they will most likely be in demand at an improvement upon last year's

prices, which were very low. The market has been tolerably furnished with

fruits of all description of excellent qualities. Pears have been plentiful; of

course, all the varieties prevalent at this season. Apples are supplied in

abundance, but many of them very small, owing to the trees in many districts

being much affected by late frosts and blights. Plums are generally a deficient

crop; but the market is now tolerably well supplied from France. We have also

had an excellent supply of currants from Holland, by steam : they have come
to hand in good condition. Peaches and nectarines are tolerably plentiful at

present, as well as pine-apples, grapes, and other forced or wall fruits; the

prices, as may be observed by the list, being materially influenced by the

qualities of the respective articles. Filberts are supplied in large quan-

tities : the crop is reported as being very heavy, the quality excellent, being

very free from the grub. Walnuts are a short crop. Grapes upon the open
wall will be good from the continued prevalence of fine summer weather: the

crop is very great.— G. C. August 18. 1835.

Art. VI. Obituary.

Died, July 28., William Forsyth, Esq, F.H.S., of Nottingham Place, Mary-
lebone, aged 63 years. Mr. Forsyth was the eldest son of the late royal

gardener of that name, known as the author of a Treatise on the Culture and
Management of Fruit Trees, 4to, 1805, the most popular work of the kind in

the first ten years of the present century. Mr. Forsyth, lately deceased, was
the author of a Botanical Nomenclator, Sfc, published in 1794, 8vo; but of no
other published work that we are aware of. He was chiefly remarkable for

having one of the best horticultural libraries that was perhaps ever formed, and
for his bibliographical knowledge, more especially in botanical and horticultural

literature. He had for many years occupied himself in preparing a Catalogue

Raisonne of Gardening Works, with biographical notices of their authors ; and,

had he lived to complete this, it woukl have formed an interesting chrono-

logical and bibliographical history of gardening. Mr. Forsyth had also pre-

pared, some years ago, an Arboretum Britannicum, a Pomarimn Britannicum,

and other works which we have seen in MS. ; but they have been done so

many years, that they are in a great measure obsolete. The only manuscript
of value which he has left is his Catalogue of Authors ; and that, we trust, will

be published by his executors.

In the preface to the Encyclopcedia of Gardening, and also in the historical

part of the Arboretum Britannicum, we have acknowleged our great obligations

to Mr. Forsyth for the use of his library, and for a variety of curious historical

information, and corrections of names and dates; and we again desire to ac-

knowledge our obligations to him, at the same time deploring his loss, not only
on this account, but as an excellent man,with whom we had been for many years

on terms of friendship. Mr. Forsyth was never married, and has left no near
relations in England. He was buried in the family vault, in the old burying-
ground in the parish of Chelsea.
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Art. I. Notes made during a Tour to Chertsey, Woking, Bagshot,
Reading, Farnham, Milford, Dorking, and Epsom, betuoeen the 12th
and 22d of August, 1835. By the Conductor.

We interrupt the series of articles on our tour in 1833, to give

place to these notes, because some of them are comparatively of
immediate interest. The object of our present tour was to ex-
amine the trees in the arboretums of the Goldv^'orth Nursery,
White Knights, and the Milford Nursery ; and to notice such
others as fell in our way.

We may observe, here, that it will not be too late during the

next three months to send us the dimensions of trees for our
Arboretum ; and that we are just as anxious to receive the dimen-
sions of the common oaks, elms, ashes, sycamores, beeches, &c.,

of the country, as we are those of foreign trees. We mention
this, because, during this excursion, we found some gardeners
who thought common trees not of sufficient interest for our
work. In order to convince others, who may entertain the same
opinion, that this is by no means the case, we shall in a future

Number show the use which we intend to make of the Return
Papers in the Arboretum Britannicum, by inserting a specimen
of what we mean to say of the Magnolm grandiflora, as being
one of the finest of foreign trees ; and of the common sycamore,
as one of the trees of most frequent occurrence. It will be seen

how many more returns we have had of the former tree than of
the latter, which we can only account for from the cause men-
tioned. We shall also show, in another paper (Art. IV.), a

simple mode of ascertaining the height of large trees ; to all

which particulars we are anxious to direct the attention of those

Vol. XI.— No. 67. o o
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readers wlio are willing to aid us in rendering our Arboretum
Britannicum as perfect a work as possible.

At Syon House, we were struck with the vigorous appearance

of the lime trees in the avenue, owing to the soil being kept

moist by the adjoining water. The lime trees not so situated

are every where, in this very dry season, losing their leaves ; and
therefore it ought to be the object of a perfect system of artificial

culture and management, to supply water, as well as cultivation

by stirring the soil, &c., and giving manure. We have thought
of a variety of modes of supplying water to the trees in the

arboretum in the Horticultural Society's Garden, during the

months of June, July, and August, in every year ; and we are

convinced that the cheapest and most effectual method would be,

^^ to form a series of covered drains,

about 6 in. deep, and 2i in. wide,

formed of bricks ; as in^/g-. 82. The
appearance of the top of the drain

would be as va^gs. 83 or 84.* The
upper surface of the bricks, being

exposed to the air and weather, would
soon assume a dingy colour, so as to present no eyesore as con-

trasted with the green turf, and being as perfectly even and
smooth as the ground on each side, would offer no
obstruction to walking, rolling, or mowing. The
drain would be formed without mortar, in order to

let the water escape at the bottom and sides, and
to admit of taking off the top bricks to clear out

any roots of the grasses or trees, or other obstruc-

tions which might be formed in it. The chief diffi-

culty in such a system of watering would be, to lay

out the drains in such a manner as that every part

of the ground should be equally watered. This
can only be done by adopting the modes employed
in surface irrigation on hill sides; viz. beginning

on the highest ground, and winding about, always

under a certain degree of steepness, till the lowest

ground was reached. The distance between the

drains would depend on the porosity or compact-

ness of the soil. The supply of water would, of

course, always be given at the highest point. In
comparatively level ground, such as that of the

* We shall here make a remark on Jigs. 83. and 84., for the benefit of young
gardeners. Both these figures represent common bricks laid on their flat sides,

alternately crosswise, and lengthwise, so as to form a chain, which we may
imagine sunk into a lawn, so that the upper sides of the bricks may be exactly

level with the surface of the lawn. Fig. 83. is drawn with the aid of a square,

and a drawing pen ; 3Xid.fig. 84. with a common pen, and by the eye, without

the aid of rule, compass, or square. Now, the question is, which of these
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Horticultural Society's Garden, there could be no
difficulty; and we do not think a plan could be
devised for that garden which would be more effect-

ive. If the appearance of the bricks were thought
to be any deformity, the drain might be sunk 3 in.

deeper, and covered with turf; and if the expense
were an object, it might be lessened by employing
draining or ridge-tiles ; and setting them on com-
mon flat tiles, and covering the whole with soil and
turf, so as not to show any appearance of a drain
on the surface, as in^^. 85. It must be remem-
bered, however, that, in this case, the drain could
not be examined without disturbing the turf;

whereas, by the chain of bricks, any one part, or
every part, of the drain, might be uncovered and
covered again instantly, and without the slightest

disfigurement. As to the appearance of such a
\j chain of bricks disfiguring a lawn, instead of doing

so, we think it would add to its interest, somewhat
in the same way as the faint appearance of veins does to the

living figure. A lawn so intersected would be a higher work
of art ; more mind would be thrown
into it ; and, when the use of these

drains came to be understood, they
would be admired by everybody.

In Mofialds's Nursery we observed
a fine stock of forest trees, which
we intend soon to examine more in

detail. Messrs. Ronalds's printed list

two modes is better ? Our answer is, that by the person wholly uninitiated in
the art of drawing, and without much culture or imagination, ^g. 83. will be
preferred ; because it is the plain straightforward demonstration of the thino-

represented : but by a person whose taste for drawing has been cultivated, and
who possesses some imagination, jSg. 84. will be preferred ; because, as there
is no such thing as outlines of objects in nature, that is, no such things as lines

apart from bodies, no more use is made in that figure of those means (viz. the
representing of objects by lines) than is barely necessary to represent them :

the rest is left to the imagination. Hence the beauty of slight sketches to an
artist, and their comparative worthlessness to those who have not learnt
drawing, or studied pictures. The young gardener will learn from this that
lines are merely means to an end : they are the means of representing objects
on paper without the aid of light and shade or colours j and, in this case as
in every other of a like kind, it is in bad taste, or, in other words, contrary to
sound sense, to render the means more conspicuous than the end. The j'oung
gardener should bear this principle in mind when drawing any kind of plans
or views j for it applies to shading and colours, just as much as it does to lines.

It also applies to the actual designing and laying out of a garden, which may
be altogether disfigured by more walks than are, or appear to be, necessary
for showing off its beauties, and more or higher hedges or walls than are
necessary for giving it shelter or security.

o o 2
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contains upwards of thirty-five select sorts of Cratae^gus; a

genus which deserves particular attention, because it is better

adapted than perhaps any other for planting in small suburban

gardens ; which, as our correspondent Mr. Rutger has shown,

in Arts. II. and III., are too often disfigured by trees out of all

proportion to them in point of size.

At Twickenham, we observed a large medlar tree, some large

walnuts, elms, and cedars ; and, in the horsechestnut avenue at

Bushvj a great many very distinct varieties of that tree. At
Shepperton we missed a large and beautiful catalpa, which used

to hang over the road, and be profusely covered with bloom at

this season. It had, we suppose, been taken down to widen the

road. Near Sunbury are some very large narrow-leaved elms,

and some good white, English black, and black Italian poplars.

In the very moist soil in which they are growing, the English

black poplar (Populus nigra) is so luxuriant in its foliage as

almost to appear like the black Italian (P. monilifera). May
they not be varieties, as we are persuaded half the reputed

species of poplars, willows, birches, alders, ashes, elms, and
other forest trees, are? Not far from Chertsey are some fine

Chinese crab trees (P. spectabilis), and a magnificent Ptelea

trifoliata, at least 30 ft. high, with branches covering a space

nearly as much in diameter. Through the whole distance be-

tween London and Chertsey, the difference between the trees

growing close to the Thames, and those on the high gravelly

banks on the north side of the road, was most striking. How-
ever frequently we have made the remark before, we cannot

help repeating that the most splendid herbaceous plant we saw
by the road side was the wild endive : the drier the season, the

more splendid are its large blue flowers. This is owing to its

taproots running deep into the soil ; and it affords a hint to

gardeners to introduce a judicious proportion of taprooted

plants into flower-gardens and flower-beds ; or, rather, we
should say, that not only are the colours of flowers, the times of

their flowering, &c., to be taken into consideration in making a
choice, but their susceptibility of displaying their beauty in dif-

ferent characters of seasons; such as in a wet season, a dry
season, a windy one, one more than usually cold, &c. All blue

flowers are increased in their intensity by light and heat, and all

red ones the contrary.

In the garden of the principal inn at Chertsey there is a com-
mon hazel growing out of the brick wall, with its foliage much
less injured by the dry weather than that of those growing in the

common soil : doubtless from its being inured to live with little

moisture. The church being situated in the town among other

buidings, its exterior would be much improved by a few creepers;

and the churchyard is much in want of a few trees and shrubs.
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SL Ann's Hill; the Honourable Mrs. Fox.— We found this

beautiful place in the best order ; no expense being spared in cart-

ing water, and in labour, to water not only the herbaceous plants
and culinary crops, but also the principal shrubs, and many of
the trees. There is a magnificent cedar here, planted by Mrs.
Fox forty years ago : it is 50 ft. high ; the circumference of the
trunk, at one foot from the ground, is 1 1 ft. ; the space covered
with the branches is 72 ft. in diameter ; and this year it has
above 800 cones. There is another cedar, also planted by Mrs.
Fox, nearly as high, the branches of which cover a space 75 ft.

in diameter, and the trunk of which girts 12 ft. A deciduous
cypress, planted by Mrs. Fox thirty-five years ago, is 45 ft.

high, and the branches cover a space 35 ft. in diameter. It is a
most beautiful tree, with pendent branches sweeping the lawn

;

and it is now laden with small green cones, resembling a good
deal those of the hemlock spruce. There are five other hand-
some trees of the same kind, none of which, however, bear
cones : indeed, with the exception of a tree at Bagshot, and
another at Purser's Cross, we are not aware of any other cone-
bearing deciduous cypresses in England. We should be glad
if our readers would examine all the trees of this kind within

their observation, and let us know if they have discovered any.

There are a great many other fine trees at St. Ann's Hill, of
all of which we have received the particulars, in a Return Paper
carefully filled up by Mr. Tucker, the gardener, who was the

inventor of a handsome flower-stand, an engraving of which ap-
peared in one of our early volumes.

Mr. Do?iald's Arboretum at Goldworth is in a most thriving

state ; and the pines, firs, cypresses, thorns, and various other

genera, are bearing seeds. That noble tree Araucdria imbricata

has stood out three years without the slightest protection. We
were sorry to see the effect of this arboretum much injured by
dahlias, madias, and other showy flowers being planted in it. It

cannot be too often repeated, that, wherever trees and shrubs are

intended to be the principal objects, whether for botanical study,

or general effect, the attention of the spectators ought never to

be distracted by planting flowers among them. A complete

natural arrangement of named herbaceous plants has been formed
adjoining the arboretum, since we last visited Mr. Donald ; so

that his nursery is now an admii'able botanical school; and,

considering the wild beauty of the surrounding country, and the

cheapness of house-rent, Goldworth appears to us to be a most
desirable place for a family to retire to during a few summer
months. When the Southampton railroad, which passes close

to the nursery, is completed, this part of the country will soon

afterwards be covered with villas ; a purpose for which it is in

many respects admirably adapted, having a dry soil, an irre-

o o 3
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gular surface, and extensive prospects, with no large mansions

or extensive parks within seven miles. Mr. Donald's nursery

was, as usual, in perfect order, and not a weed was to be seen,

though the whole foi'ce was here, as everywhere else, employed in

watering. Mr. Donald is building some additional cottages, to

render his workmen comfortable. The walls are hollow, on
Silverlock's plan ; and about the eighth of an acre is added to

each dwelling as a garden. No man is a kinder master than

Mr. Donald, and no one can be more beloved and better served

by his workmen.
In passing along the common to Bagshot, an immense mound

appears at a distance from the road, crossing a valley in which

there is neither hedge, house, road, tree, nor ploughed ground.

It is a wild part of the heath, which has probably never been

touched by man since it was left by the waters of the deluge

:

there is something grand in seeing this noble mound majes-

tically crossing it in order to carry forward the railroad on the

proper level ; and one is tempted to speculate on the probability,

at some distant time, of the whole globe being covered and

penetrated by railroads, at convenient distances, cutting through

low hills, and raising banks across shallow valleys; and tunneling

mountains, and crossing deep valleys on bridges. The whole

continent of North America will probably be the first large por-

tion of the world that will exhibit this state of things ; but, if the

nations of Europe were but as anxious to make roads and rail-

roads as they once were to make war, we should soon be in

advance of our transatlantic brethren.

At Bagshot, among the extensive plantations of Scotch pine

and birch, we found many distinct varieties of the latter tree;

and here, at Mr. Donald's, and in the Milford Nursery, we had
the most decided proofs that jBetula j^opulifolia H. K., B. ex-

celsa H. K., B. nigra Z/., B. pendula Roth, B. pubescens Ehrh.,

and B, alba Z«., are all one and the same species. We are con-

firmed in this opinion by specimens received formerly and now
from Mr. Grigor, collected from the seed beds of his nurseries

at Elgin, and from the very extensive birch woods of Sluie, in

the neighbourhood of Forres in Morayshire.

At Bear Wood we found a number of transplanted oak trees

dead of the drought ; but in general the plantations looked
better than those nearer London.

White Knights we found in excellent order ; and we spent two
days in examining the trees with Mr, Ward. We were here

confirmed in certain opinions respecting the identity of species

belonging to the genus Cratse^gus, which we had entertained

from observing the plants in the Horticultural Society's Garden
and at Messrs. Loddiges. C. j^runifolia, C. hybrida, C. arhuii-

folia, C. ovalifolia, C. elliptica, C. salicifolia, C. splendens, and
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C. lucida, are all decidedly mere varieties of C. Crus-galli. Some
of these names, indeed, are mere synonymes. A number of trees,

which appear very distinct in their foliage when in a young state

in the nurseries, acquire so great a sameness after they have
been planted thirty or forty years, as to show that they are mere
varieties : this we found to be particularly the case with some
varieties of the lime tree, which are certainly very distinct in the

Horticultural Society's Garden, but which, at White Knight's,

seem all to be included in Tilia europae^a parvifolia, T. e. grandi-
folia, T. americana, and T. a. pubescens. The smooth and the
rough Amei'ican limes appear to become quite the same after a
certain age. The Swedish and British junipers, also, appear
here to be decidedly the same. But we should fill the whole
Number, if we were to detail all the observations which we made
on trees at this place. We shall therefore conclude with one
remark, which is, that, as there is no particular arrangement fol-

lowed in planting the trees at White Knights, it is much to be
regretted that those species which grow naturally in damp situ-

ations were not placed in the lowest parts of the ground; be-
cause, in such a dry season as the present, where peat earth

plants occur on rising grounds, they are burnt up : this was
particularly the case at White Knights, with the deciduous mag-
nolias, the Cornus florida, and the rhododendrons, azaleas, &c.
On the other hand, the marshy ground adjoining of the great

pond is planted with the commoner forest trees, and with pines,

firs, and junipers, all of which grow best in dry soils. Such
errors in the progress of an art are unavoidable; but it is the
duty of the rising generation, to turn to account the mistakes of
their predecessors. It is also Hjuch to be regretted, that the

indigenous and common trees at White Knights are not thinned
out from among the exotics : for, in a few years, a great number
of the latter will be destroyed by them. We have no sympathy
with that indiscriminate love of trees which would plant anything
and everything, and would cut down nothing ; leaving the

stronger, which, ofcourse, are the common indigenous sorts, to de-

stroy the more choice ones, which are always the weakest. What-
ever is artificial requires the continual superintendence of art.

Farnham Castle ; the Lord Bishop of Winchester.— This is a
place of very considerable interest. The present bishop, being
a scientific botanist, and much attached to gardening, has made
great improvements in the grounds about the castle. The old
walls, the keep, the ramparts, and other places which formed
part of the original fortification, and were, till lately, covered
with weeds and bushes, he has converted into ornamental walks,

commanding extensive prospects over the town and adjoining

country, and bordered with exotic flowers and climbing shrubs.

An old kitchen-garden he has turned into a flower-garden, and
o o 4
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made various similar improvements. We found the place in

very high order, and the walks juSt as we could wish them. In

the flower-garden near the house were two large evergreen mag-
nolias ; one large M. conspicua ; a bush of green tea, 6 ft. or 8 ft.

in diameter, ripening seed ; and in the pleasure-grounds, at

some distance, were numerous fine specimens of foreign trees

and shrubs, planted, it is said, by Mrs. North, the lady of

Bishop North, about fifty years ago. Among these we may
notice ^^cer striatum, 16 ft. high, a very handsome tree, covered

with seed; ^. rubrum, 50 ft. high; Staphylea pinnata, 15 ft.

high ; Corylus Colurna, 50 ft. high ; Cupressus /hyoides, 20 ft.

high ; and various other specimens, the dimensions of all of

which have been kindly entered, by the bishop's permission, in

our Return Paper, by his gardener, Mr. M'Donald, who took

the very greatest pains to measure them correctly. We saw
here a female black Italian poplar, one of the seed catkins of

which had been broken off prematurely, and stuck in the

branches of another tree, where it looked like a mass of insects.

On examination, we found it to contain such a quantity of cotton,

that we have sent it to Manchester, to ascertain whether it is of

a quality that would be worth manufacturing. If it should turn

out to be so, the culture of this tree, already so profitable from

the immense quantity of timber which it produces in a very few

years, will acquire a new interest. The female black Italian poplar

is by no means common : we only know of one other specimen,

which is in the garden of the London Horticultural Society.

In Farnham Castle, the hall is a large room, the general pro-

portions of which are not bad ; but in point of architecture it has

no pretensions whatever. There is not even a cornice under the

ceiling ; and it is lighted by two tiers of windows, a mode of

lighting which always suggests to our mind the idea of common-
place composition on the part of the architect. It is^seldom,

indeed, that the architect has an opportunity of deviating from
the usual proportions of windows, and, consequently, from the

practice of placing one tier of them over another ; and, therefore,

when a church, or a large hall like that at Farnham Castle, comes
under his pencil, he ought to seize the opportunity of deviating

from common practices, and producing something like an ex-
ternal feature which would indicate what was within. This
subject never occurs to us without bringing before our mind's
eye the Bank of England and the National Gallery at Charing
Cross, with their blank windows, introduced, as it were, to im-
bue these large buildings with a commonplace expression. That
the public should bear with the latter building is a proof of the
low state of taste for the fine arts among the general mass of
society in this country. At the sale of the books and drawings
of the late Mr. Nash, there was a design for a National Gallery
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at Charing Cross even more commonplace than that which has
been erected. It contained three tiers of glazed windows, and
eight or ten doors at regular distances ; and, in fact, was only
distinguishable from a row of street houses by having a central

portico and some other columns and cupolas. If these had been
removed, it would have been impossible to distinguish the

proposed public building from a row of private houses.

Milford Nursery is, like most others, suffering for want of
rain ; and in it, as in them, the chief business of the workmen at

present is watering. There are a great many new things in this

nursery which have not yet been figured in British publications,

because they will be so, very shortly, in a work preparing by
P. B. Webb, Esq., and the botanist M. Brotero. In the mean-
time, Mr. Penny is preparing a catalogue of the more rare

things, which will soon be printed. As our attention was chiefly

directed to the trees, we were pleased to see some thousands of
young plants of the sessile-fruited oak ; and to have ocular de-
monstration, on a large scale, that this species or variety is, at

least in its young state, of much more rapid and robust growth
than the stalk-fruited oak ; Messrs. Young and Penny having a
large compartment of each sort in their nursery placed adjoining

each other, on purpose to show the difference between them.
The sessile-fruited oak may be tolerably well distinguished from
the other, even in its young state and without acorns, from the

majority of the leaves being less sinuated, and having longer

footstalks. The trees from which the acorns of the sessile-fruited

oak were taken by Mr. Young stand at Burningfold, near Duns-
fold or Plaistow, in Surrey, and are the property of Mrs. Woods
of Shopwick, near Chichester. We understand they are re-

markably fine trees, and we are promised their dimensions. The
acorns of the sessile-fruited oak being smaller than those of the
other sort, no regular gatherer of acorns will ever collect them
unless paid an extra price. Hence the great difficulty which
those who know the real value of this oak, and wish to grow it,

have in procuring its acorns. In our Arhoretum Britannicum we
shall have to bring together a great variety of opinions on the
merits of these two species of oaks ; and, in the mean time, we
invite our readers to send us every kind of information in their

power respecting them ; and we particularly beg of them to look
out for both sessile and stalk-fruited acorns on the same branch
of the same tree, and to send us dried specimens if they should
find any.

The Arhoretum at Milford House has undergone several muti-
lations since we last saw it ; and some of the trees have been
lopped in a manner ruinous to their beauty, especially the pines

and the oaks. We particularly regret a beautiful tree of

Quercus palustris, a variety of American oak, different from any
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that we have seen elsewhere, except in Mr. Donald's arboretum.

It is a light, graceful, rapidly growing tree, with wide-spreading

branches, which droop to the ground. We consider it as

nothing more than a variety of the species, whatever be its name,

to which Q. rubra, coccinea, tinctoria, macrocarpa, and half a

dozen other specific names in our nurseries, belong. We are

perfectly satisfied that, from a bushel of American acorns taken

from one tree, all these sorts, and many others, might be obtained.

We are happy to find that Messrs. Young and Penny have

begun an arboretum, distinct from that at Milford House, in

their own nursery ; and, as they have abundance of room (above

150 acres), we have no doubt they will form a very complete one.

Among the herbaceous plants, we observed that the statices were

least affected by the drought. Many of the new sorts are very

beautiful, and deserve to be in every good flower-garden.

Among the nursery practices which were new to us here, is

that of buying in seedling birch trees which have been pulled up
out of the copses. These are found to root much better than

seedlings of the same age and size taken out of a regular seed-

bed ; doubtless because, in the latter case, a greater proportion of

the taproot requires to be cut off. In the case of the young
birches pulled out of the copses, the taproot, which could not

get far down into the hard soil, has its substance in a more con-

centrated form, and is more branchy; hence little requires to be

cut off it, except the ragged fibres ; and it may be considered as

acting as a bulb to the upper part of the plant. The tops of

the seedling birches are shortened before planting ; and the

plants, Mr. Young informs us, make as much wood in one year,

as regular nursery-reared birch seedlings will in two. It is

found, in this part of the country, that the downy-leaved black-

barked seedling birches stole much freer when cut down as

coppice wood, than the smooth-leaved white-barked weeping
variety. The plum-leaved willow is here grown to a great ex-

tent for planting in copses, as also are the common ash and the

sweet chestnut.

Pepper Harro'W Park, Lord Viscount Midleton, is a very fine

place, many points of which reminded us of Broadlands; but the

situation of the house, and the terrace walk on the high bank of

the river Wey, are here far grander. The house is much too low,

and, from being overtopped by the trees, it has but a poor effect.

When the ajjvantages of having lofty and well-lighted and venti-

lated rooms, and particularly lofty kitchens and bedrooms, and
when the superior healthfulness of sleeping in a stratum of air

considerably elevated above the ground in any given locality,

are properly understood, no such mansion as that at Pepper
Harrow will be built. There is a singular inconsistency, though
it is not a very obvious one, in sleeping for perhaps twelve hours
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in an unchanged volume of air, while we think it necessary to

have the air in the atmosphere in which we breathe during the

other twelve hours of the twenty-four changed continually^

Surely this changing of the air must be as necessary during the

night as during the day. These observations do not apply
more to the house at Pepper Harrow than they do to most
other gentlemen's seats, and probably not so much so to it, as

they would to many others ; but still we make them here as

they here arose in our mind, and we think they may be useful.

No style of finishing in a room will ever compensate us for the

want of ample dimensions.

There are some remarkably fine trees in Pepper Harrow Park,
a number of which, with the permission of Lord Midleton, and
the assistance of his gardener, Mr. Giddings, we measured and
noted down. There are a great many large old cedars, which,

however, have chiefly taken the character of bushes. One of

these is 73 ft. high ; the diameter of the trunk at a foot from the

ground is upwards of 6 ft., and of the space covered by its

branches, 84 ft. Another is 75 ft. high ; the trunk 7 ft. in dia-

meter; and the diameter of the space covered by its branches is

102 ft. A larch lately cut down was 73 ft. high, and 4 ft. in dia-

meter. There are red cedars from 30 ft. to 40 ft. high, and a holly

from 65 ft. to 70 ft. high. The sweet-scented crab (Pyrus coro-

naria) thrives remarkably well, and has sown itself in abundance
throughout the plantations. There are a liquidambar 50 ft, high,

hemlock spruces about the same height, and a Quercus Phellos

65ft. high; Turkey oaks 80ft. high, bladder nut 35ft. high,

Cratae^gus punctata 33 ft. high; and a number of other large

trees, including common oaks, elms, and beeches, which will be

found duly registered in our Arboretum Britannicum. The
kitchen-garden and flower-garden we found in excellent order,

and all the crops good. The pines were particularly so ; and
also the grapes. In the pinery, four very large plants of Glo-

riosa superba were in seed ; and some other ornamental plants

were very finely grown. The system of watering practised in

the kitchen-gardens here is worthy of notice. There are tanks

distributed over the gardens, communicating with one another

and with a head reservoir of liquid manure at the stables, and
another near it of clean water, in such a manner as that every tank

can be filled either with pure water, or liquid manure, or with a

mixture of these, at pleasure. The pond at the stable, and the

supply of pure water, are at the highest points, and all the tanks

are on somewhat lower levels. The communication between the

tanks is by underground pipes. From each tank, the water or

liquid manure is either taken out with watering-pots, and dis-

tributed in the usual manner, or it is raised by a portable pump
into a gutter formed of loose tiles, whence it is distributed over
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the surface of the garden in the manner done in irrigating grass

lands. Two peach borders, extending along two sides of the

garden, were in the act of being watered in this manner while

we were there. We cannot help remarking here on the order

and neatness which we observed in the walks, the edgings, the

lawn, the back sheds, and, indeed, in every part of what was
under the care of Mr. Giddings.

Donald and Westland's Nursery^ at DorJcing, is, as usual, in

high order, and stocked brimful of good things. We were much
struck with a magnificent plant of Erythrina Crista galli, with

the collection of dahlias, and with that fine plant Ceanothus

azureus, which here, and in all the nurseries that we have visited

since we left London, forms a beautiful hardy shrub, flowering

the whole summer. Mr. Westland has built some additional

houses since we were last at Dorking, and has heated them in

Kewley's manner. In one of these he grows pines and grapes,

and the other is devoted to heaths.

Deepdejie is suffering from drought ; but still it is a delight-

ful place. We were sorry to hear that certain alterations are

proposed in the house and grounds, which, if we understand

them rightly, will so far alter the character of the place as to

render it no longer the work of the late Mr. Hope. We care

little about what may be done to the interior of the house, but

we think every part of the exterior ought to be held sacred to

the memory of the great and excellent man, the impress of

whose mind it bears. The situation of the house precludes it

from ever being made better than what it is ; and, if it is thought

objectionable in its present state, it appears to us that it would
be much better to build another than to attempt to alter it;

preserving the present one as a temple of virtii, and rendering it

a depository of sculpture, architectural antiquities, paintings, and
books. There must surely be many fine sites on an estate na-

turally so varied in surface, and now rendered so extensive by the

addition of that of Betchworth Castle. The rooms in the present

house at Deepdene are mostly low, and never can be rendered
magnificent by increasing their length or area: a low room is

only made worse by rendering it longer. Mr. Wood has raised

a fine new dahlia, which he has named the Viscountess Beresford,

and of which a notice will be found elsewhere. The Horticul-

tural Society at Dorking is, we are happy to learn, in a most
prosperous state.

The Epsom Nursery we found in the very highest order ; and
we certainly think we never saw the plants before so finely

grown. Nowhere, that we know of, are such plants as Clian-

thus puniceus, Deutzm scabra, Bentham/a fragifera, Berberis

^quifolium, and various others, equally rare and beautiful, to be

had by the hundred, except at Epsom. The collection of spe-
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cimens of climbing roses is beyond all praise. Among the col-

lection of crataeguses, we found three sorts raised from seeds,

which are new.
Before concluding these hurried notes, we may observe, that

in most of the gardens which we visited, but not in all of them,

the practice of watering was continued after the usual hours of

working. This appears fair and reasonable to a certain extent

;

that is, occasionally, under unexpected circumstances; for ex-

ample, in times of unusual drought, when there have been many
interruptions during the day, &c. ; but we cannot think it either

just or humane to keep men watering, or doing any description

of work regularly, after six o'clock till it is dark, as is done in

some places, without any additional payment. Every man ought
to have a period in every day to which he can look forward as

his time of relaxation, and during which he shall be entire

master of his time and his pursuits. This is essential to human
happiness ; and, for young men endeavouring to acquire the pro-

fession of a gardener, not only is all the time before six o'clock

in the morning, and after six o'clock in the evening, necessary,

to admit of the proper extent of reading and botanising ; but, so

extensive has gardening now become, and so various are the

acquirements expected from first-rate gardeners, that two ad-

ditional hours would require to be added to the time of relax-

ation of each day, to enable a gardener to learn all that may be
required from him. It depends upon the enlightenment of the

working classes, whether or not, in a few years, this will be the

case ; and whether, during summer, instead of journeymen gar-

deners having one hour for the mid-day meal, three will be
allowed. Of what use are all the various improvements made
in machinery, if they do not end in abridging the daily hours
now devoted to manual labour ?

Art. II. A Series of Designs for laying out Suburban Gardens and
Grounds, from One Perch to several Acres in extent. By Mr. T.
RuTGER. Design 1. Frontages of Four Houses, containing One
Perch each. Design 2. Frontages ofFour Houses, containing One
Perch and a Half each.

The series of designs which I propose for your acceptance

will consist of what may be termed " designs for suburban gar-

dens," and such as, perhaps, may be useful to some who may
be about to commence the laying out of gardens to the extent of

any of the designs that this series will embrace. I have begun
at a low scale, namely, that of mere frontages to houses that are

attached or joined together; the first of which consists of four

frontages, of one perch of ground to each ; and the second also
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of four frontages, consisting of about one perch and a half to

each. The ground to these being of small dimensions, there is

not room for much display of taste and variety ; but it may not

be amiss to oiFer a few hints upon them : aud, first, with regard
to the walks :— these I should prefer being laid down with stone,

with neat kerbs, about 2 in. high, at the sides ; and, where there

are clumps that do not join the walks, as in design No. 2. {Jig.

87. )j I should prefer them to be surrounded with grass rather than
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gravel, as I consider the latter to be in bad taste, though it is

frequently employed in the vicinity of the metropolis.

30/eef,

With regard to the plants and shrubs proper for gardens of

this description, I should recommend their maximum of growth

to be in proportion to their situation, as by this means a greater
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variety may be introduced. I have seen instances where a single

tree has overshadowed nearly a whole garden of this description,

and thus rendered void the possibility of any thing else growing

therein. I would recommend, also, that the partition fences of the

frontages, of whatever material they may be constructed, should

not exceed the height of 6 ft., in order that as free a circulation of

air as possible may take place, as this is highly necessary for the

health of the plants, and particularly in situations of this kind,

where, under the most favourable circumstances, they will be much
confined. With regard to the choice of shrubs, I should intro-

duce as great a variety of evergreens as possible, of those kinds

which, from observation, I have seen to succeed ; an enumeration

of which, including also deciduous shrubs and flowers, would be

very acceptable from any of your correspondents who have had
experience in the management of suburban gardens. Among
the common evergreens that appear to flourish in these situations,

I have noticed the common and variegated hollies, the common
box tree, the Chinese arbor vitae, the Aiicuha japonica, the red

cedar, the evergreen privet, and the giant ivy. The latter of

these (the ivy) which grows luxuriantly in most situations, might

not only be used to cover walls and fences, but might be trained

up in pyramids, or in any other form which taste might point

out, by having a framework fixed in the ground for training it

to ; and if jasmine, clematis, or some other light climbers, were
intermixed with the ivy, they would, I think, give a relief, and,

at the same time, add to its beauties during the summer months.

As it respects deciduous trees and shrubs, I should make use of

the lightest and handsomest flowering kinds that would thrive,

and such as, by an occasional and judicious pruning, might be
kept within bounds. Decorations might also be introduced

upon a limited scale, consisting of ornamental vases and other

tasteful designs, which are to be seen in profusion at Austin's

manufactory of artificial stone, in the New Road.
In these designs, there will be, occasionally, places pointed

out where decorations of this kind may be introduced ; but they

are not intended to be arbitrary, as I would rather leave this to

the taste and fancy of those who may be inclined to bring any of

the designs into operation. In designs No. 1. {Jig. 86.) and
No. 2. (fig. 87.), the small circles indicate the situations for de-

corations of this kind ; and they are meant to be elevated on a
plinth, or basement, of stone, to the height necessary, according

to the nature of the articles made use of.

Since writing the above, I have had opportunities of making
further observations as to the extent that evergreens are made
use of in the suburban gardens of the metropolis ; and I have
been niuch gratified by observing them to be introduced freely
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in the fi'ontages and small gardens in the neighbourhood of

Brompton, where they are thriving to the extent desired, and
where they add much beauty to the places in which they are

introduced. In these gardens, both the common and Portugal

laurels are made use of" to advantage, as well as several other

evergreens not mentioned above.

I should advise all persons who are about to lay out and
plant frontages and small shrubbery gardens in the immediate
vicinity of the metropolis, first to inspect the nurseries that are

situated very close to town; for instance, those about Sloane

Street, Brompton, and the New Road, &c., and then to make
a selection of such evergreen and deciduous trees and shrubs as

appear to thrive in them, and which may, at the same time,

be thought eligible for the situations where they are to be

planted.

Portland Place, August, 1835.

Art. III. So7ne Remarks on the Suburba7i Gardens of the Metropolis,

and on the Mode of laying out and planting the Public Squares.

By Mr. T. Rutger.

I FEEL inclined to lay before you some observations on the

defects, as I conceive them to be, in the suburban gardens of the

metropolis ; but which, perhaps, may more particularly apply to

the frontages of houses in its immediate vicinity.

In the first place, in the choice which is frequently made of

forest trees for the purpose of embellishment, I conceive there is

a great error ; as they bear no proportion to the situations in

which they are placed. Could London boast of its boulevards,

like some of the cities on the Continent, I should rejoice to see

trees of this description planted in lines, which, while they gave

beauty, would also afford an agreeable shade to the pedestrians

during the hot days of summer ; but, planted, as they frequently

are, in small gardens consisting only of a few perches of ground,

they must either be curtailed by frequent mutilations, or be left

to usurp the whole of the contracted space, to the exclusion of

such species as would be more in accordance, in regard to size,

with the sites on which they stand.*

* The subject of adapting the sizes of trees to the extent of the grounds in

which they are to be placed, is one, as Mr. Rutger truly observes, which is

very generally neglected, notwithstanding its great importance. Almost every
one who plants a garden of a few perches, in the neighbourhood of London,
finds, in eight or ten years afterwards, that a few of the coarser trees have at-

tained to such a size as to smother everything else, and to render it altogether

impossible either to have smooth green turf, or healthy flowers, the two
grand objects for which suburban gardens are desired. For this reason, in our
Arboretum Britannicuvi, we have been careful to select and figure as many

Vol. XI. — No. 67. p p
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The second thing I will advert to is, the scarcity of evergreens,

which is apparent in very many places round the metropolis

:

take, for instance, the line of the New Road from Paddington to

Islington, in many of the frontages of which line not a single

evergreen is to be found. Perhaps I may be told that evergreens

thrive but badly in these situations; and if this has been proved,

I must, of course, succumb; but, if otherwise, it is much to be

regretted that they have been so sparingly made use of; as,

throughout the winter season, they would give a liveliness to the

scene, and compensate, in some measure, for the loss of the

foliage of the deciduous kinds. In fact, it is my opinion, that

evergreens ought to preponderate considerably in situations of

this kind ; and, if a few of the variegated sorts were judiciously

sprinkled among them, they would add much in giving variety

to the whole, particularly in the winter. Were I to plant out a

line of frontages, I should do all in my power to encourage the

growth of evergreens, in all the variety possible, of the sorts I

might hope would succeed ; and I should be careful to plant no
deciduous tree of a heavy foliage to overshadow them. With
respect to the deciduous kinds, 1 should make choice of the most
light, ornamental, and flowering ones ; and so dispose of them
as that, when grown up, they should just be seen among and
through the interstices of the evergreens, in such a way as to

display their flowers to the eye of the passenger.

In the third place, I beg to notice the very bad taste that is

frequently displayed in suffering gravel to come in contact with

paved walks. I have already advocated the laying down of

paved walks (p. 434<.), and still feel disposed to do so, having

more particularly noticed them since. In some instances, I

have observed the walk from the entrance gate to the house

only paved, and the small walks, on the sides, laid down with

small trees as we could ; such as different species of Cratse^gus, Pjrus, Prunus,
Cerasus, Ameldnchier, Cotoneaster, Cytisus, i?hamnus, &c., which are, at the

same time, trees having showy flowers and fruits. There are upwards of forty

very distinct sorts of Cratae^gus, every one of which forms a most picturesque

small tree, which grows rapidly till it attains the height of 10 ft. or 12 ft., and
then becomes comparatively stationary for many years, flowering and fruiting

abundantly every year. This is exactly the sort of tree suitable for a suburban
garden ; more especially when we consider its four seasons of preeminent

beauty ; viz. the budding season, in March and April ; the flowering season, in

May aiid June ; the fruiting season, in September ; and the autumnal colouring

of the leaf in October and November. The leaves of some of the crataeguses,

such as C. trilobata, flpiifolia major, flava, &c., die off of a blood-red colour

;

and others, such as purpurea, altaica, &c., of a purple so dark as to approach
to black. We have figured both the tree and the botanical specimens of up-
wards of thirty species ; and of leaves, we have figured upwards of fifty sorts

;

so that we hope this most desirable genus of small trees will no longer be neg-

lected in the manner it has hitherto been, in the planting of suburban gardens

and public squares.— Coiid. -<:.
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gravel. This may be tolerated ; but the effect would be much
better were the walks all of pavement. My greatest objection,

however, to walks partly paved and partly in gravel, arises from

observing, in many instances, small clumps placed in the midst

of gravel all round, and the gravel brought into contact with

the straight-paved walk; than which nothing, in my opinion,

can be less in accordance with good taste, and instead of which

grass would have an infinitely better appearance.

In looking into the squares of the metropolis, the same scarcity

of evergreens appears as in the places above referred to ; and

were a person of taste and judgment employed to make them
what they ought to be, I think he would see enough to find fault

with, and a good deal to mend ; for instance, what can be worse

than the clipped thorn hedges which form the internal boundaries

of some of them ? what can possibly look more dreary during

the winter than these ? Any thing like an evergreen would be

far better. I perceive that privet (I suppose the evergreen) is

introduced into some of them ; but this, as a clipped hedge, I

cannot admire : nor, indeed, is a hedge of any kind, in my opinion

to be admired ; a broken kind of outline formed of evergreens

would, I think, be far better.

The utility of squares, by their admitting of a more free cir-

culation of air, is apparent ; and it will, 1 think, be universally

allowed that they cannot be too greatly multiplied in the metro-

polis : indeed, its dense and increasing population demands that

every possible measure should be adopted to render it as salu-

brious as circumstances will admit of

In the formation of squares, the placing of a detached house

and small garden at the corners, I consider as a great improve-

ment, not only in regard to appearance, but also as it respects

the admission of a more free circulation of air. Montagu House,

Portman Square, presents an instance of the kind I allude to

;

and at the south-west corner of Belgrave Square is another, of

which the sketch Jig. 88." may give some idea ; although it is

not intended as an exact plan, but merely to carry out the idea,

in case it might be thought proper to adopt it in other places.

There is a colonnade at the front of the house in Belgrave

Square wide enough to admit a carriage ; and close to a small

lodge, at the entrance, is a flight of steps leading to a subterra-

neous passage, which communicates with the servants' offices,

the advantages of which are obvious.

The sketchj%. 89. is a square with detached houses at the

corners, which I have given, to fully develope the idea above

alluded to. The dark strokes show the lines of the buildings, and
the shaded parts the areas, outside of which are pavements

:

there is a pavement, also, round the square.

When statues, or erections of any kind, are placed in squares,

vv 2
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ft. 50 50 100

—

I

150 ft.

they should always bear some proportion to the site on which

they stand, so as to form a prominent feature therein. Many of

the statues in the metropolis are, in my opinion, not sufficiently

elevated, and the statues, in themselves, are too small to give the

desired effect, and the effect which they would give were they of

larger dimensions : for instance, the statue of the Duke of Kent,
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t

ft. 50 50 150 250 350 ft.

in Park Square, at the top of Portland Place, is nearly lost,

through its not being in proportion to the site on which it stands :

indeed, this is a situation in which something bold and imposing

should be placed, in order to correspond with the buildings

around, and to make a handsome termination to the street ; and
also, in some measure, to correspond with the Duke of York's

pillar, in Carlton Place.

Portland Place, Aug. 1835.
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Art. IV. Simple and expeditious Modes of ascertaining the Heights

of Trees. By the Conductor and by Richard Varden, Esq.

We intend, at present, to speak only of measuring trees for the

purpose of ascertaining their heights, and the diameters of their

trunks at a foot from the ground, to enable our friends as easily

as possible to send us these dimensions, as requested in our Re-
turn Papers.

Trees are either crowded together, or standing singly, or so

as to be clear from other trees on at least one side. In the

former case, they are best measured by sending up jointed rods,

formed of deal, or any other light wood. First one rod (say

5 ft. or 10 ft. in length, and half an inch in diameter) is pushed

up the side of the trunk, and held there by the left hand ; and

a piece of tin tube, about 4 in. in length, and of the same dia-

meter in the clear, as the rod is put on the lower end of it about

2 in. One end of this tube beinff firm on the rod which is held

up alongside the trunk, with the left hand insert another rod

in the other end of the tube with the right hand, and so on,

till you have pushed the jointed rod so formed to the top of the

tree. Then take it down, and count the number of rods, &c.,

putting each piece of tin tube, as it is taken off, in your pocket.

This may seem a tedious operation ; but a man and a boy, with

15 rods, and 14 pieces of tin tubing, will measure more than

100 trees in a day.

When trees either stand singly, or are open on one or more
sides, their heights are taken with the greatest accuracy and ex-

pedition by looking up to them at an angle of 45°; or, in other

words, placing the tree in the side of an imaginary square, and
looking at it along the diagonal line of that square. A square

for this purpose any gardener may form for himself out of a

piece of pasteboard, or a thin deal board : he may either form
the square, and cut it off from a board ; or he may form it on
the end of a board having a straight edge, as in^g. 90. In either

case, a line and plummet must be suspended from one angle of the

square ; and the operator has only to place himself at such a
distance from the tree, that, when he sees the top of it, the line

may be exactly in the direction of the diagonal of the square,

as in the figure. It would be a waste of words to explain what
must be perfectly obvious by mere inspection of the figure, even
to those who have not (like most gardeners) acquired a smatter-

ing of geometry ; viz. that the line a b is equal in length to the

line be; and that the correct height of the tree will be obtained

by adding to it the height of the operator's eye from the ground,
and half the diameter of the trunk of the tree at the ground's
surface ; in other words, by adding to the line a b, the line a d
or d e (which are both of the same length as bj"), as also half
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the diameter of the tree, or the liney^. This is an operation

which we have seen an expert practitioner perform in two minutes;

but we may allow, at an average, ten minutes to each tree.

The height of single trees may also be taken with expedition

during bright sunshine by their shadows. Set up a rod, say of

6 ft. in height above the surface, and measure its shadow ; then

measure the tree's shadow, and find the height by the Rule of

Three.

For both the last modes the tree must stand on level ground,

otherwise additional observations must be taken, which it would
occupy too much space to explain here. The reader will find

this done in an excellent paper by Mr. Gorrie, on measuring

trees, in Vol. II. p. 8. When single trees are on a sloping bank,

their height may be taken by the square, by looking at them
across the slope, that is, by looking at them on a horizontal plane.

By rods, of course, their height may always be taken in what-

ever way they are situated.

The diameter of the trunk of a tree may be readily taken by
girting the tree with a string, one third of the length of which
will give the diameter ; or the tree may be measured with a rod,

having a piece fixed to it at right angles at one end, and a sliding

p p 4)
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piece like a shoemaker's measuring rule. An ingenious instru-

ment of this sort has been invented by Mr. Blackadder of

Glammis, in Forfarshire ; and it has been in use by him many
years. He has kindly promised us a paper on the subject of
measuring trees, with a view to the ascertaining of the quantity

of the timber they contain ; with which, knowing Mr. Black-

adder's ingenuity, general knowledge, and extensive experience,

we are sure our readers will be much gratified.

Since the foregoing article was sent to press, we have received

the following communication on the subject from our ingenious

friend Richard Varden, Esq., well known to the readers of our
EncyclopcEdia ofArchitecture and Architectural Magazine^ and now
established as an architect and landscape-gardener in the city of
Worcester.

" There is a small instrument, which I have employed for as-

certaining the heights of trees, that I think might be useful to

the contributors to your Arboretum Britannicum^ as it would
enable them to fill up the third column of your Return Paper
with greater ease than by measuring with rods. This instrument
is a modification of a quadrant or sextant, and it is graduated

on a principle which I shall presently explain. It is made of a

piece of thin board of the form shown inj^. 91., graduated in

feet on the lower edge, or circumference, and with a line and
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plummet suspended from the apex, or centre, of the quadrant.
In using it, the operator must first measure a distance of 100 feet

from the tree, and then, taking the quadrant in his hand, apply it

to his eye, and look along the edge [a b) to the summit of the

tree. The plumb-line will cut the graduated edge at the exact

number of feet that the tree is high. The operator must then
add the height of his eye from the ground (say about 5 ft.); and
he must also notice whether the ground rises or falls towards the

tree, and make allowance accordingly.

With respect to the principle on which the quadrant is gra-

duated, it will be easily understood by inspectingj^. 92.

At the beginning of a scale of feet {a b) erect the perpendi-

cular line a c of a length equal to the distance the station is

intended to be from the object viewed. Upon this perpendicular

line describe a quadrant, taking the extremity c for the centre.

Then lines, drawn from each division of the scale of feet [a b) to

the centre (c), will form, where they cut the circumference of the

quadrant, the graduated scale required ; each part of which must
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be figured to correspond with its place on the original scale of

feet. The centre of the quadrant (c) is the point the plummet is

to be suspended from ; and [d c) is the edge to be brought in a

line with the object the height of which is required. In the dia-

gram I have imagined a base line of 100 feet, as I think that a

distance which will be generally suitable ; but each person can

arrange that distance according to his own ideas.

Should it happen that the object cannot be seen from a station

at the distance of 100 feet, go twice as far off; take the height

as before, and double the figuring on the graduated scale; or, if

more convenient, go in to half the distance, and then halve the

In either case the result will be correct.

A quadrant thus arranged will only be available for the above-

mentioned stations ; but a series of concentric scales can be
formed on the same quadrant, arranged for other stations at

various distances from the object; and this will in no way inter-

fere with the simplicity of the instrument, though it will make it

applicable to nearly every possible case or situation. Fig. 93. is

a rough sketch of a quadrant so arranged.

figuring.

I have never either seen or heard of this instrument having
been made or used by any one but myself; but it is so simple,

that it is very likely that it has been thought of and acted on
before.— Bichard Varden. Worcester, September 7. 1835.
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Art. V. Floriadtural and Botanical Notices of netoly introduced

Plants, and oj' Plants of Interest previously in our Gardens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions oJ" the " Encyclopczdia of Plants,"

and of the " Horius Britawiicus."

Curtis s Botanical Magazine ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates ; 3s. 6d. coloured, 3s. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow.

Edwards s Botanical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates; 4s. coloured, 3s. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,

Professor of Botany in the London University.

Sweet's British Flower-Garden ; in monthly numbers, each containing

four plates ; 3s. coloured, 2s. Sd. plain. Edited by David Don,
Esq., Librarian to the Linneean Society.

A Notice "which has a general Relation to Floriculture. — Dr.

Lindley has presented, in the Botanical Register^ the number
for September, 1835, the following notice: — " There are no
plants more general favourites among collectors than the species

of . . . Ericese. ... It is, however, very remarkable, that, notwith-

standing the extensive commerce of England, the zeal of her

merchants, and the enterprise of individuals, some of the most
magnificent of these plants are still known to Europeans only

from the dried specimens in the herbariums of botanists. We
allude to the noble genus Befaria, which contains many species

more beautiful than even Rhododendron and Azalea ; to the

Thibaudias, with their long tubular crimson blossoms ; and to

many species of Gaylussaccia. The finest of these plants in-

habit the Cordilleras of Peru, in the country of the Cinchonas

;

and, certainly, if one half the sum that has been sometimes wasted

in ill-considered undertakings were applied judiciously to an ex-

pedition into this region, there would be no reasonable doubt of

success, and the results would be indescribably important. We
should be glad to explain our views more in detail to any one

who might be disposed to engage in such an undertaking ; and
we cannot help anticipating that the project will be seriously

entertained by some of those liberal and wealthy nobles who
are indeed becoming the Maecenates of natural history in Great

Britain. We have been led to these remarks by the exami-

nation of a collection of dried specimens lately sent from the Cin-

chona country by Mr. Mathews, in which we find a larger

number of very beautiful plants than we ever have had the good
fortune to examine in any collection of similar extent. Among
other things, there is a most lovely plant, which constitutes a

new genus related to Thibaudia, and which, as it cannot fail

before many years to find it way in a living state to England,

we have named, in compliment to one of the most liberal of

those patrons of science whose noble actions render them the
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pride of their country, as well as the surest pillars of their own
high hereditary order. The name of Cavendish has long since

been enrolled even in the ranks of practical science : but it

shines forth, in these latter days, with renewed lustre in the per-

son of His Grace the present Duke of Devonshire, whose noble

residence at Chatsworth is rapidly becoming, by the good taste

and munificence of its present proprietor, as remarkable for

richness in objects of botanical importance as it has long been

admirable for its extent and princely magnificence." Dr.

Lindley has added a description of the characteristics of the

plant, and has named it Cavendish/a nobilis. It is a shrub with

laurel-like leaves, and its flowers are arranged in capitate racemes,

mostly terminal. " The corolla is bright crimson and tubular,

about an inch long."

Embryo Dicotyledonous: Corolla Polypetalous, or not
PRESENT.

XXIV. MahdcecE.
2023. SrDA. [mag. 3436

inffiqualis Lk. 8; O. uneqaaVt/-based-leafed * or 6J my W Brazil ? 1829 C l.p. BoL
Its affinity among the; species is not stated ; but Spreng. Syst. is cited, where it may be shown.
Received at the Edinburgh Royal Botanic Garden, named Sida in^qualifolia, from the Berlin
Botanic Garden.

The figure and description are from a plant in the stove of

the Edinburgh Royal Botanic Garden. This plant is a slender

upright shrub, nearly 7 ft. high, bearing pubescent leaves that

have footstalks 1 in. to 2 in. long, and cordate-acuminate disks

that are from 4 in. to 7 in. long, and from 2 in. to 3 in. broad,

are crenulate, slightly undulate, bright green and shining above,

paler and without lustre below, white below when young, then

somewhat rusty, " an appearance [? appearances] of which
scarcely a trace remains in the adult leaves." A flower and a
flower-bud are shown at the tip of a branch. " Peduncles about

2 in. long, .... corolla l^in. long, and, when fully expanded,
2 in. across, white, campanulate, .... stamens and styles equal [in

height] to the height of the petals;" anthers yellow, and in

their number sufficient to produce a mass of yellow that centres

the mouth of the white corolla. {Bot. Mag., Sept.)

LXXVII. Leguminbsce.
2144. KENNE^DY^. [1834 C S s.p Bot. reg. 1790

19380(1 Marryattis Lindl. Mrs. Marryatt's %_ \ 1 or 4 ap to jl S Australia, Swan River Colony

Compared with K. prostrata, " it is much larger in all its

parts, and very much more hairy ; in fact, its young leaves and
stems are perfectly shaggy. The leaflets are larger, far more
wavy, and shorter than their stalk. The flowers grow about
four in a cluster, instead of two, or being altogether solitary."

" It flowers abundantly from April to July, producing a striking

appearance with its numerous scarlet blossoms, . . . Our first

specimens were communicated by Mrs. Marryatt : we afterwards

received others from the garden of Mr. Robert Mangles." Sir
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James Stirling had sent seeds of this species from the Swan
River colony. " It is easily propagated by cuttings." (Bot.

Beg., Sept.)

2136. iA'THYRUS. [blue Brazil 1834. or earlier S s 1

192870 ArmitageawMS West Birm. Bot. and Hort. Soc. Mr. Armitage's St
| ? or 6 ? my.jl Purple-

In Aris's Birmingham Gazette of May 18. 1835 is a descrip-

tion of some of the botanical characteristics of a species of O'xalis,

and a species of iathyrus, which had " lately been discovered "

in " the collection " of the Birmingham Botanical and Horticul-

tural Society, and had been deemed " two new species ;
" that is,

two species whose existence had not been made known by the

publication of the characteristics of them. In the same place,

these species are denominated " Oxalis Darwalliana, West.
Birm. Bot. and Hort. Soc," and "Lathyrus Armitageanus, West.
Birm. Bot. and Hort. Soc." ..." They have been named after

the late lamented Secretary, Dr. Darwall, and the Treasurer, the

late Mr. Armitage, both of whom were devotedly attached to

the science of botany, and with whom the Society may be said

to have originated." The abbreviated words placed after the

specific epithets can only be understood to imply that the appli-

cation of these two specific epithets to these two kinds of plants

is by, or for, the West Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural

Society. The word " West " is, we have learned, used to dis-

tinguish this Society from another extant in Birmingham, which
pursues kindred objects. It is the West Society that has the

botanical and horticultural garden.

iathyrus Armitageanws. We have collected that information

on the features and habits of this plant, which the tabular lines

above and what we have now to present include, from the de-

scription given in Aris's Gazette, where part of it is expressed

in Latin, and from a correspondent's incidental communication
to us on the subject.— A shrub. Stem triangular, not winged,

branched, glaucous. Leaf of a pair of leaflets and a three-cleft

tendril, glaucous ; leaflet ovate, mucronate, coriaceous, at the

edge cartilaginous. The shrub bears leaves through so long a
period as to be nearly evergreen. Stipule smaller than a leaflet,

broad, heart-arrow-shaped (cordate-sagittate). Inflorescence, a

peduncled raceme (cluster) of about three flowers. Corolla's

colour a purple-blue (flores " purpurec-caerulei "). L. Armi-
tagedtms is closely related to L. magellanicus, and some have
deemed it the same ; but its glaucous, not blackish, stem, its

broader stipule, and, above all, its being shrubby, render it quite

distinct. It is hardy : but the pai'ent plant of it, in the Bir-

mingham Botanic Garden, died in the winter of 1834-5, in

consequence of its inhabiting a springy soil that had a re-

tentive subsoil. L. Avmita.ged?it(s is well adapted for covering a

wall.
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1271. CA'SSIA. [Sp.l Bot. mag. 3435

10779 glandulbsa L glande^^midribbed • or 5 9 months out of the 12 Y West Indies ]822

Dr. Hooker has noted that he quite believes this to be the glandulbsa L. ; but he has queried its

identity with the glandulusa of Dec. Prod, and Spreng. Syst.

In a stove in the Glasgow Botanic Garden this kind forms a

shrub 4 ft. to 5 ft. high, " bearing, especially at the top, many
long, rather straggling, and pendent branches ; thus, as it were,

presenting the graceful foliage and bright-coloured flowers more
immediately to the spectator." Leaves alternate, in two rows,

pinnated, with from twelve to eighteen pairs of oblong, nearly

sessile leaflets, downy beneath and at the margin. The corolla's

extreme points extend beyond the outline of a shilling piece ; in

colour, full yellows " It is a plant of considerable elegance of

foliage, and bearing its copious blossoms for at least nine months

out of the twelve." (Bot. Mag., Sept.)

CXXII. GeranidcecE.

Pelargonium, two varieties of, which have superior qualities,

have flowered this year, for the first time, at Mr. Dennis's, where
they had been raised from seeds. One variety is deemed to

excel Dennis's Perfection. It is similar to this in the characters

of the foliage and in the shape of the corolla. The colours of

the upper petals are crimson scarlet, with dark, velvet, defined

eyes ; lower petals lighter. The pugnacious name of Dennis's

Defiance has been applied to this. The other variety assimilates

in the characters of its foliage to Dennis's Amelia. The plant

has been raised from seed so lately as in 1835 : it is, for its size

and age, prolific in flowers. Umbels on rather long peduncles,

and of from five to eight flowers. Corolla large; the upper
petals scarlet, with dark defined eyes ; the lower petals more
rosy than scarlet, of such size, and so arranged, as to approach to

symmetry with the upper petals. The name for this had not

been, on Aug. 22., decided on. This variety was pointed out

to me then, and the other some weeks previously, by Mr. Joseph
Robinson, foreman to Mr. Dennis, and distinguished for his

proficiency in the culture of pelargoniums.— J. D.
CXXIII. Oxalidea.

14H. O'XALIS. ^ AdenophyllEB, judging by what follows.

1198Sa J DarwalUa/ja West Birm. Bot. and Hort. Soc. Dr. Darwall's $ .Alpr J? ••• "much paler"
11991a 5 [in colour than 0. versicolor Native country unknown ... O p.l

See, under jLathyrus Armitagedmcs, above. The ideas im-
plied in the description in Latin in Aris's Gazette are these :

—
Leaflet broadly linear, emarginate, bearing, beneath, many
glands

; peduncle longer than the leaf; styles long, these and
the filaments bearing hairs tipped with glands. Of the descrip-

tion in English in Aris's Gazette, the following is nearly a copy

:

— The oxalis was sent as a variety of " Oxalis versicolor," but,

when examined, was found quite distinct, differing in its much
broader leaflets, and by the many dots on the margin of them,
instead of two, as in versicolor ; its corolla is much paler, and
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the calyx less acute. Its rootstock is different from that of ver-

sicolor, being creeping-tuberous^ and, if suffered to grow in an
unconfined situation, would, no doubt, cover a large space of

ground in a short time, as, soon after it is potted, the roots push
to the side of the pot, and send up new plants. In its inflores-

cence it resembles tenuifolia Jacq. ; but its leaves are quite dif-

ferent to what Jacquin describes, as published by DeCandolle in

his Prodromus [How? on a comparison of the descriptions?],

and figure in Bot. Cah. It appears to be a species intermediate

between versicolor and tenuifolia.

CXXXV. Bixinese.

1568a AZA'^Rji R. & P. [Joseph Nicolas Azara, a Spanish promoter of science, and of botany in par-
ticular.) 13. 1. sp. 3. Qfrequent near Valpaxaiso 1830 ? L C s.l Bot. reg. 1788

Aenikia. R. 8; P. tooVneA-leafed St
] fra 10? ... Y Woods near Conception in Chili, also

A shrub. Branches pubescent ; leaves oblong, from 1 in. to

2 in. long, crenately sawed, deep bright green, remarkably
glossy ; flowers small, devoid of corolla, yellow in the anthers,

which are protruded a little beyond the calyx, disposed in co-

rymbose clusters that are shorter than the leaves, fragrant. A.
dentata, in England, nailed to the south face of a wall, and pro-

tected from wet in winter, forms a very handsome evergreen

bush. " No drought seems to affect it ; for . . . after nearly two
months of the hottest and driest weather known in England," its

" leaves . . . are perfectly fresh and green." [Bot. Reg., Sept.)

The figure has been derived from a plant of A. dentata, thus

conditioned, in, I believe, the garden of the London Horticul-

tural Society.

On A. integrifblia some notice is given in our X. 285, 285.

CXL. CaryopliyllecB,

1416. CERA'STIUM. [bot. gard. fig. 515
12050« Biebersteiniz Dec. Bieberstein's -* A or i jn.jl W Caucasus 1820 D C s.l Maund's

"This, probably, is the true species of DeCandolle, but certainly [not that of Dr. Hooker."
B. Maund. If so, and if Dr. Hooker's be the subject of Bot. mag.' t. 2782., then to No. 12050. of
Loudon's Hort. brit., either the authority or the figure cited does not belong : perhaps some of
details, too, do not.

Mr. Maund has stated of the species which he has represented

that it " is a highly desirable one, which, from the size of its

flowers, and the free production of them, becomes very showy;
and it continues its attractions during several weeks." It " is a
very suitable subject for putting on . . . rockwork, where it will

be kept tolerably dry. It should be frequently divided ; or it

may be struck from cuttings ; and a plant or two should be pro-

tected in the cold frame, during winter, as a reserve to meet
unexpected losses." (Maund's Botanic Garden, Sept.) Mr.
Maund's figure resembles the plant noted in X. S^S. as being
seen in Mrs. Marryatt's garden.

CXLVII. Crassidacea,

1410. SE^DUM. [gard. fig. 513
129264 Ewersii Led. Ewers's £ A or | jl au Ro Siberia 1829 CD s.l ru Maund's bot.

" A rare and beautiful plant. Its peculiarly glaucous or

whitish foliage gives it a very distinct feature in a collection.
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We were first introduced to this species in the Birmingham
Botanic Garden."— B. Maund, in his Botanic Garden, Sept.

1835.

Embryo Dicotyledonous: Corolla Monopetalous.

CLXX. 'Ericdcea. In " A notice which has a general rela-

tion to Floriculture," given in p. 523, 524',, is information on

species of plants of this order.

1346 ^rctostaphylos tomentosa Lindl., Bot. reg. t. 1791. ; tomentbsa Lindl, var. ntida Lindl, Bot. reg.

1. 1791., in the text. Information on these, under the generic name .4'rbutus, is cited in onr
X. 286. See, besides, below, here.

A. tomentosa is a " native of rocky places on the west side of

North America, from Puget's Sound in the north to California

and the Mexican mountains in the south." When cultivated in

Britain " in peat and loam, and in a sheltered situation, ... it

flowers in March. Dr. Hooker informs us that, at Glasgow, it,"

the tomentosa, not the tomentosa var. nuda, " is kept in the

green-house. Our specimens " of the tomentosa " were . . . from

the collection of William Harrison, Esq., of Cheshunt, where it

has been kept in the open air for about four years." {Bot. Reg.,

Sept.)

In the text to t. 1791. of Bot. reg., Dr. Lindley has stated that he possesses two other arctostaphy-
loses, like, in habit, A. tomentosa var. niida. Whether he has dried specimens only, or living

plants of them, he has not stated. He has there g:iven contradistinctive characters of these, and
these names to them:— A. cordifblia Lindl., this Mr. Menzies discovered on the north-west
coast of America ; and A. glauca, discovered in California by the deceased Douglas. {Bot. Reg.,
Sept.)

CLXXII. Nacciniecje.

1194. FACCI'NIUM. (Dr. Hooker has referred this genus to the Linnaean class Decandria, in Bot.

mag., t. 3433., and noticed there that others refer it to the class Octandria.) fBot. mag. 3433

tl0107 corymboeum L. corymhose-inflo.escenccd Sfc or «*. my W Bh North America 1806 L.p
Synonymy, by Dr. Hooker : T. amoe'^num Ait., Bot. reg. t. 400. ? Andr. Bot. rep. 1. 138. i" K di-

murphum Mx. [L.p Bot. reg. 302
2 fuscatum J^oo^. embrowned {corolla?) Sk or ... 2 my.jn W Pk North America 1770
Synonymy, by Dr. Hooker : F. fusc^tum Ph., Bot. reg. t. 302. ; V. formosum Andr., Bot. rep.

t. 97. ; F. virgatum Watson, Dendr. t. 33., not Ait. ; F. mariknum Watson.

" All the kinds," that is, the two above of Dr. Hooker, which
some have considered, and may still consider, to consist of more
than two kinds, bear " copious blossoms during the month of

May. The beauty of the flowers is best seen by lifting up the

branches ; for, in consequence of their drooping position, they

are in a measure concealed from the spectator by the pedicels,

calyces, and bracteas." Corolla white, tinged with rose colour.

{Bot. Mag., Sept.)

[Bot. mag. 3434
flOliy pennsylvanicum Mr. Pennsylvania!! 36 fr IJ my.jn W Bh North America 1772 L.p

Dr. Hooker has cited as synonymous the V. ten^llum Ph., and, with a query, the K ten^llum of Ait.
Hort. kew. ii. 12. ; and has noted that V. pennsylvanicum has affinity with F. corymbosum.

Flowers drooping, disposed many together in racemes ; co-

rolla, in colour, of " a pale greenish white, more or less tinged

with red, sometimes in streaks." {Bot. Mag., Sept.)

CXCV. Asclepiddese.

766. CALO'TROPIS R. Br. (" Literally ' beautifully twisted,' apparently in reference to the corolla

[of C. gigantfea."— Z)r. iOTrf/e;/.) [C s.l.lt Bot. reg. 1792

t6135 procfera /{. .Sr. tall « or 10 to 20 ap W and purplish R Porto Praya, St. Jago "1714''

Figured from the collection of Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M. P.,
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Carclew, Cornwall. In the stove its " flowers are produced in suc-

cession for several weeks. In the shade, or when the plant is in a
room, they are scentless ; but in sunshine, or a warm atmosphere,

they are highly fragrant." {W, B. Booths in Bol.. Reg.^ Sept.)

CCIX. Gesnereae.

1698. GE'SNER,4.
fauciaiis Lindl. vrlde-mouth-corollaed ;li [Z3 or 2 }1 S Brazil ? 1S33 ? O p<l Bot. reg. 1785.
" Is nearly- related to G, Sellbz."

Its corollas are fewer, larger, and more brilliant in colour

than those of G. bulbosa. It is as hardy as that species, and
thrives in the green-house if not damp in winter. " Communi-
cated by the Hon. and Rev. W. Herbert, who received it from
Mr. Tate." {Bot. Beg., Sept.)

CCXVII. Bignoji'iacess.

1765. CRESCE'NTI^. [mag. 3430
tl5745 Cujete L. Cujete f ec 20 ... Ysh G and Reddish West Indies 1690 C r.m Bot.

The calabash tree. " Branches of it are not unfrequently

sent over to our collections from the West India Islands, for the

sake of the epiphytes with which they are invested ; and these,

being fixed in the earth, readily vegetate : but I [Dr. Hooker]
was not aware that any had produced blossoms in our stoves,

until Charles Horsfall, Esq., obligingly sent me a flower which
was perfected in his garden at Liverpool, accompanied by a

drawing of the plant from the pencil of Mrs. Horsfall. , . . Mr.
Horsfall's plant is growing so vigorously, and has borne flowers

so readily, we are not without hopes that it may ere long pro-

duce fruit also." The calabash tree is a tree 20 ft. high, with

large horizontal scarcely divided branches, which bear fascicles

of leaves at various distances. Leaves 4 in. to 6 in. long, taper-

ing to both ends, entire, without a footstalk. Flowers solitary,

usually from the older portions of the trunk or branches, pendent.

Corolla large, tubularly bell-shaped, " at the mouth cut into

five much crisped and waved, sharp, but rather unequal, seg-

ments, which. are at length reflexed :
" colour " somewhat vary-

ing, . . . generally of a yellowish green, more or less streaked or

veined with reddish lines." Stamens shorter than the corolla,

style rather longer. Fruit, in some instances, much larger than

the human head, resembling a pumpkin, and used by the in-

habitants of the West Indies and all the warmer parts of Ame-
rica for many useful purposes. {Bot. Mag., Sept.)

CCXXII. Boraginece.

433. SY'MPHYTUM 3588 officinale Cfl. gar. 2. s. 304
var. bohemicum'T). Von Bohemian ^ A <>'' IJ ""y Bt C Bohemia 1810 V co Sw.
S. bohemicum Schmidt.

Eligible for " a place in the flower-border, for which its dwarf
habit and copious crimson blossoms render it very suitable. . .

.

It will grow in almost any kind of soil, and is easily increased

by" separating the rootstocks where they are several, or by
Vol. XL— No. 67. qq
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dividing them where they are single. The drawing was taken

in the Chelsea Botanic Garden. [Brit. Flower-Garden, Sept.)

Embryo Monocotyledono-us.

CCXL. OrchiacYr,

2540. ONCI'DIUM. [reg. 1787

+22680 pulcheUum f/ooA:. pretty j« [23 el 1 "jl.au" WPkY Westlndies "1826" D p.r.w Bot
" When in flower, its panicle is so loaded with white blossoms tinged with yellow and pink as to

be iveighed down with " Ihem. {Bot. Reg., Sept.) [D p.r.w Bot. reg. 1789

22684a 'Leiaomanmn Lindl. Sir C. Lemon's ^ [23 or | my Y spot Havannah 1835 (March)

Pseudo-bulbs very small. Leaves 1 in. to 3 in. long, about a

quarter of an inch broad. Scape about 9 in. high : it bore five

flowers, the expansion of each does not quite equal the size of a

shilling. Sepals yellowish, marked along the back with reddish

spots. Label!um bright yellow, beautifully spotted. Figured

from a drawing supplied by Mr. W. B. Booth, " under whose
successful management this and several other curious new or-

chideous plants have been raised at Carclew," the seat of Sir C.

Lemon, Bart., M.P. O. 'LteraomaTium "was among a collection

imported from the Havannah, in March last, by Captain Sutton

of Flushing, near Falmouth, and by him presented to Sir C.

Lemon." {Bot. Reg,., Sept.)

CCLL 'Liilidceie.

1028. ERYTHRO^NIUM. [Bot. reg. 1786

8527a grandiflbrum PA. large-perianthed tf A or J my Y North.West America 1826? O p

" Its very large flowers [perianths], with their segments bent

back almost [from] their base, distinguish this, at first sight, from

the other American species
:

" they are stated, too, to be more
intensely yellow. Mr. Douglas supplied it, eight or nine years

ago, from North-West America, to the London Horticultural

Society. They received a single bulb of it, which has continued

to grow slowly in a peat border. " It will probably be many
years before it can possibly be distributed,"

E. gigantfeum Lindl.

" Beautiful as " E. grandiflorum P/?. is, it " cannot be com-
pared with" E. giganteum Lindl., " from the same country,

which we possess from Mr. Douglas ; and which is most remark-

able for having an irregularly branched scape " of five flowers.

The segments of the perianth are acuminate and reflexed from

the middle. {Bot. Beg., Sept.)

REVIEWS.
Art. I. 1. The American Gardeners Magazine, and Register of all

useful Discoveries and Improvements in Horticulture and Rural
Affairs. Conducted by C. M, Hovey, and P. B. Hovey, Jun.
Boston, U. S., 1835. In Monthly Numbers, 8vo. Nos. II. and III.,

for February and March.
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2. The Horticultural Register and Gardeners Magazine. Conducted
by T. G. Fessenden and J. E. Teschemacher. Boston, U. S.,

1835. In Monthly 8vo Numbers. No. III., for March.

We have here two American gai'dening magazines, both very

well got up, and containing engravings of flowering plants.

Unfortunately, the first numbers of both works have not reached

us ; and we regret this, because it is generally in the first number
of a periodical that the editor states its plan, and the subjects it

is intended to embrace. Both magazines contain several very in-

teresting original articles, and many valuable and well-selected ex-

tracts, copied, with acknowledgment, from our Magazine and other

European works. We must not, however, omit to mention,

that, in the American Gardener's Magazine, p. 44., there is an
article, " On the Progress of Gardening in America," copied

without acknowledgment, and with only the substitution of the

words " America" for "Europe," and "American" for " Eu-
ropean," by Grant Thorburn, Esq., the well known and much
respected nurseryman of New York, from our EncyclopcBdia of
Gardening, 2d edition, § 7710. to § 7722. We feel flattered that

our friend Thorburn should have thought this passage, long

ago written by ourselves, so worthy of a reprint ; but we are only

sorry that he forgot to mention where he had taken it from, and
that he has thus led the conductors of the American Gardener's

Magazine into the error of supposing it an original commu-
nication, as appears from the note they have appended to it in

p. 45.

Both magazines are constructed on the plan of ours
;
par-

ticularly the America?! Gardener's Magazine, which is a very

close imitation. There is in it an article giving the prices in

Quincy Market, as vi^e give those in Covent Garden ; another

on the Massachu sett's Horticultural Society, resembling ours on
the London Horticultural Society ; and there are General No-
tices, Foreign Notices, Domestic Notices, Queries, and Cri-

ticisms; and, what has pleased us very much in both magazines,
" Calls at Gardens and Nurseri-es," in which we are very glad

to see that the botanic names are accented. We know so little

of the state of gardening in America, and we believe so little is

generally known on the subject in this country, that we shall

make copious extracts from this article, as we think it will be
generally interesting to our readers. We shall begin with a

notice, from the Horticultural Register, of Brooklyn, the seat of

Colonel T. H. Perkins. In these grounds the hemlock spruce

appears to be in great perfection, and also a fir, which the

writer calls " the silver fir (^bies balsamifera)." This must be
a mistake; and we are left in doubt whether the tree in question

is ^^bies balsamifera (the Balm of Gilead fir), or ^'bies Picea
Q Q 2
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(the silver fir). The difference between these trees is very

great, particularly in America, the latter being an exotic, while

the former is indigenous. We presume the writer to refer to

^bies balsamifera ; and we have sent him a Return Paper,

hoping that he will kindly favour us with the dimensions of this

and other species of trees for our Arboretum Britannicum.

Speaking of Brooklyn, he continues :
—

" In the extensive central glass structure of the range which is devoted

entii'ely to flowers, we wertf delighted to see the plants in such perfect health

and order. The camellias, always the most showy and attractive at this

season, were in great beauty and variety : some of the double white appeared

the largest we ever remember."
" The trees in the peachery, occupying the right wing of the building, ap-

peared to us trained in the perfection of the art : the bark clean and bright,

the buds in a healthy state. Fearful of admitting the frostj air into the

vinery, we did not enter ; but Mr. Cowan informed us that the fruit had set,

and was already of some size." (^Fessenden and Teschemacher''s Hort. Reg.,

p. 108.)

Brooklyn is also noticed at some length in the American Gar-

dener's Magazine ; and a number of rare plants are enumerated,

which were in flower there on January 15. 1835, including Erio-

stemon cuspidatus, Veltheimza viridiflora, and Enkianthus quin-

queflora; which last, in the neighbourhood of London, has, we
believe, only flowered at Redleaf Colonel Perkins's plant is

said to have been bought by him of the Messrs. Loddiges,

three years ago. There were also fine plants of Telopea specio-

sissima, Beaufort/a decussata, and many others : and there is a

grapery heated by " a hot-water apparatus, invented by Mr.
Perkins of London." The following extracts are from the

same magazine :
—

Belmont Place ; J. P. Gushing, Esq. Jan. 13th.— " One of the finest in the

country, and will probably, ere long, vie with the famous English gardens of

Syon House and White Knights. Twelve new pits for late forcing have just

been built on Macphail's plan. Mr. Haggerston, the gardener, we found
making preparations for forcing vines on the coiling system, as recommended
by Mr. Mearns. Mr. Haggerston has already coiled a large quantity, which
we observed in the back shed of the green-house ; we should say fifty pots or

more. Some of the pots are about 10 in. in diameter, and some 15 in. Mr.
Mearns recommends shifting .j but Mr. Haggerston agrees with us in thinking

it impossible to do so, as a vine that is coiled round a pot six or eight times,

must be done so with considerable pressure against the sides ; and it certainly

would uncoil when the pots were taken away, and the ball of earth left un-
protected. Mr. Haggerston has, however, very kindly promised to communi-
cate to us any information in relation to his practice." (p. 69.)

With due deference to all the parties concerned, we think

Mr. Mearns's mode of growing grapes, let it be ever so success-

ful, singularly ill adapted for America, where the price of labour
is so high. Instead of hearing of the energies of gardeners being
directed to forcing by the coiling system, we would rather hear
of their attempting a high degree of order and neatness in their

pleasure-grounds ; of their having smooth, close, dark green turf;
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smooth, even, firm gravel ; and neat and delicate edgings to

walks, beds, and borders. Forced flowers are a very allowable

luxury in a country having long winters, and so are forced

fruits J but we think that it argues a want of judgment to go a
roundabout way to attain either of them.
" In a large conservatory, a double white camellia, upwards of 8 ft. high,

was coming into flower ; and Acacia lophantha, 1 ft. high, was in full bloom.

In the centre is the largest plant of Panddniis spiralis in the country." An
astonishing number of other plants are enumerated : among these is E\i-

phorbza Poinsett^, so named in honour of Mr. Poinsett, late minister of
Mexico, who is said to have introduced it into the country, Mr. Haggerston
and Messrs. Hovey, however, consider it to be the JSuphorbia splendens of our
Hort. Brit. The conservatory is heated by " hot-water pipes laid under the

walks, the heat ascending through the open iron grates between the marble."

We are much gratified to find it stated that " Mr. Haggerston preserves the

utmost order and neatness in the stoves and conservatory."

Oakley Place ; William Pratt, Esq., Jan.. 13. Mr. M'Lellan, gardener.— " A
suburban residence adjoining Belmont Place, the proprietor of which resides

in the city during winter. A number of good plants were shown to the con-
ductors, including very large plants of Azalea indicaphoenlcea, iZhododendron
arboreum hybridum, camellias, cactuses, &c. The green-house is heated with

two brick fl-ues. " Everything denoted cleanliness and attention." (p. 71.) •

Roxbury ; J. Lemist, Esq. Jan. 15. Gardener, Mr. Willott.— There are

large specimens of camellias, rhododendrons, acacias, i^icus elastica, Stre-

\itzia reginse, Cycas revoluta, &c.. Several ericas were beautifully in flower

;

and Z)aphne odora was filling the house with its fragrance. A pit nearly

80 ft. long was filled with lettuces and radishes ;
" some of the heads of lettuce

being as large and solid as a cabbage." This we call legitimate forcing. There
must be real comfort and enjoyment in having such productions in mid-winter

at Boston. The lettuces were planted in the pit on October 13., and not a
plant had been lost from dampness.

Hawthorn Grove, Dorchester ; M..P. Wilder, Esq. Jan., 15.— Mr. Wilder
is an amateur, possesses a good collection of camellias, and a number of otheir

green-house and hot-house plants.

Somerset Place ; R.Rogerson, Esq. Jan. 17.— Here there is a green-house,
and also pits heated by hot water, and forced articles and flowers, looking
strong and healthy.

In the garden of the conductors at Cambridgeport, "/Vis chinensis is coming
into flower, with a stem H in. or 15 in. high, the terminating spike containing

seven or eight buds. Camellia japonica speciosa is in flower for the fii'st time
in the neighbourhood of Boston, as well as many other plants, and especially

annuals, which have been sown late in the open ground,, and, being trans-

planted into pots, keep flowering in the green-house throughout the winter,"
(^Amer. Gard^ Mag., p. 75.)

From these extracts, it appears that gardening, as an art of

culture, is making very considerable advances in the neighbour-

hood of Boston. Let us hope that it will increase rapidly ; and,

while it affords much enjoyment to the proprietors, that it may
also afford some openings for the superfluous gardening skill

which exists in Britain in unemployed head gardeners.

Q Q 3
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Art. II. Catalogue of Worhs on Gardening, Agriculture, Botany,
Rural Architecture, 8fc., lately published, tvith some Account of those
considered the more interesting.

Deakin, Richard, F.R.C.S.E. ; and MarnocJc, Robert, Curator

of the Sheffield Botanical and Horticultural Gardens : Flori-

graphia Britannica ; or Engravings and Descriptions of the

Flowering Plants and Ferns of Britain. In monthly 8vo num-
bers ; 6d. plain, and Is. coloured. Sheffield.

" The object of the present undertaking is to obviate certain

difficulties and remove obstacles, v^^ith a view to the more gene-

ral study of a sci-ence which affiards to the admirer of nature

an elegant intellectual enjoyment, while it lays open to the taste-

ful enquirer objects of exquisite delicacy and variety of struc-

ture, as well as beauty of form, leads the mind {particularly of

youth) to the investigation of the more minute wonders of crea-

tion, and to a preference for out-door enjoyments, from which
habit arise advantages too obvious to be insisted on here."

" This work is intended to be published in monthly numbers,

demy 8vo, price 6d., commencing August 1st : the illustrations

will consist of engravings from original drawings of every ascer-

tained species of British flowering plants and ferns, with dissec-

tions of those parts of the plant most important to be known in

distinguishing the various genera and species. Each number will

contain twelve figures of plants, six on a page, with letterpress

descriptions of the whole. An edition will also be published

with coloured plates, price I5."

All that we can say in favour of this work is, that it is cheap ;

for the plates are worse done than any similar publication that

we remember to have seen.

Reitz, F. W., Member of the Agricultural Societies of Cape
Town and Swellendam : Observations on the Merino Sheep

;

containing a brief Account of the Methods by which that Ani-
mal has been brought to its present State of Perfection in

Germany ; and intended for the Consideration of Wool-
Growers at the Cape of Good Hope. Pamphlet, 8vo. Cape
Town.

The author appears to be familiar with what Thaer, Lastey-

rie, and Parry have written on the subject, and also with the

practices of the wool-growers of Saxony and at the Cape. As
the pamphlet occupies only fourteen pages, we think it ought to

be reprinted in the Farmer's Magazine entire, and we shall send

it to the editor for that purpose.

Titford, TV. J., M. D. : Hortus Americanus. Sketches toward?

a Plortus Botanicus Americanus ; or. Coloured Plates, with

a Catalogue, and concise and familiar Descriptions of many
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Sp ecies of New and Valuable Plants of the West Indies, and
of North and South America; also, of several others, Natives
of Africa and the East Indies ; arranged after the Linnaean
System, and accompanied with Indices, Glossary, Table of
Habitats, &c. 4to. London, 1826.

We should be glad to learn whether a second part of this work
ever appeared, and what prospect there is of its being completed.

A Lady :- Flora and Thalia ; or, Gems of Flowers and Poetry
;

being an Alphabetical Arrangement of Flowers, with Botanical
Descriptions and appropriate Poetry. Twenty-six coloured
plates. 8vo. London. 10s. 6d. silk, richly embossed.

Stewart, JR. B., Esq.: Outlines of Botany: a Sketch of the Lin-
n^an Arrangement of Plants, with Tables to illustrate the

Distinctions of Genera and Species ; to which are added,
Hints for the Management of a small Garden. Small Svo,

pp. 72. London, 1835.

The most valuable part of this little book are the Hints for

the Management of a small Garden, which are good so far as

they go ; but the author has not said half enough on neatness

and high keeping, keeping down insects, and watering with an
engine or a syringe to counteract the effects of the dust and
soot so troublesome in suburban gardens.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

A'RT. L. General Notices.

To destroy Insects by a Solution of. Chlorine is said to be a cheap, clean, and
easy method.. Mr. H. Hall, in the May number of the Irish Farmer's and^

Gardener's Magazine^ p. 227., says he has employed this solution for the last

three years. It is " made by mixing with twenty gallons of spring water a
pound of the chloride of lime (or common bleaching powder), in ajarge jar,,

which can be easily made air-tight : to this add about a. pound of sulphuric

acid (vitriol), which disengages the chloride, and, uniting with the lime, pre-
cipitates it in the form of sulphate, leaving a clear solution of chlorine."

A very superior Labelfor Plants may be made by laying on " a suitable slip

of glass a coat of transfer varnish, on which the name, &c., of a plant, printed

on paper and moistened, is to be pressed with the finger (the printed side

downwards). When the varnish is dry, the paper is to be rubbed off gently

with a damp cloth, leaving the printing attached to the glass, . on which a
strong coat of white oil paint is to be laid, and sprinkled with fine sand or.

dowdered glass ; or another slip of glass, similar to the first, painted on one
side with white lead, may be cemented on it, v/hen a label of surpassing dis-

tinctness and permanency will be produced. Any ordinary printed catalogue

of plants may be made available for the purpose above stated." (^R. Ball, in,

the Irish Farmer's and Gardener's Magazine, ii. 265.)

This appears to us to be a good mode of naming plants, where Stewart
Murray's labels (III. 29.), or those of Allardyce (V11I.-33.), are used. Allar-

Q a 4
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dyce's briek tallies, particularly (fig. 12-, in VIIT. 33.), are better adapted

than any others we know of for naming trees and shrubs j and, as the panel

for containing the glass is large, we would use plate glass on account of its

greater thickness and strength. The name, including the English name, Lin-

naean and natural class and order, native country, and year of introduction,

and the year when the tree or shrub was planted, might all be introduced on

a slip of paper of the size of the panel.; and the only mode of getting this done

in a masterly manner is, to have the whole printed from types. This, we
know, from extensive experience and observation, is the only mode of insuring

accuracy and uniformity. Mr. Ball contemplates transferring the names from

a printed catalogue, which would do well for plants in pots, or herbaceous

plants,; but for trees and shrubs, we think a larger-sized type is requisite, and

therefore ,the names would have to be printed on purpose. If this were done,

perhaps the simplest way would be to print on stout cards, which, when
glazed over so as completely to exclude the atmosphere, would last a great

many years. If saturated with oil, their durability would be rendered still

more certain.— Con(L

To dry Botanical Specimens with Despatch, Mr. Ball, in the Irish Farmer's

and Gardener s Magazine, ii. 266., suggests putting the plants between dry

flannel, and pressing them with a flannel bag full of salt. The avidity of dry

salt and dry wool for water, he thinks, would produce rapid desiccation, with-

out change of colour.

Kyan's Patent for seasoning Timber ought to be noticed in the Gardener's

Magazine, in order to make it better known. It really does appear to me
that this is one of the most valuable discoveries that have been made for these

two hundred years ; and I want to have it generally introduced into practice.

—

W, T. Bree, Allesley Rectory, near Coventry, April, 1833.

[This invention has been noticed in most of the periodicals, and some ac-

count of it will be found in the Architectural Magazine for May (p. 236.).

It is simply a mode of preparing wood, analogous to the mode of preparing

leather by tanning. In the case of the leather, the tannin principle obtained

from oak and other barks is made use of; and it acts by combining with the

gelatine of the leather, and forming a durable substance of that which would
otherwise hasten decay. In the case of preparing timber, the preserving prin-

ciple is a particular preparation of mercury, called corrosive sublimate, which
combines with the albumen, or soft white matter of the sapwood, and renders

it hard and durable. The expense of preparing timber in this manner for

the ordinary purposes of building is estin;ated at the very moderate sum of
twent^^ shillings per load .; and, when it is considered that this twenty shillings

per load will render soft woods, and young trees of twenty or thirty years'

growth, as durable as the oldest and best seasoned timber, the advantage does,

indeed, appear almost beyond calculation. There only wants the further dis-

covery, which will no doubt be arrived at in time, of rendering this timber

completely fire-proof; and then we shall have wooden houses as safe and as

durable as stone ones. (See the Arch. Mag. as above; or a pamphlet by
Dr. Birkbeck, entitled, A Lecture on the Preservation of Timber by Kyan's
Patentfor preventing Dry Rot, Sfc. 1835. Price Is.)— Cond.

Early, Middle, and Late blossoming Ajoples should be distinguished in the
catalogues of nurserymen, to enable buyers to make a choice suitable to their

situations ; so that, if two sorts are spoiled with frost or insects, a third might
have a chance. Kirke's Lord Nelson is the latest-blowing apple I know ; it

is almost as late as the mulberry.— H. Loundes. Humble, near Southampton,
Feb. 9. 1835.

Kidney Potatoes planted whole, it has been discovered by H. Hollist, Esq.,
F.H.S., seldom produce more than one shoot : he suspects this may be the
case also with round potatoes ; and, if so, it is a strong argument against plant-

ing whole potatoes instead of sets. When we consider that a potato tuber
is nothing more than a concentrated shoot, and that shoots of trees and shrubs,

when planted as cuttings, or inserted as scions, often do not push from more
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than one or two of half a dozen buds ; the fact as to the potatoes is merely
the operation of the same law, which, by a sufficiently extensive generalisation,
ought to have been known before. Take the young shoot of a gooseberry or
currant, say a foot long, and containing, say, a dozen bulbs, and insert it in the
soil, at the proper season, as a cutting : probably only the bud at the extremity
of the shoot will push ; but, had the same shoot been cut into a dozen pai'ts,

each having a bud, a dozen plants would have been produced by these buds.
This case, and that of the potatoes, are exactly analogous.

Art. II. Foreign Notices.

FRANCE.
The Horsechestnut Trees, near the basin, in the garden of the Tuilleries,

are of great beauty, and strikingly ornamental in this particular position.

These trees, about the middle of May of the present year, were in the fulness

of their bloom. One tree was markedly distinguished beyond all its neigh-

bours by its comparatively greater number of flowers. They were thickly

studded upon every branch, and, in a degree, obscured the foliage. The
observation was made to me that this tree was of some historical interest, as

connected with Napoleon's arrival in Pai'is (March 20.); for, on his entry

from Elba, it furnished to him and his friends foliage for their personal deco-
ration, being the only tree then in the garden in such a forward state. It is

a curious fact, that, with this invariable precocity, it should also display such a
floral propensity.— F. Huthwaite. London, June, 1835.

The chestnut tree must be the one alluded to by Mr. Blaikie, in his Return
Paper of trees in diiferent parts of France. Under the head of JS'sculus

Hippocastanum, he says, " a variety in the Tuilleries gardens is always a fort-

night earlier than the others." It will be too late when this reaches Paris to

send over cuttings for budding ; but though this could not be done in time for

budding, we trust shoots wUl be sent over during winter to be grafted next
spring.

—

Cond.

True Service Tree (Vprus domestica).—This is found so abundantly in some
parts of France (Loiret, for example), that cider is drawn from its fruit, which
is very much esteemed. It is a curious characteristic of the liquor, that it

exhales an odour powerfully offensive, whilst the potation itself is so very

delicious. — F. Hidhiuaite, London, June, 1835.

Gladiolus natalensis has remained uncovered all last winter, and is now grow-
ing with great luxuriance, equal to, if not better than, those bulbs of it which
were taken up in the usual way.— Id.

BELGIUM.
The Humbeque Nursery, near Brussels.— The Humbeque Nursery is si-

tuated on the Brussels canal, three leagues from that city and five from Ant-
werp. Good boats leave Brussels at seven o'clock in the morning, and get

to Humbeque at half past eight in the summer ; they also leave Brussels at

half past ten in the morning, or at seven in the evening. Passengers going to

the nursery must be set down at the second sluice. The boats leave Antwerp
at seven o'clock, and get to the nursery, in summer, at half past ten ; and they

pass again at half past four. The communication is also easy by land ; the

nursery being only one league and a quarter from Vilvorde, on the high road
from Brussels to Antwerp. In this nursery a great number of American
forest trees have been raised from seeds, and nearly 300 American fruit trees

have been exported. Every year a list of the new plants is added to the cata-

logues published by the proprietors of the nursery, and sent to the persons

with whom they are in correspondence. Letters may be addressed (post

paid) to M. Haverhal's, Jardinier en chef, chez M. Sterx, Directeur des Postes

a Vilvorde.
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Among the exotic trees that have fruited in this nursery, the following are

particularly deserving of notice :— Crat^^gus stipulacea, remarkable for its

beautiful foliage, was raised in a hot-house, and was planted in the open ground
in 1827 : it was grafted on a common thoi"n ; it was covered with straw, as a
protection, every winter till 1830, but has since been left to nature without

further care. It has grown admirably, and has attained the height of 18 ft.,

and with a stem 10 in. in girth. Since 1832 it has borne fruit. Cratse^gus acu-

minata [ ? ] was raised in a hot-house and planted out in 1828. It was co-

vered with straw till 1830 ; but it has since stood without protection. It is now
14 ft. high, 4 in. in girt, and bore fruit in 1834. Cratse^gus glabra [? Photlnia

serrulata] is a fine shrub, 7 ft. high, and with branches' about 18 ft. in circum-

ference. It was planted, in 1823, in the open air, and covered with straw till

1829 ; but since has grown in the open air without any care. Cratae^gus nigra

has borne fruit since 1830 : it is trained as a tree, and was planted out in 1827.

It is now 12 ft. high. CVatse^'gus lobata was planted out in 1827, bore fruit in

1834, it is now 10 ft. high. Crat£e"'gus badiata [? radiata ], C. /(yrifolia, and C.

CeXsidna, were planted out in 1827 : the first two bore fruit in 1834; but the last

did not bear till this year. Cerasus Laurocerasus has borne fruit since 1833 :

it is a large bush, placed in the middle of a greensward, together with an
Aucuba japonica, 7 ft. high : both stand the cold. The Nepal pear-tree [ ? ]

was cultivated in the hot-house till 1826 ; it stood in the orangery all 1827,

and was planted, in 1828, in the open air, but was covered with straw till 1830.

It has been left without shelter since that period, except some leaves in 1831

at its base: it is trained as a tree, and is about 18 ft. high by 9 in. in gut. It

has flowered abundantly this year : one fruit remained, but it fell last July.

Pyrus Michauxia, 15 ft. high, has not produced fruit, neither has P. Polveria

[ ? bollwylleriana], which is here rare. Pyrus sinaica, very different from
the snowy pyrus [? Pyrus nivalis], is 25 ft. high by 12 in. in circumference,

and has fruited this year for the first time.

The black-fruited peach, planted in 1827, has fruited since 1832 : it is a tree

in the open air, 16 ft. high and 6 in. in diameter. The black-fruited apricot

and the purple apricot have not yet fruited : the latter was covered with flow-

ers this year. The apricot of Nepal has stood in the open air since 1830, as

well as a silvery variety which has not yet fruited, which is the case with the

cut-leaved apricot of Chili. I have received this year the cut-leaved apricot of
Chili, with black fruit : it is very rare. Corylus Colurna, rostrata, and tubulosa

fruited last year ; C. americana firuited for the first time this year ; C. rubra

(foliis) and C. laciniata have fruited every year since 1832.

Among the mulberries of my collection, the names of which are added here-

to, the subalba nervdsa is 10 ft. high and 10 ft. broad. It has fruited this

year as well as i^f. raulticaulis. Jforus [alba var.] italica (it is a branched

tree here) has fruited for the last three years. I have made a seed-bed of the

latter this year, as well to obtain varieties, as to have plants which are very

much in demand for America, for the culture of silk worms.
The Zelkowa [? Planera Richard(] has fruit on it this summer. I have

never heard that it has fruited before in Europe. It is in the open air, with-

out shelter. I have got two specimens produced from seed sent from Georgia :

it is hardy, and forms a fine tree, which we cannot increase fast enough to sa-

tisfy amateurs. The one which bears fruit has been gi-afted. It was planted out

in 1829 or 1830. ^'Inus macrophylla [?] is 14 ft. high: it has yielded a

bushel of seed for the last two years : it is a tree, and 6 in. in diameter. Petula

juncea [?], from Poland, is 12 ft. high as a tree. An observation which has

been made by the amateurs who have received it from me is, that, if trans-

planted before winter, it is killed by the frost, but succeeds well if planted in the

spring without any care. The beautiful Petula dalec&rlica is about 1 1 ft. high

by 3 in. in diameter : it stands the cold. The Pinus Pje^da, planted in 1828 or

1829, is 17 ft. by 14 in. thick : it has not yet fruited ; it has a clear stem. The
P. Laricio of Caramania is superb

; planted in 1827 ; it is 11 ft. by 8 in., but

has not yet fruited. Pinus longifolia, planted in 1825 or 1826, has borne two
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cones of seed this year; it is covered in winter. Pinus of Nepal [yl^bies

spectabilis ?] has not yet seeded : it is covered in winter. Pinus palustris,

planted in 1829 or 1830, does well : it has been covered the two last winters,

in hopes of making it produce lateral branches. The oak with yellow leaves

and wood [ ? ], a rare tree, has one acorn this year. The oak Thomas?, and
alba repdnda, planted in 1832, succeed well. Notwithstanding every effort, we
have never been able to increase the latter. Populus grandidentata, suaveolens

[ ? ], and laevigata, very strong trees, are the admiration of amateurs. Juglans
heterophjlla has been planted in the open air for the last two years. Quercus
Turneri is 6 ft. high, and grows beautifully in the open air since 1831. An
acer from Nepal [?] has stood since 1831 in the open air. The Chinese
elm is 6 ft., planted out in 1830. A mespilus from Nepal has fruited for the

last three years: it was received in 1825, and planted out in 1827. The Nepal
oak [ ? Quercus lanuginosa] is 4 ft. ; i^raxinus floribunda from Nepal, 6 ft. ; a

betula from Nepal, 5 ft. : the three last are covered in winter. iJhamnus ca-

tharticus and oleifolia [ ? i2. c. var. angustifolia] fruited last year. The
Broussonetia with white fruit, very rare, has fruited this year. B. maculata, or

navifolia, having its leaves in the form of a boat, is very fine. I have also the

male and female Broussonetfa. ^^cer Lobelzi is 12 ft. high : received from
Naples, and planted in 1829, it has stood out without protection. My thorns,

including also the mespiluses, are very numerous ; there are many of them that

bear fruit, and I annually sow the seed. I add a list of them. I expect this

autumn some species from Spain, and also from Vienna. I have a willow re-

ceived under the name of blue willow, very beautiful : it is very rare, and was
sent to me from America by an amateur. Nobody knows it : it was received

in 1829. Pjrusjaponica [? Cydoniajaponica], called the yellow-flowered, which
had never been seen in flower, flowered here this year in the open air. These
flowers, however, are pink, the fruit set, and are of an oblong shape : they have
fallen. I think it is nothing more than the Cydonia sinensis, which fruits in

the south of France, iarix pendula, from America, yields seed which grows

:

it is 18 ft.; planted in 1827.

The following is a list of mulberry trees, some of which are very rare, and the

greater part are fit for raising silk worms :—
Moms alba, chinensis, ch. macrophjlla, latifolia, italica, it. rubra, canadensis,

laciniata, nervosa, tatarica, constantinopolitana, rubra macrophylla, rosea,

macrophylla, ovalifolia grlsea, Venaissaini, foglia doppia, membranacea, nana,
ovalifolia fructu nigro, gazziola, furcata, dura, columbasseta, columbasseta

furcata, meyne, columbasse, moretti de Padoue, marietii, lucida, multicaulis,

and five or six others received this year.

The following list includes the Linnaean genera CrataB''gus and ilfespilus, and
perhaps some of (Sdrbus L,:—
Cratse^gus or iliespilus Cratse^gus or ilfespilus

ccerifolia. Crus-galli.

JVia. constantinopolitana.

A^r'ia, vera longifolia. elliptica.

Aronia. eriocarpa.

Azardlus. flssa.

Az. fol. aureis (very rare). flabellata.

crbutifolia. fl. fructu luteo.

arb. fructu nigro, glabra [Photinia].

badiata [radiata], glandulosa.

carpatica. heterophjlla.

caroliniana. indentata.

cocclnea. indica [Rhaphiolepis].

cordata. lobata.

Cotoneaster laciniata. linearis.

Cot. iuxifolia. lucida.

Cot. microph;ylla. microph;ylla.
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Cratae^gus or ikfespilus

montana.
monogjrica.
nigra.

nepalensis [? Pjrus Pdshial.

odorata.

odoratissima.

OMweridna.

Oxyacantha pendula.

Ox. flore albo pleno.

Ox. flore pleno raseo.

Ox. punlcea.

Ox. fol. var. argenteis.

Ox. fol. var. aureis (rare).

Ox. regina.

Ox. stricta.

Ox. fructu luteo.

parvifolia.

Pyracantha.

^yracanth^folia.

yjrunifolia.

pumila.

punctata,

radiata.

rotundifolia [Cotoneaster rotun-

difolia].

sanguinea.

splendens.

spicatum.

spinosissima.

stipulacea.

tanacetifolia.

tanacet. glabra.

Ci'atae^'gus or ilfespilus

tomentosa.

umbellata.

virginiana.

rubra sempervirens.

indica sempervirens.

canadensis,

uniflora.

ikfespilus, with long leaves

streaked with gold : vei'y rare,

laxiflora.

japonica.

petit coraint.

melanocarpa.

grae^ca.

corymbosa.
polonica [? ^^ria].

frjgida (not propagated) Cotone-

dster.

J/espilus fructu macrocarpo.

The fruit is like apples.

Nummularia (not propagated)

Cotoneaster.

pectin ata.

pubescens.

intermedia,

ovalis.

QAsidna.

J9yrif61ia fructu luteo.

juyr. fr. rubro.

The late tree of Mont d'Or.

joyrifolia nova.

Ameldnchier.

2^'axinus excelsior pendula is 32 ft. high, and 15 in. in diameter: it is

planted in the middle of a mound, made artificially to the height of 7 ft. ; it has

been planted three years. It had been three or four years grafted when it was
moved ; being planted without any possible support at so great a height, it was
buried about 3 ft., in order to resist the wind ; care will be taken to remove
the earth when it is well rooted j and it will be uncovered by degrees. It

had four grafts, in the form of a cross, so that the branches cross regularly j

the branches exceed the body of the tree by 2 ft. in height, which is, conse-

quently, grafted at the height of 30 ft. There is, besides, a collection of pine-

apples, reported the most considerable in this country, which has been formed

by means of exchanges or purchases. I expect more new species in the

course of the year. I have a fine assortment of cactuses. I am now busy
in forming a complete collection by procuring from abroad the plants which I

cannot get here.— J. le Candele.

The above lists prove the comparative uselessness, unless for the purpose

of deceiving beginners, of publishing lists of names without authorities to them

;

though, from knowing most of the different names given to the genera

Cratse^gus, ilfespilus, Pyrus, &c., in Messrs. Loddiges' collection, and in that of
the garden of the Horticultural Society, we think we can understand what is

meant by most of the names : yet still the lists, taking them altogether, are most
unsatisfactory. We are, however, very much obliged to M. le Candele for

having sent it; and we have returned the favour by making his nursery known
to our readers. We have written to him for dried specimens ; and, having re-

ceived them, we shall soon again bring the subject of his collection before the

public.— Cond.
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GERMANY.
Botanic Garden of Berlin.— In the limited space of the botanic garden at

Berhn, there are cultivated in the open air between 1300 and 1600 hardy
trees and shrubs. In the oldest part of the garden, there are, at present, but a
few specimens to be seen, and these consist of Pinus AS'trobus, Taxodium dis-

tichum, and ^'Inus incana. In 1801, there were several large and beautiful

specimens in this part of the garden, of considerable height and diameter, con-
sisting of Liriodendron, Platanus, Liquidambar styraciflua, Jiiglans Peccan,

and several others, which, however, suffered so much from alternate moisture

and frost, that they completely died off. Most of the trees and shrubs which
are now in the garden have not been planted above thirty years, and the prin-

cipal part since 1810. As the garden is in an open space, it is exposed to

storms ; but, as the soil consists only of light sand and moist peat, the trees

grow well in it, and have considerably increased in size in the course of a few
years. We have, in the garden, specimens of Magnolia acuminata, from
20 ft. to 30 ft. high ; the North AmericanJ^Querci and ^'sculi, the Sophora
japonica, seven ^etulas, Corylus Colurnaj Juglans/raxinifolia, pterocarpa, ci-

nerea, nigra, &c.; Carya sulcata, alba, amara, porcina; all the species of Pla-
tanus ; Populus ^etulifolia, grandidentata, monilifera, nigra, and several others;

Aildntus glandulosa, Taxodium distichum, A^cev eriocarpum and saccharinum,

Gleditschia, ilfespilus, Pyrus, Catalpa ; several species of American i^raxinus,

as F. expansa, epiptera, andjuglandifolia, which already afford protection and
shade to the more tender and delicate trees and shrubs, and which have
attained the height of from 30 ft. to 40 ft. The clumps consist of Planera
Richardz and Gmelinz; Pavi« riibra, carnea, hjbrida, and flavaj Virgllia lutea;

Halisia tetraptera, parviflora, and diptera; Tflia americana, laxiflora, alba,

heterophjlla, &c. ; Cytisus alpinus, Robim'a, Caragdna, Morns, Castanea ame-
ricana, O'strya virginica, 6'arpinus americana and orientalis ; i^raxinus ameri-

cana, pubescens, viridis, alba, pallida, verrucosa, heterophylla, and other kinds
of the same genus ; Carya olivseformis ; Populus trepida, heterophjlla, laevi-

gata, candicans, and balsamifera; ^^cer tataricum, monspessulanum, monta-
num ; Gymndcladus canadensis, and several others. In these clumps there

are also some of the larger kind of shrubs, as £'laeagnus, Cornus florida, &c.

;

Fiburnum Oxycoccus, Tamarix germanica, jEudnymus americana and angusti-

folia ; all the rhuses ; several species of Pyrus, Primus, Jmygdalus, Cerasus,

-Mespilus, Broussonetia papyrlfera, Xanthoxylum yVaxlneum, &c. The
smaller shrubs form the outer part of the clumps, which are near the prin-

cipal walks, and partly consist of the following species:— Chionanthus vir-

ginica and maritima, Syringa Josikae^a, ^laeagnus argentea and orientalis;

Lonlcera ciliata, villosa, iberica, microphylla, hispida, and Pallaszi; Phamnus
Erythroxylon, dahiiricus, and pusillus, &c. ; jEuonymus nanus, sarmentosus,

obovatus, &c. ; Ribes sangulneum, resinosum, floridum, tenuiflorum, and
aureum ; Berberis canadensis, daurica, cretica, &c. ; Z/aurus Benzoiri^ Paviat

macrostachya, Ciethra alnifolia and acuminata, Styrax, Halesia diptera, Spi-

rse^a ; Philadelphus gracilis, inodorus, grandifiorus, hirsutus, &c. ; ^mygdalus
incana, pedunculata, and sibirica; Pyrus sinensis and piibens, Prunus Coco-

viilla and candicans, Cerasus persicifolia and depressa, and a multitude of
iEosaceae, Calycanthus, G^enista, Cytisus Pelden/i, wolgaricus, caucasicus,

purpiireus, uralensis; Amorpha; Caragdna Altagdna, Chamldgu, and Redowski;
Halimodendron argenteum ; several species of Colutea ; Corylus heterophjlla,

Shepherdia canadensis and argentea ; ^ipp6phae salicifolia, and Coriaria myx-
tifolia.

All the above-mentioned plants require no particular protection from the
cold, and stand in the open air without any covering.

Many of the principal trees stand in the open air on the lawn ; viz. Quer-
cus coccinea, discolor, palustris, and rubra; Liriodendron, i'Yaxinus, and
Juglans; all of a considerable height, and from twenty to thirty years old.

From measuriement, the diameter is I ft., and the height from 25 ft. to 30 ft.
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Protected by large trees, or in places where the cold from the north and
east wind is not felt, we grow, in the open air, Salisburi« adiaotifolia, Jas-

minum fruticans, Camphorosma monspeliaca, Paliurus aculeatus, Zizyphus

vulgaris, Aralia spinosa ; Berberis ^quifolium, aristata, and sinensis ; Asimina

parviflora and triloba, Kolreutei'ia paniculata, iaurus Sassafras, Hydrangea
^uercifolia, Decumaria barbara, Cydonia japdnica and sinensis, Photinia av-

butifolia, Rhaphiolepis indica, Eriobotrya japonica; Cotoneaster acuminata,

afFinis, macrophjlla, laxiflora, frigida, and rotundifolia ; Magnolia; glauca, tri-

petala, auriculata, macrophylla, conspicua, and obovata ; <S'partium jiinceum.

Ononis fruticosa, i/ibiscus syriacus, Colutea nepalensis ; Astragalus cau-

casicus, aristatus, and tumidus; Maclur« aurantiaca, Liquidambar imberbe,

ikfyrica cerifera, Coriaria 7»yrtif61iaj Nyssa villosa, tomentosa, and biflora;

Nitraria Schoberi.

Where there is no protection from the snow in winter, the small trees and
shrubs are sheltered by the foliage of the Pinus 5tr6bus ; and, when the winter

is very severe, the branches of the Pinus sylvestris are used, being placed all

round the plant.

The borders for fine American shrubs consist, as in England, of heath and

peat mould, and are made sloping. It is necessary, in winter, to cover them
with the foliage and branches of different species of Pinus. This border con-

sists of Globularia, Azalea, Erica, herbacea, Menziesza ^;olifdlia, Faccinium,

species of Daphne, Dirca palustris, Kalmic!, iedum, Ammyrsine Auxifolia,

J?hod6ra, iihodod^ndron, Epigse^a, Andromeda, Lyonia, Gaultheria repens

and Shdllon, Arctostdphylos alpina, Pyrola, Chimaphila, and several others.

Few evergreen shrubs stand the open an- here, except the genus Pinus : if

they stand the winter, the utmost cai'e and attention are necessary, and they

must be very carefully protected.

In mild winters, the following stand out ; but in very cold weather they are

sometimes killed by the frost : — jRhamnus JIaternus, Fiburnum Tinus,

Z-aurus nobilis, OMea Oleaster, Phillyrea angustifolia, iJosmarinus officinalis,

-4'rbutus iPnedo, Fitex A'gnus castus, Jztc2«6a japonica, Pistacia Tfereblnthus

;

^uscus aculeatus, racemosus, and hypoglossum. Without any particular pro-

tection, but in sheltered situations, there stand out here Plex Aquifolium and
its varieties, and /. opaca ; iS'milax, Rhododendron, Kalm«a, Z)aphne pdntica,

and Cneorum ; ZJHex europae"'a, nana, and provincialis ; and Taxus canadensis.

Ephedra distachya, monostachya, and altissima stand out without any pro-

tection whatever. We have but few evergreen shrubs which stand out with-

out protection.

Most of the North American species of the genus Pinus stand the open
air here. We have not had an opportunity of judging of several of the new
species, as we have but one specimen of each ; viz. Pinus ponderosa, longi-

folia, Lambertzff«a, and excelsa; J^bies Douglasi, dumosa, and spectabilis

;

Araucdria imbricata and Altingfa Cunningham^. Cunninghami« lanceolata and
Cedrus Libani stand under protection, and with great care during winter, in the

open air. Pinus Pinaster, Laricio, Pinea, and halepensis, and Cupressus
sempervirens and s. horizontalis, are continually killed by the frost. Some
species of Tliuja, as T. occidentalis, orientalis, plicata, pyramidalis, nepa-

lensis, and australis, stand the winter's cold without any protection ; also

Juniperus 5'abina and virginiana, Puxus sempervirens, and Cupressus th.y-

oides. On the conti'ary. Thuja articulata is killed by the frost in the course

of a few cold days.

A^cer neapolitanum and A'lnus cordifolia are tender in their youth; but, as

soon as they are pretty far grown, they cease to suffer from the cold. Aris-

tothlia Mdcqui, J?accharis /zalunifolia, Buddlea globosa, Pumelia tenax, Cistus,

Diospyros, FontanesM,Phillyrea, Santolina, and several others, are killed by the

frost, and the roots and suckers put out yearly new shoots.

For some years back we have been receiving occasionally some new and
scarce trees and shrubs from Altai, America, Dahuria, and Italy. Among
others, Populus /aurifolia Ledeb., Pterocarya caucasica, Ribes heterotrichum
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and atropurpureum, Corylus tetraphylla, Lonfcera Ledebouri and hispida,

^^cer ibericum and littorale, Quercus Thomasz and other sp., Pinus, &c.,

Pruniis chinensis and ^rmeniaca leucocarpa, Quercus mongolica, Picea obovata
Ledeb., ^^bies siberica Ledeb., Larix siberica, Sklix alba, var. tristis, pallida, and
several other species.—Otto. Botanic Garden, Berlin, August, 1835.

Frankfort, Jan. 18. 1835.— There is nothing very new in gardening in our
neighbourhood. In all useful improvements, Germany stands in need of new-

information, greater exertion, and a stronger impulse, than England, where a

hint is sufficient to send a new discovery,"or a new plant, from one end of the

country to the other. It appears that our gardens, although very beautiful, are

far behind those of England. Nothing that is new seems to be wished for,

while what is old is still so beautiful ; and, although we have many experienced
gardening amateurs, only a few are acquainted with those great improvements
which are so much admired in England

;
yet we have made, for a short time

back, some advancement. The ingenuity of our people will at last break
through prejudices, and overcome every obstacle. Frankfort can give you a
proof of this. You would suppose that, in this rich city, the seat of a power-
ful diplomacy and of merchandise, with 50,000 inhabitants, and in a part of
Germany so well situated for trade, there would be many considerable and
beautiful gardens and nurseries in a flourishing state; yet this is not the
case. Since the establishment of our business, we have been obliged to make
use of every means in order to profit by what the place afforded, and, with
great trouble and certain risk, we have at last succeeded in bringing our col-

lection of plants to a state of perfection which, for Germany, is very consi-

derable. While we were so busily employed, the people of Frankfort, with
one or two exceptions, seemed to take no interest in us. A general emula-
tion appeared to be wanting ; and I therefore, this spring, suggested the idea of
the Polytechnic Society in this place preparing a flower show. The proposal
to the Society was at first coldly received ; indeed, they somewhat laughed at

it. By the praiseworthy promptitude of M. von Bethmann, Mr. John An-
right, and their very s'cientifically educated gardeners, M. Sester and M.
Tepwich, our courage in this undertaking was alone supported. These few
exerted themselves with true zeal; their good example was imitated; and the

show which took place on the 22d, 23d, and 24th of May (and of which I

take the liberty to enclose you a Catalogue and Description\ exceeded all our
expectations. About 12,000 inhabitants and strangers thronged to the show,
and the general voice of applause effected in only three days a decided victory.

This show occasioned a general enthusiasm. People have now begun to be
convinced of the importance and pleasure of the art of gardening; and it is

to be hoped that Frankfort will, in the course of five or ten years, be particu-

larly celebrated for gardening : it is even now in contemplation to establish

an institution for garden culture, in union with the before-mentioned Poly-
technic Society, and the future prize shows will be prepared by both ; thus,

by every opportunity the love of gardening will be promoted. May this in-

stitution prosper

!

In the public gardens surrounding our city are several parts very beautifully

laid out, within the last two years, with fountains, and jets-d'eau, and ponds
stocked with abundance of gold-fish. M. von Bethmann's garden is, at the
same time, laid out in a truly masterly manner. 1 never before saw, in so small
a space, so many beauties near each other ; and yet it is not crowded. If

agreeable to you, I will send you drawings of both these gardens. [We have
written for them,] I received lately from Vienna some varieties of pelargo-
niums quite new there, which are not only as beautiful as English ones, but
some of them are even far superior. This is, for German}', quite a subject of
rejoicing. The Camellia frankfurtensis is not white and red, but dark and
light red. Mi-. Low at Clapton has a plant of it. The drawing is not a good
one, but it is a faithful representation of the flower. We have also the fol-

lowing seedling camellias, which have flowered the first time this spring, and
are well deserving of notice. Camellia Gunnelh'?, pure white, fine large magni-
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ficent flowers. C. wolacea superba, particularly remarkable for its violet

colour, beautifully shaped flowers, and abundance of them. C. Pronay«wa, so

named in honour*^ of the Baron von Pronay, a very zealous amateur and pro-

moter of gardening in Vienna. It has not, indeed, a very large flower, but is

very agreeably speckled with dark and light red.— J. Rinz,jun. June, 1835.

Art. III. Domestic Notices.

ENGLAND.
Buchanan''s Nursery, Caniberwell.— We have visited this nursery several

times in the course of the summer ; we have also, through the kindness of

Mr. Buchanan, jun., received dried specimens of the more rare of the trees

and shrubs in the Camberwell Arboretum ; and we must confess that we have

been most agreeably surprised to find the extraordinary vigour with which

trees grow in that arboretum, though they are surrounded on three sides by

dense masses of houses and clouds of smoke. One cause may be, that the

grounds are perfectly flat, and that they are surrounded, or at least bordered

on two or more sides, by ditches constantly containing water. At all events,

it is certain that the plants in this nursery have, in this dry season, suffered

less from drought than others which we have seen either in the neighbourhood

of London, or during our late tour in the country. The circumstance of so

many species of trees and shrubs flourishing in the midst of so much smoke,

ought to be a great encouragement to the possessors of town gardens. We
hope to show, in our Suburban Gardener, how very far superior to what they

are at present these gardens may be rendered by judicious planting.

The Trees in the Ai^boretum of the Surrey Zoological Garden being also sup-

plied subterraneously with water from the ponds and lakes belonging to that

establishment, are in a very thriving state, and in another year, when they are

correctly named, they will not only be a great ornament to the gardens, but

form a valuable botanical school for the visitors. As it is in contemplation to

have a collection of herbaceous plants and shrubs ; or, in other words, to avoid,

as much as possible, having duplicates of plants of any kind, these gardens

will probably in a few years be as much entitled to the term botanical as zoo-

logical. If to such a garden a museum and library were added, it might be
entitled a Natural History Garden ; and we have no doubt that, in due time,

such gardens will be formed by the corporations of towns, and even of villages,

all over the country. A grand step towards this end was proposed to be
made by Mr. Buckingham in parliament ; but the subject has been deferred

for the present.— Cond.

The Metropolitan Society of Florists and Amateurs held, on Aug. 20., a show
of flowers of different kinds in Vauxhall Gardens. A young friend, engaged
in floriculture, who attended it, has favoured us with the following recollec-

tions of it. Prizes of three classes of dahlias had been proposed, and were
awarded. Of the prizes for flowers of pansies, Mr. Lane, Berkhampstead,
Herts, obtained the first. Fine flowers of pansies were contributed by Mr.
Mountjoy of Ealing. Of China asters there was a collection of fine flowers.

Of roses, picotees, and carnations there were stands by Mr. Wilmer. The
finest of the roses were from Mr. Paul of Cheshunt, Herts. Of cockscombs
there were plants remarkable for dwarfness, the combs pretty fine. There
were extremely fine plants of balsams and plants of one or more kinds of
Fuchsia and of Huniea elegans, from Mr. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus,

.

Bart. Of orchideous plants there were fine plants of certain species ; some
of the plants were from Mr. Press. Of Clethra arborea two plants, very full

of flowers ; very fine plants of Campanula pyramidalis in flower; and of ^rica
Aitoni and other species, and Rdche« falcata, flowering, were contributed by
Messrs. Chandler, Vauxhall. There were flowering plants of Rochea falcata,

and various other plants, sent by different persons. A plant of Magnoha
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grandiflora was remarkable for being under 1 ft. high, yet bearing a fine flower.
Of cut flowers there were two fine stands. Of Erythrina /aurifolia there
were flowering specimens disposed into pots of moss. A box of detached
flowers of petunias of kinds, disposed upon a platform in a box by passin?
the tubes of the corollas into holes in that platform, was contributed by Mr.
Dennis. As a general character of the show, it was fine and satisfactory.

There was an abundance of visiters to inspect it. The members were ad-
mitted at 12 o'clock, one hour antecedent to the admission of the general
company, who were admitted from 1 o'clock until dusk.— D. N. R.

Greater Adcmi's Needle [Yucca gloriosa^.— A fine specimen of this noble
plant is now in flov/er in the Oxford Garden ; it is about 12 years old, and has
not flowered before. Its height from the ground to the top of the leaves is

only 4 ft.; but it has produced a flower stem 8 ft. long, the whole of which,
except about 9 in. at the bottom, is covered with a profusion of flowers

;

these flowers are arranged on 37 branches, which form, altogether, a most
magnificent pyramid of bloom, above 7 ft. long, by 1 ft. 8 in. wide at the base.

The number of flowers on each branch varies from 13 to 40, and amounts, in

the aggregate, to 827. They are arranged on the branches in the following

order, beginning with the lowest branch, and proceeding upwards :—Branch I,

from the bottom, 20 flowers j 2, 25; 3, 28 ; 4, 26 ; 5, 25 ; 6, 27 ; 7, 23 ; 8, 24

;

9, 25; 10, 27; 11, 23; 12, 23; 13, 21; 14, 24; 15,22; 16,24; 17,23;
18,25; 19,22; 20,21; 21, 21; 22, 24; 23, 22; 24,21; 25, 22; 26, 25;
27, 18; 28, 20; 29, 19; 30, 19; 31,20; 32, 16; 33, 17; 34, 15; 35, 17;
36, 13; 37, 40, this is the terminating branch. Total number of flowers,

827. Besides the above, we have four fine old plants of the same species (two
of them with trunks 5 ft. high from the ground to the lowest leaves) now
flowering. These were removed late in the spring, in consequence of which
their flowers are not so large and fine as they would have been had the plants

been left undisturbed. Two of these plants flowered very finely last year. —
W. Baxter. Botanic Garden, Oxford, July 28. 1835.

The Dwarf Fan Palm (^ChamcB^rops hundlis). — This palm has flowered an-

nually in the hot-house of the Botanic Garden for many years ; but I never

remember to have seen it so fine as it is at the present time (July 28. 1835).

There are now upon it four distinct bunches of blossoms, produced from as

many separate spathas. Each bunch is composed of a great number of small

yellow flowers, and these flowers are of two kinds, some being starainiferous

(having stamens only), and others hermaphrodite (or having both stamens
and pistils), but the staminiferous ones are most numerous. On two of the

bunches, which are somewhat forv/arder than the other two, the fruit is set,

and is now about the size of a common pea. This same plant has produced
fruit every year, for these eight or ten years past ; and one of the berries

which fell off a year or two ago, and was covered with the soil, vegetated,

and is now growing in the same tub with the parent plant. Hov/ old the plant

is, I cannot exactly say, but, from its size, I should consider it to be little less

than a century. The stem, formed of the remains of the petioles of the leaves

of former years, is 1 ft. 6 in. from the crown of the root to the base of the

lowest leaves. The whole height of the plant is 5 ft. 6 in. from the top of the

tub in which it grows to the tips of the central leaves. The petioles of the

full-grown leaves are 4 ft. long ; and the lamina, or expanded part of the leaf,

is 1 ft. 4 in. long, and 2 ft. broad. The diameter of the space covered by the

plant is 9 ft. 6 in., or about 28 ft. in circumference.— Id.

A new Variety of Dahlia has been raised by Mr. Wood of Deepdene, and has

been named by him Viscountess Beresford, in honour of that lady. The
flower of this variety, which is, we believe, considered one of first rate merit,

is much in the mode of that of Levick's Incomparable ; but the ground
colour of the petals is not, as in that flower, nearly of a brick-red, but of a

rich purplish crimson : this is rather abruptly lightened off to the white tips.

The Viscountess Beresfcrd, as to the colours of the flower, closely resembles

Vol. XI.— No. 67. rr
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a variety raised in 1834, and named the Hero of Surrey. The petals of the

Viscountess are large, flattish, pretty numerous, and imbricatedly arranged
into a flattish flower, in which not any eye is shown, but which has the centre

filled with petals : all the petals have broad tips ; but the centre of the tip is

extended into a blunt point. If the variety prove constant to the characters

portrayed in the coloured drawing, it will be a valuable one.— D. N. R.
Sai'racema purjmrea.—We have now growing, and doing well, about a

score of young plants of this species, raised from seeds collected from a plant

which flowered in our nursery. Our plants are now twelve months old ; and,

we believe, few, if any, have been raised in this country from English seeds

before.— John Pope and Sons. Handswortli Nursery, near Binningha^n, August
8. 1835.

Hamburgh Grapes.— I have sent you a bunch or two of black Hamburgh
grapes, in order that you may observe a berry on one of the bunches. I

hope you will measure it,

/^ I Q

,

and let me know if berries

/| so shaped are common. We
- I

«

have many such here, even
though our grapes are not so

fine this season as they were
last year. I frequently grow
the black Hamburgh to 41b.

and 4i lb. per bunch. The
fruit sent was grown in a
pine stove under the rafters.

The vines are planted out-
side the house, in a border
26 ft. wide, and 5 ft. deep,

the bottom being thoroughly
drained with limestone. The
vines are taken out every
winter through the front

lights, and, when the frost is

severe, they are protected by
fern or straw. A little frost

is of service ; but, when
severe, it is ruinous to

the young wood. The vines

are pruned according to

the spurring-in system.—
Thomas Forrest. Kinmel
Park, Cheshire, Juli/\2. 1825.

One of the bunches received weighed 21b, 9oz., and the other 21b. 5 oz.

The large berry shown mjig. 94. measured 4^ in. in cu'cumference j a vertical

section of it is shown in^g. 95. at a, and a horizontal section at b : all these

figures are of the natural size. — Cond.
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SCOTLAND.

Great Improvements in the Manufacture ofHemp have taken place lately in

Scotland. The price of flax has for some time back been advancing, and is

now so high, that it exceeds double the price of hemp. This great difference

in price has engaged the attention of several individuals to substitute the one
for the other : the principal difficulty was, that the fibres of the hemp could
not be sufficiently separated for fine spinning. By the ingenuity of a gentle-

man in Arbroath, a machine has been contrived which has overcome this dif-

ficulty, and for which he has obtained a patent. The machine is very simple,

and consists of two fluted rollers of cast iron, through which the hemp is

passed to a pair of flat fluted rubbers, also of cast iron, worked alternately up
and down with considerable velocity. This operation more thoroughly breaks
the hemp, and disengages and throws off a gum which adheres to the fibres,

and prevents them from being sufficiently divided. After going through this

simple machine, the hemp is completely changed, and has become as soft as

flax ; the colour is also much improved : in fact, it is now equal to flax, and
applicable to most purposes for which flax is used. Although it is only a few
months since these machines were first made, one mill in Arbroath (Mr.
Straiton's) has given up the flax entirely, and is using the hemp instead ; and
several mills in Dundee are partially using the hemp for fine spinning. As a
great quantity of flax is grown in England, and an enormous quantity in Ire-

land, in which last country its culture is rapidly increasing; and as it exhausts the

ground so that successive crops cannot be raised, the above improvement will,

in all likelihood, reduce the price of flax, and raise the price of hemp, of which,

1 believe, several successive crops can be raised, and make the agriculturists

turn their attention to its cultivation. I am not aware if at present it is so

much cultivated as flax; but, I believe, the same ground that grows the flax will

grow the hemp, or, probably, poorer ground. We may perhaps grow it in

Scotland to better advantage than grain. — John Milne. 39. Laurieston Place^

Edinburgh, June 15. 1835.

Art. IV. Retrospective Criticism.

De.Lindley''s Ladies' Botany. (X.390.)—Though I perfectly agree with you
in the approbation you express of this most useful and admirable work, 1 cer-

tainly think that Dr. Lindley should have called the attention ofthe ladies to the

peculiar structure of the genus Alstrcemeria. It is a genus which appears to

be preeminently entitled to notice ; and I almost think it ought to stand alone

in the natural system, as a genus destined by Providence to confirm the theory,

that plants cannot live unless the smooth side of the leaf is uppermost. The
terms surface and subface do appear applicable to it, as the leaves are invariably

united to the stem with the veiny side uppermost ; and then, by some secret

impulse, they turn the smooth side to the light, whUe that part which may be

termed the footstalk retains its veiny appearances, although fully exposed to

the same influence.

I do not feel competent to criticise so able a work as the Ladies' Botany ;

but, on comparing the coloured representation of the alstroemeria, in pi. 18.,

with a living specimen of the plant, it appears to me that the leaves in the

plate are made to grow with the smooth side uppermost, and then to turn

their veiny sides to the light, except one which seems to have a habit peculiar

to itself. But I have said enough, I trust, to call Dr. Lindley's attention to the

subject : a page from his pen would be valuable in the Magazine. — M. C.

Bingham, July 25. 1835.

E,votics in a Flower-Garden, Sfc. (p. 285. and p. 380.) —Extremes upon any
subject, when asserted without modification, are hazardous, and liable to cri-

ticism : your " dictum," as J. has named it, has thus been attacked ; and your

opponent has some reason, as far as his taste goes in the choice of flowers, a§

R R 2
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it is true that there are a sufficient number of hardy ornamentally flowering

plants to render a garden beautiful throughout the year. But, v/ere J's. taste

to become universal, it would go far towards paralysing the eiForts of those

whose exertions are employed in bringing into notice the varied display which
nature, in different climates, affords to the admirers of Flora; and our flower-

gardens would become less attractive, in proportion to the loss of variety which
they would sustain. By such a system, and almost by the same kind of rea-

soning, it may be asked, what use is there in introducing the almost numberless

exotics which are now to be found in the various collections of which this

country can boast ? But, waving this question, and confining ourselves to the

flower-garden, which, in the present day, is embellished with such a splendid

display of beauty by the assistance of the pit or cold frame, I must confess I

should be sorry to see anything like a retrograding system take'place, and even
on the supposition that our hardy flowering plants are equally beautiful with

the more tender kinds; and, if" variety is charming " almost in every thing, I

think it may be truly said to be so when exhibited in the flower-garden.

That the advantages to be derived from a pit or cold frame are not con-

fined merely to grov.'ing the tender kinds offlowering plants, may be exemplified

by the numerous kinds ofhardy annuals which can be brought forward in pots,

so as to flower in the open ground at a much earlier period than when sown
in the usual way. Cuttings, also, of many of them, if struck in the autumn,
may, by this means, be preserved, and will make an early display in the spring

:

in short, the advantages which are to be derived from this kind of artificial

means are numerous, and need not be here detailed, as the lovers of Flora will

always appreciate them in proportion to the enthusiasm they possess for in-

troducing into their gardens the greatest possible variety.

J's. taste may be quite appropriate for those who have not the means of

extending their sphere of operations in floriculture ; but I should regret to see

it established among those who have it in their power to exercise a portion of

their property and influence in this way. The result of such a taste would be
to deprive many persons of the pleasure which they now enjoy in the antici-

pation of enlarging their collections to the extent they may desire : besides,

if such a taste were to become general, the nurserymen and florists might well

exclaim that their " craft was in danger." Indeed, were the subject to be
carried out in all its bearings, it would be seen that most serious evils would
be the result.— T. Rufgcr. Portland Place, July 11. 1835.

Roivland's Metallic J'Vire. (p. 435.)— In ansvi'er to your statement, that the

wire, of which I sent you specimens, was not sufficiently strong to bear the

zinc labels, I have to inform you that the specimens of wire which I sent were
of the thinnest sort; and, moreover, a part of them were only of lead, which I

sent, that you might see the difference in strength between the metallic wire
and the common lead wire. I should have applied a stronger wire, and of a
larger size, to suspend the zinc labels. With this, you will receive ] lb. of
Nos. 12. and 1-1. to replace that which was broken ; and this, you will find, will

be effectual. Messrs. Warner have a supply of all sizes. I may here remark
how each size is used. Nos. 20. and 1 8. are for securing vines, &c., in the
houses; No. 16. is for tying up flowers, such as pinks, carnations, &c.; Nos. 14.

and 12. are for trees against the wall, or railing; and Nos. 14. and 8. are for

attaching number labels, or using for any purposes that require strengtli.

You have only to flatten the end of the wire before you place on your number,
&c., and, when the wire is cut to a proper length, to bend the other end round
your tree, &c., and, pierce a small hole in the label, and suspend it by a thinner
size; or one end of the wire may be pointed and inserted in the earth.— W.
A. Rowland. Chester, August 4. 1835.

Destroying the Scale on Pines, (p. 186.) —'I have referred to V. 430., as
directed by Mr. Dall, in p. 323,, and find that he was right in saying, that

the same ingredients recommended by me for the destruction of the white
scale had been used by him som.e years previously. At the time I wrote ray
remarks I was not aware of the existence of Mr. Ball's paper ; and it certainly

was my impression, that the method I detailed was discovered by Mr. V/ilson :
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however. It is only fair to Mr, Wilson to confess that the error originated en-

tirely with myself, and that I never heard him claim the discovery as his own.
My opinion, that the removal of the white scale before applying the ingre-

dients is essential to success, remains unaltered ; for I have known insects

which had been overlooked found upon the plants several weeks after the

application of the dressing, and, apparently, as vigorous as though they had
never been meddled with. If, then, these insects could live and thrive with

the ingredients intended to destroy them sticking to their backs, the remedy
of Mr. Dall cannot be effectual. As bearing upon this point, I may mention

that Mr. M'Murtrie, who used the same remedy as Mr. Dall, with the addition

of a little camphor, had recourse to the brushing process. (V. 57.)

—

J. B. W.
July 13. 1835.

Qicanothus coUhius. — In the list given in the Arboretum Britannictim (p. 125.)

of seeds introduced by Douglas in 1826 and 1827, you mention Ceanothus col-

linus as not having vegetated in England. We now write to inform you that,

amongst other seeds which we received from the London Horticultural Society,

in or about the year 1827, was a packet of C. coUinus, two of which s' eds

vegetated ; and, though one of the plants died, the other has done sc well

with us, that it flowered last year, and vi^ill shortly be in flower again. — Jo/m
Pope and Sons. Handsworth Nursery, near Binningham, August 8, 1835.

Coiling of Vines.— It is a pity to see with what rancour any new subject is

discussed; as if vituperation and aspersion were essentials in the elucidating of

a new theory. No one, I presume, would doubt Mr. Mearn's statements as

to his individual success : but the question resolves itself into this :— Is the

plan worthy of universal adoption, and is it likely to supersede the common
modes now in general use ? Its simplicity and accessibility will I'ecommend
a trial : I have given it one to the extent of thirty pots of the old and young
wood, and both together ; but I confess I have not succeeded to my utmost
wish. — R. Glendinning, Bicton, August 22. 1835.

Art. V. Queries and Anstve?".

THE2)roper Age at tvhich to cut down Oalc Trees.— '' A proprietor of Timber

Trees in Kent and Hampshire " enquires (p. 437.) "whether anything has been

published that would enable him to determine, with accuracy, the proper age at

which to cut down old oak trees ?" Does he mean to ask the period at which

oaks shall have come to their maturity, and are no longer improving as tim-

ber trees ? or does he mean at what age oaks should be cut down, so as to

make the best return in point of profit ? In either case it is not easy to give

a precise categorical answer. To -take the first case, it should be remarked,

that oaks, like all other trees, vary exceedingly in their growth, according to

soil, situation, &c. Consequently, seme will com^e to matunty much sooner

than others, and will attain, in a given time, to a much larger size. No one

fixed period, therefore, applicable to all, or even the generality of cases, can,

as I conceive, be accurately determined, at which these trees shall have arrived

at perfection, as this must differ according to circumstances. Without lay-

ing down precise rules, a practised eye will be able readily to decide when a tree

is "ripe for the axe ; in other words, when it has .come to its best. There will

be no longer any vigorous shoots in the extremities (in woodman's phrase,

" no twig,"); but instead, a curling or crinkling of the spray or terminal branches,

with scarce any perceptible growth : dead branches or small arms will oc-

casionally be seen towards the top, &c. ; and, above all, there will be a tight-

iiess,— a contraction of the bark on the stem of the tree; i. e. the bark

ceasing to expand will, of course, no longer exhibit those light red or yellow

perpendicular streaks in its crevices, which ar,e a certain proof of its expansion,

and of the consequent growth of the wood beneath. If the woodpecker has

been busy about a tree, it is a sure indication that it is time, and more than

time, to fell it ; for this bird never attacks a perfectly sound tree, though often
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unjustly accused of so doing. But, as already said, an experienced eye will at

once perceive the state and condition of a tree, without minutely attending to

these and the like particulars. So much in reply to the first question. As to

the second, viz. " at what age oaks should be cut down, so as to make the

best return in point of profit ; the answer to this enquiry involves matter of

nice and complicated calculation ; besides that much will depend on the de-

mand for timber of this or that particular size and quality in each neighbour-

hood respectively. It is proverbially said, that " an oak tree is a good banker ;"

but I have some misgivings as to the truth of that position. The oak is un-

questionably a tree of slow growth ; and hence, it is proverbially said again,

that " a withy will buy a horse before an oak will buy a saddle." It is held by
some as an established maxim, that if an oak were to be cut down when it was
worth a pound, and the money put out to interest, it would produce a much
larger sum than the tree would sell for when arrived at maturity. This may
probably be very true ; but then, were such practice universally adopted, it is

evident there could be no large timber grown— nothing but mere poles : and

what a woful deficiency would ensue of fine ornamental oaks ! if your cor-

respondent could ascertain the period " at which the increase of a tree becomes

so small as that it would not pay the annual interest of the sum which the

tree would sell for," and, having satisfied himself on this point, should forth-

with proceed to cut down all the delinquent (i. e. unprofitable) trees, I greatly

fear he would commit sad havoc on his estate.

The proper management and nursing of timber require some judgment and
attention, of course, and more knowledge of the subject, as well as more taste,

than, perhaps, most proprietors are possessed of. Doubtless, near a man's re-

sidence, profit must, in numberless instances, be sacrificed to ornament, shelter,

&c. Ancient venerable trees form the noblest appendage to an estate, and one
which, indeed, it would be sacrilege to destroy. Trees, too, of extraordinary

beauty, or those presenting any remarkable peculiarity ofgrowth or singularity of
conformation, should, of course, in all cases, as far as possible, be preserved as

curiosities. At the same time, with regard to woods,— woods, I mean, de-

signed principally for profit,— there can be no question but that the prevailing

fault with most proprietors is that of being too sparing with the axe, leaving

too much, and allowing oaks to remain long after they have ceased to remain
Vith profit. A landed proprietor very naturally and properly wishes to en-

courage the growth of oak timber on his estate ; accordingly, when a wood is

to be cut, directions are given to the bailiff, or perhaps even to a common
labourer, carefully to preserve the oaks ; and the consequence is, that trees

of this kind are spared, time after time, which do not increase one shiUing in

value by the time the wood cotnes round to be cut again, a period, it may
be, of fi'om ten to fourteen or sixteen years. Now, the evil of this system is

twofold : first, there is the positive loss, to the proprietor, of the interest of the

money which the trees would have sold for, had they been felled ; and, secondly,

what is far worse, by allowing them to encumber the ground, a stop is put to

a succession of young trees, which would have been certain to spring up in

their room, according to that just, though homely, adage of our provincial wood-
men, " cut wood, and have wood." I could point out instances of woods which
are absolutely going to ruin for want of thinning, and out of which the present

owners might enrich themselves, and at the same time benefit their successors.

The subject of a succession oftrees in woods is not enough attended to. It will

perpetually happen, that a thriving tree, one that is "paying money" (as the
phrase is), must yet be sacrificed for the sake of some four or five, or perhaps
half score, }'oung saplings, which stand around it, and which, of course, will be
entirely spoiled by the overshadowing branches of their usurping neighbour, if

the latter be allowed to remain for another term of ten, twelve, or more years.

In cases like this, therefore, there is scope for the judgment and discrimination

of the woodman ; and I admit that it is often not a little painful and perplex-

ing to come to a decision. When a prisoner is put upon trial for his life, the

jury are always very properly directed, if they have any doubts as to the guilt

of the accused, to give him the benefit of such doubts, and to acquit him.
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Now, the woodman, I conceive, would best consult his interest by acting in a
mannei' the very reverse of the jury ; and, as a general rule, if he has any
doubts about the propriety of cutting down a particular tree, in cases like the
one just mentioned, I believe he will not greatly err (at least, not in the ma-
jority of instances) by consigning it to the hands of the feller, reluctant though
he may feel so to do.—W. T. Bree. Alledey Rectory, Aug. 10. 1835.

A large single red Camellia, at Bicton, near Exeter, mentioned p. 52., has
this summer produced thousands of flowers, and will, to all appearance, ripen

seeds, as you may perceive from the specimen sent [and drawn for the Fru-
ticetum Britannicuvi\. You, or any of your readers, would particularly oblige

me by information as to whether this is singular, and if you know of any
plant equally large in this country.— R. Glendinning. Bicton Gardens, Aug.
22. 1835.

Art. VI. Covent Garden Market.

The Cabbage Tribe.

Cabbages, per dozen

:

White
Red
Plants, or Coleworts

Cauliflowers, per dozen
Broccoli, Cape, per bunch :

Legumes.

Kidneybeans, per half sieve
Scarlet Beans, per J sieve -

Tubers and Roots.

rper ton
Potatoes - ? per cwt.

tper bushel
Turnips, White, per bunch
Carrots, per bunch
Red Beet, per dozen
Skirret, per bunch
Scorzonera, per bundle
Salsify, per bunch
Horseradish, per bundle -

Radishes :

Red, per dozen hands (24
to 30 each)

White Turnip, per bunch

The Spinach Tribe.

^-^\^^^^ :

New Zealand

The Onion Tribe.

Onions, old, per bushel
For pickling, per half sieve

Leeks, per dozen bunches -

Garlic, per pound ^ - -

Shallots, per pound - -

Asparaginous Plants,
Salads, Sfc.

Artichokes, per dozen
Lettuce, per score

:

Cos ...
Cabbage - -

Endive, per score
Celery, per bundle (12 to 15)

Small' Salads, per punnet -

Watercress, per dozen small
bunches . . -

Pot and Sweet Herbs.

Tarragon, per dozen bunches
Fennel, per dozen bunches
Thyme, per dozen bunches
Sage, per dozen bunches
Mint, per dozen bunches -

Peppermint, per dozenbunches
Marjoram,'per dozen bunches

From To
£ s. d. £ s. d.

1 1 6
2 3
3 4
10 12 0|

9 1 3

2 6 3 6

1 6, 2 6

4 4 10 o|

4 4 6

2 2 6

4 8

4 6
1 1 6
1 3 X 6
1 3 1 6

:i 3 1 6

1 6 4

6 9

2 3

1 6 2 6
1 1 6

2 6

3 "3 6

2 6 3

1 6 2 6

4 6

6 8

1 6 2 6

1 6 2 6

9
1 6 2 6

1 1 6

1

2 3

4 6

4 5

2
2 6
2 6
2 3

2 3

2 3

Savory, per dozen bunches -

Basil, per dozen bunches -

Rosemary, per doz. bunches
Tansy, per dozen bunches -

Sialics and Fj-uits for Tarts,

Pickling, 8jC.

Sea Samphire, per small
punnet . - .

Vegetable Marrow, per dozen
Gourds, per dozen
Tomatoes, per sieve -

Capsicums, per hundred

Edible Fungi and Fuel.

Mushrooms, per pottle
Morels, per pound
Truffles, per pound :

English . - -

Foreign . . -

Fruits.

Apples, Dessert, per bushel

:

RilDston Pippins - r

Fearn's Pippins
Ingestrie
Kerry Pippins - ,

-

Baking, per bushel
Pears, Dessert, per J sieve

:

Williams's
Bergamot
Gansell's ditto

Early Swan's Eggs - -

Peaches, per dozen
Nectarines, per dozen
Plums, Dessert, per punnet

:

Coe's Golden Drop
Imperatrice

Baking, per half sieve
Damsons, per bushel
Mulberries, per gallon (2 pot-

tles)

Berberries, per half sieve -

Picked Elderberries, per
bushel ...

Walnuts, per bushel
Filberts, English, per 100 lbs.

Pine-apples, per pound
Grapes, per pound

:

Hot-house - - .

From the open wall
Melons, each
Cucumbers, f per hundred
Pickling t per thousand

Lemons [P-^-Xd I

Sweet Almonds, per pound
Brazil Nuts, per bushel
Barcelona Nuts, per peck .

From 1

£ s. d.

2
3
3
2

6
6

1 6
4
2 6

8
1 6

12
14

7
5

7
7
2 6

3
2
7
1

2
3

1

1 6
3 6
7

6
4

9
6

1 15
3 6

1 6
3

1 6
6

4 6
1

6
2 6
14
6

To
jC !. d.

3

9

5
4

10
16

6

6
2 6

12
16
5
5

2
2
5
9

8

8
2

6

3
6

3
9

6
2 6

14

16
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Observations.—Since the report of last month we have had some rain (gene-

rally), which has materially improved om' supplies of vegetables, both as to

quantity and quality. The prices of several articles have declined considerably,

such as French and scarlet beans, spinach, &c. Colewort cabbages are as yet

scarce, and of indifferent quality. Of turnips w6 have as yet but few, none
that are good, but they are certainly improved, and lower in price. Carrots are

plentiful and good. Onions are small and rather short in supply, the price is

improved. Of potatoes the supply continues to be limited, at a considerable

advance in value : we have not yet obtained any quantities by water, from the

distant counties where they are extensively cultivated ; but a good supply is

shortly expected, which will in a great degree determine the prices of the en-

suing season.

Lettuces, endive, celery, and other salad herbs, have been as yet furnished

limitedly, and have realised good returns, but not more than a fair remuneration

for the extra expense of raising them during the dry weather. Of fruits gene-

rally there has been a liberal quantity furnished. Apples and pears are certainly

in great abundance, the former generally small, and much affected by blight in

the early stages of their growth ; nevertheless, there are plenty of excellent

size and quality. Pears are also plentiful and good, many of the ordinary sorts

abundant. Filberts have also been a great crop, and the market has been
liberally supplied

;
prices have been moderate, but are now impi'oving. Wal-

nuts are not so good a crop, but our supplies have been kept up by large im-

portations from Holland; which, with melons and several other fruits, have

been brought over by steam. Grapes are plentiful and good ; we have also had

a fair supply of peaches, nectarines, and other wall fruits, but as the season ad-

vances the prices have improved. — C. G. M. Sept. 23. 1835.

Art. VII. Obituary.

Died, June 13., George Johnston, gardener to the Earl of Aberdeen. Mr.
.Johnston's father, a native of Old Rayne, Aberdeenshire, was upwards of

fifty years a market-gardener at the bridge of Don, near Aberdeen. His son,

George, the subject of this memoir, was born at Old Rayne, on the 5th of
Januarj', 1773, and lived with his father till the age of fifteen; when he was
employed in the gardens of Monymusk, in his native county. At the age of
sixteen he went to England, where he resided during a period of sixteen years.

In December, 1805, he was appointed gardener to the Earl of Aberdeen, in

whose service he continued till the time of his death.

The various operations in gardening, conducted by Mr. Johnston at Haddo
House, will prove a lasting monument of his fame. The very extensive plant-

ations, the excellent new kitchen-garden, and the beautiful pleasure-grounds,

all formed by him, bear ample testimony to his ability and sound judgement
as a practical gardener.

Mr. Johnston's character, as a good and benevolent man, stood equally high :

his manly and gentleman-like deportment was at all times pleasing to his su-

periors; to his equals he showed the greatest vivacity of disposition and
equality of temper ; and to his dependants, kindness and sympathy.

Mr. Johnston married about sixteen years ago, but had no issue, leaving a
widow only to lament her loss. For several years previous to his death, Mr.
Johnston was much afflicted with rheumatic gout, which, in all probability,

laid the foundation of water in the chest, the disease which terminated his

existence.— William Kerr, late of Kedleston House, Derhvshire.
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Art. I. Notes on Gardens in Inverness-shire. By Mr. Elliot,

Gardener to Sir George Stewart Mackenzie of Coul, Ross-shire.

IVIr. Duffas, gardener at Brahan Castle, and I, having last week
visited some gardens in Inverness-shire, I send you the few obser-

vations we made ; that, should you think them worth insertion,

you may give them a place in your Magazine.

The first five or six miles of our journey lay across a bare

moor, consisting almost entirely of gravel, part of which has

been enclosed and planted with larches; another part is appro-

priated, during summer, to the great fairs, or cattle markets,

called Muir of Ord. We noticed a few larches on the moor,
of five or six years' growth, completely killed by the dry weather.

Near Beauly the land becomes very good ; and large fields of ex-

cellent barley and oats, with wheat equal to any in Scotland,

bore ample testimony to the skill and industry of the cultivators.

Beauly is a thriving village, on the banks of the river Beauly,

having the ruins of an ancient cathedral, now chiefly used as a

place of interment for some of the ancient families in the neigh-

bourhood. The morning being very foggy, we could not

enjoy the interesting and varied prospect of hill and dale, culti-

vated and wild, with which this place, and all the neighbourhood,

abound. A little way above the village, we crossed the river

by a handsome stone bridge, and, after leaving the principal road
to the right for a couple of miles, we arrived at Beaufort Gate,

by which we entered the park. The approach road is flat ; and,

by way of variety, a number of irregular clumps of trees have
lately been planted : we much disliked the appearance of a farm
steading, near which we passed ; but we observed trees planted,

which, when sufficiently grown, will exclude it from the view.

We left the principal approach on the right, and rode on to the

gardener's house, which stands on an eminence overlooking

the greater part of the garden, and commanding a most de-

lightful view of the surrounding country. Having found Mr^
Vol. XI.— No. 68. ss
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Bane, the gardener, we proceeded with him to see the garden

;

and were struck, on first entering it, by the bright and super-

lative beauty of some long rows of hollyhocks at the back part

of the flower-borders, which run along the principal walks ; the

front of the borders being stocked with herbaceous plants, and

the most showy kinds of annuals. The wall which surrounds

the garden is of stone, lined inside with brick ; it is wavy, or ser-

pentine ; but Mr. Bane says it is not so good as a straight wall,

as it causes currents of air. On the wall were some handsome

young peach trees, the crop rather short ; but an abundant crop

of apricots : a vine against the wall had a few bunches, and some
of them, which were covered with hand-glasses, were swelling

freely. We noticed two very handsome cedars of Lebanon

;

and there are some very large standard white-heart cherry trees,

which bear abundantly. The ground enclosed by the wall being

more than is necessary for supplying the family with vegetables,

a portion of it is planted with fruit trees, and sown with grass.

In a dung-pit, originally intended for growing pines, were the

remains of an abundant crop of melons : this pit is built on stone

piers, with a covered space outside for dung linings. Mr. Bane
showed us a bee-hive, consisting of three boxes on the same level,

which communicate with each other by openings in the adjacent

sides, furnished with fir sliders to exclude the bees at pleasure

;

the object is to get the honey without destroying the bees, by
opening the communication with an empty box, and, when the

bees have left a full one, to shut the opening, and remove the

box. We next went to see the pleasure-grounds, which are of

great extent. The house occupies a most enviable situation,

overlooking the river Beauly, and commanding most interesting

views of hill and vale for many miles on every side. The house
itself is quite unworthy of so fine a situation ; but we understood

that it is intended soon to substitute for it one more suitable to

the place. We peeped along the terrace front, and saw there

was a rich display of dahlias, and other showy flowers ; and in a

flower-garden adjoining were clumps, or beds, of (Salvia fulgens,

involucrata, and splendens, Fuchsm microphylla and globosa,

iSenecio elegans flore pleno, and several sorts of pelargoniums,

in fine flower. In one part of the pleasure-ground is a phea-
santry, in which we saw some beautiful gold and silver pheasants.

We were highly pleased with the laying out of the grounds,
which, we believe, was chiefly from the suggestions of the Hon.
Mr. Fraser of Lovat. Nature has given great variety of sur-

face ; and we think the masses and shrubs, and the direction

of the walks, are well adapted to the natural outlines. One
defect, which may yet be remedied, was, however, very appa-
rent ; and that is, that this fine place, which contains sufficient

space for every kind of ornamental tree and shrub that will en-

dure the open air in Britain, is entirely planted with a few species.
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most of them common. A summer-house, with a rosary in front

of it, on an eminence, commands a view of nearly the whole.

We noticed two good specimens of purple beech, and some fine

Lombardy poplars and weeping birch. The whole of this beau-
tiful place was in the highest order ; scarcely a weed was to be

seen, and the grass was smooth like velvet. Mr. Bane now
showed us a near way to Belladrum ; and we rode off highly

pleased.

We entered the park at Belladrum by a handsome iron gate.

The approach led through plantations of larches, and then of

Scotch pine : they seem to be kept thin and pruned. We were
sorry to find that Mr. Westwood, the gardener, was from home ;

more especially as I had never heard whether he had filled up,

and returned to you, the return paper I had sent him. We
went over the grounds with one of the lads. The vegetables,

fruits, and flowers were, in our opinion, too much mixed at this

place; though we do not object to a moderate quantity of espalier

trees and flower-borders in a vegetable garden. We saw good
crops of grapes in three vineries, facing east, south, and west

;

and in a little house were some pines with a few small fruit on
them : but plants with showy flowers appear to be here the chief

object ; and in a flower-garden, walled round, there was a most
beautiful display of dahlias, Fuchs?« microphylla, globosa, gra-

cilis, &c. ; Petunia phoenicea ; 5'enecio elegans flore pleno ; Ver-

bena chamaedriftMia, venosa, &c. ; and several very fine varieties

of pelargonium. In one part was an aquarium with a few plants

;

but, owing to some defect in the embankment, it was not near

full of water. A small children's garden was very neat; and we
were told that two of the sons were very fond of, and had ac-

quired a considerable proficiency in, botany. Mr. Westwood
not being at home, we did not go near the house, which is a

beautiful modern structure, richly furnished. The park is well

wooded, and in first-rate order. We noticed two very fine Eng-
lish elms : one of them, at a foot from the ground, was 2^ ft. in

diameter ; and we estimated the height at 90 ft.

We now went to Relic, and soon found that we ought to have

taken a whole day to see its beauty. We found almost all the

plants we had seen at Belladrum; and in a small green-house,

and in frames, were some seedling plants from Persia, sent home
by the proprietor, Mr. Fraser ; but the grand object of attraction

was the great variety of trees and shrubs that had attained a

good size; most of them, with few exceptions, planted by the

late proprietor, General Fraser, who collected a number of the

seeds himself in America. We went up one of the most ro-

mantic dens anywhere to be met with, on purpose to see the Old
Ash, at Robeg, the measurement of which we got. This den, or

dell, is planted on both sides ; and, amongst the more common
s s 2
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trees, are some fine specimens of Pinus Pinaster, P. /Strobus,

and ^^bies canadensis. One of the grandest objects in this dell

is an almost perpendicular rock, rising to the height of 200 ft,

which, in its rising, assumes all the fantastic forms imaginable.

At the bottom of this rock a resting place has been constructed

in the form of a ruin : it is called the Chapter House, and con-

sists of two huge pillars, with arches springing from them to the

rock, and to each other. The scenerj'^ from this is really de-

lightful : the rocky bed of the river, with banks on each side,

clothed with various trees and underwood, and here and there

a bold projection of rock, torn, as it were, from the recess in the

opposite side; all conspire to render this a fairy scene, which may
be equalled, but not surpassed.

I will now subjoin the measurement of a few trees that we had
time to take:—Liriodendron Tulipifera, in fine flower, 30 ft. high;

diameter of trunk, 1 ft. 3 in. ; diameter of branches, 36 ft. : the

leaves of these seemed to us more acutely angled than any we
had seen. A^cer campestre [? Pseudo-Platanus : A. campestre

seldom, even in England, exceeds 30 ft. in height] variegatum, 60 ft.

high ; diameter of trunk, 1 ft. 4 in. ; diameter of branches, 33 ft.

Pavm flava, 18 ft. high: diameter of trunk, 1ft. Sin. ; diameter

of branches, 24 ft.
;
planted singly on a lawn ; flowers freely ; has

a round compact head. Robinm Pseud-^cacia, 30 ft. high

;

diameter of trunk, 1 ft. 6 in.; diameter of branches, 24 ft. : planted

singly; a beautiful specimen, t/iiglans cinerea, 50 ft. high ; dia-

meter of trunk, 1 ft. 2 in. ; diameter of branches, 42 ft. : fine spe-

cimen, and many more equally good. There were many fine

trees of common walnut bearing profusely, and some American
varieties, that we had not time to see. Juniperns virginiana, 25 ft.

high ; diameter of trunk, 1 ft. 4 in. ; diameter of branches, 21 ft.

:

a fine specimen, on a lawn, rather injured by an oak in its neigh-

bourhood. Cedrus Libani, 30 ft. high; diameter of trunk, 2 ft. 8 in.;

diameter of branches, 60 ft.: by itself; a beautiful tree. There
are many cedars of nearly equal size ; but, as they are growing
in groups, individually they are not so fine. We noticed a great

variety in the colour of the foliage, some of them being glaucous,

and others grass green ; but the gardener had not remarked whe-
ther they all bore cones alike. Cedrus Deoddra, a young tree,

very healthy, about 4 ft. high, Pinus Pinaster, 18 ft. high ; dia-

meter of trunk, 2 ft. 9 in.; diameter of branches, 72 ft. : on a lawn
;

had its top shoot broken off" many years ago, and never formed
another leader. In the dell above mentioned are several of
equal diameter, and very tall. Zarix europae^a sibirica, 36 ft.

high; diameter of trunk, 9in.; diameter of branches, 14ft., I think.

In L. microcarpa, the leading shoot, after reaching about 20 ft.,

takes a horizontal direction, and numerous shoots hang like

festoons ; the cones are small and yellow. Some other larches
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have their cones red. There are also 3'oung plants of ^^bies

Douglas/, Pinus Cembra, and others : jFVaxinus excelsior, 90 ft.

high ; diameter of trunk, 5 ft. 7 in. ; diameter of branches, 72 ft.

We were informed that this tree contained 196 cubic feet of

wood : it is a beautiful timber tree, as straight as an arrow, and
free from branches for a great height, ^raxinus simplicifolia,

40 ft. high ; diameter of trunk, 2 ft. 4 in. ; diameter of branches,

48ft. Quercus Leucombeawa, 15ft. high; diameter of trunk,

1 ft. 5 in. ; diameter of branches, 30 ft. A strange specimen of

Betula. nigra (I think) : the trunk seems, at a little distance, to be
composed of cable ropes of different sizes, crossing in all di-

rections; it is 30 ft. high ; diameter of trunk, 3 ft. ; diameter of

branches, 42 ft. Besides what I have enumerated, there are many
American acers, birches, oaks, &c. ; a great variety of variegated

hollies, some of them fine specimens; amongst others, a young
7^1ex opaca : also, in the woods, some plants of Chimonanthus
fragrans, growing and flowering freely. We had not time to pay
attention to fruit and vegetables at this place. An old ruin was
pointed out, as the place from which the name (Relic) of this

place is derived.

I subjoin a list that I received from Mr. Weir, gardener to

Duncan Davidson, Esq., of Tulloch Castle, near Dingwall ; being

the only list I have received from a considerable number of gar-

deners who promised me; and I should not have got this, although

it was prepared, had I not gone myself, as Mr. Weir thought

it would be of no use:— Ash, 60 ft. high; circumference, 13 ft.

Walnut, 60 ft. high ; circumference, 10 ft. Silver fir, 70 ft. high;

circumference, 7 ft.; diameter of branches, 20 ft. Evergreen oak,

30 ft. high ; diameter of branches, 10 ft. Portugal laurel, 20 ft.

high ; diameter of branches, 1 5 ft. Arbor vitse, 30 ft. high ; diame-

ter of branches, 10 ft. Sweet bay, 20 ft. high, diameter of branches

22 ft. Common holly, 26 ft. high ; diameter of branches, 15 ft.

Golden-striped holly, 18 ft. high ; diameter of branches, 13 ft.

Tulloch Castle is beautifully situated on rising ground, over-

looking the Frith of Cromarty and the Burgh of Dingwall, and
commanding very extensive views of the country around. The
gardens and pleasure-ground are of great extent; and probably,

at some other time, I may give you some account of them. [We
shall be very glad to receive it.]

A few days ago, when at Brahan Castle, I noticed a small tree, of

what I think is t/'lmus crispa, beautifully variegated. In the return

paper sent you from Brahan it was called variegated elm. I may
just observe that Ferbena chamaedrifolia and F^. pulchella stood

the winter without protection, and are now in flower. ?^erbena

pulchella albida [Vol. X. p. 586-3 is very showy, and contrasts

finely with the others.

Coul, September 4. 1835.
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Art. II. Remarks on the Temper in which Discussions are sometimes

carried on, wherein the Object is Victory for one of the Parties,

rather than the Ascertaining of T7-uth. By Mr. R. Fish.

I HAVE often been sorry to observe that, in discussions amongst

gardeners, the great aim of which ought to be the acquisition or

establishment of truth, we should so often appear to lose sight

of its interests, for the paltry purpose of not interfering with

preconceived notions and prejudices ; or of preserving an appa-

I'ent consistency with formerly published opinions, even when
aware that these opinions have been founded in misconception,

or carried out to an extreme which more extended experience

will not justify. Seldom, indeed, do we witness that straight-

forwardness of character which leads a man to retract his opinions

whenever he finds them untenable, or be glad of an opportunity

of stating the smallest alteration in his views ; but often do we
mark the exemplification of a different principle, which leads a

man, rather than confess a trifling error, to treat plain questions

with evasion, and arguments with insinuations and assertions.

To spend one's life in search of the philosopher's stone would
scarcely be more futile than the attempts to arrive at truth by
discussion with such individuals. It matters little what course

you adopt; for either they cannot, or will not, see the drift of your

purpose. You may surround them with a fence of reasoning, to

get from which honourably, they must either confess their in-

ability, or at once put forth sufficient energy to lay it prostrate

;

which can only be effected by bringing mind to bear upon mind,

and argument to bear upon and confute argument. But what
is the conduct we too generally witness ? One party, instead of

attempting the ramparts and towers of his adversary, carefully

sounds the weaker parts of the fortification, till he at length hits

upon some almost defenceless corner; through which he no
sooner passes, than he hastens to proclaim the liberty he has ob-

tained, the triumph he has won, and the pitiable weakness his

adversary exemplified, in rearing and placing dependence upon
a superstructure which a breath of wind was sufficient to dis-

solve into airy nothing. Forgetting that, though their glowing sen-

timents may be eagerly swallowed by many who possess no cri-

terion for judgment, there are others, endowed with keener powers
of perception, who naturally enquire, how it comes to pass, if

the fence of reasoning was so very slight, that so much of it was
left standing, as if in mockery of the might opposed to it; and
affording, too, more than the presumptive probability, that yet its

assailants would be driven back through the opening from which
they had emerged, and become more securely barricaded than
before.

But there is another way of avoiding all the shafts of reason-
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ing, and yet exhibiting the desire to wound, without the moral
courage of striking an open blow ; namely, by pricking you with

a weapon which ought never to be seen upon the field of enquiry :

I allude to the too common inconsistency of neither attacking

the reasoning, nor yet the materials, of which the arguments
are framed, but endeavouring to depreciate the abihties of the

agent employed, and, by taunts, sneers, and personalities, trying

to ruffle his spirits, and thus divert him from the real case at issue

This is often accomplished by insinuations, such as, " What can

he know ? " " Where has he been to learn ? " " What expe-

rience has he had?" "Whose systems has he examined?"
" A pretty fellow, indeed, a fine specimen of presumption, to call

in question the sayings and doings of men whose very names,
appended to a system, used to be a guarantee of its truth !

"

A practice like this, which, although (thanks to the improving
taste of the public) it can scarcely find vent in any respectable

publication, is yet freely indulged in by many so far as their in-

fluence extends, must inspire, in the mind of every man who has

a sincere regard for the interests of truth, the deepest regret

that such attempts should be made to crush incipient merit,

particularly as they must at the same time have a deteriorating

influence in prostrating the intellect, perverting the talents, and.

weakening the moral sensibilities of those engaged in such an
undertaking.

We may allude to another method, adopted by those who are

more anxious to secure a personal triumph than the triumph of

truth : I allude to the introduction of irrelevant matter in a

discussion, when your opponent seems to be fully aware that he
has no chance of success in meeting you upon the chosen ground,
and therefore cunningly holds out a bait to allure you from your
position ; which he no sooner effects, than, keeping up a retreat-

ing fire, like the hero who, " though conquered, yet would argue
still," till he has gained a favourable position, and observes you
following, but walking heavily in fields with which you are little

acquainted, he rushes down, and, ten to one, obtains a victory be-

fore you have an opportunity of retreating to, or getting a sight

of, the position you had foolishly left. Hence the importance of

discarding all irrelevant matter in a discussion, and the impro-
priety of admitting even an inappropriate simile, which, if artfully

managed, might be made the subject of enquiry, instead of the

previous question ; while still more subversive of truth is the prac-

tice ofbringing forward the general good character of, and the ad-
vantages conferred by, an individual, as a guarantee for the merits

of a system which he had propounded, and which has been pro-
posed for examination, instead of grappling with it as to its in-

trinsic value ; as if the general validity of the author's statements,

and his benevolent disposition, should operate upon us as a proof
s s 4
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that he never could be wrong, and that therefore the very act of

enquiry was an act of indehcacy, as calhng in question his general

veracity.

These are a few of many ideas which have often been im-
pressed upon my mind by the manner in which discussions have
been conducted ; and, should you think proper to insert them, I

humbly hope they may be somewhat instrumental in leading us

to sacrifice our false principles of consistency upon the altar of

truth ; and, while taking the utmost care that we are fairly dealt

with by our opponent, that we may display similar anxiety in

retracting our opinions as soon as the error of them is made
apparent : fully convinced that, though a fleeting honour may
sometimes be obtained by artfully evading the force of a home-
thrust argument, by an irrelevant dissimulating system of reason-

ing, it will sooner or later be treated with deserved contempt

;

while at no time can the honour derived from it be for an instant

compared with that which, after the first moment's irritation

from having been deceived is past, will be universally stamped
upon the character of the man who, acting from sterling prin-

ciples of honour and sincerity, has the noble manliness to publish

a declaration of his misconceptions, lest his previous recommend-
ation of what he has by experience found to be erroneous should

be the means of leading others astray.

Hyde Park Corner, Sept, 15, 1835,
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Art. III. A Series ofDesignsfor laying out Suburban Gardens and
Grounds, from One Perch to several Acres in exteyit. By Mr. T,
RuTGER. Design 3. Frontages of Six Houses throtxin into One.
Design 4. Frotitages of Four Houses in detached Pairs.

In the design No. 3. {fg. 96.) the frontages of six houses are

thrown into one, and the houses may be supposed to belong to

one proprietor ; in which case the expense of keeping the front-

age in order may be charged on the rent, and the man engaged
to keep it paid by the proprietor.

The advantage of this kind of frontage, or garden, common
to all, is, that a greater variety of shrubs and flowers may be
introduced in it than it would be possible to do in the frontages

of No. 1. and No. 2. of the series ; and, as there would be more
light and a more free circulation of air, the plants would thrive

better, and, consequently, show themselves to greater advantage.

The six houses are supposed to be detached from others in the

same line, so that an entrance may be gained at each end. The
walks I propose should be laid down with stone ; and ornamental
vases or figures may be placed here and there on the grass, or

in the centre of some of the clumps, as fancy may direct. This
frontage encloses about sixteen perches of ground, and is, con-

sequently, of sufficient extent to receive a considerable variety of

flowers and shrubs.

The design No. 4. of the series {fg. 97.) gives the frontages

of four houses in detached pairs, the entrance to each of the
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houses being on the side, by a porch. The frontages to the two
houses on the right are separated by a partition wall or fence,

and each frontage contains about six perches of ground. The
two houses on the left have but one frontage for the residents of

both houses, and it contains about twelve perches. The walks

to each of the houses are recommended to be laid down with

stone, and ornamental structures may be placed in each of the

frontages, agreeably to the taste of the occupiers.

Portland Place, 1835.

Art. IV. A new Method ofstriking Cuttings.

By Mr. Alexander Forsyth.

The sketch {Jig. 98.) represents a new mode of striking cuttings,

which I have proved to be far superior to the ordinary practice

;

and which is so extremely simple, that I think it is likely to be
adopted, as well by the amateur cottage matron, with her pinks
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and wallflowers, as by the professed propagater of valuable ex-

otics. It is as follows : — Take a wide-mouthed 48-sized pot,

for example, and crock it in the usual manner with broken

tiles, &c. ; then take a wide-mouthed small sixty, and put a piece

of clay in the bottom of it to stop the hole ; then place it inside

the other, on the top of the crocking, so that the brims of both

pots may be on a level. Then fill in the space between the pots

with sand, or other propagating soil, according to the nature of

the plant about to be propagated ; and let the cuttings be inserted

in the manner here shown {Jig. 98.), with their lower extremities

against the inner pot. Plunge the pot in a cutting frame, or

under a bell or hand-glass, in a shady place out of doors, accord-

ing to the nature of the cuttings and the season of the year; and
let the inner pot be filled and kept full of water.

The advantages to be derived from this method are numerous,

and must be evident even to the casual observer; the principal
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of these are,— the regularity of the

supply of moisture, without any

chance of saturation ; the power of

examining the state of the cuttings

at any time, without injuring them,

by lifting out the inner pot ; the

superior drainage, so essential in

propagating, by having such a thin

layer of soil ; the roots being placed

so near the sides of both pots ; and
the facility with which the plants,

when rooted, can be parted for

potting off, by taking out the inner pot, and with a common
table-knife, or the like, cutting out every plant with its ball,

without the awkward, but often necessary, process of turning

the pot upside down to get out the cuttings.

InJrg. 98. a shows the clay stopping of the pot ; b, the drain-

age of potsherds, or broken crocks ; c, the sand or other soil in

which the cuttings are inserted ; and d, the water in the inner

pot.

Oakhill Gardens, June 8. 1835.

Art. V. Notices of remarkable Trees fiow grotuing in the Environs

of London. Abstracted from various Sources by J. W. L.

Whitton is well known as having been the residence of

Archibald Duke of Argyll, one of the first noblemen who made
the planting of foreign trees and shrubs fashionable in Eng-
land. Whitton is now divided into three estates, the largest of

which is in the possession of Mr. and the Misses Ghostling. There
are a great number of fine cedars in the grounds, particularly of

the glaucous-leaved variety, the largest of which is 71 ft. high,

and 14 ft. in girt. There is a Lombardy poplar 115 ft. high,

with a trunk 19 ft. 8 in. in girt, at 2 ft. from the ground. There
are three deciduous cypresses, which average 81 ft. in height,

and 14 ft. in girt; six silver firs, which average 95 ft. high, and
from 10 ft. to 11 ft. in girt; and seven Weymouth pines, about

80 ft. high, and from 11 ft. to 12 ft. in girt. A very fine wil-

low-leaved oak (QuercusPhellos) is 70 ft. high, and 7 ft. 3 in. in

girt, at 5 ft. from the ground ; and a black hickory (Juglans
nigra) is 60 ft. high, and 10 ft. 9 in. in girt at the same height.

— R. C. Feb. 6. 1835.

In a garden at Twickenham there is a very handsome catalpa,

50 ft. high, 7 ft. in girt at 5 ft. from the ground, and with
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branches spreading over a space 46 ft. in diameter. Tliere is a

very curious cedar in the garden of Sir Walter Waller (for-

merly belonging to Pope). It is about 85 ft. high, and measures
12 ft. 6 in. girt, at 5 ft. from the ground : it appears to have been
headed down when young, as it swells out very much at about
loft, from the ground, and there divides into eight very large

upright branches, growing up very straight, and very close

together, with no spreading laterals. The appearance of this

tree is very singular. In the same grounds is a large i^raxinus

juglandif5lia, also of a very remarkable shape. The trunk rises

about 8 ft., averages 8 ft. in circumference, and then divides into

upwards of twenty large branches, each about 30 ft. long, which
spread out like a fan. The height of the whole tree is about
4J ft. — Id.

In the garden of the Bishop of London's palace at Fulham,
there is a Kolreuterm paniculata 20 ft. high; a standard Judas
tree, 25 ft. ; a black hickory, 50 ft., with a trunk 5 ft. in diame-
ter ; a white hickory, 40 ft. ; a cork tree, 40 ft.; Quercus alba,

60 ft. ; and Pinus Pinaster, 60 ft.

In the Duke of Northumberland's grounds at Syon are,

Magnolm acuminata, 46 ft.; M. glauca, 19 ft., with a trunk

10 in. in diameter, and a compact head, the circumference of
the branches 60 ft.

;
perhaps the largest ^^cer cretlcum in Eng-

land, the tree being 28 ft. high, trunk 2 ft. in diameter, and the

diameter of the branches 45 ft. ; A. riibrum, 68 ft. ; Pavm flava,

40 ft. ; Kolreuterm, 20 ft., but with the trunk and branches
nearly double the size of those of the tree at Fulham ; Ailantiis

glandulosa, 70 ft. high, trunk 3 ft. in diameter ; Gymn6cladus,
54 ft. ; Gleditsch/a inermis, 72 ft. ; G. horrida, 47 ft. ; Robinm
Pseud-^cacia, 81 ft; Z/aurus Sassafras, 40 ft. ; Morus alba, 45 ft.

;

black and white hickory, each 79 ft. ; Populus monilifera (the

black Italian poplar), 102 ft.; P. angulata, 83 ft; Corylus Co-
lurna, 61 ft.

;
Quercus Phellos, 64 ft.

; Q. rubra, 57 ft.; Q. coc-

cinea, 77 ft.
; Q. heacomhedrm, 65 ft.

; Q. Cerris, 70 ft.
; Q. Plex,

67ft.; i^gus cuprea, 71 ft.; Liquidambar, 59ft.; deciduous
cypress, 68 ft. ; Cupressus sempervirens stricta, 52 ft. ; and some
magnificent cedars, the largest of which (a silver cedar) mea-
sures 77 ft. in height, with a trunk 5 ft. 6 in. in diameter. This
is one of the finest cedars in the neighbourhood of London.

At Kew there are, a tulip tree, 70 ft. ; ^^cer rubrum, 40 ft.

;

A. eriocarpum, 50 ft; Tilia alba, 65 ft.; and a very fine Kolreu-
thvia.

In the Earl of Mansfield's grounds at Kenwood are some very
fine American oaks ; a Portugal laurel, 30 ft. high ; Amclancfiier

sanguinea, 28 ft. high ; Zarix microcarpa, 95 ft. high ; and the

largest cedar in the neighbourhood of London. This fine tree
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is 90 ft. high, the diameter of the trunk is 4 ft. 5 in., and that of

the branches 40 ft. At Mount Grove, the seat of T. N. Long-
man, Esq., there are two finely grown spreading cedars ; a tulip

tree, 70 ft. high ; and a magnificent Platanus orientalis, 77 ft.

high. At Upton, S. Gurney, Esq., there are, a Lombardy poplar,

120 ft. high ; a Cupressus sempervirens var. horizontalis, 40 ft.

;

and a Kolreuter/« paniculata, 40 ft. high. At Ridgway House, for-

merly the seat of Peter CoUinson, there are some red cedars, from

SO to 40 ft. high. ; a weeping willow, 60 ft. ; an upright cypress,

40 ft. ; a hemlock spruce, 50 ft. ; a large box, 15 ft. high; and two

fine trees of Pinus Cemhra, nearly 2 ft. in diameter, and from

50 ft. to 60 ft. high. At Mitcham, formerly the residence of

Charles Dubois, Esq., there are, a remarkably fine nettle tree,

with branches extending 40 ft. or 50 ft. ; a large Pinaster, above

60 ft. high ; and an old mulberry, besides several other fine spe-

cimens.

At Purser's Cross, the seat of Lord Ravensworth, there is the

largest Salisbury in England, and, probably, in Europe. Its

height is about 60 ft., and its girt 5 ft. 2 in. : there is another

very nearly as large. In the same grounds are some deciduous

cypresses from 70 ft. to 80 ft. high, one of which has now (May,
1835) a great quantity of male and female blossoms and cones

;

a very old ^'rbutus LTnedo ; an Andromeda arborea, 18 ft. high,

and 22 in. in girt ; a Halesm tetraptera, above 20 ft. high ; Ptelea

trifoliata, 25 ft. high ; and one of the original Lombardy pop-
lars brought to England by Lord Rochefort. There are many
other fine old trees, of large dimensions, and growing with great

vigour; and many young ones, which have been planted by the

present proprietor. One of these, a cedar of Goa, has attained

the height of 12 ft. in five years.

In the Surrey Zoological Gardens there is a flourishing

arboretum, consisting of about 220 young trees, and some fine

ones which have been planted about 22 years. Among the lat-

ter is a Catdlpa syringce^bWa^ which flowered last year for the

first time : its height is 1 8 ft. ; the diameter of the trunk, at a

foot from the ground, is 9 in. ; and the diameter of the space

covered by the branches is 1 6^ ft. The next tree deserving of

notice is the Cratas^gus Crus-galli var, saiicifolia, about 12 ft. high
;

the diameter of the trunk, 8 in. ; and the diameter of the space
covered by the branches, 22 ft. The next is Salix babylonica,

60 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. 2 in. in diameter, and the branches
covering a space the diameter of which is 47 ft. There is also a
Platanus orientalis, 60 ft. high. All these trees have been planted
only 22 years.
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Art. VI. A List of Trees, ixith their Prices in the London Nur-
series, for planting an Arboretum on a comprehensive Scale toith

the smallest Number of Plants, viz. tvith 298 Trees, "which xvill cost

about 301. By the Conductor.

So many of the names in the nurserymen's catalogues stand
as those of species, while, in fact, they are only those of varieties,

or are synonymous, that we think we shall be rendering a service

to those who intend planting arboretums this season, by giving
a list of trees, which, according to our opinion, will comprehend
almost all the species procurable in the London nurseries, and
also some of the best and most distinct varieties.

The number of names at present in some of the London
nursery lists is so great, that we believe it operates both against

the nurserymen and those who would become purchasers. Some
are in despair of ever acquiring such a number of sorts, from an
idea of the sum they would cost; and others are deterred from
planting an arboretum, from an idea of the great space it would
require to contain such a multitude of trees, and the expense of
keeping them up afterwards. There is a third class of persons, and
among them are many professed gardeners, who are frightened

at the idea of being required to distinguish so many species from
one another, and perhaps are conscious of a deficiency of know-
ledge in the names of trees and shrubs. All these causes, and
others that might be mentioned, operate as a great bar to the

sale of collections of trees, and the planting of arboretums. If

we can show, therefore, that a very complete arboretum may be
planted with from 250 to 300 trees, and at an expense of pur-
chase of from 251. to 30/., we think we shall have rendered
service both to the countrj' gentlemen and the nursei'ymen. We
cannot, however, in this paper, give our reasons for considering

certain sorts which many believe to be species, or which might
be supposed species from looking at the way in which their

names are placed in catalogues, as merely varieties. We shall

do this in our Arboretum Britannicum ; and to that work, when
it is completed (which we hope will be the case in June next,

instead of in December, 1836, as we originally proposed), we
must refer those who have not faith in our opinions.

It must not be supposed, while we contend for limiting the

species, that we deny the distinctness of many of the varieties

:

as well might we pretend to say that all the garden varieties of

the apple and pear were exactly the same thing as the crab, and
should be neglected accordingly. All that we wish is, that varie-

ties should not be passed off as species
;
partly to simplify the

business of planting arboretums, and partly to prevent gardeners
and others from puzzling themselves to find specific distinctions,

when, in reality, none exist. It is this rage for making species,

and parade of nice technical distinctions, which, with many, has
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turned practical botany into ridicule. According to our ideas

of a species, there is none whicli may not be distinguished, as

such, in the seed before it is sown, and in the infancy and ma-
turity of the plant, and at every season of the year. We are

aware that this will not be agreed to by many acute botanists
;

but we shall hereafter, in the Arboretum Britamiicum, explain

ourselves at length, and trust to the common sense of our readers.

There is one difficulty attending the following list, whicli we
must not conceal from our readers; it is, that there are not two
gardens or nurseries in the neighbourhood of London, in which

the same names are applied to the same things. This applies

more particularly to the genera T'ilia, Gleditsch/a, Pyrus,

Cratae^gus, i^raxinus, C/lmus, iSalix, Populus, ^'Inus, ^etula,

Carpinus, O'strya, Quercus, Pagus, and Pin us.

If the Horticultural Society had acted as judiciously and
actively with respect to the trees in their arboretum, as they have
done in the case of their fruit trees in the orchard, that garden
might have been referred to as a standard ; but at present the

names in it are, in many instances, and in particular in all the

genera above mentioned, not more accurate than they are in

some of the nurseries.

Notwithstanding this however, the purchaser will, in general,

find the names of most of the species in the following list correct

;

and he must trust to time, and an increasing knowledge of the

subject among gardeners and nurserymen, for the rest.

Those species or varieties which are rather scarce are distin-

guished in the following list by a star. They are still, however,
procurable in some nurseries, at moderate prices, though we
cannot state exactly what these prices are. Some genera, as

Acacia and Eucalyptus, we have omitted, as being too tender

for the country in general ; and others, as Araiicdria and Al-

tingm, as being too dear.

Magnolia grandiflora, Ss.Qd. to 5s.; NegiindofiayJm£6\mm, Is.

g. exoniensis, 5s. to 10s. Qd. ; acu- ^'sculus Hippocastanum, Qd. ; jEs.

minata, 5s. ; cordata, 7s. 6c?.; auri- Pav/« rubra, 2s. 6d. ; JB. P. rubi-

culata, 10s. 6d.; tripetala, 3s. 6d.

;

ctinda, 2s. 6d.; JE. P. flava, 2s. 6d.

conspicua, 5s.; *inacrophjlla, 1/. Is. Kdlreuten'a paniculata, 2s. 6d.

Liriodendron Tulipifera, Is. 6c?. Xanthoxylum/raxineum, Is. 6d.

Tilia europse^'a, 6c?.; parvifolia. Is. 6c?.; Ptelea trifoliata, Is. 6c?.

e. grandiflora, Is. 6c?. ; americana ^ifdntus glandulosa, Is. 6d,

glabra. Is. 6c?. ; * amer. rugosa. j&'uonymus europae^ us, 6c?. ; latifolius,

^^cer tataricum, ls.6d.; spicatum. Is.

Is. 6c?. ; striatum. Is. 6rf. ; * macro- /Uex Jquifolium, Is.; opaca, 3s. 6c?.

;

phyllum. Is. 6c?.
;
platan oides. Is.; *balearica.

saccharinum, Is.; Pseudo-Platanus, Paliurus aculeatus. Is. 6c?.

6c?. ; trilobatum, 2s. 6d. ; O'palus, J?hamnus catharticus. Is. ; Frangula,
Is. 6c?. ; *circinatum; * palmatum Is.; latifolius. Is.; alpinus. Is.

(not A.plnt. laciniatum, as in some * Aristotelia Mdcqui.
nurseries); riibrum, Is.; eriocar- *S'ojo/^ora japonica, 2s. Qd.; *j. pen-
pum. Is.; monspessulanum, \s.Qd.; dula, 5s.

campestre, 6c?. ; *creticum. Virgih'a lutea, 5s.
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Cytisus Z,aburnum, Qid. ; alpinus, 6rf.

;

a. pendulus, 3s. 6rf.

Robfnk Pseud-^cacia, 6f?. ; V .-A.

viscosa, \s. 6d. ; * P.-A. umbracu-
lifera; hispida. Is.

Caragdna arborescens, 2s. Qd.

Gledltschia triacanthos, \s. ; horrida,

3s. 6d. ; inermis, 2*. 6d. ; orientalis,

2s, 6d.; chinensis, 3*. 6d.', *jap6-
nica Lodd.

Gymnocladus canadensis, 2s. 6d.

Cercis jSiliquastrum, Is, 6d. ; canaden-
sis. Is. 6d.

Jmygdalus communis, 1*. 6d. ; c.

macrocarpa, 35. 6d.

Persica vulgaris, 1,?. 6d.

^rmeniaca vulgaris. Is.

Priinus spinosa. Is. ; insitltia. Is. ; ce-

rasifera, 1*. 6d.

Cerasus avium. Is. ; Padus, Is. ; vir-

giniana. Is.; nigra. Is. 6d.

Crata;^gus coccinea, glandulosa, * sub-

villosa, punctata, macracantha, py-
rifolia, Crus-galli, c. g. pyracanthi-

folia, c. g. ovalifolia, c. g. prunifolia,

nigra, purpurea, *Douglasi, flava,

lobjita, trilobata, apiifolia major,

cordata, spathulata, Azarolus, Aro-
nia, odoratlssima, tanacetifolia, he-

terophylla, oxyacanthdides, Oxya-
cantha, 0.„siblrica, O. laciniata, O.

eriocarpa, O. 01iven«?za, O. mela-
nocarpa, O. flava, O. rosea, 0. flore

pleno, O, stricta, O. pendula, O.

pra3^cox ; mexicana.

The price of all these species is

Is. Qd. each for dwarfs, or newly
grafted plants, and 2s. 6d, each for

standards.

Photlnia seri'ulata, 2s. 6d.

Cotoneaster aflfinis, 2s. 6d.; frfgida,

2s. 6d.; *nummularia, * acuminata;
Ameldnchier vulgaris, 2s. 6d.; Botry-

apium, 2s. 6d.; ovalis, 2s. 6d.;

florida, 2s. 6d. ; sanguinea, 2s. 6d.

ilfespilus germanica, 2s. M.
;
grandi-

flora, 2s. 6d.

Pyrus commiinis, salicifolia, nivalis,

sinaica, * variolosa, bolwylleriana.

ikfalus vulgaris, prunifolia, coronaria,

spectabilis, angustifolia.

Morbus domestica, aucuparia, ameri-

cana, hjbrida, spuria.

^^ria integrifolia, torminalis, hjbrida.

All the species of Pyrus, ilfalus,

56rbus, and JVia are charged ls.6d.

each for dwarfs, or newly grafted

plants, and 2s. 6d. each for standards.

VpL. XI.— No. 68,

Cydonia vulgaris. Is. 6d. ; sinensis,

2s. 6d,

Cornus mas, 6d.; florida. Is.; &lba,

6d. ; sanguinea, 6d.

iSambucus nigra, Is. ; n. racemosa. Is.

Fiburnumpyrifolium, Is. ; Lantana,6r/.

^'rbutus U^nedo, Is.; hybrida, 3s. 6d.

Halesza tetraptera, Is. 6d. : dfptera,

2s. 66?.

Z)iospjros virginiana. Is. 6d. ; Lotus,
Is. 6d.

jPraxinus excelsior, 6d. ; e. pendula,

]s. 6d. ; e. parvifolia, 2s. 6d. ; ame-
ricana. Is. 6d.; *a. quadrangularis,
* /entiscifolia.

O'rnus europae^a, 2s.

Catalpa syringceibYm, Is. (yd.

i/aurus nobilis. Is. 6f/. ; Sassafras, 5s.

Nyssfl aquatica, 3s. 6d.

//ippophae rhamndides, 6d. ; r. an-
gustifolia. Is.

JE'laeagnus orientalis. Is. 6d.

Puxus sempervirens, 6d.; balearica.

Is. 6d.

Picus Carica, Is. Gd.

Maclur« aurantiaca, 2s. 6d.

Broussonetza papynfera, 2s. Gd.

il/orus alba. Is. 6c?. ; nigra, 2s. Gd. ;

*pennsylvanica.
Planerfz Richardi.

U'lmus campestris, Gd.; *c. effusa,

c. rugosa, c. suberosa, montana, m.
fastigiata, americana, and planeri-

/(V/«, Is. Gd. each ; a. pendula,
2s. Gd.

Celtis australis, Is. Gd. ; occidentalis,

Is. Gd.

Juglans regia. Is. Gd. ; nigra. Is. Gd.
;

cinerea, Is. 6c?.

Carya alba, sulcata, oliv^eformis, squa-

mosa, porcina, and laciniosa. Is. Gd.

each.

Salix babylonica, alba, fragilis, vltel-

lina, pentandra, &c.. Is. each.

Populus dlba. Is.; tremula, Gd.; t.

graeVa, Is.; nigra, 6c?. ; monilifera.

Is.; dilatata. Is.; angulata. Is. 6c?.

;

macrophyila, Is. 6^. ; balsamifera,

Gd.

^'Inus glutinosa, Gd.; g. incana, ]s.6c?.

;

g. laciniata. Is. 6c?.
; g. grossularias-

folia. Is. Gd. ; cordata, Is. 6c?. ;

* serrulata, 2s.

P^tula alba, 6f/.
;

papyracea. Is.
;

carpinifolia. Is. 6c?. ; angulata.

Is. 6c?.

Carpinus ^etulus, Gd.; *B. ameri-
cana. Is.

T
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O'strya vulgaris, \s.; *v. americ^na, Liquid^mbar styradflua. Is. ; imbei'be,

2s. \s. Qd.

Corylus Colurna, \s. 6d. Salisbiim «diantif61ia, 3*. 6d.

Quercus sessiliflora, 6d.
;

pedimcu- Taxus baccata, 1,?. ; *b. fastigiata.

lata, 6d. ; Cerris, 6d. ; Turnen, Taxodium distichum (deciduous cy-

Lucombe«?za, fulhamensis, and all press), l*. 6c?.; *d. pendulum.
the other varieties, 3s. 6d. ; Plex, Juniperus ammunis, Is. ; virginiana,

Is. 6d. ; I. ^allota, and all the va- Is. 6d.
;
phoenicea. Is. 6d.

rieties, 5s. ; iSiiber, 2s. 6d.
;

gra- Thuja occidentalis,- 6c?. to Is. 6d.

;

muntia, 3s. 6d.; coccifera, 2s. 6a?. orientalis. Is. to Is. 6d.

American oaks are chiefly of two Cupressus sempervh-ens, Is. 6d.; s. ho-

kinds : those with scaly-barked rizontalis, 2s.6c?.; lusitanica, 2s. 6c/.;

trunks, which are white oaks ; and Ayoides, 3s.

those with smooth-barked trunks, Cunninghamk lanceolata, 5s.

which are red oaks. All the acorns Pinus sylvestris, 6c?. ; Laricio, 2s. 6d.

;

or plants that can be got of either Pinaster, 6d. to Is. ; * taurica ;

sort ought to be sown or planted, Pinea,6d.to Is.; halepensis, 2s. 6c/.;

as the varieties are all beautiful, and tS'trobus, 2s. 6c?.

many of them are very distinct. Picea vulgaris, 6d. ; Fraserz, 2s. 6d.
;

Q. Prinus, Is, 6c?. ; Phellos, Is. 6c?.

;

* Douglasz", lOs. 6d. ; balsamifera,

virens, 3s. 6c?. ; Banister?', 2s. 6c?. 6c/. ; canadensis. Is. 6c?. ; * Webbz-
Pagus sylvatica, 6d. ; s. purpurea, ana, 11. Is.

Is. Gd. ; s. p. pendula, 2s. 6c?. ; s. ^^bies excelsa, 6c?. ; alba, 6d. ; rijbra,

americana, 2s. 6c?. Is, ; nigra, Is. j *Morinda, 10s. 6c?.;

Castanea vesca, 6d. * MenziesM.
Platanus orientalis, 2s. 6d. ; occiden- iarix europas^a, 6d. ; e. pendula. Is.

talis, 6c?. Cedrus Libani, 2s. 6c?. ; * Z)eodd)'a.

The above enumeration may be considered as comprising about
300 plants, which may be purchased, of the smallest size, for

between 25/. and 30/. ; not including, however, those marked *.

Art. VII. Notice of some remarJcahly Im-ge Trees in Van Diemens
Land, with Notices respecting some Trees ixihich have stood the

English Winters in the Neighbourhood of York. Communicated
by Mr. Thomas Backhouse.

As mention is made, in some of the late Numbers of the

Garde7ier's Magazine, of the probability of the Van Diemen's
Land trees being sufficiently hardy to bear the cold of the cli-

mate in the open air in this country, I beg to state that, during the

last winter, which here has not been remarkable for its mildness,

my plants of Eucalyptus have stood remarkably well, and are now
growing very luxuriantly. The species appears to me to be the

Eucalyptus robusta.

I have this year sown the seeds of several species of them, as

well as of other trees and shrubs which were collected at a con-
siderable altitude on Mount Wellington, and some other ex-

posed situations, in Van Diemen's Land; and I hope to be able,

in a few years, to prove their hardiness ; for, from their being-

evergreens, they will in winter be valuable auxiliaries in park
scenery. The Eucalyptus robusta, or stringy bark tree, grows to

agigantic size in some parts of the island. Ten trees, which my
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brother measured near the Emu river, he describes as follows :

they are all measured at 4ft. from the ground:— No. 1.,

45 ft. in circumference; supposed height 180 ft. The top

broken, as is the case with most large-trunked trees ; the

trunk a little injured by decay, but not hollow. This tree had
an excrescence at the base 12 ft. across and 6 ft. high, protrud-

ing about 3 ft. No. 2., 37^ ft. in circumference. No. 3., 38 ft.

in circumference ; distant from No. 2. 80 yards. No. 4., 38 ft.

in circumference ; distant from No. 3. 50 yards. Nos. 3. and 4.

were fine sound trees, upwards of 200 ft. high. No. 5., 28 ft.

in circumference. No. 6., 30 ft. in circumference. No. 7., 32 ft.

in circumference. No. 8., 55 ft. in circumference ; very little

injured by decay ; and upwards of 200 ft. high. No. 9., 40^ ft. in

circumference ; sound and tall. No. 10., 48 ft, in circumference
;

tubercled ; tall ; some cavities at the base ; much of the top gone.

A prostrate tree near to No. 1. was 35 ft. in circumference at the

base, 22 ft. at 66 ft. up, 19 ft. at 110 ft. up ; there were two large

branches at 120 ft. ; the general head branched off at 150 ft. ; the

elevation of the tree, traceable by the branches on the ground,

was 213 ft. — York^ May 13. 1835.

Art. VIII. Additional Considerations on the Causes of Disease in the

Larch Tree in Britain. By Mr. James Munro.

In my first communication (IX. 551.) on the diseases of the

larch tree, I have thrown out a few hints as to the probable

causes of them ; and have particularly pointed out that which I

conceive to be a capital error in planters ; namely, their planting

out one-year transplanted, or one or two years' seedling, plants

:

and I now farther remark that such trees, being unprovided

with a most essential requisite, viz. a root sufficiently furnished

with fibry collectors of nutritious matter, are consequently desti-

tute of the capability of perfecting the annually accumulated

accretion of wood. I have already noticed the possibility of a

too extensive deposit of alburnous matter, for the first ten or
,

fifteen years, as having some connexion with the decay of the

heart-wood ; and I think I am borne out in this statement by

Mr. Knight, who, in his letter to G. I. T., in the Qiiarterly

Journal of Agricidture for Sept. 1833, p. 549., when speaking of

the manner in which the true sap, or blood, of the plant is dis-

posed of, states that " this fluid descends by the bark ; by

which, or rather by its glandular lining, the matter of alburnum

is deposited ; and that which is not thus expended sinks into the

alburnum, and there, in part, joins the alburnous current. I say

in part, because a part is expended in giving additional solidity to

T T 2
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the sap-wood of former years; and in converting part of that into

heart-wood; and in giving increased solidity to the heart-wood
previously formed." Now, if, by over-vigorous or too rapid and

unnatural growth, that part of the true sap, or blood, of the plant

destined to give additional solidity to previous formations should

be diverted from its appointed purpose, or if the annual deposit

for the first ten or fifteen years should exceed, say, one third of

the subsequent deposits, a diminished quantity of true sap natu-

rally follows ; and, with that, a diminution of that part of this

fluid which is appointed to consolidate the previously formed

heart-wood. If this view of the matter be correct, the inference

is, that the destruction of the heart-wood is attributable to the

too vigorous or rapid growth of the tree.

I have also pointed out the practice of over-crowding of our

plantations, as one productive of baneful effects on the health of

the trees ; and I am really of opinion, so far as it regards this

practice with larch, that it is, perhaps, more hurtful to it than

planters may at first suppose. Nature, in her government of the

animal and vegetable kingdoms, has assigned to every species its

particular situation ; and it may be, and, no doubt, is, true, that

the proper food for bringing the larch to maturity is less plen-

tiful in this country than in that of which it is a native. How
improper, then, is the prevailing custom (and, I may say, gene-

ral rule) of crowding an acre with 4000 plants, whatever may be

the quality of the soil ? What should we think of a grazier who
would put 4000 cattle into fields barely sufficient to keep half or

a third of that number ? Should we not conclude that he knew
nothing of his profession? The cases are exactly similar; only

the effects are not so soon visible in the one instance as they are

in the other. Some may think this argument far-fetched and
overstrained; but take it in connexion with already established

facts, and it will not, by any means, appear so. The whole of

what are termed the original larches, which were planted out

solitarily, in pairs, or in groups, or such as were dispersed over the

ground at the rate of from twenty-five to fifty plants per acre, are

living evidences of the advantages of thin planting, or, what is

tantamount thereto, judicious and timely thinning. In fact, since

I have begun to study this subject more closely, it has become a
question with me, whether we should continue keeping plant-

ations with the trees thinned out to regular distances, which
certainly has the effect of preventing all the interior of the forest

from receiving a due proportion of atmospheric influence; or
whether, in the case of an extensive plantation, we should not
rather throw it all into groups of from fifty to a hundred trees

each, and cause it to be intersected with avenues from every
point. A free current of air would thus be admitted to the very
core ; the intersecting glades would afford excellent shelter and
winter pasturage for cattle ; and, the trees being completely open
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to the action of the atmosphere, the groups might be allowed to

be somewhat thicker of trees than when, as in uninterrupted

plantations, they are thinned out to regular distances of from

8 ft. to 12 ft.

Another of the errors committed by planters of the larch is,

it is my decided opinion, that of slitting in the plants, instead

of pitting them. Slitting them, I am convinced, is attended

with fatal consequences. In pitting, the plant, being inserted

into a space of loosened soil, the roots naturally extend them-

selves horizontally ; as in that direction there is no obstruction,

such as the hard bottom of the pit offers. On the contrary,

when a plant is inserted in the earth by the 'slit, and properly

fixed by treading the ground, it is so firmly compressed on each

side of the root, that the fibres are forced downward, and must

find less obstruction in taking a perpendicular than a horizontal

direction. Thus the taproot, or its substitutes, penetrate into

a cold and unproductive subsoil : unproductive, I should observe,

only in its being more remotely situated from the influence of

the maturing agents. With the larch plant so situated, it need

not be at all surprising that it should fail in perfecting its new
wood; for, so long as the roots find an unlimited supply of

moisture (which must at all times be the case while they have

this direction), and greater in degree in proportion as they are

more remote from the surface, so long will that plant be kept in

a growing state ; until finally checked by the approach of win-

ter, when a partial derangement in the system of the alburnous

current must take place.

Shortly after I had despatched my previous communication, I,

by mere accident, came into possession, through the kindness of

a proprietor in this neighbourhood, of documents strongly cor-

roborative of the points I have there advanced on the causes

of disease in the larch. It will be remembered that some of

my hints regarding the ^mode of treating larch trees, by the

first planters of them in this- country, were purely suppositive.

These hints, however, as will be shown, turn out to be facts

:

and I here crave permission to refer the reader to an account of

the larch plantations of Athol and Dunkeld, published in the

Qiiarterli) Journal of Agriculture for March, 1832; wherein it is

stated (p. 171.) that "the greatest obstacle to the progress of

the Duke of Athol's planting was the scarcity, and consequent

dearness, of the larch plants ; which at that time were selling

in the nursery grounds as high as Qd. a plant, three and four

years transplanted." Again, in p. 173., we are informed that,

about this period (1774), larch fell in price from 6d. each to 35^.

per thousand, two and three years transplanted, and ranging

from 2 ft. to 2^ ft. high. Even so late as 1791, His Grace seems

to have continued planting out larches of a large size ; for, in
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this same page, we are told that 680 acres of planting were

finished, the pitting of which alone cost 105. 6d. an acre. It

hence appears that 1774 was the period at which the planting

of larches of a smaller size, and of two and three, instead of

three and four, years transplanted, was commenced; with which

latter size the first plantations about Dunkeld were filled up ;

and I have not the slightest doubt that it is some of those of His

Grace's plantations, which were planted subsequently to 1791, that

are alluded to in the paper of G. I. T., in the Quarterh/ Journal

of Agi'icultiire for Sept. 1833, p. 550. In that communication,

a letter from Dunkeld is quoted, the writer of which says, —
*' I am sorry to have to inform you that, in many situations, the

larch is decaying here before it arrives at a large size ; and more
especially in moist situations." Now, this is an admission that

in no situation is the larch exempt from decay ; although it is

more especially subject to it in moist ones. Indeed, it is plain,

from the statement in this letter, that it is the younger plant-

ations on these estates which are suffering ; for it is mentioned

distinctly that the larch is decaying before it arrives at a large

size. Why is it thus with these plantations, while the previously

planted ones are in a prosperous condition ? and while, let it be

particularly kept in view, the distance between, and the variation

of climate, are so trifling as hardly to deserve consideration.

The disease does not seem confined to any particular locality

;

for it is stated that it has commenced " in many situations."

Can any man, open to conviction, maintain that the disease is

altogether caused by the soil, when he finds that the same acre,

nay, the same square yard, produces, in some instances, both a

sound and an unsound tree ?

At p. 175. of the account of these plantations, it is seen that,

in 1800, His Grace took a still bolder step aside from his accus^

tomed mode of treatment : it is here stated that (alluding to

sundry new plantations), " from a different mode of planting

being adopted, and the selection being of plants of an earlier

age (an account of both of which will afterwards be given), the

cost of fencing and planting this extensive range of ground did

not exceed 105. 6d. an acre." Now, let the plantations here

alluded to undergo a close examination, and it will be found that

disease increasingly prevails with the adoption of " plants of an
earlier age." In the account which is afterwards given of this

new mode of cheap planting which His Grace adopted (see

p. 182.), the writer enters upon a brief defence of the new sys-

tem, apparently on account of its comparative cheapness, and
the comforting reflection that a seedling, or a one year trans-

planted tree, when inserted into a slit in the ground, takes

immediate hold of the mould below, and grows onward, without
molestation from the weather. He denounces pitting, as pro-

ducing the reverse effect. Planting by the pit mode requires
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twenty men to plant an acre in a day ; v.'hereas two men will do
the same work (plant the same space of ground) in the same
time, with the spear mode of planting. Another fault of the pit

is, its aptitude to collect rain water or melted snow, by which
the roots of the plants become chilled : three and four years
transplanted plants " may be so chilled in this manner as to

prevent their pushing out a shoot, 2 in. in one season, for several

years." Be it so : and were not all the larches that were planted

about Dunkeld, previously to 1774, of the above description, and
treated in the same manner ? (See p. 171— 1 73.) And how stand
they, compared with such as have been planted since that period?
Among the latter, disease has commenced "in many situations;"

vi'hile the former are the boast, not only of the county, but of the
island in which they grow.

It is worthy of remark, that few or none of the early planted
specimens of larch have been found to decay, although planted
on soils of the most opposite natures. Within sixteen miles of
Brechin, there are three trees which, although not veryhandsome,
in consequence of their being much exposed to the blast, are,

nevertheless, in a thriving condition, growing in a very dry si-

tuation ; one of which has attained a good size. At Brechin Castle,

in a rich deep lawn, there w^as a fine specimen cut down some
twenty years ago ; a thin slice from the root end of which forms a
rustic seat by one of the private walks, and shows the diameter to

have been 4- ft. There are, or, at least, there were, two, or, as re-

ports say, three, at Scone House, in a similar soil to that of those

at Brechin Castle ; and I believe that there are others to be met
with in various parts of the country % but in no instance that I am
aware of have any of the original larches, which have been cut

down, been found unsound in the heart-wood. I may be told that

the first specimens oflarch would be planted, as a matter ofcourse,

on the best soil which the planter could find; and this is, no doubt,

true ; and it appears to have been the case at some of the places

here mentioned; but it appears, in p. 161. of the Qiiarterly

Journal of Agriculture for Sept. 1833, that His Grace the Duke
of Athol planted five larches in the lawn at Dunkeld, in an allu-

vial gravelly soil, abounding with round stones, two of which are

still growing in great vigour ; and that one is 1 1 ft., the other

12 ft., in girth, at 4 ft. from the ground. Of the other three, two
were cut in 1809, one of which contained no less than 168 cubic

feet of timber. Here is a startling fact, indeed, for those who
contend that the cause of the rot in larch is an uncongenial soil.

Here, upon an alluvial gravelly soil, abounding with round stones,

possibly at one time the bed of the river, may be seen these

gigantic patriarchs of the tribe, growing with great vigour, and,

as it were, frowning defiance to the supposed disadvantages of

their particular locality.
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Now, if we are to come to conclusions condemnatory of the

soil, how are we to extricate ourselves from the labyrinth of

anomalies which present themselves ? In the note quoted, in IX.
55^. of this Magazine, from Sir William Jardine, we are told

that " the larch is very soon lost, when planted above a subsoil

of red sandstone : in the Vale of Annan, where even the sloping

banks have a substratum of this rock, or one composed of a sort

of red sandstone, shingle, or gravel, the outward decay of the tree

is visible at from fifteen to twenty-five years of age." In the

Qiiarterly Journal ofAgriculture for Sept. 1333, in a correspond-

ence on the decay of larch, between His Grace the Duke of

Portland and G. I. T., there is, in p. 551., this observation from

His Grace:—" I see larches grow luxuriantly where all the good
soil has been taken away ; and I also see that they are very much
benefited by the good preparation and improvement of the soil

previously to their being planted." In the same paper, we have,

in p. 150., a statement, from an eyewitness at Dunkeld, admitting

that the larch is decaying in many situations, especially in a

moist one. Again, the Duke of Portland, in p. 148., says, in

his letter to G. I. T., that " it [the decay] has been found in

many soils, both wet and dry ; to the latter I speak most par-

ticularly." In p. 552., Mr. Gorrie is quoted thus :
— " The

larch has been found to decay, and also to remain unaffected by
disease, in almost every species of soil : this being the case, we
are led to suppose that the rot in larch takes its rise from some-
thing accidental, rather than from any natural property in the

soil." And Mr. Gorrie is, in my opinion, quite correct in his

conclusion. A sound and an unsound larch may be found on
the same square yard, in any species of soil in which larch trees

have been planted, since plants of an earlier age were adopted.

The superficial observer may ask, if I attribute the origin of the

disease to the mode of treatment more than to the nature of the

soil, how it is that, if two seeds be taken from the same cone

;

sown, and grown in the same square inch of ground ; trans-

planted therefrom into the same nursery line; lifted and planted

on the same day, on the same square yard ; I say, I may be
questioned as to where the difference lies in the treatment of

these tw'o trees, and how it is that the one is sound, and the other

not; since, according to my former view of the matter, both
ought to be sound, or both unsound. My answer to such en-

quiries is, that, with regard to the sound tree, the cause is

some accidental circumstance ; while, in the case of the other, it

is a natural consequence. The accident may accrue through
various agents, such as the manner in which the plant was
inserted in the earth; a large stone, or other hard substance,

under the surface, may have prevented the roots from taking a
downward direction ; or the root may h?ive found a horizontal
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course more accessible than a course in another direction.

On the other hand, the root of the unsound tree has not, pro-

bably, met with any obstruction to its progress downward, and
has, accordingly, penetrated into a cold and unproductive sub-

soil (which, as I have already said, may only be so from its

remote position from the maturing agents) : the consequence of

this is, that the growth of the tree is postponed to a late period

of the season, when the wood formed cannot, by the common
course of nature, be completed and perfected.

To show still more clearly that the soil is but very remotely,

if at all, connected with the cause of the rot, I shall again direct

attention to the plantations at Dunkeld : see Qtiarterli/ Journal of
Agriculture for March, 1 832, p. 1 70. It is there stated, that Duke
James, between 1 740 and 1 750, planted 873 larches, in a sheltered

situation, among limestone gravel, which was worth from 205. to

305. an acre, at an elevation above the sea not exceeding 560 ft. In

1759, His Grace planted 700 larches over a space of 29 acres.

This plantation extended up the face of a hill, 200 ft. to 400 ft.

above the level of the sea ; the rocky ground of which it was
composed was not worth 605. a year altogether ; it was covered

with loose and crumbling masses of mica slate : but, notwith-

standing this, a larch was cut out of this plantation by the late

duke, in 1816, aged 57 years, which contained 74 cubic feet of

timber. Again, we learn, in p. 175., that the late duke planted

1600 acres, in soil situated from 900 ft. to 1200 ft. above the

level of the sea, and presenting the most barren aspect; inso-

much that it was strewed with fragments of rock, and scarcely

any kind of vegetation existed upon it. " To endeavour to grow
ship timber," remarks His Lordship, " among rocks and shivered

fragments of schist, such as I have^ described, would have ap-

peared, to a stranger, extreme folly, and money thrown away."

Now, I would ask such as contend that the diseases of the

larch originate in the tree's imbibing matter of a deleterious

nature from the soil or subsoil, how they can reconcile such a

mass of contradictory evidence as has been already quoted ? An
alluvial gravelly soil at Dunkeld, it appears, is capable of pro-

ducing larch trees little short of a hundred years of age, still

growing in great vigour, and containing nearly 200 cubic feet of

timber. At Blair, at 500 ft. above the level of the sea, eleven

of the original larches measured, in 181 7, from 8 ft. to 1 2 ft.

in girth. In short, with regard to every plantation of larches

made previously to 1786, whether in rich lawns, gravelly soils,

rocky ground covered with crumbling masses of mica slate and
limestone gravel, or, as described in p. 173. of the Qiiarterlt^

Journal of Agriculture, even on the rocky summit of Craig-y-

barns, among the crevices and hollows of the rocks, wherever

the least soil could be found, and at an elevation where none of
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the larger kinds of the natural shrubs were growing, so as to

render a clearing of them necessary, preparatory to the planting

of the larches ; in no one of these different plantations has dis-

ease been detected; while, on the other hand, in plantations

formed subsequently to this date, and where plants of an earlier

age have been adopted, and the slit mode of inserting them
practised, failures have taken place, not only about Dunkeld,

but in many other situations throughout the country.

There is a class of planters who attribute the present un-

healthy condition of our larch plantations to atmospheric in-

fluence ; an opinion grounded upon the sickly appearance which
the plants, in many instances, exhibit in the course of the spring

and summer months. Only a moment's reflection is necessary

to explode this vague notion. We have now a numerous family

of half-hardy trees and shrubs exposed to our variable climate,

and it sometimes happens that these are partially injured by the

severity of our winters. I remember a severe visitation of frost,

upon the night of the 28th of May, some sixteen or eighteen

years ago, which killed all the new-formed wood of an extensive

collection of American and other shrubs ; and even the hedges

of beech suffered, as if by fire : yet these all recovered, and
became good healthy plants afterwards. Now, should the larches

suffer, at any time, by a similar visitation (as some affirm they

did in 1801 or 1802), might we not reasonably expect that they,

like other exotic plants, would resume their wonted verdure in

the course of the following summer ? Certainly they would.

I can see no good grounds for supposing that, when the larch

exhibits a sickly hue and withered spray, this effect proceeds
altogether from external agents : on the contrary, I think it is a

consequence arising from previous internal disorganisation. I

may here submit the same argument to those who imagine, with

as little reason on their side, that the evil may be traced to the

attacks of insects. In animal, as well as in vegetable subjects, it

is seldom seen that those in robust health become the prey of
vermin : and, therefore, we may rest satisfied that, whenever an
attack is made by insects, it is an effect of a cause whose seat lies

deeper than the surface.

With regard to the importation of seeds from the larch tree's

native country, as a means of securing healthy larches, one esta-

blished fact has come under my own observation, which, so far

as it goes, suggests that we have very little to hope for from
importation. About three weeks ago, a friend informed me
that, upon the princely domain of Sir James Carnegie, Bart., of
South Esk, there were a few larch trees growing, that were
raised in this gentleman's private nursery from seeds imported
from Switzerland ; and which were alike the victims of disease

with those raised, from seeds of home growth. I, on learning
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this, immediately addressed a note to Sir James Carnegie, soli-

citing leave to make a personal inspection of the trees ; and also

permission to allude particularly to the plantations, should that

be necessary, for the estabUshment of so important a fact. Sir

James, in the most prompt and obliging manner, referred me,
for the information required, to his able and intelligent forester,

Mr. William Dorward ; who, in accompanying me to the spot

where these larches are, stated that, when they were ready for

planting out, about twelve or fourteen years ago, he had them
apportioned to, and planted in, two different situations in the

great deer park; and that the plants in one of the plots had
been completely annihilated by disease. The plot which I

visited might have originally contained from 60 to 100 trees;

and a considerable number of these had been infected with that

blistering or cancerous distemper which is so common to all the

larches of their age in this part of the country. Mr. Dorward
has, in the course of his thinning, very properly cut out most of

the diseased trees ;
yet, an'iong those that remain, there are at

least three or four that evidently show that their foreign origin

by no means exempts them from liability to the disease to which
the larch trees raised from British seeds are so subject.

In conclusion, I have only farther to say, that I am fully

aware of the difficulty which men in general have in divesting

themselves of opinions and practices to which they have long

adhered ; and I am also aware that there are many men who
can rise superior to their prejudices, and at once see anything

which is meritorious in any system, although this system may be

somewhat aside from the beaten path. Under this impression,

it was my intention, on commencing this paper, to give a brief

outline of what I consider the proper treatment of larch in all

its stages, from taking the seed from the cone, to the planting

the tree in the forest : but I fear I have already trespassed too

far; and I therefore propose to defer the fulfilment of this inten-

tion to a future opportunity."

Brechin Nursery, Dec. 1833.

Art. IX. FloricuUural and Botanical Notices of nevoly introduced

Plants, and of Plants of Interest previously in our Gardens, supple-

mentary to the latest Editions of the " Encyclopcsdia of Plants"
and of the " Hortus Britatmicus."

Curtis's Botanical Magazine ; in monthly numbers, each containing

eight plates; 35. 6c?. coloured, 3*. plain. Edited by Dr. Hooker,
King's Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow.

Ediuardss Botanical Register ; in monthly numbers, each containing
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eight plates; 45. coloured, 35. plain. Edited by Dr. Lindley,

Professor of Botany in the London University.

Sweet's British Flotver-Garden ; in monthly numbers, each containing

four plates ; 35. coloured, 25. Sd. plain. Edited by David Don,

Esq., Librarian to the Linnaean Society.

The Pollen of Plants, taken and kept dry and from the Action

ofFrostfor Years, retains its Power ofFecundating. — D. Beaton,

under Fuchsm, in p. 582. of the present Number.

Embryo Dicotyledonous: Corolla Polypetalous.

XXIV. MalvdcecE.

200-k». SPH^RA'LCEA Hil. {Sphaira [in Greek], a globe, alcea [in Latin], marsh-mallow."

(G. Don's Gen. syst. of gard. and bot., i. 465.) -Why not from the Greek alcea, a wdd kmd
of mallow? This is in Smith's Schrevelius's Lexicon. Sphaeralcea would be then wholly of

Greek. Carpels disposed in a round head.) 16. 8. Sp. 7. and one variety. Synonyme, 3/alva,

section 3, Sphsroma Dec, in his Prod., i. 433.) [gard. t. 517

117838 angustifblia HiV. narrow-leafed tt|
1

pr 8 au.s Pk Mexico 1780 C e.l Maund's bot.

A plant which had flowered in a pot had but a single flower

at " the axil of each leaf; but in the open border, where we now
have it in beauty, it produces a cluster of them at each axil, and

from two to four are usually expanded at once. Although a

native of Mexico, we have found it quite hardy, and its suckers,

which spread widely under ground, afford sufficient increase."

[B. Maund, in his work, The Botanic Garden, October.) Is not

this the only species of plant in Malvaceae which produces
*' suckers which spread widely under ground" ?— J. D.
Those of the species of Malva described in Loudon's Hortus Britannicus, to which Nos. 17835,

17836, 17837, 17838. 17842. are preHxed, are now deemed species.of Sphcer&lcea ; two'otiier species

and one variety are described in G. Don's Syst. ; on No. 17835., see in Gard. Mag., IX. 616.

XLVII. Onagrdrics.

1188. FU'CHS/A [1830? C p.l Bot. reg. 1805

dfscolor Lindl. two-coloured A
1 or 3 ? au R P Port Famine, in the Falkland Islands

" It is difficult to distinguish It botanically from grScilis and ten^Ua ; yet it is decidedly different."

— Lindley.

" Remarkable for its compact bushy" manner of growth, its

deep purple branches, its small very undulated leaves, and also

for its being apparently more hardy than any other fuchsia yet

in the gardens. For the latter reason we attach especial impor-

tance to it ; for, by a judicious intermixture of its pollen with such

beautiful plants as F. conica, globosa, and its other more tender

relatives, the whole race may probably be rendered capable of

bearing the climate of Great Britain, and may thus become far

more generally valuable than they yet are." {Bot. Beg., Oct.)

Fuchsm, Opi?iions and Facts on the Nature of the Relations of
certain Kinds of, one to another, and Facts in relation to the Ex-
tent to 'which they will hybridise one with another. — In the

October number of the Botanical Register, Dr. Lindley has

figured Mr. Low's fuchsia from .Port Famine, and remarked
that, " if we are asked to state in what respect this differs bota-

nically from F. gracilis and tenella, we should find it very diffi-

cult to answer the question. The botanical difference, if any.
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of all the Chilian fuchsias is very trifling :
" and Dr. Lindley

remarks that there are some " who consider the greater part

of the Chilian fuchsias mere varieties of F. macrostema." Who-
ever considers this, considers the reverse of what is the fact.

Their origin is still more singular in a botanical point of view.

F. macrostema, in all likelihood, is as much a variety as any of

them. F. conica, gracilis, tenella, virgata, and many more
varieties, or perhaps species, may be originated by fertilising

the stigmas of coccinea with the pollen of arborescens ; this I

have proved three times over : and I have every reason to believe,

though I have never proved it, that F. macrostema may be

produced from the conica fertilised by the pollen of arborescens.

All the Chilian fuchsias will intermix freely with the arborescens,

and, what is very singular, F. arborescens will not intermix

with their pollen ; at least, I have failed in several attempts to

effect this. F. excorticata, impregnated with the pollen of either

conica or globosa, will produce fac-simiies of F. discolor, or the

Port Famine fuchsia; and the seedlings so produced will not

flower till the second or third year, which is the case with

discolor.

F. longiflora is now called the "long-legged impostor;" an

unmerited stain brought on the character of this innocent family,

through the imposition hoaxed on the public through the misno-

mer longiflora. If the less roguish name of longepedunculata

had been adopted, in the first instance, for this variety, persons

might have competed for the longissime pedunculatum, and

saved their half-sovereigns into the bargain. F. globosa is cer-

tainly a variety from conica, otherwise there is no use in the

definition of the term. It will not reproduce itself from seeds,

yet its pollen has the same effect in producing mixtures from other

sorts, as that of conica.

Now, the query is, are these fuchsias species, or varieties ?

The exact limits of species and varieties are so imperfectly un-

derstood, and so difficult to be defined, that many botanists

throw such as are produced by artificial means into varieties.

Should any of them be capable of reproducing themselves, they

are said to revert to either of their parents at the third or fourth

generation, or become sterile altogether. This is plausible

enough, and may be found convenient in the closet, but it will

not do at the potting-bench.

That plants can be originated artificially which will be found

capable of reproducing themselves from seeds, ad iiifinitum,

with as little variation as is to be found in any natural species, is

as obvious to gardeners as the sun at noon-day.

To distinguish such home-made species from mere varieties, we
ought to have some peculiar term.

In conducting experiments in hybridising, it may be of im-
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portance for some persons to know that the Pollen of most

(perhaps all) Plants is capable of maintaining its fertilising ipro-

jperties for an Indefinite Space of Time ; and, if well preserved,

will be as fit for use when five years old, as when only five mi-

nutes old : the only conditions necessary for the preservation of

it are, an absolute exemption from moisture, and to be kept in an

atmosphere above the freezing point.

Mr. Johnson (V. 12.) is in error in supposing the petals to be
essential in the delicate process of nourishing the embryo seeds.

The service of the petals is entirely at an end the moment the

stigma is ready for the pollen.— D. Beaton. Haffield, near

Ledbury, Herefordshire, October 6. 1835.

[Mr. D. Don has described Fuchs/a conica, globbsa, and gra-

cilis as varieties of F. macrostema, in the British Flower-Garden,

2. s. t. 216. Dr. Lindley has spoken of globosa and conica in-

cidentally, in his account of F. discolor, as being, " to all ap-

pearance, distinct species."]

YVCHSIA, some plants of, have been raised from seeds, among which there is prospect of some
new varieties.

In Mr. Dennis's nursery, Grosvenor Row, Chelsea, is a

number of plants of Fuchsm, which were raised, in September,

1834, from seeds that Mr. John Nairn, now with Mr. Dennis,

had supplied. Mr. Nairn has informed me that he obtained the

seeds from a plant of F. globosa, to the flowers of which pollen

from the flowers of several other kinds of Fuchsm had been ap-

plied. Among the plants produced from the seeds, there is

enough of difference in the foliage, contour ofgrowth, and flowers

in some of those that have borne flowers (and most of them have),

to mark some of them as likely to be distinct varieties. I saw one
flowering on August 22., which was noticeable in the follow-

ing points : — two stems which had their rise in about the centre

of the pot, diverged oppositely, and were extended over and be-

yond the rim, and so much reclined as to be not much above the

rim; from these two stems numerous twig-like branches had
been produced, were pendulous, and were numerous enough to

fringe the pot all round beyond the rim. These twigs had
borne and were bearing numerous pretty flowers, and the variety

was, hence, ornamental, as well as peculiar in contour. The
flower has the cast of that of globosa, but it is smaller, and not

obviously globular, even in the bud.— ./. D.
LXXIII. ^osdcecE, § KmygdalecB.

1502. CE'RASUS.
12877 japi^nica ioz. Japan 36 or 3- mr.my Pa Bh China 1834? B 1 Bot. reg. 1801

C^rasus japdnica G. Don, in his Gen. syst. of gard. and bot. Synonyme : Primus iaponica Lindl.,
in Bot. reg. t. 1801.

Deemed the single state of " the double Chinese plum, or al-

mond, as it is often incorrectly called," and not comparable in

showiness of flowers with that. It is a shrub of numerous
slender twigs which bear in spring numerous flowers, whose
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corollas are blush-coloured. '* It appears to be a hardy shrub
;

our specimen, however, was taken, in-January last, from a plant
which had flowered in a green-house For its introduction,

the public is indebted to John Reeves, Esq." ( Bot. Reg., Oct.)
LXXIV. PomdcecE.

1505. AfE'SPILUS.
12894 lob^ta Poir. \dbei.lenfed ^ or 15 my.jn W ... 1800 G co Bot. mag. 34i2

Synonymes: lobkta Poir., Encyc. bot. suppl., iv. 71.; Smith«' Dec, Prod., ii. 633.: grandiflbra
Smith, Exot. bot. i. p. 33. 1. 18.

The causes of this species having three specific. epithets are
these: — De Candolle has, in his Prod., superseded the name
grand ifl6ra*S'?w^//^ by that of SmithzV Dec, where he has remarked,
as if for a reason, that its flowers are smaller by almost half

than those of germanica, the common medlar. Dr. Hooker has
now communicated that De Candolle applied his name Smith//
" . . . . without being aware that it was the lobata of Poiret, who
described it from plants growing in the French nurseries."

{Bot. Mag., Oct.)

Lobata is a small tree of much interest in the shrubbery or

the pleasure-ground. It is very hardy, grows readily, flowers

pretty abundantly, and is ornamental in its flowers and in its

copious vesture of darkish-green foliage. The leaves are much
narrower than those of germanica, and show some tendency to

lobedness.

CRAT^^GUS.
mexic^na M. Sf S., information on, additional to that given in p. 473, 474., chiefly on the points of

the introduction of, and the degree of its hardiness, in Britain.

I see by your Magazine that there are some doubts thrown
out respecting the introduction of the Cratae^gus mexicana, which,

in a few words, I can easily clear up. The fruits of it were
brought to this country by the late Lord Napier, on his return

from Mexico, and he gave them to me. I planted the seeds im-
mediately, and they very soon came up ; and I have no doubt
that these were the first seeds which came to this country. He
also brought home several other valuable seeds of species of

plants new to Britain : among them was a very fine new species

of ^'rbutus, resembling very much the A. ^ndrachne, which has

not yet flowered. I believe there is only one more plant in

the country besides the one I possess. I first of all tried the

plants of the Cratae^gus as standards; but they were so much
injured by the frost, that I put two of them against the garden
wall, where they are not the least injured by the frost ; and last

year they produced fruit for the first time. The fruit remains

on the trees until the middle of December, or perhaps longer.

This year it has also flowered and fruited finer than last ; and I

can supply you with specimens of each if you wish it. [We
should be happy to receive them.] From the appearance of its

growth, it must be a much larger tree than any of its genus. I

have just now come into flower and fruit that magnificent, new,
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and very scarce Mus« from Dacca.— A. BourJce Lambert. Boy-

ton House, Sept. 4. 1835.

The Cratae^gus mexicana has ripened its fruit regularly for the

last five or six years here.— William Chalmers, Gardener, Tere-

nurc, near Dublin. Sept. 18. 1835.

[A specimen of the fruit and a spine were sent with this in-

formation; the spine to exhibit that C. mexicana bears spines.

The spine sent us is about 1| in. long. The fruit consists of a

coryml3 of five pomes, not ripe ; the two largest are not twice the

size of the larger of the pomes of the hawthorn of British

hedges, green, and villous. Six leaves are about the corymb.]

LXXVII. Leguminbsce.

1235. EDWA'KDS/1.
Ii039« childnsis Miers Chilian ± \ I

or ... ap.my Y Chile 1822 L 1 Bot. reg. 1798

Synonyme : Sophbra macroc^rpa Sm., Bot. cab. 1125. ; Loudon's Hort brit. No. 29258.

Perhaps this is more eligible for cultivation for ornament than

either the grandiflora or the microphylla, although both these

are so beautiful. A plant seen in flower, in Messrs. Loddiges's

nursery, on April 28. 1835, trained to the face of a wall, was

beautiful in its flowers, and seemed preferable to microphylla in

showing a more free habit of growth and flowering, and having

its flowers in groups of racemes : the groups of racemes gave a

greater showiness and fulness of floral ornament than the more
separated golden tubular bells, pendulous from the branchlets

of the microphylla, give to that. The corollas of E. chilensis are

more yellow than golden ; the leaves and leaflets largish, greyer,

and perhaps morevillose, than in either grandiflora or microphylla.

The plant in Messrs. Loddiges's nursery might be 5 ft. high or

moi'e, of many shoots proceeding, apparently, from a stump of a

stem about level with the ground, and these trained to a space of

wall of, it might be, & ft. wide. — J. D.
Dr. Lindley has communicated that E. chilensis is " a fine

tree, native of Chile, where the inhabitants call it Mayu;" and
has stated that he believes that at present it only exists, in Britain,

in the collection of Messrs. Loddiges. {Bot. Reg., Oct.)

1262. PULTEN^M. [Bot. mag. 3443
cordata Grah. sharp-heatt-lenfed *

i 1 or 2 ? ap O Van Diemen's Land 1832 C s.p.l

Shrub erect. Branches red ; when very young, green. Leaves
crowded, petiolate, spreading, cordate-ovate, acute, terminated

by a pungent bristle. Petioles red. Calyx red. Flowers in heads,

two to five in a head ; the heads at the tips of branches, and,

by the figure, solitary there. Flowers perfumed, but not plea-

santly. Corolla orange-coloured, its keel red-orange-coloured

at the tip. Cordata " was raised at the Botanic Garden, Edin-
burgh, in 1832, from seeds sent from Van Diemen's Land, the

year before, by Campbell Riddell, Esq. It flowered very freely

in the green-house in April, 1835, and is highly ornamental,
notwithstanding the lurid colour of its foliage and branches."
{Dr. Graham, in Bot. Mag., Oct.)
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Embryo Dicotyledonous: Corolla Monopetalous..

CLXX. Yii'tcacecs.

13S9. /mODODE'NDRON 4344 calendulaceum [O-R ? hybrid ... L p.l Bot. mag. 3439

var. fulgidum Hook shining in the skowi'ness of its corollas of an orange-red colour Sfc or 4 sp

It had been received at " the Glasgow Botanic Garden, from Mr. Malcolm, as the var. fulgida

of Azalea calendulacea. It is, we [Dr. Hooker] believe, a hybrid variety, and, if we may judge

from the appearance, between R. ponticum [It is not to be doubted that Dr. Hooker has here

meant the R. fla.vum V. Don, the Azklea pfmtica Z,.] and R. nudiflorum var. coccineum ; but of

the parentage we will not undertake to speak."— Dr. Hooker.

" Very beautiful. Cultivated in pots forced in the conservatory

in the spring months, there are few plants better calculated to

enliven a collection than the present. It comes near the 'copper-

coloured Highclere Azalea' of i^o/f. Reg. t. 1366, but is infinitely

superior in point of richness of colour. It recommends itself no

less by the fine colour of its inflorescence, than by the bright

green of its leaves, which, spreading out beneath the corymbs

of flowers, form a rich background to them." [Bot. Mag.,

Oct.)

1339. iZHODODE'NDRON 4343 flkvum D. Don (Azalea p6ntica L.) [Sw. fl. gar. 2. s. 306

var. ardens D. Z)ore fiery-coloured-corollaed Hi spl. 4 my Bt O-R .'Holland hybrid L p.l

" Is doubtless a hybrid production between R. fiavum and one of the varieties of nudiflorum."
— D. Don.

" This truly splendid variety was introduced from Holland."

The drawing of the figure published " was obtained from Mr.
Knight's collection in Ma}', 1835. The plant had 8 or 10 large,

compact, rounded heads of flowers, which, for brilliance, could

not be surpassed. . . . Corolla of a bright orange red." (British

F/ower- Garden, Oct.)

Of azaleas, which are now to be called, it seems, rhododen-

drons, Mr. Waterer, Knap Hill, has raised 79 varieties, estimable

for the beauty of their flowers, and some of them highly so.

Mr. Cree and Mr. Waterer have selected this number out of

hundreds of seedling plants, and have named them.— G.
1345. ji'RBUTUS. In the notice on CratEe^gus mexicana M. 8; S., in p. 583., is information on a species

of /I'rbutus deemed new to British collections.

CLXXV. Lobellaceas.

609a. TiPPA G. Don (The name Tupa is applied by the Indians of Chile to a species of this genus.
— D.Don.) 5. 1. D. Don. ? 16. 2. J. D. Sp. 10.

[? Affinity.] blanda D. Don charming ^^ or 3 ... Pk Chile ... D lt.l Sw. fl. gar. 2. s. 308

Mr. D. Don has constituted the genus Tiipa of certain species

of Lobelza as they had been deemed. The characteristics of the

genus Tupa that he had given in the British Flower-Garden are

to the following amount. Calyx top-shaped, 5-toothed. Co-
rolla's tube slit lengthwise on the upper side, the limb directed to

one side, 5-parted. Stamens monadelphous. Anthers coherent,

the front two with a tuft of hairs at the tip. Stigma bearded be-

neath, of two lobes. Capsule half superior, two-celled, many-
seeded, opening at the tip. Seeds elliptic, concave, smooth.

T. blanda D. Don is herbaceous, perennial ; its stems upright,

leafy, 3 ft. high, terminated by upright racemes, one upon a
' stem, of many flowers. Leaves lanceolate, 6 in. or 8 in. long,

2 in. or 3 in. broad. Corolla pink, 1 in. long. " A flowering

Vol. XL— No. 68. u u
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plant of this very handsome species was sent us from Sundridge

Park, Kent, the seat of Sir Samuel Scott, Bart., by our friend

Mr Malleson, by whom it had been raised from Chilian seeds.

It appears to be quite as hardy as the Tupa Feuillei, and not

inferior to it in beauty." {British Flotaer-Gardeii, Oct.) T.

FeuillseV G. Don is the Lobelm Titpa L., Bot. mag. 2550., Sw.

fl. gar. 284.

CXCVII. Gentikne^.
465. CHIRO'N/J.

peduncul^ris izwrf/. toi^-peduncled «
i I

or 3| jl.o P ... 1830? C p Bot. reg. 1803

Synonyme : trin^rvis Hort., not of Linnasus.— Lindley.

It is unlike in its features, except its flowers, any of the other

kinds of Chironz'a usual in collections. All its green parts

are coloured of a pleasing glaucous colour. Its leaves are broad

at the base, acuminate, and traversed lengthwise with from 3 to

5 veins. Its flowers are upon long peduncles, and are positioned

clear of the foliage ; they aie produced in succession from "July
to October." It is a hardy green-house species, ready of growth,

and easy of propagation. " The bitterness of the species is re-

markable even among its bitter neighbours." {Bot. Reg., Oct.)

It is not rare in the nurseries of the London neighbourhood.

CC. Volemojiidcece.

472. PHLO'X. [Texas 1835 S ?p.l Bot. mag. 3441
Drumm6nd« Hook. Drummond's O or 1 or more su and aut., it is probable Ko.P C

In duration " decidedly annual." Short spreading hairs in-

vest most of its surface. Stem 1 ft. or more high, simple or

branched. Leaves, below opposite and oblong spatulate ; above
alternate and oblong, acute and aristate, somewhat cordate at

the base, sometimes even auriculated and semi-amplexicaul
;

of a pale green colour. Flowers very showy in their corollas,

produced in profusion, and disposed in terminal corymbs ; se-

veral flowers in a corymb. Corolla with its tube about thrice as

long as the tube of the calyx, the limb of five spreading, obovate,

approaching to rhomboidal, lobes pale purple without ; within,

or on the upper side, of a brilliant rose-red or purple ; varying

exceedingly on different individuals, in intensity, and in their

more or less red or purple tinge : the eye generally of an ex-

ceedingly deep crimson. The diameter of the limb is, in some
of the pictures of corollas, greater than that ofa small halfpenny

piece. Dr. Hooker has stated of this species that it is very
handsome, and that it bids fair to be a great ornament to the

gardens of our country.

Plants have been raised in the Glasgow Botanic Garden, from
seeds sent by the discoverer of the species, Mr. Drummond,
since dead. Dr. Hooker has named the species DrummondzV,
in commemoration of him. See in p. 608. of this present Number.
{Bot. Mag., Oct.)

499. GI'Ll/1 trfcolor [Sw. fl. gar. 2. s. 264
2 fl6ribus albic&ntibus D. Don whitish-corollaed O of i j's Wsh California 1833 S co
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CXCIX. Convolvuldcea.
491. IPOM^M.

Aitonj Lindl. Alton's ^[Z3or... ap to o Pa P SC r.m Bot. reg. 1794
Synonyme, Aftonj Hort

Pretty. Not uncommon in collections. Stem very villous.

Leaf heart-shaped at base, three-lobed in the frontward part.

Flowers produced aggregately about the tips of common pe-
duncles that are longer than the foot-stalks or the leaves; they
open in the morning : corolla of, by the picture, a pale purple or

full lilac colour, the mouth of the tube of a dark, perhaps crim-
son, colour; the breadth of the limb greater than that of a half-

penny piece. Seeds " are produced in some abundance."
(Bot. Reg., Oct.)

CCXI. Scrophularinece.

65. CALCEOLA^KI A, shrubby varieties of, have been raised from seeds, by Mr. Joseph Plant, florist,

Cheadle, Staffordshire.

In Harrison's FloricuUural Cabinet, the number for October,

1835, are pictures of 15 flowers, the pictures coloured, of 15

varieties of Calceolaria ; and a statement, by Mr. Harrison, that

these are of the varieties which he considered the most handsome,
in " a considerable number of flowering specimens of seedling

shrubby calceolarias," that he had received in the summer of

this year from Mr. Joseph Plant, florist, Cheadle, Staffordshire.

The pictures show^ corollas varied in their size, shape, and es-

pecially in their colour ; some of them are very large, as com-
pared with the corollas of those shrubby kinds, deemed species,

that are usually cultivated.

CCXIII. ^oldnecE.

448. NOLA^NA. [gar. 2. s. 305
atriplicifulia J5. Dora fAtriplex-leafed O -* or ?| ... B.W.Y Peru 1834 S r.l Sw. fl.

Synonyme, atriplicifblia Hort. It comes near to spathul^ta and coron^ta. — JJ. Don.

Annual, hardy. " The flowers are large and extremely

showy, being not unlike, in form, size, and colour, those of Con-
volvulus tricolor [known by some by the name of " the convol-

vulus minor"]. The radical leaves are large, and greatly

resemble those of the garden spinach." ^triplicifolia " loves a

rich loamy soil, and is increased by seeds, which it affords in

abundance." The figure had been drawn at the nursery of

Messrs. Allen and Rogers, at Battersea. [British Floiioer-Garden^

Oct.)

CCXXI. LahidtcE.

1649. WESTRl'NG/^. [interior of, 1823 ? C p.l Bot. mag. 3438
I4746n! eremicola Cara. desert-inhabiting *

i | or 38 pr 2| sp.o Pa B New South Wales, the
Synonyme, longifblia Lindl., in Bot. reg. t. 1481,, not of Brown.

Mr. Allan Cunningham knows only of this species that is in-

digenous to the interior of New South Wales, so far as he has

extended his researches in that vast country ; " its several con-

geners being confined to the coast-line, or its vicinity, where

they either occupy exposed spots on the boundary sand-hills of

u u 2
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a weather-beaten shore, or stations in the stony back grounds

equally within the influence of the sea air." Eremicola has been

raised in the Kew collection, from seeds gathered, in 1822, in

the neighbourhood of Bathurst. It has been distributed from

the Y^ew collection into other collections. From Kew, " by the

liberality of Mr. Alton, specimens in flower were sent" to Dr.

Hooker, " in October," 1834. Eremicola, " during the winter

season, requires but the protection of a frame or pit ; at other

periods of the year it thrives well in the open air, and produces

a succession of flowers between the months of spring and au-

tumn." {Bot. Mag., Oct.)

Embryo Monocotyledonous.

CCXL. OrchidecB.

2537. MAXILLA'RIA.
ij Flowers each upon a radical peduncle ; labellum anterior. [p.r.w Bot. reg. 1082

picta Hoo^. speckled-flowered _£[23or| n.d O.R.Br Organ Mountains of Brazil 1830? O
[reg. t. 1802., in the text

ruf^scens i/rarfi r\xieiQ.e\it-sepaled ^ [Z3 cu ... d P.G.R Trinidad 1831? O p.r.w Bot.
It " stands next M. picta. "— Lindlei/. [of, O p.r.w Bot. reg. 1799

crbcea Lindl. sa.Sron-co\ouxeA.perianthed )£ iZ3 cu J au Saf Rio Janeiro 1833, the spring
" It is obviously allied to M. picta and punctata."— ;r. B. Booth, who has drawn and described

the species in_the Bot. reg., except naming and diagnosticating it.

graminea X-zncK. grassy-leafed j^|Z3cu ... ja Pa.Y and P Demerara 1834? O p.r.w
" Not very nearly related to any known species."— Lindley. [Bot. reg. 1. 1802., in the text

\ Flowers upon axillary peduncles. [The flowers in the following one species are in a ra-

ceme; are they so in other species of this section ?]
Aensa Lindl. dense-racemed ^ El or ... ja W Pk Mexico 1834? O p.r.w Bot. reg. 1804

Picta. Truly beautiful. "When well managed, it throws up
a profusion of its grey speckled flowers, which remain perfect for

some time." {Bof. Beg., Oct.)

Rufescens. " It is a species of no beauty. The sepals are a
dull greenish purple, the petals and lip yellow, the latter speckled

with dull purplish red Our description is taken from a

drawing and flower transmitted from Chatsworth in December,
1834 Possibly the specimen was bleached, and the colours

would become brighter if the plant had flowered in brighter wea-
ther Imported by Mr. Low of Clapton." [Boi. Reg., Oct.)

Crocea. Not showy. Terrestrial. Pseudo-bulbs small, ob-
long, compressed. Leaves 4 in. to more than 6 in. long, 1 in.

wide; thick, rigid. Peduncles 4 in. high. "Flowers, before

expansion, having some resemblance to the beak of a bird."

Perianth, when expanded, orange-coloured ; the segments of it

narrow and pointed. Column and labellum, except at its margin,

of a brownish-red colour. The figure is from the species alive

in Sir C. Lemon's collection. Captain Sutton, who had imported
it, had presented it to Sir C. Lemon. {Bot. Beg., Oct.)

Graminea. " A small and inconspicuous species. The blos-

soms are pale yellow, with the segments a little banded with

purple near the base Imported by Mr. Low. Flowered
in Messrs. Loddiges's collection, January, 1835." (Boi. Beg.,

Oct.)
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Densa. " The stems rise some height above the ground, and
are closely invested with brown withered scales, from the axils

of which spring the pseudo-bulbs and flowers." Each pseudo-
bulb bears an oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, emarginate leaf. The
flowers are small : they are represented numerous in one of the

two racemes portrayed ; the colour is fpr the greater part white,

the rest pink. [Bat. Reg.^ Oct.)

2539. PLEUROTHA'LLIS. Thirty-four species have been described. See below. [reg. 1797
Grbbyi Lindl. Lord Grey of Orohy's ^ [Z3 cu | ap YR Demerara 183-1 D p.r.w Bot.
Pleurothallis Gthhyi Bateman, in a letter. It is nearly related to pfcta, from the same country.

A species of tiny proportions. Leaves on short secondary
stems, and grouped into a tuft. Racemes of from 6 to 9 flowers.

Sepals, petals, and labellum, yellow and red. " It is readily

cultivated in the orchideous house; but, where the atmosphere is

not very damp, will require to be kept under a bell-glass." The
figure represents living specimens in flower, as extant in the col-

lection of Messrs. Loddiges in April, 1835.

Dr. Lindley has added to his account of the species cited

above, a description of the characteristics of 16 species of Pleu-
rothallis not previously advertised to the public ; and an arrange-

ment of these species, and of 18 that had been previously

described, thus, 34 in all, into three sections, and two divisions of

one of the sections. [Bot. Beg., Oct.)

Dr. Lindley has appended to his account of the pleurothallises

some of the characteristics of, and some particulars on, two
genera, named Physosiphon and Specklinm, both of them ad-

ditional to those in Loudon's Hortus Britannicus. These are

noted in the next page,

3412. STANHO'PE^. [reg. 1800
28731 ocuma Xzrerf/. ^ 23 el 2 jn.jl Pa.Y. spotted with P Mexico, Brazil ? 1829 O p.r.w Bot.

Ceratochllus ocuia.tus Lodd., Bot. cab. 1764; Loudon's Hort. brit. No. 28731. Four species of
Stanhbpea are tabulated in Gard. mag. viii. 726.

" It is the most interesting of this splendid genus, on account

of the extremely delicate waxy appearance of its surface, the

softness of its ground colour [which seems by the picture to be
a very pale yellow], and the richness of the deep purple spots,

which, lying upon a bright yellow field [at the base of the lip

and petals], so very conspicuously ornament the base of the lip

and the petals. Our drawing was taken from a most noble spe-

cimen produced in July, 1834, in the stove of Mr. Bateman.
The leaves including the petioles were more than 2 ft. long, and,

being of the darkest green, had the most imposing appearance.

Mr. Bateman informs us that he finds it requires eight such
leaves to form a flowering plant ; and that those who wish to

succeed in blossoming it must suffer it to remain a long time

undisturbed, since a good many pseudo-bulbs are required to

furnish one really fine specimen." [Bot. Reg., Oct.)

2577. FERNANDE'Z/X
nciXla. Lindl. aaute-leaved j^EJcui? jn YR Trinidad 1834? D p.r.w Bot. reg. 1806

u u 3
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" In habit is very like F. elegaiis, from which it is principally

distinguished by the tapering form of its leaves and the shape of its

lip. Mr. Knight has imported a plant or plants of F. acuta,

in whose collection it flowered in June last. [Bot. Reg..^ Oct.)

2572a. PHYSOSrPHON Lindl. [Physa, an inflated containing object, siphon, a tube ; the calyx
tubular, inflated at the base.) 20. 1. Sp. 3.

The species have the habit of species of Pleurothalhs. [cab. 1601

t29270 Loddigfes!? Lindl. Loddiges's ^ 1Z3 cu J mr.my O New Spain 1828 D p.r.w Bot.
Synonyrae, Stalls tub&taXorfrf. Bot. cab. 1601., and Loudon's Hort. brit. No. 29270.

Sp. 2d, eraarginata Lindl. ; synonyme, PleurothAllis emargin^ta Lindl. Gen. et sp. orch. pi. p. 6.

Sp. 3d, spiralis Lindl. &^\Ta\-spiked from Port St. Catharine in Brazil.

2547«. SPECKLl'N/^.
atropurptirea i?nd;. Aixk-^wrple-flowered .^ E] ... I or | D. P Jamaica 1834?

This species is to be added to those that had been described, I believe in Lindl. Gen. et sp. orch.

pi. Dr. Lindley has examined a dried specimen in Dr. Hooker's herbarium: it had been
cultivated in the Liverpool Botanic Garden. Dr. Lindley has deemed it probable that "several

i spurious Dendrobia of authors" are species of Speckltnza, " especially " Dendrbbium re-

tfisum La Have, Specklinz'a rettisa Lindl. ; D. scaribsum La Llave, S. scaribsa Lindl. ; D. pu-
sillum Hum. Ss Ktk., S. pusi'Ua Liiidl. ; D. acuminatum Hum. Sf Ktk., S. acuminata Lindl.

;

D. ^legans Hum. ^ Kth., S. elegans Lindl.

t3455. GOVE'N/.^ LindJ. (So named in compliment to James Robert Gowen, Esq., under whose
care were conducted many of the curious experiments upon cross fertilisation at Highclere,
the seat of the Earl of Caernarvon."— Lindley.) 21.1. Sp. 2. or 3

t28896 superba Lindl. su^exh-aspected
Jj; [Z3 spl 5 f.mr O Mexico 1828 D s.lt Bot. reg. 1795

" Govitnia superba Lindl, in Lodd. Bot. cab. t. 1709." Synonyme, Maxillaria superba Lexarsa S(

La Llave.

Stem with the leaves 5 ft. high, leaves 3 ft. and more. Raceme
of flowers 1 ft. to l^ft. long, of numerous flowers. "It is one
of the handsomest plants of the whole order of Orchidese, and is

especially remarkable for its stately appearance, the rich orange
of its flowers, and the long time they continue open It is

found to bear the hottest and dampest stove, but, like all the

terrestrial species, requires a season of repose." This species

has flowered in Britain, in the collection of Messrs. Loddiges
and in that of Mr. Bateman. Dr. Lindley has given some ac-

count and a diagnostic of another species, which he has distin-

guished from specimens collected in Mexico by Count Karwinski,
and belonging to the royal herbarium of Munich. Dr. Lindley
has notified, besides, that Maxillaria /iliacea of some author or

authors (he has not stated which) " is also, in all probability, a
Govenia, and " that it " may be named Govenia liliacea." {Bot.

Reg., Oct.)

CCXLII. Mara?itaceae.

1. CA'NNA 33 glauca [Bot. mag. 3437
3 rilbro-lfitea jHbo/f. ycllovf.and-red-corollaed ig E] or 4 J au Y.R Jamaica 1834? D r.m

" It may be reckoned among the handsomest of the genus, es-

pecially if the foliage be considered as well as the flower, the

leaves being remarkably elongated, and of a delicate glaucous
hue, while the large blossoms are varied with red or yellow."
Dr. Hooker did not dare to venture to consider it other than
a variety of glauca. The kind is living in the Glasgow Botanic
Garden : Mr. M'Fayden had sent it there from Jamaica. {Bot.

Mag., Oct.)

CCXLIII. Musdcese.

746. MU'S^. In the notice on CratJe^gus mcxictaa M. St S., in p. 583., is information on a species of
IttCisa.
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REVIEWS.

Art. I. Outlines of Botany, including a General History of the

Vegetable Kingdom, in which Plants are arranged according to the

System of Natural Affinities. By Gilbert T. Burnet, F.L.S., Pro-
fessor of Botany in King's College, London, and Senior President

of the Westminster Medical Society, Two volumes 8vo, 1 190 pages.

London, 1835. 1/. 145.

These outlines, the author informs us in an advertisement,
*' contain the heads of the Subjective Course of Lectures an-

nually delivered by the Author in King's College, London."
By Subjective Botany, the young gardener may be informed, is

meant the mode of teaching the science, in contradistinction to

the things to be taught ; the discussion of the tools of an art, in

contradistinction to the discussion of its operation ; the mode of

putting a book together, of arranging and writing it, rather than

the subject to be treated of in that book.

" The distinction between a science, and the things it treats of, though of
primary importance, is too often overlooked j and the means mistaken for the

end to be attained; a fatal error, and one that leads to many misconceptions.

For the latter are immutable, the former always changing : that is but the in-

strument of knowledge, these the matters to be known.
" Physical truths are as much truths, though known for the first time, by

man, to-day, as those which have been discovered a thousand years. Their

antiquity is equal, though known but now ; nor would it have been less, had
they by man been never learned. They were from the first discoverable,

though not previously discovered ; and, if again forgotten, they would not cease

to be.
" If physical truths were only known in fragments, however great their

accumulation, science could scarcely be said to exist ; it is not until reduced
by system, that their indefinite acquirement can be profitably sought ; for what
addition to an unordered host of facts can be esteemed an advantageous in-

crease ? Still it is evident that system does not change the import of the

truths that it collects, nor vary the nature of the facts that it arranges. System
is but the disciple of science ; as system, it adds nothing to, neither does it

diminish aught, the store of facts it comprehends : how much soever systems

vary, facts change not ; these remain unaltered, however vaguely ordered,

however effectively disposed. Bad systems may impede, and good ones may
assist, the progress of discovery, as they more or less commodiously distribute

truths already known; still even the best are but the vehicles of learning, and
not the knowledge they are destined to convey. Hence it is matter, not

method, that deserves our chief consideration ; foi", as the subjects known
increase, and the objects to be obtained are varied, so systems must conform to

the principles of the one, and be modified to suit the purposes of the other.
" The revolutions of methods which mark epochs in philosophy should

therefore merely be regarded as stages of maturation ; and it should be
remembered, that such plans as may have been well fitted for a former state or

condition of knowledge, may be utterly unsuited to the present ; and again,

that such as may be effective aids, for a certain purpose, may be wholly inef-

ficient for another : truth is the subject, its discovery the object, of philosophy
;

and truth is eternal. Hence the things to be known are always the same,

how much soever the successive discoveries of its several parts may modify
u u 4
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man's still partial views of nature, and change the aspects of human knowledge."

(Preface, p. 1 1 .)

Subjective Botany is indicated in outline in a general intro-

duction. Botany is the ancient herbcraft. The question of

" what is a plant" is next agitated.

" Plants are the subjects of botany ; their attributes the objects of the

science : hence, two schemes of study, the subjective and the objective, lie

before us ; each of which may be pursued in opposite courses, i. e. either by
analysis or synthesis, whence the anterior and posterior arguments result

;

between these the selection must be made. The former descends from gene-

rals to particulars, the latter ascends from effects to causes ; that being essen-

tially more abstract, this more practical in its course Each has advantages

peculiarly its own ; hence, both should in turn be studied, and neither exclu-

sively neglected or pursued. But, as anterior argument requires much antece-

dent knowledge, while the posterior can trace back from none ; that being the

fruits of learning, while this is the means to learn : although the first is the

most comprehensive, the last is the most familiar ; and hence it is that with

which we shall commence our labours." (Introduction, p. 21.).

We have made these quotations to shovi^ the profound and
logical manner in which the author proceeds. The work, indeed,

may be characterised as an extraordinary mental exercise on the

subject of which it treats. The author seems to have made his

own every thing which has previously been written on the sub-

ject, and has brought together in a condensed form, and
arranged in a manner peculiar to himself, all that is at present

known of botanical history, or, in other words, of the mode of

teaching botany. Of the merits of the author's arrangement we
do not pretend to judge, farther than to say that its consideration

cannot prove otherwise than an excellent exercise for the young
mind. The author may be recognised in these pages as a man
of profound and general views ; acute, philosophical, without par-

tiality or prejudice
; perfectly independent, and a friend of human

nature. Such are our impressions from having perused the

preface, the introduction, and a few passages at random here

and there throughout the work : but we intend to read it through
regularly, and to recur to it in this Magazine from time to time.

Though we do not think the author's arrangement likely to be
adopted in practice, because for that purpose it differs too much
from every other

; yet the work, which is printed in a type

almost as small as that of our Encyclopcedia of Gardening, con-
tains such a mass of matter, tending not only to cultivate the

intellect, but to be of practical use to the botanist, the gardener,
the medical man, and the naturalist generally, that we cannot but
strongly recommend it.

This was written in June, when the book was first sent to us

;

and we regret to state that the amiable author is since dead.
This work will honourably perpetuate his name.
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Art. II. Catalogue of Works on Gardening, Agriculture, Botany,

Rural Architecture, S^c, lately published, with some Account of those

considered the more interesting.

BRITAIN.

Main, James, A.L.S., Author of " Illustrations of Vegetable

Physiology," &c. : Popular Botany. 12mo, 22? pages, and

numerous woodcuts. London, 1835.

This little work is very neatly executed, and fully answers its

title of " popular:" it is also, at the same time, scientific and
practical ; for we do not know any individual who to so much
science joins more varied and extensive experience than Mr.
Main. Popular Botany was originally written for the British

Cyclopcedia of Natural History ; and we believe it is generally

allowed to be one of the most valuable articles that has appeared

in that work. We need scarcely add that this book is one which

we can cordially recommend.

Bohler, J. ; Lichenes Britannici ; or Specimens of the Lichens

of Britain. In Monthly Fasciculi, with Descriptions and occa-

sional Remarks. Sheffield, 1835.

It is most difficult, we cannot doubt, to describe the cha-

racteristics of the species of plants of this kind, so as to enable

students to identify the species by the descriptions alone. The
present work must supply an efficient help to the attainment of

this object.

The third fasciculus, published in August, is the only one which

has been sent to us ; and the species exemplified in it are, Lecidea

geographica, Parmelia omphalc)des, Gyrophora erosa, Borrera

tenella, Ramalina yraxinea and fastigiata, Cladonia furcata, and

Scyphophorus fimbriatus ; and each by a specimen, except the

first, which is exemplified by a coloured figure. The specimens

are well secured from injury by being stuck to the face of stiff'

portions of paper nearly twice the size of the book ; and the por-

tion that is extra to the size of the book is folded over the speci-

men. Brief descriptions, almost exclusively of the technically

botanical kind, of each species, are placed opposite to the speci-

men or figure of that species. The author is not, in the copy

sent us, remarkably liberal in the fineness of the specimen of

two species of which specimens are not rare, the Ramalina /raxi-

nea and Scyphophorus fimbriatus ; although true it is, that, to

the end of enabling one to become acquainted with any species,

a characteristic specimen of it is the thing wanted, without regard

to its size.— J. D.

Sowerby^s s?nall Edition of Bnglisli Botany has reached No. 88.

The plates, as usual, are most admirably done. The partially
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coloured copies are, for all useful purposes, quite as good as if

they had been wholly coloured ; and, considering that they are

only Is. a number, we strongly recommend the work to all who
are desirous of having a thorough knowledge of the species of

British plants.

Baxter's British Flowering Plants has reached No. 37. ; and

this work, also, is a model of its kind. To those who cannot

afford to purchase Sowerby's English Species, we confidently

recommend Baxter's British Genera. The plates are equal in

excellence to any that have been published ; and the letterpress

is, to our taste, far superior to that of most British floras. The
price is only 6d. a number for the plain copies, or \s. for the

coloured ones ; and the work will be completed in two volumes.

We consider it a duty to recommend these two works strongly

to public notice, as being of first-rate excellence, and as cheap

as they possibly can be afforded to be done well. We should

be sorry to see them injured in sale by publications which have

really no other merit than their cheapness ; but such is the

charm of that quality in the present day, that for a while it will

sell anything. Only real excellence, however, will stand the

test of time, and in this respect Sowerby and Baxter have no-

thing to fear.

A Catalogue of British Floisoering Plants and FernSi included

in Dr. Hooker's British Flora^ third edition, ]835, has been
printed and published by G. Francis, 35. Great Prescot Street,

and is sold at a very moderate price, in order to facilitate botani-

cal correspondence ; as an index to herbariums, &c.

Sinclair, James: A History and Description of the different

Varieties of the Georgina, or Dahlia, now in cultivation in

the British Gardens ; illustrated with coloured Figures of all

the choicest Sorts. No. I., for September. 4to. 35. 6d.

London, 1835.

We shall let the author speak for himself, and only observe,

respecting his work, that the four drawings by which it is illus-

trated appear very well drawn from nature by Alfred Chandler,
and transferred to stone by Mr. Sinclair. The colouring is also

good, and we sincerely wish the work the success we think it so

well deserves.

" The object of the following work is to bring into notice' all the choice and
leading varieties of the Georgina, or Dahlia, now in cultivation. Such has
been the wonderful increase of this beautiful tribe of plants, that there are

now among the London florists, nurserymen, and amateurs, upwards of six

hundred distinct varieties of double dahlias, the colours of which are of the
richest possible hue, and of an endless variety ; yet there has never been any
work wholly devoted to the DahHa. We therefore undertake the following

work from the consideration that a flower so extremely beautiful in itself, and
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now become a general favourite, richly deserves a work wholly devoted to its

history. Although there have been so many distinct varieties of the Dahlia

raised of late years, the number of choice sorts fit to please the eye of the

floi'ist or amateur is yet but limited. The subjects chosen to illustrate this

work are those only which are considered really good, and which form the

first class of show flowers. The work is to be continued monthly ; each num-
ber is to contain four varieties, faithfully drawn and coloured from nature,

accompanied with such concise details and descriptions as will be calculated to

promote the growth and culture of the Dahlia among all classes. It may be
necessary to state, that no care nor attention will be wanting in selecting the

choicest sorts for illustration, as we are well aware that some of the sorts

which we now hold in great estimation will yet give place to others still more
beautiful. The sorts intended to illustrate this work will be carefully selected

from the richest collections in England, or perhaps in the whole world ; viz.

from the splendid collections annually exhibited by the Metropolitan Society

of Florists and Amateurs, and the South London Horticultural Society. The
rise and progress of such unrivalled exhibitions have, doubtless, been the cause

of horticulture being carried to that point of perfection it has now attained.

The drawings for this work have been taken from living specimens ofthe same
approved sorts as have been shown at the above exhibitions." (Introduc-

tion.)

Smith, John, upwards of twenty years gardener to Dykes
Alexander, Esq., of Ipswich : A Treatise on the Growth of

Cucumbers and Melons, conjointly with that of Asparagus,

Mushrooms, Rhubarb, &c. ; comprehending Observations on
the Methods now in use for the Growth of Cucumbers, with a

full Explanation of an improved Mode of Culture, &c. J 2mo,
second edition. Ipswich.

We have already (IX. 692.) expressed our favourable opinion

of this work, and are glad to find that the public have been so

far agreed with us, as to call forth a second edition, which appears

to contain some additions.

Nurserymen^s Catalogues for 1835-6.

T. Rivers and Son have printed an enlarged edition of their

excellent Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, which we have before

warmly commended. Mr. Groom has published an 18mo
Catalogue of Flower-Hoots and Plants, former editions of which

have been noticed with approbation. Mr. Charlwood has pub-

lished a whole-sheet Catalogue of Bulbs and Flower-Hoots, for

sending by post ; and the most elaborate Catalogue of Flower-

Seeds, also in a single sheet, for sending by post, which we have

ever seen. It contains the names of nearly 300 hardy annuals ;

150 half-hardy annuals; 50 tender annuals; and between 600
and 700 herbaceous biennials and perennials. There are also the

names of about 140 trees and shrubs, of which seeds may be

procured.

Clark, William, Conductor of an Academy, Wisbeach : An Eng-
lish Grammar, systematically arranged in a Series of Easy
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Lessons, appropriately designated, and characterised by many
new and important features, &c. 18mo. Wisbeach, 1835.

A very useful little book, particularly well adapted for that

very numerous class of persons, who have good ideas, and abun-

dance of valuable knowledge, but who are unable to communicate

what they know to the world, from the want of power to express

themselves clearly. The rules for using a or an will be found

very useful to many English gardeners ; and those for placing the

proper prepositions after each different verb, to many Scotch

ones. The book is also short, portable, and, we have no doubt,

cheap.

Smithy Thomas, author of " Lessons on Arithmetic," &c. : Evo-
lution ; or, the Power and Operation of Numbers in the

Statement, the Calculation, the Distribution, and the Arrange-

ment of Quantities, Linear, Superficial, and Solid. Svo.

London, 1835.

In our seventh Volume we strongly recommended the Lessons

on Arithmetic of this author ; and we may now, with equal safety,

say that we consider the present a most agreeable philosophical

treatise on a dry subject. The author's objects are, to strengthen

and improve the mind, and to teach reasoning without the irk-

someness of dry and repulsive rules. The book, he says, " will

also prove to be a short and easy introduction to mensuration,

surveying, and gauging."

Smithy Thomas, author of '' Evolution," " Lessons on Arith-

metic," &c. : The Chairman and Speaker's Guide ; being an
Essay towards a brief Digest of the Rules required for the

orderly Conduct of a Debate. To which is prefixed an Essay
on Public Meetings, Manner of Proceeding with Regard to

them, &c. 18mo. London, 1835.

At first sight, this may seem a very unsuitable work to recom-
mend to gardeners. We know, however, that some gardeners'

societies about London, which have been founded by young men
for the most laudable purposes, have failed entirely from the

ignorance of their leaders as to the proper mode of conducting

public business. In this point of view, therefore, the little work
before us may be of use even to the young gardener, who forms

one of a society for mutual instruction. To master gardeners,

and to nurserymen, who officiate at public meetings of horti-

cultural societies, it will be of still greater use ; and it will also

be of service politically. Every Briton ought to know how to

conduct a public meeting ; for to meet in public, so as to express

his opinion openly, is one of his most glorious privileges, and
one not possessed by any other nation in the world, except

North America.
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BELGIUM.

Salo?i d'E'te. 53""^ Exposition Publique de la Society Royale
d'Agriculture et de Botanique a Gand. 8vo. Gand, 1835.

One of those catalogues, partly fictitious and partly real, which
it amuses us to look over; partly to see what persons in this

country the secretary of the society thinks it desirable to honour,

by putting their names at the head of a list of plants supposed
to be sent by them to the exhibition (though the party, perhaps,

either never heard that such a society existed, or has no plants

to send); and partly to see that horticulture is prospering in

Belgium in its own manner. The total number of plants exhi-

bited at this meeting at Ghent is said to be 2627 ; among which
are 46 articles considered of the greatest rarity, sent by three

Belgian nurserymen ; viz. Van Geert, Verleeuwen, and Ver-
schafFelt.

Prospectus de la Societe Anonime d^Horticulture et de Botanique

de Gand, Folio. Ghent, 1834.

This is a scheme for establishing a new horticultural and bo-o
tanical society at Ghent ; but, as we have never heard anything

more of it, we conclude the project has not been successful.

SWITZERLAND.

De Candolle^ MM. Aug. Pyr. et Alpli.'. Sixieme Notice sur les

Plantes rares cultivees dans le Jardin de Geneve.

The first plant mentioned is Baumannm geminiflora, sent to

the Geneva garden by Messrs. Baumann of Bolwyller, under

the name of Bridelm spinosa : it belongs to the jRubiaceae, and
appears to be a stove shrub. S'olidago gracilis is the next

;

then we have Tanacetum globiferum, formerly Cotula aurea,

supposed to be from the Cape of Good Hope, and a half-hardy

perennial. There are also Morina longifolia, which promises

to be a hardy shrub, as it has stood the winters of 1833 and
1834 at Geneva. Amaryllis tuber5sa, A. psittacina Johnson/,

and A. bahiensis. Cerasus Mahdleh var. pubescens, apparently

a very distinct variety of the perfumed cherry, is next mentioned ;

and we hope the plant will soon find its way into the British ar-

boretums. Bowiea africana, one of the new genera adopted by
Haworth, and ^4cacia obscura, conclude the list.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. Retrospective Criticism.

The London Horticultural Society^s Regulations, Sfc, for tlie Year 1836.—The
arrangements promulgated by the Horticultural Society for their shows next

year have just fallen into my hands ; and, upon the whole, they will prove highly
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satisfactory to those persons who usually take an interest in these proceedings.

One suggestion, however, I would beg leave to offer, through the medium of

your Magazine, for the consideration of the council. It is stated in the regu-

lations that four persons are to be appointed as judges, and two hours are only

to be allowed to these gentlemen for the purpose of deciding as to the merits

of the numerous collections and specimens which are usually exhibited. It

appears to me quite impossible that any four individuals, howe^'er experienced

they may be in plants, can arrive at a proper and correct decision in so short

a space of time ; I would, therefore, recommend that six persons should be

appointed as censors, three to judge the collections of orchideous, stove, and

green-house plants; and three the single specimens, fruit, florist's flowers, and

herbaceous plants. When either party has decided as to the respective merits

of the plants, &c., they should be directed immediately to deliver to the secre-

tary a written statement of their awards, when the council would then only

have to declare who had obtained the large gold medal, value 25k If some
such plan as this were adopted, it would effectually prevent any mistrust, and

place beyond suspicion the integrity and impartiality of the censors.— An
Amateur. London, September 15. 1835.

The Revieiv of Hayivard on Horticulture. (Vol. X. p. 500.)— From your

review of this work I was induced to read the book, and will now send you
my opinion of its contents. In the first place, I was forcibly struck with what
appears to be rather a common failing of those gentlemen authors, who con-

descend to teach what they term " blundering gardeners " the science of their

profession, namely, repetition ; a failing which, if the present volume had been

swelled to a much larger size, would have led me to conclude that the author

was influenced by a desire of book-making, as much as by a heartfelt anxiety for

the advancement of horticulture. The work consists of 292 pages, of which
196 are devoted to the principles of the science, and the remainder to a system

of practice founded upon those principles.

In the outset the author descants a little upon the ignorance, empiricism,

and prejudice of gardeners and farmers ; but, waving what I should willingly say

upon that subject to some other opportunity, I shall proceed to take a rapid

survey of the work.
In Chap. I. the elementary principles of air, earth, and water, and of animal

and vegetable bodies, are concisely stated ; and, among other things, the infer-

ence is deduced, that animals and vegetables are subservient to each other

;

death and decomposition only furnishing the means of their combining in new
forms. In Chap, ii., upon the composition of the earth, will be found a defini-

tion of the terms mould, loam, and soil, which are frequently used indiscri-

minately. Mould is a carbonaceous substance, the result of the decomposition

of animal and vegetable matter ; loam is the result of the pulverisation and
mixing together of the elementary principles, silex, argile, lime, &c. ; and soil

is a combination of loam and mould, which is termed argillaceous, siliceous,

&c., according to the name of its predominating substance. Water in a stag-

nant state being prejudicial to the generality of plants, the author, when treating

upon the mechanical properties of soils, shows the advantages of an open divi-

sible soil for the purpose of supplying water in a state of constant motion to

the roots of plants, which is thus effected :— " When water is supplied upon
the surface of the soil by rain, or otherwise, it is, by the operation of gravita-

tion, made to sink and percolate through the earth ; and when by the operation

of the sun the water on and near the surface is evaporated, fresh water, by
means of capillary attraction, is brought from below to supply the place of
that carried ofE As in both of these operations the water passes by, and is

brought in contact with, the roots of plants, these absorb what is required by
the plant." (p. 39.) In connexion with this we will give the author's ideas

upon watering, which we consider of much importance, as, generally speaking,

few operations are more carelessly performed :
—" As much water must be

given as will saturate the vegetative soil to its proper depth ; and the applica-
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tion must be repeated when the soil is dry an inch or two deep. When a less

quantity of water is supplied, it often does more injui'y than good to plants

;

for when in want of water the roots penetrate deep, and, under such circum-
stances, a small quantity of water on the surface checks the capillary attraction

:

thus the roots that are grown deep, which are those on which the plant is

made to depend in seasons of great droughts, are deprived of their supply of
water, and the plant exerts itself to throw out horizontal fibres : by the time
these are formed, and the young shoots extended, the supply of water on the
surface again fails, and they are again checked, and perhaps destroyed : thus
the efforts of the plant being uselessly directed between the extremes of a
supply and a deficiency of water, it naturally declines in its growth ; and hence
the general opinion, that watering in dry weather injures more than it benefits

plants." (p. 52, 53.)
In the part which treats upon the food of plants, among other things of im-

portance, we find the fact stated, that carbonaceous matter cannot be made
available for the nourishment of plants, unless it has previously been combined
with animals or vegetables in a living state. Much importance is, with appa-
rent propriety, attached to the different results which are the effect of carbona-
ceous matter in union with hydrogen, and when in combination with oxygen.
When the carbonaceous matter lies deep, or in stagnant water, carburetted
hydrogen or hydrocarbonate is formed, which, if they do not produce disease,

are sure to encourage the developement of luxuriant branches and leaves, but,

at the same time, to retard the processes of fructification, which the application

of oxycarbonate advances. Hence, with much propriety, the author advocates
shallow planting for fruit trees j having grown the best peaches upon 6 in.

depth of soil resting upon a stone pavement. Hence, also, not merely in the

case of fruit, but in that of vegetables and crops of any description, where good
flavour and wholesome nutritious matter are more desirable than bulk or mag-
nitude, the author not only is adverse to the burying of dung or vegetables in

a rank state, but advocates the general use of surface manuring, contending
that, although the manure be reduced in its weight by the evaporation of its

water, " the nutritive principle will be rather increased by the attraction and
combination with oxygen ; as thus the carbonaceous matter will be rendered
soluble, and the separation and combination of nitrogen effected ; and what is

carried off will only be carburetted hydrogen gas, which would have been more
injurious than beneficial if retained." (p. 103.) Having given us the signs

and consequences of carbonaceous matter in an inert state, or in combination
with hydrogen, the author attaches due importance to the application of lime
and alkaline salts ; the former, when slaked, for rendering carbonaceous matter
soluble, and the latter for effecting the same purpose, and from parting with

their oxygen, changing hydrocarbonate into oxycarbonate. He laments that

so much nutritive matter should be allowed to drain away from our dunghills,

as this matter consists partly ofthe urine of animals, all of which more or less

contains alkaline salts ; and recommends that it should either be thrown back
upon the heap, or used pretty fresh, as liquid manure, diluted with from four

to six times its quantity of water. In making liquid manure from rotten dung,
he recommends the addition of alkaline salts in the proportion of 1 ounce of
potash to 1 cubic ft. of dung, and 4 gallons of water ; and, if necessary, for

hastening the decomposition, 1 quart of the powder of slaked lime. A good
deal is said respecting the effectiveness of the serum of blood as a food for

plants, respecting which a long communication appeared some time ago in this

Magazine. When, from an excess of hydrocarbonate, " the leaves of plants

are large and spreading, of a yellow colour, and the blossoms fall off" prema-
turely, or the fruit falls off at the kerneling or stoning, or fails to arrive at

maturity," the author has used with much success " a solution of nitre, a little

while before the blossoms open, in the proportion of 2 ounces of nitre to 6
gallons of water," pouring it on the soil as far as the roots extend "

(p. 105.)

After bearing for two or three years, of course the trees would require a fresn
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application of food of the most nourishing description. Oxymuriatic acid has

been tried with much the same results, in the proportion " of a teaspoonful to

a gallon of water." (p. 188.)

Finding, upon the whole, much that is interesting, it may reasonably be ex-

pected that some parts of the work should be found open to remark. In

tr'iating on the causes of failures and the remedies, it appears to me that the

author is too sanguine in his ideas, speaking more in the language of a mecha-

nic who perfectly understands all the springs and movements of a piece of

mechanism, than of one treating upon organisation, possessed, it is true, of the

most perfect mechanism, but mechanism regulated in all its movements by a

principle of life, the effects of which are so varied, as to lead to the conclusion

that almost every individual is regulated by a system of its own. It likewise

appears to me that the author is wrong in some of his ideas, or has got so

bewildered in them, as to expose himself to the charge of inconsistency. In

illustration of this, I may advert to one of his favourite theories ; namely, that

the different parts of a plant possess the power of decomposing their food, and

of throwing off the excess, as excrement, by the leaves. He states that, of the

four elementary substances of which plants are composed, oxygen, carbon,

hydrogen, and earth, " as oxygen is the only element whose existence in excess

would create disorder, the leaves have the power of expelling it in the form of

gas when exposed to the sun : all the hydrogen, carbon, and earth, not wanted

for other purposes, are employed in the formation of leaves," &c. I will

not dwell on the seeming inconginiity of making the leaves depend, as it were,

upon chance for their developement, when no more hydrogen, carbon, &c., are

wanted for other purposes. I will not even attempt to prove that, besides oxy-

gen, hydrogen might also be expelled as an excrement, if not directly, at least

indirectly, as a component part of the water thrown off by the process of per-

spiration (an office of the leaf which the author, professing to teach us what is

necessary of vegetable physiology, either does not believe, or has wholly over-

looked) : what I want is, a reconciliation between the statement, again and again

repeated, that it is not necessary the leaves should expel any principle, save

43xygen, and, consequently, that they do not do so, with what is stated in p. 83.,

that leaves expel immediately oxygen and carbonic acid gas. Again, the

author has discovered that no healthy production of plants contains nitrogen

;

therefore the application of nitrogen must be prejudicial : but, if this be correct,

what becomes of the nitrogen contained in the animal substances employed as

part of the food of plants ? It combines with hydrogen, forming ammonia

;

which, being lighter than the atmosphere, passes through it. But still there is

another query : nitrogen is a constituent principle in our atmosphere ; and air

is said to be essential to plants : when they imbibe it, what becomes of the

nitrogen which it contains ? Our author has his answer ready, dignified, too,

with the name of" proof; " that, as no healthy production of plants contains

nitrogen, therefore plants do not imbibe air. (p. 85.) I make no remarks upon
such a proof, or on the seeming anomaly, that beings should possess the power
of exhaling, but none of inhaling. I confess my ignorance of the use of nitro-

gen in vegetation, although it is extremely probable it acts as a moderator of
some more active principles, and merely express a hope that, in future, authors

will not deem it more philosophical to erect a theory to suit a present pur-

pose, than honourable to confess that ignorance which, in all likelihood, we
shall ever feel in relation to many of the phenomena of nature.

It will already be apparent that I do not agree in some of the author's ideas

respecting the functions of the different parts of plants ; as, for instance, in his

avowal that roots are necessary to the production of leaves, but that leaves

are not necessary to the production of I'oots j which, he says, is proved by a cut-

ting without leaves put into the ground protruding its roots before it does its

leaves (p. 134.); a proof which may be classed with the non-imbibing air pro-

perties of vegetables, or my observation must have been very erroneous. It is
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cheering to reflect, however, that the practical directions in general are correct,

the author contending that it is necessary, for the process of fructification,

that there should be a surface of leaves equal to the quantity of sap taken in by
the roots. No one firmly convinced of the elaborating properties, &c,, of the

leaves could be more careful of them than he is ; and, although openly deny-

ing this property, he has evidently felt so much conviction of its truth as to

lay his own theory open to the charge of inconsistency : in proof of which I

would advert to what is said (p. 140. and 141.) respecting the power of a

plant to propel its sap in every direction; and of every part of the plant having

the power of appropriating to itself the requisite portion, and of passing on the

remainder to the leaves, to be employed in their formation, or thrown off as

excrementitious ; and to what is stated in p. 145., of the sap-inspissating, and,

in p. 192., of the food-digesting and food-appropriating properties of leaves.

Admiring, as 1 do, the practical directions given by Mr. Hayward, I regret that

there should not be the most perfect harmony between the principles of science

which he lays down, and that practice which he professes to deduce from them.

Upon the production of varieties, among much that is interesting, will be found

some useful hints to the farmer upon cross-breeding ; as also directions, at the

conclusion of the volume, for turning arable land into pasturage, without losing

a year's crop, by sowing the seed in the autumn. In the part on the diseases

of plants will be found a new remedy for destroying the red spider ; namely,

syringing the plants with water in wliich common salt has been dissolved : a

teaspoonful of salt to a gallon of water is as much as can be used with safety;

and it will be well to wash the tree with pure water a day or two after the

application of the salt. With the part relating to training, &c., I can find no

fault ; the appearance of the trees, upon paper at least, is splendid, that of the

peach in particular: but I may express my doubts of the possibility of keeping

the two side-leaders in an equally healthy state in all situations, as we all know
that in some situations it is difficult to prevent common standard peaches and

nectarines from having their stems cracked, shriveled, &c., by the frost of

winter and the heat of summer. Considering the volume likely to be useful,

I shall take my leave of it for the present, expressing a hope that, though no

price is marked upon it, it has been published sufficiently low to put it within

the reach of the working gardener.— Scientice ct Justiticz Amator.

The Horsechestnid, a lumpish Tree, Sfc.— At p. 480. of the present Volume
of your Magazine, Mr. Blaikie writes as follows :— " One of your correspond-

ents calls a fine horsechestnut a lumpish tree, and says it ought not to be left

upon a lawn," &c. If Mr. Blaikie will have the kindness to refer to my
article again (X. 370.), he will find that he was not perfectly correct in quot-

ing what I said, as I did not intimate the necessity of an utter exclusion of

the horsechestnut as a lawn plant, but only that it should be sparingly made
use of as such. I agi'ee with Mr. Blaikie, that instances may be found where the

horsechestnut assumes a different figure from that which might be considered

it does on reading my article ; and that it may be frequently seen towering up
to a considerable height ; but, where this is the case, I believe it will be gene-

rally found that it has been assisted, and drawn up among, or close to, other

trees ; at least, this has been the ease as far as my experience goes : neverthe-

less, instances may, perhaps, be found to the contrary, in soils and situations

which are congenial towards forwarding its growth in a different way from what
I conceive to be its natural habit. One objection which I have to the horse-

chestnut, as a single tree on a lawn, is, that, in many instances, its foliage forms

an exterior dress impenetrable to the eye, so as to exclude from view its rami-

fications ; and another is, that it does not present that irregularity of surface

which is necessary to produce that diversity of light and shade so desirable

towards rendering it a tree to be classed among the first-rate class of orna-

mental trees. If I am mistaken in these views, I shall be happy to stand cor-

rected. One word more : does Mr. Blaikie confine himself to the growth of

the horsechestnut as it is seen on the Continent ? If so, his considerations will,

Vol, XI.— No. 68, x x
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I think, hardly apply to the subject at issue.— T. Rutger. Norhiton Tarh,

Kingston, September, 1835.

The Tottenham Park Muscat Grape. — In your account of Tottenham Park

(X. 418.), which contains the most agreeable information respecting the

benevolent disposition of the noble proprietor, you make mention of the Tot-

tenham Park Muscat as being well known and generally esteemed, &c. Now, as

I have heard gardeners of great celebrity express their conviction that there

was no difference between it and the common muscat when grown under simi-

lar circumstances ; and as, from what has been represented to me to be the

grapejiii question, I should feel inclined to come to the same conclusion, I

think it highly necessary, for setting the matter at rest, that you, or rather

Mr. Burns, should give an account of its genuine character, in order that gar-

deners may know whether they have been supplied with the true article or not.

It will also be necessary to state whether there are many plants of the same
sort at Tottenham Park, and if they all exhibit the true marks of their illustri-

ous prototype. This information is the more necessary, as, in conversing lately

with two young gardeners upon the subject, they both agreed in the great supe-

riority of the size of the berries of the Tottenham vine; and one of them, who
had cultivated a vine raised from an eye of the identical plant, which he had
often seen, said he could not account for the somewhat general idea, that there

was no difference betwixt the common and the Tottenham Muscat, unless

upon the supposition that the former must have been given to the purchasers

instead of the latter.— Scientics et Jiistiti(S Aviator. June, 1835.

The Coiling System, Sfc.; in reply to Mr. Mearns, p. 490.— Having carefully

read Mr. Mearns's answer, I feel sorry to say that, in my opinion, it is very un-

satisfactory. To make a reply, therefore, to that which is no decisive answer
to my letter, is entirely out of the question ', but, lest my silence should be
construed as tantamount to a confession that I was satisfied with Mr. Mearns's
statements, I consider it to be my duty simply to state the following propo-

sitions, as an act of justice to myself, and to allow Mr. Mearns a full oppor-
tunity of correcting my misconceptions :

—
1. The distinguishing characteristic of the coiling system, as represented by

Mr. Mearns previously to the writing of my paper, consisted in the certainty of
obtaining a great crop the first season.

2. Mr. Mearns formed such an opinion without possessing adequate proofs.

3. That, having a perfect right to form what anticipations he thought proper,

and even to publish these anticipations, he was also bound to acquaint the pub-
lic, when they were not fully realised.

4. That his expectations were not realised, which is evident even from the

facts of his last letter, taken in connexion with his former epistles.

5. That all the arguments I adduced against the utility of the system, so far

as the first season is concerned, remain as yet unrefuted ; though I readily

grant that Mr. Mearns is very successful the second season : but I contend that

obtaining a crop in the second or third season formed no part of Mr. Mearns's

first papers.

Lastly, that all the questions I put remain unanswered, with the exception

of one relating to the Constantia vine ; upon which I am unwilling to offer

any remark, feeling confident that Mr. Mearns must see the impropriety of a

statement, in which he asserts there was no deception in describing as a root-

less shoot a plant which he admits possessed, at least, something of the nature

of a root. In conclusion, I beg to assure Mr. Mearns, that I am at all times

open to conviction ; that I commenced this enquiry upon public grounds, and
those alone ; that, previously to doing so, from having lived for two years under
a very intimate friend of his own, I did then, and do now, entertain towards
him feelings of high respect, on account of the good which he has been the

means of accomplishing ; and that, far from detracting from the honour justly

his due, or wishing to cramp his efforts, it is my heartfelt desire that, by direct-

ing his mental energies to the substantialities of the profession, he may be the

means of diffusing amongst us sound practical and scientific information.—
Robert Fish. Hyde Park Corner, London, September, 1835.
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The Colling System, by Mr. Mearns, 8fc.— Having no desire to protract un-
profitable discussion, I shall not trespass at great length on the patience of
your readers. I must, however, assure Mr. Fish, that in having "voluntarily"
entered the field, as he is pleased to term it, I was induced to do so wholly in

consequence of the uncalled-for remarks with which the prefatory part of his

former paper was accompanied ; and from a conviction of the injustice of those
remarks, as well as the luxuriant and not very dispassionate comment, which,

instead of leading to truth, is seldom known to have any other than the most
opposite tendency. It is this of which I would complain, and from which I

also deem it essential discussion should be " protected," if its object be truth.

I would further assure Mr. Fish, that he need evince no uneasy misgiving of
himself, for I by no means consider him " a simpleton ; " but, if he would be
thus indignant at the possibility of his own assertions being doubted, because
unattended with proof, on what principle does he demand of others that which
in himself he has deemed unnecessary ? I shall not, however, enter here into

the merits or demerits of the system in question, but shall leave others to form
their own estimate of it. Like all other new systems, it will be, no doubt, often

tried, and will be praised or censured according to the degree of success which
has attended each experiment. All I contend for is, that Mr. Mearns has not
overrated its advantages, as far as concerns his own experience. He has acted
as a liberal-minded man would do, by explaining the practice which he has
himself followed with success j but, surely, it does not follow, that, because he
has done this, he must needs be held responsible for the success or failure of
others.— Robert Marnock. Sheffield, September 10. 1835.

Shriveling of Grapes in Vineries, ^c, •— I have read, in some one of your
former Numbers, that you had no doubt but that a great many persons found
out causes and effects at the same time ; and, for want of registering and cir-

culating them, a great deal of viseful information was lost. This, it is pro-

bable, often is the case ; and I am convinced there would be a great many
more experimental communications sent to your Magazine, were it not that

practical gardeners are often afraid their neighbours would laugh at their

scribble and bad grammar, &c. ; but I beg to assure my bad-scribbling brethren

of the spade, that I have no doubt but a great many communications, which
we read in your Magazine, have been thrown into Mr. Loudon's grammar
mould, and cast into shape before they make their appearance. I shall there-

fore not again attempt fine writing, but having been troubled with the shrinking

or shriveling of grapes, more or less, for several years, I am determined, at all

hazard, to add my testimony to that of Mr. Parks, that some good may be
effected by leaving air in the house all night, &c. &c. I have two vineries

under my superintendence, one of which has a succession pine-pit in it, and
the other a border inside for the vines to grow in that are planted on the back
wall, with a row in the middle, which are trained up perpendicular rods to the

glass. The house with the succession pit in it I commence forcing about the

middle of January, and the other I commence when the natural season stirs

the buds. This house is for late grapes, to last till Christmas, which they

generally do, and sometimes till after. In the early house I never had any
shriveling of any consequence, as the bunches of grapes off those vines, when
just ripe, would always roll on a plate like a melon. I should not have men-
tioned this house, or the grapes in it, had it not been to show the difference of
the interior of the two houses, as everything else, as to depth of border, &c., is

the same, save and except that the vines in the late house are ten years old,

and those in the early house are seventeen years old. But, to the point. Three
years ago, as soon as the grapes were stoned, I commenced leaving air in my
late house all night, and such a strong fire in the front flue as would keep the

thermometer at from 70° to 75°: this plan, lam quite sure, effected some little

good, though not to the extent desired. Last year I proceeded on the same
plan, and with some little better success. Still I was determined to persevere;

and, feeling confident that it was owing to accumulated damp, 1 this year
X X 2
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covered the floor of my house, which is laid with tiles, with dry chaiF, about

2 in. thick, thinking that it would condense the moisture which arose from the

bordei-, or, in other words, would prevent the heated air in the house from

attracting moisture out of the colder body, that is, the border. The same
takes place in all cases where two bodies are placed in juxtaposition, the one

cold and the other hot : no matter whether it be hot iron and cold iron, or

hot air and cold earth ; the one assimilates to the other, until they become of

one uniform heat. Though the border, in this case, did not become heated to

the same degree as the house, yet the expansion of the water contained in the

earth, when attracted by heated air, of course supplied the house with (as I

thought) too much moisture at a time when the grapes required a dry atmo-

sphere. The dry chaff was applied when the grapes commenced colouring

;

and the top and fi-ont sashes were left about 4 in. open all night, with a fire in

the front flue; and now (Sept. 15.) my grapes are ripe; and, though they are

not quite clear of shriveled beri'ies, yet they are fit to be sent to any gentle-

man's table. I think that it is not only too much moisture that causes the

footstalks of the berries to elongate too much, but too much heat also. This

I can always avoid, in my first house, by giving plenty of air ; but, owing to my
late vines flowering in warmer weather, I never can give air enough to keep

the thermometer below the point I could wish. I intend beginning to force

them a month earlier next year; then, I think, I shall be able to keep the house

cool enough up to the time of flowering; for the footstalks of the berries

never elongate after the anthers have burst. This, I think, will be giving them
another fair trial; and, whatever the success may be, I will faithfully record it in

your Magazine, so that Mr. Parks and others may see it. I must confess, how-
ever, that I do not see my way clearly, as to whether the length of the foot-

stalks has anything to do with the shriveling of the grapes, further than this,

that the way to prevent insects and disease is to keep everything in robust

health, which, when the footstalks are weak, the bunches cannot be considered

to be ; for I beg to ask what caused the footstalks of the red and white cur-

rants, and those of the Mayduke cherries, to be afifected in the same manner as

the footstalks of the grapes, during the past summer? This almost convinces

me that such a hypothesis cannot be admitted.— Agronome's Nephetv. Sep-

tember 19. 1835.

Destroying the White Scale on the Pine-Apple, Sfc.— I perceive that a cor-

respondent, who signs himself L. O. Z., has, at p. 43.3., pointed out some of
the errors in my observations upon the white scale. The first passage to

which he objects he has quoted partially and incorrectly ; but, passing over that,

as of no importance, I will at once proceed to the disputed point, and then

state briefly some of the facts whereon the opinion I hold is founded. I have
maintained that the white scale which infests the pine plant cannot be effec-

tually destroyed without injury to the plant, unless the insects are displaced.

L. O. Z. is convinced (for he has had " ocular proof") that the white scale may
be destroyed upon the plants, and that, too, by several different processes.

He, in fact, asserts that this most destructive enemy of the pine plant may be
annihilated without the slightest difficulty. Among other reasons, I insisted

on the necessity of displacement, because I know an instance of more than
one published remedy having failed, when fairly tried, with plants which were
afterwards cured by the method I recommended (p. 186.). Further, there is

a garden a few miles from me in which four different gardeners in succession

have, for forty years, vainly endeavoured to extirpate this insect. My inform-

ant, the present gardener, used Speechly's nostrum, and it decidedly failed; it,

however, perfectly destroyed the mealy bug. I hold, too, that the great num-
ber of recipes which from time to time have been made public is a strong

proof that most of them are worthless ; for it is evident that a gardener who
had dirty plants would try some of the methods lauded by the inventors as
" safe and efifectual," in preference to risking his plants by tr3'ing experiments
of his own upon them. For example, if Mr. Dall had not failed with Nicol's

method, would he have discovered his own ?
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This, however, is only negative evidence, and might be met by L. O. Z.'s
broadly asserting that he has had " ocular proof" that the white scale may be
killed by several of the remedies now in use. Few gardeners have been so
fortunate as L. O. Z. ; few, indeed, have had, or would desire to have, more
than one opportunity of ridding their pine plants of this pest : but it seems
that he has sojourned in a country which, whatever else it may be capable of
producing, is most prolific in the white scale. 1 think, therefore, that, for the
satisfaction of myself and others, he ought clearly and explicitly to detail the
^yhole of the different processes to which he alludes. I am open to convic-
tion ; and, as truth is my object, will readily confess myself in the wrong when
L. O. Z. has proved me to be so ; but at present, in spite of hot water, I con-
tmue sceptical.— J. B. W. September 5." 1833.

Art. II. Queries and Anstvers.

The Botanic Garden of Edinburgh in 1682.— " The physicians of Edinburgh
were incorporated in 1682 by Charles II., and have their college, with hand-
some gardens, in the Fountain Close, near the Nether Bow. Here is also an
excellent physic garden, on the north side of the city, between the east end of
the North Loch and the College Kirk, which lies very low, is extremely well
sheltered from the north and east winds, and abounds with simples and exotic
plants. Here also silk worms are bred. Dr. Alston, the professor of botany
in the university, has also another physic garden on the north side of the outer
court of the palace of Holyrood House, which contains a vast variety of curi-

ous plants." (Gent. Mag., vol. xv. p. 690.) Can any of our i-eaders inform us
if there are any trees or shrubs still existing in either of these gardens, which,
from their size or age, are supposed to have been planted by Dr. Alston ? If

so, what are their names and dimensions ?— Cond.

Culture of the Vine in Australia. — Of all our colonial possessions, Australia
seems the most likely to become eminent as a wine country, and it is desirable
that the public should be furnished with some account of the progress of the
culture of the vine in our Australian colonies. I see from advertisements in

New South Wales papers, that vineyards, containing some thousands of vines
in full bearing, are attached to most farm properties j but I do not see colonial
wine in the list of home produce in the price-currents. The interesting work
of Mr. Busby, who travelled through France and Spain to observe the mode
of cultivating the vine in those countries, for the philanthropic purpose of in-

troducing an improved mode of culture into Australia, has rendered the success
of his exertions an object of general interest. Mr. Busby is, I believe, at pre-
sent in New Zealand ,• but pei'haps Mr. Shepherd, to whom Australian horti-

culture is under great obligations, ^ould supply the information.

An account of the mode of culture of the vine in Australia, of the necessity

for trenching * and irrigation, of the kinds that are the most approved, of the
quality of the wine, and the prospects of the colony as a wine country, would
be gratifying to many, as well as to — Cicestriensis. Ajtgust 6. 18.35.

The Canker on Cucumber Plants.— Among the most useful and experimental
remarks given in your Magazine, I do not recollect seeing a remedy for that

destructive disease the canker in the cucumber. This disease is prevalent, and
most ruinous to some cultivators, during the winter months

;
yet no one has

informed us in your Magazine how it is to be removed. Should this meet the

eye of any gardener who has practically proved a cure, by detailing his method
through your Magazine, he will render a very great service to the public, and
to none more than to — Charles Shuttleworth. Broxbourn Bury, September 30.

1833.

* Dr. Lang, in his recent work on the colony, states that the utility of
trenching is a disputed point among cultivators.
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Art. III. Covent Garden Marhet.

The Cabbage Tribe.

Cabbages, per dozen

:

White
Red
Plants, or Coleworts

Savoys, per dozen
Brussels Sprouts per J sieve

Cauliflowers, per dozen
Broccoli, per bunch :

Green - - -

Purple, - -

Cape ...
Legumes.

Kidneybeans, per half sieve

Tubers and Roots.

rper ton

Potatoes - < per cwt.
Cper bushel

Jerusalem Artichokes, per

half-sieve

Turnips, White, per bunch
Carrots, per bunch
Red Beet, per dozen
Skirret, per bunch
Scorzonera, per bundle
Horseradish, per bundle -

Radishes :

Red, per dozen hands (24

to 30 each)
White Turnip, per bunch

The Spinach Tribe.

o V V per sieve
Spinach

J |;g^h3]fgig^g .

The Onion Tribe.

Onions, old, per bushel
For pickling, per half sieve

Leeks, per dozen bunches -

Garlic, per pound
Shallots, per pound - -

Asparaginous Plants,
Salads, ^c.

Artichokes, per dozen
Lettuce, per score

:

Cos ...
Cabbage - -

Endive, per score
Celery, per bundle (12 to 15)

Small Salads, per punnet .

Pot and Sweet Herbs.

Parsley, per half sieve

1 1 6

1 6 2 6

4 6 6
2 2 6

2
6 8 U

1 6 2

1 1 6

1 3 1 6

4 10
4 6
2 6

1

1

1

£ s. d.

3 6

5
5

2 9

6

6
2

1 6
10

1

6
6

2 6
16
I 6
4

3 6
2
10

6
6

1

9
3

2
1 3

4
2 6

2

8

3

2
1

Tarragon, per dozen bunches
Fennel, per dozen bunches
Thyme, per dozen bunches
Sage, per dozen bunches
Mint, per dozen bunches -

Dried Peppermint, per dozen
bunches - - -

Marjoram, per dozen bunches
Savory, per dozen bunches
r)riedBasil,per dozen bunches
Rosemary, per doz. bunches
Dried Lavender, per dozen

bunches - .. .

Tansy, per dozen bunches -

Sialics and Fitiits for Tarts,

Pickling, S;c.

Vegetable Marrovp, per dozen
Gourds, per dozen
Tomatoes, per sieve -

Capsicums, per hundred

Edible Fungi and Fuel.

Mushrooms, per pottle
Morels, per pound
Truffles, per pound

:

English - - -

Foreign ...
Fruits.

Apples, Dessert, per bushel

:

Ribston Pippins
Golden Pippins
Fearn's Pippins
Downtons - - - -

Pears, Dessert, per dozen :

Gansell's Bergamot
Crassane -

- .

Marie Louise
Swan's Egg, per half.sieve
Bishop's Thumb

Quinces, per half sieve

Berberries, per half sieve -

Walnuts, per bushel
Chestnuts, English, per peck
Filberts, English, per 100 lbs.

Pine-apples, per pound
Grapes, per pound :

Hot-house
From the open wall

Melons, each
Walnuts, per pound
T „ C per dozen .
Lemons

^ ^^^ hundred -

Brazil Nuts, per bushel
Spanish Nuts, per peck
Turkey Nuts, per peck

From
£ s. d.

4
2
2
2 6
2

1

2

1 6
2

6
10
4 o;

2

12

12

12

7
8
5
5

1

3
2 6
1

1 6
10
14
5
5

To
£, s. d.

2 6
3
3

9
1 6
5
4

9
14

14

9
10
7
7

4
3
2 6
2 6
3 6
5

10

3
2 10

6

2 6

2 6
2 6
16
16
6

I

The accession of rain, since the last report, has materially altered the whole
feature of supply to the market. We have already many good articles in usual
demand at this season, such as savoys, broccolis, autumn cauliflowers, coleworts,
turnips, &c. ; but, as the demand for many of these articles is quite equal to

the supply, they still continue to obtain good prices, so as to remunerate the
cultivator for his extra expense of labour during the extremely hot and dry
weather of the preceding summer. Potatoes are, as yet, rather short of the
usual quantities furnished at this season. The rainy weather has, in many in-

stances, impeded their being taken up as extensively as usual ; and, as the season
is not yet sufficiently advanced to allow of shipment from tiie out-ports, our
markets are but supplied to the extent of their current demand. Turnips are
coming to hand now generally; but, as they are at this season an article of very
usual consumption, and, from the extreme dryness of the preceding months,
not of very good quality, the best fetch excellent prices. Carrots are abun-
dant at present, but they are also in good demand. Onions are by no means so
generally furnished as usual at this season : they are in good demand at a fair

price. Savoys and coleworts come to hand much better than might be ex-
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pected; they at present realise good prices. Broccoli is not yet very abun-
dant ; that of good quality is wanted : all other vegetables, such as celery,
endives, lettuces, leeks, &c.,are supplied in moderate quantities. Of fruits, we
have as yet a great abundance. Pears have been generally plentiful; the
choicer varieties are in demand. Grapes have not generally ripened so well as
they did last season upon the open walls ; but so many are now grown in
houses, that we at all times have a good supply : considerable quantities have
also been imported from Holland : prices have been as yet very moderate.
C. G. M. Oct. 24. 1835.

Art. IV. The London Horticultural Society and Gardeii.

Sept. 13. 1835.— In the list of works presented, these seem the more
noticeable to gardening and farming readers :— On Warming and Airing
Buildings, and Questions relating to Fires in General, the Draught of Smoke,
&c. Europaeische Cerealia.

Exhibited. Antigua queen pine-apple, from Mr. W. Greenshields, F.H.S.
Gladiolus prae^cox, from J. Rogers, Esq., jun., F.H.S. Manetti« cordifolia

(glabra), Eriostemon ,salicif61ius, Thunberg2a leucantha, and China asters,

from Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S. Datura Metel yellow double variety, from Mr,
T. Cooper, gardener to Mrs. Law, Canon Hill, Maidenhead. Pardanthus
chinensis, from Mr. Low. Hedychium angustifolium, seedling pine-apple, and
Canon Hall Muscat grapes, from Mr. R. Buck, F.H S. A collection of
flowers of kinds of dahlias, from Messrs. Chandler. From Mr. Joseph Kirke,
F.H.S., Brompton, the following articles : apples of the kinds Dutch codling,

Hawthornden, Kirke's Duchess of Oldenburgh, Manks codling, Kerry pippin,

Shepherd's Newington, yellovv' Ingestrie, royal pearmain, Grange pearmain,
golden noble, Ribston pippin, Kirke's Emperor Alexander, Kirke's seedling,

scarlet pearmain, and Nonesuch ,• Kirke's seedling plum ; Rosanna peach,
from a standard tree in the open ground ; wheatear carnations.

Also,from the Garden of ttie Society . ^geratum mexicanum, Amaryllis Bella-

donna, Wicoiidna glauca, Linaria dalmatica, Bignonifis grandiflora, Chelone
barbata. Madia elegans, Tournef6rti« /ieliotropioides, Diplopappus incanus,

EscallouM montevidensis. Coreopsis Atkinsonia?zfi!, Z/upinus ornatus, iWfmulus
cardinalis, China asters, dahlias, and seedling dahlias. Grapes : Cochin China,
and Grove End sweetwater. Peaches : late admirable and chancellor. Pears
of the kind reine des poires : this is a great bearer, which is the most than can
be said of it now, since the introduction of the new Belgic sorts; rather crisp.

Apples : reinette de Laak, a handsome table apple, good bearer; Ilollandbury,

Wormsley pippin; white russet, an aromatic Irish apple; Gravenstein, hot
summers agree with this ; transparent de Christ, received from De Candolle

;

the tree has a broad flat foliage, like those of Russian origin ; late Carse of
Gowrie, a very good kitchen apple.

Oct. 6.— Read. A treatise on the cultivation of Crambe maritima, by Mr.
W. Phelps.

Exliibited. A seedling pine-apple, Gansell's bergamot pears, and Welbeck
pears, from Mr, Buck. A Mendoza melon, from John WiUiams, Esq., Pit-

maston. A new variety of grape, from Mr. George Mills : this was the fox
grape of North America. A collection of flowers of varieties of dahlias, and a
stand of flowers of seedling kinds of dahlias, from Mr. J. Goodhew, gardener to

Rev. Mr. Green, Blackheath. A collection of flowers of kinds of dahlias, from
Messrs. Chandler. Gansell's bergamot pears and Marie Louise pears, from
J. G. Fuller, Esq.

Also,from the Garden of tJie Society. Flowers : Ferbena venosa, Francoa
ionchifolia. Coreopsis Atkinsonzana, j4ristol6chia chilensis, iupinus ornatus,

Escallom'a montevidensis ; (Solanum aspero-lanatum, a native of Peru ; Ama-
ryllis Belladonna, ili'imulus cardinalis, Chironfa peduncularis, Calanthe densi-

flora, ZJelphinium grandiflorum, Ceanothus azureus, Gaultheri« Shdllon, dahlias,

and seedling dahlias. Fruit : Catharine peaches. Pears : Seckle ; fondante
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Van Mons, an excellent kind of standard pear ; beau St. Bernard, a new sort

of the doyenne family and quality ; Henri Quatre, a very excellent bearer, of

good quality, standard ; brown beurre, and Gansell's bergamot. Apples :

Gravenstein, pomme de Neige, pigeonet, Beat's pippin, Hollandbury ; Orack

Elma, a Persian apple, with a bloom, flesh firm and somewhat perfumed,

probably a good kitchen apple (the tree, as yet, has not shown symptoms of

canker, like others from the same country) ;
golden reinette, autumn pearmain,

hoary morning, king of the pippins.

Oct. 20.— Read. Observations on the growth of the potato, by Sir G. S.

Mackenzie, Bart.

Exhibited. Louise bonne pears and true golden pippin apples, from Mr.

Whitino', gardener to Lord Tyrconnei. Swan's egg pears, from the gardener

of W. Stevens, Esq., communicated by Mr. J. Maher. Seedling heartsease,

and flowers of dahlias and seedling dahhas, from Mr. Glenny, F.H.S. Cym-
bidium sinense, and flowers of dahlias, from Mrs. Marryatt. Oncldium papilio,

Brass2« caudata, Cattley« Loddigesw, Catasetum tridentatum ; Oncidiura sp.

nova, Rio ; Rodrigueziffl laxiflora and planifolia, from Messrs. Rollisson. A
citron melon, from Mr. Buck, Blackheath.

Also,from the Garden of the Society. Escall6n?« montevidensis and rubra var.,

(S'alvia splendens and cardinalis, /Solanum aspero-lanatum, Amarjlli* Bella-

donna, Madia elegans. Cassia acuminata, iupinus ornatus, Oncidium Lance-

dnum. Pears: Doyenne blanc, from a wall ; doyenne blanc, ofFa plant the

stock of which is a mountain ash, the flavour much the same as that of the

preceding ; Marie Louise, from a wall ; beurre de Capiaumont, this kind still

maintains its character of bearing abundantly, and of withstanding the spring

frosts as a standard ; Urbaniste ; Comte de Lamy, a good bearer as a

standard, but has suffered by the dry weather, an exceedingly sweet rich

pear; Duchesse d'Angouleme, brown beurre, moorfowl egg, poire d'Amande ;

poire Neill, of but half the size usual from standards, and the trees, though

vigorous, are sure to be broken by the weight of the fruit, if not supported

(the earliest and best blossoms were killed, and these fruits are not so good
as usual, owing to the drought.) Apples : golden reinette, king of the pippins,

Fearn's pippin, pomme de neige
;
gloria mundi, Bedfordshire foundling, these

two are good kitchen apples ; Burn's seedling, pigeonet ; Warwickshire pippin,

a handsome table apple ; Petworth seedling, Loan's pearmain, and golden

russet nonpareil. Suffolk thorn pear, a seedling from Gansell's bergamot,

from A. Archdeacon, Esq.

Art. V. Obituary.

Mr. James Drummond, that indefatigable botanist, who has sent home so

many interesting plants to the Glasgow Botanic Garden, and to various others,

has fallen a victim to the climate of Cuba, in the prime of life, and just as he
was on the point of exploring the botanical riches of that portion of the United
States which, next to Texas, held out the best prospect of rewarding his in-

defatigable exertions, namely, Florida. He has, indeed, accomplished enough,
by his zeal and researches, to secure to himself a lasting name throughout the

botanical world ;
yet it is impossible not deeply to regret the loss, both as

concerns our favourite science and his friends. He had made arrangements
for a grant of land in the interior of Texas, so that his prospects for the main-
tenance of his family were brighter than ever; and he could not have failed,

by the proximity of his intended residence to the hitiierto unexplored moun-
tains of North Mexico, to render yet greater service to that science to which
he was so ardently devoted, and in the pursuit of which he has thus fallen a
sacrifice. (JBot. Mag. t. 3441., October, 1835.)

Phlox Drummondzi Hook., a most beautiful species (see p. 586.), is one of
the last plants he sent home.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

Art. I. A Summary Vieiu of the Pi-ogress of Gardening, and of
Rural Improvement generally, in Britain, during the past Year

;

tvith some Notices relative to the State of both in Foreign Countries.

By the Conductor.

GrARDENiNa being coeval with building was, like that art, at

its commencement, rude, and confined entirely to the production
of culinary vegetables and fruits. With the progress of archi-

tecture, gardening also kept advancing, till, from being an art of

culture merely, it at last became, like it, an art of design and taste.

Passing over the history of gardening m the ages of antiquity,

and in its dormant state during the middle ages, we come to its

revival, in common with that of the other arts, in the 16th

century. In the age of Louis XIV. a great impulse was given

to gardening, as an art of design, all over Europe. During the

same age, also, the first successful attempt to establish the art

of culture on something like general principles was made by
Quintiney, the contemporary of Le Notre.

In England, gardening made considerable progress under
Henry VIII. and Elizabeth, but more under Charles II., Wil-
liam III., and George I., II., and III. The large importations

of plants from America during the early part of the 18th cen-

tury, by throwing a number of new and highly ornamental trees

and shrubs into the country, formed, no doubt, one of the causes

which gave rise to the modern style of laying out grounds.
That style became general about the middle of the last century,

and gave a powerful stimulus to nurserymen, and to the head
gardeners of gentlemen, all over the country. Towards the end
of the century, the force of this impulse had, in a great measure,'

abated ; and the publication of the Essays on the Picturesque^ by
Uvedale Price, came in aid of the natural decline of what may
be called the Brownian system of laying out grounds.

About the beginning of the present century, gardening, as an
art of culture, began to attract attention : first, perhaps, in the

Vol. XI.— No. 69. yy
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royal kitchen-gardens at Kensington, in consequence of the

success of the king's gardener, Mr. Forsyth, in renovating old

trees, and of the premium given to him by parliament; and,

secondly, in consequence of the establishment of the Horticul-

tural Society,^ the originators of which were Mr. Forsyth, Sir

Joseph Banks, T. A. Knight, Esq., and one or two others.

Perhaps no association formed in this country has ever had more

influence in its own department than the London Horticultural

Society. Among its members are, or were, enrolled the names

of all the principal nobility and gentry in Britain, and of most

of the crowned heads of foreign countries. This at once ren-

dered horticulture a fashionable pursuit ; and every one knows

that no innovation can be proposed with effect until it becomes

fashionable. The Horticultural Society of the metropolis soon

gave rise to societies of the same description in the provinces ;

and there is now scarcely a county in Britain or Ireland that has

not one or more horticultural societies. The example has also

been imitated on the continent of Europe, in North America,

and in British India.

When the London Horticultural Society became firmly esta-

blished, it was found that its funds could support a garden ; and

no sooner was this formed, than botanical and horticultural gar-

dens also became fashionable throughout the country, to as great

an extent as the funds of the provincial societies would admit.

There are now several botanical and horticultural gardens in

England, Scotland, and Ireland. Whenever the municipal re-

gulations of towns shall be so altered as to admit of these gardens

being formed at the general expense of the town, for the recrea-

tion and enjoyment of all the inhabitants, it is highly pi'obable

that they will rapidly increase— perhaps, till a public garden

shall become as common as a public market-place.

In taking a general review of the history and present state of

gardening in all countries, the characteristics which distinguish

the present age, as compared with former ages, are, cooperation,

with reference to the means employed, and general benefit, with

reference to the end obtained. In the earlier ages, up even to

the end of the last century, almost all gardening improvements
were effected by kings, nobles, or other wealthy or powerful

individuals, with no other view than that of the personal enjoy-

ment of themselves and their particular friends ; but, at present,

these improvements are effected through the influence of pre-

miums, and other marks of distinction, conferred by societies on
individuals, and by commercial speculation. In this way the

benefits procured are extended to the whole of society ; and
those vegetable productions, and even flowers and fruits, which,

fifty years ago, were exclusively found in the walled gardens

belonging to the mansions of wealthy capitalists or landholders,

are now abundant in the hedged enclosures of roadside cottages.
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It deserves to be mentioned, for the honour of most of the pro-
vincial horticultural societies, that they not only direct their

premiums for cottagers chiefly to those useful productions which
it is desirable should be introduced into cottage gardens, but
even give rewards for flowers and other ornamental productions,

and also to those cottagers who keep their gardens in best order.

These rewards are also, in many places, articles of such use and
value (such as silver teaspoons, &c.), as to make the cottager feel

that he has not been wasting in unprofitable pursuits the time
which some would think ought to be entirely devoted to the

maintenance of his family. Where the practice of giving pre-

miums to cottagers has been persevered in for a few years, more
especially if a superior description of cookery could, at the same
time, be taught them, the benefit to that class of society would
be immense.

In taking a general view of the progress of gardening, both
as to its advancement as an art, and its practice in the country,

the subject admits of two principal divisions; the first of which
relates to the art itself, and may be included under landscape-

gardening, arboriculture, floriculture, and horticulture ; and the

second may be denominated the statistics, or actual state, of

gardening, whether in respect to gardens or gardeners.

GARDENING AS AN ART.

Landscape- Gardening.— It must be admitted that this depart-

ment of the art is that which is least understood. According to

some, there was no such thing as landscape-gardening previously

to the introduction of the modern style ; according to others, it

includes every mode of laying out grounds, ancient or modern.
In this last sense we use the term landscape-gardening ; and we
think we may claim the merit for ourselves of having, in this

Magazine, distinguished and defined the four different modes of
creating artificial landscapes, which constitute the geometrical,

the picturesque, the gardenesque, and the rural styles. The
geometrical style consists in laying out and planting grounds in

geometrical figures. The picturesque style is characterised, in

regard to means, by the trees and shrubs being planted at irre-

gular distances, as they are in natural forests and forest groups

;

and, in regard to effect, by its forming such masses of wood, and
groups of trees and shrubs, and such a general union of these

in compositions, as would look well if painted. The gardenesque
style of landscape is characterised, as to means, by the trees,

shrubs, and herbaceous plants, whether in masses or groups,
being planted at such distances as never to be allowed to touch
each other ; and, in regard to effect, by masses and groups,

which, while they show the form of each individual tree and
shrub at a near view, yet, at a distance, form masses and groups

Y V 2
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such as, though they would not be made choice of in preference,

yet would not be rejected, by a landscape-painter. Comparing

the picturesque and the gardenesque styles of landscape, the

former may be said to study most the effect of the whole, as a

picture or landscape, which might be painted ; and the latter the

beauties of the whole, as a garden scene for walking in, and

enjoying the trees and plants individually. Compared as to the

intensity and duration of the enjoyment, the picturesque style

may be said to address itself chiefly to one class of admirers,

viz. the lovers of landscape scenery ; and the gardenesque not

only to the lovers of landscape scenery, but to the botanist and

the gardener. The latter, therefore, embracing, as it does, more
than one kind of beauty, stands higher in the scale of art than

the former. Rural, or natural, landscape is characterised by
being rural, or natural, as contrasted with the artificial scenery

by which it is, or may be, surrounded in the given locality : it

becomes, therefore, only an art, when it is known to be the work
of man. To us it appears that, when the terms designating these

four styles are properly understood, so as to be readily applied

to artificial scenery by gardeners, it will be of essential service

to them in laying out grounds : it will prevent them from

endeavouring to bring together, in the same garden or scene,

beauties which are incompatible with each other : for example,

the gardenesque and the picturesque in the same shrubbery, or

on the same lawn ; or, in other words, handsome single speci-

mens and picturesque groups : or from attempting to combine
the gardenesque with the natural ; in other words, from mixing
portions of what may be called highly refined scenerj', composed
of exotic trees and plants, with fine turf and gravel, with por-

tions of the ordinary nature of the locality. The introduction

of herbaceous flowers among trees and shrubs is a subject con-

nected with landscape-gardening which, at present, is not at all

understood by practical men. When herbaceous flowers are

introduced in picturesque scenery, they ought to be allowed to

run wild, and the surface on which they are planted should

never, in the slightest degree, be cultivated ; but when they are

introduced into gardenesque scenery, it must only be in situations

where the particular kind of plant will thrive and come to per-

fection ; and the ground about each plant must be highly culti-

vated. In the rural style, no foreign plants whatever, and no
marks of culture, must appear. (See p, 412.)
The publications on landscape-gardening have hitherto, for

the most part, been of too abstract and metaphysical a nature to

be of much use to practical gardeners ; but we hope to remedy
that evil in this Magazine, by directing the attention of gardeners
to one point at one time, and reducing every principle to practice

in such a familiar manner as not to be misunderstood. It will

readily be granted, by those who are acquainted with this sub-
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ject, that there are very few persons, whether gardeners or their

employers, who are capable of reducing to practice the principles

laid down in the works of Whately, Mason, George Mason,
Knight, Price, and others; and the reason of this is, that the

elementary steps necessary to the full comprehension of these

writers are wanting in their respective works.

There are two points in landscape-gardening in which, we
think, some progress has been made during the last two or three

years, at least by reading gardeners : the first is, in adjusting

flower or shrubbery beds to the bends of the walks adjoining

which they are placed, so that the position and form of the one
accounts for that of the other ; and the next is, in the keeping of

walks nearly brimful of gravel, and clipping the grass on their

edges, so as completely to conceal the soil, instead of paring

them, and showing the raw naked earth. We noticed both these

errors in 1831 (Vol. VII. p. 401.): we have subsequently ad-

verted to them on various occasions, and the first will be found
illustrated by a number of engravings of flower-gardens in the

present volume. We consider this as a positive point gained in

the advancement of landscape-gardening ; and the next step, we
hope, will be the union, or grouping, and connexion of flower-

beds on a lawn, in such a manner as to form a whole, or a series

of wholes. In consequence of the great increase of the taste for

floriculture, numerous flower-gardens have lately been laid out

on lawns throughout the country, most of which show a glaring

deficiency in these respects. We have pointed out the prevail-

ing errors, in our criticisms on the competition designs for flower-

gardens in this volume, p. 237. 284. 352. and 449., already

referred to.

Arboriculture may be considered with reference to the use and
effects of trees, collectively, in plantations ; and their use, beauty,

or botanical interest, as individuals. With reference to useful

plantations, the greatest improvement which has been made,
within the last two or three years, is, the plan of planting in

rows, at regular distances, diff*erent kinds of trees, in the same
plantation ; and, from the nature of the trees and the soil, pre-

determining the time when each sort shall be cut down. This

is decidedly the most scientific method of planting for profit

;

and though something of the kind has been suggested in France,

in the case of avenues, as shown by M. Baudrillart, in his Dic-
tionnaire General des Eaux et Forets, Paris, 1823, 4to, in the ar-

ticle Projet d^Avenues Perpetuelles, yet the merit of having applied

the system to masses of plantation in Britain belongs exclusively,

we believe, to Mr. Charles Lawrence, who had no knowledge
of M. Baudrillart's Projet. (See Mr. Lawrence's article on
the subject, Vol. X. p. 26.) Planting, with a view to orna-

ment, may be classed under the same heads as landscape-gar-
Y Y 3
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dening. Trees may be arranged geometrically; with a view to

picturesque beauty ; to individual or gardenesque beauty ; or in

imitation of local nature. Arboretums are, or ought to be, ar-

ranged according to the gardenesque mode. In this department
of planting some progress has been made, during the last year, by
the adoption of the gardenesque style in the extensive arboretum
lately commenced by His Grace the Duke of Devonshire at

Chatsworth ; the only one which we know of in which room has

been left for the trees to attain their full size.

The taste for foreign trees and shrubs in Britain is decidedly

on the increase; though, with the exception of the plan pursued
in the arboretum at Chatsworth, no improvement has taken place

in the mode of planting them. The father of this taste in France,

M. DuHamel, the contemporary of Miller and of Collinson, while

advocating this taste, in preference to that for florists' flowers,

says, " The most beautiful bed of hyacinths or tulips, when the

flowers have once faded, leaves nothing but what is withered and
imsightly; whilst the flowers of trees and shrubs which gene-

rally appear in spring are succeeded by the most vivid green
leaves; and, even in winter, after these have dropped, the

ramification of the branches and spray is beautiful and interest-

ing." (Preface, p. xviii.) We should be sorry to see the pre-

vailing and increasing taste for flowers diminished in any degree,

because their care is the source of health and enjoyment to many
who could not easily find a substitute; but as we would wish to

see every lady have her flower-garden and conservatory, so we
should wish to see every gentleman have his arboretum, or, at

all events, a gardenesque plantation of choice trees and shrubs.

We would much rather see money employed in this way, than
in the transplanting of full-grown trees; where as much is

expended in preparing the tree for removal, in transporting it to

its place of destination, in planting it, in staking or otherwise

i xing it, in mulching the ground round it, and in watering it

afterwards, perhaps throughout the summer, as would purchase,

prepare the soil, and plant above twenty different species of
^oung foreign trees. It is true, the effect of the full-grown tree

is striking and instantaneous ; but, supposing that it lives, which,
in most cases, is very doubtful, let us compare the enjoyment
it will afford to its transplanter, with that which may be derived
from planting young trees in properly prepared soil. The old
tree, even if it does well, makes very little progress for several

years, or, most probably, lingers on, producing, every succeed-
ing summer, a still more sickly and feeble vegetation, till it at

last finally decays ; while the young trees, even from the first

season, are making strong and vigorous shoots, and every year
attaining a still greater degree of perfection and beauty. In this

way, the ample and visible return made by the young tree, for
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the care and trouble bestowed upon it, increases, every season,

the enjoyment which its planter derives fi-om it ; while the sickly

state of the old tree seems a constant reproach to the transplanter,

who has torn it, by main force, from its original situation. It is

always unsatisfactory to the mind, to see an object accomplished

at a lavish expenditure, which might have been done, and even

better done, at a small cost : it is, indeed, paying too dear for our

whistle. It has always appeared to us, that the practice of

removing large trees was a certain waste of money for a very

uncertain gain, in point of time : and we will venture to assert,

what we think every practical gardener will assent to, that, in

almost any given situation, if we were allowed to prepare the soil

properly, and to make choice of the kinds of trees to be planted,

we would, in seven years, produce a tree fit for every pui'pose in

landscape scenery for which a tree could be required ; and one

equal in bulk to any transplantable tree, with the advantage of

being firmly rooted into the soil, and in circumstances to increase

in size rapidly every year. This much may be said in favour of

planting large trees, that, from its being a difficult feat to per-

form, and, consequently, when successful, commanding applause,

it is sometimes undertaken by those who have neither love

for trees, nor taste for planting in the ordinary manner ; and
that it may, in this way, lead to a taste for planting in those

who had none before. The transplanting of large trees, there-

fore, except in extraordinary cases, and for the sake of showing
what art can do, we value only as the means of creating a taste

for planting small ones.

A few new species, or varieties, of trees and shrubs have been
introduced or brought into notice during the past year, which
will be found enumerated under the head of Arboricultural

Notices in the succeeding volume, as those for the preceding

year (1834) are, under the same head, in the present volume.

lEloriculture is, at present, unquestionably the most flourishing

department of gardening ; and nothing in this way can be more
remarkable than the immense number of roses, dahlias, and
heartseases raised and sold by commercial gardeners in Britain,

France, and Germany. Even the Chinese chrysanthemum has

been subjected to British improvement, and a number of new
and beautiful varieties have been lately raised from seeds saved

at Oxford, and other places in England, and in Guernsey. The
establishment of flower shows by the London Horticultural So-

ciety, at their garden, has been the means ofproducing some splen-

did specimens of what may be called botanical floriculture; as the

shows of the Metropolitan and South London Floricultural So-
cieties have of roses, pelargoniums, and florists' flowers. The
provincial horticultural and floricultural societies have spread the

same taste for flowers throughout the whole country. This taste,

Y Y 4?
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independently of its other good effects, has a decided tendency to

the improvement of gardeners in the science of cukure gene-

rally, from the effects which they see produced by cultivation on

certain species, such as the heartsease ; by propagation in differ-

ent manners, the only essential requisite being a bud, whether in

a seed, an eye, or a bulb ; by hybridising, as in the case of cal-

ceolarias and fuchsias, respecting the latter of which some re-

markable facts are stated by Mr. Beaton, p. 580. ; and by the

discoveries made in consequence of attempts at acclimatisation,

that many most beautiful plants, hitherto confined to the green-

house, and, in some cases, even to the stove, will not only grow,

but arrive at far greater perfection, in the free ground in the

open air during summer, or against a conservatory wall through-

out the year. By far the most interesting improvement intro-

duced into floricuUure for many years is the conservatory wall,

by which is meant a wall, which ought to be flued if possible,

with a southern or other warm exposure ; against which green-

house shrubs or trees are trained, and fully exposed to the air

during summer ; being protected by a projecting coping of

boards, or of thatched hurdles, during winter and spring.

Against such a wall, with a dry warm border, almost all the

Austrahan trees and shrubs, most of those from Mexico and
South America, and many from Nepal, China, Japan, and the

Cape of Good Hope, arrive at a degree of vigorous growth,

which, under no circumstances whatever, can they attain in pots,

or when kept under a glass roof throughout the year. Some
finely clothed walls of this description have been, from time to

time, referred to in this Magazine ; and, as examples, we may
remind our readers of that of the Rev. T. Gamier, at Bishop's

Stoke, near Southampton ; and of that of the London Horticul-

tural Society, in their garden at Chiswick. The superior effect

produced on plants by the direct influence of the light, is

strikingly evinced by the beautiful and luxuriant growth of those

against these walls, when compared with that of the same de-

scription of plants under glass ; where not only a portion of the

light is excluded by the glass, but what passes through this

medium is decomposed, and deprived of a large portion of its

vivifying influence on the leaves.

One of the effects produced by the great number of flower

shows now established throughout the country is, the great

demand which they have created for new plants. This has been
met in two ways : first, by occasioning large importations of her-

baceous flowers and flowering shrubs from the Continent, such
as the Dutch anemones, the German asters, the Ghent azaleas,

and French roses ; and, secondly, by inducing nurserymen and
gardeners to raise a great number of hybrids, in order to get

something more rare and beautiful than their neighbours. This
spirit of emulation, by exciting gardeners to think, has done
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more towards improving the science of floriculture, than all the

practical experience of years had done before ; so true it is, that

great general results are often produced by petty causes working
separately, but, at the same time, on a number of different indi-

viduals. It is difficult to rouse the minds of persons who have
been long accustomed to traverse one beaten track, sufficiently

to make them comprehend any principle of universal application :

such minds can only be approached by a number of covert ways

;

and it is only when they find that these ways, though different

in themselves, yet, from being conducted all on the same prin-

ciple, all lead to the same result, that they begin to comprehend
that they may apply the same principle in other, and as yet

untried, ways. For example, though the principle of hybridisation

by cross fecundation was known even in the time of Bradley, in

1717 (see p. ^)77.) j ^.nd though, in after-times, it was found to

produce the most wonderful effects with regard to apples and
pears, &c., yet no one seems to have thought of applying it to

produce new and beautiful varieties of tulips till within this year

or two; but, on the contrary, the growers of these flowers had
the extraordinary and almost unexampled patience to wait year

after year, till certain self-coloured seedling tulips, or breeders,

as they were called, from some accidental combination of favour-

able circumstances of soil or climate, began to vary in their

colours, or, as it is technically termed, to break. Another ad-

vantage of the spirit of emulation excited by these flower shows

is, that it occasions a far greater number of plants to be propa-

gated, for the sake of trying experiments, &c., than would other-

wise be thought of; and this rage for increasing plants, spread-

ing through all the persons connected with gentlemen's gardens

and nurseries, induces them to raise themselves a great number
of plants, to decorate the gardens, not only of their own cottages,

but those of all their friends and acquaintance; and this leads to

the general distribution of fine plants throughout the country,

and, of course, adds very greatly to its beauty.

Of the house floricultural plants, by far the most fashionable

at present are the Orchidese, of which a number of new species

are imported every year ; while others, previously imported, are

successively coming into flower, and are figured in almost every

number that is published of the botanical periodicals. The dif-

ferent opinions which prevail as to the mode of treatment of these

plants, viz. whether they should be treated in a natural manner,

that is, kept in a state of heat, moisture, and shade, like that in

which they grow in their native forests ; or artificially, that is,

by keeping them more in the usual state of stove plants in this

country, have been already detailed in this volume {p. 113. and

252.) ; and we only allude to them here, as being also likely to

promote the improvement of floriculture, by teaching gardeners

to observe, to reason, and to think. On the same account, we
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refer to the plan for throwing tropical plants into flower, detailed

in p. 19.

The various new plants that have flowered, and been figured,

for the first time in England, during the past year (among which

are several beautiful hardy annuals, perennials, bulbs, and

shrubs), will be found indicated by a star in the Index to the

List of Plants, which forms part of the Contents to our present

volume.

Horticulture.— The subject which has attracted most atten-

tion during the past year in this department is, the coiling system

of vine culture, introduced by Mr. Mearns, the merits of which,

however, do not appear to be yet determined on by practical

men. The subject of managing vines in the open air has been

treated on in a masterly manner by Mr. Hoare, whose book is

the most valuable addition to pomological literature that has

been made for several years. We are not aware of any remark-

able acquisitions that have been made to our culinary vegetables.

A silver-skinned underground onion has latelv been cultivated

in the experimental garden at Inverleith ; and the quinoa

(Chenopodium Qiiinba), introduced some years ago, but only

recently brought into general notice by Mr. Lambert, who has

been most successful in its culture, may be mentioned as a spi-

nach plant, and one at the same time valuable for its seeds,

which are used as a substitute for millet or rice. It will pro-

bably be found useful to the settlers in new countries, as the

seeds are ripened within three or four months after the plant is

sown, and as they require no husking, or other preparation, pre-

viously to their being cooked as food. As far as horticultural

productions are concerned, it is to be regretted that the pecu-

niary circumstances of the London Horticultural Society have
obliged them, in a great measure, to give up the culinary vege-

table department of their garden. It is not that vegetables could

be grown there better, or even as well, as in many market-gar-

dens ; for in no one garden can every description of vegetables

be grown to the highest degree of perfection; but, the culture

and proving of culinary vegetables having been known by hor-

ticulturists every where, both at home and abroad, to be carried

on in that garden, as well as the culture and proving of fruits, it

became a focus to which new productions were sent from every

quarter. These new productions being seen by visitors to the

garden, and being reported on, from time to time, in the Society's

Transactions^ soon became generally known, and, in conse-

quence, were introduced to the seed shops, and from them into

commercial and private gardens. Two modes of growing mush-
rooms, which will appear in the Number for January, 1836,
may be worth noticing here. If the mushroom stone (which
appears to be a kind of spawn brick, but of a more earthy and
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permanent character than those made for propagating the com-
mon mushroom) could be manufactured, or procured readily,

then every family might grow their own mushrooms in a box, in

a cellar, or kitchen, without manure or soil, or any other trouble

than that of merely watering the stone ; while the other mode is

well worth the attention of every one growing culinary vege-

tables. The mode of compressing aromatic herbs into cakes,

and preserving them closely wrapped up in paper till wanted
for use, practised by Mr. Lindsay, gardener to His Grace the

Duke of Devonshire, at Chiswick (see p. 47.), well deserves

imitation ; and it might be extended to dried parsley, fennel,

celery tops, and many other potherbs. By the use of hot

water in some cases, and of steam in others, as the vehicle for

conveying bottom heat to a superincumbent bed of stones or

gravel, the culture of the pine-apple has been rendered more
economical, and much less offensive, from its not requiring the

use of dung or tan. The idea of heating a bed of stones was
first suggested by us in 1804; and it was carried into execution

first at Glenfuir, near Falkirk, and afterwards at Underley Park,

near Kendal, the heat being conveyed to the bed of stones by
smoke flues. Soon afterwards Mr. Hay greatly improved on
the plan, by making steam the medium of conveying the heat

;

and, subsequently, Mr. Hay's plan has ,been variously modified,

extended, and improved by Messrs. Stothert of Bath ; the details

of which improvements, illustrated by numerous figures, will be
found in our tenth volume, p. 226.

The new fruits which have been proved during the past year,

and found worthy of general recommendation, will be found
enumerated under the head of Pomological Notices, in our suc-

ceeding volume; as those for the year 1834 are in this volume.

The same remarks will apply to the lists of new culinary vege-

tables.

STATISTICS OF GARDENING.

Public Gardens.— As we have devoted an article to this sub-

ject which is of some length, we shall confine ourselves here to

a brief statement of the creations, improvements, and alterations

which have recently taken place, or are actually in progress,

relating to gardens of this description.

Botanical and Horticultural Gardens appear to be gradually

on the increase. That of Sheffield, noticed Vol. X. p. 276., is nearly

completed, and, we are informed, looks remarkably well. The
Liverpool Botanic Garden is being removed to a more favour-

able site, and a greater extent of ground is devoted to it. The
Manchester Botanic Garden has undergone great alterations and
improvements, under the care of its excellent curator, Mr. Camp-
bell (see p. 488.). The Botanic Garden at Bury St. Edmunds,
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has, also, been enlarged ; and it is proposed to remove and greatly

enlarge the Botanic Garden of Cambridge. The Oxford Bo-
tanic Garden has received a new stimulus, in consequence of the

appointment of Dr. Daubeny as botanical professor. In the

garden of the London Horticultural Society a small natural

arrangement was formed last spring by Dr. Lindley, on the

principle of his Nixus Plantarum ; and one has been laid out in

the Chelsea Botanic Garden, on the linear succession principle

followed by De Candolle. In the Kew Garden a palm-house

of considerable dimensions is marked out, and the work com-
menced. At Bristol a Zoological Garden and an Arboretum are

projected; and a public garden is also commenced at Gravesend.

In the Edinburgh Botanic Garden additional hot-houses are

erecting, and a great accession to the ligneous plants of this

garden has been made by Mr. Macnab, jun., in consequence of a

tour made by him in America in the autumn of 1834. In Ire-

land great improvements are taking place in the Glasnevin

Garden, under the curatorship of Mr. Niven ; and the Belfast

Botanic Garden has been completed under the care of Mr.
Campbell.

Cemeteries have been laid out in many places, and are pro-

jected in others. Indeed, they are so conducive to both the

health and convenience of the inhabitants of towns, that we have

no doubt they will become universal in a few years.

Private Gardens.— We are not aware of any thing remark-
able having occurred, during the past year, in the way of forming

or laying out new gardens or residences, or of improving those

which already exist, with the exception of the extensive Arbore-
tum commenced by the Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth,

and an immense palm-house, projected for the same princely

demesne. The Duke of Bedford is about commencing, or rather

completing, an Arboretum at Woburn Abbey, by adding spe-

cimens of other trees and shrubs to his already extensive collec-

tion of willows. The Earl of Mountnorris has not only added
to his collection of foreign trees and shrubs at Arley Hall, but
has sent a collector to New Zealand, in the hope of discovering

some ligneous plants in the mountainous parts of that country.

Next year we hope to record the formation of various arboretums,
and other gardening improvements, accounts of which will pro-
bably be sent us more generally than heretofore, when it is seen
how essential they are to enable us to fill up our proposed yearly
Retrospective View. It has been observed to us by others, and
we have observed it ourselves, during our occasional tours, that

the gardens of cottagers by the road side have wonderfully
improved within these few years ; and we have before often

observed that, in many parts ofthe country, dahlias, fuchsias, and
other new plants are to be seen in them, which were formerly
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confined to gentlemen's gardens. This improvement, as we have
elsewhere stated, is chiefly owing to the exertions of the horticul-

tural societies, and partly also to the benevolent and patriotic

exertions ofsome gentlemen, who authorise their head gardeners
to supply the cottagers on their estates with such useful and
ornamental plants as can be spared, and are suitable for cottage

gardens. Various gentlemen, also, in different parts of the

country, require their head gardeners to keep a nursery of fruit

trees and fruit shrubs to be given away to their farmers and cot-

tagers. When we consider how greatly the beauty of the mar-
gins of all our roads is increased by this practice, and how much
it tends to increase the comfort and happiness of the cottager, we
cannot too highly express our admiration of such practices. We
only wish they might prevail everywhere, and that every pro-

prietor of land in Great Britain or Ireland would adopt them.
A superior description of cottage, and an improved mode of

cookery, are the next steps in the amelioration of the condition

of the country labourer; and we should like much to see them in-

cluded in the objects of the provincial horticultural societies.

Commercial Gardening has been considered as rather in a
declining state for some years past, owing, in market-gardening,

to the lowness of prices, and, in nursery-gardening, to the want
of demand. The lowness of the prices of culinary vegetables

and fruits being occasioned by the immense supplies of British

growth, and also by the influx of some descriptions of fruit from
the Continent, must necessarily lead to a fall in the rent of gar-

den ground in Britain ; and this, indeed, to a certain extent has

already taken place. The nursery business has, within the last

twenty years, undergone a material change. Formerly all ex-

tensive planters in the country, whether of fruit trees or of forest

trees, procured them chiefly from the London or Edinburgh
nurseries ; whereas now all the forest trees, and the more com-
mon of the fruit trees, are procured by planters from nurseries

in their immediate neighbourhood ; and the demand on the

metropolitan nurseries is limited to the less common articles, or

to what is new. This, to the public in general, and more espe-

cially to country gentlemen, is a very desirable change, since it

enables them not only to procure their plants from a nursery

where less rent is paid, and, of course, at less expense, having

also less to pay for carriage ; but, from the plants having been
less time out of ground, there is far less risk of losing them from
the check given to them by the removal. This change, however,

as in the case of all states of transition, has been attended with

serious losses to the London nurserymen, more especially to

those who have extensive grounds, and who continue to pay
high rents for them. To these high rents, and to the very long

credit generally taken by country gentlemen, must be attributed,
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in a great measure, the high prices hitherto charged for those

trees and shrubs which are not generally planted. It is true

that this high price is partly, also, occasioned by the little demand

that there is for many articles which first-rate nurserymen are

still obliged to keep ; and this little demand must be attributed

partly to the want of taste in country gentlemen for trees and

shrubs, and partly to a want of knowledge of them among gar-

deners. During the past year we certainly think that we have

seen symptoms of a change in these matters. Two lists have ap-

peared in the present volume of this Magazine, p. 163. and 567.,

both furnished by eminent London nurserymen, in which the

prices for ready money, or payment at the end of the year, are

as low as they can possibly be desired. In consequence of such

lists being made generally known, we have no doubt the taste

for planting rare trees and shrubs will rapidly increase ; and

nurserymen will find that, by calculating on small profits and
extensive sales, they will be greater gainers than by relying on

high prices and select purchasers at indefinite credits. This,

indeed, is the spirit of the age, which it is in vain, for any person

that would live and thrive, long to resist. In consequence of the

stimulus given to the culture of superior varieties of culinary

vegetables, and annual and biennial flowers, throughout the

country, by the horticultural societies, the demand for seeds

has increased, and also that for flowering bulbs, the quantity of

which imported annually from Holland has greatly augmented.

Since the general peace, British nurserymen have been enabled

to extend their connexions abroad, very much tc their own
advantage, and not less so, we believe, to that of their brethren

in other countries. A number of new azaleas, and other Ame-
rican shrubs and trees, and new varieties of fruit trees, have

been imported from Belgium ; many new roses and orange trees

from France ; and many flowers, such as Dutch anemones, &c.,

from Holland, and other countries ; while many camellias, and
other showy or rare house plants, have been sent in return from

Britain to France, Belgium, Holland, and Germany ; and even to

Italy, Sweden, and Russia. The commerce carried on between
British and American seedsmen is greatly on the increase ; and
there is also a considerable demand both for seeds and plants

from Australia. In this way, if the domestic commerce of nurse-

rymen has diminished, their foreign connexions have increased ;

and, by the extension of a knowledge of the new plants of this

country through the botanical periodicals, we have no doubt it

will continue to increase rather than diminish. The practice of

sending out collectors to foreign countries, by nurserymen, has

been on the increase, since the London Horticultural Society,

from its crippled means, has been obliged to give up that part

of its exertions. From collectors sent out by nurserymen,
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more especially by Mr. Low of the Clapton Nursery, many
new species of Orchidese have been introduced, besides other

plants ; and we have no doubt, as we have elsewhere stated, it

would answer, in apecuniary point of view, to send out collectors

to the mountainous regions of South America and India, for the

sake of collecting the seeds of pines, and other trees and shrubs
likely to endure the open air in this country.

The Condition of Gardeners, whether those who are in situations

as masters, having the care of the gardens of country gentlemen,

or those who work under them as journeymen, may be consi-

dered as improved rather than otherwise ; because, while no
great change has taken place in their yearly or weekly wages,

the price of all the necessaries of life has greatly fallen every

where. It is acknowledged, however, that there is a great want
of situations for head gardeners, owing to various noble and
wealthy families having broken up, or greatly reduced, their

establishments, which has occasioned some gardeners to enter

into other businesses; and a considerable number, both of mas-
ters and journeymen, to emigrate to other countries, especially

to North America.

RURAL IMPROVEMENT GENERALLY.

Agriculture in Britain may date its first improvement from the

introduction of clover and turnips from the Netherlands, and its

second from the introduction of the drill system of cultivation.

Towards the end of the last century a metropolitan agricultural

society was established, and the fashion of forming agricultural

societies became general throughout the counties. These so-

cieties, including their parent, the Board of Agriculture, for the

most part died away with the fall of prices which took place

after the general peace ; but they have since revived, and several

district societies, both in England and Scotland, by their exhi-

bitions, by their premiums, and by the means which they afford

to agriculturists of becoming personally acquainted with one

another, are doing much good. At the head of these societies

in England is the Bath and West of England Society ; and in

Scotland, the Highland Society. Both these societies preceded

the Board of Agriculture, and have survived it; and both, we
believe, continue to do much good by their meetings, their ex-

hibitions, their museums, their libraries, and the publication of

their transactions.

Connected with these societies has sprung up a new source of

agricultural improvement, which promises to have extensive in-

fluence, viz. agricultural museums. Something of the kind,

applicable to manufactures as well as to agricultural productions,

has taken place for several years in Paris, and, we believe, in

some other towns on the Continent ; and, to a certain extent, at
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the cattle shows of the Smithfield Club, and of the Highland

Society of Scotland : but it remained for a spirited commercial

house, Messrs. Drummond, seedsmen, Stirling, to be the first to.

form an agricultural museum in Britain. Similar museums have

since been established by Messrs. Dickson and Turnbull, seeds-

men, Perth ; by Mr. Lawson, seedsman, Edinburgh, and others.

The establishment of such exhibitions, by individuals, argues an

extraordinary degree of public spirit and enthusiasm ; and, in-

deed, it is more than can be expected to arise from any source

but that of a public body. They are so exceedingly useful, that

it is to be hoped that they will be as generally adopted by the

agricultural societies throughout the country as horticultural

gardens are by the societies for the promotion of horticulture.

We are happy to find that the present enlightened professor of

agriculture in the University of Edinburgh, Mr. Low, is form-

ing a museum of models and specimens of productions for the

use of his class. It appears to us, that in every college there

ought to be, not only a professorship of agriculture, but such a

museum as that which is being formed by Professor Low. There
is no man likely to be sent to college, whatever may be his pur-

suits in after life, to whom a knowledge of botany and agricul-

ture would not be extremely useful.

In the science of agriculture, we are not aware of any im-
portant improvement that has been made during the last year.

The result of various experiments to determine the cause of the

failure of the potato crop for two years past has not been alto-

gether satisfactory, though it has shown that the sets may lose

their vital principle when taken up before they have attained a
certain degree of maturity ; and also that, when kept too much
exposed, they are liable to have their moisture evaporated from
them during the winter. Mr. Niven, in the Irish Gardener's
and Farmer^s Magazine, thinks that the failure of the crop in

Ireland may have been owing partly to some change in the elec-

tric state of the atmosphere, and partly to the careless manner
in which the potato is ti'eated after it has been dug out of the

ground till it is replanted ; and the experience of Mr. Munro
(p. 416.) is in accordance with that of Mr. Niven. The supe-
riority of whole potatoes to sets, when an early crop is desired,

has been proved by Mr. Niven in the same paper ; and also the
superiority of sets to whole potatoes, when the object is a main
crop, more especially when the bud, or rose end, as it is called
in Ireland, is used. This superiority of sets to whole potatoes
has been also proved by the experiments conducted in the Hor-
ticultural Society's Garden, and by various others which will be
found stated in the First Additional Supjplement to our Encyclo-
pedia of Agriculture, p. 1^55. The culture of the Trifcilium
incarnatum has greatly increased in different parts of the country;
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and, from the heat and excessive dryness of the summer, it has
been found in many cases a valuable substitute for lucern and
clover, which have been completely burnt up. To the above-
mentioned Supplement, indeed, we may refer for all the recent
agricultural improvements whether in science or practice.

Rural Architecture is making great progress in every part of
the country ; and, we think, we may safely attribute some portion of
this progress to the extensive circulation of our Encyclopcedia of
Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture. No other architectural

work of so comprehensive a character, embracing, as it does, all

the interior details of fitting up, finishing, and furnishing of cot-

tages, fai'm-houses, villas, inns, public-houses, and schools, ever
obtained anything like so extensive a sale in this country ; and
though this may have been principally owing to its unparalleled

cheapness, considering the quantity of engravings it contains,

yet so many persons cannot have purchased the work without
more or less acting on it. As the cottages of labourers in the
country are generally designed and executed by carpenters,

masons, or bricklayers, it is a great point gained^ to improve the

taste of such persons ; and, to do this, and also to jrive the
general reader such a knowledge of architecture as may be
useful to him in building and furnishing, and agreeable as a
matter of taste and criticism, have been the objects of the JLn-

cyclopcedia; and the same objects are followed up by the

Architectural Magazine. Every day convinces us of the sound-
ness of our opinion, that the only effectual and permanent mode
of improving the taste and style of any art is, to make the great

mass of society critics in that art. What has improved political

governments in different countries ? Not the governors, but the

dissemination of the general principles of government among the

masses of society, or among the leaders of these masses. In like

manner we arrive at the conclusion, that houses will not gene-
rally be constructed in the most commodious and salubrious

manner, and in good taste, till a knowledge of what is the most
salubrious and the most commodious manner, and in what consists

good taste, shall be possessed by those who intend to occupy
them; or, if not by all, at least by a sufficient number to render
such qualities in houses fashionable. We wish we could see

architectural societies established generally throughout the pro-
vinces ; or, rather, societies for promoting the improvement of
the public taste in architectural and rural scenery, as suggested
by a correspondent, (p. 280.)

Domestic Economy.— We shall have but little to say under
this head, if we limit our views to the past year ; but if we take
a retrospect of the last ten years, then we should say that the

manners and the dress of the mass of society have considerably

improved ; at all events, it is impossible to deny that this has
Vol. XL— No. 69. z z
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been the case in the neighbourhood of London. We attribute

the change to the influence of school education on the rising

generation, and the withdrawal by death of many of the worst

part of society, thrown loose from the army and navy after the

general peace. The comparative poverty, also, of the higher

classes, by obliging them to be more economical in their do-

mestic concerns, has diminished, in some degree, the corruption

of the class called gentlemen's servants, who, of all persons in the

same rank of life, seem to have least sympathy with others either

above or below them. The general taste for reading which at

present prevails among the rising generation, and which has

been chiefly brought about by the Sunday schools and by cheap

publications, promises such an amelioration of the great mass or

poorer class of society, as will in time equalise it, in all essential

particulars, with those who are now considered the higher and
middling classes- The greatest defect in the class of which we
are now speaking, as it appears to us, lies in the education of

the females, which is confined to a little reading and writing,

instead of being extended to clothes-making and working of dif-

ferent kinds, and more especially to cookery. In this respect,

as will appear by Mrs. Austin's translation of Cousin's work On
the State of Educatio7i in Prussia, the German women generally

have greatly the advantage over those of England. The Bri-

tish gardener may satisfy himself on this subject, by questioning

any of the German, French, or Dutch gardeners, now work-
ing as journeymen in this country. A British gardener, though
he is surrounded with the most excellent vegetables which Eu-
rope produces, and has liberty, where they are not scarce, to

supply his own table from them, yet, unless he has married a

woman who has been brought up a cook, and who understands
at least a little of French cookery, cannot get one of those savoury
stews and compounds which are made by gardeners' wives on
the Continent, at a tithe of the expense that is spent here in the

fuel and material for dishes far less agreeable and wholesome.
It is quite a mistake to suppose French cookery expensive : it

is, in fact, the most economical cookery in the whole world,

since its leading principles are, to get the greatest possible quan-
tity of nourishment out of a given quantity of food, with the

least possible quantity of fuel, and to waste nothing. With a
view to the improvement of gardeners in this particular, we con-
template giving a series of papers on the subject of Cookery, and
especially on Vegetable Cookery, in our succeeding volume.
The attention which has of late been paid by the legislature to

the subject of national education induces us to hope that, at no
distant period, this important and all-powerful source of domestic
improvement will be established on sound and permanent prin-

ciples. The first step to the establishment of national schools
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all over the country is, the formation of normal schools for the
education of schoolmasters ; and for this government has already
voted the means. Dr. Reid, in Edinburgh, has lately been
giving a lecture, the main object of which was, to prove that the
most beneficial results would spring from the " introduction of
physical science as an early branch of general education, with
illustrations of the plan proposed for instituting a series of illus-

trations in the theory and practice of chemistry in all schools

and academies, including those departments more especially

which are adapted to awaken the mind of the junior pupil to the

nature of the material world, and to a more precise knowledge
of those chemical phenomena which are daily forced upon his

attention." As a proof of what may be effected in this way
among young females, we may refer to a report on the Ladies'

Day School, of Stuart Street, Edinburgh, given in the Scotsman
of Nov. 14. ]^835, and quoted as a note to the Preface of the

Eighth Volume of our Magazine of Natural History.

For the Improtiement ofRoads some legislative measures have
passed ; but there is still wanting one to prevent new roads
which are being made, or existing roads which are being altered

or improved, from having a greater slope than vSome fixed stand-

ard, say 1 in 36. Till such a law is passed, and carried into

execution throughout the country, there must of necessity be an
aristocracy among travellers ; for, on roads having hills steeper

than the slope we have mentioned (viz. 1 in 36), the traveller

with one horse can never come into competition with him who
travels with two : not that, under any circumstances, as much
can be done by one horse as by two horses on the same road

;

but that, on a road of the slope of 1 in 36, one horse will draw
or carry half of what two will ; while, on roads of a greater slope,

it is known from experience that this is not the case : and the

fact may be accounted for from the friction of the wheels on the

road being equal, and the weights unequal. The man, there-

fore, who travels in a two-wheeled carriage with two horses, as a
commercial traveller, or for pleasure, has an undue advantage
over him who can only travel with one horse. We say an
undue advantage, because, though it is just that he should benefit

from the additional capital employed in the form of the second
horse, it is not so that he should profit by the inattention of the

legislature in neglecting the roads ; a neglect which operates on
the poor man, like a tax on poverty.

The Railroads that are going on or projected, amounting in

number to upwards of thirty, argue an extraordinary spirit of
improvement; and the mind is almost lost in contemplating the

effect which they, when executed, will soon have on every part

of this country, and, by imitation, on every other.

The Improvement of Furniture, Domestic Utensils, and Clothing
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will probably, at no distant period, receive a great impulse, in

consequence of the Select Committee on Arts and Manufactures

formed during the last session of parliament. The published

Minutes of Evidence taken before this committee appear to us to

be ofextreme importance : they will probably lead to the establish-

ment of schools of design in all our manufacturing towns, and, in

consequence, to a great improvement in the forms of domestic

furniture of every description ; and an equal improvement in the

painted, printed, or engraved designs on every class of manufac-

tured objects. (See an analysis of this Report, in Arch. Mag.,

vol. iii.)

GARDENING AND RURAL IMPROVEMENT IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

In Finance, notwithstanding the political cloud which appears

to hang over the country, the taste for gardening seems to be on
the increase. The Horticultural Society of Paris, judging from
their exhibition in the Orangerie of the Tuilleries in June last

(at which the king was present, and at which he acknowledged
himself the patron of the Society), and also from the A?inales

d'Horticulture, appears to be in a thriving state. The number
and extent of the nurseries round Paris, and in different parts of

France, have increased within these few years ; and no establish-

ment of this kind more so than that of M. Soulange-Bodin, of

which some notice will be found in a succeeding page. The in-

tercourse between the seedsmen of France and Britain has much
increased, especially in what i*elates to agricultural seeds ; and,

also, the intercourse of the Parisian seedsmen (especially that of

M. Vilmorin and Co., who are the first seedsmen on the Con-
tinent, and, indeed, in Europe,) with America.

Holland has long been celebrated for its seed merchants and
its commerce in bulbous roots ; and in both products the country
retains its celebrity. Its exports of nursery articles, and espe-

cially of fruit trees, compared with what they used to be fifty

or sixty years ago, have diminished : but its export of vegetables

and fruits has increased ; and very much so its export of bulbs.

Belgium, which used to be only second to Holland in botany
and horticulture, may now be considered as ranking higher in

the scale than the former country. The present King of- the

Belgians being a botanist, and much attached to planting and
gardening, has introduced various improvements in the gardens
and grounds of his palace of Lacken near Brussels. These im-
provements have been designed by Mr. M'Intosh, His Majesty's
gardener at Claremont, and consist of extensive ranges of hot-
houses and pits, and collections both of house and hardy plants.

The botanical and horticultural garden at Brussels is said to be
rather on the decline, for want of funds ; but the botanic garden
at Ghent is undergoing various important improvements, under
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the direction of a new curator. The various collectors of plants
in Belgium almost all sell or exchange their productions among
themselves or with foreigners ; a very laudable practice, in our
opinion, since it spreads a taste for plants, and is also the means
of disseminating many fine species among those who, probably,
would not otherwise have either become imbued with the one,

or possessed of the other. The Ghent gardeners are always
happy to make exchanges with the nurserymen of this country;
some of whom, and more especially Mr. Knight of the Exotic
Nursery, and Mr. Low of Clapton, make annual journeys
through the country, and bring back various novelties. An ex-
cellent account of the present state of botany, gardening, and
rural economy generally, in Belgium, has been given in the pre-

sent volume (p. 217. and 273.), by Mr. Maddison.
Germany.— Throughout this extensive country there may be

said to be a general movement in favour of gardening; but we
have given such a copious account of what has recently been
done in our Encyclopcedia of Gar-detiing, that we can add but
little here. The late Emperor of Austria was not only a great

lover of gardening as an amateur, but actually spent a portion

of his time, almost every fine day, in a gardening dress, digging,

hoeing, and pruning, planting and transplanting, potting and
shifting, and watering and syringing, like any garden labourer.

The present emperor is said to possess the same taste, though
not in such a decided manner. The garden of the university,

at Vienna, was greatly enlarged some years ago ; and its col-

lections are annually increased, under the assiduous directorship

of Baron Jacquin. All the best fruits of Britain have been in-

troduced into the imperial gardens about Vienna by M. Karl
Rauch, who spent several years in England, chiefly in the gar-

den of the Horticultural Society, and at Kew ; so that very few

German gardeners knew better what the gardens about London
possessed, that was not to be found in the gardens of Vienna.

The Hungarian magnates are adding to their collections; and
there are now several gardeners and Scotch bailiffs settled in

different parts of Hungary. The most splendid and prosperous

botanic garden in Germany is that of Berlin, a plan and de-

scription of which is given in our E^icyclopcedia ; and a recent

account of its collection of trees and shrubs, by its director, M.
Otto, will be found in a preceding page. (p. 541.) M. Otto,

jun., after having been some time at Kew, and in some of the

London nurseries, put himself under the tuition of Mr. M'Nab
of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden ; subsequently he went to

the Jardin des Plantes, and to some of the Parisian nurseries
;

and he is now travelling in different parts of France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany, and Italy, previously to his return home. It

is only by travelling extensively in this manner that a gardener
z"z 3
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can know the precise state of his own garden, and become en-

abled to supply its deficiencies. One of the most valuable gar-

den practices among the Germans is, their rule of appointing no

gardener to the care of a first-rate garden, who has not visited

all the first-rate gardens of Europe. It is much to be regretted

that the same practice does not prevail in this country. The
botanic garden at Gottingen contains an excellent collection,

which has lately been considerably increased ; its director, M.
Fischer, who was lately for some months in this country, having

purchased liberally, and made extensive exchanges. Horticul-

tural exhibitions are held at Vienna, Berlin, Munich, and in

various other towns; and one, as we have lately seen (p. 543.),

has been commenced at Frankfort, and is in a most prosperous

condition. The gardens of Munich have long been celebrated
;

and these, as we find from communications from their director,

M. Sckell, are receiving annual additions both of plants and
architectural ornaments. The neighbourhood of Hamburgh
was celebrated for the villas and gardens of its merchants pre-

viously to the year 1813, when most of these were destroyed by
the French. Since the peace, and more especially within these

few years, they have been rebuilt in a higher taste ; some of

them under the care, or from the designs, of London architects

;

and their grounds have been laid out and planted by the Messrs.

Booth of the Flotbeck Nurseries, who possess one of the best

collections of trees and shrubs in Germany.
In Denmark horticulture is making advances, as will appear

by the various communications sent us, from time to time, bv our
friend, one of the royal gardeners there, M. Petersen, who, from
having been some years in this country, is quite aware of what
it is desirable and practicable for him to introduce. A valuable

article on the trees and shrubs of Denmark, by Professor Schouw,
will be found in our succeeding volume. There is a horticul-

tural society in Copenhagen, which has regular exhibitions, like

those of England.

Swedeji has a horticultural society, and, we are informed by
Dr. Agardh, is making considerable advances in horticulture.

In addition to what this celebrated botanist supplied us with for

the last edition of our Encijclopcedia of Gardening, a valuable

article on the foreign and indigenous trees and shrubs of Sweden
will be found in a future Number.

In Russia, we are informed that the excellent collection at

Petersburgh, under the care of Dr. Fischer, is still kept up and
increased ; and a proof of this is afforded by the packets of seeds
annually sent by the doctor to the Horticultural Society's gar-
den, and to other gardens and botanical establishments in Eu-
rope. The Crimea has long been celebrated for its national
garden at Odessa, of which a history and description by M. Des-
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cemet will be given in our succeeding volume. The Russian
nobles in the neighbourhood of Moscow are quite alive to hor-

ticultural improvement, some notices ofwhich have been furnished

to us by M. Fintelmann, one of the imperial gardeners, who has

recently been in Britain for the purpose of inspecting our gar-

dens, and increasing the collection under his care. He made
purchases in London, Edinburgh, and Dublin ; and we were

surprised to learn from him the very considerable number of

trees and shrubs which will stand the open air at Moscow. A
list of these will be found in our Arboretum Britannicum.

To Poland, as connected with Russia, we turn with regret, nay,

horror.* A Polish nobleman, now in London, informs us that the

Botanic Garden of Warsaw was almost destroyed during the siege

of the city, and that the garden at Cracow is without funds. Agri-

culture, though at a low ebb, is expected to recover ; but, in con-

sequence of the want of confidence, it will be long before much
capital will be risked in improving the ground. In Poland and
Russia the government is but little acted upon either by the

public opinion of the governed, or by that of other countries

;

but, as this cannot always be the case, and as the ratio of im-

provement is of unknown rapidity when it is once commenced,
the kingdom of Poland may be reestablished, and the inhabit-

ants of Russia sooner united to the European family, than the

deplorable state of the former, and the barbarous state of the

latter, would lead one to imagine.

Switzerland.— In this delightful country botany and garden-

ing were early cultivated ; and they have lately made great ad-

vances, as will appear by a communication on the subject by
M. Alphonse DeCandolle in our succeeding volume.

Most of the different States of Italy have botanic gardens, but

we know little respecting any of them. Very great improve-

ments have been made in the viceregal gardens of Monza,
as appears by the interesting communication of Sr. G. Ma-
netti. (p. 639.) The royal . gardens at Caserta are still kept

up, and contain some splendid specimens, some account of

which is given in a letter from our correspondent at Naples,

(p. 151.) There ai'e also some gardens occupied by Englishmen
in the neighbourhood of Naples, as, for example, that belonging

to the Hon. Keppel Craven, in which Australian trees have

attained an extraordinary size.

In Spain, we learn from the very interesting Sketches of Capt.

S. E. Cook, that public gardens and promenades are forming

round many of the large towns; that government is laying out

roads in almost every part of the country; and that, on the

* See the leading article of the Morning Chronicle of Nov. 14, 1835; and

also of Nov. 20.

z z 4
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whole, the interior improvement of Spain is going on much more
rapidly than we in Britain could have conceived, from the pre-

judiced views of some travellers, and from the statements in the

newspapers. Capt. Cook has given an account of the forest

vegetation in Spain, which is of extraordinary interest; and he

has introduced into this country the true Quercus australis and

Q. hispanica, the true Pinus hispanica, and the true P. un-

cinata. He has also brought a beautiful variety of (Sambucus

racemosa from the Pyrenees. Copious extracts from Capt.

Cook's work, made with his permission, will be found in our

succeeding volume; and some, relating to the architecture of

Spain, in the Architectural Magazine.

Of the State of Gardening in Portugal^ Sardinia, Greece, and
other Portions of Europe, we have nothing particular to record.

At Constantinople improvement has commenced with the go-

vernment; and, as there are scarcely any vested interests to

oppose it, when once a general system of education is esta-

blished, it will, in all probability, proceed with great rapidity

;

and the Turks, in another generation, will be received into the

bosom of civilised Europe, and will complete that system of

mutual good understanding and harmony that will render all

future wars in this quarter of the world unnecessary. It will

then become a duty to civilise the barbarians of Africa and Asia,

to prevent them from overrunning us, as the Goths did the

Romans of old.

In Africa there is a margin of civilisation along the southern

shore of the Mediterranean Sea : and, since the French have

been in possession of Algiers, they have introduced gardening

and agriculture there to some extent. Campbell the poet in-

forms us, in his Letters from the South, published in the New
Monthly Magazine (vol. xlv. p. 278.), that there is a garden of ex-

periment and naturalisation of eighty acres in extent, which con-

^ tains 25,000 trees, bushes, and plants, under the care of a director

and twenty men. These plants include the sugar cane, cotton

tree and bush, and, no doubt, all those species and varieties of

useful plants which the botanists and horticulturists of Paris

have supposed likely to suit the climate : as, some years ago,

when Algiers was about to be colonised, every enquiry was sent

forth about Paris for suggestions as to the seeds and plants

desirable for, or thought likely to succeed in, the Algerine cli-

mate. The operation of colonisation, in short, was set about
with that mixture of science and enthusiasm which always dis-

tinguishes the French ; and we sincerely hope the result will

answer their expectations. Some extracts from Mr. Campbell's
Letters, respecting the state of gardening and agriculture at

Algiers, will be found in our succeeding volume. The pacha of
Egypt is introducing into that country every description of
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European improvement of which it is susceptible, and civilisa-

tion is advancing there with rapid strides. We refer to Mr.
St. John's Egypt, and to our Encyclopcedia, for details, and to a
paper by Mr. Trail, the pacha's English gardener, in our suc-
ceeding volume. The most valuable agricultural product of
Egypt, at the present time, is cotton ; and, while this material

from the East Indies is worth, at Manchester, about l^d. per
lb., and that from New Orleans about 11^., the Egyptian cotton

is woi'th \Sd. With such a source of wealth, it is not to be
wondered at that the pa^ha should be powerful and pros-

perous.

In Asia there is probably an immense number of plants,

natives of the elevated regions and high latitudes, which would
endure the open air in Britain ; and it is highly satisfactory, and
greatly to the honour of the East India Company, that the in-

digenous botany of their dominions, and of the adjoining coun-
tries, has been, and continues to be, explored, at their expense,
by eminent botanists. Much has been done by Dr. Wallich
for the botany of India, and also for the botany and horticul-

ture of Europe. Dr. Wallich, who had been for above a year
on a visit to this country, has recently returned to India; and,
as will appear from his communications in this volume, has
added various new plants from England to the Calcutta Garden.
He has also furnished us with an account (p. 429.) of the dis-

covery of the tea plant in Assam, which will probably lead to

important consequences in various ways. One of the first which
we anticipate is, the discovery of other ligneous plants in Assam,
equally hardy with the tea shrub, or more so, by which the

British arboretum will be more and more enriched. There is a
horticultural and botanical garden at Saharunpore, under the

care of Mr. Royle, which has been of great use in introducing

to that country the useful plants both of Hindostan and of
Europe ; and to that garden, and to the exertions of Mr. Royle
and of other botanists who have preceded him, the British

garden is indebted for many interesting Nepal plants, among
which are some of our finest hardy trees and shrubs. Great
expectations may reasonably be entertained from this part of
Asia, the botanical riches of which, and its susceptibility of re-

ceiving great accessions from the plants of other countries, ai'e

set forth in a scientific and masterly manner in Royle's Illus-

trations of the Botany, S^c, of the Himalayan Mountains. China,
though it has hitherto been a sealed country to Europeans, will

probably not long continue to be so ; and whenever European
botanists are allowed to explore the interior of the country, a
rich harvest will be reaped both of hardy and of bouse plants.

The rising generation may even live to see a railroad conducted
from Europe to the heart of China. In the meantime, the Bri-
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tish merchants settled in China introduce occasionally some ot

the finer plants from England into the gardens of the principal

sea ports, as appears by the communication of Mr. Reeves,

(p. 437.) Mr. Reeves has introduced into England some of

our finest Chinese camellias, azaleas, and chrysanthemums, be-

sides various other species.

In the United States of North America gardening, especially

horticulture and floriculture, is making rapid progress. There

are several horticultural societies, and there are two gardener's

magazines, besides several journals devoted to agriculture and

gardening. In the magazines there are several gardens de-

scribed, belonging to wealthy merchants in the neighbourhood of

Philadelphia ; and these appear not only to contain good collec-

tions, but to be kept in high order. The gardening commerce
between this country and the United States has lately increased

in an extraordinary degree, and, in all probability, will continue

to do so ; because, for many years, trees will be raised, whether

from seeds, cuttings, layers, or grafts, cheaper in England than

in America. This will be the case, not only on account of the

greater cheapness of labour in this country than in America, but

from the greater moisture of our climate. As soon as a port is

established on the west coast of Ireland, our brethren in that

quarter will supply the western world with trees, which will

arrive by the steam-boats at New York, in not much longer

time than packages from the Aberdeen nurserymen used to be

on the sea between that port and London. The Americans, on
their part, will probably long continue to supply Europe with

the seeds of their native trees ; for many of these, which will

grow, and attain a considerable size, in the British Islands, and
in similar climates on the Continent, will probably never ripen

their seeds in any quantity in Europe, because our summers
are not sufficiently warm and light to admit of their thoroughly

ripening their wood. The attention of the Americans has not

yet been much directed to public gardens ; but it will be so

when their towns become more wealthy ; and we anticipate,

among the citizens of the western world, municipal gardens,

parks, pleasure-grounds, and hot-houses, the common property

of the towns, which will rival those of the European aristocracy.

Agriculture and rural architecture are also making progress in

the United States, though that progress must necessarily be
comparatively slow, till the population is either greatly in-

creased, or comparatively concentrated.

Many hundreds of emigrants, chiefly agriculturists, have gone
to the United States within the last three or four years ; and also

a good many gardeners, and some British architects. The state

of architecture in New York and its neighbourhood will be
found given, from personal observation, by Mr. Wilds and Mr.
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Ross, British architects, in the first and second volumes of the

Architectural Magazine. In the progress of railroads and canals

America surpasses every other country. In this way the super-

fluous income of the government is employed, and the results

will last for ever, and for ever prove of use ; whereas in old cor-

rupt governments, like most of those of Europe, the superfluous

income is too often spent in such a manner as, in a few years

afterwards, leaves not a trace behind.

In British America gardening is also making rapid progress,

stimulated by a horticultural society established at Toronto, and
by another at Montreal. Many British farmers of small capital

have lately purchased lands in Canada, among whom are some
gardeners. There is a good nursery at Montreal, the property

of our esteemed friend and correspondent, Mr. Cleghorn.

In the British West India Islands gardening seems to be
prosperous rather than otherwise, though the Jamaica Botanic

Garden is given up, and that of St. Vincent is in a state of

neglect. In Jamaica, however, a horticultural society has been
established, chiefly through the influence of Dr. Bancroft, its

president ; and it is most gratifying to observe that this society

directs its attention in a special manner to the gardens of the

slaves and free labourers. The labouring population of the

West India Islands may be said to be naturally gardeners ; for

they are all brought up to handle the hoe and the spade, and all

the married people have gardens of their own. Now that the

inhabitants of these islands are emancipated, or about to be so,

from a state of slavery, they will, through the influence of edu-

cation, and the necessity of thinking and acting for themselves,

become quite a new people, and prove, we trust, to the world,

that the black man and the white are essentially the same
animal ; and that, civilisation and other circumstances being

equal, as much of intellect, of genius, and of moral worth, may
be expected from the one race as the other. Slavery is a state

incidental to an infant state of society, under which circumstances

it may actually become a blessing to the slaves, and, by reclaim-

ing them from an utterly barbarous state, pave the way for the

civilisation of their descendants : but so powerful is the selfish

principle in slaveholders, that in no age or country have they

ever stopped at the point which humanity would dictate. Great
Britain has at last set an example in this respect which is worthy
of being followed by all civilised people ; and we do hope it will

speedily be so by the United States. There is, perhaps, no per-

son who has a greater regard for America than we have ; but the

sentiments which we have heard some Americans express on the

subject of their slave population have filled our mind with

horror, and, indeed, have diminished in a considerable degree

the ardent desire which we once had to visit the United States.
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In South America gardening seems to be comparatively sta-

tionary, but not so the botanists who are travelHng or re-

siding in that country. The latter have sent home many fine

plants, several of which are sufficiently hardy to stand the open

air with us. It is deeply to be regretted that some exertions are

not made to procure the cones of the different species of pine

which Dr. Coulter and others have discovered in South America

and Mexico, in situations which leave little doubt of their being

sufficiently hardy to grow in the open air in this country. There

is a public garden at Rio Janeiro, in which the tea shrub, and

some other Chinese and Indian plants, have been tried ; and some
years ago the botanic garden established at Buenos Ayres was
still in existence : but we have heard nothing of either of these

gardens lately; or of that of Caraccas, so frequently referred to

by our indefatigable correspondent Dr. Hamilton. The warmer
parts of South America are rich in Orchideae ; and various new
species of these plants have lately been collected and sent to

England, during two journeys made in the country, by Mr.
Henchman, botanical collector for Mr. Low of the Clapton Nur-
sery. Mr. Henchman's communications respecting South Ame-
rica will be found in various parts of the present volume, and
also in that for the next year ; and the papers of our corre-

spondent Mr. Mathews, on the same subject, are partly in this

Magazine, and partly in the Magazine of Natural History. Our
last letter from Mr. Mathews, which will appear in the Maga-
zine of Natural History for January, 1836, left him at Lamas, in

the interior of Peru, a country the hills and mountains of which
are covered with forests which have never been penetrated by
Europeans. Mr. Mathews, at the time he wrote, had not

advanced farther than a few yards from the margin of the river

up which he ascended with a canoe to the town of Lamas ; but,

even in that limited range, he had discovered several new animals

and plants. Dr. Lindley, in the Botanical Register for the pre-

sent year, speaking of the collections of dried plants sent home
by Mr. Mathews, says that he found mong them a larger

number of very beautiful species than he ever had the good for-

tune to meet with in any other collection that he had examined
of similar extent. (See p. 523.) We could wish that Mr.
Mathews, who is an independent collector, v.ere so supported by
the nurserymen, or by the wealthy gardening amateurs, of this

country, as to enable him to send home living plants and seeds.

Australia.— This immense country, embracing as it does a
great variety of climate, is capable of growing the vegetables and
fruits of every other country, more especially those of Southern
Europe. In the colony founded on the north coast, at Melville

Island, in 1824', in lat. 11°, the pine-apple, the mango, the

cocoa nut, the melon, the lemon, and all the fruits of the East
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and West Indies, as far as they were tried, arrived at perfection.

This colony has since been abandoned ; but the experiment
shows what may be expected when this part of Australia is sub-
jected to cultivation. The settlements in the neighbourhood of
Port Jackson are in a prosperous state, and every year are ac-

quiring greater comforts for themselves by the increasing cul-

tivation of the soil, and are proving a greater benefit to the
parent country, by their demand for its manufactures. By far

the most valuable product both of the country in the neighbour-
hood of Port Jackson, and in Van Diemen's Land, at present, is

wool ; and that article might be supplied by Australia, to the rest

of the world, to an almost unlimited extent. The botanic garden
at Sydney is now under the care of Mr. Richard Cunningham,
late of Kew ; and we expect to hear of its being considerably
improved, though Mr. Cunningham is at present absent on a
grand expedition into the unknown interior. Great exertions

are making to introduce vineyards in the neighbourhood of
Sydney ; and the Australian public are deeply indebted to Mr.
Busby for having twice visited the vine countries of Europe, and
for having introduced into the Sydney Botanic Garden, for the

benefit of the colony, all the best European varieties of the

grape. Mr. Busby's book on the subject, which we have re-

viewed at p. 90., will be read with extreme interest. We have
learned, from various sources recorded in this Magazine, that

several vineyards have been established in Australia, and some
good wine produced. The olive has also been tried, and there

can be little doubt that it will succeed perfectly. So anxious
are some proprietors in the district of Port Jackson to try every
means of improvement, that we know a recent instance in which
an order was sent from Sydney, to a London nurseryman, to

send out one of every description of cultivated tree, shrub, and
plant, that would stand the open air in the neighbourhood of
London, as far as could be purchased for the sum of 200/. A
number of villas have recently been formed in the neighbour-
hood of Sydney, a plan of one of which, showing the arrange-
ment of a gentleman's house suitable for that climate, and also

the manner in which the grounds are laid out, will be found in

the second volume of the Architectural Magazine.
There is a botanic garden on the Swan River, under the care

of Mr. Drummond, of which we have lately heard but little.

The most interesting part of Australia to us is Van Diemen's
Land, because there the climate resembles that of the mildest
part of England, but with a drier atmosphere. It is such a cli-

mate as would add ten years to the life of any healthy resident

in the neighbourhood of London, and ten years, too, of cheerful
enjoyment instead of morbid existence. Van Diemen's Land
is also more interesting than Sydney, both to the botanist and the
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geologist, not only in itself, but on account of the greater num-
ber of its productions which will stand the open air in this

country, or, at all events, which will stand against a conservatory

wall, or with very little protection. One of the most interesting

articles, in a gardening and botanical point of view, that ever

was written on this colony, will be found in the present volume,

p. 338., by Mr. Thomas Backhouse of York. Another com-
munication, by the same writer (p. 570.), gives the dimensions of

some of the full-grown trees, which are indeed most extraordi-

nary. There is a government garden at Hobart Town, under

the care of our correspondent Mr. Davidson ; and here, as in

the neighbourhood of Sydney, the citizens are beginning to

build villas, and to lay out pleasure-grounds around them in the

English manner. The latest accounts which we have had from

this quarter relate to the European honey bee. The native bee

is without a sting, and is not much larger than a common house-

fly : it produces abundance of honey and wax, but has not yet

been subjected to cultivation ; and, from its small size, and its

habit of building on very high trees, probably never will be so.

The European bee has been more than once introduced into

Sydney, but without success ; the swarms having always left the

hives for the woods. A hive was carried to Van Diemen's Land,
in the autumn of the year 1830, by Dr. T. B. Wilson*, at the

suggestion of his friend Mr. Robert Gunter of Earl's Court,

and brought from London in a wire case. It arrived in safety,

and the bees swarmed several times the first year ; and in the

True Colonist (a Hobart Town newspaper) of Feb. 14. 1835,

now before us, it is stated that a hive, descended from Dr. Wil-
son's, belonging to a gentleman in the neighbourhood of Hobart
Town, had already swarmed eighteen times I Some curious

details on this subject will be found in our succeeding volume.

The inhabitants of Hobart Town and its neighbourhood, in

testimony of their gratitude to Dr. Wilson for the invaluable

service he had rendered them, presented him with a silver snuff-

box; on which occasion the doctor announced his intention of

bringing out, in his next voyage, the salmon and trout, for which
the rivers in Van Diemen's Land are considered to be admirably
adapted. These are the deeds which should, and which will,

commemorate the name of a man to the latest posterity.

* Dr. Wilson is the author of the following very interesting work, published
in November 1835:— Narrative of a Voyage round the World j coQipre-
hending an Account of the Wreck of the Ship " Governor Ready," in Torres
Straits ; a Description of the British Settlements on the Coasts of New Hol-
land, more particularly Raffles Bay, Melville Island, Swan River, and King
George's Sound; also the Manners and Customs of the Aboriginal Tribes:
with an Appendix, containing Remai-ks on Transportation, the Treatment of
Convicts diiring the Voyage, and Advice to Persons intending to emigrate lo
the Australian Colonies. London, 1835. Svo, 349 pages.
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Art. II. Historical Notes on Ornamental Gardening in Lombardy,
particularly as relates to the Introduction of Foreign Trees and
Shrubs ; with an Account of the present State of the principal Foreign

Trees in the Garden of Monza, near Milan. By Sr. Giuseppe Ma-
NETTi, Director and Lecturer on Botany, &c., of that Garden.

The first introduction of foreign trees and shrubs into Lom-
bardy took place about the year 1770, when a taste for ornamental

gardening, in the natural style, first began to prevail. The first

of these English gardens, as they were called in Lombardy, were
those laid out by the brothers Pecinardi, near Cremona, of which

a description and a poem have been printed, both of which I

will send you. The plan of these gardens being in imitation of

nature, it became necessary to plant them with trees and shrubs

that were varied in their foliage, and in the colour of their

flowers, to ornament them, and this led to the introduction of

foreign trees. The brothers Zappa, from whom Scopoli named
the Zappa^w'a, had then a garden at Sesto St. Giovanni, half way
between Monza and Milan. They were Dutch merchants, and
introduced many hardy and tender plants from Holland, among
which are the following : — Aucuha japonica, Azalea glauca, A.
glabra, Chionanthus virginica, Coriaria wyrtifolia, and Cratse^gus

lucida; Dais za'ticifolia, Wistarza frutescens, Lagerstroe^mm in-

dica, iaurus Sassafras, Magnolm grandiflora, iVfelia Azedarach^

M. sempervirens, Quercus ^'gilops, Sterculia ^latanifolia, Vi-

burnum cassinoidQ?,, Cephalanthus occidentalis, DIrca palustris,

Gymnocladus canadensis, Paliurus australis, »Spartiumjunceum,

and Catalpa sj/ringcsfolia. Unfortunately the collection was lost,

after the death of the proprietors, by their successors, who had
no taste for Flora. About that time the Marquis of Casoni had
an ornamental garden formed at Derio (a town about ten miles

from Milan, and three from Monza, in Brianza), in which he had
many fine exotic trees, which are still remaining ; such as the

jPinus *Str6bus, MagnohVz grandiflora, Acacia Julibrissin, Xan-
thoxylum/i-axineum, Gymnocladus canadensis, i^agus sylvatica,

F. atropurpurea, &c. The Marquis Ciculini of Como, and one

Agnesi of Milan, also introduced foreign plants, but their col-

lections are no longer in existence.

In 1785 Count Lewis Castiglioni undertook a voyage to North
America, and on his return brought a great many seeds, which
he sowed at Mozzate, about fifteen miles from Milan, and after-

wards distributed over all Italy. These were, the seeds of ^^cer

rubrum, saccharinum, pennsylvanicum, and Negundo ; .^'sculus

Pav/fl!, Andromeda arborea, Asvmina triloba, Aralia spinosa, jBetula

lenta and nigra, Catalpa syringcefbWa, Cassine paragua, Cel-

tis occidentalis, Cephalanthus occidentalis, Cercis canadensis,
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Chionanthus virginica, Cornus florida, Cupressus /(hyoides, Tax-
odium distichum, Z)iospyros virginiana, Castanea piimila ; jPrax-

inus americana, nigra, j^'uglandifolia, pubescens, sambucifblia;

Gleditschm triacanthos, Gordonm Lasianthus, Gymn6cladus

canadensis, Halesm tetraptera, Hamamelis virginica, Carya alba;

Juglans P^c/taw, cinerea ; Kalmm latifblia; Zaurus Borb6nz«,

Benzdi7i, Sassafras ; Liquidambar styraciflua, peregrinum [? im-

berbe] ; Liriodendron Tulipifera, Symphoria glomerata ; Mag-
nolm grandiflora, glauca, acuminata, tripetala ; Cratse^gus coc-

cinea, Crus-galli, lucida ; Cotoneaster tomentosa, and Amelanchier

^otryapium : ilforus rubra, ikfyrica cerifera ; Nyss« aquatica,

sylvatica; Plnus »Str6bus, Tae^da, echinata; ^^bies balsamifera,

canadensis ; Z-arix rubra and alba ; Populus canadensis, hetero-

phylla; Cerasus Padus americana, virginiana, canadensis, pil-

mila; Quercus Phellos, Prinus, nigra, aquatica, pumila, rubra,

alba, palustris: i?hus glabra, typhina; Robinm Pseud--dfcacia,

hispida; iSpirae^a tomentosa, /zypericifolia, opulifolia; Staphylea

trifolia, Stuartm virginica, Phuja occidentalis ; Ptelea americana,

caroliniana ; t/'lmus americana, and Xanthoxylumyi'axineum.

The laying out of the park at Monza gave a new impetus to

the love of ornamental gardening; and the rich showed a desire

to have their gardens ornamented with trees that were not natives

of our soil.

The governor of Lombardy at that time, seeing that there was

a great want of ligneous plants in the country, formed, in 1808,

a kind of institution, resembling that at the Luxemburg, for dif-

fusing the best varieties of fruits, and of foreign and indigenous

species of trees that might be useful in the arts.

The first journey made to Paris, in 1811, by the late M. Vil-

laresi, director of these gardens, was of great use to our arbore-

tum; but, unfortunately, at that time botanical geography was not

well known ; and though a great number of plants were brought

home, they were planted from ignorance in soil that did not suit

them. The magnolia, for instance, was planted in a rich but not

marshy or moist soil, by which means it grew but slowlj^ drooped,

and at last died. The art of gardening being practised, in Lom-
bardy, chiefly by unskilful gardeners, many of whom, perhaps,

could scarcely read, it did not make much progress; and I am sorry

to say that their errors were generally promulgated until a plan

for educating young gardeners was thought of by the viceroy, who,
aware of their general ignorance, instituted a school for twelve

gardening pupils, and appointed me to give instruction to them
in the elements of physic, botany, meteorology, horticulture,

chemistry as applied to horticulture, geometry, drawing plans,

and arithmetic.

It was not till 1814 that an establishment was formed at Milan,
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for procuring foreign plants, since which time many that are both
new and rare have been introduced.

We are indebted to our illustrious viceroy, who cultivates the

sciences, and particularly botany, for the introduction of many
plants. Every year we obtain some that are new ; and he prefers

those that are useful both for domestic purposes and the arts.

Now the taste for ornamental gardening is advancing all over

Lombardy, and all the rich proprietors appear to have a wish to

ornament their gardens with foreign plants.

Only the male of the Salisburm adiantifblia has flowered here;

the female has not produced any flowers. The plant was intro-

duced in 1823, by Count Vitaliano Borromeo, one of our most
illustrious lovers of Flora.

In the garden at Monza, the Magnolm conspicua flowers

abundantly every year, and this year it produced plenty of seed.

It is propagated by seed, layers, and inarching. When this

plant is in flower it might be called the snow tree. M. glauca

flowers every year, but has never produced seeds : it is propa-

gated by layers and inarching. M. obovata flowers abundantly,

and produces seeds. M. Kbbiis and Soulange«w« are grafted on
M. obovata.

In the month of November the plants of Magnolm grandiflora

are covered with straw caps, not from any fear that the cold

would injure them, because they supported it very well in 1829
and 1830, when the thermometer was at 12° Reaumur, for twelve

nights; but lest the weight of the snow should break their

branches, as it sometimes does. In spring many of them die,

and even those of a considerable size, both in the royal gardens,

and elsewhere, which is attributed to the droughts which often

occur here, from the beginning of autumn to winter. Our Mag-
mAia grandiflora that we have here, which is sixty years old, and
36 ft. high, is completely exposed to the sun : but, if planted

facing the north, it would have grown more vigorously, and its

leaves would have been ofa deep green ; whereas, from its being

so much exposed to the sun, although it has not languished, its

leaves . have always been of a pale green. This tree flowers

freely, and produces a great quantity of seed. There are more
than 230 plants of M. grandiflora in the open air in this garden.

M. g. prae^cox flowers abundantly from the beginning of May
till August, and sometimes till September : it is esteemed more
than any of the other magnolias by the horticulturists of Lombardy.
M. macrophylla flowered, last year for the first time, but did not

produce seed. In the winter of 1829—30 it nearly died to the

ground. It grew in the garden at the Villa Ei'avesi, at Derio.

The tree at Monza has been eight years planted, and is 10 ft.

high. M. tripetala flowers freely every year, and produces

plenty of seed. Asimi?ia triloba bears abundance of fruit every
Vou XI.— No. 69. 3a
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year, which ripens perfectly. It is propagated by seed and dry

suckers. Liriodendron Tulipifera has attained the height of 70 ft.

in twenty-nine years ; but it only grows to so great a height in

dry situations. It flowers abundantly every year, and produces

plenty of seed. We have, besides, two varieties, L. T. obtusiloba

and L. T. flava.

Tllia americana and T. argentea were planted by the late M.
Villaresi, in 1826, in the public gardens, south of this royal

palace, where they still remain, and are now about the height of

40 ft., and the circumference 46 in., their branches covering a

space of 32 ft.

We have thirteen species of ^Ver, including A, barbatum.

iVfeha Azedarach does not thrive in our gardens unless well pro-

tected ; but there is a tree in the garden of Count Mellerio, in

Brianza, five miles from Monza, which has been planted twenty-

six years, is 40 ft. high, and produces abundance of seed every

year. The diameter of the space covered by the branches of

this tree is 30 ft. Our negundos, a^sculuses, and pavias have

nothing about them remarkable. Kcilreuteria and ptelea ripen

their seeds freely; Aildntus glandul6sa is a noble tree, planted

twenty-nine years, and 60 ft. high, with a trunk 5^ ft. in circum-

ference. It sends up abundance of suckers, and has a mag-
nificent effect in the garden. We have several kinds of holly,

which we use for hedges. Paliiirus australis also makes an im-

penetrable hedge.

(Sop/iora japonica seeds freely with us, and we generally propagate

it by seed. The wood ofthis beautiful tree is ofa pale yellow colour;

it has a fine grain, and is capable of being used in the same way
as the walnut and other beautifully grained woods. I have tried

some pieces of it myself, which has convinced me of its utility

for making fine articles of furniture. It has been stated, in an
agricultural journal here, that its juice dyes wool of a beautiful

orange colour. I know that experiments have been tried with

it, but I do not know the result. There are two specimens in

this garden ; one with pendent branches, and the other with

variegated leaves. The largest is about 50 ft. high. Virgilia

lutea is here a small ti'ee : we have propagated it by grafting and
by budding it on the Sophbra japonica ; but it does not last long.

There is a noble Robin/a Pseud-^^cacia, only twenty-nine years

old, in this garden, 75 ft. high, with a trunk 6 ft. in circumfe-

rence, and branches covering a space 120 ft. in circumference.

The wood of this tree is used for many rural purposes. Young
plants of it were formerly much employed in forming hedges; but
this is now abandoned, because the tree was found to impoverish
the soil ; and, as it grew old, it lost its spines : besides, from
always being kept as a bush, it was obliged to be so continually

pruned, that at last the plants became mere stumps. R. umbra-
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€ulifera is truly magnificent in landscape-gardening ; but we
have not yet seen it in flower. It is propagated, like the other

species, by grafting. Gleditsch/a triacanthos has grown with us

to the height of 80 ft. in twenty-nine years. It was also formerly

used for hedges ; but, like the robinia, it was soon given up.

y^mygdalus orientalis flowers here freely every year ; and it

stood the severe weather of the winter of 1829-30. It produces

plenty of seed every year, by which some plants are raised, while

others are propagated by grafting on the ^mygdalus communis:
the latter mode, however, only lasts five or six years. We have

a good collection of Cerasus and Cratse^gus. Among the latter,

C. nepalensis produces plenty of seed ; and C stipulacea [mex-
icana] requires protection in winter. It has not yet flowered.

Photinia serrulata is covered with straw in winter ; but it flowers

freely, and produces an immense quantity of seed every year.

(Sorbus nepalensis [vestita] requires to be protected in wintei'. It

has not yet flowered, and is grafted on Cratae^gus Oxyacdntha.
"Eriobotrya japonica stands out, but must be protected by straw

during extreme cold. On the Lake of Como, where the ther-

mometer is never more than 6° below zero, and where the fogs

are never very cold ; it stands out without any protection, and
produces abundance of fruit of the most delicious taste.

^'rbutus f/^nedo [?] requires to be covered with straw in winter,

^umelia /ycioides stands out, but does not produce any fruit,

although it flowers freely every year. It is grafted on i^raxinus

excelsior, but does not last more than three years. Z)iospyros

Xotus and virginiana both thrive very well in this garden, and
fruit freely. When the fruit is quite ripe, or, at least, when it

falls from the tree, which always takes place after the leaves

drop, it is laid on straw in a room until it loses its acidity, and
becomes sweet and delicious to eat. We have a tree of Z). Z,6tus

planted twenty-six years, which is 35 ft. in height; and one of

D. virginiana, planted twenty-four years, which is 40 ft. high.

We have two other speciesj D. pubescens, which has not yet

flowered, and D. Kdki, which requires a covering of straw

during winter, and has also not yet flowered. We have excel-

lent collections of Pyrus and i^raxinus. Catalpa syringce^bWa,

is one of the most ornamental trees for landscape-gardening ;

and particularly so when it is in full flower. The pod is in

great repute amongst the people here as a cure for the asthma.

The Madura aurantiaca is propagated here by suckers, or by
grafting on the Broussonetm papyrifera. It has borne fruit this

year, for the first time; but even now (Oct. 15.) it is not yet

ripe. We have a Planera aquatica 18 ft. high, and eighteen

years planted; twelve species of t/'lmus, and good collections of

Celtis, ilforus, ,7uglans, Populus, i^etula, J^'lnus, »Salix, &c.

We have twenty-nine species of oaks. We have a beautiful

3 A 2
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weeping beech, and a tree of Castanea pumila, which bore fruit

this year for the first time. We have five kinds of Platanus,

one pendulous. Great use is made of the wood of P. occiden-

taUs by carvers. Liquidambar imberbe has not yet flowered

here, but it is propagated by grafting on the L. styraciflua.

Our largest male salisburia is 24 ft. high, and flowers freely

every year. Our largest female plant is 8 ft. high, and has not

yet flowered. The deciduous cypress here is about 50 ft. high,

and it is covered every year with seed, which ripens well. A
quantity of protuberances grow at its roots, which are obliged to

be removed, to prevent them from obstructing the canal, on the

banks of which it is planted. Another tree, which is planted in

a deep clay soil, has grown to the height of 35 ft., the circumfe-

rence of the trunk being 42 in., and the space covered by the

bi'anches measuring 40 ft. This one has never produced any

protuberances. We have also a good collection of pines and

firs, many of which have attained a very considerable size.

Art. III. Remarks on laying out Public Gardens and Promenades.
By the Conductor.

By a public garden, we here mean a garden into which the

public are admitted, either gratuitously, or on the payment of

a small fee. Till within these few years, there have not been

many such public gardens or promenades in Britain, except

in the metropolis, though they have long been common on the

Continent. There is no town of any consequence in France or

Germany that has not either a regular enclosed garden, in

which flowers, as well as trees and shrubs, are cultivated, and
the gates of which are attended by keepers to exclude dogs,

&c. ; or a promenade, in which various kinds of trees and shrubs

are grown, and seats placed in different situations : and both,

sometimes, also contain temples or covered seats, as resting-

places, and cottages or pavilions as coffee-houses. The finest

public flower-garden in Germany is, unquestionably, that of

Frankfort; and the finest promenade garden on the Continent
is the English Garden at Munich. Gardens of both descrip-

tions are every where on the increase ; and, what will agreeably
surprise most of our readers, they are becoming numerous even
in Spain, as has been already stated (p. 631.), on the authority

of the interesting Sketches in Spai7i, lately published by Captain
Samuel Edward Cook. It is particularly gratifying to find,

throughout the Continent, that these gardens are, in many in-

stances, taking the place of the ramparts and fortifications of
towns ; a circumstance which we may regard as a sort of pledge
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for the general peace of Europe ; or, at all events, as a proof

that nations contemplate, in case of any future quarrel, a more
speedy mode of bringing it to a conclusion than the ancient

tedious ones of besieging and defending fortified towns.

Public gardens are just beginning to be thought of in Eng-
land ; and, like most other great domestic improvements in our

country, they have originated in the spirit of the people, rather

than in that of the government. On the Continent, the contrary

has generally been the case ; and the public gardens have either

been formed by kings or emperors, such as those of Munich or

Vienna ; or by the governors of cities, or the corporations of

towns, as in the case of those of Warsaw, Strasburg, and
Frankfort. This difference arises from the difference between

the kind of government which prevails on the Continent, and
that which prevails in Britain.

On the Continent the power originates in the governors, and
is steady, because property and knowledge are there compara-
tively stationary ; in England it originates in the governed,

whose property and knowledge are continually accumulating

and varying. Hence, many objects which are thought to be
exclusively the business of government on the Continent, such

as the supplying of towns with water, the formation of public

roads, &c., are, in England, effected by private companies, re-

quiring from the legislature only its consent. The unity of

power and of system, in the one case, has greatly the advantage

over our system of private companies, when the monarch or the

government happens to be liberal and enlightened; and when the

execution of the works does not fall into the hands of jobbers,

which, it must be confessed, is comparatively much seldomer the

case in France and Germany than it is in England. Hence, in

all the great public improvements on the Continent there is a

unity and consistency of plan and execution, which is not to be

found generally in those of England. Take, for example, our

public roads : with the exception of some roads that have been

lately altered under the direction of government, or of some turn-

pike company, they appear to be entirely the work of chance, the

mere enlargement of horse-tracks or footpaths. How superior,

in point of direction, are the roads in France and Germany !

But, not to enlarge farther on the different modes of effecting

public improvements in Britain and on the Continent, we shall

merely state the conclusion which we have arrived at, after

maturely considering both modes, as far as respects public gar-

dens; which is, that, as the whole population of towns is in-

tended to benefit by such gardens, they ought to be effected by
the government or corporations of such towns, and at their ex-

pense; rather than that the public should be at the mercy o£

3a 3
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any particular company, the object of the members of whicfj

must necessarily, to a certain extent, be gain.

The desire for public gardens, felt by a portion of the people

in England, has given rise to societies for their production

;

and hence we have the gardens of the Zoological Society

of London, and a few others, such as the Botanic Gardens
of Liverpool, Hull, &c. The formation of these gardens by

public associations may be regarded as an indication of a rising

taste for this kind of enjoyment; and, as a farther indication of

it, we may refer to the favourable reception given to the bill

brought forward during the last session of parliament, by Mr.
Buckingham, for establishing a public garden at every town and
village where a majority of the rate-paying inhabitants expressed

a desire to have one. Till some such law as this has passed,

public gardens will not have a fair chance in Britain. It is in

the hope that such a law will be passed at no distant period,

from the general recommendation of botanic gardens, in the

Minutes of Evidence, taken before the Select Committee on Arts

and Manufactures, just published by the House of Commons,
and in the full confidence that the result will contribute im-

mensely to the humanising and happiness of the great mass of

society, that we submit the following remarks to our readers at

this time.

Public gardens may be considered as of the following kinds :

—

I. Promenades; that is, walks or roads, of considerable

extent, among trees, and such other verdant scenery as the^situ-

ation may afford, heightened and rendered more interesting by
art : for example, the walks at Oxford, and the public squares.

II. Parks ; that is, enclosed spaces, of considerable extent,

varied by wood, water, rocks, buildings, and other objects ; and
surrounded and interspei'sed by roads and walks

;
grazed by

sheep, deer, or cattle ; and without flowers and shrubs : for ex-

ample, Hyde Park.

III. Gardens; which are of several kinds; that which is

common to them all being, that they are enclosed; and that,

where there is turf in them, it is not grazed by any kind of

cattle, but kept smoothly mown.

A. Scientijic Gardens.

1. Zoological Ga}-de7is, for the display of a collection of ani-

mals : for example, that in the Regent's Park, London.
2. Botanical Gardens, for a display of a collection of trees,

shrubs, and plants, in the open ground, and in structures heated
artificially : for example, that of Liverpool.

3. Hortiadtural Garde^is, for a display of the trees, shrubs,

and plants which are cultivated for horticultural and floricul-

tural purposes : for example, that of London.
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4. Agricultural Gardens, for a display of the trees, shrubs,

and plants used in agriculture : for example, that of Alfort,

described in Vol. VI. p. 39 L
5. Arhoretums, or collections of all the hardy trees and

shrubs that can be procured, which will stand the open air in the

given situation.

6. Herbacetums, or general collections of all the herbaceous

plants that will stand the open air in the given locality.

7. Plantarhims, or general arrangements of all the plants,

both ligneous and herbaceous, that will stand the open air in

the given locality.

8. British Floras, or gardens of British plants, ligneous and
herbaceous.

9. Local Floras, or assemblages of the plants of the neigh-

bourhood, district, or province, ligneous and herbaceous.

10. Exotic Gardens, in which plants are grown under struc-

tures heated artificially.

11. Geographical Gardens, in which the plants, either hardy
or . exotic, or both, are arranged according to their native

countries.

12. Geological Gardens, in which hardy plants are arranged
according to the soils in which they thrive best.

B. Landscape- Gardens.

1. Facsimile Imitations of l^'Iaiural Scenery; that is, scenery

imitated in such a manner, as, if possible, to be mistaken for

nature.

2. Artistical Imitations of Natural Scenery ; that is, natural

scenery imitated according to the principles of art : viz. either in

the picturesque or gardenesque style.

3. Imaginary Scenery ; that is, scenery imagined and com-
posed according to the principles of art.

4. Geometrical Scenery ; scenery arranged in geometrical

lines and forms.

C. Gardens for Recreation and Refreshment,

1. Tea gardens, tavern gardens, and gardens for music and
dancing.

2. Archery grounds, bowling greens, cricket grounds, tennis

courts, and other gardens for sports, pastimes, and athletic ex-

ercises.

D. Gardens for Burial.

1. Cemeteries, that is, enclosures of considerable extent for

interment generally.

2. Churchyards, that is, enclosures round or adjoining to a

church, or other building set apart for public worship.
3 A 4
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It is almost unnecessary to observe, that the different kinds

of scientific gardens might all be combined in one enclosure, pro-

vided it were sufficiently large ; and, also, that the landscape-

gardens, and gardens for recreation, might, M^here the extent

admitted, be also included in one. In general, however, unless

the space is very ample, a zoological garden is better by itself ;^

and the same may be said respecting the gardens for recreation

and refreshments. Landscape-gardens may, to a certain ex-

tent, display an arboretum ; but can in a very limited degree

answer any other purpose of scientific gardens. We shall first

lay down some principles which are common to all these gar-

dens ; next, give a short outline of the mode of designing each

;

and we shall give, in our succeeding volume, a plan and descrip-

tion of a design for a public garden, with a priced list of the

trees and shrubs to be planted in it, which we have lately made
for the corporation of an English town, and which is at this

time (Nov. 1835) being carried into execution.

The first general principle, universally applicable in laying

out a garden, is— that, as every garden is a work of art, Art
should be every where avowed in it. The idea that nature is

the great object of imitation in what are called English gardens
has led to much error, from the expression not being correctly

understood. Nature is to be imitated ; but, as we have repeat-

edly stated, neither in gardening, nor in painting, nor in any
other art considered as a fine art, is it to be imitated in such
a manner as that the result shall be mistaken for nature it-

self. It is true that nature is imitated, in some arts, with a view
to produce objects which shall be so like natural ones, as, at a

very short distance, to be mistaken for them : for example, in

the art of forming, colouring, and clothing wax figures of

human beings ; or of forming and colouring wax figures of fruits

;

but these arts have no claim to be entitled fine arts. It may be
said that the modern style of laying out grounds is assuredly an
imitation of nature, as compared with the ancient, or geometri-
cal style ; and, undoubtedly, it is so : but still, as the use of
language implies, it is the imitation of nature in a garden, not
the bare imitation of nature. Certain smooth and beautiful

portions of turf, and groups of trees, which occur in nature,

are imitated, and adapted for the use of man, in lawns and
pleasure-grounds ; but they are always separated from such
imperfections as accompany them in nature; or the trees which
form the groups are of foreign kinds, so as to give the work
produced the character of art : in short, to rank it as the pro-
duction of man. The most beautiful and picturesque pleasure-
ground in England could never for a moment be mistaken for a
piece of natural scenery : it is seen at once to be as much the
work of art as a French geometrical garden ; but of art em-
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ployed in a different manner. The resemblance of the result to

the scenery of nature, more than to the forms and lines of

architecture, has, very naturally, given rise to the idea that it is

simply an imitation of nature ; and this idea, misunderstood, has

occasioned the mistake to be made, that a modern garden, to be
perfect, ought to be such a scene as to be easily mistaken for nature

itself. See, on this subject. Vol.VIII. p. 702., and Vol. X. p. 558,

The second principle, which ought to pervade every descrip-

tion of garden, is. Unity of expression. " The mind can only

attend to one thing at one time," so as to derive the full know-
ledge or enjoyment of it; and hence, when a multiplicity of

objects are placed before it, they must be so disposed as to form

one object or picture, so as to be seen at one glance, other-

wise the mind would be distracted, and deprived of that repose

which is essential to comprehension and enjoyment, As we have

said a good deal on this subject in different parts of this Maga-
zine, and in the Architectural Magazine, more especially in the

first volume of it, we shall only further remark here, that the

want of this unity of expression is a prevailing error in most
public gardens ; and, indeed, in most private ones. Not only

are too many objects crowded into one scene, so that the spec-

tator does not know to which to direct his attention first, but

even so many walks offer themselves to his choice, that he is at

a loss which to take ; not wishing, on the one hand, to omit

seeing any thing ; nor, on the other, to see any thing twice.

Now, if the principle of unity were properly attended to, there

would be no leading walk seen at one time but the one walked
on ; and, instead of the spectator being left to choose what object

he would fix his attention on, there ought to be only one leading

object presented to him at one time, to which he could attend.

The walks in most of our public gardens, crossing in all direc-

tions, seem intended to puzzle, rather than to lead to all the

different points of view. In this respect, English gardening is

too often a direct imitation df the Chinese ; the avowed object of

which is to perplex. It ought to be laid down as a rule, derived

from the principle of unity, that there should be one main
walk, by walking along which every material object in the garden

may be seen in a general way ; that the end of this walk, and
its commencement, should be at one and the same entrance

;

or that the commencement should be at one main entrance and the

exit at another, and that not more than two main entrances should

be admitted ; and that it should show no scene twice. From
this main walk there may be small episodical walks, to display

the beauties of particular scenes in detail ; for example, to show
particular animals, or classes of animals, in a zoological garden

;

or particular compartments of plants, in a botanical garden :

but it ought to be a rule, derived from the same principle, that
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these episodical walks should never exceed one third of the

width of the main walks, and that they should always proceed

from the main walks at right angles, so as not to seem to invite

the stranger to walk in them. By attending to these two rules,

there would never be any danger of a stranger mistaking an

episodical walk for a main walk.

The next principle which we shall mention is, that of Variety,

on which very little need be said. It is obvious, that, to excite

attention and to keep alive interest, one kind of scene must

succeed another ; and that this difference in the kind of scenery

produced constitutes what is called variety; without which no-

thing can please for any length of time.

The next principle to be attended to is, that of Relation, or

Order. Scenes in a garden should not succeed one another at

random, but according to some principle of succession, founded

on the nature of the scenes to be exhibited ; and this order of

succession should be recognisable from the first by the spectator,

in the same manner as the first strain of a piece of music enables

the hearer to form some idea of what is to follow. The spec-

tator ought never to be taken violently by surprise, or startled

;

for that is the character of the lowest degree of art, In a zoo-

logical garden, the visiter should not be led from a cage of canary

birds to a den of lions, without passing through the interme-

diate gradations of birds and of quadrupeds ; and, in a botanical

garden, he should not pass at once from plants of the torrid,

to those of the frigid, zone, where the arrangement is geo-

graphical ; nor from i?anunculacese to ferns and mosses, where it

is scientific. In a picturesque garden, level, rocky^ hilly, and
lake scenery should not follow each other at random, nor in

such a manner as to produce violent contrasts, but according to

consistency and truth.

These principles, fully understood, will be sufficient for our
general guidance in laying out all the different descriptions of

public gardens we have mentioned ; and we shall now indicate

the manner in which they may be applied to each; introducing,

where it is required, particular principles, such as those of the

picturesque, the gardenesque, &c., as guides for the creation of

particular scenes.

PUBLIC PROMENADES.

These, in general, occupy narrow strips of land in the vicinity

of towns, along a river, on a hill side, on a ridge, or simply on
flat ground, bordered by trees. For carriages or horses, the roads
should be made never less than 20 ft. wide, but from 30 ft. to

50 ft. is much better. For pedestrians, the walks should never
be less than 10 ft. wide, but they may vary to 30 ft., according
to the population of the place, and the extent of the grounds.
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Jf possible, there ought to be summer walks and winter walks;

the former shaded, and the latter open and sheltered from the

north, or from whatever quarter the coldest winds are found to

blow, according to the situation and exposure. Where the pro-

menade consists of only one walk, if the space it traverses permits,

a portion of it should go in the direction of north and south, for

winter use ; and the trees which shade that portion of it ought

to be of deciduous kinds, which drop their leaves early. The
trees on the north, or cold side of a walk, in the direction of east

and west, ought to be evergreens.

in the formation of the walks, whether in their direction, or in

the inclination of their surface, the principle of the recognition

or avowal of art ought to be alwa^'s kept in view. All the turns

and slopes must be of that " measured " and regular kind, which

has the opposite expression to that of common footpaths through

meadows, in the same way as the " measured steps and slow " of

a public officer in a procession can always be distinguished from

those of a simple countryman or a child at his ease. A per-

fectly straight walk should either be apparently level, or it should

be of one uniform slope or curve. A winding walk should never

wind without a real or apparent reason ; and an apparent reason

can always be produced by trees, if there is no real one. Where
there are remarkably fine points of view, the walk should be so

directed, and its margin so planted, as not to exhibit the view till

at the most favourable situation for seeing it to advantage ; and

it should then be continued in a straight direction for a short dis-

tance, with the prospect full in front, in order to prolong the

enjoyment of it.

Abundance of seats, covered and open, should be placed in

situations affording favourable points of view ; and the covered

seats, in the moist climate of Britain, should in general be only

open on one side, and that side placed towards the south, in order

that the interior may be exposed to the sun's influence. Every

public walk should have a drain or drains along its centre, or at

its sides, with which gratings and bell-traps, or small cesspools,

should communicate, so as to admit of taking out, from time to

time, the sand which the water carries through the grating, and

thus to prevent it from choking up the drain. These gratings,

on a level surface, should be made at the sides of the walk, at

short distances, and their upper surface should be on a level with

that of the gravel ; but, on declivities, the surface of the grating

requires to be inclined towards the surface of the walk, so as to

receive the current, which would otherwise, from its rapidity

along the declivity, be apt to pass over it. There are many other

considerations relating to the subject of forming public walks ; but

it would occupy more space than we can afford to this article, to

dwell upon them here.
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PUBLIC PARKS.

These are jointly for the use of persons on horses or in car-

riages, and pedestrians. In general, the carriage road should be

confined to the circumference of the park, and the interior appro-

priated to persons on foot. When seen from the carriage road,

the interior of the park will look best when it is not much in-

tersected with walks for j«destrians, especially if it is of limited

extent ; but, on a large scale, such walks may be admitted without

in the slightest degree interfering with the general effect. The
first step in forming a public park, after it is enclosed, is to lay

out the road ; and, if the interior is to be reserved for pedes-

trians, which we think it always ought to be, the road will be, in

a great measure, a repetition of the boundary line, at a certain

distance within it ; deviating, however, from that line, when
necessary, for the purpose of displaying particular views of exte-

rior scenery, or of varying the views of the interior. In general,

much of the beauty of such a park will depend upon the manner
in which the interior is planted. Trees must, in most cases, be

placed near the road, so as to form foregrounds to the interior of

the park ; and, between the road and the boundary, they will be

required for the purpose of disguising that boundary, or forming

foregrounds to the scenery beyond; and for various other pur-

poses, according to the situation and the effect required to be

produced. In the interior of the park there should be few or no
closely planted masses ; for the effect of these is to diminish the

apparent space, and to curtail the appearance of extent from

every point of view. The effect of a mass may almost in all cases

be produced by planting an open grove of scattered trees, or

groups, which, at a distance, and on ground not very hilly, will

combine into one whole. The trees should be disposed so as to

give the greatest depth of view across the park, and, at the same
time, never to show the road or the boundary in the distance.

No portion of the road, indeed, ought ever to be seen but the

portion travelled on ; because the effect of showing more always

assists the eye in measuring the extent of the enclosure, and,

consequently, sets bounds to the imagination, which would other-

wise be disposed to conceive it to be larger and better than it

really is. For the same reason, the fewer the entrances into a

park, and the more these are kept together (if there be more than
two at opposite sides), the better ; for the appearance of an
entrance, wherever one occurs, in driving round, always gives

rise to the idea of the boundai'y fence. Where the surface of
the park is flat, without water, and without buildings, or a distant

prospect, all that can be done is, to vary the character of the
glades, in size and in form, by the disposition of the trees ; and
somewhat in character by the kinds of trees planted.
The trees to be planted should always be placed so as to follow
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each other in some recognisable order. This order, in a park,

may eidier be historical, geographical, geological, or scientific.

The trees maybe considered as placed historically in a park, one
part of which is very old, and of course has been planted with

the commonest trees of the country ; and the other part of which

is new, and has been planted with the trees of other countries, of

recent introduction. This kind of arrangement cannot often

occur, or be considered desirable. The geographical mode is

much more interesting and satisfactory ; and it is particularly

eligible for a park with a flat surface, and a tolerably favourable

soil and climate. In that part of the park where it is desirable

that the greatest beauty and interest should be created, the trees

of North America should be placed; to these may succeed the

trees of Greece and Italy ; next those of France and Germany ;

then the British trees; and lastly those of the north of Russia,

and of Sweden and Norway. Where the surface of a park is

much varied, the geological order will generally be found the

best, more especially if there is also a variation in the soil, and a

stream or a piece of water in the grounds. The spiry-topped

firs, and other trees of mountains and rocks, will occupy the hilly

parts ; those of moist ground the margin of the water ; and the

trees of plains, such as most of those of America, and the more
beautiful of those of Europe, the intermediate spaces. In a sci-

entific arrangement of the trees of a park, it will be sufficient to

keep the genera and the natural orders together, so that one

species of a genus, or one tribe of an order, may not be found

separate from the others, in different places of the park.

If we examine any of our parks, either public or private, by

the above rules, derived from the principles laid down, we shall

find them altogether deficient. If we examine the plantations of

Hyde Park, or Regent's Park, geographically, we shall find trees

from the most opposite parts of the world placed close together

;

such as the spruce fir of Norway, and the Turkey oak of Asia,

or the red oak of North America. If we examine them geolo-

gically, we shall find the white-barked birch of the peat bogs of

Russia and Sweden adjoining the larch of the Alps ; or the pi-

naster of the sea shore, and the willow of the river, close to the

Scotch pine of the mountain. The truth is, that parks, hitherto,

have generally been planted without the slightest regard to these

principles, or to any other ; unless in some cases, where artists

have been employed who have understood the principles of

grouping and forming a whole ; or where gardeners have imi-

tated natural forests, and adopted the principle of causing one

kind of tree to prevail in one place. Unfortunately, however, the

great leading artists who have practised as landscape-gardeners,

since the time of Brown, have been, with scarcely a single excep-

tion, deficient in the requisite knowledge of trees. Another
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reason is, that the taste of the employers of landscape-gardenel^s

is not yet sufficiently cultivated to know right from wrong ; and

hence such persons would be unwilling to incur the requisite ex-

pense of making a working plan which should indicate the situa-

tion of every tree and shrub that is to be planted. It is not

sufficient, for the purpose of improving the public taste in land-

scape-gardening and architecture, that there be competent artists

in these lines of art ; it is necessary, also, that the public should

have attended to the subject, to such an extent as to know what
is really excellent when it is placed before them. In landscape-

gardening, therefore, as in every thing else, the only certain mode
of insuring the progress and the durability of improvement is, to

enlighten the people generally, and to create in them a superior

degree of knowledge and taste; in short, to make all men critics,

in all that concerns the general improvement and ornament of

towns and the country, and the comfort and enjoyment of the great

mass of society. We look to the establishment of public parks

and gardens, in the formation and management of which the

rate-payers of every town or village shall take an interest, as likely

to be a very efficient means for the attainment of this desirable

end ; and we should be glad, also, to see the establishment of such

a society as that recommended by a correspondent, p. 280., for

promoting the improvement of the public taste in architecture

and rural scenery.

SCIENTIFIC PUBLIC GAllDENS.

Zoological Gardens have, from the remotest periods of civilisa-

tion, been connected with regal governments. In modern times,

they appear to have existed in different parts of Europe since the

era of the Crusades; and though for many centuries the ani-

mals were few, consisting, perhaps, of one or two lions, a tiger, a

monkey, &c., and the space in which they were kept was very
confined, yet still these limited menageries may be considered as

the origin of zoological gardens. In this case, as in various

others which have happened, and will happen, that which is at

first a luxury, and enjoyed only by kings, princes, and the

wealthy, becomes at last in general use by the great mass of
society. This, indeed, appears to be Nature's mode of advancing
civilisation. What man is capable of enjoying is first exhibitecl

in the case of a few solitary individuals, as a beau ideal to be
aimed at ; and, after ages of slow but steady progress, it at last

comes within the reach of the whole of mankind.
The situation for a zoological garden should be chosen on

nearly the same principle as that for a dwelling-house. The
first considerations ought to be such a climate, such an elevation,

such a soil, and such an aspect and exposure, as are most likely

to be conducive to the health of man, when, of course, it will be so
to that of the inferior animals. The soil should, if possible, be
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naturally dry, and, consequently, either on sand^ gravel, or some
description of rock. A clayey or loamy soil, or a soil of rich

black earth, though it may be thoroughly drained both by under
drains and channels on the surface, can yet never be rendered so

wholesome as a soil naturally dry ; because the clay, the loam,

or the rich vegetable earth, will retain the water longer than the

sand or the gravel. The water falls on the two latter soils as if

on a sieve, that is, to sink through it ; but on the three former

it falls as on a sponge, that is, to be greedily absorbed by it, and

to soak slowly through it, or be slowly evajiorated from it. The
general climate must, of course, depend on the country in which

the zoological garden is proposed to be placed ; but the local

climate may sometimes be a matter of choice. It should, if pos-

sible, be mild and dry, because that will not only be more favour-

able for the animals of the temperate regions bordering on the

tropics, but it will lessen the expense of warming the apartments

of the tropical animals during the winter season : for the same
reasons, the aspect should be warm, for which purpose the south-

east or the south will, in Britain, generally be found preferable ;

and the exposure should never be to the most violent winds of

the locality, but the contrary.

The extent, the nature of the boundary fence, and the kind of

artificial shelter to the whole garden, may be passed over as likely

to be determined by local circumstances. The arrangement of

the garden is the most important object. Whether this ought to

be geographical, geological, or scientific, we are not at this mo-
ment prepared to state ; never having had the same occasion to

mature our ideas on this subject, that we have had respecting

every other description of scientific garden. Certain we are,

however, that the arrangement ought to be formed upon some
principle, otherwise the establishment can be only considered as

a fixed menagerie, or caravan of wild beasts on a large scale ; it

can have no pretensions to be considered as scientific. A geo-

graphical arrangement has this advantage, that all the buildings

which require to be heated during winter may be warmed from

the same source. A geological arrangement could not be dis-

played with much effect in a space of two or three acres, as the

principal feature in such an arrangement would be keeping the

aquatic animals in or near the water, the goats on rocks, the bur-

rowing animals in sand-hills, &c. A scientific arrangement is

practicable, though it would be attended with much more ex-

pense than a geographical one, as by it the tropical animals

would require in some cases to be placed among those of tem-

perate regions, or even of the frigid zone. Without determining

which arrangement is the best, we repeat our remark, that some
definite one ought to be adopted and maintained throughout the

establishment : our opinion is, that the geographical one is
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decidedly the best. A scientific correspondent, to whom we
have submitted this article, is also in favour of the geographical

arrangement ; and justly observes that "it is the habits, and, of

course, habitats, that we study in living animals ; and the struc-

ture in dead ones, to which alone the scientific arrangement

seems appropriate." An hospital, and a reserve department for

breeding and rearing, may be considered as essential to a com-
plete zoological garden.

Whatever arrangement is adopted, the trees and shrubs ought

to follow it, and we should not have the bears of the north placed

among the ilices of Italy, or the goat of the Alps among the

magnolias of America. We do not carry this idea so xar as to

say that we would inti'oduce tropical trees in the houses devoted

to tropical animals ; that, we know, would be impracticable, ex-

cept in the case of the smaller birds : but what we contend for

is, that the associations of nature should be violated as little as

possible ; and, though we could not place our elephant amid
palm trees and bamboos, we would at least not surround him
with birches, trembling poplars, and other trees of the frigid zone.

The great object in a zoological garden, which must necessarily

contain many buildings in a small space, is to show only one
building as a leading feature at one time. To do this, to con-

ceal all the walks except that which is walked on, and at the

same time to show depth of landscape, are matters that require

considerable care and skill ; but they may be efi^ected where the

soil is dry, and where there are no existing objects to interfere

with the disposition of the ground. It is not easy for a person
who has not had some experience in laying out grounds, to con-

ceive how much may be effected in the foreground of a scene, by
lowering the walk 3 ft. below the general level, and raising a

bank at a short distance from it, the same height above the

general level. Much may be done by changes of this kind,

even independently of the use of trees and shrubs ; and the effect

of the whole can be determined by the application of the laws of

perspective, before any part of it is carried into execution.

The principle of laying out the walks of zoological and other

scientific gardens has been already mentioned ; and too much
consideration can hardly be given to the subject by the artist. It

is not, perhaps, altogether fair to criticise with extreme severity

the walks in the London Zoological Garden ; because that garden
has been formed by degrees, and one portion added after an-
other; nevertheless we have the clearest evidence in the portions

from time to time added to this garden, that the rule of having
but one leading walk to show the whole, which shall not omit any
main feature, or show any thing twice, has not been kept in view ;

or rather has never been thought of. What can be worse than
the connexion of the entrance terrace-walk of that garden with
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the paltry walk which diverges from it to the left, at its farther

end ? The terrace itself, indeed, is an absurdity, because it in no
way adds to the effect of the garden : it is merely a broad level

walk, which might be placed any where ; whereas so conspicuous

a feature ought to have had the appearance of being determined

by existing circumstances, or forming an essential part of the

general design. The planting of these Zoological Gardens is

in every respect as badly designed as the walks, and for it,

indeed, there is the same excuse ; but, as a proof that the subject

of planting is not at all understood by those who have laid out

the additions lately made to this garden, we need only refer to

the spotty heterogeneous mixture already pointed out. (p. 458.)

Botanical Gardens, Horticultural Gardens, and Agricultural

Gardens, we shall at present pass over. Our plan for the Birming-

ham Botanical and Horticultural Garden, given in Vol. VIII.

p. 410., we conceive to be a very good example of the manner in

which a botanical, a horticultural, an agricultural, an arbori-

cultural, and an ornamental garden may be united ; and, though

the garden actually executed is a miserable failure, our design

will remain to show what it might have been.

An Arboretum generally forms a part of a botanic garden, but

no arboretum has hitherto been planted in any country, with the

exception of the one commenced by the Duke of Devonshire at

Chatsworth, in which ample room is allowed for the trees to

attain their full size. A remedy for this evil will probably be

found in the planting of arboretums as distinct public gardens,

either belonging to corporations, or to private associations or in-

stitutions. The space required for an arboretum, to allow all

the species and varieties of trees and shrubs, foreign and do-

mestic, now in the country, that will stand the open air in the

neighbourhood of London, to attain their full size, will not be

less than from 100 to 150 acres; but much, as we have already

observed (p. 386.), may be done in 10, 20, or 30 acres; and we

hope that arboretums to this" extent will sooner or later be esta-

blished, as part of the public gardens of all our large towns. In

some, indeed, the entire garden, park, or promenade may be

planted as an arboretum. In short, in all public gardens what-

ever, unless there be some specific reason to the contrary, it

would contribute greatly to their interest and beauty, if never

more than one specimen of each kind of tree and shrub were

planted ; unless there were room for duplicates, triplicates, or

more, which, in that case, should be placed all together.

An arboretum may be arranged in either of the three modes

before mentioned ; viz. geographically, geologically, or scienti-

fically. Where the surface is flat, and the soil and climate uni-

form, or nearly so, some scientific mode will be found preferable
;

but where the soil and surface are exceedingly irregular, a geo-

VoL. XL— No. 69. 3 b
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logical arrangement is to be preferred. The geographical

arrangement is best carried into effect on the same description of

surface as is suitable for a scientific one. Whichever system

of arrangement is adopted, one main walk should be conducted

through the whole, so as to pass in review every individual tree

and shrub, and yet to show no plant twice. One of the best

modes of doing this, in an arboretum within an enclosure, is, to

plant the trees only on one side of the walk, and at different

distances from it; according to the heights which they are calcu-

lated to attain at that period when they will become too thick,

or, in other words, touch each other. Whatever this height may
be, provided it be greater than that of the human eye from the

ground, the tree or shrub ought to be placed at such a distance

from the walk as that the eye may see the top of it at an angle

of from 30° to 40°. A tree that grows 40 ft, high, or is expected

to attain that height before it is cut down, ought, according to

this calculation, to be placed about 50 ft. from the walk ; and a

shrub that grows 10 ft. high, about 10 ft. from it. Every shrub,

however low, ought to be placed at such a distance from the

walk as that its branches, when fully grown, may not reach nearer

to it than from 1 ft. to 2 ft. In an arboretum laid out in this

way, every tree and shrub will pass in review before the spectator

on one hand, as he walks along, without his being distracted by
the necessity of looking to both sides of the walk, and the con-

sequent fear of missing some specimen. If the space to contain

the arboretum is very ample, this principle may be joined to

that of displaying views of distant scenery, or forming glades

within the arboretum. Thus every order, or tribe, or genus,

may form one large group, the individuals composing it being
still at such distances as not to touch each other when fully

grown ; and the space between the orders, tribes, or genera,

may form open glades.

Before planting, the ground ought to be deeply trenched, and
thoroughly drained, adding manure in considerable quantities, in

order to insure a rapid growth ; and introducing peat earth,

sand, and other soils suitable for particular genera or species, at

the time those genera or species are planted. The surface of

the ground, for 2 ft. or 3 ft. round each plant, ought to be kept
clear of weeds and grass, by hoeing or hand-weeding, for the

first five or six years ; but on no account ought it to be dug,
because that would prevent the roots from coming to the surface;
the consequence of which would be, that, being confined exclu-
sively to the moist cold soil below, the trees would be later in

sending out their leaves in spring, and in ripening their wood in

autumn. All the rest of the surface may be under grass, and
mown regularly ; the cut grass being laid round the roots of the
trees and shrubs as a mulch, to lessen evaporation and diminish
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heat during the hottest weather of summer. If the ground over

which the walk has been conducted has been trenched to the

same depth as the rest of the space, it would be advisable

not to finish the edgings and gravelling of the walk for a year

at least after it has been laid out, in order that it may settle

equally. Every tree and shrub ought to have its name, scientific

and English, its native country, and year of introduction, height

in its native country, and its time of flowering, with the date of

its being planted in the arboretum, painted or otherwise de-

lineated on, or affixed to, some description of label.

The architectural ornaments for an arboretum should be few,

because the eye and the mind ought not to be diverted from the

study of the trees. There may be seats open and covered ; and

busts of botanists near the trees which have been named after

them. In a geographical arrangement, the arms of the different

countries may be sculptured on blocks of the kind of rock

which is characteristic of each country ; and the seats, whether

covered or open, might be in the style of the particular country

represented. For example, a seat among the trees of Lapland

should be in the form of a circular hut; and among the pine and

fir tribe of Switzerland, in that of a Swiss cottage, &c. Herbaceous

flowering plants ought, in our opinion, to be altogether avoided

;

unless it be intended that a complete natural arrangement of

hardy plants is to be produced, as in a plantarium.

Of all the different descriptions of scientific public gardens

that can be formed, an arboretum is that which will require least

expense in its after management ; while, at the same time, every

year will occasion a change in its appearance. The trees and
shrubs being once planted (even though of the smallest size pur-

chasable in the nurseries), the source of interest, during the first

year, will be to see the different degrees of growth produced by
the different species ; the second year, some will have attained a

decidedly larger size than the others, and some shrubs will have

flowered ; the third year, the difference in regard to bulk will be

still greater, and numbers of the shrubs, with some of the trees,

will be coming into flower ; the seventh year, the greater number
of the low trees will have flowered and fruited, and now the

arboretum may be considered in its greatest beauty. This beauty

will not be of short duration, like that of herbaceous plants,

but will be continued and varied as the trees attain to their full

maturity of growth; and this, in a properly prepared soil, will,

practically speaking, be in about twenty or thirty years from the

time of planting. In that period, in most parts of Britain and
Ireland, the taller-growing poplars and elms would have attained

the height of from 100 ft. to 120 ft.

We cannot help deeply regretting that no arboretum, such as

we have described above, has yet been formed in the neighbour-
3b 2
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hood ofLondon. The greatest praise is due to Messrs. Loddiges,

for having set the example in their nursery ; and praise, also, is

due, on the same account, to the London Horticultural Society

:

but both these arboretums have been necessarily made on too

limited a scale to answer all the uses required ; and both, to a

certain extent, have been injured or neglected. It is our intention

strongly to recommend the formation of an arboretum vv^ithin ten

miles of London, of from 100 to 150 acres in extent; and, far-

ther, we trust we shall be able to induce proprietors of estates

within ten miles of London to form collections of particular genera,

to such an extent as to include all the species which will grow
in the open air in that district. For example, we shall propose

to one proprietor to undertake the American and European oaks ;

to another the ashes ; to another the elms ; to another the genus

Cratae^gus, &c. To the proprietors of small estates, say of only

a suburban garden, we shall propose smaller-growing plants : for

example, to one who has good walls, the Clematideae, or some
other tribe or genus of climbing shrubs ; and to another, who has

not a wall, and can spare but little space, the ligneous Cruci-

ferse. &c. We shall propose to these different proprietors that

a list of their names and residences be published in the Gardener''

s

Magazine, with the genera or orders which they have undertaken

;

and that they shall permit, on one day in the week or month,

throughout the year, the admission of all botanists and gardeners

whatever to examine and study them. If this plan succeed, the

result will be a considerable increase in the number of the species

and varieties, and, ultimately, great accuracy in nomenclature

;

and the farther great advantage, that, after a time, some oaks and
other trees would ripen seeds which would be purchased by the

nurserymen, or given away by the proprietors; and thus noble
trees, now scarcely to be purchased in the nurseries, would spread
rapidly all over the country. From these monogeneric arbo-
retums, as they may be called, whatever was new would be com-
municated to the central arboretum of 100 or 150 acres; and
there it might be inspected by that portion of the public who
had not leisure to visit the 80 or 100 monogeneric gardens.
This plan of monogeneric gardens would put proprietors to

scarcely any expense : they would not require to keep a single

additional labourer or gardener ; and the portion of ground
given up to the genus would be as ornamental, considered as

shrubbery or pleasure-grounds, as any other part of their garden
or grounds. All the positively extra expense that they would
be put to would be in the first preparation of the soil, and in

the purchase of the plants. On an average, both these expenses
could not amount to 51. for each proprietor.
A Herbacetum, or collection of hardy herbaceous plants, would

form a very interesting pubhc garden; and one which, as it might
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be included in an acre of ground, might be formed at little ex-

pense, and kept in order by one man. The arrangement should be

in longitudinal groups, according to the natural system; and every

plant should be named with various details. In addition to this

arrangement, there might be a geographical one, and a geological

one; and, by thus placing the same plant in three different modes
of arrangement before the spectator, he would recollect its name
better, and attain without labour some ideas relative to its nature.

If the agricultural, horticultural, medical, and manufactural

plants were repeated by themselves, this also would add to the

intei'est and instruction afforded by the garden.

A British Flora, or garden of the plants, ligneous and herba-

ceous, which are natives ofthe British Isles, it is needless to state,

must be both interesting and instructive. Its arrangement might

be either methodical, geographical, geological, or topographical.

By topographical we mean the placing of the plants of each

county in a group by themselves ; and, among these, the more
remarkable should be in<licated in such a manner as to be readily

distinguished- In a very original and ingenious plan for a natural

arrangement of ligneous and herbaceous plants, to be formed in

the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, made by its enlightened curator

Mr. Niven, and which will be found in our succeeding Numbei', all

the plants of the British Isles, of each particular order or tribe,

are to be placed on one side of a walk ; and all those of foreign

countries, belonging to the same order or tribe, on the other side.

Among the plants of the British Isles, those peculiar to England
are to have cast-iron tallies bearing the bas relief of a rose ; those

peculiar to Scotland, that of a thistle ; and those peculiar to Ire-

land, that of a shamrock.

A Local Flora, in a public garden, that is, a collection of the

plants indigenous to any particular locality, may be worth form-

ing where one of greater extent could not be undertaken ; and
to such a flora may be applied many of the general remarks
already made.
A Plantarium, or garden devoted solely to a display of the

whole of the plants, ligneous and herbaceous, which will endure

the open air in Britain, would be one of very great interest. The
arrangement of such a garden ought, unquestionably, to be ac-

cording to the natural system ; and, for rapid observation of the

species, we should prefer them arranged on the same general

plan as that which we have proposed for an arboretum ; viz. in

groups along one side of a walk. To do justice to both the

trees and the herbaceous plants would require very ample space ;

because, to admit of the herbaceous plants displaying themselves

to advantage, they require to have abundance of light and air.

In a practical point of view, therefore, it will always be found
best to have the herbacetum apart from the arboretum. At the

3b 3
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same time, it might be worth while, in the infancy of an arboretum,

to combine with it a herbacetum, with the understanding that, as

the trees and shrubs advanced on the herbaceous plants, the

latter should be removed. Nothing of this kind, however, should

be attempted where there is not a very large space allowed to

work upon.

Exotic Gardens may be of different kinds ; and in each kind

the plants may either be grown in pots or boxes, or in the free

soil. For our part, we so greatly prefer the latter mode, that

we should not think a public garden on the former plan sufficiently

distinct from the plant-houses of private gentlemen and nursery-

men, to be worth executing. An African garden might consist

of an acre or more, chiefly of sandy peat, planted with the trees

and shrubs of the Cape ; and among them, near the walks, the

beautiful bulbs of that country. A heathery in this garden might

be limited to the heaths of the Cape; and a palmatum to a col-

lection of palms. An Asiatic garden might be devoted to the

bamboos and Scitamineae ; a Peruvian garden to the araucarias,

and other trees and plants of Peru ; and an Australian garden,

to the trees and shrubs of Australia, &c. The roofs to these

gardens should^ as we have before stated, be raised on parallel

rows of hollow cast-iron columns, to the height of 100 ft.; and
the sashes should be hung in such a manner as to be opened,
when necessary, simultaneously by a steam-engine, to any degree

of extent as far as the perpendicular, in order to admit the direct

influence of the sun, whatever might be its angle, and of a shower
of rain. See what we have said on this subject in the Encyc. of
Gard., in preceding volumes of this Magazine, and in the Mag.
Nat. Hist., i. 385.

LANDSCAPE-GARDENS.

Gardens of this description are scientific, only with reference to

the principles of composition in painting and architecture. They
are much more difficult to form than either promenades, parks,
scientific gardens, or gardens for recreation and refreshment.
They are also more expensive ; because nothing is to be accom-
plished of any great interest without removal of earth, the form-
ation of pieces of water, and the production of rocks ; and without
trees and shrubs of at least six or eight years' growth. Not only
the designer of such gardens must have the eye and the mind of
a landscape-painter, but he must, for the execution of some parts
of them, procure a workman who has such an eye, or otherwise
superintend the execution of such parts himself. We shall
divide these gardens into five kinds; viz. Fac-simile or me-
chanical imitations of natural scenery ; Picturesque imitations

;

Gardenesque imitations
; Imaginary scenery ; and Geometric sce-

nery.
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Facsimile Imitations of Natural Scenery cannot be considered

as belonging to gardening as an art of culture, because in them
all appearance of culture is to be avoided ; and they cannot be
considered as belonging to gardening as a fine ai't, because it is

not intended that the result shall be recognised as the work of

art, but that it shall be mistaken for nature itself; in short,

that the spectator shall be imposed upon. Such gardens do not

require to be made by gardeners : any person possessing a

painter's eye, and assisted by country labourers, masons, and car-

penters, will form them just as well as a landscape-gardener.

They may very properly be called Mechanical Imitations of Na-
ture.

The situations where, as a matter of curiosity and surprise, it

might be desirable to produce a fac-simile imitation of natural

scenery, we may suppose to be in the heart of a great city, or

in its immediate neighbourhood. Suppose, in a central part of

Hyde Park or Kensington Gardens, there was an immense gra-

vel pit : let the bottom of it be covered with turf, smooth in

in some places, and in others mixed with nettles, thistles, and
other weeds, and varied by thorns, briars, brambles, elder

bushes, and other trees and shrubs that generally spring up on
waste ground. In one or two parts of the bottom of the pit let

there be pools of water, with rushes and other aquatic plants,

and some alders, and willows of the commonest kind, for shade.

These and other details being executed in the bottom of the pit,

surround it on the outside by a thick plantation of one or two
kinds of trees and shrubs, such as are generally found in copse-

wood ; and let there be a winding straggling path through this

copse-wood, of such a length as to obliterate for the moment
the impression of the scenery of the park or gardens on the

mind of the spectator. If the plantation were surrounded by a
hedge or other fence, and the entrance to the path were through
a gap in this fence, the deception would be the more complete.

A higher character than the above, but which should be equally

mistaken for nature, or the result of fortuitous circumstances,

might be produced as follows. Instead of a crooked footpath

entering through a gap in a hedge, a rough winding road might
be formed, by which it might be supposed the gravel had been
carted out of the pit, but which, owing to the lapse of time,

had become principally covered with grass ; and this might be
entered through an old rickety gate; while in the bottom of
the pit there might be the remains of some miserable hovels,

and a person living in one of them, keeping a cow, and hav-
ing, in consequence, a hay-rick rudely fenced round, a small
stack of faggots for fuel, or, perhaps, an ass and a cart, &c.
The reader can easily supply the rest. Both these examples
would be fac-simile imitations, which might easily be mistaken

3b 4
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for nature itself; and though they might, and doubtless would,

afford pleasure in themselves, and as contrasted with the scenery

around them; yet that pleasure could in no respect be considered

as resulting from them as works of art; unless we were told

that they were artificial creations.

Artistical Imitation of Natural Scenery, or, in other words,

natural scenery, imitated according to art, is the legitimate pro-

vince of landscape-gardening; and it includes two modes of

imitating nature : the one the picturesque, or nature in a wild

state; and the other the gardenesque, or nature subjected to a

certain degree of cultivation, or improvement, suitable to the

wants and wishes of man. To design and execute a scene

in either of these styles of art, the artist would require to

have the eye of a landscape-painter ; to a certain extent, the

science of an architect and of a botanist; and the knowledge
of a horticulturist. Every part of nature, whether rude or re-

fined, may be imitated according to art. For example, the

gravel pit would be improved according to art, if foreign trees,

shrubs, and plants, even to the grasses, were introduced instead

of indigenous ones ; and a Swiss cottage, or an architectural

cottage of any kind, that would not be recognised as the com-
mon cottage of the country, substituted for the hovel. To
complete the character of art, the walk should be formed and
gravelled at least to such an extent as to prevent its being mis-

taken for a natural path. Rocky scenery, aquatic scenery,

dale or dingle scenery, forest scenery, copse scenery, and
open glade scenery, may all be imitated on the same prin-

ciple ; viz. that of substituting foreign for indigenous vege-

tation, and laying out regular walks. This is sufficient to con-

stitute a picturesque imitation of natural scenery.

Where the gardenesque style of imitating nature is to be
employed, the trees and herbaceous plants must be separated;

and, instead of being grouped together as in forest scenery,

where two trees, or a tree and a shrub, often appear to spring

from the same root, every gardenesque gi'oup must consist of
trees which do not touch each other, and which only become
groups by being as near together as is practicable without touch-
ing, and by being apart from larger masses, or from single trees

or rows of trees. It is not meant by this, that in the gardenesque
the trees composing a group should all be equally distant from
one another ; for in that case they would not form a whole,
which the word group always implies. On the contrar}', though
all the trees in a gardenesque group ought to be so far separated
from each other as not to touch, yet the degrees of separation
may be as different as the designer chooses, provided the idea
of a group is not lost sight of.

Tn laying out grounds, or in criticising such as are already
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formed by eminent artists, it is necessary always to bear in mind
the difference between the gardenesque and the picturesque;

that is, between a plantation made merely for picturesque effect,

and another made for gardenesque effect. Gardenesque effect

in plantations is much too little attended to for the beauty of the

trees and shrubs, whether individually or collectively; and pic-

turesque effect is not generally understood by gardeners. In

planting, thinning, and pruning, in order to produce the former

effect, the beauty of every individual tree and shrub, as a single

object, is to be taken into consideration, as well as the beauty of

the mass; while in planting, thinning, and pruning, for picturesque

effect, the beauty of individual trees and shrubs is of little con-

sequence ; because no tree or shrub, in a picturesque plantation

or scene, should stand isolated ; each should be considered as

merely forming part of a group or mass. When planted, the

trees and shrubs should be scattered over the ground in the most

irregular manner, both in their disposition with reference to their

immediate effect as plants, and with reference to their future

effect as trees and shrubs. In some places trees should prevail,

in others shrubs ; in some parts the plantation should be thick,

in others it should be thin ; two or three trees, or a tree and

shrub, ought often to be planted in one hole, and this more
especially on lawns, over which trees and shrubs are to be scat-

tered in the picturesque manner. Where, on the contrary, they

are to be scattered in the gardenesque manner, every tree and
shrub should stand singly; as in the geometrical manner they

should stand in regular lines, or in some geometrical figure. In

the gardenesque there may be single trees and single shrubs

;

but there can be no such thing as a single tree in the picturesque.

Every tree, in the picturesque style of laying out grounds,

must always be grouped with something else, if it should be

merely a shrub, a twiner, or a tuft of grass or other plants at

its root. In the gardenesque, the beauty of the isolated tree

consists in the perfect manner in which it is grown ; in the pic-

turesque, the beauty of a tree or shrub, as of every other object

in the landscape, consists in its fitness to group with other ob-

jects. Now, the fitness of one object to group with another

evidently does not consist in the perfection of the form of that

object, but rather in that imperfection which requires another

object to render it complete. It would be absurd, because it

would counteract the end in view, to plant an arboretum on the

principle of the picturesque ; and on a lawn, with a natural

forest in the middle distance, it would be equally absurd to plant

trees in the gardenesque manner in the foreground, because,

when so planted, they could never harmonise with the trees in

the natural forest adjoining.

A piece of natural scenery, imitated according to the prin-
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ciples of art, whether in the gardenesque or the picturesque

style, would form a very desirable description of public garden;

and, if expense were not an object, a considerable number

of different scenes, quite distinct, might be formed within one

enclosure of from ten to twenty acres. The scenes ought

to follow each other on some principle of succession, and

that principle, we think, ought to be the geological one ; that

is, scenes which are found in nature in the same or in allied

kinds of surface or soil ought to be placed together : for ex-

ample, suppose we enter through an arch of masonry to a walk

covered with evergreens, and emerge from that into a level mea-

dow ; and thence proceed into an undulating valley, through

forest glades, on a descending surface to a lake ; along its

banks to a waterfall amid rocky scenery, tracing the stream

through a romantic glen up to rocks and Swiss landscapes; and

lastly, ascending a terrace walk terminating in a tower, from

which is obtained a panoramic view of the whole. So many
scenes, on such a length of walk, can only be obtained, in a

small spot, by the license of making one walk pass under another

in tunnels; and when this can be done, and mounds raised,

much can be accomplished in a very small space.

Imaginary Scenery, formed according to the principles of art,

must depend mainly on its architectural features, and on the

imitations of ruins, caverns, dislocations in strata, and various

effects of nature brought into new combinations by the inventive

powers of the artist. In all this there is no attempt to deceive,

by making it believed that such things are to be found in any
part of the world : there is merely an attempt to please by ex-

traordinary productions.

Geometrical Scenery, to be geometrical, must necessarily be
arranged according to art; that is, in mathematical forms, or lines

regularly straight, or regularly curved. Every one knows that

what are called French and Dutch gardens are in this style

;

which, indeed, was that of almost all public and private gardens
from the earliest times till the commencement of the eighteenth

century. Some of the finest examples in Europe are the gardens
of the Tuilleries and Luxembourg in Paris, those of Schbnbrunn
in Vienna, and of Peterhoff near Petersburgh. For a limited

space in towns, and where a variety of trees and shrubs will

not thrive, no description of garden is better adapted for a

public promenade than one laid out geometrically.

GARDENS FOR RECREATION AND REFRESHMENT.

Gardens of this class are generally formed by private indivi-

duals for their own emolument ; nevertheless, there are instances
on the Continent, both in France and Germany, of the corpo-
rations of towns forming tavern and music gardens, and letting
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them to individuals at moderate rents. There is a very inter-

esting garden of this description at Strasburg, which contains

a splendid music-room, that serves occasionally as a ball-room,
and as a room for holding public meetings. There is also a
large orangery, the trees of w^hich are set out on the lawn in the

summer season, and surrounded by tables and chairs for com-
pany. In the neighbourhood of Berlin, and also in Warsaw,
there are, or were formerly, orangeries furnished with tables,

seats, &c., in which entertainments of various kinds were given

in the evenings, and where refreshments might be obtained at

all hours of the day during the winter season, the orangery
being kept heated to a proper temperature.

Archery grounds, cricket grounds, bowling greens, and grounds
for playing at golf, skittles, quoits, &c., may be considered as

useful establishments, with a view to the health of citizens who
pass the day in sedentary occupations. Like fac-simile imita-

tions of nature, they may be executed by labourers under the

direction of an architect, with little or no assistance from a
landscape-gardener.

GARDENS FOR BURIAL.

Cemeteries are entitled to be considered as gardens, because in

almost all ages and countries trees have been planted in them. So
generally is this the case on the continent of Europe, that some
of the nurserymen (as we have seen in Vol. X. p. 149.) have a list

of plants in their catalogues proper for ornamenting graves and
churchyards. It seems to us that no mode of burial is so natural

as that of being interred among trees ; and this also appears to

have been the opinion of Abraham, who, when his wife Sarah
died, declined the offer made to him of the choice of any of the

sepulchres of Heth, but preferred purchasing from them for that

purpose *' a field, a plot with trees in it;" or, as some comment-
ators say, " with trees bordering it." The proximity of trees

to a grave seems to offer a greater security that it shall not be
disturbed, than if the grave were made in an open field, or in

any place liable to cultivation ; and as the idea of the dead being

disturbed in the grave is repugnant to the human mind, this,

perhaps, may instinctively have led to the practice of burying

among trees.

The situation made choice of for a cemetery should be ele-

vated and airy, and the soil deep and dry ; because the first two
conditions will prevent mephitic vapours from lodging on the

surface, and the last two will contribute to secure inhumation
and rapid decomposition. The walks in a cemetery, it ap-

pears to us, ought to be straight, or, if curvilinear, the curves

ought to be few ; because there is neither solemnity nor grandeur
where there is a great play of outline, and continued variation of
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scene. Another reason why the walks should be straight is, that

the ground can be used more economically. Every grave or

tomb may be considered as either a parallelogram or a square

;

and there must always be a loss of space in disposing of rectan-

gular figures within a curvilinear figure. Where there is abun-

dance of ground, however, this waste would be no objection, but

rather an advantage ; because the trees might be planted in the

waste places : still we think straight lines desirable for almost every

thing connected with a cemetery, as harmonising better with the

solemnity of the scene. In short, our opinion decidedly is, that

cemeteries and churchyards ought to be laid out in the geome-

trical style.

The situations where the trees ought to be planted in a ceme-

tery is the next consideration. In general, we think a row along

each side of the walks and close to them the best mode. So

placed, the roots of the trees can never be disturbed on at least

one side, by which means they can never be materially injured

by the opening of graves ; neither will they occasion any waste

of ground by this arrangement. The kinds of trees ought to be

such as readily form, by pruning, a clean erect stem, for at least

8 ft. or loft, in height; because a branchy tree clothed from the

ground upwards, in such a situation, would encroach on the

walks, and also on the ground to be occupied with graves. An-
other disadvantage of tree§ clothed from the ground upwards
would be, their liability to stagnate the air, and render the place

unhealthy. For the same reason, we think shrubs cannot gene-

rally be introduced in cemeteries ; unless perhaps, as in Munich,
and in other parts of Germany, as a plantation round the margin
of the ground.

Where ground is abundant, a cemetery might be laid out like

a kitchen-garden, with rectangular walks and compartments ; the

walks having borders of shrubs and flowers, backed by a holly

hedge, with standard low trees at regular distances ; and the in-

terior, which would be concealed from the walks, might alone be
used as a place of burial. But, though this has actually been
done in some places on the Continent, we cannot consider it in

good taste. There must be a sentiment appropriate to a ceme-
tery ; and though that sentiment is not inconsistent with the

appearance of trees, shrubs, and flowers, yet it appears to us to

be totally so with the same studied display of them which is

made in a kitchen or flower garden. Neither do we think it in

good taste to lay out and plant a cemetery exactly as a botanic

garden should be laid out and planted ; for this also is to con-
found things that are different. In general, nothing should be
done that will interfere with the idea of solemnity and consecra-
tion to the dead ; unless it be wished that the idea of a cemetery
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should be rendered subordinate to that of a botanic garden or
an arboretum.

All these observations will apply with equal force to church-

yards. The best situation for trees, in these burial grounds, is

immediately surrounding the boundary fence, and along the sides

of the main walk or walks to the church entrance. The trees

should always be of low growth, so as not to interfere with the

architectural effect of the church, when they are seen at a distance

in connexion with it. Evergreen trees of great durability, such
as the holly, the yew, the cypress, the arbor vitse, and the red
cedar, appear preferable, from their association with the ideas of
solemnity and perpetuity, both in the lasting nature of their

foliage, and in their longevity.

The most melancholy circumstance connected with cemeteries,

churchyards, and depositories for the dead of every kind, is, to

see them neglected by the living; the fence broken down, the

gate off its hinges, the tombs out of repair, and the surface of the

ground covered with rampant weeds and rank grass. For this

reason, nothing has a better effect in burial grounds of every

kind, than to keep the turf in every part of them as closely

mown as the high-kept lawn of a mansion.

Art. IV. Plan for laying out the Grounds of a Suburban Villa of
Nine Acres ; incltiding the Ground Plan of the principal Floor of
the House, and the Plans of the different Outbuildings. By Richauo
Vabden, Esq., Architect and Landscape-Gardener.

This villa is supposed to be situated in the neighbourhood of

a town, and to be occupied as the residence of a wealthy mer-

chant or banker throughout the year. The surface of the ground

is supposed to be flat or nearly so, and so surrounded by build-

ings, that no desirable views can be obtained beyond the

boundary fence. A small stream of water is supposed to run

through the grounds, and the soil to be loamy.

The details of the grounds {fg. 99.) are as follows :
—

«, Entrance gate to the main approach, g. Grass-plot with flower-beds.

b. Bridge over the river, from which h, Parterres in the form of fans.

are seen the rock {y) on the right i, Vases on pedestals placed against

hand, and the wooded islands, &c., the parapet wall.

on the left. j. Statues on detached pedestals.

c. Open arch, through which carriages k. Open archway to the kitchen-gar-

drive to the open portico (rf) over den.

the main entrance to the house. /, Fountain and basin in the centre of -

e, Stable-yard, in which carriages turn the kitchen-garden.

before they come back to take up m. Statues. n. Forcing-houses,

their company. o. Sheds for pots, mushrooms, &c.

/, Back road to the kitchen-garden p, Melon ground, and place for com-

and stable-yard. posts, &c.
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q, Templ'e of Flora, placed on a raised u,

terrace, with a statue in the centre, v,

and a flower-garden in front on w,

a lower level. Behind the tem-

ple is

r, A walk covered with grass, with x,

creepers underneath, so as to be y,
shady in summer, and dry in win-

ter. At each end are statues. z,

s. Seats. ^,
t. Temples or covered seats.

Fishing-housewith a grotto beneath.

Waterfall.

Gatekeeper's lodge, with a flower-

garden on the left, and a kitchen-

garden on the right.

Rustic foot-bridge of wood.
Rock, which,with the temple, is seen

from the approach road.

Iron foot-bridge.

Wooded islands. On the lake is-

land is a swan-house.

The following are the details of the principal floor of the

house, and attached offices :
—

1, Vestibule. 2, Hall.

3, Anteroom.
4 4, Drawingrooms.

5, Principal stairs.

6, Servants' stau's.

7, Dining-room. 8, Library.

9, Butler's pantry. 10, Kitchen.

1], Scullery, 12, Servants' hall.

13, Yard. 14, Alcove and seat.

15, Servants' entrance.

16, Business room. 17, Pantry.

18, Store-room. 19, Still-room.

20, Housekeeper's room.
21, Still-room. 22, Area.

23, Small green-house, forming lobby
to (24) Conservatory.

25, Raised stand offlagstone,for green-

house plants dui'ing summer, and
hardy evergreens in pots during
winter.

26, Rows of orange trees in boxes
during summer.

27, Fountain. 28, Statues.

29, Seats.

30, Terrace wall with vases on the

parapet.

31, Nine-stalled stable.

32, Corn-room.
33, Harness-room.
34, Coach-houses.

35, Tool-house, and common lumber
shed.

The planting in the grounds of the villa I propose to have
done in vi^hat you call the picturesque manner ; that is, to have
the trees and shrubs and flow^ers all planted together and irre-

gularly, and to let them grow up, and the stronger kill or over-

come the weaker, as in natural forests. I propose to mow the

grass in the open spaces, but not to hoe or dig among the shrubs.

I prefer this wild style, in the grounds of a town villa, to the gar-

denesque, because it produces a greater contrast to the scenery

around.

With regard to the kinds of trees, I shall exclude all rapidly

growing bulky sorts, such as poplars, willows, elms, the platanus,

the lime, and such like ; and plant only trees that will soon
attain the height of 20 ft. or 30 ft., and never grow higher than

40 ft. Among these will be many thorns, wild apples, wild
pears, wild plums, and other flowering trees ; and acers, and
other trees and shrubs that flower early in spring and late in

autumn. I shall have whole masses of your favourite autumnal
bush or small tree, i7amamelis virginica, for the sake of its

brilliant masses of yellow blossoms in October, November, and
December ; and I shall have other thickets of Cornus mas to

succeed the jE/amamMis : this will carry me to the acers, and
next will come the wild plums, cherries, and crabs; after these
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the thorns and laburnums, the snowdrop tree, and, lastly, the
magnolias and the catalpa.

With respect to evergreens, I shall make the prevalent shrub
the laurustinus ; and the prevalent low trees, the holly and the
box. In one place, the pines will be the prevailing evergreens,

and next to them the firs and cedars, and the ilexes. Lucombe
oaks and Portugal laurels will complete the masses.

I shall observe no other order in planting than that one genus
shall always prevail in one place, and that the same genus shall

never occur a second time in any quantity. I consider this to

be a very good practical arrangement, though not a scientific

one.

The principal expense of keeping the grounds of such a villa

as this will be the mowing ; but that expense might be lessened

by wire fences and sheep.

fVorcesler, Auq; 1835.

REVIEWS.

Art. I. Horticulture. An Article drawn up for the " Encyclopaedia
Britannica." 4to, pp. 630. to 691. Vol, XI. of the Encyclopaedia.
Edinburgh.

This article is attributed to Patrick Neill, Esq., LL.D., se-

cretary to the Caledonian Horticultural Society, the author of a
similar article in the Edinburgh Encyclopcedia. Both articles are

drawn up in the most judicious manner, and evince a thorough
knowledge of the subject, and sound discrimination as to the

best practices for selection and recommendation. The arrange-
ment of the article Horticulture in the Edinburgh Encydopcedia,
or, as it is more commonly called, Brewster's Efici/clop^edia, was
quite original at the time it appeared, and the entire merit of it

belongs to Dr. Neill. We adopted it in the department which
treats of horticulture in our Ejicyclopcedia of Garde7iing, as we
did also the manner of treating of each particular vegetable; viz,

geographically, historically, and, as it may be called, biographi-

cally ; a practice as old as Pliny, but greatly improved on by
Miller and also by Dr. Neill.

The article before us is particularly rich in its illustrations, for

most of which Dr. Neill handsomely acknowledges his obligations

to our correspendent Mr. Charles H. J. Smith, " a young but
very promising garden architect." Mr. Smith's plans are very
beautifully drawn and engraved, and the greater number of them
are more or less original in design. The principle of heating by
hot water is variously modified and applied by Mr. Smith ; and
it must be a great advantage to the possessors of hot- houses in

Vol, XI. — No, 69, 3 c
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Scotland to have access to an artist who understands the subject

so thoroughly as Mr. Smith appears to do.

This article, though on comparatively an humble subject, must

be considered as highly creditable to the EncyclopcEdia Britan-

nica, which, of all the general encyclopaedias that have ap-

peared, is, in our opinion, decidedly the best. Its arrangement is

inferior to that of the Encyclopdedia Metropolttana, but its execu-

tion is better ; and its pages are neither over-occupied with the

biographies of clergymen, like those of some Cyclopadias, nor

with classical biography, geography, and history, like those of

the Penny Cyclopcedia, more especially in the early parts of

the latter work.

Art. II. A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation of the Vine on open

Walls. By Clement Hoare. 8vo. Chichester, 1835.

We have perused this little work with much pleasure, and
feel convinced that, were it extensively circulated, and its prin-

ciples acted upon, it would be the means of increasing the

domestic comforts of the labouring population in the southern

counties of England. But, although one of Mr. Hoare's prin-

cipal objects has been to show to the labourer the benefit he

would derive from the proper cultivation of the vine, even upon
the walls of his own cottage, there is also much in the work
worthy of the careful perusal of the practical and scientific

gardener. From a careful inspection of the vines grown upon
open walls, Mr. Hoare gives it as his decided opinion, that 5 lb.

©f grapes might be obtained for every one which is now pro-

duced. He attributes the want of success of cultivators, generally,

chiefly to their ignorance of a proper system of pruning ; and
argues that, from their leaving too much bearing wood, the vines

show a greater quantity of fruit than their maturing powers are

able to bring to perfection ; while, the attempt to do so bringing

on a constitutional weakness, the final result is, a wall covered

with naked rods, with a few slender twigs and diminutive bunches

at the extremities. Anxious to ascertain the exact quantity of

fruit which any vine was able to bring to perfection without in-

juring itself, Mr. Hoare commenced a series of experiments in

1825; and, after carefully registering the results for each suc-

cessive year, up to 1830, he found that the circumference of the

stem of a plant, measured just above the ground, formed a true

index of its vital powers, unless these had previously become
exhausted by over-cropping, &c.; and, upon these facts of practice

and experiment, he formed a scale of the greatest quantity of

fruit which any vine can perfectly mature : from which scale it

will be seen, that, if 2| in. be deducted from the circumference
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of any vine, its capability will be equal to the maturation of

10 lb. of grapes for every remaining inch of girt; thus, for a

vine 3 in. in circumference allow 5 lb., for one of 5 in. 25 lb.,

and one of 10 in. 75 lb. (p. S'i.), and so on. No vine is allowed

to bear before the stem is 3 in. in girt. (p. 35.) We entirely

coincide with Mr. Hoare as to the impropriety of allowing young
vines to bear prematurely, as we know of instances in which it

has been attended with the worst consequences. In pruning, as

many buds are left as are supposed necessary for the production

of the requisite quantity of fruit, reckoning each bud as equal

to the production of half a pound's weight of fruit (p. 38.), the

two lowest buds on each shoot not being included ; and this

plan generally leaves a sufficiency for meeting all contingencies,

and for admitting of the thinning of the bunches, if there should

be too many, in summer.
The chapters on pruning and training will be read with much

interest. Mr. Hoare, after giving a description of the ascent of

the sap, and of its final elaboration in the leaves, shows that the

less quantity of old wood there is betwixt the leaves and the

root, the greater will be the circumference of the stem, and, conse-

quently, the greater its capability of maturing fruit. He contends

that in spur pruning, from the great quantity of elaborated sap

which is necessary to form the new concentric layer upon the

old stems, comparatively little can be left to enter the roots,

and that, in fact, " naked branches are consumers, not producers,

or, in other words, drones in the hive." He particularly objects

to the system of spur pruning upon open walls, as the buds left

by it, viz. those at the base of the shoot to the extent of two

or three, are never sufficiently matured, the best buds being

those which are produced from the beginning of May to the

middle of July ; and also from the great trouble necessary to

manage the buds, and the many cuts that are required in prun-

ing the vine, &c. He gives a decided preference to the long rod

system, "which recommends itself by its simplicity; by the old

wood of the vine being annually got rid of; by the small number
of wounds inflicted ; by the handsome appearance of the vine

;

and by the great ease with which it is managed." He allows

that the spur system may be successfully adopted under glass
;

because, the sap being more highly elaborated, fruit will be pro-

duced from the buds seated at the base of the shoots. Little as

we know of the cultivation of the vine upon the open wall, we

should be inclined to adopt Mr. Hoare's opinion, for this simple

reason ; that, in the open air, the same genial warmth which

causes the expanding of the buds likewise sets the sap in motion

at the roots ; and that, therefore, there is no occasion for an old

stem, which, however, we conceive to be of much importance in

a forcing-house, by acting as a reservoir to the expanding shoots,

3c 2
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before the roots have been called into action. In training, the

shoots are bent in a serpentine manner, more or less, according

to their strength. Great care is taken of the yonng shoots de-

signed for future bearers, 5 in. being left free on each side of

them, in order that their leaves may be fully exposed to the light,

and may have room to expand freely. Besides properly thinning

the fruit, Mr. Hoare takes great care that every bunch should be

shaded by the thickness of one leaf, so that no part of it be ex-

posed directly to the sun ; which we conceive to be of great

importance, so far as the swelling and colouring of the berries

are concerned, although it would appear that many think dif-

ferently.

In the fifteen chapters into which the w^ork is divided, there

is much that is interesting, besides what we have incidentally

alluded to, which we shall content ourselves with naming.

1. Introduction. 2. Observations on the pi'esent method of

cultivating the vine upon open walls. 3. On the capability and
extent of the fruit-bearing powers of the vine. 4. On aspect.

5. On soil ; the importance of having it of an open texture.

6. On manure ; the propriety of incorporating with the soil that

kind of manure which is most nutritious and most lasting. 7. On
the construction of walls. 8. On the propagation of vines.

9. On the pruning of vines. 10. On the training of vines.

11. On the management of the vine during the first five years

of its growth. 12. Weekly calendarial index. 13. Autumnal
pruning. 15. Descriptive catalogue of grapes best adapted for

the open wail. We have no fault to find, but with the price of

the volume, 75. 6d., which is too much for a work of 164 pages,

and which places it entirely beyond the reach of the cottager.

We trust, however, that gentlemen fond of such pursuits will

aid the author's views, by disseminating a ^Qy^ copies amongst
their humbler tenantry.— R. F.

The above review is by a scientific gardener, and a most ex-

cellent grower of grapes. We considered it advisable to have

the testimony of such a gardener to the value of Mr. Hoare's

book ; because a " practical man " in his neighbourhood spoke

to us slightingly of it, alleging, forsooth, that Mr. Hoare, being

a schoolmaster, was consequently not likely to know much about

growing grapes ; in short, that he was not one of the " practical

men." Our opinion is, that Mr. Hoare has thrown more light

on the subject of vine culture than any British gardener who
has written on the subject ; and, as far as we are aware, more
than any French or German gardener. The nearest approach to

Mr. Hoare's system is that of Thomery, as described by Lelieur.

(See Encyc. of Gard., ed. 1835, § 5257.) There is far more
real knowledge of the nature of the vine shown in Mr. Hoare's

book than in Mr. Speechly's ; and, for our own part, we frankly
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confess that we have learned more from it, than we have done
from all the other books on the vine that we have read put to-

gether. We recommend every practical gardener to get the

book immediately, lest his master or mistress, or some of his ap-

prentices or journeymen, get it before him. If they do, there

are not many vine growers who might not have some rather hard
questions put to them on Mr. Hoare's authority.

—

Cond.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. General Notices.

Scientific Fecundation.—Bradley, speaking ofthis subject, says that, on the

first opening of his tuhps, he took out all the anthers of the stamens before

the farina was ready to be scattered ; and thus, to use his own expression,

castrated the tulips, preparatory to impregnating the stigmas with the farina of

other tulips. In like manner, he says, the blossoms of any other plant may
be castrated, and cross-fecundated. (iVew Improvement of Planting and Gar-
dening, Philosophical and Practical, p. 14, 15.) It is generally considered that

this practice of cross-fecundation is quite new, and was first employed by Mr.
Knight ; but a careful perusal of the works of Bradley and Agricola will show
that scarcely anything new has been produced, during the present century', that

was not known and practised in the preceding one, perhaps earlier.— Cond.

A simple Instrument for indicating the Changes of the Weather.— I send you
an account of a barometer, which, as far as I have yet been able to judge,

appears very correctly to indicate the changes of the weather. It consists of

a long-necked bottle reversed in a jar of, water ; the bottom 100

of which being covered with quicksilver, the water will rise

or fall in the neck of the bottle according to the changes of
the weather. The annexed sketch {Jig- 100.) will, perhaps,

enable you better to understand the above description :—
a, empty bottle; b, jar filled with water to d; c, index
marked upon the neck of the bottle, in which the water rises

and falls; e, quicksilver sufficient to cover the bottom of the
jar. Barometers upon this construction are made by Mr. Nay-
lor. Glass Manufacturer, Vere Street, Oxford Street. I need
hardly state that they act by the pressure of the atmosphere
upon the surface of the water, which, as the pressure varies,

causes the water to vary in its height in the tube; but, as the

volume of air in the inverted vessel will also be acted on by
the temperature of the atmosphere, barometers of this kind

cannot be so accurate as the common mercurial barometers.— W.L.G.
London, September 23. 1835.

Art. II. Foreign Notices.

FRANCE.

Jardin de Fromont.—We understand, from a gentleman who has lately

visited this establishment, that it is at present in a very flourishing condition

;

and that, considered as a manufactory of plants of the more rare and valuable
3c 3
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kinds, it is without a rival in the neighbourhood of Paris. We have seen the

price current for this nursery for 1834< and 1835, in eight small Svo pages, and
we are astonished at the variety of articles enumerated, and at the low price

of many of them. For example. Acacia Julibrissin, one year from the seed, at

6 francs per 100; Aila7ihis giandulosa at the same price ; Cornus florida, 15

francs per 100; -Fraxinus americana epiptera, 12 francs per 100; the com-
mon ash, three years old, and transplanted, 15 francs per 1000; F. /entiscifolia,

three years old, transplanted, 8 francs per 100; i^raxinus O'rnus, 5 francs per

100, and so on ; Piniis Laricio, two years old, 18 francs per 100; and the

different varieties of Pinus sylvestris, such as de Riga, de Hagueneau, rigida,

rubra, &c., 5 francs per 100. The American oaks are equally cheap ; Quercus
tinctoria, three years old, is only 10 francs the 100. The cheapness of trees

and shrubs at this establishment must surely contribute to the spread of arbo-

retums, or, at all events, of mixed plantations of foreign trees and plants.

The culture of exotic plants at Fromont is, if possible, still more remarkable

than that of hardy trees and shrubs. Besides the price current for 1835, which

we have quoted, we have before us another Bulletin for camellias for that

year ; one for roses ; one for peat-earth plants ; one for green-house and con-

servatory plants ; one for dwarf dahlias ; one for azaleas, of which the col-

lection exceeds 150 varieties ; and for herbaceous plants ; in all eight different

Bulletins, or Catalogues.

Art. III. Domestic Notices.

ENGLAND.
The Trees ofNew Zealand.— My junior gai'dener is gone out with a friend

of mine to New Zealand, chiefly for the purpose of collecting plants and seeds

for me. I am in hopes of receiving many things which will bear this climate,

particularly the forest trees from the hills, which are frequently covered with
snow. He will stay there for three years. Although I am quite as mad after

the epiphytes as even my friend Bateman, yet I own 1 would rather obtain a
few timber trees which would bear our climate.

—

M, March, 1835.

A Hand Water-Engine, on an entirely new principle, has lately been invented
by Mr. Read, the patentee of the best of all our garden syringes. This new in-

vention, of which we expect soon to be able to give an engraving and descrip-

tion, is very little larger than the syringe, but it has a tube added to it, which,
being inserted in a pot or bucket full of water, gives the instrument all the
powers of a garden engine, with less than half the exertion required for working
the latter machine. The power gained is by the condensation of air in a tube or
barrel, parallel to that in which the piston works; so that the invention might
not unjustly be called Reid's double-barreled syringe. The whole instrument,
including the length of the handle, and the tube, which can be screwed on and
oiF, is only 3 ft. long, and the barrel part is but half that length. The price is

only 50s. We have seen it at work, and consider that, for all ordinary purposes
it will supersede both the garden syringe and the garden engine.— Co7id.

The Pine and Fir Tribe. — We should like much to see the same enthu-
siasm for this noble tribe of tre(2s as there now exists for Orchideae. Why
should not a number of landed proprietors join in a small subscription to send
out a botanical collector to North and South America, for the exclusive pur-
pose of bringing home seeds of trees likely to prove hardy ? This would be the
true way to render the araucarias abundant in the country. Who knows
but these noble trees may one day be as abundant in Britain as cedars of Le-
banon? The Araucdria irabricata is found to stand the open air quite well in

the neighbourhood of Edinburgh ; and, as it has stood so well at Kew, Drop-
more, Goldworth Arboretum, Spring Grove, &c., it may probably be just as

hardy as the common cedar. We repeat our hope, that some spirited gentle-

men will join in subscribing (say fifty persons) 10/. each per annum, and send
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out a collector of tree seeds to the Americas for a year or two. It would
even be worth a nurseryman's while to do so, if he were certain that no such
association as that we are hinting at would enter into competition with him.

We can recommend an admirable person as a collector, a philosopher, a bo-
tanist, and a man full of enthusiasm for exploring a new country.— Cond.

A^cer str'mtum, the Striped-barked, or Pennsylvaiiian, Maple.— The finest spe-

cimen of this much neglected tree is on a lawn in front of a house near Maid-
enhead, which, in 1819, was occupied by Mr. Needham. We saw the tree in

that year, and, by describing the place to a friend who was passing that way,
he procured us the dimensions of it. It was planted in 1814, and is now 16 ft.

6 in. high ; about as great a height as it ever attains in this country. Its

branches cover a space of 60 ft. in circumference, and its trunk, at 1 ft. from
the ground, girts 2 ft. 10 in. Our correspondent has forgotten to mention the

name of the seat, which, perhaps, some of our readers can suppl3\ This fine

specimen of so singular and so beautiful a tree, and, also, another in Farnham
Park, remind us of the injustice done to this species in the arboretum of the

Horticultural Society, where it is placed under the drip of another tree, and is

altogether a most miserable specimen, not at all likely to tempt a planter,

though there are few trees more desirable for a small residence. Had the

trees in the Horticultural Society's garden only been placed singly, instead of
being huddled together in groups, and never properly thinned or attended to,

their beauty, and their value in a scientific point of view, would have been ten-

fold what they are at present, and what they are ever likely to become.—
Cond,

'Ramamelis virginica.— This tree is now beautifully in flower at Messrs.

Loddiges's, and in Thomson's Nursery, Mile End, Its yellow blossoms, with

their long fringe-like corollas, at this season of the year, when so few trees

and shrubs are in flower, are most ornamental : its leaves die off" of a rich deep
yellow or orange. It is a pity to see such a tree so much neglected. Mr.
Macnab, jun., whose interesting journey in Isorth America we noticed in

p. 620., and shall have occasion to recur to, informs us that it attains the

height of 15ft. or 20ft. in its native situations in America; and he brought

home a piece of the trunk of one tree, for a gentleman (Mr. Nicol of Edin-

burgh) who is now making observations on different sorts of timber, between
5 in. and 6 in. in diameter.— Cond.

Macliira. aurantiaca.— We would strongly recommend the planting of this

tree, as likely to be highly ornamental when it attains a fruit-bearing age.

The male and female should, if possible, be planted together ; but, when this

cannot be conveniently done, either sex can be planted ; and when the tree

gets large, it may be trained so as to have two main limbs, and on one of these,

the sex wanted may be grafted. From a fruit kindly sent us by Dr. Mease, we
took out the seeds and distributed them, and young plants have been raised

from the seeds, both by M. Vilmorin of Paris, and by Mr. Gordon, the fore-

man of the arboretum of the garden of the London Horticultural Society, and
at Mr. Dennis's. In a letter from Philadelphia, which will be found in our

succeeding volume, the writer expresses his conviction that the tree will ripen

its fruit in the south of England ; and of this we have no doubt. — Cond.

The Carambola [Averrhoa Carambdla, from Ceylon in 1733] has fruited, for

the first time in Britain, in the stove of Mr. Bateman of Knypersley, near Con-
gleton ; a gentleman distinguished for his zeal, liberality, and success in intro-

ducing and cultivating tropical epiphytes. Mr. P. N. Don, the intelligent

gardener at Knypersley, mentions that, "during the last autumn (1834), the

tree fruited in great abundance." The fruit is of the size and shape of a duck
egg, but with angles on the sides. It " was used by the family for tarts, and
also for preserves, and was allowed, by excellent judges, to be superior, for plea-

sant flavour, to any thing they had ever tasted." — P. N. July, 1835.

Exotics in the Isle of Anglesea.— Having been at Baronhill, in the Isle of

Anglesea, the other day, I was astonished to see fine specimens of myrtles,

some of them 18 ft. high, growing out of doors, which had never been pro-

3 c 4
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tected ; also the Aloysia citriodora, also growing in the open air with won-
derful vigour ; but, what took my attention most (what I dare say will occa-
sion you a little surprise) was, that there were two trees of Edwardsza chry-

sophylla, growing as standards in the kitchen-garden, the dimensions of which
were as follows:— girt, 2 ft.; height, 20 ft.; diameter of the top, 18 ft. The soil

is a light loam, with a limestone bottom. I only mention this to show you
the humidity and mildness of the climate in that part of Wales.— Thomas
Fondest. Kimnoul Park, Aug. 26.

The Oleander grows luxuriantly, without any sort of protection, in the gar-

dens at Sketty Hall, near Swansea, the seat of L. W. Dillwyn, Esq., M. P.
It flowered freely, for the first time, this summer ; and it still makes a brilliant

appearance. Mr. Dillwyn, who is a skilful botanist, and very fond of arbori-

culture, has also a remarkably fine variety of Cratae^gus Crus-galli, which is

nearly evergreen.— W. L. Sivansea, Sejit. 20. 1835.

Chenopodiiim Quinoa.— I had a large piece of ground planted with the

quinoa this year; and, after the plants were nearly 2 ft. high, they were burnt up
with the sun, though constantly watered, except four or five, from which 1 hope
to get plenty of seed. I have four plants of the black quinoa, which are not
at all injured by ihe sun, and are already nearly 5 ft. high, and very much
branched ; they certainly belong to a distinct species. — A. Bourke Lambert.
Boyton House, Sept. 4. 1835.

The Agave americdna, or Great American Aloe, was, during part of August
and September, in flower at Bute House, OldBrompton. The plant was brought
thither from South Carolina, in 1760, by the gentlemen who then owned the

property. The stem of the plant grew 20 ft. within seven weeks, and produced
twenty bunches of yellow flowers, all near the top. These flowers are so pro-
lific in honey, that it actually drops from them. The stem, where it proceeds
from the plant, is about 6 in. in -diameter, and gradually diminishes to about
half that size where the flowers commence; viz. about 17 ft. from the ground.
(^Neiv Monthly Magazine.^

There is a Hydrangea growing in the open ground at Tringwainton, near
Penzance, which is 45 ft. in circumference, 8 ft. in height, and had above 1300
flowers on it last year. There are some hundreds of hydrangeas in the plan-

tations at Tringwainton, which have all sprung from this plant.— John Harvey.
Penzance, October 29. 1835.

A Tree Dahlia. — In the beginning of August (1835) I went to Liverpool.

At the old Botanic Garden there I saw an arborescent dahlia growing : it is

a cutting, resembling a middle-sized trunk, or small stem, of an elder birch, as

thick as one's leg, and fully as woody as the elder. The plant is said to grow
40 ft. high in Mexico. It was throwing out leaves very like those of our her-

baceous species. Several plants of Cactus (or Cereus) senilis were received

by the same package, much resembling a head hung with long grey hairs.—
P. N. Edinburgh, September, 1835.

A Strawberry was gathered, a 'i&'N days ago, in a garden near Worcester,
which measured 8iin. in circumference. {The Bury and Norwich Post,

August 5. 1835.)

The heaviest Gooseberriesfor 1835. — I send below a list of the heaviest

gooseberries for the year 1835; but you will observe that they are lighter

this year than they have been for the last ten years, owing to the very dry
season. There are also fewer seedlings : only one red, one yellow, and two
white seedlings are advertised this year ; and this is also owing to the dryness
of the summer, as many other seedlings must stand another season, to judge
fairly of their merits, before they are oflTered for sale. The following are the
names of the heaviest gooseberries for 1835 :—

Red. Wonderful, 24 dwt. ; Companion, 23 dwt. 2 gr. ; Lion's Provider,
22dwt. 6gr. ; Lion, 22 dwt.— Yellow. Leader, 23 dwt. 12gr.; Gunner,
21 dwt. lOgr. ; Sovereign, 20 dwt. 20 gr.; Two to One, 19 dwt. 22 gr.

—

Green. Thumper, 20 dwt. 8 gr. ; Peacock, 20 dwt. 6 gr. ; Providence, 20 dwt.;
Lord Crew, 19 dwt. 20 gr.— White. Eagle, 21 dwt.; Ostrich, 20 dwt. 12gr.

;
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Fleur de Lis, 20 dwt. 12 gr. ; Lily of the Valley, 20 dwt, 11 gr.— M. Said.
Sulyard Street, Lancaster, October 24. 1835.

A Pearl Onion is mentioned, in the article " Horticulture" in the Encyclo-
pcedia Britannica, vol. ix. p. 671., as of recent introduction, and little known.
It is said to produce clusters of little bulbs at the root ; the bulbs havin" a
fine white colour, like the silver-skinned onion, and being very fit for pickling.

Mr. George Don considers it a distinct species, the J'llium Halleri of his

Monograpti.

Trifdlhmi incarnatum.— The cultivation of this plant is, we are glad to hear,

spreading rapidly ; and it is in some parts of the country very generally taking
the place of tares, as it produces a much greater quantity of food, and does
not require much more than a tenth of the labour bestowed on preparing the
ground and sowing it. It also comes in a fortnight earlier.— Cond.

The London Dairies.— In the last edition of our JSticyclopcedia of Agricul-

ture we gave, at considerable length, an account (which, by the by, was copied
into the British Farmei-'s Magazine, without acknowledgement, and subse-
quently into the Farmer''s Series of the Useful Knoivledge Society, &c.), of
some of the greatest dairy establishments in the neighbourhood of London,
from personal observation ; but we were not aware at that time that there
existed dairies for the poor, in dark lanes, where the cows are penned up
without either light or ventilation, and without being taken out for exercise.

The following remarks have been sent us on the subject by Mr. Whitlaw, who
deserves credit for having directed public attention to the subject. We insert

them, to impress upon gardeners and others the immense importance of change
of air to health. We are persuaded that there is not one head gardener in

ten that is aware of this importance, otherwise they would not require their

apprentices and journeymen to sleep in the miserable damp holes in back sheds,

and other ill-ventilated places, which they now do.
" Milk, being a direct separation from the blood of the animal, necessarily

carries along with it all the volatile, and much of the essential, oils contained
in the food. How important, therefore, that the food of the animal should be
carefully selected ! Every medical man is aware of the benefit derived from
the use of a milk diet, in the cure of disease; but to recommend the London
milk to a delicate patient, would be a prescription that would vitiate every
secretion, disease every organ of the body, and probably destroy the patient's

life ! That a change ought to be effected in the management of our London
dairies, is an assertion which cannot be disputed ; but how the evil is to be
remedied I know not, unless the disgusting system is exposed and laid open in

all its loathsome details.

" Public attention may then be directed to the subject,"and public enquiry in-

stituted. When we consider the situation generally chosen for a London
dairy, namely, the narrow by-lanes, swarming with the poorest of the people,

where offal, and rubbish of every description, are left to rot, and contaminate
the atmosphere : in some dark hovels in these districts, you will find the dairy,

and the poor animals, penned up from one month to another, with scarce

room enough to extend their palsied limbs ; with light enough to make dark-

ness visible ; without exercise, and without ventilation (there being seldom
any other opening than that of the door-way, which, as a matter of necessity,

is closed during the night). Can it be a subject of wonder, that the cows are

constantly labouring under fever, and dying frequently of typhus ? The at-

mosphere is so carbonised as to be rendered almost irrespirable. The ill

effects of all this is but too evident in the wretched appearance of the poor
animals. Emaciated almost to a state of atrophy, the respiration feeble and
exhausted, the eyes dull and withered, hide-bound, and covered with vermin
and disease, nothing in the shape of existence can present a more melancholy
spectacle of utter wretchedness. And, lastly, when we consider the kind and
quality of the food on which the dairy cows in London are fed, we shall cease

to wonder at the great mortality that annually takes place among them. Four
fifths of their daily sustenance consist of grains, or the refuse of the mash
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from brewhouses and distilleries, which is purchased at a cheap rate, and
mixed up with salt, which produces intolerable thirst ; and, water being given

ad libitum, this is found to increase prodigiously the quantity of milk : but a

more unwholesome innutritions article of food could scarcely have been sub-

stituted for natural pasture. After the process of malting, little more than

the husk remains, with a small portion of volatile spirit, which happily keeps

the animal in a half-slumbering state of semi-intoxication. In the course of a

few months, the liver enlarges to an enormous size, scirrhosity ensues, the

blood-vessels and other organs of the body become involved in the general

wreck, and the production of milk is at an end. Thus, at the end of twelve

months, the cow is no longer of any service to her keeper. She is now turned

over to the slaughter-house, and, from the hands of the butcher, to regale the

appetites of the ' highly-favoured inhabitants of London.'" (^Charles Whitlaw,

in a Letter to Sir John Sinclair, Bart.)

SCOTLAND.
Pittosporum Tobira, and Acacia armata have stood the two last winters at

Airthrey Castle, near Stirling, the seat of the Right Hon, Lord Abercromby,
as standards, without the slightest protection. The first is now between 4 ft.

and 5 ft. high, and the second nearly 4 ft. high. The common myrtle, planted

against the house of Mr. Cathie, the gardener, has attained the height of 7^ ft.

:

it has stood out several years with a very slight protection during severe frost,

and flowers freely every year. There are a great many fine trees and shrubs

at Airthrey, the dimensions of all of which we have received in a very ample
Return Paper kindly prepared for us by Mr. Cathie, and of which due use will

be made in the Arboretum Bntannicum.
Tlireshing-Machines driven by Steam are increasing in use rapidly among the

farmeries in Fifeshire. No fewer than thirty have been lately erected, a de-

cided proof of the increasing intelligence and wealth of the farmers. The next

step will be to steam ploughs, or, at all events, to steam cultivators (we mean
to such instruments as Finlayson's harrow), and, probably, to steam reaping-

machines. — Cond.

IRELAND.
Pakenham Hall, the seat of the Earl of Longford, in the county of West-

meath, I was much pleased with; and I was glad to hear from the very intel-

ligent gardener there, Mr. George, that he had begun a correspondence with
your Magazine. Among other improvements at Pakenham, which have been
suspended by the lamented death of the late earl, was the formation of a
quercetum, if 1 may coin such a word, containing all the species of hardy oaks
which could be procured. I regret to say, however, that, owing to the depre-

dations of rabbits, and other causes, they are not succeeding so well as could
be wished. A few of them appeared to me to be incorrectly named, probably
having only the names sent with them from a nursery, which we know are

often very far from correct.

Among the pines is a most beautiful specimen of ^^bies Clanbrasihajzff, cer-

tainly the finest I ever saw. Many other rare trees and shrubs are scattered

through the pleasure-grounds : I recollect, particularly, a thriving plant of
J'rbutiis [Pernetti«] mucronata, with ripe fruit.

Many improvements have been made within the last few years, under Mr.
George's directions ; amongst which may be named the converting of a useless

swamp into an American garden. In this, magnolias, and many other Ame-
rican trees and shrubs, grow most luxuriantly; but there appears something in

the peat of that neighbourhood uncongenial to azaleas, &c. Of these there

is a fine collection ; but, although only two or three years planted, they are
already getting scrubby and overgrown with lichens.

Mr. George informed me that, about two years since, he planted out above
a hundred acacias, principally A. dealbata, and A. verticillata, but that only two
of the number survived the winter, or, at least, esciped being killed to the
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ground. One or two other New Holland plants, as a composite plant resem-

bling a shrubby aster, and another shrub, apparently pomaderris, are thriving

well in the open air.

The kitchen-gai'den appears in beautiful order :- but that is a subject in which
I take but little interest. In the conservatory are some splendid fuchsias,

and other plants, but nothing particularly rare or new.— W. C. Clapham
Road, September 29. 1835.

The Botanic Garden at Belfast, under the care of the curator, Mr. Camp-
bell, may, for excellent culture and high order in keeping, vie with any in these

islands. The number of half-hardy exotics which not only stand the open
air, but flower freely in this garden, is very^considerable; and I have no doubt,

in the course of a year or two after the garden is completed, and all the hot-

houses built, that Mr. Campbell will have leisure to send you a list of them.

As I was in great haste to reach Dublin in time for the Association, I had no
time to take down names. I saw your favourite Wistan'a, which they name,
like you, Consequa??^ ; the celebrated white-flowering Irish heath (Menziesia

^oliifolia alba) from the mountains of Cunnemara, and not to be found else-

where [a specimen of this was sent us by Mr. John Smith of Lismore,

August 31.]; numbers of fuchsias, calceolarias, petunias, &c.— J. D. Liver-

pool, September, 1835.

A cut-leaved Variety of the Comvion Oak is not unfrequent in British nur-

series. There is a specimen in Taylor's Nursery at Preston ; and, in 1831, when
we were in Dumfries, there were scores of plants of it in one nursery, which had .

come up in that form from seed, as the eagle's claw maple (^^cer^latanoides

laciniatum) does very frequently from seed of A. platanoides. The acorns, in

the case of the Dumfries nursery, were taken from a tree which had sported

in several parts of its branches, so that raising from seed is only a test of spe-

cies under certain cu'cumstances. Mr. Fenessey of the Waterford Nursery
brought us lately some branches of a very beautiful laciniated variety of oak,

now growing in his nursery, which he thinks different from any other. It was
raised from seed, by Mr. Fenessey, about fifteen years ago. The tree is about

15 ft. high, with erect fastigiated branches, thickly covei'ed with pendulous

foliage ; and it is very hardy.— Cond.

Vlnus Vindster, it was stated by Mr. Mackay of the Trinity College Gar-
den, at the meeting of the British Association, in August, 1835, is sup-

posed to have formerly been abundant in the south of Ireland. {Ed. Phil.

Journ., xix. 401.)
Vhiiis sylvestris is found in bogs in Ireland, in three layers or strata, with

a stratum of peat between each layer of from 3 ft. to 5 ft. in depth. In Scot-

land the bogs also contain three distinct layers of trees ;
" the first layer a

foot from the surface, quite fresh ; then a layer of peat ; next, a layer of wood,
slightly carbonised ; under that, a layer more carbonised, and slightly bitu-

menised." (^Ibid.)

Tdxus baccdta. — At the same meeting, Mr. C. W. Hamilton gave an
account of a yew found in a bog in Queen's County, which, through the kind-

ness of Mr. Mackay, we were enabled to notice in our Arboretum Britannicum,

p. 106. This yew was found in a bog in Queen's County, and exhibited " an-

nual rings indicating a growth of 545 years. Yet so compact was the wood,
or so close the layers, that the diameter of the trunk did not exceed a foot

and a half. The growth had been very slow during the last three centuries,

for near the exterior there were about 100 rings within the space of one inch.

From the size and number of the yews found in Ireland, and the elevated sta-

tion they take amongst the rocks, where they assume the stunted appearance

of a juniper, Mr. Mackay has no doubt of its being a native tree. He exhi-

bited the common and the Florencecourt yew, a beautiful variety, growing like

the upright cypress. He added that the seeds of the Irish yew would pro-

duce the common tree ; but Dr. Graham suggested that, as there might be

mules, it would not prove that they were the same species. Mr. Babington

stated that another variety had been discovered, in which the horizontal
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branches produced only drooping sprays on the under side, and that both

sexes of the flowers were detected." {Ed. Phil. Journ., xix. 406.) Mr. San-

derson, on the authority of old Scotch history, stated that " the northern part

of Ireland was so much infested by yew trees, that a great emigration of Irish

took place in consequence, who, with their families and cattle, went over to

settle themselves in Scotland; these yew trees every year destroying their

cattle in Ireland." Dr. Litton said, he had tried the age of the celebrated

yew tree at Muckross, by De CandoUe's test, and found that it nearly agreed

with the traditional one. {Ibid.)

Melampyrum arvense, Mr. Curtis remarked, would only grow amongst corn,

and could never be cultivated from seed. (Ibid.)

A Plan for the Forinatioii of a Natural Arraiigement of Plants for a Botanic

Garden, by Mr. Niven, was read, accompanied by a drawing ; and the presi-

dent. Dr. Allman, laid before the Association " a diagram showing his plan

of a natural arrangement of plants." {Ibid., p. 400. 404.) We should be
greatly obliged to these gentlemen, if they would communicate to us outlines

of their plans, for publication. There is nothing that we know of so well

calculated to spread a taste for a knowledge of plants, as to see them grouped

together, according to their af&nities and exterior appearance; which can alone

be effected by the natural system.— Cond.

Qi'lea europcB^a.— The iong-leaved Spanish variety of olive is now in full

flower on an open south-east wall in my garden : the plant is only about four

years and a half old.— R. Mallet. Dublin, July 23. 1835.

Art. IV. Calls at Suburban Gardens,

Ham House ; S. Gurney, Esq. — Oct. \ 3. We had much pleasure in ex-

amining the fine old specimens of trees and shrubs at this place, and in seeing

the very high order in which it is kept by our namesake, the head gardener,

Mr. James Loudon. As a place, that is, as a specimen of rural architecture

and landscape-gardening. Ham House has little or nothing to boast of: the

grounds are flat, and the trees so thinly sprinkled over them, that, from most
points, we can see the whole at once. The great charm of the place is the

fine old specimens planted by Dr. Fothergill about the middle of the last

century, of all of which we have received the dimensions. We shall only
mention one or two trees at present, and refer for the rest to our Arboretum.

Cratas^gus viridis is here 12 ft. high, and forms a curious scrubby tree : it is

not grafted on the common thorn, as a sucker from the root proves. There
are several fine specimens of hop hornbeam, from 25 ft. to 40 ft. high. J^cer
monspessulanum, 27 ft. high, is a very handsomely formed tree. Kolreuten'a

paniculata is 37 ft. high ; and a most picturesque tree of i7amamelis virginica,

25 ft. high. If this tree had not been crowded by others, it would have been
the most interesting in these grounds : even as it is, we believe it is the best

in the neighbourhood of London; for, as we have elsewhere stated, the

hamamelis is too generally neglected by planters. Jraxinus americana pan-
nosa has attained the height of 60 ft., with a magnificent columnal trunk of
about half that height. After walking round the place, and noting down some
full-grown trees, of which we intend to have portraits taken for our Arboretum,

we entered the very picturesque thatched cottage of Mr. Loudon, and were
grieved to find that what was so very pretty without was so very objectionable

within. The rooms are small, and so low in the ceiling as to be quite disagree-

able to the eye; and, to a person breathing in them for any time, most
unwholesome.
We cannot too strongly express our disapprobation of those architects who

think more of external effect than of the comfort of the occupant, and
actually do not bestow half the care on a cottage for a fellow-creature that
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they do on a design for a stable. We throw the entire blame, in all cases
of this kind, on the architect, and never on the employer ; because, even if

the employer were to limit the cost of the cottage to a certain sum, it would be
the duty of the architect to curtail the ornamental finishings, rather than the
requisite dimensions, of the apartments. Besides, it is the duty of an archi-
tect of character rather to refuse giving a design at all, than to give one which
he knows to be unfit for a human being to dwell in with health and comfort.
A high-minded architect will no more accept employment, where his employer
limits him to a sum that will prevent his rendering a dwelling comfortable,
than a medical man would consent to administer poison for illegitimate pur-
poses. It is said that, when Bonaparte was obliged to leave a number of his

troops ill of the plague at Jaffa, he sent for his chief surgeon, and stated to
him that, as these men could not recover, and would, in all probability, fall

into the hands of the Turks, he wished to give them opium, to put an end to
their miseries. The surgeon refused to administer the drug, stating that it was
his business to preserve life, not to destroy it. An architect, in our opinion,
ought to act in an analogous manner, whenever he is limited to such a sum as
will prevent him from producing a dwelling fit for a human being to live

comfortably in.

It may be asked, how it happens that architects fall into this error of limited
accommodation and low ceilings, so very generally, in the construction of cot-
tages for the servants of gentlemen. We know the causes well, both from
long observation, and from having had some intercourse with architects, both
in Scotland and England. First, many architects think low ceilings and small
dark rooms essential to the character of a cottage ,* we suppose,' on the same
principle that some men of wealth think ignorance essential to servants and
common people : secondly, many architects are not at all aware of the im-
portance of a constant supply of fresh air to health : and, thirdly, as almost
all architects are sprung from the lower or from the middling class, and
aspire (partly from inclination, and partly from the circumstance of, while
employed, living on a footing of equality with their employer) to be considered
as belonging to the higher class, they feel ashamed to acknowledge their sym-
pathy with the class from which they have sprung, by entering minutely into
their wants and wishes. If they did so, they would have to encounter the
prejudices of men of wealth, generally, against rendering the labouring classes

too comfortable ; and thus, according to them, discontented with their con-
dition. To sit at the tables of some of the nobility and gentry, as we have
done, and hear the manner in which they talk of the poor, one is not surprised

that an architect or an artist, who has sprung from that class, should feel him-
self a parvenu in such society, and should wish to avoid indicating any thing
like a sympathy which would stamp him at once as unfit for the company into

which he was admitted. Very few artists who mix with the higher classes

have the moral courage to act otherwise. The times, however, are improving
in these respects : the rich are becoming more humane, in consequence of
becoming poorer; and the poor are becoming more intelligent and moral, in

consequence of the diffusion of knowledge : and this, by bringing the two
extremes nearer to a common level, will, in time, cause the rich to look on
the poor in a very different point of view from what they do at present,, We
wish we could get architects and builders of cottages to enter into our views
on this subject, because they have it in their power, most materially, to bring

about such a desirable result, as that of the rich and poor being comparatively
equalised in the essentials of comfortable existence, in useful intelligence and
manners, and wholly equalised in point of moral character. Every really

comfortable cottage that is erected is a contribution to this desirable result.

Stratford Green ; J. Allcard, Esq. — This is a much smaller place than Mr.
Gurney's; but it is a place of intense interest, from its botanical collections.

We have no doubt that, in a few years, there will be here one of the best and
richest private botanic gardens in the neighbourhood of London. There are

already excellent collections of ferns and Orchidese in the hot-houses, and of
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herbaceous plants in the open garden. Mr. Allcard, with sound judgment
and elegant taste, has discarded pines, grapes, and melons, in a great measure,
from his kitchen-garden, and peaches and other fruits from his garden walls,

intending to clothe the latter with half-hardy exotics : in short, to make
all his walls conservatory walls. No man who has much taste for plants

would ever grow any fruits in the neighbourhood of London, which he can
purchase of far better quality, and for much less than he could grow them, in

Covent Garden Market. All the choice, and also the culinary, fruits, such as

pines, melons, grapes, peaches, pears, apples, plums, &c., can be purchased
both cheaper and better than they can be grown ; and it is, therefore, only

worth while, for a London botanist, to grow gooseberi'ies, strawberries, and
such articles as are best when quite fresh. Peas, beans, and all sorts of salads,

he ought to grow, and, perhaps, most sorts of kitchen crops for summer use

;

but turnips, carrots, parsneps, onions, potatoes, and the like, for winter use,

can be got in Covent Garden Market, of far superior quality, and cheaper than

they can, by any possibility, be grown within ten miles of London. But we
are deviating from our trees. We found here a kind of drooping cherry, with

black fruit, which is said to be peculiar to the neighbourhood : the trees were
brought here, a few years ago, from a distant part of the country. We were
much gratified by inspecting, in the flower-garden, one of Nutt's bee-hives,

with a handsome architectural casing over it. We are convinced, as we have
elsewhere stated, that Mr. Nutt's method of managing bees is decidedly the

most scientific and the most profitable that ever has been laid before the public.

A swarm was put into this hive in May last, and already 12 lb. of honey have

been taken from it. The mode of management is simple and easy, without the

least danger of being stung, and without the necessity of destroying a single

bee. The mode of feeding is admirable. Taken altogether, we do not know
a more interesting kind of care and amusement for a lady of leisure ; but the

attention required to regulate the temperature of the hive in summer renders

it, perhaps, unfit for the majority of cottagers, in their present state. Dr. Ure's

thermostat, or Kewley's apparatus, might, no doubt, be applied so as to regulate

the temperature to a nicety ; and then, we think, this hive would be perfect.

The handsome architectural case put over this hive was designed and executed

by Mr. Thomas Dalby, architect and builder, Stratford : it cost, we under-
stand, nearly 201. ; but, if half a dozen or a dozen were ordered, they might
be manufactured for a fourth part of that sum each. The gardener's cottage

here is also by Mr. Dalby. Exteriorly, it is one of the handsomest gardeners'

houses we have any where seen ; and ranks, in this respect, with that of
Mr. Wells of Redleaf. Interiorly, it is roomy and commodious : the rooms
on the ground floor appear to be 9 ft. high. We do not altogether object to

this height, but we should like 10 ft. better ; and, indeed, we think it ought to

be the minimum height of every apartment destined for a human being to

breathe in. The exterior ornaments to this cottage, and the architectural

finishings, in the Gothic style, to different doors and other objects near it, and
to a cow-shed in the paddock, all by Mr. Dalby, are much to our taste. Not
the least of our gratifications at this place was, to find that such an admirable

plant cultivator and practical botanist as Mr. Bevis, had met with such a
liberal and enlightened amateur as Mr. Allcard, who is enthusiastically fond

of plants : it is happiness to see such a servant meet with such a master.

Mr. Bevis has constructed a pit here on quite a new plan : it has a span roof,

and the floor is placed on air-flues, for the purpose of keeping it perfectly dry,

and thus avoiding those damps which destroy so many young plants. The
flues communicate with the open air at the sides and ends of the pit, and are

left open all the year, except during very hot weather in summer, and frosts

in winter. Mr. Bevis, its inventor, has kindly promised us a plan of it ; and
we hope, also, to be able to give an elevation of Mr. Dalby's bee-case, and
plans, and other architectural details, of Mr. Bevis's cottage, as a suitable one
for head gardeners, who have their dwelling near a flower-garden.

The Let/ton Nursery.— This nursery was established above a century ago,
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by a gardener of the name of Hay, who was succeeded by Mr. Hill, who died
about three years ago; and it now belongs to his widow and daughters. There
is an ample stock of American articles in it of a large size, and some trees
and shrubs which are comparatively rare ; viz. a large specimen of Cratee^gus
laciniata, which has lately been introduced into the London nurseries, by
Mr. Booth of Hamburgh, and which was supposed new, but which must have
been in this nursery for seven years at least. The tree is 12ft. high, but has
not flowered. It appears to belong to tanacetifolia, or orientalis ; but the
leaves are larger than those of either of these sorts. Of Qu^rcus Banisten, or
the scrub oak, there are a good many plants ; of ^etula angulata, here, as in
some other nurseries, called the paper birch, there is a good stock j Photinia
serrulata, nyssa, and several other choice articles, abound. The variety of
red American oaks is very great. We were informed that the late Mr. Hill se-

lected them from the seed-beds, and planted them in rows as lines of separation
to different compartments, where they have attained the height of 20 ft. j and,
not being pruned so severely as at Messrs.Loddiges's, their depending branches
and foliage are of surpassing beauty. Of, perhaps, a hundred trees, there are
not two whose foliage is alike. When shall we have such oaks distributed
through the Regent's Park, and such thorns as are now to be seen in the
Horticultural Society's arboretum planted in Kensington Gardens ? C. tana-
cetifolia, odoratissima, Aronia, and orientalis, are now in the Chiswick arbo-
retum, and in the grounds of Fulham Palace, covered with ripe fruit, and in

very great beauty. Had we a hawthorn hedge by the roadside, we would
graft or bud all these, and thirty other sorts, as standards, at regular distances.

C. orientalis, which is considered by many to be exactly the same as C. odora-
tissima, differs from it in having stronger stiffer wood ; in not being nearly so fra-

grant when in blossom, and in having a deep port-wine-coloured fruit, instead of
a yellowish-red fruit, like that of odoratissima. The fruit is juicy, and not
bad to eat, though not so good as that of odoratissima ; and, taken altogether,

the variety is one of the most beautiful of the azarole division of thorns.

Stamford Hill ; William Bromley, Esq.—A number of Australian trees have
stood out here during the last three or four winters. Several species of
eucalyptus have attained from 12 ft. to 16 ft. in height, and form beautiful

trees ; one of which we have, with the permission of Mr. Bromley, had drawn
for our Arboretum. The acacias, metrosideroses, melaleucas, and even the

banksias, have stood here remarkably well ; but the most beautiful Australian
tree which we have ever seen in England is in Mr. Bromley's grounds, and
apparently as hardy as a native : it is the Casuarina equisetifolia ; a symmetri-
cal stately little tree, 10 ft. high, as singular as it is beautiful. Mr. Bromley's
grounds are stocked with all the more rare and valuable exotic trees and
shrubs that will stand the open air in the neighbourhood of London : they
contain almost a complete arboretum ; and thus realise, in a great measure,

our beau ideal of what the grounds of a subm'ban villa residence ought to be.

We have been promised a list of the Australian trees which stand the open
air here, by Mr. Wilson, the gardener, with the number of years they have
been planted, their height, and whether they flower and ripen seeds, &c. ; and,

as soon as we receive it, we shall lay it before our readers. In the meantime,

we recommend all who can procure a plant of Casuarina equisetifolia to plant

it out in a dry sandy soil, and in an open airy situation, next spring. The
plant is by no means rare in the green-houses about London. — Cond.

Art. V. Hints for Improvements.

Scalefor showing the comparative Hardiness of Trees.—There are many trees,

generally considered as hardy, which will not stand except in favourable situ-

ations ; and others, called tender, which do very v/ell occasionally in the open
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air. From observing this, it has struck me that the distinctions of hardy and
tender are too broad and too vague, to give an exact idea of the treatment
they require ; and I conceive that you would do a great service to planters,

and to the cause of arboriculture generally, if you were to publish a scale

marked thus :— Pinus sylvestris, h h h, very hardy. Portugal laurel, h h,

tolerably hardy. J'rbutus f/^nedo, h, hardy, iaurus nobilis, t, tender.

Magnolia grandiflora, t t, very tender. Myrtle, or camellia, t t t, extremely

tender. Pomegranate, or the genus Citrus, f, requiring a frame. — J. Phil-

lips. Castlemacgarrett, Oct, 14. 1835.

Hares may, perhaps, be excludedfrom Flower- Gardens by smoking the sur-

rounding fences, or the gaps in them, with tobacco ; and possibly, also, some
species of insects might be deterred from laying their eggs on particular plants

by the same means. Some poachers have lately found out a new method of
facilitating the capture of hares : they merely lay their nets at some particular

gate or style, or at some hare runs in the hedge ; and then go round to all

the other gaps and runs in the hedges, and whifF tobacco over them. So
delicate is the smell of the hare, that she will not pass through where the

tobacco has been, and, of course, chooses an egress free from taint, where there

is sure to be a net or a wire to obstruct her progress; and thus she is caught,

{Morning Chronicle, Sept. 25. 1833.)

Art. VI. Retrospective Criticism.

Immense Avenue of Elms, (p. 206.)— The French word was t/preau, which

is not the French for elm, but for the white poplar, or abele (2^6pulus alba).

Vilmorin. Verrieres, Oct. 5. 1835.

Live Oak {Quercits virens). (p. 206.)— The word in the text was chene vert,

which is Q.. /Hex ; our French name for Q. virens is Chene vert de la Caroline,

or Chene vert d'Amerique. — Id,

Plante en paniere (p. 206.) should be Plante en paniers, planted in baskets.

—

Id.

The Red Oak and the Scarlet Oak (^Qiiercus riibi-a and Q,uercus coccinea),

(p. 206.)—I observe that you seem to consider these two species as one and the

same thing, or, at least, as one species. In this you appear to me to be in

error. I refer you to Michaux, and recommend you to compare seedling plants

of the one with seedling plants of the other. Come and see rows of both

sorts, which I have sown parallel to each other on the same day, and in the

same soil. You will be convinced by the habit, by the leaves, by the wood,
by the difference in the vigour of their growth (Q. rubra at the same age

being two or three times stronger than Q. coccinea), and, I am sure, will say

with me, that they are two very distinct species. But if you are absolutely

determined that they shall be only varieties (m/- il y a en cela bien du libre ar-

bitre), as these varieties are extremely different, distinguish them by different

names ; call the one the red oak, and the other the scarlet oak.— Id,

This we shall do in future. At the time we printed the article referred to, we
had not paid so much attention to oaks as we have since done. We have this

autumn studied them in Loddiges's collection, where above thirty American

sorts have attained the height of from 15 ft, to 30 ft., and also in the garden

of the Horticultural Society, and at White Knights. With the exception of

the entire-leaved oaks of America, the chestnut oak, the Q. virens, and the

Q. Banfsteri, or scrub oak, all the othei's may be divided into two families, or,

as we think, two species; viz, the white oaks, distinguished by the pale green

and comparatively little cut margins of their leaves, and by their white scaly

bark ; and the red oaks, distinguished by the dark reddish green of their leaves,

their deep laciniations, and by the smooth black bark of their trunks and

branches. We admit Q. rubra and Q. coccinea to be as distinct as the com-
mon codling and the Hawthornden apple ; but we are inclined to think that
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they have no more claim to be considered as distinct species of Quercus, than
these two varieties have to be considered as distinct species of ikfalus. At
the same time we may be wrong ; and we are always content to have our
opinions on this and on every other subject rigidly criticised by our readers,

for none of whom have we a greater respect than for M. Vilmorin j and this

respect, we believe, is shared by every person who knows that gentleman.—
Cond.

Sj}ecies and Variety of 'Behda. — In p. 502. you state that you have " had
the most decided proofs that ^etula ^opulifolia H. K., B, excelsa H. K., B.
nigra Zy., B. pendula Roth^ B. pubescens Ehrh., and B. alba L., are all one
and the same species." As the above observations, coming from you, are

likely to deter planters from enquiring for more than one of these species in

place of all, I take the liberty of stating that I have examined the species in

question in the Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural Society's gardens, as

obtained from Messrs. Loddiges, and find the first three species so distinct,

that no person could ever suspect them to be the same : indeed B. ^opulifolia

is so appropriately named, that it would be easier to pass it for a Populus,
than for any of the other species of ^etula. The three last species come
nearer each other ; but even in " their present state," in this garden, I con-
sider them distinct, and, when in flower, the catkins will probably afford more
satisfactory specific distinctions. The B. pendula must not be confounded
with B. alba var. pendula. I have put in specimens to dry of these six species,

and shall forward them for your examination at some future time. — Id.

We are happy to receive the criticisms of a practical botanist of so much
experience and acuteness as Mr. Cameron. We do not deny that there is a
certain degree of distinctness in all or in most of the sorts of birch he men-
tions. We are quite aware that B. pendula is different from B. alba pendula

;

the latter being the common birch, and the former a weeping vai'iety of the

poplar-leaved variety of the common birch. All that we contend for is, that

all these varieties, and several others, may be picked out of seed-beds and
nursery rows of plants which have been raised from seeds of the common
British birch. Even if seeds of B. populifolia were sown, and produced
poplar-leaved plants, it would no more convince us that B. joopulifolia was a
species, than the circumstance of the seeds of the golden pippin apple pro-

ducing golden pippins rather than crabs, would convince us that that variety

of apple was a distinct species. We wish, however, to hear every opinion on
the subject; and we trust that we are not so wedded to our own, as not to

be able to alter it, when facts require that we should do so.— Cu7id.

Ttdtkt/i'usArmitageanuSy^c, (p. 523.)— In recording iathyrus Armitagednus
West., Birm. Bot. and Hort. Soc, and O'xalis Darwailimia West., Birra. Bot.
and Hort. Soc, you have given a wrong explanation of West. It is the abbre-

viation of the name of Mr. Frederick Westcott, one of the honorary secretaries

of the Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural Society, by whom the specific

characters of these two plants were drawn up, as published in Aris's Birming-
ham Gazette. There is only another society in Birmingham of a similar nature,

and it is not likely to be confounded with this. It is termed " The Warwick-
shire Floral and Horticultural Society," — David Cameron. Botanic Garden,
Birmingham, Oct. 6. 1835.

The Question whether Potatoes ought to be planted luhole or in Sets, appears
to be still undecided. It is still vexata questio. In p. 536. some opinions of
Mr. Hollist are mentioned. My experience flatly contradicts his notion. I

have no doubt but that whole potatoes produce the greatest weight. I proved
to a friend of mine in Yorkshire that, by his mode of cultivating potatoes,

he lost not less than one thousand pounds last year. I once before addressed
you on this subject of potatoes, in the hope that you would have called the

public attention to it ; and I told you I should make an accurate experiment
this year. I did so, but I fear it will fail. We were without rain for six

weeks : the haulm was quite burnt up ; and now the weather is so wet, that I

cannot take the potatoes up. However, I will note the result, be it what it
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may ; for I think the proper culture of potatoes a much more important object

than others seem to do.— R.Loiundes. London, Sept. 20. 1835.

Art- VII. Queries and Ansxvers.

Public Evening Reading-Rooms in Towns and Villages.— Will you, or any
of your readers, suggest the cheapest and best design and mode of execution
for a public reading-room, to be opened only in the evenings, and on Sundays
and holidays, for all persons whatever to walk into and read, paying at the rate

of a penny a night ? It appears to me that it would ultimately be a very great

public benefit, if one or more of such rooms were established in every town
and village throughout the country. The benefit would consist in improving
the character of out-door workmen, who, from the low rate at which they are

paid, are unable to have a fire in their lodging rooms, and are therefore obliged,

either to go to bed, or to go to the public-house, or, what is perhaps, in one
point of view, worst of all, to get married. It is very natural that persons so

circumstanced should wish to spend then* evenings in societ}^ : and, if they have
no relations, what can they do, at present, but either go to the public-house,

or get married ? Now, by opening warm comfortable rooms, with a moderate
supply of books and newspapers, society might be enjoyed, and the mind and the

habits improved ? Perhaps, in most cases it would be desirable rather to alter

an old building, so as to produce such a room, than to build a new one ; but,

if some of your correspondents, architects, or builders, will take the subject

into their consideration, I have no doubt they will throw light on it. I trust

that when Mr. Buckingham next brings his bill into the House of Commons,
for parish libraries, gardens, &c., he will not lose sight of this subject ; and I

think, also, that it would not be unworthy of the consideration of the Poor
Law Commissioners.— J. A. K. London, Sept., 1835.

Outline ofa Botanical Tour.— I think it would be gratifying to many of your
readers, if you were to give occasionally an outline of a botanical tour, some-
thing like a skeleton of your own tours (say from London to Southampton),
stating the distances, and each gentleman's place, with a memorandum of what
is most meritorious in his collection, hardies, hot-houses, &c. I am sure that,

in travelling, I often pass by places that it would afford me great pleasure to

see, without knowing it. Or a great town may be taken as a centre. I am
sure that your correspondents would have pleasure in sending you the

necessary data : I can at least answer for myself. It would also be useful, if

it were added, whether the places are permitted to be shown generally, or on
particular days. — M, March, 1835.

Inserting the Levels of Plans.— Would it not be a very great improvement
of plans, such as that in p. 388., if the levels could be inserted, calling the low-
est point

J
or, what would be better still, the height of the lowest point above

the sea?

—

J. Phillips. Castlemacgarrett, Oct. 14. 1835.

Chatsworth Arboretum, (p. 303.)—In plot 26. i?osaceas, why is i?6sa omitted ?

Is there no rosarium within the pleasure-garden or arboretum ? Why is

JPicus omitted among t/rticeag (p. 395.) ? It is very handsome in summer, grow-
ing luxuriantly ; and it is quite as hardy as many which have found a place in

the list; such as Ten6n"«, Magnolia grandiflora, jLaurus, Punica, &c. Am I to

suppose all the parts of the plan marked y to be kept grass ?— Id.

The most profitable Age for cutting Oaks. (p. 437.) — In answer to the
query, as to cutting down oak timber, I recollect being present, and hearing

Mr. Larkin give evidence at the East India Shipping Committee in 1814,

1815, or 1816. He said, in the most favourable situations, the Weald of Kent,
for example, the most profitable time to cut oak is at 90 years old ; as, though
the largest scantling was at 130, the increase in those 40 years did not pay two
per cent.— Id.

The Female Black Italian Poplar (P. vionilifera). — In your remarks on
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the trees at Farnham Castle (p. 503.), you noticed "a female black Italian

poplar," a seed catkin of which had stuck upon an adjoining tree, and on ex-
amining which, you found it contained a large quantity of cotton, which you
have sent to Manchester. There is a large female poplar here, which pro-
duces vast quantities of cotton every season ; so much so, that the shrubs
within a great distance of it are disfigured by its downy catkins, and the walks
have often to be swept during the season of their falling, to prevent the littery

appearance occasioned thereby. This is the Populus monilifera, Canada: is it

the same that you call the black Italian ? On looking into your Hortus Bri-
tannicns, I find that P. dilatata alone is marked as a native of Italy. You state

that the female black Italian is rare, and that you know of only one other spe-

cimen, which is in the garden of the London Hort. Soc. If this be the species

to which you allude, it will be another added to your number. You saw the
tree when you called here (Oct. 13.); but, as I had not then read the interest-

ing notes of your late tour, I did not direct your particular attention to it.

—

James Loudon. Mr. Gurney's Cottage, Upton, Oct. 13. 1835.

Populus monilifera, though a native of America, is, without doubt, the
species called in the nurseries the black Italian poplar ; but how it has come to

be °so named, we cannot tell. In Brown's Sylva Americana, it is said to be
called, in America, the Vii-ginian poplar, and the Swiss poplar; "the last of which
denominations is owing to its being abundantly multiphed in Switzerland,"
(^Sylva Amer., p. 256.) There is the greatest confusion in the genus Populus
in the British nurseries. In our opinion, they may all be reduced to four spe-
cies, or, if the term is hked better, four subgenera : P. alba ; P. grse^'ca, which
includes tremula, tremuloides, grandidentata, &c. ; P. balsamifera, which in-

cludes the Ontario poplar, and all having very resinous buds ; and P. nigra,

which we conceive to bear the same relation to P. monilifera, angulata, &c., that
a crab does to an apple. The Lombardy poplar we conceive to be a mere sport
of P. nigra : but we have written to a friend in Lombardy, to procure us, if

possible, the history of the tree in that country. P. cordatawe conceive to be
a stunted tomentose variety of the Ontario poplar. These opinions, however,
are not to be considered final on our part, till we examine into the subject
farther. — Cond.

Reddish circular Scales on the under Side of Oak Leaves. — Early in the sum-
mer, I observed that the under side of the leaves of the oaks had reddish circular

spots upon them, which I attributed to insects, and thought no more of them.
But, as the season advanced, I observed they altered in their appearance, and
I was induced again to examine them under a magnifier, and I came to the
conclusion that they were parasitic plants, and not the effect of insects. I

thought I could perceive the surface covered with anthers, such as are to

be seen on stones that are producing lichens and mosses. The external

appearance of one detached from the leaf was not unlike " sun dew." I

observed, too, that they were endued with a considerable elastic power ; for,

upon inserting the thumb nail under the outward edge, the plant sprang up to

the height of 2 in. or 3 in., and darted forward 6 in. or 7 in. This power of
dissemination, I need not tell you, many plants possess by contrivances won-
derful and most curious. «

I enclose some oak leaves with these substances upon them ; and I hope
they will reach you without being rubbed oiF. I also inclose a few of the
plants taken from leaves.

The oaks, for more than ten miles round, were similarly affected. I do not
recollect having ever seen them before. Being at Bagshot Park, I called the
attention of Mr. Toward to them, who had noticed the appearance, but con-
tented himself with the notion, that they were only discolorations from insects

;

but, upon my putting a leaf and a magnifier into his hand, he came over to my
opinion. You will observe that the upper surface of the leaves is black and
dirty. That appearance preceded the appearance of the spots on the under
side, and, perhaps, may be ascribed to honey dew. — W. Lowndes. London,
Sept. 2. 1835.
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The Coovii-paru of Guiana.— At a late meeting of the Medico-Botanical

Society, Dr. Hancock read a paper on a plant called coomi-paru by the natives

of Guiana. It is used to intoxicate fish so as to enable the fisher to catch

them with the hand. It flowers at all seasons of the year, and is constantly

covered with leaves of a purple colour ; the flowers are small and white. The
fluid circulating in the plant is lactescent, nearly as thick as cream, and is so

abundant as to trickle down in a small stream if the bush be wounded. A
seed of this plant taken internally is of great use in dropsy. Can Dr. Hamil-

ton, or any of your correspondents who, like him, are acquainted with the

botany of South America, favour your readers with the scientific name of the

above plant, and state whether any living specimens are to be seen in this

country, and where ?— T. J. D. Bristol, Aug. 4. 1835.

'Ldthyrus magellanicus.—Do you know whether a hardy annual, called Lord
Anson's Pea, be still cultivated in gai'dens, and whether it is the iathyrus

magellanicus Lam. ? It was common in gardens some years ago, and is very

distinct from our plant.— David Cameron. Bot. Gard. Birmingham, Oct. 6

.

1835.

A Mode of preserving the Flowers of the Pansy.— I was induced last sum-
mer to endeavour to preserve the flowers of some very fine pansies, by gum-
ming them on pasteboard, and covering them with gum water : they looked

very well at first ; but in a short period the colours of several of them began

to fade, while others are at present as brilliant as the day I finished them.

Had all the specimens faded on exposure to the light, I should not have been

so much surprised ; but I cannot account for some having faded, while others

remained good. Perhaps some of your readers would be kind enough to give

me information as to the best and surest mode of preserving the colours. I

have heard that if the flowers are gathered under a very hot sun, the colours

will stand.—X L. Oct. 23. 1835.

Potatoes.— A correspondent of the Leeds Mercury states that he is in-

formed it is the practice in Lincolnshire to salt potatoes to prevent their

vegetating in winter, and that these potatoes, if planted, will not root, parti-

cularly in wet seasons, which he thinks may be the cause of the frequent

failures of this crop. He has never met with but one failure in the course of
ten years, and on that occasion he bought his potatoes for cutting into sets,

in the spring, having neglected to provide himself in the autumn ; and he con-
cludes that the cause of their not having grown was that they had been
salted. We should be glad to know, from any of our Lincolnshire cor-

respondents or readers, how far the above account sent to the Leeds Mercury
is true.— Cond.

Art. VIII. Notices of the Exhibitions of the Provincial Horticultural
Societies Jbr 1835.

In reading over the notices of these societies, it is impossible to avoid being
struck with the immense increase which has taken place in the floricultural

department. The number of dahlias grown in different parts of the country
appears almost incredible. Some very fine seedlings appear to have been
raised in various places, both of this flower and of the pansy. We may also

direct attention to a seedling fuchsia, mentioned p. 698. ; some seedling apples,

p. 699.; and a purple wallflower, p. 714.

Bedfordshire. — Gravid Horticultural Exhibition in Bedford,— Sejot. 15.

We have only an account of one exhibition in this county, viz. the one above
alluded to; and even this is called by the reporter "long expected." It was
a dahlia show, and the principal successful candidates were, the Rev. Mr. New-
by of Tilbrook, Mr. Webster of Sandy, and Mr. Widnall and Mr. Brown of
Cambridge. We were, however, sorry to see the words "no merit" placed
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against some of the prizes, and to find that several of them were not awarded,
foi" want of claimants. {Cheltenham Chronicle^ Sept. 25.)

Berkshire. — Reading Horticultural Societr/. April 30. This was a splen-

did show; the most successful candidates, W. Stephens and C. S. Lefevre,

Esqrs., each sending a fine collection of plants. Mr. Wood, gardener at White
Knights, and Mr. Greenshields, gardener at Englefield House, also sent some
very handsome specimens, though only for ornament. The cottagers' prizes

were numerous and remarkably good. {Berkshire Chronicle, May 2.)

Cambridgeshire.— Cambridgeshire Horticultural Society. March 17. This
was the best collection of flowers, fruits, and vegetables ever exhibited by this

Society so early in the season. The cucumbers, asparagus, sea-kale, lettuces,

and other vegetables, were remarkably fine; as were the stalks of rhubarb and
the table and baking apples. Mr. J. Newman and Mr. Hudson gained most
prizes ; and a basket of spring flowers, by Mr. J. Denson, excited very general

admiration. (Cambridge Chronicle, March 27.)

April 22, This show was rendered very brilliant by the number of stove

and green-house plants sent by the neighbouring gentry for ornament. The
principal flowers shown for prizes were auriculas and polyanthuses, most of
which were old favourites ; but two seedlings (Gimson's conqueror auricula,

and Hunt's formosissima polyanthus) were much admired. (Ibid., April 24.)
May 20. This show was principally for tulips, but some remarkably fine

pelargoniums, &c. were exhibited. Some beurre de Ranz pears, and golden
pippin apples kept from last year, obtained extra prizes, as did a pyramid of
ranunculuses by Mr. Catling, a basket of border flowers by Mr. Denson,
some seedling calceolarias by Mr. Biggs, &c. The cottagers' prizes were nu-
merous and good. (Ibid., May 22.)

luly 15. This was principally a fruit show. The heaviest gooseberry
weighed 1 oz. 7 gr., and was exhibited by Mr. Giddings. A seedling red goose-

berry was shown by Mr. Woods, who had also a seedling carnation which
gained a prize. The carnation and picotees were very beautiful. The cot-

tagers' prizes were not so numerous as usual. (Ibid., July 17.)

Sept. 16. We never witnessed a more gratifying exhibition, or one which
more strikingly evinced the improved condition of horticulture and floricul-

ture in this neighbourhood. The flowers (particularly the dahlias) were of a
most splendid character, and marked out Cambridgeshire as a successful com-
petitor against all England. To establish this reputation, some of the mem-
bers of the Society raised a handsome private subscription, to be distributed in

three prizes of 10/., 51., and 21., for the best exhibition of 24 dahlias, the com-
petition to be open to all England. These prizes were gained by Mr. Widnall,

Mr. Brewer, and Mr. Searle. The collection of fruits on the occasion was
not so large as usual. The room was very tastefully decorated with various

devices in flowers by Mr. Catling.

The following articles, well worthy of notice, were sent for exhibition only,

viz. : by Mr. Curtis of Glazenwood, a dish of Gemerina, or large Portugal

plums, such as are sent to England dried, and used for desserts : by Mr. Wil-

mot of Isleworth, a large bunch of fine seedling white grapes, of the muscat
kind, having large berries. The grape is most prolific, and can be obtained in

perfection from March till October : it is called Wilmot's early prolific mus-
cat. Mr. Wilmot also produced two very large and fine specimens of pines,

viz. the Sierra Leone and the globe.

The establishment of the cottage garden prizes was considered a most im-

portant feature in the progress of the Society. Mr. Leviche, a gentleman from

Sheffield, proposed to give three prizes, each consisting of a set of knives and
forks, to those cottagers who shall gain the most prizes, in number and value,

during the next year, and a set of scissors to each of their wives. Mr. Wilmot
of Isleworth proposed to give prizes of garden seeds and garden tools to cot-

tagers, by way of additional encouragement. Mr. Leviche afterwards proposed

to give a silver tea-service, value 40/., to such member of the Society as shall

gain, next year, the greatest number and amount of prizes. (Ibid., Sept. 25.)
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Sept, 24. The Florists^ Society held their grand dahlia show, when a very

spfendid collection of flowers was exhibited. The first prize was obtained by
Mr. Widnall. (Cavib?idge Chronicle.')

Cornwall.— Royal Horticultural Society. May 27. A very rare speci-

men of the Melaleijca pubescens [? incana], sent by G. C. Fox, Esq., was en-

titled to particular notice, from the circumstance of its having flowered in the

open ground. The specimens and groups of indigenous plants reflected the

greatest credit on the exhibiters. Among them were several valuable additions

to the hortus siccus of the Society, for which it is indebted to the persevering

industry and talent of Miss Warren. There was only a small collection of

fruits ; but the samples exhibited were good, particularly of apples, the pro-

duce of last year, some of which were beautifully preserved. We noticed some
handsome oranges, which had been grown in the open air without protection,

from the garden of M. Williams, Esq., Trevince j and a dish of ripe straw-

berries, from Mr. Stephens of Penryn. The show of vegetables, the produce

of this season, was highly creditable: the greatest novelty in this class was a

dish ofgood-sized tubers ofthe O'xalis crenata, or sorrel potato, from G. C.Fox,
Esq., Grove Hill, Falmouth. Among the stove plants was a species of On-
cidium, sent for exhibition from the garden of Mr. C. Lemon, which is the

third species out of a collection imported this season from Havannah, by
Capt, Sutton of Flushing, near Plymouth, which has flowered, and proved to

be new. Several exotics (names not given) were shown, which had been
growing for several years in the open air without any protection. There was a

fine display of flowers from the nurseries of Mr. Rundle and Mr. Pontey of

Plymouth, and of Mi* Rundle of St. Austin. The cottagers' prizes were very

numerous and very good. (West Briton, May 29.)

July 15. The chairman called the attention of the meeting to some choice

exotics, raised by G. C. Fox, Esq., from seeds sent from the East Indies by
Captain Jenkins, the discoverer of the tea plant in Assam. [It has been stated

in the newspapers to be Major Grant who made this discovery.] The cot-

tagers' prizes were remarkably numerous and good. Among the fruits was a
large bunch of " that excellent variety, the Tottenham Park muscat, from the

garden of M. Williams, Esq., of Trevince. A dish of handsome oranges was
pointed out to us as having been grown in the open air in the garden of G. C.
Fox, Esq., at Grove Hill ; and a small dish of the Gaulther?'«! Shdllon, remark-
able as being the fruit which the North-west American Indians compress into

thick cakes for winter food, v/as furnished from the garden of Sir Charles Le-
mon, Bart., M. P. Some of the gooseberries grown by Mr. Goffe of Falmouth
might, we think, have challenged comparison with any of those exhibited in

Lancashire. There was also a beautiful dish of apples of IS.S^, from Captain
Sutton of Flushing, who, we hope, will favour the Society with an account of
the method of preserving them which he has so successfully adopted." The
exotic plants from the garden of Sir John St. Aubyn, E. W. Pendarves, Esq.,

&c., were very fine; particularly a beautiful spike of ^^chium nervosum from
a plant which has been in the open ground for four or five years, and has now
between 30 and 40 spikes of flowers on it, exhibited by Mr. Pendarves ; and a
seedling fuchsia, raised by Charles Bate, Esq., which has much of the habit of
F. globosa, though it is perfectly distinct from that species. For the princi-

pal novelties in the collection of indigenous plants, we are indebted to Miss
Warren of Flushing, and Miss Rodd. The latter discovered the Ceterach of-

ficinarum on an old wall at Pintillie ; the beautiful Hymenophyllum tunbridgense
on a granite rock in the Cascade Wood, at Trebartha; and Orobanche rubra,

which had never before been found in England. Miss Warren exhibited a beau-
tiful group of aquatics, and other indigenous plants, from the vicinity of Fal-

mouth ; Mr. Sleeman and Mr, Jones exhibited a similarly interesting group from
the neighbourhood of Helston. It is somewhat remarkable that Miss Warren
should have also detected the Hymenophyllum tunbridgense in College Wood,
near Penryn j a specimen of it from that place was on the table. {Ibid.,

July 21.)
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Sept. 30. The cliairman. Sir Charles Lemon, in enumerating the objects of
peculiar interest, mentioned, among others, " a beautiful cattleya, from Mr.
G. C. Fox of Grove Hill : and an amaryllis from Mr. "Vivian of Pencalenick.
There is also a lilaa bulb, called Griffi'n?« /;yacinthzHa, and separated from
the genus Amaryllis, with which it is closely allied, on account of some ge-
neric distinctions of no great importance. An epiphyte, lately brought from
Havannah by Captain Sutton (and which Dr. Lindley tells nie is a new speci-
men of Epidendrum), is worth notice. A collection of lichens, from Miss
Rodd, and amongst them that rare and beautiful fern Hymenophyllum Wilsom.
This species, discovered a few years ago, has only been found in Yorkshire,
and, 1 think, in Ireland j and, very unexpectedly, has appeared amongst us in
Cornwall. Miss Warren has sent us a fourth volume of the hortus siccus,
which she has taken the trouble to arrange for the Society." Sir Charles then
detailed the results of some experiments which he had made with some
Mexican wheat sent him by Dr. Hamilton, and in growing potatoes from whole
tubers and sets, neither of which had proved successful. Among the fruit

were some red and white currants, and some morello cherries, verj' plump
and well ppeserved ; from Mrs.. Gryils, and Mr. Tremenheere. Among the ve-
getables we remarked a curious kind of brown speckled cucumber, which, we
were informed, was grown by Mrs. Fox of Falmouth, from Dr. Wallich's
seeds. The assortment of fruits, flowers, and vegetables, brought forward by
the cottagers, was such as to do credit to the several exhibiters, and to show the
great advancement which they have made in the culture of those articles that are
likely to be of most importance to themselves and families. The encourage-
ment of this class is one of the great objects which the Society has had in view;
and it is truly gratifying to see that its benevolent intentions are so justly ap-
preciated. {West Briton, Oct. 3.)

The botanists of Cornwall pay great attention to indigenous plants; and we
learn by a paragraph in the West JBriton of Oct. 26., that a report has been
made by the Society on the merits of the indigenous plants discovered during
the past year. The most remarkable circumstance noticed was the discovery
of Hymenophyllum tunbridgense, in two different parts of the country, by two
ladies, Miss Warren and Miss Bodd, nearly at the same time. Mr. C. A. St.

John also found Sromus velutinus at Gunwolloe and the Lizard.

Tywardreath Rural Gardening Society.— July 22. This Society was esta-

blished principally for giving prizes to cottagers whose rent does not exceed
6/. 10*. per annum; and this was its sixth annual exhibition. At an early hour
of that day, persons of every rank, from the baronet to the cottager, were seen
proceeding to the village, which presented a very gay appearance ; arches of
evergreens, decorated with flags, being erected in several parts of it ; the bells

ringing merrily ; and the inhabitants seeming to vie one with the other in making
preparations for the reception of their friends and visiters. A spacious arcade
was erected behind the church, along which two tables were ranged for articles

exhibited for first and second class prizes : the show on these was excellent,

particularly that on the cottagers' table : fruits, flowers, and vegetables were
of the first quality, and presented an example of industry and perseverance well
worthy of imitation. {Ibid.)

Cumberland.— Carlisle Horticidtiival Society. Show of Dahlias. Sept. 22.

The dahlias, both far beauty and number, very far exceeded, every previous

show in Carlisle. There were several new specimens, and some fine instances

of perfect variegated flowers, which were much admired. Messrs. Wm.and T.
Hutton showed more than 100 superior and distinct varieties of this gorgeous
flower. The pansies were extremely large, and rich in colour. There were two
excellent specimens of the coffee tree, from Mr. Roshwell's of Mains, one with
the pods hanging from the branches; and there were two most beautiful cocks-

combs exhibited from Crofton Hall, which attracted general admiration, one of
them measuring no less than 2 ft. 2 in. across the top. The fruit, as might be
expected from the favourable season, was of f>»'st-rate quality, and in great
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abundance : in short, the only drawback to the excellence of the show arose

from the smallness of the room ; the specimens being too much crowded to be

seen to full advantage. The cottagers' prizes were very good. (^Cumberland

Patriot, Sept. 26.)

Whitehaven Horticultural Society.— Auricula Show. April 30. Mr. R. Elliot's

green-edged auriculas were so superior as to gain all the prizes given for that class

of flowers ; and Mr. J. Clarke was nearly equally successful with his specimens

of polyanthus. The fruit and vegetables were uncommonly good, especially the

apples belonging to Mr. Gaitskell and Mr. Elliot, and the cabbages, rhubarb,

&c., shown by Mr. Davidson of Corkickle. (Cuviberland Pacquet, May 3.)

Tulip Show. About 400 tulips were in the room. From the backwardness

of the season, they were generally indifFei*ent flowers ; but those of the Rev.
Mr. Fox were very beautiful : he won most of the prizes. Mr. James Clarke,

gardener to the Earl of Lonsdale, exhibited two beautiful baskets of plants,

which were greatly admired; and Mr. Robert Elliot, gardener to Milham Hartley,

Esq., showed probably the finest Epiphyllum speciosum ever seen in Whitehaven

:

it was literally covered with blossom, and one gentleman counted 70 flowers

upon it. Mrs. Armitstead, as usual, came off" first in rare hardy plants. Of
British plants there was a greater number than usual ; and for the first time,

if we remember rightly, the show abounded with various specimens of hearts-

ease : there were many varieties of this fashionable plant. ( Whitehaven He-
rald, May 30.)

Carnation Shoiv. August 13. " The show of flowers was splendid in the ex-

treme; but, owing to the dryness of the season, the number of dahlias was fewer

than we have witnessed on former occasions. Mr. Gird and his son again

distinguished themselves in the growth and management of carnations and
picotees, and carried off" the chief part of the prizes awarded to the respective

classes of these flowers, the former having won prizes with 22 flowers of his

own raising, several of them from the seed-bed ; a fact, we believe, unprece-

dented. They had no fewer that Si carnations and picotees in the room.
We observed a handsome bouquet belonging to Mr. Gaitskell of Hall Santon,

whose pansies, for number and beauty, were superior to any thing ever shown
in Whitehaven before. The green-house plants shown by Mr. James Clarke

and Mr. Robert Elliot were also very splendid. The heaviest gooseberi'y,

however, weighed only 16 dwt. ; the red currants weighed 35 bunches to halfa
pound, and the white 26. Amongst the competitors for cottage prizes, none
is entitled to more credit than Mr. J. Steel of Senhouse Street : his cab-

bages were the largest ever seen in Cumberland at this period of the year.

He also exhibited a head of Scotch kale as a proof of what might be accom-
plished by attentive and skilful cultivation : it measured 4 ft. across the top!

"

(^Cumberland Pacquet, Aug. 18.)

Derbyshire.— Wirksworth Horticultural Society. June 27. " There was
a most beautiful display of tulips, with many other choice flowers. The peaches,

nectarines, and cherries, from Chatsworth, were particularly fine, the latter

being suspended in a festoon over the centre of the table, which was greatly

admired ; and a great variety of green-house plants, from Chatsworth and the

gardens of the gentlemen in the neighbourhood, were tastefully distributed in

the room." (^Derbyshire Courier, iu\y II.)

Brampton and Walton Floricultural Society. — June 30. This was the an-

nual meeting of the Society for the display of pinks, when " the flowers were
much finer than those exhibited at the last meeting of the Chesterfield Horti-
cultural Society." (Ibid.)

Devonshire.— Devon and Exeter Botanical and Horticultural Society. May
14. Nearly all the noblemen and gentlemen in the vicinity contributed mag-
nificent plants to increase the splendour of this exhibition ; and the very large

contributions of Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., and of Mr. Veitch, were
in more than an ordinary degree attractive. Among the plants shown by
Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., we were particularly struck with a superb

new crimson hybrid rhododendron, of the richest deep crimson colour, spotted
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with numerous black spots. Their collection of ericas was really splendid, as

were their anemones. They had also a fine collection of new Ghent azaleas

;

some superb cactuses, one of which had at least 2,000 flowers upon it, and
was most gracefully trained j some of the finest specimens of Azalea indica

phoenicea and Azalea i, alba ever exhibited ; a beautiful seedling Azalea indica of
a delicate rose colour ; a grand collection of pelargoniums ; the graceful ostrich

feather fern ; the new and most curious chameleon rose, remarkable for its most
singular change of colours ; some fine plants of lemons, oranges, and citrons

;

and the true scarlet-fleshed West Indian shaddock ; a fine collection of new
calceolarias, both of the herbaceous and the shrubby kinds, one of which, a
seedling of their own, called exoniensis, was much admired j a fine bouquet of
ixias and sparaxises from the open ground; some very beautiful amaryllises

j

some fine and curious orchideous plants j and many others which our limits

will not suffer us to specify. The contrary side of the room was occupied by
the rich collection from the conservatory and grounds of Mr. Veitch, among
which were several varieties of J?hododendron arboreum hybridum, including a
splendid specimen of J?. Smiths, 6 ft. high, of rich crimson shade, thickly dotted

with darker spots; a beautiful pale sulphur-coloured ^Rhododendron azaledides,

an evergreen, with dark green foliage, and very fragrant ; two seedling Azalea
indica, with 12 varieties of new seedling hardy azaleas, of bright orange, pink,

and rose colour shades ; a superb seedling amaryllis ; two beautiful new seedling

clouded pelargoniums, viz. Veitch's Saladin and pictum obscurum, flowers

of Warratah camellia, from a plant which has stood seven years in the open
ground; and Ribes speciosum. At the upper table, Mr. James Manley of Hea-
vitree had some beautiful calceolarias, including a specimen of the talisman

scarlet (by far the best in the room), &c. In the centre of the room, Mr.
Glendinning, successful as a competitor for prizes, exhibited, from the fine and
well-ordered gardens at Bicton, a branch of the natural wood of some tree

grown in Cuba, containing two species of orchideous plants, very healthy, and
coming into flower : this curious specimen is unknown in England. Mr.
Glendinning also exhibited a plant in flower, Gesnerk Douglasw, called after

the unfortunate Douglas ; also the Gossjpium arboreum, or cotton plant, with

cotton and flower ; and several orchideous plants. Near these also was a small

stand of pelargoniums, among which was a beautiful new seedling, sent by
Messrs. G. Dymond and Co. {Trewman''s Exeter Flying Post, May 21.)

June 18. The most remarkable article exhibited was a cabbage grown by a

cottager, Richard Westlake, weighing 17lb. ; the best apple exhibited (the

Ottery) was also grown by a cottager. The nurserymen, as usual, exhibited

splendid collections, among which were, a beautiful bright yellow Scotch rose,

a rose (the village maid) striped like a bizarre carnation, a new crested or

fringed rose, &c., by Mr. Veitch; and some remarkably fine pelargoniums

(among which was Pelargonium HeYic&vtidniim), &c., hy Messrs Nott and Hew-
ett, successors to Messrs Dymond- Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., among
many other fine things, exhibited a sweet-scented climbing rose, a magnificent

seedling pelargonium, with very large flowers, called the emperor of the west

;

and a brilliant seedling calceolaria. {Wa/ham's Exeter and Plymouth GazettCy

June 20., and Treivman^s Exeter Flying Post, June 25.)

Besides the above notice taken from the newspapers, we shall give a short

extract from a letter written by a friend of ours, who happened to be present

at this show :
—" The large room in which the exhibition was held, being lighted

by a skylight in the cupola, was very favourable for displaying the plants to ad-

vantage. At the ftu-ther end of the room were several large arches of bays and

flowers, and in front of this was a large stage on which was placed the finest

fruits with several other interesting objects. At the opposite end of the room
were arranged the different kinds of vegetables intended for competition ; and,

in the centre of the room, were placed three circular stages for exhibiting the

plants and cut flowers intended for competition ; also several large clumps ar-

ranged on the floor of the room. Being an entire stranger, 1 shall not attempt giv-

ing you the names ofthe competitors ; these you will see by the Exeter papers

:
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what principally occupied my attention was, the beauty of the collections of

plants occupying the two sides of the room, with trifling exceptions, extending

the whole length, and of considerable breadth. On entering the room, that

occupying the right side was from Lucombe and Pince's Exeter Nursery,

containing the representatives of Australian scenery in Altingk excelsa (or

Norfolk Island Pine), BanksM, Dryandr«, Doryanthes, &c.; and that on the

left from Messrs. Veitch. Both these were splendid.— Jt. T. June 20."

We understood from the same correspondent that there were also flower

shows at Honiton on the 23d, and at Tiverton on the 26th. " Both were re-

spectably attended ; and it was pleasant to see the attention paid to the cot-

tagers 5 a remarkably fine race of men, who powerfully recall the recollection

of our rude forefathers."

Aug. 20. Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., had a very fine collection,

particularly of German asters, ericas, and dahlias. Their green-house and

stove plants were also very fine. Mr. James Veitch of Killerton and Mount
Radford nurseries, presented a superb collection of dahlias, including several

unique and peculiarly striking new seedlings of white and yellow, shaded with

purple and crimson. Amongst the named sorts we particularly noticed Pratt's

Clio, delicate buffj shaded or tipped with purple; fairy queen, clear white, with

purple; Duchess of Buccleugh, shaded white and rose; rainbow, rose and

white, beautifully edged; fine scarlet, particularly large and perfect j Veitch's

lutea picta, yellow with dark eye, &c. In the collection of exotics were supe-

rior specimens of rare and beautiful climbers ; viz. Houstoma longiflora, covered

with a profusion of long scarlet flowers, and ThunbergM alata alba (never

before exhibited in this country), clear white flowers with jet-black eye ; and

of annuals there was a very extensive assortment. Among the plants exhibited

by Mr. J. Manley of Heavitree, we observed a collection of new shrubby calceo-

larias ; a very good assortment of seedling and other fuchsias ; one of the for-

mer, when in bud, appears to be a perfect white, but, vv^hen open, changes to a

pink ; another was of the shape and colour of globosa, but double the size.

{Woolmer's Exeter and Plymouth Gazette, Aug.. 22.)

Devon and Exeter Floriculticral Society.— Oct. 9. This was the last ex-

hibition of the Society for the season, and it was one of the best ever witnessed.

Messrs. Nott, Hewitt, and Co., had a very fine remarkably large purple dahlia,

named purpurea elegans ; and Mr. Veitch showed his Mars, a beautiful cupped

scarlet, which won the seedling prize at a late metropolitan exhibition, and

was declared to be one of the best-grown dahlias : also a beautiful striped

dahlia, white with purple stripes through each petal, called the national ; and

one called the wonder, a dark maroon, with white tips, quite new. Messrs. Lu-
combe, Pince, and Co., had also a great variety of new shaded, spotted, tinted, and

striped varieties, a^ well as some beautiful seedlings of this year's raising, es-

pecially one they have named Baroness Dimsdale, a most beautiful and deli-

cately tinted variety. Mr. Manley of Heavitree had also a superb collection,

with a very fine box of seedlings raised in the present year, \lbid.,, Oct. 10.,

and Treiuman^s Exeter Flying Post, Oct. 15.)

Royal Devon and Cornwall Botanical and Horticidtural Society.— May 14.

The pine-apples from the gardens of Sir Ralph Lopez and the Rev. H. Hare
were of fine quality; and the citrons from Endsleigh, grown in the open air, ex-

cited universal approbation, as did those from the conservatories at Port Eliot,

The hot-houses of Kitley and Membland furnished some very fine bunches

of grapes : admirably kept apples, of fine and approved sorts, were in great

profusion. The Roseberry strawberries from Endsleigh were good ; and the

company much admired a beautiful specimen of ginger, grown at Coffleet, the

cultivation of which exotic seems much improved since former exhibitions. It

would be extremely difficult to say what part of the room gave most satisfac-

tion, since each was equally splendidly furnished either with fruits, flowers, or

vegetables. The exotic plants comprised some very fine specimens. The side

of the room appropriated to vegetables afforded infinite satisfaction to every

one, inasmuch as several of the best productions were exhibited by cottagers

;
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amongst whom is to be found one very meritorious individual, named William
'Lampey, who obtained no less than nine prizes The vegetables were remark-
ably fine. (^Plymouth WeeMy Journal, May 20.)

July 23. Mr. Mitchenson, gardener to the Right Hon, Sir H. Vivian, Bart.,

of Glynn, sent four large cucumbers, each above 26 in. in length : they

were of a fine growth and colour, and attracted much attention. The contri-

butions of Mr. Pontey and Mr. Rendle, nurserymen, were much admired
;

and the cottagers' prizes were excellent. (^Ibid., July 30.)

Sept. 10. The plants sent by Mr. Rendle and Mr. Pontey, constituted the

chief beauty of this exhibition, as there were much fewer plants shown for

prizes than usual. The cottagers' prizes were, however, numerous and ex-

cellent. (Ibid, Sept. 17.)

North Devon Horticultural Society.— Oct. 9. There was a very beautiful

display of flowers and plants, and the fruits and vegetables were unusually fine.

There was a numerous and very genteel attendance ; and a number of prizes

were awarded.
Dorsetshire. — Dorset Horticultural Society. July 8. Some beautiful

fruits were shown from the gardens of the Earl of Ilchester, Robert Pattison,

Esq., Robert Williams, Esq., and John Goddens, Esq. ; and some fine plants

from Harris's Nursery at Upway. Only two cottagers' prizes were awarded,

and both were gained by Joseph Sims. {Dorset County Chronicle, July 9.)

Sept. 16. The magnificent and tasteful bouquets from the gardens of the

Earl of Ilchester, John Goodden, Esq., and R. Pattison, Esq., were par-

ticularly splendid and attractive, and excited general admiration. The fruits

were of the choicest and most luxuriant description; and every department

was skilfully managed for the display of the numerous articles for competition,

with which the spacious room was adorned. (^Salisbury and Wiltshire Herald,

Sept. 26.)

Durham.— South Durham and Cleveland Horticultural Society. April 16.,

May 21., July 23.,and Sept. 10. The first of these meetings was principally for

auriculas and polyanthuses. Among the other plants, the first prize for shrubs

(the Magnolk conspicua) was gained by Mr. T. Stephenson, gardener to

John Pease, jun., Esq., M. P., of South End, Darlington ; and the second,

third, and fourth were for fruits, flowers, and vegetables; at all of which Mr.
Stephenson, and Mr. Byers (gardener to Jonathan Backhouse, Esq., of Darhng-
ton), seem to have gained most prizes. (^Durham Chronicle, May 1., May 29.,

July 31., and Sept. 25.)

The West Rainton Florists' Society.— April 25. This was the annual show
for auriculas (the best was Charles XH.), hyacinths (Don Carlos), and poly-

anthuses (tantarum). (Ibid., May 1.)

Gloucestershire. — Bristol and Cliftoji Horticidtural SoQiety presented one

of the most splendid collections of autumn fruits ever remembered to have

been witnessed. The dahlias, and German and China asters, were also very at-

tractive. The extra prizes called forth much competition ; and the successful

exhibiters of dahlias may pride themselves on having excelled in a department

to which every year's culture is adding new specimens and increased beauty.

The cockscombs were also in fine perfection. (Bath and Cheltenham Gazette,

Sept. 22.)

Hampshire.— Hampshire Horticultural Society. March 12. There was a

large collection of beautiful plants, flowers, fruits, and forced vegetables, par-

ticularly asparagus. A hybrid rhododendron, by the Rev. T. Gamier, won a

prize. A great variety of seeds and grafts were distributed after the exhi-

bition. (^Hamp)shire Chronicle, March 16.)

Herefordshire.— Hereford Horticidtural Society. Ajjril 23. The broccoli,

was large and of excellent quality, as were likewise the cabbages. The new po

tatoes, French beans, strawberries, mushrooms, and cucumbers were greatly ad-

mired ; but the sea-kale was not so good as last year. The apples were well-

preserved specimens, one plate of which, exhibited by Mr. Cranston, from a

seedling, was of exquisitely rich flavour: it appears to be nearly allied to that
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old favoixrite the golden Harvey. The hyacinths were well bloomed, but the

auriculas and polyanthuses were not so numerous as on previous occasions,

many collections of auriculas having suffered greatly during the last winter.

(^Hereford Journal, April 29.)

May 13, Forty-four more specimens were entered than at the correspond-

ing show in ISSl j a proof that the Society does not retrograde. The tulips

were, all things considered, excellent, including two seedlings of high character,

the first ever shown here, which had well merited prizes awarded for them.

No anemones were shown ; and, though the pelargoniums were generally well

grown, some of the best did not carry prize tickets. The display of green-

house and stove plants, considering the weather, was good; but there were no
green peas, the late weather having generally destroyed the early crop. A
subscriber exhibited a small monument or pillar supporting a vase, in which

appeared a weeping willow in a growing state, surrounded with a wreath of

cypress and yew, and on a scroll attached the owner stated his intention of

planting out and cherishing the willow, in memory of the late unfortunate

Douglas. A subscriber also exhibited two specimens of earthen pans made
for the purpose of protecting plants from sl^gs, &c. (^Ibid,, May 21.)

Hertfordshire.— HeHford Horticultural Society. April 21. The first

prize was given by Mr. Spears, gardener to Sir Abraham Hume, Bart., for a

specimen of Telopea speciosissima, and the second by Mr. Pratt, gardener toW.
Harrison, Esq.,Cheshunt, for forced American plants. Many other fine plants

were sent by other gentlemen in the neighbourhood, and by Messrs. Paul and
Son of Cheshunt, and Mr Francis of Hertford, nurserymen. (County Press,

April 25.)

June 16. The fruits were very fine, particularly some apples kept from the

last year. The cottagers' prizes were excellent; and, amidst the glittering and
dazzling hues of the choicest flowers, the specimens of double stock, and
bouquets of flowers in neat brown earthen vases, drew forth warm admiration.

{Ibid., June 20.)

July 28. The great heat of the weather was very unfavourable to flowers

of all kinds ; but we were gratified by seeing some very fine varieties of roses,

still in great beauty, and several collections of beautiful cut flowers, in great

variety and quite fresh, particularly those from the garden of W. Harrison,

Esq., at Cheshunt. The finest fruits were six beautiful Enville pines, from Earl

Cowper's garden at Panshanger. A few plates of very well kept apples were
also exhibited. There was a very fine collection of stove exotics from the

garden of Sir Abraham Hume, Bart., at Wormleybury, including Francow
racemosa, and other rare plants. A very fine bouquet of flowers was exhibited

by James Welsh, a cottager, at Essendon ; who also brought on this occasion

a brace of fine cucumbers, a plate of apples, and a tray of carnations. Two
specimens of the greffe des charlatans., or orange trees appearing to be grafted

with roses, jasmine, &c,, were exhibited by Earl Cowper ; and a superb bou-
quet of cut flowers, and a collection of green-house plants, were sent by Mr.
Francis, nurseryman, of Hertford. (Ibid., Aug. 1.)

Aug. 25. The dahlias were the principal flowers exhibited on this occasion ;

but a great number of choice green-house and stove plants were sent from

the gardens of Sir Abraham Hume, Sir Henry Meux, &c. Two encumbers
nearly 4 ft. long, were exhibited by Mr. Dawson, gardener to Earl Cowper.
(Hertford Beformer, Sept. 1.)

Leicestershire.— Hinckley Floral and Horticidtural Society. Sept. 30.

The dahlias were numerous, and there were many truly splendid blooms.

A beautiful device of a crown, and the initials of our much venerated sovereign,

very tastefully formed of different-coloured dahlias, ornamented one end of the

room, and an enormous star of asters, formed in the meshes of a sieve, was
suspended beneath it. The hardy fruits, and many of the vegetables, elicited

the most unqualified approbation. There was also a beautifiil collection of

dahlias, sent by Mr. "Warner, Leicester Abbey.— It is gratifying to observe

that the florimania is increasing ; as Nuneaton, so long celebrated for its
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manly sports, has just formed a society of this nature. {Leicester Chronicle,

Oct. 10.)

Lancashire.— Shoiv of Dahlias. Zoological Gardens, Liverpool, Sept. 2^.
Amongst the numberless beautiful varieties of the dahlia exhibited, Mr. Skir-
ving's seedhng attracted the most attention : it was considered by thejudges to
be the best dahlia that has ever been shown. The colour is white, tipped with
fine pink, and the flower large and most elegantly formed.

Norfolk. — Norwich Horticultural Society. Feb. 4. This was the anni-
versary meeting of the Society, and the accounts were given in ; when it ap-
peared that, besides 344 silver medals, and 320 bronze ones, the Society had
given away in prizes, since its institution in October, 1829, 36 silver table-

spoons, 114 dessert spoons, 54 sugar-tongs, 308 tea-spoons, and 116/. 5^. in

money. The thanks of the Society were voted to Richard Crawshay and
Charles Turner, Esqrs., and also to Mr. Mackie for the abundant contributions

of flowers, &c., with which he never fails to enrich the exhibitions, at the same
time declining to accept the prizes which would be so frequently awarded to
him ; and for the additional encouragement given by him to gentlemen's gar-

deners, in having offered, as an extra prize, the best floricultural work of the
present day, to the gardener who should obtain the most prizes for flowers in

the year 1834. {Bury and Norwich Post, Feb. 24.)

An exhibition of this Society took place in November, 1834, which, as the
account of it reached us too late for insertion in its proper place, we shall here
notice. The display of fruits (particularly of grapes and apples) was very
fine, and many of the vegetables were gigantic. There was also a most su-

perb array of chrysanthemums, in which the cottagers surpassed even the
subscribers. {Ibid., Nov. 20. 1834.)

Holt Horticultural Society.— Nov. 12. 1834. A Spanish radish weighed
4|lb. ; and eight pears, from W. Norris, Esq., of Wood Norton, weighed
16^ lb. The imperatrice plums, from W. Hardy, Esq., were much approved.
Lady Anne Coke obtained the first prize for the best dozen chrysanthemums.
Mr. Dover of Norwich showed 31 specimens (not for a prize) of first-rate

sorts; one of which, we think, was the best in the hall. W. Cozens, Esq.,

had some very good ones, and a very good collection of dahlias. The out-
door Frontignac grapes, by Mr. Joy of Roughton, were generally praised,

and obtained the first prize; some very fine out-door white grapes were also

shown, by J. Thomlinson, Esq., of Clay. The finest hot-house grapes were
shown by Lady Anne Coke ; the next best by W. J. Brereton, Esq. There
was a pretty variety of exotics : the one which drew most attention was
a Bletia Ayacinthwza, from Holkham Hall. The cottagers are slower in

bringing forth their productions than could be wished ; but their table pre-

sented many instances of industry and economy, which were rewarded accord-
ingly. {Ibid.)

July 8. 1835. The Shire Hall was not sufficient to contain all the contri-

butions ; and it was filled, almost to suffocation, by a very respectable attend-

ance : the show was excellent. We understand that Sir Jacob Astley, Bart.,

is about to present this Society with a medal die, similar to the one he lately

presented to the Dereham Society. [Ibid., July 15. 1835.)

Dereham Horticidtural Society. — June 29. This was the first exhibition

;

and, so far as respects the company, and the productions contributed by the

subscribers, this infant Society has already attained all the vigour of maturity.

The cottagers' table was thinly covered ; but the distribution of 21. 6s., in 16

prizes, will no doubt operate as a stimulus for the future. {Ibid., July 8.)

Diss Horticultural Society.— Jidy 2. Notwithstanding the unfavourableness
of the season, the fruits were of the finest description, particularly the straw-

berries, of which there was an abundant supply. The cottagers' display was
particularly good, and we have rarely witnessed a better exhibition. After

the dejeuner, Mr. G. Thurtell delivered a most instructive lecture " On the

Pruning of Forest Trees." It was attended by several gentlemen residing in

the neighbourhood, who are cultivators of trees to a considerable extent, all
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of whom expressed themselves satisfied with Mr. Thurtell's system of fore-

shortening. Some of the audience, indeed, brought their own experience to

prove the correctness of his theory, and the great tendency which the com-

mon plan of close pruning has, not only to retard the growth of wood, but

actually to engender an internal canker, which, while the tree is to all appear-

ance flourishing and in perfect health, frequently renders the fruit utterly

valueless when brought to the market. {Bury and Norwieh Post, July 8.)

Yarmouth Horticultural Society.— July 8. Mr. Youell contributed very

liberally towards the show, in sending a superb collection of pelargoniums,

and a vai'iety of other exotic plants, amounting to 174 specimens, among
which was a Hoya carnosa, grown by him from a leaf in 1831, which excited

universal admiration for the number (120) of splendid blossoms it bore.

Mr. Thurtell also exhibited a variety of choice flowers and fruits, which were

greatly admired. Mr. Roe sent some splendid peach trees in fruit, and an

assortment of choice grapes and nectarines; and nearly all the nobility and

gentry in the neighbourhood sent specimens of diiferent kinds of flowers and

fruit. The cottagers' show was very good. (Norwich Mercury, July 18.)

AWth Walsham Horticultural Society.— July 22. This was only the second

meeting of the Society, but it was an excellent one; nearly all the nobility

and gentry in the neighbourhood sending specimens. A dish of ripe guavas, and

a beautiful seedling spiraea, sent by Mr. Ross, gardener to Sir Harry Durant,

were very much admired, and Mr. Ross's sti'awberries were thought the finest

in the room. The cottagers' prizes were numerous. {Norfolk Chronicle, Aug. 1.)

Normch Florists' Shoiv.— July 29. This show was for carnations and pi-

cotees. S. Martin, Esq., sent nearly 100 pots of carnations; and Mr.
Youell of Yarmouth, Mr. Mackie, John Large, Esq., &c., fine collections

of carnations and picotees, and of green-house and other plants. (Ibid.)

Northamptonshire.— Brampton and Wath Hoi^ticiillural Society. June'

18. One object of this Society is to induce cottage gardeners to cultivate

their plots of ground with all possible neatness and profit. A profusion of

flowers, fruits, and vegetables, was displayed on the occasion ; and viewed with

much pleasure and interest, from two o'clock till five, by a numerous assembly.

The flowers exhibited for prizes were pinks, pansies, and ranunculuses, which^

grouped in their respective classes, presented one of the most delightful treats

that a florist can enjoy. The fruits also, and the vegetables were excellent,

evincing in them who grew them, no little skill and attention. (Doncaster^

Nottingham, and Lincoln Gazette, June 26.)

Northumberland.— Neivcastle Horticultural and Botanical Society..—
March Q. The hyacinths, amaryllises, and jonquils were very beautiful : 15

varieties of the polyanthus narcissus were shown, from the garden of J. G.

Clarke, Esq., Benwell Lodge ; and a dish of 40 kinds of seedling apples was
sent by M. Hall, Esq., Beacon Lough. (Neivcastle Courant, March 21.)

May 1. The best auricula was Grimes's privateer; the best polyanthus,

Johnson's May-day ; and the best pelargonium, Mary Queen of Scots. Very
fine apples were shown from the crop of the preceding year. (Ibid., May 9.)

May 29. This show was principally for tulips, fruits, and vegetables.

Among the latter were some Egyptian kidney potatoes, and some peas, both

grown in the open ground. (Ibid, June 6.)

July 3. There were 30 varieties of Calceolaria exhibited, from the garden

of the Rev. R. H. Brandling, Gosforth, and some beautiful seedling pansies,

from the garden of Mrs, Smart, Heworth. The orange tree exhibited by
J. G. Clarke, Esq., was myrtle-leaved, and the most splendid specimen ever

seen in this neighbourhood, there being above 100 fruits upon it. The flowers

were also very splendid; but, owing to the lateness of the season, which the

gardeners say is full three weeks later than last year, there was only one dish

of strawberries and one dish of cherries. (Ibid., July 11.)

Aug. 21. Wilson's variegated seedling cabbage was the most remarkable of

the vegetables ; and three seedling peaches, of the most delicious flavour, from

the garden of Mrs. Bewicke of Close House, and two pots of grapes, on the
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coiling sjstem, from the garden of Nathaniel Grace, Esq., of Scotswood,of the

fruit. (N'ewcastle Courant, Aug. 29.)

Oct. 2. The first prize was gained by Mr. George Dale, gardener to W.
Russell, Esq., Brancepeth Castle, for the heaviest pine-apple (Providence);
weight 61b. 13oz. ; the best dish of dessert apples of sorts, and the best dish of
plums of sorts. There were two beautiful dishes of seedling apples, from the
garden of Edward Charlton, Esq., of Sandhoe, and Edward Charlton, Esq., of
Hesleyside : the one from Sandhoe contained a very large, firm, and fine apple,

of the most delicious flavour, from the seed of the Ribston pippin ; and, should it

prove to be a good keeper, will be a most valuable acquisition to this country.

The whole of the fruits exhibited were of the finest quality. The prize dish

of apples, from Brancepeth Castle, containing 25 different varieties, all of the

very best quality, were much admired. The bouquets were very splendid.

(Ibid., Oct. 10.)

Felton Florists' Socictt.'.— ikf«^ 2. This show was for hyacinths (the best of
which was the groot voorst), auriculas (Schofield's Hebe), and polyanthuses
(princess). (Ibid., May 9.)

Mai/ 30. Roses and heai'tseases were the principal objects exhibited ; and
Mr. Thomas Henderson, Mr. Thomas Dawson of Acklington, and Mr. B. Burn
of Linden House, were the most successful competitors. (Ibid., June 6.)

Sept. 26. The dahlias shown on this occasion were very fine. Mi*. Daw-
son's Acklington won the first prize. (Ibid., Oct. 10.)

Bed/ingtoji Horticultural and Floricidtural Society.— May 1 , This was the

annual show of auriculas and polyanthuses. The best auricula was Met-
calf's Lancashire hero ; and the best polj'anthus, Pearson's Alexander. (Ibid.,

May 9.)

Winlatoii Florists' Society.— June \. The annual show of tulips was held on
this day ; and the first prize, for the Duke of Lancaster, was gained by Mr. W.
Cowen. (/Ait?., June 6,)

Cromlington_Florists' Society. — May 30. This was the annual show of
tulips ; when Mr. John Lynn, with rose primo, and rose triomphe royal ; and
Miss Straker, with Maddox's yellow rose, won the first prizes. (Ibid., 3une 6.)

Nottinghamshire.— Newark Floral and Horticultural Society. Oct. 22.

The dahlias from the garden of the Rev. J. C. Giradot of Averham, and from
that of Mr. Moore of the Castle and Falcon Inn, were among those most ad-

mired. The flowers and fruits shown by Mr. Sheppard, gardener to Lady
H, M. Sutton, did him great credit, more especially his seedling peach, named
Sheppard's superb. {Nottingham Revieiu, Oct. 9.)

Ilkeston Florists' and Horticultural Society. — Dahlia Show. Oct. 5. The
names of the best flowers were, the queen of the dahlias, purpurea alata,

Springfield rival. Countess of Liverpool, Drycot's Elizabeth, Aurora, Neptune,
emperor of the yellows, and Mrs. Wilkinson. The most successful candidate

was Mr. "Wade. (Ibid.)

Lenton Dahlia Show. — Oct. 5. The principal prizes were handsome parlour

tea-kettles, and cut tumblers ; and some very fine flowers were shown. The
most admired were, Lee's perfection, Polyphemus, and Black Prince ,• and some
beautiful seedlings raised by Mr. Spencer, one of which gained the first prize,

(Ibid.)

New Lenton Dahlia Show. — Oct. 5. The first prize was gained by Mr.
Robert Rolliston, with the village maid, and five others. Among the fruits, the

first prize was gained by Mr. L. Hall, for an apple, the Newtown pippin, which
weighed 1 lb. 3 oz, (Ibid.)

Radford Spring Show.— April 23. Several amateurs honoured the exhibition

with their presence, and pronounced it the best that has been witnessed in this

neighbourhood for some years past. A beautiful collection of pansies from Mr.

G. Bowley, an exceedingly fine pelargonium from Mr. Redgate, together with

several other choice flowers, formed a high treat to every admirer of florists'

flowers. The auriculas, polyanthuses, and hyacinths, were very fine (Ibid.y

May 2.)
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Somersetshire. — Bath Royal Horticultural and Floral Society. Dah-
lia Show. Sept. 17. The first object which met the view was a most sin-

gular figure on the right-hand lawn : it was that of a Mexican chief, holding

a basket of flowers: the whole figure was composed of dahlias, which, as our

readers well know, came originally from that country; and, difficult as the task

must have been, even the features of the countenance were very ingeniously

delineated. This figure exhibited not less than 150 varieties of the dahlias in

every imaginable tint, and of every gradation of size. A little beyond was the

branch of a tree of considerable size, the trunk, and every part, being also co-

vered with dahlias of an equal number of varieties, and equally diversified in

the colour and size of the flowers. These, together with two stands of dahlias,

comprising 100 varieties, were sent by Mr. Salter of Kensington Nursery ; whose

very numerous contributions of beautiful plants were at this, as at all pre-

ceding exhibitions, sent, not for prizes, but to aid and ornament the Society's

shows. A superb Erythrina Crista-galli, sent by J. Newby, Esq., of Upper

East Hayes, and a most brilliant scarlet egg plant, and a noble thunbergia,

trained upwards of 10 ft. high, sent by H. Nugent, Esq., were also much ad-

mired. There was also a numerous and brilliant collection of cut specimens

of zinnias (splendidly bright, and comprising many new varieties), German asters,

and dahlias, most liberally sent, for exhibition only, by Mr. Veitch of Exeter.

Among the other plants worthy of notice were, a large collection of beautiful

crinums, allowed to be remarkably fine ; cockscombs of prodigious size ; a

superb Thunbergia leucantha, sent by Jarrett, Esq.,eLigenias, Ixora crocata

in full flower, a great variety of egg plants with fruits of every hue and size, to-

gether with a remarkably fine basket of balsams, all sent by Batsford, Esq.,

of Weston Lane ; a great number of varieties of amaryllis, exquisitely beauti-

ful, by A. C. Boode, Esq., of Lucknam; and some very fine ericas, by A. Whit-

taker, Esq., of Frorae. .The fruit comprised pines of various sorts; the edible

passion flower (fruit and flower), ofwhich superb specimens were sent by Mr.

Miller of Bristol; melons of every species and growth, some distinguished for

flavour, others for size, and others for the mode of culture (among the two

latter were the melo chamberi, of enormous size, and two others grown in a

cold frame, without any artificial heat whatever) ; plums of every sort, of which

the most striking were the " Fonthills," grown by Col. Houlton
;
peaches,

nectarines, grapes cut and in pots, of various sorts; figs, pears, apples, cherries,

currants, filberts, Spanish nuts, tomatoes, capsicums, chilis, &c. The bloom and

freshness in the appearance of the fruit were heightened from the circumstance

of many of the dishes being garnished with the ice plant. The vegetables were

greatly admired ; also spinach (new sort) ; and among them we observed

O'xalis crenata. On the opposite side were specimens of the same description

of vegetables, together with some apples of enormous size, sent by the com-

petitors for the cottage prizes, which reflected the highest credit on their cul-

ture. A collection of botanical specimens, found in the neighbourhood of Bath,

was sent by Mr. Kitley of Pulteney Road. There was also an exhibition of

drawings of flowers, originals and copies, for which the Society this year had

decreed prizes, all which were allowed to possess great merit; but the first prize

was gained by Miss M. Rosenberg of Walcot Parade, for a cabbage leaf with

currants white and red, exquisitely painted (original). The second prize

was awarded to Mrs. H. St. John Maule, the lady of the honorary secretary,

for a highly finished drawing of a prize carnation (copy). Mr. King of the

market-place exhibited a number of tasteful, ingenious, and improved flower-

stands, garden chairs, garden implements, models of conservatories, green-

houses, hot-houses, &c. Mr. Smith of Union Passage also sent to the exhi-

bition specimens of various kinds of rustic chairs, garden seats, &c. {Bath and

Cheltenham Gazette, Sept. 22.)

Taunton and West Somerset Horticultural Society.— May 13. The first

prize for exotic plants was awarded to R. M. King, Esq., for a " new plant

from New Zealand, of the Edwardsza genus ;" no doubt, the Clianthus puniceus.
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The tulips were very fine, and the nurserymen who won prizes for them were,

Mr. Hardland, Messrs. Lake and Evans, and Mr. Young. {Dorset County
Chronicle and Somersetshire Gazette, May 28.)

Glastonbury Horticultural and Floral Society.— Sept. The dahlias and asters

were exceedingly fine, especially those fi'om the nurseries ofGiddings and Rees of
Wells, Hammond and Stephens of Taunton, and Lake and Evans of Bridge-

water. We observed some very fine oranges and lemons from the gardens of
W, P. Jillard, Esq., of Oakhill ; and the pines from the same gardens, and those

from the gardens of Lee Lee, Esq., M. P., and Mrs. Strangways of Shapwick,
were particularly fine. {Sherborne Journal, Sept. 10.)

Suffolk.— Bury Horticultural Society. Julyl. The show of flowers and
fruits was excellent, particularly those sent by the cottagers, Mr. Girling of

Stow Market, exhibited seventy-two varieties of roses; and Mr. Middleditch

showed cucumbers 20 in. long. {Bury and Norwich Post, July 15.)

Sept. 25. The dahlias and the fruits were fine, but the competition for the

prizes for vegetables was not so great as we have seen. The cottagers' tables

were well covered ; and were remarkable for a quantity of honey obtained

by deprivation. One cottager in particular (Ashman), to whom a reward of
10^. was given, has obtained from one swarm of bees, purchased in May, 1834,

forty-six pounds of fine honey, and three excellent stocks of bees, worth about
6/. {Ibid., Sept. 30.)

Stow Market Horticultural Society.— Sept. 22. This was the first meeting
of this Society, and there was an excellent display. {Ibid.)

Beccles Horticultural Meeting.—July 3. Mr. R. Thornton sent a large stand

of pelargoniums and calceolarias, which did credit to his gardener, Mr. H. Gill;

Mr. Bircham's (florist) collection of 100 sorts of roses was much admired :

Mr. Gill (nurseryman) sent some rare and new roses ; Messrs. Fenn and
Laws (nurserymen, who decline receiving prizes), 43 pots of calceolarias, and
other green-house plants, &c. From some unknown reason, the fruit table

was not so well furnished as we expected : the vegetables were very fine ; and
what gave us great pleasure was the cottagers' table, whose vegetables i-ivalled

the subscribers'; 25 prizes were awarded them, {Ipsmich Journal, July 11,)

Surrey,— The South London Horticultural Society, established in 1834 as

the East Surrey Floricultural Society, is, we understand, in a prosperous state.

Their summer shows are to be held in the Surrey Zoological Gardens; and they

intend to have meetings, lectures, library, and various other requisites. The
list of subscribers comprises nearly all the first florists about London.

Oct. 27, A lecture was delivered by Charles Johnson, Esq., professor of

botany at Guy's Hospital, &c,, and specimens of plants, and other productions

interesting to floriculture, were exhibited.

Sussex. — Newich Horticultural Society. Sept. 10. We noticed a fine col-

lection of plants and heaths in pots, and a hundred varieties of dahlias, ex-

hibited by Mr. Cameron of Uckfield ; Mr. Mitchell of Pilt Down exhibited a
splendid collection of the choicest dahlias, and good specimens of China and Ger-

man asters ; Mr. Pierce of Pilt Down, some fine African marigolds and Indian

pinks ; Mr. Mantell of Newick, a stand of beautiful seedling dahlias, including

several blooms of the purple seedling which obtained a prize at the last meet-

ing of the Metropolitan Society of Florists, and was named in compliment to

the patroness of the Newick Society, the Countess of Sheffield, Mr. Read,
Earl of Abergavenny's gardener, exhibited a splendid collection of dahlias, com-
prising nearly 150 distinct varieties, and a fine specimen of the bottle gourd,

which, from its novelty, excited considerable attention. We also noticed a hive

of honey from the improved cottage-hive, presented by J, Hurdis, Esq., New-
ick ; to whom also the Society is indebted for a beautiful drawing, in aid of the

cottagers' fund. One of the great attractions of this meeting was the display

of dahlias for the sweepstakes. The cottagers' productions were so excellent,

that a great number of extra prizes were awarded ; those cottagers who did not

obtain prizes received each one shilling, and all a ticket of admission to the

exhibition, {Sussex Advertiser, Sept. 21.)
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Warwickshire. — Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural Society. —

A-pril 9. Considerable novelty was shown in the arrangement of the plants

in flower, by which they were seen to greater advantage than usual. The Ox-

chideae were well contended for between the gardener of Lord Grey of

Groby (T. Beddard), Messrs. John Pope and Sons, the gardener of John
Willmore, Esq. (T. Williams), and Mr. John Horton; and it was apparent,

from the beautiful specimens exhibited, that the successful cultivation of this

" splendid family of plants," is rapidly on the increase in the neighbourhood

of Birmingham. The narcissi (in pots) from the gardens of Messrs. Pope
and Sons, and Mr. John Moore of Barr, were admirably displayed, and ex-

cited much attention. A fine plant of Andromeda floribunda (not for compe-
tition) was sent by Mr. John Hardman ; and two fine seedling polyanthuses

were shown by Messrs. Pope and Sons, of the Handsworth Nursery. (^Aris's

Birmingham Gazette, April 13.)

May 13. The fruits and vegetables were good for the season, and the dis-

play of plants, for new and rare specimens, far surpassing any collection pre-

viously exhibited in Birmingham. The fine-grown and well-flowered speci-

mens of common plants were also more numerous than usual ; among them
was a remarkably fine plant of Kennedya coccinea, from James Taylor, Esq.,

and also some beautiful specimens furnished by George Barker and John Will-

more, Esqrs. Messrs. John Pope and Sons, as usual, supplied some good
herbaceous and alpine plants, from their extensive nursery at Handsworth

;

and some specimens of merit, of the same kind, were sent by Mr. Moore of

Perry. From the gardens of Mrs. William Willmore was received a selection

of pelargoniums, part of them raised from seeds by herself. A showy Miisa

coccinea, from Mr. William Chance, and some early balsams fi'om Mrs. Tay-
lor of Moseley Hall, added much to the effect of the exhibition. {Ibid.,

May 18.)

Warwickshire Floral and Horticultural Society. — Spring Show. The best

hyacinth, the groot voorst, was shown by Mr. H. Kendall; the best auricula,

ne plus ultra, by Messrs. Pope ; and the best polyanthus, Pearson's Alexan-
der, by Mr. C. Fletcher. Besides these, several very fine flowers were shown
by Dugdale Houghton, Esq., Mr. C. Hyrons, Mr. C. Adkins, &c. {Birming-

ham Advertiser, May 7.)

Sept. 17. The prize for the best dahlia, the Countess of Liverpool, was
gained by Sir Charles Throckmorton, who exhibited fine seedlings. J. Will-

more and D. Houghton, Esqrs., had also some fine seedlings ; and many very
beautiful and rare exotic plants were exhibited by Mr. J. Horton, Mr. Ken-
dall, Mr. D. Houghton, Mr. Willmore, &c., with many fine specimens of
fruit. The cottagers' and artisans' prizes were excellent; and, altogether,

a taste for horticulture and floriculture seems rapidly increasing in this

neighbourhood. Sir Robert Peel and Sir Eardley Wilmot have added their

names to the list of patrons of this Society ; and the latter gentleman has

very liberally given 51. additional to the cottagers' prizes.

Wiltshire.— Wilts and General Horticultural Society. — AprilT. Amongst
the attractions in the room, there was a beautiful little camellia in most per-

fect flower, from the conservatory of Dr. Fowler; and a pretty specimen of

the Jcacia aff'inis [dealbata], which has been in full flower for some time past in

the open*ground, cultivated by the Rev. J. Heathcote, at Bramshaw, the seed

of which was sent from Nev/ South Wales by a son of W. Windham, Esq.,

of Dinton, in this county; and the plant itself has now attained the height of
15 ft. A great number of i-are and beautiful plants were exhibited, particu-

larly from the stoves and gardens of the Hon. Mrs. Harris, A. B. Lambert,
Esq., the Earl of Radnor, Col. Baker, Mrs. Batt, the Bishop of Salisbury,

&c. The fruits and vegetables, and the cottagers' prizes, were also very good.

(Salisbury and Wiltshire Herald, April 11.)

May 16. and July 24. The plants exhibited by the Hon. Mrs. Harris, at

both these shows, far surpassed those of any other competitor, particularly

her Cape bulbs. Wadham Wyndham, Esq., M.P., had the best vegetables.

{Ibid., May 7. and Aug. .)
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Aug. 25. Mr. Hughes, gardener to C. B. Wall, Esq. ; Mr. Dodd, gardener
to Col. Baker; Mr. Christian, gardener to the Earl of Radnor; Mr. Dunbar,
gardener to Mrs. Batt; and Mr. Alford, gardener to Thomas King, Esq.,
were the most successful candidates. (^Salisbury and Wiltshire Herald, Aug. 29.)

Sept. 10. Mr. Jumber, gardener to A. B. Lambert, Esq., gained the first

prize for the best stove plant ; B. Estcourt, Esq., the second and third ; and the
Hon. Mrs. Harris, the fourth. We must also mention that a number of
plants were sent , from the conservatories of W. W. Salmon, Esq. (not for

competition) ; likewise a box of beautiful seedling dahlias, grown by Mr.
Downey. (^Salisbury and Winchester Journal, Sept. 12.)

Salisbury and West of England Dahlia Show.— Sept. 9. This exhibition

was an excellent one, and it was numerously and brilliantly attended. Mr,
Wheeler of Warminster showed the best seedling. {^Salisbury and Wiltshire

Herald, Sept. 26.)

Marlborough Annual Dahlia Shoiv.— Sept. 18. The best seedlings were
raised by Mr. Butler, gardener to Thomas Smith, Esq., Ramsbury, and Mr.
Whale, gardener to Charles Bacon, Esq., Elcot House. Mr. Bates of
Oxford produced a very superior collection of blooms j but, on finding that
the competitors consisted chiefly of amateurs, he, in a very handsome man-
ner, declined showing. Mr. Sparry, gardener to G. H. Cherry, Esq., Den-
ford House, produced a gourd weighing 1791b., which measured 7 ft. in

circumference. The exhibition was very numerously attended by visitors from
the town and neighbourhood. {Ibid.}

Chippenham Dahlia Show. — Sej^f. 11. Mr. Wheeler of Warminster was
the most successful candidate : as, for his seedlings of 1834 and 1835, he
gained prizes to the value of 8/. The flowers, generally speaking, were very
fine. {Salisbury and Winchester Journal, Sept. 12.)

Yorkshire. — North Biding Horticultural and Floricultural Society. Sep-
tember 18. There was a splendid display of dahlias, which was greater than
any that had been exhibited since the establishment of the Society. The ex-
otic and green-house plants were not so numerous as upon former occasions.

The chairman, the Rev. J. W. Mosley, pointed out to the notice of the com-
pany the remarkably fine productions of vegetables, which were in great

abundance and of the first order, particularly those exhibited by the cot-

tagers, whose specimens crowded the table allotted to them. \The York
Courant, Oct. 8.)

West Riding Horticultural Society.— Jidy 15. The arrangement and classi-

fication of this show appeared to us excellent, and well adapted to present to

the eye of every beholder in all parts of the spacious apartment, a favourable

view of the whole collection. A platform, raised at the upper extremity of
the room, for the judges who awarded the distribution of the different prizes,

and the curators, together with the president and vice-presidents, was sur-

mounted by an arch finely festooned and decorated with a tastefully intermin-

gled variety of the rarest and most beautiful flowers, in gay and fanciful de-

vices; over the centre of the arch was a crown and diadem fashioned in

flowers of variegated hues, all of them, as the president subsequently an-

nounced, of the culture of Mr. Barratt, proprietor of the botanic and other

extensive gardens in the immediate vicinity of Wakefield. Two large pine-

apples, one weighing 8f lb., and the other 81b., were shown by Mr. Taylor,

from Lady Gordon's of Temple Newsam. Some grapes were exhibited by
the gardeners of B. Gaskell, Esq., Thornes House, and J. Hebblethwaite,

Esq., Leeds. The specimens of peaches, nectarines, apricots, melons, and,

above all, of the oranges and lemons, were extremely fine, as indeed were
those of the various other fruits exhibited. The flowers were also very good.

{West Riding Herald, July 21.)

East Riding Horticultural and Floral Show.— May 13. The plants were
exhibited in a marquee, the top of which was ornamented with festoons of

evergreens, among which were intermingled various flawers and herbaceous

plants ; whilst at the end, immediately over the station allotted to the presi-

3e 2
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dent, was a most magnificent bouquet, forming a crown, composed of.the

flowers of rare and exotic plants, surmounted by the royal arms gilt; above
which were the letters W. R., formed wholly of anemones ; and, towering

above the whole, the Prince of Wales's feathers, composed of the same
flowers. This splendid ornament was furnished from the garden and conser-

vatories of Richard Bethel), Esq., M.P. ; the ironwork being made by Mr.
Crosskill, and the universal delight with which itwas viewed fully testified how
highly the kindness of Mr. Bethell was esteemed. The greatest contributor of

plants was R. F. Shawe, Esq., of Brantingham Thorpe ; and, among the

splendid specimens sent from his garden, we noticed a very fine assortment of

calceolarias, raised b}' Mr. Laing, his gardener, from seeds comprising nearly

30 varieties. Among the other contributions were a collection of double ane-

mones, raised by Mr. Usher, gardener to Lord Hotham ; and several baskets

of iron-work filled with flowers and plants ; the baskets being manufactured

by Mr. Crosskill of Beverley. (^Hull, East Riding, and North Lincolnshire

Gazette, June 9.)

Sept. 2. The principal attractions of this meeting consisted in a splendid

collection of fuchsias, sent by R. F. Shawe, Esq. ; and in Mr. Crosskill's

flower-stands and iron trelliswork ; the latter foi'ming a magnificent crown,

covered with flowers sent from the conservatories of R. Bethell, Esq. The
cushion on which the crown rested was principally formed of Hoya carnosa

;

whilst the crown itself consisted of a great variety of pelargoniums, stocks,

hoyas, cactuses, &c. (^Hull Advertiser, Sept. 4., and Hull Observer, Sept. 8.)

Hidl and East Riding Floral and Horticultural Society.— April 27. The
best auricula was Kenyon's ringleader, shown by Mr. Deighton; who ex-

hibited also the best polyanthus, (Alexander). The best hyacinth was the

sceptre d'or, shown by Mr. Burman. (^Hull, Rockingham, ^c. May 1.)

May 28. The tulips, pelargoniums, esculents, and heaths were of a
high order. The specimens of fruits and vegetables were very fine, and prove

that, within the last ten years, garden cultivation has wonderfully progressed.

The proof of the utility of this Society is not confined to these exhibitions :

it is seen in our weekly markets, of which the stalls are supplied with vege-

tables, increasing, every year, in delicacy of taste and beauty of form. (Ibid.,

May 30.)

June 24. The best ranunculus was the Princess of Wurtemberg, shown by
Mr, Dobson. (Hidl Advertiser, June 26.)

Jidy 2. The best pink was Janson's Lady Miller, shown by Mr. Burman

;

and there were several fine seedlings. The best rose was the Tinwell moss,

shown by Mr. Burstall. (Ibid., July 10.)

Aug. 3. The best carnation was Cartwright's rainbow, shown by Mr.
Dobson ; the best red gooseberry was the roaring lion, and the best green,

green ocean; both shown by Mr. Simpson: the best yellow, rockwood; and
the best white, eagle ; the two latter being shown by Mr. England. (Ibid.,

Aug. 7.)

Sept. 23. The best dahlia was Widnall's perfection. The flowers, fruits,

and vegetables were all good, and were much admired. (Ibid., Oct. 2.)

Doncaster Horticultural Society. — April. This exhibition was principally

for pelargoniums, azaleas, and rhododendrons. There were, however, also

some very fine vegetables. (Doncaster Gazette, May L)
June 24. The pelargoniums, calceolarias, fuchsias, ranunculuses, and pinks

were very excellent ; and the stove plants were numerous and superior. The
British plants were particularly noticed, especially the Pyrola rotundifolia of

the Rev. L. Hobson, and the rock plants of Mr. J. L. Crowther of Bennit-

thorpe. Two hardy bouquets, one from Mr. Hopkinson, and the other from
Messrs. Ci'owder, were much admired. The exhibition of fruits was nume-
rous, and of a very superior description. A pine-apple, from the Rev. T. C.
Read, weighed 6 lb. 13 oz,; and the vegetables sufficiently evinced how much
can be attained by attentive and skilful cultivation. Mr. Crowcroft exhibited

a specimen of rhubarb, the stalk of which measured 6J in. in circumference.

(Ibid., June 26.) _ _
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Jidy 29. The show of carnations and dahlias, considering the extremely
dry state of the weather, was numerous and beautiful, and the pelargoniums
were particularly attractive. There was also a very extensive display of fruit

of almost all descriptions : the grapes were exceedingly fine. {Doncastcr Ga-
zette, July 31.)

Sept. 30. The dahlias and other flowering plants were very finej but they
were much excelled by the fruit and vegetables, which were excellent. {Hull
Advertiser, Oct, 9.)

Sheffield Horticultural Society^— AfrWi^. The auriculas were very fine,

as were the polyanthuses and hyacinths ; but all the flowers that gained prizes

were old favourites. It is indeed astonishing, considering how many seedling

polyanthuses, &c., are raised every year in different parts of the country,

that so few should be found of great and permanent merit, and how con-
stantly we find recurring the names of old favoui'ites, such as Grimes's pri-

vateer. Col. Taylor, Taylor's glory^ &c., in the prize lists. {Sheffield Iris,

May 5.)

May 27. The exhibition was of a highly interesting character ; and the
fact was fully established that, since the commencement of the Society, very
great improvement has taken place in the cultivation of both fruits and flowers,

as well as vegetables. {Derbyshire Courier, June 6.)

Jtme 24. The plants were select, but not numerous. The display of
fruits was the finest we ever saw, particularly those from the gardens of Earl
Fitzwilliam, and the Earl of Surrey j. and those shown by Mr. Mearns and
Mr. Butcher.- A very beautiful specimen of a coiled vine was exhibited by
Mr. Mearns, propagated on his improved system, in February last, and bear-

ing several bunches of grapes ; and a plate of very fine cherries was exhibited

by Mr. R. Waterhouse. The vegetables were,, as usual,, very fijie, and well

grown. The rhubarb exhibited by Mr, Taylor, which gained the first prize,

measured, in the length of one stem and foliage, 6 ft. 4 in. ; the breadth of
the foliage was 3 ft. 8 in.-; and the weight of one stem, 3 lb. 1^ oz. The dis-

play of ranunculuses was very beautiful, and they were greatly admired for their

superior growth. Mr. Green succeeded in obtaining the pan. The pinks and
roses were but few, and of indifferent quality. {Sheffield Mercury, June 27.)

York Horticultural Society.— April 29. The flowers, fruits, and vegetables

were all very good, and were so well arranged^as to appear to the best advan-
tage. {Hull Advertiser, May 1.)

May 27. One thousand specimens- of beautiful seedling pansies, and some
seedling mimuluses, were exhibited, from G. L.' Eox, Esq., of Bramham Park.

There were also flowers of four species of Passiflora, from John Smilh, Esq.,

of Grimston. {York Chroniclk, June 2.)

Hunslet Florists' Society.— This was a dahlia &how^ and the first prize was
allotted to Mr. John Kearsley of"Woodhouse Hill. {Ibid., Oct. 8.)

Bedale Horticidtural Society. — April 25. The auriculas, polj'anthuses,

hyacinths, &c., were very fine, and were very much admired. {York Herald,

May 2.>
Whitby Floral and Horticultural Society.— April 28,. The auriculas ex-

hibited, and particularly those to which prizes were adjudged, were remarkably

fine f the hyacinths were also very fair ; but the polyanthuses had suffered

severely from the coldness of the weather, and from the rain and snow
which had fallen during the previous week. In reference to the floral pro^

ducti'ons of Whitby, the locality of the town should always be borne in remem^*

brance^ situated, as it is, on the borders of the ocean, and exposed to the

withering influence of Boreas and Eurus. Some gooseberries were shown,,be-

longing to Newby Duck, which were deemed worthy of a prize by the judges^

though, not on the list for competition. The attention of the company was
also directed by the cliairman to some excellent specimens of seedling pansies,

kindly sent by Mr. Finnerman, gardener to the Earl of Mulgrave; some stocks

by Mr.Willison ; and a few other plants, not exhibited for competition. {Ibid.)

Malton Floral and Horticultural Society. — April 28. This Society has been
3e 3
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lately established, principally through the influence and exertions of Mr. Slater,

nurseryman at Malton ; and we sincerely wish it success. The show was an
excellent one, and the specimens exhibited were very much admired. (York
Herald, May 2.)

The Channel Islands.— Guernsey Horticultural Society.— April 30. The
show of plants, flowers, fruits, and vegetables was not so extensive as on for-

mer occasions ; but the cottagers' show of vegetable productions, such as

early potatoes, green peas, cabbages, asparagus, &c., was a decided improve-
ment on last year's exhibition. The flowers were principally annuals. (^Guern-

sey Star, May 4.)

July 16. This was a brilliant exhibition. A dwarf vine with ripe fruit, a plate

of beautiful grapes, and a fine plate of gooseberries, sent in by Mr. J. S. Brock,

were particularly worthy of commendation. Mr. James Barbet, sen., sent va-

rious yellow seedling picotees of a beautiful description ; and Mr. Wm. Mellish

a seedling white ground picotee. There was a plate of beautiful Turkish

cherries sent in by Mr. John Arnold, that would have been a credit to any
similar exhibition. We cannot omit noticing the exhibition of Nutt's improved
bee-hive, containing about 50,000 bees, that was sent by Mr. Daniel de Putron

;

nor can we pass over in silence the superiority of the honey produced in those

hives to that of the old cottage hives. The specimens produced on that oc-

casion from both formed a most striking and perfect contrast to each other,

not only in appearance, but especially with respect to the quality. The carna-

tions, picotees, calceolarias, &c., were very fine ; as were the fruits and ve-

getables. Among the fruits were ripe apples of 1835, and apples kept from
ISSi, on the same dish. (Guernsey Comet, July 20.)

Oct. 8. The show of flowers, fruits, and vegetables was remarkably fine.

We noticed a gigantic yucca, from T. Carej', Esq., of Rozel ; a very beautiful

seedling from the Schizanthus pinnatus, belonging to Sir T. de Saumarez ; a
collection of dahlias, by Mr. R. Luff j a seedling do., and a royal pearmain
apple, by Mr. James Barbet, sen.

;
plate of medlars, by Thomas Carey, Esq.

(Rozel) ; a plate of golden drop plums, by Mrs. du Feu ; and six remarkably

fine pears (the Duchesse d'Angouleme), the property of John S. Brock, Esq.,

the largest of which weighed 29^ oz., and the others not less than 20 oz. each.

A fine plate of Travers apples, gathered in 1834, by Harry Dobree, Esq., ex-

cited universal admiration on account of their fine state of preservation, they

looking as fresh as if they had been gathered this season. (Ibid., Oct. 12.)

The Agricultwal and Horticultural Society of Jersey.— April 22. The room
displayed a most beautiful collection of exotic plants and flowers, arranged

with the utmost taste by Mr. Hodges and Mr. Saunders. Among the exhi-

bitions were splendid collections from the green-houses of Messrs. Robin, Du-
pre, Duhamel, De Quetteville, Simonet Cuming, Hodges, John Benest, &c.

;

and the nurserymen, Messrs. Saunders, Peter and Rene Langelier. Eight
lemons, from Mr. Lempriere (de Rozel), were very much praised ; as were
six oranges and a dish of strawberries, and some well-grown kidneybeans, from
the houses of Mr. Poingdestre of Grainville House. The winter apples ex-

hibited by Mr. James Hammond were particularly good ; and this gentleman

and Mr. Duhamel exhibited very fine bundles of asparagus, though the ve-

getables generally were by no means good. There were only three cottagers

who gained prizes. (Jersey Times, April 24.)

Sept. 2. On this occasion we were glad to notice one prominent improve-
ment, namely; the extent and excellence of the cottagers' exhibition. Indeed
such has been the effect of the Society's patronage, that the products exhibited

by the cottagers excelled in many particulars those of the gentry.

At the dinner which followed the exhibition. Col. Le Couteur, in rising to

propose a toast, observed :— " The Agricultural and Horticultural Societies

now spr(!ad over the country were very numerous and flourishing ; but it was
never to be forgotten that they had all emanated from one parent stock. The
London Society had, in fact, given birth to all the others, and merited on their

part that filial respect which was due from the offspring to the parent. He
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had had the advantage of frequent conferences with Dr. Lindsay, the president

of that institution, ivom whom he had derived valuable advice and instruction.

Amongst otiier things, Dr. Lindsay [? Lindley] proposed making Jersey an inter-

mediate nursery for the introduction of foreign plants into England, the climate

of which was unfavourable to the idea of the direct introduction of plants,

which, by first becoming naturalised to the more moderate climate of Jersey,

might ultimately be transplanted to England with the happiest effects. Col.

Le Couteur concluded several other observations on this subject by proposing
the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of London ; which was drunk with
three times three. The plan mentioned was also proposed, many years since,

by Dr. Macculloch in the Caledonian Memoirs; but no attempt, we believe,

has ever been made to carry it into effect. {Jersey Press, Sept. 4.)

Oct. 14. Among the competitors was Mr. Wilmot of Isleworth, who gained

a prize for fruit ; and among the articles shown was one of Huish's bee-hives,

there being two manufactories for the construction of these hives at Guernsey.
There was an excellent display of cottage products, particularly fruits and ve-

getables. The exhibition of vegetables in general was superior to any preced-
ing one, and proves what emulation and liberal encouragement can produce.
Among the fruits was a seedling apple raised by Mr. Saunders, and called

Saunders's Jersey pippin. {British Press, Oct. 16.)

WALES.
Wales.— Swansea and Neath Horticultural Society.— June 25. There were

several rare and valuable plants in the room, but not, we think, so full a collec-

tion of fruits or flowers as at some former meetings, nor was the company so

numerous. The Censor, from Mr. Maule's, was prevented attending by the

Bristol steamer being incapable of performing her voyage and putting into

Cardiff, by which the exhibition lost a valuable collection of pinks and ra-

nunculuses, and other things, which Mr. Maule had sent to decorate the room,
and which had to go back from Cardiff to Bristol. Mr. Vivian, M. P., and Mr.
J. D. Llewelyn, were the most successful candidates. The latter gentleman

obtained the challenge silver box. (The Cambrian, July 4.)

Aug. 4. L. W. Dillwyn, Esq., M. P., Vivian, Esq., M. P., and Mr.
Llewelyn, obtained the principal prizes ; and the last again gained the silver

box. The cottagers' prizes were numerous and very good. (Ibid., Aug. 33.)

Sept. 24. Mr. Miller of the Bristol Nursery sent a pheasant, formed com-
pletely of flowers ; and much credit is due to the arranger of this curious orna-

ment: the beak was part of a yucca leaf ; the comb, globe amaranthus; the

eye, coreopsis ; the neck and body, viola ; the tail, German asters and Bou-
vkvdia triphylla, with the -Stipa pennata, or feather grass, for its extreme

end, and also on its crest ; making one of the prettiest things we ever saw.

The bird stood on a stand of nioss with crimson asters around it. Col. Ca-

meron exhibited 12 varieties of grapes, some of which were particularly fine.

Mr. Dillwyn, Mr. Vivian, and Mr. Byers were the most successful candidates;

and Mr. Vivian obtained the challenge silver box. The cottagers' collections

were numerous and exceedingly good. (Ibid., Oct. 10.)

Anglesea Horticidtural Society.— Aug. 6. This was the first exhibition of

the Society, and nothing could exceed the elegant and imposing effect of the

meeting. It was numerous far beyond expectation, and might be said to com-
prise all the ladies and gentlemen of rank and influence in the neighbourhood.

The room was most beautifully decorated with foliage and flowers ; and for

the taste and elegance with which these, as well as the different kinds of flowers,

fruits, and vegetables for exhibition, were arranged, great praise is due to the

secretary, Mr. R. Prichard, and to Mr. Shaw, gardener at the Fryars. For

the purpose of gratifying the company, and without any view to competition

for prizes, a vast number of bouquets and pots of flowers were sent by different

individuals. Among the fruits we may particularly notice a melon, and several

bunches of black Hamburgh grapes, from Kinmel
;

pines and peaches, from

Hooton ; and among the flowers some pansies of exquisite beauty, from Mr.

3 E 4
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J, Peel's garden at Tros-yr-afon. Upwards of fifty cottagers were present,

and these were all generously entertained at the expense of Mrs. Fuller of

Bodorgan, to whom the Society is well known to have been indebted for its

origin. (^Caernarvon Herald, Aug. 8.)

SCOTLAND.
Clackmannanshire.—The Clackmannanshire Horticultural Society

.

—Sept. 10.

Before eight o'clock the steam-boats had reached the shore, loaded with fruits,

flowers, and vegetables, from distant gardens ; and, before eleven, a great

number both of practical gardeners and amateurs had arrived, with numerous
articles for competition and exhibition. The potted plants were select, though

not very numerous ; and the specimens of dahlias, and Chinese and German
asters, exhibited by Mr. Cathie, gardener to Lord Abercromby, Airthrey

Castle, were most splendid. From the Alloa Nursery was sent a large quan-

tity of fine dahlias, Chinese roses, hollyhocks, flowering shrubs, &c., which,

besides adorning the walls, were tastefully arranged, so as to form an arch at

the upper end of the room. Mr. Gow, gardener at TuUiallan Castle, ex-

hibited, among other articles, many beautiful specimens of jErica; and the

hollyhocks from Mr. Bald's garden, Carsebridge, were allowed by the judges

to be superior to any in the room. From Kennet Garden a fine flower of

the Agapanthus umbellatus was exhibited, raised in the open border, where

the plant has been these six years. The display of fruits was the finest ever

seen in this part of the country; and Mr. Taylor, gardener to the Earl of

Dunmore, exhibited some of a superior description. Of the gourd, many fine

specimens were exhibited from Kennet Garden and other quarters; one plant,

containing seventeen of this fruit, all full grown, suspended from the ceiling

over the central table, attracted particular notice ; as did a beautiful seedling

apple tree in a pot, and bearing fruit ; both exhibited by Mr. William Moir,

Stirling. Mr. Williamson exhibited a very remarkable cluster (29 in number)
of the summer queen apple, upon a stem only 9 in. long. From Kennet
Garden were sent some fine purple Syrian grapes, gooseberries, and apples;

and it is worthy of remark, that, at the meeting of this Society in July, from

the same garden there were three crops of the French crab, being for the years

1833, 1834, and 1835. The vegetables were, as usual, very fine, particularly

some gigantic cabbages shown by Mr. Donaldson of the Devon Iron Works.
One of these, of a smaller size, grown in a pot, was greatly admired for its

elegant shape. A prize was given for the model of a moss house, by Mr.
James Henderson, apprentice to Mr. David Trotter, Alloa Garden. This was
of the most elegant description, being highly finished internally as well as

externally, and was universally admired. {Stirling Journal, Sept. 18.)

Falkirk Horticultural Society.— Sept. 11. Some beautiful carnations were

exhibited by Mr. Alexander Smith, gardener at Callander House ; some dah-

lias by Mr. Miller, gardener at Kerse House ; Mr. Smith sending, also, a num-
ber of rare exotic plants, and Mr, Miller some fine figs, peaches, and apples.

Mr. Lightbody, a hatmaker in the town, exhibited a superb seedling carnation

(a purple flake), which was very much admired. Some fine fruit was sent

from Parkhill, particularly a splendid branch of a seedling apple tree, covered

with fruit. From Carlowrie there were 300 very beautiful varieties of her-

baceous plants, a basket of fine dahlias, &c. From Carriden, a basket of

superior seedling apples, &c. Mr. William Simpson, Falkirk, exhibited a giant

cabbage, weighing 16J lb. (Ibid.)

Dumfriesshire.—Dumfries and Galloioay Horticultural Society .— Sept. 17.

Mr. Robert Arthur, gardener at Jardine Hall ; Mr. Alexander M'Gillivray,

gardener at Closeburn ; Mr. A. Killoch, gardener at Craigielands ; Mr, Robert

Clark, gardener at Raehills ; and Mr, John Ferguson, gardener at Kirk-

michael, gained most of the prizes. Extra prizes were also awarded to Mr.

James Webster, Munches, for a variety of seedling potatoes, accompanied by
an essay upon the late failure in the potato crops, and on the best mode of

preserving them during the winter; and to Mr. A. Kellock, for thirty-four
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sorts of seedling potatoes. Mr. J. Hannan, gardener at Drumlanrig Castle,

exhibited a specimen of the guava fruit ; and Mr. John Rankine apples from
two different trees, being part of those distributed by the Society last year.

(^Dumfries Courier^ Sept. 30.)

Edinburghshire.— Mid-Lothian Horticultural Society.— Sept. 8. The
exhibition was, as usual, splendid, though the plants sent were too numerous
to be seen to advantage. Not only were the tables crowded to excess, but
also the passages, allowing room only for two persons to walk abreast. From
Mr. M'Donald, Dalkeith Park, as many of the rarest and finest exotics as

twenty-four men could carry upon handbarrows, besides a cartload, which
wei'e sent back again for want of room to exhibit them ; from Melville Castle,

a number of fine exotics ; from Arniston, a number of heaths, &c. ; from
Messrs. Ballantyne and Son, nurserymen, Dalkeith, a very superior collection

of the newest dahlias ; from Mr. Handyside, nurseryman, Fisherrow, a very
large collection of very fine dahlias; from Mr. Henderson, nurseryman, Edin-
burgh, upwards of a hundred sorts of fine dahlias ; from Hermitage Park,
collections of dahlias, and new striped French marigolds ; from Whitehill,

some very fine seedling dahlias ; from Drum House, two very fine pine-apples,

the kinds were the Enville and new white Providence; from Mr. R. Mushat,
Dalkeith, some very fine jargonelle pears ; from Valleyfield Bank, a very
neat model of a grotto, &c. A very handsome silver medal, given to this

Society by an amateur of Dalkeith, a member of committee, and one of this

Society's most firm supporters, to be awarded to any lady, a member of this

Society, who, at the September meeting, would produce the best drawing of
a British or exotic plant in flower, was gained by Miss Mutter, Dalkeith ; the
drawing produced was a specimen of Alstroemeria Pelegrina, a native of Peru :

and another similar medal, given to the Society by Messrs. Ballantyne and
Son, nursery and seedsmen, Dalkeith, to be awarded to the apprentice or
journeyman gardener, employed under any member of this Societ}', who should
produce the largest and best collection of named specimens of British and
exotic plants, gathered and dried in flower since the 3d of December, ISSi,
was gained by Mr. William Stirling, journeyman gardener, Melville Castle.

{Edinburgh Evening Courant, Sept. 17.)

Fifeshire.— Colingsburgh Horticultural Society.—April 2S. Considering
the coldness of the season, this was a splendid exhibition, no fewer than six

and eight competitors aspiring for some of the prizes. The Society is meeting
with the most warm and friendly support from the amateur florists in the
neighbourhood of Colingsburgh. Besides the articles for competition, there
were presented, by Mi\ Bousie, a choice collection of auriculas, &c. ; by Alex-
ander Paterson, gardener, Cambo, several auriculas, polyanthuses, and prim-
roses, &c. ; and a choice collection of double anemones, by Mr. Petrie,

gardener, Balcaskie. {Fifeshire Journal, May 2.)

Sejyt. 15. This exhibition was chiefly for dahlias ; and Mr. Brewster, gar-

dener to Colonel Lindsay of Balcarras, and Mr. Sadler, gardener to Robert
Gillespie Smyth, Esq., of Gibliston, were the most successful competitors.

{Fife Herald, Sept. 24.)

Dunfermline Horticultural Society.— Sept. 15. The attendance on this ex-
hibition was quite unprecedented, upwards of 1000 persons having passed
through the room in the space of two hours and a half, all highly gratified with
the sight. We cannot forbear noticing the well got up design of the serpent
and eagle, beautifully executed in leaves and flowers, by Mr. Fergusson of
Netherton ; and also the design of a summer-house, by Mr. Hurst of Valley-
field. Both did great credit to the taste and ingenuity of the exhibitors. In
the list of prizes we observe the following ;— For the journeyman or appren-
tice gardener who shall produce the best design of a flower-garden on paper,
not less than 20 in. square, Mr. Thomas Blair, journeyman, Fordel. Extra
prizes were awarded to Mr. Sang, Kirkaldy, for seedling dahlias; and to
Messrs. Foulis, Fergusson, Hurst, and Begbie, for their bouquets. {Ibid.')

St, Andrew''s Horticultural and Floral Society,— April 15. A lottery of the
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flowers brought for competition takes place after the exhibitions of this So-
ciety ; and on this occasion it seemed to give great satisfaction. Besides the
articles which obtained prizes, there were presented to the Society, from
Strathtyrum, several stalks of i?heum palmatum, and several mimuluses ; and
from Clayton, by Mr. Wallace, gardener to Charles Forsyth, Esq., twelve
dessert apples in excellent preservation ; two heads of broccoli, second best

in the room ; and twelve hardy spring flowers, of superior quality. A great

number of sweepstakes were taken for the next meeting. {Fife Herald,
April 23.)

Juli/ 29. The most remarkable articles exhibited were, a magnificent bunch
of black Hamburgh grapes (which gained the first prize), by Mr. Smith, gar-

dener to John Small, Esq., of the Priory; and some apples grown in the
summer of 1834, by Mr. Young, gardener to Major H. L. Playfair of St.

Leonard's. A magnificent plant of the Yucca gloriosa was presented from
the garden of Mrs. Cheap of Strathtyrum, which, the gardener stated, was a
cutting potted in the month of March, this year ; the height of the flower

stem was 7 ft., and it was thickly studded with its fine white bell-like flowers

:

also, thirty varieties of pelargoniums, from the garden of William Lindsay,
Esq., of Feddinch ; some early apples (Juneating), and some large Carolina
strawberries ; from Major H. L. Playfair, some very fine balsams in full flower.

(^Fifeshire Journal, August 8.)

August 2. The display of carnations was particularly grand, no less than
twelve competitors contending for the prize. The dahlias were rather deficient

in bright colouring and fine form, owing to the late dry weather; nevertheless,

there were some beautiful new varieties. The bouquets from Strathtyrum,
Cambo, and St. Leonard's, received great praise, and justly, for the forms in

which they were arranged. The quality and variety of flowers, which could not
be less than 1000 specimens, also reflected credit on those who produced
them. On the culinary tables were to be seen several parcels of celery,

blanched 18 in. ; and onions, of the Tripoli kind, also measuring 18 in. in

circumference ; and many more fine specimens of vegetables. Among the
articles which obtained prizes we find the following : — " For the best com-
munication on the Culture of the Vine, Mr. Wallace, gardener to Charles
Forsythe, Esq., of Clayton. This communication was read and approved of
by the meeting, and the thanks of the Society voted to Mr. Wallace ; and that

it be forwarded to Mr. Loudon, conductor of the Gardener's Magazine, for

publication in that work." [This communication we never received, or it

should certainly have appeared in our pages.] There were exhibited also,

from Clayton, some fine specimens of apricots, pears, apples, and apples of
ISS^ in good preservation, and a large flower of the shrub i?h us Cotinus;
from William Lindsay, Esq., of Feddinch, a splendid specimen of Lancashire
gooseberries, extra large, and some, we are sure, would weigh 24'dwt. ; from
Gibliston, a collection of picotees of the first class, which could not be sur-

passed for perfection ; from Cambo, two specimens of extra-large beet root

;

from West Park, St. Andrew's, a number of onions of 1834, in good preserv-

ation ; some very fine seedling dahlias, from Gibliston ; a most splendid col-

lection of carnations and picotees, from Mr. Low, upholsterer, St. Andrew's,
which merited and drew forth great praise. {Fife Herald, Sept. 10.)

Cupar Horticultural Society/.— April 24. A splendid collection often varie-

ties of double wallflowers was exhibited by Mr. Ewing, from Balgonie Nursery,
one of wliich, in particular, with large flowers of deep purple, was universally

admired : it is, we believe, the newest variety of that delightful flower. Mr.
Anderson, from Colonel Don's garden, Springfield, sent a beautiful bouquet
of green-house flowers. Mr. Jasper Wallace, Clayton, exhibited some broc-
coli, the heads of which were of a very remarkable size; and Mr. William
Smith, manufacturer, six apples, in a fine state of preservation. {Ibid.,

April 30.)

June 5. Among the prizes was one for apples grown in 1834, and now fit

for the dessert, which was gained by Mr. Watson of Tarvit. The general

collection of flowers M'as small ; but the tulips from Dunfermline, and the
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ranunculuses from Mr. William Thompson, deserve especial notice. Im-
mediately after the exhibition, the diiFerent articles were divided into small

lots, and disposed of by lottery. This plan, though previously followed by
other societies, was quite novel here, and was, we are happy to say, well
received, and carried through with great success. It has the double advantage
of keeping alive the interest amongst the company after the examination of
the flowers is completed, and enables the conductors of the Society to divide

amongst the visiters and admirers of Flora the articles exhibited, without
partiality.

At a meeting of the practical members of the above Society, held the same
day, a prospectus was drawn up and agreed to relative to the formation of a
county competition, and which, from the general and liberal support it is

receiving, will, we doubt not, be ere long fully arranged. {Fife Herald^

June II.)

Sept. 4. The sweepstakes for the best seedling heartsease raised from seed
of 1834 were won by Mr. R. Tullis of Cupar. Extra prizes were awarded to

Mr. W. James Mercer of Crawfurd Priory for splendid green-house plants ; and
to Mr. R. Tullis, for twelve double hollyhocks, seedlings of this year. The
following articles were sent for exhibition :— A collection of beautiful dahlias,

from Mr. Sang, Kirkaldy ; six apples of last year, in fine preservation, from
Mr. Jasper Wallace, Clayton ,- jargonelle pears, from Mr. Weir, Birkhill, and
Mr. Bouchard, Edenwood. {ibid., Sept. 10.)

Forfarshire.— Himdee Horticultural Society.— Sept. 11. There was ex-

hibited a very rich and splendid collection of dahlias and hollyhocks, from the
garden of W. Baxter, Esq., EUengowan ; as also an excellent variety of the
former, from Messrs. Urquhart's nursery, the Lilybank Nursery, and that of
Messrs. Henderson, Brechin ; some fine carnations from Union Place ; a
fine cluster, containing fifteen full-grown jargonelle pears, from the garden of
D. Martin, Esq., Roseangle ; and, what attracted the notice of the fruit con-
noisseur, apples of crops 1833, 1834, and 1833, from the same tree, those of
the former years being in excellent preservation : they were from the garden
of Colonel Patterson of Cunnoquhie. (^Edinburgh Evening Courant, Sept. 17.)

Montrose Horticultural Society.— June 3. Notwithstanding the backward-
ness of the season, the show table was graced with a variety of very fine

flowers, among which we noticed some very fine tulips of the various kinds,

and several superior stocks. We also remarked particularly a very fine pot of
stocks, not in competition, from Brotherton. The pelargoniums were of first-

rate quality, and considerable interest was excited amongst the competitors of
seedlings, for an extra prize given by Mr. Charles Sharp. The circumstance

of no fewer than sixteen different seedlings being presented may convey some
idea of the superior quality of the successful flower, which was grown by
Mr. James Reici : it was a very distinct dark variety, all the petals being of
the same shade, and was afterwards named Sharps. A great many splendid

green-house plants were brought forward, which added much to the decora-
tions of the table. (^Montrose Review, June b.)

The show of pinks was not so large as usual; but one good pot, not in

competition, we observed, marked from Seaton. The show of fruit and vege-
tables was equal to that seen at any former competition. One very large

bunch of grapes (from Dim) was much admired. Some kept onions (from
the same place) were in excellent condition. (Ibid., July 17.)

Dahlia Show. The flowers were excellent, notwithstanding the great back-
wardness of the season, and were universally admired. A box, containing a
number of these beautiful flowers from the Den Nursery, Brechin, and another
from EUengowan, were exhibited (not in competition), both of which received
great praise. Of the carnations we cannot say so much, as, in comparison
with the show of last year, there was a great falling off. We observed some
very beautiful specimens of cockscomb ; also a variety of apple trees, in pots,

loaded with fruit, from Messrs. Dickson and TurnbuU's nursery, Brechin.
(Ibid., Sept. 4.)
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Sept. 25. Extra Show of Dahlias. Notwithstanding the stormy weather of
late, the exhibition was very superior. The Messrs. Henderson of Brechin
were, as usual, very rich in their disjjlay of this beautiful flower, having three

stands very tastefully arranged, and all named. From Mr. Handyside of
Fisherrow there was a very fine stand, which, notwithstanding the distance it

had been conveyed, was in fine order. Neither of these was for competition.

A remarkable specimen of the Mammoth gourd, grown at Craigo, measuring
in circumference 5 ft., and weighing 63^ lb. imperial, was on the table, and
was greatly admired. A prize for the best three seedling dahlias, raised from
seed in 1 833, three distinct colours, was gained by Mr. Hardie, Brotherton

;

second ditto, Mr. Lindsay. (^Montrose Revieiv, Oct. 2.)

Lanarkshire.— Glasgow Horticultural Society.—May 6. This was a very

fine collection of heartseases, hyacinths, and other flowers, together with an
ample show of exotic plants. One of the most beautiful objects, however,

was a bouquet of flowers, executed in wax by Miss Tennant, 57. Renfield

Street. We were also very much pleased with the exhibition of the Garnkirk

Fire Brick Company, of eleven flower vases of different sizes, beautifully

shaped, and having various devices on their outer surfaces. It was suggested

that the largest of these would form an excellent receptacle to grow the

Gaultherzfl! Shdllon, as a tribute of respect to the memory of the late lamented

Mr. Douglas, who introduced this fine hardy evergreen from North America,

and who began his botanical career in the Glasgow Botanic Garden, under its

scientific professor and able curator. (^Glasgow Free Press, May 9.)

Renfrewshire.— The Paisley Florists' Society. June 'l. Tulip Show.

There was a large show of flowers ; and although the weather has been very

unpropitious for maturing, yet, in point of fineness, they excelled the members'
most sanguine expectation. The hour of show being considerably earlier than

formerly, the visitors, who were more numerous than on any former occasion,

had ample opportunity of viewing all the flowers with good daylight. {The
Scots Times, June 9.)

Stirlingshire.— April. This exhibition was for auriculas, polyanthuses,

and hyacinths ; and some very fine flowers were exhibited. We observe, that

Mr. James Henderson, apprentice gardener at Alloa House, gained a prize for

the plan of a flower-garden. (Stirti7tg Journal, May L)
July 7. The show, upon the whole, was very superior, embracing almost

all that is rare and interesting in the flower-garden and shrubbery j and it is

pleasing to witness the improving taste and care displayed by the competitors

and exhibiters in the preparation of the lots for the show-room, as attention to

this we consider of much importance. (Ibid., July 10.)

Sept. 15. The exhibition was a very good one, and we were much gratified

to observe the following :— Journeymen and Apprentice Gardeners' Prizes.

Garden journal or calendar best kept : 1st, John Ewing, journeyman, Blair-

drummond ; 2d, Daniel Ferguson, journeyman at Ardoch House. Herbarium,

best arranged : 1st, Thomas Macfarlane, apprentice, Blairdrummond ; 2d,

James Niven, apprentice at Keir. The intelligence and care displayed in the

production of these journals and herbariums reflect the highest credit on the

youthful competitors. Among the articles exhibited were, from Cardross and
Coldoch, apples of the crop of 1834 ; from Keirfield, a small bunch of Keswick
codlin apple with 30 fruits ; from Mr. John Christie, Causewayhead, grapes raised

in the open air; from Mr. Edmonstone, Stirling, dahlias and fruited yew
plant; from Miss Hepple, artist, flowers of the Camellia japonica, beautifully

done in wax ; from John Cowan, with Mr. Ramsay of Barnton, a rustic table

and two rustic chairs of elegant form and superior workmanship ; from Drum-
monds' nursery and agricultural museum, a collection of dahlias and other

flowering plants, black tea plant, gourds crop 1834, with an assortment of

garden vases, ornamental flower-pots, and garden chairs. These specimens, in-

cluding the garden furniture from Sauchie, having been appropriately placed

on the green, added much to the novelty and interest of the exhibition. (Ibid.,

Sept. 18.)

Plean Horticultural Society. — May 3. This was the first meeting of
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the Auchenbowie and West Plean Horticultural Society ; and it was held
in the school-house, which was tastefully decorated with flowers and ever-
greens; and it is but justice to state that, in the construction of the bouquets
of flowers for competition, much architectural genius was displayed in the
arches, columns, domes, &c., of which they were composed, and much taste
was exhibited in the combination of the various colours with which they were
dressed. We may say with confidence, that the love of horticultural and
floricultural pursuits is steadily increasing among the cottagers of this district,

which, if properly cultivated, will add to their pleasure and happiness.

IRELAND.
Ulster Horticultural Society.— Sej}t. 4. The room was decorated with

flowers and evergreens, arranged most tastefully, forming lofty arches, which
rose from tables covered with fruits and flowers, of great beauty and va-
riety. Nothing could be more imposing than the vista formed by these arches,
lined with tall flowering plants, and filled by gay and ever-moving groups.
Among the many novelties on the table, we were much struck with the bouquets
of fruit, decorated with flowers. One of these was 3 ft. high, and covered
v/ith grapes, melons, peaches, pines, and a variety of smaller fruit. The idea
was new in this country, and, we trust, will be improved upon. The remarkable
size and beauty of the pines, of several species, queen, Otaheite, cockscomb,
&c., struck all the visitors ; and should such attention to cultivation be con-
tinued in this neighbourhood, we may hope to rival the metropolitan societies.

Among other articles were, ginger (Zingiber officinale), by Mr. Lewis; and
some splendid specimens of Gladiolus natalensis which were wreathed in a
tasteful bouquet, prepared by Mr. Robert Middlemas (gardener to Earl
O'Neil), Shane's Castle. There were also some fine grapes, peaches, and apri-

cots, from Mr. Archibald Stewart (Mountstewart). (^Guardian, Sept. 8.)
Belfast Horticultural Society.— Spring Show. A handsome prize medal, with

a suitable inscription, was awarded to Adam J. Macrory, Esq., of Duncairn,
for his extensive range of glass, consisting of a green-house, vinery, and peach-
house; the apparatus for heating the peach-house and vinery of which is so
admirably constructed as to combine the advantages of neatness, efficiency, and
economy offuel ; and the arrangement of the water tanks, at the same time, to
regulate the temperature so as to produce that moist atmosphere necessary to
insure healthy foliage, and to afford a conveniently situated supply for the
plants.

The Westmeath Horticultural Society (^April 15.) appears to be in a prosper-
ous state, as no fewer than twenty-nine prizes were awarded at this show for

fruit, culinary vegetables, florist's flowers, and ornamental, hardy, and house
plants. A list has been sent to us occupying a 4to page, which the secretary,

Mr. Lyons, informs us was printed in an adjoining room to that in which the
show was held, and was distributed among the visitors in not more than ten
minutes after their admission.

Kilkenny Horticultural Society.— April. There was a brilliant display of
hyacinths, roses, &c. ; together with some beautiful exotic plants from Mr.
Robertson's and Mr. M'Craith's nurseries.

Vegetables were piled on the tables in profusion and great excellence;
amongst the rest, enormous broccoli. It is really astonishing what a perfection
the culture of that article, so luxurious at this season, has been brought to within
these few years past. Endive, lettuce, potatoes, cucumbers jasparagus, rhubarb,
&c., were also very good. Of fruits, there were strawberr es of good size and
quality ; and pine-apples, well grown for the season. The latter fruit, obtained
as it is with much trouble and sacrifice, is, after all, worthless in flavour at this

period of the year. There were kitchen apples in good preservation, and
others for the table, well kept, but of middling flavour ; and the same may be
said of the pears exhibited : the kinds were bad, one specimen (the beurre de
Ranz) excepted, which was strongly recommended as most valuable for keep-
ing, flavour, and productiveness. The room and pavilion were tastefully de-
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corated with a Flora crowned with roses, and medallions set in flowers, and
inscribed with the names of Knight, Sabine, Lindley, and Loudon ; and one
wreathed with cypress to the memory ofthe unfortunate and lamented Douglas.
(^Kilkenny Moderator, April 11.)

Aug, 20. A great number of prizes were distributed, among which were
some to ladies for paintings of flowers, and some to gardeners for collections of

native plants. The thanks of the meeting were voted to John Robertson, Esq.,

for his indefatigable exertions in behalf of the Society, and for the promotion
of horticulture generally. {Ibid., Aug. 22. and 29.)

Waterford Horticultural Society.— Aug. 19. Immediately at the left, upon
entering, was a collection of dahlias and German asters, from the Waterford
Nursery, which attracted universal admiration. There were also some splendid

cockscombs, sent in by Captain English of Ringville. The bouquets of cut

flowers were uncommonly splendid. Those from Kilkenny Castle, from May-
park, and from Miss Davis's garden obtained prizes. A pyramid of cut flowers

(for such it really was) from Mr. Gadsden's garden was very much admired,

as was another collection sent in from Ballinamona, the seat of Alderman
Carew. The prize for the best green-house plants was decreed to the gar-

dener of Mr. Barron, M. P, ( Waterford Mirror, Aug. 13. and 22.)

Art. IX. Biography.

Andrew Heron, Esq., of Bargally.— We took a good deal of pains to

procure a biographical notice of this celebrated Scotch botanist and planter,

for our Arboretum Britannicum ; and, through the kindness of various indivi-

duals, we were enabled to furnish an account, correct in every particular,

except that the present male representative of the family is the grand-

nephew of Dr. Heron, instead of the grandson, as stated in our account.

This gentleman, Basil R. Heron, Esq., captain in the Royal Artillery, now
stationed at Gibraltar, has kindly sent us the following account, extracted from

the pedigree of the family, and other documents in his possession :
—

" Andrew Heron was the second son of Andrew Heron of Heron, who was
member of Parliament for the stewartry of Kircudbright. He settled Bar-

gally and other lands upon Andrew, as his patrimony.
" The family of Heron is one of the baronial families mentioned in the Battle

Abbey Roll, and the first Heron recorded in British history is mentioned as

being one of the followers of William the Conqueror from Normandy ; from

whom the various branches of the Herons of Essex and Hertfordshire, of

Northamptonshire, of Cressy in Lincolnshire, of Heron of Ford, Heron of

Chipchase, of Bokenfield, and others in Northumberland, sprang up.
" In the parliamentary writs and writs of military summons in the Tower of

London, we find that John Heron was enrolled in pursuance to the ordinance

for the defence of the seacoast, as a knight holding lands within the county

of Essex, but non-resident in the count3', in the 24th of Edward I., in the

year 1296. In the same record the same John Heron was enrolled and sum-

moned to perform mihtary service against the Scots, and to muster at Berwick

upon Tweed on the nativity of St. John the Baptist, 29th of Edward I.,

A. D. 1301.
" Sir Robert Heron, cousin of the above, was appointed comptroller of Scot-

land, and was summoned to parliament at Westminster on eight days of the

nativity of the Virgin, viz. 15th of September, in the 33d of Edward I.,

A.D. 1305.
" William Heron, knight of the shire, returned for the county of Northum-

berland ; to join the parliament at Westminster in three weeks of St John

the Baptist, 15th July, 18th of Edward I., and in the year 1290. The same

WiUiam Heron summoned to perform a knight's military service in person
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against the Scots, and to muster at Norham in six weeks of Easter, viz. 3d of
June, in the 19th year of Edward I., a. d. 1291. The above William Heron
took with him his younger brother David, who was the founder of this branch
of Heron of Kirouclitree, but commonly called Heron of Heron. David was
rewarded by King Edward, for his services, by a considerable grant of land,

situated between the rivers Dee and Cree, which at the time formed a hunting
district belonging to Baliol. Kirouchtree and Bargally formed a part of it;

and the former has ever since remained in the family, and is now the property
of Lady Heron Maxwell, the daughter and heiress of Patrick Heron, Esq.,
who was member for Kircudbright, and who married Lady Elizabeth Coch-
rane, the daughter of the late Earl of Dundonald. Lady Heron Maxwell
married Sir John Shaw Maxwell of Springkell, in Dumfriesshire, and has
issue.

" Many members of the family held high office under the crown, and were in

parliament ; and, in the reign of King William, the Heron estate was erected
into a barony through the interest of Lord Tullibardine, who was the king's

secretary."

The above extracts are taken from the family genealogy, and the authorities

on which they are formed are at this day in the records deposited in the Tower
of London.

It is greatly to be regretted that many interesting official records and local

documents concerning the old families in Galloway, which were, in times of
political convulsions, deposited for safety in Galloway House, the seat of the
Earls of Galloway, were destroyed when that celebrated mansion was burnt
down many years ago.

The only remaining male heir to Heron of Heron and Heron of Bargally is

Basil R. Heron (great-grandson to Andrew, the founder and planter of Bar-
gally), at present a captain in the Royal Regiment of Artillery. In 1819 he
married Catherine, daughter of the Hon. Justice Mayne, one of the judges of
the Court of King's Bench in Dublin, and has issue three daughters. At the
death of Captain Basil Heron, should he not leave a son, the male branches
of Heron of Heron and Heron of Bargally will be extinct.

By a paper in the handwriting of Captain Heron's father, it appears that
Andrew Heron, the subject of our notice, was married twice; first, to Jane
Graham, by whom he had issue. His first wife, the above Jane Graham,
was a relation of the family of Sir James Graham of Netherby in Cumber-

• land. Finding the state of widowhood disagreeable, after several years he
married, secondly, the relict of John M'Kie of Largo, in April, 1708, who was
his cousin-german, by whom he had no children. His character is thus drawn
in the paper attached to the genealogy above alluded to :— " He was a man
of no conmion genius. His fortune was very easy for the times in which he
lived, and it was spent in doing good and giving employment to the poor. He
was a man of refined taste and great morality, was well informed, and had
taken care to cultivate, by travel and by reading, the talents which he naturally
was endowed with. His father was in parliament; and, though, on his father's

death, urged to enter political life, he resolutely refused it. Botany and hus-
bandry seem to have been his principal pursuits. His counsel and advice were
sought by people of all ranks ; he was the peacemaker and arbiter of the
neighbourhood, the staunch protector of the poor and the oppressed, and the
firm but just object of terror to the guilty. The common observation was, in

his day, that he was an example for country gentlemen, which they would do
well to follow."

It is known that he had travelled much, and was well versed in the Conti-
nental languages. His son (the eldest), who entered the army in Lord Mark
Kerr's regiment, then in the West Indies, rose to the rank of colonel, and was
governor of the province and town of Annapolis Royal in Nova Scotia. One
of his nephews (Benjamin) was secretary to the state of Maryland in America.
His son John was a merchant of great eminence and connexions; and all

these circumstances, combined with his own large acquaintance, naturally
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facilitated the favourite pursuit of collecting trees, roots, fruits, and flowers,

from foreign countries. His niece married Dr. John Buckner, late Bishop of
Chichester; and her sister died unmarried, in the year 1810, at Chichester; a

woman greatly^eloved, and particularly famed for her proficiency and taste in

music : she was an intimate friend of Hayley the poet. Dr. Andrew Heron,
his son, and the last Heron who owned Bargally, was brought up to be a

physician, and took his degree as such ; but he was addicted to pleasure, and
was too idle to practise : he was deeply involved in law, and soon got deeply

involved in debt. His creditors sold Bargally to Mr. Hannay, a brother of
Sir Samuel Hannay of Kirkdale, who was not very rich ; and, in consequence,

he cut down the greater part of the valuable and ornamental timber, and
made the place very different indeed from what it was in 1729, the year of the

original proprietor's and planter's death. It is understood that the timber

which Mr. Hannay felled very nearly paid the purchase money which he gave

for the estate. If the creditors, or their attorneys, had had the decency to

give notice of the intended sale to Dr. Heron's relations, who were residing

in England, Bargally would now have been the property of a Hei'on. Dr.
Andrew Heron died in retirement in the year 1793 : he was never married.

In 1792 Mr. Hannay sold Bargally to John Mackie, Esq., in whose pos-

session it remains. He has had the good feeling and taste to repair old

Andrew'Heron's tomb, in which the remains of Andrew and his first wife are

deposited, and to protect it with a fence and some trees.

The old house of Bargally, in which Andrew Heron resided, no longer exists

;

a small one has been erected at some distance from where the old house stood.

The present house is small, the rooms very low, and the style not at all con-

formable to the situation, or what a person of good taste would have planned

:

it was built by Mr. Hannay.
There is an excellent garden, possessing great capabilities ; but the oleanders,

the citron trees, the pomegranates, and the rare and choice flowers, which were
to be seen at Bargally in 1729, are gone. There still remains a large ever-

green oak, together with some of the finest beech, ash, firs, hornbeam, and
variegated hollies, in the grounds, some of which mark the ancient divisions of

the garden, to perpetuate the memory and good taste of the good old original

proprietor and planter.— B. R. H. July 17. 1835.

Art. X. Obituary.

Died, on the 13th of September, William Malcolm, Esq., F.L.S. H.S., &c.
the eminent nurseryman at Kensington. Mr. Malcolm had been in an indifferent

state of health for above a year ; but such was his activity of mind, that he
could not resist the desire to make his annual commercial journey. He died

at the house of his brother-in-law, the Rev. Dr. Mitchell, minister of Kemnay,
Aberdeenshire, and was buried in the family vault in the churchyard there. Mr.
Malcolm was in his sixty-seventh year. He was considered, by his brother nur-

serymen, as one of the very first men of business in his line ; and, by gardeners,

as one of their best friends. In Malcolm's Nursery there was always a better

chance than in most others for a young stranger from the country to get em-
ployment. The nursery was always kept in the very highest order ; and both
the articles in it, and in the seed department, were the best of their kinds. Mr.
Malcolm left no son ; but the business, it is believed, will be carried on by his

brother Henry.
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